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The Wisdom

to specify a few thinj;s in regard to wliicli
the intelligent bee-keeper was apparently as well posted in 1814, as he is in this

Centennial year 1876. Taking the order
of topics as pursued by our author, we

especially for tlie inexi^erienced. For a
foot may slip, or an accident happen, that
no human foresight could be apprised
of."

We

have not found

tliat

our observa-

tion sustains the following bit of advice

however:

— "Great

after the dress

care should be taken
of coming near the

is off,

bees, as they will be eager to sting for

three or four days, though the person be

tirst to

at a considerable distance."

STINGING.

Mr. Keyes

1.

not always necessary, j'^et it will be prudent to be prepared against the worst,

of the Past.

Kesnming our notice of the old bee
book to which a brief article was devoted
in the November number, we propose

come

No.

insists as

we do now,

thattlieir liabit

is

to

mind

their

ON THE APIARY.

that

bees are not little winged devils going
about seeking wlioni they may sting;

own busi-

ness; that they seldom sting unless pro-

voked or injured; tluit they have a special
dislike of some people that their venom
is moi'e potent at some times than at others; that patience, quiet movements, retreat, thrusting the head among bushes,
and the like, are the best" precautions.
If thej' are excited, he advises, "let water
be thrown among them, or blow them
forth with-a bellows." We thought the
use of smoke as a means of quieting bees
;

—

sound: "The properest situation for an apiary is one exposed to the
wind as little as possible: it being detrimental, and proving often fatal to numbers of bees by blowing them down, or
into the water, or overturning the hives."
This also is good :— '• It is very wrong to
place hives on benclies, which is always
the source of mistakes, quarrels, and often slaughter, by their interference with
one another. A still worse contrivance,
is that of little cots or sheds, with shelves
therein, one above another, aftording a
harbor for their enemies, and very inconThis

is

management generally.
I would recommend, is
of SEPARATE STANDS FOR EACH HIVE,"

venient for their

a modern:,invention, but here it is in print
'• The smoke
more than sixty years ago
of damp straw or rags will drive them

The arrangement

away

Mr. Keyes advises that these stands be
built "sixteen inches above the earth,"

:

—

soon."

In regard to remedies for stinging, our
author says, "I have generally experienced my own saliva (spittle) to be more
beneficial than pompous chemicals or
galenicals." Various remedies commonly
resorted to now-a-days are mentioned in
this old bee-book.
WEARING A BEE-DRESS.
There is nothing particularly difterent
from the modern styles of bee-dress in
the attire described by Mr. Keyes, but
painful experience constrains us to com-

mend

the

wisdom

of

the

following

"rule:"—
" To put on the bee-dress whenever an
operation is to be performed; for although

that

we

should say "six" omitting the "teen."
necessitj" of Avater being kept in
the vicinage of an apiaiy was well understood; "put it," says Keyes, "in a broad
dish, covered with small stones or duckweed, to assist the bees in drinking, without wetting their wings, or getting

The

drowned."
HIVES.

Mr. Keyes describes and illustrates with
old-fashioned wood-cuts botli straw and
board hives, the latter looking externally
very much like a common Langstroth
hive. His directions for making straw
hives are admirable. It is remarkable
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germ of the modern movableframe appears in this old book, only the
frame was a fixture. His straw hives
even, were provided with •' wooden tops'
made with a ''board the width of the hive,
half an incli thick, free from knobs."
Seven spaces or openings were cut in this
board, half an inch wide. If preferred,
''a cheaper top may be made of narrow
slips of wood, wliich I name bars, six in
number designed to be laid across the
top of the hive, at half an inch distance
from each other; the outermost bars to be
one inch and a quarter wide, and the
others one inch and a half." Our author
says that some hive-makers complained
that the

of difficulty in making hives of the sort
prescribed by him. but without grounds.
The person employed by him, after a little practice, could make them as expeditiously and easily as those of the common
sort.
His ideas about hives were eminently simple and practical, no "fancy
fixings" of any kind being employed.

LARGE STOCKS.

Our author believed

in putting two and
even three stocks together for the purpose of obtaining a larger proportionate
jaeld of honey than could be got from
single stocks.
This method he called

" storifying,"

making two or three
stories, by placing one or two hives above
a lower one. His hives were so made as
to admit of this.
Our friend, Hosmer of
i.

e.

Minnesota, can hardly advance an idea
this subject wliich Keyes had not ventilated more than half a century ahead
of him. Indeed, we half suspect flosmer
of having obtained old Keyes' book somewhere on tlie sly, and kept all its wisdom
in his own head, dealing it out in very
few words, at Conventions, as original.
We are confirmed in our suspicions by
finding that old Keyes considers "a
quart" of bees about enough to' winter in
a single hive. Hosmer has been supposed
to hold a kind of patent on the " quart "
theory, but here it is as far back as 1814.

on

"SALVATION OF BEES."
Keyes argues for this. The above

own

phrase.
He advocates the
plan of " storifying" for this, among
other reasons, tliat by its means, " the
is

his

perpetuated to any length of
time, without the cruel necessity and
trouble of destrojn ng indiscriminately
family

is

He pleads for the
"salvation of bees" as the more profitable
plan, going at great length into the argument, giving facts and figures, a la Jasper Hazen. and concludes a full chapter
on the subject by saying
"The old

both old and young."

:

—

must be con-

practice of sufi'ocation,

demned

as impolitic, and highly disadvantageous; for they must be very weak
who pursue a plan of conduct of small
profit, -when a better is offered of double or
treble advantage. The italics are his own.
COMB VERSUS LIQUID HONEY.

Though

the extractor

was unknown

in

those days, the houej'^ market was injured then as now by the impure honey
that found its way into it. Hence the

following most respectful advice :-"With
submission I would recommend to the
nobility and gentry to purchase none but
combs of hone}', to be drained at home.
Sophistications and impurities would
then be avoided, and such combs might
•be selected as ai'e fine, or according to
their own fancy. Were this condition insisted upon, the markets would soon
abound with combs of honey instead of
pots. The introduction of such a custom
must depend on the patronage of the
gentry."

MISCELLANEOUS.
Mr. Keyes was alive to the advantage
of feeding bees in Spring even though
they still had stores. He says. "It enlivens and strengthens them, and stimulates
their activity, causing them to breed the
earlier." He is very sensible on the diseases of bees, giving the cause and cure
of dysentery about as correctly as Novice
or any other high, modern authority

—

could do. He well says: "The failure
of stocks has in most countries been attributed to witchcraft, or other superstitious notions, instead of attributing them
to their true cause,— badness of weather,
or rather their owner's neglect or want
of skill." The chapters on hiving, driving, artificial

swarming, deprivation, and

the monthly calender of operations, indicate an amount of practical knowledge

and
in a

we were not prepared to find
bee-keeper of more than half a cen-

skill,

tury ago.

Lovers of the new and original, will
doubtless be ready to say, "enough of
this old bee-book, let us have something
of to-day."

All right.

But however

.
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some item of bee

fresh and wonderful

may

lore

be,

do not

it as a disco\'ery, until you
Keyes knew nothino- about
And remember that after all. success

trumpets over
it.

many

other things,

depends on a regai-d to principles old as
the
is

It is often the case that

hills.

new

is

not true, and what

is

true

W.

new.

what
is

not

F. C.

Some of the wrapping paper we used
month had been spoiled in printing
'

last

Centennial Advertising Cards. It contained
of all the candidates for presidential honors. A friend who happened to
get one not agreeing with his political faith,
wrote to ask us if we intended to bull-doze
him? Certainly not! We only intended a
gentle "bee-doze." Wrappers are only intended to protect the journals wliile passing
through the mails, and should not be expected to bear intelligence otlier than the
address of the subscriber.
tlie ''faces"

We

have received from friend Becka sample of the foiuulation he purchased
of Novice, and he wishes us to state our
'

tell

We

its purity.
liave not been
detect anytliino; in it otlier than
pure beeswax, tliough it seems to be much
softer than the pure article. Some tallow

opinion of
able to

may have been mixed
be said of

with

it,

as

Novice

in-

Whatever may
foundation — when made of pure

by an

timates,

beeswax— all

oversiglit.

unite in pronouncing

eral nuisance

when

it

it a gencontains paraffine or

other ingredients.

Friend Muth of Cincinnati, O., is
doing a good work in trying to introduce
the use of honey where, heretofore, grape
sugar has been used exclusively. Brewers,
wine producers and liquor manufacturers
use millions of poimds of grape sugar annually. To convince them that honey is better
adapted to such uses, will be to find a new

pounds of honey
coming, no doubt,
when honey will be used by tons where
now pounds only are demanded. Brewers
will be the principal consumers of the above
classes, but all. and others too, will yet find
market

for millions of

annually.

The time

is

be to their advantage to use lioney in
abundance.
it

to

be noticed with pleasure by
is enlarged and improved.
Its beautifully white paper vieing with the
neatness of its cover in making an attractive appearance.
It will

all,

that this issue

of the N. B. E. Society.

raise a flourisli of

are sure old

in bee-keepino-. like

The Future

13

We

were greatly relieved to find from the
of tlie A. B. J., that the
N. B. K. Soc. is to live on in some form,
and we hope it will be with growing
strength and prosperity. A note from Pres-

December number

Andrews forsliadows a scheme to
the Society a beneficiary one, like
that of the Locomotive Engineers. At our
suggestion and request, he embodies his
ident

make

views in an article in this issue, which will
no doubt elicif tlie opinions of the bee-keeping fraternity, and we hope result in the
adoption of a course that will be satisfactory to all. What is needed is a bond of
sympathy and union, a method of co-operation, opportunity for discussion, and combined action for the promotion of a common
interest. We. shall gladly go in for any
scheme that meets general approval, and
hope to be in a position shortly to do more
for the advancement of apiculture, than we
have been able to attempt for some time

W.

past.

F. C.

Friend Murphy has sent the superbhe had at the Centennial Exliibition, to this olhce, where it can
be examined by all our callers who did not
see it at Philadelphia. It is a real beauty.
Mr. Murphy says: "I do not pretend to get
up a very stylish extractor, but for ease in
operating, durability, and for doing the
least injury to the comb, I do not think it
can be beaten; and as to the honey knives,
1 have not seen anything that will compare
with mine for convenience in operating upon straight or uneven combs."
ly-finished Extractor

'December was a cold month. From
below zero in the Northern
States, and at zero to 10 deg, below in the
10 to 26 deg.

Southern States.

Fortunately,

the

bees

were in winter quarters before the "cold
snap" came; else it may have done much
damage.
«-<.- o -»»
is exp(!Cted
that our friend,
the former editor of this paper
will take up his permanent residence in
Chicago soon. As we have already made
arrangements to have him "office" with us

Ct^" It

Claeke,

—The Amekicax Bee
ceive

some

much,

let

Jourxat.

of his attention.

As

will re-

to

how

the next issue tell. Suffice it to
say that we expect to make the numbers for
1877 surpass all that have preceded them.
»-«^«-»-*

|^°We send The American Bee

Jour-

nal, and the Bee-Keepers^ Magazine for
1877 for .'P2.7.5— a little over the price of on(>.

5
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it all

®xxv i£jfdxaugc5*

we

comb honey; but for the brood
believe the dark wax to be

equally good."'

BRITISH BEE JOUKXAl,.
Friend Abbott has removed to Southall,
and there proposes to start a School of Apiculture, which he thus describes:
"It comprises nearly four acres of paddock, orchard, lawn, garden, and premises;
and Ijeing almost surrounded by open pasture-land, orchards, and gardens, we hope
it will serve as a m^^ans to illustrate every
phase of bee-keeping. It is proposed to
build a light, movable tent, with gauze
front, in which nervous visitors may view
any and every kind of maniuulation in perfect safety, yet be so close to the operators
that every word of explanation sliall be
audible to those whose hearing is not defective."

BEE-KEErEK*' MAGAZINE.
After remarking upon the very slim honey
at the Centennial, friend King says
" Capt. lletherington, an uncommonly
busy man, visited the Exhibition in September and was so struck with the lack of enterprise exhibited in this department, that
he went straight home and at considerable
expense shipped and put up in tine style in
the centre of the large Agricultural Hall,
about 3000 pounds of his nicest white clover
box honey, and for this act of pure patriotism, he deserves and will receive, not only
the premium from the Centennial Connnission, but the lasting gratitude of every
American bee-keeper. We understand he
is now preparing his 1600 colonies for win-

show

thus for

chamber,

©ur %ztUx ^ox.
Cohunbiana Co., O., Dec. 24, 1876,—" This
has been the best honey season for years,
and the honey was of extra (luality. Bees
gathered it almost the whole summer, and
Jos. Huestis.
till frost came."

Ingham Co., Mich., Nov. 24, 1876. "Last
season was a poor one, though I wintered
51 colonies without loss, and received 75
new swarms, and 3000 lbs. comb honey, and
about 500 of extracted." Jonx L. Davis.
Montgomery Co., Ind., Dec.
"The honey season was good

tlLEAXIXeS I> BEE-CLLTIRE.

1876.—

tdl July.
Since then bees gathered no surplus. The
bee business is on the increase here. I am
building up a home market for my extracted honey at 20c. I was troubled consider-

ably with fertile workers."

Isaac Sharp.

:

ter."

2.3^

Crawford Co., Pa., Nov. 22, 1876.— " I am
trying to make bee-keeping pay, but I never
could do anything great with a large number
but with a small number, I
of colonies
have realized $'66 per hive. That is doing
very well, but why cannot that be done with
from 100 to 200 colonies ? I have the Italian
bees, extractor, frame hive, and foundationcomb, and can manipulate bees in any way
I please, practice artificial swarming in
;

—

I also have a number of works
bee-culture, and read all the journals."

part.

on

M. Stephenson.

J.

Chickasaw Co., Iowa, Nov. 20, 1876.—" lu
the fall of 1872, 1 had .59 stocks of bees; lost
inall but 9 during the following winter
creased, during 1873, to 31 stocks, and lost
In 1874, inall but 7 during the winter.
creased to 11, and lost all but 5 wintering.
In 1875, increased to 11 again, and succeeded
in saving tlu'Ui all, in' perfect condition,
through last winter. I have now 31 stocks
in fine condition for winter, and have taken
during the past season about 100 lbs. of honey, mostly extracted. Was troubled by late
;

HOW TO PREPARE WITH CHAFF.
Novice remarks that " in usin^ chaff for
out-door wintering, it is well to nave a vacant space above the chaff under the roof;
and the roof or cover must not be too closefitting, or you will have frost and dampness
collecting on its under side, that may run
down and wet the chaff packing. If you
will take a look at the nnder side of the
cover after a freeze, you will get the idea.
To carry off" this dampness, the air must be
allowed to circulate to some extent above
the chaff; raising the cover a little, or having
holes^covered with wire-cloth just underthe
Be sure you keep the
eaves, will answer.
chaff dry, and that none of your covers are
leaky."
COMB FOUXDATIOJN^.
"Mr. Doolittle brought us a cake of
yellow wax to be made into foundation,—
cells to the inch for brood coiubs— that for
beauty and purity, goes considerably ahead
of any furnished us heretofore. When questioned he said it was purified with vinegar,
On turning to
as given in Quinby's book.
the page we find:
" By adding an acid to the water in which
the wax is melted, it may be separated much
more readily. A quart of vinegar to a gallon of water, or a small spoonful of nitric
acid

is sufficient."

Such wax makes beautiful yellow foundaand it will without donbt pay to treat

tion,

swarming, having two first swarms come
on September 2, nearly a month later
than usual. It will be seen by the above
brief account of my bee keeping experience
that I have made an almost total failure of
wintering for several winters, until last
winter, and of course I am very much interested in learning how others manage,
who have been successful and I judge that
off

;

number

of the s'obscribers of the
Jouknai. are interested as much as I am.
I would suggest that your subscribers be
asked to send you brief reports from time
to time to enable you to tabulate and publish
such tables as the one sent you by the
North Eastern B. K. Society last spring,
and published on page 74 of your March
number. Such persons who may report

a large

extra good success can be requested to give
their

management more

in detail."

O. O.

Foppleton.

glad to have such " reports ;" believing that it would be a very
interesting table.— Ed.]

[We should be
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Henry Co.. Ind., Dec. 6, 1876.—" I am a
minister of the Methodist Episcopal Church
in active service as a Presiilini,' Elder, and
keep bees as a recreation, and for tlie help
they afford in making up the deficiencies in
my salary. I have been, 1 think, quite successful and have found the employment
profitable.
bees have paid me not less
than .$'300 over all expenses tliis year, not
hives increase. I
counting the value of
obtained 1,500 lbs. of choice honey. I have
now .51 colonies of Italian bees, nearly ail
pure, and in good condition for winter. I
always had a liking for the handling and
managing of bees, and to
enthusiasm in
the matter 1 attribute my success."

My

H

my

Clifton, Tenn., Dec.

11,

large colonies as most bee-keel)ers seem to,
as my small colonies seem to do quite as
well in spring as the large ones. To be
sure they need earlier attention, earlier
feeding, but then a small stock does not eat
much, and you have the fun of feeding and
fussing over them after the long respite of
winter and when there is little else you can
do. I think it the very quintessence of enjoyment tinkering up a little swarm, and
with a good queen it is astonishing how fast
they will breed up to strong stocks. I use
the Gallup frame. 12 and
frames in a
hive. Being out of health all last summer,
I could do but little for my bees and they in
consequence did but little for me. I am
now in readiness for next year's work."

U

Wm. H. Kirk.
Noble Co., Ind., Dec. 16, 1876.—" September was wet and cold, and as my bees could
not gather honey, they destroyed their
brood. As I was sick in bed I could not
feed them; so now I have none but old bees,
and they are dropping off fast. I have sduie
packed in sawdust, some in buckwheat
chalf, some in large bins (one holding ?0
hives, entrance free to all, so that they can
fly out at pleasure), some in store boxes,and
some in a "dugout," leaving the front open.
I ha€l 27 stands in the spring; increased to
75, but obtained only 300 lbs. of extracted
and box honey. I have kept bees ever since
1845."
F. R. Davis.

1876.—

"As

there

was no surplus honey the past season

here,

4,

bees are in a very poor condition for wintering."

C.

Weeks.

Putnam Co., 111., Dec. 1, 1876.— "My bees
made honey very fast until July 20; having
then made 400 four-pound boxes of honey.
There was then nearly 1,000 boxes partly
tilled, which they have since eniptied."
Otto IIalbleib.
Stephenson

Co., 111., Dec. 14, 1876.— "I had
stands of bees in the spring. I increased
Got 1,1713^ lbs. of box honey. My
best swarm gave 126 lbs. surplus."
11

to 29.

M. Mahin.
1876.— "I feel
exceedingly indebted to the bee journals
for almost all of the knowledge I possess
on bees, although 1 think there is much
chaff amongst the grain, and I do not know
where the most of it can be found unless it
be on the subject of Wintering; because so
far as my experience goes both wintering
and springing are very simple— long-winded
orations to the contrary notwithstanding.
My practice has been to shelter from the
uortn and west, give upward ventilation,
have 1)4 inch hole above the packing on top
of the hive and in both ends of top. This
will winter a pint of bees if the hive is contracted and the entrance made in the vacant
end of the hive and under the division
board. I thank our old friend Gallup for
the hint on entrances. But if I should not
be as successful this winter as I have for
the last 16, I may have to follow suit and
fill my garden full of well curbs, as some
seem desirous of doing. Seven of my hives
have glass on all sides, 2 panes 9}.^xl4, and
two, 9x9. and when these are packed between the glass and shutter with an old
newspaper, I believe will winter quite as
well as the rest. I do not think so much of

Waterbury, Conn., Dec.

15

BoBERT Jones.
Fredonia, N. Y., Nov. 8, 1876.— " In May
last I had 49 stocks of bees, which increased
to 106, giving 1800 tbs. of box honey.
The
fore part of the season, from June 1st to the
middle of July was very fine, but about that
time the drouth came on, shortening the
honey season about two weeks. The most
of our honey is i)roduced from white clover,
and baswood. Will Mr.
the great Minnesota apiarian give his method of winter,

ing,

&c., through

Journal?"

The American Bee
P.Miller.

Allegan Co., Mich., Dec. 18, 1876.—" Two
years ago I bought a black swarm in a box
hive, and in the spring, after they had

swarmed, transferred them to what we call
the Johnson hive, which is a modilication
of the Langstroth. Both swarms wintered
well, and this last summer I made 10
swarms of them, and all have their hives
(9 frames) well filled.
I have 132 lbs. of box
honey. This I think is good enough for a
beginner."
Henry Bird, Jr.

Bureau Co., 111., Oct. 2.3, 1876.— "This summer, while crossing the pasture to the harvest field, I was about to pull up a bunch of
weeds, but my attention was called to the
number of bees at work on them, so I let it
stand. Afterwards I thought them honeyproducing plants, and would gather the seed
and sow it.
I found them to be catnip. So I followed the hedge fence where I
thought most likely to find it; cut it off
with my knife (got pretty well scratclied),
dried and rubbed it out. It is a small seed,
an ounce will sow quite a patch. "^
E. Pickup.

Fulton, 111., Dec. 18, 1876.— "I commenced
the season with .50 swarms, 15 of them very
light; have increased by natural swarming
and division to 80; have sold 5i!415 worth of
honey and beeswax (only made wax from
the uncappings from extracting), and have
on hand and given away and used in family
about $50 worth. The honey was all gathered from white clover, in about 3 weeks, except about 400 lbs. of late honey. The fall
of '76 was the neai'est a failure of any since
1862 here. The extracted honey I sold at
12>^c. per lb., and comb from 16 to 20c. per
lb.; all in my home market.
I use the
Langstroth hive and Italian bees, and for
convenience in handling, for extracted or
comb honey I have not seen a hive its equal
in my estimation; and as to bees I would
not have black bees while I can get Italians,
as the Italians are more gentle, more prolific
and better workers; or at least they are for
me. I have 3 imported queens in my apiary

—
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now, and I think tliat a crossing of the bees
by raisins (jueens from one importation and
drones from another, will produce better
workers than raising queens and drones
from the same stock of bees."
R. R.

®orvc$pondcucc»
For the American Bee Journal.

MUBPHY.

When
Orange Co., N. Y.— "Last spring I had 20
hives, have now 32, and have obtained about
578 pounds of honey in four-pound boxes and
have about 100 pounds in frames. The hives
are now^ all in good order with more than
enough honey for wintering. The honey
here is of superior quality, being made from
locust blossoms ancl white clover there is
no buckwheat raised about this section, consequently have no dark-colored or strong
honey stored in boxes. Being made from
such flowers, it is the finest flavored honey
produced anywhere. My apiary at New
Windsor Nursery is composed of Italian,
hybrids and black bees, but 1 flnd the Italian
;

far ahead, especially in times of scarcity of
honey. I had one swarm of Italians that
stored in boxes 66 pounds the last three
weeks of June, and have since made 23
pounds, also in boxes. Others have made

50 to 40, and so down to 10 pounds each. I
use a movable-comb frame hive of my own
getting up, and it has thus far proved a complete success.
While some with common
box hives andtheoldfashioned way of keeping bees have very little honey or hives, I
now, after three years';practice, have more

honey and bees than
with."

San Buenaventura,
"

I

know what

Marcus
Cal.,

to do
D. DuBois.

Dec.

4,

;

We

Nazareth, Pa., Dec. 4, 1876.— "I was at the
Centennial at the time of the honey exhibition, though too late to be present at the
Convention. I was pleased to meet the
greatest apiarian in the world, Mr. Harbison, who has 3,000 stand of bees, and who
brought in from California 100 tons of
honeycomb. He kindly drew a sketch of
his hive, and explained his mode of proceedure and the arrangement of his surplus
boxes, and cheerfully answered the many
questions asked him, for which he deserves
tlie sincere thanks of those of us who were
present.
I was also pleased to see Mr.

Latchaw, of Barkeyville, Venango Co., Pa.,
exhibit his Union Section Extention bee
hive; he took the sections apart, showing
the combs with the adhering bees and
queen. It was a real pleasure to see so
many of our apiarian friends at the Centennial. Accept my best wishes for you and
the continued success of The Am"ekican
Christ.

to

Change Queens.

about once a year to
overhaul and change queens.
When a
queen is 3 years old, even if a very good one
in the spring of the 4th

summer

sjje will

probably begin to fail, 4 out of 5 will do so.
We change our queens about from July
1st to lOtli. Just when the white clover begins to fail to secrete honey, at that time
the swarming fever is nearly over. We remove an old queen or separate a full colony
from a good stock of workers and start as
many queens cells as possible, and on the
ninth day after, remove a good cell and put
one in each hive, in the honey boxes on top.
Don't disturb the old queen; as soon as the
young queen hatches, she will crawl down
into the hive, and at once the bees will accept the young queen. The old queen will
soon be disposed of. Do not throw her out,
for if the queen larvfe is 2 or 3 days hatching, they will start other cells, and throw
out the yovnig queen. Put them in a top
honey box,and the bees will hardly ever cut
them out, and in this way an apiary can be
supplied with new queens very readily.

Alfred Chapman.
Hancock

Co.,

W. Va.

For the American Bee Jonrnal.

large quantities of honey produced
in South-western California and deposited
mainly in San Francisco is being rapidly
sent ofi" to all ]>arts of the world, and sales
are becoming more easy at higher figures
yet the risks of sending comb-honey long
distances is making the demand for extracted honey greater ; thus bringing the
price of the two nearer together.
This
county, Ventura, young in the bee business,
is one of the best in the state, and is rapidly
increasing in its number of colonies, and
our bee-keepers' conventions assistmuch in
perfecting their management.
have had
one shower of rain since last March, and expect some moi"e sometime tliis winter, although it is now as warm and sunshiny as
in July."
R. Wilkin.

Wm.

How

I find it profitable

1876.

The

Bee Jourxai.."

and

Northern Minnesota Apiaries.
The season

was rather a poor one
Northern Minnesota; the
spring was cold and windy. From the 20th
of May to the middle of June honey was
more plenty; then dry, hot weather set in,
and honey was scarce till July 25, when
basswood came into bloom; then honey was
abundant for 2 weeks. The weather was
fine and the bees stored honey rapidly.
From Aug. 10 to Oct. 1 we had very unfavorable weather for honey gathering; it
was cloudy or raining full one-third of the
time. Honey and pollen was plenty all
through the fall, altnough we had a heavy
frost on Aug. 26 and Sept. 1; after that the
nights were cold, and bees could work but
a few hours each day. Nov. 9 and 10, my
bees stored 2 or 3 lbs. of honey to the hive;
but what they found to gather honey from
is a mystery to me; everything looked dead
and as dry as a chip.
I commenced last spring with 3 stocks;
for bee

men

of 1876
in

when I took them out of the cellar, I transferred them from box hives into the "Nortli
Star" movable frame hive, with only good
comb enough to fill 5 or 6 frames to the
hive. I run them for increase of stocks.
Now I have 12 strong stocks in winter quarI got enough surters, in good condition.
plus box honey to more than pay me for all
my trouble.
In the
Honey-plants are plenty here.
spring we have first the willow, poplar,
cherry,
plum,
gooseberry, wild currents,
june-berry, prickly ash, black and red haw,
raspberry, with many wild flowers; then
basswood and buckwheat, golden-rods, astors,
starworts, and many other frost
flowers.

Todd

Co., Minn.,

Nov.

A. J.
29, 1876.

Haney.
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Honey

in

Frames.

I liave been keeping bees for 7 years, and
in that time have taken all my surplus in
frames, and like it the best. The frames
of my hive are 13 inches from front to rear,
which I think a very good size. The frames
for surplus honey are 12x<% inches outside
measure, and contain from 2}4 to 4 lbs., according to the thickness of the comb. If I
want to extract the lioney, which I generally do, these small frames are very convenient, and can be removed and returned
without disturbing the brood nest. If I
wish to sell the honey in the comb, I find
the small frames miich more convenient
than boxes. The bees are easily shaken
and brushed off, while a good deal of skill
and patience is required to get them out of
boxes. Honey in such frames as I have
described is easily handled, and sells very
readily at good prices. If to be shipped,
cases can be made which will hold the
frames in such a position, and with such
firmness that with careful handling there is
no danger of injury to the combs.
I use no honey-board between the brood
department and the frames for surplus
honey. If I desire comb honey exclusively
I would use a honey-board, as the queen
would be less likely to deposit eggs in the
upper story, but as I use the extracter
largely, if a comb is blackened by having
brood raised in it, no great harm is done. I
frequently cut drone comb out of the frame
in the brood chamber and put it into the
small frames. It is better for the extractor
than worker comb, as the honey is more
easily thrown out of large cells than small
ones.
When starting bees to work in the frames
for surplus, it is important to give them two
or more frames filled, or partially filled with
comb. They are more likely in that case
to build straight combs. While comb building it is necessary that they should be looked after occasionally as they will sometimes
build from the bottom upward, and do very
crooked work. I think Italian bees are
more apt to begin at the bottom than black
bees are. I do not wish to be understood as
disparaging Italian bees.
I think them
mucii better, in more respects than one,
than black bees; and I keep my Italians as

pure as possible.
Newcastle, Ind., Dec.

M. Mahin.
14, 1876.

For the American Bee Journal.

Important Points in the Construction
of Bee Hives.
The farming connnunity own most of the
honey fields of our country; and the business of honey gathering and the management of the gatherers should be as simple
and as clearly understood by them as possiIt is also desirable that it should be
from needless manipulation.
1. The shape of the hive is a question
worthy of some consideration. A low, flat
ble.

free

hive will not be as safe for wintering as a
taller hive with narrower front, back and
side boards. There is very little danger in
the wintering of bees in hives, thus shaped,
on their stands if only covered from wet.
2.
very important consideration with
me is an arrangement of boxes for surplus

A
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honey, of about 5 Rs. capacitv each; 40
boxes in the aggregate, a little inore or less
at pleasure, placed in close connection with
the body of the hive; each directly accessable to the bees.
o. With these boxes, placed early in the
season, before the queen has made any arrangement for swarming, by preparing
queen cells, they will give almost certain if
not perfect security against tlie issuing of a
swarm, and will in a good seasoii give the
40 .5-ft). surplus boxes full of surplus honey,
more or less; depending upon the field and
the season.
4. To be secure against swarming it will
be requisite to have the colony of Bees well
shaded from the sun. Great heat, or the
presence of enemies may drive them out,
whatever room they may have for their
operations or in whatever shape it may be.
5. This will not be a very heavy expense.
Glass boxes will be paid for in the sale of
the honey; 200 tts. of honey would sell for
from $iO to «50. If no market, it would be
very convenient to have 200 lbs. of first-rate
honey for use in the family.
6. The expense of this
annual income
would be for one colony of bees say .'$8, and
one hive say $o, amounting to .?i3. This
whole expense is more than d(nibly paid the
first year, and all the after products in coming years clear gain. To secure the fullest
success let them send for Tiik American

Bke Journai, and

read

Woodstock, Yt.

carefully.
.Jasi'kr IIazen.

it

For the American Bee .Tournal.

Chips from Sweet Home.
I lately had the pleasure of visiting the
apiaries of Putman, at Galesburg.' and
Cramer and Kellogg, of Oneida, Ili. The
former apiary consists of 80 or 90 hives, located in an orchard in the city of Galesburg.
1 saw a lot of his honey, which was choice
white clover. His hives were verv heavy
and too full of honey for their future wellfare. He has no slihger and in this he saw
the need of one. He has also a lot of sections partly filled which should be emptied,
the comb saved for spring. His hives and
yard were neat. I found him a talkative
gentleman willing to impart and receive

knowledge. He thought "the disease" was
caused by a draft of air through the hive in
cold weatiier; but this is a mistake, for we
had the disease in the cellar as well as outdoors, and hives all grades of ventilations.
He winters out-doors, cuts off all upward
ventilation, or rather wants to; in taking off
his honey boxes, which were set next the
frames, and then putting on the honeyboard, he must necessarily leave open space
around the top.
Friend Kellogg was not at home, but I
found Cramer, found him a full match for
me in talk, he is «, live bee-keeper. His
apiary, as also Kellogg's, showed care and
attention. K's honey slinger is liked very
much, but would prefer the Sweet Home;
but his is a home-made one, and I thiniv it a
better one than any advertised, Kellog and
Cramer sling all their honey and find sale at
good prices. In company with Ci-amer we
visited several small bee-keepers, and next

morning before daylight he kindly saw
on the train.
D. D.

Mercer

Co.,

Ill,

Dec.

11, 1876.

me

Palmer.

.
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The Agricultural College Apiary.
Tlie forthcoming report of the Michigan
State Board of Agricnlture for the year 1876
will contain the following:
Of the ten colonies of bees placed in the
new cellar Nov. 2(5tli, all but one, the experimental colony, with none but old bees,
came through the winter in fine condition.
That one lived till spring, and then died.
These colonies were all removed from the

once in January, and once in March,
that they might have a purifying tlight.
They were not removed to the sunnner
stands permanently till the middle of April.
During the previous autumn the bees
were kept breeding even into October, and
cellar

consumed nearly
colonies had

all

none.

tlie

pollen.

which have done well, and all yielded
bloom except the two first, which will not
bloom till another season: yellow trefdil
clover, yellow Bokhara clover, mignonette,
mustard, Cliinese mustard, borage,

black

silverleaf buckwheat, common
and Chinese sunflower, and Rocky Moun-

common and

tain bee-plant.

The following is the summary of the account with the apiary for the year:
De.

To improvement

of grounds
" experimental plats
" tools
" making hives, feed, queens, and
care of bees
•

Total

Several

These had no brood

the cellar. I attempted
to supply this lack by feeding meal during
found that nearly as
April,
but
'of
last
the
soon as the weather would permit the bees
to fly they could get pollen, and thus would
not touch the meal.
I fed sparingly of syrup till the fruit trees
were in bloom, and by tjlat time had (5 or 7
frames of brood in each hive. I also fed a
little between the fruit trees' bloom and
that of white clover, with the most satisfactory results.
During the season I have increased from
9 to 20 colonies, all large and in excellent

when removed from

I also procured two Italian
queens imported from Italy, but lost one in
introducing. The otlier has done well, and
from her 1 have Italianized the whole
apiary, though I am in doubt whether all
the queens were purely mated.
I did not permit the colonies to swarm,
but practiced artificial swarming, or dividing. I lost three colonies, one coming out
in the spring, and leaving at once, without
waiting to alight even; the other two going
off this fall, before I suspected any such
thing, choosing Sunday of course as the
time for their leave-taking. Had I pre-

condition.

viously clipped the queen's wings, all of
these would have been saved. I have now
no queens with undipped wings.
I have extracted daring the season .507 Bbs
from the br(X)d chamber. About a third of
this was from basswood, and the other twothirds from fall bloom, and none was extracted except from worker comb, which it
was desired to keep free froin honey that it
might be used for brood.
During me season I hake worked for
comb honpy, both in boxes. and in small
frames, anfl found that I could secure much
more in the frames. I find, too, that the
honey in small frames is liked quite as well

by consumers.
In the spring I surrounded the apiary
grounds with numerous honey-producing
shrubs and trees, among which were basswoods, locusts, crab-apple, shaclbush, etc.
Most of these have done well— a few have
died. These have been kept mulched, and
the ground about them well spaded all the
season. I have also set out more evergreens, some for a wind break, others for
a shade for bees; and have started some
Concord grapevines and Virginia creeper
for shade. Some of the latter has been set
about the house, that it may climb upon it,
and has already made a fine growth. I
have also set oiit several kinds of bee-plants
of more or less repute, the following of

"

.506}^ tt>s.

@

.flO
bees
extracted honey

11 colonies of

84.81

.$110.00

@ 16@

22c
" 1483^ lbs. comb honey
22Kc ....
" 168 K)s. comb honey (unsold)
20c
" 5.5>< lbs. extracted honey (unsold)

@

@

23.65
20.45

.^1.5.5.08

CiJ.

By

.'^26.17

1.5c

@

@

—

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

10c
60 frames worker comb
9 unoccupied bee hives at $2.00. .

'•

lumber,

improved grounds
experiments on bee-plants
70 lbs. asparagus (§ 8c
tools, record book, etc

work bench
oil,

and paint on hand.

Total receipts
Total expenditures

Net

profits

"

"

83.19
33.90

on 9 colonies
per colony

.

33.60
8.32
6.00
18.00
26.17

23.65
5.60
15.45
5.00
2.33

$371.41
.'11.55.08

.$216.33

24.05

CONCLUSIONS FKOM YEAK'S WORK.

The experimental hive, strong in old bees
but which contained no young bees, as no
brood was permitted to liatch after the middle of August, and which died in early
spring, indicates that spring dwindling may
come from the fact that there are no young
bees in the hive when the bees go into winThis condition may arise
ter quarters.
either from a poor queen, a poor honey
yield, or dearth of honey in autumn, when
even the best queen will refuse to do duty;
or, as has been the case here this fall, such
a great honey yield as to give the queen no
opportunity.

NATURAX, SWARMING.
have proved, what reason and a knowledge of the natural history of the honey
bee would discover, that natural swarming
This
is always sufliered at a great sacrifice.
I

insures a queenless colony for nearly or
generally quite two weeks, which is equivalent to the loss of a fair colony of bees, as a
good fertile young (lueen will start a fair
colony in this time, especially as this is
generally at the time of the best honey season of all the year.

THE EXTRACTOR.
great value of this machine has been
again demonstrated during the wondrous
honey yield of August and September. Although the bees had plenty ot room in the

The

supers— both boxes and frames— still they
would fill up the brood space as fast as the
bees came forth, so as utterly to preclude
breeding. By extracting I kept the brood

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
replete wiMi brood, wliile by omitting the same, breeding stopped entirely. I,
fonnd, too, that this sent the queen into tlie
supers, where she would lay it there was a
possible chance; whereas she remained below entirely when room was given her in

chamber

the brood chamber.
POI.I.E]Sr

A REQUISITE TO BROOD

REARIISfG.

The

fact that there was no brood reared
in colonies destitute of pollen till the bees
had gathered and stored some, seems a positive demonstration that pollen is an essential element of the food of the larvoe, though
it is not required by the mature bees.
The
rapid increase of brood in the spring would
also indicate that it is as well, if not best,

that the bees have no pollen
fly out in spring.

till

they can

FEEDING MEAI,.
observations the past spring, sustained also by those of 1874, show that bees are
pretty apt to be able to gather pollen as
soon as it is best for them to fly in the
spring— by the middle of April— and that
feeding meal is unnecessary.

The

EVERGREENS FOR SHADE.
Evergreens for shfiding the colonies,

es-

pecially Norway spruce, not only serve an
excellent purpose, but can be trimmed so
as to make the apiary grounds very attractive from their beauty, and are to be strong-

recommended.

ly

SAWDUST ABOUT THE HIVES.
The sawdust about the hives, underlaid
with brick, by keeping the grass down
serves an excellent purpose, as it enables
one to see at once any bees that fall upon
it, and thus ensiu'es against loss of queen.

LATE FAEE FEEDING.

As

the bees wintered so well during
the past winter, I could see no special difference between those fed late the previous
fall and those that were not.
All bred so
late as to vitiate the experiment.
all

nOXr^Y-PEANTS.
of the summer shows that
the following honey-])lants not only yield
well, but that they bloom from early in
July till autumn, covering a period when
there is a dearth of native honey-bloom:—
mignonnette, borage, and black mustard.
Chinese mustard is inferior to black mustard. It blooms earlier, and the bloom
fades away much sooner. .Sunflowers are
unworthy cultivation, while the Rocky
Mountain bee-plant blooms too late to be
valuable where there is plenty of fall bloom
native to the region. With no native bloom
to furnish autumn honey, it would be vain
able. All of the above" do well on light

The experience

sandy

soil.

GOLDEN-ROD HONEY.
Our autumn experience proves tiiat golden-rod IxMiey, though rather daric. is of very
St'Ncnil good judges have
suiicrioi' llavor.
pronounced
clover.

it

sujx-rior e\'en to linn or white
A. J. Cook.

For the American Bee Journal,

Pasturage.

What

the cause, in this vicinity, that
bees cease to do as well as they have done
is

formerly?
What can be done by bee-keepers that the
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yield of honey in the future will be as good
as it has been in the past?
The above two questions have been discussed in a meeting lield at Jefferson, on
December 4th. by members of the Jefferson
Co. Bee-Keepers' Association.
It was claimed that one of the main
causes is the reducing of the forest trees by
the woodman's axe, such as the basswoott,
poplar, oak, elm, and hard and soft maple.
These trees have always furnished abundance of surplus honey and pollen, but
where said trees are cut down and the land
tilled with crops that yield no honey, it cannot be expected that bees will gather as
much honey as before.
It was also claimed that the last two or
three seasons the blossoms of the flowers
and trees did not yield as much honey as
they have done in forn)er years in this section, on account of the unfavorable weather
drought, heavy rains and north wind prevented the secretion of honey in flowers.
It was further claimed, and conceded, that
this section of country is now overstocked
with bees, flowers not being so abundant
now as formerly, and on that account pasturage for so niany colonies of bees kept
here is insuflicient.
The above are the
main points claimed to be the causes in an-

—

swer

to tlie first iiuestion.

In answer to the second question, it was
stated that it is necessary for bee-keepers
to cultivate artificial pasturage and study
the honey season in tliis vicinity, and learn
to know when to expect a good flow of
honey and when that flow comes, to be prepared for it; to manage his bees so to have
them strong and in the very best condition
to gatlu-r honey.
Bee-keepers who own
land should sow alsike, white and lucerne
clover, buckwheat, rape, etc., and they
should also induce fanners to do the same.
It was claimed tliat alsike clover compared
with red, is not only stiperior in yielding
honej' but is also superior in many \iarticnlars as food for farmer's stock. The following are some of the advantages of the alsike
over the red clover: 1. Cattle like it better,
both for hay and pastitre, on account of the
stem, which never gets as hard as the stetn
of red clover. 2. It is not so liable to freeze
out in the winter as red clover. 3. It yields
always a good crop of seed, which sells for
a high price. 4. It can be cut twice and
sometimes tliree times during the season, if
sown on bottom latid.
If bee-keepers can satisfy farmers that
the above points of superiority are correct,
they will as a matter of [irofit cultivate the
alsike instead of tin; red clover, and thereby not only advance their interest but also
the interest of bee-keepers.
Buckwheat is another honey plant which
sln)uld be cultivated more freely. In some
seasons it yields abundance of honey, which
is good enough to winter bees on, althoitgh
it
is rather dark and ttnsalable.
Buckwheat flour comniands a ready sale at good
prices, and bee-keepers shoitld try and induce farmers to cultivate it more freely than
they really do.
Rape is also a good honey plant, which, if
cultivated will be jn'ofitable for bee-keepers
and farmers. Lucerne clover is considered
by some bee-kee])ers superior to alsike, in
yielding honey for bees and fodder for
stock. Beyond the above mentioned honey
plants, bee-keej>ers should also cultivate
Spanish-needle, golden rod, thistle, raspber-
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ry, niigiioniiette, catnip, etc. Tliese seeds
may be strewn in fence corners or any inicullivated places about tiie garden, tarni,

i

and road.
It was further suggested that bee-lceepers
in this vicinity should not keep as many
bees, or

they do, should try to spread

if

them over more country; they should also
prevent swarming, if possible, and not increase their stocks in numbers but raise
more honey.
After the discussion of this subject, it was

I

conceded by

all bee-keepers present, that
bee-culture will pay y(>t, if the above mentioned honey plants are cultivated more
freely by bee-keepers and farmers, giving
bees a continuous t'oraje and an opportunity
to gather as nuich honey in the future as iii
the past.
C. Guimm.
Jefferson, Wis., Dec. 14, 187(5.

For the American Bee Journal
I

Letter from Kansas.
I

is some time now
since I have written anything for the Journal, 1 don't know as I am as much of an
enthusiast in bee-cullure as formerly, but
still I make it a specialty and I read the
Journal, yet jjrobably with not as much
zest as formerly, because i don't find as

Editor Jouhxal.— It

many new

things in it as when 1 was new
in the business^ still it is quite interesting
at times and even amusing. The take off
on H's new apiary is good. The fact is, Mr.
Editor, new things and great discoveries in
our favorite pursuit are too old foggish in
shall all be tlead betheir movements.
foi"e any great discovery will make us all
rich—that really is the' goal to which all
aspire.
do hot mean that all aspire to
the same kind of riches, but the almighty
dollar is the motive ])ower to the great bulk

;

C. O. P. and A. J. K. will have the exclusive privilege of manufacturing comb
•and putting the honey intf» it, as it sells
best in that shape; and when the formfer
would be relieved from the arduous work
of manufacturing honey (as he is now accused of doing by some), no doubt his skill
and ingenuity would soon enable him to
produce full grown combs in all their
beauty and loveliness. But we learn by the
proceedings of the Mo. Valley bee-keepers'
meeting that all honey is manufactured.
This opinion would have greater weight
with bee-keepers if the great entomologist
had not shown a presistency of sticking to
an error in relative to bees injuring fruit,
worthy of a greater man. lie will persist
in this error, no doubt, until he actually believes he saw bees roosting on the grape
trellis chewing down grapes and flipping
the seeds at each other.

He has no doubt read many works on
entomology, and has a smattering of that
science and he maybe able to tell a bee
from a grasshopiier. But as a grasshopper
prophet he proved an entire failure. His
excuse was that the brood of locusts that he

I

i

I

i

!

We

We

of humans. (Some have higher and nobler
motives, but the coming bee is what we are
after now.
There is no use of discussing the question
of the coming hive, that question is already
exhaus.ted, as an examination of the records
at the Patent Office will show. Great men
like Adair and Gallup have exhausted their
inventive genius on this question and sunk
into obscurity. But the field is open for
the coming bee. The Italians were a great
improvement on the black, so thought
many bee-keepers, and more especially
those that had queen» to sell. The Albino
is the latest invention to catch a few pennies from the uninformed. The idea that

predicted would not visit Kansas this season did not, but a new brood that he had
not seen, was what devastated the country.
If Congress had created a commission and
sent him up to the Northwest, he would
have seen this new brood and become ac(piainted with them and advised them to
'"Go West, young 'hopper, go West," and
Kansas would have been saved. See what
the parsimony of Congress has done in
witholding a few paltry thousands from
this enterprising chap.
'Patent" is another thing that creates a
smile as we read. We are told in an article
in the last Journal that T. F. Bingham
has letters patent on three little sticks nailed together. Now this is enough to make
anyone that is not of a religious turn of
miiid, laugh right out in meeting. Now, Mr.
Editor, it ought to be the mission of an independent bee journal to expose this humbug
patent business. If the bee fraternity are

generous enough to encourage everybody to
go into bee-keeping, and thus reduce their
own income by an over-supply of honey,
they ought to be honest enough to try to
shield the new beginners and the uninformed from being duped by patent vendors.
Mr. Gallup once obtained great notriety as
a humbug exposer. Since his day we have
had no regular humbug ventilator. Probably the sad fate of chat worthy brother has
deterred others from entering the field.
A few more words about i>atents and we
will close, although we wanted to say something on another subject which we will
have to reserve for another time. We have
our doubts whether there is a single patent
on bee hives or anything in connection with
them that is wortli a cent, but to the vendor

will be any improvement on standard
Italians and blacks is not to be/ entertained.
This coming bee must be insect and bird
proof, in fact it must be large enough to
gobble up a toad and kinf»-bird, as those
"birds" now gobble up our little bee of the
present.
They must have tlie hardihood
and agility of our Kansas locusts. They must
be able to carry several pounds of honey,
the more the better: and all the bee-keeper
will have to do will be to fill his yard full
of empty barrels with a hole in the same
for the bees to dump in the honey; and this
bee will neither need hives nor build comb,
the expense of the hives and honey extractors will be saved.
it

A

that will catch their dupes.
great majority of them could not be sustained in
"court.
Most of them when simmered down
to the real point patented if it could ever

—

—

be ascertained, that if understood no one
would be fool enough to pay money for it.
illustrate, a man wants a patent, and he
paints a white stripe around the bee hive a
few inches from the bottom, and he claims
a patent on the hive as moth proof. He
claims that the white stripe attracts the
miller, the same as a light, and it flies
against the liive and knocks its brains out,

To

Now when tliis bee is produced it must be
owned by only a few trusty and honorable
bee-keepers in each State, that have sense
enougli to keep a good thing to themselves.

Then

j

I

,
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is issued on the combination
of a white stripe on a bee hive to prevent
the moth miller from entering. This is a^
good sample and, I am told, is actually one
of the many patents on bee hives. But
there is a queer notion entertained by the
people that a patented article must be good,
and, as Barnuui used to say, they like to be

and the patent

humbugged.
If any one ever exhibited an article at a
fair that was not patented, by the side of a
patented one he would soon see this pecularity.
The first question would be, what is
this? Beehive! Is it patented? No! Pass
on to the next, without fartlier examination

or inquiry. What is this? This is my patent bee hive, moth trap and honev extractor
three patents on it. Here is the drawer
that you can pull out and fill with cups and
tumblers, and the bees will fill them, and
you can extract honey any time you want.
Here is the hole for the millers to enter and
they go down in that box and can never get
out, and here are the two holes for the bees.
Dear me! just come and see this patent
hive and honey extractor. I have had three
gums of bees for several years and they
have done no good, and 1 believe the miller
is what is the matter with them.
What do
you charge for the patent? Only $10 ineluding a hive. Well. 1 must have one.

N. Camerox.
For the American Bee Journal.

Union Apiary.
Mr. Editor.— The honey season

is over,
partially filled boxes stored away, frames of
empty comb taken care of, and our little
friends "tucked in their little beds'' for
their long winter nap. And the bee-keeper
can now strike his balance-sheet and see
how he stands.
Our own apiary has increased from 36 to
81 colonies, we I'lave secured 1,300 lbs. of
extracted honey and SOO lbs. in boxes and
small section frames. Of course this is nothing to brag of, but it is the best we could

do under the circumstances. We might
ha\'e got more surplus but our bees at the
"French Pavilion" got the "old Harry" in
them about the middle of July and commenced swarming, and we thought from
the way they acted they were going to keep
it up all winter.
It seemed as if a lion stood
in the doorway or on the ])ortico. Out they
would come. "^It is all well enougli to talk
about controlling swarming by cutting out
queen cells and giving more room and all
that, but our bees were on a "big tight'"
and some of the old colonies literally
swarmed themselves to death; thus yon see
intcnipt'rance even in bees
most prosperous families.
Taking the hint from

is

ruinous to the

small

section

than though the hives were compact and all
huddled into one yard. AVe divided our
apiary into three sections: the first we called
the "French Pavilion," because it is located
in a French community; the a))iary at the
French Pavilion is devoted principally to
surplus honey and a full use of the extractor, and is stocked in the spring with our
strongest colonies.
Another apiary is lo-

cated at "Carpenter's Hall."' On this secwe depend for our increase of stocks
by artificial swarming, etc., and here all the
tion

hives are manufactured, invented, repaired,
Union Apiary. The third secis called " Sugar-loaf Apiary," located
on an eminence comn)anding a beautiful
view of the valley below. In this division is
kept our choicest queens and finest stocks,
and the energies of this apiary are devoted
principally to queen rearing to supply our
stocks with choice prolific queens. Many
of our best queens, however, were ruined
the past season by mating with black
drones from the numerous colonies of common bees in the valley, especially an old
fogy 'apiary at Asher's Corner, the proprietor of which is oppo.sed to bee journals,
etc., for tlie

tion

Italian bees,

honey

may

slingers, etc.

And

al-

be humiliating I am forced
to confess, he almost always has as much
surplus honey to sell as any of us.
Owing to the swarming fever attacking
the "French Pavilion" in July there sprung
up quite a rivalry between this section and
the "Sugar-loaf Apiary" as to surplus, but
owing to a couple of deadnings very near
the "French Pavilion" which furnished an
abundance of fall pasturage the greatest
amount was gathered by the latter, but
owing to the source from whence it was
gathered was not thought by many to be of
as nice flavor as that procured by "Sugarloaf" from clover, linden and golden-rod. I
will say right here that we have no trouble

though

it

whatever to find a home consumption for
the honey we have had so far.
Now, Mr. Editor, we are too far advanced
in apiculture to believe very much in tin
pans, bells, etc., in an apiary, but when our
"French Pavilion" commenced to throw out
4 and 6 swarms per day we were glad to
have a bell in this section, not to settle the
bees but to notify us at the office and store
when a swarm w'as in the air, and from the
way we have heard the silvery notes of that
bell on certain occasions I have thought the
clapper was really hung in the middle. But
so long as we kee]) bees we hope never to
be deprived of just such a bell in the Union
Apiary of Jones. Carpenter & Co.
Dec. 1, 1870.
Sea G. Wick.
all

For the American Bee Journal.

How to

Double up Hives.

There are several ways, but the following
is the most successful I have tried.
1 use 3
hives, for convenience will number them 1
2, 3.
No. 2 to be doubled with 3. If Nos. 1
and 2 are some distance apart, draw them
each day a foot or so nearer each other until
they are only about a foot apart. The object df drawfng them a little at a time, is to
prevent a confusion among the bees. No. 3

ought

to

others.

.'frames, we divided our apiary into sections,
and find thereby we secured more honey

21

be some distance away from the
Having completed the work of ar-

ranging the hives for doubling as above
stated, take all the frames from No. 3, except one without brood, after brushing off
the bees put them into No. 2. or any other

you have nutre than you want for
2.
This should be done duVing the day.
That night take No. 3, move it away from
all other hives some 40 or .50 feet and put
No. 2 in the place where No. 3 stood. Mote
No. 1. which was only one foot from No. 2,
into tlie stand from which No. 2 was moved,
both being done the same night. Next day
many bees in going out from No. 2 will perhaps return to their old stand and thei'e find
No. 1, but being laden will en ei No. Iwith
hive, if

No.

.
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out being distui'bed. Also tlie bees of No.
3 on going out will perhaps return to their
old stand, find No. 2, and being ladened
will also enter without being disturbed.
About 12 o'clock on that day go to No. 3,
and throw open tiie entire top of your gum,
the bees will go almost immediately to No.
2, and that icing scented liy tliat time with
the ladcwed bees from No. 3, will allow the
balance of them to enter undisturbed. You
should, however, have taken the queen
from No. 3, before opening the gum, killed
or caged her as you choose. If the bees of
No. 3 do not go immediately to No. 2, on
I

opening it, shake them down in front of No.
You have
2, they will enter unmolested.
one frame left from No. 3, i)ut it in any hive
you choose, but be certain you do not disturb Nos. 1 and 2 on that day. 1 have
doubled several hives this fall oh this plan,
and did not have a bee killed.
Crystal Springs, Miss.

J.

W. McNeu-.

Our National Saciety.
To the Bee-keepers of NoHh America:
At a recent meeting of the National Convention of bee-keepers, which assembled in
Philadelphia, much to my surprise I was
chosen as its chief oflicer. In accepting the
position I promised to do all that I could to
promote its interest, and to that end I ask
the aid and co-0})eration of all who desire to
see a permanent national organization, and
if there are any opposed to a national organ-

would ask why? In our country
trades and occupations have their
organizations. We have the Grangers, representing the farming community; the
Locomotive Engineers and Typographical
ization 1

nearly

all

Unions,representing their interests; besides
various others which I might enumerate
but deem it unnecessary to do so. If we are
to have a National association of bee-keepers, what are the best means of promoting
its interest?
That there is a need for such
associations, for the benefit of bee-culture,
I have only to refer to the many local associations existing throughout the country.

The lamented Quinby once wrote: "leannot conceive of a plan better adapted to the
better diffusion of

knowledge

in bee-culture

than the one already in practice. Let us
encourage the formation of as many associations as possible. A half dozen live beekeepers cannot meet and talk one hour
without gaining sometliing.
The best of
us are indebted to others for every idea we
possess; not always in expressed forms but
for material, that

when combined

gives

it

Free discussion will do much; each
member can visit these small gatherings,
and if he does not know much he may learn
something eveiy time and treasure it up,
and with any experience of his own bring it
to the National Convention ]iext year and
present it for the good of all, and in turn
form.

gather up the new ideas that are presented
by others to take home to the little circle in
exchange for what they furnished; they
will again tell it to their neighbors, who put
it in practice, and profit by many things
that would never have been dreamed of but
for this organization."
It occurs to us that ]Mr. Quinby gives the
key note in the above extract, viz,: "The

encouragement of as many associations as
possible." Let such associations be formed
by all means. We do not wish to appear

but would say that it was
through onr efforts that the Maury County
Bee-Keepers' Society was formed, and it
was to us a profound pleasure, to hear it
referred to in glowing terms at the National
Association. The remarks were not made
egotistical,

in

any

spirit

of

flattery

to

us,

for

the

speaker was unaware of "our presence, and
had no acquaintance with us. I have referred to this matter that I might state the

manner in which the organization of this
Society was brought about and suggest it as
the means for the formation of others.
I had conversed with bee-keepers from
every portion of the county, and from these
conversations learned that there was an interest felt in bee-culture. I addressed a
postal card to some twenty-five, requesting
them to meet at a certain hour and day at a
given place. Some 8 or 10 responded to the
call.
We organized by electing officers and
adopting a constitution. The names of beekeepers were called for and about one hundred nanres obtained. A day of meeting
was fixed and a postal card sent to all inviting them to be present and participate in
the next meeting. The result was, we had
about thirty in attendance at the next meet-

ing.

Now I would suggest that some active
bee-keeper in every county (and I am sure
there is one such in every county) take it
upon himself to pursue a like course, and I
will guarantee that a nucleus will be formed which will soon become a populous
colony. A few hints in the formation of
these societies we do not think will be
amiss. As funds are essential to the successful prosecution of any enterprise, let
there be a membership fee— a nominal sum,
just sufficient to defray any incidental expenses, is ample. In selecting your officers
be sure to select a live and active man for
secretary. Then provide him with blank
notices printed on postal cards, require him
to fill these blanks and send them out, a
few days previous to each meeting to every
bee-keeper in your county. The labor with
these blank cards is light— a hundred of
them can be filled up in an hour. After a
few county societies are organized, steps
might then be taken to organize a State society.

We hope many such societies will be organized during the year, and would res])ectfully reauest the secretaries of all bee-keepers' societies, now in existence, or which
hereafter be organized, whether State
or county to forward us their names and
postoffice address, so that we may be able
to report their organizations at the next assembling of the National Society.
I would further suggest that all these societies become auxiliary to the National
Society, and that there may be an interest
in them aside and apart froin the benefits to
be derived in gaining a wider knowledge of
bee-culture that there may be a beneficiary system adopted, similar to that now in
vogue with the Locomotive Engineers;
make the National secretary and treasurer,
salaried and bonded officers. Whenever a
member of the fraternity dies, require the
secretary of his local society to notifiy the
secretary of the National Society, then require the latter to give notice to all local
secretaries, and call upon tlie members for
such a sum as may be agreed upon, to be
paid in a given time. Such sum when collected to be paid over to the widow or near-

may

—

—
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If such a sysadopted, as a matter of course there

est relative of the deceased.

tem

is

will be a

number

of details necessarj' in

arrangement which it is
enumerate. We now wish

its

viseless here to
to briefly give a

general idea.
It is estimated that there are seventy
thousand bee-keepers in the United States.
If a membership of ten thousand can be
thus enrolled, a per capita tax of 35 cents
would raise the smn to .S'3,.500, or a 5t» cent
tax would raise the sum of .f5,000. To obtain a life insurance policy of $.5,000, a person who had arrived at the age of 30 years
to pay an annual premium of
about $80 or $85, in the non-participating
plan. By the above plan, with a per capita
tax of .50 cents there would have to be about
160 or 170 deaths, which is hardly probable
before that sum would be paid oiit, yet even
if it should reach that sum the instalments
called for being in small sums the amount
would scarcely be missed or felt.
These thoughts have been hurriedly penned and are thrown out with the hope of
enlisting an interest on the subject. We
hope all bee-keepers will speak out or write
out their views tor the bee journals, or communicate with us by letter. Let the matter
be thoroughly discussed before our next
meeting. While these ideas have suggested
themselves to my mind, others may have
if so, I beg you to
better plans to suggest
give them.
In conclusion I will add that many beneflts are to be derived from these associations. Those who attend them are brought
into closer social relations, thereby promot-

would have

;

ing harmony and a more fraternal feeling,
and those who cannot or do not attend will
be amply compensated for their membership fee by a perusal of the proceedings,
which shows the progress beiiig made in
this important branch of rural pursuit,
Wm. J. Andrews,
lours truly,

President National B. K. Society.

For the American Bee .fournal.

Queries.

Eu. A. B. J.— On page 3.57, Oct. number
A. B. J., you express a doubt upon the effect the clipping of a queen's wings has in
producing a tendency to sujjersede her.
And as experience is the only school of any
value I give you my experience in three
several instances wFiich, to me, seem to
throw light upon that svd)ject.
First.— I caged a young queen just hatched until a sister was hatched and mated in
the same hive. I then removed the fertile
queen and allowed the bees to release the
virgin queen. I saw her return from her
bridal trij), and the bees seemed so hostile
to her that I at once opened the hive and
found her "hugged" and one wing so much
twisted that she was unable to fly ever afterwards, but not otherwise apparently inand released
her. She proved a prolific layer, but within

jured. I caged her for 34 hours

month was superseded
Second.— A two-year old queen being too
heavy to go with her swarm was so injured
in her wings upon being returned to the
a

colony that she could not fly. Alter three
frustrated attempts the bees succeeded in

superseding her, but when I first nussed
her the combs were full of brood from eggs
up to hatching stages, and a young (jueen

23'

ready to mate. It could not have been old
age or injuries, else she would have ceased
her laying to some extent at least.
Third.— A queen introduced in haste last
year, but not carefully, had hen- wings injured by the bees, one being gnawed half
away. I immediately found the bees wanted to supersede her, and by keeping a close
watch I kept her all O. K. until winter. She
was very prolific, and this spring I found
the same tendency to raise a young queen,
but by close attention I kept her mistress
of her home. There was never but one cell
at a time to be found and it was invariably
on the edge or end of a comb and distant
from the main brood nest. On two occasions I found the young queen already
hatched, but by removing l)r(»od and inserting empty brood ciMiihs and eiii|ity fianies 1
prevented any effort at swaruiiiig. She is
at this date (Oct. 13) apparently as vigorous
as ever and has kept her colony up with
brood, notwithstanding queen cells were
reared at least six times in her hive during
the past summer, from four of which I now
have nice healtiiy queens. Was it not her
wings that caused these attempts to supersede? This conclusion would seem irresistible in the last instance.

J. E.

R.

For the American Bee Journal.

Interesting Discussion in Germany.

QUESTIONS ON UEE-CUI.TURE DISCUSSEI>
BEFORE THE 30th GERMAN CONVENTION OF BEE-KEEPERS, HELD
AT STRASBURG, SEPT.
14, 15, 16

AND

17.

—

Ur. Dzierzon, lecturer.
influence, on the colonies of bees,
last ^clnter had, whicli lias been
long, rigorous and snowy; and lohat
practical lessons did we gain by it ?
The lecturer cites the bee writer Ehrenfels, who estimates that in an average winter the loss of bees amounts to about 5 per
cent. Last winter has made a great many
more victims. It was so long, so cold, and
so severe. An early cold is never so fatal asa late frost, and last winter was very cold
in the latter part. Besides the quality of
honev was not very good in spring. Honey
from ])ine blossoms and honey-dew generate
dysentery.
What practical lessons did we gain by the
last winter?
I answer that we have learned that it is not safe to leave too much
honey in the hive for winter, either at the
top or at the side of the brood chamber.
Frof. Geilen thinks that if bees have only
heath honey to winter on, their life is endangered.
Prof. Lehzen is of an opposite opinion.
Prof. Ilgen adds that honey from rape
crystalizes easily and is not fit for winter.
Mr. Deichert thinks that honey-dew ought
to be extracted from the hives and replaced
by candy sugar.
Mr. Habbow thinks that rape honey
makes the bees thirsty.
Huber answers that this assertion was
never proved.
Ililbert wants plenty of air, and gives his
bees eggs with milk.
Kneip's bees had no rape or heath honey,
yet he lost a great many colonies.
3nd Question.— Dathe, lecturer.— B^/ ivhat
1st (Question.

Whdt

lias the

yneans can ive increase our honey crop

f
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condition is a good pasturage,
exist outside of prairie lands.
favorable temperature;
and t)y
helping the strong stocks, by giving them
empty combs as often as necessary, you
will get much honey by uniting all the
feeble colonies before the main honey crop;
for a strong colony will give more profit
than four small ones. The production of
wax should be limited, by giving empty
•combs.
lie also recommended to put a
weak colony in place of a strong one, and to
Tlie

first

which don't

Then

a

add some brood comb.
3rd Question.

— Dzierzon,

lecturer.

Tlie

caging of the (pieen ns a means of increasing the crop of honey. Is it to be recom-

mended, and in what condition

?

Dr. Dzierzon thinks that it is generally
conceded that caging increases the honey
surplus; but it is not convenient under ail

circumstances, for it stops breeding.
Dr. Asinuss speaks of sugar and eggs
mixed and used as a speculative food.
Dr. Tollman asked Dr. Dzierzon how
long a queen can be shut up in a cage without danger for her life.
Dr. Dzierzon does not like a long confinement, but he cannot mention the precise
time.

Mr. Kimble spoke about giving air to the
honey boxes.
Kneip asserts that Carniolian queens are
very good layers a id give a great many
swarms, but that they give little honey.
Dr. Tollman advised to give a current of
air through the honey boxes during June,
July and August.
Ilgen thinks that the caging of the queen
profliices a great many queen cells.
Hilbert spicks against the caging of
queens, and advises to make strong colonies
b^-ood coml>till late in the season.
4t!i Question— Walter, lecturer.— 0/i, the
raising of queens, and gave a description

by adding

of his ViucXei.
5th Question— Lehzen, lecturer.
There are in the Province of Hanover
216,000 hives, and 33,000 in the cities. The
Kingdom of Hanover ranks first in bee-culture, on account of the skill of its bee-keepers.
The bee-keepers of Lunebourg cannot
experience serious losses for they are always ready for every emergency. He who
wishes to become a master in bee-culture
must be an apprentice for at least two years
or be will not oe trusted with the management of an apiary. The main honey crops
are from buckwlieat and heather. This last
flower blooms from August 7th to September 16. An abundant feeding in spring pro-

motes an abundant swarming.

The

lectur-

praises especially the common straw
hive and the comb straw- hive of Graven-

er

horst.

Dr. Tollmann says that it is very detrito bee-culture, that the owners of
large tracts of land don't care about bees,
and when asked, answer: "
do not understand that business." They take care to
give a shepherd to their flocks, and could
as well have a bee-keeper for their bees.
Hilbert adds that it is not the man but the
season which gives honey.
6th Question— Dr. Tollmann, lecturer.—
Can the bee-keeper infiuence comb build-

mental

We

ing?
if 1 had to give a short answer I would say
yes. But you would not be satisfied, so I
will develop
answer.
already know

We

my

that

all

the

first

swarms

are

much

inclined

to build drone cells. On the other hand the
after-swarms like to build worker cells.
Now, if we give to a first swarm a laj-ge
drone comb inside of its incipient worker
comb, as these bees desire drone cells, they
will more likely construct worker combs
from top to bottom of the frames.

of the swarms can
[ These propensities
easily be explained.
good, young, laying

A

queen

worker rather than
combs; and as long as her laying
goes on pari passu with comb building she
will obtain from the workers none but
worker comb. Bat the last part of July arrives; dryness cuts short all gathering of
honey; then the workers cease to build
combs. Yet the young hatching bees leave
a great many worker cells, which remain
empty as long as honey is scarce. Now
August comes with its flowers. There is
honey in the fields; the queen resumes layprefei-s to lay in

in di'one

ing, but she has all these empty cells to furnish with eggs. Then the workers, having
no more the desire of the queen to satisfy,
give place to their propensities, which
prompt them to build drone combs. It is
not the same with the after-swarms, which
are always behind hand with their queen in
the building of combs, and defer to her
manifested desire for worker comb.
The remedy of Dr. Tollman is therefore
quite illusive.— Ch. Dadant.]

A

swarm will build more readily if it is
fed with liquid honey.
You know that Dr. Dzierzon proposed
that experiments be made, to know if bees
would build cells larger than drone cells, so
as to give the means of emptying the combs
without using the extractor. I gave my
bees some of these comb foundations with
cells larger than drone cells; it was while
linden was blooming. The bees destroyed
these foundations to make smaller cells. So
in lieu of large cells there remaine(J onlj'
drone cells and these cells were so irregularly constructed that they were unfit for
drone brood, and could only be used as store
cells.

7th Question- Dr. Dzierzon, lecturer.—
Which could be the simplest and. most ad-

vantageous building of frames?
The lecturer said that the upper part of
the frames could be of wood, and the three
other sides could be made of tin.
Bastian likes bottomless frames.
Winter prefers them made entirely of tin.
Gunther objects that such frames would
let the combs drop in winter.

—

8th Question— Dathe, lecturer. W/tat are
the requisites in pastoral bee-culture to
obtain good resultsf
[ Pastoral bee-culture means transporting
bees to localities where they can find blossoms. Cii. Dadant.]

—

The

lecturer said that the bee-keepers of

Lunebourg have acquired in pastoral beeculture a skill which it is impossible to find
elsewhere.

He

describes

the

hives

— the

most easily transported— and says that the
liives of a uniform width are the most convenient for that kind of bee-culture.
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9th Question

— presents ne interest.

prompt that no robbers crept into the hive.
The method of Mr. Nellis needs nearly

Question— Dzierzon, lecturer.— ifoti;
to obtain an amnunt of ivax without cutting or breakimj the combs?
Melirins feeds liis bees with malt, and
they produce a jjreat deal of wax. This
wax is not worked in regular cells but in
the form of thimbles. Boiled malt should be
lOtli

twice as

For the American Bee Journal.

Introducing Queens.
Mr. J. H. Nellis seems to be dissatisfied
with a few remarks that 1 have made in the
September number of the A. B. J., on his
method of introducing queens.
When 1 write something for the bee journals it is neither to make fun, nor for love of
criticism or contradiction. It is because I
think that what I have to say will increase
the knowledge of bee-keepers, either by my
experience or by provoking discussion.
On the subject of introducing queens, I
disagree with Mr. Nellis, who is one of our
customers. I am therefore grieved to have
displeased him, though our discussion will
serve to elucidate this important question.
No method of introducing queens can boast
of being successful in every circumstance.
I have tried all the processes so far known,
(those described by Mr. Nellis included)
and given the preference to that which gave
us the best results. Our experience on the
subject is very extensive; we have introduced, this year, at least 300 queens; and
have lost none during the months of May.

June, July and August. In Si'iiteniher and
October our success was not so comirlete,
our loss amounting to about 5 or 6. But our
past experience proves that, late in the season, the result is always more doubtful,
whatever method may be pursued.
We remove the queen to be replaced, and
at once put the cage containing the queen
to be introduced between two brood combs;
we put no bees with the queen after or
48 hours we remove one of the corks of the
cage, which has been put slanting, and one
of its corks level with the top of the frames.
in place of the removed cork we put a small
piece of comb honey; the bees gnaw the
comb and liberate the queen, who directly
after her exit, is in her right place, on the
brood comb, among the nursing bees, in a
quiet colony; for our removing of the cork
has not disturbed the bees, and was so
;

M

time, as ours.
In both
for the queen to be replacus the work is nearly done;
for the opening of the cage is jiothing, and
is made without exciting the bees.
With
Mr. Nellis half the work remains to be
done, for you must wait
days, then look
forand destroy carefully all the queen cells.
This takes time; for it is necessary to examine every comb, one after another; it being a common occurrence to find queen
cells on combs where there is no other
brood. Besides this, lifting of combs gives
the robbers a good chance to invade the
hive, and the life of the introduced queen is
endangered; for she might be taken for one
of the intruders and killed; especially ilE
she is frightened, as is often the case. "Mr.
Nellis objects that tiie caging of the queens
will not do for those that have been long
confined.
For many years we have used
this method and, no otlier, to introduce our
imported queens. These queens on their
arrival are impregnated with the smell of
dead and decaying bees, dysentery, sour
honey, etc. The queens are tired and in
the worst possible condition; yet during
the past three years we have introduced

Then with

ed.

'••

Question— Not interesting to us.
Question— Emile Hilbert, lecturer.

The lecturer asserts that his foul-brood
colonies were cured by a dissolution of salicylic acid. He used 50 grammes of salicylic
acid in 8 times as much alcohol, he mixed .50
drops of this solution in 50 grammes of water.
He injected this liquid into the foul
cells, then he mixed a little of this medicine
with honey and gave it to the bees. So the
medicine was administered internally and
All his sick colonies were
externally.
Cu. Dadant, Translator.
cured.

much

methods we look

prepared every day, for it sours very soon.
Mehring has studied his method carefully, for his crop of wax is important.
Jenssen says some interesting things
about the ]>roduction of wax.
Kneip gives his bees white of egas mixed
with flour and sugar to produce^wax. He
mixes with one egg, two tablespoons of
candy and three tablespoons of flour.
11th
12th
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!

more than

.500 imported queens by this
method, with the best results.
Mr. Nellis says that the bees will sometimes refuse to feed the queen. We have
yet to see a case where bees have voluntarily left the queen alone. Even a stock not
queenless, which you give a caged queen
to nurse.will have amongst the angry work-

who want to kill the strange queen,
some good-natured bees who feed her. Let
friend Nellis try it and report. At several
times we gave as many as six caged queens
to the same colony, all were fed by the bees.
know only of two things that will
cause the queen to die of starvation when
caged. First, if the caged queen is introduced in a colony that has been much disturbed to find its queen, and where robbers
have had time to take possession of the
hive. The bees, troubled bj' the intruders,
remain a long time before regaining their
quietness, and may forget to feed the queen.
If she is hungry, one hour without food
may kill her. Second, if the stock is feeble,
the weather cold, and if the bee-keeper has
put the cage too far from the brood, the bees
may desert the queen and let her starve.
Both these evils can be avoided by putting
the cage against sealed honey. It is of very
rare occurrence that there is iio sealed honey
at the top of combs containing brood. The
pressure of the cage against the honey will
burst open a few cells, where the queen can
use nothing to keep our
feed herself.
cages in place but the pressure of the combs
between which the cages are placed.
Another objection of Mr. Nellis' is that
bees will prepare queen cells when their
ers

We

We

queen is removed and another given them
caged for 36 or 48 hours. Never have I noticed such an occurrence; if it happens it is
very rare. The colon y,as soon as recovered
from the trouble caused by the raising of
the combs, looks for its queen. They find
the

new queen,

just in her place, not far

from the brood. Tiiere are eggs in the hive,
the workers cannot imagine that these eggs
were not laid by the caged queen, and they
are satisfied. But if the queen remains
caged for 5 or
days, there ai'e no more
(5

"
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young liatching brood to nurse.
the workers fear that the queen may
be injured, and tliey begin to form queen
eggs, no

Then

cells.
It may

be that the delay in tlie laying of
queens introduced late in the season is
caused by want of honey and the parsimony
of bees when they tind nothing in the fields,
the introduction of queens is more risky at
that time. Then a distribution of syrup
previous to

tlie

introduction

would give

results, if robbing be very carefully
avoided wiiile feeding. "W e will try it next
year and report.

good

At the National Convention, as reported
A. B. J., page 301, Mr. Nellis made
several objections to our method. Six beekeepers took part in the discussion, Mr.
Nellis being one of tliem; live sided with
in tiie

our method, and none reported bad results

from

its

Now

use.
will say tliat

most of the queens
sent by us which have been killed or not
well received by the bees, liave been introduced in colonies which had been queenless for several days, and it is this ill-success which incited me to write the article
criticised by Mr. Nellis. Had these unfortunate bee-keepers followed exactly the
1

instructions of Mr. Nellis

?

I

cannot say.

But

it should be remarked that a stock of
bees after having remained queenless for a
few weeks is very prone to kill the queen

introduced.
Besides, 1 think that if you destroy the
queen cell after 7 days, and introduce the
queen, with the confidence that the queen
will be accepted, because the bees have no
material on hand to raise queen cells, you
will find more than one disappointment. I
liave two experiments in support of this assertion.

We do not usually remove our best queens
to raise (pieen cells from their brood. To
do that we deprive a stock of its queen and
exchange all its brood combs with bees, for
a similiar number of brood combs taken
from our selected colony. Of course the
queenless colony has no other brood than
the brood of our selected queen to raise
queen cells from.
Now, according to Mr. Nellis, 7 days after
our exchange of combs, the combs introduced in our best colony have no more
brood fit to raise queen cells. But such is
not the ease. For one day we exciianged 4
combs of brood which had been introduced
for 7 full days in a selected colony; and
amongst the queens hatched from these
combs some were black, entirely black;
ttiere being in the combs of the black
colony from which they wei'e first taken,
some orood yet fit to be changed to queens.

Now we

wait 9 days before considering our
exchanged a second time.
One day 1 received an order lor .j or 6
queens. 1 had a colony queenless for seven
days. I thought that there could be enough
queen cells to replace the queens ordered,
and went and counted the queeii cells the
bees had prepared so as to advise my
customers of the day I could send theni.
I opened the hive and found only 3 queen
cells.
I visited carefully all the combs, to
see if there were no incipient queen cells,
and could find none. On the tenth day I
opened anew the same hive, to cut out the
queen cells, and lifted the comb on which
tney were, when 1 saw on another comb •5
queen cells not yet sealed. Therefore, on

combs

safe to be

the 7th day these queen cells were not
elongated yet, although their grubs had already received some royal food.
Now, let us suppose that on the 7th day
we had destroyed the three queen cells and
introduced a queen; this queen would probably have been killed, or would have been
well received by some workers and roughly
handled by others, and finally be killed.
We would have accused the bees of being
fickle; or the breeder of having furnished a
poor queen, which was sick, as she died a
few days after her introduction; or was a
poor layer, as she was superseded by the
bees.

From the above facts I take the liberty of
advising bee-keepers who will persist in the
method indicated by Mr. Nellis, to wait
nine days before removing the aueen cells;
for there is but little security if these cells
are destroyed on the seventh clay.
Cir.

Dadant.

For the American Bee .lournal.

A

Visit to a Canadian Bee-keeper.

Mr. Editor I have just paid a visit to
much celebrated for "neutral
:

the land so
tints "

about the time of our national unOf course while in this land
pleasantness.
of enterprise and invention, I could hardly
come back, without embracing such a splendid chance to exchange my old foggy notions
for modern ways of doing things.' Accordingly 1

wended my way

to the

home

of the

gentleman v/ho paid me a visit, a short time
since, and not being quite over an American
drunk, got the impression that

my

hives set

and that the surplus boxes were
dirt, and that a patch of sunflowers in a neighbor's yard a half dozen
yards away, were just going to meet him in

on

posts,

boxes of
the face.

my

Well, I found
friend sober this time,
and in the apiary with a hive open, a como
out, peering into the cells with a telescope.

Good morning," said 1.
" Why, bless my soul, if here an't Boxhives," " How do you do ? "
"What seems to be the trouble ? " said I.
" I ain't getting any surplus this season,"
said he, "as I can't get my queens to face
the north, when thev back into the cells to
'•

lay."
" What difference does that make?
said I.
" AVell," said he, "Probably you couldn't
comprehend it, but scientific bee-keepers,
have found out, that if the queen's don't
face the north with heads downward when
they lay, the abdominal viscera, pertaining
to the monacular functions predominating
ov^er the lactial ligaments, are too apt to be-

come emaciated and failure ensue."
"Oh, you may laugh, but we know, you
see, for the proof of tlie pudding is chewing
'

we don't get surplus honey
enough to put in tea."
" Of course you can never know much
the string,' and

about apiculture, with box-hives."
" I see 1 am rather behind," said

I

what is this ? "
" That is a Jewell Davis nurserj\"

"Here

a

is

curious

;

"but

apple pearer," 1

remarked.
" That is a novice honey extractor,
yankee friend."
"Will it stand hard work? " I asked.
"Bless your heart, yes," said he.
'

'

my

"
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How
Why

"
much honey have you been able to
sling out in one day with it?"
"
not any, I told you
because you
see these tarnal queens persist in laying in
" Allowing me the usual liberties my
British cousin, may I ask what that stock
of stuff is just piled up there by that
fence? "
" Oh, those are a few of last season's
apiarian supplies.'
" But are they not going to decay there? "
" I guess so."
"
"
are they not useful?
'

Well,

"W— e— 1— y— e—
1,

s,

I

suppose

so,

some

of them."
I said, "
know I

Approaching nearer,

What

are all
am only a boxthese things? You
hive man."
" This is a sack to hold queens in, while
clipping their legs and wings."
'*

Their legs

? " said I.

cases we cannot prevent swarming, storing of surplus honey
and prosperity generally, unless we clip the
left hind leg as well as the right wing.
Scientific bee-keepers have discovered that
natui'e made a mistake in putting on so
many legs on a bee, when the noblest work
of God has but two, antl elephants and sich
only have four, besides you see we nnist cut
off a wing, and tlien an opposite leg, just
balances the bee."
" Well but—"
" No use of your trying to be so contrary,
you have got to come inside the ring.' "
" Now friend Ileddon let me tell you something confidentially, if you ever expect to
make money out of our fascinating pursuit,
you must write up frame-hives, kettle-feeders, queen-nurseries, and to make a long
story short, everything you see in this pile
here, and of course tlie unsuspecting purchasers, must find you using them when
they call on you, but tlien you see, even if
these fixtures do get so much in the way
that you don't get any honey, the money
you will receive for supplies will pay altogether the best, and mind you, don'tott'er
any money back,' for now bee-keepers are
getting their eyes opened considerably."
" Well my friend, to say nothing of the
honesty of the course you propose, I think
the day is nearly past, when bee-keepers of
this country are to be gulled by trinket-supHe who can furnish a good
ply venders.
hive, simple, but embracing all the requisites of success, at a lower price than snuiU
apiarists can make them, will find a place
" Oh, yes, in

many

'

'

among us. Bee-keeping never did, nor never
will, pay for $.5.00 hives. One who is favorably located, can
fit,

sell

hives at a paying pro-

and accomodate the

apiarists at "the

same

time."
" But Mr. H., how are we to decide when
a hive is a successful one? "
"In this way, a successful honey-producer will not use an unsuccessful hive.—
Josh Billings, wisely says, 'a reputation for
good-luck needs looking into.'
Kothchilds

never have anything to do with an
unsuccessful man,' referring to business, of
course.
The man who cannot succeed as a
producer, is not lit, to devise and vend sup-

says,

'

plies for others." When you come across
the line to visit Michigan bee-keepers again,
please abstain from the use of oin- forty-rod
whisky, and tell your readers more about
the contents of our honey house, than about

our hives.

For the American Bee Journal.

Cyprian and Carniolian Bees.

;

shapes."

all

James Heddon.

27

Having read, in the bee papers of Europe,
the favorable reports of a Mr. Cori. on the
Cyprian bees, we resolved to get some
queens from this Island.
In consequence

we wrote

to our Italian correspondent to
send an order for five queens to Mr. Cori, to
introduce them in his apiary, and to send
them with his queens to us.
But Mr.
Cori had too many orders to fill and was unable to send the queens.
Besides, as we
stated our preference for queens coming
directly from Cyprus, that they may be of
unquestionable purity and as we had given
carte blanche (full leave) as to the cost, our
correspondent managed to get the address
of an Italian gentleman living in Cyprus,
and wrote him to send the Cyprian bee
;

colonies.

The purchase

of these colonies

was very

difficult.
The bee-keepers there do
to sell their bees ; they think that

not like
if bees

are sold, the remaining colonies will be dissatisfied and will quit the apiary. Yet, after
some delay, five colonies were bought and
sent.

When they arrived in Italy, all the combs
were smashed and mixed in the broken
earthen hives. A few workers were alive
yet, but no queens. We will try again.
We had ordered, at the same time, some
queens from Dalmatia, from Smyrna and
from Carniolia. Our Italian correspondent
was unable to get any of them, but the Carniolian
that we received in October, with
;

a lot of Italians, three of these Carniolian

queens were alive, out of the five sent.
These queens are very dark as dark as
the darkest hybrids.
But they are very
;

large.

In .Germany the Carniolian bees are
greatly appreciated, some think them more
prolific than the Ilalian, and of course giving
more honey.
will try them and report.
have not seen their workers, for these
queens were introduced for a few days, in
the apiary of our correspondent and were
sent accompanied with Italian workers.
But if we are to judge of the workers by the
look of the queens, they will resemble our
hybrid two-banded bees.
As these queens were received for

We

experiment,

We

we have none

for sale.

Ch. Dadant.
For the American Bee Journal.

Which

is It ?

Mk. Editor: R. R. Murphy (see page 250,
Oct. number A. B. J.) certainly met with a
freak which, had he closely attended, would
have been of great value to apiarian science.
There are three things which may all have
an effect upon the development of the
organs of procreation in the young queen,
viz., space within which to develop, the nature and quality of her food, and the position in which she is while developing. His
workers were reared in drone cells. Now
were they more than common workers? If
not, then space alone has no influence upon
such developments.
Were they not probably egg-layers? As one writer to the Journal found 8 or 10 egg-laying workers in
one hive, may tliey not be more common
than we generally suppose? May not the
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position have as much to do with developas space?
Is it not the food only
develops, and space and position
secondary matters, not essentials?
J. E. R.

ment

wliicii

For tne American Bee Journal.

A

Visit to a Neighbor's Apiary.

An account of what we saw by a visit to
the apiary of T. S. Bull, 5 miles north of
Valparaiso, will, we think, be of interest.
South Liberty Apiary, named from the
neighborhood, is not large; it contains but
about 140 stocks. But it is not of the extensiveness of the apiaty that we wish to
speak, but of the system of its management.
Mr, Bull did not commence bee-keeping till
1871, but being a hard student in apiculture,
has already won the reputation of a veteran.
Study, exi^eriment, and exi)erience, with a
natural talent for the calling, have given
him a knowledge possessed by few, while
his success is established by the effects of
his work. As a matter of course, then, Mr.
Bull's plans and opinions are valuable.
We first entered, on the occasion of our
visit, the workshop.
We found this very
convenient and well furnished. At present
it serves the purpose of store-room also,
though Mr. Bull intends building especially
for this in a short time. Underneath the
shop is a good, well-ventilated cellar with a
substantial stone wall. It is supplied with
a stove in which, in severest weather, a fire
is kept.
All the bees are placed in this cellar for the winter, and thus Mr. Bull never
loses a stock of bees by cold.
His hive, whenever seen, attracts attenand excites comment. It certainly has

tion

superiors. One feature is the bottom,
furnished with hooks and hinges; the advantages of this are apparent to all.
Mr. Bull has partly replaced the black
bees with Italians, and will likely complete
the change during the next season. He,
like others who have tried the Italians, sees
their superior merits, and will profit by the

few

knowledge.

M. L. P.

Valparaiso, Ind.

[One of Mr.
at this office,

Bull's hives

and

it

is

on exhibition

attracts as

much

atten-

by its side. It has
many good points which may be followed
by others, as there is no patent on it.— Ed.]
tion as all the others,

perience goes it has shown me that the bees
choose to store their honey as near the
brood as possible. Now this frame is so
shallow that there is very little honey between the brood chamber aiul the surplus
boxes in my deep frames, in the fall
months (and that is when we get our surplus here), there would be 3 or 4 inches of
honey at the top of the frames. Then, too,
these shallow frames are so convenient to
get out of the hive, you scarcely begin to
lift before they ar-e out.
Honey men in New York get large
amounts of box honey in deep frames, but
they get it in hot weather, in June and
July.
And now a few words as to the mode of
having our surjilus stored. The rack I use
to hold the section boxes, is similar to that
used by J. P. Moore. For my hives I make
them this way: two pieces of 3^ inch stuff,
213^ long by 2 in. wide, these are for side
pieces. Now get out 4 pieces, 16 in. long by
in. thick, 2 in. wide, nail through sides
into the ends and nail the other two pieces
crosswise in the frame at equal distances
apart, so there will be three equal open
spaces. Now get two pieces hoop iron, 1
in. wide, 213^ in. long; nail them on the underside of >^ inch strip, letting them project in 3^ inch. Now, two pieces same kind
of iron, 15 in. long, nail on ends projecting
in same as sides. For middle cross pieces
get hoop iron, 13^ in. wide, 15 in. long, nail
on underside, letting them project equally
on both sides.
The section boxes are made thus: tops of
boxes, 13i in. wide, 53| in. long; sides. 1%
in. wide, 5 in. long, using stuff' }^ in. tliick.
Bottom piece }4 i»- square, .53^ in. long;
nail through sides into top and bottom
pieces. The bottom jjiece is set so that one
of the corners are up. Set nine of these together (they should be made exact, so that
they will fit) and get 4 pieces thin tin, 1 in.
wide, 15 in. long; place them on the sides
near top and bottom, and nail through into
frames with
in. tinned tacks; a piece of
glass, 5x6 in. is tacked on each end. This
makes a box lh% in. long, 6 in. wide, by 5
in. deep, and will hold about 15 ft>s.
The
object in using tin at the sides is to make it
convenient for the retailer, as he can use a
knife to cut the tin, leaving the other
frames compact. The rack holds three of
these boxes. I make the caps of my hives
12 in. deep, so I can tier them up. The first
set of boxes put on may have the tops made
tight-fitting, that is 1% wide.

%

%

*Henry Co.,

111.

For the American Bee Jo umal

Surplus Honey.
This subject is one that can hardly be
written about too much, especially as it is
the only source of profit to the great ma-

Of course there are
a specialty of rearing
queens and bees for sale; but to the average bee-keeper this is his only hope of
profit.
And as comb honey, as a rule, finds
the readiest sale, I will give some of my experience in that line.
In the first place, I am one of that number who believe the hive has very much to
do with our obtaining the best results. For
the past two seasons I have been using a
frame 7 inches deep, and it has given far
better results than the deep frame I had always used before. .\nd so far as mv exjority of bee-keepers.

a few

who make

J.

V. Caldwell.

For the American Bee Journal.

My

Bees.

Aug. 12, I left the city to remain permanently in the country; glad to get away
from piles of brick walls to where I could
see

my

honey

made

bees every day.
I

I

extracted

what

thought was in the bees' way,

a few

swarms and had 1 or 2 natural
swarms.
The total number of colonies
reached an even 100, but I felt some anxiety
about some of the last ones, as the queens
were slow about commencing to lay. Finally eggs were found in all but two of the
hives, and these two I concluded to unite
with others, and late in the fall I proceeded
to unite them, when I found in one of thenr
eggs and a handsome young queen, and in
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placed irregularly in the
of a fertile worker.
how they would stand
So I
the winter, and the 100 hives were taken into the cellar, commencing Nov. 15. and taking in the last, Nov. 21. They were carried
in by the hired man, a part each evening, as
the weather Avas not very C(jld and they
were not quiet enough to be carried in by
the other, eggs
cells, after the

manner

concluded to see

dayliglit.
fall of snow came on tlie 18th, so
last half were not as dry as I should
liked,
but I thought it was safer to
have
hurry them in before the frost had any
hive taken
chance to get into the hives.
into the cellar with ice or frost in it, is not
in the best condition for wintering. The
room in the cellar which contains the bees
is devoted to their entire use, being separated from the rest of the cellar by latliand
plaster walls.
chimney is built from the
ground up, and this allows of ventilation to
any
almost
extent. In the very coldest
spells, little or no ventilation is given. The
cellar has a clay bottom. The hives are
placed in piles four deep, but instead of the
being placed directly on the
first hive

Ajaight

tha^ie

A

A

ground, two hive-covers are first placed one
on the other. An inch strip of pine is
placed on top of each hive at the back end,
for the double purpose of keeping up the
back part of the quilt and the hive that is
placed on top.
Possibly less ventilation would be better,
but the quilts, or more properly the sheets,
are so covered with propolis that to leave
them covered down tight would be a good
deal like covering with a board. The temparature in the cellar went as low as 33 deg.
on Dec. 10, when the outside temperature
was 20 deg. below zero. At present writing,
Dec. 16, the temperature in cellar is 38 deg.,
and outside at zero. I hope it will average
a good deal higher through the winter.
Commencing the season with '-"A hives, I
increased to 100, and took about 1,700 lbs. of
honey, mostly extracted. B. Lundeber.

For tne American Bee Journal.

Comb Foundations.

We

all know too little about their foundations, but I think I know more than lias
been reported of them. 1 have been looking over the Journai> and Oleani7igs and
find that over half the reports are not entirely satisfactory, the greatest trouble is sagging
the second, the queen objects to
them third the bees do but very little toward thinning the septum of the cell.
Novice however contradicts us, saying that
they " do thin the bottom of the cells, and
that it is not worth debating," that "foundations of pure wax will not sag, etc."
Brother apiarists will you allow one man
to decide this, or will you open your eyes ?
I thihk that no one has reported that the
bees thin the septum of foundation as they
do that of natural comb. Please examine
the septums of cells and see if they are not
about as thick, especially at the corners, as
before the comb was built.
Last June I
bought one pound of paraftine foundation of
A. I. Root, which was entirely worthless,
afterwards I bought one pound of bleached
foundation said to be pure bees-wax, but I
do not think one-quarter of it was bees-wax,
as it did not taste or smell at all like bees;

;

wax.

It

was very heavy, and

I

thought at

2&

was working all right, but it finally
broke down with the weight of honey in the
brood chamber. I did not ask Novice to refund my money on the two dollar's worth of
foundation. On August 19, I sent Novice
$54.00 for 100 lbs. of pure yellow foundations,
I trusting him that it was pure and a\ou1cI
not sag
when I received it I put in six
sheets 11x9 inches deep alternately in different hives, the result was the combs sagged
13^ inches till they touched the bottom bar,
then bulged side-ways; nearly one-half the
combs were long shaped drone cells.
As I' needed the combs I did not think of
anything, just then, but how to save them,,
so I cut them to fit the frame and then had
to waK on three or four sticks up and down,
to keep them from sagj:ing and bulging. I
cannot think that the fimndations were pure
as they are much softer than my pure beeswax, and do not taste or smell just right. I
do not think that pure bees-wax will sag
much, though I am quite certain I have nor
tested any pure wax.
I think some nmst
have received pure wax foundation or their
reports would not have been favorable.
However, I must say that even my foundations will do for comb honey, though there
seems to be something objectionable about
first it

;

them to the bees as well as the queens. If
the septum of the cells can be made not
over twice as thick as natural comb, they
will be a success for comb honey.
The
sheets should not be more than three or four
inches wide as comb honey ought not to be
more than four inches deep. I have used
several lbs. of foundations that I made on
plaster moulds for comb honey, and think
them much better than none though if 1
can buy pure wax foundations that are thin
enough for .50cts. per lb., I should buy them,
if I want any.
;

Now

I would like to criticise "Novice,"
in a friendly manner.
1 will first explain about the 100 lbs of
comb foundation I bought of him. I ordered
sheets 18 X 12, (there were only about 18 x 11
to 11%).
I expected to cut them all in two
and fasten in as per directions, leaving 1}4
inch space at bottom, but when I tried" several of them in rather cool weather in different hives, and placed alternately between
full combs, they sagged 1)4 inches till they
touched the bottom bar, then bulged side
ways; long shaped drone cells was the
result.
To keep them from sagging I had to cut
the foundation to fit the frame, and then
wax on sticks every 3 inches. All this was
done to keep the con)bs from sagcjincj, not
that it is the proper way to fasten 'in 'foundations that will not sag more than a little.
I returned most ofrthe foundations stating
that I would not be bothered with the soft
things next year, and he replies, " I do not
see that the wax in any way differs from
other wax, especially as there are different
shades indicating from different lots."

Thus evading my assertion that they were
softer than pure wax, and using such useless words as if he were talking to a child.
Again I quote, "I would, under no circumstances, think of having the sheets
touch the bottom or sides, and why you
should insist on a troublesome plan, different from every one else, is more than I can
understand, had you cut the sheets in two
in the middle and left them a couple inches
from the bottom if need be, you certainly
would have had no trouble."
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1 told him why I did not cut the foundation in the middle and yet he says he "cannot understand." "It L am mistaken I shall
If they
soon find it out by actual test.
bulged, you would certainly have had drone
not
have
seen
drone
cell, in
and
I
a
<!omb,
the comb sent me."
pity he could not see that the comb sent
him had been supported by sticks about
every 3 inches, so it could not sag, I used
that which sagged for comb honey.
Again he says: "1 can by no means be
Consider
responsible for your mistakes.
seriously, friend 13., whether all these failures mentioned may not be more your fault
than of the things themselves.
All the mistake 1 made was, in not sending the foundations back as soon as I found
that they would sag. I do not say that

A

pure bees-wax foundation will sag, but I
think "novice" "must have been so care-

wax adulterated with
tallow," or something else.
New Buffalo, Mich. R. S. Beckteli..
less as to get hold of

For the American Bee Journal.

For the American Bee Journal.

How

I

Destroyed Moth-Millers.

The moth-fly or brown miller is our beeenemy here, and this is how I managed it:
The latter part of July, August, and the
first part of September, I took dishes containing vinegar and rain water and sweetened it. Set them on the hives at sundown
or dusk; took them away at sunrise, and
pinched all the millers in the dishes or on
the sides of the hive. One morning I killed
I killed
19; generally about half a dozen.
hundreds of them during the season. As a
result, I see now (Oct.) no injury from this
enemy, to those that are anything like

strong.
I called to see a neighbor, and looked at
his bees. I could see the moth-fly or miller
on his hives, and worms crawling around.
He said he had neglected them; and had
lost two stands with the worms. I think
they were queenless, and the millers got in
and soon used them up.
E. Pickup.
Bureau Co., 111.

Comb Foundation.
The two samples

of

comb foundation

f\)r

sent

me

for experimenting, were placed in surplus boxes, accepted and appropriated by
the bees, and tlie result entirely satisfactory.
And, on testin.t; the honey I find nothing unpalatable from the use of the foundation,
and therefore recommended it as a good investment for the supply of all surplus boxes,
for which you have no good white comb.
And to the manufacturers of comb foundation, I would say that a medium thickness
For I tliink
is better than a heavier article.
it is a mistaken idea, that the bees lengthen,
by drawing out, and thus reducing the
thickness of the cells, as given them.
P. Millee.
Fredonia, N. Y.

For the American Bee Journal.

Bee Notes from Kentucky.

Deak Joukxal.— The honey yield has
been very large here during the "past season.
I prefer to raise bees rather than honey, as
Bees sell very readily
it is less trouble.
here at a good price. Living in town I can
keep but a few colonies at a time. I like

they are good honey
the Italians the best
gatherers they work up" all bits of comb
that may be left about the hive. As to their
gentleness, I see no difference between them
and the blacks, but in all other points they
I have received by
certainly are superior.
mail twelve or more dollar queens from Dr.
D. P. H. Brown, of Augusta, Ga. They all
(except two or three of the last ones) proved
very satisfactory. The last one was introduced July 20th, and filled the hive full of
beautiful yellow bees in sixty days, scarcely
a black bee remaining. I received a dollar
queen from Andrews & Yauglian, ColumTiie
bia, Tenn.; it was introduced Scj). 9.
best honey yield this season, was taken by
Dr. G. W. Martin; he got 100 lbs. box honey
;

;

and 500 fts. extracted, from 4 hives. He made
one artificial swarm at the end of the season.
The Journal comes regularly and is appreNearly all the honey gathered was
ciated.
in May, June, and July; the fall flowers
were abundant, but failed to give honey.
Mason Co.. Ky.
Wm. W. Lyxch.

Natural

the American Bee Journal.

vs. Unscientific

Bee Culture.

Having some ideas upon this subject, different from any I have seen advocated, I
give them to the public, through the Journal.
Effects certainly follow causes in all de-

partments of nature.

In bee keeping

we

see the effects of departure from their
natural laws, in this ; that where a few bees
are kept exclusively in a neighborhood in
the old way, not mixed with bees kept in
large quantities in movable frame hives,
they winter well on their summer stands,
without dysentery, or serious loss. But we
have seen reports in the last few years, of
apiarians starting with a few swarms which
have done well for a few years, and after
getting a quantity they have almost all died
of dysentery and other ailments.
Why ? not because of a large quantity in
one place, except as they are affected by inand-in-breeding, and improper ventilation.
Not that the honey is ditterent from what it
used to be not because of cold winters, for
they have been kept from the first settling
of the country, without great loss in wintering until lately
but because of the loss
of vitality caused by unscientific bee culThey are " doctored to death," as
ture.
Langstroth, (for whom I have the greatest
respect) says. How " doctored to death ?"
First, by dividing, or artificial swarming,
which, as now practiced, causes the bees to
raise a queen from a larvae, thereby making
a queen but little better than a worker,
which they never do when raising queens
for natural swarming, always taking an egg.
This I deem the greatest cause of their de;

:

terioration.

Second, in and in breeding.
Third, want of ventilation in wintering.

my

I will explain
in future articles.

Santa Clara Co.,

Note.—Just

S. S. Butler, M.
Cal., Nov. 1st, 1876.

D.

received a pamphlet from A.

I find embodies some of the
in regard to queen raising.
S. S. B.

H. Hart, which

same ideas

views upon these subjects
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movable frames, but could have performetl
the same operations with box-hives in less

Michigan Bee-Keepers' Association.
The ninth annual

session of the Michigan

Bee-Keepers' Association convened in Kalamazoo, Dec. 20, at 3 p. ni.: Pres. Balch in
the chair. There was a goodly number of
the most noted bee-keepers of tlie state in
attendance, notwithstanding the general
complaint of hard times. After the completion of a programme for the afternoon session the regular annual business was taken
up. Tlie minutes of the last semi-annual
session was approved. The Treasurer being
absent his re]H)rt was deferred until evening.
The Secretary's rciiort showed the expenses
incurred in procuring papers and circulation notices of the meeting to be $5.30.

THE FIRST TOPIC
was introduced by
the

a short paper read by
Secretary from Mr. Will. M. Kellogg,

on "Neatness in Bee-Keeping" recommending order and system in the apiary, which
was discussed as follows
James Heddon— I like the paper because
but one needs much room to
it is practical
:

;

carry out the directions given.
Where hives are set in
Pres. Balch
sti'aight rows the queens are liable to be

—

lost.

T. F. Bingham— Has any one present experienced an unusual loss in queens this
season ?
James Heddnn
My house apiary has
given me some experience in this direction.
Entrances were painted of different colors,
but I lost one-fourth of all my queens in fer-

—

tilization.

time.
Pres.
er ?

Balch— How could you do

it

quick-

James Hedden — By turning the hive over.
Frank Benton — I can find a dozen qiieens

quicker in movable frames than I can
" drum" out one stock.
James Heddon My sin has been in going
too fast.
Now I go faster than ever. I
haven't much use for honey-slingers, movable-frames, (lueen-nurseries, nor the thou-

—

sand-and-oiu' otiier useless fixtures, so com-

monly considered

re(iuisite.

T. F. Bingham— Would it not be better to
say— "d— n it"?
James Heddon— Perhaps it would; though
some fixtures are of value.
Pres. Balch — How much extracted honey

have you jjroduced

this season ?

James Heddon— More than
that satisfactory ?
Pres. Balch— Yes

;

of

why

but

comb.

Is

not produce

comb-honey ?
James Heddon— Because I am not fixed for
it— not from choice. Could I have sold out
my entire establishment, I would have
started a black-bee apiary in box-hives, and
raise comb-honey exclusively. Last spring
I started a new apiary six miles from home,
and there I have raised comb-honey and
In
I had no use whatever for an extractor.
;

my home

apiary, everything is adapted to
the production of extracted honey, and I
can't change in a day.

T.F.Bingham— A good machanic with poor
do a good job; but a poor mechanwith the best of tools cannot do it. The rapidity with which the si)ecialist manipulates hives is surprising to many. In Hedtools, will
ic

—

W. B. Southard Have lost a good
queens, more than usual.
T. D. Ward—My hives stand in a row and
are painted of one color. Have lost an unusual amount of queens.
W. B. Southard— My hives were placed
in straight, parallel rows also; eight feet
apart in the row, and I like the arrangement
Dr.
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many

very much.

Frank Benton— Once kept black bees in
hives painted white, set in straight rows.
and lost some (lueens. Related and instance
where an old box-liive farmer's " luck" was
in proiiositiou to the diversity of the position of the hives. Thought it due to queen
being lost when set compactly in straight
rows.
;

THE SECOND SUBJECT
was then brought up by tlie reading of a
paper by H. A. Burcli on "Various Matters"
containing some observations on the house
apiary and artificial comb-foundation. The
Secretary also read a paper from Mr. J.. P.
Moore of Binghamton, N. Y., on " Progress
in Bee-keeping," which had a direct bearing
on the second topic—" The house a])iary and
comb-foundation."
Mr. Moore criticised
some of our modern inventions rather severely, though justly, taking the ground
that their adoption was not an indication of
true apistical progress. He agreed with the
position formerly taken by some of the
members of our own Association. W^e give
the discussion of the subject as follows
James Heddon— I only disagree with Mr.
Moore on mixing apiculture with other business. In all my " craziness" I never proposed to use box-hives unless I could sell
my present fixtures. Opening hives and
handling bees is not essential to success.
In some cases I have had to manipulate
:

or in Bingham's
don's "bee-garden,"
" ranch" fifty or a hundred hives are
manipulated in a single day. This convention has, like some of the bee-journals, done
somethings which it ought to be ashamed of.
By crying down patents, we discourage invention and progress. What we need is to
invite competition. Bring in your inventions

Mr.
it

and implements and compare notes.

Heddon can manage

isn't the

common

his box-hive, but
box-hive seen sitting

around the country.

—

James Heddon My box-hive contains
bars at the top, but yet it is more of a boxhive than Mr. Bingham's, which Novice
With the bars, I get
styles a box-hive.
straight combs, and by cutting combs at
each end can remove any comb, if necessary, which will be very rare.
Dr. W. B. Southard— Would like to inquire about handling bees in the house
apiary.

—

James Heddon Where it becomes necessary to open a hive and string it around,
there is some difficulty. Bees handle nicely,
so far as stings are concerned.
Secretary— Have your bees been unusually cross the past season ?
James Heddon— I think they have been.
Pres.

Balch— How do you remove combs

from the box-hive

?

James Heddon— Turn

it

over, cut the at-

and take it out.
Dr. W. B. Southard— What advantage has

tachment

to the hive,

the box-hive

'?

James Heddon— It is cheaper, can hive a
swarm quicker, and perform any operation
necessary in less time.
Dr.

W.

13.

Southard

— My

hive complete
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I can take out a comb that
movable, much easier and quicker than
can turn the box-hive over.
C. I. Balch For tarmers who winter out
of doors, the box-liive is probably preferable, but for others who make it a specialty,

Dr. Southard— Have seen old birds' catch
carry. drones to their young.
Dr. Southard— How far will bees go^for

costs a dollar.

and

is

I

—

the case

honey?
H. A. Knapp— Mine have been traced

43^
miles, the past season. They,will hybridize
miles apart.
Pres. Balch—
long does it take them
to make the journey?
H. A. Knapp— Some little time, as they fly
slowly when loaded. It takes a bee five
minutes to load up, unless the honey is re-

is different.

.5

How

James Heddon— The Germans who
the world in
hives,

and

1

lead
of the sciences, use bar

many

can understand

it

now, though

could not formerly.
Frank Benton A perusal of the German
bee journals convinces me, that the German
methods of manipulation are too clumsy.
The Germans are wood theorists, but it takes
a Yankee for practical work.
A. C. Balch In cutting combs honey will
run and set bees to robbing. Why not use
a movable frame ?
Bees will not build
straight comb: in the box bar-hive. Brother Heddon preaches one thing and practices
I

—

duced.

Frank Benton— So much desultory discussion impairs Uw. value of oru- proceedings,
and no i'it'dital)le report can be made from
it.
Let us stick to one subject until it is exhausted.
Secretary— I think that any one who ever
attempted to report the proceedings of any
body, can appreciate the force of Mr. Benton's suggestion. Adjourned to 7)4 P. m.

—

another, I fear.
James Heddon— I worked 48 of these same
hives one season with excellent success.
Would do it again, could I sell my movable
combs. I never had such straight combs as
in these same bar-hives.
T. F. Bingham— Its no trick to use a boxhive. Friend Heddon can do it without a
doubt. I want to say a word about queens.
mother of a family is of prime importance
to that family, whether the children live 90
days or 90 years.
Mr. Heddon's loss of
twenty-five per cent was a heavy one. My
loss has been heavy also. Is such the general experience of those present ?
Secretary Last season my loss was some
20 per cent., all yellow bees, on summer
stands; hives placed promiscuously. This
season have lost 4 per cent, in the house
apiary. Think it greater in a poor season.
C.I.Balch—Mr. Bingham's loss is probably
caused by taking his bees South and having
them "bull-dozed."
T. F. Bingham— There are insects that
prey upon bees and there may be a worse
difiiculty confronting us than the "beemalady" or loss in wintering.
loss of 25
per cent, is unusual, and seriously interferes
with our surplus honey.
We can buy
queens as friend Heddon did, but it comes
too late tor the season's work.
James Heddon In my home apiary my
loss was small.
In establishing a new
apiary I found I covUd not do everythiRg,
and to procure skilled labor is impossible.

EVENING SESSION.
The Convention was called to order

at 8
o'clock. Pres. Balch in the chair.
The
first topic of the evening
"Surplus Honey"

—

— was

introduced by a paper from Bev. A.
Salisbury, Cainargo, 111., who laid much
stress on a shallow frame for box or comb
honey. The discussion was opened by
T. F. Bingham— History repeats itself.
Some years ago a hive with a shallow
frame was exhibited, here and was the
laughing stock of those present. Now the
shallow' frame is heard of all over the country.
Mr. Root says Bingham has a bad record has lost lots of bees in winter and
advises people to go slow. Well, I don't
know much about the shallow frames, but
think they are preferable for all purposes.
Julius Tomlinson— Does shading hives
prevent swarming?
Dr. A. S. Haskins— Can see no difference.
Dr. Southard— My bees that were shaded
did not swarm nearly as much as others.
H. A. Knapp— The sun prevents rapid
work in surplus honey boxes.

A

—

—

A

James Heddon— Have some
home well shaded with apple
swarm the same as those in the

do what pays

nuich honey. In my house
apiary, where the bees are shaded and cool,
they swai'm as badly as those left in the
sun. Have had as much honey stored by
swarms in deep hives as in those that con-

tained shallow combs. Saw no difference
in wintering.
Dr. Haskins— Did your bees in the house
apiary store more honey than those out?
James Heddon— There has been no appreciable difference during the past season.
C. I. Balch— Related an instance of a very
large hive —6,000 cubic inches— yielding
large amounts of surplus honey, while small
hives gave but little. The large hives never

best.

Pres. Balch— I think the loss is caused by
their returning to the wrong hives, and being destroyed by the bees.

H. A. Knapp— I think it is caused by insects, which have been uncommonly numerous the past season.
T. F. Bingham— This has been a personal
year. We have had a personal political
campaign, and the insects may have " fol-

lowed

suit."

failed.

James Heddon- When a man never

—

Balch Birds destroy many bees for
the honey, and may kill some queens.
Pres. A. C. Balch The woist bird on bees
is a wartz-toad.
A single one will keep a
colony depopulated.
James Heddon—He flies low and lights
C.

I.

I

fails,

think him a humbug.

Dr. Haskins— I had a "bee-palace" that
never failed to give honey.
T. F. Bingham— We all read the papers—
they are a good thing. When a shower of

—

high.
T. F. Bingham— I have been interested in
the bird discussion. Heretofore we have
rather oijposed farmer's keeping bees, as

they might tri)) up our market for honey,
but now would recommend all farmers to
keep bees for birds and let ws raise honey.

colonies at
trees; they

sun, but do

not store as

—

I

—

I

honey occurs in any section of country,
then we get a report from those people, who
can tell us how to get a big crop or honey.
This year Michigan is dumb as a coffin nail.
We can all tell just how to get honey when
it rains honey.
Pres. Balch— Don't bees swarm more in a
poor honey season?
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T. F. Bingham— Yes, on the principle
that "there's mischief for idle hands to do."

When bees have
gather

nothing to

do— no honey

— they breed rapidly and swarm.

C. I. Balch— Will not heat indnce bees
swarm?

T. F.

Bingham— I am

not aware of

to
to
it.

a good amount of honey in the fall.
T. F. Bingham— I always get the most
honey when the nights are cool and the
days are not too hot. The best honey localities in our country are where the nights
are short and cool.
Frank Benton— The mountainous regions
of the South are the best honey-producing
localities of that section.
never had so warm a
T. F. Bingham—
season as the past, and never had such an
abominable poor honey season.
Secretary How about Cuba and the islands south of Europe?
T. F. Bingham— The nights are cool, and
they also have a vegetation peculiar to the

We

—

latitude.

James Heddon— I got honey from white
clover this season for the first time. Will
acknowledge that my previous opinion was
erroneous.
H. A. Knapp—Buckwheat secreted with
me this year, was a failure last year.
Dr. Southard Sowed buckwheat early
for bees, but got no honey. Some sowed
later gave a very little. Think my bees
gathered honey this season from corn.
When bees lay out fronr heat, raise the hive
at the bottom.
T. F. Bingham— Top ventilation does no
good in the summer. Ventilate at the bot;

tom.

Secretary— When bees lay out heavily,
does it interfere with surplus honey?
T. F. Bingham —Don't think it does.
They do it because they have nothing to do.
The reason why Dr. Southard's bees didn't
hang out was because there was honey in
the fields to be gathered.
Secretary— My bees in the house apiaries
would cluster over the whole sides of the
building, yet they were the ones that stored
the honey.
Frank Benton—Mr. Muth's bees are placed upon the top of a building where they
were very warm, but they do not swarm.
T. F. Bingham— Bees do not swarm on
the last end of a flow of honey. They can
scent danger from afar.
H. A. Knapp I had a swarm come out on
September 14, that never gathered a pound
of noney.
C. I. Balch Have had swarms forced out
by the heat in September by the quantity.

—

—

Dr. Southard— Has any one present used
"lamp nursery?"

Secretary— Have one, but haven't fired it
Have introduced young queens just
hatched with perfect success. Have even
supei'seded queens in box hives by simplj^
letting a just-hatched queen run in at the
up.

There's no reason abont bees. You can't
make bees work as you tell them to; but
they will follow out their instinct, which is
much nearer right than man's reason.
Julius Tom linson— Does a moderate increase of stock diminish the amount of surplus honey?
T. F. Bingham—New stocks will produce
the most and best comb and honey. They
are in the best possible condition for it.
Pres. Balch— Can get more honey from an
apiary that is allowed to swarm.
James Heddon— So can I with small
hives, but not with large ones.
T. F. Bingham— Will Mr. Benton state
what effect the extreme heat of the South
has upon honey secretion?
Frank Benton— Tennessee is hot a good
honey section. With prolific queens we got

—

a
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entrance.

T. F. Bingham— This will work with
black bees, but very seldom with Italians.
Mr. T. F. Bingham then read a paper on
"Apicultural Progress," being a review of
bee-culture for the past thirty years, which
called out some discussion of a general
character.

The

subject of

"Humbugs"

brought out many severe criticisms on Mr.
A. J. Root's method of doing business, from
those present, it being claimed that he had
misled more people and had been the
cause of more failures than any other person in America.
Adjourned until to-morrow, at 2^4 a. m.

December 21,

1876.

Convention called to order at 9.30 a. m.
President Balch in the chair. The Secretary
stated that he had just received a paper from
Mr. J. L. Davis, Delhi, Mich, on " Surplus
Honey," which was read. lie advocated
the system of using section frames for comb
honey, instead of boxes.
Prof. A. J. Cook.— It seems to me that
frames for surplus honey should be talked
up more, and boxes less. I can get bees to
commence sooner in frames and they sell
more readily in the Lansing market.
James Heddor— The objection to frames
is that the bees do not build the combs true
in them; and in selling them you will break
the comb and have a sticky article to handle.
Julius Tomlinson— Agreed with Mr. Hed-

—

don's views.
Dr. Southard— During the past season,
have tried both boxes and frames, and give
the decided preference to the former. They
sell better, and can get as much honey as in
frames. The bees accept the boxes readily
fill them rapidly.
Prof. A. J. Cook— What was your amount
of surplus?
Dr. Southard— Fifteen hundred pounds,
from 19 strong and 25 weak ones.
.James Heddon I can perform the same
amount of work with boxes in one day, that
requires five days with frames.
Prof. Cook— Mr. Davis has a large amount
of honey in the Lansing market in small
frames; they don't leak; they look beautiful and sellreadily. Comb-foundation is a
success with me.
James Heddon— This question of boxhoney interests me, as it bears directly upon
dollars and cents. Have used wooden guides
during the past season in the boxes, and
they work so well that I shall discard guidecombs. Can get truer combs with less work.
Julius Tomlinson— Would it not be better
to wax the wooden guides?
James Heddon Can see no benefit.
are on dangerous ground,
Prof. Cook—
I think. What our most experienced bee-

and

—

—

We

keepers can do, cannot be done by us all.
Some people can do what others cannot.
Julius Tomlinson— Cut a saw-kerf in the
ends of boxes, and they can be taken apart

and the combs sold separately.
C. I. Balch— I will wager with any one
that boxes with guide-combs will give fifty
per cent more honey than boxes without.
Dr. Haskins— My experience with guidecombs has developed nothing in their favor.
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Frank Benton— Have tried both methods
and prefer the guide-combs to the wooden
guide.
Dr. Southard— Have found it difllicult to
get straight combs in section frames; the

queen

is

more

could scarcely

liable to
sell

sells readily.

them

occupy them

and
Box honey

at all.

;

—

Julius Tomlinson People want a choice
and are willing to pay for it. Box
honey secures this.
James Heddon If I had an abundance
of empty comb, I would use it
but not, if
I must have the bees build it specially for
article

—

;

the purpose.
Prof. Cook— I move that it be the sense of
this meeting that wooden guides are as efficient in securing straight combs, as guides
•of honey comb.
The vote was lost by two
majority.
James Heddon—I move that it be the
sense of this meeting that it is not profitable
to raise comb expressly for guides to be used
in surplus boxes. The motion was carried
l»y two majority.
Prof. Cook— I would move that all white
drone-comb should be used as guides in surplus boxes.
Carried unanimously. Also,
that as much honey can be produced in
small boxes as in sectional frames. Carried
by one majority.
James Heddon
choice piece of comb
nicely tapered, for a guide will induce bees
to commence sooner; but a flat, ragged
piece will often delay them three or four
clays.
In such cases the wooden guide is
preferable.
Prof. Cook then read an able paper on
^'Mistakes of Bee-Keepers, which received
the closest attention. He also read a paper
on the methods of prejparing bees for winter
at the Agricultural College, detailing the
various experiments made tliere to ascertain
the cause of our losses in winter.
Julius Tomlinson— Have had experience
in burying bees in Wisconsin— succeeded
well.
James Heddon—
have decided that
bees w.ill swarm, and when they all winter,
then we shall have bees on every acre of
land in the country.
Prof. Cook Just what I want to see.

—A

We

—

James Heddon— But probably never will.
T. F. Bingham— According to the general
laws of fertilization. Prof. Cook's bees that
are manured the most heavily, will yield the
largest crops.

Frank Benton read a paper on "Bee-Culture in the South." The advantages and
disadvantages of the "Sunny Soutli," were
canvassed with theconchisioii that with the
single exception of winterhig, the Northern
latitudes were far preferable for beeculture. The question to be decided is, will
it pay to ship bees South in the fall and return them in the Spring, in order to insure
sate wintering?

Shipping bees South for the purpose of
wintering is expensive. A year ago, it cost
$.300.00 to siiip 160 colonies.
This year a little less.
Personal expenses must be added.
Secured but little honey in fall, and when
returned home in the Spring liad to feed.
There is also danger in shipping. It is a
many sided question and needs further experience to settle its practicability.
Frank Benton— With an empty space
above tlie fri'.mes, and an al)undanee of ventilation, tlicie nt'tnl he no loss in moving.
The election of otticers was then taken up

with the following result: President—Prof.
A. J. Cook, Lansing, Mich. Vice-President
Dr. W. B. Southard, Kalamazoo,> Mich.
Secretary
H. A. Bnrch, South Haven,
Mich. Treasurer—James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.
Mr. Tomlinson's resolution was adopted,
extending tlie warmest thanks of this As-

—

—

sociation to the people of Kalamazoo for
the courtesy and hospitable treatment received at their hands; also to those who

had furnished papers

The

Secretary

for this session.
tiiat we elect as

moved

honorary members

all who had sent us
papers, that are not already members of the
Association. Carried. After the transaction of some routine business, the Convention adjourned to meet in Lansing, at the
call of the Secretary.

Herbert A. Bukch,
Neatness

in

READ BEFORE THE

Sec'y.

Bee Keeping.
MICH.

B. K.

ASSOCI-

ATION', DEC. 21, 1876.

Neatness in all things is to be commended.
In all the walks of life, neatness gives a
ciiarm to everything we do.
How much
nicer a person appears who is always neat
in his personal affairs, and how much more
we can enjoy their society, than one who is
a sloven in all he does! 1 do not mean to be
always "dressed up;" dandyism and fopishness are not neatness, by any means.
man may be very finely dressed and make a
good appearance, and yet be a sloven in his
private affairs. He is neat only to " show
off."
This neatness we should extend to all
we do in bee-keeping, neat in our persons,
so that in case we have visitors, as we all
do, when we are working with our bees,
handling combs, extracting honey, etc., they
may not go away with the feeling that they
do not want any of our honey, because we
are so careless in regard to clean hands,
clean tools, etc. We must guard our reputation as the cream of success. Nearly all of
us can get the honey, but not every one can
sell it readily in these days of so many adulterations. Neatness is one point in getting
and keeping a good reputation honey neatly
put up in bottles, jars, boxes, or frames, sells
very mucli better, than the carelessly put up
hoiiey, while an article neatly and tastefully
labeled adds nnich to its attractiveness, while
all combined adds the value to our pockets.
We must see to it that our extractors, tools,
frames and boxes, are kept and used in
clean places.
Then in regard to our hives and yards.
It is but a few moment's more work to set a
hive in perfect line with its fellows, and
then how much more pleasant to look at.
To a person with a true eye to the beauty
of uniformity, it is a real annoyance to see
hives looking like a hastily thrown together
rail fence, facing all points of the compass
in the same row, even if there has been an
attempt to make a row of them; some hives
tipping to the front, the next back, others
endwise, this way and that, making the
yard look as though the bee-keeper(?) had
sailed over his yard in a balloon, sown his
hives bi-oadcast, and then tried to rake them
Put
into straight rows with the anchor.
the hives in straight rows, even if the rows
face difiierent ways, and tip them all a little
to the front to carry off water from the en-

A

;
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in.

clean, free from high weeds
and grass, which are a sad bother to the
bees, and when dry a danger, from fire.
few Apiaries do we go into where
we find the hives free and clean in this respect. I have been into yards where the
poor bees had to alight on the top of the
hives and crawl down the front to the entrance, the grass being so thick that they

Keep your yard

^tn^ttktl

%t

'}mwi

How

could get in no other way.

Grass and weeds are fine hiding places
for mice, insects, toads, etc., where they can
come forth to work on the bees and their
proceeds. It also makes damp hives, moldy
combs, and diseased bees.

We

have our hives on legs, seven inches
high, with an alighting board reaching from
the ground to the entrance. Our chickens
roam at will ai'ound and under the hives and
woe to the bug, miller or mouse, who dares
come into their domain,,for their sharp eyes
detect every one.
All the hives should have one good coat
of paint at least once a year, which can be
done on cool days when the bees do not fly,
without changing the bees over to do it, and
it aflds to the neatness of the yard, besides
preserving fi-om the ertects of the weather.
Then bi'other bee-keepers, let us all be
neat in bee-keeping as one of the eifects to
bring the science up to the standard it
should occupy.

Will. M. Kellogg.

Bee Notes from Iowa.

We

are

located

in the

s.

w. corner of

Iowa, bounded on the west by the Big Muddy, (Mo. River), with a loose soil from 100
to 200 feet deep, so says our geologist. I
have never been down that far, but have
spaded 80 feet, and found it correct Alsike
and white clover do not do well here the
soil is too loose and open, in my opinion. We
have two rivers running through the county,
from the valley of tlu'se our bees gatlier
considerable honey in the fall. The county
Is mostly prairie and newly settled, consequently not blessed with as many blooming
orchards as some other sections of the
;

county. There is considerable of basswood
in the groves that yields honey some seasons. I am two miles from the nearest basswood timber, and within a radius of three
miles there are more stocks of bees than
there are linn trees, still my stocks gathered
about 30 lbs. per colony the past season.
There were several thousand pounds of
honey raised this year in this county ; all
consumed near home, I believe. I find a

good many prejudiced against extracted
honey; the fact is, they believe that if it is
not in the comb it is adulterated. A short
time since I asked a lady to buy some extracted honey, when she informed me that
she had a leceipt for making honey. But
whenever I get a customer to use ex'tracted
honey one season, I then have him cured of
his prejudice.
I have never shipped any
honey. I had no success this season with
box-honey our fall honey, this season, is
of superior quality, very thick and candied
;

We have,

what we call The FreBee Keepers' Association,' and because you do not see our proceedings in
print you must not consider that we do or
say nothing the fact is we "keep our light
under a bushel."
Ed. Wellington.
Fremont Co., Iowa, Nov. 2, 1876.
alreaoy.
mont Co.

;

'

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Single subscriber, one year
Two subscribers, sent at the same time
Three subscribers, sent at the same time
Sis. subscribers, sent at the same time
All higher clubs at the same rate.

THOMAS

G.

184 Clark Street,

NEWMAN,

3.50
5.00
9.00

CHICAGO, ILL.

ADVERTISING RATES.
SPACE.

$2.00

:
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Bablow & Churchwell,

have sent us a

postal card ou business, but failing to give
their address, we must wait for that essential

element before
thej^ please

"Will

we can

attend to

it.

again, and state
and State, and it

write

their Post-Office, County
shall receive attention.

'Winter is the time to "read up" on
and all who expect to be successful should spend the time to profit, by
studying the subject to the best of their
ability.

_ Those who wish Demorests' Monthly
Magazine with the American Bee Journal

for 1877 can get both for the small simi
of $4.00 ; thereby saving one dollar.

'

The only safe way

to

send money by

mail is to get the letter registered, or procure a money order or draft. We cannot be
responsible for money
precautions are taken.

and

risk,

if

lost

we

will

lost, jinless

Then it is
make it good

these
at

our

to the

sender, but not otherwise.

A. G. Hill has sent us one of his Gas Pipe
Extractors to be presented to the person
sending in the largest club of new subscrib-

The American Bee Journal

ers to

be-

January 31, 1877. The Extractor is
light and extremely simple. We will pay
the express charges, so that it shall be
"without charge" to the recipient.
D. A. Pike will present one of his beautiful Albino Qvieens— whose progeny will be
one-half Italians and one-half Albinos—to
the getter up of the second largest club of
subscribers. The Albino will be sent, post-

The proceedings of the Ky. B. K. Aswas duly received from the Secrebut by an oversight was put into a

12^°

pigeon-hole and overlooked
too full to admit them.

paid.

May

1,

1877.

We will add the following:
For the third largest list, we will send a
tested Italian queen in May, 1877.
For the fouHh largest list, we will send
500 young tulip trees (4 to 8 inches high) in
April or May, 1877.
For the fifth largest list, we will give a
copy of The American Bee Jolrnal for
1877, post-paid.
For the sixth largest list we will send,
post-paid, a copy of Vol. I. of The Ameri-

can Bee Journal,

sociation
tary,

Our Premiums for Clubs.

fore

bee-culture,

was

!

till

this issue

Will appear in

bound.
See our club rates on page 35 of this issue. Names and money can be sent in as
received, mentioning that you wish to compete for the prizes, and we will open an account accordingly. Work should be com-

menced at once.

next number.

"We employ no traveling agents, depending entirely upon local club agents and
our volunteer friends generally, to keep up
our circulation.

Any of our subscribers who wish to
present a copy of the American Bee Journal to a friend for the year 1877, can do so
by sending us one dollar and the name and
address.

Read our

Premiums

for getting
up clubs.
have extended the time to
January 31, 1877 in order to encourage
agents to work for the best premiums.

We

list

of

—

The Ohio and Texas Land Co. turns
out to be a "swindle;" at least so says the
P. M. at Mineral City, Texas. The adv't.
was sent us by a advertising agent in Cinand we supposed it
would not have published it.

cinnati,

We

all

right or

do our readers a favor by directing
their attention to that most valuable practical journal, the American Agriculturist,
which is just now entering upon its 36th
year. It is packed full of useful information, that cannot fail to be very helpful to
every family, and to every man whatever
his calling, and whether residing in City,
Village or Country.
supply it and The
American Bee Jottrnal for 1877 for ^3.15.

We

Three Numbers Free

By an arrangement with the manufacturAbbott Pocket Microscope
we are able to make the following remarkable offer to new subscribers
To give those who are unacquainted with
ers of the

tha merits of our paper an opportunity to
try it before becoming regular subscribers,
we propose to send three numbers of The

American Bee Journal "on trial" and
The Abbott Pocket Microscope, deswhich

found in oiu- adprice of
THE Microscope alone, and thus get the
cription of

will be

vertising columns, for $1.50, the

Journal

for three

months

practically free.

The Microscope

alluded to is the most complete thing of the kind we ever saw, and
can be made valuable in many ways, besides being a constant source of amusement

and instruction.

We

Send

in

your orders.

will present 100 tulip trees to

any

sending one or more new subSee Club Rates on
scribers for 1877.
The trees will be from 4 to 8
page 35.
inches high, and will be sent in November or May, as desired. Those desiring

person

these

trees

must mention them when

sending in subscriptions.

—

illi^ ^m^rt4an

gee j0ttpal

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO BEE CULTURE.
Chicago, Illinois, February, 1877.

Vol. XIII.

Honey Producers and

their Interests.

The American Bee Jotjknal, ever on
the alert to advance the interests of honeyproducers, would inquire, Why they should
not combine for mutual protection and the
enlargement of their business?
The many letters in this and other issues
of the JouKNAL from those of the smaller
producers who have sold large quantities of
honey in their home markets, prove that
local demands may be largely increased
that a trade for the " concentrated sweetness," sealed up in the honey-comb, can be
developed in almost every village and hamlet all over the broad acres of this land
east, west, north and south
Local meetings of the bee-keepers in each township or
county would greatly assist in this matter,
by bringing the subject under discussion
and by the adoption of a systematic plan of
!

action.

The

larger apiaries, with their increased

yields of nectar,

demand larger and wider

fields of operation.

Why

should not the

proprietors of these form combinations
similar to the California organization, that

we

October number
of the Bee Jouknae for last year, on page
253? Such associations should take special
interest in the packing, shipping and sale
of honey from designated Districts or
States. This would greatly assist bee-keepers

briefly alluded to in the

and protect their

The many very

interests generally.

essays read
before the JVIichigan Bee-Keepers' Convention, which we present to our readers in
this issue, proves that there is talent
enough in the line of theory, and experience
enough in the line of wintering, springing,
how to produce the best-selling honey, and
plenty of it. Now why should not all this
knowledge and experience be turned to
sound business account? Why not make it
tell in the line of a combination to dispose
of the surplus after supplying the home
interesting

markets?

The San Diego Bee-Keepers' Association
received honey from their members, repacked, assorted and graded it, ready for shipment. They then sent their agent, Mr. C.
J. Fox, to the Eastern and Southern cities

No.

2.

it by the car load.
He
contracted about a dozen car loads and returned home as the Association, we are

to receive orders for

had no more to sell
"Now, if they
have done these things in the green tree,
what may they not do in the dry?" To
take off the figure: If, with the thousands
of intervening miles between California and
the great commercial centres of the East
and South, they have been able to sell
honey vi such large quantities and at good
told,

!

why may not the apiarists of the
Eastern, Western, Southern and Middle
States, almost within " hailing distance "
of the great centres of commerce— nay
more, having these very marts of commerce in their midst— organize such associations and sell thousands of tons of honey
annually, that now run to waste, for the
lack of bees to gather, apiarists to husband,
and wide-awake organizations to handle it?
Their magic hand could turn it into gold to
scatter among the apiarists, by which they
may bless their families with food and raiment, necessaries and luxuries, that would
gladden their hearts and decorate their
figures,

homes!
Again we ask:

Why not organize?

The Sea son

of 1876-7.

The universal verdict is that the present
season has been one of the most rigorous
within the memory of that venerable personage—the oldest inhabitant
From the
Atlantic to the flocky Mountains— from the
Canadas to the Gulf— all over this vast
country Jack Frost has waved his icebound sceptre, and held every living thing
For nearly
beneath his unyielding grasp
two months has his sway been undisputed
by Old Sol's rays of light and heat— but it is
consoling to know that ere many days the
spell will be broken, and Earth will again
be decked in her beautious garb of verdure,
and lovely flowers will bloom, inviting the
bees to their daily labor with busy hum
But just at present the world at large presents a varied picture.
letter from the Pacific Slope, received
just as we were going to press with this issue, states that "the sun is shining glorious!

!

!

A
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clad in her garments
rain."
One from Georgia says, "it is raining,
raining, raining, so I'll sit down and write
ly, and all the earth
of lovliness, but we

is

you"— and he wrote us a long letter.
One from Louisiana remarks that "Northerners need'nt think that they have all the
cold weather. It is cold enough here now
to suit any one."
One from Texas says that " with snow 16
inches deep and the severe cold weather of
this winter, we hardly know what to expect
next— never heard of such a winter here before."

Here is another, really representing the
condition of all the Northern States. It is
from friend Kepler, of Henry Co.. O. He
says: "Bees are not wintering well out-ofdoors, but in the cellars they are all right, so
far."

One from England
mild,

says, 'December was
and bees were active nearly all the

time, but as
tiiere

it

Bee Items from Louisiana.

want

•

rained almost continually,

was no forage and breeding ceased.

The holidays were greeted with a

slight

snow, but, as usual, it lasted only a few
since then the weather has been

days;

tine."

One from Austria tells of the general
mildness of the season there, and remarks
that " bees are doing well."

From Australia comes the news o'er
ocean's main, that during December there
have been heavy fogs and mild weather.
"Bees are generally in good condition, and
a good harvest is confidently expected."

The New Orleans (La.) .State Register, of
Jan. 31st, remarks as follows, about beemen and "things" in Louisiana:
Dr. Rush, formerly of Point Coupee, and
one of the best bee-keepers in the South,
has located his entire apiary on the planta-

Major A. W. Rountree, opposite the
CaiTollton Ferry. He has 100 colonies.
Messrs. Perrine & Grabbe have stai-ted into business by putting up a saw mill and
cutting out material for 1.000 hives. They
have purchased about 150 colonies of black
bees, and brought 100 colonies of Italians
with them from Chicago. They are located
on St. Charles Avenue, in the Seventh Distion of

trict.

Our friend Alex. McConnell, 196 Clio St.,
wlio is the father of the bee business in this
State, has put his apiary in first-class oi'der.
and starts out with 100 colonies of pure
Italians.
Last, and least, the editor modestly mentions that he has some bees that he will be
glad to show any of his friends who are in
any way interested in the honey business,
if they will call at his residence on Carrollton Ave.
This State in its honey-producing capacity is superior to California. This fact is
becoming recognized and we anticipate this
spring some considerable interest in the
bee business.

We

have had a beautiful Poster engraved, and printed in two colors, for The
'

American Bee Journal, which we should
be glad to send to such of our friends who
will take the trouble to post

some public

them up

in

say post-office, R. R.
depot or hotel, where they can be seen.
place:

For the convenience of bee-keepers,

Our thanks

are due to the editors (>f
our exchanges and to the multitudes of our
subscribers that have so flatteringly eulo'

gized

The American Bee Jolrnal

new

in

We

dress for 1877.
hope all who
can will get at least one more of their
friends to subscribe for the Bee Jourxaifor the coming year, and thus not only be
doing a kindly act to the subscriber, but also augmenting the long roll of worthies
who form its regular readers and supportters.
The universal verdict is that almost
its

any one number of The American Bee
.Journal is worth more than the price of
the year's subscription, to the scientific beekeeper.

'Friend W. F. Clarke has been detained in Canada longer than he expected, and
up to the time of our going to press, he cannot say how soon he will be in this city.
We hope in the next issue to be able to say
that he is here, and to give his progranune
in detail for future.operations.

we have made arrangements

to supply, at
the lowest market prices. Imported or tested Italian Queens, full colonies, Langstrotli
or other hives. Extractors of all the makes,
and anything that may be required about
the apiary.

Thus speaks the Rural Sun, of
Nashville, Tenn., concerning friend Andrews, the newly-elected president of the
National Society:
" We point to W. J. Andrews, Esq., of
Columbia, as one of the growing men of
Tennessee, possessing systematic business
habits, indomitable energy, with an investigating turn of mind, and tact and talent to
win success in any chosen enterprise. By
application and research he has awakened
a deep interest in bee-culture, which is
exerting a beneficial influence throughout
this State. At the late Philadelphia meeting of the National Bee-Keepers' Society
Mr. Andrews was chosen, by an unanimous
vote, the president of the Association, an
honor wholly unexpected, but most worthily bestowed, and we congratulate him and
the Society upon his selection as its chief
officer,"
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Queries.

than that ?
spring, but

I

wish

my

Dec. 33, 1876.— "My
had 30 stands last spring;

Co.,

III.,

bees did well. I
increased to 40; got 1,300
4-lb.

lbs. of honey in
boxes, and 300 lbs. of extracted. I

like to know how Mr. Harbison, and
others, get their comb built true in those

would

small frames.
Biif^

Please

tell

of empty comb or foundation
piece of
secure straight combs.
empty comb may be used, of sufficient size,
to till the small frame, or a strip of only half
an inch in depth may be used.—Ed.]
[Starters

Broome Co., N. Y., Jan. 1, 1877.— "Will
some one that has used frames closer than
13^ in. from centre to centre report their experience?
It seems to me that frames
should be closer than IK in. from centre to
centre. If placed 3 in. from centre to centre, they will lengthen out the cells so that
the space between the sealed honey is no
more than when put closer, and is built
more uneven than when put farther apart.
I use the Langstroth frame, and put 8 in 13
inches. 1 hang the outside ones 3^ in. from
side of hive, the others
in. between, making 1}4 in. from centre to centre. The bees
make the comb in outside frame as straight
as a board, and will make the frames full,
only leaving }4 in. lietweeu outside of cf)mb
and side of hive. Why should they require
doiible that space between the other combs?
Close the space up to about J4 or
inch,
and they will leave that much space if
frames are put
in. apart.
1 may be
wrong in my conclusions. How would
1 and .5-13 in. frorfi centre to centre of frames
do? What is the best method for keeping
frames foom swinging, and at a proper distance apart at the bottom?"

^

%

%

J. F.

Pelham.

[Bees do not usually raise brood on the
outside cells of the outside comb. This allows them to lengthen the cells, leaving
barely room to pass between the comb and
the side of the hive. If combs are built
perfectly straight, less than 1 5-13 in. from
centre to centre will be all right. Usually, however, there are inequalities which
make it desirable to have them nearly or
quite 13^ in. from centre to centre.
Nails, small staples and various other
devices have been used to hold frames the
proper distance apart at the bottom, but
probably nothing is better than to have the
frames true and hang in the ordinary way
on a rabbet, with nothing but their own
weight to make them hang true.— Ed.]

Dearborn Co., Ind., Dec. 37, 187t3.— "The
A. B. J. is a welcome visitor. Some around
here think they 'know it all," and that journals are of no use to them, but I could not
consent to keep bees without the Bee
Journal. I have the Langstroth hive
with 9 frames. Is there any better hive

in

the

[The Langstroth is a good hive; we know
few modifications are introduced by some who use it, to suit their
own notions, but does not change it from
being a Langstroth hive.

The

best

way

to Italianize is

to get a

purely fertilized queen and introduce her to
a strong colony.—Ed.
J

A

will

Italianize

of none better; a

us through the

W, H. Conklin.

Journal?

to

neighbors have hybrids;
in doing
S. HuMFiELD, Jr.

would there not be some trouble
it?"

Winnebago
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Two queens from Mr. Nell is arrived safely in cold weather. I removed the black
queen and introduced the Italian in a cage,
and let her out the next day, there being no
brood in the hive. I did not think there
would be danger of her being killed. They
went to killing one another in the following
night. I am sure no strange bees entered
the hive. I examined the dead bees, but
found no queen. Please explain.
R. C.

[We never knew

Cameron.

the same
colony fighting each other. In a starving
colony the old bees sometimes fight the
young ones, to get their honey. Then the
young ones crawl out, their abdomen
curved, in a dying condition, like bees that
have been stung; but such cannot be the
case with friend Cameron's bees. Robbers
may have entered while he was looking for
the black queen, and the cold might have
prevented them from returning to their
hives. The loss of the queen, and finding
no brood to replace her, may have so far
troubled the bees that they did not notice
the robbers; but as soon as they discovered
the caged queen, and quiet was restored, the
bees may have destroyed all the intruders.
Can any one suggest another explanation?
Ch. Dabaxt.]
of bees

of

—

Broome
the

Co., N. Y., Jan. 10, 1877.—" I like

Bee Journal

very much, and hope

will be able to make as good a
this year as you did last year. I

you

much

success."

volume
wish it
Dr. F. Lashier.

["Excelsior" being our motto, we expect
have each years' numbers excel those of
the previous year. It is very encouraging
to the publisher to know that The American Bee Journal is so much appreciated
and so welcome to the thousands of its
readers, as testified by multitudes of letters
received within the past few weeks.
It
shall be our constant aim to excel, to advocate the interests of bee-keepers everywhere, as well as to give the most scientific
and practical articles, on every branch of
bee-keeping, by the most successful apiarists of the world.— Ed.]
to

Jan.

money

16,

1877.—"

Some say

in the bee business;

there is no
others think

—
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they can get rich quickly in it. Some like
extractors; others do not. The fact is, any
one who goes into a business siiould first
learn it, then they will knoiv for themselves what is or is not best, or calculated

FoLLETT.
must be learned like any

to pay."'

C.

[Of course it
other business; though all are not adapted
to the care of bees, neither can every person
make a good musician, carpenter or printer.

-Ed.]
Chatauqua Co., N. Y.— "Foul brood has
its appearance in this section.
Is
A. Tefft.

made

there any remedy for it?"

been used successfully
See article on
pages 17 and 151 of A. B. J. for 1876. You
will there find all the information you de[Salicylic acid has

as a

remedy

for foul brood.

sire.— Ed.]

Miami Co., Ind., Dec. 15, 1876.— '"As I was
standing by one of my hives, the las, o'
October, I observed the queen on the top of
the hive. I caught her in my hand and she
flew away, returning again in a few minIt is often

utes.

asserted that the queen

never leaves the hive;
count for this?"

how then do you acF. M. Moody.
young queen, which

[It may have been a
always leaves the hive at least once before
laying; or it may have been a queen from
another hive.— Ed.]

Pike

Co., 111., Jan. 11, 1877.— -'We have no
pasturage for bees in this section, except cultivated crops. 1 have 25 stands and
fall

want

to

sow

melilot clover for

them

in the

spring. How many acres would be required for them, and how many pounds of seed
will it take to the acre? Please give particulars in the Bee Journal,.
W. H. PiAFTERY.

[Three acres would be sufficient for 25
It requires 4 lbs. pf seed to the
acre. Sow it in April or May, with any
kind of grain or in any soil. It does not
bloom till the second season, generally from
July 1st to 10th. It blooms 60 to 90 days.
colonies.

For box honey late in the fall, when it
begins to bloom cut it back to about six
inches in height. 'Fall frosts will not injure

Bees sometimes work on

it.

Oct. 1st.

Any

would not be

bee-keeper

it

as late as

who has

tested

it,

witliout it.— Ed. J

Bremer Co., Iowa.— "I put 136 colonies into the cellar on Dec. 1st. The hives were
very frosty; the cellar walls are new and
full of frost, and water stands on a part of
the cellar bottom. Will they winter in it?
Which end up should box-hives be placed?
Please answer througii the Bee Journal."

J.

The

M. Bennett.

prospect is not very flattering, although bees have wintered under like circumstances.
Place the box-hives upside
down. We are inclined to think the worst
feature in the case is that the hives were so
[

frosty

when put

into the cellar.

If there is

any way of having a stove in the cellar it
might be well to gradually thaw out the
frost; or, if that is not practicable, perhaps
a door may be kept open from the cellar to
a room up-stairs where a hot fire is kept,
and hot stones, or jugs of hot water corked
tight, might at the same time be placed in
the cellar. We shall be glad to hear how
you get them through the winter. Ed.]

Middlesex Co., Mass., Dec. 6, 1876.—" I
followed Quinby in the preparation of my
hives for wintering in the cellar, which is
warm, dry and dark. 1 boxed a corner containing the hives and put a chimney in it
for ventilation. Sometimes during the day
they can be heard a little. What is the
trouble? The cellar is not much over 40
deg.; is that too hot? Will it answer to
conflne them thus all winter? Can they get
rid of the dead bees, every means of egress
being cut off, by the entrances being covered with wire-cloth? They are box-hives. I
intend to transfer them to movable comb
hives next summer. I intend to change
their places next summer. If I let them
have a fly, would it be well to change places
then?"
A. P. Wyman.

The temperature seems to be about
They will do well if put into the
cellar the next day after a warm spell, hav[

right.

ing then had a fly and voided their foeces.
hives are well enough bottom up.
Leave the wire-cloth on, it prevents intruders.
The bees will clean out their dead iu
If you should give them an
the spring.
airing, put them on the same stands they
occupied last summer, else some may be
chilled. If you wish, they could be changed
in the spring; put a small slanting board at
the entrance; it being strange, they will
notice it, and thus mark their new location,
to find their way back. They will not suffer
for being in a cellar 6 months, if they are in
proper condition.— Ed.]

Box

" Something ought to be doue by the papers to prevent the wholesale robbery that
IS going on by patent-hive and motti-trap
hear of one who has sold
vendors!
$5,000 to $8,000 worth of territory in a use"
less
clap-trap," in this section, and has
plenty more of territory for sale yet. He
expects to try it in my neighborhood next
season, but will find his 'little game' nipped
in the bud."

We

So writes one of our correspondents. One
such wide-awake and well posted man iu a
community is worth his weight in gold to
it.
His knowledge is " like a city set upon
a hill; it cannot be hidden." Bee-keepers
should take a paper devoted to their interests, and thus not only derive much more
than the paltry two dollars' worth, in valuable knowledge, but save hundreds of times
that sum in not being victimized by " claptrap" and useless "fixings'* venders.—Ed.]

;
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{^""iiFriend M. M. Baldridge, who has
been in cliarge of an apiary the past year
near Shreveport, La., returned a few weeks

*The following

.

The American Bee Journal,

j

He

re-

year,

148

Gleanings in Bee Culture; one year

at St. Charles,

111.

ports his
stocks at 10,000 lbs.— about one-half extracted and the balance in section boxes. While
en route for home, Mr. B. visited Xew
Orleans and Chicago, and made arrange-

ments for shipping hives, boxes, etc., from
both of these points. See advertisement in
this issue.

Attention

is

called to the advertise-

Kopp's Commercial Calculawhat is claimed
for it, and will be a very valuable book for
those having use for such a work. It has
already received the most flattering testimonials from over 200 of the most prominent
mathematicians of the LTnited States. Read
the advertisement; the book will be sent
postpaid on receipt of the ju-ice.

ment

<^)f

It is in all respects

tor.

8^^ In

our lowest clubbing

rates for the bee publications:

yield of surplus honey from

home

ago to his

is
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his " Centennial Letter " to the

Bee World, friend W. J. Andrews thus
speaks of his first meeting with the publisher of the A. B. J.:

"On our entrance, Mr. T. G. Newman, of
Chicago, was addressing the Society on Organization. It was quite gratifying to us to
hear his eulogy on our Maury Covnity BeeKeepers' Society, of which he spoke in high
terms the more so, too, because he was
totally unaware that it had a representative
present. Soon after the close of ilr. Newman's remarks, his eyes fell on us, and
recognized us from a photograph and at
once introduced himself. Mr. Newman we
take to be a good worker, and, if we mistake
"
jolly good soul is he.'

one

and
32..50

"
Bee-Keej)er's Magazine ...
"
Moon's Bee World
All four American bee publications,
one year
British Bee Journal, one year
All five American and British one

—

—

year

2.75
3.00
.5.00
3..50

^..'Vl

[^"The Abbott Pocket Microscope, advertised on another page, is an instrument
of gi'eat usefulness for examining flowers,
seeds, plants, insects, etc. It is in a convenient form for carrying in the pocket and
thus ready for use on any occasion when
wanted. We will send this microscope to
any address by mail, post-paid, upon receipt
of the manufacturer's price, $1.50.
is

In J. Y. Caldwell's article on Surplus
Honey, page 28, January number, second
column, sixth line from top, the reader will
please put a period after the word "boxes,"
to make sense. It^was overlooked by the
printer.

J!^" Friend Grable, Harrison Co., N. Y..
says that^his be«s are wintering splendidly

on their summer stands, notwithstanding
the exti'eraely cold weather.

;

not, 'a

We desire to caution our subscribers
not to send money by mail; either procure
a Money Order, Registered Letter, or Draft.

•"Vick's Floral Guide for 1877," a
beautifully quax'terly journal with fine illustrations and colored floral plate, is at hand.
Mr. Vick is so enthusiastic a horticulturist,
and has so happy a tact in inspiring his
readers with a love of flowers, that his publications awaken a like enthusiasm in their

A new feature is added this year
Guide, in a Botanical Glossary,
which will be found a convenience to the
floral student.
Price 25 cts. Address .Tames
Vick, Rochester, N. T.
readers.

the

to

We

liave received two nicely-printed
JI^"
One is
Price-Lists for Bees, &c., for 187T.

from J. Oatman&Co., Dundee, 111., and the
other from Dr. J. P. H. Brown, Augusta. Ga.

Honey Markets.

We hnve

received from Geo. Stinson
Portland, Maine, several pictures
recently published by them. Stinson & Co.
are among the pioneers in the Fine Art
publishing business in this country.
short time since they published a chromo
that had a run of over one hundred and
twenty-five thousand copies. Their weight,
unmounted, was over nine tons. In the
selection of subjects, they show correct
judgment of the public taste, which natural
talent, aided by long experience, alone can
They publish every description of
give.
fine works of Art, from a chromo to a photograph— from a fine Crayon drawing to the
most elegant Steel Engraving. They want
agents, and offer liberal inducements. See

&

Co.,

A

their advertisement in this issue,

"To

the

Working

Class."

headed

CHICAGO.— Choice white comb
2oc.

honey, 18@

Extracted, choice white, 8©l8c.

CINCINNATI.— Quotations by C. F. Muth.
Comb honey, in small boxes, 15@30c. Extracted, Ife. jars, in shipping order, per doz., $3.25;
per gross, $36.00. 21b. jars, per doz., S6.25; per
gross, S70.00.

ST. LOUIS. — Quotations by W. G. Smith.
Comb, 20^250. Extracted, 10@12>^c. Strained,

7@9c.

INDIANAPOLIS.— Quotations by Barnum

Bros. & Co. Choice comb honey in small section boxes, 18@30c. extracted in 50 and 100 lb.
cans,13@15c 1 lb jars $S per doz. 835 per gross.
Mason quarts, with comb, S8.50 per doz. S95.00
;

;

;

;

per gross.

SAN FRANCISCO.— Quotations

by Stearns

& Smith. White, in boxes and frames, 10@.15c.
Strained honey in good demand at 9@10c.
comb ll@13^c. bees^vax 25®26c.
;

—
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Secure a Choice Queen.

We now renew our

offer to

send a choice

tested Italian queen as a premium to any
one will send us four subscribers to The

American Bee Journal with

$8.00. This
premium, giving a good queen for four subscribers, will pay any one for taking some

trouble to extend the circulation of the
will in every

Journal. Premium queens
case be warranted.

The carelessness of some persons is
astonishing! On the 19th ult. we received
a letter from some one, containing money,
that had no name signed to it; neither postoffice, county, nor State; neither was it
dated! Is it any wonder that money is
often lost in the mail? Thousands of dollars go to the Dead Letter Office every
month because the address is either incorrect or unintelligible. In many cases the
name of the sender cannot be ascertained,
and the money is lost to him.
sometimes have as many as three or four letters
during a week from the Dead Letter Office,
that were mailed without a stamp, costing
us 6 cents each. Many also write a letter or

We

The Journal and

send it open,
only putting on a one cent stamp. This
makes a charge of five cents to us on every
such letter— for no written communication
can be sent by mail for less than 3 cents,
unless it is on a postal card. Careful attention to the postal law will save trouble. If
one is in doubt, it is the safest way to conarticle for

sult the local postmaster.

51:^"

The Quinby Smoker has been much

improved

this winter.

Smoker the valves

In the

new Quinby

by
removing the small screws they may be
readily examined, if from any reason they
are so arranged that

8^" For hive making there can be nothing more convenient than Barnes' Foot
Power Saw. Any person who has one
could not be induced to dispose of it. The
machine is sold at a low price— only .$35.00
which includes a " slit saw " as well as a
"cut off saw," and the necessary gauges. It
will cut through one inch pine boards at the
rate of 8 feet per minute, line measure, and
will cut either thicker or thinner lumber.
We will supply it at raanufactur's prices,
and advise all who need such an article, to
procure it. Several letters in this issue
mention this saw as the best thing out for
making

hives.

Of

it,

"Novice" says:

"This machine is one of the brightest illustrations of genuine Yankee ingenuity
that it has ever been our fortune to meet,
and the simplicity and fewness of its parts
are really surprising. With the new and
novel foot-power, the only wheel about the
machine, except the saw, can be instantly
set humming like a top, and one of the
prettiest little saws can be attached to it in
a little more than a second of time, yet the
whole is so extremely simple that even a
child can do nice, true work at once. At
our first attempt we sawed one foot of
in.

%

pine in six seconds."

We would call the attention of our
al

music-

friends to the following magazines:

Peters' Household Melodies, conor six beautiful Songs and

taining five
Choruses.

Peters'

Parlor

Music,

containing

several easy Piano Pieces.

La Creme de la Creme,

a collection

of difficult Piano Music

by the best European authoi's.
Peters' Organ Selections, for Reed
or Pipe Organ.
Peters' Sacred Selections, containing Hyms, Anthems, etc., and
Peters' Octavo Choruses, coiitaining
four choice Choruses for Singing Societies.

should get out of order. The valves are
soldered and so arranged that they will
remain open, giving a draft and preventing
the fire from going out. The bellows are
made of heavier leather, and will be much
more durable than formerly.

These magazines are published at the
uniform price of $2 per annum, post-paid,
and we have no hesitation in saying that
they are unequalled in quality, cheapness
and elegance. Give your newsdealer 25
cents, and tell him to order a sample copj%
or send direct to the Publisher, J. L. Peters,
843 Broadway, New Yerk.

Subscribers will please notice the
date upen tlieir subscription labels and see
that they are "up with the times."

The only safe way to send money by
mail is to get the letter registered, or procure a money order or draft. We cannot be

Dr. J. P. H. Brown offers as a premium to
the person sending the greatest number of
subscribers to The American Bee Journal, between now and the first of July, a
tested queen of imported mother.
The
queen to be sent upon presentation of certificate from the publisher, certifying to the
number of subscribers sent.

'

responsible for money
precautions are taken.
risk,

and

if lost

we

will

lost,

unless these

Then it is
make it good

at

our

to the

sender, but not otherwise.

([l^"When you have a leisure hour or
evening, why not drop in on a neighboring
family and see if you cannot get a subscriber for

The American Bee Journal?

—
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Buffalo, N. y., Dec. 26, 1876.— "My bees
have done nobby the past season, both in
colonies and honey, and I am more than
ever attached to them. Success to the A.

©xxr %tiUx 3ox.

A

Watekhouse.

Santa Clara Co., Cal.— " One of the best
and handiest smokers is a piece of decayed
wood, sawed about li^ inches square, with
inch hole bored lengthways. It can be
a

Cass Co., Mo., Dec. 29, 1876.— "Last spring
all wintered safely.
I use
the Langstroth hive. The bees swarmed
considerable in June, and did not store
much honey till August 1st. Then they
I

K

held between the teeth."
S. S.

BUTLEB, M. D.

My

Paul Dunken.
Shelby Co., Iowa, Nov.

Henry CO., O., Jan. 1, 1877,—" I have 75
I have kept bees for 27
stands of bees.
years. They are ray delight. I expect to
keep them as long as I live. I am much interested in those essays in the December
number. 1 have read them, and intend to
put in practice many valuable hints that I
D. Clifton.
got from them."

few weak ones; I increased to 60.
Although the 'hoppers devoured the buckwheat, I got 1,300 lbs. comb and .500 lbs.
extracted honey, which I sold at from 20c.
to 25c. per lb. California honey interfered
sides a

make

I will let them
that in Kansas we can produce suhoney as well as fruits, and supply
shall
as cheaply as they dare.
it lively for them soon."

We

Jacob Emmons.

A Chip from Sweet Home.— Dec. 21, 1876.
—"I have 172 hives in my cellar; for several
days one hive has been making considerable noise, and this morning much worse.
Upon examination I found that they could
not get any fresh air; it was closed top and
bottom; upon opening, they rushed out as
in summer, but soon returned and are now
quiet. No smell of any disease as yet.
Could have sold a thousand pounds more
'slung' honey at 15c. if I had had it."
D. D. Palmer.

Mrs. Eunice Truman.
Knoxville, Iowa, Jan. 3, 1877.— "This has
been a good season, but my bees have not
done very well. Last season I wintered six
on their summer stands, and now have ten
wintering in the same way. I use a movable comb hive of my own "get up." I
have had 62 lbs. of comb hoiiey. They
would not work well in boxes, and if I had
an extractor I could have taken more honey
from them. I have black bees but shall
Italianize next year."

Northumberland, Pa., Dec. 26, 1876.— "I
had 15 stands in the spring; 5, in good condition, went off, leaving from 30 to 40 lbs. of
honey in each hive. The other 10 did well
till July, but gave no surplus after that.
I
had to feed them; a thing I never had to do
before. I had some in the cellar and some
out-of-doors, but as the winter is severe, I
great trouble is
expect to loose them.
in springing."
W. H. Garihan.

1876.—" Think-

We

with the sale some, but

them

3,

ing that a report from this section might be
acceptable, 1 inclose the following: Started
in the spring of 1876 with 53 stands, mostly
Italians. The season was good until the
middle of August, at that time we had 2 or 3
cold days, followed by wet, rainy weather,
which stopped work in boxes, and as the
weather continued unfavorable until nearly
the last of September, our fall harvest was
almost a total failure. Still we feel that we
ought not to complain at the season's result.
have taken over 1.600 lbs. of extracted
and 1,100 fts. of comb honey, and increased
to 78 stands. Net proceeds, $10 per stand.
Our principal resources for honey are:
linden, sumach, wolf-berry, hearts'-ease,
golden-rod and asters. We sell our honey
at home, at 15c. per lb. for extracted, and
25c. per lb. for comb honey. Have kept
bees here for 4 years; have never lost any
by disease of any kind. We winter in a
frost-proof cave. Success to the Journal."

Co., Kansas, Dec. 29, 1876.
—Pottawattamie
"Last spring I had 36 good colonies, be-

perior

had 72 stands,

sttjred honey fast till frost. I got 5,672 lbs.
of extracted, 2.323 lbs. of box, and 1,0.55 lbs.
of honey in frames; total, 9,0.50 lbs. From
72 colonies in the spring, I have now 120. I
am wintering 54 on their summer stands. I
drove stakes in the ground and packed flax
around them in the sides and back, leaving
the front open. The balance are in a cave
or clamp, and are doing well."

Co., Mich., Dec. 26, 1876,— "Bees
did well the tirst part of last season, but
after the middle of August they made no
surplus. I commenced in the spring with
1.5 colonies in good condition, increased to
43, and have taken 1,600 lbs. of box honey
bees are all
and 300 lbs. of extracted.
in the cellar, and 1 keep the temperature at
R. FoKSTTH.
35 deg."

Lenawee

know

Wm. Harris.

Sanilac Co., Mich., Dec. 28, 1876.— "
neighbor purchased a few stocks of bees,
but as the weather was cold, and they
could not fly out after removal, he made a
frame 33^x4 ft., covered it with mosquito
bar, placed a hive in it, in a warm room,
and sent for me to assist him. In this way
they all had a nice fly and settled back
quietly in their hives. The past season was
a poor one for honey. I have 60 colonies
on their summer stands." J. Anderson.

Hamilton. Ont., Jan. 1, 1877.— "Bees did
well in this section last season. I got nearly 100 lbs. per hive, besides increasing two
to one, with tlie aid of comb foundation,
which I shall use as long as 1 can get it."

A.

Mrs.

B. J."

Wenham. Mass., Dec, 27, 1876.— "Our bees
have not had a chance to fly for 6 weeks.
They are wintering nicely. We have two
feet of snow and splendid sleighing."
H. Alley.

J.

61

J.

My

'

W. BiTTENBENDER.

Erie Co., Pa., Jan. 3, 1877.— "One year ago
I wintered 44 colonies of bees on their summer stands, protected by boxing in chaff.
The past summer I sold one ton of box
honey, averaging 20 cts. per lb. I have increased to 87 strong stocks, and am wintering all on their summer stands. I never
lost one by this method. I use the Ameri-
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(i side boxes attached to rear
Purcliased
in place of observation gkiss.
several (lueens of Mr. Nellis and introduced
them witli entire success. I take the JoukXAi. and (Tleanlnris, and read them witli
very Imngry for bee
much devotion.
readinji; wlien
the
montlily messenger
comes. Our lioney was most entirely fro)ii
season. Golden-rod
clover,
the
'past
wiiite

San Buenavertura, Cal., Dec. 20, 1876.—
have only had a small shower since
March, but hope it will rain soon. Our

can hive, with

Am

and buckwheat did not mature,

in conse-

iiuence of the drouth. Have never used the
extractor, will give it a trial the coming season. I equalize my stocks in the fall, by

Washington, Ga.. Jan.

o,

1877.— " Bees,

thus far, are wintei'ing well; though this is
the coldest winter we nave had in 20 years."
J. B.

FXCKLEN.

7, 1877.— "The Binder
It is more convenient than I
could be. I like friend Andrews'
suggestions and intent to talk the matter up
in this township.
We can have an intelligent Society, as we have the material.
Friend Andrews should have given his address. Please give it."
W. Stump.

Pendleton, O., Jan.

is

received.

[

W.

it

J.

Andrews, Columbia, Tenn.— Ed.]

Co., HI., Jan. 7, 1877.— "I commenced in the spring of 1876 with 50 swarms.
They increased to 120; have sold 51 swarms,
and have 09 left, which are now in winter
(juarters. I have sold 3,200 lbs. of box

Kane

The season was the best we have
Long live The Amekicax
Bee Journal."
John Divekey.
honey.

had for

year

owing

I lost 43

Putnan

to very

bad weather.

colonies."

Co.,

111.,

Jan.

W.
9,

T.

Last

Paruam.

1877.— "We are

awake in regard to bee and honey culThe past season my bees made
honey very fast until July 20, making 400
4- lb. boxes of honey up to that time; since

just

tui'e.

then they have emptied nearly 1.000 boxes,
which were nearly full at that time. I hav^e
now 257 stands. I was beaten a little at the

Winona

Fair. I entered 4 stands of bees
100 lbs. of honey in 4-1 b. boxes. Mr.
Brooks, of Lexington, entered two stands of
bees and about thirty pounds of honey. I
got the first premium on bees and Mr.
Brooks on the greatest display of honey. It
appeared to me that I ought to have had the
first premium on greatest displaA% he having only 30 lbs. and I 100 lbs. Mr. Brooks
is
in partnership with Mr. Reynolds, of
Lexington. 111. The committee wished to
taste my honey, and I think they liked it
very much, as they never returned either
honey or box. I winter my bees on their
summer stands."
Otto Halbleib.

and

bee are flying finely every day, gathering
some pollen. These beautifni moonlight
nights it is pleasant to walk out and hear
the old ocean roar. Most all the honey is
sold out of this country. I am holding on
to 15,000 lbs., and am pleased to learn that
the price has advanced 2c. ])er lb. in San
Francisco, during the last month. With my
one-horse Barnes' saw-mill I am just shelling out the bee hive stuff."
R. Wilkin.

—

Boone Co., Ky., Jan. 4, 1877. " We have
had nearly 40 days of continued excessive
cold weather, the coldest ever experienced
in this latitute; which makes us begin to
fear for our pets, and gives us visions of depopulated stocks, "bee-cholera," etc. Success to the old reliable American Bee
Journal.
would feel like abandoning
bee-keeping altogether, if compelled to do
without its cheerful visits."

We

J.

T.

CONNLEY.

—

Stanslaus Co., Cal., Jan. 6, 1876. "My
bees (28 old stocks and 30 swarms) during
the past season, produced about 5,300 lbs. of
comb honey, mostly beautiful white. I
have an extractor, but did not use it; it
does not i)ay here. My cases for storing
surplus are admired by all for their simplicity and convenience for handling. I
will send you a miniture case, just as I cut
"
it by ray 'Barnes' foot-power saw.'
J. F.

7 years.

Maryville, Tenn., January 4, 1877.— ' The
lioney harvest for the past year was rather
j)Oor; in the first part of the year the fall
bloom yielded largely, but I did not take
any of it. They seemed to be in a fair condition for winter. Yesterday (Jan. 3) the
thermometer indicated 23 deg. below zero;
the coldest we ever had in this section. The
'cold ^^nap' has lasted now for 4 weeks. 1
am afraid that the weak swarms have 'gone
up.' The deep snow covering the hives
may protect tliem. It (the snow) is 15 in.
deep; nothing like it in the memory of the
oldest inhabitant. I have 60 hives; average
surplus for the past season, 3}4 lt>s. No increase,

last

U. Videto.

interchanging combs."

thought

"We

Floby.

—

Berrien Co., Mich., Dec. 10, 1876. " One
year ago last fall I put 10 stands of bees in
an out-door cellar, and in the spring I
brought out 4 weak swarms. I bought one
stock of Italians of Mr. Adam Grimm. I
have now 25 of A. (i. Hill's "Winter Bee
Hives." When Mr. Hill came to see me,
the Italians were too week to swarm, and
so was one of my black stocks. Mr. Hill
transferred the weak black stock, took the
queen from the Italians, and put it with the
transferred one.
Nine days after that I
divided the Italian stock into 4, as Mr. Hill
advised, but as I had only queen cells in 3
combs, 1 had to cut out one to make the 4
swarms, and as 1 was a green hand at it and
did not do it just right, the (lueen did not
hatch out. A fertilizeil worker laid eggs,
but these produced nothing but drones; the
other 3 stocks each raised a nice queen.
After those (pieens began to lay, I took out
one comb with brood and eggs, put it into
the failing stock; by this time the stock
had a queen almost ready to hatch. An examination ;24 hours after, showed that they
had the queen cell destroyed and another
one in the given comb started. They raised
a good queen and it got to be a strong
swarm by fall. The other 3 made about VM

box honey in Hill's section boxes,
buckwheat had not come out so badly, I believe they would have made as much
again. The 3 stronger swarms of blacks
Mr. Hill swarmed artificially. I then spent
two days with .Mr. 11111. trying to learn his
lbs. of

and

if

of "raising l)i'es. After Mr. Hill left me
followed the instructions of the Bee
Journal and increased to 19 stands, with
which I went into winter quarters, in good
condition. Nine are in Hill's winter hives:
6 in the Langstroth hive, from which I took
off the upper cap and made 9 rough boxes.

way
I

—
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over each hive; 4 are in common box
I put them all in a row; put boards
around them, and are all drifted
in snow now. I wish you would give some
instructions, through the Joubnal, about
fitting

hives.

and

stravi^

Christ Miller.

queen raising."

take care of them.

commenced
is

at

Queen

any time

found sealed over.

raising

may

be

after drone brood

Ed.]

Blair Co., Pa., Jan.

10,

1876.—"

My

Cayuga Co., N. Y., Jan. 10, 1877.-" The
January number of The American Bee
Journal is received, and well sustains its
claims to superiority and progress. I think
the right man is at the helm, and wish you
success."

you will look over the back numbers
you will lind instructions for queen raising.
One plan is to deprive a colony of its queen
and after ten days destroy all queen cells,
and give the colony brood from the choicest
queen; from this a number of queens will
be started, and in about ten days from the
time the brood is given,each queen cell may
be cut out and given to a separate nucleus.
This nvicleus may consist of one, two or
three frames of the same size as those used
in the ordinary hives, with bees enough to
[If

bees

have done well. I commenced in the spring
of 1876 with 15 colonies; increased to 21 by
natural swarming; have taken between 500
and 600 Bbs.; extracted a barrel or more,
and hard as the times are, have sold nearly
all at good prices.
Comb at 35, 20, 1.5c. per
K).;
extracted, 20, 15 and 10c. per lb. I

my bees are making me a fair business, considering the little attention 1 have
farm of
given them. I have attended to
90 acres, with but little help; so the bees
only got my spare moments. I put them
into winter quarters, all, with the exception
of 3, in splendid condition, and had it not
been for the Centennial, probably they
would have been good too; but I think one
could easily afford to have 3 weak colonies
for what they saw there. My 'little pets'
I think must be tired hugging close together, they have not had a fly since the
10th of Nov., and we have had very cold
weather. Accept my very best wishes for
old and reliable
American Bee
the
'

'

Journal;

that

high."

Wayne

it

may wave long, wide and
Frank M. Glasgow.

County, Mich., Jan.

13,

1877.—"

A

who has some 25 or 30 swarms in
hives, says he has watched the queen
in his glass hive, and seen her mate with
the drone in the hive, and in about 3 days
will commence laying, and in about 3 hours
will have all her laying done, when she will
again mate with the drone. Is there any
truth in this statement?"
W. M.
neighbor

box

[None whatever; he fancies he saw it,
but was deceived. The queen never mates
with the drone but once, and then on the
wing.— Ei).]

—

Hamilton, Ont., Jan. 6, 1877. " Bees are
very quiet in the cellar. The mercury
M. Johnson.
stands at 40 deg."
1877.— "I have
13 stocks safely wrapped in clover hay, on

Crawford

their

Co., Mo., Jan.

summer

plenty to

stands.

8,

They have
Our

stores

flowers
are mountain ditny and golden-rods, and
are very abundant.""
Job Harman, Sr.
last till spring.

fall

W. Guthrie.

J.

Benton County, Mo., Jan. 9, 1877.—" The
honey season was not as good in 1876 as in
1875, although we extracted 397 gallons, besides box honey not a little. I hope this
may find the 'old, reliable' A. B. J. with
more subscribers and moi'e prosperity than
ever."
Mrs. J. W. Dick.

January 15, 1877.— " Friend
In regard to queens being lost
by hives being placed in straight rows (as
spoken of, on the reading of my little paper
at the Mich. B. K. Association) I would say
that the last season my hives stood in 3
rows, 2 facing east at about 8 ft. apart, and
the 3rd at the north ends of the two rows
facing south. The hives stand under trees,
surrounded by bushes, so that all the bees
have to fly out into one common space and
go up almost straight into the air to get out
over the tree tops. The bees coming and
going, look like a huge funnel in the air. I
raised quite a number of queens during the
summer, and only lost two, and they might
have been killed in many other ways beOneida,

111.,

Newman:

getting into the wrong hives. My
hives are all of one color and look alike,
there is but 1 ft. between the hives."
sides

Will M. Kellogg.

think

my
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Brown

Co., Wis., Dec.

'29,

1876.— "My bees

From 3 swarms last
spring, I increased to 33, and lost one by
robber's.
I had also 160 fts. of honey from
them. I am satisfied that bees want water
from the middle to the last of December,
have done splendidly.

and when housed it is necessary to supply
them with it. Am I not correct?"
C. K.

Clough.

[Bees may need water in winter, but the
fact that so many colonies have gone
through the entire winter, in close confinement, in excellent condition, without any
water being supplied, leads pretty strongly
to the opposite conclusion.— Ed.]

Harrison Co., Texas, Jan. 9, 1877.-" We
have had an uncommonly severe winter
here— snow 16 in. deep— the like of which
we have never seen before. Our bees
(which we always winter out-of-doors) have
suffered some— some weak swarms have
perished. The last season here was as good
as usual for honey. West of here, on the
Srairies, bees gathered but little honey,
udge W. H. Andrews, in Collin County,
writes

me

that

his

bees

did not gather

enough honey to keep them through the
winter. Out of '200 stands he has already
lost 30, and is compelled to feed, or all
would die. I had about 8,000 lbs. of honey
last season, and found for all of it a home
market at 15 to '25c." W. K. Marshall.
Grimes Co., Texas, Jan. 5, 1877.—" In this
part of Texas bees have not done well duhad excessive
ring the past season.
rains in the spring, long drouth in the summer and fall, and extremely cold weather in
December and so far in January. To-day is
pleasant and promising." Ira M. Camp.

We
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between with sawdust. So I have
wide, 8 ft. high and 13K ft. long

®orve$i^on(Iettce»

it 10 ft.
in the
into it
bees
of
50 colonies

1 put my
on Nov. 2.5.
^,,
..
The temperature stood at 44 deg. till the
cold weather came, then it went down to
I have
40. where it stands without change.
some apples and potatoes in it. The temperature is too high for them; at least they
are rotting badly. I never saw bees m
nicer condition than they seem to be. Have
two nuclei with about a pint of bees each;
they are all right. They have lost but few
bees. I bought 4 colonies of black bees,
about 10 days ago, that had stood out up to
that time. I brought them home some 30
miles, part of the way on freight cars, the
rest in a buggy. 1 put them into the cellar.
One of them has the cholera a little, and is
very restless, while all the others are very

clear.

,

For the American Bee Journal.

The Candying

of

Honey.

Having read a great many iwiorts and
theories about honey candying, I will put
sumin my mite for what it is worth. This
mer, as 1 extracted, I emptied the honey
into an open-ended barrel until it was nearI then drew it off from the bottom
ly full
placed
into self-sealing glass fruit cans, and
them in a box that held two tiers ot jars;
45 in a tier with a close-fitting false bottom
between them.

^

,

,

,

About the 1st of September I pasted
box
labels on all that were in the top of the
except four, having to lay the jars on thenseveral
box
the
opened
sides to do it. I also
times to take out jars as I needed them.
,

other day (Nov. 28) I examined the
were left in the top of the box and
found them all candied, except the four that
had no labels on them, and not one of those
that were in the bottom of the box, as tar
as I examined, were candied. In those that
were candied 1 observed that the topsot
the jars were always candied more than the
bottoms. Now have I a right to draw this
conclusion: honey will not candy so soon
when it is kept from the light and is not
disturbed, as when it is disturbed and exposed to the light.
„ .
^
,
a lot ot 1 and
I have also observed that
2 lb. jars that had been filled out of the
same vessel and had been exnosed exactly
alike, as far as 1 knew, some two or three
of them would be as perfectly clear ot
candying as they were the day they \yeiT,
put in the jars, while the others would all
be more or less candied. In making experiments would it not be best to takC;^ a
dozen or more jars and expose them to the
same condition, instead of a single jar, as
reported by one of your correspondents
Bees have done extremely well with us
this season, giving both increase and surplus, but from what I observed there will
be a great many of the swarms that came
too late to lay up enough stores for winter.
The most of my neighbors are still using
the box hives, or are afraid to work with
the movable frames when they do have

The

jars that

m
.

,

.^

W.

them.

S.

Boyd.

Dubuque, Iowa.
For the American Bee Journal.

How

I

Winter

My

Bees.

to tell you how I
bees. I live on the White
River. The river makes one of her largest
bends here, circling round near 1,000 acres
of first and second bottom lands. I live on
the second Ixittoni land, which is underlaid
with gravel and sand; though mostly sand.

Mk. Editor:— I want

am wintering mv

As

this

makes the best

cellar, I

resolved

have one for my bees. I dug 6
ft. deep; struck pure sand at 5 ft. deep;
walled it with boulders 8 ft. high; walls IS
I filled up around the walls a
in. thick.
foot, with the dirt I took out of the cellar.
This leaves a foot of tiie wall above the
ground. Over head it is sealed to the joists
8 in. high, with a floor above, and filled in
last fall to

,

4.,

,

^

and
I turn the box hives upside down
leave on the honey boards of the movablemoisture-ot
the
rid
get
to
hives,
comb
which condenses and stands in drops about
The bees
the ceiling, but does no harm.
are perfectly dry.
The bees in this locality that are wintering on their summer stands are halt dead
now, and the rest badly diseased. 1 think
there will be but few left by spring.
neighbor said to me yesterday: "\ou will
save bees enough to pay for 3 or 3 cellars
this winter."
1
j
I ventilate by opening the inside dpor,
while the outside one is shut; this gives
plenty of air, as the cellar way is outside.
John Booker.
Hamilton Co., Ind.

A

-

,

•

»
> <«
For the American Bee Journal.

Our Michigan Convention,
Mr. Editor, is over, and we have had a good
over
visit, seen each other's faces, talked
our centennial poverty, and concluded to go
wants
right on with the business, as no one
to buy us out. "Stick to one thing, for sucWe will probably meet success face
cess
to face, by and by, from force of necessity.
Our "supply table" was rather bare this
time, the only fixtures gracing it being a
patent duplex, close-communion, box hive,
a choice Michigan box of honey (4 ps.
gross) and a bee-smoker presented by Mr.
T. F. Bingham, of Abronia. Wellj as much
as I guard against apiarian supplies, I fell
into the line with the rest, and all the members but two subscribed for one each, at .$i.
Though I have used up two Quiiiby smoknot
ers within two years, if this one does
kept
last ten vears, and burn all that time it
filled with fuel, I shall be more deceived
than ever before. A strong, durable smoker
to a well
is one of the few necessaries
regulated apiary. I hope this honest, solid
implement will soon grace your curiosity
'

'

shelf.
in reI think probably Novice is correct
gard to bee-keepers' conventions, that they
.

.

afford merely nothing of pecuniary advantage, compared with the expenses of attendfor
ing. If some of us cannot afford to pay
a bee journal, how can any of us afford to
convena
attend
to
§20
to
pay out from
tion? Perhaps b«es will pay such expenses,
but not at "Michigan Apiary." I think by
far the best reward for the outlay will be
realized by actual visits to our nearest successful apiarists. Sectional meetings, not
extending over 50 miles, with discussions

m

m
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the apiary are perhaps worth more than any
convention can be. Such meetings are held,
at least annually. Will some brother please
give us his opinion, who belongs to some
such gathering?
The papers read, and report of our Convention, will no doubt show your readers

degree; while the mental effort necessary
to the successful solution of many a knotty
problem, sharpens the perceptive faculties,

that there is in apiculture, as in politics,
parties whose interests are as varied as
to have a post-office or not to have one.
all seem to possess enough of the "first law
of nature" to work for our own interest.
The practical producers seem to desire good
prices and ready sale. This may seem
strange but it is a fact. They also " smell
danger from afar" as well as at home. This
"danger smelling" is not much of an epidemic, but is as contagious as small-pox. It
is spreading among practical honey producers, like the sweep of "that bee disease"
but has exactly the reverse effect on their
purses. 1 have seen several cases of it, and
will describe its cause, symptons and cure:
Cause.— sudden discovery of the true
way to manage an apiary, or large yield of
surplus honey, or botli.
Symptoms.—Weakness in the thumb and
two first fingers of the right hand, which
disables the patient too much to hold a pen.
Loss of memory; he can't recollect how
much surplus honey he did get. Gets too
poor to take more than one bee journal, and
in his delirium decides that the American
is the only one strictly devoted to his interest.
The stomach gets weak, and the sight
of tin corners, kettle feeders, and kindred

meaning unmistakable.

two

We

A

fixtures produces nausea.

—

Cuke. A sure cure can be found in any
one of the following remedies: A dose of
patent hive, or a mixture of Italian (lueens,
honey extractors, queen nurseries, etc.. also
a salaried situation. I will here adtl that it
is with great difficulty the patient can be
persuaded to take any of the above doses,
so probably the disease will spread in the
future as it has in the past two years or
James Heddon.
more.
Dowagiac, Mich., Dec. 36, 18T6.

Various Matters.

read before the

MICH. B. K. ASSOCIATION, DEC. 21, 1876.

Qentlemen of the Michigan B. K. Association

:

in choosing a theme so indefinite in its bearing upon apistical science in
general, for your consideration, may not at
In canvassing the
first sight be apparent.
main topics that are at present of more than
ordinary interest to us as individuals, and
as a representative body of American apiculturists, representing as we do, one of the
fairest
commonwealths of our conunon
country, we found a desire to say a word or
two in regard to many of them; and so we
have chosen a topic that will allow us full
latitude to ramble at will o'er the broad and
diversified fields of modern apiculture, culling here and there a flower whose beauty

Our object

and fragrance may delight the eye and
please the finer senses of the soul. While
for the most part we have to deal with
facts, and hard, stern facts many of them
are, yet we cannot but admit that our
chosen field of labor calls into play the
higher mental faculties a happy combina-

—

tion of the real

and the

ideal

— in a

marked

enlarges the reasoning powers and strengthens the intellect. This much of the poetic,
now for a little prose. If our heading be a
little ambiguous, we propose to make our
First of all we shall address ourselves to
the task of a brief consideration of that
very delicate subject— artificial comb foundation. Many years ago, Mr. Samuel Wagner, the founder, and until 1872 the able
editor, of The American Bee Journal,
conceived the idea of making comb foundation, to be accepted and lengthened out by
the bees, and obtained a patent thereon.
For a time but little came of it, at least so
far as the bee-keeping public was concerned. The subject was revived, however, in
later years, and samples of Mr. Wagner's
foundation were sent out to bee-keepers residing in ditferent States, on trial. It was
our fortune to test several of these sample
sheets; but in each and every instance they
proved an utter failure. In the mean time
Mr. Quinby constructed sheets of comb
made of metal, the cells being of full
natural depth and coated with beeswax, but
owing to the expense of construction, it
never came into general use. From this
period until about two years ago, there was
a lull in the foundation business, when a
certain John Long appeared upon the scene
of action and anh(junced in clarion tones
that he had attained the summit of success
in the manufacture of artificial comb. Before the close of 187.5 his advertisements
contained testimonials, the mere perusal of
which was enough to convince the most
skeptical, that here at last was a grand discovery pointing out the " royal road to
wealth.''

Time

rolled

on and ushered

in

the Centennial, whose shining car of (apistical) progress contained a new factor in
this foundation problem. From an attentive perusal of a spicy little sheet that is devoted only to bees and honey, we gleaned
the fact (no guess work) that "pure yellow
wax," when pressed between two rollers
was ever so much better than the "clumsy,
awkward comb" made by the bees. As we
perused this glowing tale in a "paraffine"
sheet that never recommended anything,
the value of which had not been most

thoroughly established, we mentally resolvThe result is already
ed to " invest."
known to many of you. Mr. J. P. Moore, of
Binghamton, N. Y., has in an article prepared for your consideration,most thoroughly canvassed the value of comb foundation
for surplus honey, so that we pass this portion ot the su1)ject, and confine our remarks
to its value in the brood chamber.
We experimented quite largely with this
object in view, and under a great diversity
of circumstances, with a full determination
to satisfy ourselves in regard to the claims

made
result

for

this

much-lauded

was anything but

frame of foundation

article.

The

A

gratifying.
placed in the brood

nest of a full colony, would be lengthened
out in from ;3 to 6 days, provided the

weather was

warm and honey was coming

in freely; while

an empty frame would be

natural comb by the same
colonies in one-half that time. During cool
weather or when honey was being gathered
in small quantities, the foundation was, in
almost every instance, utterly neglected by
filled

with

—
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the bees. In very warm weather the foundation would sag and bulge, so as to make
the cells anything but an improvement
upon the "mathematical accuracy of the
bees," unless it was of extra thickness;
while in every instance the cjueen would
not deposit even a single egg in such
combs; nor did we succeed in having such
comb occupied by the queen unless the
foundation was so thin that a temperature
of yo deg. would render it almost worthless.
In the article already referred to, by Mr.
Moore, he brands the foundation as a humbug of the first water, when employed for
the purpose of obtaining surplus comb
honey, and in our experience this applies
with double force when used in the orood

ing with coat and hat, and seldom i-eceiving
a sting; while out-of-doors we were compelled to wear a veil and then was stung
times almost without number.
Now we don't wish it understood by ahyone that we recommend the house apiary
for general use. It is adapted only to the
wants of the specialist, and even then
might not prove a success in all cases. But
with us it has been all that we could reasonably ask, while in wintering and springing
bees we anticipate its greatest value and
the indications are that we shall not be disappointed in the result
Really we started out with the intention
of canvassing several other subjects, but
this paper is already too long, so we for-

chamber.

bear.

The next thought that occurs to us brings
mind the "house apiary," which involves
many topics of vital interest to apiculturists
everywhere. You will doubtless recall the

;

Herbert A. Burch.

South Haven, Mich., Dec.

20, 1876.

to

fact that at our last semi-annual session

that subject was canvassed with the conclusion that it had but little to recommend

Circumstances were such with us last
spring that we were compelled to give it

Bee Culture

READ BEFORE THE

MICH. B. K. ASSOCIATION, DEC. 21, 1876.

it.

serious attention, and the result was the
erection of two houses, each 12x25 ft., and a
capacity of 104 colonies for the two. While
we had"^ anticipated many advantages from
their use, the season's experience has more
than iustified our expectations. Disadvantages" incurred by their use were anticipated
and overcome, and to-day we really feel as

though we never cared to kee]> another
colony of bees on the old, out-of-doors system. We will chiefly consider the one
point that is of greatest interest to apiculturists generally— its relation to the production of surplus honey.

The past season has, with us, been an unusually poor one for honey, and was therefore especially favorable for testing the
value of the house for it is an easy matter
to obtain honey in a good season, but to
succeed in a very poor or even moderately
good one, requires skill and a thorough
knowledge of the business. Any method
therefore, that will enhance the certainty
of results must be valuable.
When the linden blossoms began to unfold themselves, our stocks were about
equally divided between the houses and the
old method of summer stands. We were
not long in discovering that the housed bees
commenced more readily in the boxes, and
The cool
stored honey more rapidly.
nights would generally suspend operations
out-of-doors, while in the house the combs
each morning presented a marked increase
in size. This state of things continued
until the honey harvest closed; when we
found that we had some marketable surplus
inside and but very little out. Our three
best colonies in the house had stored more
honey than 60 had out-of-doors; the brood
chambers were better filled for winter, and
;

as for bees— well, we never had such populous colonies before, under any circumstances.
The only serious objection that we had
anticipated was in manipulating stocks in
the house; but after a little experience we
found no difficulty in that direction. As
for stings, we scarcely ever were reminded
of the pessession of that implement of warfare by the yellow workers.
During th(!
basswood harvest we used no protection
while working in the house, often dispens-

in the South.

Since the winters have been making such
sad havoc with Northern apiaries, many of
our bee-keepers have turned their eyes
Southward.
The accounts given of the
"Sunny South" and the certainty of mild
weather during the winter months, induced
many a Northerner to wend his way thence.
So great has been this emigration to the
South that some one has tiu'ued Horace
Greeley's advice: "Go West etc.," into "Go
South young man, go south." Since there
were among all tnese "carpet-baggers,"
many bee-keepers who were in search of a
climate more favorable to their pursuits, it
may be of interest to glance at the facts
connected with bee-culture as it exists in
the South, and also at the advantages and
disadvantages which that portion of our
country offers to those who engage in this
pursuit.

Early in the spring of 1874 I found myself
en route for this far-famed "Sunny South."
I must not forget to mention the pleasant
little visit I had with one of Michigan's enthusiastic bee-culturist— Prof. A. J. Cook
as well as with his pleasant lady, before
finally starting out.
As the train bore me from the "Citjr of
the Straits" the air was filled with myriad
flakes of beautiful snow, falling as com-

placently upon their brethren— already a
foot deep— as though Michigan were theirs
for a century. At Cincinnati the delicate
pink blossoms of the peach could be seen.
Rattling over the ridges and bridges, and
thundering through the tunnels and archways that lie on the way of the Great Southei'n Railroad as it crosses Old Kentucky, we
found ourselves nearing the city of Nashvilte.
Here the passenger— so suddenly

transported from dreary regions to those
whei'e verdant spring was smiling— could
not help but be delighted. The meadows
were bright and green, while here and there
an apple orchard gave forth sweet perfume.
Everywhere bright yellow flowers were
Eeeping forth and the hum of thousands of
usy workers among them, betokened that
they were rich in sweets as well as color. I
afterwards found this plant to be the Visicaria lesecuria, of the order Cruciferce,
related to our common mustards, watercresses, etc. It is a harmless little plant
gi'owlng only in that locality, blossoming
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most of its blossoms appear bebloom and then entirely disappearing. I think it could be easily introduced here, and would prove a valuable
acquisition for early pollen and honey.

"very early
fore apple

—

During the

S}-^

years following

my

arrival

in Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, S.
Virginia. I
lina, N. Carolina and

W.

Caro-

found

the inass of the planters who possessed bees
more ignorant than the farmers of the
North, in regard to this subject. The old
bark or log gum is more generally used, and
the brimstoning method is more connnon
than here. Instead of securing the surplus
honey in boxes or supers placed over holes
bored in the tops of the hives a method
commonly pursued among box-hive beekeepers here they knock off the tops some
dark night and perform the operation
known as "robbing the bees," by cutting
out the honey as far down as the brood.
Every darkey big or little smacks his
lips when the word goes round: "We's
g'wine t'rob de bees tu nite." The popular
belief is, of course, that bees always gather
honey during the whole of the sunnner season, hence it is inferred that midsummer is
the best time to "rob the bees," because
then the hives must be full of honey, which
if then removed will leave space and time to
fill up before the winter season.
The bees
are rarely looked after except when swarming and robbing times come. Often during
the summer months, especially the latter
part of summer, severe droughts and extreme heat cut off all bee forage. Any intelligent bee-keeper can easily see that
great losses from starvation and robbing
must at times occur. I dare say that threefourths of the bees that die in the .South
during the winters die of starvation. Here
and there frame hives have been introduced
and bee journals and extractors are known.
Yet the patent bee-hive men have been on
hand with their moth-trap, sliding, combination, patent reversible fixtures, to the
detriment of the real movable comb prin-

—

—

—

—

ciple.

my

observation that the further
It is
soutli one goes the poorer the quality of

though it may be
gathered from blossoms of the same species.
A few general and admitted facts will
prove this. Those who have tasted the
honey gathered in Minnesota all attest its
very tine flavor, in fact all call it "beautiful
honey." The honey of California is very
Our own iMichigan
highly spoken of.
lioney is of superior quality. That gathered
in the mountain regions of Tennessee, N.
Cax-olina and Virginia more nearly resembles in color and (lualitythat gathered in
the North. But when we came to the
plains of Georgia and the sandy, open porlioney

gathered, even

tions of

S. Carolina,

the

honey becomes

dark and of a strong disagreeable flavoi'.
The specimens from Florida that I saw,
were very dark and strong. The honey
from Cuba it is well known is almost black
and unfit for food. It is sold in N. Y. City
markets for about UOc. per gallon, and is
used by bee-keepers for sj)ring feeding.
The fact is the flora of tlie North unfler the
influence of our occasional rains and milder
sun, is more vigorous while growing, and
seems more adopted to the production of
honey than the same or other plants grown
in the South. Not only is the quality better, but in general the quantity produced is
gi'eater.
The South is so sub"ject to floods
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and droughts that there is less dependence
to be placed on the yield of honey than in
the North. The bees hang idly about their
hives during 2 or 3 months. The common
white clover which furnishes our bees with
continuous pasturage during the summer
months, is eminently a plant of the colder
portions of the tt'm]ieiate zone, hence south
of Tennessee it is not abundant, in fact it
does not grow well in that State, though
l^eople there thinl; it does.
They have
never seen the beautiful verdant clover pastures of New York and Ohio. There are.
however, several honey-i)rodiieing trees antl
shrubs iM'ciiIiar to the South, as Sourwood
{O.rydeiidrinn (irborciiin, Oi'd. Ericucitf ),
related to our huckleberry and wintergreen.
and in the same family, the Laurels. They
have, too, the Honey Locust and Black
Gum. Cotton blossoms also furnish honey.
The Tulip-tree— called there, poplar— and
several kinds of astors thrive and furnisli
large yields.
But "in bee-culture it is only in wintering
that I perceive the South can claim any advantage over the North.
There are many reasons not within the
province of an article on bee-culture that
incline me to advise my Northern friends to
be content where they are. If we cannot
winter our bees successfully here every
time, then they may be shipped South in
the fall and back North the following
spring. Even with this pains to winter
them, if skillfully managed, they will return a good percentage oil the capital em-

Fkank Benton

ployed.
lietroit,

.

Mich.

Coe's

House Apiary.

M;NT to the MICH. B. K. ASSOCIATION',
BUT CAME ONE BAY TOO L.\TE TO
BE THERE READ.

The house apiary is a building used as a
Itermanent summer and winter receptacle
for one or more iiivesof bees; and may be
of any desired shape or size.
The floor,
made up of

walls, ceiling and roof aie
a series of dead-air spaces,
give
ample
jirotection against dampwhich
ness and extremes of heat and cold. A
house, 9xl."> ft. will hold 44 hives; one 11x84
ft. will hold lUO hives. The hives are placed
on shelves along the sides and one end of
the room; lower shelf 4 in. above the floor;
space between shelves, 30 in.; double door
in north end, window in south end. Alighting boards, 9 in. wide, itrojecting outward
4 in. Passage from alighting board into
hive, ^gx'.t in. Outside or winter door to be
taken oft' in summer and a wire-cloth door
put on in its place, arranged to close itself;
close shutter over window outside, movable
Frames of any
wire-cloth screen inside.
shape or size can be used, by hanging theiii
in a box without bottom or top. But the
most attractive and best hive t'or all ])iirposes is the "Observatory Hive," made of s
close-fitting frames, 13 in. wide and 14 in.,
high, with board-end next the wall, and a
sash with SxlO glass for front end; openings
on top and at l>ottoni of each frame to admit
bees into top and side boxes. By taking
off sash, surplus boxes can also be put on
right against the outside brood comb.
This style of hive gives the apiary a very
attractive'

appearance, and

is

more

reliable
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than the shallow frame.
is covered with a quilt made of
woolen goods, long enough to hang down
over the glass front.
In winter this is
turned back over the hive, making a double
quilt.
There are many other appliances
pertaining to the house apiary that time
will not permit to mention here.
The house apiary, on account of the uniform temperature that may be maintained,

for general use

trol,

but the latter depends on the season

Each hive

and

location.

affords all the necessary conditions for
wintering bees safely on a small consumption of food, without the labor, risk and
anxiety of putting then in a cellar, or protecting them on out-door stands.
If at any time during the winter the
weather is warm enough to let the bees
have a fly, all you have to do is to let them
But if you don't wish them to leave
fly.
the hive, go quietly into the apiary and drop
a lump of ice into each of the 4 ice boxes in
the corners of the room, up near the ceiling,

and your bees will remain quiet.
For spring management of bees, the
house apiary is of great advantage. By
means of a boiler holding 5 or 6 gallons of
water, heated with a kerosine lamp, at a
very triflng expense, the temperature can
be kept at 70 to 80 deg., and thus breeding
promoted and continued, however sudden
and severe the changes of weather. Protection against the extreme heat of summer
is of little less importance than protection
against cold, and there is no method by
which it can be secured so perfectly and
with so little expense as by the house
apiary. It also offers superior facilities for
observing and studying the economy of the
hive.

To

the amateur bee-keeper it is indispenand to the ladies it opens up a new
aversion of healthful and remunerative emsible,

ployment.
Bee-keeping to be made profitable must
be reduced to a system that will yield a
regular average income through a term of
years, that may be depended upon, as a
means of support or source of wealth.
Much has been said about tiie profits of beekeeping, but it has never been demonstrated
to

the

satisfaction

of capitalists

tliat

it

would be a perfectly safe investment even
at 10 per cent, interest on capita! invested,
paying expenses. Settle this point,
and there are millions of capital in the
country that would be invested in it withafter

out delay.
With a view to having this system
thoroughly tested. I offer to put up "trial
apiaries" in different parts oi the country
free of expense beyond the actual cost of
material and labor, and as far as my means
will permit, am ready to forward the interests of bee-keepers in this or any other

way.

J. S.

COE.

Montclair, N. J.

Surplus Honey.

BEAD BEFORE THE

MICH. B. K. ASSOCIATION, DEC. 31, 1876.

In procuring surplus honey there are
three important facts not to be lost sight of,
that may be laid down as correct:
I. Strong swaruies of bees.
II. Suitable hives.
III. Good foraging.
The two first are largely under our con-

not the largest number of swarms
the apiarist that always suits him
best, but the greatest number of pounds of
pure comb honey that he can turn into cash.
In raising and preserving strong swarms,
four things are requisite: 1. Bees must be
well wintered. 2. They must have plenty
of food, honey and pollen in the spring season. 3. All the empty, good worker combs
the queen and bees can occupy and cover.
4. The bees must be prevented from swarming. This, however, is sometimes one of
the most difficult tasks of the apiary, yet it
It is

owned by

may be largely controlled.
To prevent swarming three

thing must be
1.
The hives must be
well shaded. The heat of the sun drives
them out of the boxes and hives, and they
soon make preparations for swarming. And
it often occurs where no previous preparations are made; after a few hours warm sun
and a sultry atmosphere, they will swarm,
leaving behind not the slightest trace of
any previous preparation no attempt to
build a royal cell. 2. Hives must be well
ventilated. Ventilation should not only be
in front, but rear of the hive, as well as at
the top. I now use four fly holes at the
bottom of the hive, two in front and two in
rear (i. e. one at each corner), and in addition, in very hot weather, prop the lid up
strictly observed:

—

at least

one inch.

When bees become veiy numerous in the
hive they will for necessity find some place
to cluster, or be forced to swarm. There
should be no lack of surplus box-room under similar circumstances, where they can
cluster and store the fruits of their industry.
II.

I shall say but little on the second
part of the first proposition— on Suitable
Hives.
There has been so much written
and money expended in procuring patents
on hives, moth traps, etc., that every enterprising bee-keeppr, however limited his experience, is prepossessed with his own idea
of a hive. But at this stage of progressive
bee-culture, none can be found worthy the
name of an enterprising bee-master who
will attach to his hive an appendage called
a moth trap.
To avoid making criticisms I will only
say what I like in a hive. And my preferences are in no way influenced by patent
rights, manufacturing or sale of hives. I
have not a dollar invested in that way.
After an experience (and. I think close observation) of 20 years, I prefer a frame at
least not over 7 in. in depth; 6 in. is preferI have used 5, 6, and 7 in. in depth
and prefer 6 in. to any other; unless further
experience should demonstrate, under some
circumstance, 5 or 7 in. should have the preference.
Everj^ one should construct his

able.

hive to suit his own liking, oblong or
square, the depth is the only thing under
discussion, and one of most importance. I
may be criticised here, on the wintering of
bees in shallow frames, but of course my
success has been satisfactory, or the shallow frame would not get the preference.
The wintering of bees in this latitude is
"a trade in itself," and one of no little importance to the honey producer. In the use
of shallow frames, the capacity of the hive
is much greater for surplus honey.
The
dimensions of the first and second story
should always be the same in length and
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breadthjSO tliat the lid will fit both, and when
the second story is off, the lid covers the
first, which should be in earlj^ spring for
the benefit of the young brood.
AH honey boards were discarded in my
apiary years ago, and I don't dream of
adopting them again. Where comb honey
is the object, every one can use his own box
on the hive described.
My experience is, that bees build combs
and store honey the fastest when kept in a
large body; e. g., put a strong swarm in a
barrel, and as a general rule they will
gather more honey, placing it in one large
bulk, than if forced into several small
apartments to deposit their stores. Now,
taking advantage of this instinct of the bee,
we are forced to the conclusion that the

APIARY OF

C. F.
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honey-producing plant, but others disit.
While under the foregoing conof the atmosphere and earth, it
never fails, but when under the influence of
a dry, heated atmosphere and parched
fine

card

ditions

earth,

it is

worthless.

Camargo,

111.

A. Salisbury.

For the American Bee Journal.

City Bee-Keeping.

The principal reason for getting this cut
made was to show our bretnren an apiary
in a city. I have had to describe it already
dozens of times. The cut tells the story at
once. Besides this front row of hives fac-

MUTH, IN THE CITY OF CINCINNATI, OHIO.

man must be equal to the
emergency, and work bees in large bodies,
and yet have the honey put up in small
frames or sections of about 2 lbs. each,when
divided and ready for the market.
III. As to good foraging we need only
say it is altogether dependent on the season
and locality.
The first indication throwing its light
ingenuity of

into the future of the coming year,
damp, open winter, that not only lets

is

a

live,

but feeds the roots of all perennials, so they
vegitate with vigor at the proper season of
the year. Where the earth is covered most
of the winter with her snowy mantle the
results are the same. All honey-producing
plants secrete most honey under the influence of a damp, warm atmosphere, and
the earth in a moist condition. It has been
claimed by some that buckwheat is a

ing south and running east and west, there
are three more I'ows running from south to
north; 26 stands, all in Langstroth hives,
constitute my apiary this fall. I had as
many as 35. I consider bee-keeping my
'•hobby," and am prevented by my business
from keeping as many stands as I otherwise
would.
They are attended to only in
leisure hours, and my friends here will testify that I have not many leisure hours during the year. I have, at the same time,eacli
one of my hives in as good order as anyone.
My average receipts per hive, this last season, was 181 lbs. of choice machine extracted honey. Having a surplus set of combs
for each hive, my bees build no combs. I
have had no natural swarm for the last nine
years, and am of the opinion that bee-keepChas. F. Muth.
ing does pay.
Cincinnati, O.

—
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Almighty create bees for. if not to make
comb?" If you are going to compete with
the bees in making comb, you will want to
import Chinese cheap labor, get machines
furnished for nothing, and the wax tlirown
in, and then the bees will leave you behind.

Progress in Bee-Culture.

READ BEFORK THE MICH.
ATION, DEC.

B. K.

ASSOCI-

21, 1876.

I have been watching friend Heddon's
course for the past year with a good deal of

When my

interest, and as I have lieacd notiiing of him
lately, and everybody seems to be against
him, I hope he has not been "bull-dozed"

the track; as I think he took a very
proper "departure"; though perhaps he
made a stronger case than many of us are
willing to accept, and perhaps stronger
than he means to accept himself. To make
a cause in that direction, it is necessary to
make it strong enough to arrest attention;
l)ut when he says that we are shifting
pretty much the whole load from the bees
on to our own shoulders, I feel like endorsing every word. Why, some even go so far
as to say that tiiey want to make the combs
for the poor innocent bees; yes, and the
honey, too. What will the poor bees do?
(xet lazy, of course, and die with gout and
rheumatism and forty other diseases that
their lazy owners are already subject to
But look at it from a standpoint of dollars
and cents, if you please. Mr. Doolittle says
that the natural comb can be made for 50
cts. per ft., and I think so too; that is for
an apiarist to make all the white comb he
needs to use in his own apiary for box
honey; I don't think he could make it by
the quantity at that price. There are many
times in the season, when we can get comb
built without costing a cent: only to put in
and take out the frame. For instance, last
spring, in May, when the hard nuiples were
in bloom, 1 put an empty frame in each of
ray strong stocks, and they built a Langstroth frame full of drone comb within a
week, and followed with eggs; there was
hardly a drop of honey in any of it, and as
stocks were all strong at that time, except
one or two. it gave me a quantity of comb
to start with.
By a little management
through the season", all the necessary comb
can be made without lessening the crop of
particle.

there are about twice as many square
feet in a lb. of natural comb, as in a lb. of
artificial, it reduces the value of artificial to
25 cts. per lb., as compared with the natural.
The natural comb has tiie cells already
drawn out, and as the bees can deposit
honey in the cells at once, they will commence work on them at once, thereby saving valuable time in the height of the season;
which reduces the value of the
artificial comb one-half, or again makes it
worth only about 10 or 12c. per lb., as com]>ared with the natural at 50c.
This calculation is based upon the supposition that the artificial comb foundation
is just as good for the consumer as the
natural, which no good judge of comb
honey is willing to admit; hence when the
facts are all in, there is no difficulty in
sliowing that the artificial comb foundation
Is an actual damage, in the surplus department; or in other words, if tlie apiarian
should have the artificial comb fomidation
furnished him for nothing, he would make
money to melt it up and sell the wax, and
use natural comb in place of it.
As to the actual damage that the artificial combs are to the apiarian, in the
is more compewould ask: " What did the

brood chamber. Mr. Burch
tent to judge.

I

lot.

bees get so lazy that they can't
own comi), 1 will brimsto'ne the
my attention to another

and turn

business.

bees, it is a question for serious consideration, whether some of our liest apiarists
will not be doing that before long. It seems
to me as though I was gravitating in that
direction every year. I do but very little
handling of brood comb now, to what I did
formerly; and when we learn to control the

I

As

their

Of all the humbugs that have been imposed on the bee-keepers of this continent
in times past, I consider artificial comb,
fraught with more danger, and damage to
the interests of bee-culture, than all the
others combined; as it strikes a vital point,
that of vitiating comb honey in our markets. In many cities, it is now impossible
to sell pure extracted honey, to any extent,
as consumers discovered that there was an
artificial product in the market, put up in
that form; and being incitnipetent to judge,
they reject all of that chiss cif goods. Now,
when they find that comb honey has been
tampered witli, they will refuse to buy at all.
As to going back to box hives and black

off

box-honey a

make
whole

swarming impulse, which
i

i

j

I

I

I

have no doubt

we

will eventually, either by breeding that
instinct out of the race, or in sonic other
way, then perhaps we can get along with

very little handling; perhaps the box hive
should be improved by putting in bars to
facilitate the weeding out of drone comb,
till we get the hive filled with worker comb,
then let them become a fixture. In case of
queenlessness (which is a rare occurrence,
when we quit handling our bees) and the
hive becomes too full of honey, drive out
the bees and drive in a good, strong active
stock, and let them carry up the honey into
the boxes. In case of too much honey in the
hives in the fall (which will never happen
with black bees in a projierly-constructed
hive and properly boxed) cut the ends of a
comb, in the centre, and draw it out with
the bar, leaving the space empty till spring.
Again, the idea of killing (ineens, three
years old, as advised my many leading bee
writers, is another liunil)ug of the first
water. Neighbor Baird and myself have
quit our killing of old uueens. If wc have
a queen whose worker progeny are not
good workers in boxes, she never lives to
get old, w(^ take off her head and try
another. When we have one whose progeny are good workers, we never disturb
that queen. Such bees know enough to
supersede the old (lueeii in the course of the
season, without interfering with their business in the least; and they will have a better young queen there in the fall than anyAfter
thing we can raise and put in.
practising this plan for two years, we have
yet to record the first instance of disastrous

any stock from loss of old (pieen.
Here is the most important point of all:
for the apiarist to invariably breed queens
that will produce good working bees. For
instance, if my 40 stocks last season all had
the same disl^iosition to work and store
honey, as 20 of the best, my average would
have "been .50 lbs. to the stock higher, making a difference of 2,000 lbs. in the yield
results to
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from 40 stocks. I know of no way to gam
this point by breeding from any stock we
have at present. 1 am satisfied it cannot be
done by breeding from the pnre Italian;
the purest and brightest of mine have
generally been the lazy bees, the very ones
to put their wax and honey where it is not
wanted, instead of "putting it where it will
do the most good," and they are the ones
that do the most of the swarming and fooling around generally. Nor do I think that
the pure blacks will fill the bill, unless we
give up the point, and use them in box
hives, or something near it, using more
stocks in number to make a ton of honey.
It is not the man that makes the most
honey per stock that is the most successful,
but he who makes the most honey for a
day's work.
If we hybridise, shall we breed from the
yellow mother, and fertilize with black or
hybrid drones, keeping very close to the
yellow race? or shall we breed from the
black mother and fertilize with the yellow
drones, then breed again from them by hyWho knows? I
brid mothers, and so on?
put a few black bees in my apiary last season, and shall try the latter plan, in all its
devious ramifications, to see if I can bring
about any better results.
To run bees in hives with immovable
combs will knock the poetry all out of
the business; but it is not poetry that the
great mass of bee-keepers are after; dollars
and cents are what they want. In the present state of bee literature, all the old, exploded ideas that come up in a new form,
and all the new-fangled fixtures and implements, no matter how complicated, are
counted as progress, I think it about time
to stop and consider whether all these
things contain the elements of true progress. If I rightly understand in what true
progress consists, in this business, it is that
we should simplify everything about it, and
use as few implements as are absolutely
necessary, and so arrange our plans and
management as to produce the largest
amount of honey for a day's work; as labor
is the largest factor that enters into the
product, and our aim should be to put a ton
of honey on the market, in just as good or
better shape but at a less cost, and then we
need be in no hurry to put the price down
in proportion; it will go down quite as fast
as any will care to see it.
This business, compared with other agricultural pursuits, with me at least, stands
the test pretty well; it has given me an income this year of §1,000 (after paying for
lumber and glass) for my labor on 40 stocks
of bees. I am a strong advocate of mixed
husbandry, and as several other branches
have partially failed with me this season,
my honey crop helps me out very nicely.
The market is somewhat depressed, it is
true, but not near as badly as some other
things that I am engaged in producing.
That the movable comb, the Italian bee,
and tlie honey extractor, have had a large
share in educating the modern bee-keeper
up to his present high position in the
science of bee-culture, I think we all (even
Mr. Heddon) are willing to admit. That a
man so educated can run an apiary of black
bees, in properly constructed box-liives,
with pecuniary success, I doubt not; but I
don't see advantage enough in it to warrant
me in making the change. I think I would
rather wear out my hives as they are.
J. P. Moore.
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Apicultural Progress.
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Mr. President and
your

last

Gentlemen:

— At

annual Convention the idea of

ing others

all that is

known

tell-

of bee-culture

light of the Convention
dazzling effulgence, was set
a paper, and to my knowledge
never reported. Now, Mr. President, none
can fail to see that, in a missionary sense,
the ground was well taken; how well the
principle was maintained I have no means
of knowing, but from the source from
which it eminated no doubt it was well developed. I shall not at this time presume
on an opinion whether such effort is advisable or not. But with your permission I
will try to show how much light this or any
other convention may cast in the dark and
virgin corners of honey culture. It is not

and

letting the

shine in

forth

all its

in

necessary for me to show how many bees I
keep, or how long I have kept them;
neither, whether they have been a source
of profit to me— all these points 1 waive, as
most of you have such facts— all that are
necessary at least.
The first and most valuable contribution

Weeks, of Vermont, who I believe
was the first to generally introduce a
chamber or extra top cavity, containing surplus boxes, and who also wrote a book
which perhaps more than any other early
obtained circulation, with his hive, and
gave an impulse and practical value to the
after

honey-bee, as an adjunct to agriculture previously unknown. This hive and management created a demand for comb-honey in
small packages, which has gone steadily
forward, and is not yet abandoned in places
when such is attainable.
Mr. M. Quinby comes forth as a contemporary of said Weeks, and puts his knowledge oil paper antl brings out a hive. The
boolv was ixitented, the hive was n"ot patentable. The hive was used to sell the
book, and the book was used to sell the
All that was common in apiculture
hive
was gathered up and put in said "Mysteries
of Bee-Keeping," and some probable opinions expressed. Making the title truthful
at least— that is, establishing the theory
that bee-keeping was a mystery. In this
book all that was practical and of value to
the bee-keeper under the prevailing system,
was well eliminatfd; and bee-keeping as a
source of profit went steadily forward. In
fact it rose to a high degree of perfection, in
a remunerative sense, and promised more
than we have realized.
At this time several inventions using the
knowledge gained from the above works,
and numerous experiments appeared in
"Dividing Hives and Methods of Artificial
Increase," and as has since been the casegreat results were promised. How great
these results might have been, no one can
determine, as they were cut short by the introduction of the Langstroth hive and his
!

book— "The Hive and Honey-Bee."
In this case the hive was patented as
was also the book. Sharp, shrewd men
clutched at the principle, and hives multiplied; each one having a patent book and
some devise also patented, and the words
"patent movable-comb hive," in bold letters appeared below the happy inventor's
name— with dates in rapid succession.

—

—
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case of the sewing machinebusiness tact than the real inup a trade, stimulated the
visionary and made money, while the real
inventor cast about for a man who could
run the clepliant. One such was found
"ciioek full of force," not too scrupulous to
be successful, but well adapted to the busiHis nauie was Roswell C. Otis.
ness.
This man worked the machine, brought
suit against alleged infringers, sold territory to suit purchasers, advanced the interests of Mr. Langstroth, and helped work up
a frenzy for bee-kee])ing.
As an adjunct to this apparent success
the much advertised Italian "B" came to
the very
light beautiful, gentle, prolific
bee for which honey was invented. "Oh,
Lord, how mysterious are thy ways; how
past finding out thy oracles."
About this time the Rebellion broke out,
the supply of sugar was cut oif; naptha
took the place or turpentine; coal oil tlie
place of the whale; our commerce was
jeopardized; paper money took the place of
coin, and prices ran up. Men grew rich,
and fast and honest (?); no luxury was too
expensive, no show too great for a nation so
mighty
The old times were gone— 2.40
was the minimum speed of a horse; 2.16 a
reasonable and permanent gait (!).
About this time it was reported that
Hruska had invented a machine which
would remove the honey from the combs
without their destruction* but from some
cause the Patent Office heard of it first.
Mr. Langstroth tried to get up a patent extractor, but it Avould not patent so as to be a
monopoly, and he would not enter the field
unless it was essentially clear. So the extractor became common property.
With all this past record, and the machinery at hand, the field seemed to broaden; fortune not often obtained, seemed in
the near future. There was a market for
honey of any Ivind. There was a large and
growing market for bees, queens, hives and
kpiarian supplies—" Send stamp for circular"— "Advice to Bee-Keepers free." All
this with doors wide open for inventions.
No prosperity so great tnat a gi-eater is not

As in the
men of more

built

ventor,

—

—

!

for.
Bee papers and pamphlets mulThe price of honesty rose as tlie
supply diminished, and we were ushered
into a realm of wonderful activity. Queens
and bees could not be raised fast enough;
new appliances to hasten and perfect the
impregnation of queens were Invented by
the sacreligious, and every one seemed to
chuckle over the idea that, for once at
least, the Lord had failed and man with
consumate skill and generosity had come to
the rescue.
Manure heaps were used to
hatch and mature bees, and queen nurseries
were brought into requisition. Oh, progress
What, in thy lofty name, has not
been done
One thing allow me to say, Mr. President,
has not been done, neither is it likely to be
done at present. Nothing has been written
in any of the journals, or brought out in
any convention which has added a single
fact of any value to the works above referred
He who has mastered " Langstroth on
to.
the Hive and Houey Bee," and Quinby's
Mysteries," has all that has ever been said
or written in this country on the subject,

hoped

tiplied.

!

!

that is of any practical value. The journals
at the present time, are turned over to
maiden essays from enthusiastic novices,

who

as fast as their capacity enlarges so as
comprehend the above authors in part,
write their views and experiences; especially is this true when in their immediate
vicinity comes a shower of honey and^their
well manipulated bees come off with honor.
The success in Wisconsin a few years ago,
and in New York State in 1873, and many
other places, I might mention as illustra-

to

tions in point.
Nothing strikes one

more forcibly

in a

convention than the fact, that every one
knows just what every other i^erson knows.
The only difference being in the manner of
telling it. He who doubts this may ask:
"What has Mr. Grimm to say?" "What
has Mr. Hetherington said and written ?"
" What is Mr. Harbison writing and saying
to-day?" The answer is, they have nothing
new of value to say.
convention used to be a place to advertise
hives,
queens, bottles, extractors,
knives, and, last but not least, one's self.

A

While it would seem that so much discussion ought to have in some way advanced
the interests of bee-keepers, a casual glance
at the past will convince any one that all
the theories, bright hopes and discoveries
have melted and resolved themselves into
thin air, under the only test whereby truth
alone is left—t/ie test of experiment.
Mr. President and gentlemen:— By what
have said do not understand that I am opposed to conventions or jovu'nals, for I am
not, but on the contrary I am in favor of
them. Not, however, for the good or ill
they may have done in the interest of
honey-culture, but in a socud sense. In
that sense 1 prize them and prize* them
highly. Should not be willing to do without at least one paper, neither without the
Michigan Convention.
I well remember when bee conventions
were new. Those days were full of hope
and strife; no feature of the business was
left undisturbed. The president and officers

I

were

all

interested in

some salable feature

connected directly, or indirectly, with the
Hives, queens, in fact
honey interest.
everything but the production of honey,had
Conventions endorsits zealous exponent.
ed hives, (lueeus and vendors of them, but
rarely sjxjke of honey, except as a kind of
dead issue to beguile the innocent producer
and smooth his lonely way.
Mr. President, those days are over with
us. We come here not to endorse any hive,
bee, or plan of management; nor to advise
others what they should buy or what they
should sell; but we come here to meet one
another, to sympathise with and encourage
the unfortunate (and they are most of us);
to talk over our hopes and fears, and go
away feeling that we are not only acquaintances but friends, whom mutual sorrow
and disappointment, aye, perchance success, hath bound together.
Abronia, Mich.
T. F. Bingham.
Wooster, Ohio, Dec. 2, 1876.- -'The honey
season is over, and the little pets are now
in winter quarters. From 19 colonies 1 got
500 lbs. of box houey and 400 lbs. of extracted. 1 could give them no care, on account
of my malady. I have sold down to 10
'

'

15,000 lbs. of honey was sold in
Wooster this year; never more than 3,000
Box honey sold
lbs. was sold here before.
at 20c.; also good extracted at same price."
D. H. Ogden.

colonies.
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For the American Bee Journal.

Surplus Honey.

Answer

REAB BEEOKE THE

MICH. B. K. ASSOCIATION, DEC. 31, 1876.

The

method of obtaining surplus
probably yet unknown, but my experience is that I can get it better in small
frames of from 1 to 4 lbs., than in any other
way, and sell it too, for that matter; for we
need offer only the nicest for sale, using the
others, after extracting, as guides again.
The best supers 1 have ever used are boxes
without top or bottom, sitting directly on
the ends of the frames l)elow; the frames of
all to hang on the upper edge of hive and
These edges are made sharp by
boxes.
having frames touch each other at the ends
for about 13^ inch, and open between. We
can put on another super, over or under,
can make all tight with quilts, pieces of
wood or leave open for ventihition. There
should be a space of % iucli hctwfen upper
and lower frames. The super sliould cover
the hive completely and contain one or two
division boards so that we can make the
space large or small to suit circumstances,
and directly over the brood nest. I have
had three supers filled the past season on
one hive; they were ail kept on till Sept.;
their weight is 140 lbs. It is necessary to
have at least one guide-comb, reaching
down to stepping distance, for the bees to
climb up on; put this over the brood nest.
honey

best

is

My hives are 2 ft. long, 1 ft. wide, and lOJ-^
My supers, 6 in. deep and coverin. deep.
ing the hive.
Ventilation has a good deal to do with
surplus honey, especially box honey. Give
plenty of ventilation, above as well as
below, in very hot weather. But we should
have strong colonies for comb honey, and
keep them so. With black bees and my arrangement, I think there would be but few
swarms to hinder. But I use those broadbanded, light colored Italians, and when
they swarm, the queen drops on the grass;
I pick her up in a cage; put her on the
frames and let the bees return; then in the
afternoon proceed to make a swarm, with
this caged queen, from her own hive (but
make it very small to save the (jueen) and
the hive is still strong.
Now, in mj^ experience this hive works
better than if we left the queen* and cut
off queen cells, for the bees work right
along, but will fill the cells from which
young bees hatch, until a young queen
hatches; piping will then be heard. If the
harvest is rather scantf we must either cut
oif all but one of those cells, before piping
is heard, or having heard it, take away
every piping qiieen and leave a younger
queen or cell. Then all will go on smoothly,
and the filling of boxes will proceed.
As soon as the queen is accepted, and
there are no rivals, the bees will unload the
brood cells (for the expected eggs of their
new queen) and carry the honey above to
the supers; and if there is a chance, will
clear a space as large as they need. This is
just my experience with my yellow Alpine
bees and small frames and supers.
Delhi, Mich.
J. L. Davis.

* There is an opposition to the old queen
and they will sometimes kill her; she will
not lay much better; take her away.
+

the

In"a full harvest they generally allow
first hatched queen to kill the others.
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to J. C.

Newman.

The

idea of preventing increase as given
in the A. B. J., Nov., 1876! W. keeps his
queens' wings clipped. I do not; the idea
is new to me; will try it next season.
I
will answer you by giving the process
again.
Prevent increase all we can by giving
shade and plenty of surplus room. When
they do swarm, turn the old hive so that
the swarm will not enter it, but go into the
new hive, which place close to the old one.
You can give the swarm a comb from the
old hive or not. After the swarm has got
nicely to work and are satisfied, remove
their empty frames with the starts they
have made, which will do for other hives or
for surplus boxes, and give them— the
swarm— the contents of the old hive, viz:
combs, bees, surplus boxes (minus queen
cells),

and remove old hive; which keep for

another swarm. J. W. says they will go
ahead and finish up boxes, and work as
though nothing had happened. It is a little
trouble, but tell us a better way?
D. D. Palmek.

For

iTie

American Bee

.Journal.

Comb Foundations.
Mk. Newman:— In the Jan. number

of

the A. B. J., I see a couple of articles saying bees do not thin down and lengthen out
cells in foundation comb. I disagree with
the gentlemen, as I have specimens in mv
hives, where, on a single strip 3 in. wide, 1
have natural foundation as inserted, cells
complete and capped cells parti v built, and
cells thinned doivn, so that they resemble
tissue paper for thinness, and' it plainly
shows where th« bees quit thinning and
lengthening out cells. This is from foundation you sent me last summer.
The only fault I find is, it sags down in
hot weather, making oval cells;' and on
the upper edge bees refuse to work on it
where it has so stretched, except on one
side, making crooked, irregular combs. I
do not think it is pure beeswax.
This is a hard winter here for bees, and I
think many will lose their stocks. Mine
are all right yet, and throw off a great deal
of moisture. 1 do not believe in cellar wintering, unless especially fitted up for the
purpose. I am wintering in my workshop,
packing hives in straw and chaff, without a
fire in the building.
C. F. Gkeening.

For the American Bee Journal.

Guide Combs.
"

Which

are the best guides in the brood
is a question often asked.
Bees
on sharp edges of wood, well
enough; and will build straight enough,
but that is not all there is of it; we want
straight worker comb.
Bees, if left to
themselves, build store combs at the top, in
the corners and on the sides of square
frames, no matter what guides are used:
and it may be small or worker cells, and
still not be fit to breed in on account of not
being horizontal. What we want is regular
brood combs throughout the frame, at will:
in fact in all of the frames in the brood
chamber. I will state how 1 get it.

chamber?"
will build
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I take straight pieces of brood comb, 2 or
oinches in widtli; this I fasten to the top1
bar and end pieces with melted wax.
would do this even if 1 had to cut off the

pieces from combs already built; comb
foundation will not answer. The bees will
raise the parts mentioned into store combs,
the same as if they had built it themselves.
But if we put brood comb in those places,
they will fill the frames at times with brood,
and store their honey above, if room is
given. If small swarms only are allowed to
build, we shall have very nice combs;
sti'ong ones should be allowed to build only
J. L. Davis.
for surplus.
Ingham Co., Mich., Jan. 10, 1S77.

For tne American Bee Journal.

About Honey.
Last winter 1 saw an article in the New
York Tribune, copied from an English paThe
per, about an empty honey box.
writer stated that he was in Boston and saw
some 3-lb. boxes of honey, marked " Vermont white clover honey." He purchased
an empty box for a model to make some by.
When he arrived home he took his knife
and scraped from the inside tlie box a little

wax and honey to see how it tasted. He
made up his mind that Vermont white

clover honey was nothing more than sugar
fed the bees and then sold for white clover
honey. He took that occasion to " rake
down" American bee-keepers generally.
What a pity it was that such a man could
not have been appointed one of the judges
at our Centennial. There he might have
had an opportunity to address tlie National

Bee-Keepers' Convention, and he would not
have been long in finding out that he is not
much of a judge of American honey. I

happen to know the man who sold that
honey in Boston, and I can say that a more
honest

man

Vermont.

cannot be found in the State of

He had

better try the experiot feeding sugar to bees and see now
well it will pay. I have tried to make my
bees fill out a few cells in boxes that were
nearly full, by feeding them; but I had to
give them 10 lbs. to make them put 1 lb. in
the boxes. I could never make out what
they did witli what I fed them for the above
purpose.
Some years ago a man from the State of
N. H.. canvassed this county with a patent
bee hive. He explained how it worked, and
said that the bees would work all winter in
his hive, and that for every lb. of sugar fed
them, the bees would " make " 2 lbs. of
honey, and that, too, in the winter. And
strange to say he foinid .many who took
stock in what he said, and purchased his
hive and right to use. I never saw the man
but have seen his hives and heard his victims talk. That was before bee journals

ment

were printed.
I have several times purchased small lots
of California honey to test the flavor of it,
but the fiavor I never found. It has the
same taste to me that granulated sugar has
after the bees have put it into the comb and
sealed it. Of course it was not sugar but it
Vermont white clover
was no better.
honey is of an excellent flavor and quality,
and very light-colored, but that is not as
good as honey from Aroostook Co., Maine.
I never saw honey so light-colored and finely flavored. But those men in that county

will persist in using 8 and 10 lb. boxes. If
the A. B. J. could be circulated more freely
in that wild country, I think they
would soon use sucli boxes as have been
described in the Jouknal during the past
10 years. They could make even a better

down

show than our

friend Harbison did at the
That seems almost impossible.
not be put up in better
style than Mr. H. did his, but the honey is
much better and they could beat Mr. H. on
the (luality and color alone. About 500 lbs.
of Aroostook Co. lioney arrived in Boston in
November, and all in large boxes.

Centennial.

The honey could

Honey gatheretl near the sea-shore is very
dark-colored, and in a wet season, of a poor
quality. I exhibited some of my honey at
our county fair, some 10 years ago. The
judges said that they could not awai-d me a
premium, as they did not think that my
honey was the pure article. I replied that
I cared nothing about a premium but that I
wanted them to understand that the honey
was pure and was gathered from white
clover blossoms by the bees. When the report appeared in print, I found that they
had awarded me a "gratuity."
The fact is. not one bee-keeper in fifty is a
good judge of honey; and not one man in
ten thousand can tell impure honey from
the pure article. I have prepared food for
my bees by mixing honey and sugar syrup,
that was much better than honey stored
here some seasons.
H. Alley.

Wenham,

Mass., Dec.

18, 1876,

For the American Bee Journal.

Prevention of After-swarming.
In order to increase as

little

as possible, I

during the last season on natural
swarming, and removed all queen cells but
one in the mother hive, about 5 or 6 days
after the swarming. Sometimes I found a
young queen dead in her cell, which made
relied

me

very careful in picking out the largest

and healthiest cell to be developed. One
instance, however, made me change my
method. When I had removed in one hive
all but two of the queen cells (those being
the largest, and to all appearances, the
healthiest ones), 1 selected one at random,
not being able to find a preference; and
after cutting out and opening it I found two
dead, full-grown worker bees in the cell.
Then the thought struck me that if perchance I had removed the other cell, I
would have either lost the hive or it would
have become much weakened before discovering

its

queenlessness.

Since then, I wait until I hear the piping
of the young queen, which is now my signal
for at once removing all queen cells, being
sure of a queen then. The watching of the
hives is easily done. Listening eacn morning and evening for 1 or 2 minutes, during 3
or 4 days, always brings me the piping. I
find this method of advantage in another
resi)ect.
It happened several times that the
young queens slipped out while I held the

"cut out" cells in my hand, and all live ones
if kept warm.
I tiiink they can
successfully used in forming nuclei
hives. Not having an observation hive yet,
I made one for one frame, glass on both
sides, hung in it a nice honey comb containing brood, took a honey box just full of
bees which were breeding, and put it over
the nucleus hive, an inch hole connecting

come out

be
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both nucleus hive and honey box. Put the
whole into a dark chamber for two days.
I had preserved one of those
slipped-out y<)unt>' (|ueens, put her into a
common feeding bdx, tot^elher with a little
honey ami a few l)ees and drones from the
same hive that the honey box was taken
from. After two days I found that the bees
had all descended to the honey comb in the
nucleus hive. After closing the inch hole
ui the feeding box with a thin sheet of bees-

Meanwhile

wax, I removed the now empty honey box
and put the feeding box with the virgin
queen in its place, and put the whole back
into the dark room. Not ten minutes after
the bees made a noise that could be heard
all over the house.
Getting afraid of my
experiment, I entered the dark closet and

found the upper box in which the queen
was, " chock inll" of bees. They had cut
through the wax in less than 15 minutes.
Next day I saw the (lueen walking in her

becoming way

on

the

comb, and

this

nucleus is now a strong liive. Next season I
shall follow this plan on an enlarged scale.
Sigel, III., Dec. 4, IsTtt.
Cm. 8onnk.

For the American Bee Journal.

The Michigan

B. K. Association.

HiVKs IX liows.— 1 have kept my hives
in rows fronting south for 18 years
The
hives stand at irregular distances, from 18
in. to o ft. apart, in the row; and the rows
ft.
apart.
No two hives
are parallel,
painted the same color stand side by side in
a row; the fronts are also diversified that
no queen returning fi'oni her bridal tour
can mistake her own hive. Consetjuently
my loss of queens has been very slight, and
few are killmainly conhned to winter.
ed during queen rearing, by birds and
toads. 1 have, to a great extent, if not entirely, remedied the winter loss of (jueens
by re^jlacing all queens two years old, every
fall with choice queens reared from natural
cells cells from choice hives that swarmed

A

—

f>iome choice, imported (lueens I
allow to live S years. If I had plenty of
space, my rows of hives should be -i ft.
apart in the row, and the rows 8 ft. apart.
Box vs. Frame Hivks.—We all have our
theories how we would manage for boxhoney, but few of us are graduates from
'*
Experience University." I do not claim
to be a graduate, but 1 do claim considerable experience with both box and framehive cap honey, black and Italian bees.
Before I used the frame, and 2 years after,
I used a box-hive 12 in. square and 15 in.
deep, with 8 bars, 13^ in. space to each bar,
which was IxJ^ in. thick. These bars had
guide combs and were always built as
I frequently liad
straight as an arrow.
eight 6-lb. caps on a hive at a time, all filled.
The only objection to these hives was the
difficulty of preventing swarming; besides
this I had found that I could prevent
swarming with the frame hive, and at the
same time get as much cap honey as with
the box-hive, designed for cap honey. I
had the care of a small number of Langstroth hives, 3 miles off, and as they were
run mainly for cap-honey, I never opened
one of them after the bees were put in. All
the care I had, was to put on and take off
caps. These hives did as well as any boxhives I had ever known, nor have they ever
If
lost a queen dm-ing those several years.

naturally.

I
I
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were raising my bees for box honey alone,
would not give up the frame hive; as the

trouble to manipulate in case a stand gets
wrong is too great with box hives; besides
1 cannot equalize my bees that way. As to
using small frames instead of boxes, I prefer the boxes, owing to the trouble of getting the bees to build straight in the frames.
I prefer running mv bees for extracted
I can now sell at home 100
lbs. of extracted to 10 lbs. of comb, even at
the same price—20 cts. So will all other
bee-keepers when people are fully satisfied
that they are buying the pure article.
Layixg out of Bees.— In certain cases
bees will hang out, even in a flow of honey;
though it is not common with Italians. If
there is no honey to gather, it cannot be
helped; but while the flowers are yielding
honey it is in the power of any skilful
apiarist to prevent bees hanging out. 1
never allow my bees to hang out a single
day while there is a flow of honey; but
when I first commenced with the frame
hive, in 1806, 1 did not know how to prevent
it, and was compelled to let them hang out

honey, because

in large clusters, until they would swarm,
for weeks at a time, and in a good
yield of honey. In that year I had one boxhive that conunenced work in caps about
May 20th, and commenced hanging out to
swarm about the 25th; I added a cap, after

and that

raising the first ones and slipping others
under, till I had caps on enough to hold
about 75 lbs. All other stands swarmed,
but this one persisted in hanging out till
June lo, at 2 o'clock; when a very large
swarm came out, leaving nearly all the caps
filled.
They had hung out to the last, and
in such a large cluster during the last week,
as to half cover the hive. All other stands
were gathering honey rapidly at the time;
and to prove that they never hung out for
want of honey to gather, they filled their,

new comb and honey in two
after swarming. Now, had these
been in a frame hive and had I understood
how to manage them, I might have saved
about 100 lbs. of honey. My patience had
worn out waiting on them so long, so I had
been all the morning of the 13th till 3
o'clock, making preparations for the Herculian task of swarming them myself a thing
I can now^ do in from 5 to 10 minutes.
A few years ago a gentleman looking at
my bees, so hard at work, remarked that he
wished his bees would swarm and go to
work, saying they had been laying out two
weeks doing nothing; he thought there was
no honey to gather, or they were waiting to
swarm. I told him I could send them to
the field in 24 hours, whether I swarmed
them or not. I went to his house that evening, and sure enough they were black bees
in box and gum hives, and eveiy one laying
out in very large clusters. 1 raised the
hives at once on
in. blocks, cleaned away
the rubbish from the bottom boards, took
off the caps and found the holes stopped
up with cobs, and the bees had no wav to
get into them. I raised their bottom boards
6 in. above the ground— they were flat on
the ground and full of vermin. Next day
there was no cluster outside, all was right
hive with

weeks

—

X

after that.

Bees never hang out without cause, and
the causes are many and various. In this
case the cause was, they had filled every
space insides the hives, and were unable to
get into the caps. Why then diil they not

"
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swarm?

I
to friends

am

unable to say, but will say

Bingham and Heddon,

that if
they had been Italians or hybrids, or had
even an infusion of Italian blood, they
would either have swarmed or built comb
outside of the hive. These were the most
gentle bees I ever saw, and must have been
some that had lost all their vitality by long
in-and-in breeding. If, as many writers
say, including Langstroth, the cause of so
much loss of bees by dysentery, wintering,
etc., is attributed to their losing their vitality by too long in-and-in breeding, then
my bees must be very healthy, from the
fact that losses in wintering is comparatively nothing, and no disease has ever been in
my apiary.
I

have taken up enough space without

half finishing my remarks.
in the next number.

Lowell, Ky., Jan.

I

may

R. M.

continue

Argo.

5, 1877.

For the American Bee Journal.

The Kalamazoo Convention.
The report of the Ninth Annual Session
of the Michigan B. K. Association, published in the January number of the Journal,
has no doubt been perused by a majority of
In order to have it reach Chiits readers.
cago in time for the January number, we
were compelled to entirely omit some
things and only glance at others that were
wortiiy of attention; and having a little
leisure to-day, will indite a few thoughts as
being additional to, or explanatory of, the
report.

Some of our readers may have noticed a
discrepancy between the report and the
notices we sent out giving the time and
place of meeting. The notice published in

The Amp:rican Bee Journal

gave it as
the tenth annual session, but this was a
mistake of our own. as it should have read
"the ninth annual session, etc." While
Michigan has the honor of claiming the
oldest, existing State Association of xVmerican apiculturists, we have no desire to

claim more of years or usefulness than

we are justly entitled to.
As will be seen by the report,

the subject
of box-hives attracted considerable attention from those present. The fact that a
hive without frames should find favor with
such practical apiarists as Mr. T. F. Bingham and James Heddon is certainly an indication that they may possess certain
desirable qualities,which we, in our modern
"improvements," may have entirely overlooked. There surely can be no harm in a
little careful investigation in this direction,
even if it should lead backward instead of
"onward and upward;" and if we find that
we have been going "too fast," let us frankly acknowledge as much. Tiie hive Mr.

Bingham

is

using has been very properlv

styled "a box-hive," and we all know him
one of our best practical apiarists.
Mr. Heddon, in answer to a question as to
what he could accomplish in the way of
manipulation with a box-hive, replied: "all
that anv of you will do with movable
frames;" and we think that no one who has
ever visited " Michigan Apiary" will doubt
his ability to do it. Without any prediction
relative to the future status of the box-hive,
we think a little scrutiny will reveal the
fact that a hive divested bf much that we
are pleased to denominate " improvement

to be

may

still be found to practically subserve
our wants in the apiary. This of course,
has reference only to tnose apiculturists
who think they have little use for a "honeyslinger," and have too much work to do
during the honey season, to admit of what
might be very properly styled " fancy beekeeping."
Among the hives on exhibition was one
by a Mr. Hatfield, of Indiana, an improved
box-hive, designed to facilitate the manipulation of honey-boxes, and increase the
amount of surplus. It received consider-

all

able attention and elicted many comments.
Dr. W. B. Southard, of Kalamazoo, exhibited some specimens of box-honey that
were indeed very beautiful. His experience
with both boxes and frames for comb honey
has resulted in giving a decided preference
to the former for profit, which exactly
agrees with our own experience. As will
be seen by the report, the test questions
submitted to the Convention, resulted in
several cases in very nearly an equal division of opinion of those present.
Mr. T. F. Bingham, of Abronia, had on
exhibition two different styles of " bee-

smokers," which were unhesitatingly recommended to all who wish an instrument
that will give good practical satisfaction.
They are. made strong, and will burn season-

ed maple wood.

He

has two styles, but

we

prefer the "bellows" pattei'n.
The reading of Prof. Cook's paper on
" Mistakes of Bee-Keepers " elicted considerable discussion relative to the value of
honey plants as a source of honey supply.
He gave in detail the experiments made in
this direction at the State Agricultural College at Lansing, which gives promise of
much value to those who are making apiciilture a specialty.
set out with the intention of giving a
pen picture of some of the names that have
become so indissolubly associated with our
Michigan Convention in the public mind,
but find it must be deferred for the present.
At some future period we may be able to
gratify public curiosity in this regard.

We

Herbert A. Burch.
South Haven, Mich., Jan.

13, 1877.

For the American Bee Journal.

My

Annual Report.

Last spring I sold about one-half of my
bees for $150. I started the season with
stocks (5 were weak); increased to 39, mostly by artificial means. I got 800 lbs. of box
honey, which I sold at 213^c. per lb. The
early spring was favorable till fruit bloom;
after that the weather was cool.
White
clover bloom was excellent, and lasted six
weeks. Then there was a scarcity till Aug.
20, and a meager supply till Sept. 4, when it

^

cold, and remained so till frost on
Sept. 26. Some colonies that had just started to work in boxes, drew out the honey,
but the best colonies gathered a living and
secured a supply for winter.
]My crop was cut short by the bad weather
at least 500 lbs., but my bees will show as
large a per ceut. profit as anything on my
farm, this yeai\
i put 10 stocks in the cellar, Dec. 1st; the
rest are on their summer stands, shielded
by a tight board fence and piK'kcd in hay.
This is my first trial of cellar wintering.
Watseka, HI.
T. N. Marquis.

became
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Agricultural College,
Michigan, Dec.

Lansing,

15, 1876.

\

f

:

the winter:

Thirteen of the colonies liave been put
into the apiary cellar, where it is expected
that they will be kept in a nearly uniform
temperature at about 40 deg. The cellar is
very dry, dark, and quiet, while the ventilation is all that could be desired.
hole was
Three colonies were buried.
dug in a side hill, where the soil was of
light sand, some straw was put in the bottom, and when the hives were set in, they
nearly tilled the hole; their tops reaching
the general surface level of the ground.
mound of straw was then laid on the hives,
which was covered with about 4 inches of
earth.
second layer of straw was then
added, which was also covered as before.
At the very apex of the cone there was left
projecting a twist of straw, 3 inches in diameter which, though uncovered with earth,
was so protected with a board, as to keep
the straw dry. Close about the base of the

A

A

A

mound

a trench was dug, which opened on
During the severe
the down-hill side.
weather of the last few da\ s, when the mercury has gone 19 deg., F., below zero, a load
of manure has been added to the mound.
The three remaining colonies were protected as follows: About the hives, except
on the front which faces the east, boards
were placed, leaving a space of one foot between them and the hive. These board
walls reach one foot above the hives; the
enclosed space was theu closely tilled with
straw, which also covered the hives for one
foot.
Two of these were then closely
covered with boards, that the straw might
be kept dry, while the third was left open
at the top, so that the straw would become
wet and frozen.
All the colonies in the apiary had young
prolific queens, and contained brood in October. The colonies were all examined for
the last time in October, when all uncapped
honey was thrown from the combs, and

colony provided with SO pounds, by
weight, of good capped honey. This took S
or 9 frames. The frames having the most
empty cells were placed in the centre, and
all the combs contained a central opening
about
inch in diameter.
portion of the
hives were given bee-bread, while the others
eacii

%

A

left destitute.

At the end of the space occupied by
combs, towards the back of the hives, a
was inserted, so that each
colony occupies a space of about one cubic

division board
foot.

Above the frames a quilt was placed,
which hung over the division board. Still
above the quilts a sack was placed, made of
coarse, unbleached factory and tilled with
chaff, so that it much resembles a common
pillow.

The burying

of hives is purely experimental. There is a strong probability that
with just the proper ajustment of earth,
straw, etc., this would be a very successful

method, which, if reliable, would possess
the merit of being convenient and practicable in all places, and for all.

A.

J.

Cook.

B. K. Association

Nov. 8, 1876. Hugh
Hamilton, President, in the chair; Dr.
French, Secretary. After reading the min-

Met

To the President of the Faculty
1 respectfully submit the following report
detailino; the methods of preparing bees for

were
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at Mexico, Mo.,

utes, the Sec'y read the report of the Committee on Constitution, which was adopted,
as were also the by-laws.
The following were elected members of
the Association: D. H. Chase, of Mexico;
John M. S. Smith, of Auxvasse Station,
Callaway Co.; Joseph Coons, of Mexico;
Dr. Lesley Humphrey, of Mexico; George
Stopher, Benton Ciity; John Hoftisis, Benton City; B. F. James, L. B. Cud worth and
W. B. Wright.
The chair appointed Messrs. P. P. Collier,
E. L. Davis and D. H. Chase as committee
to select questions for debate at the evening meeting.
Communications from Dr. N. P. Allen, of
Smith's Grove, Ky., and P. P. Collier, were
read and ordered to be published with the
minutes.
The committee on questions brought in
the following:
1. What are the advantages of the movable frame hive?
2. What is the advantage of the Italian
bee over the common black bee?
3. What is the best hive for all purposes?
4. Does extracting pay?
5. What is the best mode to secure the

—

greatest

The

amount

of

worker comb?

question then being taken up, P.
P. Collier said the advantages were numerous.

tirst

1.

Movable frames were

essential in

cleaning the hives from both moth and filth,
that could not be done in the old box-hives.
2. It was absolutely necessary in making
artificial swarms; that with the movable
frames you could take a card or two from
one hive, some from another, with bees adhering, place in your new hive, refill space
in old hive with new frame and you would
soon have a strong stand of bees. With 10
strong stands of bees in Langstrofh hives
with extra comb, he could make a new and
strong stand of bees every day during a
good liarvest, but without the extra comb,
he could not increase so fast, as it required
about 7 times as long to construct the comb
as it would to fill the comb with honey.
3. That the movable frame was indispensable both in brood nest and honey chamber; that it was necessary fre(iuently to
extract from brood nest, thereby giving the
queen room to deposit her eggs and to extract the honey from the combs, return the
cards to the bees to be soon refilled, which
could not be done in box hives.
The second question was then taken up.
Judge S. M. Edwards said he had three
Italian stands; had no experience with the
blacks; got 40 lbs. box-honey from each,
and believed tiie Italian to be more prolific,
hardier, and better workers— could work on
many tiowers that the blacks could not.
Get pure, fertilized queens and you have a
much better bee than the mixed.
President Queens are fertilized in the
air, and when there were black drones, it
was hard to get or keep pure Italians.
Mr. Edwards In raising queens in black
colonies they are more liable to meet with
black drones than those raised in Italian

—

—

stocks.

President—My Italian bees would do betdry weather than the blacks or hy-

ter in
brids.

—
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The

Would not

question was asked:

the

Italians rob the blacks?

President—My experience was that they
would rob no more than other bees; sometimes robbing would occur, and in that case
the Italians were more able to defend themselves.

The question
best hive?

was asked:

Which

is

the

Collier—Mr. Quinby preferred the
shallow frame, by having tlie frame 83^x18
in., the comb guide was longer and insured
straighter combs.
President— The weight of the bees in constructing the combs frequently stretched
the comb. The Langstroth hive was the
best to secure the most box honey, and he
believed it the best for all purposes.
Mr. Davis—Bees would build straight
combs if the hives were set level. He preferred shallow frames.
A. A. Collier explained the comb guide.
P. P. Collier— To secure straight comb,
remove every other sheet and insert an
empty frame in its place, the combs on
each side will serve as a guide. By this
means he secured 49 full sheets of straight
comb from 3 hives, the past season, besides
4(30 lbs. of excracted honey.
He preferred
the Langstroth hive for all purposes.
President In swarming time bees would
build drone comb.
Mr. Davis— My black bees have done much
better than my Italians.
Mr. Smith—Have hybrids and blacks, but
the hybrids were in better condition.
Mr. Davis— Had a swarm of blacks come
off in July, got SO lbs. of box honey.
A. A. Collier— Italian bees gathered honev
from red clover.
Mr. Edwards— Had never seen bees working on red clover.
Mr. James—Doubted very much the truth
of impregnation on the wing; believed thev
were fertilized in the hive. He kept bees
on the old-fogy style— in nail kegs, barrels,
etc.
and believed he had some experience
in " bee-keeping.'" He wanted questions

A.

A..

—

—

that

would

interest "scientific"

men.

Mr. Edwards— Did too, for the benefit of
Mr. James, as he kept his bees in kegs, etc.
Mr. James— Had not learned anything
from the discussions. At the next meeting
he would introduce and prove that the bee
never went to flowers of any description, or
under any circumstance, to gather honey or
nectar; that bees gathered honey as it
passes through the air, as flowers gather it;
that the bee only went to the flower for its

own

living, etc.

It

was

a

startling an-

nouncement, but he would prove

it.

He was

requested to present his questions
at the next meeting.
Mr. Edwards moved an' adjournment to
meet at Mexico, Mo., on the first Wednes-

day in May,

1ST7,

which was carried.
P. P. Collier, Sec.

H. HAMiLTO]>f Pres.
,

The Science
READ BEFORE THE

of Bee-Keeping.
MO. B.K. ASSOCIATION.

The objects of this Association are to advance the science of bee-culture, associating in a body those who are interested in
it.
The importance of associations, when
there are common objects to carry out, will
be readily conceded. The advantages to be

j

derived from associations where matters in

which all are interested, and especially
where there is room for differences of
opinions, cannot be over estimated. He
who undertakes to carry out, solitar,.y and
alone, what he is aiming to accomplish
when there are others equally anxious to
succeed in the same direction, with whom
he can consult and co-operate, is as a straw
before the wind.
have agricultural societies, granges
and others to look after the great fundamental industries of our country. Conventions are being held all over this broad land
in order to further the ends for which they
were organized.
There is no class of men whose interest
calls louder for consultation and association
than bee-keepers. When we consider the
fact that bee-culture is both a science and
an art, that but few have any knowledge of
the great discoveries or inventions that
have been made, that the mass of bee owur
ers are ignorant of even the simplest operations of the apiary, it behooves us to do all
in our power to impart that knowledge by
which we may prosecute bee-cnlture suc-

We

cessfully.

While we believe the fundamental
ciples of apiculture
yet to learn.

have been

laid,

prin-

much

is

With the movable-frame hive, the exnothing is wanting
but a thorough knowledge of bee-culture
and a determination to succeed.
tractor, the Italian bee,

Determined men in all the Northern
States are producing tons of honey, realizing profits, and growing rich from the toil
of the honey bee; and why not we? Our
honey-producing plants are numerous; our
broad acres are rich with sweets. All that
is necessary to furnish our tables with this
delicious food is an effort.
Honey, as food for man, was of sufficient
importance to be recorded in the sacred
writings. "Sampson enjoyed a rich feast
of honey." John the Baptist lived on locusts and honey.
It is a fact that if man is to have honey,
the bee must gather it, and it is very certain
that the amount gathered is insignificant
compared with the amount that might be
gathered if there were bees to gather it. Do
not think me exaggerating, when I say that
it is my opinion that enough honey is available in Audrain or Callaway counties to
give every housekeeper in Missouri 100 lbs.
of pure honey.
"Out of 40,000,000 people in the U. S. about
70,000 are bee-keepers, and they send to
market 15.000,000 lbs. of honey and wax
yearly, representing in value $3,676,763 for
the former, and $189,388 for the latter."
"Will it pay?" is a question that interests
most persons, in all pursuits of life. I

answer, bee-keeping is like all other pursuits has its successes and its failures
but no more subject to failure than others.
I am fully aware that many who have
bees fail to realize profit from them; but
there is no reason why they should not. If
they were to give their farm stock no more
attention than they do their bees, they
would prove the most worthless of the two.
There is no reason why our land should not
flow with milk and honey. Tons of honey
could be produced where only pounds are
now made.
It does not take long to learn to swarm
bees artificially, thereby increasing stocks

—
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rapidly, nor to Italianize black bees, thereby cultivating a superior race, that are more
prolific, better workers, and better honey
can learn to extract the rich
gatherers.
fluid, and return the comb to be refilled, in
all the manceuvers pertainwith
a few days,
ing the apiary. But to derive any oenefit,
movable-frame hives must be used. 1 would
recommend the Langstroth; transfer your
bees, procure an extractor, and take The

We

American Bee Journal.
It is said that he who causes two
of grass to

blades

grow where only one grew

"Will it pay?" is the question. Beekeeping is as sure to pay as any other pursuit; but like others, it must be persevered

Man fails in the vocations of life froaj
in.
a want of a natural adaptation and love tor
that particular pursuit. Many have rushed
into bee-culture hoping to realize a fortune
in a short time. Such are doomed to disappointment. To succeed in bee-keeping we
must be content to go slow at fii"st, build up
by degrees, labor and wait, that our efforts
mav be crowned with success.

N. P. Allen.

be-

fore, is a public benefactor; and it is none
the less true that he who produces 2 lbs. of

honey where only one was produced before,
benefits mankind.
Let us strive to attain a high standard in
this pursuit, bj^ storing our minds with that
knowledge which will enable us to surmount all obstacles in our pathway to sucP. P. Collier.
cess.

Bee-Keeping as a Pursuit.

READ BEFORE THE

MO. B. K. ASSOCIATION.

"Bee-keeping as a pursuit, or life woi"k,"
and "Who shall keep bees?" are themes
which I have chosen to present for your
consideration. The sacred Scriptures and
ancient history give us but a faint idea of
the mode of bee-keeping in ancient times.
have books on bee-keeping, by Hunter,
Huber, and others, that refer us back two
and three hundred years; but it was not
until 1852, when the movable-frame hive
was invented by Langstroth, that bee-keeping began to assume a position among the
vocations of man. After the invention of
the movable-frame hive, which enables the
votary to study the interior workings of the
hive and learn tiie nature and instinct of
the noble little workers, bee-keeping was
reduced to a science, and now occupies a
permanent position in the world. Men of
talent and wealth are prosecuting it with
more or less success, according to the ability
and adaptation of the person to the pursuit
and the intelligent labor bestowed ui>on the

We

apiary.

But few men are adapted to the business.
successful those who engage in any
kind of business must have natural adaptation to and love for it, they must prepare
themselves by study and application to
prosecute it.
In several States we have
Professors of apicultvire, in the State Universities, and young men are studying it as
a science; thus laying the foundation for a
life work.
It takes a life-time to learn all
that may be learned pertaining to bee-keeping.
There are mysteries yet unsolved
which by arduous labor may be brought to
light. The movable trame, the honey ex-

To be

and the introduction of the Italian
have all been brought to light in the
few yeai-s, and no one can tell what inventions and discoveries may be made in

ti'actor.

bee,
last

the future
are but the pioneers in scientific beeculture, and it remains for succeeding
generations to develop and perfect it, so as
to reap the greatest amount of profit. The
study of bee-culture affords us pleasure, but
the practice of it, if intelligently directed,
affords us both pleasure and profit, and that
is the great desideratum in all our labors.
!

We
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For the American Bee Journal.

Wax

Is

Some

assert

Wholesome

that

?

comb honey

Is

not

wrote
to Dr. Klencke, a celebrated doctor in Gersubject.
many, to get his opinion on this
Dr. Klencke answered: "It is not proved
that the eating of wax is injurious. Greater
quantities of wax, than comb honey contains, might produce indigestion. Wax is
sometimes used as a remedy for diarrhoea

wholesome on account of the wax.

I

dysentery. The cerine that
wax contains has salutary effects. The
myricine, another constituent of wax, is irritating, but not very hurtful, unless eaten
in greater quantities than in comb honey."
Let me add, that the danger of wax eating
is lessoned by the mannite that honey conor obstinate

tains.

Mannite

facilitates

digestion;

for

is a well known purgative.
Mr. P. L. Viallon published in the Journal, Oct. number, a good article on the
analysis of honey. The acid from the bees
This acid is used as an
is formic acid.

manna

anti-putrefactive agent, as it draws together
the flesh. Formic acid is the cause of itching, to some persons, when they have eaten

honey.

The pain of a bee-sting can be relieved
of prussic acid; as these
substances are similar, it is a true homeopathic cure. Similia similibus.
Is the Bluet found in tiie U. S.?— [No.—
K. Mayerhoffer.
Ed.1
Editor of Der Bienenvater aus Bohmen.
by the application

Annual Meeting.
The seventh annual meeting of the NortbEastern Bee- Keepers' Association will be
held at the Temperance Hotel, in the city of
Byracuse, N. Y., on the 7th, 8th and 9th of
February. 1877. First session at 1 o'clock, p.
M. of the 7th.
Interesting papers are expected from eminent apiarians from abroad. Efforts are being
made to sustain the popularity and usefulness
of the Association.
Several members are expected to read essays or deliver addresses. Come prepared to
report accurately, the season's operation. We
wish to Ijnow the number of stocks kept,
spring and fall, condition, Itind of hive,
amount of honey produced, box and extracted, wax made, reniarlis on the value of the

honey season,

etc.

The

statistical table preis original and will

pared by this Association
again be arranged.
R. Bacon, Pres.

J.

H. Nellis, Sec.

I!^° The Western Stock Journal has removed its office from Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
to West Liberty, Iowa. It is a large and
handsome quarto, and is worthy the patron-

age of stock men.
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Single subscriber, oue year
'I'wo subscribers, sent at the same time
Three subscribers, eent at the same time
Sis subscribers, sent at the same time
All higher clubs at the same rate.

THOxMAS

G.

184 Clark Street,

:j.50

5.00
9.00

NEWMAN,

CHICAGO,

ADVERTISING RATES.
SPACE.

$2.00

ILL,.

1

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO BEE CULTURE.
Vol. XIII.

Chicago, Illinois, March, 1877.

Irtitor^s

"

Which

is

The black bees essay
if

tlie

fl

know

to

ever —Ed.]

honey-producing

best

plant?"

J.

G.

work

for one hundred colonies. The crop
would be permanent, if sowed two years in
succession on the same spot. To get it
blooming in September, it should be cut
about the last of June or a little before.
Then it would start new shoots and be
covered with flowers from the last of Aug.
till frost.— Ch. Dadant.J

Tipton Co., Tenn., Jan.

16,

1877.— "I have

9 colonies of blacks in box-hives. I intend
to get Langstroth hives in the spring, and
transfer my bees to them. On May 10,

had a fine swarm come out.
and they worked finely for

I

hived them,

4 days, making
several pieces of nice comb and filled it
with honey. On the 5th day they were
again on the wing. I put them into the
same hive again, it being a new one, but
they came out again. 1 hived them a third
time, but they would not stay, so I concluded to let them go. They settled on a small
pear tree in front of the hive. I paid no attention to them, and they then settled on
the bottom of the hive, remaining there till
night. I then carried them back to the

mother hive, and brushed them off. They
soon entered it, and have done well ever

What was

swarming?

the cause of the repeated
is the best time to

When

transfer, in this county?

The moth

fiy

and

red ant are very troublesome here. How
can I get rid of them? Please answer in
the A. B. J."
D. E. Haynie.

[I have had one case very similar to
yours. I could never account for my own,
so will not try to in your case. In my case
there was brood in all stages, and yet they

would

warm

not trouble.

To protect against the moth, keep your
colonies strong, and never allow surplus
combs

to

hang where moths can get

at

them.

To destroy ants, mix Paris Green with
syrup, and place in the top of hive, where
the ants can reach it, but where the bees
cannot.—A.

J.

Cook.]

of nothing surer or better than

melilot clover. It does not bloom the first
year, and lasts but one season, but it will
re-sow itself; if sowed thickly, it kills other
weeds. Ten acres of melilot would give

since.

best time to transfer is in the middle
days, during the first gathering of
honey in spring. The combs are then light,
and if the bees are busy storing, they will
of

[The Italians do get honey from our comred clover.
do so very rarely,

3.

The

^abk.

Monroe Co., N. Y., Feb. 10, 1877.—" Do
bees get honey from our common red
clover? If not, do they hover around clover
fields unavv^are of the fact?"
J. V.

mon

No.

leave.

1. Please give in the Journal your best
advice on the introduction of queens, immediately after the old queen is removed.
2. How should weak colonies be united,
so they will harmonize?
3. What is the
best way to feed light
colonies ?
E. P.
[1. With more than 200 imported queens
introduced in our apiary last year, we lost
only 5 by introducing. As this percentage
is small, we have full confidence in our
plan, which is to remove the old queen; to
put the queen to be introduced, caged in a
slieath of coarse wire-cloth, between two
brood combs at one end of the cage, a little
above the frames, to give greater facilitiy in
removing the cork. Then wait 48 hours before removing the cork.
Open the cage
quickly, but carefully, not to arouse the
anger of the bees, and to avoid robbers
entering the hive. To find if the queen is
alive, without removing the cage, we remove the stopper and put in its place a
stopper made of a small piece of honey
comb, adjusted loosely in the cage. Then
bring down the cotton quilt, which we use
in place of honey-board, and shut up the
hive. The cage can be removed the next
day. In seven days we see if the queen has
been accepted. If there are eggs, the queen
is safe, if there are none and there are
queen cells, the queen has been killed. All
the queens we received last year from April
to August, were introduced safely. The 5
killed were received during Aug. and Sept.
In the fall months bees are more diflicult to
handle, especially if honey is scarce.

2. To unite colonies, kill the oldest or
poorest queens; cage the queen that you

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
want to preserve and put her between the
combs, as when introducing. Tliis is indispensable to prevent her from being killed
and also to insure success. When the bees
of two colonies are mixed, both queens are
attacked by the strange bees,

who gather

around them in compact balls, in which
they can be stung, smothered or maimed;
sometimes both queens are killed. Then,
after sundown, bring the hive to be united
near the hive containing the queen; open
the hives and put the frames of the hive to
be united beside those of the hive containing the queen. If the frames were loosened
beforehand, you can take two or three
frames at once, by putting your fingers between them. If the bees to be united are

T. S.

front, are to

will; the

contract the

entratice at

frames in the brood chamber are

15x10 inches inside; those in the super, 15x
each end of frame

53^; nails are driven into

frame to the left), which fit into
notches; the honey-board has three lioles
corresponding to three in each honey box;
pieces being nailed at each end of the
honey-board to keep the boxes in place.
The honey boxes are 4x6 in., 5 in. high; the
tops of the frames in super are %in. square,
but turned so as to give one sharp edge up,
instead of the flat side, and the other down
for the comb to be attached to.
Mr. Bull calls it the " Ne Plus Ultra." It
is not patented.
Now all our readers can
criticise, and form their own opinion of it,
(see

BULL'S "NE PLUS ULTKA" BEE HIVE.

may

be advisable to
of a different race,
sprinkle some sweetened water in the hive
as soon as the uniting is performed. To
prevent bees from returning to the old
it

in

place, put a slanting board in front of the

an obstacle to bees emerging from
entrance. Seeing something strange,
they look around the hive and remark that
their location is changed.
It is better than
3. Feed sugar candy.
hive, as

the

honey or syrup.— C 11. Dadant.]
Franklin Co., Mass., Feb. 1,1877.— "Will
you please describe, in the A. B. J., Mr. T.
you say is in your office."

S. Bull's hive, that

Jas. p.

Howard.

[The cut will give a good idea of it. The
bottom board is hinged on behind, to facilitate its being cleansed; the two little blocks

and bee-keepers usually
anybody.—Ed.]

differ inlopinion as

often as

Boone Co., N. Y., Jan. 26th. 1877.—" Bees
doing well, with the exception of one hive
which has dysentery. The bees crawl out
in front of the

hive and discharge their

foeces; they are very uneasy. What is the
J. F. Pelham.
best to do with them?"
[

for

You can do nothing more than
weather suitable for them to

to

hope

fly out,

un-

you take them into a warm room, place
them in a large box covered with mosquito
netting, in which case they will void their
foeces and be all right. I have tried this
less

with perfect success. The hive for convenience should be placed in the box before
the room is heated. When quiet return
them to the stand.— A. J. CooK;]
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It^" Moon's Bee World has been incorporated with the Bee-Keepers' Magazine,
of New Yorli, Mr. Moon acting as corres-
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Secure a Choice Queen.

We now renew our

offer to

send a choice

that those

tested Italian queen as a premium to any
one will send us four subscribers to The

will

American Bee Journal with

ponding

editor.

Tlie

Magazine announces

who have paid for both papers
have their time extended on the
Magav.ine to cover the amount due on the
World. On account of failing health, Mr.

Moon

offered us the

World

last fall,

but

we

declined— for if the A. B. J. "possessed the
whole World,'' it nught loose its own self,
you know
Here is our J!^" friend King;
"Success to you."

$8.00. This
premium, giving a good queen for four subscribers, will pay any one for taking some

trouble to extend

the

circulation of the
will in every

Journal. Premium queens
case be warranted.

!

More Premiums.—Friend Murphy

sends
the following: " I offer a No. 1 Extractor
<the wood part of black walnut) for the one
sending the largest number of subscribers
to

The American Bee Journal, between

1st and Dec. 31, 1877. The publisher
be the judge."
Friend Hardin Haines offers an Italian
queen to the one sending the largest number of subscribers to the A. B. J., between
March 1 and August 1, 1877.
These are all in addition to our premiums.
It will pay well to spend a few hours canvassing for the A. B. J.

March
to

Centennial Award.

The following letter from England will
explain itself
:

London, England, Feb. 2nd, 1877.—Many
were surprised at the small collection of
apiarian apparatus at the Centennial. Our
display consisted of bar-frame hives of
different descriptions, our improved cottage
hive with bell glasses, the divisional super,
zinc adapters with perforations to admit
workers, but small enough to exclude the
queen or drones; stereotype plates for making impressed wax sheets, Cheshire's apparatus for making wax guides, the observatory Unicomb hive with Venetian
blinds, honey extractor, bee feeders of
various kinds, comprising bottle feeder,

will

new, round wood feeder, zinc feeder, etc.;
fumigators, honey glasses, bee veils, indiarubber gloves, and all appliances for the
apiary. We have just received through the
British Commission a certificate of award
with reasons for giving same, as follows:

Such

For a large and varied collection of economical hives, so arranged that the honey
can be taken without the desti-uction of the

'Circumstances having transpired that
indefinitely prolong friend Clarke's
stay in Canada, we shall not have the pleasure of his company, or be able to carry out
our original plans in connection therewith.
is life

!

Report of Awards,

Philadelphia,

Dec.

12, 1876.

I

i

Special attention is directed to the
Unicomb hive with Venetian blinds to
allow the bees to be exposed to liglit whilst
Also for a
the sun's rays are excluded.

bees.

"A

sends us a clipping from
the St. Nicholas (now going the rounds of
the papers), stating that bees go 40 miles for
clover. That story was probably written
by " Old Nick," for the next edition of "Extravaganza Americana !"
friend

"We

are

now

getting up a beautifully

Illustrated Catalogue of everything used in

the apiary, with Prices Current, and much
other information, which we will send
FREE to all who desire them. As we wish
to get one into the hands of every bee-keeper in the United States and Canada, we will
supply them FREE in any quantity to
those who will kindly distribute them.
Dr. J. P. H. Brown offers as a premium to
the person sending the greatest number of
subscribers to The American Bee Journal, between now and the first of July, a
The
tested queen of imported mother.
queen to be sent upon presentation of certificate from the publisher, certifying to the
number of subscribers sent.

honey extractor by centrifugal force which
removes the honey from the combs without
injuring the latter, which can be returned

John Coleman,

to the hives.

On

behalf of theJiulges; and approved by
"Group of Judges," with five signatures attached.
I shall preserve it as a moment© of the
great Centennial Exhibition of 1876.

Alfred Neighbour.
I^" Having devised a new and valuable
implement in the management of bees,
which I will sell as cheaply as it can be afforded, if well made, I ask bee-keepers: If
said implement proves a valuable help in
their hands and a benefit to the bee-keepers
of the world, to give the inventor the credit
of said Invention, and, last but not least,
their orders, as a reasonable reward of well
T. F. Bingham.
doing.

1^" We

Comb Foundation, or
early tested Queens or
Colonies, all kinds of Smokers, Hives or
Extractors, Seeds or anything wanted by
machines

can supply

to

make

it,

bee-keepers at the lowest prices.
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Bee-Keepers' Associanext meeting in the
Supreme Court Room, Lansing, on Wednes-

,_ 'The Michigan

tion will hold

their

day, March

An

14.

interesting

programme

has been arranged and there will be an exthe
hibition of honey and implements for
apiary. A cordial invitation is extended,
and the hotels have given reduced rates.

have
It^" Many thanks to those who
kindly volunteered to put up our colored
posters in their localities. We have sent a
few to those that we felt sure would' get
them put up, but had not sent for them, and
shall send more as circumstances will permit. Friends getting them put up in public
places will much oblige the publisher.

KINGS CUMB-FUUNDATIOX MACHINE.
Comb Foundation Machines.
In answer to several inquiries

we

will

here give cuts of the comb foundation machines gotten up by friends Root and King,
believing that the reader will obtain from
them a much more correct idea, than from
reading a description merely. Both machines are creditable to their inventors, as

very ingenious contrivances to make the
"foundation" of cells for the use of the bees.
The Root machine is similar to the one
used by Mr. Perrine, of this city, who purchased it of Mr. Root. The King machine
is similar to the Weiss machine, also used

by Mr. Perrine. So that these cuts give a
tolerably correct idea of all the machines
now in use.
The rolls are made of type metal and
have the shape of the bottoms of the cells
cut in each, so that when a sheet of wax
passes between them, it receives indentations that form the " foundation " of cells,
afterward worked into comb by thebees.
close study of the cuts will give the

A

reader a tolerably correct idea of the manner of working each machine. Both are advertised for sale in this issue, as well as the
artificial

comb foundation

itself.

ROOT'S COMB-FOUNDATION

MACHINE
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portico with wire-cloth tacked on— and immediately place in cellar and darken for 1
or 2 days; don't leave in the hot sun, as I
did one, for they will suffocate.
For one

(JTorvespondeuce*

swarm one entrance may be sufficient. The
hive from which the swarm came may need

For the American Bee Journal.

a part of the entrance closed, especially

Introducing Queens.
Your correspondents (Dadant and Nellis)
to have some conti'ovesy witli regard

to the best plan for introducing queens. I
consider the plan of one just as good as tlie
other, but in my opinion neither of them
are vvortli Ivuowing, as it taijes too mucli
time to introduce a queen in eitlier case.
There is no necessity of being over 10
minutes in introducing any queen after the
hive has been made queeniess, and it should
not require over 20 minutes to " unqueen
and requeen" any stock of bees. As a
general thing, a queen can be " drunnned"
out in 5 or 10 minutes, but a hive that has
an old queen will bother much longer some-

times.

No colony should be allowed to go queenless for even one day, for the sake of introducing another queen, when it can be done
in 15 or 20 minutes with perfect safety. I
would rather "drum" a queen out of any
kind of a hive, if the colony is strong, than
to open it and search the combs over. I can
usually "drum" one out in half the time
that it takes to remove the combs. In a
Langstroth hive I remove the honey-board

New Boston,

it is done.
times out of 100.

My plan

is

For

Palmer.

American Bee Journal.

National Association.
are having a cold, dry
winter in Southern Kentucky. The morn-

ing of Jan. 8th, the mercury stood 28 deg.
zero. I fear we shall have great loss
of bees, as but few are protected; they have
unhealthy food, for the greater part of the
stores were gathered from honey-dew, and
not capped over.
By the Journal, I learn that President

below

success-

Andrews recommends bee-keepers

to form
county associations for the promotion of
bee-culture. This is certainly a good idea,
and if carried out, would be the means of
disseminating a correct knowledge of beeculture. We have a society here that has
done much good; a gi-eat manj^ bee owners,
who knew nothing of the recent discoveries
have become bee-keepers since the knowledge they obtained at the meetings of our

notwithstanding !" Let those who
write essays on wintering take the above
hint. By the time one gets through reading
one of those long " orations," he does not
know where to find himself.
Directions for wintering bees should not
occupy over one column in the A. B. J. Mr.
K. meant business when he threw out that
hint. I will wind off before this gets to be
one of those long orations.
H. Alley.
trary

society.

The beneficiary society, or mutual life insurance, that Pres. Andrews speaks of, is
a move in the right direction, for if you
want to make a man useful and successful in
any business you must place a reward before him. Many who are engaged in beeculture would be encouraged to prosecute it
with more industry and hope, if they were
assured that those depending on them
would have a support when they are called
from labor to refreshment. Here in Kentucky we have the Masonic Life Insurance
Co., organized in 1808, with a president
(who is also treasurer) with a salary of
31,000 per annum; a secretary with a salary
of .'81,500; a state agent, who gets 25 per
cent on amount of policies taken; with subagents in every Congi-essional District in
and 14 directors who get no
the State;
salary. The first 3 years the otficers got no
pay, as the company Avas not able to pay

Wenham, Mass.
For the American Bee Journal.

Ventilation.
In answer to a request, I will tell you
what I know about ventilation. I use mostly Langstroth hives, and prefer the double
?ortico; frame 173^ in. long by 9 in. deep,
t'^hen I hive a swarm 1 ventilate according
to the weather and size of swarm. If the
weather is very warm and the swarm large,
I may ventilate at both back and front entrances, which are each %xl^ in.
Sometimes I hive two or more swarms together,
and place on the surplus boxes at once,

which gives additional ventilation, for the
honey-board and boxes are not air tight.
are hived together and
you fear them leaving, cover the entrances
with wire screens— a frame the size of the

tlie

D. D.

Mr. Editor:- We

While I am criticising to some extent, I
would like to say a few words more. Mr.
Wni. H. Kirk gives his plan for wintering
his bees, and has been successful, and conconsiders "wintering and springing very
simple— long-winded orations, to tlie con-

When two or more

111.

Thoughts on Insurance and the

and force the bees up into the cap, and if
the weather is warm, I turn them down in
front of the hive and let them run in. I
will not give' my method of introducing
here, as I think most of your readers, who
have read the Jouknai. the past few years,
ful 99

if

the weather should turn cool.
For spring and fall I close all back entrances and all of the front except 1 inch.
When I place in the cellar for winter, I
leave front entrance 1 in. open, and a little
ventilation at top of hive for dampness to
pass off, by raising honey-board or leaving
some of the holes in it open. I have tried
all grades of ventilation in cellar for wintering, but with little difference; only leave
some open place at top. Where many are
stored in a repository, they need some ventilation from without, and this needs to be
regulated according to weather.
I had a
glass hive made 14 in. in diameter and 18 in.
high, the top was dome-shaped, there being
no open space except whole size of bottom,
which I sat on a cheese-cover. I tried to
hive 3 different swarms, one of which was
quite small, but they would all rush out for
air.
I put combs in it, but it was of no use.

seem

know how
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them, but it has now 3,900 members, and
each member pays to the local agent and he
to the society

^LUu when

death of a member.

notified of the
Tiic local agent gets

—

—
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the 10 cents, and the dollar goes to the
widow or legal heirs of the deceased member. Tlie company now have from $5 to
$20 for policy, owing to the age of the applicants. Members are admitted from 21 to
All applicants for memberfaO years of age.
ship are examined by a physician; his
charges are .^2. The Co. now have $20,000
capital out on interest. It takes money to
run a rightly-conducted life insurance company that will pay those who become members of it. I would suggest if the company
is organized for the benefit of bee-keepers,
that the policy fee be not less than .1*2.00 to
start with, and as the company grows in
numbers, the fee could be increased. I
would also suggest that tlie officers of the

company be

in one locality, so that they
could hold their meetings and conduct the
business of the company with less trouble
and expense than if scattered over a large
territory. The amount to be paid by each
on the death of a member, SI. 10.
I hope that these statements may be of
some service in furtlicriiig the cause of beeculture, and the organization of a bee-keepers' life insurance association.
N. P. Al.LEX.
Smith's Grove, Ky., Jan. 10, 1877.

For the American Bee .Tournal.

A

Question for our Microscopical
Friends.

Did you ever notice tlie beautiful, little
mechanical contrivance in the first joint of
the anterior leg of the worker bee'? Perhaps also in that of the queen and drone
we have none at this season to examine. If
you will place the leg in the microscope
and look carefully, you will see on the inner side of the joint a circular opening having a lid or tongue projecting from the
upper side, and shaped on the other so as
to nicely

other side of the opening.
used? Will Messrs. Kellogg,
Parker, or some others who have studied
the habits of the bee and used the microscope, tell us? It looks like a nice place to
hold the ugly worms when the little fellows
want to carry them off; let his worship
wriggle ever so much, our little Italian
would have him fast, and could without
trouble deposit him at a safe distance.
Medina, O., Feb. 1, 1877.
M.

For what

fit

tlie

is it

The Maury County

B. K. Society

A

running discussion was then entered
into on the yield per hive, uniting, and the
severity of our winter.
Mr. D. Staples gave a detailed statement
of how Mr. J. S. Hill, of Mount Healthy, O.,
managed his apiary.
On motion, A. Barr, L. A. Boyd and J. R.
Lamb were elected honorary members.
Adjourned to the first Saturday in April.
Wm. J. AxDiiEws, Sec. and Treas.

Does Bee-Culture Pay?

BEAD

BEFOltE THE MISSOUKI B. K. ASSOCIATION, JAN. 6, 1877.

This question has been often raised in the
bee papers, and answered in the negative
with divers additional slurs. Attempting
to answer the (luestion, one feels involuntarily prompted to ask another as, viz.:
Does fai'ming pay? or, Does any other business pay?
In every avocation, no matter what, we
find but a few who make it pay; a large
number make a living at it or a little more,
but many find it unprofitable. A reason for
this may be a lack of adaptation, or the
pressure of circumstances beyond their
control.

Stimulated by extraordinary good luck
for a year or two, a few sanguine persons
have embarked in the " bee business," expecting to make a fortune in a hurry. They
wei-e disappointed. To all such I would
say: "Sudden jumps in business are dangerous." He does a good business and a
healthy one who is of slow but steady
growth. It reciuires a good many years to
get things handy in an apiary, not only to
acquire a quantity of surplus combs in

proper shape, besides a good many little
things belonging to an apiary, but also to
acquire the knowledge of making the
proper use of the stock on hand. We are
too apt to over-estimate our ability, in proof
of which many invent patent hives, whose
experience does not exceed a year or two.
In my estimation it matters but little
what shape our hives are, if they are frame
hives, and have Langstroth's arrangement,
viz: thatM i»- space all rouud the frames,
and have open, top-bar frames. Another
requisite to a well regulated apiary, I consider a location perfectly protected from
deviation from this rule is
cold winds.
generally the principal cause of our spring
dwindling— at least as far as it has come
bees have no
under my observation.
dysentery since my adoption of the straw
mat, and I venture the assertion that this

A

My

Held
1877.

meeting on Jan.

their quartt^rly

Present:—W.

S.

6th,

Rainey, president;

Wm.

vice-presid-ent;
J.
treasure!-; E. C.
Overton, D. Staples, J. C. McGaw, T. J.

malady, perhaps, would be unknown if all
our hives had the proper upward ventila-

Perry, L. A. Boyd. A. Barr, D. J. Estes, J.
W. Bates, F. A. Burke, J. A. S. Scribner,

tial as it is in

C.

C. Yaugliaii,

Andrews, secretary and

and several

others.

The minutes of the last meeting were
read and approved.
On motion the president was granted until next meeting to prepare his address.
Secretary Andrews made a verbal report
of his attendance at the National Bee-Keepers' Society, held at Philadelphia.
The secretary read essays from Chas. H.
Muth, Cincinnati, and Prof. Cook, of Lansing, Mich., which were ordered published,
and a vote of thanks was tendered to
Messrs. Cook and Muth for them.

Pure air in the hive is just as essenour habitations. My apiary,
located on top of a two-story house, gives
me ample opportunity to observe the destruction of my bees by the cold winds of
our spring, blown down while attempting
to enter their hives on their home stretch.
I have had no chance yet to remedy this

tion.

time will come, however.
All the requisites for a successful outdoor wintering are:— strong stands with
plenty of stores, proper upward ventilation,
and in a locality shielded from wind.
All should be prepared to raise both comb
and machine honey, as the one is often the
means of selling the other. Be particular

evil; its
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out of what quality you raise the one or tlie
other. For instance, in this part of the
country, whei'e white clover honey gives
universal satisfaction for table use, I sliould
nor hesitate to run most of mine into
machine-extracted honey. Had I. in addition to the above, a basswood or other
light honey crop, I should turn all of it into
comb honey. Comb honey is a fancy article
only, consequently its appearance is of the
sanie importance as its taste, to insure a
ready sale. There are exceptions. I sold,
this winter, several large lots of buckwheat
honey very readily. They were in neat
frames, the honey well capped and of good
Unfinished combs should not be
taste.
sent to a dealer; they should be extracted,
and they will be a valuable acquisition for
another'season. All comb honey should be
put up in frames, not only because it finds a
better sale, but also because all unfinished
combs can be extracted, and nothing be
lost.

If the side bars of the

honey frames are

^ in. wider than the top and bottom bars,
so that the sides extend X iu- and allow the
bees M iu. space between the frames, they
boxes, with

comparative
ship, iu sectional
safety. Care should be taken to provide
each frame with a true "starter" to insure
straight combs. It is, perhaps, not so universally known that each sectional box
should be provided with one full sized
comb, serving the bees as a ladder. This is
especially necessary if the bees are Italians,
and is the means of nuiking them take to
the second story readily.

89

to make it more palatable. I am convinced
of this being a fact; yet, they don't in
general, admit of their use of sugar. I
speak of personal experience in the latter
case, as I am selling several loads of coffee
sugar annually to several of my friends,
who tell me confidently, what use they
make of it. Several, this year, have tried
small lots of honey with the best result.

Wine

grower's journals

mediums.

An

occasional

should

be

article in

our
such

journals would induce experiments and
hasten good results. The editors of our bee
papers could do, perhaps, a great deal in
this matter, and earn the gratitude of our
brotherhood, by a little elaboration in the
right direction.

The retail trade depends a great deal on
locality, but every bee-keeper should stimulate a home trade. Large cities are the
centres for all produce, including honey,
but the success of the business depends on
the man— his prudent management and fair
dealing.
Purchasers should, by all means,
be convinced that the honey is pure. Remember with what suspicious eyes extract-

ed honey was looked down upon a few
years ago; it is astonishing that the trade
in it could take such dimensions in so short
a time.

Comb honey sells better than it did, because it is put up in a more attractive style;
I suppose 1 could not have found a better
medium to introduce machine -extracted
honey in this locality than 1 and 2 ft square
honey jars.
They look neat and sell

Shippiu'j; boxes should not be larger than
a soap or candle box, containing 4, 6 or 8

readily, where honey retails at all. Round
jars can be furnished at about $1 less per
gross than square jars; but square jars

sectional boxes. It should not be heavier
than 50 or 60 lbs., and a strip should be
nailed on the upper halves of the two sides
no handles extending— so that baggagesmashers can see at once "whicii side up,"
and get hold of the strips. This insures the
cases being placed on their bottom, instead
of having them thrown on edge or a corner.

offered for years in our market, in round
bottles, and marked, "White clover honey,"
so that a friend here and myself thought it
very desirable to have a different appearance for our " Pure machine - extracted

—

Heavier boxes than these should have
handles extending. I am speaking of my

own experience; parties
may differ with me.

in

other localities

a luxury, and a medicine, and is in a fair way of becoming a
formidable rival of cane sugar. The introduction of grape sugar or glucose diminished the use of glycerine in a few years.
Should not honey— the very best of grape
sugar— be apt to make short work with its

Extracted honey

is

inferior rival?

Breweries use car loads of grape sugar
annually. Once convicted of the superiority of honey, a market for our California
brethren may be opened. They will not be
long in being convinced, if earnest attempts
in the right direction are made. The lower
price of glucose, will be the first and greatest objection. But we shall have to meet
their views.
demand once established,
the price of honey will be regulated like the
price of other products— by supply and

A

demand.

The

difficulty

with

brewers

is

that they won't admit of their use of grape
sugar. They have to be approached prudently. The American Brewers' Gazette,

published by John Flintoff, 194 Fulton St.,
New York, may be a splendid medium.
It is a similar case with wine growers;
large quantities of cane and grape sugar are
used annually at harvesting time. Not for
the adulteration of wine, but, as they say,

pack

better.

A

spurious article has been

honey."
I send you a case of

1 ft jars of our honey
for a test of its merits, as to merchantable
shape. This package will also convince
you that the tendency of honey to granulate

is immaterial to me.
My customers are
posted and buy pure honey either way.
I wish to speak of the bad habit of sticking a piece of comb into a jar of extracted
honey. It looks pleasing only to the eye of
the ignorant.
Bee-keepers know that extracted honey is the only pure honey, and it
should require no piece of comb to convince
our friends. I find quite a lot of tumblers
and jars in our wholesale houses ill-shaped
and unsalable, because honey and comb are
a granulated mass.
Now let me give you a little example:—
Suppose friend A. has a farm, no matter
if large or small, and keeps, say, 50 stands
of bees; he raises, perhaps, 5,000 lbs. of
honey; he may not do that the first year,
and such is not necessary. It is, perhaps,

better for him if he raises less. Our friend
must learn as we have done. His 5,000 lbs.
honey are apt to realize him $500; if it
does not, he did not get his honey in proper
shape. Our friend must learn to comply
with the demand of the market. If they
realize him only .S^iOO, it is a better business
than anything he has on his farm, in proportion to labor and investment. It is true,
we have had bad years, but with what crop
may we not be disappointed by a poor sea-

of

son

?
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My own bees, last season, gave 181 lbs. of
machine-extracted honeyper hive; asample
of which I send you in the above mentioned
case. For every one of ray stands 1 have
an extra set of combs— every one a worker
comb. It requires years to get them in that
shape, but now I oon't expect my bees to
build combs, except when I think it necessary. I have had no natural swarms for
the last 9 years, and made only 4 artificial
swarms during last season. Hence I expect
to commence next season with 26 stands.
Should a queen have given out during the
winter, I would unite that swarm with its
next neighbor; but I don't apprehend losing
Chas. F. Muth.
a swarm on my roof.

For the American Bee Journal.

Black or Native Bees -Italians.

Much has been said and written, for and
against, Italian bees.
It is claimed by
apiarists generally, that Italians are more
valuable than native bees, because they
produce more honey, are hardier, more proI am somewhat slow to believe
lific, etc.
such assertions without reliable evidence.
I have observed that several apiarists
have Italianized their whole apiaries, sold
queens and stocks at advanced rates, because, as represented, they Were so much
more profitai)It' tlian the common bee.
About ten years a^o, having iioney of my
own to sell, I used to buy of others, to add
to the trade, among whom was a friend living a few miles distant, who kept about 100
colonies; while I kept about 50 with an
average yield of 40 lbs. of surplus box-honey
his averaging only about 25 lbs. per
colony. I bought his honey several years,

—

—

with about the same annual average. During this time our bees (his and mine) were

He finally conall native or common bees.
cluded to try the " better kind," and got
some Italians. He Italianized nearly his
whole apiary, and claimed that the Italians
produced about twice as much honey as the
others. But I failed to see it. I continued
to buy his honey as before, and the average
yield per colony was not one pound more
than when his bees were all natives. This,
to my mind, is pretty good evidence against
the idea that Italians are more productive
than natives.
The next claim is, that Italians are
hardier, will work in cooler weather, while
the natives remain idle, etc. But as several
writers for the Journal have taken the
negative ot this question, I will add another
testimony against this claim.
In tlie fall of 1ST4, another friend of mine
having 124 colonies of Italians,' put them in
his

cellar, in

good condition.

I

had 27

stocks of natives in the cellar. We both
took our bees oat about the 1st of April,
1875, all in good condition, except that I
had 4 or 5 swarms rather light and weak in

numbers.

About the middle of April we had a week
of winter weather, which tested the hardiness of our bees, and the result was that he
and the other half
were so reduced, that from 62 stocks he got
only 800 lbs. of box-honey in the summer of
187r).
While from my natives I lost the 5
weaker ones, leaving me 22 stocks in good
condition, which gave me 1,100 lbs. of boxlost one-half of his bees,

honey.

Are not these

facts strongly in favor of

the natives, and against the Italians, as
having the superiority over them in producand hardiness ? So it seems to me.
Fredonia, N. Y.
P. Miller.

tion

For the American Bee Journal.

Notes from Tennessee.

Dear Bee Journal:— The

last season
for honey I ever knew.
in the spring with about
50 colonies, mostly in good condition; but
the cold weather (March 20 to 23) set them
back considerably, by chilling the brood on
the outside combs. This frost killed a great
many of the poplar blooms in the bud;
though enough were left from which to get

was the poorest
I commenced

considerable honey, if the season had been
favorable. It rained every day during the
first week of the bloom, and afterwards it
yielded but little honey. From this bloom
I took about 1,000 lbs. of extracted honey.
About June 1st, I moved all my bees a distance of y miles, to where there is an abundance of linn; but rains set in about the
time the trees conimenced to bloon, and I
only got a little ihore than 1,000 lbs. from
that source.
I had to feed considerably in the fall to
keep my bees from starving, and would
have brought them through the winter all
right, but for the extreme cold weather the
commencement of the year. The mercury
sank to 20 deg. below zero on the morning
of Jan. 3rd, which was 18 deg. colder than I
ever knew it before. Several of my colonies
froze out entirely, and since the weather
has warmed I overhauled the rest and
found a great many dead. I am afraid some
disease is among them.
In some of my
strongest colonies I find at least threefourths of the bees dead, which cannot be
altogether from the cold, for in weaker ones
I find no dead bees at all; and it is reasonable that a strong colony would stand the
cold better than a weaker one. To figure it
out the best I can, I will not have more
than 25 good colonies to commence the season with.
I heartily agree with you in your remarks
on Barnes' foot-power saw. I used one last
season for making hives, and would not be

without it for double its cost. For sawing
timber for frames, and cutting rabbits for
the frames to hang on, it can't be beat.
Every person who has a quantity of hives
to make should have one.
After a while I will give you a history of
my two-story bee hive law siiits.
J. K. McAllister & Co. did swindle meout of that barrel of honey.
J. F.

Lincoln, Tenn., Feb.

Montgomery.

3, 1877.

For the American Bee Journal.

The National

B. K. AssociationIts Future.

Previous to the assembling of this Association at the Centennial, at Philadelphia,
in Oct. last, it was a disputed question as
to whether the organization should not be
abandoned. In support of such a proposition, it was argued that the expense of attendance incurred by those at a distance
from the point ot meeting, would more than
over-balance any advantage that could be

—

—
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And was this sufficient apology
abandonment of the Association ?

obtained.
for the

Had

been, througli its representatives, in
any sense, neglectful of the purposes of its
institution ? Are there any influences controlling tliose who take part in its deliberations, which will prove derogatory to the
interests of the bee-keepers of our country?
If not, why then should a question arise as
to the benefit of the Association
Had we
not better pause in our reflections, and in
the end heed the admonition of Mr. Clarke,
(A. B. J., Vol. 12, page 83) where he says:—
"Destroy it not, for a blessing is in it?"
While in attendance at the Centennial,
Mr. J. S. Coe and myself had frequent conversations on this subject, which linally led
to the potent remarks made by liim in the
convention of Oct. 3.5th, and which were
published in the A. B. J. And now, to enlarge upon the proposition of Mr. C, permit
me here to express the hope that the Association may be strengthened and maintained, as the head of our several State
organizations; that these State organizations be sustained by County Societies, and
that these again, in turn (whei'e the nature
of the case will permit) be assisted by township meetings; thus then can a direct chain
be kept up, and we at a distance (through
our representatives) can derive as much
benefit as though we had participated in
the deliberations of our National Association. Upon such a system of operation, we
can see no reason why the Association cannot be made permanent, and at the same
time productive of lasting good to our beeit

'?

keeping fraternity.

The main question to keep in view is:
"Will it be conducive to the interests of
bee-keepers in general to sustain the National Association?" whether upon the plan
suggested, or upon any one more practical,
which may be advocated. One point asserted by Mr. C. in his remarks, we think, will
not be denied. And that is: "That the
questions of how to dispose of our honey,
belong to such bodies." And is this not of
itself, excuse sufiicient to insure the perpetuity of a chief or controlling organization? We must admit that after all we
came down to the matter of dollars and
cents. Ot what use is our tous and gallons
of honey, provided we can find no market
for it? There maybe a few who follow
apiarian pursuits tor the pleasure connected
therewith, but the great majority of beekeepers have adopted the profession as a
source of pecuniary gain. We could give
many illustrations of this fact, but it is already well known to every careful reader of
the American Bee Journal.
And then again, of how much advantage
is it to us to have the remarks and essays of
our leading and practical men, upon the
different points at issue between us; and
we here assert that from no other source
can we obtain such information so well as
from a gathering of prominent apiarists.
then can we secure such results better

How

is very much like the "harvest home" of our
farmers, or more like to the annual gathering at our county fairs, to which we all look
forward with so much pleasure, and I hope,

with profit as well.
Let us then increase our endeavors to
place the National Association upon a permanent and lasting basis. If not upon the
plan already suggested, why then let others
(more competent than we are) set forth
such propositions as will ensure success.
Beaver, Pa., Jan. 9, 1877.
B.

For

who assembled at our last Convention, who
will be willing to say: "I did not learn anything to my advantage." 1 dare say that
there were none who did not leave wiser
than when they came. And is it not a
meet prominent apiarisi^s
and our bee-keeping friends generally? It
gratification to

American Bee Journal.

Friend Newman:

of the National.

—

Having received
several letters asking for copies of the Constitution and By-Laws of the National BeeKeepers' Society, and also knowing that
there was none at the last meeting at Philadelphia, and having but one copy on hand,
I copy that and forward to you With the request that you publish it. I have also gone
through all the subsequent meetings and
gleaned such resolutions as might possibly
be wished to refer to in future.
Yours

Wm.

truly,

J.

Andrews,

Pres. N. B. K. Society.

C

ONSTITUTION.
—

article 1 NAJIE.
This organization shall be known as the
North American Bee-Keepers' Society, and
shall meet annually.
articlp: 3 object.
Its objects sliall be to promote the interests of bee-culture.

article 3— officers.

The

Society shall be a
President, one Vice-President from each
State', District, Territory or Province represented; Secretary, Recording Secretary,
Corresponding Secretary, and Treasurer,
whose duties shall be those usually perofficers of this

formed by such officers. They shall be
elected by ballot, and hold their offices for
one year or until their successors shall be
elected.

ARTICLE 4— executive COMMITTEE.
The President, Secretaries and Treasurer
shall constitute an Executive

Committee.

ARTICLE 5— MEMBERSHIP.
Any person may become a member by
giving his or her name to the Secretary ana
paying one dollar, excepting
shall be admited free ot cliarge.

ARTICLE

fi— HONORARY

This Society

ladies,

who

MEMBERS.

may from

time to time elect
suitable persons as honorary members.

ARTICLE 7— SPEAKING.

No member shall

be entitled to the floor

more than five minutes in the discussion of
any motion, resolution or petition, without
consent of the Society.

ARTICLE 8— COMMITTEES.

ation ?
us, I trust,

iTie

The Constitution

than by sustaining the National Associ-

There are scarcely any among

91

All committees shall be elected by ballot,
by a plurality vote, except by special resolution.

ARTICLE 9— MEETINGS.
Each annual meeting of this Society shall
be held at such time and place as shall be
designated by a majority vote at the preceeding regular annual meeting.

a
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ARTICLE 10— SPECIAL MEETINGS.
meeting may be called by the

A special

Executive Committee at any time on requisition of five of the Vice-Presidents.

ARTICLE 11— AMENDMENTS.
This constitution may be amended

at

annual meeting, by a two-thirds vote of
the

any
all

members

Adopted
Dec, 1871.

in attendance.
at meeting at Cleveland, Ohio,

strong solution of soda and water,

by the sun.

The

first

warmed

frame was dipped in

the solution several times, together with its
few bees swam, the
bees and honey.
others clung firmly to the comb and were
put back with it in the hive. I gathered
the swimming bees with a skimmer, and
put them in the sun to dry. None of them
perished; after a few minutes all returned
to the hive. Fermentation and smell disappeared immediately from the immersed

A

combs."

CONSTITUTION AMENDED.
Article 5, amended as follovi^s: Any person may become a member by giving his or
her name to the Secretary, and paying an
annual fee of one dollar, except ladies, who
shall be admitted free of charge. Adopted

Dec,

1872.

SOCIETIES.
Resolved, That the President of this Society be authorized in its name and behalf,
to address a circular to all the bee-keepers
of this continent, urging the formation of
neighborhood, county, state, territorial and
provincial associations, auxiliary to this Society.

Adopted Dec,

1873.

For the American Bee Journal.

An Easy Cure
I find in the

of Foul Brood.

Rucher du Sud

Quest, of

Bordeaux, France, an article translated
from a German paper the Deutscher Bienenfreund— on this malady; and I reproduce it for the A. B. J., with the hope that
it will be found interesting.
Ch. Dadant.

—

"On June 31st, I discovered that a colony
received from Baron Rotschultz, of Posendorf, Carniolia, had become foul broody.
few days after its arrival, in spite of feeding, the number of bees did not increase.

A

But as foul brood is unknown here, and as I
had never seen this malady, I thought that
the small quantity of brood, the lack of industry and desire to build combs were the
result of weakness or old age of the queen;
and I resolved to replace herj on the first
opportunity, by giving the hive a queen
cell.
I gave the colony some brood from
other hives, but the sickness of the colony
increased, and I began to smell a peculiar
odor, which increased and seemed to come
from the fermentation of a liquid substance.
Then I resolved to further examine the

" After this I dipped in the soda,

acid. I resolved to try soda, before getting
salicylic acid. I prepared a pail-full of a

the

after I resolved to bathe the queen in the
alkaline water, when I noticed her foul
smell. For the bath I used 350 grammes
(about 9 ounces) ot carbonate of sodium, in
a pail of water, containing 8 or 10 litres,
(quarts) in which I mixed a little salicylic
acid.

"The result is complete so far, July 15th.
The smell of the hive is normal; the brood
there is now capped
is fast spreading;
honey in the hive; the bees now show some
readiness to sting; they had none while
they wei'e sick; the pressed cells that I had
opened before the bathing, have disappeared to such an extent that it is impossible to
detect one, even with the most careful researcli; and the bees begin to fill their

empty frames with comb.
" This remedy seems more advantageous
than the solution of salicylic acid, not only
on account of its cheapness 10 centimes (2
cents), instead of 3 francs (75 cents) but also on account of its prompt effect. Instantly—the bees, queen, honey, brood, combs,
frames, and everything was purified of the

—

—

disease.

This remedy was not only administered
externally, but as the bees were compelled
to suck the lye mixed with the honey, the
disease was anihilated in their stomachs.
The bathed bees were also purified externally.
The drying of the wet bees and of the

combs was soon completed by the warm
weather. That the bath kills the uncapped
brood, is of very little consequence, when
compared with the other advantages of this
remedy.

A. C.

Kermann.

Thurm, Germany.

Important Mistakes made by BeeKeepers.

hive.
"I

saw that the bees were mainly on the
brood combs that I had given them, and
that the brood which came with the bees
from Posendorf, was altogether isolated;
that the cappings of a dozen cells were
deeply pressed down; that all the honey in
the uncapped cells (there was no other in
the hive) was fermenting, and that the bad
smell came from the combs from Posendorf.
I cut with a pen-knife some of the cells
whose cappings were pressed down, and
saw the brown matter they contained.
Then I discovered the cause— foul brood.
"I had on hand a little salicylic acid—
substance which is very dear. Then my
eyes met a vessel full or soda. Soda stops
fermentation moi-e readily than salicylic

all

combs coming from Posendorf, with their
bees and all. The queen had fled to the
sound combs that I liad given the colony.
Mr. L. Krancher, publisher of the Bienenfreund. visited my bees and also noticed
the foul state of this hive. A few days

READ BEFORE THE

MICH. B. K. ASSOCIATION, DEC. 21, 1876.

The

bee-keeping are
would be
Since keeping bees— if
I except disaster in wintering, which has
only occurred twice I have never failed to
secure 300 per cent, net profits, and have
often realized over 300 per cent. I fully believe the losses need not be repeated.
But granting that these are occasionally
imperative, with the combs and honey still
left at my disposal, I could purchase again
in the spring, and still secure 100 per cent.
on my outlay. This is no guess-work, but
a fact built on the secure foundation of past
experience, and can only be denied on the
profits of

little understood,
still less believed.

rational

and

—

if

stated,
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ground that

tliere is to

be a revolution in
The world is

the affairs of bee-keeping.

coming more and more to disbelieve in
revolutions.
But, say you, such results are not common. The apiarists of our country are not
the millionaires, nor indeed have tiieir
bank-credits been such as to occasion wonder or even remark. But, mind you, I said
rational bee-keeping. Is it not true that
most bee-keepers make this an avocation, a
mere supplementary pursuit, which, though
they often admit it l)rings the best returns,
still receives only the fag-end of their time,
thought and energies? Again, a large per
cent, of the bee-keepers let the apiary run
They give it no thought, no study,
itself.
and very little attention. They can not afford to take a bee journal, and as for reading bee books, they have no time and less
inclination. What wonder their song is
burdened with loss? and what wonder that

apiculture.which has to carry s;ich weights,
loses prestage among employments? Just
as witli farming, or any art or profession,
where the representatives are ignorant and
unthinking, she loses caste. To be sure,we
have very many laborers in this field, and I
am glad to know that the number is in-

creasing, who, like Adam Grimm, love this
vocation, and make it a continual subject
of thought and study. I am glad to know
that such men are also following in the
wake of the one already mentioned towards
the haven of competency.
The merchant, even with the closest attention to business, the utmost caution and
the best study of the markets, treads an
uncertain road; the lawyer and the physician find the walls of comiietition so high
iir(il)lcinatical, even
success seems
with the severest thought and closest study;
while the apiarist, if he will only study to
know his course, thinks that he may never
miss his bearing— and this very thought and
study will yield a double blessing, in that
it brings rich entertainment— he will be almost sure to win success, and that too with
but little labor.
There are many breakers that stand in
the way of the ignorant and unthoughtful
apiarist, two of which it is my purpose to
present on this occasion. And first I will
tliat
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weather or other misfortune may prolong
this for two or three days.
Two or three
more days must elapse before she commences her life's work., and thus we have
at least 15 days with our colony destitute of
a queen. Hence I affirm that bees are left
to take their natural course, in increasing,
at a necessary sacrifice of one good stock of
bees.

Suppose the apiarist commences the season with 20 colonics, follows natural swarming in its entirety, and values his stocks at
$8 each. His total loss will be .«160.

The remedy for this is known, of course,
to every intelligent, well-informed apiarist.
have only to raise, early in the season,
a good supply of extra queens, which will
be kept in nuclei, and used as occasion requires.
Then, when a colony swarms—
which is almost sure to be when gathering
is most active, and when loss of a queen
will be most felt— a new queen will be
given at once to the old colony, and there
will be no cessation in its prosperity. Or,
still better, new colonies will
be formed
artificially, and given a queen at once, in

We

which case we can secure against too great
depletion of bees, which is quite sure to reunless much caution is exercised, if
natural swarming is permitted.
By thus keeping a good supply of young,
fertile, and prolific queens ever in readiness, we may not only prevent expensive
delay in time of swarming or of increasing,
but may supply the place of any queens
which may be lost or killed in handling our
bees; or we may supersede any queen
whicli from age or other reason seems to
lack in fecundity.
sult,

The

rule, then,

which

I

would

state

and

enforce, but which is now so generally disregarded, either from ignorance or still
more culpable indolence, and which no
apiarist can afford to neglect, is: Never
permit a colony to be without a prolific

queen.

The second error to which I would call
is enforced idleness of the bees,
consequent upon ill management on the
part of the apiarist. This may characterize
either the queen or the workers or both,
and may arise from a plurality of causes.
attention

First

speak of

we

will consider the

IDLENESS OF THE QUEEN.

QUEENLESS COLONIES.
known that a good queen

It is well

will
lay upwards of '2,000 eggs daily; and as 20,000 to 30,000 bees make a strong colony, it at
once appears that tlie loss of a queen in a
full, strong colony for 10 or 1.5 days is equivalent to the loss of a good stock of bees.
That there is this loss in bees is not always
true, for with loss of queen tiie work sometimes ceases in part, and the mortality with
the old bees is less; but this lack is of
course met by the diminished stores of
honey. I have no hesitation in affirming
that the loss of a queen in a good colony for
15 days in the gathering season means tiie
loss of a good colony of bees. But is this
common— this loss of a queen with our
apiarists? I reply that witli most of them
it is not only common but universal.
Let us suppose that colonies are allowed
to take their natural course in swarming.
The bees almost invariably leave the hive
before the queen-cells are capped. Suppose
in one day these are capped. In seven days

—

the queen comes forth. For five days she
remains a virgin, while unfavorable

The queen may be forced to idleness,
either from idleness of the workers, when
her instincts impel her to partial or complete indolence, or she may cease from laying simply because there are no empty cells
in which she can deposit. During the past
three years, and especially during the past
season, I have been observing with particular reference to these two points, and can
assure all of their truth. In fact, they can
be so easily verified by all that I will not
wait to detail the proofs.
The remedy for the first cause— idleness
of the workers— will appear in the sequel.
The remedy for the second— no empty cells
in which to deposit is most easily secured
in that invaluable auxiliary of the apiary,
the honey extractor. I have proved this
autumn, during the wonderful yields of
honey from the golden-rods and other
autumn flowers, that the queen may be entirely cheated out of room in which to deposit, even though there be abundance of
room in the supers. In such cases, the use
of the extractor should never be dispensed
with, and would be a wise proceeding even

—

—

—
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though we had

to give

away our

extracted

hopeless idleness, await their certain

in

honey.

doom.

The second rule which I would urge upon
all apiarists is: Never permit the hive to be
xvithout empty cells in the brood pombs.
We next come to consider the idleness of

REMEDIES.
Let us now consider the brighter ph^se
of our subject— the remedies for these evils,
which, as I shall show, are in easy reach of
the apiarist, and without which he might

usually

the

which lead

may

busy workers, the causes
it, and the remedies which

to

be applied.

The

always busy at

fact that bees are not

their legitimate business

is

known

to all

Who

has not noticed the idle
is everywhere, and
when nectar bathes every tloral envelope?
in his apiary
been
vexed
Who has not
labors, during a dearth of bloom, by swarms
of his little workers ever on the alert to add
to their stores ? And what novice has not
been sorely alarmed by the robbing wlaich
he has induced, by liis ignorance or carelessness at such times? That this idleness
is enforced is sliown by all literature, and
by the mauy current proverbs which are
adorned by reference to our pets of the
apiary:
"How doth tke little busy bee
Improve each shining hour ?"
apiarists.
cluster, when

bloom

Let US now inquire into the causes which
thus compel the active workers to a course

which

is

so contrary to their taste.

CAUSES OF IDLENESS.

We

notice the most apjmrent cause
absence of bloom, or the failure of flowers
to secrete honey. In all localities there are
Eeriods— longer or shorter— when honey
loom is not. In some localities these
periods are so frequent or so protracted that
successful apiculture is quite impossible.
I have found, too, that during wet weather,
when raius were of daily or very frequent
occurrence, even the best honey plants
1.

failed to secrete.

Last summer, our white

clover season (during the entire month of
June) was a complete failure on this very
account.
2. If the bees have too little room, or so
fill their hives as to perclude further storing, they must of course drink the bitter
draught of idleness, whose evil work is
shown by their dejected look, as they hang,
all forlorn, in front or beneath the hive.
3. It is not infrequent that bees, especially if unshaded during the intense heat of
our summers, find their hives a veritable
furnace, which, despite all their efforts at
Tliere
ventilation, become uninhabitable.
is a profusion of bloom and the precious
nectar fills every corolla tube. The bees
long to convey this to their homes, but their
hives being a very oven, as it were, they
must perforce forego the precious opportunity, when they show their utter dejection by their abject stupor as they cluster
outside their hives.
4. Bees that become hopelessly queenless
—that is, lose their queen when there are
no eggs or brood to enable them to restore
the loss— often become totally demoralized.
In fact, so great is their discouragement
that their very nature and instincts become
reversed, and instead of being the " busy
bees," they are characterized by indiffer-

ence and idleness.
.5,

and

last.

couraged and

Our bees may become
idle, as

dis-

the result of deple-

They become weak, either from overswarming or other cause; beconui a prey to
robbers, or the bee-moth; and finally, losing all heart, fold their arms (or wings), and

tion.

well feel that the silver lining to the clouds
that hung above his business was all too
dim to keep hope alive.
Of course, a wise location of the apiary
will do much to remedy the first evil, if

the region abounds in fruit trees, if white
clover is abundant, and even where it is
not, if there are yet standing the grand old
forests— God's first temples— with their
graceful maples, broad-spreading linn, and
beautiful tulip trees. If added to this there
are, hard by, ample marsh land abounding
in solidagos (golden-rods), asters, eupatoriums, (boneset), cereopsis (tick seed), bidens
(beggar-ticks), etc., etc.; then the apiarist
can liardly escape an annual experience,

which shall make him to rejoice in peace
and plenty. If the apiarist is not thus fortunate, he may yet hope to do much to
insure success. He can hardly escape fruit
blossoms and white clover, white alsike
clover, rape, black mustard, and mignonnette may be made to take the place of linn,
and may all be raised with profit for other

purposes, and in lieu of natural fall-bloom,
buckwheat and various mints, may be
grown; wliile the Rocky Mountain beeplant would serve a valuable auxiliary, and
may prove profitable to raise on account of
its

seeds.

The

damp, wet w^eather is one
hard to cope. Yet such
of hope, as they promise
rich future bloom, when the days shall be
evil

with which
seasons are

of
it

is

full

bright again. It is possible, too, that farther
investigation may reveal plants which shall
yield richly of honey, and yet be independent of even the most copious rains.
In the spring and during the interims of
honey secretion, all through the season, the
bees may be kept busy, and the queen thus
This can be done at
active, by feeding.
R> per day to a hive is
slight expense, as
quite suificient, and 1 have proved repeatedly that it pays richly for the expense and

^

trouble.

The second evil is so easily remedied that
we should hardly suppose it ever need
occur; and yet I feel safe in averring that
could I accurately state the amount of loss
from this cause each year, I should present
an array of figures that would startle you.
It is not only necessary that the bees have

room, but room they will utilize. Boxes,
tier upiui tier, may be placed above the
hive; and yet, if the bees for any cause fail
to enter them, they are as eftectually balked
in their industry, providing there is no
other space, as though there were no boxes.
This is one of the most common causes of
that outside clustering, which is so repellant to the instincts of the bees and so vexatious to the apiarist. The remedy then is
to always provide in time of honey secretion abundant room for storing; and if
boxes are used, place them very near the

brood combs, and if necessaiy introduce a
little comb with uncapped brood in it, so
that the bees may enter them. If they will
not enter them, some other arrangement
must be adopted, such as making use of
long hives, or half or full upper stories, in
which frames may be placed.
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The honey producers of this country
want a publication devoted exclusively to
their interests. They also need economical
and select county or sectional meetings,
and these, I predict, they are going to have.

third evil— too .spreat heat in the liive,
have only
easily overcome.
to arrange so that our hives may be shaded
during the heat of the day. Tliis should
never be neglected. I have often set a full
cluster of bees vigorously at work, simply
by placing a board a foot or more above the
hive, thus tempering tlie intense heat of the
interior. Let no apiarist longer persist in
the habit of leaving liis bees unprotected.
Let mercy as well as profit urge him, either
by use of friendly tree, evergreen, grapevine, or boards, to see that his hives are
shaded from 9 to 4 o'clock, especially as the
heated days of May and June send aslant
their scorching rays.
The remedy for the fourth trouble
queenless colonies has already been answered, while speaking of queens.
The last point to be urged is to always
keep our colonies gushing full of bees. It
is with bees in a colony like children in a
home. - You can't have too many. Then
robbing is unknown, the bee-moth impotent
to do harm, while the gathering of stores is
so rapid as- to make tiie apiarist rejoice with
with exceeding joy. To secure populous
colonies, we have only to follow the advice
already given, and suiiplement this course
by preventing swarming, or at least cutting
short after our second swarms. The greatest argument in favor of artificial colonies
(and is a powerful one) is, that we may thus
keep all our colonies strong.
Were I asked to give the golden rule for
bee-keepers, I would answer. Keep the
colonies strong.
A. J. Cook.

— may be

We

For

tlie

I say honey is now over-produced. First,
honey will always remain a luxury, at any
price which will pay for production. Mark
this:
A party to wliom I sold .112 worth of
honey in glass jars, says, " We cannot
handle any more honey at any price, our
agents find it so plenty everywhere they
otter it." The same cause has driven C. O.
Perrine out of the honey market, but see
how he handles maple and cane sugar
syrups. I am inclined to be more charitable than my opponents and give them the

—

—

American Bee Journal,

Our Interests.

Wm.

J. Andrews. i)resident of the National Society, asks: " If there are any opposed
why?"
to a national organization
First, because
1, for one, am so opposed.
of the expense of reaching its location.
Second, because it is tending to forward tiie
over-production of honey, and working
against the interests of the solid back bone
of the pursuit, viz., tliose who produce for
their income. Such conventions, no doubt,
are beneficial to the supply dealex'S, and I
do not blame that fraternity for trying to
blow the breath of life into them. Such a
course is your privilege, and perhaps a duty
to your family, but my duty is different.
1 claim that honey is being greatly overproduced, .and that the over-production of
any article is not only bad for tlie producers
but tor the country also. But for argument
sake, 1 will suppose that such are working
for the benefit of tlieir country, and against
their own interests.
1 claim that the
idea tiiat a cliild owes its parents an everlasting debt for its existence and care, and
that the citizen owes his country that same
debt, is utterly false.
have three children who came into our family and our
country, without their consent or even being consulted in regard to the matter.
we owe them as good care, education and
general bringing up as we can possibly

Now

We

Now

Destow upon them. Their country owes
them a debt she often I'efuses to pay, viz.,

an equal cliance with their contemporaries,
and no more. If my family should come to
want, the world is cold, and the poor-master
says "for shame; he was a theorist, and
never had an eye on the main chance."
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credit for honesty; for I verily believe that
these speculative, amateur and supply-vending bee-keepers do not see the facts in the
case and where bee-keeping is tending.
They are sure to tell us about Adam
Grimm. If I could have Adam Grinnu's
chances I would bet on a competence in 5
years. Adam Grimm lived and labored in
the right time. lie had "war prices" for
his honey. He had lots of bees (as I have
now) when these prices began. He had an
extractor when bee-keepers had the benefit
of it, instead of the consumer. Through
good luck, or good management, he wintered his bees when ours died, and sold to us
at .$12 to $15 per colony. When we must
have yellow bees, again he came to the
rescue at $5 to .$8 each (not %l each). Adam
Grimm was a strict economist; in other
words a smart financier, and such men often
make five times their pile in the same time
at almost all kinds of businesses. Please,
trumpeters, let Mr. Grimm rest in peace.
A. I. Root was pleased to help the Saranac
man "churn" me, because I plead with beekeepers not to put poor extracted-before-uncapped honey on the market. Now, see
how he rides my horse. He says, " 1 feel
like being rash enough to say I will never
extract any more honey until every bit of
and if keeping it in the
it has been sealed
hive several weeks more will prevent its
candying entirely, don't know but we shall
do that too."
Why don't his Christian spirit feel like
lifting some of the load he has heaped on
me by merely saying, " May be Heddon and
others are right about ripe honey?" We
said long ago that time would verify all
the predictions of to-day. Wlien the demand for theoretical hobbies and chickenfixing supplies is over, A. I. lioot will be
found, like Gallup, dealing out Watt's pills,
or some other middle man-ism
Mark this
;

!

also

!

When you meet a man who loves you at
sight, look out for iiini.
Use your
reason. You who really believe bee-keeping is a big tliing,remember where the dollar
store business landed, and try and keep it
big as long as you can. If you have a good
locality for forage, or a high-toned home
market, write it up just as soon as possible,
so cheap-honey fellows can know where to
ship. Every lousiness, like Gallup's pills,
first

seeks its level.
Mr. Andrews, like many others, says:
" Bee-culture needs such meetings."
I
don't know what bee-culture does need. I
where
it
lives.
don't know
Never heard it
sigh or laugh
Don't think it needs anything, but bee-culturists need money as
much as any class living, and while Bro. A.
!
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spends his symphathies with the pursuit, I
will try

and look somewhat

are very cold and injurious.

to the interests

pursuers.
The American Bee
rides victorously above all others,
it is more closely devoted
to the best interests of the present honey
producers, and don't toggle on any outside
issues
of the

Journal

probably because

!

Gentlemen who hold an interest different
from mine and producers generally, and
who believe differently from us, we accord
to you your right to speak your little pieces.
When you choose, to defend your special
interests, and we feel no ill-will toward
you; but you will show your good sense by
always keeping your temper, and allowing
us the privileges

we

grant you.

I

Perhaps enough has already been said
upon this subject, to suggest to each beekeeper the proper course to pursue. "Straws
show which way the wind blows." My
sympathies must ever be with the producer,
though I shall embrace the first chance to
sell out at no large sacrifice, and go to fruit
raising, as has H. E. Bidwell, of South
Haven, one of our finest practical apiculturists and horticulturists. I notice the demand for fruit is so common and persistent,
that right here in this fruit country hundreds of 1, 2 and o & cans are sold from
each grocery each season, and the same
shipped in here from thousands of miles
away. If honey would sell thus, we might
I may be too much discourthink not. I have a much better chance to feel the public honey pulse
than many others.
James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., Jan. 4, 1877.
P. S.— Allow me to thank Mr. J. P. Moore
for his able and manly effort (read at our
State Convention) to help the honey producers of this country. No doubt but that
we all accord with VV. F. Clark's views exEressed on page 13, 1877, that " We want a
ond of sympathy and union, like the engineers," and don't forget that the object of
tlieir conventions is to forward the interests
of the already existing engineers, a part of
which is to not flood the country with engineers, to the harm of those already engineering, and ruin of the new comers.

say,

Old worn-out
thing to spread over
the frames for wintering.
Now the bees in the Union Apiary are all
tucked away in good warm hives (on their
summer stands), and we confidently expect
to bring every colony through safely, as we
liave done for three winters.
The prize essays of Prof. Cook and Rev.
E. C. Briggs, published in the A. B. J., for
Dec, will well repay for a year's subscription. I am glad, Mr. Editor, I was not one
of the committee to determine which of the
above were entitled to the prize.
My
private opinion, publicly expressed, is that
it is a drawn game.
The hive we are using in the Union
Apiary is " Carpenter's porous, doublewalled, back-actioned bee hive."
(You
needn't laugh !) It is really a back-actioned
bee hive, a desideratum never before attained in a bee hive. A door lets down behind, making a platform,and a single frame
of the entire brood frames can be pulled out
on this platform without disturbing the
frames or boxes in the upper story, or interfering in the least with the working of
the bees in front of the hive. We did intend to patent it, and to send it to the Centennial for exhibition, but could not raise
the needful.
Sed G. Wick.
felt skirts are just the

For the American Bee Journal.

"Amen."

aged; but

I

J.

H.

For the American Bee Journal.

Union Apiary.
The harvest is over, the summer ended,
and now the question is: "How many of
our colonies will be saved after this long
winter?" How anxiously, as the buds commence to swell and fruit trees throw out
their bloom, will many bee-keepers hold
their ear close to the side of the hive, rap
and listen in vain for the cheerful hum of
the departed ? If you have, until now.
neglected to give your colonies sufficient
protection, and failed to cover the frames
with proper absorbents, with sufficient
stores in each colony, it is of no use now
for me to counsel you, except to say: " Let
them alone, and like an old fogy, trust to
luck." If warm weather comes, and the
bees are flying, you may put some cream
candy or even lumps of crushed sugar over
the frames, and cover them up with a piece
of clean carpet or woolen blanket. I don't
like quilts made of cotton batting; they retain the moisture, and I have seen them
even wet; in this condition, of course, they

Bee Lice.
Ch.

Dad ant:— May I

ask you to answer

the following questions:
1st. Are you familiar with the European
bee louse. Beaula cceca ?
2d. If so, do you regard it a serious pest ?
3d. Have you ever detected it on any of
your imported bees, either queens or workers?
4th. If you had introduced a queen, late
in the autumn, and after the act, had found

on tiie workers that were caged with
what would be your course with the
colony containing the queen ?
I desire these answers for the good of the
public.
A. J. Cook.
lice

her,

1 never saw bee lice in my apiary; yet at
three different times during ten years of
importing business, if I remember right, I
have seen a Braula cccca on the corslet of
imported queens, on their arrival here. Of
course 1 killed them. My children also remember having seen one or two of these
parasites crawling in the boxes, in which
dead queens had been received from Italy.
I do not remember having seen lice on
worker bees, either imported or home-bred.
Having had so little experience with this
parasite, I am not prepared to answer Prof.
Cook's other questions; so I will quote
some from the European bee papers.
ATpicoltore.,
In the Italian bee journal,
for 1870, page 229, Prof. Cornalia, of Milan,
gives a lengthy and elaborate description of
this insect, and its natural history. From
it I translate the following:
"This insect first described by Linneus,
in 1746. Linneus gave it the name of Acar-

U

us Oymnopletorum (the last word is derived from two Greek words: guwnas, gymnastic, and plethos, multitude; aearns,
performing; hence they are said to perform
gymnastics in multitude). This name was
maintained by several other naturalists till
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1818, when Nitzsch changed it to its
Braula,
name — Braula cccca.

means

louse,

This insect

and

is

ccecn, Latin,

present

means

Greelc,
blind.

eyeless."

not give here the description in full
of the insect, for it would be tedious to
those who are not scientific men. I will
only say that this louse is of reddish brown,
and sometimes pale yellow color. Its body
is globular, convex, and thickly covered
of a
with hairs; its length is about J^ or
This parasite is generally found
line.
around the thorax, where the bee cannot
reach it. It is admitted that it cannot suck
through the scales of bees, and that it inserts its proboscis into the joints of the
body.
Prof. Cornalia was not at the time acquainted with the mode of reproduction of
the bee louse. To find it, I have in vain
perused the European bee papers; but in
" Packard's Guide to the Study of Insects,"
page 419, 1 find the following: " The larva
of the Braula caica is headless, oval, eleven
jointed and white in color. On the day it
hatches from the egg it sheds its skin and
changes to an oval puparium of a dark
I will

K

brown

color."

From

this I infer that the eggs of bee lice
are deposited in some corners of the hive,
where the larvse develop themselves by
subsisting on waste matter. The larvae of
flies and fleas, who are of the same genus,
have similar habits. Therefore, if hives
become infected with bee lice, their owner
can easily get rid of them by carefully
cleansing the bottom-board and corners of
the hives, and by washing them with diluted
carbolic acid.
The lice on the bodies of
bees will thus be prevented from reproducing themselves, and the bees will be freed
from them by the natural death of all of

them.
It is generally admitted in Europe that
this pest is prevalent in unclean apiaries,
where hives are for years carelessly left to

themselves.

Now

I will translate

an

is favored by moisture.
Yet God knows
that we have had enough drought in Bordeaux this year."
Mr. T. Sourbe, the writer of the foregoing,
is the able editor of the Rucher.
I wish he
would try the means that I have indicated.
Below is the translation of the article of M.
De Ribeancourt.
"A fact which struck us this year while
visiting several apiaries, is that in the
mountains, on the Aug. 25, we found nearly
every hive broodless, no matter what their
strength; except those whose queens were
raised in July. This fact, the only one of
its kind. in many years, must be attributed
to the lack of honey, in consequence of the
drought.
"
have found very few larvse of the
bee moth, while on the other hand we have
found several queens covered with lice.
have counted as many as 70, which covered
the body of a single queen; yet the hive of
this queen seemed to be perfectly prosperous, although it had not a single bee larva.
"When the queen was freed from the

We

We

was observed brushing her
head with her anterior legs, and seemed to
enjoy a comfort to which she was not accustomed. Two days after she had lice
again, but in less numbers, and we noticed
that when tobacco smoke reached her, the
parasites, she

lice left while she was making her way
through the workers.
"We consider the life of this queen in
danger, and we doubt very much whether
she will live over the winter. We will subsequently continue our observations."
I must add that according to several reports, the health of a queen is not altered
by a few lice, though she seems annoyed
and excited. But from 30 to 70 on the same
queen would endanger her life. Such a
number can be checked by a thorough and

oft-repeated cleansing of the hive. If I had
a lousy colony I would keep it for experiments, and to learn what time it would take
to get rid of these parasites.

Ch.

on this
Sud- Quest

article,

from Le Rucher chi
(French), Sept., 1876, page 199:
insect,

"-La Ferme Suisse, in the Sept. number,
publishes an article from M. C. De Kibeancourt, on the influence of drought on the
scarcity of brood, and on the prevalence of
bee lice on the body of queens.
"The observations of M. De Ribeancourt
on lousy queens, are interesting, on account
of his having found a way to free the
queens of these parasites, by the help of
tobacco smoke. One should be tliankful if
the remedy is effectual; tor to this day no
sure remedy was known.
"We think that it would be interesting if
the observations of M. De Ribeaiicomt were
introduced by a remark that we ourselves
have had the opportunity to make.
"On the 6th of this month, in a very
populous hive, full with brood and honey,
the queen, who is 1 year old and seems
active, was covered with lice; some pale
yellow, others reddish brown. The latter
being numerous. We were unable to count
them; about 30. The hive is exposed at the
north. It is raised about 2 ft. from the
ground, which is dry and sandy.
What
seemed most remarkable in this observation, which was made in the presence of
several persons, is that according to several
authors, the yellow louse is rather scarce,
and the spreading of the reddish brown one

97

Dadant.
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Points for Reporters.
Until we can so solve the problem of wintering as to reduce it to a practical certainty
the business of bee-keeping will partake
nmch of the character of a lottery; the most
thoughtful calculations, the most rational
expectations may, by a few days of unprovided-for severity, be entirely ruined. This
problem, like most other practical questions, will not be solved by the cogitations
of some theorizer who has no practical a^
quaintance with bees. It will be solved by
tlie experience of intelligent bee-keepers.
Among bee-keepers there is now a large
number of men and women to whom the
business is greatly Indebted for the results
of their experience. They have carefully
watched the little workers, attended to all
their needs both in summer and winter, and
have frankly stated their success or failure,
for the help of others. To these careful
observers and honest reporters we look now
for the solution of the problem of wintering.

The present long and cold winter offers a
favorable opportunity for observations under the severest conditions as to low temperature. For more than two months the
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weather throughout the Northern States
has been cold; for a large part of that time
it has been very cold.
A good manj- beekeepers will bring their bees through with
many
will probably sufslight loss; a good

A

fer serious losses.
clear statement of the
condition of the hives in the fall, and of the
method pursued in wintering, both by the
successful and the unsuccessful ones, will
be of great value to the bee-keeping industry.
The American Bee Jouknai. cannot better serve its readers than by publishing clear and full reports upon this subject
from as many quarters as possible.
1. All reporters should state the kind of
hive, the size and number of frames, the
quantity and age of bees, the amount and
quality of stores, the amount of stores consumed, the kind and amount of ventilation
in hives, the number and kind of passages
through the combs, the time when bees had
their last flight in the fall, and the times of
the earliest flights afterwards. Then give
the success, good or bad.
2.

the

Many

bt't'-k(n'i)ers

summer

have wintered on

stands, without

any protection.

Let such

state, in addition to the above, the
location of the hives as to exposure to the

wind and

sun. and the range of the ther-

mometer,

.state fully the length and severity of the long spells of cold weather, and

any great and sudden changes.
3.

Some

apiarists, last fall, left their bees

on the summer stands, giving them protection in some shape. Let each state the
kind and amount of the protection. Let us
have especially a full record of methods and
of success or failure from those who have
packed their hives in chaff, chaff-cushions,
straw, shavings, or other material. Give in
expense of such methods.
4. Some have put their bees in rooms,
clamps, and various receptacles other than
full the

State the character of receptacle,
dryness, ventilation, temperature, condition of lu'es when put in and at any other
exaiuiiuvtious; give expense.
5. Doubtless a large number have their
bees in cellars. Many are looking in this
direction for a satisfactory solution of the
problem. State chai'acter of cellar, dryness,
highest and lowest temperature, average
teniptnature, height of cellar from floor to
ceiling, ventilation, height of hives above
floor, distance of hives beneath ceiling, difference, if any, in condition of hives near
floor and those near ceiling, condition of
entrances to hives, condition of bees at different examinations.
Reports from dift'erent sections of the
country, embracing accurate statements on
the points sugges.ted, an.d on any other
foints that may occur to practical men, will
e of incalculable value to the guild of beekeejjers.
O. Clute.
Keokuk, Iowa, Jan. 26, 1877.

This javelin iz alwas loaded, and stands
reddy to unload at a minit's warning, and
enters az still az thought, spry az litening,
and as full oph melankolly az the toothake.
Bees never argy a case; they settle awl
ov their differences ov opinyun bi letting
their javelin fly, and are az certain tew hit
az a mule iz.
This testy kritter lives in congregations

numbering about 20,000 souls, but whether
they are male and female, or conservative,
or matched in bonds of wedlock, or whether
they klub together and keep one wife tew
save expense, i don't kno nor don't kare. I
never examined their habits mutch, i never
considered it helthy, for what would it
profit a man tew kill 99 bees and hav the 1
hundreth one hit him with hiz javelin ?
The drones seem alwas bizzy, but what
they are about the lor' only knows. They
don't la,y up enny honey, they seem tew be
bizzy only gist for the sake ov eating all the
time, they are alwas in az much ov a hurry
az tho they was going for a dockter. I suppose this uneasy world would grind around
on its axle-tree oust in 34 hours, even if
there want enny dones, but drones must be
good for something, but i kant think now
what it iz. Thare haint been a bug made in
vain, nor one that want a good job; there iz
ever lots ov human drones loafing around
blacksmith shops, and cider mills, all over
the country, that don't seem tew be necessary tor enny thing but tew beg plug
tobacco and swear, and steal water-melons,
but you let the cholera break out once, and
then you will see the wisdum ov having jist
sich laying around loose, they help kount.
Bees are not long-lived i kant state jist
how long their lives are, but i kno, from instinkt and observashun, that enny kritter,
be he bug or be he divil who is mad all the
time and stings every good chance he kan

—

cellars.

git,

its

The only way tew git the exact fiteing
weight ov the bee, is tew touch him, let him
hit you with his javelin, and you will be
willing tew testify in court that sumboddy
run a one-tined pitch-fork inter yer; and az
for grit, i will state for the informashun ov
those who havn't had a chance tew lay in
their vermin wisdum as freely az i hav, that
one single bee who feels well will break up
a large camp meeting
What the bees do for amusement iz
another question i kant answer, but some
ov the best read and heavyest thinkers
amung naturalists say that they hav target
excurssions and heave their javelins at the
mark; but i don't imbibe this assurshun
raw, for i never knu enny boddy, so bitter
at heart as the bees are, to waste a blow.
There is one thing that a bee does, i will
give him credit for on mi books he alwas
attends tew his own bizzness, and wont allow any boddy else tew attend tew it, and
what he duz he duz well, you never see him
altering enny thing, if they make enny mistakes it iz after dark and it aint seen.
If bees made haff as menny blunders az
the men do, even with their javelins, everyboddy would laff at them.
In ending oph this essa, i will cum tew a
stop by concluding, that if the bees waz a
little more pensive, and not so darned pereratory with their javelins, they might be
guilty of less wisdum, but more charity.
But you kant alter bug nature without
spileing it, enny more than you kan alter an
Josh Billings.
elephant's egg.

The Honey Bee.
The honey bee
den

in

his

iz an inflamible bug, sudimpresshuns and liasty m hiz

conclusions, or end.
His natral disposishun iz a warm cross
between red-pepper in the pod and fusil oil,
and hiz moral bias iz, "git out ov mi way."
They hav a long boddy, divided in the
middle bi a waist spot, but their phisikal
importance lays at the terminus of their
subburb, in the shape ov a javelin.

generally dies early.

!

—

—
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when they are "few and far between?"
Do bees work in boxes when it rains "day
after day" for about a month? Do bees

the Best Policy.

ever work in boxes in the " poorest season
on record ?"
Now if Mr. Bnrcli does not return the $5&
to Novice, I would humbly suggest that he
add a new chapter to " Money in the
Apiary," headed, "How to make Money
without Bees or Honey."
Novice asks,

number of Gleanings, page
Novice says, in speaking about comb
foundation, he has paid all claims for
damages, and mentions a claim of Mr.
Burch for 350. Now I ff)r one protest
against such a fraud. What does Mr.Burch
claim damages for? Because, as he says,
his comb foundations were made a little
thicker than he ordered them.
Now for
In the Oct.

245,

what shall I do? For one I would say, pay
no more such bills, but lay the case before
a few honest and intelligent bee-keepers,
and abide their decision.
Justitia.

the result.

"Tiie queens would not lay in it."' Why,
if the (jneeu had plenty of

of course not.

room and too few bees, either to lill up with
honey or cover the brood.
" That it is raised into comb much slower
than they build natural comb." Certainly,
a new swarm might do it, provided it was
twice as strong as the one

tlie

For the American Bee Journal.

Bees of the Same

foundations

were in.
" That the honey

is not saleable after it is
stored." Now, in all my experience with
foundations I never had any such trouble,
nor any one else that 1 am acquainted with.
It is true with unbleached wax, you will
sometimes see a light yellow streak in the
centre of a comb, but never enough to
damage its sale; at least not half as much
as if the boxes had been filled with old dark
combs, as I was informed a Michigan beekeeper did, and sold it in Chicago for first
quality comb honey.
Does any one think that Mr. Bui'ch's
claim for damages is an honest one ? Allow me to give the evidence tiiat convinces
me it is not. The Miclilgau bee-keepers for
some time back thought that they were in
possession of some new and valuable ideas
that would ultimately revolutionise apiculture in America; but some who had been
through the mill said, wait and we will see.
They had not to wait long. It is quite common to boast of superior knowledge and
skill when there is a rich honey harvest, but
let a poor season come and it brings them
down to the level of connnon folks.
Now hear the wailing of Mr. Burch, and
out of his own mouth will I condemn him
by making a few extracts from the BeeKeepers' Magazine for Sept., page 305:
" The season with us has been n peculiar
one (the italics are mine). Grim winter
persisted in lingering so very late in the
lap of spring that the hosts of 'bee-dom'
were few and far between, when the balmy
days of June had came. Although June
opened auspiciously for the apiculturist it
will be remembered by that individual as
the deluge of 1870. Day after day did the
heavens unfold their liquid treasures, until
men began to inquire, 'Will it never cease
to rain?' Still it continued to rain.
Our
rainy season readied its terminus in the
latter part of June. The poor, drenched
earth received 14 inches of solid water.
Basswood began on July 10th, closed on the
20th; lasting only one-half as long as
lisual. Since July 30th the bees have "been
idle, so that at this date (as no date is yiven
I suppose about the 30tli of August) we

have almost no surplus Itoney at all. The
season is the poorest on record with us."
Now after this account of the season, how
can he say the foundation was the cause of
his failure ? He might just as well say his
box-stuff was the cause, if that had been a
little too thick
Do bees work in boxes
!

Swarm

Fighting.

In the " Notes and Queries " department
for February, R. C. Cameron tells of bees
killing each other after a queen had been
liberated among them, and that he was sure
that no strange bees had entered the hive.
And Ch. Dadant says that he never knew
bees of the same colony to fight each other.
I am satisfied that "bees sometimes will
fight among themselves, when a strange

queen is among them. One year ago last
summer, when honey was plenty, and bees
were not robbing, I was destroying a lot of

,

hatching queen cells in one of my hives. I
opened one having in it a mature queen.
This queen, just out of the cell, I put down
at the entrance of a neighboring hive, and
she went in. In a few minutes bees began
to come out, that had evidently been stung.
This continued until several hundred had
been killed, when the young queen which
had been the cause, as 1 tiien believctl and
do still, of the trouble, Avas draged out dead.
There were no jobbers about the entrance
of the hive. As soon as the young queen
was disposed of. peace ensued.
I have been in the habit of keeping
queens for a few day«, by putting them,
caged, into hives having laying queens, and
generally no trouble has resulted. Sometimes I lay the cage over a hole in the
honey-board, and the bees will feed the imprisoned queen for weeks, if forage is
tolerably plenty.
Last summer I laid a
caged queen over a hole in the honey-board
of one of my hives, and in a short time the
ground in front of the hive Avas covered
with dead and dying bees. I had not opened the hive, and there Avere no robbers at
the entrance. I then opened the hive and
found the bottom board covered with bees
clinched in deadly combat. I removed the
strange queen, and in a short time all
became (juiet again. I am very sure that
the bees engaged in this combat all belonged to the same colony, and the more so because honey Avas so plenty that bees did not
care to rob.
Late in the summer, I opened a nucleus
hive and founil a knot of bees on the bottom, enclosing a dead queen which had
entered from aiiotlier nucleus. This hiA'e
contained several hundred dead bees Avhich
had evidently been stung; but Avhether
they had been killed by the bees of their
own colony or whether they were intruders,
I had no means of ascertaining.
I know
that a young queen Avill sometimes kill
Avorkers, and do it very quickly.
I have
seen them do it several times.

M. Mahin.
NcAv Castle, Ind., Feb.

6, 1877.

—
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mix %ttUx ^ox.

tinual frost, but the last four days of Jan.

has been warm, and gave the bees a chance
I am wintering on summer stands;
have chaft' boxes over the bees; part of
my hives are packed with about a foot of
straw between them, also between them
and the fence, but they contained more
frost than those in the open yard. I have
used one of Finn's double-walled bee-hives
for the past two years, with the best success, lo-dayitis stronger than any of my
other swarms. The past summer I obtained two swarms and 125 lbs. honey 95 lbs.
to fly.
all

Dundee, 111., Feb.
doing splendidly."

6,

1877.— "Our bees are
J.

Oatman &Co.

Dakota Co., Minn., Jan. 29, 1877.—1 have 40
swarms in the cellar, doing well. Last season was a poor one, but my black bees
stored the most honey in boxes and hives.
No pure Italians did as well; though some
hybrids did. Italians will keep themselves
clear of worms, etc., better than blacks."
L. E.

Day.

Saginaw Co., Mich., Feb. 2, 1877.—" Last
spring I had but 2 stands of bees left out of
42 in the fall. Tliese I increased to 34, and
took 20 on shares; so am now wintering 54.
1 have Italians and use the Quinby hive; I
have a saw mill' for making hives."
De. C. M. Joslin.

Lancaster Co., Pa., Jan. 27, 1877.—" Bees
did but little last season in storing honey.
It rained all the time during fruit bloom,
and white clover failed. This is a hard
winter on bees, and losses will be heavy."

Hershey.

J. F.

"My

Waukesha

Co., Wis., Jan. 27, 1877.—
bees in the cellar appear to be doing firstrate; I have 26 colonies in a bee house I

had made a la mode Coe.

They winter

well but loose their queens. I like them
better outside, in the summer; they are
easier to handle, and there is no loss of

queens."

H.

S.

Chickasaw Co., Iowa, Feb.
bees are wintering well, so

Harbison.
6,

1877.—"

My

I have
their summer stands, packed in
chaff, and so arranged that I can fly them
under glass on any sunshiny day, with the
thermometer up to or above freezing point.
far.

them on

The

plan worked well with me, last winter,
and seems to be doing so this winter.
Please keep us posted through the Journal as to how bees are wintering through
the country at country at large."
O. O. POPPLETON.

Livingston Co., Mo., Feb.

2,

1877.- "We

have had a thaw-out, and are in a delightful
warm spell. I have just cleaned out the
bees and find them in better condition than
usual at this time of the yeai-. They have
worked lightly on their stores of sealed
honey. I have lost but one colony in 3.5. I
left them on their summer stands. I believe
that is the best place to winter them. The
requisites are: plenty of honey, strong
colonies with a fair quantity of late bees, a

hole throughe very comb,and no upward and
but very little lower ventilation. I use no
quilts or cobs or straw, this time— only a
honey board,
in. thick."

%

J.

W. Greene

1877.—"

Scott Co., Iowa, Feb. 1,
The past
season was a splendid one, in this section,
for bees and honey. I had 30 stands in the
spring of 1876, increased to .50 (eight first
swarms left for the woods; they would
come out and go off without stopping to
cluster). I received 2,000 lbs. of honey—
600 lbs. of comb and 1,400 lbs. of extracted.
From Nov. 15th to Jan. 25th, the bees were

confined to their hives on account of a con-

—

comb and

30 lbs. extracted. I have been
slow to adopt this hive as a standard, but
after two years of experience, I have come
to the conclusion that it is the hive for outdoor wintering; let others think and do as
they wish, but I want a hive that gives
good returns in summer and always ready
for sudden changes of weather and winter."

Geo. L. Gast.

"My

Erie Co., O., Dec. 13, 1876.—
hives are
as follows:
long box with 20 reversible frames. I can take the frames out,
set the hive on end, and put the frames in
two sections of ten each, one above the
other, making a double decker; or by removing the upper set, boxes or small frames
for comb-honey can be put in. The long
principle is for breeding in spring, and the
reversed form for honey and wintering. An
Italian swarm will fill the hive with bees,
and then by reversing, they maybe crowded
into the upper apartment. Please give us
your opinion of our arrangement."

A

made

Geo. H. Mackey,
Opinions differ as to the value of your
plan of changing. Just now we think those
who use extractors favor the two-story arrangement. Ed.]
[

Nashville, Tenn., February 5, 1877.— "The
Binder you sent me has come to hand, and I
like it so well that I send for another, as I
wish to preserve my Bee Journals in a
convenient form for reference."
Mrs. a. E. O'Neill.
[

This

is

the universal verdict of those

who have Binders for their Bee Journals.
We now get them up so that they will just
hold one volume of the Bee Journal, and
number can be

inserted as soon as
thus preserved, and is in
the most convenient form for reference at
any moment.— Ed.]
as each
it is

received,

it is

DeWitt

Co., 111., Feb. 1, 1877.— "In the
of 1875, I made a box 14 ft. long, 2 ft.
20
in. wide.
high and
I then made a frame
for every hive, 4 in. deep and 14 in. wide, by
20 in. long. In the front end there was a
door slide with a screen in it, %x5 in.; then
fall

a strip 4x14
taken off at

in.

was

laid

on loosely, to be

Then another

strip, 4x14
nailed down stationary, so as to leave a
space 12x14 in.— the size of my hive. On
this I placed my hives, leaving a space of 4
inches below the comb for an air chamber,
and the screen in the slide pieces as a ventilation for the bees. I then filled the 3 in.
space around the hives with sawdust, covering up the top of the hives. They wintered
well. Last fall I made the box so that it
would take in a double row of hives, on the
in.,

will.
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plan, and filled in the open space
arouncf the hives with thrashed oats, as I
had done with the sawdust; only I filled in
under the hive, 2 in. deep, with oats to absorb the moisture. The box I put on posts
about S ft. high, to protect against mice. In
this way I can keep out the mice, equalize
the temperature, and only let them go out
when there is a surety of their returning.
Thousands of good hives are lost during
winter by letting them go out at will, when
they should have been kept in-doors, for

same

safety."

J.

M. Porter.

Audrain Co., Mo., Feb. 3, 1877.—" So far
most of our bees are standing the extreme
cold winter as good as I could expect,
though some colonies have lost many bees,
and t fear will come out weak in the spring.
My 3 old stands, packed in hay, are doing
I bought
finely, with scarcely a dead bee.
10 hives in Dec; they are on their sunaner
stands; some of them have lost heavily, but
I think I will get them through."
P. P. Collier.

Waukesha
keep about

Co., Wis., Feb. 5, 1877.—"!
10 stocks outside, in double

hives, made of 1 inch stuff, with 1 inch
vspace filled with sawdust; tliey do better
than those in the house or cellar, besides
the advantage of giving them a fly when
warm enougii. 1 take off the cap, honeyboard and quilt, and let the sun shine on
them, which they seem to enjoj'. It gives
them a good chance to fly and void their excrement. After that they seem quiet, even
Mine are all
if it should come ofl: warm.
H. S. Harrison.
doing well."

Lansing, Mich.. Jan. 20, 1877.— "Mr. L. C.
Root has sent me one of the imj)roved
Quinby smokers. As I stated that this was

a ijatented article in the "Manual of the
Apiary," I wish to make the correction. I
believe Mr. Quinby generously gave all his
inventions to the apiarian public.
This
smoker I have used for two years. I paid
f 1..50 for it, and would have been pleased at
double the cost. I consider it a very valuable aid in the apiary. After two years, the
leather bursted, but this was mended at an
expense of 2.5 cents and one hour's time.
Mr. Bingham, of this State, has for sale two
forms, essentiallj^ the same, though perhaps
a little stronger in material and draft, yet
costing 50 cents more. I believe Mr. Koot
has achieved what he aimed at— to make
the smoker so cheap and well, as to forestall competition."
A. J. Cook.

Los Angeles Co., Cal., Jan. 11, 1877.—" So
we have had no rain in this section of
California. If it does not come soon our
honey crop, as well as our purses, will be
light. We have had delightful weather all
far,

—

the winter sunshnie all the time. Some of
my hives have now 3 frames of capped
brood, and larvse in different stages. I got
an imported Italian queen from Mr. Dadant,
last tall, and I expect to Italianize my
whole apiary, which consists of 100 colonies
of blacks. Last spring I had 4.5 and increased to 100, besides getting 10,000 lbs. of
extracted honey.
I use the Langstroth
hive, lengthened to take 17 frames. They
are all painted white, except the fronts
which are of different colors. They are in
rows 6 feet apart each way."
J. E.

Pleasants.
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Marshall Co., 111.. Feb. 9, 1877.— "My bees
look well. I have 7 kinds of hives. Finn's
porous double-walled bee-hive winters the
best on summer stands. I have had 12 of
them in use for two winters. On Feb. 1st,
I noticed some Italian bees in front of a
Finn hive; on the 7th I opened one of them
and found brood and plenty of honey. AH
my bees are in fair condition, but those in
the Finn hives are the best. I purchased
.'$7..50 worth of comb foundation from Mr.
Perrine; the last lot being too thin, it broke
too easily for surplus boxes. I like it well;
for heavy swarms I take a strip of comb, 1
inch wide, and fasten to 3 or 4 frames, to
secure straight comb building. My yellow
bands can keep up with any black bees on
their
is

summer

welcome

a

stands.
visitor."

The Bee Journal
C. M. Halbleb.

South Pendleton. O., Jan. 7, 1877.—" By
the January number of the A. B. J., I learn
Mr. W. J. Andrews is the president of the
N. B. K. Association, and I judge from his
remarks that he intends to try and stir beekeepers up to the importance of having a
National Society that will make itself felt
at home and abroad. It is a great pity that
at the Centennial a better opportunity was
not afforded of letting the world see our
success and improvements in apiculture.
His suggestion to have some beneficiary
idea in connection with the Society, strikes
me as something that would hold the
Society together, and meets my hearty approval, and I shall use my influence to organize a society here."
WM: Stump.
"

Montclair, N. J., Jan. 17, 1877.—" I was
deeply interested in the address of our

worthy president, in the January number
of the Journal, regarding our National
Society; and trust that every bee-keeper in
the land will give good heed to his stirring
appeal.
few months ago the early dissolution of the Society seemed imminent; but
the increasing interest in the subject leads
us to hope that such a calamity will be
averted, and that within the present year
we shall see it established on a broad and

A

permanent foundation. Very much depends
upon the success ot the next meeting. If it
is composed of a large delegation of earnest,
wide-awake bee-keepers from all parts of
the country, success will be almost certain.
I would suggest that an effort be made to
have a large display of apiarian supplies
and products. As "Committee of Arrangements," I will see that ample space is provided for the proper display of all articles
that may be sent. May we not hope that
each State will be represented by a large
and well-filled space; and each strive to be
the Banner State.' It is to be hoped that
many suggestions bearing upon the subject
will be made through the columns of the
'

Journal."

J. S.

Coe.

Wakefield, Quebec, Dec. 26, 1876.—" King
enemy to bees in some places,
but our bee enemies are fish. My bee garden is close to a mill pond; and the first 2
years I kept bees, it was impossible to get
them strong enough to swarm during the
whole summer. I saw them on the surface
of the water and the fish enjoying their
feast. Last year I removed them a considerable distance, and they did better, but
it is inconvenient to have them so far from
my house."
John Edmonds.
birds are an
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Appanoase Co., Iowa, Feb. 9, 1877.— "My
bees have been tiying now for several days,
as the weather is quite warm. They have
wintered this far without loss, and are in a
very fine condition. 1 protect my bees, on
their summer stands, with straw and chaff,
leaving the entrance open, so they can fly
when it is warm enough. I think this is a
good way to winter bees. I have never yet
lost any that were protected in this way. I
have a few colonies in a good, dark cellar;
they seem to be doing well. I began last
spring with 10 colonies, increased to 25, got
600 lbs. of honey, and raised 80 (|ueeas. The
season was very good for bees m this section until the 1st of Sept. after that time
very little honey was gathered. I wish the
;

American Bee Journal much

success."

M. M. Callen.

Macomb Co., Mich., Jan. 9, 1877.— "1 had
21 colonies in the spring. I increased them
to 4<j, mostly by artificial swarming. I put
in 8 foreign colonies in the latter part of the
season, making 54; from which I have
taken 2,000 11)S. surplus honey, all extracted,
Having only
all fall honey.
about 375 ffi)S. white clover and basswood.
The season has not been very good; too

and nearly

rain and cold, and windy after rain.
Basswood blossom was blasted, yielding
honey onlv about 5 days, while last season
it produced honey nearly the whole of July.
Fall blossoms produced bountifully. Buckwheat is our main dfi)eiidence for fall pro-

much

Fortunately for my bees, our
farmers are buckwheat raisers. 1 winter in
the cellar, which is built of brick, with hollow walls and siding outside of brick; a
chimney runs down into the cellar, by
which I ventilate. Last year I wintered in
this cellar without loss, and had very few
dead bees in the hives. I could not see that
they had consunu^d any honey. I raised
inch
one end of cover of 3 hives, placed
block under, giving top ventilation. I think
They came out strong,
it was a success.
and with bright comb; although I had very
little mouldy comb, the cellar being very
dry. I have so arranged the entire lot this
winter. I can easily sell honey; making
sales is the least of mv anxiety in the business. I have for 9 years been engaged in
the mercantile business, selling all kinds of
duction.

M

on Nov. 29. I bought 24 naore and put them
in on Dec. 28. There was some frost in the

A

but I think they are all right.
year ago last fall I bought some queens of
I lost all but two, one of them I
breed from, and if I could not get another
like her, I would not take $2.5 for it. I
never saw bees more gentle. I commenced
keeping bees nearly 10 years ago, and I
have never failed in getting some surplus.
Near where I live there are 150 acres of land
that was formerly covered with water.
Where I used to catch fish I now get the
most of my honey from. It produces a
latter,

H. Alley;

species of golden-rod. The honey from it
is much better than basswood in flavor and
lighter colored than buckwheat.
It is a
beautiful wine color and very thick, so that
It was so dry
I could hardly extract it.
here, that buckwheat was a failure."
B. Franklin.

Jefferson Co., Ky., Jan. 1, 1877.—" Bees
have only done tolerably well this season.
of my hives were very weak in the
spring, and* the weather was cold so late
that 1 got only 20 of my best built up tolerably well, 10 remaining weak; making in
all 30 hives.
I got 150 lbs. of box honey and
3,500 lbs. of extracted from 20 colonies. The
weaker hives I used for building conibs,etc.
My honey was excellent and I had no

Most

trouble in disposing of

it.

My father

and

myself have sold, in our own market, 4,500
lbs. of honey, averaging 20 cts. per lb.
We
marketed it in 30 and 40- lb cans and 1 and 2Ib honey jars; selling it to grocerymen,
druggists, etc. When we found persons
that doubted its purity, we left them what
they wanted, without pay, until we came in
again, when they invariably paid for it and
took more. In this way we built up a good
home trade, and could now sell double the
amount of honey if we had it. I do not see
why others could do the same; build up a

home demand and

get better prices for their

honey. It will pay any one that is making
a business of bee-keeping to go to the
trouble of building up a home trade. I increased by bees from 30 to 42 colonies. I
have doubled my weak hives and fixed them

on their summer stands. I
the frames, then
a piece of bagging or coffee sack the size of

up

for winter,

put four

3^-in. sticks across

goods, and honev sells as easily as any
goods that 1 ever offered to the public. I
believe in encouraging new beginners in
the business. I do not think that the product will ever excel the demand, and if I
cannot keep pace with others in the business. I am willing to come in behind and do

the top of the hive over the sticks, then a
box 6 in. deep, the same size, with a good
quilt, made of heavy brown cotton and one
sheet of wadding, tacked to the bottom of
the box. I filled this box with chaff or fine,
dry grass, packing it in tight, put it on top
of the bagging, pressed it down on the
frames; put on the top or upper story; contract the entrance so that two bees may
pass, and saw that they had plenty of
Wm.Bence.
honey for winter."

Schoharie Co., N. Y., Jan. 8tb, 1877.- "1
commenced last spring with 64 stocks, some
of them weak; wintered out-of-doors, in-

Polk Co., Iowa, Feb. 10, 1877.— "I put into the cellar 56 colonies the latter part of
Nov. I carried them out last week, and let
them have a fly, and returned them to the
cellar. They were all in good condition. I
have no hesitancy in insuring 95 per cent,
of any apiary that was well handled last
season, it wintered in a good cellar."

as well as 1 can, and if it will not pay me I
will quit. It pays if attended to, and some
W. P. Evritt.
years pays largely."

artificial swarming, got 3300
in 3- lb boxes, and 1200 lbs.
I built a bee-house last fall,

creased to 84 by
Bds. of

box honey

of extracted.
12x18 ft.; dug in the side hill, planked up
next the ground with dirt a foot thick on
top, with roof over the dirt. I have now 113
stocks in it, and one out-of-doors. I think
The thermometer inside
it too cross to die.
keeps at about 40 deg. Yesterday I went
into it; the bees were quiet, and it was dry
ventilator, 6 in. square, I keep
inside.
open nearly all the time. I put in 90 stocks

A

H. G.

Hendkyx.

Ht^^When you have a leisure hour or
evening, why not drop in on a neighboring
family and see if j'ou cannot get a subscribe
er for

The American Bee Journal?

;

:

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
The NorthEastern

B. K. Association.

The Seventh Annual Convention of the
North-Eastern Bee-Keepers' Association was
held at Syracuse, N. Y.. on Feb. 7-9, 1877. Mr.
B. Bacon, President, in the chair.
Mr. J. H. Nellis, of Canajoharie, Secretary,
read the minutes of the proceedings of last
year's convention, which were approved.
Among those present were Messrs. P. H. Ellwood, Starkville G. M. Doolittle, Borodino
N. N. Betsinger. Marcellus Falls F. H. Gates,
Chittenango M. B. Warner, Syracuse
J. H.
Dudliston, Chittenango; C. D. Jones, Kerk:

;

;

;

wood; E. D. Clarke,

;

Randallsville

;

E.

F.

Wright, Lakeport: J. H. Nellis, Canajoharie,
Sec'y, and R. Bacon, Pres.
The committee appointed at Rome last winter to arrange for the representation of apicultural products at the Centennial, reported.
Prizes were offered for the best essay, and for
best display of honey. The Sec. reported that

theCentennial Commission had announced no
awards yet, but it is believed that Capt. J. E.
Hetherington was entitled to the premium for
the best display of honey, and the proper committee had awarded Prof. Cook the premium

The report was adopted.
President Bacon then delivered his opening
address, in which he dwelt on many important items. [This we will publish in our next
issue with otiier essays.— Ed. A. B. J.]
The constitution was amended so as to make
the admission fee 50c instead of SI.
Keception of members loUowed and 26 names
for the best essay.

were added

to the roll.
The election of ofhcers was then proceeded
with, and the result was as follows: president,
P.

H. Elwood, Starkville; vice-president, G.M.

Doolittle, Borodino; secretary, J. H. Nellis,
Canajoharie; treasurer. Reubm Bacon, Verona; honorary vice-presidents, E. D. Clarke, C.
I). Jones, Dr. A H. Marks, and N. N. Betsinger.
A committee of four on order of business
was appoint(-d. as follows:— C. D. Jones, N. N.
Betsinger, M. P. Warren, G. M. Doolittle.
A motion made by the Sec'.v that no member be allowed to speak more than twice, and
not longer than 5 minutes at a time carried.
A proposition to appoint delegates to the
convention of the National Association was
laid on the table for the time being.
Tlie following questions were submittc>d
;

:

Will the introductio7i of a young queen
into a stock before they get the swarming
fever prevent swarming ?
Mr. Betsinger— had tried the experiment, and
the bees swarmed.
Mr. Doolittle—Thi.s is true of Italian bees, but
not generally of black l>ees.
Mr. EUwood— The introduction of a youner,

queen will retard swarming, but will
not always prevent it.
Mr. Dooliitle— Everything swarmed with me
the past season, in spite of all I could do.
Mr. Nellis— Had little experience, but was of
the opinion that the introduction of a young
queen would have little effect at prevention.
Mr. Betsinger— Did not think the condition
of a queen made any difference as to theresuit.
She may be fertile or a virgin.
fertile

With box-honey

at 20 nts. per lb., ivhat can
extracted be sold at to yield same profit f
Mr. Ellwood— About 15 cts.
M. B. Warner— Was able to get as mucli for
extracted as for box honey, and got twice as

much extracted.
Mr. Nellis— Extracted at 10c is as profitable
as box at 20c. It is more difficult to market
extracted, but at 10c— the price of syrup-lt
ought to sell readily.
Mr. Doolittle— Due allowance is not made for
extra work in extracting honey.
Mr. Nellis— A reduction in price would encourage consumption, Would accept 20c for
box and 10c. for extracted, if the latter were
taken off his hands without extra trouble.
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Mr. Betsinger^ Would change my hives and
produce only extracted, if sure of 10c. for it.
Mr. Ellwood sold extracted as readily as box.
At what age do bees begin labor in fields ?
Mr. Ellwood— It is stated in bee books that
they begin at 2 weeks, I think much earlier.
Mr. Betsinger— They begin to labor as young
as 6 days, if compelled to.
Mr. Doolittle tried many experiments, but
could not, by any natural process, get bees into the field younger than 16 days. They are
nurse bees or comb builders up to that time,
they can be forced into the field at 6 days, but
will return with light burdens.
It was voted to liave an informal meeting in
the evening, beginning at 7 o'clock, and that
the daily sessions begin at 9 a.m.
The evening session consisted of an informal
conversation whicli may be summed thus
If wintering bees in a house or cellar, do not disturb them during winter. The cold frame has been
found unsuccessful bees are wont to enjoy their
freedom. To prevent bees from swarming, make
an artificial swarm, and use the extractor. More
than one swarm will usually prevent the production of a good crop of honey. By cutting out every
cell and putting back the second swarm it generally
remains. A safe device to prevent a second swarm
is, after 4 or 5 days, to cut out all the queen cells,
wait 4 or 5 days more, and again cut out all cells;
have extra queens ready, and upon introduction
they will be accepted in the original hive. They
will rarely swarm when no honey is in the hive.
Some have prevented swarming by changing the
location of hives just before the climax. A stream
of water played upon a swarm will always hold
them when in the air. When honey is moderately
gathered and weather hot, it is almost impossible
to prevent swarming, owing to the vast amount of
brood produced. When bees are gathering honey
abundantly they are crowded, and there is a tendency to swarm. These principles are true of
Italian bees. The disagreement of doctors, was
quite marked during the discussion, which ended
;

at 9 o'clock.

SECOND DAY'S PROCEEDINGS.
The treasurer reported a balance in the
treasury of $36.71.
Blanks for statistical reports of bee producEx-president Bacon
tion were distributed.
urged attention to this matter.

A communication from L. C. Root stated
He
that illness prevented his attendance.
criticized a communication in The American
Bee JotiRNAL, from T. P. Bingham, declaring
that nothing had been publislied in the journals that contained any information on beeculture not found in tlie books. Mr. Root pronounced this untrue, and his sentiments were
endorsed by the convention.
The question of sending delegates to the
National Convention to meet in New York
next October, was discussed, and it was moved
that 6 delegates be sent. The motion was carThe delegates appointed consisted of
ried.
Messrs. Nellis, Bacon, Jones, Doolittle, Betsinger and Warner.
Mr. Nellis moved th«t the committee be empowered to use the influence and funds of
this Association for the promotion of tlie interests of the National, and of this, at the discretion of said committee. Carried.

A communication from James Heddon was
He said that repositories for bees
should have solid walls and be extremely
thick. He used a cellar under a building set
close to the ground, well ventilated. He is not
in favor of a winter tlight, believing it hastens
destruction. He rather discouraged organization, because bee-keepers are so scattered.
California is at present flooding the Chicago
and other markets, but prices will in time
read.

come down so low as to make it unprofitable
for that State to send honey East.

Mr. Bacon— I favor organization, to prevent
persons ignorant of the market from ruining
it at improper seasons by selling too low.
Mr. Nellis— We must produce honey cheap
enough to compete with other sweets, to.
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a commodity of general demand and
Can bee-keepers do this ? If so,
limit to the business of honey-producin.:. If not, the business is already overdone.
Tlie best way to Introduce queens.
Mr. Nellis— reconiraended removing the
queen and all queen cells at 7 days, dislodging
the bees from Jirood comb, for the latter purpose. Ho rolls tlie queen in honey and drops
her into tlie liive. By this metliod he does
not lose more than one queen in 200, and in
case of loss, it can be traced to some carelessness. Does not favor caging queens. When it is
done, slie will be likely to starve, unles.'s she
has access to food independent of tlie bees.
Mr. Doolittle— Tliere is great loss in a hive
being 7 days witliout a laying queen. I make
a square wire-cloth cage, open on one side.
The open side he ravels out. and after putting
in the queen, he presses it into the lioney at
the side of a comb. With a small knife makes
a hole througli tlie comb, which admits only 1
bee at a time. The queen soon ncquires the
scent of the bees, and generally hours is all
the time required to introduce a queen.
Mr. Nellis Seven days' time secures more
empty space for the queen to lay in, and calls
out her full capacity. Without this space she
is only partially employed,
flence there is
not so much loss by this method.
Mr. Betsinger— It is a great loss and brings
the brood too late to be of much value to the
apiarist. I favor the immediate introduction
of the queen by Mr. Doolittle's method.
Mr. Gates— I favor the smearing of the
queen with honey from the hive, and her immediate introduction. By the time the bees
have cleaned her she has acquired the proper
scent and is recognized by the bees.
Others favored this method. Mr. Clarke had
had failures by it only in August.
Mr. House— August is a bad season for introducing queens.

niake
ready

it

there

is

sale.

no

:>

—

Hoxv do bees reduce their honey to the nice
article after it is capped over f
Mr. Doolittle— .\11 know that honey is usually in this thin condition when first deposited.
The bee that brinjjs it in does not deposit it.
It. is given to the young bees.
At night all the
bees take this honey into their honey sacks
and eject it out, and draw it in through the
probocis, until the honey is reduced to the
proper consistency. This process causes the
well known roaring in the hive, which is
heard at night in the honey season.
Mr. Betsinger— The amount of honey gathered in tlie flush of the season is too great for
the bee to dispose of in this way.
Mr. Doolittle— All that is not disposed of
daily in this manner is left deposited in cells
until time is found for its reduction. After 2
or 3 rainy days the cells are all capped over.
Mr. Nellis— All manipulations and changing
from cell to cell is for the purpose of evaporation. The temperature of the hive favors it.
Mr. Betsinger— The young bee's business is
to make wax, and this passage of honey back
and forth through the proboscis is for this

purpose.

Have blacks qualities superior to Italians"/
C. D. Jones— I always found Italians the
best honey gatherers.
Mr. Warner — I had the same experience.
Mr. Nellis— Black bees work better in buckwheat and build thicker comb. These are the
only two points of superiority I observed. I
think black bees cap thicker and farther from
the honey, thus giving it a white appearance.
Mr. Perry— I know of no point in which the
Italian is superior to the black.
Mr. Bacon— My experiedce shows the black
bee to be hardier, and to run out the Italians.
Mr. Doolittle— The running out of the Italian
is simply because the blacks in the country so
much predominate

in numbers.
Mr. Jones— I see no superiority in the black,
even in getting buckwheat honey.

Mr. Betsinger— The black bee is superior, it
does not swarm so much as the Italian.
Mr. House— I like a grade of about % Italian

and

% black.

Does a swarm ever issue without a queen?
Mr. Phillips— Had no experience of this kind.
Mr. House— I never knew a swarm to issue
without a queen.
Mr. Betsinger— Had bees swarm without a
queen. Tried to prevent swarming by destroying the queens, but they swarmed just
the same.
Mr. Bacon— Had similar experience; keeps
black bees.
Mr. Nellis—^By breeding from stocks least
disposed to swarm, the tendency to swarm
can be greatly reduced.
Mr. Betsinger— I once thought so, but the

had dispelled that idea.
Mr. Doolittle— Last season I had no swarming without a queen, unless there was already
in the air a swarm having a queen.

last season

Mr. Betsinger— I had a swarm go ofTwithout
a queen but returned, I think, for that reason.

Adjourned to 1 :30 p. m.
A paper by Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Georgia,
on "The Purity of the Italian Bee," read and
ordeied printed with the minutes.
Is
Mr.

comb foundation advantageous ?
EUwood— Had not much experience. As

far as

he had, he

was not

perfect.

failed,

but his foundation

Think that bees do not inake

comb of wax but of a material that is changed
into wax when they build comb. They can
use wax in limited quantity, but not to advantage for the entire building of combs.
Mr. Nellis— 1 have tried it. Weak stocks do
not build on it in time of scarcity. Strong
stocks begin to lengthen out the cells. They
first thin the bottom of the cells of the foundation. Queens avoid if. size of the cells may

have had something

to

do with

readily used for storing honey.

this. It was
cells were

Tne

medium between

drone and worker cells.
The weather was cold wiien I tried the first
experiment. In warm weather 1 met with

a

the best success.
Mr. Betsinger was unsuccessful with it.
Mr. Bacon called for the reading of a communication from J. P. Moore, which appeared
in the American Bee Journal. Mr. Moore
said that foundation was a failure, and that it
would be better, if we had a supply, to melt it
up and sell the wax. Artificial foundation is
not worth over 10c. per ft, if natural costs 50c.
Mr. Gates— I cannot get my bees to accept it.
Mr. Bacon— Melted comb is not comb but

wax, and more indigestible when melted and
manufactured into artificial foundation.
Dr. Marks concurred in this opinion.
Mr. Moore endorsed both. He considered
comb more digestible than wax.
Mr. Wright— Bees slight artificial starters
while tiiey build on natural. In some cases
they tear the artificial down.
The President— The fact that some artiflcal
foundation is composed largely of paraffins
might account for its rejection by the bees;
tbey might accept it if made of pure wax.
Mr. Nellis— I would not use it for box-honey.
It is '>'good for extracted honey, and is advanIf
tageoias in discoui aging brood rearing.
used for box honey, it must be made of pure
wax, equal to natural comb, or it will injure
the sale of box honej'.
Mr. Doolittle— I have tried to make artificial
foundation a success. It sasged badly. Natural comb would be accepted and filled and
finished while the artificial remained untouched. This was made of paraffine. I tried
wax artificial foundation. The bees accepted
A
it but did not fill out the comb perfectly.
few boxes were filled. It cut badly with a
knife, and ate worse. Once in the mouth, the
foundation had to be gotten rid of, it could not
be swallowed.
Mr. Bundy advocated its use in the brood
chamber to avoid drone comb. To get all

worker comb

built

is

sometimes

difficult.
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Mr. Doollttle had Pome which sagged and
leaked in liot weather, to the bees' confusion.
Mr. Ellvvood had seen the same thing:.
Moved and seconded, that arfiticial comb
foundation is a success. Lost, emphatically.

Hoiv

many pounds

of iumey are
pound of

ed in producing one
Mr. Doolittle— Up to

last year, I

consum-

comb ?
concurred

Huber and Quinby, that it takes 20 lbs. of
honey to make 1 lb of comb. Tests have been
witii

made under unnatural circumstances. My
observations lead me to believe that it does not
take over 10 lbs. of honey for 1 lb of comb. I
believe pollen is sometimes largely used in
comb manufacture by the bees.
Mr. Ellwood — Huber's and Quinby's estimates are too high. My opinion is that, in the
favorable part of tlie season, 10 lbs. of honey is

enough to make 1 lb of comb. It has been
demonstrated that 1 of comb can be made
from 13 lbs. of honey. It has been asserted
that bees will make more comb from sugar
syrup than from honey. I think this true.
Mr. Betsinger— 20 lbs. of honey to each lb. of
comb is not too higli an estimate. My opinion
is that it takes an equivalent in work of 30 lbs.
of honey to make 1 lb of comb.
ft)

—I

Mr. Clarke
syrup, and fed

it

made 50 lbs. of sugar into
to 5 stocks of bees. From it

I got 20 Langstroth frames of comb, to .5 lbs. of
coiTib, whicli would be 1 lt> of comb to 5 lbs. of
sugar.
quart of water was added to eacli

A

pound

of sugar. Tliirty pounds of syrup were
deposited in this comb. Tlie work was accomplished in less than 3 weeks.
They were not
confined and may have gathered some honey.
Mr. Bacon gives late swarms comb, and they
put in honey enough to live on through the
winter. Without this aid, they are a failure.
Mr. Ellwood— In inaking estimates, allowance enougli is not made for tlie extra time
required to build comb, and hence a. larger
amount of honey is claimed to be necessary
of comb.
Mr. Doolittle— Most comb building is
the night. Otliers concurred in this.
for

1 lb

done

in

How much

entrance should there be in a
3 lb. ho7iey box ?
Mr. Jones— Two '« in. slots, about 4 in. long.

Mr. Doolittle— It should be twice that size.
Mr. Bacon — Many failed by not giving sufficient entrance for the bees.
Mr. Jones— The entrance should not be large
enough to entice tlie queen.
Mr. Betsinger— I open \4 i"- the entire length.
Mr. Doolittle concurred in this.
Mr. House The larger the entrance, the
better. A bottom perforated with holes, each
large enough to admit a bee, was not as well
as the same all in one hole.

—

Hoiv large should

starters be in boxes ?
Several said, " the larger the better."
Mr. Betsinger I never use a starter more
than 2 in. square.
Mr. Bacon- It is difficult to get starters pure
enough not to show in contrast to new comb.
Mr. Doolittle— I use a triangular starter,
about IJ^ in. each side; bees accept it readily.
will bees fill more boxes on low hives

—

Why

than on

tall

ones

?

Mr. Ellwood— Because the boxes are nearer
the brood, though the honey may not be as

good quality.
Mr. hongstreet— I never saw brood near the
top of a tall hive.

Will bees ivinter better in a tall hive ?
Mr. .lones— Not in all cases. I get more
honey from the low Langstroth hive.
Mr. NeUis— For out-door wintering the tall
hive is the best, because the honey is above

warm and accessible, but
honey at the side. In a cellar,
where the tempeiature is uniform, the form
of hive lias not much to do with wintering.
Mr. Bacon agreed with Mr. Nellis.
Mr. Perry— Tall hives are best, because the
Ive bees can get farther away from the dead.
the bees and kept
frost ett'ects the
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How to secure all straight worker comb f
Mr. Doolittle— Use a wax quide by means of
a straight edge, and hive the bees on frames
with such guides.
Mr. House— I space off equally, IJ/;^ in., and
use a triangular piece below.
Mr. Betsinger— I favor frequent examination
and straiirten the comb if it is going wrong.
Mr. NeUi.s-If started right there is no incllnaiion to vary from a parallel until the combs
arc two-third built. I incline the hive at an
angle of 45°, and turn every other frame round
end for end, as soon as tlie edges of the comb
will lap by each other. This makes crooking
impossible.

Bundy— I

Mr.

use coinb foundation.

honey extractor a success ?
Mr. Nellis —Yes, if extracted honey
bring half the price of box honey, and
[s the

quick

sale.

will
find

—
—

Mr. Betsinger I concur in that.
Mr. Ellwood I find the extractor a success.
Otliers favored the use of the extractor in
many ways.
Will bees winter as well token run for extracted as when for comb honey ?
Mr. Ellwood--They winter better when run
for extracted honey.
Mr. Betsinger took tlie opposite view and
contented that a swarm may be too large, and
become uneasy because of too much heat at
the centre. It was suggested tliat more ventilation

would remedy

What

to

do

this difficulty.

%oith hives that are

now

half

buried in snow ?
Mr. Ellwood— Let them alone.
Mr. Nellis— Shovel them out.
Several members related instances of bees 5
or 6 ft. under tlie snow tliat wintered well.
This suggested "Finislitlie burial."
By request, Mr. Bacon presented a detailed
description of liis bee house.
A ballot for the next place of meeting resulted— Syracuse, 20 Rome, 5; Binghamton,
2; Oneida,!. Syracuse declared ciiosen.
N. N. Betsinger and M. B. Warner were appointed a committee to secure a liall.
The convention had the honor of the presence of Miss Lottie A. Wilkins (Nellie Linswik) and two other ladies.

—

;

CLOSING SESSION.
The convention was called to order by the President at 9:30 a. m., Friday.
Mr. Doolittle exhibited a 6-lb. box sawed into 3
sections, which can readily be separated, when tilled, and sold in separate frames of about 2 lbs. each.
A letter from C. R. Isham, of Peoria, N. Y., was
read, suggesting that the attention of the State
Agricultural Society be called to the business of
bee-keeping, and tliat it encourage exhibitions of
honey at the State fairs.
Rev. E. Van Slylce, of Syracuse, one of the first
members of the Association, was introduced, and
proceeded to make a few remarks. He is a friend
of bee-keeping because it makes man studious and
industrious. It compels liim to prompt judgment
and action. If success is achieved, the liees must
be kept and not left to keep themselves. He
thinks there is still a chance for the improvement
of hives, but all efforts should be made with an eye
single to the public welfare, and not in a selfish,

money-making

spirit.

Mr. Van Slyke had read with interest the theory
of Mr. Doolittle, as to the manner of evaporating
honey. Does this Convention endorse tliat theory?
Mr. Ellwood was of the opinion that Mr. Doolittle's explanation of the mode by which bees thicken honey is not substantiated. The tlieory was
originated by Mr. Gallop. The majority believe
heat to be the principal agent. Certain entomologists claim that the tongue of the bee is not hollow. If that be true, the peculiar action described
by Mr. Doolittle cannot take place
Mr. Nellis— But few members had made sufficient
observation to enable them to express a positive
opinion.

——
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Which is the best way to winter bees ?
Mr. Bacon prefers an out-building above ground,
made frost-poof, well ventilated and so arranged
that temperature can be controlled. He would not
have a floor to a bee-house, as it causes too much
jar in walking over it. He would disturb bees as
little as possible, and visit them only at night, and
then with a bulls-eye lantern. He tests the temperature through an opening from above. Puts a
layer of 5 or 6 in. of cut straw above each hive. Is
strongly in favor of a winter flight.
Mr. Honse concurred with Mr. Bacon, but prefers a cellar, well ventilated.
Did not succeed with
straw, possibly because his bee-house is partly under ground.
Mr. Bacon No board should be placed on the
straw, it prevents evaporation.
Mr. House Bees must be kept dry, and ventilation must be sufficient to secure this, but there
must not be too much 43 to 45° is sufficient.
The reading of Prof. Cook's prize essay was called

—

—

;

for

Mr. Betsinger favors out-door wintering, if hives
are covered with snow. Allows bees to fly if the
temperature rises to 45°.

MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
"Is anything gained by contracting the distance of frames from centre to centre for
spring

management?" Mr. Betsinger—There

is a slight gain, keeping the heat confined
starts breeding more readily in small swarms.
In large swarms nothing iserained.
"Suppose the hive is 12x16 in. inside; is it
better to have the frames and combs run
lengthwise or crosswise ?" Mr. Clark— Frames
should run lengthwise of the hives, Inv^olving
less expense and fewer bees to protect the

brood.

"How long after the queen leaves her cell
does she take her bridal trip?" Mr. Nelli.s
Fr'sm 4 to 10 daj's, varying with the season. If
a queen does not lay in 2 weeks after hatching, she should be killed.
"May combs soiled by bees which have had
dysentery, be used again?" Messrs. Marsh
and Bacon Combs so soiled are not rendered
useless. Bees will renovate them. They may
be cleansed with a brush and water. It is
well to let them be rained upon.
"Will the drones from a queen that has not
mated prove useful for fertility?" Mr. EUwood Good authorities say that they are as
useful as any.
"What is the best means of keeping the
moth out of surplus combs, froin March to the
middle of June?" Mr. Clarke— Keep them in
the cellar, and if infested by moths, fumigate
with sulphur.
"Will moths in the larval stage live after being exposed in a zero temperature?" Mr.
Nellis No.
Mr. Elwood did not know at what temperature thev were destroyed, but it must be low-

—

—

—

er than 33°.
Mr. Doolittle narrated

an instance where
to 8° below zero.

combs had been exposed

When

taken into a warm room larvae that
had been hatched in the fall showed signs of
life, and were restored to-activity.

"Can bees make anything that looks like a
queen from drone eggs?" Messrs. Nellis and
Betsinger--No.
The committee in charge of the question box^
Messrs. Betsinger, Jones, Warner and Doolittle
reported as follows
"Is there any such thing as lazy bees?" No.
"Is rye flour better than buckwheat to feed?"
No.
"How long from the time the eggs are laid before
the bee emergies from the cell in June and July ?"
18 to 21 days.
"Does it pay to feed extracted honey for finishing partly filled boxes?" No.
" Do bees make or gather honey ?" Gather.
" Best cure for bee-stings ?"
Unknown.
"Best protection for the hands against stings?"
:

Rubber

gloves.

"Best mode of feeding in winter?"
sealed honey.

Frames

of

"

How

far will bees

7 miles.
"

How many

go to get basswood honey?"

eggs does a queen lay in the course

of the season?" 360,000.
,
" How many of the eggs laid by the queen mature
into bees 1" As a rule, all if only one is laid in a
;

cell.

"Where two or more swarms settle together, what
is the best way to separate them?"
Secure each
queen and divide.
" Are bee conventions profitable, so
and cents are concerned?" Yes.

far as dollars

" Is sugar

better to winter bees on than late
gathered honey, if the sugar is fed at the same time

the honey is gathered?" No.
" Would you advise bee-men to use veils and
gloves for protection?" No.
" Does it pay to allow bees to store buckwheat
honey in boxes or frames at the present prices, for

market?" Yes and No.
" Does it pay to raise dollar queens, when honey
is worth 20c per lb.?"
Yes, if the entire crop is
taken, and not, by one.
"How can the largest amount of surplus honey be

By the best arrangement.
" Does it pay to extract honey that may be replaced with sugar providing that we find a ready
market for our lioney at 12y,c.?" No.
"When old comb is used, flow much can be used
to advantage in anew swarm?" For extracted
honey, fill the hive for bos-honey, 3 combs.
" Why do Italian swarms leave the parent hive
secured ?"

;

without

filling

themselves with honey?"

From im-

pulse.
" Can a

queen sting?" Yes.
"When is the best time to move stocks ?"
flying the last time in fall.
"

What

is

After

the best method of increasing stocks?"

Artificial swarming.
" Is spring feeding advised to induce early breeding?" Yes and no.
"Would it not be advisable to cover the top of the
frames in spring with quilts or something to retain

heat possible?" Yes.
Mr. Doolittle and others made some remarks
concerning the distance bees will fly.
A vote of thanks was passed to the authors of
papers read, to the ex-president for his address, to
the proprietor of the Temperance Hotel, and to the
reporters. The Convention adjourned.
J. H. Nellis, Sec'y.
all

[The table accompanying this report will
be published in our next issue. It came too
late for this.— Ed.]

For the American Bee Journal,

Introducing Queens.
I want to add something to my last article
on this subject.
Sometimes trifles that are overlooked are
success,
of the utmost importance to

especially in bee-culture.
have often noticed that, if we use
very fine wire-cloth for queen cages, the
queens are not fed by the bees, and queen
cells are started. The queen is then too
much separated from the bees that they
cannot see, smell, or caress her; and it is
probable that to such a cause Mr. Nellis
owes his mishaps in caging queens. Having
had several queens killed by using cages
made of fine wire, we now invariably use
coarse wire-cloth—8 meshes to the inch.
With such the queen is among the bees;
they can put their proboscis through the
meshes to feed her; they know that they
have a queen and do not raise queen cells.

We

Ch. Dadant.

H^f" We desire to caution our subscribers
not to send money by mail; either procure
a Money Order, Registered Letter, or Draft.

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO BEE CULTURE.
Chicago, Illinois, April, 1877.

Vol. XIII.

Hints to Beginners.

The pleasant weather of February and
the cold and blustering spasms of March
being now over, we may reasonably expect
a pleasant April. But still, its proverbial
" showers," which are said to " bring forth
May flowers," accompanied with cold and
chilling breezes (and in the North even
snow) may be looked for. In tlie Northern
latitudes, therefore, do not be in any hurry
on their summer stands. To err
on the side of delaying to remove them
from their winter quarters, will be by far
tlie most pardonable. Keep the temperature
of your winter repository as low as 50 deg.,
if possible; and if you can do so, the latter
end of April or first of May will be quite
soon enough to remove them.
After their first flight they need no ventilation, and the entrance should be contracted—leaving only about an inch opening.
Contract the brood chamber, so that the
bees can cover all the frames. If mats are
used, let them be put down snugly on the
frames, to economise the heat.
If you find a colony without brood, it is
probably queenless. Give such a colony a
frame of brood from another hive, or unite
it with a weak colony that has a good
to set bees

queen.
If

will be necessary to feed

honey, sugar, or candy, in order to stimulate them to breeding, as well as to save the
existing brood from destruction, for when
threatened by famine, bees will often sacrifice their

brood.

Water

is

also essential to

not accessible, it should
be furnished to them, as they need it in the
preparation of the jelly on which the larvae

them

;

where

it

is

feed.

Care should be taken to prevent the bees
from building drone comb in the brood
chamber. If honey be the object of the
bee-keeper, he needs a large army of workers to gather

it,

instead of a multitude of

consumers.
Reports, so far, are that bees generally
wintered well, notwithstanding the
unusual severity of the season. Those that
were properly cared for will probably come
out of winter quarters in good condition;
while, as is ever the case, those that had an
insufficient supply of honey, or honey of
poor quality uncapped, sour stuff— or those
that were too weak in the fall, or queenless,
will be the sutt'erers. If care is taken not
to allow spring dwindling, the prospects for
a good honey season are very flattering.
liave

—

11^° Friend Alley, it seems, is on "a dog
hunt," and sends us the following for publication

:

There
is full of mad dogs.
are probably fifty persons in the State of
rabid
dogs,
bitten
by
been
Mass., who have
within one year. No less than seven deaths
have occurred in this State since May 9th,
1876.
Most of these deaths were caused by
the bite of what is known as the white
spitz dog. The poison of their teeth seems
to be as deadly as that of the rattle-snake.
Beware of him. The question is this: Do
any of the readers of the Journal know of
H. Alley.
any cure for hydrophobia ?

The country

you

find a

weak colony

infested with

robbers, sprinkle flour on them, and if they
belong to a strong colony, exchange places
with them.
See that every hive has a
queen, contract all entrances, and the
trouble will usually cease.
Quickly dispatch all moth-worms, if any
are found, as it may save a large progeny
in the fall.
In the districts where willows, maples,
and alders are plenty, bees will gather considerable pollen.

both for their

As this is so important
own sustenance and the

nourishment of their brood,
gather

it

4.

Should the supplies be running
them with

honey.
low,

No.

it,

give

them access

if

they do not

to flour.

There will now be a constant increase of
brood in all healthy colonies, and consequently a daily increasing consumption of

We

desire to have a report from as
as possible, for the year ending May
It should be short and concise, giving

many
1st.

number of colonies, how wintered, and
their condition at that date. Don't give us
only want the bare facts
any coloring.
and circumstances, to make a valuable table
the

We

for future reference.

:
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p^ The

Hon. Judge George H. Wright,

of Sioux City, Iowa, volunteers

tlie

follow-

ing statement
" I have kept bees in various places from

Western Ntnv York to Western Iowa, for 25
years, and in that time I have taken all the
bee papers and read the various authors on
the subject of bee-keeping. For clear, conpractical mstruction, valuable
cise and
alike to the advanced apiarist and the
"

beginner, I cheerfully recommend The
Amekican Bee Journal as par excellent! And I wish it that success which

the energy of the publisher, coupled with
the editorial ability it displays, so richly
Geo. H. Wright."
deserves.

Bingham's Smoker.— Friend Bingham
has sent one to this office.
It is similar in
shape to the Quinby, but of larger tube, and
heavier bellows.
It burns any hard dry
wood, and keeps it ignited. After laying it
down five minutes, it has sufficient fire to
start again. It is supplied with full instructions for use, and will be kept for sale at
this office.

right

A correspondent asks, " which is
— apiarian or apiarist— when speaking

of a keeper of bees ?"
answer, the word

We

[[^"Friend A. H. Hart made us a visit a
few days since, and as he had a model of
his Badger State Hive with him, he exhibited
Mr. H., has had nearly a
it in our office.
half a century's experience and study of the
subject, and is well posted in the art of
keeping bees for profit. The hive can be
worked in any way desired, from a necleus
colony in a hive of 2,000 cubic inches, to
12,000 inches and a mammoth colony. It
can be run wholly for box or extracted
He adds to
honey, or for both as required.
the original hive until he has it six times as
large as at the first, giving room to prevent

swarming and get a strong colony.
The following is his modus operandi
"Begin in the spring with a swarm in a
single standard hive, and stimulate early
breeding until more room is needed, then
take a right and left Side off of two hives,
and bring the two together, making 4,000 cu:

bic inches. Hang a division board by the side
of the combs, and to add frames or cards,
move the division board until the room is
filled.
Then add another story on the top
and arrange for box-honey and the extractor,
or for long, low, broad chambers. If for

box-honey, place one-half the cards in
lower
the
center of the
story, and
the other half in the center of the upper
story, which will leave a space on each side
for a tier of boxes 24 in number; if run exclusively for box-honey, put sixteen more
on the top by adding a super; or, to use
the extractor in part, operate with the combs
in the upper story. The boxes will be close
to the cards."

apiarian is an adand should be used only when reto bees; thus— apiarian goods, apiar-

jective,

lating

ian products, apiarian supplies, etc.
An apiary is " a place where bees are
kept; a stand or shed for bees;" so says
Webster, who also asserts that an apiarist
is " one who keeps an apiary."
There can

be no doubt, therefore, about the use of
these words— the bee-keeper is an apiarist
and not an apiarian
!

Friend L. J. Diehl has sent one of his
hives to this office, whicli is described on

page 131.
Also an improved Quinby
smoker, as made by him. It is provided
with a double-curved spring and is fastened
one on each side of the centre board. The
bellows are made firm and durable.
Mrs. T upper was tried for forgery
recently at Davenport, and upon the plea of
insanity she was acquitted, and is now in
Dakota on a farm. The " insanity dodge "
is quite an institution for all kinds of misdemeanors now a days, and gets "many a
one " out of trouble.
Ill

to give

the

present.

him orders

Any
i^^ Many seem

they can
write a letter, put in an envelope, not
seal it, and send it for one cent.
Of course
it is forwarded, but when such come to us,
we have to pay five cents on it. Nothing
written except on a Postal Card, will go for
less than three cents.

We learn

to think that

with regret that friend H.
A. Burch lias lost a workshop, two house
apiaries and 163 colonies of bees by fire, besides the appurtenances of the business.
He reckons his loss at $3,000, with insurance
'

of

$1,.500.

health has compelled H. N. Tenup his honey-box business for

nant

till

Therefore, let no one send
further notice.

one in Canada who has white ex-

tracted honey can find a buyer by writing
to " W. G. Walton, 70 Vine St., Hamilton."
'L. C. Root wants us to ask who invented the round-pointed honey knife. Who
will tell

us?

II^°The Y. M. C. A. have established a
free employment bureau at 145 Fifth Ave.,
Chicago. If any of our readers need farm
hands, gardeners, nurserymen, dairymen,or
boys, they can communicate with J. M.
Hitchcock, the Sup't of the bureau, and obtain them.
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Owen Co., Ky., Feb. 7, 1877.— "Dec. and
Jan. were cold months with us; but our
bees are doing pretty well so far. 1 commenced 1876 with 8 stocks; increased to 27,
and got about 50 lbs. of nice comb honey. I
wish some one would give their method of
hanging frames, so that they will be true
and an even distance apart. 1 would like
know how

hook frames together, as
late Mr. M. Quinby, I bethey will stand when the
sides and ends of the hive are removed. Also how the hive is held together without
nailing ?"
G. W. Jenkins.
to

to

spoken of by the
lieve, so

[If

you

1.

Is melilot clover
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good for hay or pas-

ture ?
2.

How high does

3.

Will white clover or blue grass run

it

grow?
it

out?
4.

5.

When
When

and how long does
is

the best time to

bloom ?
sow the seed,

it

and must it be sown twice to be permanent
and continuous ?
E. J. Thomas.
Linn Co., Iowa.

that

you will see
used for hives.

will study this cut,

how Mr. Quinby's clamp

is

When

melilot is young and tender,
quite readily, especially sheep.
But we do not recommend it for hay or pasture, but simply for honey purposes. It is,
however, one of the best of fertilizers.
2.
From 3 to
feet, with many side
1.

stock eat

it

branches.

Never knew

this to be the case.
In the latitude of Chicago it begins to
bloom and yield honey about the 10th of
July and continues thus till heavy frosts
occur. Light frosts do not injure it much,
3.

4.

if

any.

The

best time

is

sowed any month
safety.

Sow

in the fall,

in the spring

rye, or wheat.

By

but

it

can be

of the year with perfect

with oats, barley,

so doing the use of the

ground, the first season, is not lost. The
plant being a bi-ennial it does not bloom in
After it
general till the second year.
blooms it then dies, root and branch.
Whether you sow in the fall or spring, the
land should be seeded again the ensuing
fall, then you insure a continuous crop.
M. M. B.

The same only smaller is applied to frames.
They are strong, durable and work well.
The two wedging pieces against which the

" Is sugar as good as syrup for feeding in
P. Wir.DE.
the spring? "

draws have each two spurs cast on the
under side, which drive into the wood before

is

they are fastened, making them very firm.
A hive properly put together witii these
clamps is nearly as strong as when nailed.l

Dyer Co., Tenn., Feb. 19, 1877.— "Bees
In the
did but little here last season.
spring I nad about -10 stands, increased 6,
and got only 75 lbs. ot comb honey. They
are all wintering well; no loss as yet. Do
bees always go West when they swarm ? If
so, why?
Nearly all swarms here go west
when leaving for the woods. I have two
other small apiaries— 12 and IS stands respectively—that did no better than my home
apiary. They increased a little but gave no
honey."
John H. Chkistie.
[Much that concerns swarming is shrouded in mystery. Bees swarm incessantly, at
unseemly times, or refrain from swarming
altogether, but who can tell why? They
" go West," like some young men should,
but their actions, if governed by laws, are
unknown to man. If the woods are west of
your place, that may explain it in your case.
Ed.]

prefer to feed thin syrup, for water
also essential for brood rearing.— Ed.]

[We

sides

Shelly Co., Mo.,

March

2.

have a few young swarms in new hives
which have become infested with cockroaches. Please tell me, through Journal,
how I can get rid of them. Do they eat the
honey ? or what calls them to the hive ?
E. C. Phillips.
I

[Of course they eat the honey.

them with your smoker, and
—Ed.]

kill

Expel
them.

Catnip Seed.— We have a nice lot of
good clean seed of this honey-producing
Bee-keepers should see to it that
plant.
such and other forage for bees abound in
their localities.

W. G. Walton of Hamilton, offers an Italian queen from an imported mother to the
one sending the largest number of subscribers to the A. B. J., before
Send on your clubs, now, and
this extra

premium.

August 15th.
compete for
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Sectional

Honey Boxes.

Many inquiries about sectional honeyboxes are now received, and we have requested friends Earlier & Dicer to give us a
description of theirs and their manner of
using them, which is as follows:
The

size

now

described

is

such as

we

use

on our style of hives, bvit we make them of
any size. The sections are made of two
wide and two narrow pieces. The wide
pieces are 6 in. long by 2% wide by }4 thick.
They are held together by means of grooves
and tenons; one groove in the centre being
cut }4 in. deep or K deeper tlian the rest for
the ends of

being 6

tlie guide-strips to rest in;
in. long,
wide, )4 thick.

they

M

which have the sections tight-litting on the
sides. The spaces between the sections
prevents them from extending the comb into the adjoining section.

When

the boxes are not in use for storing

honey they are turned bottom

side

up on

the hive. When used for storing honey,
turn over only one box at a time, using 2 or
3 tiers of boxes [if necessax-y, to give the requisite amount of store room. Forming
communication between the upper and
lower tier of boxes by removing the paper
from over the openings between the sections in the top of boxes. When more than
one tier of boxes is used, we use a false rim
the same height as the extra tier.
In the construction of boxes we combine
both the advantages of a large and small
box.
They can be readilj'" divided by
simply cutting through the paper and the
two long strips on the bottom, and when
the openings are covered with paper they
form a tight box, ready for shipping, without the trouble of handling small sections
separately.

Several letters have been received making
Harden Haines, whose advertisement appeared in the A. B. J. He is
a young man of limited experience with bees,
but has started out to build up a business
in selling imported queens.
We have written to several responsible men in the town

inquiries about

When the sections are joined together for
a large box, the wide pieces of one section
are put next to the narrow pieces of the
next section, thus forming an opening, %x
.5)^ in. between each section, on all sides of
the box.
The sections are helrl together by two
pieces, 13 in. long by 14 in. square, nailed
lengthwise on tlie bottom, the otlier tliree
sides bei)ig covered with paper. At each
end of tlie box are two pieces, ^X in. long
by 3^x34 nailed on the bottom, wliich form's
a chamber between the box and top of the
brood frames. Between eacli section is a
division, 4}^x4}4x}4 Jn- thick, wliich is held
in place by springing the diagonal corners
against the wide sides of each section. We
put 5 sections in a box (any number may be
used) and 3 boxes to a hive; each box having a light of glass .'ij^xfj in. in each end.
When placed on the liive they rest on the
frames and edges; the lengtli of the boxes
being across the frames brings the section
the same way as the frames.

in which he resides, and their answers have
given us the above facts. He has sent us a
receipt for a registered letter which he has
His hopes are large
sent to Italy for bees.
and he no doubt draws on his imagination
for much of the success which he antici-

We

pates.

would not injure a young

man

endeavoring to start in a legitimate business,
but we do think he has been rather premature in advertising before he has safely
received even one importation.

We will send a sample of a 2fi) or
honey box, complete with glass, ready

IIt^°

41b,

to nail, for

2.5

cents, each, postpaid.

bee-keepers of Maquoketa ValIowa, have formed an association; and
held their first meeting March 15.

__ The
'

ley,

..^ "The Abbott Pocket Microscope, advertised on another page, is an instrument
of great usefulness for examining flowers,
seeds, plants, insects, etc. It is in a convenient form for carrying in the pocket and

thus ready for use on any occasion when
wanted. We will send this microscope to
any address by mail, post-paid, upon receipt
of the manufacturer's price, $1.-50.
is

Illinois Bee-Keepers'
at Monmouth, Warren

CS^The Western
Society will

The object

in reversing the sections is to

form the spaces between them on

all sides,

so that divisions may be inserted if desired,
and the combs be built straiglit in the secfind that the combs will be built
tions.
the
these boxes without
straighter in
divisions, than in our old style of boxes,

We

meet

All
Tuesday, April 10th.
bee are cordially invited.
Bring anything interesting to bee-keepers
with you for exhibition. An effort will be
be made to get reduced rates at the hotels.
A good time may be expected.
Co.,

111.,

on

friends of the

Will. M. Kellogg.
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Vernon Co., Mo., March 6, 1877.—" I put
stands into winter quarters.
From 20
colonies last year, I extracted about 1,600
lbs., besides getting 300 to 400 lbs. of box

©iir %ztUv "^ox.

.3.5

Oneida. 111., March 2, 1877.— "My bees are
doing tip-top, up to the ))resent time."

Wm. M. Kp:llogg.
Moultrie Co.,

111.,

Feb.

20,

1877.—" Bees

all

right in this section, that were properly
cared for. Nearly all others froze, or died
with dysentery."
A. P. Gkeen.

Keokuk

Co., Iowa, Feb. 19, 1877.— " Bees
are wintering nicely; had ours out of the
cellar a few days ago, let them have two

days' fly; they enjoyed
are now very quiet."

Allegan, Mich., March
seem to be doing well.

it

very
S.

1,

much and
L.

Vail.

1877.— "Our bees

They

Traverse County, Mich, March 6, 1877.—
"Please give, in next Journal, Mrs. Adam
S. P.

[It is Jefferson,

"Wis.—Eu.]

Henry

March

Co., O.,

5,

T.

1877.—" I put 11

colonies in the house and set 34 within a
foot of the fence, and in. apart. 1 packed
straw between and at the back of the hives.
In some I put chaff in the top story, and
only lost one, which was queenless. AH
the rest are in good condition."

Geo. a.

Abronia, Mich., March 11, 1877.— "I see in
the report of the North-Eastern B. K. Association that my article in the A. B. J. was

denounced by L. C. Root and others. I
have read the report of that honorable body
for something 'iiew and valuable,' but am

compelled to conclude that it is another
stdrtUmj proof of the statement called unand endorsed by the convention. The
convention repeats the substance of my
article on comb foundation, published more
than a year ago in the A. B. J., and endorses it. Why do they not bring out their
'new and valuable matter,' instead of denouncing what others write ?"
true,

Van Horn.

T. F.

Co., Mo., Feb. 26, 1877.— "My bees

have wintered better than usual; are breeding finely and have been so since January.
I wintered on sinnmer stands; have been
feeding African spring wheat flour since
the warm days eonnnenced; they like it
better than any feed I ever found; and, by
the way, it is one of the best crops to raise I
ever knew.
abundautly and
It yields
makes good food for man or beast."
Geo. H. Mobley.

Sauk Co.. Wis., March 7, 1877.—" I took
out of my out-door cellar 60 swarms (2 dead)
on Washington's birthday. I then went to
the woods and found a swarm of bees in a
tree. This is pretty good, for 40 miles
north of Madison, Wis.
W. Porter.
O., March S, 1877.—" I com4 years ago with one swarm. I now
in good condition. I winter in a dry cellar, with a little lower ventilation.
Bees did well here last year. The

Portage Co.,

menced

have 20 colonies

Journal

is

always welcome."
F. P.

Clark.

Wayne Co., Mich., March 21, 1877.— "Two
years ago I began with 3 colonies; last fall
1 had 12, besides all the honey we could
use. Lost 3 swarms in the fall, before preparing for winter. 1 use the Thomas hive.
Is

it

as good as any,

all

things considered?"

Wm. Mookhouse.
to hives. Any hive

[Opinions differ as
that you are accustomed to,and can manipulate, will do.
More depends on proper care
than any particular style of hive.— Ed.]

Bingham.

March 7, 1877.— "In reply to
M's question, I would say that I have not
had my microscope long enough to be able
to answer.
Perhaps some of the older
heads will answer. The month of Feb. was
very mild and pleasant, bees could fly a
good share of the time, but every day of
March, so far, has been cold and disagreeable. On the 4th, the mercury went down
Oneida.

111.,

to 4 deg. below zero, with nearly a foot of
snow on the ground. It is well our bees are
packed so snugly. On Feb. 21, 1 visited the
bee cave at the river and found it the best

place for wintering bees I ever saw.

dug out

It is

of a sand bank; it is 48 ft. long, 13
7 or 8 ft. high; plank walls and
floor overhead, covered with one foot of
ft.

Vernon

Le Roy Gates.

honey."

are flying al-

most daily and working in meal for pollen."
Julius Tomlinson.

Grimm's address."
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wide and

sawdust, and the sawdust protected by a

roof; double doors in the north end; about
6 ft. space between. It has a sand floor and

a ventilating tube in the south end. It contains at present something over 200 stocks,
which seem to be in fine condition, though
we roused them up some while putting in

things

caught
there."

from the burning house, which
and burned down while we were

fire

Will M. Kellogg.

New Orleans. Feb. 13th, 1877.—" Friend
Newman: Moon's World is non est. It

seems that the demand for a bee journal in
the South is not snfticient to support one
yet there are three in the North, and none
in the South. Southern bee-keepers object
to the
Northern journals, because six
months out of the year nearly one-half is
taken up with wintering. This is true, and
yet with all that is written, many loose
heavily. Mr. Benton, in his essay to the B
K. Association of Mich., does not give mucli
credit to bee-culture in the South.
He
should not call Tenn. the "Sunny South"
for there is as nuich difference between
Tenn. and La., as between Tenn. and
Mich., an:t more. The thermometer passed
the freezing point here only five times this
winter. In Dec. twice, 29 deg.; in Jan
three times, 29, 24. 27 deg.; 27 deg. above
zero was the lowest for 40 vears until 1877
I can speak of the quality of honey only
in
La. We nave white clover, same in every
respect as in the North; swamp flowers
yield a heavy honey, of a golden tinge and
finely flavored; corn gives much honey and
plenty of the very best pollen, color same as

swamp, which is much lighter than buckwheat, similar to poplar in Eastern Ohio
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Tallow-tree houey is the only dark hoiK>y I
have seen here, and my bees did not gather
it.
It looks like molasses; it is not common liere. Alder makes a line colored
honey, and in abundance; Japan plum gave

some of the finest lioney 1 ever saw. It
blooms in Dec. and Jan. and yields honey
and pollen every day while in bloom, unless
there ia rain or freezing; a light frost does
The willow gives much
not injure it.
honey, has been doing finely for 10 days.

The orange comes in during this month,
and I will send some to you to taste. To
must be in or near the
orange section.
"Many have written me about the South.
This is my reply: 'If you have a good
honey-yielding locality and can winter your
bees reasonably well, remain where you
While bee-keeping itself will pay betare.
get fine honej' one

ter, there are other things to consider.
Society and politics are none of the best.
in Oct. you may escape
malaria for one year. Bring along your
locks, for the negroes (though free) still
linger around. The sunnners are long and
more exhausting than in the North, but the
heat does not rise above 95, and the nights
When La. gets her social and
are cool.
political conditions elevated, and the old
slave customs removed, and the U. S.
Government build the levees, then the
State of Louisiana will be the finest in the
Union to reside in. No bee-keeper should
move here until he first visits the country;
some are delighted and others disappointed,
yet very few of the latter. I could not be
induced to return North to live, on account
of the cold. As I look out of my garden
and that of others, and for a moment compare things Iiere and in the North. Bees
gathering honey and pollen, young bees airing themselves, yours shut up and freezing;
our beans and peas in bloom, grass fresh
and green, peach and plum in bloom, etc. 1

By coming South

can easily compare it here, same as May
20th in Ohio, and you out on the ice and
snow. I saw some snow, but it could not
touch this State (too pure)." W. B. Rush.

Grant Co., Wis., March 8, 1877.— "I see by
the last issue of tlie A. B. J. that a writer
thinks it is an advantage to have hens
friend of mine near
around his apiary.
here has some hives, and found the hens
eating his bees. He says he watched them
eating live bees. He opened some of them
and found their crop full of bees. He
killed many of his chickens in consequence.

A

John Murry.

[We

should like to hear. from others on
this point. Has any one else noticed chickens eating bees ?—Ed.]
Cincinnati, Ohio, Feb. 19, 1877.— "

On

the

10th inst., I overhauled my 36 stands of
bees. They stand on my roof, protected in
the same manner as they are in summer, i.
e., with a stravv mat; only the second story
was taken off, as usual, after the honey
harvest was over. They have never given
nie 10 minutes labor since that time. All
are acquainted with our severe and lasting
had in Cincinnati 20 to 23 deg.
winter.
notice
below zero, several mornings.
the result of my outdoor wintering:
Twenty-three stands had, on Feb. 10th, 1, 2
or 3 sheets with capped brood; two stands
were numerous with bees, bnt 1 could find

We

Now

—

no brood or queen; it was getting late and I
may have overlooked the queens. One
stand had a leaky cover, the inside of hive
was wet and mouldy and the bees' had
dwindled down. A few weeks will determine its fate; if its queen is alive yet it
may get through as well as the rest. If
brother Novice would take a look at my
apiary at the present time, he would be
saved a great deal of labor and vexation

much surMuth.

another winter, or I should be
prised."

C. F.

Woodville, Miss., Feb. 13, 1877. —"The
peach and plum commenced blooming 4 or
days ago, the elm about two weeks since,
and the maple has been blooming for sometime. Witiiin the last few days I have seen
two kinds of very beautiful blooming trees
which I never noticed before, I suppose
from the fact that the flowers all open at
once and fall very soon. These trees look
very much alike and the flowers, to a careless observer, are exactly alike— both are
scarlet, minute in several bunches, but one
is pendent, the other sessile.
Both seem
to be common, but they grow high.
The
stamens and pistils of the sessile variety
are not conspicuous, the others are very
.5

minute.

A friend tells me

bees work finely

on the pendent variety."

Anna Saunders.

—

Knoxville, Iowa, Mar. 1, 1877. " In May,
1874, I purchased two colonies of Italian
bees. Increased to 8, including 4 that I
bought. I kept them in my cellar without
loss.
In 1875, increased to 22, with enough
surplus honey for my own use. They wintered in the same cellar, which is very dry,
with the loss of two weak colonies. I commenced the spring of 1876 with 20 strong
colonies,

and increa.sed

to 57.

I sold

4,

and

now have 25 in
summer stands.

the cellar and 28 on their
We have had a very
severe winter up to Feb. 1st; during Feb.
the weather was mild and sunny. I know
that the 28 colonies out-of-doors are all
alive, for they have been carrying pollen
from rye flour on the nicest days. Of
course, these 28 swarms were the strongest,
and were well supplied with honey. I may
loose some of those placed in the cellar,
from weakness or other causes. If it is desirable, I will report success next month,
and also describe my hive, which is doublewalled, but not back-actioned,' and costs
me .50c. each, not counting my own labor in
making and painting. Tell Mr. Heddon to
go on, I like to read his letters in the Journal; his head is 'about level.' "
'

A. M. Crosby.
Shall be pleased to have your report and
the description of the hive you are using, as
[

suggested.— Ed.]

Trumbull

Co., O.,
1876, 11 stocks.

Mar.

5,

1877.— " I report

On May

1st most of
and 1 weak. I
sold $1.50 worth of comb and extracted
honey at SOc. and 20c. retail, 2.5c. and 17c. to
the store. 6 miles from here. Increased to
20; could have had 5 or 6 more, but returned them to other hives that had swarmed a
few days before. Last winter I made a

for

them were good;

3 strong

pair of scales out of some old carriage
springs: they will weigh to an }4 oz. I put
a good stock on it in the spring, balanced it
with bricks, then used weights. The most

—
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gained in one day was 8 lbs.; there was
some gain nearly all the summer. If they
gained 5 lbs. through the day, they would
weigh I R less at sunrise. In Sept. I was

taken sick and did not see my bees for 12
weeks, so 1 could not lix them for wintering
put in the cellar, the
as 1 wished. I got
others are on the stands packed with hay
on
top;
they
were all living a few
chaff
and
days since. On fine days i take the hay
from the front, and put it back in the evening. It has been a pleasant winter here, .5
or 6 below zero one or two mornings, was
the coldest. We had plenty of snow, two
months good sleighing, and fine during
Feb. I live 2}^ miles from the Pennsylva<'i

nia line and 10 miles north of 41 deg. latitude. Our chief dependence for surplus is

white clover."

J.

Winfield.
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sawdust, where we sawed the green wood;
they preferred it after it dried a little, then
they rolled themselves in it and gathered,
in their baskets, a dark gummy substance.
When first I saw it I thought that tliey

wanted

pollen,

and

I

offered

them wheat

but they did not visit it. They may
have gathered it for pollen, but I do not
think so, as considerable natural pollen can
now be gathered from the willows. What
do the readers of the Journal think about
it ?
It might turn out to be a benefit to us.
Success to the Journal." H. W. PiOop.
flour,

Johnson Co., Ind., Feb. 8, 1877.— " I saw
an advertisement in the last issue of the A.
B. J., of Hill's gas-pipe extractor. I expect

buy one this season, and would like some
further description of it in the Bee Jourto

nal."

Fremont County, Iowa, Feb. 13, 1877.—" I
have been managing my bees on the improved plan for 5 years. 1 started with 5
stocks, and at one time lost 17 by dysentery,
and now have 50 stocks, besides some that
Last season
I am keeping for neighbors.
was a poor one for honey. We got a little
surplus from the linden bloom, about the
middle of August. Honey was an entire
failure.
Bees that are properly cared for
are wintering all right, but those on summer stands will suffer loss. I have part of
my bees in cellar and part in an out-door
shed, well packed with straw, qui Its over the
frames and caps filled with fine hay or
chaff. All are doing well.
We have no
trouble to sell comb honey at 25c. per ft,
and extracted at 16c. to 18c. at home. We
have an organization of bee-keepers in this
county, which we look to for good results
the coming season, but depend more on the
A. B. J. than anything else. We lack bee
forage here, as the wild flowers are mostly
killed out; white clover and alsike failed,
and buckwheat yielded but little honey."
John H. Martin.

J. H. Jones.
[The frame being made of gas pipe, that
gives it the name. It is made wholly of
iron and tin, and weighs but 12 fts.
This
cut will give a good idea of it.

—

Cincinnati, O., Mar. 7, 1877. " I wintered
33 colonies on their summer stands
without loss, and now that spring is putting
in an appearance they are looking splendidly, witli every promise of a good year."
R. L. CUKKY.

my

Nashville, Tenn., Feb. 10, 1877.— "Dear
Editor: I commenced the year 1876 with 22
colonies; took 1,000 lbs. of box-honey, and
sold it at an average of 16c per ft. My bees
also gathered enough honey to winter on.
There has been more cold weather in Dec.
and Jan. than I ever witnessed before. My
bees, thus far, have done well. For the last
20 days the weather has been fine. On Feb.
1st my bees were gathering pollen quite
freely, and have been ever since.
The
queens are laying more freely than I ever

knew them

My

in this month, before.
bees are carrying in water from a watering
trough near the hives. The thermometer
this morning stood at 32 deg. It has been
frequently as high as 70 during the last 20
days. I have a colony of black bees that I
to,

got from the

woods iu 1870, and, having
closely, I am sure it has never
swarmed since. It has raised 3 queens in
7 years. It stands near a poplar tree, fronting the east, and is no more shaded than
watched

it

other colonies and has been treated tlie same.
It gathers 50 to 75 &s. of honey a year. I
have noticed my bees working in red oak

The comb holders are made of tin, with
wires about J^ an inch from the tin back, to
keep the comb sufficiently far away from it
to discharge the honey, and then it runs
down to the bottom of these holders, and is
carried by the pipe frame to the centre and
there discharged under the frame. It has a
crooked handle which serves as a means of
whirling the holders of the combs. Ed.]
Jefferson Co., Ind., March 18,1877.—"!
have kept bees 45 years, and have 45 stocks
now on their summer stands, in good condition. I use the Falkner hive, with 32 sixpound boxes. It is a good and durable hive.
Our county bee convention is to take place
on the 31st inst."
A. Wright.

Crystal Springs, Miss., March 14, 1876.—
bees came through the winter in fine
On Feb. 1st, I found plenty of
brood in nearly every hive, and on the last
of Feb. I found many drones. The prospect
is now good for some extra early swarms."

"My

condition.

J.

W. McNeil.
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Wayne

Co., Ind.,

March

18.

1877.—" Bees

did splendidly last season, and so far have
wintered well and without loss. I have 25
colonies in Langstroth hives wintered on
their sunnner stands, with straw on the top
Wm. Kitson.
of the hive."

Barren Co., Ky., March

13,

1877.— "I went

into winter quarters with 10 colonies in the
Lan^stroth hive, upon their sunnner stands,
with no protection. exce])t tlie upper story
of the hive being tilled with straw. I have
lost but two stocks, whicli I consider doing
remarkably well, considering the excessive
cold weather we have had. Bees commenc-

ed bringing in pollen about Feb.
E. G.

10."

Martin.

Henry Co., O., March 17, 1877.— "This has
bet n a hard month on bees— alternate gales
of wind nd snow. This morning the thermometer is 4 deg. below zero, with 18 in. of
snow on

the ground. Three-fourths of the
bees on summer stands are dead, and there
is a loss of 3 to 5 per cent, of those in cellars
from starvation."
D. Kepler.

Lower Falls, Mass., Feb. 28, 1877.
—Newton
"I have 10 colonies in box-hives, and are
doing well. I intend to transfer them to
movable-frame hives this summer. I purchased some of Mr. Coe, at the Centennial.
The tirst I ever saw. Please give the best
way of transferring them? How can I tell
if any are queenless, and how can I find the
queeiis ?"

Springfield, O., Mar. 6, 1877.— "I have 3.5
They have
colonies in good condition.
been in a damp cellar during the winter,but
I set them out a few days since, the
1 visited seve al
weather being tine.
apiaries last week, and mo.st of the colonies
are as yet in pretty good shape, but the
weatlier is so changable here, that we cannot tell what a few weeks may do for our
A. B. Mason.
pets."

Leaman Place, Pa., March 12, 1877.-"The
past season was rather a poor one for
honey, and nearly all the bees in this neighborhood luxve died of starvation. In Dec.
and Jan.it was very cold; bees consumed
Feb.
all their stores and became weak.
then coming in almost like spring, the few
breed
very
that were left connuenced to
rapidly, to make up the loss and consumed
what little honey was left. My bees are in
good condition, and strong in numbers; I
lost but one out of 34 stands, and that one
became queenless. I united it with another.
I wintered on summer stands."
Elias Hershey.

Hadley, 111., March 19. 1877.— "I have 160
stands, mostly pure Italians, in good condiTiiey did well during the past
season. I want to say to friend Alley,
through the JourNxVL, that if he does not
breed better queens than those he seJit me,
if he wishes, I will make him a present of
one that will improve his stock. One of
those that he sent me was dead, and the
others raised nothing but droues of the
F. Seakles.
blackest kind."
tion, so far.

Longfellow.

G. J.

Our friend should get Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, or some other guide or textbook, where he will find the information he
[

We have so often given it, that
cannot find room for a repetition.—Ed.]

desires.

we

Boone Co., Ky., March 23, 1877.—" Bees
never wintered better in this county than
during the past winter. Stocks are healthy
and strong, even in the old box hives that
received no attention.
The people are
waking np to the importance of managing
bees on intelligent plans. I know of more
than a dozen men who are commencing the
spring with tiie Langstroth hive, many of
whom never saw a movable-comb hive until
They are convinced that by
last summer.
having the Italian bee and good movablecomb hives and good management, beekeeping does pay."
J. T. CONNLEY.
Atchinson, Kan.. March 22, 1877.— "In the
spring of 1876 I had 38 colonies; increased
to 68. Extracted 4100 lbs. and got .500 lbs. of
comb honey; making a little over 131 lbs.
per hive. The honey was gathered from

basswood and

menced the

heart's-ease.

latter part of

The yield comJune and lasted

My bees are in the cellar in
excellent condition."
C. W. Stokes.
about 6 weeks.

Lawrence,

III.,

March

13,

1877.— "I have

83 colonies in my cellar; they are in fine
condition, with but few dead bees. There
is not a particle of mouldy comb or a
mouldy bee to be seen. I put them in the

on Dec. 1st. The thermometer at one
time went down to 33 deg. at the bottom of
So I put in a
cellar, and 36 deg. in the top.
ventilator made of 3 in. water conductors,
running it from the centre of the bottom of
cellar up to the floor, then through a partition into another cellar, then up the stove
pipe. In 30 hours after I put it in I raised
the temperature 4 deg., the weather outside
being very cold. The thermometer to-day
I alis at 40 deg., and everything lovely.
ways winter in cellar, and think there is no-

cellar

Barren Co., Ky., Mar. 10, 1877.— "My bees
seem to be doiiig well, considering the unfavorable cireuuistances in which they
were wintered out on their sunnner stands
without any protection whatever from the
cold, whicli has been very severe. The
mercury fell as low as 20 deg. below zero at
one tiuie. That was, I think on .Ian. 0. I
am nuuiipniating 15 colonies; and I think
for a nuin to undertake to manage bees
without the assistance of the A. B. J.,
would be like a man traveliug in the dark,
he would be likely to fail at every move he
made. We sometiimes meet with men who
are trying to manage bees with but little

—

knowledge of the business, who refuse to
take the .Iouknal. relying entirely upon
their

own judgment.
"I rlilnk Ihtr-y'd better quit

in time,

RaisiiiH- bees jtnd lioney
Pitch their tent in auotiit-r clime
Here they make no money."
:

N. H.

Holman.

place like it. We have a foot of snow now,
and still it is snowing. Some of my neighbors put their bees on their summer stands
in Feb and they are there yet, I pity the
J. Lee Anderson.
bees."
,

We can

Comb

Foundation, or
Queens or
Colonies, all kinds of Smokers, Hives or
Extractors, Seeds or anything wanted bybee-keepers at the lowest prices*

machines

to

supply

make

it,

early tested
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Improvement
Had
to Ch.

of the Italian Bee.

time and health permitted, this reply
Dadant vvoukl have appeared before

this. I will write as briefly as I can. In vol.
12, page 205, Mr. Dadant says his ideas
differ much from mine. Let us see wherein

and how much.

When I made the statement that not
mucli attention was paid in Italy to the improvement of the Italian bee, I had no idea
of lesssning the merits of any one; I spoke,
of course, comparatively. I never doubted
but there were just as good and talented
bee-keepers in Italy as in any other country; but is it the good and talented that
breed, sell and export improved Italian
queens? If Mr. Mona and others had paid
as much attention to imi)rovement as Mr.
Langstroth and others have, there would
not have been so many complaints about
dark and impure queens; but in justice let
me say, a dark Italian queen is not necessarily
impure.
Many, however, have
thought so, from a want of proper knowleilge of the origin and unstable character
of them.
In order to show that I was somewhat
justified in making remarks upon the backwardness of bee-keeping in Italy, permit
me to give an extract from a letter written
by one of Italy's talented men. Dr. Blomhoff; vol. 4, page 83:

"But alas, bee-culture is still greatly in
the rear, in this country. Most bee-keepers
have still no idea of the great advance made
latterly in other countries, nor any conception of an improved system of bee-culture,
foundetl on a rational mode of management.
With few exceptions, they pay no attention
to their bees, except during the swarming
season. The swarms ai-e hived and simply
consigned to the care of Providence."

Now

it was such testimony that induced
say that Italy might with advantage
America and take back improved
Italian bees; as England had come here
and taken back improved stock of lier own
breeds of cattle. As this reads in the BeeKeepers^ Magazine, where it was first
printed, it is neither truth nor sense. Who

me to
come

to

is at fault I

know

not.

When

1 stated there were black bees in
had no unltind or selfish motive in
view. I verily thougiit I was speaking the
truth. Mr. Dadant says there are no black
Italy, I

Well, at the mouth of 2 or 3
witnesses, let every word be established.
J., vol. 1, page 17, the Kev. George
Kleine says:
"As early as the time of Aristotle the
existance of the two races was known, and
Virgil clearly describes the difference between them in the Fourth book of his
Georgics. Varro and Columella also mention them; and at this day both varieties
are met with in various fjar'ts of Italy. Mr.
Deus, of Dusseldorf, found the orangecolored bees at Genoa, and the black in
Nizzia. Spinola found both kinds in Piedmont, though the covimon bee was less
frequent there than the pure Italian."

bees in Italy.

A. B.

On page 213, same vol., we have au account of your German bee-keepers who
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made a tour through
"On our arrival at

Italy, the writer says:
Nizzia we were mortionly the coinrfion bee prevalent
there. We were also repeatedly assured
that the common kind only was found in
the Kingdom of Naples and in the warmer
fied to find

districts of

upper Italy."

Vol. 3, page 31, Von Siebold also believed
that two kinds existed in Italy. He says:
"The statements which Varro and Columella have made upon bee-keeping, show
that in Italy the gold-colored or varigated
bees, and the unicolorous blackish-brown
bees, occur together."
Vol. 8, page 8(3: Mr. Dadant was in Italy
as late as 1872, he writes, " Sartori says that
there is some black blood mixed with the
Italian on the frontiers of Italy." Again,
on page 87: " Sortori, who was born in the
Tyrol, says that he does not understand

why

Uhle,

who

raises queens for sale, es-

tablished himself in the Tyrol were the
bees are as black, and as cross as hybrids."
Same page, Mr. Dailant makes this remarkable statement: "I am now wondering why
Mona wrote that all the bees of the Italian

peninsula were pure Italian, when he ought
there were such
to have known that

enormous differences

in their color and
character."
Now, is the above testimony sufficient to
prove the truth of my statement ? If not,
then the witnesses must be impeached.
That the Italian bee is a variety, none, I
think, will deny; but that it is a fixed
variety, few will admit. Most of the intelligent German bee-keepers, and our own
respected Langstroth, say it is not. Mr.
Dadant's own experience, in his reply to

my

article,
reliable.
I

shows

it is far from being very
have never seen a queen that

herself for any length of
Indeed, there are few that have failed to see and lament the want of uniformity

would duplicate
time.

in their stocks. It was this that led me to
look around for a cure, and I came to the
conclusion that the improvement of our

drones would, in a measure, in time remedy
the defect. Why not ? The males of all
animals, the human being included, exerts
a powerful influence on their off'spring. Is
the bee an exception ? 1 think not. Mr.
Dadant himself recognizes this principle in
vol. 4, page 220, when he says:
"Furthermore, tne best queeii-breeders in
Italy, living at the foot of the inascessible
light color so
Alps, cannot meet the
fashionable in Germany. Their endeavors
always
frustrated by
in this direction are

the drones of their neighbors."
I agree with Mr. Dadant when he says
that the matter of color can be overdone. I
thought I was well guarded and plain
enough to be understood, when I said the
careful breeder can easily avoid this (too
close breeding) by exchange or new impornoted poultry breeder of this
tation.
country says: "There is but one way to
reach uniformity in breeding, no matter
whether it is horses, cattle or fowls, and
that is by in-breeding,' and like poison it
may kill or cure us just according as we
display good judgment in its use."
I did not mean to be understood as advocating color at the expense of any other
I distinctly said that it
good quality.
would be an advantage if we could work
for (or keep up) all otlier points at the same
time. It would indeed be very unwise to
let any point run down, in order to obtain

A

'

—
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another of less importance. 1 fully agree
with Mr. Dadant, when he says: "that bees
are not only kept for color but for their
qualities as

honey gatherers."

gave prominence to color in the drone,
because it is a subject little spoken of and
less practised in breeding, and I was satisfied that by using our best-colored drones it
would have a tendency, in some degree, to
fix the markings of a very unstable race. It
was this drone subject that formed tlie burden of my article, and the only point that
he failed to notice. Again, he does not concur with me when I say "that queens are
I

aliviiys prolific enough when the conditions
are all right." I do not think Mr. Dadant
shows a very connnendable accuracy in
making this quotation. I said, "As a rule

queens are prolilic enough;" and 1 know
old bee-keepers who think so too, and
as soon as an unproltfic queen is discovered
she is as soon as possible replaced by a bet-

many
ter.

In conclusion I would say if any one
works for proliiicness in his queens, energy
and miJtlness in her workers and color for

on the right track. How much do
I hope from the above I «hall
be better understood.
Geo. Thompson.
all, h(^ is

we

differ?

For the American Bee Journal.

Our Resources

for

Honey and

Pollen.

We

have several varieties of the willow,
the earliest one beginning to bloom as soon
as the weather becomes warm in the spring;
even in winter, during a warm season, it
will commence to bud.
Willows are in
bloom here from the beginning of April till
the middle or end of May. They yield an
abundance of pollen.
Some iibney is
gathered at the same time from the bloom
of elms or soft maple.
Sugar maple comes next, but there is not

much

in this vicinity.

White oak and similar trees are abundant
here. Last year I found my bees getting
pollen in large quantities from the tassels, 1
to 2 inches long, that hung in bunches on
the oak. It was of a brown color.
From the apple bloom bees gather considerable honey, of a fair color and medium
quality.

Red raspberries bloom in the latter part
of June, and give honey for sometime. It
is clear and the quality good.
White clover is abundant here nearly the
whole season, but bees work on it "very
sparnigly.
Motherwort and catnip blooms for a long
time, and bees work on it from early morn
till night.
It is not plenty here.
Thorns of various kinds are abundant,
and are covered with bees when in bloom.
Mustard makes excellent pasturage. By
sowing both black and white mustard in
the spring, and some later, it produces good
pasturage for some six weeks. The white
blooms first and lasts about 15 days; then
the black comes (about July 1st) and lasts
about a month. Bees work on the white all
the forenoon, and on the black nearly all
day.

Basswood (linn or linden) is plenty and
10 to 15, lasting 8 or 10
days. From this we get our largest yield
and best quality of honey.
Red and alsike clover bloom about the
middle of June, and last 15 or 20 days, until
blooms from July

is cut.
Neither of them yield much
honey here.
Corn tassels produce pollen. Pumpkins
and squashes produce considerable honey.
Golden-rod is plenty, and yields a little
honey here for a long time.
Buckwheat yields honey in the forenoon
it

during August.

Wild flowers also yield
tent here.

honey
S.

to

some

ex-

K. Maksh.

Ionia Co., Mich.

For the American Bee Journal.

Winter Transfering.
On

Jan. 4th, I was asked by a friend if 1
like to cut a bee tree. Of course,!
was delighted to hear of such a treat. On
the next day I went to his house, situated
in the centre of tlie city. I took a hive with
some empty comb, and he informed me that
the bees were in the next house to his. It
was very cold, and they could not fly. I
found them between the plaster and the
siding boards. I took ofi:' some of the siding
boards, which exposed the bees and comb
to view. I carefully cut out each piece of
comb and shook the bees into the hive, and
gave my friend the honey, as I only wanted
the bees to experiment with. On the second
comb I found the queen and some brood. I
put this piece with queen and all the bees
into the hive, and placed them in the cellar
the same night. I then fastened the piece
of brood into a frame, the same as transfering in June, and gave them some cards of
honey and pollen, and a week ago I had
them out for a fly and found them in
splendid order, and the queen laying.
W. G. Walton.
Hamilton, Ont., Feb. 19, 1876.

would

For the American Bee Journal.

My Experience with Bingham Hives.
Many ask: " How long can bees live in a
healthy condition, shut up by cold weather ?"
Some of ours were under snow 3 ft. deep.
We had near 100 swarms put away for win
ter, all on their summer stands but 4, which
were in the cellar. All came out, so far, in
good order, excejit one in a box-hive that

—

—

smothered by well carelessness, that's the
truth of it. I covered a board sloping over
most of the doorways to keep the snow and
wet out, but neglected that one. I pack
with chaff. I use the Bingham hive mostly; have a few Langstroth, some single,
some two-story, and 3 old barns, I call
them — deep hanging frames.
I prefer the Bingham hive. It is a com-

plete hive, and not as a writer in the A. B.
"three little sticks," etc. I use it

J. says,

way it was meant to be used by Mr.
It is the leading hive in Allegan
County. Its chief advantages over the
Langstroth are: 1st. It is much easier to
manipulate in every way. 3iid.— It is much
safer to winter in on summer stands. 3d.
It is more likely to produce a good average
yield of honey, either large or small apiary.
4th.— It is less liable to get "millered up."
As the whole set of frames are clamped
together, by taking ofi' the wire clamp at
each end, leaves is free to be opened in the
middle of the hive or anywhere, witliout
the

Bingham.

—
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crushing the bees. It is also very convenient to set a nucleus, by simply taking tlie
front and back off tlie inner hive, and set
them up with as many frames as desired

between

tlieni.

It is very convenient to "pile" or "sling,"
as one set of frames can be set on top or
under anotiier set, or can be taken off and
put on honey boxes.
It has an outer case with plenty of room
to pack around the frames, as well as over
and under, and double entrance, too.
The honey boxes set close over the brood

chamber, where they should be.
There is no spot a worm can hide inside,
not readily accessable by the bees; asunder the ends of frames, or between frames
and surplus boxes in Langstroth hive.
My best swarm in the Bingham hive gave
14 boxes full— 5X to 6 lbs. in a box— and
several scraps and spare frames of brood.
My poorest— a late nucleus swarm— nearly
filled their hive, by being helped some Avith
comb and brood. My best in the Langstroth
gave 5 boxes full and 1 scrape. My poorest
gave nothing, and eat 4 frames of honey.
The lioney season was the poorest ever

known

here.

John

O.

Sheakman,

Allegan Co., Mich.
For the American Bee Journal.

Natives vs. Italians.
I find in the last issue of the .Journal an
article from friend Miller on the respective
merits of native and Italian bees. I think

his comparisons prove nothing from the
fact that several miles interview between
his apiary and those he compares with; for
as we all know that 4 or 5 miles makes
nearly as much difference in the value of an
apiary as in that of a farm. Allow me to
state a few facts and then people can draw
their own conclusions.
When I first came to this place, 14 years
ago, I purchased 8 stocks of native bees and
a lot of Langstroth hives; but after trying 3
years, I sold my hives to a neighbor who
was meeting with success, and I had three
stocks in box hives as the result of my
enterprise.
In 1868 I determined to try tlie Italians,
and obtained of M. S. Snow, of Hanover,
one stock, by express, which was so much
injured by the agents' careless handling
that they did not swarm that season. In
1869 I purchased of Mr. Snow five morp, so
I commenced the spring with six rather
light stocks, while a neighbor about 80 rodss
from me had 30 stocks, and was considered
the bee man of the town. I was surrounded

by ten others who had from 1 to 4 times my
number, so you see it was impossible to
keep pure Italians.

neighbor. It will be remembered Ave were
side by side, only about 80 rods apart, and
he experienced; I not experienced, and a
failure with native bees. To-day tiiere are
not 80 stocks of bees within 3 or 4 miles of
me.
I admit that friend Miller for the past two
seasons has been more successful than me.
•

But

us look at the subject a little. He
us that long before I commenced with
6 Italian stocks he had .50 blacks (I understand he had at one time 100), and in the
fall of 1874 I had 124 stocks, while he had
only 27. He makes a slight mistake in the
next statement. I sold 4, put about 60 in
cellar and the others (except one in doublevrall hive) in bee-house with 4 in. walls filled with tan bark. The winter was extremly cold, and cellar contained frost a long
while, and the house was frosty nearly all
the winter. AVhen I took them out in the
spring, 8 or 10 stocks were quiet, but most
of them seemed to be strong in bees, and as
we had splendid Aveather the first part of
April, I thought they were all right, but
those Avho read " Sad History," in the .lune
number, 1875, Avill remember the result. I
have a theory which I think accounts far it,
it is this:
The cellar and house were so
cold up to about the time of putting them
on their summer stands, that no young bees
Avere i-aised, and the old bees became so
diminished during the Avarm weather that
they Avere unable to Avithstand the cold that
followed. One neighbor lost all he had;
another thought he had wintered 30 out of
32, but finally came out Avith 12.
I had but
42 that were good for anytliing; 40 lived
through the summer, but only 26 gave any
surplus, from Avhich I got a little over 900
lbs. of box honey.
I think Mr. Miller's bees
must have been in much warmer quarters
let

tells

my

during Aviuter than mine.
We see from reports in the

Journal that
location makes a great difference with surplus honey.
The past season in some
localities was the best, and in others the
poorest for years. Mr. Miller says that
June was splendid, Avhile only 15 miles
west the ground was parched Avith a drouth
and bees did notiiing until about July.
had a light rain on June 27 Avhich made the
parched fields put on a green appearance,
and set our pets humming, and on July 4,
we had a splendid rain which helped so
much that from .50 stocks I got 1200 lbs. of
box honey, although in June it looked as
though I would get none. I think one
needs two hands to run an apiary tor extracted honey, and as I have lost the use of
my right hand, I shall have to stick to the
boxes, but I would like a cheap extractor to
extract honey in the combs of partially filled boxes, if there is one adapted for that
purpose.
H. B. Rolfk.

We

Now for the result. In this part of the
country 1869 was a cold, wet season. I did
not feed any until autumn, and my first
swarm came

off just three

weeks

earlier

than niy neighbor's. Neither of us got any
surplus honey. My 6 increased to 13; his
30 increased to .37. The next spring I had
13 stocks of Italians, but one proved to be
queenless, and 2 of the 3 stocks of black
tliat I had left, died.
My neighbor commenced the season of 1870 with .30— his
original number. In 1870 and 1871 my first
swarms issued about 5 weeks earlier than
his first. At the end of the third season I
had more bees and surplus honey than this
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For the American Bee Journal.

Bees of the same Colony Fighting.

On page

47,

Cameron makes

February number, R.

C.

a statement of his exj^erience in this matter, and Ch. Dadant says in
ansAver that he never kncAV of bees of the
same colony fighting each other. I liave
known of many such instances and will
give the reason. Queens should not be
handled at any time, if it can be avoided;
as they are liable to contract an odor from
the hand, and sometimes from the cage,
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that their own bees mistrust the queen not
to be theirs, and kill her; and all bees that
have come in contact witli her are liable to
be killed also. Bees sometimes receive an
objectional odor while out at work from the
hives; on their return they are set upon by
the bees and killed, and in turn the ones
that come in contact with her are also
killed. During the confinemeni of a caged
queen, a fertile or other worker may have
been acknowledged, and a light of factions
may have taken place on being liberated;
of course the perfect queen would be the
favored one kept.
number of workers may have received
an odor from the strange queen or cage, and
be killed by others, thinking them to be
strangers, froni the odor of the queen or
cage, or the poison pressed out on them if
virgin
any tight clustering was done.
queen, or one not fully laying, will sometimes kill bees that come to her with hostile
intent. 1 liave seen a queen kill a handful
queen can, and sometimes
of such bees.
does, kill more bees in one minute than two
workers can.
Why ? She is stronger,
quicker and more perfect than the workers.
Her sting is already curved, saving time.
Remedy.— Feed largely of highly-scented
feed, until subdued; or take away their
stores, smoking and scaring them. Then
return the stores and they will be under

than to the hives of black bees.

A Lover of the Italians.

For tne American Bee Journal.

A

A

A

control.

J.

M. Makvin.

St. Charles, 111.

What

looks more beautiful and pleasing to the

eye than a hive tilled with new white comb
and honey and a full stock of pure (yellow)
Italian bees? Such harmless pets are nmch
the best to have, rather than the cross blacks
that one can't go near without being stung.
We never found any more trouble in wintering the Italian than we have the blacks,
in fact we have no trouble at all, so far as
the bees are concerned.

Comb Foundation.
While

at

Shreveport last year, in charge

my bees, there Mr. Perrine paid me and
my brother a visit, and remained about a
week. He brought with him a few samples

of

—

of comb foundation most of it being made
of pure wax and the balance of both
quickly used up these
and paraftine.
samples in divers experiments, and then
telegraphed to Chicago for 10 lbs. of yellow
and 2 lbs. of white wax. Being delayed
somewhere on the route, it did not reach
Shreveport till alter Mr. P. went away. It
was arranged, however, that we should get
the foundation as soon as it arrived, and use
it up in experiments, and then report the
result. It was to be used as follows:

We

wax

By

filling the frames and section
full, leaving a space of about
the
bottom, and ^4 in. at each end.
J^ in. at
This was to allow for stretching and expansure, so as to guard against bulging.
2nd.. In strips of various lengths and
widths, all the way from 3i to -3 in. in width
and from 1 in. to full length of frame or
section, when used in short pieces, one or
more to be used in each frame or section.
Without detailing the experiments, I will
give some of the results:
When frames were ttlled nearly full of
foundation and hung between natural
comb, they were quickly built out and occupied with brood. The combs were even
and nicely built, and free from drone cells.
But we did not think it would pay in the
South, where comb-building appears to be
more rapid than in the North, to give $1 per
lb for foundation and fill the frame full. At
75 cts. per lb it might pay, and I should be
strongly inclined to use it at 50c. to 60c. per
lb.
1 found the yellow wax better every
way than the pure white. The foundations
made in part of paraffine are of little value,
as they stretch and otherwise get out of
shape too mucii.
The foundation is truly valuable when
used in strips or short pieces as starters. In
the laige frames I found it better to use
three pieces about 2 in. long, than one strip
the whole length. By using three pieces
the bees will generally start their combs in
three places, this is a great advantage in
getting straight combs. The middle piece
should be as near the centre of the frame as
possible, and the others from 2 to 3 in. ot
each end. The pieces should be about 3
ill- wide.
Were I to use long
cells or
1st.

boxes nearly
For the American Bee Journal.

Italian Bees.

A

correspondent (P. Miller) in the March
number of the Journal gives his opinion
that the Italians are not better than the
black or native bees. His opinion does not
agree with most of those who have had
them. I do not understand that Mr. M. has
tested them himself, but has taken other

word and management for it. The
facts which he gives proves nothing either
for or against the Italian bee.
I have charge of a few colonies that are
situated some miles from where I live. Not
having time last fall to prepare them for
wintering on their summer stands they
were left to get through the best they
could. They are all Italians but two stocks.
The last time I saw them, all the Italians
were alive and in good condition while the
l^eoples'

two black stocks were nearly all dead. The
black stocks were tine ones in the fall and
were well stocked with bees and honey, in
fact they were as good as any stocks in the
Last season the Italians did much the
best in storing honey in boxes.
Now, I claim that the Italians are much
the best in many very important respects.
It is well known that they are not so cross
as the blacks, and that fact alone should
make them more valuable than the natives.
They are much easier to handle than the
blacks in any operation. I know from experience that the Italians will gather
enough to live on tlirough the winter, when
the blacks won't, even with the same
chance of doing so; thus proving that they
will work upon tlowers that the blacks pass
by or cannot gather honey from. Neither
is this all the claims they have over the
black variety. They are much more beautiful to look upon, and one can go nuich
nearer the hives to watch them at work
lot.

X

strips for swarms, should want them from
2 to 3 in. wide.
For section boxes, one piece in the centre,
about 2 in. long and 3^ in. wide, is better
than 2 or 3 pieces, each 1 in. long. The
piece in the centre indicates to the bees
just where to commence, and the combs are
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built much better than wlien 2 or 3 pieces
are used. This piece may be cut the shape
in. wide
of a triangle, say 2 in. loi'ijj; and
1 used natural comb as
at the point.
starters in the majority of my section boxes,

%

but would have pretVred yellow foundation.
In fact, I would rather pay $1 per lb for the
foundation starters than nse the natural

comb

free of cost.

The foundation

starters

can be pat directly in the centre of the
frames, but this cannot be done so accurately with natural comb. I hnd no objection
to the color of the yellow wax starter, as
the bees quickly bleach it to a snowy whiteness.
The best way to fasten the starters or
foundation to the top-piece, that I have
tried, is to lay it down flat with one edge
very near the centre, and then crush down
one row of cells to the wood with the end
of a putty knife; a common case knife will
•do nearly as well.
To keep the blade from
sticking to the wax, wet it frequently by
dipping it in honey. This must be done in
a warm room or place. When mashed
down, run the flat side of the blade back
and forth along the pressed wax, and it will
adhere to the wood as firmly as you may
wish.
lift up the other edge of the
guide until it hangs in its proper place.
boy or girl will soon learn to fasten the
M. M. Baldkidge.
starters in quickly.

Now

JSt.

A

Charles,

111.

13i

1st of December, then if the colonies are to
remain on their summer stands, the lower
passage should be contracted to only one
hole, which is in my hives about 2 in. long
and nearly 3^ in. high. Open the upper entrance in front. This allows all foul air to

pass off without giving a direct current of
air through the brood nest. In case of protracted cold weather there is no danger of
the bees becoming covered with ice or frost.
In case the bees that drop to the bottom fill
up the lower entrance, the colony is in no
danger of being disturbed or smothered.
For wintering in cellars, instead of leaving the upper entranc(! entirely open, only
turn the perforated end of the tin over the
entrance, so as to exclude mice, reverse the
entrance board and close it down to the
proper height.
My hives are made with and without bottoms, just to suit the fancy; I prefer them
without. I have wintered bees successfully
both in the cellar and on summer stands,
but prefer to winter on summer stands.
Last season was a poor one for honey. I
commenced the season with 32 colonies, and
increased to (J7. I have taken 1,.500 lbs. of
honey, besides raising 73 pure Italian
queens. In 4 years I increased from 4 to 67
colonies, all in good condition at this date,
except 6 which perished for want of care
while I was absent from home. I was
absent from the early part of winter to Feb.
1st.

For the American Bee Journal.

My Mode
By
of

of Preparing for ¥/inter.

this day's Express, I

my own

send you a hive
I send

The smoker

my

all

my

small or

weak

colonies

and make them

strong, then I provide
Eassages through all the combs, so tuat the
ees can have access to their stores. The
hive is so constructed that the back end of
the frames do not come in contact with the

back of the hive, and

for fall

management,

or preparing the colonies for winter, I open
the back door; after the removal of honeyboxes, I take a blanket and drop it down to
the bottom of the frames, then fold it over
the top of frames. I also remove all of the
combs that the colony does not cluster between.
This preparation for wintering
should be performed after three or four
hai'd frosts, which compact the colony;
then it is a small matter to perform the

work.
After removing the spare combs,
in the

one of

my own

make, but

invention, and a smoker.

to you, so that the many bee-keepers
who call at your oftice may examine and
give their opinion of them. I have been
(juestioned much concerning the hive, and
its construction and adaptation to wintering
bees. 1 have not lost a single colony of
bees as yet in this hive, in 5 successive
method is fully carried out,
winters. If
there is no need of losing a single colony. I

them

double up

is

not of my invention; that honor belongs to
Mr. Quinby. I think it a much better
article than his.
L. J. Diehl.
Butler, Md., Mar. 4, 1877.

I

drop

movable division-board and pack the

empty space with straw or hay; tuck the
blanket down tightly, so as to avoid all
draft of air through the brood chamber;
place the surplus boxes on top of quilt, and
put on the cover. If the entrance has been
enlarged to the full width of hive, place the
entrance board so that the colony has but
two holes for ingress or egress. .This is fall
management.

The colony needs no more

care until winter has begun in earnest. In
the Northern States it commences about the

For the American Bee Journal.

Weather Report

in La.

I give here our temperature for February.
All can see how even it has been. We always have a breeze, and unless marked
with V. s. or s. or m., very strong, strong,
moderate— it is only a breeze.

—

Day.
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An

Injustice.

to see in tlie Secretary's
report ot the proceedings of the Micliisan
State Bee-Keepers' Association, the statement that "the subject of 'Humbugs'
brouglit out many severe criticisms on Mr.
A. I. Root's method of doing business, from
those present, it being claimed tliat he had
misled more people and had been the cause
of more failures than any other person in
America." While such criticisms were pronounced, they were by no means the voice
of the Convention, and it is but doing justice to Mr. Root and to some " of the members present " to say that there were strong
remonstrances against such arraignment.

I

was quite sorry

One may have

his likes

and dislikes; his

opinions and prejudices; lie may tliink
another has injured him or his interests,
but, in my opinion, it is entirely out of
place to bring such personal matters into
the discussions of a body like our State BeeKeepers' Association, and it is equally out
of place to introduce them into the report
for the columns of tlie Journat.. Though
1 would not like to have it thought that I
wish to lay claim to a knowledge of just

how the

duties of the officers of such associations should be performed, still I wish to
state that I have been accustomed to think
that, in the performance of all official work,

be preserved
pursue such a
course should be ranked as one of the first

strict iinpartiality should
that, in fact, the ability to
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thick, where it is joined to the top bar, and
hanging down froin 3^ to ^ inch. Make one
and perhaps you can describe it better.
Tlie bees "will work the wax out and
make comb of it, always straight. It does
not cost half as much as wooden guides and
is as good as a 2-inch strip of comb guideartificial— while it is one-fourth cheaper
and more easily put on. Have put on 600 in

W.

10 hours.

New

Orleans, Mar.

For

tlie

1,

B.

Rush.

1877.

American Bee

.Tournal.

Bee Hives.
Mr. Editor:— I read your remarks on
page 84, March number of the Journal,
concerning T. S. Bull's bee-hive. You say
that it is not patented and we can criticise
Here are a few
as much as we please.
questions: What is there new about it ?
What advantage has it over others, almost
precisely like it, that have been used for
years ? What is there about it that is not
or has not been patented ? I am of the
opinion that on some of its features there is
The frames are no new
still valid patents.
thing; that they are hung on the rabbets is
not new, and I think that a Vermont man
has a patent claim on that part of it; the
hanging of the bottom-board at the rear end
is not new, and a nuisance any way. There
is nothing new about the boxes, honeyboard, etc., and in fact I fail to find anything new about it at all.

One who Knows.

and mast

essential qualifications for office.
write on such a subject because Mr. Burch, the Secretary of the Mich.
State B. K. Association, and I, have always
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been on the most friendly terms. But since
the words above quoted appeared in the report of the Convention, without the "other
side" of the matter, this explanation was

HOW TO CUBE IT, AND AT THE SAME TIME
TELL WHETHER A HIVE IS QUEEN-

I dislike to

Dysentery.

LESS OR NOT.

Fbank Benton.

called for.

[This article was written for the February number, ^3ut was unavoidably crowded

out.—Ed. 1
For the American Bee

Comb

.lournal.

Gruides.

Take a Langstroth frame and lay it bottom up on a table before you; take a piece
same size as top bar and lay it close by the
top of your frame on the table; then take
another bar same size and cut it so that it
will fit inside of the frame. Place it so that
the edge will come to the middle of the
frame, less 1-10 of an inch. Press bar No. 2
close against the frame (laying flat on the
table), then take bar No. 3 (called top bar)
and place it on the frame and bar No. 2 and
let the edge come to the middle ot toji liar
of frames, less l-Ki of an inch, nail No. 3 on
to No. 2.
Have melted wax ready; call No.
2 and 3 nailed together, the mould; wet the
mould in soapy water quite cool. Take
the frame in tlie hand; put the mould on;
hold it down with the thumb; elevate one
end of the frame, and pour wax on the
highest end; raise one end of the frame just
s© that the wax will run to the other end.
The frame should be leaned to one side just
to form a triangle gutter, or so that when
the wax is poured in, it will stand thus
A.
What is wanted is a streak of wax an inch

Bees in this section have had considerable
dysentery this winter. Friends Johnston,
Waterhouse, and myself have cured ours by
giving each swarm some water in little

wooden cups, made of maple, by taking 23^
x2>^xl in. cut out with a 2-in. centre-bit.
Place one at the entrance of each hive and
fill them with water, say once each week, if
required.
We have had them out of the
cellar tVfice and gave them a good fly, and
they are now all right. If we found any of
the cups with but little or no water taken
out, we took a piece of chalk and marked
that stock, QUEENLKSS.

The water

them

Hamilton. Ont., Feb.

—

—

kee])S

quiet;

when they

are breeding fast, towards spring, they require a large amount of water for the young
bees, and when they find it they seem quite
contented.
These wooden cups are very
much cheaper and cleaner than sponges,
and I think the bees like them better.
W. G. Walton.
19, 1877.

For the American Bee Journal.

Chips from Sweet Home.
have all the comb I want for starters;
can well use. I watcli all new swarms
and take out nearly all drone comb. I use
the Harbison sections and like them better
than anything I ever saw. These sections
hold from 2 to 2)4 lbs. 1 shall do but little
I

all I

—
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slingins in the busy time. In the fall I
shall sling out more or less, depending upon
price of either. Slung honey I sell at home
box honey, '30c. At
last season at 1.5c.
those prices slung honey jiay.s best, and so
f ar 1 have had no trouble Ui disiiose ot all,
although a good deal was traded for articles
that iNvould otherwise have paid cash for.
are having a warm spell of weather for
this month, from 30 to .50 deg. All bees in
cellar, except 7, ajipear right no disease.
J. H. Thomas, of Brooklin,' Canada, invented and patented a bee-house,similar to those
much-talked-of now, 15 years ago; so the
house apiary is not a new thijig.

—

;

We

—

D. D.

Palmer.

For the American Bee Journal.

How

to Italianize Blacks, Introduce

Queens, and

make New

Colonies.

Mk. EniTOR:— Permit me to call the attention of your readers to the utility of the
<iueen nursery in making tiie above changes
in converting black bees into colonies of
Italians. This we do by the use of the
queen nursery, in the following manner:
Put into the cages of the nursery, between
the tins, a few cells of sealed honey, in new
comb if possible. Tlien cut from the combs
of a pure Italian stock as many queen cells,
large, and well developed, as you have prepared cages with the honey, as above. Suspend one of the cells in each of the cages.

cages are so placed in the combs by cutting
out a piece among the brood just large
enough to receive a cage in each. Now go
to other colonies of black bees, and take out
two combs tilled with brood and honey,
brushing off the bees back into their own
hive, place them in a new hive far enough
apart to receive another between them;
open the nursery hive and lift out one of
the combs with cage and virgin queen and
all the adhering bees, and place it in the
new hive, between the two combs thus prepared to receive it, immediately closing up
this new hive.
And so proceed until you
have made as many new colonies as you
have virgin queens in the cages. On the
next day, near sundown, open the hives
and liberate the queens. Before doing this,
you can, however, spray the bees and
queens with perfumed sweetened water, so
tliat the bees will have something to do
while their ladyships are going at liberty
among them, but we deem this seldom
necessary, except at times when the bees
are not gathering honey liberally, and are
cross.

These new colonies are built up into full
strong ones by adding combs of brood from
the black colonies, always brushing off the
bees back into the old stands, so no strange
bees will be added to the new ones, except
the hatching brood, and these will not
interfere with the queens. By the above it
will be noticed that the virgin queens are
not placed in jeopardy among strange bees,
but are set at liberty among those with
whom they are hatched, and being of the
same scent are kindly treated. It should be
noted that you nuist be careful never to introduce an old queen into the new colonies
among the bees on the combs containing
tlie caged virgin queens, or they may be
killed when set at liberty.
It should be
further noted that the addition of brood
combs are better made after the young
queens are fertilized.
By so using the queen nursery the loss of
many queens is avoided and many queen
cells saved from destruction, and an apiary
of blaclc bees Italianized. The cages can
be removed from the new colonies within
two days after the queens are liberated
from them. Notice while removing the
cages that the queens are all safe.
Anolher plan is to liberate one virgin
queen after another from the cages, as the
.

QUEEN CAGES.
Good

care should be taken to have the best
and not injured by bruising, handling
orjaring. Having thus supplied each cage
of the nursery with a queen cell and feed.
The feed is thus supplied so the young
queens will not starve if the bees do not
cells,

feed

one preceeding is fertilized and removed
from the hive, until all are fertilized and introduced into new colonies. This plan requires more attention, and from my own
experience I choose the first plan. It does
not require the queens to be confined so

Jewell Davis.

long.

Charleston,

111.,

March,

1877.

them— a

thing they often fail to do
when there is a scarcity of honey in the
flowers. The nursery cages so prepared
are adjusted in the nursery frame. Then
having removed a centre comb from a
strong black colony, we place the queen
nursery into the vacancy made by the removal of the comb, there to remain until
the queens are hatched, whicli will be in 3
or 4 days, if the cells were not cut from the
combs too early, or before the 9th day.
When the (jueens emerge from the cells,
each cage containing a virgin queen is removed from the nursery frame and placed
in one of the adjacent cond^s of the same
colony, on either side of the nursery. The

For the American Bee Journal.

Life Insurance.
I

am

in favor of the insurance

Wm.

scheme,

Andrews. I
favor of insurance, and especially

spoken of by Brother

J.

am in
when so small a sum will assist the
a member to so large an amount,
tioned

by Mr. Anidrews.

I

took

heirs of
as men-

a

life

policy at the age of 27 years; it has cost me
$104.05; I am 34 years of age; dividends
make it a little less than 5?80 now. I consider that I have so much actually laid up
in case of
death, which will certainly

my
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We

can
occur; and the company is good.
have one as good for less money.
Wm. p. Evekitt.
Davis, Mich., Jan. 9, 1877.
For the American Bee Journal.

Pres. Bacon's Address
N. E. B. K. ASSOCIATION AT
CUSE, N. Y., FEB. 7, 1877.

TO THE

SYRA-

Fellow bee-keepers:— I came to-day witli
no other object in view than to fill the position you assigned me (so tar as I am able),
and to extend the right hand of fellowship
to those who are endeavoring to make this
Association a success. This is our eighth
convention, and I believe I have been present at every meeting, save two, since the
organization, and in every case I went away
feeling I had made poor returns for the
benefits I had received. It was a surprise
to me to have the honor of being your president, when there are so many connected

with this Association more worthy and better qualified to preside over your deliberations.

I

am

interested in these gatherings,

they have been profitable to me, and it is
always a pleasure to me to meet with this
Association.
Another season of care and labor has
passed away since last we met, and 1 trust
not without its lessons of Icnowledge and
profit to us. I think we have great reason
to be thankful to the great Giver of all
things for his kind care over us durin tiie
past year. So far as I know, no calamity
has come to any of us, and none of our
number have been cut down by death.
Now, I trust, we have come together to
compare our past experience and to aid
each other in making bee-culture more successful in the future. To this end, I trust
;

we

shall avoid, so far as possible, saying
anything that will mar the harmony of our
deliberations.
judge from our past
I
gatherings we shall have a harmonious

meeting.

The honey bee
works

in

all

lias

ages,

been admired for its
and me thinks when

Adam named

this insect he judged it to
be one of the fine works of God, and a
wonder and blessing to man. Many a pen
has been employed in portraying its
Eeculiarities, and yet the theme is not exausted. Its natural habitation is found in
the rocks, the forest trees and even in the
lion's carcass.
It thrives in artificial dwellings, and thus it becomes more subservient
to the will of man. Unlike other insects
which work to destroy and leave desolation
in their track, the honey bee is a source of
revenue. It not only fructifies the flowers
of the field and causes them to yield their
fruit, but its production is the finest food

be given

in

this interest

figures.

In

18.50

The knowledge and

practice of a good
is very essential to
I'ow to raise apiarian
products in a neat, attractive irfatter is also
of prime importance. Put there is something beyond all this which not unfrequently depresses and tends to paralize all our
best endeavors in apicultural management.
I refer to a loose and unskilled manner of

system of bee-keeping
success.

To know

marketing bee

Our

i)roducts.

constitutinn ])rovides for one annual

meeting

in convention,

when

it

is

hoped

all

results have been accomplished

honey and wax reported

in the
census returns was 14.1.53,790 lbs.; in 18(50,
33,366,457 lbs. of honey and 1,322,787 lbs. of

of

We

the

palace.

Perhaps the strength of

—

can

man. This sweet nectar is not only
found on the poor man's table in the lonely
cottage, but on the king's table in the

amount

Missouri, 1,.585,9S3;
Tennessee, 1,519,390;
Ohio, 1,4.59,601; Virginia. ],431,.591; Pennsylvania, 1,402,128; Illinois, 1,.346,803; Indiana. 1,224,498. In 1868 circulars were sent
to known apiarians in nearly every State,
and returns were received from 489 counties, in 32 States, and the lowest estimate
that could be made by those returns, gave
two millions of stocks. Estimating the
total number of hives at two millions and
the surplus honey at only 15 lbs. per hive—
which is but two-thirds of the average report the value of honey at that time, annually produced, at 25 cts. per lb, would be
$7,-500,000, and the estimated value of honey
in 1870 was $15,000,000. Since the above reports great destruction came to bees, and
we think we are safe in saying up to last
year their numbers have greatly fallen off,
yet by the improvements made in beeculture, the yield of honey has been larger
than ever before, and still there is room for
great improvements.
Were a rational system of bee-keeping in
general use, this branch of industry would
take rank with other branches of agriculture which are considered indisiieusable.
Patent bee palaces, luotli traps, sell-actors,
and many other so-called bee hives, should
altogether be discarded as being of no benefit to bee-culture.
Perhaps there are some
present who are ready to ask if I would discard all patent hives? I answer no; not
any sooner than patent plows, mowing machines or sewing machines. I believe if a
plow can be made better, so can a liive, and
the man that will improve them let him
have his reward. The first plow was not
what the plow of to-daj^ is, and among them
it is very easy to find good, better, best; and
so it is with thousands of hives that are
now patented. Then; is no good reason to
discard a good plow l)(>cause tliere are many
poor ones, nor a good hive because there
may be 49 out of .50 that are worthless.
should hold fast to that which is g/)od and
throw away the bad. Improvements come
by degrees, and the man that adds one degree to this great storehouse of knowledge
is a benefactor to his race.

those who are interested in bee-culture
within the bounds of this association will
be represented, and take such action as
shall be desirable for the better promotion
of the bee-keepers' interest, and when in
convention is it not eminently right and
proper to mature some plan for associated
action that will secure a fair price for our
product? We have seen what wonderful

for

best

135

wax. New York stood at the head of this
list, with 2,360,751 lbs., and 9 other States
are credited with more than one million
pounds each, in the following order: North
Carolina, 2,055,969;
Kentucky, 1,768,692;

by

associat-

ed action and by a combination of interests.

The

greatest enterprises of to-day, which
are so astounding in their magnitude are
the result of associated efforts, and these
are tending to revolutionize the business
operations of the world.
We have seen
what wonderful results have been accomplished by the associated system of dairy-

136
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ing. We presume there are nien living today who remember the time wiien American
dairying was confined mostly to one county
of this State, and but a few thousand
pounds was the ri'suit of their annual
labors. Cheese was slow of sale and dairymen talked then as some bee men at the
present time do, that any addition to their
production would cause its ruin; and when
the business began to spread over adjoining
counties fear came over many that were
engaged in that branch of industry. They
felt that their products would become
worthless and their occupation would be
gone. But time proved their fears groundless; as the dairy products augmented the
consumption increased, and this branch of
industry has continued to grow until millions of pounds have taken the place of
Associated system has liad
thousands.
much to do with this result.
Whatnnityof action has done for dairying and other branches of industry, it may
also do for apiculture. It is beginning to
be understood that association and unity of
action are the great main springs of power
and progress in the world. The bee-keepers

awake

of this country are not fully
principle in marketing their products.
They have proceeded upon the plan of individual action, and often through inexperienced salesmen the market becomes
impared and a loss to bee men is the result.
1 am glad to hear the sound of reform in
this direction coming over the plains from
California, and may an echo return sounding the glad news to our brother bee-keepers in California, that the East is also

waking up

to this

to this subject.

I take tlie following extract from a committee report on selling honey. It says:—

" We are advised by San Francisco dealers
that producers are very much to blame in
our present demoralized market in this city,
by ordering forced sales while it is out of

season for its sale, and also by sending to
parties who, by inexperience are not informed as to this fact, and have consequently sacrificed their consignment."
Our local home market has been affected
in a similar way to that of San Francisco,
and all of these will act and react so that
our eastern markets will be affected in like
manner, according to the well-known laws
of trade. This report tells us that the California honey market has become demoralized by inexperienced salesmen, etc., and
fears are entertained that the eastern markets may become so, too. Is not this the
case, to a certain extent, already?
earnestly hope tliat the bee-keepers of this

We

country will wake up to this matter and
prevent, if possible, further injury.
I venture here to present another subject
which I deem injurious to our interest as
bee-keepers, and that is the wholesale publication of reports of large yields of honey
from single stocks or apiaries, without stating the condition of the bees, and how they
were managed. It is not in many cases
with these large reports, as with the case of
a mammoth ox, made by a freak of nature
aided by the care and skill of man regardless of expense? And do not such instances
occur only once in an age ? In other cases,
and more often than in the former, are not
such reports made by operating against
nature, that is, by conibining a number of
swarms and in that way making them
mammoth in size, and are not these large

honey the result?

All this is well
the facts go with the report. But
is it not more otten the case that these
mammoth reports are only on paper for
noteriety and to have it go out that they are
in advance of their neighbor bee-keepers.
Such reports are to be deplored, and evein^
yields of

enough

if

honest bee-keeper should rebuke them. If
this matter ended with the publications, the
effect would not be so injurious. But we
regret that this is not the case.
think
in not less than three ways are bee-keepers

We

injured by these I'eports
1st. Many people who read these reports,
them to be untrue, or in other
words, " fish stories," and thei'eby the
veracity of bee men comes to be questioned,
and I ask what is a man in any business or
calling without character ? Is it not generally the case when a part of any profession
is assailed for lack of honesty that it casts
a shadow over the whole fraternity ?
2d. It induces some people to start in beekeeping with the expectation of large yields
of honey, which will soon give them wealth,
:

believe

but when it is too late they wake up to find
they were deceived, and then curse the bee
fraternity for their failure
3d.

Honey buyers keep

and

loss.

their eyes

upon

all reports that have to do with the amount
of honey produced in the country, and from
these reports they fix the price to be paid,
and when you go to dispose of this article,
said reports are showed you, and if you are
equal to the task of meeting^them, you may
carry your case to success. 'If not, you will
suffer loss; the result is an injured market.
I would like to say more on this subject,
but I have already taken too much of your
time. I will only add, the old maxim,
" honesty is the 6est policy."
It is just
as true to-day as ever, and is as applicable
to bee-keepers as to any other class of men.

Having an honorable employment

let

us

ever ]n-ove ourselves an honor thereunto.

The Purity

of the Italian Bee.

EEAD BEFORE THE XORTH EASTERN B.
ASSOCIATION, FEB.

Have we

8,

K.

1877.

a standard by which the purity

of the Italian bee can be gauged ? Our old
teachers in apiculture, such as Langstroth,

Quinby, Dzierzon, Berlepsch

and

many

veterans, taught that there were
marks by which the pure type of this bee
could be known from the impure. These
marks were confined to the abdomen, and
consisted of three bands or rings varying in
color, in bees of different progeny, from a
dark leather to a bright yellow orange. The
first band is near the thorax, and quite narrow; the second or middle band is the
widest, while the third is narrow, and sometimes indistinct, except when the abdomen
is di.stended with honey, when it can be
plainly seen. If the bee is held by the
thorax with the thumb and forefinger, it
will, in its efforts to get free, distend the
abdomen and show this third band. These
bands can also be plainly seen when the
bee is placed before a window. These instructors also taught that the entire worker
progeny of the queen must show these three
bands in a greater or less degree of conspicuity. If such was not the case, then
the queen herself was either impure or im-

other

purely mated.
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But since these solons
tioti

new

in bee-investigalet their light shine, a
set of lights, of far less niagiiitude,
ignored the above standard of purity,

have ceased to

have
and now teach us that these rings can not
be depended on as a criterion; that when
some of the worker progeny of the queen
are black bees, it does not at all invalidate
the purity of tiie queen— she may be a pure
Italian and purely mated with a pure Italian
drone for all that. Now this, when placed
by the side of our " standard," seems rather
paradoxical. According to one phase of the
question it is true, and to another it is false.
Upon the assumption that all the bees in
Italy are of one type, one class, one variety,
it is

true; but

if

we come down

to facts,

that were even cognizant to all the old
Latin writers upon the bee, such as Virgil,
that the bees in Italy are not all of the same
variety, then the theory of purity so advanced by our modern bee-lights is false.

HI.STOKV OF

THE MAKKS.

All impartial writers and travelers tell us
that there are two kinds of bees in Italy;
that the bees in tire northern portion of that
country have the markings much more distinct than those in the southern part. Spinola, who wrote a treatise on bees in 1805,
found two kinds of bees in Piedmont,
though the common bee was less frequent
there than the i)ure Italian, the pecularities
of which he describes, and terms it the
Ligurian, a name by which it is now known
in Europe. Varro and Columella also speak
two varieties. Kleine, a German apiculturist and writer of distinction, when speaking of the Ligurian bee, says: "At this day
both varieties are met with in various parts
of Italy. Mr. Dens, of Dusseldorf, found
the orange-colored bees at Genoa and the

most careless and slovenly manner, very
little

leather-colored queen that produced profeny badly mixed. At least one-tenth of
er worker progeny were as black as any
natives to the " manor born." They had no
signs of the bands that characterize the
pure type. Now there was no mistaking;
for, as she was a fine looking queen, I iiad
great anxiety to know how she was conducting herself, and so examined the liive
every few days (no interim longer than five
days) to report progress. There was no
superseding— no getting round the difficulty
upon any such pretext. I wrote my correspondent to send me no more such queens.
Now this queen was undoubtedly a pure
Italian if the fact of her coming from Italy

could make her such; but according to our
standard of purity she was nothing but a
mongrel liybrid. Had I purchased her for
an imported queen from any dealer outside
of Italy, I should have concluded he had
imposed a queen upon nie that had never
seen balmy Italy. I never charged this
Italian seller with dishonesty, but only

blamed him for his carelessness. The most
of Italian queen breeders do not rear all
their queens, but purchase them from the
country people; and as bee-keeping among
the Italian peasantry

is

conducted in the

attention

is

paid to selection.

PURITY ESSENTIAL.

The Italian bee is not a distinct species
many suppose, but only a variety. The
probable origin of it I will not discuss.
Since Capt. Baldenstein first called attention to the pure type of this bee, it has undoubtedly been the means of shedding more
light upon the mysterious wonders of bee
life than all other agencies heretofore applied. Of its superior qualities over the
ordinary bee I will not speak, for they are
already well known. But in order to reap
the full benefit of this variety of the honey
bee, it is necessary to keep it up to the full
standard of purity. Then it is an easy matter to control the crosses with the blacks, if
such mixtures are more desirable tor honey
gatherers.
Why does the stock breeder
desire his pure breeds ? He knows that if
grades are desirable, they cannot successfully be made unless he starts with pure
blood.
The same principles apply to the
honey bee, although the cases are not exactly parallel. If hybrid bees are desirable,
then why not make the crosses ourselves.
These observations and suggestions are
offered for the consideration ot bee-keepers
as

who

desire to see the interests of apiculture

promoted; for just in proportion as we develop this industry do we add to the wealth
of our coutry.
J. H. P. Brown.

California B. K. Association.

of

black ill Nizza." Capt. Baldenstein, when
a soldier in the Napoleonic war. found the
Ligurian, or pure ty])e of the Italian bee, in
the Lombardo- Venetian province, and near
Lake Como, which he described in the
Bienenzeitu7ui in 1848. But even in these
provinces the bees are mixed.
In October, 187.5, 1 received an invoice of
queens from Sig. Sartori, of Milano, Italy,
and among the lot was a very fine dark
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The San Diesro Bee-Keepers' Association
organized on Thursday, Feb. 1. After the
reading of the reports, Mr. J. S. Harbison
expressed his views at length, and in a very
interesting manner. The points that were
discussed were: The size and weight of
packing eases; the proper tare to be allowed, and the kind of lumber to be used; the
distribution of bees so as not to overcrowd
the ranges; the number ot grades to be used
for making honey for shipment; and the
necessity for properly instructing bee-keep-

A

on tliese points.
motion was carried
authorizing the directors to prepare a circular, giving information on important points;
nave copies printed and distributed to members, requesting them to post the same in
their bee-houses and give attention to them.
Board of directors for the present year:—
E. W. Morse, li. G. Balcom, J. G. Frazier,
F. Kitzke, E. J. Khodes, C. J. Fox, A. P.
Herrick, L. Saunder, R. Eea.
The directors organized by electing for
president, Chas. J. Fox; for vice-president,
E. W. Morse, and for sec'y and treas., R. G.
ers

Balcom.

The president, E. W. Morse, in his report
stated that he had issued and signed 2,860
grade certificates. He had corresponded
extensively with a view to extend their
market for honey and beeswax. Combhoney had been successfully shipped to
Scotland. If comb honey could be as safely
shipped as extracted, European markets
would take all of our surplus of both kinds.
He then added:
In correspondence with parties in Mexico
and Central America, I was told that those
countries produced enough honey for their
own consumption, but imported considerable quantities of beeswax, and this singular fact was shown: that the merchants
residing on the Pacific coast of those coun-
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purchased beeswax in St. Louis, sliipped it by rail to San Francisco and then by
steamer to destination, wliicii sliows the

tries

circuitous routes the currents of trade will
sometimes take. My correspondents informed me that they paid in St. Louis .50c.
per fi). And yet the same identical pound
of wax could have been purchased in San
Diego for less than 30c., saving the cost of
a 3000 mile trip to St. Louis and back.
These things, in time, will regulate themselves, and the advantage of an organization is, that we can greatly hasten the time
I believe our
to our own advantage.
organization is proving itself to be a success; it has been but 7 months in existence,
and the reports of the secretary and of Mr.

Fox, our most eflicient agent and vice-president, will show results which could not
possibly have been obtained by the members in tiieir individual capacity.
Our great need now is clieaper transportation.' Could the exhorbitant charges we
now pay for freigiit to the East be reduced
to a fair rate, our bee-keepers would enter
upon a season of great prosperity.
hope, by an organized effort, some reduction may be made. As our organization
becomes older and better known it will
have more influence abroad and become
more valuable to ourselves. Honey, with
our "grade certificates" upon it. will be in
greater demand and bring better prices, and
though now in its infancy it is only a small
institution, yet 1 look forward to its becoming of great importance, not only to its own
members but to the business interests of

We

San Diego County.

The dii'ectors reported that they obtained
a good brick building as a warehouse, employed an experienced man as grader, made
contracts for drayage, etc., had prepared
printed certificates of grades to be affixed
to cases of honey, and made arrangements
with the steamship company for careful
transportation, and other minor details.
Under these arrangements they have during the past six months received, stored,
and graded as follows
14331^
rases of comb honey
13
Cases extracted
21
Barrels ext racted
They have shipped as follows:
10583^
Cases of comb honey
13
Cases exi racted
31
extracted
Barrels
:

Total

109214

Leaving hi wiirehouse at date of Feb. 1. 375
To St. Louis and Cincinnati, 1 car load
each; to St. Paul and Boston, J^ car load
each. All had been received and acknowledged, but no returns had yet been made.
C. J. Fox, their special agent, reported as
follows:

The honey business of Southern California, though of very recent origin, has grown
to large proportions. San Diego county
alone produced in 1877 about 1.2.50,000 lbs.,
four-fifths of which was shipped in the
comb and one-fifth extracted. Our facilities
for raising honey and increasing our stock
of bees are the best in the world. Throughout our honey range, which extends back
from the coast to the high mountains, a distance varying from 40 to 100 miles, ice and
snow are unknown, while frost occurs so
seldom as to be very little regarded. During 8 or 9 months of the year no rain falls,
no hail or thunder storms interfere with the
breeding or working of the bees, and there

more than 2 or 3 months when they
have any difficulty in provitling for themare not

The season for the i)roduction of
surplus honey lasts from 4 to G monthss during which there is an almost constant succession of wild honey-producing plants or
shrubs, and there is probably no other place
in the world where honey is gathered so
rapidly as it is here while white sage is in
bloom.
do not need to plant clover or
buckwheat or mignonnette, for white sage
and other indigenous plants produce honey
as white and of as fine flavor; we do not
need to build houses and warm them or put
in cellars to protect them from the winter
cold, for while our Eastern friends are contriving how to save their colonies through
the long period of ice and snow, our bees
are flying abroad providing for themselves.
Under tnese circumstances it would seem
that the business here should be more
profitable and make a better return for
capital and labor than anywhere else. But
there are some drawbacks as there are in
every business, and it is for the purpose of
meeting and overcoming the difficulties of
our position that our Association was formed and that I am now addressing you. The
problem of how to raise honey in large
quantities has been solved, mainly by the
indomitable energy, preseverance and skill
of our townsman, Mr. Harbison, to whom
we are indebted for the first commencement
and most of the methods at present in use
selves.

We

among us.
The first

question in regard to any article
is how to produce it, the
to transport it, and the third
As I
is how to dispose of it profitably.
said, the first is practically solved among
us. Improvements can yet be made, no
doubt; economy of labor and increased production may be attained, but we can alof

commerce

second

is

how

ready produce an amount much larger on
the average than any where else we know
of.
The second question, transportation,
has been only imperfectly solved, and much
yet remains to be done. Several difficulties
stand in our way. One is careless handling
and too many reshipments; another, high
rates of freight

and irresponsibility of

rail-

roads and shipping agents. During a trip
of 3 months East the past season, and while
acting as agent of our Association, I made
efforts to meet some of these difficulties. I
found the owners of the steamship line
from San Diego to San Francisco willing to
do everything in their power. They issued
orders to their employees to handle comb-

honey with care, to have it all carried by
hand on and off the steamers, and to see
that it was not thrown down or roughly
treated. Since these orders were issued we
have had but little to complain of in this
respect. When a consignment of honey
reaches San Francisco it is very important
that it should be received and cared for by
some one who thoroughly understands the
importance of care in handling. To secure
made an arrangement with a very
thorough and careful business man, Mr. R.
Dixon, who, as soon as he received advices
of shipment and destination of a consignment, made arrangements with the C. P. R.
R. for a car; as soon as the steamer was
discharged, had the honey carefully conveyed on spring wagons and loaded in the
car nnder his own supervision; and so well
has he done this that all he has shipped has
reached its destination in as good condition
this I

'
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great
as was received in San Francisco.
deal of difficnlty is encountered by the way
the C. P. K. R. do business. Though they

past year. Through want of co-operation,
our producers have shipped in small quantities to persons who did not understand the

thoroughly the very great
to occur to a car load of
honey by its being transferred from one car
route,
they will not guarantee
another
en
to
its through shipment, as they do with fruit.
They will not afford any warehouse room,
even for a niglit; the honey must be taken
from the wharf the day it is unloaded, and
must be loaded into a car standing on a side
traclv as it is hauled. If they do not happen
to have a car ready and belonging to the

They have handled it carelessly,
competed unnecessarily with one another,
crowded it on an unwilling market, and in
various ways lowered the price. A far better way is to employ a good, reliable agent
to sell on commission in each large city,
with the understanding that he shall supply
the market in that place, and so avoid in-

understand

damage

cei'tain

city where the honey is destined to go, the
shipper miist store it somewhere, and rehaul it, or run the risk of its being ruined
by transferring from one car to another.
The rates of freight are exorbitantly high,
a car load of wool, for instance, being
transported to N. Y. for about one-half the
charge on a car load of honey. These difficulties should be met in some way, either
by a more favorable arrangement with the
K. R. Co., or by procuring warehouse facilities near the railroad or steamship company's warf.
Possibly, if our Association does a larger
business in forwarding honey, we may ob-

tain

more consideration.

The

style

of

packing honey in the cars, invented by Mr.
Harbison and used by our agent, is an excellent and safe one. We have a further
difliculty to contend with in tlie unloading
and transporting of our honey at its destination, and to guard against injury there, I
took pains to fully impress upon all commission men, and others to whom we might
ship, the importance of very careful handling. In fact the liability of comb honey to
injury in transporting it any distance is one
of our greatest difficulties, and is a strong
argument in regard to what I will refer to
further on, i.e. the advisability of fostering
a market for extracted honey. These are
some of the difficulties attending the shipping of our product, and most of them can
be lessened by co-operation among ourselves, for by concentration of business we
obtain respect and consideration.

The next and most important considerais to sell our honey at a good price.
This was not difficult when tiie amount produced was small, but now that it is so large
and rapidly increasing it is very important
to extend our markets, to put it for sale
where it is not known, and to procure, as
customers, people who can appreciate a
good and pure article.
Formerly, every farmer througli the country made a few ciieeses. These were traded
to country dealers, and by them to wholesale dealers, but tliere was no system or
tion

uniformity.
Now, great factories make
cheese in immense quantities, of a uniform
size and quality, and supply foreign and
home markets. A few years ago farmers
kei^t a few hives of bees.
Honey in all
qualities and conditions was sold or traded
to country dealers, and collected by wholesale dealers, v/ithout order or system. It is
only very lately that men have engaged exclusively in producing honey in large quantities, probably no other man in the world
having raised in one year as much as Mr.
Harbison, of our county, his crop the past
year approximating 100 tons. It now becomes necessary to do, as was done in the
cheese trade— extend our markets.
Another evil has attended our sales the

trade.

jurious competition. 1 made it my business
the past fall to find such men, and have
made arrangements with one in each of the
large cities, for whose ability and integrity
I have ample guarantees.

The system adopted by our Association
of careful repacking, grading, and

marking

with reliable certificates, meets with favor
and appreciation among dealers, who will
be able,as soon as our system is understood,
to sell by sample, saving the time and injury to the honey by opening every case for
inspection.

unquestionable that good extracted
the purest and best form in which
it can be eaten, and when the public can
become convinced that extracted honey
shipped from here is a pure article, it will
be preferred to comb honey. The honey we
ship is perfectly pure, it can be raised here
at a less price than it could be manufactured for. On each package of comb honey
the tare is 14 lbs., as at present calculated,
or, at 3c. per & freight, 42c. per box of about
.56 lbs. net of honey, or over 4-.5 of a cent
per lb dead loss. On a cask holding 20 gall,
the tare is 20 lbs., at oc. per ft is 50c., or
about l-5c. per ft on 280 lbs. net of honey;
so that on each net ton of comb honey shipped we pay $!12 more freight than on a ton
of extracted honey. It is the testimony of
those who have tried it, that fully double
the amount of honey can be made from the
same number of bees, by the use of the extractor. This, combined with the saving in
freight, shipping boxes, breakage of comb,
etc., will enable us to put extracted honey
on the market at a much less price than
comb honey, and realize for ourselves as
good a return for our labor. It is the experience of the world that cheapening the
price of any article increases the demand,
and if we can get our extracted honey before the public all over the world, on its
merits as a good and pure article, at a price
much lower than comb honey has hitherto
sold, we shall have no difficulty in disposing
of all we can raise.
I woukl urge upon all interested in apiarian pursuits, the necessity of co-operation;
It is

honey

is

intelligent efforts at

improvement

in pro-

ducing and shipping our product economically; honest and fair dealing; and that
hearty and cordial mutual assistance so
much needed at the commencement of a
new enterprise. Rely upon it that narrowminded jealousy and unnecessary competition will injure us each and all, while
cordial co-operation will relieve our present
depressed condition and make the production of honey one of the most profitable occupations in which we can engage, while
populating and rendering useful large areas
of country otherwise barren and unsettled.
Chas. J. Fox.
Subscribers will please notice the
date upen their subscription labels and see
that they are "up with the times."
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excels the common bee as regards beauty
and gentleness, but also in its greater
watchfulness and prolificness, and particularly in its greater diligence— superior
qualities which the Roman poet Virgil
praises as belonging to the golden-colored

Foreign Notes.

WHAT OUn FKIENDS

ACROSS THE WATER
SAY CONCERNING THE DIFFERENT
RACES OF BEES.

G. Dathe, Eystrup. Hanover, says in his
circular and price-list for 1877: "I do not
raise Cyprian, Egyptian, or Krainer bees

any more;" but he does not tell why. Mr.
Dathe, who is one of the most prominent
bee-keepers of Germany and author of valuable works on bee-culture, possesses three
large apiaries. His home apiary, consisting, in summer, of about 400 colonies and
200 queen hives, is devoted largely to queenrearing, and his aim is to raise only "Italian queens of the purest full-blood, which
produce the most beautiful bees and
queens." It is well to see what men of his
experience say of the various races of bees.

At the 21st Wanderversammlung of the
German and Austrian bee-culturists held at
Ereslau, last Sept., W. Guenther, of Gippersleben, Hanover, asked: " What has
been the experience during the past years
in reference to the various imported races
of bees ?"
Quite a discussion ensued,
which Der Schlesiche [inker, published at
Troppau, Silesia, sums up as follows
*'
From the various experiments made during the past years it appears that, as regards diligence and prolificness, the Egyptian bee ranks after the German and
Italian; that the Krainer race, at the expense of honey, produces many bees; the
Cyprians are diligent, but (luite inclined to
sting; between the German and heath bees
there is no particular difference; in poor
seasons for honey the Italians gather more
than the German bees. The Herzegovinian
bee is praised. Bees obtained by judicious
crossing have the preference over the pure
races."
:

In an article entitled, " Die Bienenzucht
lioehmen,"— Bee-Culture in Bohemia—
which Kudolf Mayerhoeffer, of Prague— the
editor of Bohemia's bee journal, Der Bienenvater contributes to an Alsatian bee
journal, is the following: " The Italian bee
was praised likewise, as in Germany, as
71071 plus ultra, and it was believed that
the golden time of bee-culture had come
in

—

upon

us.

Now

turned to the

all

is

still;

Ki-ainer bees,
recently, to the Cyprians."

attention is
and, more

Here is Dzierzon—the man whom the
Germans honor with the title Gross-meister" (great master)— after 25 years' experi'•

ence with Italian bees, saying:

" In Feb.

of this year it will be a quarter of a century
since the first Italian bees (from Mira, near
Venice) arrived safely in Carlsmarkt. The
importation of the Italian bee to Germany
can rightfully be noted as a real event in
the history of bee-culture; not less worthy
•of note, however, is the fact that during a
quarter of a century it has been possible to
preserve it pure and unmixed. Thus has it
been proved that this as beautiful as gentle,
diligent, and prolific bee bears our German
climate very well, and that its preservation
in purity is, with some care, quite possible,
even though made in a measure ditiicult, on
account of the mating of the young queens
in the air. * * * * The importation of
the Italian bee increased directly the profits
of bee-culture, because this bee not only

bees,

and have been fully preserved

to this

time."

During the whole quarter of a century
Dr. Dzierzon has bred from the queens first
imported and their descendants, having obtained no more Italians. At the various
large conventions and exhibitions held in
Central Europe, his bees liave received the
highest prizes as pure and beautiful
Italians.

SALICYLIC ACID.

TheBienenvater,Prague,Bohemia,says:
This acid is not only a remedy for foul
brood, but it also renders us an important
service in the preservation of honey.

As

is

newly-extracted honey ferments easily in consequence of its thorough
mixture with the air, which contains the
fermenting principle; and in order to cause
sweet-must to ferment, it is regularly
beaten up. Salicylic acid placed in winemust prevents fermentation for months, as
it completely paralyzes the strength of the
barm.
Frank Benton.
well

know^n,

For the American Bee Journal.

Honey a Luxury.
At the North Eastern B. K. Meeting held
at Syracuse, on the 7th to 9th of Feb., 1877,
Mr. J. H. Nellis said:
" We must produce honey cheap enough
to compete with other sweets, to make it a
commodity of general demand and ready
sale.
Can bee-keepers do this? If so, there
is no limit to the business of honey producing. If not, the business is already overdone."
A very just remark. Honey will ever be
eaten as a luxury or kind of " side issue,"
even at one cent per lb. I have sold rich,
choice extracted honey at UJ-^c. per lb, by
the gallon, for two years past, and urged it
upon the market in every way possible, yet
ten times as much cane syrup has been sold
in the mean time. In the last 10 days more
pounds of maple sugar have been sold at
1<)C. than of honey at llV^c. during the past
year. Our city uses twice as much comb
They pay 22c. to 2.5c.,
comb honey. Honey and heat

honey as extracted.
retail, for

are antagonistic to each other, and this one
fact casts both comb and extracted lioney
Soui*
into the narrow sphere of sauce.
sauces are nuich preferred to sweet sauce.
Very many prefer all other kinds of sweet
sauce to honey. Many people will not eat
Those who
sauce at their meals at all.
imagine they see a broad " rock bottom"
only a little way down, just ready to catch
any amount of honey everybody can produce, will ere long get the mote out of their
eye, and find themselves looking into a

chasm without bottom.

What

bee-keeper wrote in the Bee-Keep-

ers' Miignzine that he remembered when
brown sugar was worth 2oc. per lb, and

honey (strained) 12>^c. per gallon ? This is
the other extreme, but not impossible, as
one will not fill the place of the other. No
man can see such great profits in the production as professional supply dealers, who
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are charitable enough to sell a hive for 75c.,
a queen for 90c., and a colony of bees containing the aforesaid, for $6.50; so tliat you
can get the " worm " while he goes without
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further use of the extractor and rearing of
Italian bees.
W. F. Williams.
Liberty Center, O., March 19, 1877.

anything (except the .f6..50).
In my article on page 95, March, 1877,
"$12 worth of honey in glass jars," should
Also read " Watt's
read, $1,200 worth.
pills," ivater pills.
I shall be on hand at the next National
convention, as I have a new patent as well
as a potent hive. It is one of those sidedoor and glass fellows, only that the glass
Bees kept in tiiis hive, last season,
is blue.
grew as large as humble bees, and could
ravish anything from a red clover head to a
gallon jug. All the obstacles yet met with
is that they can sting through an inch
board, such is their size and vitality. I
wish, Mr. Editor, you could get the Chicago
honey quotations under blue glass.

James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., Mar.

5, 1877.

For the American Bee Journal.

Blasted Hopes.

We remember of no occasion that prompted deeper mourning over blasted hopes
than we now have in this county. Fully
three-fourths of the bees wintering out-ofdoors are dead already, and the weather is
The
very unfavorable for ihe balance.
snow is about 14 in. deep; the thermometer
ranging from 6 deg. below zero to 30deg.

above, during last week.
Of 68 in the cellar, 1 lost one up to Feb.
15.
Have not examined since, but am
anxiously waiting for warm weather to give
them a fly and feed up weak colonies.
We had no surplus honey, except in the
basswood season. We had an abundance
of white clover and fall flowers, but the
cold, wet weather prevented the secretion
of honey. The fall found us short in stores,
causing a great deal of feeding and uniting
of weak colonies. An unfavorable fall was
followed by a severe and rigorous winter.
On Dec. Stii the thermometer was 12 below
zero, and the cold continued till the last of
Jan.; when, greatly to the relief of the
little pets, they had a nice flight.
Feb. was
favorable; March, cold and blustering.
As to the cause of the great fatality, there
is, as usual, a diversity of opinions; but I
believe ail agree that poor honey and cold
weather will cause dysentery.
To an
abundant apple crop 1 attribute one of the
main cavises. During the cold, wet weather,
when flowers were secreting but little
honey, the bees were swarming around the
cider presses and on the bruised and rotten
apples in orchards. The honey gathered
after Aug. was never capped. Before cold
weather set in they were busily engaged in
uncapping all that had been nicely sealed.

This uncapping I iiave been unable to
account for.
Can you explain ?
The
fatality is general.

A near

neighbor

who was opposed

to the

use of the extractor and the beautiful
Italian bee, runs his on the old style of
"Let alone policy." He extracted no honey,
and then, to his utter disgust, his 16 stocks
of untamperetl with, pure blacks all succumbed to dysentery. Now, Mr. Editor,
had these 16 colonies of blacks— treated on
the " Let alone policy" all lived through
the winter, there would have been no

—

TERM* OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Single subscriber, one year,
Two subscribers, sent at tlie
"
Three
"
"
"
"
"
Six

same
"

time.

All higher clubs at tlie

•'

same

.

.

"...

"

..

.

$3.00
3.50
5.00
9.00

rate.

RATES FOR ADYERTISIIVG.
1 month, per
"

"

3

"

C

"

"
"

2

One inch

20 cents.

line,

"

eacli insertion

Length

in

"

"

"
of

.15

"

....12
....I»

"
"

,..

Column makes Twelve Lines.

Special Notices, and pages next to reading
matter, one-third more tlian the above rates.
Last page of cover, double rates.
No advertisement received for Ies.s than $1,
Cash in advance for all transient advertisements. Bills of regular advertisers payable
quarterly. We adhere strictly to our printed
rates.

Address

all

communications and

THOMAS

tances to

G.

Clark

184

NEWMAN,

St..

remit-

Chicago,

Write names and addresses plain
County and State.

111.

—giving

Additions can be made to clubs at any
same club rate.
When changing post-office address, mention the old address as well as the new one.
Specimen copies, canvassing outfit.
Posters, and Illustrated Price List sent free
time, at the

upon

application.

We send the Journal

until an order for
discontinuance is received at this office, and
arrearages are all paid.
We will give Hill's work on "Chicken

Cholera" (price
ing

as a

it-,

.50

cents), to any one desirfor two subscribers.

premium

Jt^ When j'ou have a leisure liour or
evening, why not drop in on a neighboring
family and see if you cannot get a subscrib-

The Ameiucan Bee Journal?

er for

Remittances to be sent at our risk must
be by Post-office Order, Registered Letter,
Draft or Express (charges prepaid). Make
Post-office Orders and Drafts payable to

Thomas

G.

Newman.

For the convenience of bee-keepers,
we have made arrangements to supply, at
the lowest market prices. Imported or test'

ed Italian Queens, full colonies, Langstroth
or other hives. Extractors of all the makes,
and anything required about the apiary.

The only sdfe way to send money by
mail is to get the letter registered, or procure a money order or draft. We cannot be
responsible for money lost, unless these
precautions are taken. Then it is at our
risk, and if lost we will make it good to the
sender, but not otherwise.

J®" Attention

is

called to the advertise-

ROPP'S CO.MMKKCIAL CALCULAwhat is claimed
and is a very valuable work.

ment

of

TOR.

It is in all resixnts

for

it,
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HONEY BOXES.

Secure a Choice Queen.

We now renew our

send a choice

offer to

tested Italian queen as a premium to any
one will send us four subscribers to The

American Bee Joubnal

with

.$8.00.

This

premium, giving a good queen for four subscribers, will pay any one for taking some
trouble to extend

Journal.

the

circulation

Premium queens

of the

will in every

case be tested.

SO CHEAP THAT

IT

WON'T PAY TO STEAL THEM
Lisst for SO tlay!«.

!

Special Price

boxes, 3 sides, 5x6 in. glass, cut to nail:
8.00(1 boxes
$ l.iO
$2r
li.iiO
"
4,001)
34
5,i:00
"
10.00
40
..
"
19.00 10.000
.. 75
3-Ib boxes, glrtss, 6x8 in. only 35c. per 100 more.
Delivered free at any depot in Chicago.
34 boxes, 5x6. or If) do., (ixS, makes one set
for the Langstroth bive, 14xlS in.; weight 31bs.
Sample box, by mail, 10c. one eacii size, 15c.
Will make this box of an,v size and shape to
2-lb

100
500
1,000
3,000

boxes

I

;

More Premiums.— Friend Murphy sends
the following: "I offer a No. 1 Extractor
(the wood part of black walnut) for the one
sending the largest number of subscribers
to

of using these boxes sent free.
to write for it. Address

1st

and Dec.

31, 1877.

We have now gotten up a beautifully
Illustrated Catalogue of everything used in

the apiary, with Prices Current, and
other information, which we will

who

ITALIAN QUEENS.

1877.

be the judge."

to all

St. Charles, Illinois.

The publisher

Dr. J. P. H. Brown offers as a premium to
the pei'son sending the greatest number of
subscribers to The American Bee Journal, between now and the first of July, a
The
tested queen of imported mother.
queen to be sent upon presentation of certificate from the publisher, certifying to the
number of subscribers sent.

FREE

desire them.

much
send

As we wish

one into the hands of every bee-keepand Canada, we will
supply them FREE in any quantity to
those who will kindly distribute them.

to get

er in the United States

in the country.
Mr. L. C. Root, of the late firm of

Office.

T. G.

have raised and sold Italian Bees. Queens, $1
each. Nucleus Hives, containing 4 frames
and one of our best queen* and a few drones,
$3 each. A nucleus feeder and one of my
smokers and a queen cage sent with each hive.
Send Money Orders on the Salem, Mass.,
P. O. All orders will be tilled as promptly as
pos:^ible.
H. ALLEY,
Wenham, Essex Co., Mass.

Eight Yearly Yols. of A. B.
For Sale

111.

\ARON BENEDICT,
Importer and Breeder of

PURE ITALIAN

BEES.

my

former patrons and others,
I that I am devoting my entire time to rearing
Italian Bees and Quetns. I have been breeding
Bees for the past 11 years, and claim that I 'an
produce

would say to

AMERICAN WILD TURKEYS,
grade mixed with the large Bronze, for sale for
breeding.
For further particulars address

AARON BENEDICT.

feb-tf

Bennington. Morrow Co., Ohiot

JOSEPH DUFFELER,

Wequiock, Brown

Co.,

Wis.

Mail,

per doz. Address
G. NEWMAN, Chicago, 111.

6 to 8 inches high, 75c.

THOMAS

of Masonry,
The Voice AND
FAMILY MAGAZINE,
SOpage, 8vo., moiiihly i)eri()(lical, devoted
IS toan Masonic
and Family Literature, edited by

John

VV.

Brown

anil

Albekt G. Mackey;

is ilhis-

trated, has able contributors, and is the largest
and best of its class of publications. Price, $3.00
Specimen copies 25c. Canvassers
per year.
wanted. Addri ss

JOHN W. BROWN,

Publisher,

184 S. Clarli St., Chicago,

iuly-tf

PURE ITALIANS.
My Book, 128 pages, describing the habits and
culture of the Honey Bee, sent, post paid, for 50
cents. I also breed the

J.

for $13.

TULIP TREES, hy
From

Address

NEWMAN, 184 Clark St., Chicago,

Quinby &

Root, stated at the bee-keepers' meeting at
the Centennial, that "He had purchased 60
Queens of us, and all of them were very superior queens." M. G. Bundy, a prominent
bee-keeper in N. Y. State, wrote us March 6th.
as follows: "Your queens are the handsomest,
and produce tlie most beautiful and peaceable
workers of any I ever saw."
The present year makes the I5th that we

CHOICE CATNIP SEED.
In packages of one ounce, price 50 cents, postpaid. For sale at The American Bee Jour-

1877.

warrant every Queen to be as pure, handprolific, to produce as beautiful and
peaceable bees, and to be as good in every respect as tested queens sent out by any dealer
I

some and

Address

nal

Don't forget

NATIONAL BEE HIVE FACTORY,

The American Bee Journal between

March
to

an.y hive in use. Send inside dimensions.
240 lights Glass, 5x6, $3.75; 150 do., 6x8, $3.
;8®" Descriptive circular giving kest method

flt

III.

Bees and Queens for Sale.
I

import, direct from Cyprus

my

Island and

Queens can be depended upon
Italy, and
I guarantee .safe arrival, and
for breeding.
will ship in April and May. Imported Queen,
S8; Imported Colonies, $15; Imported Nuclei,.
Full
Bred Tested Queen, S3;
SIO;
Colonies, $13; Nuclei..J6. Address

Home-

IL\RDIN HAINES,

mar6m

Box

93,

Vermont, Fulton

Co., Ill,

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO BEE CULTURE.
Chicago, Illinois, May, 1877.

Vol. XIII.

gxtitar^s

^aMe^

Several articles prepared for this
sue are crowded out for waut of room.

is-

'In California the recent rains have
added much to the honey crop as well as to
the spirits of tlie bee-keepers.
(t^°° Charles Kellar,of Lake County, Ind.,
reports having safely wintered his 23 colonies, and has had no spring dwindling. He
wintered out of doors and packed in straw.

We have

a large stock of catnip seed

to sell dnring May at
per ounce, post paid, though it cost
more than that at wholesale, besides ex-

and have concluded

30c.

pressage.

11^" The price of Bingham's Smoker being reduced since our cover was printed, it
is therein quoted at .5?3.00.
We shall sell it,
as well as everything else, at manufacturer's prices.

m^^D. P. Hartford

has sent us specimens
so constructed that they can be put together without a
nail by the ends being "chamfered" and
grooved. They are very ingeniously conof his

honey boxes, which are

structed.

No.

5.

lE^" The Rockland Fruit Farm Annual is
on our table. It contains a colored plate
and ranch usefnl information. It is sent
free to any one addressing J. E. Remsburg,
Atchinson, Kansas.

IW

F. W. Chapman writes us that the
bees in his locality wintered "as of yore."
He has lost but two, and reports the best
success he ever had in wintering. He adds:
"It pays to take care of what you have;
one of my neighbors lost 78 out of 80; another 31 out of 35, and several all." They
were kept in the old style and unprotected.

i^'^E. C. Jordan, (Va.,) has sent us a
Catcher," and remarks:
"I have used it since 1861, and could not
be indncKl to give it up. It is used by putting it on a pole of snitable length, with
sockets in the small end, which should have
an iron ring to keep it from slipping out.
It should be made of undressed boards."
We have added it to our museum, for the
inspection of our visitors.

"Swarm

i^W' The New Orleans Picayune, speaking of the impulse given to bee-keeping in
Louisiana, says the use of the Extractor has
enabled hundreds of barrels to be shipped
from that State, North, yearly. The writer
thinks honey enough could be made in Lousiana to sell for more in the markets of the
world than the best sugar crop, and best
cotton ever made in Louisiana sold for.
^ • ^m
—
.

>

I

—

^iW S.

11^" Friend Kretchmer has sent us one of
and also a fumigator. The latter is to hold in the mouth and blow smoke
into the hive. The former is a tin box with
a little cap filled with holes, through which
will ooze tlie food for the bees to take.
his feeders,

I^'M.

E. Loehr sends us a specimen of
Alsike seed, procured of "Novice," and
thinks it " sorrel," and asks our opinion of
it.

It is native Alsike.

seed

is

imported;

We

it

costs

The

best Alsike

more but

is

worth

Briggs & Brothers seed liouse, and asked their opinion.
They also pronounced it Alsike, and not
all it costs.

sorrel.

took

it

to

Cornell, of Canada, has sent us a
sample of a frame which has cast iron arms
to

keep them

at regular distances at both

top and bottom.

He

remarks:

" These frames are suspended on metal
rabbets; the arms in the bottom being
driven in close to the frame, while those in
the top are )iot driven home by about
in.
It occurred to me that this was tlie very
frame one of your correspondents in the
Feb. number of the Journal wanted. You
see there is no chance to glue tliese frames
fast.
I am not the patentee, nor do I use
them, nor have I any interest in them what-

%

ever."

We thank
but

We

friend Cornell for sending it;
hesitate to use such a frame.

we should

think the "objections" outweigh the
" advantages."

—
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The Barnes FootPower Saw.
convenience of bee-keepers who
they are not a few) we
have induced Messrs. Barnes to send us
one of their combined saws.

For

tlie

visit this office (and

Those who

call

here will hereafter be
it to their hearts' con-

able to " investigate"
tent.

The following cut will give a good idea of
the combined circular and scroll saw, as it
stands in our office; the price of which is
$40. This includes one rip and one crosscut saw, 6 inches in diameter, and 12 assorted scroll-saw blades.

Its

weight

is 160 lbs.

For making hives and boxes there can be
nothing more convenient than Barney' footAny person who has one
power Saws.
could not be induced to dispose of it.
It
will cut through one inch pine boards at the
rate of 8 feet per minute, line measure, and
will cut either thicker or thinner lumber.

The

table

28x28 inches, and stands 35

is

inches from the

floor.

Steam power can be used on these machines at an extra cost of $10 for counter
shaft and belt pulley.

From several letters from bee-keepers,
who have this saw, we glean the fol-

etc.,

lowing:

San Buenaventura,

"With

my one-horse

Cal., Dec. 29, 1876.
Barnes' Saw I am just

shelling out the bee-hive stuff."

K. Wilkin.
Brumfield Station, Ky., April 9, 1877.— "I
am well pleased with the way my Saw
works. The cutter heads groove to perfection."

O.

Brumfield.

1876.— "The Combined Foot-Power Scroll and Circular Saw
came in good condition. Wo were not long
in setting it up and giving it a trial. We
consider it the simplest and best constructed machine ever put before [the people. It
works like a charm and we recommend it to
any one wanting a saw."
City Bluff, Mo., July

2.3,

Scott

& Bramblett.

Jan. 6, 1877.— "My cases
for storing surplus honey are admired by
all.
I cut tlienf out with ^my Barnes FootPower Saw."
J. F. Flory.

Modesto,

Cal.,

1877.—" I tliink
am, especially
in white pine with Barnes'

Winchester, Va., April

9,

no one can be happier than

when

ripping

%

I

saw.
" Two other bee men are only waiting to
raise enough surplus funds to pay for one
of Barnes' saws. They are each anxious
to buy one. I would not sell mine for twice
its cost.

I

do not want to be a dav without

one."

O.

Wyandotte, Kansas, Feb.

make

It is a

beauty and works like a charm.

Each machine

is

perfect, neither is subor-

dinate to the other, though combined in
one; doubling its value without detriment
to its power or working qualities.

The six-inch diameter saws reach 2X
inches above the table. They can be used
on the mandrels, set wabbling, to cut any
desired width of groove.
The cut-off saw gauge is set by a thumb
nut and radial slot to cut any desired angle,
for frames, etc. The gauges can be removed
instantly from the table and are always in
perfect condition for their different purEmery wheels can be used
mandrels whenever desired.

readily on the

1877.

— "I

my

hives for 75 stands of bees with
one hand and the help of your Power Saw,
including frames and section boxes, and
feel perfectly able to do the work for 150
stands."
W. P. Hogakty.
all

"This machine is one of the brightest illustrations of genuine Yankee ingenuity
that it has ever been our fortune to meet,
and the simplicity and fewness of its parts
are really surprising. With the new and
novel toot-power, the only wheel about the
machine, except the saw, can be instantly
set humming like a top, and one of the
prettiest little saws can be attached to it in
a little more than a second of time, yet the
whole is so extremely simple that even a
child can do nice, true work at once. At
inour first attempt we sawed one foot of
pine in six seconds."
A. I. Koot.

%

We

poses.

M. Brown.
26,

supply

and advise
procure

it.

all

it

at manufacturer's prices,

who need such an

article, to
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and Queries*

Owen Co., Ky., Marcli 17, 1877.— "I am at
a loss to know how to make surplus lioneylioxes and section frames. 1 hope to yet
the desired information in the A. B. J.
are in 38 north latitude and are now havinji:
cold rains. March, so tar, has been a cold
month here. I have lost some weak stocks
but most of the bees are in sood condition.

We

After a few days of tine weather the elm
will be in full bloobi."
G. W. Jenkins.

weather ? I had trouble with mine last
season, although carefully put up in Muth's
honey jars.

"I find my interest in the JouRNAii constantly growing— could not do without it. I
heartily recommend it to all bee-keepers."
J. E.

1.

find

On measuring my
them only

14 ni.

Langstroth hives I
wide and containing 10

frames, which instead of 1}4 in. to the frame
gives but I 2-5, and as the bees often build a
part of the comb straight and tlien mix it
all up, would it not be better to put only 9
frames in each hive ?
2. I wish to prevent "in-and-in breeding."
Can I successfully do so by sending for a
dozen queens, and on their arrival take
about 3 combs with adhering bees from
each of three hives and place them in an
empty hive and introduce a queen imme<liately, without keeping her confined in
a cage ?
3. Would it be necessary to place the new
hive in place of one of tlie aforesaid hives ?
H. B. KOLFE.
[

Fourteen inches for

cient for the

bees.

If

10

frames are

suffi-

some bee-keepers

give more space, it is for their own facility;
for the combs can be more easily extracted
from the hive when they are wider apart.
But bees will build the combs truer in the
frames only 1%.
2. Yes
By buying a dozen queens you
can prevent "in-and-in breeding;" especial
ly if you buy them from different breeders.
But we would not recommend the plan of
introducing that you describe, and were we
to try it, we would not put the new hives in
place of the old ones; for the old bees
would be apt to kill the queens.— Cri. DaI

DANT.]

Benton Harbor, Mich., April

from tlie severity of the wintei'. Nearly
one-half the bees are dead and others greatly reduced. Many perished during the excessive cold in March. My loss has been
very light. Wintered out-doors, having my
bees protected from the north-west winds
by a high board fence. I use mostly the
Farmer's Hive, with double walls and an
absorbing nuit on top. i have 30 colonies,
nearly all in very fine condition.
"A Question.— How can we best prevent
extracted liouey from souring iu the warm

14,

1877.—" I

10 colonies of bees into the cellar

Eut
»ec.

1st;

few cold

on

after snow came, and we had a
nights. On April 1st I took them

out; one was weak and another dead. The
8 are in good order. I have fed them syrup
made from
sugar; also about 2 lbs. of rye
meal per day. Is there any danger iu feeding too much meal ? One of my neighbors
put 100 colonies into winter quarters in
good order; some in the cellar, some in
boxes packed with straw around the hive,
and some of them were covered with stalks
in his barn. All that he can count on now
is 29 swarms; the rest have gone the way of
all the earth.
Can some of your corres-

A

pondents

tell

combs were

He

us what was the matter.

The

bright, with plenty of honey.

an old bee-keeper and has always had
good success before. He thinks that he let
them stand until too late before he put
them into winter quarters. Do you think
that the cause of the loss ?"
is

0. E.

Mead.

[We cannot guess the cause of the loss
without knowing the circumstances of this
unlucky wintering. I'our neighbor is probably right, especially if he put his bees in
their winter quarters after a spell of very
cold wea;ther, and when their abdomen
already distended with faeces.— Cn.

was

Da-

DANT.]
Crawford Co., Mo., March 19, 1877.—" I
have never seen in bee publications what
the effects of sugar maple water has on
bees. My bees have plenty of honey, but
they work strongly on sugar water. Please
let us know, iu the Joi'rnal, whether it is
good for them. Another question I would
ask: Will bees do as well with frames hung
crosswise to the fiyhole as lengthwise ?"
Job Harm an, Sr.
[

Juniata Co., Pa., April 20, 1877.—" Apiarin this locality have suffered greatly

ists

Keauns.

who have experimented with
[ Those
remedies for " souring," will confer a favor
to the bee-keeping fraternity by giving the
results of their experiments iu the American Bee Journal.-Ed.]

[On page 122, may be found a description
of sectional boxes, which will perhaps be of
value to you.
In Cook's Manual for the
Apiary, page 44 and 45 you will find a full
description of how to make franies and
boxes.— Ed.]

157

Sugar maple water

They

is very good for bees.
will increase in brood very fast with

it.

Combs hanging crosswise with the front
board of the hive are called cold combs. If
hung lengthwise we call them warm combs.
Americans prefer the cold combs, while the
Germans and Italians, having side-opening
hives, use warm combs. I am nearly sure
that queens will lay more in cold than in
warm combs, especially during the summer
months.— Ch. Dadant.]

—
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III., April 9, 1877.— "I have 10
some in box hives. I wish to
transfer them and would like to know how
to do it. Also please tell me iiow to make

Perry Co.,

colonies,

bees raise queens

when

their

queen

is lost."

Joseph Bkown.
be done at any time
[ Transferring can
but it is best when there is but little honey
in the hives, early in the spring.
On a
warm day, after the bees are at work, blow
some smoke in the entrance and take the
hive a short distance away and turn it bottom upwards. Place the new hive over it
and wind a sheet about the hives where
they come together, so that the bees cannot
get out. Put a box on the old stand for the
returning bees to cluster in. Rap on the
lower hive 15 or 20 minutes, and the bees
will till themselves with honey and go up
into the new hive with the queen. Take
the new hive down; knock tlie box hive
apart, cut out the worker comb and fit to
the frames (be careful not to damage the
comb, and also to save all the brood); fasten
the combs into the frame by tieing it, or
putting a few wires accross it. Set the
frames in the new hive and proceed with
the rest, till all the worker comb is in.
Raise the front of the hive and get the cluster in the box which was put on the old
stand; shake them down in front of the
hive.
When the bees are all in, set the
hive on the old stand. In about .3 days the
bees will have fastened the combs; then
the strings and wires may be removed; the
colony being then in good order.
If a colony is queenless the bees will start

queen

cells, if

To

they have anything to do

it

them a good queen cell from
another colony is the easiest and quickest
way of providing them a queen.—Ed.]
with.

give

" Editor A. B. J.— Having received one
of the smokers, sent as a premium by the
Magazine iolks, with that paper, and dubbed the " Quinby Bellows-Smoker, Ij^test
style"— I desire to give my opinion of it. It
is so badly made and of such poor material
that it is entirely worthless.
Mine is a
regular fraud. I say this only in justice to
my brother bee-keepers. Is it right to send
out such ail article, and call it a Quinby
smoker of the latest style ? I call it deception ! What do you call it?"
R. P. G.

We

[ Friend G. that is a haj-d question.
don't like to pass ju/lgment upon the
motive. You paid only SI. 60 for it and the
MngavAne, and as the price of the Magazine is $1.50, call the cost of the smoker to

10 cents, and it isn't so bad, in your
case.—Ed.]
IW' Since writing the above, one of these
smokers has been put on our table to examine and give our opinion of. It came via
"Novice" from L. C. Root. It is very poorly constructed, and the leather of which the
bellows is made would not stand an hour's
use. We only speak of the one before us,
and hope that others are much better than

you

this

one.- Ed.

Editoi? a. B. J.—In looking over the
" Utticial List of Awards of the Centennial
Exhibition," I find only one award for
American Extractors. VVill you please inform the readei'S of the Journal how it
comes that several claim to have diplomas
for Extractors in the A. B. J.?
M. D. T.

[We have examined the "Official List of
Awards," and find Murphy's on page 73. It
is a big job to look over so many names,
and we shall ask friend Chapman to give us
a copy of the official notice of the premium
being awarded, or refer us to the page in
the "official list" where it can be found.—
Ed.]
IT

1877.— "I
4 boxhave 40 colonies in the Ameri-

Decatur Co., Tenn., April

1,

commenced a few years ago with
hives; I

now

can and Thomas hives.

1 have tried to

learn something of tlie bee as my stock increased. I have Root's honey extractor; it
is exactly what it claims to b<,>.
My bees
pay me over 200 per cent:
Iiad too
much rain last season, for much surplus
honey. I never expect to be without bees

We

and

The American Bee Jouknal.

It
apiarist. I

should be in the hands of every
wintering on the summer stand, and
shall, I think, not loose one-tenth of my
bees. I expect to move some of my bees to
Illinois soon. I want a little more information on nucleus swarming. I expect to
Italianize my whole stock next summer.
What will give me the desired information ?"
O. P. Storm.

am

Get "Cook's Manual of the Apiary," and
study it on these subjects, and with your
determination you must succeed.—Ed.]
[

M|>

1

-

T

tt

E^" A.

G. Hill, of Kendallville, Ind., is
issuing a monthly sheet called The BeeKeeper's Guide, which he sends free to all
his customers.

J^" J.
"

S.

Coe inquired

Who made

the

first

in the

Journal—

curved-bladed or

round-pointed honey knife." F. W. Chapclaims to have done so, in 1870. He
says: "I made the first one I ever saw or
heard of." It is a nice knife and is well
finished, and is kept for sale at this office.

man

E^° We have had
month

that

repoi't

them.

it

so

many

" calls " this

would make a long chapter

to

we have

gathered up
of articles used in the

Since

our "museum"
apiary for the instruction and amusement
of visitors,
bers.

we

find

them increasing

All are welcome.

in

num-
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nuisance in handling.

®nx %ttUx ^o^.
Fulton Co., Ky., April

1877.—"

6,

My

15

colonies wintered well. I lost 3, the honey
G. Ilisch.
being stolen from them."

Woodville, Miss., April 6, 1877.— " Honey
coming in faster than I ever knew it at
this season of the year before, but many of
is

the colonies are weak."

Anna Saundeks.

Whitesides Co., 111., April 6, 1877.—"!
wintered 83 colonies including some light
stocks; 3 starved, one left on summer stand
died, another died, cause unknown, and 3
were queenless."
K. K. Murphy.
Ripon, Wis., April 5, 1877.—" Spring is
cold and late bees are all in winter quarters; this is the latest that they have been
kept back with me for 30 years. 1 am wintering 110 swarms; I cannot tell what their
condition is yet. The last season was very
poor. I have always taken the Joubnal,
am very glad to see the improvement you
;

make from month
Hartford,

Wis.,

to

month."

March

24,

R.

Dakt.

1877.—"

We

They are in
six different places.
hire a girl to take
care of them in each place, and iiave other
help to use in either as needed.
could
not get along with any of the extractors advertised; they are too slow for us.
made one to hold 10 frames, to extract 300
lbs. per hour, and three others holding 8
have wintered 734 colonies.

We

We

We

frames each. We make everything we use
in the bee business, except the tin work
and barrels. Last season was a poor one;

we got 8,000 lbs. of extracted and 1,000 lbs.
of box honey. This is not a good place for
box honey, as the nights are too cold, driving the bees out of the boxes, and they are
slow about returning.
winter in two
cellars and four bee houses built on the
ground with walls 16 in. thick, filled with
sawdust or fine coal." Crowfoot Bros.

We

Wellsville, Mo., April 2, 1877.—" In the
of tlie Journal there is a
cut of a hive by Mr. Bull, called the " Ne
Plus Ultra,'" and claiming, as the name
implies, nothing more beyond— a perfect
hive. In the fall of 1867 I bought an individual right of the Langstroth hive of R.
K. Otis, now deceased. I paid :58.00 for it.
Previous to this I was well acquainted with
it, knew the
exact size of liive, frames,
etc. Had read, in the Journal discussions

March number

on

its merits, pai'ticular on its shallowness
as being a detriment to successful wintering, particularly in the North. When I

commenced making new hives I concluded
change the proportion and adapt it to a
colder climate. 1 was then living in Northern Illinois, latitude 42 deg. I accordingly
shortened the hive 2 in., made it 2 in.
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Now,

it

may

be a

good plan for every man to give his own
hive a name, but 1 much prefer' to give
"Honor to whom honor is due," and I claim
all hives with movable frames are Langstroth's, whether they have the exact proportions of his or not."

John Babfoot.

Crystal Springs, Miss., Apl. 2, 1877.—" On
March 23rd, I had a fine swarm of bees;
others on the 25th and 2Gth. They. are getting out early.
have a prospect now
for a good crop of fruit." J. W. McNeil.

We

Montgomery

Co., Ind., April 4, 1877.—" I

have had a " Bull's run defeat," in wintering bees. I put them in a cellar that I wintered bees two seasons before with success,
but the winter just passed has from some
cause almost destroyed my apiary. I have
about 20 very weak colonies, and am caring
for them as best I can. If there had been a
flow of honey last September or the first
part of

October, I

am

satisfied

my

bees

would have wintered better; there was considerable uncapped honey when I put the
bees in the cellar. Some had dysentery,
others died without soiling the combs. I
tiiink I injured my bees by extracting too
closely in the first part of the season. Bees
kept in the ordinary way suffered much. 1
put 48 colonies in cellar, a number of them
were small, but suffered no more than
stronger ones.
The temperature ranged
from 32 to 40 deg."
Isaac Sharp.
It is evident that the

bees died for want
wholesome food. You extracted too closely, and what they gathered after
was uncapped, and probably very poor
honey. Hence the mortality.—Ed.]
[

of sufficient

Lawrence Co., Ind., April 2, 1877.— "I am
a dear lover of nature and its products,
especially the bee. I have 13 colonies in
good condition. They have wintered well.
They are of a mixed variety, black, hybrid,
and Italian. I think the hybrids superior
to either the full black or Italian. They
are carrying in pollen from the maple and
elm. 1 gave them flour but they soon left it
aud went for the natural pollen. I have
kept bees for 15 or 20 years, and would not
do without them, even for pleasure, if there
was no profit. This is not a very good bee
country, but what honey we get is of the
best quality. It is mostly from poplar and
white clover. I get from .50 to 100 lbs. of
box honey from good hives in good seasons.
Last season was one of the best for several
years. I propose to sell a part of mine, as I
have no time to attend to them all. I am a
close reader of tlie American Bee Journal, and consider it the best bee paper of
the day, and no bee-keeper should be without it."
G. W. DoDsoN.

to

Atchison Co., Kansas, April

4, 1877.— "My
considerably excited by the
on page 134, by Jewell Davis: 'How

curiosity
article

is

deeper and one frame less, and it has been
a very good hive with me; but I never
dreamed I was using the Ne Phis Ultra

to Italianize Blacks,' etc. I
all about that nursery,' as I
myself. Four years since I

till I saw the cut in the March number.
hive and the Ne Phis Ultra
differs only in two things:
frames are
just 1^ in. shorter, and I don't use nails in
the upper corners of the frames for them to
hang oy. I much prefer a frame to hang on
its own top bar.
The loose bottom is a

garden

hive

My

My

'

want
want
went

to know
to use it
into

my

to hoe cabbages, and found a good
of black bees on a small, dwarf pear
tree. 1 fixed up a small box, I had at hand,
aud put them in. I now have 10 colonies,
all in fair condition; four hives very strong.
Two of them are Italianized; have them all
in movable-frame hives. Although 61 years

swarm
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old, I

am

as

much

interested as ever/

I

have owned and handled bees at different
times more than 30 years. The best Italians I liave seen came from H. Alley. I say
this in justice to him, as I see some one is
'kind o'pitching into him.' That is my experience. Just please tell us all about that
H. S. Heath.
nursery."

made
[ It seems to us that Mr. Davis has
the matter plain. If there is any particular
point upon which you wish information,
the better plan will be to write to Dr.Jewell
Davis, Charleston, 111, and he will no doubt
supply it.—Ed.]
Schoharie Co., N. Y., March .5, 1877.— "I
should like to see a description of the
Langstroth hive, with the dimensions of
Do they winter well ?
hive, framesj etc.
Will bees waiter as well in a frame 14 in.
long as in one 18 in. long, the amount of
comb being equal in each hive ? It is a
great advantage for me to use the frame
193^ in. long, if it will winter as well, but
my loss has been greater since using the
short frame with 10 in a hive, than when I
used the long frame with 8 in a hive."
N. D. West.
[

The dimensions

ed Langstroth

of the standard improv-

hive

is

as

follows

:

The

body of the hive is made of inch boards,
and should be dressed on both sides; and is

%

in. being
13x183^ in. inside, 10 in. deep;
taken off one end for entrance; portico in

LANGSTIlOTll HIVE.

The bottom

nailed on to the
on to the body, 1
in. from top around the hive, to support the
second story or cap cap is 7 in. deep, and
the second story is 10 inches deep.
The top bar of frame call be made of %\n.
stuff, and beveled K i'i-» furnishing the
comb guide; whole length 19}i^x% in.; end
pieces 8?^x% in.; bottom pieces 1758xM' in.
As to wintering—the fall management
has more to do with it than the style of
If they have sufficient good
hive used.
honey, and are protected on the summer
stands, or placed in a good and dry winter
repository, with the temperature kept at
about 4.5 deg., it is safe to expect them to
winter well.—Ed.]
front, 4 in.

is

sides; a 1-in. strip nailed

;

Starkville, N. Y., April 7, 1877.— "I notice
in the report of the N. E. B. K, Association

that I am repoi'ted as saying: 'It is stated
in the bee books that bees begin to labor at
two weeks of age;
he thought much
younger.' What 1 really said was that it is
stated in the bee books that bees be^in to
labor in the field at from 2 to 3 weeks of
age. While taking no exception to this as
a rule, I further stated that they sometimes
begin their field work much younger. The
error is too great to allow it to stand uncorrected."
P. H. Elwood.

—

Winnebago Co., 111., April 2, 1877.— "My
bees increased to 200 colonies last summer,
and gave 6,000 lbs. of honey. I put them
into winter quarters on Dec. 12th, and took
them out Feb. 28th. I lost 3; the rest are
H. W. Lee.

all right."

Lee Co., Iowa, Apl. 4, 1877.— "Last spring
I had some Langstroth
I had no bees.
hives in the yard and a couple of swarms
came and took possession of them. One
was black, the other an Italian swarm. I
have now 5 swarms. None of my neighbors
keep bees. I intend to Italianize them."

IIenky
[It

was

really good of

you

J.

Alvis.

to place those

hives out, where these poor fugitives

may

and make themselves at home.
When they lay up good " stores," and you
go around to collect house-rent of them,
then you will probably find that they pay
find rest

more

rental according to cost of the building than any other tenants you have.— Ed.]

Georgiana, Ont., March 15, 1877.— " During the winter of 1873 one of my congregation gave me a hive of Italian bees, placing
it for me in a nice dry and warm part of the
cellar; it came through the winter in good
condition, while my kind friend had the
misfortune to loose all he had. Hence, I
resolved to assist him in return, after I had
gotten a fair start. At the end of 2 years,
when I had increased to 6, 1 gave him the
same hive back again, but he lost it through
spring dwindling and by taking it some 50
miles distant. During the summer of 1875 I
succeeded in trebling my stocks and obtain
ed 3 cwt. of extracted honey. But, like
many other young bee-keepers, I was overanxious in obtaining large results, and extracted once too often to my sorrow, tor the
honey season having suddenly closed, and
cold weather setting in, which prevented
feeding, I was obliged to go into winter
quarters with most of my hives badly provisioned with unsealed honey, which produced dysentery. So that out of 11 I came
down to 4, which was rather discouraging,
but knowing what was the cause of my loss
I willingly proceeded with the determination to guard against such a mistake in
Consequently from the 4 stocks
future.

with which I started last spring, I increased to 9, taking 2 cwt. of honey; the 9 are at
present in good condition with the prospect

coming out all right in the spring. Gave
them a cleansing tiight on that beautiful
warm day here on the 1st of March, and
now I will not disturb them again till the
1st of May, when all chance of spring
of

dwindling will be past, if the weather be
favorable. I use a hive and extractor gotten up by Mr. D. A. Jones, of Beeton, Out.,
I think our greatest Canadian bee-keeper,
and to whose kindness and willingness to
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that he knows, I am indebted to a
great extent for the interest which I now
feel in this pleasurable and profitable purI think bee-keeping is the most insuit.
teresting and recreative of all secular emplovment for a clergyman, and it is perhaps
owing to the fact tliat the greatest discoveries and inventions in this art have been
made chiefly by clergymen. I read all tlie
journals and everything that I can find on
bee-keeping with pleasure, and anxiously
desire to do all that 1 can to promote this
useful art in this great Canada of ours."
D. P. XlVEN.
tell all

Warren Co., 111., March 19, 1877.— "1 hear
some losses through this county, but not
by practical bee men. I had 80 colonies
of

here at

my home

16th, full of ice.

put in the cellar on Dec.
Jan. 27 it turned warm

On

and continued so till Feb. 28; since th(jn
cold weather has prevailed. The temperature in the cellar ran to 48 deg., and has
thus continued. The bees are humming,
and carrying out the dead, and appear to be
in good condition. At the river I have 40;
Mr. Holliiigsworth, 100; and Dr. D. G.
Campbell 40, all in one cave dug in the
month ago they were doing finely.
sand.
In another cave adjoining ours, Mr. N. L.
Jarvis has over 100 colonies stored. I am
glad to see the constant improvement you
are making in the Jouknal, and hope for
its continued prosperity."
T. G. McGaw.

A

Perry Co., 111.—" I commenced last year
with 6 colonies; I now have 10. 1 wintered
on the sunnner stands, unprotectected from
the north and west winds. There are a
great many dead bees. 1 read Prof. Cook's
essay before the Mich. B. K. Association,
and should be glad to have him give,
through the Jouknal, his method of queen
raising. Also, I would ask H. Alley to give
his mode of drumming out a queen. Also, I

would

like C. F.

management on

Muth to give his method of
the roofs in the city."
Joseph Bkown.

Co., O., March 24, 1877.—" To
appearances, bees are wintering well. I

Cuyahoga
all

have 25 colonies in the cellar and 5 on their
summer stands, boxed and packed in chaff.
I think those outside are doing fully as well
as those in the cellar. I am a novice in the
bee business. I commenced the season of
1876 with 15 very weak colonies; increased
to 30 by artificial swarming, raising my own
queens snd some for my neighbors. I took
only about 600 lbs. of surplus, which I sold
at 20c. to 25c. per lb. I use the Langstroth
hive and Isham's honey boxes, which have
given entire satisfaction. The winter has
been a hard one here, and I hear of many
losses in wintering in this vicinity. I tried
the foundation in a small way, but it was a
failure; possibly owing to its being the
bleached wax am open to conviction, however. The wax introducing cage, invented
I think, by S. K. Marsh, is a success, with
which I have never failed. Whether the
great problem of successful wintering shall
be solved or not, it is evident there is no
lack of theory in the matter, but the 'chaff'
will be winnowed in time and results
established that will secure a more uniform
success. We have a good deal to learn yet
and though progress is slow it is none the
less sure, and bee-keeping will rank among

—
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other branches of industry, subject to the
same laws of demand and supply, stimulated by the one and depressed by the other.
Very few indeed are likely to make a fortune at it, even the most successful, if we
may judge from the reports of Harbison
and others. Still it makes a reasonable
compensation, and as a recreation has attractions only known to those who have
tried it."
C. S. B.

—

Adelphi, Iowa, April 13, 1877. "I came
through the winter with 68 colonies in Finn
hives; lost none by freezing, but have lost
some since by robbing, while I was away
from home. Have heard so much of comb
foundation that I have bought a pair of
Finn's plates. I expect to give my bees all
the advantages in my reach."
J. J. KiSER.

Mower

Co., Minn., April 12, 1877.—"

On

I buried 62 swarms, and on April
9th set out 59 in excellent condition— having
lost 3. Their loss was due to the fact ot
their having been buried in three pits, and
one hive in each pit stood directly under
the chimney or ventilator, and all the moisture that collected in the chimney fell
directly upon this one, and of course it
could not stand a continual bath and died a
martyr to neglect. If I could have had time
to personally superintend the placing of
each hive, the result would have been
different. I remove the covers in wintering. I have buried my bees 11 years in succession and have never lost any (that were
in proper condition for wintering) when 1
have in person placed them in the pit. The
advantage gained by this method is that
the bees are left perfectly quiet until taken
out, and the temperature is very even, the
thermometer standing at about 45 deg. all

Nov. 10th

winter."

I.

Ingmundson.

Macomb Co., Mich., April 17, 1877.—" Out
of 54 colonies I have lost 26, and have
several inore in a poor condition. I think
that my bees gathered largely from apple
pumice from a cider mill near by; they did
not die from an insufficient supply of honey,
neighbor, living about 4 miles from me,
keeps his bees in a common box hive, and
has lost 22 out of 29 colonies. He saj's that
he will adopt the movable-frame hive. The
loss of bees is very great through this section of Michigan, a large percentage more
in common than movable frame hives."
Wm. P, Evritt,

A

Des Moines, Iowa, April

16,

1877,— "I

have had from 20 to 30 swarms of bees for
3 years, in this city. Last year I sold down
to 15; increased to 28; sold .'if2I2.00 worth of
honey in small frames. I have used 12 of
Finn's double-walled hives for 3 years. I

summer

winter on

stands, and have never

come out strong in spring. Two
swarms have been in the Finn hive for two
years, without having a comb moved; one
of them cast a swarm last summer, it filled
failed to

its

hive and stored 60

weeks.

I

lbs. of honey in three
have purchased more bees this

spring, and shall put them all in Finn hives
as soon as possible: liaving used it for five
years I believe it lo he the best. With this

hive and

The Ameiucan Bee Journal,

no one need

fail

of having bees and honey,"

Mrs, a, Brackett.
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Harrison Co.,

Incl..

April

15,

1877.—" Bees

are working on yellow willow and hard
maple. Everything looks favorable for a
good honey harvest." David Grabble.

Fayette Co., Ind., April

1.5,

1877.—'' 1 win-

tered 43 colonies in a house with a 6-inch
wall filled in with sawdust, and lost one. I
had 8 on their sunnner stands, packed in
corn fodder and lost 2. Those in the house
Daniel Wurth.
did the best."

Atchinson Co., Kan., April 20, 1877.— "My
bees wintered well in the cellar. Peaches
are in bloom now and honey gathering has

commenced."

Blackhawk Co., Iowa, April 14, 1877.—
" Bees wintered well here. I winter in the
under
kitchen, and ventilated
through the stove pipe. I lost 4 out of 35
colonies;
they were queenless, but had
plenty of honey. The Italians are more
active than blacks. I would not do without
the Journal if it cost $5 a year."

my

James Harper.

dwindling."

Jeiferson Co.. Iowa, April 18. 1877.—" My
bees have wintered well, and are now at

Andrew

work."

Simons.

Co., Cal., April 12, 1877.—" I win-

Plumas

tered 30 colonies on summer stands; they
are all right and have been working lively
on willow and alder for the last month. I
don't favor wintering inider the snow; it is
E. Culver.
too damp. I have tried it."

Vermont,

menced
ed to

bought

56,

and sold

April 19, 1877.— "I comwith 19 colonies; increas-

111.,

last year

making me

25.

I lost

81.

so that I have 75 to begin with
I got 2,456 lbs. of box honey."

6,

this year.

Hardin Haines.

Dearborn

Co., Ind., April 10, 1877.-"

My

and are gathering pollen
noticed several combs of brood

bees are

all alive,

nicely.

I

and some drones in a hive in Feb.
hive had a fertile queen."
S.

Humfield,

Pottawattamie Co., Kansas, April

8,

The
Jr.
1877.

—"My

The
bees are gathering pollen.
peach blossoms are nearly ready to expand.
1 hope we shall have a good season, and
will not trouble us
hoppers
that the
'

'

seriously this spring."

Jacob Emmons.

Crawford Co., Pa., April 6, 1877.— "!
started last winter with 133 colonies; 103
wintered in-doors and the balance out, in
large double hives, packed all around with
buckwheat chaff and hay; chaff at the
sides and hay on honey-board, with slots
for surplus boxes all open. With four exceptions they wintered splendidly, very
much better than those in the bee house.
The bees smothered in the four, by the en-

trance becoming stopped up with snow. I
was away from home a part of the time, and
neglected them, The hives were 2 to 3 feet
under the snow, part of the time. I shall
hereafter winter out-of-doors altogether, as

have never wintered in-doors to suit me.
in a house they do well
enough, but with a large number and the
house closed up, so as to maintain a temI

With a few hives

perature of about 40 to 42 deg., the bees
were out of the hives too much the air is
too close and impure, and in order to overcome this defect I have to open the ventilators so wide that the temperature sinks
below freezing point; and in this condition,
according to my experience, they are worse
off than' out-of-doors, without protection
save that given by a single board hive."
;

H.

y.

See.

Schletzbaum.

Montcalm Co., Mich., April 19, 1877.—" I
wintered 190 colonies in the cellar. They
came out in good order."
H. M. Roof.

cellar

Ingliain Co., Mich., April 20, 1877.—" I
have wintered 65 colonies, and they are all
in fine condition. I^ast season I wintered
64 colonies, and tor 2 years have not lost a
single colony, and have but little spring

F.

L. L. Triem.

Butler Co., Pa., April 18, 1877.— "I put my
bees into winter quarters on Nov. 25; took
them out Feb. 7, returned them the 9th, and
put them on their summer stands April 3rd.
I lost but one out of 100 colonies. They are
all Italians and in good condition.
I wintered part in a cave and the balance in a
bee-house; the walls filled in with 5 in. of
clay. I used chaff boxes in place of honeyboard. They are dark Italian bees, such as
Ch. Dadant imports— none of the lightcolored Italians for me. If a hive dwindles
away in spring, it is one of those beautiful
light ones.' "
Jacob Patterson.
'

Iron Co., Mo., April 16, 1877.— "A lady got
to 'doctor' her bees, last week. They
in the Buckeye,' a hive that has an
upright case; the frames being hinged on a
carriage, the bottom of which is an extensive moth trap. One hive had not been
opened for 2 years and the other was filled
last year. The box room was scanty and
inconvenient, while boxes had been put in,
but in one hive they refused to work in
them because they had no starters. The
bees had made all fast in the case, both top
and sides.
large knife had to be freely
used before the carriage-bearing frames
could be withdrawn. Both had plenty of
moths and roaches, and from one I took a
gallon of dead bees; yet the colonies were
strong and stores abundant.
The hive
deserves an advertisement as a nuisance.
Most of the bees hereabout died last winter; cause— worker comb filled with honey
and breeding stopped. Some went in with
'20 stocks, but came out with one.
Neai'ly
all in old box hives or gums, and left on the
summer stands."
Wm. Cam.

me

were

'

A

De
'•

Ark.,

Vall's Bluff,

April

16,

1877.—

I commence the prescolonies. Last season I

Having sold some,

ent season with

.54

commenced with
lbs. of

45, and secured over 5,000
very choice comb honey, in sections,

and had an increase of 50 per cent, in
stocks. This season I expect to beat that."
W. W. HiPOLiTE, M.D.
St. Clair Co., 111., April 21, 1877.— "Bees
did moderately well, last year, but I lost
most of them during the winter.
On
examination, I think it was dysentery,
caused probably by the sour, uncapped
honey, with which the combs were partially filled. Have just the number of colonies
now that I started with last spring, but
stronger ones.
Want of proper attention
the chief cause of loss. Generally, bees
wintered well here."
L. C. Bornman.
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American Bee Journal.

Corn Blossoms and Honey.
Mr. Editor:— In the April number of
your very valuable Journal, W. B. Rush
says "Corn gives much honey and plenty of
the very best pollen." With the latter
statement of this quotation I have no controversy. Corn tassels afford an abundance
of pollen,

and are doubtless of great benefit

to bees in that respect; but friend Rush is
certainly mistaken in regard to the yield of
honey from that source. I have inany a

time watched the bees as they were working on the corn, and I could never see one
pause for an instant and?use its proboscis. I
think if your correspondent will go into the
corn fields, and observe closely, he will be
convinced of his mistake. His bees have
been gathering pollen from corn, and honey
from something else. I should like to visit
Mr. Rush when orange blossoms are plenty,
and try some of his orange-blossom honey.

New Castle,

Ind.

M. Mahin.

For the American Bee Journal.

How

to Introduce Queens.

There seems

to be

many ways

this

may

be done, if all is true we see in our bee
papers. No doubt each one who succeeds,
thinks his plan the best. This may be true
in my own case; however, for fear I may
be tedious, 1 will proceed to give my
method, hoping that all who try it will report either to myself or through our much-

esteemed

Take

American Bee Journal.

the queen desired to be introduced,
cage her with a few young bees, a day or
two old, taken from the hive into which
you wish to introduce her, these give her
the scent, by being in the cage with her, of
this hive. Next take a frame of comb and
bees from the same hive, containing, hatching brood and young bees, place it in a hive
a few yards away from the hive from which
the frame was taken; suspend the cage
containing the queen by this frame. In an
hour or two nearly all, if not all, the old
bees on this frame will leave and return to
their old stand. Tlie queen can then be
cautiously released on this frame containing mostly young bees; watch them and see
if they attack her, if not, let the Jiive containing her and one frame remain where
they are until night.
However, before
night, go to your old stand— the one from
which your frame was taken— hunt up the
queen, cage or destroy her as you wish,
take all the frames except one or two,
brushing off the bees, and place them in the
hive where your new queen is. At night
put the hive containing the new queen on
the old stand, removing the old hive containing the bees, away some ten yards.
Next day most, if not all, the old bees on
going out will return to the old stand and
enter, ladened, the hive containing the new
queen. About 12 o'clock on that day go to
your old hive, open the entire top, and if
the bees do not in a half hour leave this
hive and return to the old stand, take the
remaining frames and hive and brush off
all the bees in front of the stand or hive
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containing the new queen, they will enter
and not disturb the new queen. Be certain
and do not open the hive containing the
new queen during that day. Take the
frames left and put them in some other hive.
This plan consists first in giving the
queen the scent of the hive into which you
wish to introduce her, by caging j'oung
bees with her from that hive. Secondly, by
releasing the queen among young bee's
which seem never to attack a queen. Thirdly, by causing the old bees, the day after, to
enter, ladened, the hive where the new
queen is, in which condition bees seem
never to attack a queen. And lastly, by
forcing the bees to enter the same hive in a
queenless and completely demoralized condition, in which bees seem glad to find a
queen. I have no controversy with others
about their plans, mine has been successful
in my own case. I am willing others shall

have

J.

it.

Crystal Springs, Miss.,

W. McNeil.

March

14, 1S77.

For the American Bee Journal.

American Institute and the National.
I am in receipt of a letter from Mr. J. S.
Coe, in which he says: " After several interviews with the officers of the American
Institute, I have received from them the
following proposition: They agree to admit the American Bee-Keepers' Association
including all its members, as one individual, for the purpose of exhibiting their
products and implements, and to allow
table space up to 100 feet in length and also
space for the exhibition of hives, extractors,
etc.; to allow each individual member of
the association or their agents to sell and
deliver their products and implements, or
sell by sample and take orders.
"They agree to issue to each regularlyappointed delegate three free admission
tickets to the number of two hundred delegates, and probably up to five hundred. For
this space and these privileges the fee will
be 37.00, and tliey give me to understand
that if we make a j^ermanent arrangement
with them they will remit this fee and deal
liberally with us in every way."
I fully agree with Mr. Coe, when further
in his letter he says:
"It seems to me that
this is a golden opportunity for bringing
our Society into public notice and favor and
to establish it as a permanent institution."
Brother bee-keepers let us hear from you
on the subject. Shall brother Coe effect
the arrangement ? How many of you will
be on hand with samples of your honey,
hives, extractors and other implements of
the apiary? I hope there will be a good attendance and a fair display, one that will
reflect credit upon our pursuit and be an

honor to American apiarists. Let me urge,
upon all bee-keepers to assemble in
their counties and organize county societies
and elect a delegate to the next meeting of
the National Society; this delegate can act
as your agent also in seeing that any article
you may send is properly displayed.
Mr. Coe further writes "Wehaveto the
middle of June to decide the matter." I
therefore urgently appeal to all bee-keepers
to give an expression in the June number of
the Bee papers, or address Brother Coe or
myself on the subject.
too,

:

Wm.

J.

Andrews,

Pres. National B. K. Assu.

—

For the American Bee Journal.

The Price

of

Queens and Colonies.

Can a bee-keeper set a livlnf;; by produc^0()(\. unwarranted queens for one dolNo! and I will prove it. A good
hand in tiie bee-keeping business camiot,
ing

lar ?

without help, raise in

months (June

to Sept.)

tiie

four

more than

summer
500 desir-

able queens; i.e., raised in good colonies,
for the tirst part of their growth at least. It
is now certain that queens nursed in poor
colonies, or during time of scarcity, are
generally of little value.
These"500 queens are sold nominally for
From this deduct the expenses of adS500.
vertising, stamps, caaes, mailing, etc.
about SlOO— leaving $400. But these .$400
are not net profit; for to raise 500 queens
we destroy at least .50 good colonies. If we
count these at only $4 each, we have .$-300
more to deduct, besides the coat of honey or
sugar to feed them; which still decreases
the $200 remaining.
Had we put all our energies to produce
honey, our 50 colonies would each have
given at least 20 B)S. of honey and 25 good
swarms; the whole worth about $200. We
would have had (besides plenty of time to
do some other business, or to work 250
colonies more) a net profit of at least $600.
Then the " dollar queen " business was a
poor idea.
Its inventor and propagator
was not long in finding that his employees
would give better results by working at
anything else, and he has left the dollar
business to others, after a short trial.
In Italy, wages are very much lower than
in this country; you can hire a good, intelligent young man, over 20 years of age, for
$60 per annum, board included, in the large
cities; you can hire the same in the country for less than 20 cents a day, without
board; yet you cannot buy queens for $1.
In spring and summer they are worth from
$1.20 to $2. It is only in Sept. that you can
buy cheap queens, when the peasants brimstone their bees.
It is the same in Germany, where hybrid
queens are sold for more than $1.20 each,
and in that country, also, labor is cheaper
in

America.

Are these
buyers

dollar queens profitable to the

No

Cheap

product is very
doubt some have been
satisfied with them; but I have received a
number of letters showing that even for
nothing these queens would have proved
too dear. One [of my neighbors has introduced 20 such queens in his apiary of 120
black colonies and now he cannot see in
which colonies they were introduced, only
two of his colonies having been hybridized
?

often dear.

by

!

No

this introduction.

do not expose these 'dollar queens for
business sake. We have resolved not to sell
a home-bred queen this season; we have
about 100 colonies to Italianize for a neighbor, and it is enough to use what we will
raise, after replacing the hybrid queens of
some of our apiaries.
The price of colonies this spring is also
greatly reduced. Such a low price cannot
e maintained without loss.
A good colony
of black bees, in a box hive, can be sold
from $3 to $5. The value of such a colony,
in Sept., would be as follows: Hive, 50c.;
2 lbs. of wax, 55c.; 25 lbs. of honey at 8c.,
$2; black queen and bees, $2; total value of
the colony, $5.05.
I

!
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than

!

If the owner of these bees cannot sell
them in spring for more than $3, his queen
and bees are sold for nothing; and, lie is
not paid for his trouble, expense and risk of

Had he killed his bees in the
to take the contents of his hives, he

wintering.
fall,

would have avoided all the trouble and
risks of wintering, and obtained just as
much money. Many bee-keepers kill their
bees every fall. The price of bees in box
hives is not their true value and should be
increased.
It is the same with Italian bees in movable-comb hives.
Combs and honey in
movable frames are worth more, because
the combs can be kept, and extracted honey
is worth more than strained.
In Sept. a
good colony of Italian bees in a carefullymade and painted movable- frame hive,
should be estimated thus:
Hive, $2; 8
Quinb'y or 10 Langstroth combs, $2; 25 lbs.
of honey at 12c., $8; value without bees, $7.
We can realize this amount by killing our
bees, selling the honey and keeping the

combs for the following year.
But we winter our bees till

spring, to sell

our patrons. The cost of wintering cannot be estimated at less than 20c.; chances
of wintering, 30c.; cartage and guarantee of
to

safe arrival, 50c.;
advertising, circulars,
stamps (these items with us amount to $150
a year), $1; total expenses, $2., to be added
to the price. Then the liive, without the
bees is worth $9 in April. By selling colonies at $10, tested queens and their bees are
sold for $1; at $9 queens and bees are given

away

By brimstoning our bees we could have
pocketed our profit in the fall without risks
or trouble. By selling colonies, we have to
replace the hives by new ones, and swarms
put into empty hives will bring far less
profit than if hived with combs. A good
swarm put in a hive with comb, will sometimes give as much as 50 lbs. of surplus
honey, and remain strong for winter. If
we killed our bees we should avoid the
labor of answering from 20 to 50 letters of
inquiries every week.
Notwithstanding, at $10 per hive, our tested queens and bi'es are sold for only $1,
should we send a colony whose queen was
replaced by her bees, without our knowledge, or whose workers or queen are not
in accordance with the fancy of the purchaser; or if the colony is a little below the
average strength, we are unhesitatingly
"humbugs;" not i^rivately, but in
meetings of bee-keepers, as we were
year
Let us all then direct our energies to producing honey, reducing our swarms to the
smallest possible number; for should we
continue as we have done so far, we shall
be compelled to brimstone our bees.
Some object that honey is a drug on the
Honey is becoming a staple
market. No
article, for all the honey produced is eaten
every year. Honey will give profit at 10c.
per lb.
Our honey sales never brought us abuse;
and during 10 years of business in selling
queens and bees, we have received many
praises, but we have also been greeted with
accusation enough to make the business
very irksome, without a compensating
benefit. The bee-breeder who has never
been accused of misdealing, is one who has
never sold a bee.
Cii. Dadant.
Hamilton, 111., April 10, 1877.
called
full
last

!
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For the American Bee Journal.

How my

Bees Wintered.

fall I had 51
I cut holes

colonies of pure Italian
through the combs of
nearly all, for winter passages, packed the
caps full of hay and left them on their sumOwing to the scarcity of
mer stands.
honey in the fall, and my not having time
to give them tiie attention they ought to
have had, some of tliem were deficient in
Some of
stores, more so than 1 supposed.
them were also deficient in bees. Now for
the result. Nine either starved t» death
before I was aware that they were in danger, or perished because there were not
bees enough to maintain the necessary
heat; and three, with plenty of bees and
honey, died of dysentery. I am inclined to
the opinion that these died of too much pollen. The combs in which the bees clustered contained a great deal of it, much of it
being left in the bottoms of the cells after
the honey had been eaten out. The bees
were full of pollen.
I have observed that bees that are fed late
in the fall, but not too late for the food to
cap over, whether fed with syrup or honey,
invariably winter better than others. And
the reason I believe to be that there is little
or no pollen within reach of the bees. Last
summer 1 had a colony that became queenless, and no young bees were raised after
August. They were also destitute of sufficient stores for winter, although there were
plenty of bees. I gave them a queen in
October, and having some very thin extract-

Last

bees.

ed honey which was almost sour, 1 fed it to
them, thinking that they would raise young
bees enough to live through the winter, but
though the honey \vas stored away and
properly sealed, tlie queen laid no eggs. I
expected to loose tliem, but have been
happily disappointed. They have wintered
well, began to breed early, and are now one
of my best stocks. The bees were all old,

and

I attribute their longivity to the fact
that the lioney they had to winter on contained little or no bee-bread. If bees eat
much bee-bread, they must either have
opportunity to fly or tliey must perish.
1 have now 39 stocks, all of them strong
but one, and that, though rather weak, is
building up nicely, and will be ready for
business by the time white clover blooms.
One of my strong stocks is queen less. I am
building it up by giving it brood from such
hives as can spare it. It will soon have a

M. Mahin.

queen.

New Castle,

Ind., April

3, 1877.

For the American Bee Journal.

"Apiarian or Apiarist."
I see by the last Bee Journal that the
editor's apiarianism is not sound.
He

says apiarian is an adjective and not a
noun; will he give us his reasons why it is
not a noun. We have a deal of respect for
Webster's Dictionary, but on apiarianism
it will set us back to the time when every
swarm of bees had a king bee. What are
sectarian,
the words amphldiun, and
nouns or adjectives ? Do you think that

and amphidist would be better?
a word right or proper ? Is it
use by reputable writers ? of course
you will admit that; then look at the

sectarist

What makes
not

its
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authorities. Langstroth, Quinby, and Wagner, ought to be the authority that would
settle the dispute on apiarian and apiarist! The fact is apiarist is a word that is

hardly ever used by apiarians, unless

it

be

some novice that has gone to a Dictionary,
and laimches forth witli the word apiarist.
Thinking that he has " made a grand discovery by which he shall be known to all
posterity." Now, Mr. Editor, we want you
to consult the authorities and set the Bee

JouRXAL

right.

Look in Vol. 7, page 111, and you will see
what the founder of the Journal says. I
think you will find that the word apiarist
is out of use, if it was ever in use;
and
more, you will find that the definition of
apiary and apiarist in Webster, is not
what is meant now by apiary and apiarian.
We are perfectly willing to' let Prof. Cook
and others have Webster's definition, if it
will satisfy them. Webster says: ''Apiary
is a place where bees are kept; a stand or
shed for bees." Apiarist is "one who keeps
an apiary." (We Italicise a few words to
draw particular attention to what an apiary
Consequently, according to the above
is).
apiarist is a person that
keeps a stand or shed or place where bees
are Kept. It is not necessary that he should
tell a bee from a toad, to be an apiarist, according to Webster. If apiary now means
a shed, stand, house, or cellar, then my
apiarianism is not sound.
I take apiary to mean a number of stands
of bees; apiarian, the person that keeps
apiculture is the
and manages them;
science or art of bee-keeping; apiculturist
is one who practises or understands the art
of bee-keeping; and apiarianism is the
general belief of apiarians. The next man
that makes a dictionary (if he is a live
man) will have all these words in it; and if
he does not, he ought to; for we need every
one of them. And 1 think that when Prof.
Cook has looked this matter up he will haul
in his horns (one at a time) and not "buldoze" us any more with apiarist, for it is
definitions, an

appar(i)ent that his authority

N.

an.

is

antideluvi-

Cameron.

Lawrence, Kansas.
[Friend N. Cameron suggests that we
would be goinu back to the time when a
"king bee" was acknowledged, should we
adopt Webster's use of the word apiarist

He

bases his principal arguapiarian as a noun, on
the fact that the pioneers in apiculture used
it thus.
Is he not, therefore, drifting back
towards the " king bee " age ? The best of
writers and scholors, to avoid ambiguity,
prefer a difference in the orthography of
the adjective and noun, in the use of such
words, e. g., as anatomist, apiarist, botanist,
entomologist, hydropathist, physiologist,
Webster, and all lexicographers,
etc., etc.
are the authority, for the position taken by
this Journal. Worcester defines the word
" a keeper of bees "—not toads
apiarist
" keeper " is " one who has the management, care or superintendence of anything;"
hence, a beekeeper {ov apiarist) is not merely
" a person that keeps a stand or shed where
for the noun.

ment

for the use of

.'

:

A
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bees are kept "

— but one who has the care,

management or superintendence" of the
Then again, when it is
Bees themselves
known, tliat in the last edition of Webster,

A

read.

Following this paper an interestiilg

!

sixty or seventy of the ablest philologists
scientists of any age were its authors,
the reliability of its position should scarcely be questioned. For these reasons, and
others that might be given, did our space
permit, we "hold fast the form of sound

and

words."—Ed. J

Michigan

B. K. Association.

paper on " Wintering bees on their
stands," by J. H. Townley, was

Summer

dis-

cussion took place.
The general opinion
seemed to be that bees might be safely wintered, either in the cellar or on their summer stands. Mr. Hetherington, of Saginaw
brother of Capt. Hethermgton, of N. Y.,
who has upwards of 1,000 colonies gave
preference to packing either with straw or
chaff.
But an evident majority were in
favor of wintering in the cellar. Letters
were read from nearly all parts of the State,
announcing that bees are wintering finely.
It is very plain that Michigan bee-keepers
do not look upon wintering as any longer a

—

—

difficult thing.

This Association held its annual meeting
at Lansing, on Wednesday and Thursday,
March 14 and 15; Prof. A. J. Cook, Pres.;
A. B. Cheney, Sec. pro tern.
After the opening exercises, consisting of
prayer and music by the choir, a paper on
"Foul Brood," bj^ C. F. Muth, was read. A
short discussion followed all agreeing that
foul brood was the greatest difficulty which
apiartsts had to contend with.
W. Porter had introtluced foul brood into
his apiary by purchasing old comb. His
plan has been to destroy comb and all; but
after hearing Mr. Muth's paper, he believed

—

that plan to get rid of the disease was
worthy of a thorough trial.
Dr. Whiting, of Saginaw, believed the
only way to get rid of it was to destroy the

comb.

He had no

faith in

any Ivhown

chemicals to effect a permanent cure. After
destroying the comb he removes his bees
into new hives, which have been drenched
with hyposulphate of soda or a solution of
common salt. He has never tried Mr.

Muth's remedy.
L. B. Baker wished to

know if the disease
could be communicated from one colony to
another.
The president said the disease

is

sup-

posed to be fungoid in its nature, and the
spores are liable to be carried by the bees
from one hive to another.
A letter was read from Mr. Kelly, of Ionia
Co., in which he asked the convention
whether any of its members had ever comnumicated foul brood to their apiaries by
introducing foreign queens. This question
was not answered.
Pres. Cook then delivered his inaugural
address.
" Honey as

Food," a paper by Julius
Tomlinson, was then read,
Messrs. Porter, Hunter, and Boss were
appointed a committee on the various apparatus exhibited; and Messrs. Massey,
Dicer and Allen, on resolutions.
C. W. Garfield and wife sang the song,
" Musings of an old Piano," and the convention closed

its first

session.

THURSDAY.
H. T. Ross, of Milford, gave his experience of 50 years in wintering bees. He
claimed they might be wintered either on
summer stands, in the cellar, or by burying; giving preference to the latter. He
cited cases where he had kept small stocks,
mere nuclei, by the latter method. He
argued that there should be air space above
and below, placing nuich stress on ample
ventilation.

James Heddon read a paper on "Desirable

Combs— how

Secured."

A paper on the " Composition of Honey,"
by Prof. K. F. Kedzie, of the State Agricultural College, was read.
Mrs. L. B. Baker read a paper on " My experience as a Bee-keeper."
For the first time in the history of this
Association, ladies were present and took
part in the exercises. Miss "Cyula Linswick" contributed a paper entitled " Shall
women keep Bees ?"
Otis Fuller read an essay on "Farmers as
Bee-keepers."
He thought that if they
were adapted to the business they might
make bee-keeping very successful, and
proved the assertion by relating his own experience.

Frank Benton, of Detroit, presented a
paper entitled "The Apiai'ist." He claimed
it to be the duty of persons contemplating
bee-culture to learn its theory. In Germany
a young man who wishes to engage in the
business first serves an appi'enticeship
under some practical and learned bee-keeper, where he acquires skill and at the same
time makes himself familiar with all the
theories pertaining to the breeding of bees.
Mr. Benton dwelt at length on the extensive
apiaries of Gcrnuuiy, and their many able
text-books ami journals published in the interest of bee-culture.

The person who would become a
ful apiarist

must be possessed of

successintelli-

gence, a disposition to investigate, i.e., an
inquiring turn of mind, and an inclination
to be thorough in what he undertakes.
Without these he will not sufficiently master theoretical bee-culture as to enable him
to understand the practical difficulties he
will surely encounter. He must have that
disposition which leads men deeper and
deeper into the mysteries of nature— which
makes them enthusiastic in the pursuit of
knowledge.
Industry and perseverence
must be shown by the bee-keeper. He must
labor with both brain and hand. Mr. Benton thought that Americans might take,
with profit, a few more lessons of their
trans-Atlantic friends, especially in patience and thoroughness; but believed that,
with their practical tendencies, our people
might yet lead the world in apiculture.
W. L. Porter, of Northville, read a paper
on the relative merits of the " Italian and
Black Bees," claiming superiority for the
latter race.

A lively discussion followed. No one
present fully concurred with the writer of
the paper. The president said that while
Mr. Porter's premises were correct, his conclusions might not be. While black bees
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are the best to go into boxes, that is not a
conclusive argument in their favor, for
honey in boxes is not always as desirable as
honey in small frames. Again, the Italians
may dwindle more rapidly in the spring,
owing to their more active habits, which is
But thfe apiarist
really in their favor.
should prevent early spring flights and thus
remove the difficulty.
It was voted that the papers read should
be placed in the liands of the Sec'y of the
iState Board of Agriculture, that he may
select from them such matter as he deems
valuable, to be published in the annual report of said board.

"Prof. Cook exhibits a bellows smoker of
unquestionable merit.
" L. C. Blood exhibits three sectional
frames of honey.
" W. L. Porter has a box of buckwheat
honey, nicely stored in a sectional box;
.

j

I

j

comb guide, and
that was used by

a piece of worker comb
a fertile worker.
" Specimen copies of the bee papers of
the IT. S., viz.: The American Bee Journal, Chicago, 111.; Bee-Keepers' Magazine, N. Y., and Oleanings, Medina, Ohio.

Your committee would recommend every
bee-keeper to take at least one of them.

W.

The

following committees were chosen,
in accordance with the suggestions of the
president, and they will report at the next
meeting:
Wintering— Otis Fuller, Mason; A. B.
Cheney, Sparta Center;
G. E. Massey,

Lakeview.
Honey Plants— Fish Bangs, J. A. Porter,
and W. J. Beal, Lansing.
House Apiaries— H. A. Burcli, So. Haven;
W. L. Porter, Northville; Dr. Whitney,
Saginaw.
Markets— J. H. Heddon, Dowagiac; A. H.
Russell, Adrian; Dr. Hunter, Manchester.
"Shall Farmers keep Bees?" was the
subject of an essay read by A. B. Cheney.

A paper on " How may we Improve our
Bees ?" by Ch. Dadant was read.
A paper on " The reciprocal Benefits of
Bees and Plants" was read by Prof. W. J.
Beal, who illustrated his subject by numerous drawings, and showed that while bees
were busy in gathering honey, they performed another great part in the beneficent
plans of the Creator, by carrying the pollen
of male seed-bearing plants to the female
plants.

The Committee on Apparatus on exhibireported as follows:
"Having ex-

tion

amined the

fixtures, apparatus,

on exhibition

we would

honey,

etc.,

report the follow-

ing list:
" The patent bee hive by A. H. Russel, of
Adrian, claims to be a combination of the
movable frame and the box hive. It has
merits which commend it to careful consideration of the apiarist. Mr. Russel also
has on exhibition a honey box with glass
sides, made so that the side may be taken
out without destroying the box or breaking
the comb.
"A movable comb hive with sectional
honey boxes, by Barker & Dicer. The
boxes are so arranged that they will contain
five sections of honey which may be separated without breaking the comb, each section weighing

box

is

worth

from

2 to 2>^ Bbs. This honey
the attention of bee-keepers.

"H. T. Ross exhibits a two-story hive, also a Diamond frame hive, which he thinks
is moth proof.
" A.

I.

Root (Novice) exhibited a

collec-

tion of apiarian supplies; among which is
his lamp queen-nursery, which has merits
worthy of consideration. Among his collection is a modified Gallup liive, spring
balance, binder for Oleanings, candy for
feeding, bee knife, bee veil, and sectional
frame for surplus honey.
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E.

S.

Porter.

Hunter."

The Committee on Resolutions reported
as follows:

"Your committee

respectfully submit the

following:

Whereas, We have been permitted to
meet on this our annual convocation in the
Supreme Court room in the city of Lansing,
Mich.; and
" Whereas, this Association has been well
attended and all thereby largely benefited
and encouraged; and
"

We

" Wher^eas,
desire to express our sincere thanks for favors and aid furnished us
by the citizens of Langing, therefore be it
''Resolved, That we tender our thanks
to the landlords and citizens of Lansing for
the attention paid us. That we are under
obligations to Messrs. A. E. Young, H. M.
Turner, G. A. Husty, Misses Mary E.
Baker, Ella Baker, and Prof. Garfield and
lady for good music furnished during the

and to Miss Addie Berridge who
presided at the organ; also.
^'Resolved, That we feel grateful to the
Revs. Dr. Duffield and Cooley, for their personal attendance and services; also
''Resolved, That we tender our thanks
to those who supplied such a nice collection
to absent
of apparatus tor exhibition;
friends for the excellent papers submitted;
session,

and

number

to the large

of ladies

whose

presence tended so largely to encourage the
interests of the Associaiion; also

" Resolved, that

we feel

especially gratefor his unthhig and
persistent labors in behalf of tlic Society,
and for the able and unpartial discharge of
his duties as presiding officer; to the reporters of the press for favors granted; and
to the officers of the Agricultural College
for courtesies extended.
ful to Prof.

A.

J.

Cook

''Resolved, that these resolutions be published in the city papers of Lansing and the

various bee papers."
G. J. Massey,

Chairman.

evident that the bee-keepers of
Michigan, although weak in numbers, do
not lack that enthusiasm which is so essential to win success in any calling.
It

is

The next annual meeting will be held at
Adrian.
A. B. Cheney, Sec'y.

Some

many papers read

before the
Association will be found on the following
pages others will be publshed as fast as
our space will permit.— Ed.]
[

;

of the

:
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est living organization ot its kind, also the
second one organized, so far as I can determine, in the United States— is no less active,
vigorous, and useful withall than it is aged.
That it has been a moving force in our
State, aye, and in our country, needs no
proof at my hands. Yet the fact that the
value of such associations has been called
in question by one of our first editors and
writers in this department, and more recently by one of our own members, one whom
we all respect, and whose wisdom and experience takes no second place among us;
together with the fact tliat
own convictions are most emphatically opposed to
this view, have led me to select the following as the subject of my address:
Are apiarian associations— like ours
worthy of encouragement ?
'

my

—

I

art.

well, points
than to wise

Ladles and Ocntlemen of the Michigan B.
K. Association
I beg leave upon tliis pleasant occasion to
congratulate you, that our Society— the old-

Of course

yea and of individual success as
no less to scientific research
and wide experience.
We have only to mention the names of
Ruber, Siebold, Dziertzhon and our own
Langstroth, to remind you how much scientific research has done
for the apiarist.
Three of these names, and I may well add
that of Quinby, recall the innnence array of
experience which .so mightily aids the
apiarist of to-day. Now must each glean
all the scientific truths, discovered and unknown, and gather all the experimental
facts known and yet to be discovered, for
himself ? This is so utterly impossible
that the very question seems absurd to any
one who rightly understands the subject.
Yet how can we pass as by one mighty
stride these lower rounds of apiarian progress so well as by being lifted by those of
more knowledge and experience, at just
such meetings as this ? Here the veriest
novice, if studious and attentive, may learn
so I'apidly that he has only to confirm his
yet crude ideas by a comparatively brief
personal experience that he may labor with
good hope or no mean success.
It may be said that our numerous treatises
and periodicals may better accomplish

the

Inaugural Address.

need not advocate before an
one I am now

intelligent audience like the

addressing, the importance of social intei'coursf, espt'cially between those of like occupation and interest. That the tendency
of such gatherings is to broaden our sympathies, and to heighten our regard for each
other, and thus surely to elevate and refine,
no one will dispute. As this benefit— no
inconsiderable one you will all grant— is
universally conceded, I will not tarry in its
discussion longer than to express the hope
tliat in future this feature may be indefinitely advanced, by the more general attendence, and participation of our wives,
sisters, and daughters.
I sincerely hope
that in all our future meetings, no inconsiderable portion of our audiences and
essayists shall be those than whom none
should be more interested or may be more
profited, who heretofore have
been too
much shut out from the pleasures, profits,
and healtlifulness of out-door employments.
The second point I would make is the
fact, which I am sure 1 shall be able to
demonstrate, that these gatherings,twhicli I
believe can only be successfully sustained
by a State or States association, richly repay
all the trouble and expense they may cost
in advancing the interests of a|iic"ulture.
This point might be sustained by anology
alone. What interest has ever yet succeeded in attaining to any ^reat proportions,
without calling to its aid the co-operated
influence of its patrons— influence whose
very existence depends upon association ?
The very universality of conventions
among all classes, composed of those of
every art, trade and profession, is of itself
sufficient guarantee of their value. So we
may well conclude that if the apiarists of
our State and country intend' to take a
position worthy the important interest they
represent, they must continue to sustain
and make even more fruitful of good, this
and kindred organizations.
But does our experience, now covering
nearly a decade, sustain this argument from
analogy. How many of us tliere are who
would "give a quick yes to this question ?
Whatever may be affirmed of other industrial arts, no one will question the fact
that successful apiculture is based on both
science and experiment. The progress of

They may be studied, not
lost.
Far be it from
discourage the reading or underestimate the value of our bee literature. 1
believe that successful apiculture demands
that these invaluable aids be likewise appropriated. Yet I believe that without our
conventions these would languish. Each
reciprocally sustains the other.
Without
conventions, our journals would go begging
for substance, while both the journals and
text-books would look in vain tor remunerative patronage.
The above suggests another way in which
these conventions powerfully aid in advancing the interests of bee-culture. There

this purpose.

merely heard and then

me

to

is no agency which is so powerful in recruiting the ranks of our brotherhood. If
our meetings are migratory, as they should
be, people in all parts of the State will learn
of the inducements to become apiarists, and
hasten to avail themselves of its pleasures
and profits.
Our local and State press

which would otherwise be comparatively
barren of such facts and figures, will reveal
to all our people a new avenue for profitable
thought, study and exertion, and hundreds
will "be led to adopt one of the most
pleasant and remunerative of rural pursuits, and the
liquid sweets of myriad
flowers will no longer volatilize to be dispersed by the summer breeze, but will be
gathered up and made to contribute to the
wealth and comfort of our people. Surely
he who said "Gather up the fragments, that
nothing be lost," will add his kindly blessing to our labors, which aim to foster the
good work of storing up the unlimited
sweets with which nature has filled the
flowers of the field, forest, and even wayside.

Again our discussions here, if wise and
well ordered, will lead each of us to new
thoughts, experiments and research. How
many questions there are, both of science
and practice, which as yet are wholly unsolved. For instance, who knows as yet,
just why the bees are led to build drone
all the causes which impel to swarming, just what accelerates the development
In practice, too, what a
of the queen ?

comb,
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wide difference of view, as to house apiaries, artificial swarming, artificial foiuidation, wintering, kind of honey to work for,
Now where, I ask, is the word to
etc., etc.
be spoken, the thouiiht uttered or the hint
dropped, which shall lead to these discoveries or settle these yet mooted questions, unless forsooth it be right here in
these conventions. In fact it should be our
constant aim to stimulate to the utmost in
our power, thought, study, observation, and
experiment, wiiich should have for its ultimatum the complete elucidation of apiarian
science and the full perfection of apiarian
practice.

Again the tendency of these gatherings
must be to impel each of us individually to
better work and brighter success. As we
listen to those who have far outstripped us,
in their escape from reverses, and in their
pecuniary gains, we resolve that we shall
do as much as they. We know that luck is
no factor in this problem, and we are bound

that we will accinire that skill and knowsit
ledge that shall know no superior.
at the feet of these Gamaliels, most attentive
to gain and assimilate their every thought,
reach out to grasp their better methods, and
if we do not at once advance to the front we
are conscious of substantial progress, and
thus take courage.
The last point which I shall urge is the
opportunity afforded by conventions to induce concerted action towards the accomplishment of that which cannot be gained
by individual effort. The subject of adulteration, proper grading of honey, and
whatever has to do with the general market; these and all kindred subjects which
concern the general welfare of our business
can only receive that attention which shall
point toward efficient remedy of existing
evils through the aid of organization. If it
proves true, for instance that we are to sustain our markets, by the high character of
the goods we offer, how nuich sooner may
we hope, through our conventions, to
persuade all to put nothing in the market
but what shall charm the eye and captivate
the taste of the consumer. By wise cooperation in these directions, we may soon
hope to change the burdened song of "What
shall we do with our honey?" to the more
cheerful strain of "How shall we supply
the demand ?"
But it hiis been asked among us: why advance our pursuit and broaden our field, and
thus increase the supply of our products,
till there is no demand, when our markets

We

past history denounces his
his morality. How

me

is

in

accordance with analogy through

all

the past, the workl over.
But should not an increase in the production act as did Whitney's cotton gin in the
price and consumption of the great staple
of the South, as 1 verily believe it would;
there are still other good and valid reasons
why we should labor for this consumation.
shall thus add largely— nuiy add
1st.
immensely— to the productive capital of the
country. There are townships in this county which sell annually from ;$1,000 to $3,000
worth of honey. Nor are these stocketl to
their utmost. Call it $1,000 and multiply by
10, and we have flO.OOOasa mild estimate
of the possibilities of our county; multii)ly
this by 40— we certainly have that number
of counties in the State that would stand
peers to Ingham County— and we have
1(540,000, an amount which might be realized
were our resources fully developed. An
amount which in two years would pay the
cost of that nuignificent structure, within
stone-throw of this place, which is so rapidly nearing competition, and which is to be
an ornament to this city and State. Multiply the above amount by 37, and the estimate is still low, and we have a grand total
of more than .'S>2:3,500,000; which shows the
This may
possibilities of our country.
sound big; yet when we remember that one
man in Southern California shipped 13 car
loads of honey East, last autumn, the sound

We

How little reason
is somewhat mellowed.
have we to look with forboding spirit upon
notwithstanding
our country's future,
financial panic and national debt, when
such undeveloped resources lie thickly
about us.
Again, bee-keeping affords most wholesome

recreation, especially to

any who love

wisdom no

which makes us

—

less than

raise the price far
Pres. Abbot tells
its former status.
that in Switzerland honey is served at
every meal. I have traveled a good many
thousand miles in America, and so far as I
remember, I was never yet offered honey at
No, gentlemen,
a hotel or restaurant.
America does not consume a tithe of the
honey which she might and should, and i
believe that the reason is the slight production.
This not only looks reasonable, but

above

much more

and we bankrupt ? This
selfish view which has
the old sordid
never yet done honor either to the head or
heart of him who advanced it. All nature
and experience proclaim against him wlio
by word or action declares that he has a
good thing which he wishes to monopolize.

AH

mand which would

upon the book of nature and
study the marvelous pages she is ever waiting to present. To such there is a fascination about the apiary, which of itself is a
rich reward for the time and labor expended. I doubt if there is any class of maiiual
laborers who engage in their business and
dwell upon it with the same fondness as
Were there no profits, I
bee-keepers.
should be slow to part with those models of
industry whose marvelous instincfs and
wondrous life-habils are ever ministering
to my delight and astonishment. And like
tnose who wear the red ribbons, we desire
that others should share the pleasures

shall be stagnated
is
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noble and attractive that spirit which thus
reasons: My vocation brings me profit,
pleasure and health; oh, that others might
share with me its enjoyments. Nor is such
a one less wise than generous. Let us
study the effect of an increase in our production. A temporary decrease in price of
honey would doubtless follow; but this decrease in price would stimulate demand,
which in turn would lead to a just appreciation of its merits as a luxury, and with the
uewly-developed taste would come a de-

to look in

glad.

And

so

it

is

good to

induce others to engage in what has been
very properly styled the " poetry of rural
pursuits.''

Again, the profits of bee-keeping, as compared with the expenses and labor involved,
offer very cogent reasons why we sliould
work to advance its interests. Our granger
friends think 10 per cent, usurious, and ask
our law makers to legislate against such
exorbitant rates. But what would they say
to bee-keeping which offers from 100 to 300
percent.? 1 am sure that the profits of in-

170
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telligent bee-keeping are in and of themselves quite sumcient to warrant a wide
increase in tiie business.
Again, the very healtli and life of our

people demand that a considerable portion
of tlieir food should be sweets. Now our
commercial
especially our
sugars and
syrups are so adulterated that they are
frequently poisonous and quite unsafe for
food. So by increasing our production of
honey we are doing an important sanitary
work, supplying our people with a safe,
wholesome and necessary article of food.
To be sure extracted honey may be adulterated, but in this case it is easy to obtain the
pure, which is not the case with our syrups.
Is not he who increases the wholesome,
nutritious food of a people as much of a
philanthropist as he who increases the
of blades of grass ? So you see,
ladies and gentlemen, that we are a company of philanthropists.
Again, there is no business that serves so
well as apiculture for an avocation. It
offers additional funds to the poorly paid,
out-door air to the clerk and office-hand,
healthful exercise to the person of sedentary habits, and superb recreation to liini
whose life-work is of the dull, humdrum
routine order, and can, with a little tliought
and management, be so planned as not to

number

infringe upon the time demanded by tlie
regular occupation. Indeed, we are philanthropists if we but succeed -in .calling the
earnest attention of the above named classes
-^
to practical apiculture.
shall, too, do great good in calling the
attention of the young to apiculture, and
thus lead many to its practice. The attention of our young people will thus be called
to nature, and the bright and sprightly will
hardly escape being won to its fascinating
study. I need not to pronounce a panegyric
upon such thought and ?study to such an
audience as this. The tendency to refine
the taste, elevate the desires and promote
manhood, especially when exerted on the
susceptible characters of youth are known
and appreciated by you? all. How better
can we counteract tlie vicious tendencies of
the street, or shield against the luring vice
and damning inlluenees of'the saloon.
Lastly, we are bringing succor to those
whom society has not been over ready to
favor— our women. Widowed mothers, dependent girls, the weak and the feeble— all
may find a blessing in the easy, pleasant,
and profitable labors of the apiary. Some
of the most successful apiarists of our State
and country are ladies. Of these some
were led to the pursuit by waning health,
grasping at this as the last and only successful weapon against the grim monster. I
believe, ladies and gentlemen, that it is a
sacred priviledge, no less than a sacred duty
which devolves upon us, to bring this to the
attention of our sisters as another means of
gaining food,rainment, health and ])leasure.
shall have evidence from some of our
lady friends— practical! apiarists— at this
meeting, of what they may do. Energy and
thought and
persistence, tco"Pled with
study, are sure to bring success. I sincerely hope and trust that at this and all future
meetings of our Society, this feature may
be held prominent, for in so doing we shall
work a work that will be indeed twice
blessed.
Before closing thisfaddress, 1 would offer
a few suggestions, forsyour consideration:
i

We

We

1st. Would it not be well to take some
step towards procuring legislation, whereby
our proceedings shall be incorporated in
the Keport of the State Board of Aj;ricultiu'e ?
The State dissemmates agi'icultural
matter and the proceedings of the Pomological society.
Why not the valuable
papers and discussions of this society? If
this is considered wise, should we not become a co-operative body? Surely 9 years
of vigorous activity would warrant this. I
suggest a committee of three to act in these

matters.
3d. Shall we not offer to the Secretary of
the State Board of Agriculture the papers
read here, and the discussions as recorded
by the secretary; that he may, it he choose,
incorporate the most valuable in his report?
3d. I would suggest the appointment of
the following committees to report at our

annual meeting:

—

First, on honey plants quality, time to
sow, time in blossom, how to plant, and
amount of seed to a square rod.
Secondly, on the subject of house apiaries, shall we encourage their construction
in our State ?
Thirdly, on wintering. To gather statistics for the last six years. Not only as to
loss, but as to the apiarist's opinion, and
the method of preparation practised.
Fourthly, on the best method to stimulate
and protect our honey markets.
Fifthly, I would propose that we adopt
the principle of having our meeting migratory in future. Endeavoring to go where
we are wanted, and where we will meet a

warm

reception.

Lastly I would call your attention to the
necessity of some action in reference to the
National Association. Letters will be read
from the president and secretary, desiring
our views and co-operation. I would suggest a committee of three to take the whole
subject into consideration and report on the
same in time for action before we adjourn.

A.

Shall

Women

READ BEFOKE THE

J.

Cook.

keep Bees.

MICH. CONVENTION.

Apiculture, like most out-door avocations,
is almost monopolized by the stronger sex.
In the days of our grandmothers this was a
natural and
necessary consequence of

man's

fitness

and woman's want of

fitness

for the work. Picture a woman's helplessness in view of a swarm safely clustered in
Imagine her lighting
the top of a tall tree
the brimstone torch and pitilessly dooming
to death her faithful little laborers— if you
can! Need we wonder then that ere the
introduction of movable frames, women did
not aspire to be bee-keepers ?
But, that so few women are interested in
apiculture to-day is less easily explained.
New
friend; who has recently visited
!

A

Hampshire, Vermont,

—in country

New

m

York, and Ohio

places, villages

and cities-

me that during her three month's absence, she met just one woman who knew
But, it may be
something about bees.
asked: does apiculture offer any special inMay
it not be that
ducements to women ?
the work, no longer impossible, is still for

tells

them undesirable ?
These questions cover the whole ground.
With all due deference to the opinions of
our brother bee-keepers, they are questions

—

,
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which can justly be answered only from a
woman's standpoint. No intelligent beekeeper is insensible to the attractions, other
than pecuniary, which apiculture offers.
Will he not grant that an intelligent woman
may be equally sensitive with himself to
the fascinations of a pursuit which is lifted
far above most manual labor avocations by
the mental stimulus it imparts. Moreover,
her pleasure will be greatly enhanced by its
appeal to that side of her nature which
leads her to delight in any living creature
which claims her care. I do not say that
she will care for her pets more wisely, or
that, as a study, she will find them more interesting than does her brother, but, do I
claim too much when I say that her work, as
compared with his, will be more a labor of
love ?
Still, with most women, as with most
men. who engage in apiculture, the primary
motive is profit. At the outset they have
too little knowledge of the subject to be
able to anticipate the pleasure which is in
store for them. But no woman is insensible
to the magnetic attraction of a little addi-

And I do not
tional spending money.
hesitate to say that to many women apiculture offers this inducement.
It

may

be a smaller portion than would

satisfy our brothers— is very likely to be so,
in fact. For we may as well frankly confess—to ourselves, at least— that our lack of

physical strength is a disadvantage. Though
the care of a few colonies may be only
recreation, the woman who experiments in
bee-culture somewhat extensively, will find
that it means, at certain seasons, genuine
hard work. In some cases she may be able
to supplement her own powers by the
friendly and gratuitous help of stronger
arms; but it is needless to say that this is
not exactly bee-keeping by tvomen.
woman depending only upon her own resources, must not expect to do all that a
man possessing thrice her physical strength
might do in her place. Shall we conclude,
therefore, that the work is for her undesirable ?
One of our most distinguished
apiarists draws this conclusion, at least he
objects to apiculture as an employment for
women, on the ground that it is too labori-

A

ous.

But does not the same objection apply,
much of the work which custom
and necessity require of the ordinary
American housewife ? I vv'ould gladly purchase exemption from in-door work on
washing day, by two day's labor among the
bees; audi find two hours at the ironing
table more fatiguing than two hours of the

equally, to

severest toil the apiary can exact. I noticed
summer that Mary (our girl) seemed to
esteem it a great privilege to be allowed to
assist a little in the bee-yard, and that she
always went back to her dish washing with
a very audible sigh. I do not remember
that I ever pitied myself or envied Mary
not even when my own work meant exposure to the mid-day sun, with the mercury near 90, while hers was only preparing
the noon-day meal by the side of the hot

last

kitchen stove.

But we have digressed. To return to the
point in consideration, I repeat that apiculture
offers to many women not only
pleasure but profit.
But I counsel no
woman to engage in the pursuit, with a
view to profit, who has not the vantage
ground ot a home. Possessing this, any
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woman may, with little risk, test her adaptation to the work, and increase as knowledge, courage and success may warrant.
Granting her intelligence, she will make
few expensive blunders, in the shape of
patented hives, non-swarming attachments,
etc., after the first year.
Whether she purpose keeping a few or many colonies, she
will find use for all the information she can
in any way obtain. She will study our
standard works on apiculture, ana read discriminatingly our bee journals. But she
will observe, think and decide for herself.
She will, or should, make haste slowly. By
the time she has served an apprenticeship
of three seasons, she will be able to judge
for lierself, in view of her location, and the
circunistanees of her life, as to the prospect
of receiving adequate compensation for her
labor.

There are many cases—I think women
best how many there tare— where a
very small amount of profit may be a very

know

great inducement. It may bridge over the
difference between positive want and comparative comfort— piecing out the scanty
income so that it may cover the necessary
cost of living. Or, where the family purse
is just sufficient for the common comforts
of life, it may supply the wherewithal to
gratify individual tastes and wishes. And
whatever this may mean— books, music,
tasteful household surroundings, gifts to
friends or contributions to charities— be
sure that it means, also, a more self-respecting spirit and a brighter and happier home.
The pursuit is as free to woman as to
man. There is no prejudice to encounter;
no loss of social standing as may be the
case in some other employments. The lady
bee-keeper may expect some manifestations
of mild surprise on the part ot her friends,
but there will be no disapproval; and in
time, if she be moderately successful, she
may be amused to find that her neighbors
are disposed to greatly exaggerate her
modest gains, and are beginning to regard
her as an exceptionally capable person.
There are women who should never attempt the care of more than a half dozen
colonies; and so many as these, only after
they have learned how to manage them.
They have cares and duties which'may not

be put aside, and which they have no disposition to neglect. So far, and only so far,
as the work is rest and refreshment may
they safely be encouraged to venture. But
such a one will, perhaps, enjoy more than
her sister who is able to do more. She will
have more time for study, for observation,
for experiments; and as her familiarity
with each colony will be closer, so will the
interest— I might almost say the feeling t)f
personal attachment— be stronger. And no
more than against the flowers, which she
cultivates for their own sake, should the
value of her time be charged against her
bees.

Her

profits, therefore,

proportionately,

than

if

willbe larger,
attempted

she

more.
I have admitted that bee-keeping is
harder work for women than for men. But
believe
I
that woman may do much toward
adapting the work to their own requirements. They must think for themselves in
this matter. Our brothers can hardly be
expected to remove for us, or even to
recognize as obstacles, what does not impede their own progress.
For instance,
your neighbor may use the largest of the

!
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four or five different frames in general use,
and may be very successful tlierewitli.
Having only your interest in vievy, lie may
advise you to follow his example.
1 earnestly counsel you, my sister, to do
no such thing. I will not say that his
frame is not absolutely the best; that is a
disputed point. But I do say that it is not
best tor yoxi. Choose tlie smallest frame in
successful use, and justify yourself to yourself by comparing your ability to support
heavy"^combs at arm's lengtli with that of
your neiglibor. Justify yourself to your
neighbor by quoting the opinions of practical and successful apiarists who endorse
the smaller frame.
Since I have ventured thus far, I -shall
permit myself to indulge in a few more
words of direct exhortation. It has been
said that women ruin any trade or business
into which they enter as competitors. Let
us see to it, my sisters, tiiat this be not said
of us as bee-keepers. Whatever the market
price of woman's labor may be, a pound of

honey is worth all it will bring. Give away
as much honey as you please, but don't unAnd by
dersell your brother bee-keepers
all means put your honey in as attractive
not
let
it
be said
possible.
Do
is
as
shape
of us that we are content with a lower
standard of excel lence than are our brothers
Be prepared from the outset for difficul!

and trials— you would meet them in
any pursuit— be prepared to meet and overcome them, or, if not, to get around them in
some womanly fashion, and go on. I am
almost of the opinion that the whole secret

ties

of successful bee-keeping is perseverence.
There is risk in the business. I would not

wish you to ignore this

fact.

But an ex-

perience of 5 years leads me to believe that
the risk is less than is generally supposed.
After the first year make it a rule that your
exponditures shall not exceed your receipts
from surplus honey. Then, though in a
single winter all your bees should perish,
you will have hives, combs, and experience
left, and need not consider yourself bankrupt. Take no risk you can avoid, put into
your work your whole self— head, heart and
hands— and demonstrate that women may
keep bees successfully
!

Cyula Linswik.

The Composition
READ BEFOBE THE

following are the amounts
Potash, .06 per cent.; phosphorper cent.
These substances
would naturally be present in honey, as
they are found in soils, and circulate in the
obtained:
ic

acid, .08

juices of plants.
There are many things connected with
honey, about which at the present time but
little is known.
The following are a few:
1. Has honey a definite composition ?
Is
there any difference between the relative
amount of sugar in honey made from buckwheat, basswood, clover, golden-rod, brown
sugar, etc., or between the relative amounts
of cane and grape sugar ? Probably this
(luestion can only be answered by comparing the analysis of different kinds of honey.
2. Does the bee add anything to nectar in
changing it into honey ? On this point
there is wide difference of opinion. But I
know of no experiments having been tried

Perfectly pure honey,
been dried completely, contains
about 1 per cent, of nitrogen. Does the bee
supply this nitrogenous matter? To decide
this, I gathered some nectar from flowers
in the Agricultural College greenhouse
(from the azalia, rhododendron, and fuschia,
but principally from the last), and carefully
to settle the matter.

that has

it for nitrogen.
Tlie result of my
is that nectar does contain
traces of nitrogen. Therefore the fact that
honey contains nitrogen does not prove that

tested

experiments

it was furnished by the bee.
May not this
question be decided by feeding bees upon
pure white sugar, which contains no nitrogen, and afterwards examining the honey to
see if any nitrogenous matter lias been

added

Honey is one of the oldest things under
At one time it was probably the
only form of sugar known, and to-day is
one of our most delicious articles of food.
Does it not seem strange, then, that in this
scientific age so little is known of its real
composition or the changes it undergoes ?
Honey is composed of grape and cane
sugar, together with water, acid, and waxy
matters. If honey be burned completely, a
grayisli colored ash remains, which amounts
to about 15 per cent, of the original honey.
In this ash I succeeded in obtaining reacthe sun.

tions for silica, lime, and iron. There is
also a small quantity of potash and phosphoric acid in honey. To estimate the
quantity of these present, I took two portions of "cap" honey, free from pollen and
wax, and burned them to a coal-like mass.
In one, I extracted the potash with muriatic
acid, and in the other, phosphoric acid with
nitric acid, and estimated them in the usual

to

it

?

After honey has stood for a certain
length of time, a part of the grape sugar
crystalizes out, and granulation or candying is the result. The cause of this change
is not known.
May not the conditions
under which granulation occurs be determined by a series of experiments, by keeping honey at different temperatui-es, etc.?*
Answers to these questions may not advance the market value of honey a particle,
but we shall enjoy the satisfaction of
knowing the truth of the whole matter.
R. F. Kedzie.
Ag'l College, Lansing, Mich.
3.

Shall Farmers keep Bees.

of Honey.

MICH. CONVENTION.

The

manner.

READ BEFORE THE
much

MICH. ASSOCIATION.

be regretted that there is
discussion of this
unfortunate that tiiere still
remains any doubt upon a question of so
much practical value to the agriculturists of
this country. In its consideration I shall
briefly endeavor to answer some of the
reasons which are given by farmers why
they do not keep bees.
The objections raised may be said to be
It is

to

any necessity
question.

for the

It is

these: First, a lack of time; second, fear
of being stung; and, third, a lack of infor-

mation in management.
few pertiFirst— As to a lack of time.
nent questions to the average farmer de-

A

velopes the fact that the principal object
sought in tilling the soil is gain. That this
principle has a governing influence in determing the kind of crops raised and t'^e
system of management; that wheat is sown
because the crop pays better than oats, that
hops pay better than buckwheat; that the
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raising of cattle pays better tlian mules.
The question is then a inei'e question of
And if ^100 invested in bees will
pi'ofit.
give a larger profit tlian the same amount
invested in most branches of agriculture,
then the first objection will be answered.
fanner located in any average agricul-

A

Michican can purchase ten
hives of bees (and if not in movable frame
hives can transfer them to such), an extractor, honey knives, bee hat, and other necessary airpliances at a total cost of not over
$100. The time necessary to care for them
each season would not exceed in the aggregate 20 days, at say f 1.50 per day, being $30.
Now what will he receive in return ? Judging from my own experience and that of
others who have practically applied the improvements in bee-culture made in the last
20 years, he will obtain not less than an
average of 75 lbs. of surplus per hive, making 750 lbs., worth at least 12>^c. per lb., or
$93.75; deducting the value of the labor, and
he has $63.75 as a profit on the original investment of $100— an income of 63% per
cent. Aside from this in most years there
would be an increase in stocks whicli would
oifset any losses which might be suffered in
wintering.
But is not the above estimate too high ?
Let us see. During the past year— and it
was not above an average honey season in
my section, linn or basswood yielding but
little honey— from 21t hives, 20 of these
being in box hives, I obtained 2,000 lbs. of
honey and 25 new colonies. In one season
previous, being desirous of ascertaining
just what a number of colonies would produce if attended to carefully, and increase
of colonies prevented; 17 hives averaged
125 lbs. of extracted honey each. I am
satisfied the estimate is not too high, but
the profits might be often larger in extra
seasons. Of course my estimates are made
on the supposition that the system of
management is in conformity with the improved methods, and not on the old plan. I
think I need not waste any time in presenting evidence that the profits above mentioned are larger than those secured in most
branches of agriculture, and shall assume
that the first objection is answered.
The second objection— the fear of being
stung— is certainly a very feeling objection; and a warm reception by a score or
more hybrids, without protection, would
put a large majority of persons to fiight, but
fortunately such cases are rare, and with
the use of the bee hat all danger is avoided.
Occasionally there is a person who is so
seriously affected by the virus of a bee that
tural district in

would be imprudent for him to have anything to do with them; but we find only
one such person in a thousand. Many persons care little for the sting of a bee. scarcely more than for the bite of a mosquito.
The fear of being stung is a small objection, and the pain and inconvenience is one
of the unpleasant features of the business,
and what business has not its disagreeable
points ?
Crops fail, all kinds of stock are
subject to disease and accident; pear trees
are struck with the blight, the cui'culio destroys the plums, even the dog runs mad.
The third objection— a lack of knowlege
of how to manage them is the most serious
one. The first two are merely used to avoid
giving the true reason which would involve
an acknowledgement of ignorance, which
unfortunately, we oftimes hesitate to make.
it
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not to be disguised that the sucbees requires careful
study and prompt and timely care, as much
perhaps as any branch of agriculture; but
happily the bee-keepers of the U. S. have
been a public-spirited and unselfish class,
and through the medium of our bee journals, pamphlets, and books, have placed
within easy reach of all people, a full and
complete knowledge of the vast improveIt is a fact

cessful keeping of

ments made

in the management of the
during the last ten years. And what
more pleasant way can the farmer employ
the long winter evenings than in making
himself, his wife, sons and daughters,
apiiiry

familiar with " Langstroth on the Honey
Bee," "The Mysteries, by Quinby," and the
equally valuable and still later information
contained in the journals of to-day. In this
manner the natural history of the bee and
the theoretical management of the hive can
be pleasantly obtained. And not only this,
but the boys will be influenced to spend
their earnings at liome instead of at the village store or saloon; and another avenue of
enjoyment and profit will be opened for our
farmers and their sons and daughters.
Now, shall farmers keep bees ? While
the majority of them do not, and probably
will not, yet I unhesitatingly reply that
It is a true saying that " The
man who loves his bees, loves his home."
And if our farmers could be induced to

they should.

make themselves

of the hive, I

am

familiar with the wonders
certain that an enthusiasm

would be aroused which would give us

many

skilled entomologists, a

new

interest

would attach to the home circle, vice would
be avoided, and a new element of profit
would be introduced in agriculture.
A. B. Cheney.

Reciprocal Benefits of Bees and
Plants.

READ BEFOBE THE

MICH. CONVENTION.

The mutial

benefits of insects and plants
are wonderful, varied, and manifold. With
some plants, like Indian corn, pines, and
spruces, the wind is the prominent agent in
distributing the pollen. To atone for tiiis

imperfect method and the great waste likely to follow, nature secretes a profusion of
the fertilizing dust. In the case of the
trumpet-creeper and many tropical plants,
the humming bird often transfers pollen
from flower to flower. In some instances
snails do a similar work; in others, water,
as in the case of our ell-grass. In many
cases flies, butterflies, moths, beetles and
bugs are very eflicient in the same good
work. Hornets, wasps, bumble-bees, and
especially honey-bees, are also frequent
visitors to the flowers of plants for the purpose of collecting the pollen and nectar for
themselves and for their young.
Of all
insects, the hive bees and their allies show
the most intelligence in their behavior to-

wards plants.

The flowers of our willows and poplars
are of two kinds— male and female. The
flowers are on distinct trees which are often
separated by considerable distances. In
some cases the pollen may be transferred
by the wind, but in most cases it is undoubtedly carried by the bees which are
very active while the flowers are fresh in
early spring. The flowers of all our mel-

—
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Ions, pumpkins, squashes, cucumbers and
gourds are of two kinds on different por-

plant. The flowers are
eacii furnished with a long or rather deep
corolla in many cases, and the plants often

tions of the

same

flat on the ground where the leaves
cover the flowers from the action of the
wind.
Bees and other insects are the
necessary agents in crossing the flowers,
and to them we are indebted as one of the
links in the chain which affords all our
In nature there are
gourd - like fruits.
many other examples of plants in which
the tw^o kinds of flowers are separate,
as in oak, chestnut, beech, hazel, walnut,
But how is it
hickory, and many more.
with most of our tlowers which are perfect,
e., those having both stamens and pistils?
1 should have mentioned that notwithstanding the stamens and pistils are near each
other on trees of the chestnut, and the pistils are evidently abundantly dusted with
pollen, yet no fruit sets unless two trees are
somewhere near each other, that the pollen
of one tree may get upon the pistils of the
other. In such cases the flowers of the two
trees fertilize each other. The same is said
to be true with one stalk of corn in a distant
field.
I intend to try this more fully the
coming season, and in a similar manner
test many other plants singly, to see if they
will produce seed, and whether the quantity
and quality are good. Most of our cultivated strawberries have perfect flowers, and
may be self-fertilized, at least to a great extent; but the Hovey, green prolific, and
some others, have poor or abortive stamens.
That they may be fruitful, it is the practice
to mix the plants with the Wilson or some
other plants bearing perfect flowers. The
bees carry the pollen and take the honey.
But how is it with the majority of perfect

lie

(..

flowers which have good stamens and good
In many of
pistils in the same flower ?
these the pollen is applied to the stigma by
are
flowers
rendered
more
such
insects, and
fruitful by these insects than they would
be if the flowers were left to themselves.

This has been proven by experiment to be
the case in many instances, though some
flowers are no more likely to seed with the
help of insects than without. Very many
of our perfect flowers present or ripen the
anthers a day or so before the stamens are
ready. Such are the lobelias, campanulasmost all the compositiB which includes
about one-ninth of all the flowering plants
of this part of the country. The last order
includes the sunflower, aster, golden-rod,
dandelion, etc. Flowers of spilobrium or
willow, herb, and clerodendron, thrust the
stamens out straight when ripe, while the
miniature stigma is curled back and unopened. On the following day, after the
pollen is gone, the stigma straightens out
and opens. In the case of clerodendron,
the stamens curl back when the style
The stigmas are the brides
straightens.
too late for the marriage of nearest relatives, for the pollen or bridegrooms have
been carried off by the insect priests, and
may be wedded to others not related or not
very nearly related. All plants producing
the ripe antlicrs before the stigmas are protandrous. Many others are protogenous.
They present or ripen the stigmas before
the anthers shed pollen. Of such we have
the rib-grass or plantago, forget-me-not,
scropularia.
[

Full explanations are useless without

il-

The

lustrations.

of these

by

on charts.

We may

Professor showed many
on the blackboard and

figures

Ed.]
almost say that flowers, which

are protandrous or protogenous are the
rule and not the exception. Honey bees
are the most prominent, but not generally
the only insects which transfer the pollen.
In the primrose of our greenhouses, Houstonia and partridge-berry and others, all the
styles of the flowers on one plant, and those
propagated from this by cuttings are of a
certain length.
They are Jong on some
plants and short on others. On plants with
long styles showing the stigma at the throat
of the corolla, the stamens ai-e inserted on
the corolla below, near, or towards the base
of the flower, while flowers with short
styles have stamens at the throat of the
corolla. Some experiments show that the
plants are most productive of good seeds
when stigmas of the long styles are fertilized by anthers occupying a similar position
on flowers of other plants. And so of the
short stigmas. The above plants are often
called dimorphous lytheruvi solicaria,
loose strips, and others perhaps are timorphous, i. e., there are stamens of three different lengths, and styles— of three different
lengths, long, medium and short.
If a
flower has a medium style it has long and
short stamens; if it has a short style, it has
medium and long stamens. What does this
mean? Why, that bees (I have seen them
at work thus) carry the pollen to the styles
of different lengths by different parts of
their bodies which have touched the anthers
on stamens of a corresponding length which
were on other flowers of other plants.
There is an endless number of special

contrivances differing in plan and details in
each flower or genus of flowers. Those interested are referred to Gray's "How Plants

Behave," for details and illustrations of
kalmia, milkweeds, orchids, iris, etc. Prof.
Riley observed a small moth especially
adapted to fertilizing a yucca. She laid an
egg and then sipped honey, and so repeated

The plant reared her young
She took the honey and transferred the pollen enabling the plant to set
seeds. Insect and plant were useless each
without the other. This is sometimes true
of the striped cucumber-beetle. She eats
the young plants, and, later, the pollen and
honey, but she helps the plants to seed.
The flowers of mdrtyriia, trumpet creeper, rnimulus
catalpa, bladderwort, and
others have broad flat stigmas which curl
apart. When touched by a bee's head in
passing in, the stigmas close in a few
seconds, and cover the surface which is
sensitive to pollen.
While taking the
honey, the bees are dusted with pollen
which is just in the right place to be left on
the stigma when entering the next flower.
In these flowers, self-fertilization is impossible unless in rare and exceptional cases.
For particulars see American Journal of
Science for Oct., 1876, in article on the subject by the author of this lecture. Flowers
of Dutchman's - pipe, some arums, and
lady's-slippers, entrap and hold as prisoners
different kinds of small insects which enter
them. They are not prisons like Libby or
Andersonville in miniature, for they treat
their prisoners well, with good shelter and
an abundance of food and drink of the best
that nature affords.
The flowers of our
common flax are absolutely sterile when
the operation.
insects.
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close fertilized by tlie pollen which is ready
in abundance, and often falls upon the
Bees cause the
stiffina of the same flower.
flowers to get seeds by crossing with the
proper pollen. Our crop of flax seed, then,
is benefitted in yield, and in some cases
entirely dependent on the aid of the little
busy bee. Our connnon garden beans are
self-fertilizing to a certain extent, but the
crop is more than doubled by the aid of bees.

Most or

all plants are better for a cross.
not always so apparent at first, as it
is after several generations of plants raised
from self-fertilized tlowers. In such cases,
a cross adds increased vigor and fruitfuluess. Many, very many flowers you see are
as plainly intended for cross fertilization as
the beak and talons of the eagle are intended tor catching, holding and tearing prey.
Not honey bees, but little insects nearly
akin, produce the galls on oak. The oak
kindly receives the egg, swells up a soft
succulent house and gives the young worm
an abundance of food. An insect lays an
egg in the stem of a golden-rod, or in the
tip of a young stem of willow.
brush in
one case, a cone in the other is produced to
young
worm
the
and
feed
nourish
and shelter it to maturity. Whether these insects
repay these plants for their kind reception I
have not been able to Jind out. Paid or not
paid, they have food enough and to spare
tor these interesting little creatures. With
small bladders, the bladderwort is busy
catching microscopic amimals, and retaining them till dead, and then slowly transferring the nourishing juices to the rest of
Here is cruelty even among
the plant.
humble plants. The queer common pitcher
plant of our swamps is supplied on the inside with spines pointing downwards. This
is tiie case with numerous others on the
continent. Some of them prepare a honeyed secretion which grows more abundant
until the lid or open mouth of the pitcher is
reached. Insects are enticed, lured on, like
a tippler in the dram shop, to the open
mouth of destruction. Curiously-constructed lids make the mouth dark, and help to
keep the insect from escaping. Most of
them cannot walk up the inside of the
pitcher. Tliey are drowned by the liquid
and devoured by the carnivorous plant.
few insects, among them a moth, is
provided with sharp stiff spines on her legs
which act like stilts to enable her to walk
up and down among the stiff spines in the
pitcher. When a boy, we used to make a
box trap for squirrels and rats. To ileceive
them and make them Avaste their strength,
in busily gnawing where it would not injure the trap, we bored small holes through
the sides, and nailed over a piece of tin
with a hole through it to let in the light.
In the pitcher plant of the Southern swamps
are thin translucent spots towards which
the insects are attracted instead of the open
mouth above which is shaded by the overshowing lid. This is one of nature's cunning traps. The martynia plant and others
catch and suck to death with their sticky
glands innumerable small insects.
The
venus fly trap of Carolina, everyone knows
about, and very likely they have heard of
the several kinds of sun-dews which catch
little flies with their glands.
Honey is secreted in different parts, or
by different organs of the flower. Sepals,
petals, stamens, pistils, and disk, each in
aiffereut flowers is found to secrete nectar.

This

is

A
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By

this I mean that one kind of flower
secretes honey with its petals, another kind
by sepals and so on. Petals attract bees.
Saunders, of Canada, cut off the petals of
raspberries and by so doing made it dirticult
or impossible for the bees to find the honey.

bees have been observed to
behave differently about flowers, in some
respects, from a majority of bees.
Some
are excentric.
They have their own pecuIndividual

liarities.

Nageli put

artificial

flowers to

branches, and used essential oil on some,
and on others he used no oil. The odor attracted them to the flowers containing it.

saw that hive bees
worked continously on flowers of the same
Aristotle, 2.000 years ago

species. They even do so when the flowers
are not all colored alike, as in some plants
in our flower gardens. By this means they
economize time. They get the hang of it.
They learn how better to make more rapid
motions, and to make every motion count.
The same as is true of people who become
expert in certain parts of any trade after
much practice in often repeating the same
operation. In some cases, large numbers of
honey bees soon learn to glean after bumble
bees, where the latter have made holes into
the nectar.
I have seen orioles j)inching
the tube of the Missouri currant or yellow
currant, to get the little honey from each
flower. This left a small hole which the

bees were not slow to find, and frequently
use as long as the flower remained fresh.
We have thus seen some of the diverse
contrivances by which plants are made to
secure cross fertilization. The list might
be almost indefinitely extended, and yet
find something different in nearly all of
them. Flowers shut up. go to sleep, bend
over in all manner of ways to prevent themselves from wind and weather, to retain the
essential parts in a fresh condition until the
time when the proper insects are likely to
be about. If they are intended for the
visits of moths, they open when the moths
are likely to fly, and do not waste their
sweetness in daylight. If, like the dandelion, they are dependent to any degree upon
bees and other day insects, there is no

need of their remaining wide awake all
night. They had better close up as they do,
and keep for the best part of several days.
So you see, the honey is placed in the
flowers as wages to pay the bees for serving
the plants. The colors and odors are advertisements to call the attention of insects
rich supplies of food in store for
them. It may bi; said that the honey is
there for the bees, but prlnvirlly it is there
for the good of the plant, secondarily for
the good of the insect. As has been said:
"The flowers surpass in an incomparable
degree, the contrivances and adaptations
which the most fertile imagination of the
most imaginative man could suggest with
unlimited time at his disposal." You who
like the honey bee and are so familiar with
its habits and worth, will think no less of it
on account of my showing its value to plants.
Had good old Dr. Watts lived in our day,
and become familiar with those parts of
science, he would very likely have written
the familiar stanza in this way:
How doth the little busy bee,
Improve each sliinin'^ hour,
By carry ins; pollen day by day
To fertilize each flower.
to the

W.
Agricultural College, Mich.

J.

Beal.
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For the American Bee Journal.

That Joint

in the

Leg

Dear Editor:— That peculiar joint in
the leg of the bee has so worked itself into
my brain, that it must be disposed of. It
has been like a half-learned sonf? which one
can neither sing nor get out of mind.
Thinking that perhaps others among the
many lovers of bees might be interested
and pleased, I send a cut which you may
use if you choose.
The artist has not made a
very good foot, but tlie joint
is quite correct.
As the foot
of the bee is moved tov/ard
the one on the opposite side
|*^of tiie body, the joint would
I'close, holding tightly any1^ thing which might be placed
I between b and c. By taking
K the head off a live bee, and
putting the leg under a microscope, before life is extinct, the muscles may be
seen to contract and relax,
tlins showing perfectly the
working of the joint and little grasping apparatus connected with it.
On the inside of the first joint of the second leg there is also a thorn-like projection,
which has the appearance of being intended
to aid in holding anything being carried by
the bee. Both this and the little spur fitting over the circular opening in the forward leg, seem to be of a horny substance
like the framework of the wing— and with
a high magnifying power may be seen some
beautiful fluting, inside the circular open'

ing.
Is

not by means of these that they hold
so strongly to each other when clustered
for comb-building, or in swarming? Does
it not show, how much that we have always
wondered at might be easily accomplished ?
I have tried, when they were carrying out
dead bees, to see just how they were held,
but the little things were too quick.
I can find no description in our bee publications, of anything of the kind, except the
pollen basket on the posterior leg. If but a
mite is added to what is already known of
our little workers, I shall be more than conit

M.

tent.

Medina,
[M.

is

O., April 16, 1877.

my

;

only movable combs in the lot. They had all
been sold the day before at public sale, the lot
brought from oUc. to $2.50 each (3 stands at
They were in a very bad condition and
$2.50).
were starved and neglecled. Chickens roostthem
every night. Hogs rooted tliem
ed on
over frequently. The glass fronts were all
and
the
sun shining on the combs.
open
Several were smashed and tlie combs exposed
air.
They informed me that my swarm
to the
was the only one that issued in 1876! Also
that they sold over $100 worth of honey In one
year.
I will let you know in the future how I succolony and
1 intend to divide
ceed.
make 3 of it this summer, even if I have to

my

S. C.

Dodge.

invited to continue her investiga-

For

tlie

American Bee

.Tournal.

Letter from Tennessee.

Mr. W. J. Andrews sends us the following letter with a request to publish it:
Chattenooga, Tenn., Feb.

28, 1877.

Most of the bee-keepers here ate amateurs.

know

an American hive among them, but

know very little about the management
of bees in m(jvable combs.
They trust, to
luck and are superstitious in regard to selling
bees. The get a little honey for home use,
but very little goes to market, and that is in a
very bad (mussy) condition. The natives will
not invest one cent in movable combs or glass
boxes. If they are people of any means, they
are above bee-keeping, or let the negroes attend to the bees.
I believe Upper Sequaschie Valley is a
splendid place for bee-culture as a business.
Tlie forage is splendid, especially lireodendron trees and black locust. The only
trouble is to get to market.
Last year I made three closed-end frame
Quinby hives; frames I!^xl2xl8; each hive
with six frames; removable sides and ends;
with honey-board and 6 boxes, 434x6x6, glass
sides. Til e next thing was to get bee*.
So I
sent one hive out in the country to get a
swarm put into it. The party informed me
tliat he put a very large swarm into it about
June 15. He promised to send it to me just as
soon as it got cold enougli to move them. He
delayed so long that about Feb. 15th 1 went
after tliem. I found that he had left, the ventilator open at the bottom, and one glass box
was broken, letting a, draft of cold air th'ough
the hive fill winter, killing fully one-half the
bees and compelling the others to occupy the
other half of tlie hive. The.v were also starving. I smoi^ed them a little, and in half an
hour afterwards closed the hive and put it in
wagon. I brought them home and fed
them at once, and they are now working very
Industriously every warm dny. Tliey appear
to be hybrids, as they have yellow spots on
each, hip. The party having, had an Italian
queen in his yard.
Now 1 will describe the apiary. There were
about 2.5 stands— of all kinds. 2 American, 4
with glass fronts and slides to cover glass,
others with glass in top, with a drawer the
rest box hives. The Ameiican hives were the

feed.

tions and report in the Journal. We
think she has done much better than if she
had " learned" her "song," and kept it all
to herself.
We are glad that our lady
friends are so earnest in their investigations. Several communications from them
appear in this number, and more are waiting for our next issue.—Ed.]

A

sionally

tney

of a Bee.

I

of no real apiarist in tluis section, but
nearly every lariner has a few colonies in
coniiuou box-hives or gums. There is occa-

For the American Bee Journal.

Western

Illinois B. K. Society.

Met at Monmouth, Warren Co., 111., on Tuesday, April lOih, lb77. President, Wm. M. Kellogg; Secretary, Hardin Haines; Treasurer,
Vice-Presidents, Jas. A SimpT. G. McGaw
son and Dr. W. H. Derr; Corresponding Sec'y,
Hardin Haines.
After reading the minutes, the Sec'y read
the report of the committee on constitution,—
whicli was adopted as were also the by-laws.
The following became active members: T.
Mr. and Mrs. Levi
G. McGaw, Monmoulli
A. T. Jarvis,
Holhngswoith, Monmouth;
Uquavvka; Wni. M. Kollogg, Oneida; Hardin
Haines, Vermont; Judge John Porter, Monmouth; G. C. Axtell, Itoseville; A. E. Cole,
Roseville; Dr. N. H. Derr, Kuthsburg, 111.; E.
C. Crane, Burlington, Iowa, and several others.
Tlie following was reported by the committee on questions for debate:
1. Artihcial vs. natural swarming.
;

;

2.

3.

Queen rearing.
Best honey resources.
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4.

to me the most favorable for obtaining the
maximum yield of honey. It is necessary

Italian vs. black bees.

5.

Does extracting pay?

6.

Best

mode

to secure the

most amount of

know wlien this time arrives or else be
content with a smaller return."
DEAD BEES IN THE COMBS.
"No one can clear dead bees from combs
more quickly or skillfully than mice. If
combs filled with dead bees are set for 2 or 3
days in a still place so that mice can get at
both sides, they will be found completely
cleaned out. This work, which would be
very tedious and tiresome for the bee-keeper, and which he could scarcely perform
without serious injury to the combs, is very
neatly done by the "mice; and they only
knaw a cell here and there where the body
of a bee does not come out readily, or where
tliev find a little pollen which thf^y nibble."
T. Sliwk(t, in dcr Schlesische linker.
to

honey.

Swarming. -It was considered best to malse
artificial swarms by building up from nucleus
One objection was, ihe bees
stocks, etc.
sometimes

built too m'ucli

drone comb.

Queen Reaking.— H. Haines and
thought

it

others
best to rear queens in full colonies,

by making a frame to contain from 12 to 16
queen cages; putting in queen cells after
It is only necessary then to introduce them into swarms, etc.
Honey Plants.— Mr. .Simpson— "White clovand
er, buckwheat, basswood, golden-rod,
bergamott arc useful and good for honey.
French and alsike clover was decided to be a

hatching.

—

failure.

Italian Bees.— Italian bees [make [more
honey than blacks.
There was a ditTerence of opinion in regard

—

to extracting.
On the last question, several decided that
the best way to get tlie most honey wasUo
have none but Italian bees, and small brood
nest; for box honey, give plenty of room, etc.

The

apiculturists of France seem to be
interested in having a good
display at the next Exposition,
which is to be held in Paris in 1878. After
stating that colonies of bees could be exhibited, one of the editors of Le Rucher
(Bordeaux) remarks: '"We are certain that
the apiculturists of Paris will do themselves
the honor of exhibiting their colonies, and
will carry high the fiiig of Progress, which
could not be confided to better hands."

very

A report from Wm. J. Andrews was expectbut was forgotten.
A tine essay' from Rev. A. Salisbury, on

"Wintering Bees, was tlien read.
8, 1877.

to

Tlie

meeting

meet at Oquauka. on Oct. 2 and
Hakdin Haines, Sec.,
Wm. Kellogg, Pres.

POINTS FOR BEGINNERS.

For the American Bee Journal.

Procure only healthy and populous
colonies, even though they cost more than
unhealthy or weak ones.
1.

Foreign Notes.

2. In general, buy in the spring, after the
colonies have been successfully wintered,
and get some well-informed apiarist to
assist you ill making selections, or at least
purchase from some bee-culturist with
whom you are acquainted.
3. Clean thoroughly the Iiives in which
you place swarms.
4. Allow no emi^ty combs which j'ou wish
to use in hives to lie about in the open air,
ill the bee-house, or any place where moths
can get to them; for such combs become

GLEANED BY FRANK BENTON.
estimated that there are 90,000 to
100,000 hives of bees in Sweden.
Schwarmeinbrlngungsgeraethe are the
affairs that tlie Gevmaiis use to catch
swarms. It must be that they never lose
any; for wouldn't the mere utterance of
this musical word suddenly arrest the most
It is

determined fugitive swarm ?
Suppose
some of our American bee-keepers who
allow natural swarniinjj;, try it this season ?
Just murmur the word in tenderest accents
and note its effect on the circling swarm.
FORMING NEW COLONIES.

genuine brood-nests
larvfe of

If the yield of

the
fill

—

The Bee.— That within so small a body
should be contained apparatus for convej'ing the " virtuous sweets," which it collects
into one kind of nourishment for itself,
another for the common brood, a third for
the royal, glue for its carpentrj^ poison for
its enemies, honey for its master, within a
probosis almost as long as the body itself,
microscopic in its several parts, telescopic
in its action, with a sting so infinitely
sharp that, were it magnified by the same
glasi which makes a needle's point seem a
quarter of an inch, it would yet itself be invisible, and this too, a hollow tube— that all
these varied operations and contrivances
should be enclosed within half an inch of

honey

only becomes abundant in the second or
third week, the swarms that issue during
this favorable time are the heaviest. The
first swarms must devote themselves to the
rearing of brood, and are tlous occupied
during the harvest; the second swarms, on
the other hand, having little or no brood,
but with a strong population which can be
sent into the field, are in the best condition
to lay up ample stores. If the bee-keeper
were satisfied that the loss of harvest sustained through swarms issuing or made at
inopportune times, is made up by the excellent stocks which these swarms make, he
would have no cause for complaint, but
there is great reason to doubt this.
"My ett'orts are now directed towards obtaining strong colonies in the spring, in
order to make my swarms, at will, as nearly
as possible at the exact time which appears

wax-inoths,

Boehnien.

determine long beforehand exactly the best
time for forming new colonies if oiie wishes
at the same time to secure the largest and
best yield of honey. Good apiarists in our
locality have natural swarms during 2, 3,
and 4 weeks. Tlie best are not always
first.

for

which destroy the combs and

the hives with their webs, so that, if precaution is not taken the existence of the
stock is endangered.
Bieneyivuter aus

A French apiarist, M. Cayette, says in
UApicultcur: "I believe it is difficult to

those that issued

much

apiarian

ed,

adjourned
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length and two grains of matter, while, in
the same "small room," the " large heart"
of at least thirty distinct insects is contained, is surely food for vast thought.—
,

Scrap Book.

My
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Secure a Choice Queen.

We now renew our
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Single subscriber, one year,
Two subscribers, sent at the
"
Three
"
"
"
"
"
Six

$3.00

same

time.

"

•'

3.50
..
5.00
... 9.00
.

.

.

•'

•'

same

All higher clubs at the

"

"

"

each

"

"

"

One inch

Length

in

Journal.

of

Column makes Twelve Lines.

No advertisement received

for less

than

$1.

Cash in advance for all transient advertisements. Bills of regular advertisers p;iAable
quarterly. We adhere strictly to our printed
rates.

communications and remit-

all

tances to

THOMAS
184

G.

Clark

NEWMAN,
St..

Chicago,

111.

"Write names and addresses plain— giving
County and State.

Additions can be made to clubs at any
time, at

tlie

same club

Spechnen copies, canvassing outfit,
Posters, and Illustrated Price List sent free
upon application.

We send the Journal until an order for
discontinuance is received at this office, and
arrearages are all paid.
We

will give Hill's worlf on "Cliicken
Cliolera" (price 50 cents), to any one desiring it, as a premium for two subscribers.

B;^ When you have a leisure hour or
evening, wiiy not drop in on a neigliboring
family and see if you cannot get a subscrib-

The Ameiiican Bee Journal?

Remittances to be sent at our risk must
be by Post-office Order, Registered Letter,
Draft or Express (charges prepaid). Make
Post-office Orders and Drafts payable to
Tliomas G. Newman.
_.^ "For the
iiave made

convenience of bee-lceepers,
arrangements to supply, at
the lowest marl<et prices, Imported or tested Italian Queens, full colonies, Langstroth
or other hives, Extractors of all the makes,
and anything required about the apiary.

we

..^

The only safe way

to

send money by

mail is to get the letter registered, or "procure a money order or draft. We cannot be
responsible for money Inst, unless these
precautions are taken. Then it is <at our
risk, and if lost we will make it good to the
sender, but not otherwise.
'Attention is called to the advertiseof ROPP'S CO.MMERCIAL CALCULATOR. It is in all respects what is claimed
for it, and is a very valuable work.

ment

circulation

of the

will in every

Rev. D. C. Millett, of Holmesburg, Pa.,
received a diploma and medal for the
" Deborah Bee Hive," for the following

lias

reasons:

As an economical hive in sections, with
movable combs and facilities for inspection.
It is easily made, is inexpensive, and well
adapted by the protection it affords for
northern climates.

Jonh Coleman, Jndqe,
Francis A. Walker. Chief of Bureau,
A. T. GosHORN, Director Oeneral,
J. R. Haavley, President.

A

hive was precrowded out. It

full description of this

pared for this issue but
will appear in our next.

is

Bingham Smoker.— I have

just received

my

rate.

Wlien changing post-office address, mention the old address as well as tlie new one.

er for

the

Premium queens

case be tested.

cents.
"
insertion ,...15
"
....12
"
"
....lO

Special Notices, and pages next to reading
matter, one-third more tluin tlie above rates.
Last page of cover, double rates.

Address

$8.00. This
premium, giving a good queen for four subscribers, will pay any one for taking some

20

line,

"

2

3
6

send "a choice

American Bee Journal with

trouble to extend

rate.

RATES FOR ADVERTISI!^G.
1 month, per

offer to

tested Italian queen as a premium to any
one will send us four subscribers to The

Smoker, ordered last winter. Isn't it
a gem? Tell A. I. Root that it is not as
much like the Quinby as the Quinby is lilte
an old Dzierzon Smoker tliat a German has
near Kalamazoo. If Mr. Bingham sells this
smoker at the standard price of $1.50 or $1.60
by mail, which he tells me he will, he is
surely a great benefactor to bee keepers.
Somebody awes me an " improved " smoker,
as the one from Mr. Root aid not last four

weeks.
Bees about here are dead, dead, dead— say
three-fourths, on an average. The Italians
are

away ahead.

It is

no more than

say that the 25
purchased of Mr.

fair to

stocks of Italians which

I

Oatman, of Dundee. III., last May, are in
prime order, except two or three that I left
queenless in the fall. I went hunting ducks
James Heddon.
and snipe, you see.
Dowagiac, Mich., April 17, 1877.

Honey Markets.

CHICAGO.— Choice
15@18c.

white comb honey,

Extracted, choice white, 8@9c.

CINCINNATI. — Quotations by C. F.
Muth. Comb honey, in small boxes, 12}4@
Extracted, 1 lb. jars, in shippina; order,
per doz., $3; per gross, $30.00. 3 lb. jars,
per doz.. $H.00; per gross, $60.00.
ST. LOUIS.— Quotations bv G. W. Smith.
Comb, 18@20c. Extracted, 8(glOc. Strained,
8@9c.
SAN FRANCISCO. Quotations by
White, in boxes and
Stearns & Smith.
frames, 10(Sl.5c. Strained honey in good demand at 9(a) lOc; comb, ll(ai23.^c.; beeswax,
25@26c. Extra fine grades of honey are
firmer. Markets well supplied with low

20c.

—

grades.

—

,

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO BEE CULTURE.
Vol. XIII.

lititor^s

Chicago, Illinois, June, 1877.

^aWe.

It^^Old combs, from colonies that have
become extinct, should be cleansed and

No.

6.

IW

Friend Murphy has forwarded for
our inspection his Centennial award for

diploma and medal for his extractor. It is
in "due form," and, as we stated in our last
issue, is duly recorded in the official list of
awards on page 25.

fumigated with sulphur occasionally, to
prevent the moths from destroying them.

C^^Luke

Hitchcock, of Cook County,
111., informs us that he recently had a good
queen leave her hive and go to another
and of course was killed as an intruder.
Have any of our readers had similar experi-

ence?

IW The honey obtained from
soms

apple blos-

scarcely merchantable, but the
beauty of it is, the bees will use it out of the
boxes to raise young bees, and so have the
combs in boxes already prepared for the
white clover harvest.— Gieamrigs in Beeis

Culture.

E^" Among the many things that Herbert
A. Burch has done since he has figured as
secretary of the Michigan Bee-Keepers' As
sociation, none perhaps were more appropriate or agreeable than that which he did
on the 23d of April, assisted by the Kev. E.
A. Paddock— Miss Adelia E. Shoemaker is
the " happy bride." The A. B. J. extends
its

congratulations.

^W

A wise-acre scribbler for the Chicago
Times, lately sent the following item on its
rounds among the provincial press of the
Northwest:
The little busy bee does not need to " improve each shining hour" as it did when the
poet sung a pleasant ditty about the indusHoney is now
try of the sweet stinger.
manufactured from corn syrup and glycerine, and placed in artificial combs made
from paratfine by a patented machine.
Manufactured honey is as scarce as hen's
no sale for it, that stuff soon
"gave up the ghost." Hence it is all moonshine about its being "placed in artificial
combs, made from paraSine by a patented
machine." It is a gross libel on comb founteeth; finding

dations.

IIt^° There is a species of parasitic larva
called volucella bovibylous, which live in
the nests of bumble bees braving the fury

of their stings and devouring their young.
These are a different species from those
that sometimes infest the honey bee and its

home.

J^" California is parched with a severe
drouth, the like of which has not occurred
for 25 years. The prospects for honey there
is discouraging.
In one or two sections
there has been some rain, and the prominent bee-keepers on the Pacific Coast have
been engaged in moving their bees to more
favorable locations. Los Angeles has had
some late showers, but they came too late to
help the leading honey plants, still they

may

help the later feed.

C^" Beginners should now be careful to
keep all colonies well supplied with vigorous and prolific queens. Colonies may be
divided as

much

as

required to prevent

them from attempting to swarm. If the
queen has no room to deposit eggs, use the
extractor. If comb honey is desired, adjust
boxes or frames for them to work in. If
you wish to Italianize, this is the month to
do it in. White clover honey should be
kept separate from

all

other kinds.

d^" The Los Angeles
that Mr.

(Cal.)

John Mountain,

Herald says

of Santa Monica,

has been capturing bees and honey in the
rocks of the Santa Monica range of mountains, where they seem to exist in great
numbers, and many of them very rich in
choice honey.
The Herald adds: " We

&

are informed that Messrs. Smith
Carlyle,
of Santa Monica, last season took sixty

swarms from the mountainsj along
canon."

their
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The Festive and Greedy 'Hoppers.

SometMng New.

Several letters received during the past

We

month have reverted the 'hopper— and the

Hugh

extermination in
what is known as the " grasshopper country." The following facts will be of interest to tliose bee-keepers who live in
Kansas, Nebraska, and Western Iowa.
It will be remembered that Professors
Riley and Thomas, of the Entomological

"something new." Of course, we went and
found what it was. Mr. Weiss, " the in-

Commission, were to visit Kansas and
Nebraska to inquire into the subject. They
have just issued their Report, showing that

heim, founded the human
the first man, " the morning stars sang together, and all the angels of God shouted
for joy."
In humble imitation of that
august event, Mr. Weiss has made a man, a
dog, and a bee-hive— in the latter its thousands of inhabitants are expected to "hum
their merry song," while they gather the
sweets which cause the sons of men to
"shout for joy."
The design is life-size, of a man with a
hive of bees on his back being attacked in
front by a large dog. It is a handsome design for a lawn. The entrance to the hive
is through the man's mouth.
Mr. Hugh Templeton has had it built expressly for his lawn by Mr. Weiss. It is
made of plaster of Paris over a profuselywired frame and is substantial and neat.

prospects

for

utter

its

the troublesome pest is at an end.
" The esrg of this insect was laid in the
fall of 1876, in wiiat may be called the Missouri region, consisting of Western Iowa,
Northwestern Missouri, portions of Kansas,

Nebraska, Minnesota, and Dakota.
"This egg comes to perfection only in the
sandy, arid regions of the far West. The
rich, moist soil of the Missouri Valley, and
snows and rains, wrought havoc
the
amongst tlie eggs during the winter and
spring, and the young insects which hatched out during April have been rapidly destroyed by the elements, by parasites and by
birds, and these influences, with the work
of the farmers themselves, have at this date
brought to destruction nine-tenths of the
youiig 'hoppers.
^^
"The outlook in Southern Nebraska may
be stated thus: West of a line drawn from
Crete, the eggs are all hatched and nearly
Beall the young 'hoppers annihilated.
tween Crete and the Missouri river, they
aiuiihilated,
and
out
hatched
are nearly all
and as fast as tliey appear they are being
destroyed by the various influences brought
,

upon them.

to bear

"The prospect for crops is as good as it
possibly can be. and the people are jubilant
over the outlook for good' crops, good prices,
and tlie fact that the grasshoiiper scare is
now practically at an end. The condition
of Southern Nebraska was never better;
there is a larger area of ground planted than
ever before. The increase in stock has
been enormous, and business generally is
brisk.

To OUR SOXTTHERN SUBSCRIBEKS.— We
have made arrangements with friend W. J.
Andrews, of Columbia, Tenn., to conduct a
" Southern Department " in the A. B. J.,
which he will make interesting to all the
bee-keepers of the "Sunny South." In
order to accommodate this department such
extra pages will be added to the Journal,
as circumstances may require. AVe shall
commence the arrangement in the next
number. Our Southern friends will please
" take due notice, and govern themselves
accordingly."
>

»

» *

"Either of the

*

two new

extractors,

noticed elsewhere in this issue, can be obtained at this office. Stephenson's is sold
at $14,

and Wliite's

at $15.

were invited
Tenipleton's,

to

make a visit

in

this

city,

to Mr.

ventor of rolls for making artificial
foundation," has added another to his
inventions.
In the beginning,

when

see

to

comb

many

the great 'farchiby the Elorace by making

tect of the universe, assisted

Sending Bees by Mail.
Until recently bees have been sent by
and it has been both a che<tp and safe
means of conveyance. The P. M. General
having decided that bees are unmailable,
and some post-masters having refused to
forward them, we wrote to the P. M. General, asking him to review the matter, and
reverse his decision; at the same time we
stated that the manner in which they were
put up prevented their doing injury to the
mails. But it appears to be of no use. His
decision is like " tlie law of the Medes and
Persians— which changeth not," as will be
seen from the following letter:
mail,

Post Office Department,
Washington, D. C, May
Thos. G.

Newman,

I

19, 1877.

Esq., Chicago,

\

111.,

Sir;— The Postmaster General has

refer-

red your letter of the 17tli instant to this
ofiice with instructions to say, in reply, that
the ruling excludes bees from the mails was
made under the administration of one of
his predecessors, and seems to be in accordance with the spirit of the postal law and
with the provisions of the postal regulations, from the fact that if so sent they
would be liable to deface other mall matter
notwithstanding
transmitted
therewith,
their incasement according to the manner
proposed by you. He declines, therefore, to
revoke the said ruling.

James H. Mauk,
Acting First Asst. P. M. Gen'l.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
A New

Discovery.

"Mr. McConnell has often been mentioned in these columns as one of the most pracHe is a
tical bee-keepers in tlie Sonth.
cultured, scholarly j^entleman, who finds a
real pleasure in bee-keejunK, and who has
devoted many years of study and careful experiment in' the manajiement of bees.
visit to his apiary is a rare treat, as he always has something new in the way of experiment to communicate. On our recent
visit he sliowed us the very nicest honeycomb made by the bees of materials which
he prepared and furnished them with. He
assures us t:iat there is no trouble in getting bees to use this material, and we are
satisfied that the combs cannot be distinguished from those made in the ordinary
way. We consider this the most important
discovery in bee-keeping, since the invention of the movable-comi) frame, and that it
will greatly exceed tlie invention of Langstroth in its effect to increase the honey production. Mr. McConnell informs us that he
will shortly take measures to introduce this
valuable discovery to the bee-keepers of the
world. Louisiana is the best honey-producing State in the Union, and it is to her
honor that one of her sons will thus greatly
assist in causing the land to flow with
honey, if not with milk."

A

friend C. O. Perrine is down there
with .500 colonies of bees, we wonder if Mr.
McConnell has not been using artificial
comb foundation extensively, and astonish-

As

es the natives with

it ?

The New Orleans Picayune

is

very par-

ticular to specify the advantages claimed,

as though a patent right

come

of this

new

was

discovery.

ful
Astonishing, for Louisiana— tliat
bees sliould have started to work "on March
13th and the comb and young bees were exhibited on April 3d"
Prodigious
The Picayune grows eloquent, and adds
!

Friend W. H. Ware, of Bayou Goula, La.,
about a month ago, sent us the New Orleans
papers containing notices of a new discovery in bee-lteepins by Alex. McConnell,
of that city, and asks if there is not some
mistalje about it. The State Recjister says:

to be the outIt says:

187

!

!

!

!

!

that " hundreds

of barrels of honey are
yearly shipped from Louisiana"— but ".this
new discovery bids fair to quadruple the
best yield, or secure .50 gallons yearly for
every strong colony."
Either the Picayune has been humbugged; Mr. McC. has "playing roots" on it, or
there is a great mistake somewhere. Which
is it ?
Will Dr. Kush, C. O. Perrine, and
other bee-men in Louisiana give us some
light on this subject ?

Stevenson's Extractok.— Since our
last issue, friend Mutli has sent

one of these

extractors to this office. It is manufactured
by C. F. Mnth, Cincinnati, though he calls
it by the name of his friend who first suggested its general character. It is very substantial and neat, and as it will hold about

honey below the revolving frame
is not necessary to remove it
every time a little extracting is done; and
it can remain there till it is ready for bottling.
The frame holder is smaller at the
bottom than at the top. and when revolving,
the honey is thrown downward instead of
70 lbs. of
holder,

it

horizontally

against the

stationary

can.

This not only prevents the usual raising and
spattering of honey on the person operating it. but also admits of extracting from
any piece of comb without its being in a
frame. It has also two neat tin covers. The
whole top and revolving frame-holder can
be taken out in a moment, for cleansing, or

any other purpose. It has a " honey gate,"
and is a very desirable extractor.

The

inventor claims for his discovery:
it will enable colonies to construct their combs 2 months earlier in the
spring, and to make honey out of a crop of
spring flowers that passes away before bees
can make comb by the old process.
2. It will enable bees to gather four times
as much honey as they usually gather in the
spring months when new comb has to be
made.
In Southern Louisiana bees in
strong colonies usually collect a little over
12 gallons of honey yearly, in movable
combs emptied whenfiiil by centrifugals.
Mr. McConnell drew from a working hive
a sheet of new comb with young bees in it,
and live Italian bees crawling over it, that
had been made by the new process in 33
days. They started work on March 13th,
and the comb and young bees were exhibited on April 3d.
1.

That

True, the feat is astonishing Ordinarily,
worker bees are hatched out in 21 days— but
Mr. McConnell's, we are informed by the
Picayune, " had been made by the new
!

process in 33 days."

It

is,

indeed, wonder-

111^"

In reference to the decision of the

Postmaster General, friend W. .J. Andrews
writes: "Our postmaster notified us yesterday that he had received instructions
from the Postmaster General not to allow
any bees sent in the mails. This cuts us
If this
off in the dollar queen business.
ruling is not revoked we shall decline all
future orders for dollar queens, and I'ear
tested queens altogether to be shipped by
express."

New Books.—We have received from the
Dick & Fitzgerald, 18 Anii St.,
York, two excellent works, viz.:
"Dick's Kecitations and Readings," and the
"Vegetable Garden." Each is -30 cents, in
paper covers, or .50 cents, bound in cloth,
and they are well worth the money.

publishers,

New
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The War

in

Europk.— The war

cloud

that has been gathering over Europe for
years has now commenced to break. Actual hostilities have begun and what the
end may be no living soul can tell. At
present it seems likely that the whole of
Europe will be involved.

"It is an ill wind that blows no one any
good," is a trite remark. And tliough we
do not wish to have war with its terrible
desolations and suffering simply for the
benefit it may be to us, still as it must come
it may be well to see what effect it will
have upon our country. The Factory and
Farm, very truthfully remarks tliat "no portion of this country will be benefited by a
foreign war as will the great West and
Northwest. The demand from abroad will
be for our wheat, corn, flour, meal, etc., and
at prices that will make farmers happy and
give large returns for their labor. Wheat
and corn have already gone up amazingly.
There will be a call for every bushel that
can be spared for export. There is no
danger of flooding the markets by over production, and, should the war continue, the
acreage must be largely increased. New
farms will be opened, the price of lauds
materially advanced, and general good
times for farmers be experienced,"

Chinese Mustard as a Honey Plant.
—Perhaps one of the very best honey-producing plants is tall Chinese mustard. It
remains in blossom a very long time, seems
to

yield

vigorous

honey continuously,
to

resist

drought,

flourishes in all soils.

time from

May

1st to

earlier the better.

or

equally
wet, and

is

It may be sowed any
middle of June the

—

It will seed itself— its

—

greatest drawback yet it is far less troublesome as a weed than common mustard. It
should be planted in drills a foot apart, for
ease of cultivation. An ounce will plant a
space one rod by four.
can only fill a few orders for this seed.

We

Those who

desire

it

should send early.

Price, per ounce, 20c.; quarter pound, 75c.,

postpaid.

evaporation before bottling.
The
is made of 2x6 in. plank, mortised into the feet, a cross piece over the top supporting the usual gearing. The inside can
revolving in the outer one, makes considerable noise, and it does not run as easily as
others without such an arrangement.
sary

frame

That First Curved Knife.—In reference to the item on page 158 of our last issue, friend

Murphy

writes:

"Friend Chapman

is a little mistaken in
his statement in regard to the curved-pointed honey knife; he took his
lessons
from me in the honey extracting business.
I do not know whether I or Winder got uj)
the. first curved-pointed honey knife, but I
got the first curved knife at the heel, in 186tt
or 1867. It was accidental, having one with

ABC

very little 'temper' in, and getting it bent to
a curve; it worked so much better that I
had them made that way, until I tried the
curved point, and found that in uneven
comb I sometimes wanted both curves, to
work to the best advantage, and recom-

mended

friend C. to have his

made

that

way."

On another page friend Chapman corrects
the statement we made in the May number.
typographical error made us give the
wrong year of the first one he manufactur-

A

"Honor to whom honor is due." If
Murphy or Winder made the first
one— that laurel they shall wear. The A.
ed.

friends

B. J. seeks to do no one injustice— the exact
truth in detail, is all it asks, or will be satisfied with.

Clean out the Hives.— The past

winbeen a long and cold one, and much
debris has accumulated in the hives. In
some, it may be damp and mouldy, and the
afiluvia from it would not be of the best
kind. Lift such combs into a clean hive,
pruning off all old queen cells and scraping
Scrub the old hive
off all offensive matter.
with a brush and hot suds, and rinse it out
with boiling water. A clean hive will delight your pets and they will work so much
the better for it. Shake off the young bees
in front of the new hive and there will be
no loss in that direction.

ter has

«
* ^»
East or a point north or south of east
is perhaps the hest situation for hives.—
Ranging them under a south wall is the
worst situation possible, the heat sometimes
is so great that work will be eutii-ely suspended for some of the most valuable hours
of the day. They are also exposed to all
the storms of wind and rain which prevail
from that quarter.
I

White's Extractor.

— Friend

White

has sent one of his extractors to our
last

issue,

office

was advertised in our
and consists of two cans, one

for exhibition.

It

and 20 in. in diameter
with a faucet for drawing off' the honey.
The second can sits in the first, in which it
revolves, throwing out the honey through
perforated tin on the sides and bottom.
This perforation makes an excellent strainer for the honey, as well as a receptacle for
holding it during the process of the neces-

stationary, 12 in. deep

m^"

^^
ounce.

We

sell

This

Is

Catnip seed for 30 cents per
a good time to sow it.

—

—
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use to wait for capping, even
be kept.

Hotjes mxiX ^xxcxits.

2.

Keep in any good,
waxing the same.

honey?"

J.

put a

M. Good.

moist ground

it

[

Keep combs

and 34>^

in.

III.,

May

7,

1877.— "Last

of a

alkali will neutralize

respectively from

good cure for bee
John Joslyn.

it.

Soft soap

is

often

used with success.— Ed.]

we have

Co.,

in

[Yes; to extract the sting press the hol-

support for frames,
which of course must be turned a little to
put them on lower strips. The boards are
matched, and set in paint, and the covers
hinged on and fastened in front by tlu-ee
hooks, that draw it down very close. This
keeps even the wee ants out. As the box is
only a foot wide it takes little room in any
building.— A. J. Cook.]

Kane

the barrel,

low of your watch key, or any small tube,
over the sting, and then bathe the place
with aqua-ammonia, or moisten salaratus
and apply to it. The poison is acid, and an

a box 3 ft. high and 5 or
6 ft. long; this will hold three rows of Gallup frames. The box is just as wide as the
top bar is long; hence by nailing J^ in.

bottom,

Keep

"Do you know

we have

strips 113^, 23,

To wax

barrel vigorously.

stings?"

In our col-

in a close box.

to

will do well.
dry place. If in glass covers,
in a dry, dark place.
.5.
No, not if it is thick when thrown out.
—A. J. Cook.]
4.

Fort Atkinson, Wis., May 1, 1877.—" Will
you please tell me in the next number of the
Journal, how to keep comb until time to
L. M. Egberts.
use it ?"

lege apiary

is

melted beeswax in to the

same and roll the
3. Syrup barrel

does well, but cannot
be depended upon in a drouth. Honej'
from it is good, both in quality and quantity.— Ed.]

On

little hot,

honey

strong, close barrel,

after

" Is alsike clover a good forage plant for

if

St. Paul, Minn., April 24, 1877.—" I have
just started an apiary with 2 colonies of hybi'ids.

How may I know that bees returning to
the hive are ladened with honey?
Do the hives require any upward ventilanow ?
Have mine covered with honey board and

tion

No ventilation through
honey-board. Is it right ?
Is 3 feet space between the hives too lit-

carpet on the board.

fall 1

tle ?

had 6 colonies. I took an old box and put
them in. In Feb. they were all dead but 2.
This spring, when it was time to set them
out, they were all dead. We got 6 more
from J. Oatman & Co., which are in splendid condition, breeding very fast. Will you
please tell me what you mean by foul

Can honey accumulate in the hive from
willows and maples ?
One of my queens is 3 years old; ought I
to introduce a young one this season ?
My bees are gathering pollen nicely.
Quiz.

brood; also how to tell when it is among
the bees '?
How many colonies can we
make out of those 6 this season ?"

[If honey is being put into combs, of
course the bees are gathering. By catching
a bee by the wings, as he comes to the hive,
and pressing the thorax, the honey will
issue from the proboscis, if the sucking

F.

Perry.

For a description of foul brood and its
cure see an article by friend Muth on page
[

196 of this

issue.

stomach is full.
2. No,
keep perfectly tight above till
nights are warm, and even then if you
shade the bees or keep them packed in

You can double them

with safety, perhaps more; but you must be
careful not to allow colonies to become
weak from an over-desire for increase. Ed]

chaff.
3.

Pleasant Unity, Pa., May 3, 1877.— "I am
not a novice in bee-keeping, but almost a
novice in using the extractor, taking care of
honey, etc. I intend to use a double hive—
one hive on top of another. Please inform
me, through the Journal, what condition
the honey should be in before extracting,
2.
i.e., capped or not cai^ped?
What kind
of a vessel it should be kept in. 3. Would
a syrup barrel do ? 4.— Where should it be
kept ? 5.— Will honey be likely to sour
when extracted ?"
J. H. Kelly.

—

—

[If honey is reasonably thick, and to be
used at once, extract before capping takes
place, as it saves much time. We have
done this for years and no fault was found
with honey. If honey is thick there is no

Better leave

carpet, or quilt.

way
!

!

S

is

If

your board and just use
you use the board your

good.

more; some do not.
Yes, and very rapidly too, if the
weather is warm and dry. We have done
better on willow and soft maple than on
fruit blossom this spring.
Never super6. Not if she is doing well.
cede a good prolific queen. A. J. Cook.]
4.

j

off

I prefer

.5.

—

"Thinking it not desirable to permit afterswarms — it it can be avoided; please tell me
how to do so."
C. K. Menz.
[The best way to prevent them is to introduce a young fertile queen. Ed.]
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^ovmsjpiontitnu.
For the American Bee Journal.

Chickens Eating Bees.

As

to chickens eatinjr bers, as referred to

in the April

number,

1

always keep

my bees

and chickens close together. Have never
seen any chickens catcliinj; live bees. Have
seen tkem eat the dead bees at the entrance
wiien there were none flyin^j, but as soon as
tlie

bees

commenced

have also noticed

tiiat

to fly, they

when'an

too close to the entrance,

ol'd

when

were flying, they jiave her a hint
which she invariably took.
I iiad

quit.

I

hen got
the bees
to leave,

a turkey that interfered with a hive,

and yon should liave seen it tryinj; to
scratch the back of its head with both feet
and run away, all at the same time. I
cauiiht it and took 9stini;s out of its head
and neck; it never went much after l)ees
since. My 44 stocks of bees have wintered
Well, packed in straw.
Ed. Wellington.
Riverton, Iowa, April

San Buenaventura,

9, 1877.

Cat.,

April

30,

1877.—

" 1 have frequently seen chickens eat bees,
but they always selected the drones.
think Ave will be fortunate if we save our
bees from starvinji in tiiis section of California, without getting any swarms or sur-

We

plus honey."

as they basked in front of the hive. The
drones appeared almost black as they
mingled with the light bees. On examining
these drones, I found they were of "a glossy
black, reddish color. This queen was light,
like her bees.
She produced all light
queens, without exception.
I have this

same strain of bees yet.
There are very nice bees

in Italy, but impure ones also.
I have received queens,
said to be imported, that I never bred a
single queen from. I was satisfied they
were impure. They were dark in color,
producing workers that could not be handled with comfort without hat and gloves.
To import bees from some districts in Italy
would take a long and careful breeding, to
bring thein up to a good standard. The importer should take as much pains in selecting queens, as stock breeders do in their
stock. Then it would save a great deal t)f
vexatious breeding to bring them up to the
desired standard of purity.
MISCELLANEOUS HINTS.
Chickens do not eat bees, but will go for

the drones.

Toads eat bees. Hives should be set up
from the ground, out of their reach.
The best way to expel cockroaches and
ants from hives", is to use plenty of salt in
and about all the crevices and around the
super-boxes. Moths will not deposit eggs
where theie is salt, and salt does not injure
the bees; they are fond of it.
Bennington, O.
A. Benedict.

R. Wilkik.

Recipe fok the Bite of a
For the American Bee Journal.

Improvenient of the Italian Bee.
I fully agree with Geo. Thompson that
the Italian bee can be improved, as to size,
color, and docility, by taking the same
Eains that a poultry breeder takes. He
reeds for size, color,' and other good qualities.
So do others in breeding their stock,
such as horses, cattle, sheep, hogs, ete. 1
will admit that it takes closer and finer
work to breed bees to a certain standard,
than it does other stock, because their fertilization is not so easily controlled. This
dilficulty can be overcome, but it is not
ev<^ry one that is calculated or has the
faculty to succeed in breeding any kind of
stock, or even to keep the standard good
that they commenced with. Others will
take anykind of stock and bring it up to a
much higher standard, than they commenced with.
In order to breed bees so as to improve
them, the breeder must not only have a taste
for bees, and like to fuss with and handle
them, but must have an eye to business, believing that like produces like; he will by
practice succeed on that line. My experience is that queens producing the lightestcolored drones, have workers that are 2 and
3 strii)ed; by breeding from such queens
they will soon run to black bees. The best
queen I ever had. was one of six that I purchased of S. B. Parsons, Flushing. L. 1.. in
1866.
He imported a full colony from Italy;
Alps on men's
it was carried over the
shoulders. I suppose this colony was selected for its bright golden color. "One of the 6
queens produced workers of a light ash
color; they looked almost white in the svin,

Mad Dog.—

Franklin Dyer, a highly respectable and intelligent farmer ol Galena, Md., siives the
following as a suie cure for the bite, of a
mad dog. As will be seen, he has tested it
with the most gratifying results. Elecampane is a plant well known, and is found in
many of our gardens. Immediately after
being bitten, take one ounce of the root of
elecampane (the green is best, but the dry
will do), it may be found in any drug store;
slice or bruise; put in a pint of fresh milk;
boil

to a half pint; strain; when cold
fasting at least 6 hours afterwards.
morning repeat the dose prepared as

down

drink

Next

it,

and

this will be sufficient. It is
that after each dose nothing
be eaten for at least 6 hours. I have a son
that was bitten by a mad dog 18 years since,

the

last,

recommended

and four other children in the neighborhood
were also bitten. They took the above dose
and are alive and well to this day. I have
known a number of others who wece bitten
The root
and applied the same remedy.
contains a principle which being taken up
by tiie blood in its circularion counteracts
of neutralizes the deadly effects of the
poison. I feel so much confidence in this
simple remedy, that I am willing you
should give my name in connection with
R. Miller.
this statement.

Compton, Lee

Co.,

111.

At a recent meeting of the Societe Centrale cVAplculiure et cflnsecUdixfie, M.
Trouillet said that the accusvdion of the bee
as the injurer of fruits was not justifiable;
he certified that the bee does not attack
sound fruit; that it only sucks injured fruit
or such as have been ])unctured by the
sparrow or the earwig or that the rain has
caused to crack open.
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Honey as an

attracting the attention of

Article of Pood.

men

of education

and practical skill— men who are prompt to
utilize the discoveries that have been made

BEAD BKFOKE THE MICH. CONVENTION.

weeks and months he had saved and begged
till he had from one to four shillings in his
pocket to spend on this day of days,
various were the enticements to induce
him to part with his hard earned pennies.
There was the man with the barrel of sweet

.50 years.
The supply of
practically inexhaustible, croakers
to the contrary, notwithstanding, and I will
venture the prophecy that the next census
will show astonishing results in this direction.
So that all of you who have a longing
for honey on your buckwheat cakes, need
have no fear that you cannot continue to indulge in this healthful food as years roll on.
In treating of honey as an article of food
it is hardly possible to disassociate it with
sugar. The chemical composition of each
is so near alike that 1 am compelled to treat
of them, so far as food is concerned as one

cider at two cents a glass. There was the
man with a market basket of ginger-bread—
and such ginger-bread— its like never was

pliysiologist, in treating of the substances

within the last

honey

of forty years ago had one
source of enjoyment not vouchsafed to the
youth of the present time. I refer to the
general muster, when the unterritied militia
(nicknamed the ragged barefoots) were called out to serve their country. This was a
gala day for the boy of the time. For

The small boy

seen, either before or since, the color of
gold and fit for the table of a king. The
ginger-bread man always got a portion of
the boys' money. But the crowning attraction of the day for the boy of the time was
the man with the upturned bee-hive, from
which he cut dripping slices of virgin
honey, yet from fear that it would become

,
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" loathsome from its own deliciousness"
and make the boys sick, he always sold
with it a slice of bread. He never failed to
take the last reluctant penny. Alas, the
memory of those days is all that is left of
them. But the taste for sweet things has
been faithfully transmitted from that to the
present generation.
The amount of sugar, syrups, honey, and
other sweet things consumed by the people
of the world is something astonishing, and
to the people of Great Britain and the
United States, must be accorded the distinction of using more than any others on the
face of the globe. "The Anglo-Saxon race
consume annually 41.4 Bs. per head, the
Latin race 12.34 Bbs. per head, the Teutonic
race 7.3 lbs. per head, while the poor of
Russia, Poland, Turkey, and Greece consume only 3.3 Rs. per head."— Letherby on
food, page .50. So it will be seen that we
are eminently a sugar-consuming people.
Rich and poor alike share in this vast consumption, so that to tax or adulterate the
sugars, syrups, or honeys, is to strike a
blow at one of the chief comforts which the
poor man can afford for his table.
Tiie above figures are for sugar alone. I
regi'et that I

have no

statistics at

show the consumption

hand

to

of honey alone, per
head, but from the census of 1870 1 gather
that in the United States there was raised
of honey nearly 1.5,000,000 lbs. This a falling off of over 8,.500,000 lbs. from the census
of 1860. By looking at the census for the
different States it would seem that tliis falling otf is the result in the Southern States,
of the war, and in the 'Northern States of
the bee disease— dysentery. But fi'om the
information furnished by our bee papers I
am satisfied that the production of honey is
increasing with rapid strides. Take for instance the State of California, the census
report gives for 1870. 147 tons, while lately
we have reports of shipments, this last
autumn by single individuals of over 100
tons, and I have reason to believe that a
similar increase has been had in the rest of
the States. And this increased production
is going to continue.
Heretofore the production of honey was confined to comparatively few persons, but now this industry is

and

is

tlie

same substance.

Dr. Dalton,

who

is

high authority as a

which compose the human body, indicates
three classes of proximate principles. Those
of the

first

class are of

such as water,

an inorganic nature,

potash, lime, phosphates, etc. Those of the second class are
starch, sugar, and oil, and those of the third
class he terms the albuminoid substances.
salt,

In this treatise I am concerned only as it
regards sugar.
Our author says of sugar,
that "it includes a considerable number of
substances which differ in certain minor
details," and he classes the sugars under
the following six varieties, viz.: Vegetable
sugars— cane sugar, grape sugar, sugar of
starch. Animal sugars— milk sugar, liver
sugar, sugar of honey. While not feeling
qualified to dispute so high an authority, I
cannot but think he is mistaken in classing
sugar of honey as among the animal sugars.
Honey in its original state is certainly a
vegetable production, but that it undergoes
change in the honey sac of the bee I have
reason to doubt.
1 know that the distinguished entomologist. Prof. Riley, of
Missouri, holds to the opinion that it does,
but this position has oeen vigorously at-

tacked by some of our most scientific beekeepers and I think the weight of the

argument

against this classification. But
immaterial in relation to my
present purpose.
In speaking of food, under which our
author above quoted, includes "all those
substances, solid and liquid, necessary to
sustain the process of nutrition," he treats
of starch and sugars in the same group,
"since starch is always converted into sugar
in the process of digestion." He further
says that " there is a natural desire in the
humara species for both sacharine and
oleaginous food. It has," he writes, "been
supposed that sacharine matters could not
be absolutely necessary as food. Since it
has been found by the experiments of Bernard, that in carnivorous animals kept exclusively on a diet of flesh, sugar is still
found in the liver, as well as in the mammary gland. The above conclusion does
not apply to the human species practically.
The carnivorous animals have no desire for
vegetable food, while in the human species,
there is a natural craving for it which is
almost universal.
It may be dispensed
with for a few days, but not with impunity
for any great length of time." And turther
this point

is

is

down this comprehensive rule:
instinctive desire of animals for certain substances is the surest indication that
they are in reality required for the nutritive
process."
he lays
"

The
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Having now established by the highest
physiological authority, the necessity of
the use of sugar as an article of food, let me
speak more particularly of that form of
sugar termed honey. The use of honey as
food is coeval with the creation of man.
Frequent allusions to it are made in the
most ancient writings, sacred and profane.
"Milk and honey" were considered by the
ancients as synonomnus with the highest
prosperity. lii the song of Moses there occurs this striking sentense: " He made him
ride in the high places of the earth that he
might eat the increase of his fields, and he
made him suck /loneyoutof the rock and
Also the riddle
oil out of the flinty rock."
of Samson: "Out of the eater came forth
meat and out of the strong came forth
sweetness." Aristotle wrote about bees 330
years before Christ, and Virgil, some 30
years before tlie Christian era, devoted a
wliole book to the same subject. I quote a
few of his polished lines:
The gifts of Heaven my following song pursues
Aerial honey and ambrosial dews
Their arms, their arts, their manners I dis"

close

And how they

war, and whence the people

rose."

No modern writer with all the aids of
modern discoveries has described the nature
of bees more truly than has Virgil in these
interesting lines:

"The bees have common cities of their own
And common sons Beneath the one law they
;

live.

the state's: the state prondes for all.
Some o'er the public magazines preside
And some are sent new forage to provide.
Some nurse the fuiure matron of the state.
All with united force combine to drive
The lazy drones from the laborious hives.
Some employed at home, abide within the
gate
To fortify the combs, to build the walls
To prop the ruins, lest the fabric falls.
But late at night, with weary pinions come,
The lab'riug youth, and heavy laden, home."
All

is

We have some interesting and curious information in regard to bee-culture among
the ancients. One writer says bee-culture
among the Romans was regarded as an important source of income. Domestic economy then required a lar.e quantity of honey
not only for the making of confectionery,
cakes, artificial wines, but also for the celebration of sacrifices offered to the several
divinities that watched over the gardens,
the orchards, and the harvest. For such a
consumption the Italian production of
sufficient, and it is not too
rash to advance, that among the reasons
Romans to invade Gaul,
tiie
induced
which
the quality of the honey that the forests of
that country furnished, can be taken into
account.
The French have liad for bees and tlieir
products, the same relish as the Romans.
The Salic law contains a whole cliapter of
regulations on hives and their inhabitants.
"At the death of a member of the family
they placed on each hive a black cloth as a
AVhen passing before
sign of mourning.
hives, it was expressly forbidden to use any
rough words or to swear for fear of seeing
the bees leave their hives forever." I apprehend that in these modern times, should
success in bee-keeping depend upon the
observance of this rule, this science would
be numbered among the lost arts. But 1

honey was not

cannot linger in this inviting field suffice it
to say that honey was everywhere regarded
by the ancients as a precious article of feed
and no pains were spai'ed to increase its
production.

Honey has always been considered a
healthful article of food and until the culture of sugar began, was extensively used,
but as the production of sugar increased its
use has greatly fallen off. The chemical
composition of honey varies greatly, according to the locality in which it is gathered and the kind of flowers which produce
it.
I have found that the different writers
in giving the analysis of honey, vary greatly
in regard to its chemical constituents. Gen.
Adair, who has been regarded as high
authority in bee-culture, claims that honey
is only sugar, nothing more, nothing less,
but other authorities call this hyper-philosophical, and claim that honey is a distinct
article from sugar.
have the following
analysis of honey; " Glucose, or sugar of
starch, 4.5.00; uncrystalizable sugar, or gluten, 45.10; water, 7.70; waxy matter, 1.15;
nitrogen and acid matter, 2.10." It will be
seen by this that honey consists of over 90
parts in 100 of sugar, crystalizable and uncrystalizable. It now seems probable that
the nectar as it exists in the flowers undergoes some change in the honey sac of the
bee, but how much is yet imdetermined.
There seems to be no doubt that formic acid
is thus added to the honey.
But it is unnecessary to pursue this analysis further.
all know by actual use what honey is
for all practical purposes. Some localities
are celebrated for their honey. Hybla, a

We

We

mountain

in Sicily,

and Hymetus, a moun-

tain in Attica, were in ancient times celebrated for their honey. Certain localities
in these modern times are noted for the fine
qualities of their honey. In this country,
California produces excellent honey, but I
doubt if there can any better honey be
found than is raised in Michigan from white
clover and the American linden or bassOne thing is certain, no honey
wood.
brings more in the Chicago market or is
easier to sell than Michigan honey from the
linden. It is as staple an article as wheat.

Honey

is

sometimes poisonous.

The honey

of Trebizond produces the effect of drunkenness, and is due to a certain honey plant
or tree native to that vicinity. But I have
known bees in this country to visit poisonous flowers.

The wax of honey is said by some to be
Bee-keepers who extract
unwholesome.
most of their honey enlarge on this point
particularly. But the small amount or wax
in fine linden or clover honey I do not think
unhealthy. There is certainly a most delicious flavor in fine comb honey, which is
Solomon seemed to
lost by extracting.
understand this when lie used the expression, "Sweeter than honey aiid the honeycomb."
As to the healthfulness of honey as a
daily food, I think there can be no doubt, so
I forbear from remarking further on this
point. Honey is often adulterated. Flour,
starch, chalk, plaster of Paris, and pipe-

clay have been used, but I do not think
these substances are now used to any great
Dishonest dealers have found a
extent.
much better material in glucose, and this is
the substance now most generally used.
Glucose is made in France by the following
process: 3,2 barrels of water are placed in a
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wooden vat and

80 lbs. of sulpluiric acid are

added to the water and tlie wliole is lieated
to boiling point by steam conveyed through
To this mixture
tlie vat by pipes of lead.
of water and acid 200 lbs. of starch, dissolved in 23 jiallons of water, are f>radually
added, and the boiling is continued till the
is converted into a sweet syrup. The

whole
steam

is

now

sliut off

and

clialk is

added

to

neutralize the acid, but if too little is used
free sulphuric acid will be left in the contents of vat. Most of the lime settles to the
bottom of the vat. Tlie clear liquid is now

drawn
syrup

off
is

and evaporated by steam,

till

the

of the proper density.

Iron steam pipes are probably used in
most of the glucose we see
here is tinctured with copperas, caused by
the dissolving of the iron by the sulphuric
acid. The difficulty with this plan of nuikIng sweets is that the sulphuric acid and the
lime and the copperas cannot be entirely
removed. Even if the chemical tests for
those substances fail to detect them, they
are still combined with the sugar of the
syrup. Says Dr. Kedzie: "Sugar will combine with lime, oxide of lead, oxide of iron,
and sulphuric acid, and form a compound
acid, which comports itself very differently
from simple sulphuric acid. Glucose," he
adds, " will also tnus combine with these
substances." Now " sulphuric acid is a
powerful corrosive poison, acting instantly
on the throat and stomach, causing intense
agony and death," and you all know wliat
lime and copperas are. Now the testimony
of the best chemical authority is, that with
the utmost skill of the manufacturers, glucose must still contain traces of these
Glucose can be made to look
poisons.
almost exactly like honey. It mixes freely
with it and takes the flavor of the honey
readily, so it is ditticult to detect its presence by taste or smell or appearance.
The best test of the purity of honey yet
known, and some writers say it is infallible,
is this: perfectly pure honey will sooner or
So I
later granulate or become candied.
would say to honey consumers, beware of
honey put up in fancy jars, which is in a
liquid state, ten chances to one it is adulterated with glucose. All this refers to
extracted honey, or honey separated from
the honey-comb. But if you would be perfectly safe then get honey in the comb with
But you may
its royal cells yet unbroken.
say that comb honey is dear, and as we can
find no other with the grocers that fills the
this country, as

as to purity, and as you must have
something tor your buckwheat cakes, you
buy the sugar syrups. Are you any better
off ?
Do you suppose that if one set of
scamps found out that glucose was a firstclass article for the adulteration of honey,
another set would not discover that it was
equally useful to doctor sugar syrups ? If
you do, I can tell you that you are very
much mistaKen. I have here befoi'e you
several samples of these syrups, which I
have tested with the proper chemicals, as
given by the best chemists, and the label on
each sample gives the true results. I invite
you to examine them. And write on this
subject, and as closely pertaining to it, I
will add a few words in regard to the adulteration of sugai\ I have not given this the
same investigation that I have the adulteration of honey and syrups, so I do not speak
bill

so positively. But L will give the process
of refuiing as I find it in the new American
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Encyclopedia. After reading this I think
you will agree with me that sugar may at
best be regarded with suspision.
Refining sugar as formerly practiced was
to add to the boiling sugar bullocks' blood,
which coagulated and rose to the top. bringing the impurities with it, and all was
skimmed off. This cleansed syrup was
then strained through closely-woven bags
and filtered through deep filters of animal
charcoal, after which it was reduced by
boiling. This produced pure refined sugar.
The new way is to add to the syrup a solution of basic acetate of lead for pi-ecipitating the coloring and foreign matters. The
excess of lead is rendered insoluble by the
use of sulphurous acid gas, and the excess
of this gas is removed by boiling. By this
process the use of strainers and the expensive animal charcoal are dispensed with.
" But," adds the writer, " the treatment of
the juice, with a poisonous salt of lead,
should only be intrusted to persons of
chemical skill." Just so
The fact is that
almost all we eat or drink or wear is adulterated. The light which m.odern chemistry
has thrown upon the constituents of foods
and drinks is taken advantage of by dis!

honest persons to their own advantage, and
as a consequence the cheating and imEoverishing of consumers. I think it is to
e regretted that we have no sufficient law
in this country to punish such adulteration
of human food. The poor man is especially
at the mercy of those dishonest men. He
understands little if anything of chemisti'y,
and if he did he could not bear the expense
of the proper chemical tests to detect those
inrpurities.
iii Eui'opean countries, especially France,
they have a different system. In that country "if any one is convicted of having
mixed other substances with an article sold
as pure, even when those substances are
unobnoxious, the product is destroyed and
the adulterator heavily fined."
Says the
same authority: " I have seen 40 barrels of
wine poured into the street gutter because
the dealer had mixed with his wine apple

and tartaric acid, to increase
its quantity; yet this wine was very goodgood for the health also. But the fault was,
it was sold as pure wine, and the dealer was
cheating the public and damaging tlie wine
juice, sugar,

producers."
The only remedy is for consumers to
learn these dishonest tricks and demand for
their hard-earned dollars the full equivalent
in perfect goods. If we cannot do this let
us return to first principles, and either
make our own sugar ancl raise our own
honey or buy of those at home, whom we
know have the pure article for sale. The
grand old maples of our forest yield their
aniuial supply of precious sweets, and the
busy bee as she goes and comes in ceaseless
toil ever sings the words:

"Not to myself alone
The heavy-laden bee dotli murmurina: hum.
Not to myself alone, fi-om flower to Hower
I rove the woods, the jzarden, and the bower.
And to the hive at evening weary come;
For man, for man, the precious food to pile

with busy care,
Content il he repays my ceaseless

toil

with

scanty share."
J.

gW

TOMLINSON.

Several articles prepared for this
sue are crowded out for want of room.

is-
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Desirable

Combs— How

READ BEFORE THE

MICH. CONVENTION.

Mr. President, Ladies and Oentlemen:

Though this subject is not one of my
choice, I will give my views upon it, formed by nine years of experience and observation. I shall speak of methods practical,
rather than possible.
For desirable combs for brooding purposes, I know of none so good as bee's
honey-comb. I know of no better way to
get them built than to put honey bees into a
cavity or empty box in times of a yield of
smile at the statement, benectar.
cause it is old ? If novices go on in thenwild career of artificial bee-keeping, the
above method will soon be patentable. If
you want all worker comb in the brood
chamber, that want will probably not be
can ta-ke two hives that are
gratified.
apart of each kind of comb, and by assorting them get all the drone comb in one
while we will have the other complete with

Why

We

worker comb; but on a

later

A Woman's

Secured.

examination

you will find the corners and perhaps larger
parts of some of these worker combs
cannot
changed to drone-sized cells.
overthrow nature; but we can hedge it

We

about sometimes to our advantage. Different colonies act differently in regard to this
matter, of fine and coarse cell building, and
perhaps we will do well to try to bring all
colonies up to the naturail maximum point
of worker-comb building. This I find I can
do to so great an extent by the proper construction of the hive, that any farther manipulation to gain this point is impracticable
and time unwisely spent.
Further, I doubt very much if it would be
wise to keep a single colony entirely devoid
of drone comb. I think I have noticed that
stocks which contained a fair amount of
drones proved more profitable than either
those that had next to none or a superabundance, other things being equal.
There are three or four important points
in the construction of the hive, all bearing
largely upon this point, but too complicated
to describe on paper, unless in a special
paper on hives. None are patented, however.

In regard to store combs in the boxes, if
the bees are guided by the right kind of
wooden guides, properly spaced, and a
honey-board be used, we will find mostly
cheap, choice store combs full of honey and
free from brood and bee-bread. That is if
we find anything in the boxes.
Before closing I wish to mention a subject that seems to be soniewhat neglected,
and one which seems to me to claim the im-

mediate attention of advanced apiarists. I
refer to the patent hive peddling that is
going on in different parts of the State. I
cannot but look upon the vending of patents
on hives of to-day, as a decidedly wrong
practice. Let our association discuss this
point, and let it be the duty of the members
as a whole, and as individuals at home, to
post bee owners in their localities in regard
to this matter. I have given away hours of
time, dollars worth of stamps, and more or
less of wood and nails, in this cause, and
am willing to continue doing so. I intend
to put an article on this subject into our
county paper, if the editor is willing to give
How many of you will do likeit space.
wise ?
James Heddon.

BEAD BEFORE THE

Experience.

MICH. ASSOCIATION.

Some

years ago there seemed little else
for the average woman to do, in the vpay of
self-support, aside from music, teaching,
sewing, and household employments, and
the few who ventured beyond these were
considered at least " strong-minded," very
likely "masculine." The question of woman's rights is no longer prominently
before the public, but whatever one's views
may be. or may have been upon the subject,
its agitation has undoubtedly done good,
leading women to consider her own abilities, and awakening her to the realization
that whatever other rights were denied her,
there were fields of remunerative labor open
to her, hitherto unrecognized. These, considering the barriers of custom, she has not
been slow to occupy, but there are still
others given up to tlie monoply of men, to
which she is well adapted, and which in the
progress of woman's or human rights must
inevitably be shared with her.
Bee-keeping, for women, is of comparatively recent date, and, judging from the
interest manifested, is attracting a degi'ee
of attention hitherto unknown. " Will it
pay ?" is a practical question often asked
of me, but one to which I can reply with no
more assurance than if it pertained to the
keeping of a boarding-house. So much depends upon knowledge of the business and
management that in either case it may or
may not be a success. But I can say that
having tried both, I give bee-keeping the
preference, as more profitable, healthful,
independent and enjoyable.
Like other occupations, it has its drawbacks. The apiarist may lose his bees in
various ways, or the flowers may. fail in
their contribution of honey; but the liabilities are no greater than that the farmer may
fail of success through drought or flood, or
the boarding-house keeper through inipaid
boarders' bills or wastefulness of servants.
Perseverance and general good management will in time overcome such occasional
obstacles. Evidently we can point to no
sure way of success unless it be to that of
the Frenchman who said "the way to be
successful is to succeed." The

PROFITS OF THE APIART
seem to me as sure as those of most employments for women, and much greater. I
judge so from observation, and from my
own experience, which I have been requested to give.
Three years ago last fall I bought two
colonies of Italian bees of Prof. Cook, and
under his instructions wintered them outof-doors successfully. The year following
they increased to five large colonies, and
my account for the first year is as follows:
.Spring of 1874— Dr.
3 colonies of Italian bees @, S12
Interest on the same ffi 10 ^ cent
3 hives complete ® $2.50

To

By

Total
Fall of 1874— Cr.
5 colonies of bees @ |10.

315
185

@ 35c
@

lbs.

comb honey

lbs.

extracted houey

$ 34.00
3.40
7.50

$ 33.90
$50.00
5.3.75

18c

33.30

Total Cr
Total Dr

$1.37.05

Balance of credit

$103.15

33.90

"
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The second winter the five colonies were
kept on their sninmer stands and came out
in good order. These were increased to 17
colonies, and the account for the second
year reads tiius:

been accustomed

5 colonies of bees

Interest on the

$ 50.00

same

5.00
20.00
3.00
8.00

Sugar for spring feed
Extractor

Quinby smoker

1

Total

$

.50

86.50

would hnd renewed vigor of body
and mind in the labors and recreations of

420 tt)S. comb honey @ 25g
18c
504 lbs. extracted lioney

colonies of bees

80

empty combs

—

@
@ $10.

@ 25c.

each

Total Cr

$105.00
90.72
170.00
20.00

$385.72

TotalDr

86.50

Balance in favor of Cr

$299.23

The third winter all were kept in a room
in the house cellar, specially prepared for
them, but not in the best condition when
they were put in. It was plastered all over,
but too late in the season to become perfectly dry. As a consequence there wei-e some
mouldy combs, and the colonies were all
somewhat depleted, though none were
wholly lost. In the early spring, through
I sold
negligence, one colony starved.
another, and by uniting others reduced the
number from 17 to 13. With these I began
last summer, my third year. Not wishing
to increase the number because of inability
to properly care for them, I kept them back
as much as possible, making very large
colonies. In the fall they numbered 18, and
my account for the third year is as follows:
Spring of 1876— Dr.
$10 each
$130.00
13 colonies of bees
13.00
Interest on the same
14.00
7 hives @ $2
4.(10
Honey for feed
30.00
Loss in wintering 3 colonies.
10.00
Use of 1 acre of land for white clover.

@

To

—

.

Total

$301.00

Fallofl876-Cr.
extracted honey @, 16c

By

$144.48
121.00

903 lbs
550 Ib.s comb honey
32c
25c
125 empty combs

@

colony sold
18 colonies on hand

O

31.25
8.00
144.08

1

@ $8

Total Cr
Total Dr

$448.00
201.01)

Balance in favor of Cr
I began bee-keeping with very

$247.73
little

knowledge of bees, so little that when the
first swarm issued and were circling in the
air,

I

frolic."

But when they

clustered on the limb of a tree, preparatory
comprehended that
THEY " MEANT BUSINESS.

to flight, I

am

asked

how

I

can endure working

out-of-doors in the heat of summer. I reply
that I find it more endurable than working
over a cook-stove in-doors, and much
pleasanter and more conducive to health.
By beginning in the early spring when the
weather was cool and the work light, I be-

came gradually accustomed
labor,

The

DREAD OP BEING STUNG
is an objection I frequently hear urged.
I
have no fancy for it myself, but as yet have
found it no serious objection, nor the slight-

est

damper

to

my

enthusiasm.

to

whom

I am not
bees yiever

therefore when from scarcity of
honey or from any other cause they are
cross, I protect myself with veil and gloves,
and am so seldom stung considering the
time I spend among the bees that I never
think of it as an objection to the business.
Women often complain that there is no
inspiration in their work; that it holds the
attention but does not prompt to study or
investigation, thus affording little opportunity for mental improvement.
In this
respect bee-keeping is in marked contrast.
worker in the apiary is also a student,
and is constantly meeting with surprises,
and learning something new and intensely
interesting. In Europe it is said to be considered an intellectual pursuit. As I have
said, I knew very little of bees when I first
undertook the care of them.
I supposed there were rules to be rigidly
adhered to, any deviation from which
would result in disaster. I therefore, at
every step, anxiously consulted Langstroth,
Quinby, or Prof. Cook, as was most proper
for a novice to do, and to them am indebted
for whatever of success 1 have achieved;
but have since learned that in bee-keeping,
as in other matters, tliere are many ways of
accomplishing the desired end.
Consesting,

A

quently I have sometimes ventured to disobey them all, and thus far without unsatisfactory results.
Notwithstanding an acquaintance with the best authorities, there
is still opportunity for every one to learn by
personal observation and experience.
I but partially agree with those who
regard enthusiasm indispensable to success.
In the more ordinary vocations many do
succeed in comfortably maintaining themselves and families, with very little enthusiasm for their work, often none, and sometimes with even positive dislike. Then,
bringing the same determination and good
sense into use, why not, in a similar degree,
succeed in bee-keeping without enthusiasm ? I admit its great desirability but
regard it as a possession too uncertain to be
relied upon. However, I believe it to be a
natural outgrowth of the

STUDY OF NATURE

thought, as I remarked, that they

were ''out on a

I

the apiary.

one of the fortunate ones

Fallofl875-Cr.

17

Previously, to at-

ladies

@ $10.

8 hives.

By

it.

tend an open-air pic-nic, was to i-eturn with
a headache. I have great faith in pure air
and sunshine as curative agencies, and believe that many of our delicate and invalid

Spring of 1875— Dr.

To

to

195

in almost any department, and that she who
interests herself in bees for the sole purpose
of making money, may gain her object, and
also find herself an ardent lover of her oc-

cupation.

My own experience in the apiary has
been a source of interest and enjoyment far
exceeding my anticipations, and it is a
matter of regret to me that for a few years
I

must forego

profits.

its

pleasures as well as
Mrs. L. B. Baiver.

out-door

and by Midsummer found myself as

well able to endure the heat of the sun as
my husband, who has nearly all his life

Smith's Grove, Ky., May 16, 1877.— "The
prospects here are good for a rich houey
harvest."
N. P. Allen.
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Foul Brood.

BEAD BEFORE THE

MICH. CONVENTION.

,

Foul brood has been a terror to bee-keepers, wlierever it has appeared. Tiie greatest
care ufteii ainoimts to but little. Apiaries
die out, and tlie labor of years results truitlessly. Our best scientists are wrangling
as to its origin. Tlie fact, however, is established tliat foul brood can be cured without the loss of the comb, and in the most
simple manner.
.^
Mr. Hilbert. one of the most thouglitful oi
,

the borax. While, in my case, a single
treatment effected a complete cure, Mr.
Hubert's plan (as given in the German bee
papers) is a rather laborious one.
C. F. Muth.
Cincinnati, O.

For the American Bee Journal.

Western

applied.

It is to be used
it effective.

luRewarm

L

,

bee-keepers, was tlie first who by
tlie use of salicylic acid effected a radical
cure of foul brood in his apiary in Prussia.
His recipe is: .50 grains of crystalized salicylic acid, dissolved in 400 grains of pure
One drop of this solution in a grain
spirits.
ot distilled water is the mixture to be

N. N.
.las.

T.G.

Wni.

H. L.

C.

Hardin

A.

M.
Hnllm^sworth

McCJaw

Derr

Simpson

&

in
(Monmouth)

.

Foul brood is a vegetable growth, and is
destroyed entirely as soon as it comes in
contact with salicylic acid, while the latter
is entirely harmless to all animal life— even
to the tender larvte of a bee. Spirits, however, will destroy this life, if not used with
proper care. 1 liad two foul brood hives in
1875, and in the fall of that year considered
them cured. One of them 1 lost in the following spring, and the other sliowed signs
of foul brood again after the honey harvest
of 1876. There was a good honey harvest,
and previous to this there were no signs ot
foulljrood; but at the end of August this
hive had not 20 per cent, of a healthy brood.
In most of the cells was a bad-smelling,
brownish, ropy substance. Some of the
cells had a healthy appearance, but on
opening them the brood, in most cases,
were dead and decaying.
1 showed Mr. llilbert's recipe to our druggist, who proposed to improve it by adding
borax. One part of this solution to 18 parts
of distilled water was my medicine, i or a
quart bottle-full of the mixture I paid .Wc.
It can be used in any temperature but
ought not to be cold enough to chill the
bees. I used this with one of Atkinson's
atomizers, which cost $1.50. I took the foul
brood hive, set it off the stand, and put a
new hive in its place. Comb after comb
was taken hold of, and every capped broodI then proceeded to
cell was uncapped.
cover both sides, bees and all, with a fine
spray of salicylic acid and borax. The bottom "of every cell became wet; and the
bees adhering to the combs got a good
After this treatment, each
drenching.
comb was liung in the new hive in the
Two combs in the hive had
rotation.
usual
very healthy-looking capped brood, which 1
thought not necessary to disturb. Three
days afterwards I did not iind a sign of foul
brood in the hive. Every cell containing
the nasty matter was nicely cleaned out,
excepting those few combs which I had left
uncapped. They were now as bad as the
others had been. I then subjected them to
a vaporizing with the other combs in the
hive, with the bees adhering to the ccmibs.
The cure was complete. When Avinter
commenced, this hive had a great deal ot
healthy brood and young bees, and is now
one of the best 1 have.
Salicylic acid and borax can be purchased,
My
already mixetl, in any drug store.
druggist thinks that my success is due to

B. K. Association.

TABULAR STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS.

German

order to have

Illinois

McGaw

Jarvis

Axtell

Haines Kellogg

!
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Can

Women Keep

To

Bees with Profit

?

the inquiry I niiglit simplj^ answer

and append my signature.
you wanted more— a little
Not having kept a journal, I

yes, decidedly,
But I presume

experience.
cannot be very definite. After three years
of loss and mishaps as amateur and bejiinner, in which the profit and loss about
balanced, I began in 1875 with ten stocks,
in the old American hive, none of them full.
All were hybrid bees. I had some natural
swarms, but generally prevented such. I
lost three swarms which went to the woods,
and closed the season with four strong
stocks, with plenty of winter stores and
something over 2,200 lbs. ot honey, all of
which, except what the family used, was
sold at 16 to 25 cts. per ft, most of it at 20c.
All the bees, up to March, were in line condition; all were heavy and breeding finely.
It being cold and windy, they were replaced
in the cellar from which they had been re-

moved; very warm spring weather followed. Illness prevented proper attention, and
all but 16 young swarms fretted to death.
Sickness and death in the family prevented much attention to the bees, but in
autumn I had again 40 stocks, but only
about 1,300 lbs. of honey. Honey sold for

and two stocks for $520. At present all the stocks are doing well. I now
use the double American hive, with some of
16 to 25c.,

my own

improvements.
1 have given my bees very imperfect attention, yet for every dollar spent I have
received at least five. I feel sure I can do

much

better.

It is a healthful, interesting,

and proHtable pursuit. The lack of a suitable market is the only risky feature in
bee-keeping.
Mrs. M. A. Bills.
For

tiie

American Bee Journal.

Can a bee-keeper get a living by producing good, unwarranted queens for one doland we will prove it. With 50
lar ? Yes
good colonies of bees in movable frames
and 12 colonies in box hives, without assistance, we can rear, in 60 days, 500 good
queens, and wind up in Sept. or Oct. with
!

as many colonies, in movable-frame hives,
as we started with, and, if in a good honey
season, with a considerable surplus of

honey.
Coming from as noted a breeder and shipper of Italian queens as Ch. Dadant, the
article from his pen on page 164, May number of A. B. J., is calculated to mislead the
uninformed in the mysteries of queen rearing and goes far to create the impression
that cheap-queen breeders are unreliable;
that desirable queens cannot be produced
for $1; that 50 good colonies of bees are
destroyed in their production; that after
expenses of advertisements, stamps, cages,
mailing, etc., less than $200, with no bees
are left the breeder, which as a matter of
course is a losing business, and those who
engage in it are not long in finding it out
and leave the business to others, after a

short

trial.
all this is

Now

mere assertion and

No doubt Mr. D. gives the price of labor
and queens correctly in Italy, but that has
nothing to do with colonies and queens in
the U. S. We do not wish any assistance,
no matter how cheap, in the queen rearing
business, and as to the price of bees the
native brown can be purchased in any season in log and box gums at from $2, to $2.50
each, strong in bees and from 25 to 30 lbs. of
honey per gum.
know of two parties
who have for years sold hrst swarms, containing from 8 to 10 quarts of bees and a
queen, for one dollar the party purchasing
furnisliing empty hive.
These bees are
just as profitable to the buyer as if he paid
$10 for them. The price did not make them
less valuable, and $1 queens, although not
so profitable to the producer are none the
less so to the purchaser.
If Mr. D. does not expose these $1 queens
for business sake, pray tell us why he undertakes to expose them ? Is it for the
good of the bee business and fraternity?
No Do we hnd the question answered in
his article?
the very next sentence
"We
have resolved not to sell a home-bred
cannot ship from
queen this season."
Italy, pay carriage an:l duty, and sell at $1.
Mr. D. lias heretofore tried to impress, in
journalistic articles.that on account of some
climatic influence, the absence of the brown
bee in Italy, or something else, that as pure
bees cannot be produced in the U. S. as in

We

—

!

m

We

Italy.

Now, Mr. Editor, friend D. is too intelligent a bee-keeper to take such a position.
You are aware the African from the shores
of Ethiopia has become no whiter and his
hair no straighter, through generations of
residence on the sugar, cotton, and rice
plantations of the Gulf States. The Asiatic
breeds of poultry have not deteriorated one
iota by removal from the pent-up yards of
the Orientals. The merino produces as fine
a fleece and is as much at home in the Central basin of Tennessee as on their native
hills.

Dollar Queens

uninformed

197

to the

Mr. D's figures look very
plausible, but are not correct.
Nothing
wrong, but lie does not tell all.

But for the figures in this queen business.
Although we can purchase at less figures,
let us take from Mrs. Adam Grimm, whose
advertisement we see in the Joukxal, 50
colonies of pure Italians at $6.5o, $325; purchase 200 nucleus hives to contain 3 frames,
same size as above, $100 (and they can be
had for less money); 400 extra frames at oc,
$20; 12 colonies of brown bees in box hives
at $2 each, $24; and we have an outlay to
commence queen rearing of $469.
On April 15th we will remove the queens
from 20 of the strongest colonies, as we have
plenty of drones and drone brood.
On
April 25th, we will break up these colonies
into nuclei, making an average of 6 nuclei
to the hive, to contain from 1 to 2 pints of
bees. This will give 120 nuclei. We will
break up the 12 colonies of brown bees into
nuclei, making 72, which added to those in
the frame hives gives us 192 nuclei. The 20
colonies broken up contained 200 frames of
honey and brood, and of the 12 colonies of
brown bees, we transferred brood and
honey into 120 frames, which gives us 320
frames ouly, to go into 200 nuclei.
want 80 additit)nal frames of comb, as oiu"
nuclei is to have only two full frames,
which we get from the remaining 30 colonies, and iu their place give empty frames.
Each 200 nuclei now has 2 frames of comb
and brood, a queen cell, and, as before
stated, from 1 to 2 pints of bees. Some will

We
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hatch in 10, 12, or 14, and the longest will
require 16 days. 8o we will count the longest time and will count 300 queens on May
1st, and in 8 days more tliey have been
fertilized and are" depositing eggs, and are
then SI queens, and are removed. This
brings us to May 9th.
We will now go back and tell you that on
May 1st we removed from the remauiing 30
hives of Mrs. Grimm's pure Italians the
queens from 1.5 of the most populous, and by
cutting holes through and scarifying the
comb, about the eggs, we get an average of
15 cells to the hive, which is 2.5 more than
we need for our nuclei. On May 10th we
remove one cell each to our nuclei that we
removed queens from, and leave our 15 full
colonies also to rear a queen. Now, giving
the It) days for the perfect queen and 8 days
for fertilization and depositing eggs, brings
us to May 25th. when we have 215 queens
ready for "shipment; they are removed. On
May 16th we made the remaining 15 of our
Grimm purchase queenless, and on May
26th we cut out cells for our 200 nuclei and
also for the 15 full queenless colonies, leaving 15 cells in those last made queenless.
Now, giving the same time as heretofore,
brings us to June 9th, with 230 more queens.
How does the account stand ?
Twenty pure Italian, tested, queens,
bought of Mrs. Grinnii, removed April 15th,
and counted at $1, S20; 200 untested queens
nuclei, May 9th, $200; 15
tested queens bought of Mrs. G., removed
May 1st, and counted at 'SI, $15; 215 untest-

removed from

ed queens, removed from nuclei, May 25th,
$215; making $450, with 230 queens on hand.
will dispose of only 180 of them, at $1,
retain .50
$180; making a total of $630.
young queens, and instead of multiplication
and division, that we have heretofore practised, we will try addition and snbstraction,
and unite 4, 6, and 8 nuclei into one colony,

We

We

and when judiciously handled and managed
the 50 colonies can be ordinarily, in our section of country, made strong and healthy
stocks long before the honey-producing season is over.
Let us now recapitulate. What have we
sold and what have we on hand? On hand,
Oct. 1st, .50 colonies, as good as they were in
April, at $6..50, $325; 200 nuclei hives, good
as new, at .50c., $100; 400 extra frames, good
as new, at 5c., $20; sold .50 queens, of
original purchase, at $1 each, $50; sold 595
queens, reared in season, at $1 each, $595;
total $1,090.

Our worlf commenced say April 10th and
ended June 10th. We will give the $90 for
advertisements, stamps, cages, pens, ink and
Eaper, and get in cash, hives, honey, and
ees $1,000, less $469— our original outlay—
for 2 months work. Does not that look as
though a bee-keeper can get a living by producing good, unwarranted queens for $1 ?
There is but one question about the business, and that is purchasers. The queens
can be reared as we have stated. Although
in our queen rearing we pursue not exactly
the plan laid down.
We use hives containing 21 and 32 frames to rear cells in and
bi'eak up at the proper time, with nuclei,
admitting the same size frame, some 2, 3, 4,
and 5 frames.
For queens getting lost in their bridal excursions, we make an allowance of 10 per
cent., as we obtain a greater average of
cells than given. Cages and nurseries can
be used for the superfluous virgin queens

and they retained without detriment until
their sisters have taken their bridal flight,
and if unsuccessful in returning, take their
place, and only 2 or 3 days are lost. The $1
queen-rearer does not, like the bee, " work
for nothing and find themselves." Imported
queens costing you $5 or $7, are no better
tlian a good home-bred queen costing $1 or
$2.
We have queens removed not less than
40 generations from imported mothers, that
will compare favorably as to color, size,
docility, and energetic workers with any
imported Italians, whether there be black
bees in Italy or not. W. P. Hf.xdersox.
Murfreesboro, Tenn., May 8, 1877.

For the American Bee Journal.

The Deborah Hive.
The writer has had in use the following
hives: the Bay State, Langstroth, Quinby,
and the German hive. They are all good
hives, but, like sewing machines, they have
certain merits and defects. It may be safely asserted, without particularizing any of
the above hives, that a broad flat hive is
not suited to Northern climates. Large
combs are liable to inelt; long, deep combs
are difficult to remove and many bees are
crushed, and intricate hives are expensive.
The following hive, I believe, has none
of these defects. It is called the Deborah
hive, simply to distinguish it from others.
It is not patented; easily made; cheap;
portable; can be carried by one person;
gives ready access to the combs; the combs
are movable; are not large enough to melt,
and the bees are not irritated in the necessary operations. For northern latitudes it
is the best shape; it is the right size; can
be inspected at all times; can be enlarged
or reduced to suit large or small colonies;
the overplus of drone comb can be removed; the bottom board can be changed for a
clean one; rain cannot wet the floor; the
size of entrance is easily changed, and the
surplus honey removed with ease.
In
recommending

this hive, it is to be understood that the writer has no pecuniary interest in it. No one has it for sale, but any
person who can handle a saw and hammer
can make one for himself. This hive received a medal and diploma at the Centennial. The criticisms of apiarists are asked
for.

The main hive is composed of two boxes
placed one upon the other. Each box is a
loot square in the clear, and 9 inches high.
Placed together you have a hive 18 in. high,
and containing 1)4 cubic feet— say 2,592
cubic inches. The front and back of each
box is rabbited out at the top }4 in. to allow
the frames to set in, of which tliere are 8 in
each box. The frames are made of stuff 1
in. wide, o}4 iu- thick, and 8x11 in the clear.
Supposing the hive is made of board 1 in.
thick, then the top and bottom will be 14 in.
square.

Handles are placed on each side of the
and by taking out one screw the
handle can be turned up vertically and
screwed to the box above, this holds them
tight together. King screws are very convenient for this purpose. For a stand on
which to place the hive in winter, take a
board say 2 ft. long and 14 in. wide; nail it
on cross pieces at eacli end. These cleats
are 2x3 stuff, and the hive is made to stand
close to tlie ground. For the entrance the
box,
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is pushed forward 1}4 in- on the bottom board. Tliis gives an entrance the
whole length of the hive, say 12 in. long and

hive

in. wide.
This can be enlai-ged or
diminished by simply pushing in a block on
each side. For surplus honey a box 6 in.
high and 1 ft. in theclear is placed on top.
The handles on the upper box of the main
hive may also be turned up and temporarily
screwed to the surplus box, I thus secure it
in its place. It may be tilled with frames

}4

or small boxes.
Only the main features are here given. It
will be part of the apiarist's amusement to
till in the details to suit himself.
To make one box of the main hive, the
writer takes 8 pieces of the following
dimensions: Two pieces 9x12, the grain
running the longest way, and six pieces 3x
14 in. The tw^o pieces 9x12 form the front
and back, and are rabbitted out
inThe
three pieces 3x14 made one side, and by not
nailing or screwing the middle piece you
can fill in the space with glass and let the
middle piece cover it. If you please, plane
off the middle piece the thickness of the
glass and it will be Unsh with the side, and
a button will secure it.
If you wish a long hive in the honey season with a larger surface on top, place the
two boxes of the main hive side by side;
first unscrewing the sides which come together, a piece of galvanized tin underneath
the top and bottom pieces holds the hive
together.
In the fall, the boxes are again placed one
above the other for wintering, and the
wooden side screwed on without removing
the tin. Sometimes there is a little excresence of comb when the glass goes in, but
that is easily remedied.
Holmesburg, Pa.
D. C. Millett.

X

For the American Bee Journal.

Bee

Smoker— H.

Nesbit.

I have used Quinby's smoker for 3 or 4
years; I paid $l.m for it, and would not be
without it for three times its cost. I liad
not used it long before I found it needed
many improvements. I found it rather

hard to set down on its head, even on a
level surface. In six cases out of ten it
would tumble over on its side, and if left in
that position would go out in 2 or 3 minutes,
and tlien the time and trouble to re-light it
is too well known to bee men to need any
coment. I also found it apt to get out of
order. I have been repairing and improving
it till everything about it is new except
the wood part of the bellows; and the
whole thing would have been new, but tor

want of a steel spring, to suit my notion
one I had invented and intended making this spring,had I not seen a new smoker
described by T. F. Bingham, of Abronia,
for

Mich.
I bought one on trial (if it did not suit he
was to take it back). I received it a little
more than two weeks ago. Have been at
work with it almost every day since, and
gave it a fair trial. I could not ask for a
better one. I have never seen Quinby's improved one, but I can say this of Bingham's: I would not give it for a dozen of
those like the one Quinby sent me. It will
set on its head at once, even on a rough surface; but that makes little or no difference,
for if laid on the side it will not go out like
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Quinby's.
It gives a stronger puff and
burns slower, and will retain the tire almost
twice as long. Tiie saving of time a single
season, in lighting it so often as Quinby's
requires, is alone worth the price of it. It
is strong and substantially made and not
apt to get out of order. It is just like the
one I had intended to make, with two exceptions; but whether these would be any

improvement I cannot say. This one suits
well enough not to ask for a better. I
never burn anything in them but rotton
sugar tree and elm. Never use tobacco on
bees, nor in any other way but for gapes in

me

chickens.
I suppose you have heard of the death of
H. Nesbit, though I see nothing in the

number about

April

myself

it.

I did

not hear of

it

by a letter from his only
daughter.
He fell from his chair while
reading a paper, and died suddenly with
heart disease, some time in Feb. Mr. Nesbit was honest and upright in all his dealings; and no one knew the busy bees better
than he did, and how to manage them with
the greatest ease and to the best profit. The
till

lately,

bee fraternity has lost a valuable friend in
him. He and I carried on a very extensive
correspondence with each other on bees.
He was frequently classed with such men
as Quinby, Grimm, Gallup, etc.
Lowell, Ky., May 4, 1877. R. M. Akgo.

For the American Bee Journal.

Michigan

B. K. Association.

Mk. Editor:—I have read the report of
our State Bee-Keepers' Association with interest. Very many of our State's largest
and most successful honey producers were
absent; and, as might be expected, we find
much in the report that has little worth for
us who are trying to "get on" in this avocation.
"Shall women keep bees," "Shall
farmers keep bees," and "Reciprocal benefits of bees and plants," etc., are all good
jobs in their line, but amount to little or
nothing to the real honey producers of
Michigan. Whether all farmers and all
women enter our ranks or not, may have
some bearing on the success of those who
have already invested, as well as those who
are soon to join us; but whether many or
few enter this, or any other branch of business will depend on how the prospects look,
rather than how essays read, or what you
or I may say about it. Every calling seeks
its just level with all others, after a while,
and the matter before us is merely a difference of opinion in regard to the " high
water mark" of apiculture.
Pres. Cook's address, as is usually the
case, is right to the point, i.e., is upon the
right and important subject, but alas from
all I have experienced, and all I know of
the subject, is full of mistakes and shows a
want of experience. I am glad, very glad,
that our country is well supplied with
philanthropic institutions; I hope to see
more organized each year. But I do not
believe that the Michigan B. K. Association

ever contemplated making philanthropy its
neither do I believe it should,
neither do I believe it can, neither do I beobject,

lieve many who make clains in this direction are honest in that claim, for most of

them are not honey-producers
aplcultural

proper, but

"middle-men," who see their
by so doing. But it has

interests forwarded
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been plainly said that some bee-keepers are
or they would harp on the same
This cannot be said of me, for
never did 1 expect that mine or any other's
words would change this current one iota,
and further. I. to-day. am firmly resolved to
detatch myst^lf from bee-culture at my
selfisii

strain.

earliest opportunity.
Eifiht years ago I had 3 acres of small
fruit ill bearing. I also had an apiary of 40
to 50 colonies.
raspberries and strawberries netted me 93^c. perqt., all through

the season.

My
My extracted

honey about that
time was in good demand at 'l9c. per B).,
net, or about S~0 per barrel. We had extra
honey seasons along then— say 1870-3. You
may guess that I was not long in deciding
whicii business to throw up and

which

think the editor would rather print truth,
or even lionest error, than so much axe
grinding. All the interest 1 liave personally in this debate, is that when Okl Time
proves my statements, I may be allowed to
"flap my wings and crow," and say "didn't
I

you so?" Such is human weakness,
and you know I don't make any claims to
be "perfection;"
only outspoken and
honest. I would rather be honest and right
than popular. Better be even the head of a
dog than the tail of a lion. " The man who
prays out loud every chance he gets needs
watching."
Yours for the truth, whether dark or

I tell

bright,

Dowagiac, Mich.,

James Heddon.
May 1877.
.5,

to

all my time and thought to.
The law that Prof. Cook speaks of, viz.,
supply creating demand, being true of fruit
and many other things (but not honey) kept
the price of berries firm, and more than that
gave them an upward tendency till now.

put

My

dealer in the city writes me thus, in
answer to questions: "I can buy choice
white, extracted honey for 8c. per fb; comb
iu snmll boxes is slow at 12c. to 14c. per ft.
Choice strawberries were not sold out of my
store, last season, for less than ^6 per
bushel."
By the above we see that while honey has
declined more than half at wholesale,
berries have advanced more than 20 per
cent. Having had considerable successful
experience in both these branches of business it seems to me as plain as ever truth
was told, that the big stories and talk about
"this much neglected pursuit" by the
nurserymen, has more foundation than the
same kind of preaching by our inexperienced and middle-men apiarists. Prof. Cook,
in his essay, in throwing out inducements
to all to join in honey raising, very appropriately and wisely appeals straight to the
pecuniary selfishness of mankind. But a
little further on calls some one, or some
faction, "selfish" and "sordid." I cannot

think who has imagined bee-keeping a
"good thing" since honey sank below 10c.
per lb? and this sinking it was what caused
many to think that the good of those already in the business, and those that
tliought of joining, demanded a stop to the
supply.

My father and also Mr. Bingham have
been traveling the past few mouths, and
they both affirm that the markets have now
honey enough to last over, if not a pound
was produced during 1877. In regard to the
healthfulness and pleasure of bee-keeping,
cannot agree with the Professoi", but
rather think Quinby was right when he
said that the definition of bee-keeping was
"hard work." 1 know of no business not
sedentary, so terribly trying to the nerves
as handling bees.
1 know of no worse
habit for the production of dispepsia than
tasting honey continually, wliicn is a common iiabit among bee-keepers who are
around it so much. No labor can be more
ill-atlapted to the muscular system than one
that holds it in a strained position a part of
the time, and then asks you to carry heavy
loads carefully, or you will injure them.
Bee-keeping is not to be compared with
fruit culture as a pleasant and healthful occupation, iu my estimation.
This may not be thought by some to be
the proper place to print such remarks, but
I

For the American Bee Journal.

Bees of the same Colony Fighting.
Mr. Marvin, in March number, tells us
bees of the same colony fight, but if he
had told us how he knows those things, we
could understand then whether his statements were founded on experiments or
mere guess work. First he says "Queens
should not be handled at any time if it can
be avoided; as they ai"e liable to contract
an odor from the hand, and sometimes from

why

the cage, that their own bees mistrust the
queen not being theirs and kill her; and all
bees that have come in contact with her are
liable to be killed also."
Now if Mr. Marvin ever had a case of this
kind, how can he prove that it was the odor
that caused the fight ?
Would it not be
more natural to suppose that when the
queen was removed a short time, the bees
missed her and immediately commenced
preparations for supplying her place; when
she was returned some bees were disposed
to receive her, and some were anxious to
kill her, and they not all being of one mind,
they would have a fight over it ? But 1
never saw a case of the kind. Bees will

sometimes kill their queen when they want
to swarm and the queen refuses or is unable
to go with them.
As to bees fighting because they contract
an odor while they are out of the hive, is
not according to my experience.
experience is that, in most cases, a bee that
comes in with a load of honey can enter
any hive and will be gladly received, and
only those that come with a hostile intent

My

are fought.
I have had several cases of
bees of the same colony fighting, and in
every case I found the hive destitute of
honey and none to be had in the field, and
just as soon as they were fed, fighting
ceased; I am satisfied that it was hunger
that made them desperate.

HOW TO HAVE ALL AVORKER COMB BUILT
IN

BROOD CHAMBER.

Many

think this a very important consideration, as well as what to to with drone

my

recipe, and if it don't
is
will not charge anything for it:
Start each frame with a strip of drone comb

Here

comb.

work

I

about an inch wide. When they have all
the drone comb they want, they don't
generally build more.
strip in each
frame seems to satisfy the bees with di'one
comb, and in many cases they will not
make another cell of drone comb in the
hive, and it puts the drone comb where it
will hardly ever interfere with the rearing

A
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of brood, as the tops of the frames are used
for storing lioiiey nearly all the time.

Lawrence, Kan.

N. Cameron.

Fortbe American Bee Journal.

N. Y. State, as given in our advertisement,
differs greatly. If friend Searles sends me
a queen, send it by mail, and not through
the JouitNAL. I w'ill be responsible for her
H. Alley.
if she dies in transit.
Wenham, Mass., April 12, 1877.

That Queen Bee.

For the American Bee Journal.

Bees have wintered very well considering
the terrible cold weather of Dec. and Jan.
My bees commenced to carry in pollen on
the last day ot March. I have been a beekeeper upwards ot 20 years, and never

knew them
season

but

to carry it in so early in the
had a cold
once before.

April, and bees
their hives.

We

dared not venture out of

1 want to say to Mr. F. Searles, through
JoUKNAL, that 1 intend to raise as good
queens as any man, and if he has read the
A. B. J. tor tlie last 15 years he knows that
I do, and have the credit for it, too. i hnd
that those queens were sent him on Sept.
asth. if his bees breed drones all winter lie
must expect to raise black ones. As my
bees do not raise drones in winter, I cannot
say whether they would be black, yellow or

the

white.

Does not this statement about breeding
drones in winter seem rather curious to
most readers ? it does to ine.
A prominent bee raiser in Ohio wrote to
me that he had some hue italian bees (much
better than mine, in his opinion) and
advised me to order some of nim. 1 sent
him $15 and in due time 3 queens came.
Two of them were the color ot our native
queens (black) and one was yellow. This
was several years before those black Italian
queens were imported. I returned the two
black queens by return mail and kept the
yellow one. Ot course i was disappointed
in the color of them, as the person of whom
they were ordered promised me something
very nice.
short time after he had received the
queens, a very promineut bee-keeper, and
one who formerly wrote a good deal for the
JouKNAL, and who afterwards gave up the
business to practice medicine, with cold
water, made him a visit. Of course, those
betwo queens were trotted out, and lo
hold, tliey were both yellow. Probably the
visit to New England caused their color to
change. They were yellow, for both queen
breeder and visitor said so. The one retained proved to be a very inferior hybrid.

A

!

JSow the part of the story that i want
friend Searles to read is this: i have been
informed by several very prominent and
well-known bee-keepers that this same
man, who had such pure stock, has been
breeding all his younger queens from
queens he obtained indirectly of me. They
•were not bred on Kelly's Island, 15 miles
from the main land, as per advertisement;
for Novice says that this man never raised
any queens there at all.
1 tnink my queens are fully as good as
friend Searles' (if we except the unusual
quality of breeding drones in winter). I
have bred queens for 15 years and occasionly we get orders from customers that we
supplied with queens during the hrst season
we began business. We have an order now
for 50 queens to be sent as soon as they can
be raised, from a man we have supplied for
years.

Mr. Searles' opinion of our queens and
two well kuowa bee-keepers iu

that of the
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The Centennial Award on Extractors.
Friend Newman:— On page 1.58, May
of tlie Journal, concerning the
query of M. D. T. about the award of the
Centennial Exhibition on American honey
extractors, who says he can only hnd one iu
the otiicial list, I would say tliat i have not
seen the official lists, and if i had, I should

number

not be surprised to not hnd it, for you know
that it Wits almost impossible during the
exliibition to hnd some exhibits on the list
—after hnding the exhibit itself, i know
it was for me, and I know that it was much
trouble for others to hnd in the catalogues
all the exhibits; for some of them were not
catalogued at all— although on exhibition,
properly entered, etc. Among tlie numerous exhibits mistakes were liable to occur.
You ask for a copy of the ofhcial notice or
reference to the page in the official lists,
where it cau be found. As I have no official lists to refer to, and cannot well copy
the Centennial seal, i send you the original
document, as I received it.
Some have asserted that 1 received no
award at Fhiladelphia, and that 1 was advertising what was not so, by saying that I
had, but i think the enclosed document will
satisfy you that I only represent facts.
Allow me to say further that the extractor I
had on exhibition was one that i had used
in my own apiary for two years; it was not
made for the Centennial show, but for use.
1 merely cleaned it up a little and sent it
on, after having received permit to do so. it
appears that the judges were practial bee
men (at least Gen. Oliver, of Salem, Mass.,
who was the judge, is); they saw in it a
'*
special fitness for the purpose intended,"
and granted me the award of the grand
i know, from the
medal and diploma,
great number sold and many favorable reof fault found
(not
one
word
ports received
in their use, from my customers) that it is,
as one man of large experience in apiculture
expressed it, the best extractor made; and
he speaks from practical knowledge of
other machines.

HONEY KNIVES.
In regard to the round-pointed, curvedblade honey knife, i do not claim to have
made the first one because i don't know
what others have done before me. 1 only
said i made the first one i ever saw or heard
of, in 1871; you printed it 1870— either a slip
of the pen or type.
The weather is very cool; the fruit blossoms are very few; the trees appear to
forget that it is the middle of xMay; bees are
dwindling badly, i have had to double
some, and shall have to double up more unless it warms up faster than it has for the
past four weeks; but we hope for hot times
bj'-and-by for our bees, and expect as usual,
good things from the Journal.

—

Frank VV. Chapman.
May 15, 1877.
Chapman sent with article the

Morrison,

[Friend
original

111.,

award

of the Centennial

Commis-
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duly " signed and sealed." This will
M. D. T.; if not, however,
friend Chapman says he will return it to us
to be seen by any one desiring it, at any
time.—Ed.]

room to get all around.under the
by throwing out some of the dirt
inside the wall. There are two holes in the
wall, on opposite sides, for ventilation, and

sion,

thick, with

of course satisfy

floor,

I

*m

«

I

«

For the American Bee Journal.

Wintering Nucleus Colonies.
use Quinby hives, but prefer one smaller, frames 18)^x10 deep.
In the fall I
double up swarms, till they fill the spaces
between 8 combs. Select two frames, very
light, not more than 3 Sbs. each, and about a
quart of bees (I winter some with not more
than a pint); put in two division boards, so
that the two frames may be in the centre of
the hive with division boards on each side,
packed with old rags and chaff on each side
also a layer of rags on the bottom. Pack
with chaif on top, 6 in. deep; cap on top for
ventilation.
Bore an inch hole near the
top; tack over it wire clotii, and leave a
small hole at the bottom say %xl in.
I winter all of these on summer stands,
without loss. If in tlie spring none of your
bees are queenless you can sell early queens
and with the bees build up other stocks.

a hole in the middle of the floor to let pure
air in, and a tube in the centre of the ceiling, with two elbows, to let out the heated
air; the heavy or foul air can go below or
into the cellar, you might call it.
R. R. MUBPHY.
Garden Plain, 111., April 16, 1877.

I

—

Vermont,

Hakbin Haines.

111.

For the American Bee Journal.

How my

Bees Wintered.

I put 83 colonies in my bee house about
the middle of Nov.; 70 of them in prime
order; the rest light, and by mistake left
one out-of-doors through Dec. and Jan. I
put my bees all out in Feb. and let them

have a good

fly;

the

comb was

bright and

nice. The main thing to keep comb bright
is to have the hives and comb dry and free
from frost when put into a frost-proof
house, and they will come out the same if

not diseased, or have poor honey.
In Feb. I found one good swarm queenless, one light, and another with a dronelaying queen, another starved to death, and
I let two others starve to death by carelessness, as I supposed they had honey enough
to carry them to the 1st or middle of April.
When the cold weather came— the last of
Feb.— I put them all back in the bee house,
but 25 of the strongest that were within 3
in. of the ground;
when the snow storm
came they were mostly drifted under, and 1
left them to the mercy of the weather, but
they came out all right. I carried out those
in the bee house for the second time, the
first part of April, and found another dead;
could not discover the cause. My bees are
now doing splendidly; breeding rapidly
and having no indication of spring dwindling.

Those that were wintered on their sumstands, so far as I have heard, are in
Eoor condition; some have lost all, others
alf, and what are left are weak and dwind-

mer

ling away.

It is less trouble to

put

my

bees

in a house than to fix up out-of-doors. My
house is 16x18 outside, two sets of studding,
boarded inside and out. with 1 foot of space
filled with sawdust.
The lower joist 10 in.,
boarded on under side, and that space filled
with sawdust, and room 8 ft. in clear, witli
18 in. sawdust over head. The upper joist
is boarded on under side.
The building is
above the ground, and sets on a wall 18 in.

For the American Bee Journal.

To fasten Strips

of

Comb Foundation

in Sectional

Frames.

Make

a block a trifle less than the length
and depth of your frame, inside measure,
and half as thick as your frame is wide, less
half the thickness ot your foundation; nail
this block on a suitable board, and fasten
the board on your work-bench or otherwise,
slip your frame over the block, and lay
your strips of foundation on it. Take a
piece of copper wire 4 in. long and 3-32 in.
thick, flatten one end of the wire about J^
in. in length and 3^ in., or less, wide;
then
file away from each side of the flattened
part till its diameter is even with that of
the wire, bend the flattened part a little and
attach a handle to the other end of wire, so
thin that it will roll in your fingers like a
lead pencil. Have a burning lamp, and put
the wire diagonally into the top of the
it will rest, suspend, and
soon get hot; then with a strip of pasteboard or wood push your foundation firmly
against the frame where it is to be fastened
and hold it there. Now take the hot wire
and pass it along tlie edge of the foundation
where it touches the frame, the motion of
the hand must be regulated to suit the heat

chimney, where

which is best done by quick,
repeated motions of some 3 or 4 in. in
length. At first you may not melt it sufficiently to adhere to the wood, or you may
melt it down, but don't be afraid to try it.
By a little perseverence you will be enabled
to fasten it quick, neat, firm, and exactly in
the centre.
For starters and guides I prefer the foundation to everything I have tried wax,
wood, or natural comb. I have white comb
but use the foundation in preference. For
guides I find two rows of cells sufficient,
and have used some single rows successfulHenry Crist.
ly.
Stark Co., O., April 14, 1877.
of the wire,

—

For the American Bee Journal.

The Price

of Queens.

I would like to reply to a question in the
of the Journal by Mr. Dadant, viz: "Are dollar queens profitable to
cheap product is often
the buyer ? No
dear at any price," says Mr. D. Within a
very few years Mr. D. sold his imported
queens at $15 each; now the highest hgures
tor them, by the single queen, is but $7.00.
That is coming down rather more than onehalf. Now, has the quality of the queens
depreciated or only the price ? I presume
that his queens are just as good at $7 each
as they were at $15.
There is not much money made in raising
queens at $1 each, but if a man will work

May number

!
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for a small profit, or even for nothing, his
products maj^ be worth as much as they
would be if his profits were large. No man
will retain his business by selling an inferior article. Would the quality of the $1
queens be better if the same breeder charged $7 for them instead of $1 ? No
and if
the $7 queens of Mr. Dadant were sold for
$1 1 think they would be just as good as if
he received $7 for them. Mr. D. has come
down more on the price of his queens than
any man in the business, and now he finds
fault because other people can sell for less
money than he can.
The difference is not in the quality of the
goods purchased but in the profit realized
by the producer. Mr. D. says he has received a number of letters showing that $1
queens are dear at any price. Well they
are unless they are projierly reared.
"I do not expose these dollar queens for
business sake," says Mr. D. Of course you
don't; that is well put in; there might have
!

been some misunderstanding on that point.
However, I am of the opinion that every
one who advertises queens for sale, whether
it be at $1 or $7 each, does n«t understand
the business thoroughly, and I do not beman with but one year's experience can raise good, perfect and prolific
queens. If I remember correctly, there has
been considerable said in favor of $1 queens
in the various bee papers, and I never saw
but little said in favor of .f 10 queens. Mr.
A. I. Root first started the $1 queen business, and most breeders had to fall into line
or dry up— a thing most of them did.
The best way to settle the question of $1
and $7 queens is for some disinterested person to test them. Is Mr. D. ready for the

lieve that a

test ?

A Reader and Dealer.

For the American Bee Journal.

Over-Stocking.
"Well, says one, " has not Jasper Hazen
written enough on that subject to convince
the most stubborn?" Yes, of course; but
let us look at another phase of the subject.
In all my reading on the subject of bee-culture, I have looked eagerly to see what the
writers had to say on over-stocking. Mr.
Langstroth says he smiles to hear any one
expressing fears on the subject. But not
one of them has said a word about overstocking the market with honey— a far
more important consideration than the
gathering of too many bees in one place.
We may all talk and write as we please
about the profits of our business, but if we
cannot sell our honey readily at fair prices,
the same as other products "of the farm, it
behooves us to be prepared for the worst
when it comes. Now, if our products come
into competition with the necessaries of
life— flour, meat, potatoes, etc.— then surely
we might strain every nerve to increase
both the amount of our honey and the number of our colonies, but such is not the case.
Honey comes in competion with the luxuries of life— fancy articles, which the
grocer keeps for sale.
Now let us look for a moment at the
honey markets, as reported in the Chicago
weekly papers, and wiiich are not supposed
to have any special interest in the honey
markets. I turn to one dated March 24,

and read:
"Little doing except in a small way;
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choice white, quotable at 15@16c.
ft; but
in lots holders could not realize more than
14 or 1.5c. Strained, at 8c."
as we raise honey in lots we could
only get the latter price, and then deduct
commission, etc. But I read an article in
the May number from Prof. Cook, who
states that bees will give from 100 to 300 per
cent, profit on the capital invested. Now, I

^

Now

don't believe any reader of the Joukxal
can convince me that bee-culture pays better than farming, both being conducted
intelligently. Our farmers here are content
with 10 per cent, on capital invested, with
as good land to farm as there is in the State.
But it may be asked why do we keep bees ?
I will answer this.
I keep them because I
like them so well, and because I expect if
taken good care of, they will yield me as
much profit as anything else on the farm.
Cambridge, 111.
J. V. Caldwell.

For the American Bee Journal.

The Barnes FootPower Saw.
I will add my testimony to those given in
the May number, in favor of Barnes' foot-

power saw. Some 8 years ago I tried to
saw my lumber for bee hives by a horsepower saw. But, for some defect in the

inachme,
in

it

it

did not work, and the $100 put

was a dead

loss.

course, after such a trial, I
,.P,^

little

disposed to buy a

was very

new sawing ma-

chine, yet I resolved to send for Barnes', on
trial.
I received it about 3 weeks ago.
had about 10,000 ft. of laths to rip for our
frames. The machine was very soon put
into w'orking order.
were astonished
to see the ingenuity of its construction. Of
course we had to learn how to run the

We

We

machine, and how to file and set the saws—
both of these arts are neither difficult nor
take long to learn, yet unless you have
mastered them you cannot succeed. Suffice
it to say that altera few days
my son succeeded as well as desirable, and that now
nearly all our frames are nailed (about 1700)
although my son worked only during the
rainy days, with a boy 14 years old helping
to nail the frames. Our machine will soon
be paid for by the saving of money yearly
given to the lumber mill for laths. The
work is nearly as smooth as if planed.
The scroll saw is a true plaything, and so
light

to

run.

The

saw

cross

is

a

little

harder to run, but works fast, and I could
not imagine, before seeing it, that a 16 ft.
board could be cut in two, and true to
square, on a table saw only 28 in. square*

andwhat a smooth cut
The four sides of
a hive cut by this machine can be nailed
without being planed, as is the case with
hand-sawed boards.
As to the rip saw, if you want to work
fast, you must choose the dryest and
softest
!

wood

for the frames, as

it is

the hardest to

The grooves in the hive can be made
by the saw, and truer and faster than with
the plane. In fact, now that we have tested
this machine to our satisfaction, we would
not sell it for any price, were we unable to
run.

get another.
I am so well pleased with this machine
tliat I will try to have it introduced
in
France and Italy. I have just written to
the bee journals of both these countries to
make it known among the bee-keepers

Hamilton,

111,

Ch. Dadant.
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mxx%ctUx^ox.
Logansport, Ind.,

May

10,

Austin, Minn.,

ham smoker

May

12,

1877.— " Bees

M. Mahin.

are doing very well here."

1877.— ''The Bing-

received, and is complete in
every particular. It works to a charm and
is substantial in its construction."
is

Ingmundson.

1.

Montgomery

"My
and

Co.,

lost one,

May 11, 1877.—
Had 118 in cellar,

N. Y.,

bees wintered well.

and two were queenless."
C. C. V AN Deusen.

Co., 111., May 11, 1877.— "I lost 4
out of 230 in wintering. It no
doubt occurred because of a lack of honey
last fall. Our honey gathering here was
only in June and July, so the bees went into winter quarters aged and infirm."

Douglas

colonies

A. Salisbury.

Bruce Co., Ont., April 28, 1877.—" Bees
wintered good here, gathering pollen for
two weeks. I wintered mine in a cellar;
the temperature being 35 to 38°. They ate
A. J. Mackay.
very little all winter."
Cedar Co., Mo., April 23, 1877.—" My bees
have wintered well, on their summer
stands. 1 have 32 colonies, all in good condition. We have taken 1,600 lbs. of extracted and 400 lbs. of comb honey during the
Ph. Bossert.
past season."

Kokomo,

Ind.,

May

10,

1877.—" Colonies

that were strong in the fall, have here wintered well, both in and out-of-doors; but
many failed to secure suflicient honey in
the fall, for the winter, and not being fed
perished before spring." A. T. Wright.

Hartford, N. Y., May 7, 1877.—" I have
my apiary for both extracted and box

run

Honey mostly from white clover;
but little basswood and fall pasturage. I
The following is
winter in a dry cellar.
my report for the past year ending May 1st:

honey.'

Dr.

To 53 .swarms <^
40 hives

@

$

$10

5.S0.00

SO.OO
200.00
175.00
lO.nO

$2

Improvements in bee house and yard
Steam entiiue, 1}^ h. p

Honey

Wax

ex racier
extractor
t

-1.00

V).Oi)

Cart

"O.OO

Tools, etc

$1044.00

Cr.
143^c.
3000 lbs. extracted honey,
SOc
J200 lbs. box honey.
16 swarms (sold bees only) (&> $5

By

@

20ibswax@30c
90

swarms, in

tall,

@

.

$

@ $S

Total Cr
Total Dr

1

Balance in favor of Cr.
4 queenless, which
others. 1 have now 83

43o.00
340.00
80.00
6.(0
720.00

$14.S 00
I(i44.00

$

4.'i7.00

and
were united witli
Those
swarms.

"During the past winter
found

.

I

lost 2,

that were doui)led in the fall, came out
extra strong. I hope to make balance in
favor of Cr. show hetter this year. Bees
have wintered well here."
J.

H. Martin.

Pottawattamie Co., Kansas, May 5, 1877.—
" The grasshoppers have done but little
harm, and I think we are out of danger
now; we have croakers who belong to the
do-nothing class, just waiting to make their
predictions verify, but those who folloAV
the advice of experienced farmers and
plowed late and early, turning the eggs and
young 'hoppers under, deep, for manure,
have nothing to fear, but will have the
satisfaction of raising extra crops, as from a
sprinkle of guano. Eggs are only deposited
in bare lands, so that the plow proves their
destruction, while they benefit the land by
fertilising.
Twenty years residence here
has taugiit me the above. I expect ],.500 bu.
of peaches, and apples in
abundance,
besides a large crop of grain and honey this
season."
Jacob Emmons.

My

Georgiana, Ont., May 10, 1877.—"
report for the year ending May 1, 1877, is as
follows: Began the year with 4 colonies,
increased to 9 and took 2 cwt. of comb and
extracted honey. Went into winter quarters with 9 hives on Nov. 27th, placing them
in one corner of my cellar which I had
petitioned off with boards and lined with
newspapers, forming a dry, dark and w(irm
apartment 4x10 ft. in size, in accordance
with the number of hives; left nothing on
the top of hives but the quilts and some
straw matting made out of old packing
covers of bottles which I singled out. For
ventilating the apartment I bored 6 one-in.
holes 12 in. apart through a 2-in. joist on top
of cellar wall, thus obtaining a current of
air from tlte draught holes in the foundation
of the house. In these inch holes through
the joist I had stops, so as to close them in
extreme weather and open again when
milder. By this means, I could regulate the
temperature so evenly that the thermometer averaged 40° all winter. Some of my
stocks becoming a little uneasy during the
fine weather of Feb., 1 gave them a fly on
March 1st, they then remained perfectly
quiet till April 14th, when, owing to the
early spring, I placed them on their summer stands, all in good condition but one
which proved to be queenless and swarmed

The remaining 8. by May 1st, had sealed brood and was in every way doing well."
D. P. Niven.
out.

Jones Co., Iowa, April 30. 1877.— "I put 38
swarms in cellar on Nov. 15; set them out
on Jan. 31; average temperature of cellar,
about 45°— a little too warm for strong
swarms, as they were somewhat uneasy.
Lost none, but 4 were queenless; loss of
bees very small, and those building up fineMarch, cold;
Feb., pleasant;
ly now.
April, very pleasant until the 27th, when it
turned to winter again, snowed all day
yesterday and froze quite hard last night."
J.

Henry

Co., Iowa,

May

1.

E.

Hunter.

1877.~"Last

fall

this
apiary numbered 55 swarms;
sin-ing only 44. Our bees had dysentery,
some of them are very weak. We wintered
about 30 swarms in the cellar. Father
thinks those out-doors wintered the best.
We have been feeding them rye meal this
spring. They are carrying in pollen. We
extracted 4 barrels of honey last summer,
and had 1,000 lbs. of box honey. Honey is
not readily sold here. The spring has been
rainy and'backward." Miss L. J. Noble.

our
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Kenton, Tenn., May 2, 1877.—" 1 have 44
colonies of bees, all but 3 in good condition,
and they are queen less. I started in the
spring of 1873 with 4 colonies in box gums.
I have increased from natural swarming. I
have them now in 2-story Langstroth hives,
and about half of them Italianized."
J.

W. Howell.
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should have kept up until Oct. The bees
that I wintered out-of-doors in a shed prepared for the purpose did better than those
in the celler, but my weakest ones wei'e
kept in the cellar which was dry and free
from frost. I only lost one by dysentery,
and that was a black stock, the only one I
had.
The Italians showed no signs of
dysentery.

Hubbard, O., May .3, 1877.—" I report 18
stocks on hand. May 1st; 13 were wintered
on summer stands, packed round with hay,
chaif on top; 6 were kept in cellar, 3 of
which had a fiy in Feb., the other 3 were in
cellar till April, and came out in as good
condition as the others, 2 rather weak, the
others in good condition." J. Winfield.
Jersey Co., 111., April 18, 1877.—" Last
year was a poor season for bees here. They
did tolerably well until about July 20th;
after that they gathered but little honey, it
being too wet. They went into winter
quarters in poor condition and wintered
Eoorly; some having lost nearly all their
ees. Nearly all who keep bees here have
them in the old box hive, set them up in a
corner of the yard, and let them go it on the
'root-hog-or-die' principle, and the consequence is they liave lost heavily by it.
Mine came through the winter all right, and
I winter on
ai'e breeding np finely now.
summer stands with quilts over the frames
and filled in with straw. I fed some last
What we want here is more subscribfall.
ers to the

Journal,

to dispel

some of the

ignorance that exists in regard to bee-keeping. 1 saw an old bee-keeper the other day,
who said he had lost 14 out of SS colonies,
and most that were left were weak. He
said bees should never be fed; wanted no
Italians or frames in his hives; had kept
bees for 30 years; knew all about them; yet
he had not been able to get more than 30 lbs
of surplus per hive in one season. But we
see he fails to comprehend the first principles of bee-keeping." H. D. Edwards.

Fayette Co.. Ky.. May 14, 1877.— "Friend
Barnes saw you sent me
has come to hand all right, and I am much
pleased with it. With a little practice I
think I can operate it well. It cuts smoothly and leaves the work in good style."

Newman: The

L.

M. Land.

Fremont Co., Iowa, April 28, 1877.—" I
cannot report as favorably as I expected
in Feb.; then my bees were taking a clensing fly on their summer stands, and seemed
to be nearly as strong as when they went
into winter quarters. But since that time
we have had a taste of spring dwindling,
and met with some loss, and would have
lost considerably more had I not united
several weak ones that were too weak to
build up. The spring has been very unfavorable, as the weather has been cold and
rainy, and bees have been unable to gather
anything, and the prospect

now

is

"In my article in April number, page 135,
there is a slight mistake. It should have
read thus: *we got a little surplus from the
linden bloom; but from about the middle of
Aug. honey was a failure.' "

John L Martin.
Jasper Co., Iowa, April 34, 1877.—" Bees
have come out worse here, this spring, than
ever before. I put 67 in the cellar last fall,
but now have only 37 left; some of them
weak. My bees were all right in Feb.; we
had good and warm weather during that
month, and I put my bees out. March set
in rough and very cold; then I put my bees
back in the cellar again, and from that time
on they began to die and seem to be at it
yet. They look and act healthy one day
and the next they are sickly and crawl out
of the hive and die, with the hives full of
honey and pollen. But I did not fare any
worse than others. The oldest bee-keeper
in the county has only five stands left out
of about 100. Another has 3 left out of 39;
others lost all they had. Of the last named
there are a great number throughout the
county. Last season bees did well here,
both in swarms and surplus honey."

Christian Griebeling.
Chickasaw Co., Iowa, April 23, 1877.— "By
the January number
learn that O. O. Pop1

pleton has considerable trouble in wintering.
I am in the same latitude, but I have no
trouble. I winter in the cellar altogether,
while he winters out-of-doors. My bees did
well last winter. Out of 18 I lost only 1.
The cellar was somewhat damp and some of
the combs were mouldy. I did not have
any ventilation. I think every cellar ought
to have a good ventilator, where bees are
kept. My method of wintering is: first, to
have plenty of wholesome stores; secondly,
to have all good, young, thrifty queens; and
thirdly, to have a good, dry, well-ventilated
cellar; with all these points in view I think
bees can be wintered with safety. I generally leave my bees out until settled cold
waather comes, then I put them in, leaving
off the caps, to give upward ventilation.
I
use the American frame, and like it much
better than any I have yet seen. I use the
honey quilt on my hives, and leave the bees
in the cellar undisturbed until April 1st,
then set them out and they are all right.
Last spring I had only 10 stocks when blossoms came. Increased to 20, and got about
400 lbs of mostly extracted honey, and sold
it readily at 30c. and 35c. per lb.
I could
sell more, without any trouble."

Ed.

that the

fruit bloom is killed, as to-day finds us with
fully 3 inches of snow on the ground, and
the fruit trees that were blooming yester-

day are to-day covered with snow and ice.
I think our wholesale dwindling this spring
was caused by a lack of young bees at the
beginning of winter, and most likely the
fruits of our honey drouth which comuieuced about the middle of Aug.. which in a
great measure stopped tlie breeding that

J.

Hill.

Koshkonong, Wis.. April 33, 1877.— "Nov.
1876— No. of stocks placed in cellar. 99;
temperature, most of the time, from 38= to
40\
Feb. 7— Gave bees a chance to fly;
temperature from 40' to 42\ Finally it approached and past 50% when, on April 4th, I
placed them outside again. Loss up to date,
11 stocks, and a few more likely to follow."
D. P. Lane.

34,
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Co., 111., May 18, 1877.—" I had, on
132 stands of bees in good condiTills is the best spring I have seen
for many years. I consider 1 have passed
one of the worst winters for bee-keeping I

Lee

May

1st,

tion.

ever knew, considering the condition bees
went into winter quarters." R. Millek.

young queens, owing to bad weather,
and high winds. Had very little
good weather. The first honey I extracted
this season was from the holly, the^i a little
losing

rain, cold,

flow of poplar; now the bees are gathering
honey from the magnolia principally. It is
very pretty and thick; those who like

orange honey would like
Fort Atkinson, Wis.,

May

1,

it."

Anna Saunders.

1877.— "From

10 to 75 per cent, of the bees in this vicinity

dead; cause— poor honey and want of
L. M. Roberts.
proper care."
ai'e

Angola, Ind, May 1, 1877.— "I packed 2.5
stocks of bees in marsh liay, adout Dec. 1st,
with quilt on frames, nothing in caps, and
entrance contracted. Have 20 now (10 good,
4 medium, and 6 weak). I use the Farmer's
Hive, modified, with 9 frames, 12x13. Bees
—16 Italians, 4 hybrid."

Wm. Macartney.
Steuben Co., N. T., May 17, 1877.—" Last
winter was hard on bees here, as well as
Those that wintered out lost
spring.
heavily in the winter, and those kept indoors 'lost heavily in spring. 1 put 150 in
the cellar and left 6 out. I put them out on
March 24th, all alive, and they appeared to
be storing honey, but our long cold spring
will reduce them 20 or more."
D. S. McCallum.
Pointe Coupee, La., April 12, 1877.—" I
have 52 stands of bees, all in good order and
doing well. Could begin extracting honey
by the 20th inst. without injury. White
considerable
clover is already yielding
honey. This together with willows and
other honey-procmciag flowers which have
been in bloom for several weeks past,
renders this quite a desirable bee country;
and the great success of Mr. Chas. Parlange
with his splendid apiary located in this
parish has induced numbers of other residents to imbark in the bee business. You
may reasonably expect quite an extensive
list of subscribers to your excellent Jour-

nal from

this section,

when

the

new

bee-

keepers get fairly started in the business."

ROBT. Montgomery.

Grant Co., Wis.. May 15, 1877.— "Bees are
doing first-rate. I like the Bingham smoker I got of you. I tried it as soon as I got
home, and "it will keep the fire long enough
and is some on smoke I assure you."
H. F. Walton.

Lawrence, Mich., April 13, 1877.— "Last
had 34 swarms; 1 have lost to date, 15;
I wintered on summer
alive now, 23.
stands, with blanket on top, and 2 to 4 in.
I use the Langstroth and
super.
chaff
in
of
American hives. Bees are all in good confall I

dition at present; about one-half very good.
Commenced bringing in natural pollen on
April 10. To the best of my knowledge,
three-fifths of the bees in this vicinity are
dead; one neighbor has but 35 left out of
108."

Dr. a.

S.

Haskin.

Woodville, Miss., May 14, 1877.— "I was
not able to give my bees necessary attention during the winter and early spring, and
so lost half or more in consequence. Have
16 stocks now, one of them with 30 and
another with 40 frames, which I think gave
me nearly as much honey as all the rest put
together. I never was so unfortunate in

Appleton, Wis., May 7, 1877.—" Although
a comparatively mild winter,
yet I find that many bees have died. The
loss is principally with those that tried to
winter on the 'will do' principle. Those
that were put into winter quarters as they
should be, are doing well, nearly 4 weeks
earlier than usual. Probably not over 5 per
cent, have died, while those mismanaged
have seven-eighths dead. With one or two
exceptions, those that have lost largely are
those that get along without a bee paper or
any elementary books. I have changed my
mind some of late years. I used to encourage persons that manifested a desire to keep
bees, but now I say to them, if you won't
post up, don't pay out your money for them
and loose it. Success to the Journal.
With 12 bound volumes of it I feel that I
A. H. Hart.
have got a treasure."

we have had

Edgefield Junction, Tenn., May 7, 1877.—
past winter was one of great severity.
the mulberry and peach trees are
nearly if not entirely killed. No peaches
this year, except on the highest lancf, where
a fair crop will be gathered. The crop of
strawberries, of which many acres are cultivated here, promises to be unusually fine.
The first shipment from here will take place
about the 13th, and goes to Cincinnati. The
grass, owing to frequent rains, is very fine,
especially is this true of white clover. The
few bees kept here will have a fine range
and probably gather a large crop of honey,
should the weather be favorable. Clover is
now beginning to bloom and the bees do
not fail to give it their sweet compliments.
Most of the usual spring bloom is over.
"Bees, as usual everywhere, have not
gathered honey enough to support their
brood, and have drawn heavily on their last
year's honey, of which they have so far had
plenty. The old apiary of Dr. Hamlin will
this spring, to all intents and purposes, be
numbered among the things that were. His
precepts still linger, and almost every old
lamily has a few Langstroth hives bearing
the Doctor's name, and showing the marks
of time also. Your correspondent has met
with about the average loss from the usual
causes which conspire to kill bees. My
apiary will be shipped to Abronia on about
May 15th, if the weather in Michigan should
be usually auspicious. By that time the
hives will be as full of bees as are safe to
ship so far. I expect to make the journey
in about 5 days and nights, no accident occuring. What the summer may bring forth
is as yet an unknown quantity."
T. F. Bingham.

"The
Even

Lawson, Mo., April 2.5, 1877.—" Out of 100
colonies I lost 16; some died from want of
honey, others got too warm, they crawled
out of the hive on to the cellar floor and
could not get back. The balance came
through strong, with a few exceptions, and
are now gathering honey from plum blossoms."

"

J.

L. Smith.
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Brillion, Wis., May 7. 1877.—" In May,
1870,1 had 4 swarms; 1 in a niovable-fianie
hive. 1 tiansferreil tlui otiu'r o swaiins. In
tiie fall I liad 11 kooiI swarms, ami j;ot KiO
lbs. of honey.
The last of the season was
cold and wet. I bou<;lit 25 swarms for ^225,
mostly hybrids, in movable-frame hives. I
also bought 14 swarms of liyi)ri(ls in Lan<;strotli hives for ^125.
When I i)ut them in
the cellar I observed frost in the hives. I
set them on frames 23^ft. hij;h; took off
the covers and pnt on blaidcets, also cleats
with wire-cloth over the entrance holes,
and over a 1)^ in. hole near the top for air.
On the last of Jan. I was surpi ised to find
that rats had knawed the blankets and
eaten the comb from under the top of the
frames. I suppose the rats wanted a bed in

the winter and honey to eat, but it meant
death to the bees. Tlie next day I built up
the frames and cleaned out the bees— more
than a 3i bushel of dead bees. 1 put 8
swarms out to tiy on Feb. 6. The last few
days they were in the cellar they hatl
dysentery; it was too cold out, and too
warm in the cellar, for the sick bees. I set
them out on April 6 or 7. I have now in all
19

swarms and have

shares.

hives

I liope
tilled with

comb

again."

9

swarms more on

soon to have
bees and

my

make
O. E.

em))ty
use of the

Clakk.

De Vall's Bluff, Ark., April 26, 1877.—
"The Bingham smoker was duly received,
at once yiven a trial, and fouiul to be a
decided success. Not only is there a sufficient volume of smoke to readily subdue
the bees, but it remains ijiuited and ready
for use when not constantly operated. 1
even stopped for dinner, and found it in
order wlien ready to resume my work
amons the bees. Though it is the most
perfect implement of its kind I have yet
seen, it is not without its defects. In the
first place my fingers were burned by coming ill contact with the heated tube or furnace. I then wondered why this part was
not concealed by a piece of zinc, with a
small air space between that and the tube.
Zinc not being accessible, I made a cover
from a small piece of wood, }4 in- thick, and
the length of the bellows. I left about 3-16
in. space between this cover and the tube,
for an airspace; and lined the cover with
tin to prevent its burning. Instead of leaving it square at the top, I took off the
corners, leaving it rounded. To secure it in
place, I fastened a strip at the bottom, on
each side, reaching to tlie edge of the bellow's platform; and fastened them to the
platform by means of small screws. Having
pointed it, t'le whole has a very neat appearance, and is not bulky or inconvenient.
On the contrary, it is more convenient than
before, for you do not have to avoid getting
your fingers against the heated tube. And
it seems to me that if the tube which comes
off' was made of zinc instead of tin, it would
be easier to remove for the purpose of renewing the fire.
"1 also found that when it had burned low,
sparks would be occasionally emitted; and
fearing to ignite the sawdust with which
the grounds of my apiary are covered, I set
about remedying this difficulty. I took a
piece of perforated tin— perhaps wire-cloth
would be uetter— and cut it round, to fit into the base of the tube which is taken off.
To secure it in place I used the device
which secures in place the false bottom of
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the smoker proper. I find this to answer
the purpose ijerfectly; and not only that,
but it serves to distriinite the smoke better,
making it come in a more continous volume
as it were. And this does not interfere
with the free passage of the smoke.
"1 will close here, or you will think I am
preparing to apply for a patent.
In its
pn sent shape I regard my smoker as a real
luxury in the apiarv."

W. W. HiPOLlTE, M.D.
Henry

May

7, 1877.—" I had eight
colonies last ^all, all Italians. I put them
into winter quarters on Nov. 24th; all came
out safe on April 1st. Lost one queen on
April 1.5th, the balance all right at this date
and doing fine. I wintered in a iiouse 16x
20, walls 7 in. thick, 4 in. of packed sawdust
between ceiling and sidings.
I kept the

Co., O.,

thermometer from

40'

to 45%

by

artificial

heat with stove in adjoining room. I had
top box on and filled with oat straw, and
blanket next to the bees on top of racks in
lower story. Mortality has been very great
all over this county; four-lifths have lost all
their bees, and the balance have lost onehalf.
Some have lost 200 colonies out of
2:W, so that I can safely say that .'54,000
would not make the loss good. Poor honey
was the principal reason. The Journal
is a very welcome visitor, and is carefully
read and re-read.'D. Bartgis.
Irving, Kan., May .3, 1877.— "My 18 stands
of bees wintered nicely, and are storing

some honey from fruit blossoms. There is
a fair ])roiuiseof a good fruit season tiiis
year. And so far as our littlw pets are concerned, we may say that we have good
reason to hope well for them, if thegrasslioppers are Jiot too troublesome. But there
is no telling what may become of the 'hoppers; they are ordinarily very vigorous and
seem to e-ndure both rain and frost without
injury. The birds are making great havoc
with them as they hatch out. In many
localities they do not seem to hatch well.
The eggs appear to be addled or eaten by
grubs."
C. E. Gaylord.

Cass Co., Mo., April 21, 1877.— "My bees
are all right, I did not loose a colony last
winter; nor have I one that is queenless. I
think I am entitled to the blue ribbon. I
had 15 bu. of rye ground for them to work
on. I commenced to feed in Feb., and about
April 10 they had gathered all the fine meal
that was in the rye, as there was not much
for them to get elsewhere. They went
down to Johnson's mill and took possession
of it for a few days. He was feeding his
cattle ground corn in troughs; they took
possession of the troughs and the cattle
finally concluded that the ground corn was
not wholesome. My pets are now very
busy; the peach and plum trees are in full
bloom. Last fall I had 120 colonies, and
have that number yet. So any one can
judge whether I take care of bees or not."

Paul Duxken.
Charles City, Iowa, April 16, 1877.— "I put
15 colonies in the cellar about Nov. 1.5th,
and 1 put them on their suumier stands on
April 6th, all in fine condition. They are
working on rye fiour and starting brood
nicely.
I have 8 Italian and 7 hybrid
swarms. I have been very successful in
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wintering my bees; never lost a swarm in
wintering or springing yet. I take tiie

honey board

off

and place a mattress, made
shavings, over the top and

of chaff or tine
leave the caps off". I put tlieni in a dry cellar and kept the temperature about 35° to
40°.
I also have plenty of bottom ventilation. About Aug. IStli, I hived two natural
swarms, and gave each of them a set of yellow foundation, tilling the frames about
two-thirds full; they now have a very nice
set of combs, and are starting plenty of
brood in them. I think if the foundation is
made with 5 cells to the inch, there would
be no trouble about the queen laying in
them; and when we learn how to use it we
can get them tinished without sagging, jf
made of pure beeswax. I am sure they use
the same material to lengthen the cells out,
as far as it will go. I tried a piece of white
and yellow in the same frame. When they
make new comb they cluster themselves
together to pi-oduce the material. When
they work on foundation they scatter all
over and work more separately. I have
several styles of hives, but only two sizes
of frames— American and Langstroth.
1
have made a lot of frames with metal
corners this winter, they are made of
galvanized iron, placed in a tine saw scaff
in the middle of the wood on the upper
corners and clinched on the top and inside
of the side pieces. They are nailed in also
with some
in. finishing
nails.
The
frames are made without any projecting
ears of wood on the corners, as the metal
corners project out far enough to rest on
the rabbits. In this way they are not liable
to get stuck fast with propolis. I will send
you a sample and you can give your opinion
of them. 1 tried them last summer and
they worked well."
Lp:vi Sutliff.

%

[ They are similar to Novice's in shape,
but heavier, and on that account not so
desirable as his though we prefer the projecting top bar ft III Langstroth.— Ed.]

—

Rock Co., Wis., May 21, 1877.— "I commenced .5 years ago with 4 swarms; have
sold 100, and now have 130. 1 have taken 34
swarms from one in that time, by putting a
card of brood in a hive and setting the old
one away and putting the new hive in its
place, and giving it a queen.
I had one
year 1400 lbs. of honey; the next, 3.500 lbs.
My bees are in splendid condition. Lost
through the winter, 5 nuclei and 1 swarm.
I agree with Cyula Linswik, women should
keep bees; they can do it as well as men.
Bee-keepers that took care of their bees had
but a light loss, but those that depended on
the bees taking care of themselves, lost
heavily; some lost all they had; some half;
others two-thirds. My bees are all Italians
I had drones flying on April 18th."
Mks. D. M. Hall.

Warren

Co., 111., April 24, 1877.—" I took
bees here (home apiary), 80 stocks, out
of the cellar on the 6th inst., in fair condition. Have sold some, will probably begin
work with about 70 colonies. Mr. Hollingsworth, myself, and Dr. D. G. Campbell,
wintered about 200 colonies in a cave on the
Mississippi, 5 miles above Oquawka, 111. I
have now at the river, 38 stocks in medium
condition. Mr. N. L. Jarvis put in a cave
adjoining ouis 108 stocks in the fall; took

my

out 104 alive this spring. Has been selling
some; will probably start this spring with
75 stocks. Mr. Hollingsworth's and my
bees were taken out of the cave on the
nights of the 17th and 18th inst. Mr. W. M.
Kellogg, of Oneida, 111., will take charge of
Mr. Hollingsworth's bees this season.
There is no need of any one going to California to go into the bee business. Taking
the diffierence in freight and other expenses, the locality between Oquawka and
Keithsburg, 111., is just as good as California. The Monarda Fistulosa or wild bei'gamot grows by the thousand acres in pure
sand. Drought nor cold does not seem to
kill it, and 1,000 colonies could be kept in
one locality and tind plenty to do."
T. G. McGaw.

Fulton Co., 111., May 17, 1877.— "My colonies are. averaging, per hive. 1)4 fi>s of honey
per day. This is earlier than I ever saw it
before in this section of the country, for

Hardin Haines.

honey."

Morgan Co.,
1876 being an

May

1, 1877.— "The year
uncommonly poor one, bees

Ala.,

not make honey enough to support
themselves during the winter, and gave no
surplus honey. We winter our bees on
their summer stands; do not know anything about wintering in cellar, etc. At
least }i of the bees in this county died during the past winter, on account of severe
weather and lack of honey. I lost 5 out of
We use any
16; others lost more or less.
kind of a hive here. A hive over 12 or 14 in.
high will not suit this climate, the weather
being too changeable. Bees are scattered
all over a hive, say to-day, with the therdid

mometer

at 65 to 80, and by 12 o'clock, p.m.,
freezing; naturally bees become chilled
die.
I have observed that bees do better in the old box hive than they will in a
tall, patent hive.
I have cut all my 24 in.
it is

and

patent hives down to 14 in., and tind my
bees are doing better, being more contracted and the heat equalized. About May 1st,
I put on the top, with frames 6x12, or honey
boxes. Our bees are in their glory now,
plenty of young brood, some swarniing, and
making suriilus honey; and should the
weather continue favorable, we will have a
bountiful harvest.
"In this town there are about 200 colonies,
and in the county, about 1800. We knew
nothing about patent hives here, until about
3 or 4 years ago, some few bought them;
had their bees transferred late in the season
when the colonies were weak, and the
result was a failure. Some of them turned
out regular moth harbors, especially a hive
called the 'Tennessee Hive,' which has too
many openings; the frames rest on a bottom and hang on a back board. When you
wish to look in, you have tirst to take off
the top, then open a front door, and pull the
frames clear out to examine. In pushing
the frames back, bees in bottom and rear of
hive are crushed; and the door is warped,
leaving a space at both sides for the moth.
"The indications at inesent are for a good
honey crop, but should we fail this year,
many will be disheartened in this section.
"I have about 50 chickens, old and young,
running about my yard, but have never
seen a chicken catch or swallow a bee; but
have noticed my chickens running whenever a bee gets too close to them, and do not
think chickens will eat bees; on the con-
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my

have stung and killed some of

young chicks.

"1 have a colony of black bees that are
building comb in glass honey-boxes, from
F. Ludwig.
bottom upwards."

Schoharie Co., N. Y., April 16, 1877.— "My
bees have come out better than I ever had
them before. I have only lost 4 out of 114
stocks. Nov. 13 and 21, 1876, bees flew out
for the last time before 1 carried them in
the new bee house. Dec. 23rd, I bought 24
hives of bees— 19 in frame hive and 5 in box
hives. Feb. 12, 1 carried out 73 hives of the
89 (had carried out 24 a short time before).
While the 73 were flying nicely, the weather
changed to freezing, and I hurried them
back into the bee house, as soon as possible.
March 23rd, bees began to get uneasy, I
took out 66 hives. March 24th, I took out
the balance. There were 16 hives left in
from Nov. 26 until March 24. After being
disturbed 2 or 3 times by taking out the
others, they came out as good as any.
"I think 1 have a plan that will work to a
charm, and do away with all carrying and
lifting of hives. ] thouglit of it on
8th, and made a place for 2 hives to

All larger clubs at the
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•'
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..

$3.00
3.50
5.00
9.00
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Column makes Twelve Lines.

of

March

rates.

Ben. Fkanklin.

A

Useful.— bottle of ammonia is one of
the most useful things to have always at
hand. It will remove grease or solid spots
from almost any goods, and one of the very
best washing fluids is made of equal parts
of ammonia and tiu'pentiue. It makes rubbing the clothes almost unnecessary, and
makes them very white without makthem tender. House plants are stimulated in their growth and bloom by watering them with warm water to which is
added a little ammonia. Two spoonsful to
also

ing

is suflicieut.

1®* The Southern Kentucky bee-keepers'
convention will meet at Drake's Creek
Church, Warren county, Ky., on June 6th.
All bee-keepers are iuvited to be present
and put on exhibition anything in the way
of apiarian supplies they can.
N. P. Allen. Pres.
H. W. Sandehs, Sec.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Single subscriber, one year,
Two subscribers, sent at the
"
"
"
Three
"
"
"
Six

winter

My

a quart of water

^§u '}m\ml

']{mtt\m\

Special Notices, and pages next to reading
matter, one-third more than the above rates.
Last page of cover, double rates.
No advertisement received Tor^less than $1.
Cash in advance for all transient advertisements. Bills of regular advertisers payable
quarterly. We adhere strictly to our printed

bee yard is situated on a steep hillside, facing the S. E. I have my hives arranged one row above the other; 1 make a
box, without top or bottom, with a door to
button on in front. 1 theu dig a hole large
enough for tlie box, 4x2 ft., with flag stuff,
23^x4 ft. laid on top and covered with earth.
I then make a track 8 ft. long by 15 in. wide
and 2 in. high of inch stulf. Then the stand
to set hive on, 2 ft. long by 14 in. wide, 3 in.
high, with small wheels with flange inside
to keep it on the track. I then sat tbe hives
on, and can have the bees underground shut
up, or out iu the sun, with ease at any time
in the summ.er. Place one hive on top of
the other, put straight in front, the door
buttoned on the front, and I caunot see why
it will not work well."
"1 mean to test some hives next winter.
One advantage is, any time in winter when
it is warm enough for bees to fly, by taking
away the door aiid straw, the sun will shine
in and the bees can fly out; and I think it
will be cool in summer. The cost per hive
is $2.
One of my neighbors has built a hive
large enough tor 10 swarms, with wire-cloth
between each hive, with 4 in. of chaff
around them. I will report how it works."
in.
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Address

all

communications^ and

THOMAS

tances to

184

G.

Clark

remit-

NEWMAN,
St..

Chicago,

111.

Write names and addresses plain—giving
County and State.
Additions can be made to clubs at any
time, at the

When

same club

rate.

address, mention the old address as well as the new one.

changing

post-otitice

Specimen copies, canvassing outfit.
Posters, and Illustrated Price List sent free
upon application.

We send the Journal until an order for
discontinuance is received at this office, and
arrearages are all paid.
We

will give Hill's work on "Chicken
(price 50 cents), to any one desiras a premium for two subscribers.

Cholera"
ing

it,

It^ When you have a leisure hour or
evening, why not drop in on a neighboring
family and see if you cannot get a subscriber for

The American Bee Journal?

Remittances to be sent at our risk must
be by Post-office Order, Kegistered Letter,
Draft or Express (charges prepaid). Make
Post-office Orders and Drafts payable to

Thomas

G.

Newman.

For the convenience of bee-keepers,
we have made arrangements to supply, at
the lowest market prices, Imported or tested Italian Queens, full colonies, Langstroth
or other hives. Extractors of all the makes,
and anything required about the apiary.

The only safe way to send money by
mail is to get the letter registered, or procure a money order or draft. We caunot be
responsible for money lost, unless these
precautions are taken. Then it is at our
risk, and if lost we will make it good to the
sender, but not otherwise.
'Attention is called to the advertiseof Kopp's Commercial Calculator. It is in all respects what is claimed
tor it, and is a very valuable work.

ment
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Rates of Postage.

Secure a Choice Queen.

We

now renew our

offer to

tested Italian queen as a

send a choice

premium

to

any

send us four subscribers to The
American Bee Journal with :S8.00. This
piemium, Riving a good queen for four subscribers, will pay any one for taking some
trouble to extend the circulation of the
Journal. Premium queens will in every
case be tested.

one

will

A Hint to Beginners.— Those who may
desire to read up in the literature of beekeeping, are advised to obtain the first Vol-

ume
is

of

The American Bee Journal.

wortli five times its price to

ing bee-keeper.

We are requested to give the legal rates of

It

any intend-

It contains

a full elucidation of scientific bee-keeping, including the
best statement extant of the celebrated
Dzierzon theory.
These articles run
through all the numbers, and are from the
pen of the Baron of Berlepsch. We have
but a few copies left; price. $1.25, in cloth
boards, postpaid.

E^" On April 30th M. Jewett wrote us,
but failed to give his address. Since that
we have received a letter with no signature
or address of any kind. We shall not be
able to attend to the business matters therein contained till we get these essential
items.

Errata.— In tlie April number, page 129,
please read intervene for interview; read,
a distance of 4 or .5 miles; for 40 stocks
hived, read 4(3; instead of adapted for, read
H. B. Kolfe.
adapted to.

postage to assist our correspondents in
avoiding mistakes in mailing manuscripts
and papers. Here they are:
All mailable matter called "domestic,"
i.e., matter sent from one point to another
within the United States, as distinguished
from '^foreign" mail matter, is divided into
three classes, known as first, second, and
third-class matter. These classes are subject to different rates of postage.
First-class mail matter consists of letters,
sealed packages, matter wholly or partly in
writing, except book manuscripts, local or
drop letters, and postal cards. The rate on
this class is three cents for each half ounce
or fraction thereof.

Second-class mail matter embraces all
newspapers, magazines and periodicals, exclusively in print, addressed to regular subscribers and mailed from the office of publication.
The rate for this class is two
cents per pound on periodicals issued weekly or oftener; on those issued less frequently, three cents a pound.
Third-class matter embraces all pamphoccassional
publications, transient
lets,
newspapers, magazines, handbills, books,
maps and many other articles not included
in the first or second-class.
These are
classified into two sorts and subject to

different

above,
etc.. ai"e

rates.

The

articles

specitied

pamphlets, transient newspapers,
subject to a postage of one cent for

each ounce or fraction thereof.
Matter of the third-class must be done up
in wrappers left open at a side or end, so
that the contents may be readily examined
without destroying the wrapper.
The rates of postage on letters and newspapers to Canada are the same as within
the United States. The postage on letters
to Great Britain, France, and Germany, is
now five cents for each half ounce or fracthereof.
Pre-payment is optional.
Newspapers go to these countries at the
two cents for each paper, no single
paper to weigh over four ounces.

tion

rate of

J^^ Subscribers will please notice the
date upen tlieir subscription labels and see
tliat they are '"up with the times."

DER BIENENVATER
Alls

WARTS REMOVED.
A positive

cure. Painless and stainless.
Order from Dr. Quincy A. Scott,
278 Penn. Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa., or through
any druggist. A liberal discount to dealers.

Price $1.

Circular free.

Organ des von

Zucht Boehinens. Krcheint monatlich
Einen Ijogen stark, und kostet jaeUrlich If.-

en.

Oder T.t cen ts. A dressp,
RUJ)OLPH MAYERH(*EFFER. Redakteur,
Prag (Oesterreicli), Neustadt Breite Gasse
No. 717.

5Udr.,

ITALIA IT BEE PAPES.

Honey Markets.

CHICAGO.— Choice

white comb honey,

Extracted, choice white, 8@9c.
CINCINNATI. Quotations by C. F.
Muth. Comb honey, in small boxes, 12}4@
20c. Extracted, 1 tt). jars, in shipping order,
per do7.., $o\ per gross, $30.00. 2 lb. jars.
per doz., Ssfi.OO; per gross, $60.00.
SAN FRANCISCO. Quotations by
White, in boxes and
Stearns & Smith.
frames, 10@1.5c. Strained honey in good demand at9@l0c.; comb, ll@12>^c.; beeswax,
Extra fine grades of honey are
2.5@2(")C.
firmer. Markets well supplied with low
grades.

15@18c.

—

—

Iloeliuien.
Mnjestaet Allerhoechst
Hebnn? der Bien-

Sr.

S.Tnktionirten VereiiiesZur

T

JApicoltore, Giornale deWAs^ociazone Cen-L^
trale crincoraggiamento ]?er rApicollura in
Italia, pubblicato per cure della Presidi-uza dell'
Associazioiie, fondalo neiranno 1868; esce in fascicoli mensili di 32 pagine, con illustrazioni e
copertini, 11 prezzo di abbonamento an nuo pel
Regno e Canton '1 icino e di L. 5 anticipate.—

Austria-Ungheria, Svizzera, Germania, Fiancia:
L 6.— Spagna, InghiUerra, Euscia, America L7.
— Un numero separato L, 1. Si spediscono gli
arretratl a qualunque momento delTanno.
Per le annate arretraie L. 4 ciascun volume,

quando vengano acquistati in numero di tre almeno.
Dirigpre Vimporto con vaglia postale al Cassiere
delV Associazione Centrale: Coute

ROMEO, MILANO

CARLO BOR-

Via Alessandro Manzoni. N.

!

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO BEE CULTURE.
Chicago, Illinois, July, 1877.

Vol. XIII.

gitxtor^s

^aHe.

Is IT Pure ?— About the first question
asked by every one, when you offer them
honey, is " Is it pure?" Why, of course it

" doctored honey " is out of the
marlcet now— there being no call for it, who
would be so foolish as to manufacture it ?
To a large extent, bee-keepers are to blame
for this.
few at a convention raised the
cry, and all followed suit crying, impure!
wlien the fact is that ninety-nine one-hun-

The

is.

A

—

dredths of all the honey on the market is
and has been pure.
This foolish cry militating against extracted and comb honey alike, has done much to

"bear" the market, as well as to prevent
using it that would otherwise
have done so.
Pure honey can now be bought at a less
price than the manufactured article can be
produced for, so that bug-bear is played
out
We sometimes fear that some have heai'd
the cry of impurity so long, that they think
something must be impure. Hence, when
showing a piece of pure, yellow beeswax
foundation a few days ago to a person, we
were saluted with— "Is is pure? I don't
think so; do you?"
If bee-keepers thus sound the key-note
and even connnence the song, is it any
wonder that a whole choir of voices should

many from

join in the refrain ?

White's Extbactor.— Since our last issue friend White has made a vast improvement in the frame of his extractor making
it of four posts and mortised frame.
The
top is covered by a substantial and convenient cap; one-half being hinged to lift up
with ease, and the whole can be unhooked
in a few minutes and the inside examined
or taken apart and cleaned with ease. With
this strainer arrangement, when one is
through extracting, the honey is also strained; and as it holds 75 lbs. of honey, more or
less, it can be used as a receptacle for it till
ready for bottling. This improved extract-

—

or

is

sold for $15.

No.

California Honey.— In

7.

a review of the

honey products of San Diego for 1876, the
Chicago Times says that the honey product
comes in third. It says:
The product last year was 1,277,155 fts.
The production and exportation of honey is

among

the chief features of business life
apiarist in this county has over

One

here.

two thousand hives, and for men to maintain from one thousand to fifteen hundred
hives is no uncommon thing. The immense
floral variety of

the country joined to its

phenomenally splendid

cliniate,

keeps the

trees in thriving condition, and enormous
crops of magnificent honey result. The
shipments from single districts in this
neighborhood amounted in some cases last
year to over 100 tons of honey.

Kegistering Slates.—By

special

re-

quest we have got some slates, 3x4 inches
with a hole in the centre, for hanging on
hives. They are very useful to note the
condition of colony, time of swarming, or
putting on of boxes, etc., or any item of interest, and can be hung on a tack on the
side of the hive. Concerning these slates,
friend J.

M. Brooks says:

"We

can do everything with the slates
that we can do with card registers, and they
are more durable.
We take particular
pains in rearing young queens to note
what particular queen-mother such a queen
With slates we can
cell was reared from.
keep up a pedigree of our queens. It is a
peculiar satisfaction to us when we find a
virgin queen hatched, and extra nice in
color,

shape and

size, to

know what mother

she was bred from. We do all our breeding
of (jueens, or rearing of them, from our
choicest stock, and always know from what
queen they were reared. We shall want
100 of the slates at once."
We can sell them for 3 cts. each, or by the
hundred for $2.50; they must be sent by express.

^W

The Our Home Journal, of New
Orleans, La., copies our article on Mr. McConnell's invention, but gives The Ameri-

can Bee Journal no
thus palms

it otf

Mr. Editor:

as

its

credit for

it,

and

own.

In the last number of the

Journal you noted a remedy for bee
stings. I know of a good one, too, which I
shall be obliged to you to print.
earth on the part affected, and
it.

J.

Put moist
it will cure
A. Jones.

—
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Eggs

laid in

Queen

Cells.

IXotes aiuX ^xxtvits.

The following letter is from T. F.
Bingham, Abronia, Mich.:
"Editor Journal— I send

this

day

3

queen

taken from the edges of combs in which
there were no other eggs within several cells.
They are at tlie bottom of these cells just as
queens lay eggs. The hive is two-story and
full of bees, and ready to swarm.
I intended
to send you such cells for several seasons, but
I always find them when too busy. Look at
the size— drone ceil size— and then think of
tlie Wagner tlieory.
If people only wrote as
facts wliat they knew for sure, liow it would
cut down 'bad premises.' I could now find a
tliousand sucli cells in my apiary, each witli
just such an egg and just such a size, and so
situated as to leave no doubt what they were
made for, and that the queens laid tlie eggs in
them in every case, as designed by the bees."
cells

COMB-FOUNDATION MACHINES.
"I have been thinking of gettuig a small
macliine for making comb foundation. I
see you advertise one for SoO to make narstrips for boxes, etc. I wish you would
give a cut of it in The Journal; cuts assist us in getting a correct idea of anything.
Do you think it will vv^ork well ?"

row

James Best.
we have no reason to doubt
but that Novice's $30 machine will work
like a charm. We know of several having
[Certainly;

them, and have heard of no one complain-

These queen cells, nicely packed in a
box, came duly to hand, and proved to
be just what friend Bingham describes.
The exact truth cannot be ascertained all at once. We are obliged to learn
by degrees " here a little and there a
little.'' Hence theories once pronounced sound by even wise men are proved
to be false, and must be discarded
however much we may respect the
authors of them.
We do not doubt that the eggs were
laid in these cells by the queen, their
appearance and situation leaving no

—

—

for such doubting though many
cling to the old idea that the
queen never lays an egg in a queencell; that such are invariably placed

room
still

there by the workers.
It would not be wisdom for us to
swallow everything advanced as truth
by our worthy and respected predecessor Mr. ^V^agner. In our explorations
of the mine of knowledge we often find
where " the fathers" were mistaken,
just as oiu- children who may delve
deeper into that mine, will find where
^ve erred and misapprehended.
The use of the word " apiarian " as a
noun illustrates the point. The pioneers of apiculture in this country not
only so used it, but defended its use
notsee A. B. J., vol. vii. page 111
withstanding tlie fact that all the most
learned lexicographers and philologists
of the age have decided that "apiarist"
is the proper orthography of the noun.
It is not our province to be groping
in the darkness of the past but in the
bright sunshine of the present to
search for truth as for hidden treasure
thanking our predecessors for all the
light they liave thrown upon our i)athway, and using that light to assist us
to vigorously persecute our investigations, knowing that the citidal of Heaven's great laws is to be entered only
by those who untiringly search for
these hidden treasures we should
press on towards that prize and be
satisfied with no one's " say so " ever
demanding the i)roof for all that is ad-

—

)

(

—

—

i

vanced for fact and truth.

—

—

NOVICE'S SIX-INCH MACHINE.
ing.

He

guarantees the machine to give

perfect satisfaction. As wax is a hard substance it requires considerable power to run

a large machine, but the small one will run
comparatively easy, and turn out good
work. There is quite a "knack" in doing it,
which will have to be acquired, as with
everything else.—Ed.]

MIGNONNETTE AS BEE FEED.
San Fernando, Cal.,
answer the following

May 29, 1877.— "Please
que'stions:

How nuich land will suffice for 50
hives?
3. How much seed would you ])ut on half
1.

an acre?
3.

What

4.

Does

price is it ?
require much water ?"

it

H. H. Howard.
Should prefer borage or tall Chinese
nuistard to mignonnette. I liave no data
from which to answer the first question;
but should suppose ten acres would keep
tlie .50 colonies pretty busy,
after bloom
commenced, which is after white clover
and alsike bloom.
[1.

:
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2.1 think 6
3.

lbs.

would sow an

to variety.

grows well through dry weather;
Does well on all kinds of
After it blooms— July 1st— bees work
till late in autumn.— A. J. Cook.]

It

better in wet.
soil.

on

it

VAN DEUSEN'S bee FEEDERS.
"Mr. Editor: I want to get a good bee

and think 1 should like the Van
Can you not describe it in the
Journal, as no doubt many others would
like to get such a description as well as
feeder,

Deusen.

John

me?"

Co., Wis., June 16, 1877.— "I
22 colonies of blacks and 5 Italians. They are doing finely; they are in
Hart hives. I wish to Italianize all of the
blacks. When would you recoinmend doing it? Would you recommend trying to
raise the queens or would it be best to buy
them? My idea was to let them go just as
they are until after the honey season, and
Would it be
then insei-t Italian queens.
best to put them in now ? It looks like a
big job tor me to raise and fertilize Italian
queens with so many black bees.
"I divided several colonies; after 8 or 10

Sheboygan

acre.

Cost of seed from $2 to $10, according

4.

R. Gossage.

[The present season has shown the neces-

now have

days they gave new swarms; some from
the old hive and some from the new. Did
they make queen cells after I divided them,
or were they already formed, and if so,
ought I to have destroyed them?

Jonathan Stoddard.

sity of feeding, in order to save colonies

would have perished without it. So
much cold and wet weather this spring prevented bees from gathering sufficient to live
that

on.

The
filling

following cuts

show the manner

and bees feeding from the under
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of

side.

This is a good time to Italianize. It
would be best to purchase some queens, as
new blood is a good thing for the apiary.
You must have overlooked the queen cells
when dividing. It saves time to give both
colonies a queen, if you have it, destroying
all the queen cells.
If you have no extra
queens, destroy all but one queen cell in
L

the queen] ess colony. You would find a
good manual of the apiary very convenient
to consult at all times.— Ed.]

Additions to our Museum.—And now
comes Novice with his two-story hive, arranged for comb honey in small sectional

Van Deusen thus describes his feedand their operation
A tin can of any desired capacity is made.
This is furnished with a perforated tin
cover, and a rim pi-ojecting about 3^ inch,
which forms a shallow chamber for the
bees to occupy while removing the feed.
An air tight connection is made between
the can and perforated cover by means of a
C. C.

ers

small strip of rubber, applied in a very
simple manner. The feed is poured into
the can, and the feeder quickly inverted
and set over an open hole in the top of the
hive, or directly on the frames. This brings
the perforated surface on the under side,
very close to the bees and in the best possible place for them to reach and remove
the feed without leaving the cluster.
It may be set on wire-cloth and the bees
will readily reach through and remove the
feed when so used.
It does not ventilate the hive, and can be
used at any season of the year. Any quantity of feed, from a spoonful to the full
capacity of the feeder, may be furnished to
the bees at a time.
It works equally well with thick honey or
very thin syrup.
Is easily opened and closed, requiring but
a moment to fill it— a great saving of time
over many of the ordinary modes of feed-

frames; chaff division board, feeder, transferring clasps, queen cage, cheese cloth,
iron block for frame making, etc., all of
which will be interesting to our visitors.
John R. Lee, of Oxford, O., has sent us
one of his hives. It has 10 deep frames
with the bottom bar in the shape of a V,
and 9 shallow frames on top for surplus,
with close top bars. Everything that drops
runs out on the inclined plane bottom.
Kratzer Bros. & Stauber, whose hive the
Concord— is advertised in the Journal,
have placed one in our otiice for criticism
and inspection. It is a two-story, doublewalled hive, with several new features, and
attracts attention among our visitors.

—

—

Friend Bingham has sent us his new $1.
smoker. It is just like the
$1.50 one, only smaller;
and is suitable for those
having but two or three
hives.

The accompanying

cut gives a good idea of all
He also
his smokers.

ing.
It is

makes a larger size, for
those having large apiaries.
It is sent for $2.00. The

and,

dollar

adapted to any style of hive in use,
if properly sealed, there is no chance
any waste of feed, as the atmospheric
pressure will prevent any escape of feed
except as taken by the bees.
for

one is put up for
mailing and sent post-paid

for $1.25.
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House Apiaries.

In response to a request,

we

give the fol-

lowing description of a modern house apiary building, in this issue of the Journal.
illustrations our thanks are due to
friend A. 1. Koot, who remarked that they

For the

the engraving of the house apiary and diaof the ground plan given hei'ewith, it
will be seen that only three hives are on a
side. The bees from the fentral one will of
course recognize their own entrance, and
those at each side, being the end of the row,

gram

will also find theirs without trouble. To
the entrance to each hive still more
conspicuous we take advantage of the bat-

make

sr/L^AM/^-^'/y

give a good idea of his own house apiary,
with the exception of some of the ornamentation. His description is as follows:
My house apiaries are constructed of a
square or oblong shape, but our objections
to such, would be the difliculty of getting
the bees out of the corners of the room (this
might be obviated by having a square house
with the doors at two opposite corners) and
the increased danger of having both bees
and queen get into the wrong hives. From

tens on the building, as will be seen from
the diagram. The building is made of pine
or other boards 1 foot in width, and these
boards which are put on up and down, constitute the entire frame of the building. Six
of til em put as close together as they will
come conveniently, form one of the eight
sides, and the cracks are covered with a
beveled batten, one edge of the corner
boards being beveled slightly, that the batten may close the corner crack also.
^
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represents one of the heavy outer
and B, the liglit door with glass sash;
these doors are the sanity on botli the east
and west sides of the building. G, is the
shelf that runs entirely around the room,
on which the hives are placed. It is al)out
S}4 ft. from the floor, and should be about
The hives are made by a
18 in. wide.
simple division board E, that holds a pair
of metal rabbets on its upper edge, one facing each way; the combs are hung on these,
and when all are in place, a sheet of glass,
F, bound with tin around its edges, closes
the hive by being hung in the rabbets the
same as are the frames. The top of the
hive is closed by the usual sheet of duck.
During winter and spring, the bees are protected by thick chatf cushions laid on tlie
duck sheets. It will be seen that these
sheets of glass face the spectator on all
sides of the room, and when during the
working season, we can see the bees tilling
A',

doors,
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entrances—3

in. auger holes— at the
made at the right and left of the
This plan seems to work well, for
we have lost fewer queens in the house
apiary than from any of our out-door hives.
The battens are also a shade darker in
color, than the rest of the house; thus making them ornamental as well as useful. A
light drab is a very pretty color for such a

the

sides, are

battens.

building.

Besides the hives we have just described
on the shelf, we have precisely the same
arrangement of them on the floor, or if preferred, raised on a little platform a couple
of inches above tiie floor. In extracting, we
can get along very well with the lower tier,
by removing the sheet of glass, and shaking
tlie bees on the floor close to their combs;
with the upper ones, we find it best to
stand on a chair or box, and shake them on
top the frames close to the wall. If they
scatter about, and threaten to run all over
the walls and ceiling, take the next on the
other side, until they get back, assisting
them meanwhile with a little smoke. For

comb

lioney,

we work

just as

we do with

the out-door hives.

Dr.
the

Johann Dziekzon. — His

Majesty,

German Emperor and King, has bestow-

ed upon Dr. Dzierzon the Order of the

Crown, 4th

class, in consideration of his
services in the elevation of bee-culture.

Convention of German and Austrian Bee-Cui.turists.— The 22nd Wandersnmmliing Deutcher und OesterrelchiscJier Bicnenwlrthe will be held in the
Austrian city of Linz, on the Danube, Sept.
17 to 20, 1877, Foreign as well as native
bee-culturists are cordially invited to be
present and to exhibit bee products or
apiarian implements. These conventions
are often attended by 1,000 to 1,200 mem-

DIAGKAM OF

bers.

INTEKIOK.

sections and building comb just back of
glass division boards, the effect is
more beautiful than can well be imagined.
The room should afford as few corners
where stray bees may get a lodging, as possible, and to this end, we close the triangular corners by bits of board I, I. They may
have a knob on top, and these boxes will
then serve for little cupboards in which to
keep various utensils. If the room is open
a great deal, the bees are inclined to waste
time in buzzing against the glass, therefore
it may be well to have a cloth curtain to

these

drop over them, except when

examine the progress

we wish

to

of the colony.

To prevent the house from becoming
damp, we need a ventitator H, in the centre
of the ceiling, about a foot square, and we
can also have a trap door In the centre of
the floor to admit cool air from the cellar,
during very hot weather. D, is the doorstep, and the entrances are shown through
the walls, just by the battens. It will be
observed that the middle hive on each side,
has its entrance through, or rather under
the batten; this is that the bees may have
an additional mark for their own hive, for

Jt^" A. C. Atwood, Vanneck, Ontario,
Canada, is an agent for The American
Bee Journal, and will receive subscriptions, etc., at our regular rates.

^^

Some one has written us a postal
card from Texas, complaining that the May
and June numbers have not been received,
but signed no name— leaving it impossible
for us to attend to the business, till the
name of the subscriber is sent.
Ht^" Demorest's Monthly Magazine of
Fashions is on our table, and is filled to
overflowing with choice matter valuable to
the ladies of every household. It is universally acknowledged to be the model parlor
magazine of America.
Its subscription
price is $3.1.5, but we club it with the A. B.
J. and supply both tor §4.50 a year.
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Honey-Dew.

W.

J.

GLEAMED BY
Columbia, Texn.
Andbews,
Explanatory.

When

became known that Moon's Bee-

it

Worlcl—?i, Southern journal devoted to beeculture— had ceased to have any further
-existence, several of the patrons and correspondents of that journal, whose names had

through its columns become as familiar as
household words, wrote us, making the
request that we commence the publication
of a journal which would be in the interest
of Southern bee-keepers.
From an extensive correspondence with

Mr. A. F. Moon, the owner and publisher of
the Bee World, we had grave doubts
whether the enterprise could be made to
pay. To satisfy our minds on that point,
before we would agree to commence the
publication of such a journal, we concluded
in the
to, and did insert an advertisement
several bee papers, calling on those disposed to encourage such an enterprise to forward us their names. A number have done
thanks,
so, to whom we return our sincere
yet the number is not sufficient, even to
justify the issuance of a specimen number.
Among those who did send us their names,
fully one-half reside in the Northern States,

we have

therefore decided to abandon the

and have made arrangements
with the publisher of the Amekicax Bee
JouKNAL for a "Southern Department" in
that journal. This department we will conduct to the best of our ability, and we hope
to have the assistance of many Southern
bee-keepers in our efforts. To those advanced in the art we would ask that you
write us your experience, for the columns

enterprise,

of The American Bee Journal, that
others may profit thereby; to those who are
we
new beginners or wanting any Ucjlit,queswould say write us, propend all the
informaour
as
far
so
and
tions you like,
tion extends we will cheerfully impart it to
you through these columns.
aid
It is a delightful pastime to us to thus
did not engage in bee-culture
others.
for any pecuniary gain that might be derived from it, but solely for the recreation it
ot
affords, and a love to study the habits
this most useful of the insect creation;

We

therefore we again say write us, don t be
fearful of boring us, for we assure you,
^v. J. A.
you.will not.

Since the ruling of the Postmaster Generthe queen breeders in this locality have
been sending queens by express, ^lo-day.
June 6tli, the express agent decided to send
no more queens unless the charges were
w- J- -^•
prepaid on them.
al,

Honey-dew, as it is called, has existed in
great abundance with us this spring, and
our little busy insects have taken it in preference to the poplar and white clover blossoms. Quite a number of our friends have
brought us in leaves containing it. It is
found chiefly on the leaves of oak -trees.
Many have asked us for an explanatiou concerning it. We invariably replied that it
was the product of the wood louse, which
was doubted, but by a close inspection,
myriads of these insects were found on the
under-side of the leaves. They are so small
that they are scarcely discoverable with the
naked eye. Some express grave doubts as
to its being the product ot this insect, called
aphides, and claim that they are present, in
search of the dew.
Since writing the above, one of our
friends who brought us in a specimen of
the honey-dew, informed us that he had
been making a close inspection of it, and
has become thoroughly convinced that it is
produced by the aphides; that he noticed
on the leaves of a linn tree standing near
an oak containing a large quantity of it;
that there was none on the leaves of the
linn only on that side next to the oak.
w. J. A.

sending bees by mail.
Natchitoches, La., May 30, 1877.— "I have
just received from Dr. Brown, Augusta,
Ga., by mail, a queen. Why does not your
P. M. mail them. I have just introduced
her, and think she is O. K. Hope you will
mail one shortly. She was only 5 or 6 days
on the way; think one from you would
come in less time. How long before I can
raise queens from this one to be pure ?"
J.

McCooK.

have had several queens from Dr.
Brown ourselves, and like his strain of bees
very well.
There are a number of postmasters who
receive queens in the mail. Ours did so
for two seasons, and frankly states, and so
wrote to the Postmaster General, that they
were entirely harmless in the mail. The
fact of some postmasters receiving and forwarding queens, and ours refusing to do so,
places us in an awkward position, and gives
others an advantage pver us. We however
succeeded in getting the route agent to receive one in the mail addressed to you, with
the positive assurance that he would not
receive any more.
You can commence rearing queens from
the one you received of Dr. Brown in ten
days after introducing her. The purity of
the queens you rear from her will depend
on her purity. If she proves to be purely

[We
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then the queens reared from lier
but may, and in all
probability will, mate with black drones,
the progeny will then be hybrids. After
you have hybridized all your stocks, remove your queens and raise others and you
will soon have all your colonies purely
Italianized.— AV. j. A.]

fertilized,
•will

COVERING FOR FRAMES.

—

deep above the frames when in place. Now
I wish you would tell me what is the most
economical and yet sufficient covering on
top of the frames? What do you cover up
your frames with?"
S. C. Dodge.

We

have tried the honey board, quilts,
domestic— in fact everytliing we
have heard of, except straw mats. This
year it occured to us to try enameled oil
duck. We did so on a few hives at first,
and were so pleased with it tliat we now
have it on all our hives. The bees do not
cut through it nor stick it so tight with propolis but that it is easily removed. There
is a great difficulty in removing propolis
from plain duck and other substances, but
with the enameled oil cloth we have no
difficulty in this respect whatever. A few
minutes exposure to the sun will remove it
entirely. This spring being our first trial
of it, we cannot say how it will answer for
[

c^y

also be pure;

Chattanooga, Tenn., June 7,1877. "Again
I ask your counsel. As you know my hives
are (for Gallup frames) 12x12x18 inside
measure; there is a strip nailed 1 inch all
round from top, and a cap fits over the top
and rests on said strip. The cap is 6 inches

sheet
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tin,

wintering, but fear
shall try

it

it

will be too close.

as an experiment on a

few

I

hives.

—w. J. A.]
Our Honey.
The main honey

crop of our Northern
and that most highly prized by
them, is gathered from white clover. We
have seen many beautiful specimens of this
friends,

honey. Friend Muth sent us, this spring,
one dozen l-lb jars of it. We had hoped to
secure quite a yield ot it in our own
apiaries this year, but were unable to do so.
Its bloom has existed and still exists in
great profusion with us, but with its early
blooming we also had the black locust,
which is very rich in its secretion of honey,
and our bees took it in preference, and no
sooner had the blooms of the locust fallen,
when our poplar (tulip) trees came in bloom

and again they took

it

in preference.

We

have extracted a considerable amount of
honey, but it is very dark, being from the
poplar and honey-dew. Our linn (basswood)
trees are just commencing (June 4th) to
bloom. This is our principal dependence
for honey. We are now engaging in extracting the honey from all our hives, in
order to keep the linn honey to itself.

w.

J.

A.

GLEANED BY FRANK BENTON.

Remedy for .Stings.- M. Griffon says,
after describing in L' Apiculteur a hive
designed by its inventor to enable one to
avoid stings, " This, even if true, amounts
to nothing with the practical apiarist, who,
besides not fearing the stings of liis bees,
has other means to guarantee safety. If,
notwithstanding his precautions, he is
stung, he has at hand the simplest and most
efficacious remedy; that is, simply moisten
many times with saliva the wound made by
the sting, which should be removed as soon
as possible. I have tried all the means recommended—alkalies and

all

other liquids,

juices of herbs, etc.— but none of them have
succeeded as well with me as the first one
mentioned, simple as it is."

Does Taking the Honey from the

Plant

Injuiie it ?— Some horticulturists
complain that tiowers visited by bees wither
more rapidly than those protected from
their contact. There is nothing strange
ahout this, for it is simply the result of the
fecundation of tlie stigma of the plant visited by the bee. But certain gardeners claim
that by removing the honey or juice of the
nectaries of flowers, bees hinder the complete development of the fertilizing organs
of plants. This is a great mistake; and M.
Adrien de Jussieu says, in his Cours Elementaire de Botaniqxie : " One can remove
the nectaries, or at least their contents,
without injury to the fertility of the flower,
and without retarding the maturity of the
fruit." The bee injures the fruit no more
than the flowers.— ^tig. Pillain, in L'Apiculteur.

Mr. E. Hilbert, and the Cypkian
Bee.— M. Emile Ililbert, of Maciejewo, is
one of the many learned and enthuiastic
apiarists to be found in Germany. He is a
patient observer, who permits no obstacle
to stop his progress. This is proved by his
study of foul brood, which has led him to
the discovery of a remedy for this terrible
affection.
He is particularly enthusiastic
as regards foreign bees— better races, and
believes in the improvement of our native
bees by crossing. To the exhibition of insects he sent tiie Cyprian bee, which had

not been introduced in France. His little
colony ot Cyprians, even more marked in
character than the Italians, is eagerly
sought after. The committee accorded M.
Hilbert an abeille d'honneur (a bee honor)
for his introduction of the Cyprian bee and
for his investigations
concerning foulbrood.— i?epo7-t coneenviny Apiculture at
the Exhibition of Insects in 1876.

Adulteration of Honey.— The following was read before the Societe d'Apiculteur de la Somme: The substances which
serve for the adulteration of honey are of
two kinds— those soluable in water, as for
example, the sugar of glucose; and those
which are insoluable, such as starch, raw

and parched

flours, etc.

Sugar of glucose cannot be recognized
positively except by a chemical analysis:
nevertheless, persons who are accustomed
to the use of honey recogniee it quite readily, because the sediuientary sugar hinders

—

——
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the forming of the elongated crystals which
the honej' assumes and gives it rather an
acid taste.
For the detection of substances insoluble
in cold water it is only necessary to disolve
30 grammes of honey in 100 grammes of cold
The honey disolves completely
water.
when it contains no foreign matter; if
otlierwise, the insoluble substances will fall
to the bottom after standing an half hour;
the liquid is then carefully decanted, and if
one wishes to know the nature of the matter added to the honey— whether Hour or
sand— the residue is placed in a porcelain
vessel, with twice its weight of water, and
then boiled. If the substance is flour there
will be a kind of starch formed in a few
moments; if sand is present it will reuiain
at the t)ottom of the vessel. M. Derviigny,

Artificiai, Combs.—At the convention
held in Breslau, last Sept., Dr. Dzierzon
said: "It is impracticable to use artificial
combs where only immovable combs are
used; in bar hives their use is not advisable; but iu frame hives they can be used
to great advantage. Whenever there is a
lack of good worker couib, and where the
same can only be obtained with difficulty,
or not at all, by box-hive bee-keepers, it is
the best plan to obtain and use artificial
combs, for the bees more easily and quickly complete such combs than they build
entirely new ones." Herr Guelder recommended very highly the use of comb foundations in bar hives. Herr Hilbert opposed the pruning of combs in the spring, and
claimed that bees secrete no wax if combs
are furnished them.

Pharmacist.

King George I, of Greece has recently
busied himself in the preparation of a book
on tlie Hymettus or Cecropian bees, which
will be published shortly. This royal apiculturist possesses a collection of ninety
kinds of honey which he has collected from
various countries.

What can be Done to Counteract
THE Production of Drones in a Colony ? —At the Breslau Wanderversamrnlung, last fall, the discussion of this question brought forth the following remarks
from Herr Hildebrand: "As soon as an
unusual production of drones occurs, one
should ascertain whether the cause is
queenlessness or a worthless condition of
the queen. In the latter case the queen is
to be removed and the drone brood replaced
by combs containing worker eggs. In order
to prevent any such case arising, an exact
record of the age of the queens should be
kept, for thus the apiarist is able to know
when queens are likely to become worthless
from age, and can replace them by young
ones."

The use of Robber Bees.— "Use!"
does the thoughtful reader exclain. And
yet it is true that robber bees are of some
use. They perform, as it were, the work of
local police; for where they penetrate the
colonies are not in order; there the weak,
starving, or queenless colonies, or defective
hives are to be found; or the bee-keeper is
himself careless in the handling of honey
or other sweets. The first thing should be
a thorough revision of the apiary; if the
opening of hives be avoided, Aveak or queenless colonies united, the entrances contracted, gaping crevices stopped up, and all
traces of honey carefully wiped away, the
robbing will soon cease. Schlesisehe Imker.

According

to

UApicidteur, the number

of entries already made for the International Exposition of 1878 are more than 30,000
from France alone, and hundreds of apiculturists will exhibit their products.

an old German name for the
which means, " she that kisseth

There

is

bee,
flowers."

Foul Brood Cured.— In 1876, 80 out of
120 colonies owned by Count Rudolph Kolowrat, of Hroby, Bohemia, were att'ected
with foul brood. By the use of salicylic
acid nearly all were saved.
Strong

stocks

consume

little

more in
amass

in winter than weak ones, but they
more in summer. M. Oelieu.

The

worst enemy of the bee

is

the ignor-

him learn and his complaints will cease.— Herr F. Bastian.
The German Prince, Frederick Karl,
ant bee-keeper;

let

possesses an apiary at the Castle of Glienike, near Potsdam.

The editors of Le Rucher (Bordeaux,
France), MM. Drory and Sourbe, have issued a work entitled, " Manuel d^Apicultcur Mobiliste" and a bee-keeper of
Loraine devotes six pages in
Apiculteur
to its criticism, and promises to continue as
soon as he receives additional pages of the
work. He notes 17 statements which he
considers grave errors. As an example,
here is error No. 10 MM. Drory and Sourbe
say: "The queen first leaves her hive from
2 to 4 days after hatching, if the weather is
pleasant, for her nuptial flight." The critic
says of this statement: "An apiculturist up
with the times in apiarian science would
not say, to-day, that a queen goes out for
fecundation on the second to the fourth day
after hatching. She does not desire impregnation until the seventh day of her life
—rarely before."

U

—

—

Increasing Colonies.
Herr Cantor
Bruno spoke as follows before the Ninth
Convention of the Hanoverian bee-keepers:
"It is not possible to give universal rules
for the increasing of colonies, applicable to
and harvests, yet the correctness of what is contained in the following

all localities

is admitted:
"1. In localities furnishing only a spring
harvest there should be little increase.
*"2. in localities with a longer, yet somewhat light harvest, the increase should be a

three sentences

little

above

1: 2.

"3. Where there is an early and late harvest the proportion for principal swarming
time may be 1: 23^.
" Beginners in bee-culture, striving to increase their stocks rapidly, easily fall into
the error of weakening them; on the contrary, an experienced bee-keeper retains his
colonies in strong condition, even though
the number be not so great. Besides these
points, attention should be given to the
character and development of the stock, to
the time of swarming, to the size of the
hives, whether furnished with combs or
not, etc. The increase of colonies should
be made with rational, i.e., judicious regard
and, in
to the surrounding conditions;
favorable years, n)ay exceed the proportions
just mentioned, while in poor seasons it
must I'emain behind them."
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ly, I wanted a recreation so absorbing as to
take the mind entirely from my customary
work, and occupy it "fully with something

new and different. And, thirdly,
wanted to get honey enough for the
babies, and if there should be a few pounds
entirely

For the American Bee Journal.

Which Frame

?

A

beginner in bee-l<eeping must depend
on tlie testimony of tliose wiio
have experience. If tliis testimony was
always harmonious tlie beginner's path
would be comparatively easy. He would
have only to learn this testimony and follow
But unfortunately for his ease and
it.
peace of mind the testimony of the most experienced and succcessful bee-keepers is
often conflicting on some important points.
for guidance

When

the doctors disagree in this perplexthe cautious and thoughtful beginner must weigh the testimony on all sides,
consider his own resources, determine as
nearly as possible what he wants to accomplish, then decide for himself what course
lie will take, knowing that whatever decision he may make will be pronounced unwise by some whose success entitles them
to speak.
The kind of hive with which one begins
The beginner
is an important matter.
wants a hive which is good tor brood-rearing, good for coQib honey, good for extracted hoiiey,good for the health and prosperity
of the bees the year round, and which can
be manipulated with the smallest possible
trouble and expense. If there is no liive
that combines all these excellencies, he
wants that hive that has most of them. Of
course, this being his aim, he asks at once
what hives are used or were used by the
men who have had marked success in beekeeping ? What hive did Grimm use ?
What liives are used by Dadant, Doolittle,

ing

way

Harbison, and Hetherington ?
In answering these questions, one point is
settled at once and witiiout difficulty. All
bee-keepers in our day who have had a
worthy success use a movable-frame hive.
Upon this point the testimony is, in effect,
unanimous. The few who advocate oldtime box-hives may be considered only the
exception that proves the rule. But having
decided upon a movable-frame hive the
beginner's next question, which frame shall
Here the great
I use? perplexes him.
doctors disagree. The Langstroth, Qiiinby,
Gallup, and Harbison frames are all used
with eminent success, and the beginner
must decide which is best for him.
In the perplexity of choosing he has at
As the eminent beeleast one comfort.
keepers use different frames it is clear that
a fair degree of success may be achieved
with any one of the frames, hence choosing
which he may, the beginner may feel that
his frame does not necessarily mean failure.
Rather, with good management, it means
'

success.
An enthusiastic friend having interested

I

to send to the grocer, I should not seriously
object.
Then I asked, "
do you want to do
it ?"
The answer came pretty sharply. I
want to do it myself. I want to do all the
work, except cut out the material for the
hives. I do not want to hire any help to
carry hives in and out of the cellar, or for

How

any other purpose.
Having only average phpsical strength, it
at once became clear that the hive 1 should
use must not be large, and must be made as
plain and light as possible. Which, now, is
the smallest hive that, in the hands of an
intelligent man, has given good results ?

The Gallup.
Having reached this point, I wrote to
Prof. Cook, asking him if any new light
had come to him, as to the best frame, since
he wrote his excellent " Manual for the
Apiary." He replied: "I prefer the hive I
describe in the " Manual " to any other. It
is a Gallup frame, the one used by Doolittle.
I prefer it for these reasons:
(1) It can be
used for nuclei, and save making small ones
on purpose for this. (2) It can be made
more compact, and so save heat in fall and
spring. (3) It is easy to handle. (4) It does
not trouble by comb falling out. I have
tried all sizes and find this best."
This letter led me to a further investigation as to the Gallu]) frame. I found that a
hive made to contain 12 Gallup frames
would contain nearly as many square inches
of comb as a 10-frame Langstrotli hive; that
they could be easily worked single or twostory, for comb or extracted honey; that
they were simple in structure, simple in
management, easily carried into the cellar,
and easily prepared for shipping to remote
points.
Then as to honey and bees, the dollars
and cents question, some who use the Gallup frame have been among the most striking instances of success in bee-keeping. It
seemed, then, that for my purpose as mentioned above— to keep a few stands of bees
for exercise and recreation, and honey for
my family, doing all the work myself— the
12-franie Gallup liive was the best.

The

12-franie

and procured.

Gallup hive was adopted

My first work in bee-keepmy five swarms into the

ing was to transfer

new

hives, work which was accomplished
successfully— getting a few stings by way
of discipline. And to-day in their plain little houses, new and neat, the bees are doing
O. Clute.
as well as can be expected.

Keokuk, Iowa, May

25, 1877.

Relative Merits of Italian and Black

me

determined to begin
soon as I began to inquire about frames I found myself compelled to choose one from the several used by
the most successful bee-keepers. I asked
myself, "What do you want to do?" It did
not take long to reply that I wanted, in the
first place, an avocation that would take me
into the fresh air and sunlight, and give me
the physical exercise that would keep me
in nerve for my regular vocation. (Secondin bee-keeping, I
with live stands. As

READ BEFORE THE

MICH. CONVENTION.

Fellow Bee-Keepcrs: —It was not without
some degree of hesitancy that I prepared
this paper, with the intention of reading it
before this convention. It is upon a subject that I consider of paramount importance to all honey producers; and I have
reason to believe that every enterprising

—
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bee-keeper will in some measure share with

me

in this opinion.
I hesitated, first, because I am a mere infant in this Society, not having been a
member until this year, and never before
this season having had an opportunity to

attend one of its meetings. In the second
place, I hesitated because I am aware the
conclusions at which I have arrived will
clash more or less with the opinions held
by some of my brother bee-keepers. And
thirdly, I hesitated somewhat to express
my full convictions on the relative merits
of Italian and black bees on grounds of self
interest.
I liave seen witli others that
there were dollars and cents connected
with raising and selling at fancy prices the
beautiful golden-banded queens, as also
with the sale of full stocks of the higlily

recommended.
But I have become

fully convinced that
the great superiority claimed for Italian
over black bees is pui'ely visionary and
fanciful. ISIy motto is, let the truth come
even if it does sear and burn some of the
pet theories and lessen the opportunities for

swindling the uninitiated and inexperienced ones.
In the Agricuitiu'al Keport for 187.5 one of
our agricultural editors is strongly reprimanded for making the statement that
Italians are no better than black bees, and
he (the editor) is represented as standing
alone on this question. If such was the
fact at that time I wish it to be understood
in the future that there is at least one more
side, and I am quite confident from
what I know of the feeling that exists
among bee-keepers that the time is not far
distant when pure black bees will be in
better demand than the beautiful yellow
bees are at present.

on that

In the above named agricultural report,
11 points of superiority are claimed for
Italians, as follows:
1-— They have longer
2 They are more
tongues or ligulas.
active. 3— They work earlier and later.
4— They are better to protect their hives
against robbers. 5 They are almost mothproof,
tj— The queens are more prolific.
7—Brood raising commences earlier. 8
The queens are more easily found. 9— The
bees adhere to the combs better. 10— They
are far less apt to rob other hives. 11
They are more amiable.

—

—

These I think are a fair sample of points
of superiority claimed by Italian queen
raisers in general. As the first three points
relate to honey gathering ability, I will
group them together and ask the following
question, viz: What advantage is there to
be gained by having bees with longer
tongues, greater activity and earlier and
later work, if, in fact, they do not gather
more honey in the same length of time?
answer to this question you will get

My

from my experience which I shall relate
further on.
On the 4th, .5th, and 10th points I will say
my experience proves to me that no prudent
bee-keeper will ever have trouble with robbers or moths. And again on the 6th point,
what does it amount to, even if the queen
is more prolific, if in practice the brood
chamber does not actually contain more
brood ? On the 7th point 1 would say that
my experience furnishes no evidence that
brood raising commences earlier witli Italians than with blacks that have had the
same care. The 8th and 9th points may be

considered as one, since the queen is more
easily found, because the bees adhere to the
combs better, and I think that this, together
with the claim that the Italians are more
amiable, is true; and it leaves the* matter
in this way: Italians are superior to black
bees only in two points the queens are
more easily found and the bees are more
amiable, and therefore more easily handled,
I wish now to state in what respects I
consider black bees superior to Italians. I
will generalize them under tour heads, as-

—

follows:
1. They are far better to store box honey,
far out-doing Italians in quality as well as
in storing it in much better shape.
2. They are hardier, will stand the winter
better, and are not so liable to be reduced

by spring dwindling.
3. They are better comb builders.
They
build straighter; make less drone comb,
and are not nearly so apt to connect the
frames by small pieces of comb and bits of

wax.
4. They are more easily controlled in the
practice of artificial swarming, which ta
every professional bee-keeper is all essen-

tial.

have arrived at these conclusions
I
through experience and very careful obser-,.
vations,and my experience is being confirmed by that of other careful observers. In
explanation of my second jioint I would say
that I am not so certain that black bees
winter better so far as the body of winter is
concerned, but I am positively sure they
came through the spring better; and every
practical bee-keeper will agree with me that
this is a very important period in wintering^
bees. Perhaps the dwindling of Italians in
spring may be due to flying out when the
weather is too cold, tliereby becoming
chilled and unable to return to the hives. 1
have had considerable experience with
Italian and black bees for tlie last 5 years,
but have only had an opportunity to give
them a fair test during the last two years,

which is as follows:
March 25, 1875. I purchased

six swarms of
They had been taken out of winter
quarters only a short time before, and seemed all to be in about the same condition. Of
these one colony was pure black bees, three
were hybrids, and two were pure Italians.
By the iast of April there was a marked difThe blacks
ference in their condition.
wei'e strong, the hybrids were next in
strength, while the Italians were reduced
to a mere handful in either colony.
May 1st, I sold a swarm to one of my
neighbors. I ottered him one of the Italians
for 1^10. After looking them over he wanted the price of my black swarm, and to save
it I put on a price of $25; and even at that
price he hesitated somewhat before makinga choice of the Italian.
In the spring of 1876 I sold my apiary in
Lenawee County, removed to Northville,
Wayne County, and formed a partnership
innnediately
with Mr. D. F. Griswold.
imrchased 60 colonies of bees, of which 33
were pure blacks, and 27 Italians. Again,
all seemed to be in about the same condition.
The Italians had fine pedigrees.
They could be traced back as daughters,
grahd-dautrhters, sisters, etc., to queens
from Dadant. Argo, Novice, etc. It was all
very nice to iiave bees with pedigrees; but
it wasn't quite so nice to find the Italians
rapidly decreasing from the last of March to

bees.

We
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the first of May. About the latter date we
transferred all our bees, the blacks from
the old box liives to hives witli niovableirames, the Italians from movable-frames to
frames of a different shape. A^aiii we
found a decided difference between the condition of blacks and Italians. The blacks
averaged mncli stronger and had a much
larger amount of brood than the Italians.
But I will pass these things by, as of minor
importance, and go on to tiie main point for
which all bees are supposed to kept, viz.:
the largest possible amount of pure lioney
in the most salable shape.

When summer came

and

tlie

trees

might not be so. While black bees are the
best to go into boxes, that is not a conclusive

our increase for

last

year

is

An

were

black

man who

My

to all who mean business, and wish to
produce the largest possible amount of salable honey, I would recommend black bees,
the queens to be bred from the most prolific
mothers, the breeder having always in mind
the great law of natural selection, and, following the example of our universal mother
—nature— permiting only " the survival of

wedding trip. As an experiment, I put this
hive in the cellar with a small number of
bees and they were very properly all dead
by spring. This really made the number of
colonies put into winter quarters at 99, and
these 99 came out alive. One of them died
after bringing out, so that I have lost only
one out or the 99, and have 98 to start the
season with. One of these I found with a
young queen unfertile, but I gave it brood
and it has now raised another young queen
about ready to lay. As it had plenty of
bees, I count upon it as a good colony.

the fittest."
Finally I do not present these views to
raise needless controversy, but rather that
the truth may be more fully brought out.
The facts that I have set forth have impressed themselves upon my mind, and 1
believe them to be worthy the attention of
all honey-producing bee-keepers.
And to
the end that we may get at the truth of this
matter I am anxious to co-operate with all
apiculturists who are laboring for the highest triumph of apicultural science.

1.5th, Ilichard, the hired man,
in the hives and taka few each evening and morning had
all in the cellar by Nov. 2lst, where

On Nov.

commenced carrying
ing

in

them

POKTEK.

the writer of the paper.
The president said while Mr. Porter's
premises were correct, his conclusions

Bees.

It is hardly safe to make a report for the
year before the middle of May when all
trouble from "springing" is over. I started
the spring of 18T(') with 34 colonies, took 1600
lbs. of honey, mostly extracted, and increased to 98— on hand the middle of May,
1877.
To enter more into detail, I took 1700
lbs. of honey but fed back 100 lbs. of comb
honey in frames this spring. I increased to
100, but one of the latest did not succeed in
raising a queen, or rather it was lost on its

But

L.

Mr. Dzier-

among

For the American Bee Journal.

think Italians
might be recommended.
To beginners,
who ai'e unaccustomed to handling bees; to
persons of nervous temperament, to tiiose
who are by nature timid; and to gentlemen
and ladies who keep bees for pleasure
rather than profit, I would recommend pure
Italians, the purer the better, for I find the
lighter the color the more docile the bee.

W.

stands highest

bees.—Ed.]

I

[Following this was a very lively discussion. No one present fully concuri-ed with

in

—

father, a close observer, a practical

whom

honey

the
great bee-masters of Europe, says, after 2.5
years' experience with Italian bees, that in
Germany their importation has greatly increased the returns from the culture of bees
and that he finds them more beautiful, more
gentle, more watchful, more prolific, and
possessed of greater diligence than the common bees. Again, at a recent bee-keepers'
convention held at Breslau one of those
great and enthusiastic meetings for which
the Germans are so celebrated—the conclusion was reached that in poor seasons the
Italian bees show themselves superior to all
other races. Besides the common and Italian bees, the German bee-culturists have
bred the Cyprians, the Dalmatians, the
Smyrnians, the Ilerzegovinins, the Egyptians, and tlie Carnolian, Krainer, and heath

and successful bee-keeper, with many experiments, and with a keen eye to the interests of his apiary, has had similar experience and has
arrived at the same
conclusions.
There are those to

exchange justly remarks:

zon, the

bees.

My

in their favor, for

the difficulty.

and most prolific blacks, and whenever I
had occasion to introduce queen cells I did
so from black stock.
The result is that
all

argument

boxes is not always as desirable as honey in
small frames. Again, the Italian bees may
dwindle more rapidly in the spring, owing
to their more active habits— qualities really
in their favor. But the apiarist should prevent early spring flights and thus remove

laden with bloom, the meadows carpeted
with rich white clover, and each tiower well
stored with nectar, then it was that I became completely disgusted with Italian
bees. Our blacks were getting on in the
most satisfactory manner, building and
storing a whole section in a single day,
while I found it impossible to induce Italians to enter the boxes at all. Uut instead
they were filling the brood chamber below,
and, wherever there was any possible space,
building small additions of comb; meanwhile they were trying to swarm with the
wildest confusion, and swarm they did with
but a small amount' of bees, and without a
single queen cell. Then it was I stocked
our nuclei with queen cells from our pure

nearly
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they remained till soft maples were in blossoni— April 10— and were all out by April
For
13, after nearly .5 months confinement.
ventilating the cellar, a chimney of brick
of
the
top
the
to
from
ground
stone
ran
and
the house, and a hole in the chimney near
the ceiling of the cellar received a stove-
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pipe which ran down to the ground. This
made plenty of draft, but in the extreme
cold weather of December it cooled off tlie

much. One day I came home and
found that my wife had put a parlor stove
down cellar, and through the rest of the
winter 1 built a small fire in it every few
days, keeping the thermometer most of the
time at about 38% ranging from 33" to 46\ I
suppose it would be better to keep steadily
at about 44°. Still I should be well satisfied
if I could winter always as well.
Not the
slightest suspicion of mould did I find on a
single comb, except in the hive which had
the few queenless bees. For the ventilation
of each hive I left a space open at the back
of each quilt or rather sheet, a space of )^
or }4 ill- The entrances to the hives were
cellar too

left entirely open.
I don't feel confident that I

know why

I

wintered so successfully, scarcely any bees
dying and no spring dwindling, but there
are a few points I think I should strive for:
First.— Avoid all late feeding, or better
still, avoid all fall feeding by letting them
keep plenty of sealed honey just where
they placed it. I feed not a drop of anything in the fall.
Second. Keep them well aired all winter
and at as even a temperature as possible,
not going out of the range of 3.5" to 4.5°.
Third.— Keep them in, till danger from
springing is past.
At present writing, the last of May, they
are doing nicely, and 1 have got 2,000 of
Novice's sections and 100 lbs of foundation,
and will try for a ton of comb honey in

—

these sections, besides working the larger
part for extracted honey.
May 23, 1877.
B. Lujtdereb.

For the American Bee Journal.

Jefferson Co., Ind., B. K. Association.

The bee-keepers

of Jefferson Co., Ind.,

Court House at Madison, on May
and organized a bee-keepers' associawith Abjah Wright as president; P.
R. Vernon, vice-president; H. C. White,
treasurer; and A. W. Smith, sec'y.
After

met

at the

19th,
tion,

few short but interesting addresses,
several important subjects were selected,
and given to as many members for discussion at the next meeting, to be held on June
30th. Much interest was manifested on the
part of those in attendance. The American Bee Journal is growing in favor
here. All wish it success.
Allen W. Smith. Sec.
a

For the American Bee Journal.

Cheap Queens.
That no one may be misled by our communication— "Dollar Queens"— in the June
number, we will give our plan of operation
In queen rearing.
Having selected the queen we wish to
breed from, as

all

queens are not equally

prolific and satisfactory, we
early in the season to encourage

commence
brood rear-

ing by feeding, and build up by giving
frames of brood from such colonies we wish
kept back and retarded in drone rearing.
use the Langstroth, two-story hive, 10

We

frames in lower and 11 in upper story. By
keeping a good supply of honey in the hive,

with a favorable spring, by the middle or
last of April they will begin preparations
for swarming by constructing numerous
queen cells, and the first, warm, sun-shiny
day the old queen will leave the hive with a

swarm.
Wishing

to have the cells well nursed and
cared for, we remove the queen and return
the swarm from whence they came. The
hive being now "chock full'* of bees, and
having the swarming fever, the first queen
hatched will invariably come out with a
swarm. In the brood chamber, the lower
story, to give more room, one of the frames
containing no queen cell we remove,leaving
only 9. We do this, because by leaving in
the whole 10 frame's, the sides and ends of
many of the cells are attached to combs on
adjoining frames, and in removing the
frame, the cells are destroyed. We have
frequently had frames to contain upwards
of 20 cells, but this is not common.
By actual inspection of the interior, or by
listening for the piping of the j'oung queens
before being permitted to emerge from their
cells, we break up the colony into nuclei.
Being so much trouble to feed, etc., we discarded several years since the nuclei hives
with small frames, and use the standard
Langstroth altogether in nuclei. It saves
labor and is economical in other respects.
We generally form from the broken-up
colony 10 nuclei, but if desirable, have bees
and cells frequently for twice that number.
We leave the old hive on its own stand, and
as it will catch nearly all the old bees, the

youngest and uncapped larv;^ are left in it,
with such cells as we have placed in cages,
etc.

That each nuclei may retain the bees
given it, they are removed to the cellar or a
dark room for 36 hours, when they are removed to the apiary setting in clusters of 4,
with their backs together, and fronting N.,
S., E., and W,, respectively;
some 3 ft. off,
others are similarlv placed, fronting N.E.,

S.E., N.W., and S.W.
try to avoid all natural swarming at
this time. as the young queens are about the
time of day natural swarms issue, out on
their bridal excursions and frequently join

We

the swarm.
By the above cause, if any better queens
are reared from cells constructed of choice
and not of necessity, we have them. If no
better, we have pursued the most economical plan all things considered, and our
object attained.
Pretty much the same course is piu'sued
in drone rearing. Build up strong colonies

and insert frames of drone comb between
the brood, and as soon as they are deposited
full of eggs, remove them to colonies that do
not produce as desirable drones, and give
other frames in their stead.
When the weather is warm and plenty of
flowers secreting nectar, even weak colonies
will rear drones.
When everything is favorable we sometimes remove the queen, and if on the 9tli
day we have a place for all the cells, we remove all, and like some poultry breeders
give franu's of eggs and very young larva?
and "put them to setting again." They
will then construct more cells, and oftener
than otherwise, double their first number.
Plenty of honey in the hive, plenty of old
and young bees, the gathering and storing
of honey in abundance, and Avarm weather,
are the requisites for successful queen rear-

:

;
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But to those who are unacquainted
with the business and think tliat from §100
to $1,000 can be secured with no trouble, to
such we will add a word from Burns' ad\ng.

dress to a young friend

"For care and trouble set your thought.
E'en when your end's attainetl
a' your views may come to nought,
When ev'ry nerve is strained."

And

W.

P.

Henderson.

Murfreesboro, Tenn., June

4, 1877.

For the American Bee Journal.

When you part
I will give you my plan.
a swarm, place the frames the proper distances apart and put the hive where you
desire it to stay; raise the back of the hive
about 4 inches higher than the front, and
they will follow the comb guide, building
straight.
W. T. Seaks.

Warren

Co.,

So you have

to deduct about one-fifth of the
of 200 nuclei indicated byMr. H.;
his production of (lueens being reduced to
160, instead of 200, on every
batch of
queens; or 3 times 40, 120 queens to be deducted from the whole number produced.
If we add the price of tliese 120 queens to
the amount of surplus expenses, we find
$366 to deduct, and the net profit instead of

number

amounting

No

to $531, is

Ky.

reduced to

.$216.

doubt, althougli curtailerl, this profit

would be handsome

Building Straight Comb.
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for 2 month's

work;

but there are several other items which are
not taken in account and which will greatly
lessen the net profit. For instance: can, in
Tennessee, this raising of qiieens succeed
in April ? I think not, for I liave several
letters

showing that honey was scarce in

Tennessee, during April and May,this year.
In the same number of the Journal, page
200, Mr. T. F. Bingham writes from Edgefield Junction, May 7th:
"Bees have hot
gathered enough to support their brood."
Now lack of honey in the fields means need
of feeding the nuclei, and of course robbing.

For the American Bee Journal.

Dollar Queens.

am

not the only bee-keeper who thinks
that the raising of dollar queens does not
pay. I have received letters from several
bee-keepers, who indorse my views. The
last of these letters came from a well
known queen breeder of Tennessee—just
the State of one of my opponenis, Mr. Henderson.
Out of the first twenty sellers of dollar
queens, how many continue the business
to-day? Only 2 or 3. Have the 17 or 18
others become sick of the business or found
that there was too little profit ?
The late Adam (irimm thought that
queen raising was unprofitable {Gleanings,
Dec, 1876, p. 303); yet he used to sell his
warranted queens at $3 each, and he was in
good condition to raise pure queens, l)aving
introduced 40 imported queens into his
I

apiary.

In answer to my article, Mr. Henderson
"We purchase 50 colonies of Mrs.

says:

Grimm, who advertises them at $!6..50 each."
Of course, for his figures, Mr. H. chooses
the smallest price advertised. But he forgets that the colonies of Mrs. G. are not sold
with safe arrival guaranteed, and that the
railroad smashers will kill at least 3 or 4 ot

these colonies.
Now the express companies do not trans])ort bees for notliing.
Tiie price of transportation from Jefferson
to Murfreesboro, Tenn., will be more than
$3 per colony; for they run through two
express lines. They cannot be safely sent

—

freiglit none would arrive alive.
It seems also that in Tennessee, farmers
are nnlike those in Illinois, for here

by

we

cannot buy box hives

with 2.5 or
SO lbs. of "honey and strong colony for $2
each. Such hives cannot be bought here
for less than Sfo or .156. If we figure these
in spring,

differences we find: 3 or 4 colonies killed
by the express company, .$10; transportation, $150; difference on the price of 12 box
hives. $36; interest on our outlay (forgotton
by Mr. H.), $50; total $246.
Now the hives of Mrs. G. contain only 8
frames instead of 10, as figured liy Mr. H.,
and I have experienced that you cannot find
6 Langstroth combs in the largest box hive.

In the middle States we cannot begin
sending queens before June 1st. It is not
safe to send queens early; they are killed
by frost, as Mr. Andrews experienced last
year.

Generally, nuclei cannot gather a living;
but Mr. H. forgets to put in account the expense of feeding them. Now we cannot
send our queens as soon as they are ready.
We have to wait for the demand, and our
nuclei are left with their queens till we find
purchasers. Then our queen business lasts
from June to Oct., till it is too late to rebuild our ruined colonies.
No dollar-queen breeders raise them " by
steam power," as Mr. H. proposes to do.
Instead of using 50 tip-top tested queens,
they use only 1 or 2 imported or selected
queens. But in the opinion of Mr. II., these
tip-top queens are as good, if not better,
than imported ones. I know of about half-

a-dozen bee-breeders who are of the same
opinion, while most bee-keepers prefer imported queens, and are willing to pay for
them.

Comparing

l>ees with sheep or chickens
We can choose the mahi for
these animals, but we cannot control the
mating of our queens. Hence the necessity
of recurring to new pure blood; and this
necessity is so much felt by bee-keepers
that 16 out of 20 of those who advertise
queens use imported ones or queens nearly
related to imported. Now what has shocked Mr. H.. and especially another opponent
who signs his article " lieader and Dealer," is ihy assertion that some of the dollar
queens are poor.
1 do not wish to be offensive to my
brother bee-breeders by the following ques-

will.not do.

all

A

tions:
1.

Let us suppose a young bee-keeper
where there are none

living in a township

but black bees, beginning to sell dollar
queens. How many of these queens will
be purely mated, if the dealer has only a

few colonies?
2. Let us suppose that instead of raising
his queens in whole colonies, for the first
part at least of their raising, he starts them

How

in nuclei hives.
many of his
will lie worth their small price ?

queens

Let us suppose a dishonest man in this
dollar queen Tbusiness. I know that there
3.

:
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are no such men anions bee-breeders, but
Our dishonest man
it is only a hypothesis.
will send, for i^i each, all his tested queens,
and the buyers will get only scrub or hybrid queens.
Don't you see that with this unwarranted
queen business yon oj^en the door to dishonesty? It would be a long time before
such frauds could be detected; nobody complaining, as the mieens are not warranted.

'•Reader and Dealer" aslcs if my $i7 imported queens are as good as when 1 used to
1 thinli that my $7 ones
sell them at ^lo ?
are better, for they arrived in better health.
When I was compelled to sell them so dear,
too dear for the buyer, too cheap for me, for
some of the queens" delivered at $15 cost me
?30, and hives $W each. These dear queens
were poorer than the $7 ones, for most of
them were sick on their arrival with tlieir
health more or less impaired.

Both of my opponents thinlc that I have
my article to help my business of
imported queens. They don't consider that
if my article has any influence, it will be in
favor of the dealer in warranted or tested
queens rather than imported. A bee-keeper who cannot pay as much as S3 for a tested queen, will not be likely to buy an imported one worth twice that price.
Both of my opponents seem to think that
$1 queens are as good, if not better, than
imported ones. As Adam Grimm made a
handsome profit with bees, I will quote him
once more. On May 35, 1875, he wrote me
that, with the old race of Italian bees his
honey crop was light; but that since he had
imported extensively he liad loads of honey
He
if any could be found in the fields."
ordered 2 imported queens to infuse some
new imported blood in his apiary. Such
testimony will counterbalance a great many
assertions of bee-keepers who have never
tested imi)orted queens in comparison with
the home-bred ones of 40 generations of inwritten

and-in breeding.
"When the time for rest arrives for me, I
shall recollect with pleasure that though
importing may be aljandoned as a losing
business, I have persevered in spite of the
losses, difficulties, and oppositions coming
from every side; and that I was at last rewarded by seeing the business becoming
profitable

and extending

itself

enough

to

be

practised by others, and that the number of
my sales steadily increased year by year.
Such results prove either that most of the
American bee-keepers are void of common
sense, since they buy queens at 5p7 each,
when unwarranted ones cost only .fl; or
that the imported queens have some qualities that the generality of home-bred ones
do not possess.
I beg the reader to forgive these praises
of imported queens. I should not liave thus
extolled their merits, liad not my opponents
changed the battle ground by attacking the
imported to defend their cheap queens.

Ch.
Hamilton,

111.,

June

Dadant.

10, 1877,

For the American Bee Journal.

A few more

Straws.

Mr. Bingham writes me that I was mistaken in regard to his writing me that there
was honey enough upon the market to last
another year. My father wrote just this,

home

to me, while Mr. B. stated that mucli
was being carried over, where he had
traveled, which would probably etfect tlie
early market. If we have a great deal of
work and numerous letters, we are 'apt to

write liastily and depend upon our memory
rather than looking over back correspondence to quote from, as we should do. My
father's letters arriving in the same mail
with Mr. B's, gave the impression as stated

my article in June number.
Mr. Editor, the " questicms and answers"

in

in tiie Journal are of much value to all of
us. To the old veterans as well as the new
fool may ask a question a wise
apiarists.

A

man cannot answer; two heads

are better

goes to prove it. Who will
than one,
answer the following questions from experience, no opinions wanted, I have some
of them on hand
1. Will bees cut through duck cloth?
2. Will they cut through stock A grainetc.,

bag

?

If not, why wouldn't a good way to
feed be to raise the board covers and pour
thin liquid sweets on top of the duck ?
4. Would the bees not take the thin warm
liquid through the meshes (it would most
drip through, if not quite) but not gnaw
3.

through

?

certain worker bees go
over the combs, or run about the entrance
of the hive shivering or shaking them5.

What makes

selves?

more questions, but will
next month.
Novice lets ns down easy on to a piece of
foundation. I knew something was going
to make bees and honey cheap.
I made (original) the first curved-pointed
honey knife in June, 1871. No doubt many
others did the same. The sunken places in
the combs suggested it to me, so I bent up
Ma's old, worn thin, case knife. I use this
case knife yet in preference to Peabody's
or Winder's old or new style, all of which
are in the rack side by side. Who can furnish a better one ?
I am not only right, but I'll bet a cent, I
am ®n the popular side of the smoker question, and that Novice is on the other (as
usual), and that the bee-keepers are going
to leave him out in the cold. He will crawl
in at such a small hole, and so quietly, byand-by, that we'll forget he ever put the
Qninbv smoker above Bingham's.
Mr. iB. showed me that many times an
extra smoker did the work of a man in the
apiary, so I bought four, two for each
apiary. I think more of them than of any
I

have got a

reserve

them

lot

till

other fixture I have, and I am confident
that time will bear me put consistant and
correct.

For once I will lav aside my usual moraliand bet ]Mr. Ch. Dadant that those dollar
queens and 75 cent bee hives are worth tjie
price, just about. Perhaps tliere are queensand hives worth more.
The bleached comb foundation that Nov-

ty,

ice sent me last year, that he knew nuist
bring an admission out of me, was then,
and is now, as near as I can determine imI never had any pure unpracticable.
bleached wax foundation, I am putting
some to the test in every way I can think
of now. We must be careful to separate
possibles from practicables. What can be
done is easy to demonstrate, but what can
be consistantly and profitably df)ne, is not
quite so easily understood. Tliis last is

—

—
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whiat I am experimenting upon. Doctors
disagree, and I feel that I must decide for
James Heddon.
myself.
ibowagiac, Mich., June 11, 1877.

For the American Bee Journal.

Hardin Haines Ventilated.
"1 commenced the season with 4 colonies,
increased to 18, and doubled back to 12,
Italianized 4, 6 are hybrids, 3 are black."
Oleanings for Feb., p. 47.
"I am going to raise queens the coming
season witii 10 or 15 of my line liome-bred
queens of Staples and Andrews, also from
Oatman."— Letter to Ch. Dadant, Dec. 2.5,
1876.

"1 have SO colonies, and nearly all pure
Italians."— Gico?ih((7s for Feb., p. 54.
"I am going into tiie bee business pretty
soon this season, with 65 colonies." Letter
to Ch. Dadant, Jan. IG, 1877.
" 1 had in the fall of 1875, 26 colonies; in
spring of 1876, 19; fall of 1876, 81; spring of
1877, 76; Italians, 55; liybrids, 20."— A. B. J.
for June, p. 196.
"My bees are not willing enough to work
in boxes to please nmJ'— Oleanings for
Feb., p. 47.
"Spring, 1876, 19 colonies; box honey,

^33

Cyprus Island. Mr. Staples refuses to send
the price (6 tested Italian queens) till Hardin Haines can prove that the queen was
imported, which he is unable to do.
Mr. W. J. Andrews, of Columbia, Tenn.,
president of the American Society of BeeKeepers, has offtTi'd $5(1 to Hardin Haines
for a queen imiudtcd direct from Cyprus,
on the condition that Hardin Haines would
prove positively that .the queen was a
genuine Cyprian queeii.
Hardin Haines
replied that he did not know that they were
so high-priced.

No doubt he would have sent the queen,
but the difficulty was to prove the importation.
I could cite more extracts of contradictory
letters and reports, but the foregoing will
suffice to show how reliable the young

maa

Ch. Dadant.

is.

Hamilton,

111.,

June

10, 1877.

—

For the American Bee Journal.

Scraps from

Illinois.

3 swarms to the colony)."— A. B.
June, p. 196.
"I have got word from Italy. I will get
my queens early in the season. I have only
2 imported stocks from Gentizen. That I
forgot to tell you about."— Letter to Ch,
Dadant, Feb. 15, 1877.
"I have sent a lot of money to Italy for
queens. I got word from Italy that 1 will
get mj' queens very early. Think we can
ship queens with safety the last of March,
April 15th, or sooner."— Letter to Ch. Dadant, Feb. 21, 1877.
"I am no more a swindler than you are.
I have a great many fine imported queens
that are nicer than yours." Letter to Ch.
Dadant, April 25, 1877.
"Ch. Dadant is not the man that I thought
him to be."—Letter to A. I. Boot, May 1,

I can almost safely be put down for
"blasted hopes." Last fall I had 22 stocks
all pure Italians, in splendid condition, strong in bees and honey. Aug. 31,
a big wind storm passed over our section of
country, blowing off hundreds of bushels of
apples. As a consequence the cider mills
were set going, and two of them were running constantly, within a fourth of a mile of
us, till long after cold weather began. The
bees went to the mills by the thousands,
there being little or no fall forage. This
spring we see the result, in an almost total
sweep of bees from our " cidered " district,
there being but a small per cent. left.
came out with the least loss of any one, and
lost 13 out of our 22, the remaining 9 being
weak, some of them being nothing but
nuclei.
great many others losing all
they had, a few saving 3 or 3. Outside of
the cider district, bees wintered well.
I am now at Benton's Bay, Mississippi
Biver, where 1 am handling bees for Mrs.
Levi Hoi lings worth, and have also brought
my own stocks down here. This is a good

1877.

section

Hardin Haines has advertised imported
queens direct from Cyprus Island anil from

swarm but

He boasts of having sent a lot of
to Italy in Dec; in Feb. he boasts
of having received word from Italy that his
queens will arrive soon. Let him show this
letter or one from Cyprus Island, witli

I received one of the Quinby bellows
smokers of Mr, King's make; it "is a much
better article than I got from L, C. Boot
last year. Why King's smoker is well and
strongly constructed, not quite so fine a
finish as the Boot-Quinby smoker, but I am
putting it to a very severe test, a daily use
on over 125 stands of bees, and I will warrant it to last with any of them. The

2,456 lbs.;

extracted, 40 lbs. (131 lbs. of box

honey and
J. for

—

Italy.

money

stamped envelope, and I will give him ten
colonies of bees for nothing.— Extract from
a letter from Ch. Dadant to A. I. Boot, May
8, 1877, sent by my request, by Mr. Boot to
Hardin Haines, who has not yet answered
it— June 10, 1877.
"I have heard enough of your nonsense,"
Martin Haines, father of Hardin Haines.
Extract from a lettei' to Ch. Dadant, May 5,

—

1877.

"If your son can show one letter either
from Cyprus Island, or from Italy, with
stamped envelope, I will give him ten
colonies with imported queens. So you see
that my nonsense' begins to have some
sense."— Extract from a registered letter
sent by Ch. Dadant to Martin Haines, May
11,1877. Not answered.
In May, Mr. Staples, of Columbia, Tenn.,
received a queen from Hardin Haines, pretended to have been imported direct from
'

of bees,

We

A

for

They
bees.
as yet, but

little

ly times within a

have begun

we expect

to
live-

few days,

is a good, strong article, while that
last year was a
flmsey article (it is much better this year),
and would not last a month.
All the fault 1 found with my King
smoker is, I had to i)ut in a new tin valve
but a few minutes work otherwise it is a

leather

on the Boot smoker of

—

No,

1

Will M, Kellogg,

article.

Oquawka,

111.

Quinby smoker made
by friend King, it is but just to remark that
he assures us that the one sent to this office
was selected from the "culled" and discarded ones of a large lot that he had made.
We are glad friend Kellogg has found the
[In reference to the
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one he received so much better. Friend L.
C. Root has sent us a sample of the leather
he is putting into the Quinby of this year.
It is very tough and thin, and looks almost
like kid. It is tanned in a peculiar manner,
making it durable, though very soft and
pliable.—Ed.]

Wintering Bees.

KEAD BEFOKE THE

ILL.

ASSOCIATION.

Four antecedent

requisites are necessary
to secure at all times successful wintering.
Yet they frequently winter quite well when
the requisites are not perfect in all respects.
They are as follows:
I. Good wholesome food.
II.
proper, uniform temperature.
III. Absorbents above the bees, or what
is often called upward ventilation.
IV. Youthful vigor, or vitality to carry
them through winter.
1.— The health of the bee, like all other
animals, largely depends on wholesome
food. During extreme drouths and the influence of a parched earth and burning atmosphere, the sachariue portion of tiie fluid
or sap of all vegetation partakes very
largely of the acid of the vegetable, the flow
is too tardy and the quantity too scant, so it

Where honey gathering is good the latter
part of Aug. and first part of Sept. this matter always regulates itself where the queen
IS not forestalled, and her brood nest filled
with honey— this, however, seldom bccurs
with good young queens. Where no honey
gathering occurs at the proper season, all
difliculties may be overcome by stimulating
with sugar syrup.
During 20 years of close observation these
things have passed under my own observation. To winter bees successfully, especially in shallow frames, is to be master of the
business; yet it is easily done when correct
philosophical principles are observed.
Last Nov. 1 put 230 standard swarms into

my

repository,

summer

and removed them

loss of 4 swarms. About 100 of them were
in 5-in. and the balance in 7 in. frames.

Camargo,

A. Salisbury.

111.

A

is adulterated before it reaches the floral
cup. Under these circumstances, bees will
forage largely on fruits, decayed apples,
peaches, grapes, and the pumace about
cider mills, etc. Such kind of food is no
detriment to the health of the bee while
upon the wing and in the heat of summer,
but it dies from it when long confined to the

hive.

Syrup made of good refined sugar

is

a fine

substitute for honey.

2.— Notwithstanding bees often winter in
a very irregular temperature, uniform success demands an even temperature, not too
hot or too cold, about 45^ In this latitude,
this can only be secured by a good warm
repository.
Wliere all tilings are equal,
bees will live in dark confinement 4 or 5
months, and come out as active as they

went

in.

3.— Absorbents above the bees, in the
shape of chaff or straw cushions, or the
second story of the hive filled with leaves (a
cloth first covering the frames) is almost indispensable for out-door wintering; but in
a warm repository, they are all superfluous.
All that is necessary is to raise or slip the
lid of the hive a little to one side and let the
moisture from the bees, which arises in the
form of vapor, escape, otherwise it will condence into drops of water and damage the

combs and endanger tlie lives of the bees.
4.— It was once stated by the late Samuel

Wagner

(if

my memory

serves

me

right)
healtliy

that bees grow no older when in
confinement. I am not inclined to be skeptical on this point; but it is apparent to all
that bees that have lived out two-thirds of
their time before they go into winter confinement will die in early spring before a
sufficient number of young bees to generate
heat and take charge of the hive are hatched. So bees, queen and all, become discouraged and decamp— a suicidal act, but with
them preferable to a lingering death in their
once happy home.

to their

stands the end of March, with the

For the American Bee Journal.

How
I

wish

to

to Prevent Increase.

communicate the

result of

my

experience on some questions that are of
interest to all who are engaged in the business, and which is very frequently the subject of inquiry from them— llow to prevent
the further increase of your colonies after
you have obtained as much as you deem
advisable to have ?

Exchange the position of your colonies
that give indications of swarming, with
such as are weak and need strengthening;
selecting such as have hives resembling
each other, as much as practicable, After
you have made all of the weak ones strong,
it some show the indications of swarming,

you may, if you desire, make an artificial
swarm out of two or more hives; or, if not,
you can exchange places with two that indicate swarming, giving both abundant
room for surplus honey, if they have it not
already. The exchange of workers will
demoralize them, and they will not get the

swarming propensity again

days, even

queens,

them

for a

week

or 10

they have queen cells capped
fear of your
for strange workers will not molest
their own hives, in the swarming
And in a few hours they will all
at work in the surplus boxes, if the
if

And you need have no

over.

in

season.

be busy
brood chambers are filled, which I presume
to be the case in the last instance I have
given; but in the first exchanges you make
with the weaker colonies, they will of
course fill the lower part of the hive first.
I have been succesful in the management
of my bees on the above plan. I have
avoided all trouble with the moth millers
by having my colonies strong. My increase
was 100 per cent., and I never had as much
surplus honey before.

ed well and came out ih

My

bees

all

winter-

fine condition this

spring.
I will mention what I have adopted as an
improvement on the frame of the Langstroth hive. The top bar 1 make the usual
thickness,
in. deep, and cut a tongue on
the under side, with a matching plane used
for matching siding. Before putting bees
in the hive, melt some beeswax, and while
hot, with a pencil brush give the tongue a
light coating of the wax. Set your hive,
when you have put the bees in, perfectly
level and you will have perfectly straight
combs every time, without any other guide

%
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the frames are filled you may
rear of the hive, but keep it

When

elevate the

otherwise level.
I have used eight of the above described
frames in a box hive 12x12 in. inside, 14 in.
deep, the frame let in a rabbet, cut in the in-

%

in. long, to receive
on 12 in. hives,
in.
in. end of the frame and leave
for ventilation and passage for the bees

side,

the

%

%

over the frames, covered by a plain board
top. with two cleats and screw in each of
the two sides to hold it on. When boxes
for surplus honey are needed this top is

taken

otf

and two boxes,

6k' in.

wide by

in. long on the outside, 63^ i.i. deep, are
put on, with cover to tit 8 in. deep, resting
on two cleats on two opposite sides, 1 in.
from top of hive, a cross stick to support
the comb. The two boxes will just closely
cover the top of the hive. This is a convenient and good hive for wintering bees,
and making box honey.
I have used this hive very successfully
with black bees for many years, and always

12K

have straight combs on these frames.
J. T. Hobbs.
Sandusky, O.
For the American Bee Journal.

Wanted.

A corner in

the

Journal

to

thank those

so kindly and frankly spoken of
the Bingham "cut-off" or direct-draft smok-

who have

From some cause those writing have
er.
compared it with the Quinby smoker. Such
comparison is entirely natural and in no
way detrimental to bee-keepers. Not every
bee-keeper, however, has a Quinby smoker,
no not one in ten of the bee-keepers ever
saw a Quinby smoker.
The real comparison then is not with a
Quinby, but with the " chip-pan or Buffalo

chips" accross which nine-tenths of all the
bee-keepers blow their fragrant breath
laden with fire and smoke in sweet endeavor to subdue the nervous hybrids. The
question then is, is the smoker invented
and made by Bingham so great an improvement on the above methods as to justify its

purchase

?

I could not do the work required in my
apiary except with the most convenient
tools, and I think 1 speak advisedly when I
state that anyone using a Bingham smoker,
even for a single hour, in his own apiary
would never again put his nose to a " chipT. F. Bingham.
pan or Buffalo chips."
Abronia, Mich., June 12, 1877.
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plants and trees of vjirious kinds, and having only .50 colonies and probably there
were not many bees besides his in that
while his friend, living a few
locality
miles distant, might have had a different
location for honey. I do not say it is as I
have stated, but we will suppose a case.
His 100 colonies of Italians placed in a locality not so favorable as others, would not
gather as much honey as would the blacks
a plentier field.
As Mr. M. speaks of his friend, I will say
something about my triends and neighbors
who keep bees. I will give names, and the
distance they live from me.
niile
Last summer, Mr. Martin, living
south, had 4 stands of bees, 2 in Laiigstroth
and 2 in square box-hives; increased by
natural swarming to 9 stands, and got about
2.5 lbs. of surplus honey.
Mr. Myers, 1 mile north, had 4 stands of
blacks, all in Laiigstroth hives; increased
by dividing and one natural swarm to 9, and
got about 30 lbs. of surplus.
Mr. Miner, i}-i miles north, had 5 stands
of blacks; increased by natural swarming
to 9, all in Langstroth hives, but failed to
get any surplus.
mile west, had 4 stands, all
Mr. Darrah,
in Langstroth hives; increased by naturai
swarming to 8, all blacks, and got about 30
I could mention many
lbs. of surplus.

—

m

k

%

others.

My

experience

is

somewhat

different to

that of Mr. Miller's. I started last spring
with 2 colonies of Italians and 4 blacks,
which were Italianized as soon as I could
raise my; queens. Then I raised queens,
and as fast as my colonies sufficiently increased in bees, 1 took 4 frames with the
queen and adhering bees from a strong
colony and in this way made my increase.
I introduced a fertile queen to the old hive.
This I would do on a warm day, when the
bees were working hard, so that I took
mostly young bees to increase with. I increased in this way from (5 colonies to 42,
with Italians, and got 125 lbs. of surplus
honey; which I think paid me, for I sold 20
stands last September, for $120, to one man.

My

honey was weighed. I state nothing
but tacts. I worked for increase and not
honey.
I started with 12 colonies this
A. Usbobn.
spring.
Appanoose Co., Iowa.
For the American Bee Journal.

Introducing Italian Queens.

My method for introducing Italian
For

tlie

American Bee Journal.

Black and Italian Bees.

My experience has

been somewhat

differ-

ent to that of Mr. P. Miller, as stated on

page 90. March number of The American
Bee Journal.
Mr. M. states that he has .50 colonies of
black or native bees, and that a friend of
his a few miles distant has lUO colonies of
Italians, and that his (Mr. M's) averaged 40
lbs. of surplus to the colony of blacks;
while that of his friend was only about 25
Bbs. to the colony of Italians.
Now let us look at both sides of this subject.
Is is not possible that Mr. M. could
nave lived in a section of country that was
adapted to the growth of honey-producing

queens

as follows: First find tlie black queen
and remove her, then lift a card of combhalf out of the hive and give it a few sharp
jerks down and up, which will cause most
of the bees to fall to the bottom of the hive.
Wing off all that may be left on, and stand
the card to one side. Lift up another card
and treat it in the same way, and so on till
you have all the combs out, and all the bees
take half a
in the bottom of the hive.
pint of thin honey or molasses, scented,
rather strong with peppermint or lemon,
is

Now

and with a spoon spriuKle it all over the
bees; stir them up with the spoon so that
Then open the end of
all will get a taste.
the cage containing the Italian queen, hold
it low down among the bees and let her run
out, and as she does so drop a little of the
same honey on her back and stir her up
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the bees. Put the combs carefully
in the same manner as you took them out,
and close up the hive. If clone in warm
weather not one queen in a hundred will be
killed by the bees; but if it is late in the

among

and the weather is cold, it is saft?r to
introduce in the old way, by caging the
queen among the combs for 24 hours.
A. C. Attwood,
Vanneck, Out.
fall

Wintering on Summer Stands.

HEAD BEFOKE THE

MICH. CONVENTION.

my

present manI will here briefly give
ner of wintering, with its results, and the
circumstances and causes that have led to
its

adoption.

I have never had either a cellar or outdoor building, in which to winter bees, that
I considered to be in every respect suitable
for that purpose, neither do I now think
that wintering them in any such repository,
no matter how suitable it may be, is equal,
all things considered, to wintering them on
their summer stands, by setting the hive in
a larger box and packing the space all

around and above them with dry wheat

chaif.

When what

now known
,

is

^,

,

as the bee-

disease, the bee malady, or spring dwindling, first made its appearance some 7 or 8
years since, devastating as it did in some
cases, large apiaries; others as well as myself were led to devise some more successful way of wintering than any we had pre-

viously adopted.

In the autumn of 1871, 1 had 50 colonies, 5
of them were in hives with the brood
department about 18 in. long, 16 in. high, 8
in. wide, with a space designed for boxes
on each side, the size of the breeding department, except that it was only 6 in.
wide. This space, and also about 4 in.
above the frames was packed snugly with
•dry chaff. None of them were lost during
the following winter and spring, although 3
of them were reduced to quite small
colonies; witli one of the 3 queenless. A
few of the remaining 45 colonies were left
on their summer stands, but a large proportion of them were wintered in my granary.
They were set on the floor, the cover taken
off, a cloth spread on the frames, and the
spaces between the hives filled with dry
sawdust, and also 2 or 3 in. of sawdust
spread over the whole mass of hives, leaving only a small hole directly over each
hive and kept open with a tube for ventilation. Most of them came through the winter in apparent good order, but dAvindled
away very fast after they were set out in
the spring; so that by June 1st they were
reduced from 50 to 14 or 15 colonies, with
perhaps bees enough in them all for 7 or 8
good strong stocks.
I commenced the following winter with
50 colonies, 15 of them inside box hives,
packed with chaff, the same as the 5 were
the previous year. The remaining 35 I attempted to winter in various other ways,
which I will not now enumerate. In May,
1873, they were again reduced from 50 to 15
colonies, with 11 of them in chaff-packed

them were strong colonies,
hives. Four
the others were more or less reduced from
strong stocks down to a mere handful. The
heavy loss sustained during tlie two succesof

sive Avinters above named, taken in connec-

tion with the fact that for several preceding

years 1 have obtained but little surplus
honey, was certainly rather discouraging,
even to an old bee-keeper. And I frankly
acknowledge that if 1 could at tha>t time
have sold everything I had belonging to the
apiary at a reasonable price, I should have
sold out with the intention of forever abandoning the business.
I have frequently been asked why I stopped writing for tiie press about this time, if
such an experience in wintering is not calculated to make one who has for years been
teaching others how to winter successfullj%
haul in his colors and lower his flag to at
least half-mast,

he must have more "cheek"

I can command. Instead of trying to
teach others, I was so ashamed, mortified,
and chagrined at my failures that I felt
more like crawling into a hole out of sight,
and then drawing the hole in after me.
However, the comparatively small loss of
bees in the chatt-packed hives gave me
some confidence to hope for better results in
future, and that together with the encour-

than

agement "worked

uj>"

by

ing to cheer friend Butler,

visiting and trywho at this tinie

was meeting with similar losses, induced
me to give them one more trial, and as the
sequel will show, with general success.
My 15 colonies, in the spring of 1873, were
again increased that year to .50, and I obtained from them 1,800 lbs. of extracted
honey besides what was used in the family.
The honey was sold for over $300; had an
increase (by using the old combs) of 2>^
stocks and a cash income of over $20 from
each colony wintered. This year (1872) I

bought dry-goods boxes
nearly

all

my

in

which

to winter

bees, at a cost of 50c. each.

Some of them would hold 1, 2, and 4 hives
each, and leave a space of 3 in. or more on
all sides between the hive and box, and also
over the top of the hive to fill with chaff.
There were no covers to these boxes; an
entrance or passage for the bees was made
in one side, at the bottom of the box, just
above the bottom board, to correspond with
passage was kept open
that in the hive.
between them by placing two strips of
board 3 in. long and 1 in. thick, in the bottom of the box, one of them on each side of
the entrance, and a piece of board 3 in,
wide was then laid across these two strips.
The hive was set in the box, the cover taken
off, a piece of cloth larger than the top of
the hive was spread on the frames, covering
the whole of the top of the hive, and all the

A

space around and over it was filled with dry
To keep it dry it was covered with
marsh-hay fastened on with twine. I lost
no bees prepared as above during the fol-

chaff'.

lowing winter.
I

was so well pleased with the chaff-pack-

ing as to make in the summer of 1874 some
30 or 40 boxes with tight-board covers expressly for that purpose, each one to con-,
tain but one hive. The winter of 1874-5

was perhaps the most severe on bees that
was ever experienced by the great mass of
bee-keepers in the Northern States. It was
one that was well calculated to thoroughly
test this chaff arrangement. If I remember
rightly, I had that winter about 60 hives
protected with chaff. 1 lost 4 of them; the
were buried under a snow drift, 8 ft.
deep, for more than 2 months. The snow
had melted around them; the boxes, chaff,
and hives were wet, and the combs wet

4 lost

and mouldy.
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The next winter (1875-6) out of 60 colonies
so prepared, I lost none. During the winter
just passed I had 70 colonies snugly packed
these boxes; all were alive and to all appearance in tirst-rate condition on Feb. 2U;
while out of 70 colonies ( 40 of them in
an apiary 3 miles from home) that i have
attempted to winter with only partial pro-

m

tection, I lost 9.
I will give a few reasons in addition to
the saving of stocks, why I think wintering
bees packed in chaff is preferable to hous-

ing them.
1st. In case of necessity, smaller swarms
can be safely wintered.
2il. The work can be done as soon as the
honey season is past, and with small stocks
as early as

Aug.

can be done at odd hours when it
Avill not interfere with other business.
4th. The packing prevents the escape of
any scent of honey from the packed hives
to attract bees from other coloiiies, hence if
all are so packed, robbing is effectually prevented in the bee yard.
.5th. Tlie bees have an opportunity to fly
at any time during the winter when the
weather will permit, an advantage which
we think no one will dispute.
6th. There is no carrying of lieavy hives
filled with honey to and from the bee3d. It

house.
7th. During the cold weather in April and
early May, these packed hives will be nmch
warmer than those outside. The bees will
spread over more surface of comb, a larger
amount of brood will be found there, and
the colony will increase in size, build up to
a full one much faster and sooner than it
«ould possibly be made to do (if kept at this
time on its summer stand without protection) by any known process whatever, except it be by the addition to it of bees and
brood taken from other hives. This positive assertion I broadly make without fear
of successful contradiction.
8th. After the bees are prepared for winter they need no more care till the following
May or June, leaving tlie apiarist at liberty
to attend to other business, or if he chooses,
to be gone from home for 7 months. This
of course is only when good stocks with
plenty of stores are selected for wintering.
The cost of these boxes is considered by
some who have not used them, an objection
box can be made of sound,
to their use.
dressed, pine lumber, with a good bottom

A

roof, large enough for one
hive, at a cost of less than $1; 1 think for
about 75 or 80c., while the increased profits
from the larger swarms when wintered in
these boxes will much more than pay their
Or dry-goods boxes
cost the first year.
large euongli for 4 hives each, with good
shingle roofs made for them, that will cost,
all ready for use, about 30c. a hive.

and tight board

J.

H. TOWNLEY.

For the American Bee Journal.

Notes from Louisiana.
I commenced to take honey on June 12th.
The weather changed on Aprtl 11th, and

was

cold and dry until

May 21;

hot weather

and we had no rain from April
June 9th. During that time bees
lost all they had gathered since April 1st.
Since June 10th bees have done finely on
.tallow tree, swamp gallwood, and swamp
then set
13th

till

in,
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jessamine. I shall expect plenty from corn
during the next 30 days.
Tell friend Mahin, of Indiana, that I believe I can tell as well whether corn fields
give honey here as he can. It hardly looks
well^'or him away up there to tell me what
my bees are doing at my home here.
You ask about McConnell of New Orleans. Well, that is not an easy question to
answer.
year and a half ago lie told a

A

friend and me that he knew more about
bees than any man in America. After looking around a short tim.e I soon discovered
that one of us knew very little about them.
I soon left. You have all of one side of his
great discovery. Now, I don't like to say
too much, but one or two things I must say.
As regards the time that the empty frame
was put in, I doubt not that the bees built
the frame full of comb in one night; that
the queen filled it with eggs the next day;
and that the bees began to hatch on the 22d
But then comes the point.
day.
The
combs which he claims built on said nights
he also claims were built from or out of the
material which he fed them. The combs
themselves (I took sample of one) are exactly of the same quality and condition as the
combs built by scales from the fattened
bee's breast, and if melted would produce
ordinary wax. Now if he can prove that
the bees made the wax from the food and
not from scales from the breast, then he has
something to boast of, but positive proof
only will convince any intelligent bee man.
I

know

that from

March

14 until Aijril 9,

the honey flow or yield was very good in
his section as well as mine. I have had
two full frames of comb built in one night
in this State, and it is not unusual to see a
frame of comb built and tilled with honey
or eggs in 36 hours, in a good colony. His
bees were tlieii in a condition to accomplish
just such a thing. Had it been done in a
time of scarcity then it would be worthy of
serious attention.

He was ottered 5
combs by.Perrine.

cts. per frame for 10,000
I ottered the s^nie for
5000 more. He now otters to guarantee that
he can build them for one cent per frame,
yet he has not accepted either of our offers.
I don't see any mystery about it;
knowing the conditions, the results are not
unusual. The comb built is of pure wax,
but I must have the proof that they build it
from anything but wax secretions.

Now

I have fed bees on a mixture wlien they
were not gathering a drop of honey, and had

comb built. I obtained a part of the
plan from Mitchell, as published in GleanInqs not long since, but his plan was successful only when fed just after a good
yield of honey. It has been tried by me
only once in this State, and it did finely. I
will give it a fair trial in Aug. and Sept.
While in Pennsylvania, I had 7 frames, 12x
12, filled in 13 days.
They did not begin to
build until the 4tli or 5th day. The food
cost 65 cts. had I continued longer the cost
per comb would have been less. Anything
that will fatten bees, will cause them to
build comb. Let Mr. McConnell prove that
it can be built for one cent per frame, and
his fortune is made.
Mr. Heddon need not fear of over-stocking the market with honey this year. California has failed; the South has failed, so
the Northwest has to supply all the demand
of the continent.
W. B. Kush.
New Orleans, La.
tine

;
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For the American Bee Journal.

A New

I

Being something new, perliaps it will be
interesting to some to give a description of
it in the Journal.
Quite a number of enquirers say, " Wliy
don't you describe it in the Journal ?"
Some of tlie best bee-keepers are testing it
this season, and you will hear from them in
due time. What 1 offer i)i my circular is
in good faith. 1 do not expect that any one
has tested it before this season but myself.

was patented on May Stli.
First, a casing which
DEsCRirTioN.
hangs on pivots, resting on a frame; in fact
the casing constitutes the queen yard, run
back so as to niake a platform for two hives
It

—

to rest upon. The hive containing the bees
about to swarm is placed on this platform
behind the pivots; the empty one before
(that is, where one hive sets behind the
other). 1 am manufacturing some where
the hives set side by side in this case; twothirds of the hives are behind the pivots.
inclined step comes up into the empty

An

hive through which the bees enter; a raised
strip is placed between the two hives, in
which is a door; a wire is fastened to this
door which runs down through the casing
and is fastened to the frame below. When
the hives are placed side by side, the raised
piece runs tiom front to rear, and visa
versa. I get up these two forms to accomodate the different kinds of hives. Under
the hive containing the bees is a hole lined
with tin. The best plan to make this opening is to put a mica door in it, so arranged
that bees can pass out but not return. But
if the tin will answer it is less expense and
trouble to make. In front of the queen
yard is an extension of some kind upon
which to place weights to balance the hives.
Where the hives are side by side, a spring is
necessary at the back, under the casing,
fastened to the frame.
Operation.— When the hives are put up
close against the raised strip (where the
entrances do not tit, corresponding ones
must be made in the hives) the bees work
through this strip (in which is the door as
before stated) into the empty hive, down
the inclined step and out of the queen yard.
The weights must be so arranged that the
back part is the heaviest by a tew pounds;
if this part becomes lighter, the casnig tips
up to the front, the door is closed and the
queen stays in the yard. When the bees
return they will enter the same entrance into the new hive, where they will cluster

and go to work.
But how, if the bees are not

„

out when
the casing tips, will they pass out through
the tin tube or mica door (as the case may
be) ? In case the hives are placed side by
side, the spring under the back part prevents the casing from tipping back when
the bees return; but in the other case it is
not necessary, because the empty hive is in
front of the pivots. It might be possible
that in some cases the bees in returning
would so crowd in the casing that some, and
possibly the queen, would get up through
the tin tube. If any such cases are reported I will dispense with the tube and use
only the mica door. The queen will get out
of the yard; I saw her crawl out. Put a
little sewing-machine oil on cotton and rub
the underside of the glass (perhaps tin
will do as well if oiled), and no aueeu will
,

all

,

ever get out,

wing

Hiving Apparatus.

,

if

properly clipped.

I clip

and about half off.
have shipped a few with two

one

only,

arranged that

when

steps, so

the casing tips, the step

to the hive where the bees swarmefl out of
is raised; but in this case the bees must
pass up another step, and in addition a

bearer must be used, so I prefer the one described above. Will some one that has received one of the latter please report ?
New Berlin, Pa.
R. B. Oldt.
P. S.— Since writing the above, I have
used tin with success. Let the strips be 2X
or 3 in. wide. What is over 2 in. bend at
right angles. Let this extend inward, if
oiled. No queen will ever be able to get
around this bended edge.
R. B. O.
*

I

For

ttie

9 *

<

American Bee

.Tournal,

Sending Bees by Mail.
1 am sorry that the subject of sending
queens by mail has been stirred up again.
Those wlio will examine the back numbers
of the Journal will tind that I have been
through the mill once. The whole ti-ouble
was brought about in the first place by some
unexperienced person putting new honey
comb in the cages instead of using a sponge
to hold the food during transit.
Of course
it would run out and daub the mail.
I don't
know whether the same official runs the
bee part of the mail now who did several
years ago, but this dignitary threatened if
he was troubled again with bee matters to
make an effort to have them excluded from
I don't think that the P.M.
General understood much about it, and
cared less. There certainly can be no objection to sending them in the mails as they
are now put up. They will not daub the
mails any more than so many newspapersIt is useless for any one man to undertake
to do anything about it unless he be a Congressman, and he cannot do much unless
he be in accord with the administration.
Apply to the men who represent our districts in Congi'ess. Make such a howl as
will make them glad to revoke the order.
Go to work with a will and tight and something can be accomplished.
We had a dog law here in our State that
did not amount to anything. I made an effort to have a more stringent one enacted;
and did not work in vain. We now have a
much more stingent one, but not just what

the mails.

we need.
By the way

friend

Newman,

lest

some of

your readers might consider me slightly insane on the dog question, I will explain
why I sent that short article on dogs, a few

months

since.

the 30th of May last, I
a little 12-year old daughter by liydrophobia. She was bitten by what is called a
white spitz dog, belonging to a neighbor, 3
months previous to her death. The dog
was not rabid at the time it inflicted the
wound. 1 killed it within 12 hours after it
bit my child. Now, as friend Newman
says, I am after the dogs, and intend to use
all honorable and legal means for their extermination.
Many thanks to friend R. Miller for his
recipe for the bite of a mad dog. 1 think I
have seen that befoi'e. I intend to send it
to the papers and have it circulated as
much as possible. Thirteen persons have

One year ago on

lost

—
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died of hydrophobia since May 9, 1876, in
this State alone. Two have died in a town
not over 12 miles from Wenham, since last
April; and there are upwards of 100 persons
in Mass. who have been bitten by rabid
dogs, and who are fearing death by the

H. Alley.

above disease.

For the American Bee Journal.

Introducing Queens.

Why is the

introduction of queens so suc-

cessful in spring and early summer, and so
difficult later in the season ?
I have spent
liours thinking over this, subject,

many

without finding a plausible answer.
At first I thought that bees, being more
cross late in the season than earlier; the
difficulty arose from their unamiable disposition. But now I have all pure bees; most
of them can be handled late in the season
without being the least aroused; yet I have
had queens killed in Oct. by the most peaceable of them; while the bees of colonies
more difficult to handle accepted the new

queen readily.
Then 1 supposed

that, some robbers having crept into the hive, the bees had mistaken my queen for a robber. No doubt the
robbing of a colony is often prejudicial to
the safe introduction of queens; but we
have had queens killed when not a robber
had entered the hive. So till lately I was
at a loss to find the true cause of this difficulty yet, step by step, I arrived at a conclusion which gives me hopes that I have
at last found the true cause of this case, and
the means of avoiding it. Indeed, these
means are not yet sanctioned by experience; but I will try, and 1 beg some of my
friends to try for themselves and report.
Late in Oct., my son and I were looking
for a queen. We had visited every comb
without finding her. Then, as we resolved
to replace hei', we began anew our search,
putting every comb, as soon as visited, in
an empty hive for this purpose. All the
combs had been searched in vain, when my
son saw in a coi-ner of the hive, on the bottom board, a small ball of bees; the queen
was in the inside of it, a prisoner.
Naturally, the question came to my mind,
"Why did the bees imprison their own
queen?" It was a cold day; we had very
few bees flying, and had not noticed a
single robber around us.
Certainly the
queen was not imprisoned before our opening her hive. As we had not been able to
find her on the combs, she must have dropped olf when we took them out.
bee on
the bottom, probably one ot the guards, was
astonished to find a queen so far from the
place where they are accustomed to dwell,
and, mistaking her for a strange queen,
climbed on her back; a few other workers
caught the same Idea, and soon formed the
ball, in which she was imprisoned.
Now, how many valuable queens have
been killed by such accident, who can say?
The lesson that we can draw from such accidents is that it is not always safe to visit
the bees late in the season.
But to my subject. In the Jan. number
of the Bee World, Mr. Mahin narrates that,
having to introduce several queens, he took
away those to be replaced and put every
queen to be introduced in place of the suppressed one, on the same spot of the comb.
Five queens were thus introduced, not one
;

A

was

killed.

One

of

them having been put
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on the other side of the comb, was imprisoned by the bees; another, who run
around the comb on which she had been
placed, was also imprisoned; but both were
released after some time and accepted.
Now if we bring together both these remarks—first, that a queen of a colony can
be mistaken for a stranger by her own bees
if she drops accidently from the brood; and
secondly, that a strange queen can be mistaken as their own by the bees, if she is put
where their queen was before suppression
we arrive at tlie conclusion that the bees
will be more ready to accept an alion
queen if, when she is put caged in the hive,
her cage is near or directly upon the brood.
In early summer the brood is very abundant in the hives; it is spread everywhere;
the bees are accustomed to see their queen
going in all parts of the hive, hunting for
empty cells.
Then the introducing of
queens is easy; but in Oct. there is little
brood in the hive, only a small part of a few
combs contain it. These combs have their
upper part filled with honey. The hive is
cold, but around the brood, where the queen
used to dwell and lay. If we put in a hive
in such circumstances a caged queen, and if
the cage is not placed directly upon the
brood, the bees are not well disposed to accept her on account of her distance from
the brood. She is held as a stranger by the
bees, who do not yet know that their queen
is missing, and queen cells are started by
the bees, who having hunted for her around
the brood were unable to find her.
If my theory is true, we can easily avoid
all losses of queens while introducing, by
the precaution of lowering the cages so that
they touch the brood.
In the Feb. number, Mr. Alley writes
about his method of introducing queens by
drumming out the bees. I have tried this
method several times on box hives of my
neighbors; but with only partial success.
queen is never safe by this method, when
honey is scarce; for you cannot prevent
strange bees from joining those drummed.
If Mr. Alley had to introduce imported
queens at the moment of their arrival, when
they have the smell of rotten or dysenteric
bees, he would not be so positive in his as-

A

Ch.

sertions.

Dadant.

For the American Bee Journal.

An

Explanation.

who refers to
in the June number as " a prominent
bee-raiser of Ohio," and quotes Novice as
stating that I never raised queens on Kelley's Island, please let me say that for two
summers I spent my entire time on that
Island, raising queens. This can be proved
by many witnesses. Friend Alley cannot
produce a single word from my pen advising him to get queens of me. He wrote me
for 3 untested queens, which I sent. In a
few days he sent me two queens in his own
cages, claiming that they were the ones I
sent. Why, then, were they not returned
in my cages ?
I will make this proposition:
I will send
a tested queen to the editor of The American Bee Journal, if he will do the same,
and he shall report in the Journal which
produces the best bees. It is my motto to
raise pure Italians, but if friend Alley has
better bees than mine, I want some of his
stock.
A. Benedict.
In answer to friend Alley,

me
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San Bernardino Co., Cal., June 7, 1877.—
"Through Feb. and March my bees did ex-

®nx%ciUx^03t.
Manitowoc

Co.,

June

Wis.,

1877.—

11,

Bees have not done much yet, as the
weather is cold. Manj' have died in this

*'

Fked Claussen.

vicinity."

Woodbury

Iowa, June

1877.—
"Bees are doing poorly, this spring; cold
and wet weather the cause."
B. P. Yeomans.
Co.,

I flatter

in

this

have a
stocks."

W. Gkeene.

J.

June

5, 1877.— "The honey
season has begun to open, and the prospect
never was better, if we may judge by the
abundance of white clover covering the

commons."

C. F.

H.

Garden Plain,

III.,

June

14,

Washburn.
1877.— "1 have

a swarm of bees on the scales that was 1.5
heavier this morning at 6 o'clock than
at the same time yesterday. I was not at
home in the evening to test it before there
was any evaporation."
R. R. Murphy.
tts.

Waterloo, La., June 9, 1877.— " Bees are
gathering honey slowly, here. It is very
dry. The last rain we had was on April 28.
My hives are full of honey, but I cannot extract yet for fear of robbers. Bees are not
gathering fast enough." L. Lindsly, Jr.

Mower Co., Minn., May 28, 1877.— "I put 5
colonies into winter quarters on Nov. 7th;
lost 4, owing to 40 days of continual freezing; the bees could not get at their honey;
they starved witii plenty of honey in the
hives. Gave the remaining swarm a good
fly in Feb.; another in March; it is doing
well now. I bouglit 3 more of I. Ingmundson, and one from Ch. Dadant. All are
doing finely.
The bees I bought of Mr.
Dadant proved to be not perfectly pure.
They were well-marked, but not as fine as
my others. I notified him, and witiiin ten
days he sent me a beautiful queen, by express, to replace the other; tested and warranted pure, without further charge. This
is honorable and upright dealing, which
should be encouraged. He will hear from
again, should I have the misfortune to
loose any of my bees." C. F. Greening.

me

San Bernardino

Co., Cal.,

"The Bingham smoker
much pleased with it; it

is
is

June

8,

1877.—

received. I am
one of the best

things iu the way of a smoker I ever saw.
I cheerfully recommend it to all apiarists.
Would like it better if the tube was a little

Wm. G.Bailey.

larger."

[Friend Bingham

tube—price

.^2.00.

desired.— Ed.]

We

now makes

Winnebago

Co.,

111.,

bees have done well.

May 30, 1877.— "My
Last summer I got

my

125 lbs. of box honey from several of
hives, besides what I extracted from each
of them. I put 60 colonies into my bee-

house in the fall; I lost none, nor have I
lost one in 6 years. They had plenty of
brood and drones when I took them out on
April 1st. I have kept bees for over 30
years but do not think I would consent to
keep them without The American Bee
Journal. I wish it abundant success."
John H. Hodgkins.

Muth.

Wabash Co.. Ind., June 6, 1877.— "My
bees are doing finely. Just had a nice rain,
which will cause the honey to flow in abundance, from the white clover that now
covers the ground everywhere."
J.

being built up to 3 stories in Langstroth 12
frames.
are looking for a good yield of
honey."
G. B. Wallace.

14,

Chillicothe, Mo., June 1.5, 1877.—"
myself I have the nicest apiary
country. I really don't think I
crooked or irregular comb in 40 full

Cincinnati, O.,

comb fast; April
and May was wet and cold, giving us three
old-fashioned Eastern thunder storms, accompanied by hail and rain. Our bees are
now very strong in numbers, many of them
ceedingly well, building

a

We can send you

larger
one, if

Onondaga Co., N. Y., June 11, 1877.— " I
have kept bees more or less for about 30
years, usually with good success, wintering

my

in
cellar.
To save labor, last fall, 1
tried wintering out-doors. I packed most
of them in straw, underneath and all

around, except front, and the caps I filled
with straw. The snow came on deep, and
the hives drifted under to the depth of 4 ft;
there being no frost in the ground, they
became very damp, but wintered through
witii the exception of 3 or 4, which had lost
their queens. About March 25, 1 set them
out heavy in honey and strong in bees.
They began to dwindle; what did not die
in their hives would swarm out and unite
with other swarms, leaving plenty of honey,
clean combs, and some of them a good
queen. After they commenced, the swarming seemed to be contagious, 3 swarms coming out in about 15 minutes— not a very
good way of uniting swarms. And now the
result is out of 61 or 62 swarms I have but
21 which are doing well, although some of
them are quite late in getting to work. Although this would properly come under the
head of "blasted hopes," I do not propose
to quit the business. Fifty per cent, of the
bees in this locality are dead."

Edwin

S.

Edwards.

St. George, Kan., June 10, 1877.— "It has
been wet here for a month. The Kansas
river is now full to the banks, and 43^ in.
of rain fell last night and it is still raining.
The valley will soon be overflown for tne
first time since 1844, when steamboats could
have run where Man batten. North Topeka,
and many small cities now stand. The
prospect is terrible, but we hope for the
best. My farm was visited by a terrible
hail storm on the 2d, which destroyed about
$1,000 worth of fruit, buckwheat, and other
produce, so my bees have to live on sugar
for the present. My river-bottom fann I
fear will be submerged with .500 bu. of corn
in the crib, and this is the fate of hundreds
and perhaps thousands of farmers. My
home farm is on the 2d bottom, 50 ft. or
more, above the river bottom. I hasten this
letter as communication will be suspended
for a while, by the floods."

Jacob Emmons.
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Grant Co., Wis., June

Bingham smolver you

sent

19,

me

1877.— "The
is

received,

very mucli pleased vi^ith it. My
and
everything
bees are doing splendidly;
promises a good honey crop. The basscovered
with
are
completely
trees
wood
blossom, and the bees are reaping a rich
J. M. Gillis.
harvest from them."
I

am
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them. I am an enthusiastic in bee-keeping.
I think it the greatest treat to get to work
with them. I think everyone should keep
a few bees; there are plenty of sweets for
all if they would but nave the bees gather
them at the right time. If any one expects
to make it a business they must study the
science, in order to

make

it

a success."
J. F.

Hadley, 111., June 19, 1877.— "We are having plenty of rain too much for my pets. I
sold down to 125 swarms; they are in fine

—

condition. Some of them are working in
boxes. I would say to friend Alley that
ray bees do not raise drones in winter. The
queens he sent me raised drones last fall,
I consider he imposed upon me by
sending such inferior queens. I do not
think they had ever mated. All I ask is
fair treatihent. 1 will send the queen, as 1
said before, if he writes to me. Our fields
are white with clover, all we want is sun

and

shine."

Fkank Searles.

San Diego Co., Cal., June 1, 1877.—" Our
honey crop will be nearly a failure this
year, on account of a lack of rain till too
late for honey-producing flowers. I do not
think that there will be a car-load shipped
East this season from San Diego. I planted
mignonnette last spring but the drouth has
rendered it nearly useless. It is a good
Elant for bees, in usual seasons. White and
hie sages are now coming into bloom. I
am trying another plant, for a dry season,
and so far it has done well. All we need
here in San Diego to make plenty of honey
is to have wet winters and summer dews. "I
send you a few seeds of the Australian
flowering peas, which bring the humming
birds to your door if planted there."

Samuel, Marshall.
fOur daughter has planted them under the
dining-room windows, and we shall soon
see their beauty and smell their fragrance.
Accept our thanks.- Ed.]

Cedar Co., Mo., June 6, 1877.— "Friend
Newman: I received a nice yellow queen
from you as a premium for a list of subscribers. 1 am well pleased with her. I
would say to others that if they will try to
get up a club, I am sure they vvill get what
you promise them, and thereby extend the
circulation of the Journal, and benefit
themselves and their fellowmen. My bees
are doing tolerably well. I went into winter quarters last fall with 86 colonies, and
came out this spring with 87. Strange but
true
I took particular care last fall that
every one of my colonies were in good condition with plenty of honey and pollen; and
I left them on their sunnner stands without
protection.
On Jan. 31st, a colony had
starved out in the woods (or come from
some of the neighbors) and came near my
apiary. I took out some combs of honey
and put them up in the bush where they
were settling and they soon clustered on
them; 1 brought them home and gave
them plenty of honey, their queen was with
them. They are now breeding and getting
strong. My bees are all getting along very
well, they are getting strong but not gathering much honey yet. They have gathered
a little and made some new comb, and I
have had some new swarms. I use the
Langstroth hive, 20 frames. I made 25
hives with 24' frames, last winter, to try
!

Montgomery

Lynn.

1877.— "We
season for about four

Co., Ind.,

June

31,

have had a good honey
weeks. The poplar has been very good, furnishing honey in great abundance. Linn, or
basswood, will soon be in bloom, and if the
weather continues line we will have a good
flow of honey for some time to come. White
clover is abundant. I have made several efforts to find honey in the clover bloom, but
have not succeeded in flnding any yet; it

may be that I dou't get hold of the right blossoms, or my investigations are insufficient. I
wrote you last spring that the winter had
nearly destroyed my apiary, which was the
case, but you had better believe I am recruiting the thinned ranks with a 'whoop.' I have
got nearly all the combs filled."
Isaac Sharp.
Iron Co., Mo., May 6,1877.— "Mr. Editor:
To-day I went into the garden with a friend
who wished to see a hive, to which I had
lately transferred a black colony, and was
surprised to find the aligliting board covered with the wings and abdomen of bees. It
was so rainy and cool that tiie bees would
only show themselves at the entrance, but
there were parts of a hundred bodies strewn
over the front of the hive. The abundant
dropping indicated that a bird had perched
on the stand in front of the hive. I knew
the cause of the trouble. I brushed off the
boards, but soon afterwards found that
more had been killed; so I laid for the depradator with a double-barreled shot-gun.
I had not long to wait, but was surprised to
find, instead of a bee-martin, a bird that I
have seen nowhere described as guilty of

such tricks, and so watched his maneuvres.
Sitting on the stand in front of the hive it
would stick its bill into the entrance and
snap every worker that showed itself, and
then hopped a few feet off to eat it, and
return at once for another. I found the
head and body of a bee in its mouth; crop
it had none, but its gizzard contained nothing but the renuiins of black bees. The
children wanted the wings and tail, but as
I am not sure of the species I enclose them.
I thought it the female of the red cedar
bird.
Six years ago they were very numerous here, but for some reason tliey have
been very scarce for 3 or 4 years, and I have
almost forgotton the exactcolor and size of
tile female.
This bird seemed too small
and too briglit a yellow underneath; the
beak was heavy and strong, measuring
in. by %_ in. broad and deep at tlie base, and
resembling in color the plumage. Pass it
around for an impudent thief.
If the
natural law of compensation holds good in
this case, however, this bird must do a deal
of good somewhere and somehow."

%

Wm. Cam.
a hard matter to decide the species
from the wings and tail sent. We scarcely
think it can be the red cedar bird, or American wax-wing, as it is often called. Such
tricks are not, we think, generally charged
to its account.— Ed.]
Lit

is

—
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Bloomfield, Iowa, June 22, 1877.—" Wlien
the best time to plant basswood seed?"

D. M. D.
[

Early in the spring.—Ed.]

Franklin Co., Kansas, June 19, 1877.—" I
bought a swarm of Italian bees in June,
1876. They swarmed twice after I got them.
I have had 3 swarms this spring— making 6
in all."

J.

Antrim, Minn., June

Wemmer.

1877.— " This is
the land of the 'festive hopper.' I am happy to say, however, that they seem to be
rapidly on the decrease.
This is a fine
agricultural region, but I think rather unfavorable for bees— too windy on the prairies.
I have no bees here, but could not do
without the Joubnal, and think you are
keeping it well up with the times."
L. M. LlNDLEY.

"I see in the last
rine advertises

18,

Journal

that Mr. Per-

comb foundation

fi).
Does he sell
pound ? Please
nal."

it

at 5Uc. per
at that price for a single
us in the next Jour-

tell

Jacob Greene.

[No; he sells no smaller package than 100
tt)S. at that price, and that only of 12x18
size;
he does not cut it to suit frames at
that price. Ed.]

Brown

Co.,

Wis. June

25,

1877.—" Our

lit-

industrious workers have had rather a
§oor season thus far, in this portion of the
tate.
The winter was severe on them, but
not so hard as the spring. The extremes of
cold and heat caused a falling off of about
an average of one-third of the colonies; and
then it has been very dry the most of spring
and summer up to June 6th. So the bees
tle

have had all they could do to gather enough
to live on thus tar, and very many colonies
that were not fed starved to death. I fed
my bees freely and they were doing well in
brood until June 3nd, when they got a
severe check by the destruction of my farm
buildings by fire, consisting of 4 large, wellfurnished farm barns, sheds, grain house,
hog pen, dwelling house, out-buildings,
household effects, farm machinery, wagons,
carriages, harness, etc., and the most of my
apiary equipments; and it came near destroying

my

My

all
bees.
loss is estimated
from $7,000 to $8,000. Have commenced
extractinj:.
clover
is now in bloom
White
and bids fair to afford good pasturage."

at

Chas. R. Clough.
Sumter Co., Ala., June 14, 1877.—" I will
ask a few questions concerning my bees,
which I shall be glad to see answered in the
next number of the Journal.
" One of my hives (No. 6) wintered in a
fine condition, and this spring sent out two
fine swarms which have been doing well.
The parent hive seemed to be doing well,
except that it would not go to work in the
honey boxes; and I thought perhaps there
was something wrong, and opened the hive
and found that there was not a single egg
or young bee in the combs. I did not look
for the queen, because they were busy at
work filling up the brood chamber with
honey. I took it for granted that she must
be there or they would cease work. Can
you tell me why there is no brood in the
combs? When I first opened the hive I

thought perhaps they had just hatched out,
but looked again in a few days and still
there was no brood there.
"I have just received my extractor and it
works like a charm. I have some* trouble
in getting the bees off the combs when I get
ready to extract. Please give me your plan
of getting rid of them. My bees are gathering honey very fast. They fill up after extracting, in 3 or 4 days.
" Three or four of
strongest hives
seem to have more bees than can work in
them at once; they come out every day and
cover the sides of the hive, those that are
not in
house; and those in the house
collect at the entrance. Can you tell me
why?
hives are 12x14 in. inside. Do
you think that large enough for the brood
chamber? Do you use quilts or not on the
top of your frames? If so, how do you keep

my

my

My

worms from

the top of the frames?"

A Subscriber.

impotent,
[ Queens are liable to become
and if that colony had one, she was evidently in that condition or there would be
brood.

A

sharp jerk of the combs usually disthe bees; or they can be easily
brushed off.
Your hives are large enough; but tliis
idleness is caused by too confined space
within.
Either divide them, give them
boxes, or use the extractor to give them
room to work.
We do not use quilts; strong colonies will
usually dispose of all bee enemies.—Ed.]
places

California Bee-Keepers' Meeting.

The Bee-Keepers' Association met at Los
Angeles, on May 19th at 11 o'clock. A. J.
Davidson in the chair. The secretary being
absent. Win. Muth-Rasmusson was chosen
temporary secretary. A. J. Davidson read
a letter from Prof. Harbison on the honey
prospects for the season, when a general
discussion of the same ensued.
It was moved and adopted that the time
of meeting hereafter be at 11 a. m. instead
of

1 p.

M.

Reports of committee appointed at the
meeting was received.
Mr. S. D. Barber, a prominent apiculturist
of Mattoon, 111., was introduced and addressed the meeting in regard to the size of
last

when the subject was discussed by
Mr. Butler and others.
T. A. Garvin, E. A. Beardsley and J. M.
Smith were admitted to membership.
J. E. Pleasant stated that the bee men in
his neighborhood had issued a call for a
meeting to be held on Saturday, the 26th
inst., for the purpose of organizing an Ashives,

sociation.

Overstocking was then discussed by Davidson and Levering.
J. W. Wilson then exhibited a specimen
of canned peaches preserved in honey,
which gave entire satisfaction to all who
sampled them.
The meeting then adjourned to meet at
the same place on the third Saturday in
July, 1877.

Wm. Muth-Rasmussen,
Sec'y,

pro

tern.

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO BEE CULTURE.
Vol. XIII.

Chica&o, Illinois, August, 1877.

ltXit0r^5 ^al^Ie.
1^ Having taken our son into partnership, in the printing and publishing
business, the name of the firm will
hereafter be " Thomas G. !N'ewman &
Son," to whom all Money Orders,
Drafts, etc., should be made payable

and

all

correspondence addressed.

1^

The Kansas City Industrial Exposition and Agricultural Fair will be
held, open to the world, on Sept. 17 to
Their catalogue em22, inclusive.
braces everything usually included on
State Fairs, and will no doubt be largely attended.

1^ Crops all over the

—the

country are ex-

good time is now coming," sure! Welcome. Those subscribers who have asked us to wait till
harvest, which we have cheerfully done
in all such cases, will now have the
opportunity of making us glad by the
cellent

receipt of the

The Center Point (Iowa) Mirror
Wm. Hunt is taking an aver-

says that

age of one thousand pounds of honey
per day from his hives. He must have
a large number of colonies. Will he
please tell our readers how many he
has ?

1^ The

season for State and County
here. Any one who
may attend them, and could put up a
few of our Posters will oblige by letting
us know.
We will supply them for
that purpose, and present any one for
their trouble with a copy of the new
work entitled " The Dzierzon Theory;
being a full elucidation of scientific
bee-keeping by the Baron of Berlepsch;" or the pamphlet on " Winterfairs is

ing"

now almost

—as they may choose.

''

amount

of their subscrip-

and the name of a new subscriber
to keep them company. With a plentiful harvest and good prices it will be
tion,

easy for each one to get at least 07ie
subscriber. Pay us out in that

new

way, and we will

1^ Our Home

call it square.

Journal^ of J^ew Or-

leans, La., has the following:

M. Winder, of Terre Bonne, is
from Ohio and has settled in
Louisiana for the purpose of engaging
in bee raising. He lias already about
150 hives.
Comparing his experience
with the Xorth, Mr. Winder finds that
Louisiana possesses many advantages
over the North as a honey-producing
Mr.

1^

No.

J.

lately

section.

We

are glad friend AVinder is getting
started again. He has had some very

unpleasant experience since the panic
of 187,3, but we hope he has many prosperous days yet in store.

1^ New Orleans has had a fruit fair,
and Mrs. W. W. Smith, of Metairie
Ridge, La., exhibited some nice honey.
The Home Journal remarks:
Mrs. Smith is an amateur at bee-raising, but has an apiary of over 12-') hives
of bees, and her location on the Ridge
is a good one for the bees as they have
the benefit of the natural flowers of the
swamps, as well as the fiowering trees.
Some of the honey sent us was gathered from the century plant.

Novice sent for our inspection some
new white clover honey in small
sections. The honey is excellent, and
the sections make it very convenient
of his

—

marketing
holding about one
Eight of these sections
just fill a Langstroth frame; and he
has made a packing case, with two
glass sides to show the honey, which
holds 48 sections. This is the best and
most inviting form for shipping honey
that we have seen. Novice's hive, filled up with these sections, is quite an
for

pound each.

to our visitors,
never saw such before.

attraction

whom

many

of

—
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Muth's Extractor.

Railroad Strike and Riot.

Hereafter the Stephenson extractor
is to be known by the above title.
It
appears tliat it was originally invented
by Mr. Stephenson, but Mr. Muth has
•'iniprovecr' it considerably ;ind wishes
it to be called by his name, as he says
lie is determined to bring it into use
being fully persuaded that it has no

The last ten days of July has witnessed an extensive strike of railroad
employes and riots. Several hundred
lives have been sacrificed, and a large
amount of property destroyed. Business was prostrate and travel almost
ceased. Pittsburgh, Baltimore, Buffalo,

superior.

St. Louis, Chicago, Salt Lake City, San
Francisco, and hundreds of other
places have been visited by this dire
and dreadful plague. The military in
five States of the Union have been called under arms, and demands sent to
the General Government for assistance.
From the Atlantic to the Pacific mob
law asserted its supremacy, and caused
the sacrifice of much human life and
property. To place an embargo on a
nation's commerce— to set at deftance

We

have had several inquiries respecting it that will be answered by
the following cut and friend Muth's remarks.

Ilornellsville, Cincinnati, Indianapolis,

its

laws— to murder

its

citizens,

and

consign its property to the flames, is no
trivial matter; and when the smoke is
cleared away and order is again restored, the authors of such diabolical work
will find to their sorrow that "justice
will be meted out " to them without
mercy.

The cut gives, as you see, the outlines of
the extractor. The slanting position of the
sides of the basket in my extractor is of the
most importance, as combs empty best and
quickest when the cells have a downward
tendency, besides one can empty a piece of
comb without a frame very readily. Taking olf the covers when extracting makes it
very handy for the manipulation of combs,
and the extractor is shut complete when the
cover is put on. No extractor can work
easier, or be of simpler construction than
mine; and of wliat importance the recepticle for honey in the extractor is, every
one knows who has extracted honey.
Chas.

F.

Muth.

i^The :N^ew Bedford Standard has
our thanks for the following complimentary

notice.

The conflict is one between organized capital and banded labor, and may
not be settled as rapidly as some
imagine. There are rights and wrongs
on both sides, but there can be no excuse for the riot, pillage and murder
that has already been caused. Insurrection must give way to law and order
before discussing the rights and wrongs
of the question, and the sooner that is
done, the better for all concerned.
For several days letters sent to this
office were detained by the " strike,"
but as we go to press all the railroads
are again runniug, and mail matter is
coming as usual.

It says:

The American

Bee

Journal,

which greets us on the first of each
month, is an enterprising periodical,
and is in the front rank on bee-culture
and the production of honey. Its contents are divided into editor's table,
notes and queries, southern notes,
foreign in)tes, correspondence, and our
letter box. Friend Newnum gives his
patrons the pure honey in the comb, no
diluted article. Thomas (r. Newman,
Chicago. $2 per annum.

1^

Tremontani, of Cremone,
he ships not less
than 8 queens in any one shipment.
For the convenience of several who
have ordered through this office, we
have sent for several shipments and
will re-ship them as soon as they arrive
D.

Italy, writes us that

— dividing
the

the express charges

number received

in

among

good order.

—
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Our Slate Registers.

Shall the Harvest be?"

In every department of agriculture
That is generally
a bouncing big one
so, certain localities present us the exception to the general rule.
As to bees and honey the same general rule applies. Our correspondents
!

in this issue of the

pressed

it

Journal have

ex-

thus:

"We

H.
have had a good season."
"Our bees are doing well." Wm. Dyer.
here now."
C. F. Greening.
"Bees are doing first-rate here."

"Bees are doing

vfell

John Crowfoot.
"Bees are doing well

this season."

G. W. Zimmerman.
"Honey never more abundant."
James Heddon.

"I have 1500 stocks of bees, doing well."

M. Hicks.
from 31 colonChas. F. Muth.
ies."
"I have taken 1,500 lbs. of honey from 60
colonies."
H. A. Simonds.
"Have taken 3 tons of honey, and expect
2 tons more."
J. Oatman & Co.
"Bees are knee-deep in honey— and white
J.

"This year I have

1,200 lbs.

clover at tliat."
J. A. Waterhouse.
"The best honey season for white clover
for several years."
John Atkinson.
"I have taken 3,000 lbs. of comb and extracted honey thus far." Fred Kiweger.
"This has been one of the best seasons
ever known in this county." A. F. Moon.

"I have doubled my
new honey so far."

bees,

and have

100

lbs.

J. L.

"This

known

is

Anderson.

one of the best seasons ever

in Central Georgia."

W. H. Green.
"I have taken 6,000 lbs. of white clover
honey up to date, and expect 5,000 lbs.
more."
Dk. E. C. L. Larch.
" Our bees have done well, but our ^'reat
honey liarvest is yet to come from wild
flowers, etc."
Wm. Dyer.
"We have had cool weather and heavy
rains, but now there is an abundance of
white clover and basswood."
J. H. Mautin.
In California, honey is an entire failure this year, and light in some parts
of New York and the grasshopper
country.

1^ C.

O. Perrine has been visited by
another fire. This time he had nothing
burnt, but his whole establishment was
flooded with water by the Are engines.
He was fully insured. He has now re-

moved
Ave.

his ''Honey

House"

to

259

Michigan

The following letter concerning tlie Slate
Registers we have just had made, will be
read with interest:

Friend Newman:— We receiVed the
Slate Registers in due time (express charges
only 35c. on the 100), and only one slate
broken. Have taken off all the cards and
put the slates on, and are highly pleased
with them. We would recommend their
use by all apiarists that wish to keep^order
and system in their apiaries.
Our way of using the slates is as follows:
First, however, I would say that we, like

many

others, practice cellar wintering,

and

liave a stand and alighting-board to set
Each alighting-board is
each hive on.
numbered and the entrance block is numbered to correspond. In taking our bees
out for a fly in winter, we see at once by the
number on the entrance-block which stand
to set the hive on.

We number

the slates

according to that on the hive, using the upper left-hand corner. And if we know
wliat particular queen mother the queen
was reared from we use the upper righthand corner, using the number on the hive
We also
containing the queen mother.
take note of the color of the queen, workers
and drones, by numbers, using the lower
end of the slate. For instance, we examine
a colony whose queen is large and bright in

we number her 4, using the lefthand lower corner, indicating that she is a
color;

standard queen. No. 2 or 3 would indicate
a queen of inferior color or size. Should
her bees be dark, medium, or very light in
color we number them accordingly, using
the lower right-hand corner, if they be
dark, 2; medumi, 3; very light, 4. We use
the space between the queen and worker
numbers for the drones, and number them
according to quality; if they are large and
bright in color and uuiformly^marked, we
put them 4, etc.
With slates we can note the date of a
colony swarming; date of hiving a swarm;
of putting on boxes; number of combs in
each hive; or should we divide our bees and
not have empty combs enough to fill them.
We always know the exact condition of
each colony in the apiary, without opening
them. We can ascertain if they have their
full number of combs, if the queen is light
or dark colored, etc. As each slate is numbered, we shall take them off in the fall and
lay them away until next spring.
J.

M. Brooks

& Bro.

Elizabethtown, Ind.

My

Plan for Registering.

You mention keeping
a record of each hive.

slates for securing

Try my plan:

Take a piece of tin the size required, and
inch, so that
bend two opposite edges
they will hold between tliem a card, piece
of paper, or slate. A couple of tinned tacks
driven almost home will be right to hang it
on and keep the record from the weather.

X

Put the number of the swarm on the back
of it with a stencil. By this method you
have a record in convenient shape for preW. H. Kirk.
servation.
Waterbury, Conn., July 14, 1877.

:
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New York Honey

House.

By an advertisement in last month's
Journal our readers were informed

&

T. B. Thurber & Co. were
prepared to receive consignments of
Several inquiries as to the
honey.
reliability of that firm led us to make
examination, and discover that they
are possessed of over a million dollars
as capital to do business on, and are
abundantly able to do the square thing
to all who may consign honey to them.
From a friend in I^ew York we also
learn that they stand high as to business integrity; and that Mr. T. B.
Thurber is President of the iSTew York
Board of Trade.
say this only that
bee-keepers may be fully posted as to
tlie standing and reliability of the men
they deal with.
Since our last issue, Messrs. Thurber
have contracted for the entire crop of
Capt. Hetherington, of Cherry Valley,
N. Y.. which is estimated at from 100,000 to 1-50,000 pounds. This is perhaps
the largest single transaction in honey
ever made; and will give Messrs. Thurber the control of the honey trade of

that H. K.

We

America.
Let us say to bee-keepers: Don't ask
for advances on your honey — sell outIn the long run,

right.

|

little water sugar.
Keep in jars tied up in a
cool X'lace. Break up the wax cake and
wash it in cold water till cleansed of honey,
then melt and strain it. To bleach the wax,
boil it, after straining it, for an hour in
plenty of water, in which use a few drops
of chloride of soda. When quite cold, lift
ott' the wax and leave it to dry and whiten
in the open air.

Finn Hive. — Keyes & Finn have
sent one of their "Porous, double- wall-

ed bee hives" to this office. It was
often called for by our visitors, and
jio-iw they wall be able to investigate it
fully and freely. It has Myalls 3 inches
thick, 9 frames, llixl2 inside, and 6
boxes. It is also accompanied by their
"

combined chaff ventilator and feed

box." This we add to our
with pleasure.

museum

1^ Last year the all-absorbing
tion was:

"What

shall

ques-

we do with our

honeyV" This year the wail comes
from the Pacific Coast, and the allabsorbing question is: "What shall we
do with our bees?" Thus do the evervarying echoes salute our ears as " the
seasons come and go" and the "ponderous wheel of time" moves steadily onward. What shall be the variation for
next year no mortal now can tell.

all will find it

Holding
honey on commission and selling after
advances have been made on it will not
generally be as pleasant as a low figure
and a sale outright.
to their advantage to do so.

Honey Pkoduct of Southern California.—The San Diego Union publishes
a review of the prospects of the honey crop,
and says

on putting aside the cake of wax, that the

Reliable information from all parts of the
county and the lioiiey-producing sections of
adjoining counties, warrants the belief that
the California honey crop of 1877 will be
nearly a total failure. In San Diego County, which last year produced 1,277,155 lbs.,
we shall not suft'er as much as neighboring
counties, but the extreme dryness of the
winter, the cold, late spring, and finally the
recent extraordinary heated term, have
nearly destroyed bee food everywhere. In
the range extending from the coast back to
the Cuycamaca Mountains, from San Luis
Rey River, bees have to be fed. Many
apiarists have lost largely. In the mountain
ranges, where there has been food and
winter rains, the bees will make a small
amount of surplus honey. Other ranges
will at best, support themselves. Spruig
flowers and white sage are a total failure.
The sumac and greasewood, now coming
into bloom, are the only dependence to
carry the bees through the season. As
above stated, the situation in other counties
is worse than here, and although it may be

impurities adhere to the cake of wax, while
the honey beneath is clear. It the honey
should, in time, candy, heat it with a very

safely predicted that the lioney surplus of
the present year will be hardly sufficient to
supply the San Francisco market.

Separating Honey from Wax.

A

correspondent sends to the Cincinnati Gazette the following directions forseparating honey from wax:
Put the honey, comb and all, in a tin pan
on a moderately warm stove, adding to each
pound of honey a tablespoonful of water.
occasionally with a piece ot wire
the contents of the pun are perfectly
Set where it
It must not boil.
can cool undisturbed; then pass a knife
carefully around the pan to detach the cake
of wax on the top, and rapidly, with great
care, lift oft' the cake. Don't let it drain into the pan an instant, but place it in another
Stir

it

when

liquefied.

utensil.

Any

one thus clarifying honey, will

find,
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J.

GLEANED BY
Andrews,
Columbia, Tenn.

To our Friends.

We

have made arrangements to furnish
queens again by mail. We cannot send
from our own post-office, but forward them
by express to another office where we have
them mailed. We have not learned of but
one postmaster in the United States who
refuses to take them, and that is our own.
We made another appeal to the Postmaster
General, stating that they were being forwarded in the mails from other points, but
were unable to get him to revoke the order.
We will continue to send by mail as long as
we can do so, and hope the time is not far
off when there will be a change of postmasters at our place, and that we can mail
direct from our own office.

W.

J.

Andrews.

taken from the second hive into the first
hive. Release the queen of the second hive
and allow her to crawl down among the
bees. Destroy the queen of the first hive,
thus leaving it queenless. The bees will
immediately commence the construction of

queen cells. On the 9th or 10th day, open
the queenless hive and remove all the
queen cells but one. Remove as many
native queens as you have cells and destroy
them, giving to each hive from which you
have taken a queen a cell. In about .5 days
give to each a card of brood, this will prevent their swarming when the queen leaves
the hive on her bridal tour. This will
hybridize all your stocks, and furnish you
with pure drones, repeat the operation and
you will soon have all your colonies Italiauized.—w. J. A.

"We

Miami Co., O., June 21, 1877.—
have
10 colonies, and while I am writing 1 colony
swarming. Do give us all the information you can concerning them. Perhaps we
will send for a queen soon. Some of ours
is

little mixetl with Italians;
send for a pure one soon."

are a
to

Queen Destroying Workers.

We had a queen,

a

few days

since,

which

made

regular battle with the woi-kers, without any effort on the part of the workers to
fight her. She would sting them, producing
almost instant death. Has any one ever
had a like experience?

Jonesboro, Tenn., June 22, 1877.— "What
kind of a hive do you prefer for this latitude?"
Asa J. Richardson.

[We have

tried the Langstroth, Standard,
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we

will try

Rosa Arnold.
[We

will cheerfully respond to any speciquestions regarding to bee-culture, but
cannot give general information in this department. I would advise you to subscribe
fic

to

The American Bee Journal.—av.j.a.]
Elkmont Springs, Tenn., June

19, 1877.—
"I have a doleful tale to tell you about my
apiary. The cyclone, of which doubtless
you have heard, made sad havoc with my
hives. Think of lifting a strong walnut
hive full of honey, weighing 100 lbs., and

wrenching

it

into fragments

and strewing

Georgia for honey. Flowers, fruit trees,
and tlie forest dripping with honey-dew."
W. H. Green.

the debris for 300 yards. 1 have seen notliing of the frames of the hive containing
the queen received from you the day before.
Through the assistance of friends, I have 8
hives with damaged combs, some of them
are queenless.
Please send me another
queen; would be glad to have a couple, but
am not financially able to pay for them now.
I have almost recovered from physical injuries received, but have a little boy still
confined to his bed. Our loss will amount
to several tiiousand dollars."
W. L. MOORES.

[So it has been with us in Middle Tennessee.— w. J. A.J

Moores

Thomas, Triumph, American, and other
hives, and greatly prefer the Langstroth.

We now

have nearly all our bees in that
and are changing to them as
rapidly as we can. w. J. a.]
style of hive,

—

Sparta, Ga., June 15, 1877.—" This is one
of the best seasons ever known in Central

C— "Please tell me how

Buncomb Co., N.
to raise queens, so
apiary."

that I can stock my
F. M. Stockton.

First select a strong stock, catch and
cage the queen, and lay her on top of the
frames of the hive; then remove all the
[

frames, brushing off the bees. Go to the
hive you wish to raise queens from, catch
and cage the queen of it, then remove all
the frames it contains, brushing off all the
bees; now into this hive insert the frames
taken from the first hive, and place those

We

sympathize with friend
and send two queens;
lie will please accept one as a present.
friend of ours in this county met with a like
[

deeply

in his trouble,

A

calamity.

He was

the

owner

of 100 hives,

and had them scattered in every direction.
Hives heavily laden with honey were landed in the tallest forest trees.— w. j. a.]

Elkmont Springs, Tenn., June 28, 1877.—
" Queens came all right. Accept my unfeigned thanks for nice present.
Such
kindness from disinterested friends goes a
treat way to reconcile one to our calamities,
ly bees since the storm seem to have redoubled their energies to repair damage to
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their houses. If we could show the same
enterprise in repairinpf our houses we would
be all right soon. However, our work is
progressing and will be open again in a few

W.

days."

L.

Mookes.

[To know that our act of "disinterested
friendship" is duly appreciated, is to us far
better pay than money. If we would make
the proper application we might learn many
useful lessons from our bees.— w. j. a.]
For the American Bee Journal.

industry together with improvements already niade.equal to those in other branches
of agriculture. With 2 years' experiments
with comb foundation, we don't see how we
could well manage an apiary without it.
Two years ago we purchashed some of
John Long, of New York; it was the best
we ever used. Last season we bought some
of C. O. Perrine, of Chicago; it was too
thin, and would stretch about 2 inches in 10.
Our frames are 10x1.5 in.; we filled the
frames and in the course of two days they
had stretched so that we had a fine time of
getting them out of the hive. When cut
in small pieces they worked well in boxes.

Bees in Georgia.

Friend Newman— While so many of the
shining lights are putting in their appearance, perhaps it would not be amiss from
one that shineth less to send you a few
Items from the "bunny South," and more
especially from Northern Georgia.
This perha])S has been one of the best
honey seasons ever known in this county.
The spring flowers opened well and afforded a fair supply of both pollen and honey,
and swarms became very strong at an early
day. On April 27th, a honey-dew was discovered, which increased and continued
imtil June 13th. Everything was covered
with honey, the thickest and finest flavored
of any we ever saw. There were no dews
of any account in the evenings during this
whole time, making the honey-dew still
thicker and harder to be obtained by the
bees. If we had light dews in the evenings
bees would have gathered twice as much as
they did. They gathered enough. It was
not an uncommon thing for young swarms
to fill their hives and give 100 lbs. of choice
The
surplus, besides casting a swarm.
honey obtained was of a fine golden color,
of beautiful flavor, and difi'ering much in
taste to any we ever before sampled.

HONEY EXTEACTOR BAFFLED.
In all our experience with extractors, we
never before saw it "Avhipped." Mr. Clements, an attorney-at-law of this city, had
about 20 swarms of bees filled so full of
honey that he was compelled to remove it
in some way. From his knowledge of the
extractor, and the favorable reports given it
by practical apiarists, he resolved to purchase the Peabody, and connnenced work
indeed, for work it was. He prepared his
combs as is usual and commenced turning,
expecting to see the honey fly like a shower
of rain, but no honey came; he tried again

and again, and the result was that the
combs would brake before the honey could
possibly be thrown from them. The honey
was so thick that it was impossible for any
extractor to remove it. After my friend
had tried several hives with the same result
he abandoned the whole thing in disgust,
and offered his extractor for sale.
He
placed boxes upon his hives and will receive a fine surplus of beautiful honey.
of the honey being so thick was
that there were scarcely any dews during
the whole time. Had there been dews in
the evenings as usual, the honey-dew would
have been thinner, and bees would have
gathered still larger quantities.

The cause

COMB FOUNDATION.

We

consider the perfect success of this

advancement in tlie apicultural department, and places our branch of
article a gi'eat

FASTENING COMB FOUNDATION.

Much

trouble has been experienced by
beginners to fasten comb foundation. Take
three parts of rosin to one of beeswax; melt
together, and when cooled a little, dip the
edges of the foundation in it and apply it to
never nad but
the box where needed.
one such fall down. The rosin makes it so
hard that it does not give by heat, like wax,
neither can the bees knaw it off, as they
often do wax.

We

ON THE bees' FEET.
Mr. Morrison, of Corsicana, Texas, informs us that a large number of his bees are
bringing in something clinging to their feet,
of rather a golden color; a peculiarly shaped mass, which gives the feet the appearance of a cord tassel and prevents them
climbing up the sides of the hive. He
notices that no bees gathering pollen has
this on their feet. The bees sent us with
the substance clinging to their feet had
something of the appearance of that sometimes obtained from the large milkweed.
He also states that they had frequent and
heavy rains about the time (May 18th) perhaps some of the readers of the Journal
have had similar experience.
A FINE YIELD OF HONEY.
Our friend Dr. E. C- L. Larch, of Ashland,
Mo., writes us on the 12th inst., that he has
taken 6,000 lbs. of fine white clover honey
up to date, and expects to take 5,000 fts.
more. He has about 130 swarms. He says
that, part of April and up to May 20th was
unfavorable; since then it has been very
good. Basswood with him was an entire
failure.
He lost no bees in wintei'ing, or as
some term it, in springing. His bees are
Italians. Who will now say bees do not
pay?

The honey season in the South is about
and all are well pleased with their
honey harvest.
A. F. Moon.
over,

Rome,

Ga., July 17, 1877.

A Hint to Beginners.— Those who may
desire to read up in the literature of beekeeping, are advised to obtain the first Volume of The American Bee Journal. It

worth five times its price to any intending bee-keeper. It contains a full elucidation of scientific bee-keeping, including the
best statement extant of the celebrated
is

Dzierzon theory.
These articles run
through all the numbers, and are from the

pen of the Baron of B erlepsch. We have
but a few copies left; price, $1.25, in cloth
boards, postpaid.

.
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president of our county association told me
a few days ago that bees were dying of
starvation all along the coast.
few apiarists are feeding regularly,
hoping each succeeding day will find the
flowers filled with honey, but only to be
disappointed.
Some say the reason the
flowers yield no honey, is because of the
peculiar electrical condition of the atmosphere. My theory is tvant of rain. Do
not think, from the remark on the electrical
condition of the atmosphere, that we have

A

For the American Bee Journal.

Letter from California.

Mk. Editor:— If any of your readers still
have a "hankering" to come to California
to raise bees and iioney, let them read the
following and be satisfied to remain East.
Tliat such a season as this comes only
once in several years, the fact that it does

come is proof enough to those who are here
and are now suffering great distress, that

California honey-raising is not all that
fancy paints it. The light rains on this
coast— extending over 500 miles from this
county north nearly to the north end of the
State—during the past winter came at such
long intervals, that tiie moisture would all
be extracted from the soil long before any
succeeding shower. None of the rains wet
down to moisture below; so, as old residents say, a crop never has and never will
be made in this State unless the ground is
wet down once at least thoroughly.
The first rain for ten months came on
This started the plants and
Jan. 13th.
grass to growing. Feb. and up to March
10th, the manzinita gave a fair yield of
honey, when all flowers failed until April
10th;
when they, for 10 days, gathered
enough for their daily wants. Since then
until now they have gathered probably
not half as much as they have consumed.

and

At the present writing

the

sumac and

greasewood are in bloom, but they secrete
no honey. Both the blue or button and
white sage are total failures.
From this time on for 5 or 6 weeks the
sumac may help us, but after that there is
nothing until the rains of next winter bring
us a new crop of flowers. Bees increased
very rapidly in Feb. and up to March 10th,
when the queens generally ceased laying,
as there was no honey coming in.
Swarming began the middle of April instead of March as is usual. Probably 5 per
cent, of the hives swarmed during a light
flow of honey, and then the bees seemed to
become perfectly demoralized. Probably
one-half of the old queens in the strong
hives were killed by tlieir own bees in the
effort to

make them

A

lead off a swarm.
off large

very few of such colonies threw

thunder and lightning. 1 have been here
over 2 years and have never seen a flash of
lightning nor heard a peal of thunder in all
that time but wish I could.
At a large apiary not far from me, the
owner made up 60 colonies by division from
April 1st to 10th. Want of honey since
then made half die or desert their combs,
while most of the remainder, by addition or
luiiting, are in poor condition. You in the
East have trouble to carry your bees
through your long, cold winters. We here
would now like to know how to get ours
through our long hot winter.
The bee men here are ruostly poor and in
debt, expecting by this year's crop to get
out of debt, but they are now worse off
than ever, with an almost certain prospect
of losing all their bees. But then we are
no worse off than other classes. Sheep are
about the worst stock one can have now.
Large numbers have starved, and whole

—

flocks are offered at 5 to 20 cts. per head.
Cattle and horses, too, are too low in price
large herd of cattle
to call it a price.
near me lost 30 per cent, since last Nov., but
have just been sold for about what their
hides are worth. Of grain, there is none,
generally, though here and there in some
favored valley or moist land, fair crops are
Rabbits and quails refuse to
secured.
breed; in fact extermination of life is the
order of the day.
Those of j'ou who live within half a day's
journey of any other man, and can carry
half your bees through winter, and get fair
crops of honey from the remainder, ought
to be satisfied. If not, come here and you
can buy any apiary for what the empty
hives and material are worth and have the
bees thrown in. With honey in the comb
as it sold last year, at 6 to 9c., and extracted
at 43^ to 6c., the producers have lived only
a hand to mouth existence.
G. F. Merriam.
San Diego Co., Cal.

A

swarms accompanied by young queens.
Of 20 swarms from 300 old stocks,niore than

first

For the American Bee Journal.

half deserted their hives in from 2 to 6 days
after being hived, and went to the moun-

tains—to starve. I gave new swarms two
full frames of honey and brood of all ages,
and had them go off within 3 days, not leaving a vestige of brood— all eaten, or, if too
old, thrown out.
I do not think I

have had a foot square of

new comb built in my apiary this year;
when a year ago, for some moths, an ordinary swarm would fill its hive with new
comb in 10 days. Many old stocks used all
their honey long ago and have been kept
alive only by constant feeding. All stopped

breeding and threw out not only drone but
worker brood and destroyed tlieir drones.
At the present writing, more than half the
bees in this county, so far as I can learn,
are in a starving condition, without an
ounce of honey or a cell of brood. All the
stocks are weaker now than in Nov. The

Dollar Queens.
Although the subject of the production of
cheap queens is far from being exhausted, I
do not deem it profitable or even entertaining to pursuft the subject much farther.
]SIr. Dadant set out with the assertion in the
May number, that they were unprofitable to
the producer and then branched off upon
their inferiority.
articles in the

My

June and July numbers

unacquainted
with the queen-rearing business some idea
of their production in large numbers, and
then judge for themselves of their quality.
Mr. Dadant's rejoinder in the July number
reminds me of the village schoolmaster in
Goldsmith's Deserfed Village: "And e'en
tho' vanquished, he could argue still." I
cited the colonies offered by Mrs. Grimm,

were intended

to give those

—

m
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that all your readers could see for themselves and for illustration, and I was aware
of the distance and of the two lines of express carriage between Jefferson and Murireesboro. For bees, full colonies in Langstroth hives, 10 frames and 3 honey boxes, or
21 frames to the hive, I had them ottered to
me, the present season, at .'iF5.50 per colony,
but did not purchase for the reason hereto1 could buy cheaper.
fore mentioned
Parties thus offering were changing busi-

—

ness and locality.
I reared queens, the present season,
April, and ship])ed young queens to Iowa,
Missouri, Wisconsin, Illinois, and Kansas
on May 20th. Tiiese were the first 1 sent
north when Mr. Bingham's bees were " not

fathering enough to support their brood"—
Ir. Bingham's were certainly inferior bees.
I sent bees to Ohio and N. Kentucky, in
April, 1876, while Mr. Andrews was losing
by early shipping. Has Mr. A. or any other
breeder lost in shipping, by cold or otherwise, this season?
I do not feed by nuclei, i.e., with feed pan
or tin and bottle feeders containing honey
or syrup. Give them honey at once and
enough in their combs, and if in a poor season they get short, exchange tlieir empty
fi-ames with a full colony. This feeding is
less trouble and not so inviting to robbers.
can choose the male for our bees in
Tennessee, just as well as they can in Italy.
The mating of the yellow bee in Italy takes
place in the open air, the same as in Tenn.,
and, from what I see, there is a greater
variety in Italy, or as great, as in Tenn.,
and as many chances for impure fertiliza-

We

careless and slovenly manner, very little attention is paid to selection." Dr. Brown,
before the N. E. B. K. Society, N. V.
1 could fill the Journal with evidence
such as quoted, but the above is sufficient.
Mr. D's questions are not perplexing, and

not at

all offensive.

Mr. D. has not increased considerably since last season, there are a few young
and many old bee-keepers in Tennessee
who outnumber him in colonies 2 to 1, all
Italians. There are many black and hybrid
bees here too, as in Italy where imported $7
Italians come from. These we do not sell
1.

If

at all, for any price.
2 and 3. If there be

no dishonest men in
the .SI queen business, why suppose for hypothesis. I have yet to see one of them
published for dishonest transactions. Their
queens are warranted Italians, and being
sold before tested, the progeny is not warranted.
I am in the business to make money, and
try to give value received to all who deal
with me. If I were loosing money, I would
find it out without being told, and abandon
it at once; and here, readei's of the American Bee Journal, let me say to you what
you already know, Mr. D. is after greenbacks too, and whenever you see these pro
bono jnibUco, all for the people and for
pleasure, regard them with suspicion. It is
not human nature for men to pursue and
continue a business that all the time is loosWhen there is profit there is a
iufi to them.
corresponding amount of pleasure; is that
not so?
W. P. Henderson.
Murfreesboro, July, 1877.

tion.

What does some of the
who have imported queens

honest brethren
say?

"I have imported but few from Italy, and
the number only one that I consider
fure, thougli very dark, as in fact were all
ever imported. I have never had one to
breed perfectly bright queens until the 4th
generation
My first and second importations direct from Italy proved a failure, the
queen died introducing. They were but
very little, if any, brighter than common
black queens. The first one I ever succeeded in introducing, I commenced rearing
from her as soon as she began to lay, fearing the bees might remove her of course,
taking it for granted she was pure, because
When the
she was direct from Italy.
young queens began to hatch, some were as
dark as black queens and some brighter
than the mothers. But, lo and behold the
workers began to hatch, some with one,
some with two, and abaut 1 in 100 with 3

among

—

!

bands."—i?. M. Argo, in Bee
'All impartial writers and
us that there are two kinds of
Varro and Columella also

World.
travelers tell

bees in Italy.

speak of two

Klein, a German apiculturist and
writer of distinction, says: At this day
both varieties are met with in various parts
In Oct., 1875, 1 received an inof Italy.'
voice of queens from Milano, Italy, and
among the lot was a very dark leathercolored queen that produced progeny badly
mixed. At least one-tenths of her progeny
were as black as any to the manor born.'
They had no signs of the bands that
The most of
characterize the pure type
Italian queen-breeders d^;^ not rear all their
from
the counthem
but
purchase
queens,
try people, and as bee-keeping among the
Italian peasantry is conducted in the most

varieties.

'

California

Bee-Keepers' Convention.

The chairman, Mr. Fox, called the meeting to order, and stated that the peculiarities of the season required a meeting at this
time. He stated that the questions to be
discussed were: "What shall be done with
our bees," and second, *' The assessment
made on bees," stated at 32.50 per hive.
Minutes of last meeting was read by the
Membership 45.
secretary, Mr. Balcom.
Approved.

The report of the board of directors was
and approved.
Mr. Fox stated that some of the board had
had liberal correspondence touching the
honey interest, both in America and England, and that they had agreed to reduce the

read,

of grades. He also referred to the
conclusion of the board as to a uniformity

number

of packing cases,

mode

of arrangements for

grading, packing, etc.

Mr. Harbison said in response to a suggestion, that he attended the meeting of the
bee-keepers of Los Angeles county, and
said that the idea of co-operation was suggested there of the five bee counties, and an
organization made, but on account of the
failure of the honey crop, nothing further
has been done. He said the bees up there
were dying rapidly, and the matter must
stand there for the present.
Some communications were reported,
most of them inquiring as to "what shall be

done with the bees?"
Mr. Fox said the inquiry was urgent to
learn something for future action.
Mr. Harbison had visited five of his apiaries, and examined the cases and the feed
carefully, and found only a small appear-
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ance of honey, though the breeding was
going on well. Tlie depopulation noticed
was marked, many of the Dees dying. He
believed that where sumac abounded liberally, the bees might live, but in other, and
places, the probability was that they
will have to be fed or leave them to their

most

He

thought tlie weak and storeless
have to be destroyed, and
if necessary to be
used to kill them. He recommended the
saving of only a limited number of bees,
and that care be taken of the comb. At his
Valle de los Viejos apiary, his highest
apiary, bees were not doing as well as elsewhere. He did not think he would get a
good case of honey; and suggested that his
course be adopted. His letters from Los
Angeles stated a large loss on bees, and that
little or no honey would be made there.
Mr. McAlmond said he had a few hives in
fate.

hives would

recommended sulphur

the Campo district; had examined several
hives and found only a little honey in the
main frames.
Mr. Frazier said Mr. Harbison's statement
agreed with what he had observed on his
apiary, at that many deaths among the bees
had been noticed. In one or two hives was
a very little honey. Before the late east
wind, bees were doing a little better; that

wind seemed

fatal to them.
Mr. Blaidell, of Poway, said a few of his
bees had made a little honey up to two
weeks, and were doing something better
now. He thought that a half to two-thirds
of his bees would be able to live.
Mr. Harbison stated that, so far as he had
observed, the little honey making was of
the lowest grade.
Mr. Mitchell, of I'oAvay, said he found a
little

honey

in his hives.
said, in reference to

Mr. Harbison

swarm-

ing, that there had not been on his apiaries
over from 6 to 10. The same was true of
Mr. Clark's apiaries, and he thought his
report a fair one for all sections.

Mr. Morse said he had heard that the
apiaries about Julian were doing well.
Mr. Bowman, of Bear Valley, said the
He
bees there were not doing much.
thought many of them must die, and that
they had had very few swarms though they
breed well. His best hives were not half
filled, and many had no honey in them at
all.
The season would last about 10 days
more.
Mr. Fox said had conversed with gentlemen from San Dieguito. One gentleman
thought he would be likely to save 100 out
of 300 hives. Another, reported his aj^iary
doing better, but he had a field of alfalfa.
Around Wentwortli's, the feed had been
eaten up by the sheep, and the apiary had
to be removed. At his own apiary, in a few
hives, the young bees were doing pretty
well. Mr. Lawson's apiary reported some
work in the section boxes. Mr. Bergman
reported his bees doing pretty well, and
thought some honey would be made.
Mr. Terry spoke of L. M. Ritchie's apiary,
and said it was doing very well. His apiary
is in San Bernardino.
Mr. Harbison attributed much of the lack
of success to the late east wind.
Mr. Mitchell, of Poway, said that he
thought his bees would make a living— the
strong making enough to feed the weaker
ones, but no surplus.
Mr. Harbison thought the sumac might
last 3 weeks, but the wind of to-day seemed
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be detrimental. He thought if the average of the season could be run up to S
weeks, most of the bees might be saved.
The secretary said he was questioned
daily as to the manner of feeding the bees,

to

and wanted information.
Mr. Harbison tiionght there was little
danger of contagious disease. The county
was free from foul brood. He advised the
use of sugar for feeding, if feeding be
necessary.
He did not fear any other
diseases, as they had at no time to be closed
up for a long while. He thought the comb
honey of the county a safe feed, and
thought a pound of sealed honey better than
raw honey. Let the bees accumulate and
depopulate, and then feed rapidly.
He
mentioned sugar candy as a feed (reduced)^
and said it was reconnnended in other quarters, but he had had no experience.
Pure
honey to be fed to bees should be diluted
according to the season.
diluted,

the

brought on.

The more

it

is

more young bees will be
Candid honey was not objec-

tionable.

Mr. Mitchell said his practice was to set
candid honey into his hives, and it
worked well. He said it served to encourage the working of the hive, and he thought
his bees would be able to live.
Mr. Harbison said the quantity of honey
necessary to feed the bees was hard to
determine. The honey seasons had usually
closed about Sept. 15th, except in 1S75. The
bees ate from a half to two-thirds in the
hive, representing 40 to 45 lbs. He thought
25 to 30 fi)S. of honey would be necessary,
say from 1st Sept. to Feb. Five frames of
honey, he thouglit necessary to carry them,
through, and then a little feed might be

the

required, if the flowers were late. It was.
better to reduce stock than to go to the exhive that would not
pense of feeding.
support itself was worthless, and should be
destroyed.
He believed there were too
many bees on the range.
One gentleman said he had knowledge of
75 wild bees, and he intended to take the
honey for his bees.
Mr. Harbison did not believe that the
fumigation of comb would have an injurious
effect for further work. He did not know,
but thought sulphur would not kill the eggs
of moths.
The tax question was then discussed, and
a committee appointed to get the assessment reduced. They waited on the supervisors to get it reduced from $2.50 to $2 perhive.
A. Lovett was elected a member.

A

Fi-om the above and other information,
the Executive Committee draw the following conclusions:

1st— That a considerable proportion of the
bees in this county are now almost destitute
of feed, and will not be able to provide
stores enough to winter on.
2d— That at the close of the honey season,
which may occur earlier than usual, all
stands not containing at least 5 frames full
of honey will require to winter them,
enough honey to make up that amount, or
say 25 lbs. in all.
3d— If any stand, at the close of the season, contains no lioney it will not pay to attempt to save it,. by buying feed; but each
bee-Keeper must use his own discretion in
regard to how much he can afford to feed.

—
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4th— Comb honey is tlie best feed, and if
main frames, should be placed in the
brood chamber in the usual way. Exti-actin

ed or strained honey is the next best, and
should not be much diluted during the
breeding season, or it will be used to feed
the brood, and thus stimulate unnecessary
breeding. .Sufiar may also be used either in
a syrup by mixing with water (being careful
not to let it get sour) or made into candy.
In all cases the food should be placed in the
hive, and the brood chamber is the best
position.

5th— It

is

not advisable to import

honey

danger of introducing disease; but subjecting the honey

from other places, as there

is

to a boiling heat will destroy this danger.
6th— If it is necessary to destroy some
colonies in order to save others, it should be
done by smoking them with sulphur, and
not under any circumstances allow the bees
to run away and become wild.
7th— Empty comb can be best protected
from moths by the bees themselves, but if
kept in a house should be occasionally
fumigated with sulphur to kill moth grubs,
but this will not destroy moth eggs.

The Executive Committee

respectfully

oifer the following suggestions:

— That

every bee-keeper keep close
of his bees, and as soon as they fail
to gather as much honey as they consume,
decide upon his course of action, and act
1st

watch

promptly.
2d— If he is unable or unwilling to supply
food so that the amount of honey in each
hive shall be at least 5 frames, or 35 tt>s., he
destroy part of his colonies and transfer the
combs containing honey to others, so as to
give each that he intends keeping, the
amount named above.
3d— If he decides upon feeding, it be by
one of the methods named above, taking
them in the order of preference named.
4th Every swarm of wild bees should be
destroyed as soon as possible, in order to
use their honey, and also to preserve the
feed for our apiaries.
5th—Empty comb should be carefully examined, and when not left in the hive, be
packed away, and fumigated occasionally
with sulphur, so that it can be used another

—

season.

The committe strongly urge the policy of
not attempting to carry through more bees
than can be fully fed. otherwise all may be
lost or come out in the spring in such a poor
condition as to be unprofitable next season.
Chas.

J.

Fox, Pres.,

E. W. MoKSE. Vice-Pres.,
R. G. BalCom, Sec'y,

Executive Committee.
For the American Bee Journal.

California

Honey

Crop.

Thos. G. Newman—Dear Sir:
I enclose you the minutes of our convention. 1
give an idea of the condition of our bee interests. As there are over 22,000 stands of
bees in our county and we exported last
year over 1,2.50.000 lbs. of honey, which
netted us over .$100,000, the failure of our
crop is a serious matter. It is the first time
in the history of bee-keeping in this part of
the country that such a tiling has occurred
and arises from a combination of unfortunate conditions.

Last winter was one of the driest on
this spring the coldest and most
backward; and when early in June, we had
partially got past these drawbacks, there
came a "hot spell " beating anj'thing on
record. Thermometer ranged during five
days from 103° to 115°, back from the coast
where most of our apiaries are, though in
San Diego it was only from 90° to 95°. And
so excessively dry was the air that vegetation was scorched.
Within a few days
past, it has been damp and cool and bees
are doing much better as the wild sumac
one of our best honey-producing plants is
in full bloom.
Bee-keepers in the "States," as we call all
east of the Rocky Mountains, made a good
deal of complaint last year of our overstocking the markets with honey, inducing
a fall in prices. They will have nothing of
the sort to complain of this year, for I do
not believe enough will be produced in
California to supply home demand, nor that
a single car-load will be shipped. We are
out of the market this year as competitors.
And I think our stocks will be seriously
reduced, and a good many retire from the
business, so that even next year we shall
not seriously interfere with Eastern trade.
We are opening up markets nearer home,
Arizona, etc., as the exorbitant charges of
the Central Pacific R. R. almost preclude us
from shipping East by rail. We shall try
and make arrangements another year to
flank them by shipping in another way.
Your Journal is much read and liked
record;

—

here.

Chas. J. Fox, Pres. S. D. B. K. A.
San Diego, Cal., July 11, 1877.
For the American Bee Journal.

Odds and Ends.
Friend Newman— I am so busy at the
present time that I can't find time to write
separate articles in reply to several communications that had reference to me in the
July number.
Mr. Frank Searles says: " I will say to
friend Alley that my bees do not I'aise
drones in winter." Then why did he say
that they did? The queens I sent Mr. S.

were exactly the same as those sent other
customers that have been spoken of so
highly in the Journal. I will say to Mr.
S. that I do not ship queens until they have
laid a small comb of eggs. Mr. S. says all
he wants is fair treatment. I was not aware
that I had treated him otherwise until I saw
it in the Journal.
I ask only fair treatment myself, and I do not consider that I
was fairly treated when he sent the statement about the queens sent him, without
first writing to me about it.
lie never
wrote me one word or even acknowledged
the receipt of them. I have no doubt tliat
the queens sent him were just as good as

any sent out last year. If their fertility
was destroyed, it must have been done after
they

left

me.

DRUMMING OUT BEES.
Some one has requested me to explain in
tlie Journal how I drum out or introduce
In the summer
a queen by drunnning.
when the hives are full of bees, I find it less
work to drum out a queen than to look over
the combs for one. I drive the bees up in
the cap, when hives have caps and honey-
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boards, and proceed as follows: First remove the boxes and honey-board with as
little disturbance to the bees as possible.
Then blow the smoke of a burning cotton
rag in at the entrance, at the same time
drum on the side of the hive to alarm the

make them

themselves with
honey so that they will be good natured.
Keep the drumming up for 10 minutes, but
don't drum nor smoke much the first five
minutes, as the bees would run up before
tilling their sacks and would be as cross as
bees and

till

hornets. Alarm them just enough to make
them good natured, and then drum smartly
and blow more smoke at the entrance.
Turn the cap over and look for the queen.
If not found drum again and continue so

she is driven out.
If found, remove her and cover the bees
over with a cloth or anything that will keep
them in the cap, and then treat them to
tobacco smoke, but don't give them too
much. Blow in a little and let them rest
awhile, and if they are disposed to fly when
the cloth is removed give them more smoke.
When they are quiet put the Italian queen
in and shake them down in a bunch in one
end or corner of the cap, so that the queen
will be under the bees. Let them remain
so until you have smoked the bees in the
hive. The idea is to make all the bees
smell alike. You can so deceive them that
they won't know one queen from another.
If this is done at night (best time just before sunset) the bees can be turned on the
frames, the cap put on, and the honey-board
replaced in the morning.
Mr. Dadant says he has tried the above
method several times, but with only partial
success, and further says: "a queen is never
till

safe by this method when honey is scarce,
for you cannot prevent strange bees from
joining those drummed." Probally a queen
is never safe the way he performs the
operation.
He certainly does not work
right or he would succeed every time. I
don't remember of ever having one destroy-

ed introduced in this way, and I have introduced hundreds of them by the above
method, and at all seasons of the year, say
from March to November. As to strange
bees, all the bees are strange to the queen,
and all strangers would be introduced at the
same time the queen is. I think if strange
bees join those drummed that they would
stay and not leave.
I will guarantee to introduce all your
freshly -imported queens by the above
method, and not lose one; I care nothing
about the smell of them, nor how scarce
honey is, and I am quite positive that I can
do it successfully every time. I wish Mr.
D. was close to me so that I could show him
how to do it, as he would certainly succeed
thereafter. Will Mr. D. try the following
plan and report through the Jouristal?
Unqueen a stock of bees, and in just three
•days or 72 iiours thereafter smoke the bees
in the hive with tobacco smoke, first placing the cage containing the new queen over
one of the entrance holes to the boxes, or in
any place where she will be scented the
same as the other bees, and then let her run
in.
Very little tobacco smoke will do. I
feel sure that Mr. D. and others will do it
successfully every time. The queen cells
that have begun will be abandoned and the
new queen favorably received. I do not
think that one queen in 1,000 would be lost
by this latter method, no matter by whom
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introduced. I have introduced hundreds by
the former method, and many New England readers can testify that it was done
successfully.

KEPLY TO MR. BENEDICT.

A few words

in reply to Mr. Benedict,

he

" Friend

Alley cannot produce a
my pen advising him to
purchase queens of me." I can produce
says:
single

word from

several words

and

letters

from

his

lead

pencil praising his stock and advising

me

some of it. The two queens sent
back to him were returned in the same
cages they came in, and I can prove by the
P. M. that I did not leave the office before I
to get

I can also prove by the
same official that two of the queens were
black and but one was yellow. Mr. B.
desires it understood that the same aueens
he sent me were not the ones returned. I
wonder if any one supposes that I would
send a man 2 yellow queens for 2 black
ones? He don't deny that they were not
yellow wiien they got back, as he got his
big bee-keeping friend to look at them and
they both pronounced them yellow, but
about the purity neither of them had anything to say.
H. Alley.

re-mailed them, and

For the American Bee Journal.

Two

Queens

in the

Same

Hive.

I will now continue about the two queens
in one hive. In February I found a queenless colony; in my distress I thought of the
two queens in the same colony. I examined

them and found mother and daughter hapI took the daughter with
sound wings and introduced her into the
queenless colony. About the fii'st of May, I
stood in front of the hive in which the
I
saw with
wingless
mother dwelt;
astonishment a y«»ung queen returning
from her bridal tour, entering the hive.
The next day I saw the wingless mother
and young daughter together on the same
comb. A week after, I took the young
queen out, having seen her laying eggs and
made an artificial swarm; ami now a third
daughter is living together with her wingless mother, who is still strong, hearty, and
prolific.
I will inform you further on this
subject as I will soon remove the young
queen and look for farther developments.
Fred Kruegek.
Shelbyville, Ky.

pily together.

For the American Bee Journal.

Queens Laying

in

Queen

Cells.

Mr. Editor:— Let me suggest an experiment to those who think the queen lays in
queen cells. Select some hive where the
comb is old and filled with bee-bread and
unfavorable for cells. Then take out the
queen and about the hive insert a nice new
frame of worker or even drone comb that is
filled about half way down and known to
contain no eggs. In 2 or 3 days you will
have plenty of queen cells with eggs at the
bottom just as queens lay eggs. And if you
wish to go a little further you can easily
demonstrate that bees will carry eggs in off
from the front lighting board, and raise
queens from them. I once had a perfectly
black colony steal an egg from some other
hive, or get it elsewhere, and raise a beautiful pure Italian queen— no mistake about it
at all.

—
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STATES FOR HIVES.
a convenient record of the internal atfairs, I hang a slate on every hive.
I save an immense amount of work and
considerable history
uncertainity by it.
of each colony can thus be kept from date
to date without much trouble.

To keep

A

I
for

PORTABLE SHADE COVERS.
make convenient, portable shade

my

Take

covers

by naihng ceiling

bees

to crossto common batten doors.
small nails, burn and clinch them and

strips,

similar

you will have a good cover .3x4 ft. for 25 cts.
To keep the light thing to its place on the
hive, so as not to change the appearance of
the surroundings to the bees and confuse
them, I drive a stake into the ground near
the hive and bore a hole into the shade
cover and slip the latter down over the
former. It is the best way I have ever
found to shade bees. I like it better than
tree shade, because you can remove it and
give the hive the sun when you wish, by
simply lifting it otf.

RENEWING COMBS.

A colony of bees should be

allowed to re-

new at
To do

least half of their
this in the best

swarm

half of the combs, alternating

combs every

way

year.

give the

first

them

with empty frames. Then give the old
hive a young fertile queen and alternate her
combs with empty frames likewise. In
this way you will get mostly worker comb,
and all of it nice and straight. Of course
all

apiarists

who

give

attention to their

queens on hand to
supply colonies that need them on demand.
Chilicothe, Mo.
J. W. Greene.

business

keep

fertile

For the American Bee Journal.

Straws.
Basswood

is

giving down, never more

abundantly; 240 colonies to relieve of their
superfluous stores. Must say a few words
about

CHEAP

A

SUPPLIES.

boots may be worth .$(5 and
bought for $d; a pair may be wortii $12, and
bought for 5?12; a pair may be worth .50 cts-,
and sold at the low price of $1. I once
bought some good queens at fl each. I
pair of

may buy some more of them. I may pay
Mr. Dadant ^7 or .^10, or whatever he asks,
for an imported one. All may give satisfaction. But nothing less than about $2 to
$2.50, first cost, invested in a complete beehive will do me.
Mr. A. I. Root, of Ohio, says that a man
in Missouri is carried away with his section
frame, while Ileddon rejects it. The last
part of this is true; probably the first part
is also true.
My advice to the man in Mo.
is, " if a feather will tickle him, preserve
the said goose quil." I have that sample
frame, just like the one the Mo. man has.
This one is worth more than $1 to me, or
more thaii the other 999. Just like it, because it and the future are going to prove
til at I was right, and the Mo. man and Mr.
E-oot were wrong, I think. If I have no
occasion to reject this frame, Mr. Root will
have no occasion to ever improve it. Let
us wait and see if bee-keepers demand such
improvements. If they do, will it be criminal for me to be first, or among the first to
bolt?
In regard to Italian

lis.

black bees, I

am

coming to some satisfactory standpoint in
the matter. I find more difference between
the value of different strains of blood, in
either race, than between the two races.
When we compare the virtues of the best
strains of both races, the strain of Italians I
now have are the bees I shall keep in the
future. If a man is favored with a choice
stock of black bees, the bright Italians
such as I have had till this season and part
of last— will fall to give satisfaction. On
the other hand, if he has such black bees as
5 stocks I handled lately, most any Italians
will please him. To me, this accounts for
honest difference of opinion.

James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., July

12, 1877.

COMB FOUNDATION.
I have a fine lot of pure bright yellow,
first pure I have ever had.
This is better than yellow wax and seresin; yellow
wax and seresin is better than pure white
(bleached) wax; bleached wax is better
than wax and parafflne. Bees will struggle
with all of the above; perhaps practically
successful with the pure j^ellow wax, as far
as boxes are concerned, for guides. But

the

how about brood comb-foundation? Well,
all who cannot get straight combs can call
to the rescue as guides, 4 or .5 cells deep.
about full frames of it? Well, put it
in as straight as a board, and it warps when
the heat oi the hive comes to bear upon it.
swarm will fill a set of frames quicker
without it, and bees will build drone cells
upon it when they clioose. I have a precious sample to prove to the optics this latter
assertion. Finally, to have all cells started
before any are a fourth finished, is unnatural, and all cells made thus will be
it

How

A

ovate and probably turn out bees that get
through the fence like the greyhound hogs,
by turning up sidewise. So far, not an egg
in any comb foundation.
But reader, the above is only my first trial
of pure beeswax.
Others do better, and
perhaps I shall before the Journal, comes
to us again. I will report.

California

Honey

Interests.

BEAD BEFORE THE

LOS ANGELES ASSOCIATION.

In nearly all new countries the imports
The croakers claim
exceed the exports.
that Southern California will for years to
come consume more in value than is produced, and it may seem to be a correct conclusion, if we are to judge from the productions of this present season. Last year we

—

had a surplus

of honey in this section the
sage belt— of about 2,.500,00O lbs. of the finest
honey ever thrown on any market. This
was regarded by some as an unfortunate
thing and an over-production that could not
be disposed of without sacrifice; but by a
little well-directed effort a great part of this
surplus has gone to the different countries
in Europe, and as far as I can learn, those
who exported it have made good profits by
the experiment. San Francisco has made
her share of profits out of this industry,
while it could have been managed with
much less expense if our own trading
people would have created these new markets.

This

is

an industry

in

which

all

classes
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should interest themselves who have the
prosperity and welfare of tliis section of
the State in view. It is a well known fact
that the exports from a country create new
capital in it, greatly in excess of the money
The honey-producing
directly received.
interest is of much greater commercial importance than many suppose, and requires a
greater outlay of capital. Even some of our
own citizens who have not given bee-keeping much thought have the idea that a good
share of our honey is taken from hollow
trees and caves in the mountains by a class
of men known as "bee hunters;" while the
truth is that appliances and lumber to
operate the business in an approved manner
are very expensive, beside the watching and
care takes time, and the old adage tells us

"time is money."
This season promises an unusually short
and those who have material, etc., on
hand tor operation should not feel like
making undue sacrifices, but stand firmly
through this trying ordeal, working persistently to reap a rich harvest when it does
come, and all should have faith in the
crop,

future of this industry,

if

managed honest-

economically and skillfully, and during
the present season, while we are besieged
by those twin foes to bee-keepers, drouth
ly,

and scarcity of forage, let us sing, as we
work, that appropriate air, "Hold the Fort!
A.J.Davidson.
Hold the Fort!"

How we may

Improve our Bees.

READ BEFORE THE

MICH. CONVENTION.

Although this subject was indicated to
me by Prof. Cook, your president, some
may say I improve the opportunity to exalt
the Italian bee. The fear of such imputation will not deter me from saying what I
think to be true. The movable-comb hive,
as well as the Italian bee and the bee business itself have their detractors; j'et these
attacks will never bring us back to the common box hive, or to the common bee, and
still less

will they

make

us quit our beloved

pursuit.

of variations, in the way of improvement, is as eternal as matter itself,
and as indestructible. It is a living force
which all beings obey. It would be useless
and impossible here to follow the natural

The law

transformations by which organic life has
attained its present high condition. The
natural changes continue even now, under
our eyes, but so slowly, so insensibly, that
we cannot perceive them any more tlian we
do the moving of the hands of a clock.
In certain cases man has helped nature in
its work, by urging forward the improvements which he considers advantageous to
his interest. He has thus obtained cows
with smaller bones, hogs with a greater
propensity to fatten; but, less potent than
nature, he was unable, so far, to change the
organs, as nature did; yet the variations
obtained by man, on certain animals, show
that, if such is his desire, he can modify
some of the animals to which his attention
has not yet been directed. Man has increased the prolificness of the hen, of tiie
pigeon, and of the domestic rabbit. He has
increased the lacteal vessels of the cow; the
docility, fleetness, and the strength of the
horse, according to his needs or fancy. The
dog, in his hands, has become a pointer, a
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shepherd dog, watch dog, bull-dog, or a

King

Charles'.

wTiat he has done for these domestic
animals and a host of others, he can do for
the bee. He can increase in them what he
thinks desirable, and diminish the peculiarities considered noxious.
To obtain such
improvements he ought to follow the course
that he has followed for the domestic
animals named.
How did man proceed to gain these perfections?
By taking advantage of some
slight variation in the animals, and by preserving and increasing them. Nature does
not proceed otherwise. The animal whose
variation is the most in accordance with the
surrounding circumstances in which it lives
will survive; while the other, if they do not
find another quarter better suited to their
organism will die. This is the law of "the
survival of the fittest," found by Darwin.
Thus the sporting of individuals is the
first step to improvement.
Bees are not an
exception to this law. We see a few of
their sportings in their differences of color.
We have the black, gray, Italian, Carniolian, Egyptian, Cyprian, and the Albino
bees. These varieties are not confined to
color. If we examine these different kinds
we notice in every one of them some qualities or peculiarities not found in the others.
If we find a kind having some desirable
qualities of which the others are destitute,
we can take advantage of the advance already obtained to increase the qualities
desired; thus, to attain the desired end, we
profit by all the way naturally traveled
ovei'.

It was such a thought which incited our
breeders to import the English breeds of
hogs and cows, the Asiatic fowls, the Percheron horse, etc. and our bee-keepers to
introduce the Italian bee in their apiaries.
It is not my aim simply to commend the
Italian bee; I will only point out some of
the qualities desirable in bees, and how we
can increase them. In my opinion the
most desirable qualities to be coveted in
bees are activity, prolificness, endurance,
peacefulness, and at last beauty.
;

By
fill

activity I mean desire to work, and to
the hive with honey; since honey is the

aim of our

By

pursuit.

we understand a kind of
bee whose queens can fill the combs with
early
in
brood
spring, so as to have a large
force of eathering bees in the honey season.
Both of these qualities would be reduced
to nothing if our bees could not withstand
our hard winters; so our bees should be endowed with endurance or hardiness.
The culture of bees would be very unpleasant and make our improvements more
difficult to realize if our bees were always
on the alert and ready to fight. I, for one,
would prefer ugly bees to warring ones.
Fortunately, beauty in bees is not incompatible with the other qualities.
Now the best method to improve our bees
We have to procure the
is quite definite.
sort of bees which we consider the best,
prolificness,

either the black, gray, Italian, Carniofian,
Egyptian, Cyprian, or the Albino, to start
our improvement; this choice being made
according to our ideas, our knowledge, or
our faith.
Having procured the best kind, we proceed by examining carefully every one of
our pure colonies to find which or all are
endowed with the qualities most in accor-
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dance with our notions. Suppose that we
have 20 pure colonies; we select two of
these one to raise drones, another to raise

—

queens.

We

take care ot replacing

all

the

drone combs by worker combs in every
hive, and we profit by a warm temperature
in March to slip a drone comb between two
worker combs in the hive intended to raise
drones. As soon as we have a few drones
hatched, we begin to raise queens. To this
end, we deprive one of our colonies of its
queen, and exchange all its brood combs
with a similar number of our selected
colony; taking care to brush every bee from
the combs before introducing them in the
hives. Ten days after we can introduce, in
other colonies rendered queenless on the
preceding day, the queen cells obtained; or
make swarms according to the methods described by bee books or papers, or dictate
our own experience. During the whole
season we note the colonies which seem to
possess most of the qualities desired.
It is to be remembered that the best
queens are those raised in a good season, in
strong colonies, having a quantity of fresh
pollen and unsealed honey. The queens
raised in cold season, in small populations,
or in needy hives, being generally poor and
more apt to diminisli than to increase the
qualities of the race.
Twenty years ago, the publisher of a
French bee paper advised his subscribers to
exchange some of their colonies with others
from some distant locality, to avoid too
close in-and-in breeding. He accused consanguinity of producing lazy bees, or some
degenei'acy such as albinoism. In man,
albinoism or albinism is a degeneracy. It
is considered as such in some other animals.
Never have I seen albino bees in my apiary,
I am therefore unable to give my opinion
on their merit. I desire only to remark
that this peculiarity was observed more
than 20 years ago.
According to my experience too close and
too prolongated in-and-in breeding can produce laziness in bees, and give birth to
queens whose progeny is not so sound as
should be desired.
I have had queens
whose eggs would not hatch. I attribute
this to consanguinity. In fact, since I have
imported bees from different countries in
Italy 1 have no such mishap to regret.
As to laziness, I have noticed it in my
neighborhood. When I came to this country, the bees in a neighboring township
were all the descendaiits of a single hive
brought to this country by an old man, who
had sold the swarms to his neighbors.
Never in my life have 1 seen such lazy
bees.
Those who have compared the Italian
first introduced in this country from
Germany, have remarked how much suwith the black was to
tiie pure imported stock.
These imported
bees were tlie oifspring of the Dzierzon

bees

Ijerior the first cross

stock. Dr. Dzierzon, the discoverer of the
parthenogenesis was the first to introduce
the Italian bee in Germany. Lately, in a
meeting of bee-keepers, he boasted of having the same breed of bees that he had introduced in his apiary 24 years ago; he
having introduced no other bee since. By
selection, Dzierzon succeeded in raising the
best colored Italian bees obtained so far.
But, according to my opinion his selection,
confined to color, was too one-sided; since

his bees, as to activity

and

prolificHess, are

not able to sustain the comparison with the
Italians in their native country.
The mating of these yellow queens witli
black drones, by infusing a new blood in
their veins, originated the false idea that
hybrid bees are better honey gatherers than
pure Italians.
Some bee - keepers are searching for

queens whose progeny is always uniform in
color, under every circumstance. A queen
whose daughters and drones will never
vary is yet to be found. Sporting exists in
all animals and plants.
Take one hundred
animals of the same kind, examine them
carefully, and you will be convinced that
no two are exactly alike. Without variation
no selection could be possible, and it is to
that quality that we owe the possibility of
bettering our races by selection. I have a
word to say about the other kinds of bees
more or less recently introduced to notice
among bee-keepers.
The Egj'ptian bee is no longer in question.
Some Germans now praise a kind of
bees from an Austrian province— the Carniolian bee, which inhabits the shores of the
Adriatic Sea, opposite Italj'. According to
some reports this bee is more prolific than
the Italians; according to others the Italian
is a better honey gatherer.
To try it I
ordered 5 queens, and received 3 alive last
I would have been very much pleased
with these queens had they been brighter.
They are very dark, with very narrow
stripes of dark ox'ange on a few of their
rings; but they were remarkably large.
After 3 or 4 weeks of confinement in the
boxes in which they arrive, the imported
queens are small. The Carniolian queens
were on their arrival here as big as queens
in full breeding season. I shall watch them
closely and report. A cross between the
Carniolian and the Italian may prove profitfall.

able; but it would be impossible to detect
the pure crossing unless some unforeseen
pecnlarity gives the means to detect the
difference.

my essay

without saying a
2)lus ultra of
the present, past and future time, " the
Cyprian bee." I have tried to procure this
new kind but failed. I have given carte
blanche to my correspondent as to the cost.
He managed to procure the name of a man
inhabiting Crypus Island and received from
him 5 colonies; but they arrived smashed.
It is very diflicult to get bees from that island. There are no scientific bee-keepers,
but peasants who keep their bees in earthen
These peasants refuse to sell bees, in
jars.
the belief tliat the remaining colonies
would be dissatisfied and desert the apiary.
Besides Cypress is an isolated island, having little to export and very few needs; no
regular steamers frequent its shores. The
shipping of these hives is risky; delays are
long, and changes of ships are many. These
inconveniences will always prevent the importation of Cyprian bees from becoming of
great importance.
My friend is an energetic man; he has
resolved to succeed in spite of all ditficulYet it is to be feared that this bee
ties.
may prove to be far below its reputation,
Mr. Cori, who introduced it into Germany,
does not say in what it is better than other
kinds, he only says it is more noble. He
has succeeded in importing only 2 colonies
from Cyprus, so far; and all the queens sold
I

cannot close

word about the marvel, the ne

in

Germany came from

these.
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There are several other good points about
them that make them superior to the black

T could lengthen this essay by saying that
our bees can be improved by increasing the
length of their probsocis and by diminishing or the disappearance of their stings.
But the power of man on these organs is
nothing. What man can do is to profit of
direction, sporting
naturally. For instance, if a bee-keeper notices that the bees
of a ceriain colony gather freely from red
clover, while other colonies remain idle, he
can select this one and improve the variation by in-and-in breeding.
It is very probable that with careful

The Italians require different treatin the spring than the black or natives
do— a fact I saw demonstrated as late as
last spring.' Occasionally I find a stock
bees.

ment

some sporting in this
which may be produced

i

management we can make our bees more

peaceful, especially if we choose our quietest bees to breed from. It is probable also
that a happy accident can produce a queen
whose workers will have no stings. But
both of these improvements are too doubtful to be aimed at in the present state of
bee-culture. Yet every one of us should be
ready to profit by these sports, if perchance
they are produced in some apiary.
Let me end this essay by advising beekeepers to remember the qualities that I
liave enumerated as desirable, and to work
Ch. Dadant.
their bees accordingly.

Hamilton,

111.

For the American Bee Journal.

Two

Queens

in one Hive.

Last Sunday morning, Dr. M. M. Clark,
111., and myself went to look
one of my hives Avith an imported queen,
and taking out a frame saw the queen. On
lifting out another frame we saw another
queen laying. Neither of them were young
queens, for both were laying; and on an
ajoining comb there were five sealed queen
cells.
The hive had 9 Quinby frames full
of brood in all stages. These two queens
were preparing to swarm.
We had occasion to go to another hive,
and it contained no old queen, but a young
one. The queen in the latter hive left it and
went into the former. I left these 2 queens
in all day, and then took one out, also the
cells. This is therefore an instance of two
prolific and perfect queens being in one
hive, laying in the same comb, not 2 inches
of Vermont,
in

Hakdin Haines.

apart.

Vermont,

111.,

July

4, 1877.

that will dwindle in the spring. Now to
obviate this difficulty they should be fed in
the spring. Commence by April 1st and
give about six ounces of sugar syrup each
night for at least 4 or 5 weeks. I have no
doubt that a little stimulating of the above
kind will prevent spring dwindling. When
it is too cold for bees to fly, the hives should
be shaded from the sun. Wheat flour put
in shallow boxes and placed in a warm
place, and not over 15 ft. from the hive,
would be of great advantage to them, and
prevent the bees from going a long distance
from the hives in search of pollen when the
weather is too cold for them to do so. If
the syrup is made thus and a small amount
of honey mixed with it to induce them to
take it, 1 hardly think they will go out for
water, as the water in tlie feed will answer
all purposes for raising the brood.
I saw a stock of pure Italians, last spring,
treated as above (can't say whether they
had the flour or not) and they went ahead of
all the bees in this part of New England.
They swarmed before May 20th, and that is
unusually early for New England. They
have made several boxes of honey besides
swarming, and I don't know of a hive that
has done as well that didn't swarm. In
fact I know of no stocks that ever did as
well, considering how poor the honey season has been here with us. The feeding
was an experiment, and proved a very good
thing for tlie owner. The stock in question
was a new one last year, and were supplied
with comb foundation. But the best part
of the whole thing is that the bee-keeper is
a lady, living in Waverly, Mass. Unfortunately she lives in a poor district for beekeeping. It would surprise your readers to
see how neatly this lady sticks comb foundation into frames. I don't know but what
there are some who can do as well, but
there are none who can do it better. This
lady used the first foundations I ever saw,
and has made it a success. This lady
knows how to write, and I hope she will
soon tell your readers what she knows
about bees and how she uses the foundation.

Methinks
Italian Bees.
Occasionally some bee-keeper sends his
experience with the Italians to the Journal. Mr. Porter, whose article appeared in
the July number, seems to have had rather
liard luck with them. I jjresume that I
have been asked the following question 500
times, more or less, within 15 years: What
is the difference between the black and the

hear some one say, what has

sil)le.

of black bees will sting 20 times
Italians will not at all. I find
the Italians much the best houey gatherers,

One hive

where the

i

j

the queens more prolific, and I never knew
a stock of them destroyed by the moth
worms, in fact, one seldom finds a moth
about a hive of Italians, but plenty of them
can be found about the blacks. Careless
bee-keepers often complain of worms destroying their bees, those who keep black
ones.

We have had an unusual poor honey sealittle, if any, honey was stored in
We shall get no more until next

son; very
boxes.

May, when

even when the blacks won't under the same
circumstances.

I

that to do with Italian bees? Well, I like
to praise the ladies when they deserve it. 1
have had 16 years exiierience witli Italians,
and I intend to Italianize all blacks that
come into my possession as soon as pos-

For the American Bee Journal.

Italian bee?
I find a great difference in them. I generally reply to all such questions by saying,
first, that they won't sting as bad as the
blacks; and that one good quality should
induce all who intend to keep bees to
Italianize their black stocks. I find, too,
that the Italians generally gather stores
enough to keep them through the winter,
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I

fruit trees

bloom again.

If

it is

not out of order I would like to say that a
mad dog has caused the death of another

—
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A

man in Waltliam, 20
here in Mass.
miles from liere, died on Friday, July 13th.
He was bitten about a month ago in the
nose by a small dog that he gave his son.

man

,H.

Wenham,

Mass., July

Alley.

16, 1877.

For the American Bee Journal.

Italian and Black Bees.
1 read with much interest on page 237,
July number of the Jouknal, an article by
W. S. Porter on the relative merits of
Italian and black bees. I like Porter's candor and frankness, and also his motto
"Let the truth come even if it does sear and

burn, etc."
I agree with him in much, but disagree
with him in the main point. 1 give him the
blacks and keep the Italians. He says he
has had considerable experience with black
and Italian bees for the last 5 years, but
only had an opportunity to give them a fair
test during the last 2 years. I can say a
I have had experilittle more than that.
ence with black bees for the last 30 years,
and with the Italians for the last 11; and
close experience with both for the last 10
years.

I

m

had both,

for 3 years, side

by

side

my own yard; but for the last 8 years I
only had the Italians in my own yard, but
had at same time the care of several apiaries of blacks from 3 to 5 miles around. And
from all my long experience I will try to
show in what points I agree with the above
writer.

1st— I agree that the blacks are better to
store in boxes; that they are stronger in
the spring, and are not so liable to be reduced by spring dwindling.
In the following points he will not agree
with me:

The

hardier. 2.
earlier
and later. 4. They are less inclined to rob.
6.
5. They are moth proof, or nearly so.
They resist robbers better, and are far less
apt to rob other hives. 7. The queens are
readily found. 8. And they adhere to their
combs more firmly. 9. They are more
1.

They winter

Italians

better.

3.

ai'e

They work

amiable, and no cowards.
As to the 1st and 2d points, I have wintered swarms of Italians so suuxil that 1 would
never think of wintering if they were
blacks, as my past experience had told me.
I have frequently had a queen with a pint
of bees in March and April to build up into
strong stands and swarm by June 1st, while
I ever hardly had that quantity of blacks to
build up at all.
As to the 3d, my Italians are in the field
before I am up, so I cannot tell when they
commenced, and from this you need not
draw the inference that I am a late riser,
for I can't afford it, but will say that I
never caught my blacks at work before I

was up. The Italians came in as late as
7:30, at this time, so late I could no longer
see to read without a candle. I never
blacks at this either.
caught
never troubled with
As to the 4th, I
robbers in
own apiary, as the blacks
are at least 2 miles from me; but while I

my

my

to loose

alive.

The above is my truthful experience, uninfluenced by any intei-ested motives in the
Italian bee. The price of tested queens
being brought down to ^3, and $1 queens. I
see no profit at tiiese prices, but I see as
much profit in raising 5?1 queens as tested
ones at $'B. I am not raising any for sale
this year, but still fill orders to old customers, though I know there is no profit at
these figures, unless one runs his whole
apiary for queen raising and sells as fast as
he can rear. One of our best and most
noted queen-raisers said, in answer to the
question why he had quit rearing queens,
that every tested queen he sold cost him
full igo, and as that was all he could get he
had quit, as he could not afford to sell at
cost. This same man tried $1 queens the
last year; gave that up also as a losing busiThose breeders who sell tested
ness.
queens at S3, only get from Sc. to 13c. per Ifc
for their honey, while I get3()c. So you see
my profit is honey not queens; and if I
thought I would do as well with the blacks
I would never pester myself with the
Italians.
I will here give friend Porter a hint, as he
thinks the blacks so much more profitable,

he should introduce new black brood and so
improve them. Let him exchange queens
with friend Bingham, or Ileddon, and if he
will send me his address, I will send him
free of charge, if I introduce any
Italians for my neighbors this fall.

some

R. M.

Lowell, Ky., July

more

Argo.

17, 1877.

am

had blacks and Italians ray trouble from
this source was great, frequently loosing a
good many stands by it.
As to the 5th, my first few years with
blacks was enough to discourage any bee-

man

The weakest Italians can withstand the moth. With Italians bid farewell
to moths and robbers.
As to the Italians being more prolific, I
am not sure of this, but I have had them fly
out in winter and freeze by the hundred,
while not a black bee would come to the
entrance of its hive. On this point I praise
the blacks as being more prudent.
The
Italians will venture out in an atmosphere
that is certain to chill them to death; this
accounts for their weakness in spring. I
have said that blacks are better to store in
boxes, but the Italians will store twice as
much if you will give them plenty of room
inside the hive, or use the extractor constantly. I will hear say that, without the
extractor I would not keep Italians, from
the fact they would store so much inside as
to leave the queen no room to rear brood,
and make it sure death to them in winter. I
have lost many hives this way.
The main recommendation of the Italians
is, that we sometimes have such poor seasons that blacks can hardly live, but as long
as there is honey to be gatliered within two
miles the Italians will gather it. Now, a
great many "dollar and cent" interest breeders of Italians, as well as many more who
have no interest in their sale, will bear me
out that the Italians frequently make
enough to winter on in a poor season, while
the blacks have to be ted to keep them

by moth.

so

many with moth.
me to a single

second year reduced

The
stand

For the American Bee Journal.

Longevity of the Honey Bee.

What I am about to write will not appear
strange to those of your readers who have
kept bees for any length of time, but as
many persons express much surprise when
told that the life of a bee is only about five
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weeks in the summer, I have concUided to
give an instance going to prove the truth of
tiie

assertion.

the honey bee

My experience witli

is, tliat

of things they appear to follow
in
a directly opposite course to that pursued
by other animated natures. And in regard to their longevity they do certainly
seem at iirst glance to transgress the laws
of nature, for it is only when a stand of bees
are surrounded by the most favorable circumstances that they live so short a time.

a number

It

seems that one of the laws governing

them is, that just in proportion to the prosperity of the colony do individuals die.
I have had this fact well demonstrated
In the spring I bought 7
this summer.
stands of black bees which 1 proceeded to
Italianize. On May 10th I took out the
black queens, and introduced the Italians
caged. Those black queens had lots of
brood and eggs. It took the eggs 21 days to
hatch, which would be the 1st of Jime. At
this time July 10th— in most of those hives
you can scarcely find a black bee, say one
in fifty, but in two of them which became
queenless, and were so for at least four
weeks, there are a great many, say twothirds. These different colonies were surrounded by exactly the same conditions,
except that the two spoken of were queenless, which fact instead of causing the bees
to die, as some persons believe, has caused

—

them

to out-live those

which had queens.

A

I think the explanation of this is easy.
certain number of bees always remain in
tlie hive, to regulate the heat, nurse, etc.
Now as brood hatches and the young bees
attain a certain age, they take the place of
the older ones, which go out to work, and
leading a more active life wear out sooner
than their neighbors, who having no young
bees to take their places, are necessarily
compelled to stay at home and lead an easy,
indolent one.
So we see that there is at least one lesson
taught by the busy bee, viz.: that idleness
is

conducive to long

life;

which

if

we

would do well we must

W.
For

ttie

Eggs Laid

avoid.
O. Langdon,

M.D.

American Bee Journal.

in

Queen

Cells.

Friend Newman:—In looking over the
July number of the Journal we notice T.
F. Bingham's article and your

comments

upon "Eggs

laid in queen cells," and having just now had an item of expei'ience
which goes to show that, at all times at
least, queeus do not lay the egg directly in
the cell which is to produce the queen, and
that bees do move eggs to suitable locations
for establishing then- cells.
We deprived a stock of all their brood,

young enough for queen rearing, and inserted a strip of comb containing eggs and
just hatched larva, in ain empty or dry
comb, o la Quinby,— believing his theory
the correct one for producing the best
•queens. In the course of 2 or 3 days, upon
examination, we found the strip had fallen
from its position and lay upon the bottomboard, and that the bees had started 2 or 3
•cells upon another part of this dry comb.
There could not have been any other eggs
in this
stock, for they were
prepared

We

especially for queen rearing.
find it
•unsafe to depend upon any fixed rules in
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bee practice, if it be done you will often
slip up in your calculations.

One other
Journal,!

point, a late wi'iter (in the
think) says: "Young queens
don't destroy other queen cells and their
occupants, but the bees bite open the cells
and destroy the inmates." This is an entire
mistake, as I have too often lost cells in my
lamp nursery; sometimes six or more in a
night, and not a solitary worker around.
Have repeatedly caught the royal ladies at

their work, and have seen them curve their
body and sting to death the rival specimen
of royalty.
quite agree with friend Heddon, that

We

We

were
the Bingham is the boss smoker.
so well pleased that we oi'dered a second
one. Let no bee-keeper be without one.
have tried the Quinby, and for our use

We
'tis

nowhere.

The foundation made by C. O. Perrine
works well, with us, in the brood chamber,
have not j'et tried it for boxes.
The season has been short here; weather
now so cold— plays mischief with queenrearing rapidly.
J. Oatman.
For the American Bee Journal.

Honey-Dew.

My

bees

commenced gathering dark

honey on May 12th and I soon discovered it
was from that source. It has been most
abundant on the poplar and on the oak,
especially on that variety which has a leaf
resemWing the chestnut. I have seen a
little on the sweet gum, dogwood, wild
cherry and holly. I hear it has been quite
abundant on the beech in some places, nave
not seen any myself on it this year. I have
had no opportunity of observing the walnut
or hickory. A gentleman says it is sometimes found in great quantities on the
leaves of the cottonwood. Dr. W. F. Roberts, of Clinton, La., once saw a shower of
it fall;
some of it fell on him, and he discovered its character by its being sticky,
which induced him to taste it. Dr. Roberts
knows a man on whose cotton so much of
it fell one year that he was seriously afraid
it would interfere with its being ginned.
I once saw a great deal on the leaves of a
wild plum ti'ee. It was entirely different
from this. It was crusted over the leaves
dry or nearly so, and looked like the manna
we see in the drug stores. I thought, and
still think it must have been very similar to
the " bread of Heaven " on which the children of Israel fed in the wilderness. The
Bible says, "When the dew that lay was
gone up, behold upon the face of the wilderness there lay a small round thing, as small
as the hoar frost on the ground. It was
like coriander seed, white; and the taste of
When
it was like wafers made with honey.
the sun waxed hot it melted." At a certain
temperature sugar melts, and 1 am not sure
that it is not sometimes hot enough on the
sand in the sunshine, even here to approach
if not reach the melting point.
AVhen dry, the honey-dew of this season
looks like a varnish on the leaves, is in
little spattered spots on most of them,
though it covers the entire surface of the
leaves on some trees and drips from the
edges. The honey from it is dark and inferior. I have examined the leaves and the
trees repeatedly, and in every case they
seemed perfectly healthy. No one seeing it
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instant that aphides
have had anything to do with it. Wlien it
first appeared tlie weather was misty now
and then and the bees worked on it furiously at such times. My honey in the house
was leaking and running out on the ground.
When the sun was shining, the bees were
busy trying to save it, but even a passing
cloud would send them on swift wings to
the honey-covered trees. It seemed that
even a few cloudy moments enables tiiem to
appropriate it. 1 had no idea before that
the quantity of moisture in the atmosphere
could be so immediately affected by such a

could think for an

cause.

Two years ago, the whole spring my bees
would scarcely wait for daybreak, they
were busy, busy as only bees can be, from
the first streak of daylight to the last gleam
of twilight; the nectar flowing in an un-

ceasing stream for weeks. Now during the
continuance of this honey-dew we would
suppose they would be doubly anxious to
stir early as they cannot gather it " wlien
the sun waxes hot." But to my surprise
they wait till broad daylight or later before
sallying forth. It may be that like some
bigger folks, the more they have the more
they want: and that wonderful flow kept
their little heads as well as their honey sacs
so full of honey that they could scarcely
wait for the morning.
It is passing strange why honey-dew falls
only on certhin trees. Though of different
families, these trees must have some property in common which causes this strange
phenomenon: most of them are of a bitter
or a stringent nature. Nectar proper is not
always secreted in a nectary, but sometimes
on the petals, and is it any stranger if from
the leaf should emanate a volatile species
of nectar which after making an attempt to
rise falls again? The perfume of flowers
we are told is a kind of heat jacket intended
to protect their tender germs. Leaves are
the lungs of plants, as we all know, and I
fancy that the breath, so as to speak, from
these leaves meets under certain atmospheric conditions, elements in the atmosphere which changing its character comes
back to the leaves in these little showers of
sweetness.

LATER INVESTIGATIONS.
July 17, 1877.— I have just seen Dr. W. F.
Roberts and questioned him again about the
shower of honey-dew he saw fall. He says
it was in the evening when the sun was
about two hours high, that there were no
trees near, and he is perfectly certain there
was no chance for him to have been mistaken, indeed he says he saw it repeatedly
in his boyhood. Dr. Roberts says the gentleman on whose cotton the honey-dew fell
in such quantities is Mr. Dick Rowley, living near this place.
Dr. Roberts speaks of trying a brick hive,
about a foot thick. Another gentleman
near me has a quadruple hive, which he
thinks just the thing; two men can lift the
whole contrivance. I pointed to one of my
mammoth stocks and asked him how he
thought it would answer for Italians? He
had to confess he did not think it would do
so well.

My bees are still getting something from
the honey-dew. They have not killed their
drones but are still rearing more. One of
my little nephews thinks honey-dew honey
so mean that he can only be induced to eat
it by being threatened with cod liver oil;

one or the other he must take, so he submits to the necessity but with much grumbling.

An intelligent gentleman tells me that the
leaves of those trees whicli were mos^t profusely covered with honey-dew now look
brown and scorched, as it were. None of
the trees I noticed with much of it on them,
are low enough for me to see well, or near
enough for present examination; but the
sweet-bay bushes (Maiinolia qliinc(t) near
by are covered with it "now and look badly,
beyond description, very much as if they
were mildewed.
Of course I don't like to take a stand in
opposition to " all the world and the rest of
mankind," unless very sure I am right. If
you publish the article, attach this to it to
show that 1 am not so opinionated as that
might lead some to think me.
Woodville, Miss.
Anna Saunders.
For tbe American Bee Journal.

Answer

to Mr.

Dadant.

Mr. Newsman: —As you have published
Mr. Dadant's article about me, in justice
you should give me a hearing.
I would like to know why it concerns Mr.

as to what I sell or buy, or my price
dollar queens show better
of purity than Mr. Dadant's imported
queens. This I am willing to let any good
judge decide; it they will not produce better bees for honey-gathering, 1 will give
him ten colonies. Is he ready for the test ?

Dadant
for

it ?

My

marks

I

procured some imported queens from the

editor of U' ApicoUore, Milano, Italy.
1 have .50 letters similar to the following:
"Columbus, Ind., Feb. 20, 1877.— Hardin

Haines:

have an imported queen valued
do not value her so high— say
about 10 cents. The workers are as dark as
common blacks. J. M. Brooks & Bro."
"Columbia, Tenn.—1 have 2 of Dadant's
imported queens that I have a poor opinion
at $10,

but

of.

I

I

Wm.

J.

Andrews."

My imported queens that came from Upper Italy and Cyprus Island are very yellow. I sent D. Staples nearly all my papers
concerning importation, and I think he is
satisfied. The price was to be six queens.
Mr. Andrews did not offer me $.50 for a
Cyprian queen. 1 wouldn't sell mine for $75.
I made a mistake in writing Dadant. The
queen I bought for an Egyptian proved to
be a Cyprian. I can show my letters, draft
receipts, etc., but will not to him, for he
would like to get them from there also. I
have seen Mr. Dadant's bees, and I have
seen better hybrids. I sent him $14 for an
imported colony (to infuse new life etc., in
my apiary), and spent $15 more to go and
see his apiary.
He claims I ordered ten
colonies, and now keeps my $14, but has
not sent me a colony, and says he will give
it to a charitable society and send me a
receipt; but even this he has not done yet.
degrade myself for that
I would not
amount.

Hardin Haines.

Tire above gives hoth sides of this unpleasant controversy, but it can proceed no
[

We

have omitted
further in our columns.
several offensive paragraphs in the above.
Though we desire to be fair to all, Ave have
no room for such controvercies, and less
relish.—Ed.]
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Canajoharrie, N. Y., July 17, 1877.—" The
Tlie
is warm and quite rainy now.
honey season has been a very ordinary one
Nellis.
J. H.
here."

weather

1877.— "Bees are
working with a will. Have taken 3 tons of
honey to this date; we expect much more if
the weather keeps good."
J. Oatman & Co.

Kane

Co.,

111.,

July

14,

Hamilton, Ont., June 26, 1877.—" Bees are
knee deep in honey— white clover at that.
to 10 colonies, and
I have increased from
have extracted 200 lbs. so far. I am Italianizing ray apiary and about a dozen for my
neighbors."
J. A. Waterhouse.
(l

St. Charles,

Mo., July

2,

1877.—" Enclosed

find $il.60; please send me another
Blease
ingham standard smoker. Every bee-

keeper in the country should have one of
them. I sold the last one I got from you to
a man who has only 1 stand of bees."
A. W. Windhorst.

Napoleon, O., July 18, 1877.— "Bees are
doing well thus far, this season; that is

what few were left, and not killed by bad
management. Most of the bees in Henry
Co. were dead this spring. D. Kepler who
had 234 stocks, had but 3 left; and others
that followed his teaching fared no better."
G. W. Zimmerman.

Hastings, Minn., July 4, 1877.—" Our bees
are doing well, but June was a very poor
month for bees, the nights were cold and
wind heavy. We have an abundance of

white clover, and basswood has now commenced to bloom; also sumac and milkweed. Last season I had over 4,200 lbs. of
honey. I shall run for box honey this

Wm. Dyer.

year."

Ky., July 10, 1877.—" The
honey crop has been good. Thus far I
have taken 3,000 lbs. of comb and extracted
honey. I had 40 colonies this spring, some
of them very weak. I have 26 in 2-story
Langstroth hives. It is in my opinion the
hive to use for much honey. The extractor,
if well used, will prevent swarming.
1 now
have 52 colonies in excellent condition. I
expect to take more honey if the; season
continues favorable."
Fred Krueger.
Shelbyville,

Modesto,

Cal.,

June

26,

1877.— "The longer

I use the Barnes' foot-power saw the better
I like it. I would not take $100 in gold for
it, if I could not get another.
I can endorse
what Mr. Dadant said about it in the June
number of the Journal. It is all-important that those who use this saw should
know how to keep it in good cutting order.

Everyone should have the 'Lumberman's
Hand Book,' by H. Diston & Sons, price 15
cts., and a half-round file, price 20c.;
and
you will be astonished how much easier it
is to keep the saws in order, and how much
faster they cut, than by filing with a threecornered file. Since I got the above 1 can
saw K faster and not wear the saw down 3^
as fast.

"The
honey

severe droughts here has cut off all
and some of the bees have

supplies,
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be fed to keep them from starving. But
we hope they will do better soon, as the
button willow is about ready to bloom, and
the season for honey-dew is at hand. Last
year, about the middle of July, I moved my
bees to the river. 1 live out on the plains,
where they do best in spring. My .58 stocks
produced over 2}4 tons of honey."
to

J. F.

Flory.

Cincinnati, O., July 13, 1877.— "Our honey
season is now over. The quality is
1;
but we are short in quantity. My crop last
year was about 4,000 lbs., from 22 colonies.
This year I shall have perhaps 1,200 lbs.
from 21 colonies. Our season commenced
too late, on account of rains; and in the 2nd
week of June, when we should have had
the best flow of honey, the nights were cold
—a severe check to the honey harvest.
"It may be of importance to some of our
friends to know the correct recipe for cure
for foul brood. It is: 128 gr. salicylic acid,
128 gr. soda borax, 16 oz. distilled vrater.
Any druggist can put it up."

A

Chas. F. Muth.
Harttord, N. T., July 6, 1877.— " Noticing
the letter of friend Bingham in last number
of the Journal, induces me to give the
result of my observations upon eggs in
queen cells. I think I can lell every time
when I see eggs in a queen cell, whether it
has been laid there by the queen or deposited by the bees. When deposited by the
bees it lays down flat in the bottom of the
If laid by the queen it stands nearly
cell.
on end and in the well known position.
Bees generally insert eggs in queen cells
when deprived of their queen. We would
now like to see or at least hear from some
of those who last season pronounced comb
foundation as the greatest humbug of the
day. We have given it a thorough trial and
the bees work it out in short time, and it is
soon filled with brood. We think that instead of denouncing Novice as a blind guide
in bee-culture, he should receive some
merit of praise, on the foundation question
at least. The season here has been unfavorable for box honey; had much cool
weather and heavy rains. There is great

abundance of white clover, and basswood
will soon bloom in great profusion."
J. H. Martin.
Lawrence, 111., July 9, 1877.— " Last Dec.
put 80 stocks of black bees in my cellar,
placing them on shelves, one above the
other four high. Last spring I sat them all
out again, and in fine condition except two,
and tliey are coming out all right. They
commenced swarming on June 15, and since
that time have had 130 swarms; but I have
doubled so many and so many have doubled
themselves, that I have only 80 new hives
filled as yet.
So you see that I have just
doubled my bees, and there are more to
follow. I believe in keeping my stocks
strong, and in so doing I find there is no
need of troubling myself about moths, as
Italians. I have taken off about 100 lbs. of
new honey (white clover) so far. I have
stocks less than 10 days old that have stored
I

honey in boxes.
"I have been interested to-day in reading
the report of W. L. Porter to the Michigan
Convention, and I am just of his opinion as
regards Italian bees. There are some of
them kept just over the fence from my
15 Bbs. of

—

—
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blacks, and so far they have proved themselves inferior to mine in every respect. It
is with them as with fancy stock generally.
Give common stock the same care as is
given to fancy stock, and there would be a
great improvement in it. Give blacks the
same care as Italians, and they will give
just as good satisfaction. It is my opinion
that when Italian queens are shut out of the
mails, that Italian bees will be worth no
more than blacks; for I notice that it is
those who have queens for sale are the
most prominent in lauding the Italians to
the skies and kick the others under foot."
J. L. Andekson.

[Friend Anderson

is

rather rash in giving

his opinion. There are many we know who
never sold a bee in their lives that prefer
But all, have their
Italians to blacks.
opinions, and may freely express them, too,

J.— Ed.]

in the A. B.

with one hand, the bellows worked with
thumb—just as one would use an oilin oiling machinery. I use dry, rotten
wood in it, and can go to dinner leaving it
standing on top of a hive, come back and
John Atkinson.
find it ready for use."

the

can

Jefferson Co., Tenn., July 20, 1877.— "We
have had a good season here for honej''
the first for several years. Last winter we
lost about 60 per cent, of what few bees
were left. I had only 7 weak colonies left;
which I have increased, mostly by artificial
swarming, to 19 strong ones, and have taken
450 tt)s. of extracted, and about 60 lbs. of
box honey, and have raised 15 extra queens.
Honey-dew has been very plentiful this
year, which is produced by an insect, or
rather by various kinds of insects, which
feed on the leaf of the oak and other trees.
The sourwood honey harvest has been good

here this year.

Strong colonies storing

from that alone. It is the
honey that we have, is very thick and
as clear as water. It commences to bloom
about June 20th, and continues 5 weeks. I
send you sample of the bloom and wish that
I could send some of the honey by mail. I
think it can't be beat by any other honey."
from

16 to 40 lbs.

finest

Van Buren Co., Mich., June
"Bees are doing first rate here."

29,

1877.—

John Crowfoot.

San Louis Rey. Cal., June 18, 1877.— "We
had some very hot, dry weather from the
8th to the 13th, during which the ther-

mometer

rose to 108°,
the hygrometer was

10.5°,

103%

down

etc.,

while

to 65° to 70°

showing an unexampled dryness of the air.
up 10 gallons of water every
hour while the heat lasted."

My bees took

G. F.

South Haven, Mich., June

Merkiam.

26,

1877.—"

My

Bingham smoker has given the most unbounded satisfaction. There is nothing in
the market in the line of bee smokers that
can at all compare with it."
H. A. BUKGH.
Nelson, Pa., July 4, 1877.— "This is the
best season for white clover for several
years; frequent showers causing it to last
longer than usual. My honey last year was
all mixed, but I shall have quite a lot of
pure clover honey this year, owing partly to
the good season, and partly to about 100 sections of comb that I extracted at the end of
last season. These were from unfinished

boxes which were filled and some of them
partially capped over before the bees built
new comb in boxes. For this reason, if for
no other, I prefer the sectional boxes for
comb honey. So does neighbor Bolt.
"I have used frames of each of the following sizes:
in.;

now

natural

or

and 13x13
and putting

11Jixl9, 10x19, 10x12,
I

am

transferring

swarms

UKxllK

into a frame 12x12 outside,
inside measure, and think 1

have got through changing frames. Mr.
Bolt has been through all the above sizes,
and is now using one 12x15, the longest way
up and down. I use my 2-story hives with
the extractor, or one-story with boxes, as
occasion requires; and the 12x12 frame being a sort of medium between tall and shallow, or large and small frames, answers the
best, all things considered.
"I have a smoker which I made by attaching a bellows to my old Quinby puffball fumigator, which is simpler in construction til an any of the smokers advertised
in the Journal, as far as I can judge from
the cuts, and I think it is as convenient and
as durable as any of them. It is operated

sample is received. It is a tine
[ The
honey-producer and no doubt gave excellent
honey.—Ed.]

Kennebec Co., Me., July 26, 1877.—" The
honey season promised well at the commencement, in the last of May, but our
bright skies were soon clouded. We have
had a very dry summer, and the flowers
produced but little honey, and that has been
dark and thick, and of strong flavor. Bees
have swarmed but a little or not at all, and
unless we have a good fall honey-harvest,
many colonies will not get enough to carry
them through winter. I fear this darkcolored honey is not good for wintering on.
Will those who have had experience in
wintering bees on dark, strong honey please
report tor the Journal? I have 20 swarms
of bees and am in hopes to get them in good
condition to winter. Fewer bees are kept
in this State than in any other of the
Isaac F. Plummer.
Union."
Montcalm Co., Mich., July 32, 1877.-" We
have no basswood honey this season. There
was an immense bloom, but a dry scorching
sun and high wind destroyed it all. We
have had three poor seasons now in succession. The fall flowers may help us some.
home apiary.
I send you photograph of
It contains 200 colonies. In the foreground
farm
I keep
is a field of alsike clover.

my

my

seeded with

and consider

the best
plant. The small building to the left
few rods disa store-house for honey.
tant I have a .5-horse power saw mill for
cutting hives and frames. Just over the
oldest boy's head is a mammoth swarm
hanging on the apple tree."

honey
is

it,

it

A

Hiram Roop.

Friend Roop will please accept our
thanks for the photo. It will occupy a
place in our museum, and be an interesting
study to many of our visitors who know him
only by name.—Ed.]
[

.
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Battle Ground, IncL, July 33, 1877.—" I
14 apiaries in successful operation, with over 1,500 stocks of bees, doing
quite well in the Hicks' hive. I have had
over 30 year's experience." J. M. Hicks.
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now have

Eagle Lake, Minn., July 20, 1877.— "My
bees have done well. I have taken 1,500 tbs
of honey from 60 colonies, and they still
have enough honey to winter on. They
1 would not have any
are all Italians.
other bees at any price."

H. A. SiMONDS.
Carrollton, La., July 23, 1877.—" 1 am extracting froua two of my apiaries. I expect
to have 250 colonies by Sept., and pure
young queens for each of them, besides

wintering some for spring trade. I expect
10 pure queens soon to breed from. Our
second rain since April 10th, came last
Saturday. It has done considerable good."

W. B. Rush.

GLEANED BY FRANK BENTON.

The "A.
translations

B. J." in

from

Europe.— Numerous

The American Bee

Journal are noticeable in the European
journals of apiculture.
Foul Brood.— Herr A. Lorenz says in
Der Bienenvater: "In localities supplied
with rich harvests, the bee-keeper knows
nothing of foul brood— a strong proof of my
conclusion that its cause is to be sought
only in a lack of pasturage."

Javanese Bees.— Sig. Giuseppe

Fiorini,^

of Monselice, Italy, the proprietor of an
apiary containing 500 colonies, has under-

Hastings, Minn., July 25. 1877.— "Our season for basswood honey is over. It has
been extremely hot and dry. Bees have
been doing very well so far this season.
Our great honey harvest has yet to come.
From the wild flowers on our bottoms along
the river, which usually lasts from Aug. 1st
till frost comes, I have had swarms gather
over 100 lbs. often this time. One season 2

taken the importation of the large bee
known as apis dorsnta, a native of the is-

38 and 29, filled their hives
without any assistance, and threw out the
I am extractfirst swarms the next season.
ing only to give the queen plenty of room."

Normal

swarms on Aug.

Wm. Dyek.
Marshall Co., Ind., July 32, 1877.—" I lost
56 out of 86 colonies last winter. Threefourths of all the bees in this part of the
country died last winter— some lost all they
had. Bees have not done well here since
1874; that was the year I started with 10
swarms of blacks in box hives. I had them
transferred to the American hive, and they
made so mucli honey that fall, I thought 1
could make a fortune with them. They
have not more than paid expenses since.
Still I think there is money in bees yet— in
good seasons. I am a farmer and have not
the time to attend to my bees as I should.
You know how things pay half attended to.
1 have the Italian bee, which I think are
better than blacks. Have one of Hill's gaspipe extractors. I extracted about 50 gallons last year, but it won't sell well about
here. They think it some composition that
I make myself.
I tell them I will give §30
if they find anything in it but pure honey."

John W. Osborn.
Secure a Choice Queen.

We now renew our

offer to

send a choice

tested Italian queen as a premium to any
one will send us four subscribers to The

American Bee Jouknal, with

$8.00. This
premium, giving a good queen for four subscribers, will pay any one for taking some

trouble to extend

the

circulation

Journal. Premium queens
case be tested.

of

the

will in every

by Herr
Bohemia. UApicoltore, published in Milan, speaks very
highly of Sig. Fiorini and his undertaking.
land

At

Java,

of

Edward

first

described

Cori, of Bruex,

be taught in the
schools. But, o etouffeurs ! don't
be alarmed, for it's beyond the seas, that is,
in Canada, where this is to take place.— jL'last apiculture is to

Apieulteur, Paris.

Farmers and Bee-Keepers.— In th&
course of his opening address before the
convention of German and Austrian
bee-keepers. Dr. Settegast, the president,
said:
"He who causes two blades of grassto grow where but one grew before, may be
regarded as a benefactor. And every beeculturist is such a benefactor, and should
be received with open arms by each farmer
near whose property he locates."
21st

From "Nostra Bella Italia."— L'-

Aplcoltore publishes the programme of the
10th apistic exhibition of the Central Association for the Encouragement of Apiculture in Italy, which is to be held at Milan
Dec. 4-9 inclusive, 1877. Liberal premiumsfor displays of apiarian products and implements are offered. The Italians manifest great interest in the advancement of
the real science of apiculture, and, judging
from their journals, there must be some
skillful apiarists

among them.

—

Distribution of the Honey' Bee.
Our native black bee extends as far north
as the northern part of Sweden and Filmland; it is found in Sweden under the
parallel of 64° N. latitude, and in Finnland
under

60°

to 61° N.

latitude.

In Siberia,

bee-culture is carried on as tar north as the
parallel of 51°. Our bee is to be found on
the African continient in Algiers, Guinea,
and at the Cape. It was taken to America
and has spread itself over that continent
with a rapidity bordering upon the wonderflourishing splendidly in the
ful, even
The Italian bee was sent to
tropics.
America by Dr. Dzierzon, and to Australia
in 1863 by the Englishman, Woodbury.—

Elsaesstsche Bienen-Zuechtcr.

—
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BUST ON EXTBACTOK.
Co., Ala., June 18, 1877.—" Will

tell me through the Journal
keep the wires in my honey exSubscriber.
tractor from rusting?"

how

to

[If the extractor is left just as

there

no danger of

leaves

it,

honey

will never rust

ed, the

is

it;

but

swarming.
persistent

most wholly controlled, but it requires
skill and experience.
If the queen
in question was pure, I should advise Mr.
Greening to breed from her, and even now
recommend that he let her work.—A. J.
Cook.]

much

the honey
rust.

if it is

The
wash-

COMB foundation.
Friend Newman:— I wish to ask you a
wax

TULIP AND BAS8WOOD.
Nevada City, Cal., July 9, 1877.— " Please
answer the following questions:
1. How old must a tulip tree be before it

How

how

high will

it

be at the

and what size are basswood
trees when they blossom?
3. What soil and climate do both tulip
and basswood grow best on?"
R. E. Bush.
2.

old,

[We have tulip trees {Lirlodendron tuUpifera) now 15 years old, that bloom.
They are about 20 ft. high.
Basswood will bloom at 8 or 10 years of
age, and when not more than as many feet
high. Both these trees thrive best in a
moist climate. The first flourishes even on
quite light sandy soil, while the basswood
requires a rich sand or clay loam.— A. J.
€ooK.J

WHY DO THEY NOT SWARM?
Grand Meadow, Minn., July 2, 1877.—
*' Bees are doing well here now, those that
managed to save them through the winter.
In this neighborhood many lost all they
had. I have 2 swarms that have already
sent out 4 swarms each; all in good shape.
Have another that was very strong in the
spring, and is full of honey, bees and brood,
but will not swarm; they have queen cells
half built for weeks, but do not put eggs in
them. I cut out all drone brood, as they
are hybrids and 1 don't want to mix with
my pure Italians. Is that the reason they
do not swarm? They work splendidly, and
rather than let them hang outside doing
nothing I have added two supers, making a
4-story hive, and they are working to the
top. Can you solve the question?"
C. F.

Does the foundation remain
it worked out by the bees
the
being used to build the cells?

question.
thick or is

water will.—Ed.]

blossoms; and
same time?

by early and
swarming can be al-

I feel sure that

attention,

Greening.

[ The reason why some bees refuse
swarm is obscure. I think cutting out

to

or
correct

removing drone brood is not the
answer. Giving them plenty of room may
be the reason, though it will not always
answer the question. Something may be
done to individual pecularities of bees,
though I think there is some law governing
the swarming impulse not yet revealed.
Sometimes bees in full colonies with little
room are slow to swarm; while again, bees
with abundance of room seem bent on

in

it

—

John

Z.

Cabe.

[That question we might answer with
both "Yes" and "No."
We have some
foundation in this office, the cells of which
were lengthened out by the bees, using the
wax of the foundation for that purpose. It
was only in the hive a few hours, and the
samples are in the various stages of building. We also have on our desk a piece of
foundation that we cut out of the centre of
some excellent white clover honey, as it
stood upon our breakfast table this morning. It appears j list like other foundation,
and is of similar thickness, but shows
where the bees had attached the sides of
the cells to it. It is evident, therefore, that
the bees are not always governed by the
rule. Under some circumstances they
use the foundation to attach the cells to;
under others, they thin out the wax and
make cells from it— when they are not so
"busy," perhaps. Ed.]

same

QUINBY hive— FOUL BBOOD— MOTHS.
13, 1877.— "Will you
pl«ase give a description of Quiuby's nonpatented, non-swarmer, and tell me where
it is for sale?

Shelby Co., Mo., July

2.

What is meant by foul brood ?
When does the moth-miller

cease to
lay? Should think that one overhauling of
the hive after that would insure bees
against its ravages for the winter."
E. C. Phillips.
3.

[The Quinby hive
Root,

Mohawk, N.Y.

tion of the late

is

for sale

by L.

C.

It is the latest inven-

M. Quinby.

The frames

stand on the bottom-board and are held upright without support at the upper corners.
Top boxes are placed directly on the
frames; 16 boxes being arranged on either
side, 2 deep, and 4 abreast, with the ends
directly against the main combs; no partition being between, except a narrow strip
of glass that leaves an opening for the bees
to pass immediately from the combs to the
guide combs in the boxes.
2. Foul brood is a disease that depopulates the colony— the brood seems to putrefy, becomes black and gives an offensive

—
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For its treatment, see friend Muth's
on page 196 (June No.).
3. Moths may be seen every month from
April till winter. If bees are kept strong
Some
there need be no fear of moths.

odor.

article

syrup in vessels near the hives at night vpill
be the means of destroying many.—Ed.]

—

" Enclosed
Ind., July 20, 1877.
please find a plant which we call sweet
clover; please answer through the Journal whether it is nielilot clover or not, as
bees do not seem to work upon it.

my

Bumble bees work

freely on

it.

The ground

ivy is one of the best and earliest honey
plants we have here. I find the garden
radish one of the best for bees, by planting
C. A. Ging.
every 2 weeks."

[The plant is the nielilot or sweet clover—
Melilotus Alba. I have found the bees on
ours almost constantly, and the honey is
just splendid. The bloom lasts a long time,
and were this clover an annual instead of a
biennial, I should rank it as one of the first.
—A. J. Cook.]

HOW TO

This is a most disastrous year for the
bee-men of California, as we have had
scarcely any rain. Bees in a great many
localities are simply starving, and owners

may consider

themselves lucky

if

they save

any income from them. My bees seem very inlast
year
as
dustrious and work as hard
when they were bringing in immense
their bees alive without thinking of

I have watched a
quantities of honey.
strong hive that seeined to be doing its level

MELILOT CLOVEE.
star,
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ITALIANIZE.

Co., 111., July 2, 1877.—" I have 60
colonies of hybrids. They are at work on
clover.
I wish to Italianize them.
J. L. Grey.
shall I do it?"

Lee

How

[To Italianize a colony it is only necessary to procure and introduce a tested
In order to do this find and
Italijvn queen.
destroy the old queen. Wind a strip of
wire-cloth, S^^ inches wide, around your
finger, in order to make a cage. The cloth
.should be about 15 meshes to tlie inch. Put
a cork or plug of wood in one end, or pinch
it togetiier, and after putting in the queen
plug the other end with a piece of comb
honey or cork of some kind, and put the
cage between two combs. After 48 hours,
smoke the hive and cage thoroughly, opening the cage at one end. Watch the bees to
see if they attack the queen. If so, again
cage her for another 48 hours. It is a good
plan to let some honey drop on the queen,
when opening the cage; it will familiarize
the bees with the queen, while they are
cleansing her of the honey. From such a
colony you can Italianize your whole apiary.— Ed.]

BEST BEE PLANT AND CHEAPEST FEED.
Los Angeles, June 27, 1877.— " Please answer the following questions. Is there any
bee-plant that would pay to plant in this
climate where we do not have rain between
March and Nov.? Which is the best to
withstand drought ?
What is the cheapest bee feed? The
price of sugar here is 7 lbs. tor $1, which is
the cheapest kind.
Is molasses good
enough, as there are very few days in the
year that bees cannot fly?

and on examination found very little
honey stored. What are they doing? I always thought when there is a scarcity of
honey in the flowers, bees hang around the
outside of hive with hands in pockets' and
a most dejected expression on their faces."
IIamilton Hurnakd.
best,

'

am

not able to speak authoritatively
but should suppose that
rape, the mustards, and perhaps the mints,
might stand the drough. I suppose our
friend could easily test the question.
[I

for

California,

I should suppose extracted honey would
be the cheapest bee feed in California.

Such years as 1876, when honey was so
abundant, a supply might be kept for time
of need.

Bees in warm, sunny days are ever on the
even though unable. This
is why the apiarist should keep his bees in
the cellar, in our cold climates, till flowers
come. Else they wear out in their fruitless
quests, and we are vexed with spring
dwindling.—A. J. Cook.]
alert to gather,

•

Buckwheat for a Late Second

—

Crop. Our friend Jesse Hobson wishes to remind our renders that a good
crop of buckwheat can be grown on irrigated soil, sown as late as August.
Indeed he prefers to sow it late, as it
comes to maturity as the cold weather
commences, and makes a better crop
than early sown, which fills in hot
weather and is apt to blight. Late
sown gets the advantage of cool and
damp weather, which is best adapted
to its growth. Mr. II. says tliat he has
grown heavy crops of buckwheat, as a
second crop, on good soil, sown as late
It makes
as the middle of August.
excellent bee pasturage,, besides producing heavily of grain, and pays betler than any other field crop, on an
average. California Agriculturist and
Artisan.
Subscribers will please notice the
date upen their subscription labels and see
that they are "up with the times."

WAKT.'"*

A positive

cure.

UEinOVED.
Painless and stainless.

Order from Dr. Quincy A. Scott,
Penn. Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa., or through

Price ^1.
278

any druggist.
Circular free.

A liberal discount to dealers.
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Honey Markets.

NEW YORK.— In consequence of the adwarm weather and small fruits the
for honey for table purposes ceases
here at this season of the year and the trade
is confined to manufacturers, consequently
prices are now at their lowest ebb. Just
now there is considerable trade in West
India honey for export. These transactions
are with honey in bond, the duty being 20c.
per gallon; dealers buy and sell it without
taking taking it out of the custom house,
except when our domestic honey sells so
high as to justify the payment of import
duties. At present the prices rule about as
vent of

demand

OF SUBSCRIPTION.

TER9IIS

Single subscriber, one year,
sent at the
"
"
"
"
"
"
Six

Two subscribers,

$2.00

same

All larger clubs at the

time.

.

3.50
5.00
9.00

.

"...
"...

"

Tliree

"

same

rate.

RATES FOR ADVERTISIING.
1 month, per line,
20 cents.
"•
"
"
"
2
each insertion ,...15
"
"
"
"
"
"
3
....12
"
"
"
....lO
6
One inch in Length of Column makes Twelve Lines.
'

Special Notices, and pages next to reading
matter, one-third more than the above rates.
Last page of cover, double rates.

No advertisement

receivedafor[less

than

$1.

follows:

West India honey

in bond, per gal., 83@
white clover, strained,
8@10c; buckwheat, 7@8c; white
clover, comb, 14@15; buckwheat, comb, 10
@12c. The price of honey of course will
increase during the fall.

85c, free, $1.02@1.05;

per

beeswax.

Cash in advance

for all transient advertiseBills of regular advertisers payable
quarterly.
adhere strictly to our printed
rates.

ments.

We

Address

all

communications and

THOS.

tances to

G.

184

NEWMAN

Clark

St..

remit-

& SON,

Chicago,

lU.

Write names and addresses plain—giving
County and State.
Additions can be made to clubs at any
same club rate.

time, at the

When

changing

post-office address,

tion the old address as well as the

men-

new

one.

Specimen copies, canvassing outfit,
Posters, and Illustrated Price List sent free
upon application.

We send the Journal until an order for
discontinuance is received at this office, and
arrearages are all paid.
We will give Hill's work on "Chicken
Cliolera" (price 50 cents), to any one desiring it, as a premium for two subscribers.
J® When you have a leisure hour or
evening, why not drop in on a neigliboring
family and see if you cannot get a subscribThe American Bee Journal?

er for

ft..

A

few small parcels are being taken

chiefly to ship. Sales at 30@31c., the latter
price for choice southern.
Exports for week ending July 17
1,298 lbs
"
from Jan. 1st
61,233 "
"
"
same time last year
38,269
Prompt sales can be relied on at the
above quotations for the next 15 days.
H. K.
F. B. THURBEii
Co.
.

CHICAGO.
15

@ 18c.

Beeswax,

'

G.

Newman &

8@9c.

CINCINNATI. —Quotations by C. F.
Comb honey, in small boxes, 123^@

Muth.

15c.
Extracted, 1 ft. jars, in shipping order,
per doz.,.'g!2.75; per gross, .1?30.00. 2 ft. jars,
per doz., |i.5.00; per gross, $55.00.
SAN FRANCISCO. Quotations by
White, in boxes and
Stearns & Smith.
frames, 10@15c. Strained honey in good demand at 9@ 10c. comb, ll@123^c.; beeswax,
25@26c. Extra fine grades of honey are
firmer. Markets well supplied with low

—

;

grades.

San Francisco, July 6, 1877.—" Our advice
from all parts of the State is that we will
have only about quarter of a crop. No new
crop yet in the market. Old prices are 1@3
Stearns & Smith.
cts. finer."

ITALIAN
I will

Select

QUEENS!

furnish (laughters of

Imported Queens at the

following prices:

Untested
Tested -

For the convenience of bee-keepers,
to supply, at

the lowest market prices. Imported or test-

ed Italian Queens,

&

new comb honey,

Extracted, choice white,

Son.

we have made arrangements

full colonies,

-

$1.00
2.50

JOHN ROOKER,
Strawtown,
Hamilton

The only safe way

to send money by
mail is to get the letter registered, or procure a money order or draft.
cannot be
responsible for money lost, unless these
precautions are taken. Then it is at our
risk, and if lost we will make it good to the

-

I have 100 colonies, and none
but pure drones in my apiary.
Address

Langstroth

or other hives. Extractors of all the makes,
and anything required about the apiary.
'

&

Choice

2.5@30.

Remittances to be sent at our risk must
be by Post-office Order, Registered Letter,
Draft or Express (cliarges prepaid). Make
Post-office Orders and Drafts payable to

Thomas

—

.

Co., Ind.

We

sender, but not otherwise.

'Attention is called to the advertiseof Ropp's Commercial Calculator. It is in all respects what is claimed
for it, and is a very valuable work.

ment

BY

GERARD.

O.

This is the title of the most successful temperance song published. It is now being sungnightly at tlie •emperance meetings held in
Cincinnati. Everybody should sing "Redeemed." Price 35 cents per copy. Can be played
on the Piano or Orj;an. Address all orders to
the publisher.

F.
50

West

W. HELMICK,

4th St., Cincinnati

,

O.

!

^It^ ^miirf 4H11 gee Jamtital
DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO BEE CULTURE.
Vol. XIII.

Chicago, Illinois, September, 1877.

%mofs laMe.
1^ Don't
and

honey now,

force sales of

depress the market.
delay will be very beneficial.
tlius

A

little

No.

1^ Friend Baldwin of

9.

Lake County,

Indiana, says that he and friend Keller
always winters without loss by packing
their hives some 3 inches all around

with oak leaves.

i^=H. K. &F. B. Thurber, have pur-

1^ See the new prices on foundation
As it has
demand will be

in this issue.
cess, tlie

proved a suclarge and the

prices correspondingly small.

1^ Friend M. Sorrick has sent us the
Catalogue of the Iowa Industrial Exwhich will open in Des
Moines, Iowa, on Sept. 26th, and close
position,

Oct. 31, 1877.

"

The Locust Plague "

is the title
the Grasshopper or
Kocky Mountain Locust, by Prof. C. V.
Riley. It is nicely gotten up and illustrated. The matter is very interesting
and exhaustive. The Professor gives
some valuable hints as to its destruc-

of a

chased

the entire honey crops of
friends oST. IsT. Betsinger and G. M.
Doolittle, of New York. These crops
are large, and we congratulate them on
their early sale.

^°Those who send honey to be exhiYork at the National

bited in ISTew

Convention should see that it is nicely
put up and properly labeled, stating the
kind of honey and the bee-keeper's

name and

address.

new work on

tion.

The crops in this country are simply
enormous, but in Europe they are in
gloomy contrast. In America the present crop has but seldom been equalled,
in either quality or quantity.
The
crops of the north-west will this year
bring two thousand millions of dollars
into the hands of the producers. Good
enough I

1^ Friend
Europe

and— C.
visit

Italy.

C. O. Perrine has

gone to

in the interest of bees, honey,

O. Perrine.

He

intends to

England, France, Germany, and
He says he shall try to deter-

mine the question of the existence of
black bees in Italy, see whether bees
work as well there as in this country,
etc.
He intends to buy some queens,
and try the experiment of
importing
''

on his own hook."

When

he returns
our readers will learn the resvilts of his
investigations and experiments.

m'A copy of J. M. Hicks' "North
American Bee-Keepers' Guide " is on
our table. It contains much that is interesting to novices; and had the little
work been nicely printed it would have

been more acceptable generally. Of
course it is intended chiefly to introduce Mr. Hick's hive.

DziERZON Theory. — Referring

to

the new issue of this excellent and
valuable work, Novice remarks as follows:

"We

congratulate

friend

Newman

on having struck upon the bright idea
of giving us the Dzierzon theory in a
neat little pamphlet. This tlieory has
been attacked from all sides for many
years, yet like the Copeniican theory
of old, it stands as tirm as the hills.
Some of our young friends who are so
hasty in deciding that the drone pro-

geny is affected by the fertilization of
the queen, had better give it a careful
reading. It is a good thing for us all
to read over carefullv, even if we have
once been over it in the first vohmie of
the A. B. J. If there is anything you
do not get hold of, in regard to queens,
drones, and fertile workers, you had
better read it. If thoroughly studied,
it would save many a column of queries
and long stories in all our bee papers."
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The National Convention.

Seasonable Hints.
Usually about the

raidclle of

Septem-

ber, all storing ceases in this latitude;

then surplus boxes should be removed.
If troubled with robbing bees, contract
the entrances. If it is necessary to
feed for winter, it should be done in
the latter part of this month. If desired, colonies may be Italianized during the fall months. Care should be
taken not to expose refuse honey, or it
may cause trouble in the apiary. An
examination should be made of every
colony during this month, in order to
ascertain

its

condition.

Weak

colonies

should be strengthened by full frames
Any
from strong ones, or united.
queen that is old or unprolific should
now be superseded by a young and
vigorous one, else she may die in midwinter and endanger the life of the

Be sure that all
colonies have young bees and plenty of
room for clustering near the centre of
the hive, for it will not do to go into
winter quarters with old bees only.
Fall honey is often gathered in abundance from golden-rod and other fall
flowers dming this month, and if the
bees store more than is needed in the
brood chamber, the extractor should
be used, not to rob them, but to give
the queen room to lay in and thus
produce the young bees so essential to
safe wintering.
colony in the spring.

—

^^ After

having thoroughly experimented with all shapes and sizes of
frames, iSlovice says: " I recommend
the Langstroth frame- for everybody,
and for every purpose, in preference to
I do not believe there
anything else
In this view the
is anything better."
A. B. J. and Novice are in perfect accord.

1^ Friends

:

Look

at the direction

on this paper. If the date on it is
not " up with the times," you will
greatly oblige us by sending us the
By urgent
lever to ''boost it ahead."
request we have waited on hundreds of
now the harour patrons till harvest
vest is so plenty that they can easily
label

;

fulfill

their promises.

Particulars of the
arrangements
friend Coe, for the session of
the ISTational Convention on Oct. 16th,
may be found in this issue of The

made by

Journal. This is an important meeting and will we think result in much
good to the bee-keeping fraternity.
Honey producers and dealers will have
an opportunity to confer on the all-important subject of how to place honey
upon the market so as to make it the
most profitable to bee keepers.
Messrs. Thurber offer a $50 gold
medal for the finest sample of honey in
the most marketable shape.
The Hon. and venerable Peter Cooper
intends to offer a silver medal. He has
already placed the magnificent Hall of
the American Institute at oiu" disposal,
for the sessions of the Convention.
The finest and most interesting display of honey, beeswax, bees and apiarian supplies ever made ought to be
on exhibition at the American Institute.
Let all subordinate associations send
delegates, and provide for at least a
part of the necessary expense. Where
there is no association, let any beekeeper elect himself a delegate, and go,
in the interest of bee-keepers generally

and

of himself in particular.

The invitation

—COME

is

broad and general.

!

Hon. Peter Cooper.— An Exchange
remarks that the growth of the country
is Avell shown by the fact that the man
is still alive who, after middle age,
built the first railway engine made on
That man is our esthis continent.
teemed and philanthropic countryman,

He built the engine
designs in Baltimore a
little more than tliirty years ago, and it
was successfully operated on the Baltimore and Ohio Railway.
Mr. Cooper was the first to apply
anthracite coal to the puddling of iron,
which he did in a rolling and wire mill
that he had erected in New York.

Peter Cooper.
after his

own

Mr. Cooper was 76 last February, and
feels a deep interest in the country and in all the people, particularly
still

the laboring classes.

.
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Muth's Extractor.
Friend Muth has just had a neto cut
of his extractor engraved, and as it
more correctly represents his improved
machine we give it to our readers. The
cut speaks for itself and will be readily
understood by all.
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boxes, which they invariably sell gross
weight. Now, a cap of honey weighing 4>^
lbs. gross weight, will tare 1^ tt>s., and this
the paclcer has to lose, a disadvantage
wliich will be readily understood.
It is a truth that "our many friends will,
no doubt, willingly attest that, our avowed
and accomplished aim has always been the
"best goods at the cheapest prices," and in
pursuance of this principle, we took hold of
the business of packing honey on a large

MUTH'S EXTRACTOR.
scale,

Surplus Frames.
In Thurber's Trade Circular,

we

no-

tice the following, concerning surplus

frames and honey boxes:

The absolute failure of the honey crop in
California is, beyond all peradventure, now
an established fact, and prices, in consequence, have largely advanced, with a
still higher figures.
The
failure of the California crop affects the
price of honey packed in glass to a still
greater degree, owing to the fact that California honey is stored in wliat are called
Harbison frames; these are racked together,
packed in cases, and sold net weight, tlius
packers were able to cut out the combs and
pack them into glass jars and tumblers,
without loss of tares. This year we are
obliged to fall back upon Eastern and
Southern apiarists for our supplies. The
custom among these bee-men is, to have
their honey stored in 2 and iX K>. caps or

tendency towards

and by applying our usual business

principles, succeeded in reducing the prices
for honey packed in glass more than 40 per
cent., but for the reasons above given, we
are obliged this season, to advance prices
materially, although not near to the old
prices of 1874-.5.
Anticipating the advance in honey, we
contracted early in the season for the crops
of all the best apiarists stored in caps, not
to exceed 2}4 tbs. each in weight, and to
meet the requirements of the trade, will
pack only 12 of these little caps in a crate.
The caps are to be four sides glass, while
the tops and bottoms and the entire crates
are to be made out of the whitest New England pine, all second growth. The honey
thus stored, will at once present the neatest
and newest possible appearance, which, in
connection with the fine quality of the
goods, will tend greatly to increase their

consumption.

Dt^"

Go

to the National

Convention
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The Honey Market.
The American

Grocer says:

We are in

possession of reliable information from San Diego, California,
confirming the previons reports of the
almost total failure of the iioney crop
in that and the counties lying contiguous thereto. Our readers will remember that last year was a wonderfully
propitious one for tlie secretion of
honey in that section the rains were
ample and the dews regular; the crop

—

was unprecedentedly large.

San Diego
county alone shipped 1,1^77,1-55 lbs., and

it is estimated that the yield in the
entire State reached 2,-500,000 fts. This,
or most of it, was forced upon our
Eastern markets and prices became
depressed; quotations for choice comb
honey fell rapidly from 28c. to 18c. per
ft)., the most of it went into consumption at the latter price. This year tlie

immense

variety and plienominally splendid climate of that section
seem to have availed nothing; a drouth
tloral

and worse yet, they have had no
dews, and the whole face of the earth
is parched into unproductiveness and
death. What a metamorphosis
Mr.
Harbison writes: " I have visited my
apiaries the past week, and have heard
set in,

!

from

all the principal points.
The inevitable result will be that a. large portion of the bees will die of starvation
unless fed enough to
carry them
through the period of six months.
They are only gathering a living now,
and can only depend on this lasting
for, say 5 or 6 weeks. It follows that
feeding will have to be resorted to
from that time till flowers bloom, which
will, at best be, till Feb., 1878."

The question now arises what effect
the loss of California's crop will have
upon the market y The opinion has
been hazarded by an eminent apiarian
that prices will be forced back to tlie
old standard. This is a delusion that
producers will, no doubt, delight to
hug, but we question whether a calm
investigation of the situation will justify such a hope.

The immense consumption
last fall and
capitalists that

of

honey

winter

has
satisfied
money can be profitably employed to develop our honey
resources, even at the low prices that
ruled them. Consumption always renders an article cheap and abundant; it
renders possible the investment of vast
capital in the establishment of large
apiaries throughout the country, the
reduction of transportation thereby
making remote crops accessible and
enabling bee men to work their apiar-

minimiuu cost. It establishes
the business upon a firmer basis and
promotes this product to the dignity of
a staple. All this could never be done
ies at the

imless the vast consumption of honey
rendered it wise and practicable to do
so.
Here we see the advantage of the
merchant; he induces consumption by
pressing its sale, and it is the consumption of honey that increases its cheapness. It is only by extravagance, so to
speak, by free and extensive use of
honey, that the machinery by which it
is made cheap is put into operation.
If honey is consumed largely the resources will be co-extensively develop-

and our immense wealth

in this
further.
If but little is used little will be produced; and that little dear. ''Consumption and the possibilities of extended
consumption," says that celebrated

ed,

direction will startle us

still

Mr. Bunce, " stimand industry."
Mr. Heddon, an apiarian of no incon-

political economist,

ulate invention

siderable practical experience, has for

a long time attempted to dissuade men
from embarking in the bee biisiness,
fearing tlie increased production would
glut the market. He will find, however, that capital is not fixed in its
activity nor human energies limited,
and as Nature's resources are fairly
boundless, honey will be exti-acted
from the fields to an extent immensely
determined by the demands of consumers.
We all remember the old
fable of Fortunatus, in whose pvu'se a
gold piece appeared as rapidly as the
contents were withdrawn. In the new
purse of Fortunatus, called production,
two or more pieces appear as rapidly as
one is withdrawn, and thus it is that in
Texas, Louisiana, Florida, Alabama,
and the South generally, which is now
rapidly passing out of what may be
called a ''transition state," and activity taking the place of indolence,
the modern purse of Fortunatus is
found. Capital has found investment
there, and this tier of States lying in
California
the same
latitude with
promises to send to market almost
enough honey, produced in excess of
last year, to offset the loss sustained by
the failure of the crop in the latter
State. More than this, the prospect in
jSTew York State for a large crop is
very encouraging. One gentleman, in
the central part of the State, recently
informed us that he thought his yield
would aggregate 100,000 to 150,000 ftis.,
against 70,000 ft)S. last year. Favorable
reports also reach us from Michigan,
Wisconsin, and Ohio. Thus it will be
seen that, notwithstanding the disastrous news from the Golden State,
last

year's

consumption

encouraged

production in other quarters to such an
extent that the increased supply thus
secured will keep honey within reach

and we i)redict that prices
will hardly be restored to the old standard, though California honey will, no
doubt, be higher than last year.
of the poor,
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FRIEND MUTH

J»outIxevu ^otcs^

insisted on our staying over another day,
but seeing that he was very busy, and that

GLEANED BY
W.

J-

Andrews,

Columbia, Tenn.

-
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we were

causing him to neglect his busiwhich he did without any reluctance, and was so very kind and liberalhearted, that we could not get our mind's
consent to remain and impose on his good
nature any further.
Our sincere hope is
that it may be in our power some day to return the courtesies shown us by him.
ness, but

Our Visiting Jaunt.

We took advantage of
made

in

the reduced rates,
consequence of the Saengerfest or

musical festival which took place at Louisiana, to visit some of our friends South. We
spent a day and night attending the festival.
At 4 p. M. on Ihe 11th, we found the cars of
the O. & M. R. R., and at 8 p. m. landed in
The following morning we
Cincinnati.
called on friend

CHAS.

F.

MUTH,

spending the morning and driving with
him. After dinner, he had his horse and
buggy harnessed up and we soon found
ourselves on the road to Mt. Healthy to pay
a visit to our friend
J. S.

whose residence we found ourselves
due time, and were soon among his bees.

In
It

our opinion that Mr. Hill has one of the
best, if not the best, apiaries in the United
is

States. It is certainly far ahead of all
others we ever visited, and we have visited
quite a number. Everything is in apple-pie
order. He has a place for everything and
everything in its place. He uses the Langstroth hive, two-stories high, all were painted, and the tops covered with metal. He
goes mostly for box or section-frame honey,
but his crop this year, compared to that of
last, was a failure.
We spent but a short
time at friend Hill's, but in that time we
learned a great deal. We do not wish to
crowd friend Hill with visitors, but would
advise all amateurs who wish to learn the
bee business thoroughly,if it be convenient,
to pay friend Hill's apiary a visit.
We
know such will be made welcome. We
took tea with friend Hill, after which we
wended our way back to Cincinnati, under
the shade of night.
We intended the next morning to go to
Oxford and pay the

bev.

l. l.

langstroth

a visit, but Mr. Muth thought our trip would
be in vain, as he did not think Mr. L. would
be able to receive us if we went. So we
gave the trip up. We wrote Mr. L. a note
before leaving, and a day or two after we
returned we received a postal card in reply
from his daughter, stating that her father
was too unwell to see me and expressing
regret, etc.

correction.

correct a statement made in
the July number of the Journal by Mr.

Ch. Dadant. We did not offer Mr. Hardin
Haines $50 for a Cyprian queen, but we
wrote Mr. Dadant that we had written Mr.
Hardin Haines that we thought his price—

$15— was

too

low

for

Cyprian queens, and

we had made an

that

offer of $50 for a

genuine one. Mr. Haines replied to us that
" he did not know they were so high
priced."

HILL,

at

A

We wish to

I had also intended to take a part in the
controversy in regard to "Dollar Queens,"
but failed to do so for want of time. In the
main I agree with Mr. Ch. Dadant. I do
not think it pays, and it has not been for
the want of orders on the contrary, up
until we were prevented from sending by
mail we received more orders than we could
fill.
Yet we think their sale has resulted in
a great deal of good. Many have Italianized
their bees who would not have done so if
they had been compelled to pay more than
$1 for queens.
J. A.

—

w

Weight

of a Colony in June.

Mary's Parish, La., July 7, 1877.—Befind an account of the gain and
loss of a medium colony of black bees for
the month of June, in this locality:
St.

low please

June

1,

%
3,

% K)
>4
M

4,0
5,

1

6,

7,0
8,

9,

10,

%
%
%

Rain

11,

3^ ft

K

21,13^

13,
13, 4
14, \y^
15, 13^
16, \yi
17, 2 Rain
18,
Rain
19,
20, 1

23,
23,
24,
25,
26,
27,
28,
29,
30,

>^R.
1
I

1

1
21

\]4

2
2

O, means that they gathered what they
consumed daily. There was a loss only on
(23d, 14 lb).
The last rain we had
previous to June 1st was on May 20th.
Bees are now bringing in honey rapidly.
My scale hive showed a gain of 5 lbs. yes-

one day

terday. I have now 85 colonies in frame
hives, and propose doubling them next
year. They pay well in this section.
J.

D. Bedell.
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Comb Honey— Honey House.
HiokniaiK Ky., Any. 12, 1877.— "W. J. AnEsq.: Dear Sir— As you are ao
kind to fiivc iiifonnatioii to youtlu'in roaders of our dear old A. B. !.. 1 thouulit to ask
you for sonu' lij;lit about building a storehouse for liouey. My nutans are very small.
I have kept bees in a small way for pleasiire and profit, for 4 years successively, but
occupation as
lost my regular
haviiifi
cabinetnmker, by tire, bees are now my sole
support. I started this spring with 1<5. and
liave now 31 stands. I have up to this time
extracted my honey every year; but was
advised by Mr. Muth to raise comb honey
in small frames, etc. My trouble is to keep
insects, particularly the moth,
it from
thoufih I never lost any bees by it. Will
you fiive me some advice? 1 do not intend
Which
to keep more than about (M) stands.
is cheapest, a frame buil(lin<;- with weatherbeading, etc., or one of brick, the same laid
in the most economical way? Coui(rthe
former be made })erfectly moth proof ? In
answering the above questions you will

BKEWS,

GusTAV

oblige."

Iliscii.

We

agree with friend Muth in his advice
have paid
to you to raise comb honey.
friend Muth several visits, and he has
thoroughly convinced us that Southern beekeepers must raise comb honey, in order to
think
receive proper compensation.
our poplar honey far superior in flavor to
the white clover, yet our market is north of
lis, and they want either comb or very light
[

they are so crowded with honey that they
are'not rearing brood enougli. Without an
extractor what is to be done in such cases?
Please accept thanks for the queen; you are
very, very kind."
Kate Graysen.

an extractor, remove
honey from the
brood chamber, and replace them with
empty frames, and compel them to build
comb.—w. .T. A.l
[In the absence of

some

of your full frames of

^^W Miss Anna Saunders
Aug.

writes us, on

12, 1877:

"The golden-rod commenced blooming on

Hope it will yield some honey
this season. It is very abundant here
If there is anything in my letters you think
fit for the Journal, you can nuike use of
it.
I will write especially for it when possible."
th(yls't inst.

Thanks, Miss Anna, for the permission.
find something useful in your
letters, and shall gladly avail ourselves of
your kind offer.
w. j. A.

We always

We

^oreigtx ^otcs^

We

honey. The* latter I am quite certain we
cannot get to compare with that gathered
North.
"We are not able to give you much advice
in the construction of a honey house. A
frame one we think would certainly be the
cheapest. Ours is a frame building. Will

not some of the readers of the Journal,
who have some experience with honey
houses, give the information desired?— w^
J.

A.]

^^ We

presented the Rev. M. Mahin, of
Logans])ort, Ind., with a queen, aiul in a
note to us he says: "I never saw purer Italian bees anywhere. I am delighted with

them."

This queen was i)resented for the

best article in the Bee World. \\e will
make a similar jiresent for the best article
written for this department of The American Bee Journai,, between this and the
January number. The editor to make the
w. j. A.
decision.

Nixburg, Ala.. July '24, 1877.— "W. J. An]SIy bees have done remarkably
well this sea'son. Begun in the spring with
increased
by natural swarming to
8 stands;
17; have taken over 500 fts. of the nicest
box honey, leaving more than that in lower
part of hive for winter stores and rearing of
brood. If I only had an extractor 1 could
have taken at least Ij-OOO lbs. I fear that

prews:

GLEANED BY FBANK BENTON.
It

is

astonishing

how many

periodicals

and works treating on bee-culture have appeared within the
language.

last 5 years, in the Italian

In France and Bavaria, the early part of
the season was very unfavorable for bees.
Cold winds and rains prevailed. The later
months have partially repaired the loss.
The yield of honey has not been great, but
there'

have been many swarms.

Russia.— Bee-culture is receiving much
more attention than formerly in Northern
Russia. Through tlie influence of an extensive real-estate
owner in WladimirWolynsk, the plan of forming a stock company for the culture of bees, has received
such encouragement that it
doubt, be carried into effect.

Avill,

without

A Centenarian.— i^'ylpicuZfeitr says:
"Toward the close of June there was held
at Nancy, the celebration of the centennial
birthday amiiversary of Mathieu Dombasle,
one of our famous agrieuitiirists. Certain
apiculturists i)rohtted by the occasion to
press the hand of this patriarch of French
observers."

At the 31st exhibition and convention of
the Society for the Elevation of Bee-Culture
in Bohemia, held in Tetschen. Herr Edward
Cori, Director of Chancellory, Bruex, was
offered, on his Cyprian bees, the first premium consisting of a silver medal awarded
by the State. The gentleman declined the
medal, however, as he had previously received the sanu^ honor. It was then awarded to llerrn P. Franz Goerner, of Politz, for
Cyprian bees. The first premium given by
the Society, a silver medal, was awarded to
Ilerrn Adolf llautl'e, of Tetschen; also for
Cyprian bees.

—
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called the qvieen bee Bnsileus
Latins, J^ea- (kiiiK); and Shakeshave a king."
"They
peare wrote:

Akistotle

(kinjj); tlie

The

{LiriodcnOron tulipifern)
in the Northern States as
whitewooci, and in the South as poplar, is
Germany. The Frauintroduced
in
being
endarfer Blaetter says it flourishes in all
localities, and also states that in the fall the
leaves become wholly of a golden-yellow
color, which, seen from afar, constitute a
wonderfully beautiful sight."
tulip tree

commonly known

Herr
entitled:

Dathe is the author of a work
"Introduction to tiie Culture of

G.

Foreign Races of Bees, with Especial Reference to the Italian Bee." In his last
edition, issued this year, he still gives the
preference to the Italian race. Ilis objection to the Cyprians is that they are not as
docile as the Italians; but he does not adduce very good proof of the correctness of
this view.

The August number

of

UApiculteur

(Paris) states that the work of preparation
for the Exposition to be held next year is

progressing, and that exhibitors in Class 8.3
(apiculture, silk culture, etc.) would receive
during August, letters of admission, assigning them somewhat less space than was
solicited. The arrangement of the semirustic pavilion designed to receive the entomological products, collections, and instruments, is said to be convenient, but the
space allotted is small.

" Salicylic acid cures foul-brood, but
besides being expensive and not always obtainable, it has th(^ property of removing
the aroma of the hoiu-y to which it is added,
thus injuring the quality of the same. Carbonate of soda does not injure the honey
with which it is mixed, and it is within the
reach af all. An ai)iarist in Loiret. informs
us that he cured his Italian bees of foulbrood by the use of wood ashes. lie has
promised to give us his method of applying

them.^^—U Apictilteiir.

After giving notice of an exhibition of
flowers Der Elsaesflschr. Tiieneii-Zuechter
very sensibly remarks: "We cannot refrain
from calling the esjiecial attention of all
Alsatian bee-culturists who are also florists,
to the exhibition so closely related to apiAccording to our most unprejudiced view, floriculture and apiculture should
always go more hand-in-hand.
At a
florist's exhibition it is quite as proper that
the various sorts of honey should find a
culture.

place; as that at a bee-culturists' exhibition
there should be a selection of beautiful
plants and flowers."

A

BuAziijAN Plant.— "One of the most
is the Carnauba
{Cofieniicid cerij[er<i), a palm which grows
wild in the provinces of Cera, Rio Grande
del Norte, and others, and which, during
the severest droughts, always
remains
green.
All of its parts are useful— the
roqj^s, trunk, fibers, the edible pith, from
which wine, vinegar, sugar, and a gum
similar to sago, are obtained; the nuts, the
dried bast from which huts, mats, brushes,
and brooms are made; and, finally, the
leaves, which furnish a wax used in the
northern provinces in the making of candles, and which is largely exported."
Bieyienzeitung.
important trees of Brazil

—
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When a few hundred of those jolly Gerbee-keepers have finished one ot their
"big bee-talks," they have a great dinner,
with music and toasting, and oftentimes
close with an excursion or a musical entertainment. At the recent convention held in
Tetschen, Bohemia, one of the toasts was:
"Long live our beautiful Austria."
man

Adam Grimm.— "Bee-culture is not, after
such a miserably small business. This
has been proved by the late Adam Grimm,
of .Jefferson, Wis., U. S. A., who left behind him the handsome sum of .1?1()0,000—
according to our money, about '^10,000 florins
—which he ha<l accumulated solely and
alone through
bee-culture.
In fag-end
p]urope one would run the risk of being
shut ui) in an iiisame asylum if he should
but let fall the idea of obtaining a fair living from bee-culture. Grimm took right
hold of it though;
he united German
thoroughness with genuine Yankee energy;
this is shown by the 1,400 stocks on hand at
the time of his death. Entertaining the
correct idea, namely: that bee-culture has
for its aim only the production of honey
and wax, he was, as are most of the American bee-keepers, almost wholly a honeyl)roducer. Grimm was born at Ilolenbrunn,
near Wunsiedel, once belonging to the socalled Scchsaemtern des Egerlandes.^ "
all,

'

Bienenvater, Prague, Bohemia.

The Cyprian Bee.
FROM "der bienenvater;" translated BY FRANK BENTON.
As

well known, I have at various times
apiary the best known races of
After I became aware that there
were great difficulties in the way of keeping
the races pure, and that the resulting con-

bred

is

in iny

bees.

fusion easily became great and costly. I believed that the preservation of the purity of
the Italians as a very desirable race, was all
that need be wished for; after I had convinced myself, also, that the Krainer bees
were not a wiiit better than our native
heath bees; and after I could confirm the
expressed opinions concerning the Egyptians, I felt not the least inclination to procure and cultivate still another race, though
the favorable of Chancellor-Director Cori,
of Bruex, relative to the Cyprian bee, as
epistolary communications of
also the
friend Ililbert, might well have induced me
to do so. Meanwhile, Herr Cori's articles
appeared in the American bee papers, the
result of which was that an American beekeeper addressed a letter to me requesting
me to procure for him one or more pure
Cyprian queens; and. if necessary, he was
even inclined to bear the expense of a journey to the Island of Cyprus, for the sake of
coming into iiossession of some pure Cyprian queens. Since, for my part, a journey to Cyprus for the importation ot the
Cyprian bee was not to be thought of, and
as the worthy American must have ))laced a
very high estimate on pure Cyprian bees, I
resolved to -apply directly to Herr Cori, of

Bruex.
In answer to

my inquiry I received word
that in ]\[ay of the following year, I could
obtain the wished-for queens. When, however. May arriveil the case was somewhat
different. Upon inquiry about this time I
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tliat I could procure of Count
Kolowrat, at the castle of Kroby, in Bohemia, two pure Cyprian queens as a present,
if I did not fear to take them from lus stock
which was souievvliat affected with foul-

was informed

brood.
It was a ticklish thing for me. What if,
in this undertaking, I should import this
terrible disease, which, up to this time, I

only

knew through

hearsay.

However, 1 concluded to risk the matter,
because 1 had great confidence in the working of salicylic acid, concerning which as a
remedy for foul brood, I had already corresponded with Hilbert. Therefore the two
Cyprian queens arrived shortly— and, indeed, in the finest possible condition. Their
enclosed, together with
majesties were

numerous companions, in two little caskets,
such as Hilbert lias constructed for transportation. Verj^ few dead bees were to be
seen at the opening of the box. During the
journey the bees in both boxes had built
comb, and the queens had started brood, so
that many eggs and larvae were to be found
in the comb.
Both nuclei I placed upon a distant stand
and then allowed them to fly. After some
days I removed the queens and inrroduced
them according to my well-known and sure
way to two very populous colonies. Then I
prepared also two small nuclei for queenrearing, and placed in each brood, bees and
honey from the caskets.
These nuclei immediately formed queen
The stocKs to
cells, which I used later.
which the queens had been introduced, as
well as the nuclei, were treated, according
.to Hubert's method, with salicylic acid, and
a trace of foul-brood has shown itself
I could now venture to send one
till then.
.of the old pure queens to America, keeping
meanwhile the other, which I could not
well part with. Owing to the small number ot pure drones 1 only succeeded in rearing two purely-fertilized queens.
The colony with the imported queen was
especially diligent, gave a large return, and
with the remainder of the stocks, was in
good condition for winter. The wintering
and development during the next spring left
nothing more to be wished for.
After having carefully observed the Cyprian bee— pure as well as hybrid— I have
come to the following conclusions regarding
the same:
Cyprians is at
1. The diligence or the
least equal to that of the Italians; indeed,
as regards economy within the hive the
former have the preference, because they
are less inclined to build drone comb. The
same peculiarity is noticable also with the
hybrids.
2. In their purity they are certainly more
beautiful than the handsomest Italians.
Those who visited my apiary were always
much surprised as strong stocks filled with
these beautiful bees were opened and
masses of the insects rolled out so peace.oiot

ably.
3.

When

rightly

handled, they are not

or not less inclined to sting than the
Italians.
Without doubt, Count Kolowrat, as well
as Herr Cori, are deserving of great credit
for importing this race of bees.

more

11. GRA.VENHORST.
Braunschweig, Germany.

C. J.

®Wf %tiUv lojT.
Lansing, Mich., Aug.

ham smoker
foundation

6,

1877.— "The Bing

the best I have tried.
a grand success."

is

is

A.

J.

Comb

Cook.

Canajoharrie, N. Y., Aug. 4, 1877.— "With
us the weather is wet and cool. Queen
rearing tedious and uncertain and honey
crop very ordinary."
J. H. Nellis.

Grand Meadow, Minn., Aug. 7. 1877.—
"Bees are doing heavy business. Three of
my swarms have already multiplied to 19.
One of my first swarms having sent out two
more, and the first of these will swarm
again yet. They are rolling in honey."
C. F.

Greening.

Franklin Co.. N. Y., Aug. 6, 1877.— "We
have not much honey here this season, and
no white clover. The first part of the season was very dry. And now 'hoppers are
threatening the buckwheat."

Clement McDermot.
Moore's Hill, Ind., Aug.

.5,

1877.

— "Bees

are not doing as well as last year. I wintered 30 colonies without loss in a frost-proof
house; sold 14 this spring, leaving 16 not
very strong colonies. I have taken 4.5 lbs.
on an average from each hive one-half
each comb and extracted honey.
bees
are all Italians."
J. W. Johnson.

—

My

Crawford Co., Mo., July 28, 1877.— "I now
have 25 colonies in a bee house; have taken
100 lbs. of comb honey in frames from twostory liives. I think we have a good location for bees and honey. In Feb. the wych
hazel blooms tor pollen, and we have abundance of bee feed, such as blood-root, bluemaples, elms, willows, whortleberries,
apples, locusts, cherries, clovers, mints, sumac, linn, basswood, golden-rods, asters,
bells,

etc."

Job Harmon,

Sr.

Green Bush, Wis., Aug. 4, 1877.—" I feel
disposed to enter my protest against the
mode of introducing queens as recommended in the July number, page 235. I followed it as closely as possible, and now the
result is I have lost at least 50 per cent, of
my queens, besides setting robbers to work
furiously. I am not yet certain but that I
have lost 6 choice queens 5 very fine ones
received from H. Alley, of Wenham, Mass.,
and one from A.H. Hart, of Appleton, Wis.
1 have one now caged and placed in comb,aa
recommended in the Aug. number. I await

—

its result."

Jonathan Stoddard.

Mentor, O., Aug. 8, 1877.— "The honey
season has been very poor here, but little
surplus and no new swarms, except in a
few instances, and they have no honey, and
the old ones are rapidly eating up what
they have. White clover was abundant,b«t
the nights were cold and the days very
windy, and the bees only made about 15

work on it, and light days at that.
Basswood blossomed full, but only yielded
honey 4 davs, although the blossoms lasted
days'

2 weeks. Fall forage will be scarce unless
everything is
it rains soon, and heavily;
E. M. Johnson.
drying up."
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28, 1877.-"
all right.
1 lilce

Modesto, Cal., July

ham smokers came

far better tlian I do the Qiiinby."
J. F.

Flory.

Verona, N. Y., Aug. 6, 1877.— "Bees came
through the spring all right, but did just
nothing on apple blossom. Our lioney crop
R. Bacon.
will be rather light."

[We

much

learn witli

regret that friend

Bacon has met with an accident which has
laid him up on a bed of pain— his leg being
broken. With his active mind and natural
energy tiiis forced inactivity must be very
irksome, and we
short duration.— Ed.]

trust

Barren Co., Ky., Aug.

will be only of

it

life

12,

1877.— "As I

am

eternal;

Cook,
the A. B. JOURNAL."

Is A. J.

And

N. H.

HOLMAN.

—

Tama Co., Iowa, Aug. (3, 1877. " Bees are
doing well this season. White clover is in
abundance. I hope to take 1,000 lbs. of
honey this year. 1 had 35 colonies this
spring. 1 now have 83 stands, having sold
8; they furnished hives to put them in,
making in all 91 colonies. I use the Langstroth hive. My colonies are all very lieavy.
Every one has honey enough to winter on.
I can" sell

Eer

lb.

my honey

here readily for 25 cts.
bees are mixed Italians and
would be glad to Italianize more.

My

lacks; I
1 have some new swarms that have stored
from 20 to 50 lbs. in boxes. I have one
colony that has swarmed five times this season; and the first swarm that came out
swarmed once, making 6 from the original
one. The old hive has a .5-tt> l)ox of honey,
to date; the first swarm has 30 lbs._, and the
second, 10 lbs. As buckwheat is just coming on, what they may yet do I cannot tell."

M. A. Newcomb.

Brown Co., Wis., Aug. 20, 1877.— "I cured
foul-brood in three of my hives by simply
using soda and borax; one teaspoonful of
each in two cups of warm water, dissolved
well and applied as usual. I used one of
those small steam atomizers, which doctors
use for throat disease. It saved a great deal
of time, and was more convenient, for I
could set the atomizer on a box, and have
both hands to hold the frames with; and it
could be thoroughly sprayed in a minute or
two."

Portland, Me., Aug. 23, 1877.— "I had from
one of Mr. Dadant's imported queens two
very strong, artificial swarms, besides about
30 K)S. of box honey, being surrounded with
fag half of the season."
Jos. A.

Mrs.

J. S.

Dunham.

Tipron Co., Tenn., Aug. 20, 1877.— " Bees
did very well until the last week in May,
when the heavy rains set in, which continued until the present month. During
the first weeks of May my bees gathered as
much as 1}4 tt>s. of honey per colony in a
day. Since then I can't see that they have
gathered any."
D. E. Haynie.

DiRWANGER.

Monroe, Wis., Aug. 25, 1877.—" Enclosed
you will find 75c. for another pound of yellow comb foundation. I was very much
pleased with what I did order, my bees
went right to work in earnest— cells all full

Wallace

of eggs."

Connett.

E.

Garden Plain, 111., Aug. 27, 1877.— "Bees
are doing well now again. The season has
been on the whole too dry for a good yield.

What

is

the prospect this

for the

fall

honey

Mukphy.
forced we have no

market?"

interested in bee-culture and need all the
information I can get on the subject, I shall
take pleasure in putting up your posters.
and in getting the "Dzierzon Theory," as
you offer. My bees have not done very well
this season. I think it has been too wet
and cool for them; they have made an average of 23 lbs. to the hive, and increased in
number 100 per cent. I am a regular reader
of the Journal, and will just say:
Next to the Book,

Of
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E,.

R.

f If the market is not
doubt but that it will rise later in the fall.
Prices now rule from 15c. to 17c. for 7iew
comb honey, and from 7c. to 9c. for extract-

ed.— Ed.]
Poolsville, Ind., Aug. 20, 1877.—" The mathat give me the best volume of
smoke and the least trouble, are cotton rags

terials

and coarse liard-wood sawdust. Roll the
sawdust in the rags. I use the Bingham
smoker."
J. A. Johnson.
27, 1877.—" Mr. T.
part of the season
here in Minnesota bid fair for a good honey
crop, and in July our bees put in some surplus from linden and clover, but since Aug.
1st it has been very dry and hot. so very litWe had a fine
tle lioney has been secured.
shower last night, and if we have plenty of
wet we may get some surplus honey yet.
In all probabilities, Minnesota will not be
able to supply her demand, if prices remain

Houston, Minn., Aug.

G.Newman: The

where they

first

are.

"Can you refer me to some one, south of
here, in the Mississippi Valley tliat is raising honey, and can supply me with a stock
and winter."

for retailing this fall

Nelson Perkins.
[Will some one in the locality named
write Mr. Perkins, giving liim facts and
figures?—Ed.]

Wyoming, N. Y., Aug. 16, 1877.— " Our
honey season has been a short one this
year. I have taken 1,400 lbs. of comb honey
from 30 colonies. No buckwheat yet."
Geo. W. Stanley.

Brown Co.. Wis., Aug. 27, 1877.— " Mr.
Newman: Thanks for your kindness in
sending me what I wanted. I am pleased
Bingham's smoker is
with everything.
exactly wliat it is said to be, and reduces
the labor wonderfully in working with bees,
though I have but 25 hives. The foundais the first 1 ever tried, and works wonderfully well. I received it by mail at one
o'clock this afternoon, and in,serted it in
the hive between 3 and 4 p. m., and when I

tion

looked at it next morning at 9, it was built
inch in thickness; and so thin was
out
the base of tiie cell that you could see
through it. The Chapman extractor has arrived and works finely. I only regret not
having ordered it earlier in the season."

%

Mrs.

J. S.

Dunham.

—
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Shelbyville, Ky., Aug. 22, 1877.— "Bees
have (June first-rate. 1 have taken 300 lbs.
from tJ stocks, and increased to 13. My
Italians are

tar

blacks."

Youngsville, Pa.. Aug.

18,

1877.— "Friend

Newman: My

170 colonies of Italians are
buckwheat with a zeal that
does one good to see. No black bees for
me.
1 tried them 20 years, and know
whereof I speak, Mr. Potter or any other
man to the contrarj^, notwithstanding."

into the

W.J. Davis.

—

" The
Madison, Ark., Aug. 24, 1877.
queens 1 received from Mr. Henderson are
as beautiful as any I ever saw direct from
Italy; they produce fine workers;
for
beauty and purity they are excelled by
none. The untested queen that he sent me
produces very fine workers. We have one
of the finest bee locations in the U. S. Our
honey season commences in March, with
the bud bloom, which is excellent for pollen; then come the fruit trees, arid in Ajiril
and May the poplar, which grow in abun-

dance, and the I'osin-weed. These are instrumental in causing swarming in May.

We are troubled very little here with moths,
in fact none where colonies are kept strong.
We have basswood or linn, tulip, gum, cj'press, and catnip, in abundance, and a kind
of swamp mustard that is a rich honey
plant; then the smartweed and various
other blooms equally as good. In fact, bees
have good pasturage here from March 15th
to last of Sept., and sometimes until Christ-

mas. I have seen cotton bloom on Jan. 1st,
and on Christmas day, 1875, the peach trees
were in bloom. Bees give an average of 50
lbs. of surplus per hive every year here.
This has been rather a poor lioney season
on account of rain.
"1 use a hive of Chas. Reade's construction. I prefer it to any that I ever saw.
The brood chamber contains 9 frames, 12
in. square.
It is so constructed as to use
supers if desired; the cap contains 9 frames
12x7, and if desired, can, by removing the
sides, be made double this size; we do so
when Italianizing. There is not much danger in getting the queens purely mated.
There are several bee-keepers here, but
they know little and take less interest in
their bees, they keep them for home consumption. The old log gum is used mostly
here. We liave a home market for our

honey

here, extracted at 15c.,

and comb at

per
"I wish to

20c.

to

24th, 1877.—"

superior to the spiteful
Geo. T. Horning.

Prairie du Sac, Aug. 23, 1877.—" I have 12
colonies of black bees, but have no extractor.
I intend to get one in the spring, and
also to try the foundation in surplus boxes."
11. G. King.

wading

Kenton, Tenn., Aug.

fine swarm of Italian bees to
terday; they are doing well."

lb.

know what is best to feed bees
make them produce comb."
Joel L. Kichardson.

[Feed them good honey; wax is the /at
produced by feeding nutritious food. It
takes from 15 to 25 lbs. of honey to produce
one pound of wax. Wax exudes from the
folds of the abdomen of workers; thin
flakes or scales form and are removed by
the bees, and used for constructing comb.
Good, rich food is therefore essential.— Ed.]

J.

Had

come out

a

yes-

W. Howell.

Benton City, Mo., July 23, 1877.— "Our
bees are getting along very well, so far as
is concerned, but are not gathering
much honey. The spring was so wet that
we lost all peach and apple bloom. White
clover did but little good. Had some willow, but no honey-dew. Our harvest has
been a poor one up to the present time, but
we have now a very fine prospect for fall
harvest, and I am trying to have my bees in
condition to take their share of it. I am
Italianizing, and find it very difficult to introduce a virgin queen; my bees kill them
as fast as I put them in. I lost 16. Why is
this? I use all the precaution at my combrood

mand.
"I sent to Dr. Brown, of Augusta, Ga., for
a nuclei with imported queen, but owing to
a delay in the express, they were in bad
condition. The queen did not lay for two

weeks, although I built them up strong.
she is a very fine layer, only she
avoids drone laying.
Until recently, I
could not get any drone eggs the very
thing I wanted. 1 had suppressed all black
drones. She is a very fine queen and 1 am
well pleased with her. I put two sheets of
Italian drone eggs in the top story of a
black hive, the bees removed every drone

Now

—

worker eggs.
some Italian workers gray
romped, and some black-steak romped—
all from the same mother, and all showing
the 3 yellow bands ? Why is not a queen
reared in nuclei as large and good as when
egg, leaving

"

Why

are

reared in a
ditferently

full

colony

does a drone rub
before leaving the hive
differently

Why

?

are they

marked?

"Why

marked — all

head and eyes
?
Why are they
from the same
its

mother?
"I use a queen nursery, after the plan of
Nellis."

P. P.

Collier.

[A queen cell or young queen just emerging from a cell is usually received with
favor after the old queen is removed and
It would
all other queen cells destroyed.
be well to sprinkle with sweetened water or
smoke them well, and try again.
The bees removed the drone eggs no
doubt because they did not desire to have
drones, though you wanted them.

Some impurity

in the stock will account

for the varying in color, etc.

Drones doubtless rub their head and eyes
before leaving the hive for the purpose of
being the better able to perceive a queen on
her bridal trip. The head of a drone being
nearly all eyes for tiiat especial purpose.
Ed.]

Dundee,

111.,

my 6

Aug.

14,

1877.—" I have in-

colonies of bees to 20, which
are all quite strong but 2. One of these
had a very curious-acting queen; she did
not commence laying until long after the
others, and then the eggs were very few in
the combs. The bees have now killed her
and are building queen cells." F, Perry.

creased

—
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Comb Foundation.
Mr. Editor:—Now I have brood

in all

combs made on foundation. Mr.
Root lias said that any foundation that
stretched was impure. I put mine in a
frame 4^ in. deep by 22 in. long, attached
stages in

X

in. space at ends and 1
bottom. It stretched up and down till
the cells looked oval, in only this shallow
depth. I sent my wax to Mr. Nell is to be
made up, and he assures me tliis foundation
I believe him. I put the
is from my wax.
sheets in 2{x3}4 in., and as straight as a
board, but when the heat of the hive struck
them they not only sagged, but warped or
kinked. No doubt bee-keepers can devise

at the ton, with

in. at

(as perhaps many have almake the foundation hang true;
and no doubt bees will work them out, but
whether they will be found of profit as a
wax economist, is yet to be tested by years

ways and means
ready) to

of

its

use.

me down
ITALIAN BEE MAN.

Mr. Editor, you can set

as an

I am as ready to speak their praises, as I
have been to tell their faults. I now have

-what

my

fifth distinct strain of Italian
Tills 'strain differs distinctly from

I call

blood.

the other four, in this way: the queens are
smaller, longer proportionately, darker
leather colored, and the workers the same,
besides they are much more docile, and better workers than any Italians or blacks I
have seen before. They go into the little
boxes just as readily as black bees. One
peculiaf point is, that hybrids from this
strain and blacks are just as peaceable as
pure Italians. These bees are much handsomer than any others I have had, for
"handsome is, that handsome does." I
keep bees for the honey they produce, to
:spare.
I do not
I keep them for prolit.

—

wish

to sell

honey

at prices that will

make

me rich and deprive the people of enjoying
the luxury. On the other hand I do not
mean to get excited over some new (to nie)
development and come to the conclusion
that I can sell 1-tt tumblers for 15c. with 10
per cent, off, and take my pay in groceries
at that.

By

me say a few words
THE HONEY MARKET.

the way, let

about

is crippled nigh into death, it
Will not this lesson teach all of us
to sympathise with each other and look out
for breakers awaiting ourselves.
As I
wrote you in a previous article, Cass county
has had her bees starve by hundreds of
colonies all summer long.
As is well
known, I have done little to excite production of honey, and much to create demand,
for one who only produces and sells his own
crop. Bee-keepers, have I worked for or
against your interest? Why should it be
the duty of every bee-keeper to help outsiders into this business, while he goes
about trying to crowd his honey into an
already-glutted market, at the same time
"looking daggers" at his neighbors' honey
just in ahead of him; and even go so far as
to intimate adulteration on the part of his
neighbor and friend.
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Two milk peddlers here are " running"
each other. They are delivering milk, at a
convenient hour to us, at 3c. per quart; all
to spite each other, not to help us any. We
"Here's
sit back and drink milk and sing:
two fat geese my cunning brothers, you
Of
pluck one and we'll pluck t'other."
course one of these men is sadly to blame.
man.
We
that
represent
Don't let any of us
don't want to " put up jobs" nor combine
and " corner " the market, if we could, but
we want a fair competition and no spite
work. Don't come to the coucluaion, after
a few years of honey-raising, that you can
produce honey at Ic. per lb. Remember
that it is small draughts that intoxicate the
brain, and that you will ere long have to
swallow something that will sober it again.
I think Mr. Root did wrong in advising
honey-producers to sell their honey early.
In many places in this State that advice has
been hastily followed, and every time the
result has been over-stocking and a sudden
decline in prices. I am not going to offer a
pound of honey at present. I believe the
I see nothing
late market will be the best.
to prevent it, unless a grand early panic to
get rid of the "drug" demoralizes it.
In

my

opinion every

man who

has put a

pound of extracted honey on the market
that was not all capped over and thoroughly
ripened before it was extracted, has done
himself and honey-producers generally a
In one minute you may
great wrong.
prejudice a customer against your wares so
much that it will take you years to undo
the mischief. I look upon my stock of extracted honey about as I do a bank check.
Why? Because it is honey in every sense
of the word, and not nectar. It was capped
before extracted.

OUR HONEY CROP.
Mr. Editor, you have printed my whistle,
but I "whistled before I was out of the
woods." Our bass wood crop was only a
l>artial one, as it cut right off on July 16th,
giving us but lo days of yield, only 10 of
which was good. Can you tell us wiiy we
are going to get no more honey from 240
colonies than we have before realized, in no
better seasons, from 50 to 75 colonies? We
have worked the bees as closely as of old.
A bee-keeper of 40 years' experience, a
sharp and close observer, says he has ever
noticed that the fewer bees kept in a locality the better they did, down to 4 stocks.

am entirely over-stocked at
apiary of 140 colonies. I think so
too, writers to the contrary not withstandlie says that I

my home

ing.

California

SLATE REGISTERS.

seems.

me as among
money back.
FIXING A PRICE FOR HONEY.

Your
the few

slate registers strike

supplies that pay the

this country
price for honey, someand let
production,
of
cost
where about the
those who are favorably situated get all
they can and think best to take, while this
fixed price will serve as a guide to a large
number of producers who do not seem to

Cannot the bee-keepers of

establish a

minimum

know anything about what honey

does cost.

that consumers pay whatever is
asked, and why can't we have something to
say about price, as well as honey dealers?
Our business is an uncertain one, and it
seems to me we should be laying something

I

find

aside for a " rainy day," or as California
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bee-keepers would say a "dry day" or so.
bee-keeper works harder than a farmer,
and will wear out quicker. The "enthusiasm" that Prof. Cook says characterizes
them, proves how hard they work with the
mind as well as body. Keverses are as
necessary to our welfare as success.

A

James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., Aug. 4, 1877.
«
>
^>
For the American Bee Journal.
»

I

»

Read This.
As some of your readers are having rather
hard luck with the Italian bee, 1 send the
following story for their especial benefit.
Mr. S. G. Rose, of Bluff City, 111., purchased
a queen of me in 1876, and here are his own
words as to how she has done. In ordering
more queens on Aug. 1st, he wrote me thus:
"I have six fine swarms from the hive I put
that queen in, rA lbs. of extracted and 3u lbs.
cap honey up to July 25th. Who can beat
this? Blacks did nothing."
That is the biggest bee story that 1 ever
heard off this side of California. Now this
is a very good report from one of those
"yaller" drone-laying queens.
Who can
beat it? That was one of those $1 queens,
and I don't think she would have done
much better had I received .?10 for her. As
1 have said before, it is not the price of the
queen, but the quality. I am aware that all
queens, no matter what the price is, do not
come up to the one above spoken of. Then
again, it is not always the fault with the
queen or hive if a stock don't do well, but
a combination of faults.
H. Alley.
Wenham, Mass.
For the American Bee Journal.

Larvae of Queens and Purity of
Drones.
Bees described by Virgil and Aristotle
were a myth. Italian bees were first discovered by Latoure and Vinteghriea
Baldestein first imported a queen from
Milano to Bern, Switzerland, in 1842. In
1851 they were introduced into Germany.
In 1859 they were brought from Sicily to
New York by Mahan, Parsons, and others.
In the Island of Madagascar and Cypria
there is found a species of bee called, as
near as I can tell. Aphis unicolor, having
five bands, with dints at side, and of a golden color.

The Cyprian bee was never into America
1876.
The lioney produced by them is

till

of a red color, but becomes dark by getting
old.

Great numbers of bees are kept in Cyprus
Island and Candia. The natives hollow out
trees for them, laying them down lengthwise, or tieing them up in trees to keep the
bears from eating the honey.
How do you tell the purity of the Italian
drone ? From what I have seen, I think
drones that are three-banded are not pure;
but if reared from a queen of pure race,
whose progeny are all exactly alike, be she
light or dark in color, the drones are pure;
even if she meets a black drone, and her
progeny become hybrids, her drones are
pure.
pure drone is one that has only one
band and two others with dark spots, and

A

spots on the sides. I have tried putting
in alcohol, then you can see them

them

plainly.

When combs that contain eggs or larvae
are given to nuclei hives to rear queens,
why do bees eat larvse or eggs? The royal
cell or queen eggs laid in royal cells are fed
the larvsB of workers or eggs.
is this?
Eggs or larvaj are an ingrediment of royal
jelly.
Suppose we give a card of comb containing eggs to rear queens from,to a colony
of black bees— will that queen be pure?
say no. The black bees impart a taint
to the young queen, and the queens are not
pure, but %ths stock.

Why

We

Vermont,

Hardin Haines.

111.

For the American Bee .Tournal.

Experience with Comb Foundation.
Most of us have such a mental make-up,
however strong may be the testimony
given by others as to a fact, we do not believe it quite so fully from their testimony
that

we do

after seeing it for ourselves.
the reports spoke favorably of
the comb foundation, but I wanted to have
the evidence of my own eyes, so I sent for a
few pounds to test. It came by express in
good condition. It was a good, thick, yellow article, and, from appearance and odor,
seemed to be made of pui-e beeswax.
On the day the package came the beeswere gathering rapidly from white clover.
I filled a frame with foundation and put it
in the midst of a strong colony at about 5 p.
M. After breakfast the next morning I examined it, and found it all nicely started
into comb, tlie cells over the whole surface
of the sheet being built out nearly half their
length. Just before 10 o'clock that night
being 24 hours after the foundation was put
in I found the comb still further completed, and had the luck to find the queen on
the comb, apparently inspecting it, for slie
walked deliberately over it, and seemed tO'
be examining it. I did not observe that she
had then put any eggs into the cells. But
the next morning 36 hours after the foundation was put in— there were plenty of
eggs.

as

Nearly

all

—

—

Being

my

first

experiment with founda-

tion, I took particular pleasure in watching
that frame of comb. It filled the frame,
except the usual space at the lower part of
the sides and at the bottom. Of course, all

were worker

cells.
The queen soon had it
with eggs away out into the corners.
In due time the brood was capped, and
hatched, and now it is again filled.
Since then I have had quite a number of
frames of foundation built out just as
quickly, and as freely occupied by the
queen. The comb so built seems to be
thicker and stronger than that built in the
usual way by the bees. The foundation
has a tendency to stretch slightly in a vertical direction, hence I have found it best to
let the foundation be at least U-^ in. shorter
than the depth of my Gallup frames; then
it does not stretch to "the bottom, and there
filled

is no danger of bulging.
It is best to have
the foundation extended across the frame
to about half way down from the top, so as
very nearly or quite to touch the sides of
the frame. Then the bees fasten it at the
sides sooner; but if it is left an inch or
more from tlie sides they are sometimes
slow about building it out laterally. Hav-
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ing some nice pieces of foundation tliat
came more than half way down tlie frames,
but laclicd more tlian an inch of coming out
to tiie sides, I found that the bees at once
built this foundation into comb, and tilled it

with brood which was sealed before they
chose to fill out the side spaces.
It is essential that the hives be carefully
leveled before putting foundation in. A
small level, which answers a very good purpose, can be bought at a hardware store for
25 cts. It is best to do this leveling with
care, making the hives perfectly level both
ways, then the foundation will be fastened

by the bees

to

the

centres of the

side

pieces.

In

my

frames there

a small slat for a
comb guide, which tits into a groove in the
underside of the top-bar and into a notch in
the upper end of each of the side-bars. I
have fastened the foundation by laying the
frames over a board which just fills it up to
the comb-guide, laying the foundation on
this board and pressing it down to the topbar, then by means of a knife-blade heated
in the flame of a lamp, melting the foundation at several points, so that it adheres
strongly to the comb-guide. Tliis can be
done quite quickly and has answered well
in nearly every case.
One very hot day I put some frames of
foundation into a strong colony, and on
looking next day found that in two frames
it had fallen to the bottom.
On taking it
out I found that quite a large space towards
the bottom of each sheet had been partly
built out into comb before the sheets had
broken loose from their fastenings. May it
not be true that in so warm a day it was
comfortable for the bees to work near the
bottom of the hives, and that so many bees
congregated on the lower part of these
sheets that their combined wi-ight and the
heat was the cause of the sheets falling
down before the bees had fastened the
foundation to the comb-guide ?
My experience thus far is strongly in
favor of comb foundation. The bees draw
it out into comb readily and rapidly; the
queen fills it at once with eggs; it gives
frames of solid worker brood to the very
corners; the brood j)rospers in all respects
as well as in comb built by bees without
foundation. It seems to me that it is a very
important discovery in bee-culture.
O. Clute.

Keokuk, Iowa, Aug.

is

10, 1877.

For the American Bee Journal.

Dollar Queens.
Mr. Dadaiit labors rather hard to impress
upon the minds of bee-keepers that imported queens are superior to the home-bred
ones. I cannot see where he has gained a
point. How it is that queens raised in Italy
can be better than those raised in America
under the same circumstances, is more than
I can make out. Mr. D. has an idea that
queens can't be raised for $1 each, that is,
good ones. Now Mr. D., how nnich more
than $1 each does the Italian or Dutchman
get for his queens of whom you purchase
It strikes me that the dollar side of
the question is not all (m this side of the
water. I claim that the dollar part of it has
nothing to do with the quality of the
queens.
We have paid as high as $2 per bushel for

them?
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corn here, now we get it for about 65c. Thecorn is just as good as that that cost us.
twice as much, but the producer don't get
as much for it. The manner of rearing tlie
queens is the point. Mr. D. has much tosay about queens raised in nucleus hives..
The best, largest, most prolific, long lived
and the finest queens in any respect that I
ever saw were raised in small nuclei hives
—say hives that will hold 3 pints of bees.
Now there is away to raise good queens in
nucleus hives and there is a way to raise
inferior ones.
Beginners cannot do it,
and to raise good queens a man must have
considerable experience. It is a trade to
learn, the same as in everything else.
How do we know that all the gueens
raised in Italy or Germany are not raised in
such hives? I wisii some of those who
have purchased such queens would tell usabout them. I have said sometiiing about
home-bred queens, etc., in another column,
and in the Aug. number of the Journal.
Now if any of the imported queens have

done better or even half as well, let me
know it. If Mr. Dadant can afford to sell
iujported queens for about $6 each, and

make a profit, then the person who supplies
him can't get much over $1 each. It is a
poor rule tliat don't work both ways; and
if queens can't be raised for $1 in this country they can't anywhere.
H. Alley.

Wenham,

Mass., Aug.

For

tlie

8,

1877.

American Bee Journal.

Raising Queens.
I will now fulfill my promise to give the
JouKNAL our method of raising queens and

making swarms. The raising of queens
and making artificial swarms are so nuich
connected with our general management of
bees that we cannot give them without expounding part of our general treatment of
bees.

After winter some colonies are weak,
others are strong; but according to circumstances of food, weather, prolificness ot thequeens, etc., it sometimes happens that
some of the weak ones gain strength, and
are in .June as good as those which seemed
the best immediately after winter; yet fully
25 per cent, of the whole number wintered
remain too feeble to give, in June, any surplus honey.
Amongst our strongest stocks we consider those best who have the best laying
queens and most active workers. Generally, these colonies have given us in the proceeding season & good crop of honey.
do not consider the color of the queens to
be of the least value, if their bees are pure.
Amongst these colonies we select, early in
the spring, a few to raise drones. As we
have replaced in all our colonies every
drone cell by worker comb, we slip a drone
comb in these selected hives, between two
worker combs containing brood, and we
feed these colonies to invite the queens ta
lay to their utmost capacity.
Now as all is linked together in the treatment of bees, I have to guard the unexperienced bee-keeper <ig;iinsta fault too generally committed to feed in the day time.
feed after sun-down, and proportion!
the quantity to the strength of the colony,,
so as to have all disposed of before the next
day. Our end in acting so is to prevent the
killing en masse of the bees.

We

We

—
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If you give the food in the day-time, or

if

taken by the bees long before sunbees who find tlie food will fill
themselves and give the good news to
otliers.
Of course some of the workers can
imagine that honey is gathered inside the
hive. There is honey in the fields they
think, then every worker, after having seen
the happy bees which have fovnid the food,
darts from the hive in search for honey.
But tliere is no honey to be found in the
fields;
nothing but weariness, which is
soon fatal to bees wiien tliey work with au
empty stomach. If the weather is cold it is
worse yet. The bees who leave the hive
cannot come back, and are seen motionless,
and half dead everywhere around the
all is not
rise, the

apiary.
if you feed the bees in spring, take care
to give but little at a time, and for more
security, shut up the hives till the agitation

caused by the food has subsided, and thus
prevent the bees from yielding to tlie excitement, flying out of the hive not to
return. Soiiietimes, after the food has been
regularly distributed for a few days, all the
workers know where they Jiave to look for
it, and before flying out of the hive they
visit the feeder. Then you can feed them
in the day-time, without loss. But you cannot be too careful till all your bees have
been accustomed to look where the food is
distributed; for a great many colonies have
been ruined by feeding intended to give
them early strength.

Now I come back to my subject. Besides
choosing colonies to raise drones, we also
choose these from the bx'ood of which we
will raise queen cells.
As soon as we have a few drones hatching we divide our colonies into two parts,
one of these parts, about 75 per cent, of the
whole number, is strong enough to give
honey. These colonies are left undisturbed, at least for the

By swarming

beginning of the season.

these

we would
honey harvesting.

artificially

diminisii our chances of

By

permitting them to swarm naturally,
our chances of a good honey crop would be
equally lessened.
To prevent these colonies from swarming
we use wide liives. Our non-swarming
hives have room for 11 Quinby frames, instead of 8; or 15 frames 12x12, instead of 9.
Every non-swarming hive is suj^plied with
one or two ])artition boards, leaving between them and the side of the hive, room
where to put an empty comb. When the
honey harvest begins, we look at some of
these outside combs every evening. As
soon as the bees begin to bring some drops
of honey in these combs, we hasten to give
all our non-swarming hives empty combs or
surplus boxes, or both, to prevent them
from getting the swarming fever, and we
generally succeed very well.
The 25 per cent, colonies, too weak to
give surplus honey in June, are intended to

and make swarms. To this
end we choose the most populous of these
weak ones. We take out its queen and all
combs containing brood; and brush from
these combs every worker. Then we open
one of our colonies intended to give brood
to raise queens, and we exchange the combs
raise queens

weak colony for a similar number of
brood combs; taking the same care to brush
every bee from them before putting tlieni in
our weak colony.
These combs having
taken the place of those taken out, our

of our

weak colony being deprived
has no

otiier

of

its

queen

brood but that of a selected

queen

By

to raise queens cells with.
this method we do not incur the risk

of introducing a valuable queen in another
colony. This queen continues to lay, and
nine days after, we can deprive another of
our weak colonies of its queens, change the
brood combs of this last colony with those
of the selected one, and so on as long as we
intend to raise queens. If we have a great
many queens to raise we act the same as
with one or more selected colonies. By
exchanging combs every third day, we have
every third day queen 'cells ready for any
emergency. Three selected colonies are
then used to give tlie brood.
Nine days after the exchange of combs,

our

first
cells.

weak colony has mature queen

We

open the hive and count them.
Suppose their number is 4; we deprive of
their queen 3 of our other weak colonies,
and the next day we insert a queen cell in
every one of them. If something has prevented us from taking the queens out on the
ninth day, we do it on the morning of the
tenth, and give queen cells in the evening,
at least 6 hours after the taking out of the

queens.

To insert the queen cells we do not cut
the comb, but enlarge the space between
two brood combs; we place the cell between them, and by bringing the combs in
their place, the cell is held in position. The
workers will cover and hatch it as well as
if it was inserted in the comb.
If, instead of Italianizing, we intend to
make swarms, we

act differently. As soon
as our queen cells are ripe, we divide our
weak coloniy in as many colonies, or nuclei,
as we have brood combs, giving every
brood comb a queen cell. Then we divide
the bees equally, giving to each a second

comb with honey. If we have more queen
cells than we have brood combs, we deprive
another weak colony of its queen, at least
Then we divide
or 8 hours in advance.
equally tiiat colony in as many nuclei as we
have queen

cells; dividing also the bees as
equally as possible. We shut up these
small colonies for 24 hours, then we put
every one of them in place; we also move
the old hive at night, before its bees are
flying. Before opening the entrances of
tiiese hives we put in front of every one a
small slanting board, so as to interrupt the
direct flying of the workers when they
leave the hive. The bees seeing something
unusual at the exit of the hive are led to exaniine the surroundings of their new location; and the old workers returning to their
old place, not finding the old hive, will
remember their new location and return to
it.

Now these
amined

small swarms have to be exafter about 5 or 6 days, to see if the

queens are hatching; and in case some are
dead or doubtful, another queen cell can be
given, after the one started by the bees in
the nuclei has been removed.
Generally after 12 days the young queens
are laying. Then there is no more worker
brood hatching. We give to every nucleus
a comb of brood taken this time from some
of our strongest colonies, as the eggs of
bees need about 35 days before becoming
outside workers. We do not diminish by
this loan the gathering forces of these
colonies; as the bees of the brood taken
would be too young to profit from the spring

—
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If we replace the brood comb
taken by an empty comb, the queen will fill
It with eggs, and these eggs will hatch bees
fit for the honey crop of August.

harvest.

Of course,

in all these diviciiugs of colon-

understood that there is always
honey in the combs, to prevent bees from
starving and to promote breeding, in case of
ies

it

is

lack of honey in the fields. Bear in mind
that there cannot be brood witliout honey
and pollen. It is also understood that if
these small colonies are lacking brood or
honey, to become strong for the fall honey
harvest, brood or honey, or both, are to be
supplied from the strong colonies; which,
having bees in full force, are able to spare
one or the other, or both, without being the
least weakened.
It is also understood that, as long as the

honey harvest lasts, these small colonies
ought to be managed as comb builders; for
they make worker comb only. If they have
been well cared for, every one of them will
be strong enough in August to make its

own
son

provisions for winter.
is

to gatlier

change of
full

If the fall sea-

some of them will prove unable
enough for winter; then an exsome of their empty combs with

poor,

ones of a rich colony, will be beneficial

to both.

We have accustomed not to make more
than one swarm for every two colonies wini.e., 50 per cent, of the whole number
wintered. Our importation and the raising
of queens for sale prevents us from making
a greater number of swarms; yet with good
management and in good years, the number
of colonies could be cioubled.
You see that by our method all our strong
colonies can give honey to their utmost
capacity; while all our weak stocks are
used to start swarms or raise queens.
Another good feature of our method is to
raise all our queens and drones from choice
queens; and to replace all our less prolific
queens by daughters of our best, started in
colonies strong enough to raise good queens
our aim being to always better the sale of
our bees.
Ch. Dadant.
tered;

—

For the American Bee Journal.

Notes from Kentucky.

Friend Newman:— I enlose the following article on Bee-Culture, clipped from the
Herald and Presbytery, by Rev. Dr. T. H.
Cleland, of Lebanon, Ky., thinking it might
be interesting to the many readers of the
JOUENAL.
BEE-CULTURE.

What

is

sweeter than honey?

Or what

animal, bird, or insect affords a more wonderful, interesting, or profitable study than
the bee? " Ten Acres are Enough," is a
very interesting little book. But .flO invested in bee stock will afford more pleasure and profit than $20 in anything else.
Many learned men, of great intellects, have
devoted much of their lives to the study of
this wonderful insect. There is such a
fascination about it that it never fails to
make enthusiasts of those who devote their
attention to its culture.
IS IT
_

A few

tion.

PROFITABLE

?

facts will best answer that quesFiiding one day on the train with a
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young man newly licensed and married, the
conversation turned on bee-culture. He became deeply interested. Out of a very
meager salary he devoted $50 in bee stock.
He got Quinby and Langstroth and informed himself about the nature and habits of
the bee. I presume this year the product of
The time
his apiary is equal to $500.
necessarily devoted to their care is a most
delightful recreation. But for his bees he
could not live on his small income.
stand of bees given to a brother in the ministry, a few years since, is now worth to
him several "hundred dollars, and the enthusiastic delight he takes in their culture
and study of tiieir habits is worth ten times
as much more.
During the late war, two things the
onions and
soldiers always went for
honey. They robbed me of every hive but
one. At the "close of the war I bought three
hives two old box hives and one LangsThat year the patent
troth, of hybrids.
hive sent out three swarms, and the first
swarm sent out another. In 3 or 4 years I
owned 35. Part of these I sold, and reserving 20, moved to the country. The next
year I realized moie money from my honey
True, after this
than my whole farm.
many of them fell victims to the "bee
cholera."
fSo that this year the season
opened with only 14 stands, but now I number 36. with "honey to sell and to keep."
Now how about the trouble? It has been
to me a living pleasure, a most healthful

A

—

—

recreation.

BEE-STINGS.

"Ah, but they bite— they sting me so terriblj'— I am afraid of them." Nonsense.
"They have honey for their friends, but a
sting only for tiunr enemies." Get the
Italian bees, and be kind and gentle with
them. They will soon come to know you,
and you to love them. An old Shaker once
said to me: "If you will approach a bee
with a clrcAilar motion they will not sting
you." True, but the philosophy is not in
the circle, but in the del'iberateness of the
motion. If you are afraid of them and
allow yourself to become excited and angular in your movements, they know it in a
moment, and take you for a robber, and po])
you. But perhaps you are ready to say, "I
can't help being "nervous and excited."
Yes, you can. You may easily shield yourself against them. Take a half-yard of
tarleton

and sew

it

up

like a bag, leaving

both ends open. Now run a draw-string
gum-elastic cord in each end, and draw it
over your hat, anil the lower end under
your chin, and your face is safe. A pair of
gum gauntlet gloves on your hands, and
they are safe. And now "though they compass you about like bees," they can't harm
you any more than did David's enemies.
You can afford now to be easy and gentle,
and presently, 9 times out of 10, you will
forget these appurtenances. You will not
be afraid to go out among them, and to hive
a swarm of 40,000 without even a hat on
your head.
1. Because they are
I prefer the Italians.
much less liable to sting. 2. They are a
larger bee, with a tongue one-third longer,
enabling them to extract honey from flowers the little blacks can't reach. 3. They
multiply faster. 4. They swarm earlier in
the spring. 5. Work earlier and later in the
day, etc. Many curious and very interesting facts touching their natural history,

—
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habits, living and management, etc., must
be reserved for a future number. T. H. C.

In the late war, one thing seems to be
remarkable the soldiers in most cases left
one stand. In October, 1862, during the
retreat of Braggs' army from this State,their
rear was covered by Morgan's gueriellas,
and my bees were not taken till the third
day; when the Morgan boys came uji they
went for them at once, taking all but tlie
largest and strongest. I only had 9 stands
at that time. From tliis one stand my increase was taken, which, during the last 10
or 12 years has brought me from $500 to
$1,000 every year, except 1868 the year of
the great bee cholera, that Dr. Clelland
speaks of. Though I lost not a single stand
with the cholera, I made no profit that year
as it was a very poor season here. To prevent too much feeding, I doubled up 26
stands to 13, and wintered every one, The
next season I increased to .52, and took .560
lbs. of cap honey— there being no extractor
at that time. I sold the honey at 35 cts. My
success has been no loss in wintering, a
good sale of bees every spring, besides
honey for sale at all times. R. M. Akgo.
Lowell, Ky., July 7, 1877,

—

—

—

For tne American Bee Journal.

Dollar Queens vs. Imported.

From

the last article of Mr. HencVferson,

it

seems that dollar queens cannot be raised
profitably with colonies paid to their real
value. If so, somebody loses money in this
cheap production. Mr. H. was offered full
colonies in Langstroth hives, with
21
frames, for .^5.50, and refused, because he
could buy cheaper. These parties were losing heavily, for the value of these colonies
can be estimated thus:

Hive (21 frames)
21 combs
30 lbs. of honey at 10c
I tested queen and brood

Then

Net value
the dollar queen

,

have received and sent imported bees by
the hundred without testing them, and I
have had so few complaints that I am satisfied of the fact. Most of the complaints
came from queen-breeders, who owned the
old kind of yellow bees.
Let us see how it is that some queenbreeders do not like
imported queens.
These breeders are few and amongst the
sharpest. They have very yellow bees;
some have queens yellow to the tip of their
abdomen, and workers with four yellow
If a daughter of these queens
bands.
chances to mate with a black drone, her
workers will lose a yellow ring, but will
have yet three left. Therefore this j'^oung
queen can be sold as pure; although being
as much impurely mated as possible.
Mating with a half-bred drone she will look
purer still. The percentage of pure-looking
Queens raised from such a stock will be
very great; not to say that every daughter
of these queens will be pure as to the color
of their workers. Of course as to the working and laying qualities, they will partake
of both parents.
It is not the same with imported queens.
Their progeny is darker, and the smallest
mixture of impure blood in the drones who
mate with their daughters will be visible
on the workers. Hence the dislike of these
shrewd queen-breeders for imported stock.
The profits are greater with the yellow

makes all the difference.
show many letters complaining of
small number of pure mating of the

stock; that
I could

the
of imported queens.
If the
drone, mating with the daughter of an imported queen, is not of absolute purity, the
result is impure workers. On the contrary,
if the drone mating with the daughter of
improved yellow bees, is impure, the impurity will be drowned in the previous inipi'ovement in color.
I defy all the breeders and lovers of yellow bees to deny the above facts; for I can
prove it by the letters of many of these
liard-to-please breeders. Hence the yellow
kind is better, and more profitaijle to the
(jueen-breeder, while the imported is more
profitable to the honey producer.

daughters

Ch.

Dadant.

.$2.00

2.00
3.00
2.00

$9.00

business wants

somebody loses money.
Mr. il. changes his batteries to
direct them against imported queens, which
had iu)thing to do in this controversy. He
that

Now

quotes Mr. Argo, who has imported impure
bees. Mr. H. knows very well wliat has
been my answer, and that Mr. Argo did not
reply. The bees Imported by Mr. Argo
were not Italians, but Tyroiian bees sent as
Italians by Ed. Uhle. "I was informed of
the fact by our late friend Nesbit, who was
in partnership with Mr. Argo, of this importation.
Mr. Argo will not deny the
fact.

As to Dr. Brown, I have offered to him, to
Mr. Andrews, to Mr. King, and I offer now
to my opponent, to have an inquiry made in
Italy about the purity of bees. If impure
bees are found, 1 will pay the cost and give
my opponent .$200. If no other but pure
bees exist, he will pay the expense only. I

For the American Bee

.lournai.

Chips.

One writer in the last number says that
much will be heard of tiie Italian bees
after they have been excluded from the
mails. You are mistaken, my good friend.
There was a good deal said about them before any were ever sent by mail. He keeps
black bees, and of course is behind the
good friend,
times. Try the Italians
and you will have reason to change your
nund in regard to them. Your neighbor
jnust have a pure lot of Italians, with black
bees on your side of the fence and Italians
on the other! Most bee-keepers owe their
success to the Italians so say all the bee
not

my

—

papers.

BEES BY MAIL.

Some time in July I sent 3 queens to customers in California. I forgot to ventilate
the cages, and it did not occur to n\e that I
had not done so until they had left the postHowever, I had an idea that they
office.
would go safely. They were 8 days in the
mail and laid 2 days in the office after they
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arrived there, and then tnrned ont all risht.
do not need so much ventilation
after all. We have sent out 500 queens tlius
far, and only 8 died during transit; and not
one lias Ijeen rerjorted impure, and all who
have said anything about them report that
the workers are beautiful. Nine out of
every ten who acknowledged the receipt of
their queens wrote thus: "They are the
handsomest queens I ever saw."
1 am now registering orders for 1878. Al-

•So bees

ready have 36 booked for next year. I
hardly think that any of my customers have
raised any black drones from the queens I
mailed them. The idea tliat black drones
can be raised from Italian queens is a queer
one. Had I not started with 2.50 orders in
the spring I might have filled orders as fast
as they came in. I am hard pinched all the
time for queens. I still have between 200
and 300 orders ahead, but hope ere this is
read by my impatient customers to have

them

all filled.

at this time.

Have upwards

It is

by return mail

of 200 queens
fill orders

impossible to

in all cases.

THE SEASON
Has been

the poorest for honey, and

tlie

most unfavorable for queen breeding we
have had for many years. Have had ten
days at a time when no queens were fertilized.

ITALIAN

vs.

a nut for Mr. Porter and Mr. Anderson to crack. I make the following extract from a letter received to-day from Mr.
Jno. F. Hobson, of Winchester, Va.: "My
bees have done very poorly this season, and
not much better last. My bees are all black
and 1 am tired of them. Others around here
have the Italians, and make an average of
30 to 40 lbs. of honey per colony."
very

Here

is

A

good report.
I would lilte to say that nearly all my
queens (except those in nuclei liives) were
sent by mail, and I have no trouble in shipH. Alley.
i)ing them that way.
Wenham, Mass., Aug. 14, 1877.
For the American Bee Journal.

Various Topics.
AVINTERING.

Editor Journal:— We

are, all of us,
or less anxious about wintering our
and desire to compare notes with
those who have had success as well as

more
bees,

We have known veteran beekeepers become so confident in their successful wintering as to make a boast of it,
and yet in an hour, so to speak, loose all
their possessions in bees. We know of one
such who lost once 100 swarms after several
successful years; and the loss caused such
a reaction of disappointment and disgust
that he will not look at a swarm of bees,
and is inclined to avoid the subject entirely.
That the kind of food has nmch to do in
successful wintering is patent to every beekeeper. And the kind of honey my bees
are now gathering leads me to write this, to
failures.

obtain

if

possible a

little

ed them to their pasturage and found them
at work upon honey-dew. It is generally
the impression that this is deposited by
aphides, but we found no insects upon the

information.

OUR HONEY SEASON.
The season has not been favorable

for a
large yield. Since .July 20th the bees have
barely made a living, and now buckwheat
isgiving but little honey. Observing bees
winding their way to the forest, we follow-

The

trees.

species of trees

upon which

it

is found is beech and maple.
The honey
obtained is quite light-colored and of pleasant and I think slightly acid taste. As
some of our swarms were quite scant of
stores at the commencement of this yield,
this honey will constitute their winter's

stores.

Now, has any one had experience with
this kind of honey for wintering ? Is it a
healtliful food for the purpose ?
hope
to hear from those who have had experience

We

with

it.

COMB FOUNDATION.

We

have given pure yellow foundation
thorough trials, every way, and find it a
decided success. Bees build it out quite
rapidly for brood combs and the queen soon
occupies it with eggs. For surplus honey
the yellow foundation is drawn out and
bleached to the whiteness of snow.
Our
choicest honey is in foundation, and the
consumer cannot tell the difference between
tills and that built by the bees.
We shall
use it liberally another year.

whitman's fountain pump.
commencement of the present
son we purchased a fountain pump.
At

BLACK BEES.
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the

sea-

We

have to speak a word in its favor. It is
good for controlling swarming, and we
know of an instance where a swarm was
brought down while in full career for the
woods. We also find it very convenient for
destroying drone brood. Put the rose on
the nozzle', lay down the comb, force the
water into the cells, and young brood and
eggs will be thrown out.
J. H. Martin.
Hartford, N. Y., Aug. 15, 1877,
For the American Bee Journal.

IntroduciDg Queens.
I noticed in the July number of your
valuable Journal, a few lines from the
worthy and reliable pen of Ch. Dadant, giving his idea of Bro. Alley's method of introducing queens; he seems to think that it is
not a safe and reliable method. He says
that he has given it a trial and finds that
when honey is scarce, the weather cold, or
the queen to be introduced is strongly
scented with dysentery or from
other
causes, that it is not safe to introduce by

this method.
as the object of your Journal is to
diffuse knowledge through the bee-keeping
fraternity, I will try to give you my idea or

Now

introducing, hoping that some one may
catch my idea and be benefitted thereby.
In the first place let me say that 1 have
adopted Mr. Alley's method, with a few exceptions, and find it a success in the object
to be gained— a quick, safe, and reliable
method. Now in order for us to be quick,

we must be safe. It has been most
thoroughly demonstrated that queens are
generally recognized by scent. Now I will
give you my method.
First I prepare, by having a light box
with a cover having air holes in the top
covered with wire, a roll of cotton rags
handy; then light the roll and blow some
smoke into the hive (rag, not tobacco

—
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smoke), at the same time rapping the hive
a few times to frighten the bees. Now give
them plenty of time to fill themselves with
honey say 10 to 15 minutes. Now blow
some tobacco smoke into the hive to quiet
them, and remove the frames until you find
the old queen. After removing her, brush
all the bees either into the bottom of the
hive or into a box kept for the purpose— as
Now smoke the bees
before described.
with tobacco until they are thoroughly
scented and under the influence of smoke.
Be careful not to induce vomiting by using
too much smoke. This, like everything
else must be learned by practice. The object of using the smoke is to scent them
thoroughly and alike, and so stupify them
that they will be insensible to the loss of
the queen and will recognize the other as

—

their

own.

For the American Bee Journal.

The National Convention.
Mr. J. S. Coe has completed arrangements
with the American Institute for the next
meeting of the National Society. For full
particulars we refer to the following letter
from him. We hope bee-keepers will take
an interest in this meeting and make it a
grand success— one creditable to American
bee-keepers in general. Especially would
we urge upon our Southern friends to send
in samples of their honey. We have a good
yield from the

them be samples
lieve that

After the bees are in a proper condition,

uncage the queen, let her loose with the
bees, after blowing some smoke upon her;
then mix the bees thoroughly, having the
queen in the centre of the mass of bees.
After allowing her to stay there a few moments, to become thoroughly scented, replace the bees into the hive, which finishes
This is a perfect, speedy
the operation.
and safe method, and 1 am only too
it.
This is Bro. Alley's
to
adopt
willing
method with a few exceptions. It is very
much like the method of A. C. Attwood
given in the July number. I dislike besmearing the bees with honey.
I am willing to guarantee 90 per cent, of
all queens that I introduce by my method,
at any time of the year, or any condition of

the honey season, and regardless of how
strong the queen may be scented;
There has been quite a controversy about
queens and queen-raising. Let me say one
word in Henry Alley's favor. I have been
a frequent visitor there and have spent one
week at a time studying with him, learning
as thorougldy as. possible all about beekeeping. I have never seen him send an
impure queen or one that was not well
marked. He seems to take pride in furnishing the best queens possible. Also his
queens used by me have produced the most
beautifiil and most active Italian workers
that I have ever seen. I have just introduced a young queen from an imported

mother lately purchased by him. I have
always known liim to be an honest, reliable
and upright man, and I feel justified in saying that every person dealing with him will
be used in a gentlemanly manner.
In smoking my bees, I use the Alley
smoker, consisting of a tin tube about one
inch in diameter, with a plug in each end,—
inch in diameter
one having a small tube
through it, and the other intended to fit the
mouth. I use tobacco aJtogether, and like
it best, because you can use both hands to

K

work with.
I have kept bees for 7 years; have but few
swarms now. I use the Bay State hive.
The honey crop is poor this season.
Silas M. Locke.
Salem, Mass.
dtg^ Over two thousand tons of beeswax
are used annually in England, at a cost of
two millions of dollars. The "busy bees"
have lots of work before them to supply
this demand— as well as the constant and
increasing demand in this country.

if

honey-dew and poplar, let
of each on hand. We be-

the fine flavor of our poplar

honey was better known, it would be preferred and command the best price in the
market, notwithstanding

its

W.
MoNTCLAiR, N.

Wm.

J.

AxDKEWs,

dark color.
J.

J.,

Andrews.

Ang.

9,

1877.

President:

Dear Sir:— I beg leave to state that under
your instructions I have made the following
arrangements for our coming convention to
be held in the City of New York on Tuesday, Oct.

16, 1877:

The managers

of the American Institute
have granted to the American Bee-Keepers'
Association, table space for the exhibition
of honey and wax, and floor space for the
exhibition of hives and all other apiarian
supplies.
One fee ($7) only will be charged.

The entry is to be only for exhibition and
not for competition.
Each delegate to the convention will receive three single admissions— usual exhibitor's tickets.
H. K.
F. B. Thurber

&

& Co.,

agree to re-

ceive all apiarian products and supplies to
be exhibited by the American Bee-Keepers'
Association at the American Institute in
New York, and have them all properly arranged for exhibition free of charge.
It notified by letter or telegraph, of the
shipment of honey they agree to have it removed by careful hands to the exhibition
building, so that it shall not receive damage.

They

agree to pay the highest market

price for the honey and wax at the close of
the exhibition, and account for the same to
the party making the shipment.
I have procured the use of a hall in which
to hold our convention, free of charge.
Arrangements are made at the Brigg's
House, near the Grand Central depot, tor
the accomodation of our delegates, at greatly reduced rates— lodging, 50c. per niglit;

meals, from

So

far,

2.5c.

to 75c.

no reduction has been obtained on

railroad fares.

Exhibits should be sent in by the 12th of
September, or as soon after as possible.
All exhibits consigned to Messrs. Thurber
& Co. will be transferred from the depots
and piers by experienced hands, and
placed in position in the Institute building
free of ciiarge. And after the fair they will
either buy, sell, or ship back.
Arrangements have been made by the
friends of the Association to offer a Gold
Medal, to cost not less than $50, to be
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as the " Thurber Medal," to be
awarded for the finest sample of honey in
the most marketable shape. To be contested for only by producers.

For the Ameincan Bee Journal.

known

We

have written Mr. Langstroth, inviting

to attend the convention, and have provided for his entertainment while here.
Special circniars will be issued in a few

him

days, and can be had from the same parties
who have the shipping cards and certificates
of delegates.
Shipping cards can be had by applymg to
H. K. & F. B. Thurber, New York; Ameri-

can Bee Jouknal,

Chicago; Bee-KeepYork; Gleaiiings in

ers' Mwinzine, New
Bee Culture, Medina,

O.;

Wm.

An-

J.

J. H. Nellis,
drews, Columbia, Tenn.;
Canajoharrie, N. Y.
Delegates' certificates can be had by applying to Wra. J. Andrews, I'res., Columbia, Tenn.; J. H. Nellis, Sec, Canajoharrie,
N. Y.
Tliese very favorable arrangements are
largely due to the Messrs. Thurber, and I
cannot speak too highly of their substantial
evidence of the interest ihey take in the
prosperity of our society.

Very

respectfully yours,
CoE, Vlce-Pres.

J. S.

and

"

New

Y'ork,

Aug.

will be of

1877.— Hon.

14,

Peter

Dear Sir— Tlie bee-keepers

of

this country intend holding a National Convention next October. They will make the
finest display of bees, lioney, beeswax, and
apiarian supplies ever made at any fair, at
the American Institute building. Exhibits
will probably be sent from every State in
the Union. As this is their initial meeting
here, they have no hall, and no funds in
write you to know
hand to hire one.
whether you would not like to supply this
understand there will be 500
want.
delegates, and we would thank you to indicate your will in this matter as soon as you

We

We

conveniently can, tiiat it may be published
in the bee jom-nals and agricultural papers
Respectfully,
& F. B. Thurber

generally.

H. K.

&

"New York, Aug.
F. B.

Thurber

&

& Co."

1877.— Messrs. H. K.

14,

Co.

:

Friend

Queen Cage.

Newman— I

notice an invitation

to those having anything they think of use
to bee-keepers to send it to your office.
Herewith I send you a description of a
new queen cage for introducing. I see that

agrees that when tlie
should be done with as
excitement as possible. Mr. Dadant

every one

almost

queen
little

is

liberated

it

in a comb stopper, and let them
out." Mr. J. F. Spaulding (my
neighbor) says, he had one graw out this
summer, but instead of the queen coming
out the bees went in, and the queen did not
get out for 2 days.

"Put

says:

gnaw

it

)

interest:

Cooper:

My

)

Committee of Arrangements.

The following correspondence
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You can open my cage the whole width
without opening the hive, and there is not
a place that there is a possible chance to
catch or kill a single bee inside or out. I
would send you one, but I thought you
could make one cheaper than the cost of
sending.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.
Fig.
Fig.
o, a,

a representation of cage closed.
the cage open,

1, is

2,

a,— dotted lines,— the inside dimen-

sions of hive.
b,

honey-board.

c,

top-bar of cage, which

is

%x^ in.

one perpendicular bar, and /, the bottom bar. Both should be about ^\% in.
The wire-cloth, j), in fig. 2, should be
tacked to the bar, with some small brads.
d, sliding bar with some little tins tacked
on the back side to keep it from sliding off.
The wire-cloth, o, is tacked to the bars, d
e,

and

e.

Gentlemen—Mr.

Cooper will give the nse of the Large Hall,
under the auspices of the American InstiRespectfully,

tute.

John W. Chambers."
[This hall

York
filled

is

one of the

finest in

New

and we trust that it may be well
with bee-keepers, and that there may
city,

full display of all kinds of apiarian
supplies for the inspection of bee men from
every State of the Union as well as visitors
from other countries. Let there be a general rally and good display.
We expect to be
present and will do in our power to make
both the meeting and display of supplies a

be a

success.—Ed.]

Comb Foundation

is

a success.

That

point has been settled by the present season,
if we may believe the reports as they come
in from those who have used it.

g, is an isolated cornier with tin plates
tacked on, to keep food for the queen.
h, is a projecting arm or bar which rests
on the rabbet of the hive.
i, is a metal corner of galvanized iron.
n, is a small wire fastening on the end of
the sliding bar, c7, and reaching to the out-

side of the hive.
If you choose, you can lengthen the bar
e, as at m, and fasten it into an empty
frame, dispensing witli the arm or bar h.
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I

You can make the cage any size you like;
make tlieni 7 in. eacli way and about from

1^10%

in. thick.

I

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.
Place a small piece of sponge saturated
with honey or syrup, and put the queen in
with 5 or 6 workers those that have been
with her previously, if you have them and
close it up. Take out a comb from one side
•of the hive you wish to introduce her to,
and spread the brood combs a little, and
make a space in the centre large enough to
slip the cage into the hive, letting the wire
71, liang over the top of the hive, and put on
the honey-board or quilt. When you wish
to let her loose, take hold of the wire, n,
and draw slowly and carefully until the
•cage is open. In this way the bees will not
know that anything has hai:)pened.
Floyd Co., Iowa.
Levi Sutliff.

—

—

For the American Bee Journal.

A
Mr.

filled

Prolific Queen.

Newman:— Judging

from circum-

stantial evidence, 1 should say I iimst be

the person alluded to by Mr. Alley in the
August number of the Journal, where he
speaks of a lady in Waverley who has had
good success with her bees.
Now, I know that I have not done anything wonderful, yet I do think I have had

one remarkable queen, and should like to
She came in a
tell you a little about her.
full stock, which I purchased of Mr. Alley
in the spring of 1876. I saw her several
times and she was very large and yellow.
Having been transported about 30 miles by
rail, and 7 or 8 miles in a wagon, the bees
were not in a condition to swarm early.
They increased fast, however, and on Aug.
7th, they sent out a powerful swarm. I yut
this swarm into a Bay State hive, which
had been furnished with pieces of comb
foundation \}4 in. deep. In less than ten
days they had filled every frame two-thirds
A large part of this was
full of comb.
drone comb, but Mr. Alley came and cut
out some of it. After this the bees were
left undisturbed, except that they were fed
daily with sugar syrup. When winter set
in, only a few cells in the rear comb had
been capped over. I put a piece of blanket
around the brood chamber, and left the hive
on its summer stand.
In the spring the bees were more lively
than those in other hives, and I thought
they must be hungry. I began feeding
them with a little syrup, and increased to a
I did not give them any flour, as
gill a day.
they began on March 27th to bring in
natural pollen. On May 17tli they swarmed.
A frame of comb and honey was taken from
the parent hive and given to the new
swarm.
All the queen cells but one having been
cut out from the parent hive, no other
swarm issued, but on July 17th, just two
months from the time it was hived, the May
swarm sent out a swarm, and on July 23rd
So that a new stock,
it sent out another.
put into a hive on Aug. 7th, 1876. had increased by natural swarming to four stocks
by July 23, 1877. Two of these stocks are
rich in "bees and honey, and the other two
are doing well. They have capped brood in
most of their frames. I have fed them and
shall continue to do so. The one I have
called the parent hive has 12 boxes nearly

with comb, but

I fear there ife not
in it.
The original stock that
in the spring of 1876. lias not
this year, but it has given me

much honey
bought

swarmed
some extracted and box honey.
But where is my famous queen? Both of
the July swarms have young queens. I
tried to examine the May swarm to-day,
thinking she might be there, but when I
had taken out 7 frames the bees became
cross, and I put them back.
Perhaps I ought to say here that, although
an elderly person, I am not an experienced
bee-keeper, as I had never seen any bees,
except at a very safe distance, until the
spring of 1875.
I have had good success with comb foun-

when used in narrow strips. When
I used it 6 inches deep, it always warped.
Mr. A. Wyman, of Arlington, Mass., has
used a great deal of it this season. Perhaps
he will give us his experience.
dation,

The Bingham smoker

is just what
1
think, for one who does not
object to the taste of smoke, a month pipe
would be better; .it leaves the hands free.

wanted.

Yet

I

One item more. I never had any black
Some of my drones are darker than

drones.

others, but none of them look like those in
a hive of blacks. I have far too many of
I intend to have the drone comb cut
from my hives next spring. 1 fear I have
enough of those huge feeders now, who eat
more honey than the workers can gather
now, as the best of the honey season is

them.

E. B.

over.

Waverley, Mass., Aug.

Kendall.

13, 1877.

For tne American Bee .lournal.

Strange Things in Bee-dom.

honey from a strange source.
Several years ago, when the seventeenyear locusts visited us, I noticed, one morning in August, that the bees were going to
the woods pretty lively. There were no
flowers in that direction, and the weather
was such that no honey-dew could be looked for. I followed them to the mountain,
and there among the rock oak, their busy
hum could be heard for a considerable distance. An examination proved that where
the
small
the locusts had punctured
branches, a sweet substance exuded, which
the bees were collecting in considerable
quantities; in fact some gathered 20 tt)S.
from this source. Its taste was rather unpleasant, but the bees wintered well on it.

A pleasing sound.
While the bees were working on

this substance one cool morning, about sunrise, the
fog was stealing softly up the ravine towards my apiary, which is situated at the
end of a deep ravine, the workers had then
made their first sally. In a moment everything was shrouded in one of those thick
fogs that come in a moment and are gone as
soon. Just at that moment I came to the
scene of action; no bee was visible, except
one now and then issuing from a hive, but
as quickly returning. I heard a strange
sound as it were in tlie clouds, increasing in
volume. It was the sound of the main
force of 50 hives— heavy-laden bees hovering above the thick fog in vain trying to
find their hives.
It was a soul-thrilling
sound, only to be heard once in a lifetime.
Half-a-dozen swarms on the wing at once,
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nothing to be compared to it. Like
end. The
it came to an
sun gently lifted the fog, and tlien such a
i-iisli_the approach of a sudden shower
would never produce as nuich commotion.
EFFECT OF A BEE STING.
In this same fall, wliile working among
my bees, I was stung on the third linger of
my hand. In an instant my whole hand
is

everytliing else,

The comb

I hapDened to
dropi^ed. The pain was
severe; it was sore to the touch for three
months, and for a whole year when the part

was

paralized.

hold in

my hand

was rubbed an unpleasant sensation was
I have ke])t bees for 20 years
and have been stung in every part of the
produced.

body, but never with such effect.
A BEE IN THE EAR.
One day while carrying a swarm of bees

my shoulder, up a steep hill, my foot
slipped and I tell on one knee. The cap
slipped to one side, so that the bees rushed
out, and being close to my head, many were
about my ears. One entered my ear and
was trying to enter my head; with one
finger I tried to remove her, but that made
matters worse. I pulled off the abdomen,
but the head and thorax entered my liead.
It was a terrible feeling, and I am satisfied
no man could long stand it. 1 did not know
what to do, but in the terrible situation I
started for a doctor— happily, on the way
the front part of the bee crawled out again.

Then I reared and sold 12 queens for $60,
and sold 5 of the swarms, at $10 each, to M.
Brown, Industry, 111., cash $50. Making
$110 for queens and swarms. The grand
total is $179.20.

The Cyprian bees beat the world. I
intend to sell my connnon stock at $5 each,
and leave none in my apiary. I have a pure
gray queen from D. Staples, wliich is a
beauty, and I have 3 Egyntian queens,
bought of Mr. Ayres, of Springfield, 111.,
which are very large.
The season now is better than I have seen
it for many a year.
Have taken from 125
colonies nearly 3,000 lbs., and expect 2,000
tt)s. more.
My Cyprian bees will be at the McDonough Co., III., fair, Aug. 27th
and at our B. K. convention
111.,

One day

continually increasing.
No pollen was
gathered from flowers, all their energy was
they
both had condirected to robbing;
siderable honey, but it was nearly all used

up during

this exciteuient.

New Berlin, Pa.

Aug.

18, 1877.

Visit to an Illinois Bee-Keeper.

Being but a novice in bee-keeping, and by
chance being slightly acquainted wltli Mr.
1). D. Palmer, of Eliza township, Mercer
Co., I made him a short visit on .June 11th
last, and found him busy with his apiary,
consisting of about 130 stands of bees all in
first-rate order, etc.

as a litte

knowledge creates a desire

to possess more, I took another trip to his
place and found that his bees had increased
to over 200 stands, and yet on Aug. 8th they

gained bountifully. I found that the extractor had been used on 10 hives, from
which he had taken .500 lbs. of honey of the
purest quality. From the remainder he had
taken 4,000 lbs. of box honey, most of it iu
boxes uiade up of sections. By the end of
the season he will swell his amount of
honey from 10,000 to 12,000 lbs. Let me say
that everything pertaining to the business
is

done on

much
also

strictly scientific principles. So
honey part. Mr. Palmer is

for the

engaged in the cultivation of small

He

R. B. Oldt.

For the American Bee

111.,

For the Amerieau Bee Journal.

A

But

one
of my bees robbing another. They were of
about equal strength. I at once changed
stands, but the next day, to 'my surprise, 1
found the robber bees (now in the other
hive) robbing their late home. I changed
them several times, but always with the
same result, and at last to my astonishment
I found them robbing each other. 1 left
them thus for two days, the excitement
in April, this year, I noticed

to Sept. 1st;
at Oquawka,

Hardin Haines.

Oct. 2ud.

Vermont,

on

TWO BEES ROBBING EACH OTHER.

3ia

.Journal.

Cyprian Bees.

fruits.
has a raspberry that is a seedling, which he has named "Sweet Home,"
that bids fair to outstrip all known varieties
both in hardiness, size of berry, and un-

equalled productiveness. He is also planting many other varieties, as well as grapes,
etc.

Nearly all my visitors admire the beauty
of the Cyprian bees. The queens are larger
and more beautiful than any queens we
ever saw. The drones are of a cleep red or
copper color, and when they mingle with
the red workers they look nearly a blue
color. All the bees when hatched look
nearly white. The workers are very tapering, with six bands encircling tiieir bodies;
and at the side of them are two white,
downy spots running lengthwise. Their
superiority in working qualities cannot be
over-estimated, as can be proved by dozens
of visitors.
One hive (No. 7) swarmed five times
naturally in 18 days; before it swarmed it
gave 154 lbs. of surplus honey, and filled 9
Quinby frames of brood. The swarms have
filled 58 frames of brood and given 192 lbs.
of surplus up to date (Aug. 18); making in
all 67 Quinby frames oi brood and 346 lbs. of
choice cap honey, which I sold to Adcock
Bro., of Macomb, 111., at 20c. cash (.'$69.20).

&

me the August number of the
which I find an article from a
Mr. Anderson, of Lawrence, 111., in which
he says, under date of July 9th, 1877, that in
the spring he had 80 stocks of black bees
and has doubled the number and taken 100
lbs. of white clover honey, and some stocks
less than 10 days old had stored over 15 lbs.
of honey in boxes.
The probability is that the whole swarm
went into boxes when first hived. He
winds up with a comijarison with some
black bees just over the fence, that had
Mr. P. gave

JouRNAE,

in

proved themselves inferior to his in every
respect. I would just ask Mr. A. with
much respect, where his bees are by the
side of Mr. Palmer's ?
On my first visit to Mr. P., I obtained of
him two nuclei of Italian bees, and without
any additional brood or anything else, they
have each of them filled a hive containing
18 frames, 12 in. square in the clear, and
will weigh more than 100 Rs. each.

»
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In conclusion, permit

me

to say a

few

words

in regard to a grape wliose origin is
in obscuritj^ as no traces of it can be found

farther back than through the liands of two
nurserymen, when all trace is wholly lost.
I have handled it for 3 years and it has
groved itself fully as hardy as the famous
oncord, and much larger, as well as a far
better grape tlian the Concord, and has, for
the last 4 years, been fit for market on Aug.
13th. It will have an unbounded run, etc.
This is the first that has been said of it outside of my own cii'cle of friends.
C.

Keck Island

Co.,

111.,

Aug.

HOTCHKISS.

the weather propitious, and colonies
strong with workers.
These conditions
should be maintained through
honey
in,

dearths,

by feeding.

Novice's plan of moving an old colony, is
very good for raising cells until we get all
the nuclei we want.
Cells from these
nuclei may be grafted into 4 nucleus hives,
when their young queens are removed, and
in 10 or 15 days they will have 4 more young
queens ready for use. A good queen may
be raised with a few bees, in warm weather
by concentrating tiieir whole force on the

by putting in just some larvve. These
are perfectly practicable.
I have
tested them after having had years of experience.
1 want to answer a few questions:
First,
there are no black bees nearer than a mile
of my apiary, and only .5 or 6 colonies within 3 or 4 miles of it, and 97 out of 100 queens
fertilized in my apiary are pure, and perhaps a larger per cent, than this. I have
100 colonies, all pure Italians, carefully
bred from the very best imported queens.
cells,

plans

8, 1877.

For the American Bee Journal.

Bees and Red Clover.

As it seems to be doubted whether any
bees do actually work on red clover, let me
say that my bees do, and they are blacks.
Two or three years ago a Mr. Coffield, living
in Caledonia, 5 miles north of me, got a
queen or tv/o from Mr. Quinby, and my
young queens seem to have met his drones;
for stock hives that I know were common
blacks now show from one to three bands,
and are better dispositioned, but most of
my stocks are black, and out of hundreds
that I have seen on my common red clover,
not one showed a yellow band. I heard of
them working on it all spring and summer,
but being very busy and hardly crediting
what the children said, did not notice it myself till August 10th, when crossing a field
of second crop.
I found them all over
gathering honey and a very dark ambercolored pollen. Mentioning it to my wife,
she says positively she saw them on the
first crop, too, which was very rank.

Wm. Cam.

Those procuring queens should state
whether tney want light-colored ones or
not; daughters of imported queens are
Newly - imported
nearly always dark.
queens are always darker than Americanbred.
My imported bees have gathered
double the amount of honey that others
'

John Kookeb.

have.
Noblesville, Ind.

Letter from G-ermany.
Enzlieim, Alsace, July '20, 1877.— " MoNS.
T. G. Newman: Dear Sir I receive your
Bee JouiiNAi- with pleasure. It is intensely interesting.
I do not see how you can
fill it so full of such very instructive mat-

—

ter.

For

tlie

American Bee Journal.

Notes on Queen Rearing.
I have raised 7.5 queens since July 8th. 1
a hive to hold 11 frames; put 3 division boards in it, which divide it into 4
apartments. The boards must fit close, so
that tlie bees cannot pass, or they will all go

made

together and save but one queen. Cut a
small entrance on each side to give each
apartment an entrance. In this way four
queens can be fertilized in a colony at one
time, just as successfully as I can in a
nucleus, a rod from any other.
Take the queen from any colony desired
to breed from; let it raise cells just as they
are sealed over; slip in 3 division boards,
cutting it into 4 apartments of 2 frames
each. Let its 4 queens begin to lay; then 3
can be used and the colony be thrown
together as before. This is the simplest
plan for queen-rearing I have ever tried.
By this plan 4 splendid queens can be raised in any colony at any time, and the
colony not broken up, and can always be
left in good condition.
Two queens can be
raised in one hive, just as easy, by fitting in
a division-board and arranging the entrance
block to make a small entrance at each

Two

side.
I use

will fertilize at

same time.

Langstroth hives.
Queen cells
should always be raised under precisely
natural circumstances, i. e., just as they are
in natural

swarming, when honey

is

coming

"The year 1877 has been not very favorable to apiculture here. The crop of bees
has been, so to speak, nil; that of honey is
far below the average. Had it not been for
the fine weather in June, our bees would
have starved to death. The Society of Apiculture in Alsace is prosperous. It comprises 22 branches with 1600 members. It is
beginning to spread itself in Lorraine— thk
adjoining province which Germany tooe
from France in the late war. with this also.
There two branches have already been
started and several others have been formed. The organ of our Society is L'Apiculteur Alsacicn. It will after the 1st of next
January probably appear in both provinces,

and languages— French and German."
M. Deunleb.
»

•

>

For the American Bee Journal.

Western

Illinois B. K.

Meeting.

The Western
ty will meet

Illinois Bee-Keepers' Socieat Oquawka, Henderson Co.,

Tuesday and Wednesday, October 2nd
and 3d, 1877. All persons interested in bees
and honey are respectfully invited to come
and bring any hive, extractor, or different
kinds of bees and honey that they can.
Come and talk bees, and have a good time
111.,

in general. Ileduced rates at the hotels will
probably be obtained.

Hakdin Haines,
Wm. M. Kellogg, Pres.

See.
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Sumter Co., Ala., Aug. 9, 1877.—" Please
answer the following questions through the
next Journal.
How often ought combs in the brood
to be removed?
Would you permit empty combs to remain
in the hive, in the surplus department, for
protection through the winter ?
What causes foul brood ?

chamber

SUBSCRIBEK.

They

[ 1.

will do to breed

When

years.

from for 8 or 10

cells are so small as to

make

then discard them.
North,
2, Perhaps so, South; not here.
remove frames and fill in with chaff. Always remove partly-filled frames or boxes,
which it is desirable to keep white. It is
bees under

There should be brood on

frost, Sep. 20th.

^xxtxits.

size,

desirable to keep a perfectly tight box, in
which all surplus comb honey and comb
may always be kept when not desired in the

Oct. 15th.
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I will have brood

till

Oct., if I

have to feed to secure it.
4. Bees will gather pollen without brood,
and even without brood or queen. I presume that with a fertile queen and rapid
brood rearing they gather far more.
store even
5. I think just as well, and
more.
6. I desire no openings about the hive, except the entrance, but I want that to be
ample.
7. To keep colonies strong, don't increase
too fast. Keep vigorous, prolific queen, and
feed if the interims of nectar secretion by
the flowers are too long.
8. When cold, keep the brood altogether;

when warm,

makes

it

little

difference,

if

colonies are strong.
9. They are not apt to.
Adendum— Keep colonies strong.— A. J.

Cook.]

liives.
3. Supposed to be caused by a minute
plant or fungoid growth. What causes the
plant to grow is an obscure question. A. J.

—

Cook.]
bees in natural swarming take a
bee line for the spot where they alight?
and how far are they likely to go before
they light ?
2. Do they select a spot before leaving the
1.

Do

laive?

How

3.
late in the season will a colony in
this latitude continue to have brood ?
4. In the absence of brood in the hive do
bees gather pollen, i. e., do not bees gather
pollen ill proportion to the quantity of

brood ?
5. Will a colony for a time gather honey
as well without a queen as with ?
6. Is there a necessity for openings in the
They usually cover the
honey-board ?
openings, I notice.
I commenced an apiary the past spring
with two colonies of hybrids. One soon
became queenless and remained so several
weeks, yet they have increased to 5, and
one left for parts unknown, without even
giving warning or saying " good bye," and
left at a "2:40 rate," leaving me gazing in
the air.
Have extracted no honey as yet, but have
about 50 lbs. of comb lioney. They have
l>eeii supplied with empty frames as divisions have occured, but yet they have very
little

brood.

My desire

is to keep them strong in
numbers. What course is best for me to
pursue now to accomplish it ?
8. A few days since I changed the empty
frames from the sides toward the middle.
Will that have a beneficial effect ?
9. Will they work in supers when there is
room below?
Quiz.
7.

[ 1.

It is generally believed that

they do.

My experience and observation say yes.
Unquestionably, yes.
Depends on age of queen, lier condition
and character of season for honey. With
2.
3.

Knoxville, Iowa, Aug. 11, 1877.— " This
has been one of the most unproductive
honey seasons in this section ever known.
Bees had to be fed till July 1st; since then
they have barely made a living. They may

do better from now till frost. Why is it
that a queen lays from 1 to 6 eggs in a cell,
with plenty of room in the hive? I have
sucli a one, and she is a beauty a bright
yellow Italian— and I am puzzled at her
conduct. Should she be superseded ?"
A. U. Crosby.

—

[Usually, the reason
bees.

With many,

is

want

cells; if

of cells or
the bees cannot

cover the combs, the queen will put more
than one egg in a cell, even though all cells
are not used. The queen should not be
killed. Give her more bees.— A. J. Cook.1
Lunnville, Tenn.— " I send specimen of
plants. No. 1 with pink bloom
has been in bloom several weeks and bees
frequent it more than any other plant in

two honey

It grows from 2 to 3 ft. high,
with a number of branches. It yields no
pollen. The other is not so good for honey,
and blooms all summer and fall. What is
their value as honey plants?"
M. G. Gbigsby.

this section.

[No. 1 is an aster. There are probably
over 100 sp eies in the U. S. All are good
honey plants. No. 2 has no leaves to help
decide the species; is probably the Kuhnia
eupatorioides. A. J. Cook.]

—

Wanted. —We want the following back
The American Bee Jour-

numbers of

January to July, 1875;
one liaving them to
spare, will please notify us by postal card,
giving price. Don't send them without first
hearing from us, as we want to get them
only from one person.
nal,:

July, 1874;

and May,

1876.

Any

—
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Write Plainly.

We have

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTIOIV.
Single subscriber, one year,
Two subscribers, sent at the
"
"
"
Three
"
"
"

same

All larger clubs at the

same

Six

$2.00

"

time. .. 3.50
" ••• 5.00
•'

••

... 9.00

rate.

RATES FOR ADVERTISING.
20

1 month, per Une,
"
"

2

3

6

"
"
"

"

One inch

each insertion ,...15

"
"
"

•'

"

....12
....lO

cents.
"
"
"

"
"
Length of Column makes Twelve Lines.

in

Special Notices, and pages next to reading
matter, one-third more than the above rates.
Last page of cover, double rates.
No advertisement received for less than $1.
Cash in advance for all transient advertisements. Bills of regular advertisers payable
quarterly. We adhere strictly to our printed
rates.

Address

all

communications and remit-

THOS.

tances to

G.

184

NEWMAN

Clark

St..

& SON,

Chicago,

111.

"Write names and addresses plain— giving
County and State.

Additions can be made to clubs at any
same club rate.

time, at the

When chansiiig post-office address, mention the old address as well as the new one.
Specimen copies, canvassing outfit,
Posters, and Illustrated Price List sent free
upon application.

We send the Journal until an order for
discontinuance is received at this oflice, and
arrearages are all paid.

We

will give Hill's work on "Chicken
cents), to any one desirpremium for two subscribers.

Cholera" (price 50
ing

it,

as a

It^ When you have a leisure hour or
evening, why not drop in on a neigliboring
family and see if you cannot get a subscriber for The Ameiucan Bee Journal?

Remittances to be sent at our risk must
be by Post-office Order, Registered Letter,
Draft or Express (charges prepaid). Make
Post-office Orders and Drafts payable to
G. Newman & Son.
„^ "For the convenience of bee-keepers,
we have made arrangements to supply, at

Thomas

the lowest market prices, Imported or tested Italian Queens, full colonies, Laiigstroth
or other liives, Extractors of all the makes,
and anything required about the apiary.

The only safe way to send money by
mail is to get the letter registered, or procure a money order or draft. We cannot be
responsible for money
precautions are taken.
risk,

and

if

lost

we

will

lost,

unless

these

Then it is at our
make it good to the

sender, but not otherwise.

'Attention

ment
tor.
for

it,

is

called to the advertise-

Ropp's Commercial CalculaIt is in all respects what is claimed
and is a very valuable work.

of

often requested our correspondents to be careful to write their names and
addresses plainly. Friend R. B. Oldt asks
us to publish the following, which we do
cheerfully, it being good advice to all:
"1 would request all who write to me to
give the nahie and address plainly, with
County and State.
The signatures of
several letters I have received were so blind
that I could not read them, but tried to
imitate them as well as I could, hoping the
postmasters could decipher them better
than I could. Some years ago I addressed
a letter to Mr. Quinby, and received an
answer, but my signature was pasted on the
envelope, with the following: 'I cannot
make out the signature.' This learned me
a lesson. Names are not easily deciphered
by those who are strangers to the writer."

This "advice is good and timely," and we
hope correspondents in general will profit
by it. This morning we received a letter
with $2 enclosed that had no signature. We
often have such with neither signature,
post-office, county, nor state.
Is it any
wonder that vexatious delays follow such
negligence ?
little while ago, a person sent for a bee
veil, enclosing the money, but giving no address. Of course we could not fill the
order, though he said he wanted it by
return mail.
week later, he sent us a
postal card telling us to send it at once, that
he didn't like our method of doing business,
etc., but still gave no name— the post-mark
on it showed the address, but that did not
allow us to fill the order. Another week
elapsed, and that brought a letter denouncing us as swindlers and threatening to expose us in the daily papers as such. This
time he was angry, but fortunately not toO'
angry to give his name, but still gave no
address. By putting all three letters together and comparing the writing, we were
satisfied that they were all from one person,
and filled the order. We wrote him and
sent all the letters back, explaining the
cause of delay, and telling him never to
write again without giving full address
and thus save his temper.
We have several dollars here now awaiting claimants, which came in letters giving

A

A

no name or address. Many of such, no
doubt, think we are trying to cheat them.
Another cause of trouble is not putting a
stamp on letters. Such are invariably sent

"Dead Letter Office" in Washington;
the clerk having charge of such, notifies us
and tells us to send him a stamp. Here are

to the

three letters and an expense of 9 cents incurred—and a vexatious delay of 2 or 3
weeks. Let all be careful, and thus avoid

mistakes and vexatious delays.

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO BEE CULTURE.
Chicago, Illinois, October, 1877.

Vol. XIII.

No. 10.

W

J. Oatman & Co., of Dimdee, 111.,
have sold their entire crop of honey to

C. O. Perrine of this city.

1^ We

should use a book as a bee

does a flower— draw from

its well.

1^ A

large portion of the Patent
containing models of bee hives,
etc., was destroyed on the 24th inst.
defective flue was the cause.
Office,

A

i^The

annual product of honey and
United States is at present
worth nearly $15,000,000. We export
about $700,000 worth of wax and $,1 ,200,000 worth of honey.

wax

in the

1^

Let every bee-keeper do all in his
or her power to make a magnificent
display of honey and implements for
the apiary at the American Institute
next month, during the meeting of the
i^ational Convention.
have sent
on a box of implements and quite a
number of others have sent on articles
of their manufacture. Let it be the
most creditable display ever made on
this continent.

We

i^We

r^ The

Southern Kentucky BeeKeepers hold a Convention on Wednesday, Oct. 3d at Glasgow, Barren Co.,
Ky. A general invitation is extended.
Dr. N. P. Allen is President and H. W.
Sanders, Secretary.

i^We

learn that Messrs. Thurber &
a very nice exhibit of honey at the American Institute. Other parties are sending quite
a number of apiarian implements as
well as honey.
trust that the display will be the best that was ever made
on the continent.
Co., of

New York, have

We

i^Geo. H. Teague,

of Wakefield,

Mass., has sent us a view of his bee
shed, which, to say the least, appears to
advantage in the picture. He remarks
that " it has many points to recommend
it," and that he can take any of his
friends inside to "see the bees, etc.,

without fear of stings,"

1^ A

etc.

letter from C. O. Perrine, who
" going the rounds " in Europe,
informs us that he intends to visit Italy,
Egypt and Cyprus Island, and will
bring good queens of several varieties
with him. He called on friend Abbott,
editor of the British Bee Journal, and
expects to see him again on his return.
is

now

are informed by a bee-keeper
at the Illinois State
Fair at Freeport last month, that only

who was present

one small

lot of

and that was

honey was exhibited,
and in

of a poor quality

We notice that
the Concord Bee Hive manufactured by
Kraetzer Bros. & Stauber of this city,
was exhibited and awarded a premium
and diploma. Is it not strange that out
of the large nmnber of bee-keepers in
this State only one could be found enterprising and energetic enough to have
an exhibit of honey thereV " Tell it
not in Gath; publish it not " at home
very indifferent shape.

!

i^Of friend A. B. Cheney, of Sparta,
Mich., the Grand Eapids Post says:
Mr. A. B. Cheney has over 100 swarms
and is one of the most success-

of bees

ful bee-keepers in the State. He has
made .5,000 pounds of honey this year,

which, owing to

its quality and superior
which it is put up commands
considerably more than the regixlar
market price.
Listen to that, ye who put up good
honey in a slovenly manner. You see
now that it pays to put it upon the market in an attractive shape. Will friend
Cheney tell our readers just how he
does ity The modus operandi must be
good, for the honey "commands considerably more than the market price."
That is proof enough

manner

in

!
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Beeswax— A

Staple Article.

color; if the

wax was

adulterated with

more or less
intensely reddish-brown color from the
formation of nitro-products. This being a colorimetric test, it is well to have
some perfectly pure wax for comparison. The reaction is much more violent during boiling, if resin is present.
As little as one per cent, can be detected in this way.
resin the liquid will have a

The annual product

beeswax in
the U. S., is said to be 20,000,000 ibs., and
it is worth about $5,000,000.
An exchange remarks that the uses
for wax are numerous and important.
Its property of protecting tissues and
preventing mould and mildew Avas well
of

to the ancients, who used cerecloth for embalming and wax for encaustic painting, as in the wall pictures
of Pompeii. Wax candles and tapers

known

play an important part in the processions and ceremonies of the Eoman
Catholic Church.
Wax is used by the manufacturers of
glazed, ornamental, and wall papers,

and

all

paper collars and cuffs for pol-

ishing the surfaces. It is used in varnishes and paints and for the " stuffing " of wood which is to be polished,
as for pianos, coach- work, fine furniElectroture, and parquette floors.
typers and plasterers use wax in form-

ing their moulds.

Wax

is

an important ingredient in

preparation for covering the surfaces
of polished iron and steel to prevent
rust. Combined with tallow, it forms
the coating for canvass and cordage to
prevent mildew, as in sails, awnings,
etc. Artificial flowers consume much
wax, and despite the introduction of
parafine, seresin, and mineral wax, its

use appears to be extending.

The Scientific American remarks that
the adulteration of beeswax with rosin
has led to the invention of a new
method for its detection. E. Schmidt
recommends the following process for
the rapid and accurate detection of
relatively small quantities of pine resin:
He heats 5 grammes (75 grains) of the
wax to be tested in a flask with four or
five times the quantity of crude nitric
acid, specific gravity 1:31 to 1:33, until
it boils; and it is kept boiling a minute,
then an equal volume of cold water is
added, and enough ammonia (which
must be added very cautiously) put in
and shaken to cause it to smell strongly
of ammonia. The alkaline liquid is

decanted from the percipitated wax
into a cylindrical vessel. If the wax
was pm-e the liquid will have a yellow

Comb Honey

Carriers.

Apiarists who have had experience in
shipping comb honey, know how essena good honey carrier is in getting it
market in a good merchantable condition. We now have three honey carriers in our museum.

tial

to

The best one we have seen so far is the
Hoge Carrier. A shipment of comb
honey has just been received in it from
Thurber «& Co., of New York, with perfect safety.

None

of the

combs being

injured in any way.
It is 16x25 inches outside

box made of

and consists

inch lumber
with holes for handling on each end.
On the top are three strips three inches
wide. In this outer case is an inner
one resting on hollow rubber balls, with
similar balls between it and the sides
and ends of the outer box. The inner
of a pine

1

is made of half-inch lumber and
the balls leave about one inch space all
around it. The top being partially
open will insure its being kept " right
side up." It is evidently a success.

box

Edwin

Pike, of Boscobel, Wis., has
sample of nice comb
honey in his Carrier. It consists of a
boz 13ixl7i inches, with a wire handle
running from one end to the other. It
has a glass top, held in place by an inch
frame, and the whole rests upon rubber
balls to prevent jarring.
The third is Novice's Carrier which
we have before described.
also sent us a

1^
know

One

of the handiest things we
Book line, is " Moore's

of in the

Artizan's Guide and Everybody's AsSee advertisement of it on
page 355. It contains information for
everybody on every conceivable sub" There's millions in it !"
ject.
sistant."

!
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Royal Bee Funeral— A Canard.

Harvest Musings.

The following is found in the Lamar
(Mo.) Advocate af Sept. 13th, 1877, and
as it asks our opinion of the matter we

Beneath a shade, upon the grass I lay.
In happy thought— for all the scene was

give

it

entire:

On Sept. 1st, I obtained from W. C.
Grier in Lamar, an imported Italian
Queen which I proposed to introduce
into what I considered the best hive I
have. On the night of the 2d, I introduced her into the hive leaving her
over night and in the morning of the
3d, I found the old Queen, a black one,
and taking her out I cut off her head
and threw the body some 15 feet from
the hive on the ground. I noticed no
particular commotion among the bees
until about 2 o'clock in the afternoon
when I observed a procession of bees
forming at the hive in a solid line and
moving toward the body of the dead
Queen.

bright;

The brook and

They moved on and approach-

ing the body surrounded it, and all with
one accord, as they approached the
body, threw up their wings in a peculiar manner and made every sign of
grief and mourning. After a time they
withdrew and returned to the hive.
No further demonstration took place.
"Was this the result of instinct or reason? Will Novice or The Aivierican
Bee Journal answer the question.
T. G. Harvey.
We are frank to say we can regard
this funeral business as only a canard,
in which Mr. Harvey adroitly " played
it " on the editor of the Advocate.

i^As a rule, farmers are now enjoying unmeasured prosperity. An exchange aptly remarks that combining
in themselves the interests of both
capital and labor, they have, unfortunately, escaped the effects of the recent conflicts which the antagonism of
such interests has produced in various
parts of the country. They have tilled
their fertile acres in peace, and have
been blest with an unusully abundant
harvest. Their bins are bursting with
the golden yield of the grain fields.
Plenty sits smiling at their hearths.
For the products of their acres there is
an active demand. The granaries of
the marts of Kussia have been exhausted.
The war has practically
stopped Kussian agriculture. The surplus of American grain will find a ready
outlet through the channels of exportation. Prices will rule high and farmers will roll in wealth.

field

and landscape,

all

were

gay,

As beamed upon them Heaven's refulgent
light.
I

mus'd upon the past— the present fall—

And

plucked the blades, within

aroundThinking how Heaven had blessed
So

ailplentiously

my

" bees

my reach

my

labors

and honey "

crown'd

Within

my

reach,

I

spied a clover flower,

Whose perfume sweet, attracted there a Bee;
With busy hum, and al! its " gathering "
It

power,
then and there "extracted" sweets for me.

mus'd again—but could not say how long—
A sweet voice came, and calmly said to me:
"Learn from the Bee— send up a joyous song
For bounteous "stores" thy Father sends to
I

thee."

1^ The Queens ordered of D. Tremontani through this ofiice, were sent
at first by mail, as he was unaware of
the late ruling of the P. M. General,
excluding them from the mails. On
their arrival at New York, they were
refused by the Post office and returned
Italy.
Signor Tremontani then
shipped them in bulk by express to this
office.
They came in good order and
were at once sent on to their destinations. He will not ship less than eight
queens hereafter and then only by express. The prices he names in his advertisement are for them in Italy. The
importation fees and express charges
make them to cost about $5.00 here.
We shall take no more orders for them
now till next spring, when orders may
be again sent to him through us, if so

to

desired.

1^" We have

received Helmick's Centen-

nial Cook Book, containing over 100 valuable receipts for cooking, besides other useful information. Send a three cent postage
stamp to the publisher, F. W. Helmick, 50

West Fourth

street, Cincinnati, Ohio,

he will send

to you.

it

and

It^" We are in receipt of Vick's Floral
Guide, No. 4 for 1877. This is almost an indispensable serial for tlie florist. The Guide
is to be issued monthly next year at $ 1.25 a
year, with the design of making it the
"neatest work of the kind in the world."
Address James Vick, Rochester, New York.
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How

October Management.
"

Honey gathering liaving now ceased,
weak colonies should be strengthened
all prepared for winter.
Colonies should now be strong with
young bees and have plenty of storessay about 30 ft)S. If they have not good
honey enough, they must be fed.
Enough can be given in two or three
days to prevent starvation. Coffee
sugar, reduced to the consistency of
honey, is best. We cannot advise the
use of the poorer grades of sugar for
YanDeusen feeder will be
feeding.

by uniting, and

A

A

found useful, if no other is at hand; it
can be used on any style of hive, and
does not permit waste, as the atmospheric pressure prevents the escape of
the feed, except as taken by the bees.
Let the central frames contain many
empty cells, and see that they have free
passages from one comb to another, in

order to reach their winter's feed. Use
division boards, contract the entrance,
and cover well with a quilt.

toads will eat bees, would
to be clearly proved by the ob-

That
seem

servations of M. Brunet. As the bees
of a hive were crowding in to escape
from a rain-storm, some of them rested
on the grass, in the vicinity, awaiting
their turn to enter. M. Brunet saw a
toad busy in devouring these bees. He
carried the toad again and again to a
distance of from thirty to fifty metres
from the hive, but sooner or later the
animal was at his post again, greedily

devouring the bees.

1^ We
26th

ult.,

had a pleasant visit on the
from Prof. A. J. Cook, of the

College, Lansing,
Mich. He was in attendance at the
National Agricultm-al Congress then in
State'

Agricultural

He is genial, and very
companionable, and of course we spent
the hours very pleasantly; only regreting the narrow limits of his stay with
us. In company with Prof. Cook we
listened to a very able address by Prof.
C. V. Riley of St. Louis, on the Rocky
Mountain Locust, made before the

session here.

Congress.

to

go to the Convention.

What route

will

you take to the Na-

tional Convention?"

is

a question

we

have answered by letter many times,
and as several such questions are on
our desk, let us say to all delegates from
the Northwest and others who intend to
go to the Convention that we shall take
the Lake Shore route to Buffalo, thence
to New York over the New York CenTickets by these lines cost no
tral.
more than by others; and'then wehave
the felicity of avoiding all changes of
cars, ferries and transfers, as the
coaches leaving Chicago over the Lake
Shore line run through to New York.
These roads are splendidly equipped
and the tracks on this great through
line, are the finest in the country, be-

ing constructed smoothly of steel rails.
The 5:15 p. m. train from Chicago, runs
to New York in 37* hours, arriving in
the latter city at 6:45 A. M. This route
is pleasant and very attractive, giving
an opportunity for a visit to the magnificent Niagara Falls, (which all should
see) and affords ample provision for

comfort in the line of drawing-room
and palace sleeping coaches, etc. So
we say to all, take the Lake Shore and
New York Central Railways to the
Convention.
1^° Dr. W. B. Rush of New Orleans,
La., w^ants a partner. He intends to
enlarge his operations next season, and
calculates on five apiaries in different
parts of the country; three of 75 colonies each; one of 65, and one of 200.
Any one desiring, can communicate
with him as above.

1^ The honey crop is rather short in
few months
various places this year.

A

since it appeared to promise much
larger returns, but the drouth of midsummer blasted many a " good hope.''''
Prices will no doubt soon have a de-

cided upward tendency.
say: " Hold on a little."

To

all,

we

a remarkable fact that if a colqueenless, drones are allowed to
live through the winter, being unmolested by the workers in the fall.

It

ony

is

is

—
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PEICE OF BEES.
"I expect to

W.

J.

GLEANED BY
Andeews,
Columbia, Tenn.

move

to Nashville, this fall,

and would like to know what bees can be
bought for in Tenn.; in movable comb and
conunon hives. How nnich will a swarm
generally store in a season?"
G.

N. N. H.

Do you know what that
Then let me tell

stands for?

I

you. Novice
National— Heddon. I notice with ref^ret
that Novice makes no mention of the Na-

guess not.

Is he

Convention.

tional

opposed to

it?

One would judge
then

lie

and

so by his silence. If so,
friend Heddon have once

friend Heddon frankly exhimself as "so opposed," in the
March number, and states his reasons therefor.
Among others he says: "Such conventions, no doubt, are beneficial to supply
dealers, and I do not blame that fraternity
for trying to blow the breath of life into
agreed, for

presses

them."
As Novice is a " supply dealer," probably
the above extract may somewhat explain
his silence.
w. j. A.

W. Church.

[Black bees in connnon box hives can be
bought from ^2 to 33. Those in movableframe hives, at from $5 to $10. Nearly all
bees in movable-frame liives are Italians.
The average yield of honey is about 50 lbs.
Honey is worth from 8c. to 15c. per pound.
Should you visit Nashville, I hope you will
give us a call. We are but 45 miles south of
Nashville, and only 2 hours ride.— w. j. a.]

Friend Andrews:— I have

just treated

trip to Rome, Ga., to see that
apiarist, Mr. A. F. Moon, well
to many of the readers of

myself with a
veteran

known
American Bee Journal,

The

as the editor of

tlie Bee World.
I found him with very poor health.
He is
confined to his room a great deal of the time
on account of lameness and general poor
health. He gets about with difficulty, using
a cratch and cane. But he says he is improving slowly.
He kindly showed me through his apiary,

I will try to describe to you.
The
hives are arranged on benches about two
feet high in four parallel rows about 30 feet
long each. The hives set about four feet
apart, with small nuclei hives between some
of them. His hives are nicely painted and
have a neat appearance. He uses a frame
about 8x12. He advocates a shallow liive
for box honey. Thinks six inches in depth
is sufficient.
His strain of Italians are very
handsome and bright, both home breds and
imijorted. I saw quite a variety. He has a
name for each of his queens. His favorite
he calls Goldmine; others are Gold-drop,
Goldmaid, Jenny Lind, Favorite, etc., etc.
From Goldmine he raises those handsome,
light yellow queens.
He has not been able to fill orders this
season on account of his health.
I took Jenny Lind home with me and anticipate raising some nice queens from her.
I was very much anuised to see him pick
up the workers with his fingers and put
them into the cage, just about as I would
corn. He catches them by both wings, they
are then unable to turn over and sting his

which
"

PUEE queens.

1877.—" I don't reyou before or not
that of the 3 queens raised from the brood
sent me, 2 are purely mated with drones
from the first queen you sent me. That is
the best luck I have had with queens this
Ciiattanooga, Sept.

member whether

13,

I told

year."

S. C.

[The queens alluded

Dodge.

were reared from
brood of my brown imported queen. Glad
to hear of your good luck, friend Dodge.
w. J. A.]
to

BEST HIVE.
Hurricane Mills, Tenn., Sept. 13, 1877.—
"What kind of hives do you use in your
apiary? If more than one kind, which do
you tliink best?"
"W. H. Meadow.

[We have used the Langstroth, American,
Triumph, Standard, and Thomas hives. We
decidedly prefer the Langstroth, and have
changed nearly all of ours into that shape,
and next season we hope to have no other
kind in our apiaries. w. j. a.]

—

fingers.

The honey
July
fed a

now coming

DEONES WITH BED HEADS.

yield here

was splendid up

1st, then suddenly gave out.
little to stimulate breeding.

in rapidly.

grain and fruit season.

Chattanooga, Tenn.,

I

to

have

Honey

is

We have had a fine

S. C. Dodge.
Sept. 3, 1877.

We

have a colony that produces drones
with heads as red as a clierry; the color is
bright and vivid, and they look as if they
were out for a general training or masquerade. Do you have any such at your house?

— Oleaiiings.

[Yes, a dozen or more, and did not regard
as uncommon.
sent a queen, as a
present, last year, to Miss Anna Saunders,
that produced such drones, but she unfortunately lost it in introducing.— w. j. a.]

them

We

Bee Culture

for the South.

Indications are constantly being presented to the observation that the South is
gradually taking a " new departure" in the
direction of diversifying her industrial pursuits. All things favor this tendency. The
invisible course of events the full inauguration of the beneficient system of free
labor— the intense and universal individuality which it creates— the keen desire for

—

»
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personal competence and the consequent
competition— conduce to generate activity
in every ]HU-suit that promises reward. Tlie
few possessed of many acres steadily driving an ignorant labor to the production of
one great staple, must to a very great extent, give place to the individual on a few
acres striving in every way that intelligence

can dictate to better his condition. The
final result can but be happy, for no country

•can be highly prosperous when devoted too
eagerly to one pursuit, which like Aaron's
rod, swallows up all the rest. Among the
industries which will tend to give diversity
and profit at the same time, is bee-culture.

The profusion and long continuance of
bloom and the geniality of climate being in
accord with the nature of the bee and favoring out-door wintering; the comparatively

light labor required and the intellectuality
and poetic beauty of the pursuit (it having
been called "the poetry of moral life,")
should draw general and intelligent attention to it in this section. The use of the
movable frame hive, the ease of artificial
propagation and the extractor as a harvesting machine, give system to the pursuit and
place it beyond hazard and their advantages
are such as to dissipate the densest ignorance and prejudice in favor of ancestral

ways. Let me picture a scene which could
^e easily realized by vast multitudes of
farmers in the South. Let me place an active and intelligent farmer on 80 acres, a
-quantity of land easily acquired here. If
he is near a shipping point he can devote a
portion of his farm to fruit, strawberries,
peaches, etc.. and realize largely by early

shipment north. He cultivates enough
cround in corn, wheat, oats, rye, millet,
sweet and Irish potatoes, vegetables, etc.,
tor use on his farm and limited sale, if he is
invited by large profit to sell; he has tine
stock, houses, mules, cows, hogs, sheep and
goats, etc., because he can easily take care
of them and does take care of them; he has
proper pasture and buildings for his stock
and crops and a comfortable cottage, though
it need not be air-tight, as our winters are
mild and not a great deal of fuel required.
In addition to these things, he has a few
acres well fertilized and cultivated which
make him a bale of cotton per acre, with
from 45 to 50 dollars per bale and last but

not least, a

humming and busy

apiary of

100 or 300 hives with movable frames
and the attendant extractor, that yield from
5 to 10 dollars per hive. Such a man would
certainly enjoy the "glorious privilege of

50

when such things
we are still dependant,
granary in the
and
house
smoke
our
having
West and clothing establishment in the
"it
is not
our
East, we must see that
stars, but in ourselves that we are under"
Oscar F. Bledsoe.
lings
Grenada, Miss., Sept. 13, 1877.
[The above is written to compete for the
behig independent" and
are possible, and

m

queen offered in September number. The
•'
I hope you
writer in a private note says:
meant a pure tested. He further adds, " I
desire such a queen in a Nucleus Hive
and will pay the difference if I am so fortunate as to be awarded the queen." "Well,
'

'

a greater inducement, we will amend
our proposition and agree to make a present
for the best written article for this departSir, as

ment, any time from the present until and
including the April number, a nucleus colony of Italian bees, with a pure tested queen
bred from one of our imported mothers.
" What is your price for a highly colored,
pure tested queen in a nucleus hive with
Langstroth frame?"
We will furnish such with 3 frames for
five dollars.

"I would have written at greater length,
as I desired to say something as to proper
hive for the South, but thought my article
had reached a proper length. I claim the
privilege, if necessary, of writing further
as a continuation of said article."
Certainly, you and all others are entitled
to that privilege,
least

one

and we hope to have at
each month. w. j. a.]

—

article for

»-»-y »

For the American Bee Journal.

A New

Use

for

Honey.

I have used honey this year to make my
wines and preserves, am greatly delighted
with the result. I think honey is much
better for those purposes than sugar; in

f)reserving fruit there is a great deal of
abor saved, as you do not have to make and
clarify syrup; a pound of honey will also
go about one-third farther than a pound of
sugar. Preserves made with the darkest
honey I have, are fully equal to those made
with the best quality of brown sugar, and I
must say that I am delighted to think that
so much use can be made of honey at home.

Mrs. M. Dunbar.
Washington, La., Sept. 8, 1877.
For the American Bee Journal.

Dollar Queens.

Dear Sir:— I

see a great controversy in

Journal in regard to dollar queens.
we had to make our calculations as Mr.

your
If

I have no doubt that it would be a
loss to raise such queens; but I must differ

Dadant,
in this.

Since I have imported queens from Italy,
have been experimenting on queen raising,
not only because my intention was to enter
the field and sell dollar and tested queens
for sale, but also for the purpose of Italianizing all the bees around here, and I must
say that my experience is entirely different
from Mr. Dadant's, and that there is money
in the dollar queen business, if one can sell
Therefore, I am deterall he can raise.
mined to sell dollar and tested queens next
season from imported mothers and I have
no doubt that after deducting the loss and
paying advertisements that the profit will
be satisfactory.
In raising queens by the nuclei system as
given in Oleanings, I see more profit than if
the colonies used for the purijose were kept
I

for surplus honey. With five colonies, or
rather part of colonies, I can raise an average of five dollar queens a day and if I have
sale for them I think I would be making
more than if I ran these colonies for honey-

Now since I have been keeping bees I
never had any colony to give me more than
8 to $10 as an average. Having no sale for
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I

As

use only the extractor.

I

use five colonies for my queen cells and 50
two-frame nuclei, which is also equivalent

to five colonies, I consider that the amount
of honey which would be obtained from

them would amount to 80 or $100. Now if I
can sell five queens a day at f 1 from April
1st to Istof October. (1 speak for this latitude
as 1 can have laying queens as soon as the
10th day of March,) I think this would make
me an amount of $915 without counting the

sale of tested ones. I don't consider these
10 colonies as a loss, but as capital which
has really paid more than the balance. The
frames of brood given to the colonies used
for queens, for the purpose of keeping them
up, could be calculated as an expense, but I
don't consider it so and the colonies furnishing tliem can really spare them, without inconvenience. I consider my loss this year
of several hundred dollars for not having
raised queens for the market, as the season
was poor and out of 85 colonies, I have extracted only three barrels of honey, which
netted me $105. I sold 15 colonies for
$112.50, total, $217.50.
I wish it perfectly

understood that I
Now
have not written the above to enter in any
controversy, but only merely to speak of my
experience in queen raising.

Paul

L.

Viallox

Bayou Goula, La.

®ixv %tntv ^oat.
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Platte City, Mo., Sept. 6, 1877.—" The season has been a short one here in N. W". Mo.
The early part of the season being too cold
and wet, while the last of July was quite
dry. A couple of good rains a short time
since will, however, revive the bloom, so
that our little pets may do something a
while longer. Much success to your Journal, and long may it live."

Thos. Moran.

Warren Co., 111., Aug. 27, 1877.—" I think
the successful introduction of virgin queens
very difficult. 1 have given it a thorough
test this summer; and find it a perfect failure, at least it is so with me. My bees have
done well, and are gathering finely from

selling my honey at
sold 3,000 Tbs.
I
wholesale at 16c. and retail at 20c. per lb. I
use a small surplus frame, 6 of which fit into a Quinby frame. I made frames on purpose to hold them. Bees are so long filling
the side boxes of a Quinby hive that I have
discarded them, and take 3 of the small
frames and lay on a strip on the top and
fasten with wrought nails, one nail to each
section. The stick projects a little at each
These
end, so as to be easily carried.
frames are just of the right height to be put
on the top of Quinby frames; two sets
making 6 little frames just the size of one of
the large frames. The bottom of each little
frame is 7-16 of an inch square, set in, one
edge down, to make it easy of access for
the bees, and not to kill them when placing
The frames are like this:
it in the hive.

buckwheat now. I am
home.
Have already

Aug. 31, 1877.— "I extracted
fts. of clover honey this season,
sell
it in quart jars."
to
S. S. Fetherolf.

Palestine, 0.,

about 4,000
and expect

Riley Co., Kan., Sept. 1,1877.— "I commenced with one colony of Italians in June.
I divided them and now have 50 to 60 lbs. of

working with
with the

and the

honey,

beautiful

little

all

bees are

their might.

1

am

still

in love

workers."

Mrs. Carrie B. Heston.
Waveland, Ind., Sept. 19,1877.—" Bees are
some honey now, enough to keep

f;athering

hem

breeding.

Some

hives are gaining a

I believe bees will be in
good condition for wintering. The later
swarms managed in the old way will not get
enough honey to winter."
little in

honey.

Isaac Sharp.
Montgomery Co., Tex.. Sept. 10, 1877.— "In
March, 1876, I commenced bee-keeping. I
have now 145 colonies. I use the Tennessee
hive with some improvements. I have an
excellent range oi willow, huckleberry,
elder, prickly ash, linn in large forests,
grape, etc.
Summer pasturage is not so

Thos. D. Leonard.

good."

East

St.

Louis,

honey harvest

From

111.,

this fall

Sept. 1, 1877.— " My
promises to be boun-

30 hives this spring I increased
and natural swarms, to 60, and
have already extracted 40 gallons. The
new stock law has caused the blooming of
many fiowers here, that I did not notice
before; but our dependence in the fall is
chiefly smartweed." Cora McCrocken.
tiful.
by artificial

the grocery men
better than the glass boxes. Each
frame holds from 1 to l}4 lbs."
L. C. AXTELL.

These frames please

much

Birmingham, O., Sept. 24, 1877.—" H. Alley takes pride in quoting from the letters
of those who received queens from him and
are suited. I received one from him that
had been a month on the road, for ought I
know, as it was directed to N. Y. instead of
Ohio. It came round two months after the
time of ordering, with the accompanying

bees dead, and the queen nearly so. And
that is not all. Of the two ordered May 4th,
the one above mentioned was the only one
we received at all. The probability is that
the other one was mailed in the same careless manner, if at all, and went scouring
around the country until it was thrown out
Should those who order of
of the mail.
him be the losers, when it is caused by his
carelessness? I have written him twice
concerning the lacking queen, but he
neither sends it nor will he answer me. We
have ordered queens from J. Oatman & Co.,
and the queens arrived promptly in the best
C. A. Graves.
possible condition."
[Friend Alley will doubtless adjust this
matter to the writer's satisfaction.—Ed.]
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Antrim, Minn., Sept. 2d, 1877.—" Tlie September number of Journal is received,
tilled with interesting articles from nearly
Why do we not see reports
all the States.
from Florida, the land of flowers? Are
there no live bee-keepers in that State?
The fine dry weather here the past two
months has been very favorable for bees in
this part of the State, and though we have
but little increase in swarms, considerable
surplus honey has been gathei-ed. of excellent quality.
L. M. Lindley.
[There are several energetic bee-keepers
in Florida, but there is room for many more.

My

Marshall, 111., Sept. 12, 1877.— "
bees
are doing finely, storing honey faster now
than at any time during the season."
N. B. Devol.

Hopkinsville, Ky., Aug. 28, 1877.— "Enclosed is a specimen of the greatest honeyproducing plant in this part of the State.
It never fails to yield a fall supply, but is
very strong and not altogether salable. For
the benefit of tlie honey-jiroducing interest,
I wish you to tell me what it is. as I can
find no one here that knows anything about
it.
My crop this year will reach 1.000 fts.
comb honey in sections."

—Ed.]
[It is

Brunswick, Germany, Aug. 20th, 1877.—
"We have had in Germany up to this time
a very poor season. I have feci from spring
till now more than 1000 pounds of honey.
On the 8th of August the most of my Blacks
had scarce a single cell of honey. 1 removed on this day my colonies twenty miles

from here to the heath, where buckwheat
aud the Erica vulgaris are now in full
blossom. As the weather since that day
was not very favorable I fear my bees are
to day as hungry as on the 8th of August,
it is possible that I may have some
nests of mice in my stocks instead of honey,
when I shall remove them homeward."

and so

C. J.

H.

Grave NHOKST.

Madison, Ind., Sept. 7, 1877.—" I find by
reading the Journal that the honey harvest has not been first-class this year. The
honey harvest in this locality has been
about half a crop. 1 have 21 colonies of
Italians all in good condition. I use the
Faulkner bee-house, and I like it very

much, but

I think his out-door hive is betfor the extractor; the house is very
for box honey, and good for wintering bees. I can sell extracted honey here
for a better price than for box honey. I get
25c. per ft. tor extracted, and 20c. for comb

ter

handy

So if extracted honey don't pay
would like to know? I can get more
of the extracted than of the comb. I use
the 6-ft and 3-& glass boxes, and they are
Henry C. White.
nicer."
honey.

R. M. Anderson.
Eupatorium Serotmum. It has no

common name, but is one of the 25
bone-sets or thorough-worts which are found
east of the Mississippi. The bone-sets are
special

all

bee plants.— w.

j. b.]

Cincinnati, O., Sept. 8, 1877.—" I have had
a hard time with my bees since the honey
season ended, owing principally to carelessness on my part. W'hen the honey season
was about over I had seven good nuclei;
but one evening after looking at one of
them I left some honey on the hive and
forgot it; next day I looked at my hives I
found all my young hives being robbed. I

immediately stuffed a lot of new haj^ in
front of the hives, but this not answering,

I took some gum camphor and put around
the entrances but that did not stop it. I
then went through them taking away all the
frames, the bees could not cover thick and
closed up the entrances so that only one or
two bees could enter at a time. Finally, 1
stopped the robbing, but they tore down
several of my queen cells, and in several
hives the queens were lost when they went
out to meet the drones, so now I have iny
seven old hives and five young ones which
are doing very well. I took nearly 300 fts
N. T. Horton.
slung honey this year."

best, I

Lawrence, 111., Sept. 10, 1877.—" Mr. C.
Hotchkiss, in the Sept. number, page -313,
asks— where my bees are, by the side of Mr.
Palmer's? I did not intend to brag over
my bees. My experience has been that
when bees have the swarming fever, as
mine had it this year, that they lay i.ip but
very little surplus honey. I imagine there
is some difference between July 9th— the
date of my letter— and Aug. 8th— the date of
his visit. That month is the one in which
Mr. Palmer got 4,000 fts. of honey, and I got
only 100. Up to Aug. 1st I got 1,000 fts. of
white clover honey, and for the next 3
weeks I only got about 15o lbs., for the
reason that we had no rain from July 1st to
Aug. lOth. the consequence was that everySince
thing suffered— my bees included.
Aug. 10th they have done very well, but I
shall only get 1800 lbs. in all, this year, and
1500 lbs. of that will be from my new
swarms, as my old ones did but little besides swarming, and 5 of them swarmed out

and I have just "brimstoned"
them; the rest have plenty of bees and will
winter all right."
J. Lee Anderson.
entirely,

Pike Co., Ky., Aug. 30, 1877.—" Being a
reader of the American Bee Journal.
and seeing nothing from this part of the
State in vour valuable paper, I will send a
few items. Bees nearly all died last winter, what few remained have done well this
summer, both in swarming and making
honey. Early flowers are plenty here. The
first are peach and apple blossoms, then the
black locust (a very rich bloom). Our main
blooms are poplar and linn, from these bees
store honey very fast. We have but little
white clover, but think it excellent for bees.
Have tried alsike clover; bees work on it
very well, but we want some kind of bloom
that will come in about July 1.5th and continue until Aug. 15th— this being the time
our bees are idle. I have tried buckwheat,
but it does not seem to do much good. Bees
work on it early in the morning, but as soon
as the sun gets up they quit it. I shall try
melilot. I have had colonies make 80 lbs.
of box honey, mostly from poplar and linn,
this

summer."

i^The

Julius

C.

Williamson.

Jersey county,

111.,

Agricul-

tural Society will hold their tenth annual Fair, Oct. 9th to 12th, 1877.
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neither shade nor sun; neither top, bottom^
nor side ventilation, nor any or all of them
combined, will prevent, retard, or in any
way atfect, swarming. They will swarm in
spite of all.
S. K. Marsh.
Polo, Mich.

Bees of the Same Colony Fighting.
As there has been considerable discussion in the Journal on the above subject,
I have concluded to give my experience.
I am of the opinion that bees of the same
colony never fight, though I have had many
stung and killed by bees of the same colony.
Two years ago last spring, I lost my bi'eeding queen about May 15th, and tlie colony
proceeded to rear a lot of queens. 1 made
nucleuses enough to hatch 7 of them, but
being too early in the season, only '3 of them
One of them comever became fertile.
menced laying at about 10 days old, and the
other at about 18 days; the remainder vs^ere
all killed

by their own colonies.

The

first

trouble I discovered among them was when
1 opened a hive and found a knot of workers
clustered together; I supposed the queen
was in trouble, but when I examined the
cluster I found no queen in it; upon further
examination I found her in another cluster
near by. The two clusters had evidently
been all one but had separated in some way,
and all were trying to destroy the queen.
Those on the outside of the cluster were
stinging other workers while trying to get
at the queen. I had 5 queens destroyed in
this way, after which it was almost impossible to have them hatch a queen and retain
her until old enough to become fertile.

Last year I had occasion to cage a number
of fertile queens, and I put several of them
in a hive tliat had a laying queen; in a
short time I saw quite a number of dead
bees on the alighting board. On examination, I found the cages containing the
strange queens were matted in a cluster of
hostile workers, and perhaps 2,000 or 3,000
dead ones in and about the hive, and as
honey was plenty and no pilfering going
on, it is certain that those hostile workers
on the outside of the cluster stung the
others while attempting to sting the queens
in the centre of the cluster. The queens
did not sting the workers, for they were
caged and could not get at them, were they
so disposed. I terminated the trouble by
taking the caged queens away.
This year I had a natural swarm; the
queen having her wing clipped I let them
return to their old location, after removing
the old hive and putting an empty one in,,
place of it. About 3 hours after tliat I saw
a bunch of workers in front of the hive, and
on stirring them up to drive them into the
hive, 1 discovered they had clustered on a
strange queen that had united with them
while swarming. The queen and about 75
workers were stung to death. The workers
were stung by workers on the outside of
the cluster while trying to reach the queen
with their stings— and not by fighting. 1
suppose it was a virgin queen out on her
bridal trip, that united with the; swarm
while on the wing. If another swiarm had
united with them while on the wing, the
workers \mited peaceably, or more would
have fought than in that one small cluster.
Last year there was so much said about
shade, ventilation, etc., to prevent swarming, that I have experimented considerable
with it this year, and my opinion is that

For the American Bee Journal.

Changing the Larvae

in

Queen

Cells.

Having read in some of the bee papers of
removing larvpe from newly-formed queen
cells, and putting in their places larvfe from
another hive, I have been trying it. I have
a stock, the queen of which produced a low
grade of what are incorrectly called hybrid
bees— there are no hybrid bees. Desiring
to raise a better queen for them, I cut out a
piece of comb and fitted into the place a
piece taken from another hive, iilacing it in
such a position that the cells on one side
opened downward. I supposed that the
bees would take advantage of this favorable
position, and build queen cells upon it; but
they did not. Several queen cells were
started on other combs, and with a flatpointed stick I removed the larvie from
them, and put other larvfe from my best
stocks in their places.
In one case I put a larva into a rudimentary cell, such as are frequently found on
the edges of combs. The cell contained
neither egg, larva, or food. In all these
cases, five in number, the operation was
successful. The bees at once began to feed
the grub I had ]>ut Into the rudimentary
cell, and the next day I found the cell considerably lengthened out, and the young
grub lying in a bed of royal jelly.
None of the young queens have hatched
yet, as the operation was performed only a
few days ago; but I regard the success of
the experiment as beyond question.
The only difficult thing in the operation
is the rem'oval of the worker larva from its
native cell without injuring it. To do it
successfully requires careful and delicate

manipulation. It can be most easily done
by cutting out a small piece of comb containing the larv* to be transferred, when
one side of the cell can be cut away, and
the young grub lifted out with perfect ease

and

safety.

Many cases will occur
who raise queens can in
cells

in which those
this way utilize

containing larv?e of black or mixed

and raise pure queens from them. If
had known how easily larvpe could be
transferred to queen cells from which the
larvpe had been removed, I could have saved
valuable time in queen rearing.

bees,
I

M. Mahin.
Logansport, Ind., Sept.

For

6, 1877.

me American

Bee .Tournal.

Straws.
Mr. Editor:— If we could all depend upon each other's honesty, we could write a
valuable article in fewer words, as our assertions would need no " reason why" to
prove their truth. I think each one can get
the experience of the other in an incomparibly short space. Something in this way:

COMB FOUNDATION.
Have had two years' experience with all
kinds; about 50 lbs. in all. The pure yel-
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low wax

is the best.
I have proven tliat its
successful use is possible. Time onlj' can
satisfaction
prove to my
that it is a matter
of economy.
I find small boxes of two combs (say 4 lbs.
fross) are demanded with the small frames,
find the 43^x4)^ sections are too small to
suit tlie market. I think i}4xb^ will be the
smallest size used. 1 find Root's method of
putting these frames within frames very
complicated and troublesome, compared to
the method I use. Frames whose sides
touch eacii other should be moved sidewise,
and not lifted up. I have used sections for
3 years and also glass-side cases for shipping them, the same length of time. I suppose Root borrowed the half-worn-out idea
of Henry Palmer.
1 find the
Bingham smoker all that is required. It is worth twice its cost to blow
the fire with of a morning.
The best bees 1 ever owned I now have,
and they are the bees described by Ch. Dadant, as the dark, pure Italians.
Our present fall harvest is going to pi'ove
very light, as the nights are too cool for
comb building.
Now, Mr. Editoi', as I am only an "oldfashioned, box-hive, brimstone, bee owner,"
I feel it the duty of some of the more learned artists to answer the following

QUESTIONS.
In what way is the coming National Convention going to benefit the producers of
surplus honey? I am one of them, and it
will cost me $50 to attend. Is that the best
way to get $oO worth of bee-wisdom?
are men who do not produce surplus
honey for their income, the movers of the

Why

meeting?
Why do we hear nothing from our best
and ablest honey producers, who make producing strictly a specialty?
Where is Henry Palmer and his 2.50
colonies? He is one of the ablest apiarists
in the country. Why doesn't he help to advance the "gloiMous cause?"
Why do the foreign papers quote Adam
Grimm as having left $100,000? Is it true?
If not, why falsify? Can't our pet pursuit
be sustained by truth?
The Aniericnn Orocer does me a great
injustice, and so do others, by stating that
I " attempted to stay the production of
honey" by certain true statements.
Does the Grocer tliink that any man of
"no inconsiderable i)ractical experience"
would for a niouient dream of such a wild
scheme? Counteract a hurricane with a
bee smoker; stop the plague with fastings

and prayer!
Didn't some apiarian supply dealer write
the article referred

to in the

American

Orocerf
Well, what did I try to do? Just this: I
tried to point out the future of bee-keeping,
as it seemed to me, and show up the tricks
and dishonesty of certain sharpers who
made their living out of speculation among
honest producers.
These men all cry:
"glorious business, chock full of money,
just right for women and invalids." In the
name of common sense, why don't these

men go at strict honey producing? If they
can't make it pay now, they can bunt their
brains half out against a sponge, and catch
a few colds, till they become invalids, and
then make a fortune.
I would say that our fraternity has been
worse bled by dishonest and ignorant men.

than almost any other, and now let us get
rid of them by letting them alone.
Please remember that I take no exceptions to useful supply vending, vended over
the counter of truth and honesty. I do not
believe that useful supplies need to manufacture customers through falsehood, tO'
find buyers. Old apiarists buy useful sui>
plies; but for the useless ones, new beekeepers must be found.

SURPLUS HOXEY.
Messrs. Thurber

&

Co. are quoted solid as
rocks, and we hope they will assist the producers of this country to dispose of their

surplus honey, but we hardly think it
necessary for us to meet them personally at
a cost of $.50 each, more or less.
Local conventions are what we now need.
I have been jaring honey for 4 years, and
1 thought that the reason why the system of
putting up honey was dying, was because
the contents were getting too cheap for the

packing boxes, freight, etc. I now
predict that the jaring of honey must dry
up, unless foreign countries will take it at
glass,

remunerative prices.

I

may be wrong, how-

ever.

PREDICTIONS.
wish to recall your attenmy former predictions.
Fully believing myself to be right, I was always ready to stake my sincerity on the
fulfillment of prediction, and now when
they are coming to be verified to the very
letter, isn't it rather provoking to have the
results attributed to other than the right
cause?
For instance, I said the price of bees
must go down to one-half, on account of the
low-priced honey and increased production.
"Oh, no! oh, no!" was the cry all around.
Now here we are; Root comes to the rescue
and says: "Bees will be sold cheap to get
rid of the natural combs, so foundation can
be substituted."
Why don't Albert Potter melt up his poor
combs and make a lot of foundation of the
wax, and take a new and more artificial
start? That would be better than to sell at
Before I close

tion to

many

I

of

per colonv.
Mr. Grimm's $20,000 or .$30.,000 came in
part from bees at $15 per colony. The
question is, can we go to Heaven and pay
Jacob a visit, with a 10-foot ladder? If the
Grinnns should be getting tired of seeing

$.5

their names in print, isn't there anybody
else we can quote that has made something
substantial out of apiculture?
Now, Mr. Editor, if you will excuse this
long article on a vexed subject, and one
that hardly pays to agitate, as every one
does as he pleases after all, I will forgive
myself for wasted time, and in future hope
I shall have no occasion to write other than
short articles of experience, that may be of
more interest, if not of more worth, to all.

James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., Sept.

[Many

(i,

1877.

remarks are
doubtless true, still some of them, we can't
help thinking, are calculated to mislead
those of limited experience. What he says
about the cost of attending the Convention
is true, and
another year this can be
remedied by holding it at a more central
place, where it could be more easily and
of friend Heddon's
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majority of beecheaply reached by the
it located at
keepers. We tried hard to get
or Chicago,
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Pittsburg
bee-keepers
but were outvoted. If Western
have it in the
will attend they can vote to
future more centrally located,— Ed.1

For the American Bee

Jovirnal.

Notes by the Way.
Did you ever ponder over the fact, dear
tew ot the
old Bee Journal, how very
in any
great mass of those who are engaged

Now
"iven calling, are really successful?
then some cool, clear-headed, tarup
loom
will
sidited, sagacious individual
on the business horizon, whose achievements make him the object of wonder and
tor we
respect of an admiring populace—
Americans, as a people, certainly entertain
and tact
a profound respect tor the genius
and

so too,
that commands success, and .lustly
ability;
since it's the measure of a man s
slowly
move
humanity
of
mass
vet the great
apparently
along the pathway of business,
attends
that
content with the meagre success

their efforts in life.
Sullivan and Alexander

among

farmers,

Stewart and Clafflin among merchants, VanScott in railroading,

Ames and

and
Ward in manufacturers. Stephenson and
Morse among inventors, Tyndal and Agaziz
derbilt

who broke
in science, are exan.ples of those
over the narrow confines of a local reputahigh
tion and whose names are emblazoned
on the scroll of fame. Bee-culture as a purrule.
the
suit, is no exception to
Turning to "Novice's Medley" which
hangs upon the wall before us, we notice a
constellation of apistical stars-Harbison,
(who isn't there after all) Hetheniigton
and Grimm— the magnitude of whose honey
crops gained them a National reputation and
proved beyond question their ability to

successfully manage large apiaries, each
numbering" more than a thousand colonies.
Just below we have Langstroth and Qumperiod, sent
bv, whose teachings at an early
unia gleam ot light athwart the almost
versal darkness that enveloped the field ot

apiculture; the classical production
the
of the former strongly contrasting with
teachings of the latter. The
practical
plain,
practical results attained by these two luminaries, is evidence that they belonged to
two distinct classes— tlie one, theoretical,
the other, practical. Mr. Qumby's apiary
reached hundreds of colon ias. with a pr9duct of tons of honey annually, and this

modern

too,

notwithstanding he had

against that
brood.

fell

to

contend

malady of the apiary— foul
_,.

Well well, Mr. Editor, when we sat down
" for the old Amerito " sling a little ink

can Bee Journal, we

,

.

,

hadn't the lamtest

idea of scribbling a homily on finance, nor
any of its kindred topics, but we did have a
faint idea of telling you something of a
pleasant little trip, which recently took us
over a portion of your own " Sucker State.'
On a pleasant July evening we took passage on the staunch steamer, Riverside,
which plies between the Haven of " peaches
and plenty" and the metropolis of the
West. The night was calm and beautiful,
the silvery light of the moon illumining the
limpid waters of old Michigan, and as we
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into the
sat upon the boat's prow gazing out
great Unknown, fancy carried us away to
be
should
voyage
the time when lite's fitful

ended, and
" We over the waves of eternity float,
And then for a life t-livine."
The following day found us traversing
the busy streets of that marvelous city ot
For the benefit ot
the West— Chicaso.
those of our readers who have never beheld
this city of wonderful growth, indomitable
energy, matchless pluck and great business
resources— this city that arose Pluenix like,
from her ashes, and now proudly stands beside the fairest inland sea on any continent,
as the finest business city of the world— we

would

like to delineate

something qt what

but both time and space torbids.
ot liiE
We of course "took in" the office
American Bee Journal and spent a very
pleasant hour with the genial editor of this
Journal. Although we found him very
busy in getting the July number ready tor
the mails, (it already having been delayed
strike )
several days bv the famous R. R.
"
he kindly showed us through his museum
of articles peitaining to the apiary. Here,
for the first time, we saw the astounding
inventions of many a brilliant genius, while
merit.
we noticed several articles of real
the Bingham
We were pleased to learn that
in
others,
all
of
Smoker had taken the lead
extent of sales, orders for it coming from
the
nearly every State and territory
Union. We have tried nearly everything in
to
a
Meershaum
from
a
the line of smokers,
Bingnam, and a twenty dollar note won dn t
tempt us to part with ours if we couldn t
procure another. Here were extractors ot
every shape and pattern, from the trail and
staid
fraf'ile " Novice " to the staunch and
Miirphy; hives of simple form, and hives of
trames
section
complications;
labyririthia.i
and honey boxes, jars for extracted honey,
up
comb-foundation to allure the bees
trom the
stairs;" veils to protect one's nose
"business end" of a bee, honey knives,
queen's cages, and countless other things to
deplete tlie over-burdened pockets ot the

we saw;

m

agile apiculturist.

Bidding Bro. Newman adieu, we wended
our way to the passenger depot ot C. & iN.
R. R., and were soon gliding along thensmooth, steel track over the level praine toward the setting sun. Presently our coach
northward
is detached and takes a more
box
course, whirling along the beautitul
River Valley, when the conductor andestinationnounces, in clarion tones, our
Dundee. A few minutes walk brought us
with
to the residence of Mr. E. J. Oatman,
whom we spent 3 or 3 days very pleasantly,

W

indeed.

„

.

,

^,

And now, Mr. Editor, we find ourselves
would
in a quandary— there is so much we
know
like to say. that our pencil doesn't
end.
to
where
nor
begin,
where to
have often heard bee-keeping alluded to as
"small potatoes," fit only for those who had
tor
neither talent nor business capacity
anything else; but here, at least, is one
such
whose life is a daily refutation ot
'

We

sneering accusations.
We very much regret that we haven t
data to give our readers a correct pen porwould
trait of Mr. O.; for in its absejice it
be altogether "guess work." Not tar trom
form
35 years of age, about 6 ft. in height,
spare, weighing about 150 lbs., light comgenial
frank,
and
a
eyes,
plexion, blue

—
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countenance, with a physiojiiioiny that denotes an active teniperaiiieiit and great
energy and business" capacitj'— we make
you acquainted with our friend, Mr. E. J.
Oatinan. A few years ago he was engaged
Illin mercantile business in Dundee.
health compelled him to leave the store;
bees were chosen as combining recreation,
amusement and profit, as also giving exercise in the open air. The result has been
not only restored health, but a large and
lucrative business. From 1.50 stocks of bees
on June 1, 1877, he has secured a surplus of
several tons of choice box - honey, sold
several hundred dollars' worth of queens,
his stock to 300 swarms.
reader is informed that this result
was all secured from a 21 day's yield from
white clover, he will readily understand
only tact, energy, and a thorougli knowledge of the business could accomplish it.
Mr. Oatnian has a decided preference for
the Italian bee, uses the "Modest" hive and
admires the Bingham smoker. We were
more than pleased with the admirable arrangement of his apiary, and with the system and care which were apparent on every
band. We saw something over 7.5 queens
on one afternoon, and nowhere have we
seen a finer line of Italian brood. Mr. O's
method of queen rearing exactly agrees
with our own ideas of the subject; viz:
that of producing a class of bees that are at
once pure, peaceable, hardy, and have the
honey-storing qualities most fully developed— in short, a bee that is "lightning for
business," as brother Heddon would say.
Mr. O's success in the apiary most clearly
shows how well he has succeeded. As you
may have alread.v surmised, dear reader,
Mr. E. J. Oatman'is the "presiding genius"
of the well known firm of J. Oatman &
Sons— his brother Frank constituting the
other member of the firm.
In addition to the apiary, they transact a
mercantile business (drugs and groceries) of
$25,000 ))er year; own a fine farm of something over 2.50 acres, and have recently
erected a fine "creamery" which converts
the milk of nearly 400 cows into butter and
cheese. Added to this is the manufacture
of articles used in the apiary. Their sales
on hives and honej'-boxes being already
large, and increasing each year.
We would
like to tell you all of the many labor-saving
devices and methods we saw here in use;
but we are sure that it will be far more
satisfactory for you to do as we did— go to
Dundee and spend a few days with the
genial, whole-souled and capital good peo-

and increased

When the

ple—the Oatmans. Herbert A. Burch.
South Haven, Mich., Sept. 24, 1877.
For the American

]5ee .Journal.

Micliigan State Pair.

The Michigan State Fair closed yesterday. The interests of the bee-keepers of
the State were very well represented. I I'eceived the first prize on the "Product and
quality of lioney," and the diploma for the
"best'management and method of securing
honey." Many bee-keepers were present
and all seemed to take a deep interest in the
subject. I had the pleasure of meeting
Prof. Cook of the State Agricultural College, also Brothers Tovvnly and Butler of
Jackson. 11. D. Cutting, Clinton, Mich., had
on exhibition a bee-hive, which possessed

considerable merit and drew the first prize.
The difficulty with it is, that it is too exMr. Cutting had on exhibition,
pensive.
also, a buzz-saw to run by steam or waterpower, which I think I can safely recommend to all bee-keepers. I omitted to saj
that Mr. Joseph Butler of Jackson, drew the
second prize on honey as a product. He
had some tine samples.
My bees are in good condition. I have
some 380 swarms. Have sold quite a numMarcus Wright.
ber recently.
Middleviile, Mich., Sept. 22, 1877.

For the American Bee Journal.

Imported Queens and Breeders.
In the September number of the JoURNAi., page 308, Mr. Ch. Dadant takes the
liberty to say in effect, that tiiere are a few
queen breeders who do not like imported
tiueens, and that few are dishonest and that
tneir dishonesty is the cause of that dislike.
Now, I wish to know whether it is imported queens that are disliked, or whether
it is not such as he sends out as Imjwrted,
that those breeders dislike; I fear that it is
the latter, if Mr. D. is right that there are

no impure bees

in Italy.

He says: " They (those sharpest of breeders, who wish a class of bees that though
can sell as pure, to their
ignorant and confiding customers) have very
yellow bees; some have queens yellow to
the tips of their abdomens, and workers
with four yellow bands. If a daughter of
these queens chances to mate with a black
drone, her workers will lose a yellow ring,
but will have yet three left."
Now I submit the proposition squarely to
the intelligent bee-keeping world, that no
such queen so mated ever failed to produce
some workers with as much yellow as her
mother's had, and some with two yellow
bands and others with one and some with
none, no " rings," as black as the blackest.

irnptire, they

I submit further, that no queen can be
found whose workers are strictly uniform,
four band bees, unless the so-called Albino
queens are such; I will give .IJIO for one.
1 do not doubt that Mr. D. "could show
many letters complaining of the small number of pure mating of the daughters of imported queens;" because, if the drone happens to be a purely black one, a very large
Eroportion of the worker progeny will be as
lack as a tar-bucket, and his customers see
it: and so too, can the taint of impure impregnation be seen by the experienced eye,
even if the young queen is from a mother of
the "improve'd" breed; the color of the
progeny will be affected as much by the impregnation, in the one case as the other;
but there is no such thing as impurity of
impregnation causing the workers to " lose
a yellow ring," for no pure queen, impurely
impregnated ever produced uniform workers of any color; when the blood is so near
pure that none lose more than one ring of
yellow, there will be 75 per cent, of the
workers as bright as if the imi)regnation
had been pure, and many of those of the 25
percent, showing the taint, will not show
the loss of an entire band of yellow, only a
small smutty spot appearing on the first
band, others will show only a small yellow
spot on the first band.
I do not wish to be understood as holding

that brightness of color

is

the standard or

—

:
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purity of Italians, but that it is tlie distinct
uniformity of tire yellow on three bands, at
least, whether it be bri.s^ht golden, or clear
copper, or leather color; whenever we secure the proper C(jior, we have the other
desirable qualities, unless they have been
lost by improper manipulation, such as inand-in breeding, rearing queens in too cool
weather, from too old brood, in too small
colonies, or too scant stores, etc.
I am not the Andrews to whom Mr. Dadant refers, but I am one of the class that
he strikes at. 1 do not like his smutty
Italians, for I believe they are impure, if

they do come from Italy.
1 think our class is as free from sharpness,
or a desire to humbug or swindle, as Mr. D.
or any other advocate of smutty Italians.
I will not throv/ dirt back at him.
W. H. Andrews.
McKinney, Texas.

For the American Bee Journal.

"I Can."

We have had a good

season here for bees
best for many years. Last winter
was so unfavorable that .lack Frost left us
with only a few weak colonies to begin
with. I conmienced in the spring with one
colony of Italian bees— purchased of Mr. G.
H. Jones— and up to date, I have increased
to nine, losing two which went to the
woods, leaving me with seven strong ones.
Have taken 310 lbs. of extracted and box
honey, and raised a dozen or more queens

— the

and I now tlirowdown myxoid straw
hat" and cry "Peace and plenty;" with bees
storing honey in boxes, and a prospect
for a good yield of honey from the aster
which we call steel-weed— and golden-rod,
this and next month. I use what I call the
Langstroth two-section hive, 8 frames 10x15,
with boxes on top. The queen I used this
season is a daughter of one of friend Alley's
dollar queens.
And now, Mr. Editor, you see I have
knocked that big story ot his into nothing;
extra,

still

get the two " yaller" queens orderlast June, I think that I can rival
California. Now, friend Alley, you see "I

and

if I

ed of him

can."

J.

Jefferson Co., Tenn., Sept.

New York
A meeting

M. Glenn.

11, 1877.

Bee-keepers' Association.

of bee-keepers and others interested in bee-cniture residents of New
i'ork City and vicinity was held at the
Cosmopolitan hotel, on Friday, 7th September, when the New York Bee-keepers' Association was organized, with the following

—
—

officers

President:

J.

S.

Coe, 33

W.

Forty-fifth

J. W. Chamcity; Dr. E.
Parmly, 19 W. Thirtv-eighth street, citv; C.
J. Quinby, White Plains, N. Y.; E. J. Peck,
Linden, N. J.; J. B. Miiigay, 19 Christopher
street, city. Treasurer:
Theo. F. Read, 35

street, city;

bers,

room

Vice Presidents:
Cooper Union,

20,

Atlantic avenue, Brooklj'n,L. I. Secretary:
W. S. Slocum, 117 Sixth avenue, Brooklyn,
L. I. Executive Committee: J. S. Coe, exofficio. W. M. Hoge, J. Ilasbrouck, Mrs.
AnnaL. Botta, and Miss S. E. Fuller.
It was moved and seconded that the Executive Committee be authorized to prepare
a constitution and by-laws for this society
and report the same at our next meeting.
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A. J. King (editor of the Bee-Keepers'
Magazine) said that while he had declined
to accept any nomination to an office in the
society, he was greatly interested in its success and prosperity and would do all he
it as readily as If he held an office.
thought that inasmuch as a great num-

could for

He

ber of bee-keepers visit this city, at least
once a year to dispose of their honey crops,
it was very desirable to hold an annual
meeting here, which would undoubtedly be
largely attended by jjersons interested in
bee-cillture, and would enable producers
from widely separated portions of our country to meet each other and 'become better
acquainted with the receivers of their products. He thought that valuable information could be derived by the members listening to and taking part in the discussions,
addresses, and queries regarding their pursuit, and by the interchange of ideas incident to such an annual gathering, all who
attended would feel amply compensated,
and that a large majority of the bee-keepers
would be glad to arrange the time of their
yearly visit to correspond with such an annual gathering.
W. M. Hoge (in charge of the honey department of Messrs. H. K. & F. B Thurber
& Co.) said he was much pleased to hear
Mr. King's suggestions in reference to an
annual meeting of the bee-keepers of the
country in this city, and thought by holding
an annual show of honey and apiarian supplies, in connection with the yearly exhibits
at the American Institute, the occasion
would be pleasant and profitable to all concerned, and greatly benefit the cause of
apiculture.

The New York Bee-keepers' Association

much interested in the preparations
for the Honey Show to be held at the American Institute Fair, and in the National Beekeepers' Convention, which is to be held in
this city on the 16th, 17th, and 18th of Octobeing

ber next. President J. S. Coe, who is one of
the Vice Presidents and Committee of arrangements for the National Convention,
was requested to inform the meeting what
arrangements had been completed thus far.
President Coe reported that Mr. C. W.
Hull, General Superintendent of the Grand
National Exhibition of the American Institute of the city of New York, informs him
that the managers will be pleased to do all
they can to forward the exiiibilion of honey,
etc., and will admit for exhibition such
samples of honey as may be furnished, for
which they grant table space, and floor space
for the tlisplay of hives and other appurtenances.
One fne only will be charged the society,
in wlii'h case the entry is to be only for
exhiiiii rill and not for competition.
Individuals who wish to exhibit goods for
competition, except for the gold medal, will
be required to pay the usual individual exhibition fee.
Each delegate to the convention will receive, free of charge, three single admission
tickets.

Delegates to the convention will be acat greatly reduced rates at the
Brigg's House, near tlie Grand Central Depot, Forty-secoiul street. Lodgings, 50 cents
per night; meals, :35 to 75 cents.
The Exhibition Buildings are situated on
the block bounded by Second and Third
avenues and Sixty-thn-d and Sixty-fourth

commodated

streets.

—
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W. M. Hoge

reports that throuf^li the lib-

erality of Mr. Peter Cooper, the use of the
large hall of Cooper Union will be given,
under the auspices of the American Institute, for holding the meetings of the National Bee-keepers' Convention, beginning
16th of Oct. 1877.
Co., offer a $50 Gold
Messrs. Tliurber
Medal for the best display of comb-honey
marketable
in the most attrdctive and

&

shape.
All exhibits for the Fair, consigned to
Messrs. H. K. & F. B. Thurber & Co., will
be transferred from the depots and piers by
careful and experienced hands and placed
in position in the Institute Building, free of
chti-rge, and at the close of the Fair they
will either buy, sell, or reship the goods at
the option of the exhibitor.
Mr. Hoge presented letters from sundry
persons to Messrs. Thurber & Co., all evincing a lively interest in the coming Convention and lloney Show. Among others we
notice the tuUovving:

Department of Agriculture,
Washington,

D.

C, Aug.

21, 1877.

credentials will be furnished each member
of this society, which will entitle him to
three single admission tickets, free, to the
American Institute Fair to witness the entire exhibition, including the Honey Show
on the 16th, 17th, and 18th of October.
I'ersons who cannot make it convenient
to be present at our meeting on the 22d of
September, can become members of the
Association by remitting the membership
fee by P. O.. money order or registered letter to W. S. Slocum, Secretary New York
Bee-keepers' Association, who will send by
return post the credentials, giving the three
free admissions as above noted.
It is hoped that every person receiving
one of these circulars will consider himself
especially invited to forward for exhibition
anything of interest in anyway connected
with bee-culture. Send what you can and
do not fail to be present at the meeting.
W. S. Slocum, Secretary.
117 Sixth Avenue, Brooklyn, L. I.

For the-American Bee Journal..

)

f

& Co., New York City.—
Gentlemen:— "Thanks for your timely

Wintering on Honey-Dew.

Messrs. Thurber

letter calling attention to the Bee-keepers'

Convention. No doubt it will be an opportunity to secure some statistical knowledge
that ought to be and must be improved. It
had not come into the field of my vision, although I have been, and am, searching for
all sources of the nation's wealth, that come
properly under the supervision, notice, or
control of this department. If possible I
will send you some statistical or other information to use as you suggest."
Wm. G. Le Due, Commissioner.

from prop, silliman.

Gents: — "Regarding the

Bee-keepers'
Convention, to be held next October, I am
much interested and shall take pleasure in
contributing all I can towards its success."
B. Silliman, Yale College.

Belle viiXE,

N.

J.,

7th Sept. 1877.

& F. B. Thurber & Co.—
Gentlemen:— "I am unable to attend

Messrs. H. K.

the Bee-keepers' Meeting to-day. I have
prepared for exhibition at the American Institute, a simplicity hive Langstroth frame

— and

—

several specimens of larv<e, etc., in
alcohol. I also expect to put in an Observation Hive, of one comb having a queenless
colony with drones on one side <ind a full
colony on the other. I shall be very glad to
exhibit through the Convention."

R. Ferris.

After some further interchange of ideas
it was moved and seconded that the secretary notify officially the persons elected as
officers to this Association.
It was moved and seconded that the Executive Committee be empowered to fill any
vacancies or to add to their number, not to
exceed three more than now elected.
It was moved and seconded that the proceedings of this meeting be reported for
publication to such papers as may l)e favorably disposed to the bee-keeping interest.
It was voted that this meeting adjourn to
meet in room 24, Cooper Union, on Saturday, 22d September, 1877, at 12 o'clock M.
An opportunity will then be given for any
one to become a member of the New York
Bee-keepers' Association by signing the roll
and paying the membership fee of $1, when

In the article entitled, "A visit to an
Illinois bee-keeper," speaking of Mr. Anderson's comparison of his black bees and
those of bis neighbor's Italians, you make
me say black instead of Italian. Please
correct me if the mistake is mine. [The
mistake is in your copy. Ed.]
In an article in the Journal, headed:

"Various Topics," Mr. Martin asks information in regard to the honey-dew as food
for wintering bees. He says that species of
trees upon which the dew is found is confined to the beech and maple, and thinks
that the honey is slightly acid.
I have seen it on the chestnut, cherry,
peach, oak, ash, etc; and have had considerable experience with this kind of honey. I
will say that I had almost as soon find all
my bees dead some morning, as to run the
risk of successfully wintering them on such
kind of food. It is more fatal in its effects
than all the ravages of the dreaded moth,
loss of queens and foul-brood put together!
In fact I consider its presence, in any season, as the certain precursor of the only

foul-brood known in tliis country. It seems
to retain its watery particles so long, and
the acidity becomes so strong that it is almost certain to prove the destruction of
nearly every colony that is in possession of
it.

The long confinement of the bees in their
hive during winter, causes almost as certain
destruction as if they had been treated to a
dose of brimstone, although its effects are
not as speedy
It is said by some apiarists,
better versed in bee-culture than I am, that
bees will live upon any kind of sweets, as
long as they can fly out occasionally and
discharge their fseces; but 1 think that a
month or 6 weeks at a time is long enough
to give them this American foul-brood to
such an extent that their doom is certain.
Their discharges are as black as tar, and
they void it in all parts of the hive, creating
a most offensive stench, which, if it is as
I

offensive to them as to us, it is no wonder
that such a speedy destruction awaits them.
Three years ago, we had a very dry Aug.
and Sept. here. Honey in the fields was all
gone, and the little yield of buckwheat was
of a very poor quality. Honey-dew came,-

—
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and the bees went for it in masses, filling
their hives, and when winter came they had
but little other food than the juice of the
aphides; and the consequence was that I
neighbor of mine
lost 18 out of 30 stands.
Another. 23 out of 34.
lost 60 out of 80.

loft in which to
store various utensils.
It is well to have
such a house built early in the season, that
all moisture may dry oiit before storing the
bees therein.
house on the same ijlan
can be made much smaller for small apiar-

Many

a house 8x13 would accouiodate 75 swarms, but it is well not to crowd
too many into one room.
We have lately seen so many testiraonals
from apiarists in various portions of the
country in relation to chaff packing, and our
experience in that direction leads ns to discard indoor wintering. We intend to give
both plans a trial during the coming winter.
We go into winter quarters with 110 swarms
—enough to try various plans, but none to

A

others lost all they had.
Last year we had more of it, with about
the same result. One neighbor lost 35 out
of 50; I lost 10 out of 20; one of my nearest

neighbors lost

all

he

had— 16. Some stands

that appeared strong, and flew vigorously
wjien put uijon their stands this spring,
soon began to fail, and even after commencing to carry in pollen they died out entirely,
leaving brood in the combs.
K. P. Kidder advances the idea that all
the saccharine matters scented by the
flowers one day, unless it is all gathered by
insects, is absorbed by the atmosphere, and
at night falls with the dew. If that were
the case would it not be alike upon all kinds
of timber? I have seen it dripping to the
ground from some kinds of timber, while
there was not a particle of it upon other
varieties, standing so that their branches
almost touched.
Such things will not
harmonize with K. P. K's theory!
Three years ago I sent T. G. McGaw, of
Monmouth, some leaves from the jack oak,
(so called in this section) upon which the
insect had been busy, eating every particle
of the tender part of the leaf from its framework; it left then nothing but frames of
tendons, so to speak. His reply was "'that
it was evidently the work of an insect."
Upon all the trees where the honey de])osits were found, were the same marks of
insects, be they wliat they may, and upon
no others, etc.
C. Hotchkiss.

Kock Island

Co.,

.lournai.

I find on page 298 an inquiry from Mr.
Ilisch, in relation to a cheap bee
house, and friend Andrews' invitation to
those having experience in constructing
such houses.
Two years ago I was without a proper
bee house, and not having a great amount
of capital to invest, I studied upon the subject, and the result was the construction of
a house upon the following plan:
We first dug down about 4 feet into the
ground in a place that could be drained, and
removed the earth from a space 18x12 feet.

Gustave

We put down six posts, 10 ft. long, on each
side, and united by girts 7 ft. from the floor.
We covered the whole interior with matchthe dirt

filled in

on the outside with

removed from the

interior.

As we

dug down 4 ft., the 3 ft. above ground, was
up with stone and dirt, making a

built

thickness of 4 ft. all around. The si)ace
directly over the bee room was filled in with
sawdust 1 ft. thick. To the projecting ends
of the posts, we built a roof that covers all,
it covers a space about 30x30.
In the centre
is a ventilator; there is but one entrance,
with double doors. We have wintered 80
swarms in it successfully, and use it during
the summer for extracting and in which to
store honey during the hot weather. It is a
delightful place in which to work, being

"charming and cool."

The

outlay in cash on our house did not
have in addition to our

exceed $15.

We

We think

try hazardous experiments with.
do not wish to spoil your trade in
slates, but wisli to tell your readers that

We

dealers in school books sometimes have
broken school slates on hand, which can be
obtained at small cost, and can be cut up
into the size desired. I have used them
several years and could not dispense with

them.
Hartford, N. Y.

J.

H. Martin.

[Friend Martin need not be alarmed at
our slate trade. We got them wholly for
the convenience of bee-keepers, and not for
the purpose of making a profit on them.
Had that been our object, we should have
been sadly disappointed, for the margins
on them are infinitismal. Ed.]

For the American Bee Journal.

Answer

Cheap Bee House.

ed boards, and

A

ies.

111.

For the Araerioan Bee

A

wintering room a large

to

Dadant.

Mr. Dadant in his answer to Mr. Henderson on dollar bees and imported queens, reminds me that I did not answer his short
question in the Bee World last year or year
before, I forgot which. When I read his
answer I determined not to neglect to answer it, but press of other business did
cause me to neglect it till now. Friend Dadant is right. My first imjxirtations from

were from Uhle as Dadant says. I,
with Nesbit and Dr. Hamlin and Winder
formed a club and received three importations, very few queens alive in any of them;
when we tried them, not one of us would
give 10 cents for such queens though we had
already paid $4 each besides the express. I
am the only one who condemned them in
any of the journals that I know of. The
other parties got no more good out of them
than I did, though if they ever published it
I never noticed it. But this all amounts to
nothing as I got rid of Uhle's queens the
same season 1 introduced and found them
to be Hybrids. There has not been a year
since, that I have not had good imported
queens in my yard either from Italy or the
yards of Dr. Hamlin, Nesbit, Grimm, etc.
Those I got from the latter apiaries had
been tried before they were sent to me and
were all good ones. I think Nesbit got the
one he sent me from Dadant's yard, as he
had used her one season in bis own yard.
Of all other queens 1 imported direct from
Italy, I never got but one to suit me exactly. This is why I make so few importations direct from Italy. I would rather buy
from other breeders that import to be sure
to get good ones. I would by no means be
Italy
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understood as discouraging importations
from Italy. No, I am in favor of it and intend during tlie winter to make arrangement to import a good number next season.
1 agree with Dadant in the main on dollar
(lueens.

Now friend Alley, let me ask you one
question. Don't your Northern patrons say
your queens are too bright, and your Southern ones say they are not brig'ht, or (pilte
bright enough? This has been the tone of
my patrons for years to such an extent as to
make me heliexe that the brightest queens
are raised .South or the Southern people prefer the bright yellow. If I were running
my apiary for honey exclusively, I would
prefer a dark leather color, both queen and
workers. All of the most prolific, pure
Italian queens I ever saw were a dark
leather color, and the three bands on the
worker's very thin or line. Also the small
queens are more prolitic than large ones as
a general rule. Yet the people cry for the
large, bright yellow and we nave to furnish
them with the sort they want. But for that,
I guess that nine-tenths of the breeders
would go for the tlark leather color.
There are a good many other articles in
the September number I would like to answer, but for want of time will' have to
defer the pleasure.
R. M. Akgo.
Lowell, Ky., Sept. 13th, 1877,
The North Mo. Convention.
Met at Auxvasse, Calloway county. Mo.,
on August 1st, 1877. Hugh Hamilton, president, in the chair; the Secretary being absent Mr. P. P. Collier was appointed Secre-

The following persons were
added to the membership: J. J. Crowson,
Oscar Black, liev. W. W. Trimble, Geo. C.
Fuller, H. I. Williams, M. McClintock, Dr.
E. C. L. Larch, .John T. Sailor, Wm. Y. Parmer and Ed. McCracken.
At 3 p. m. the following programme was
announced:
*'
Swarming, natural and artificial.*' A. A.
tary pro tern.

Collier.

"How

to secure the

most honey," John

Sal lee.

"Marketing honey," P. P. Collier.
"Honey, its sources and how gathered."
B. F. James.
" Our best honey plants," R. L. Davis.
" Honey dew," Robert Sallee.

SWARMING, NATUKAIv AND AKTIFICIAI..
Mr. A. A. Collier said he preferred artifiswarming from several considerations.
1st, it is more safe.
I can ascertain their
condition when I have a strong colony of
bees with one cell. At the proper time I
cial

set two hives. (I use Langstrotlf s). I take
from my full colony four frames with bees

adliering, place in empty hive, leaving the
old queen with the old hive, insert my cell,
remove old hive a rod off, place new one on
Its stand, and will soon have a better swarm
than the first.
hives are jilaced in a circle so that I can stand in center and see the
entrance of each hive.

My

Mr. Trimble wanted to know how he got
the bees in new^ hive.
Mr. Collier— If I have not bees enough on
the cards given, I shake from other cards a

sufficient

number

of bees, after sprinkling

with sweetened water, scented with peppermint.

Mr.

Bane— Bees disagree, by disorganizing

them there was no danger

of fighting.

Mr. Collier asked why bees fought?
Mr. Sallee did not know; thought a bee
filled with honey would be received friendly
in any hive, but a hungry bee would meet
with rough treatment.
Mr. Collier— I brought two queens some
seven miles away, introduced them into new
formed colonics; one was killed, the other
received friendly all scenting alike.
Mi-. Sallee— The difficulty was, probably,
that one was disturbed soon after, while the
other was not.
Mr. Collier— This was the case.
Mr. Sallee I favor clipping queen's
wings, for sometimes two or more swarms
come off— all went together; but if he had
his queen's wings clipped he could capture
the queen, change locations, put in queen in
new hive on old stand, and the circling
swarm would soon return, enter new hive
and all was well; but after.swarms were

—

—

more

difficult to control.

The President—Remove
first

swarm, and

all cells after the
all difiQculty of after-swarms

was removed.
"how to secure the greatest AMOUNT
OP HONEY."
Mr. Sallee said he ought to be excused,
but would do the best he could. He had
been theorizing, but for honey-gathering he
preferred his first swarms rather than his
old ones. Extracting was the best not onlj'10 secure the greatest amount, but would
stimulate the bees to gather more than in
boxes. If you want box honey you must
have the bottom story full, as bees would
not tenter boxes unless full below. Mr Bane
said Mr. Smith's queens went into his boxes,
the cause was that they were on new swarms.
It would not be the case on old hives. Put
on boxes on old stands early, but on new
not until late.
Dr. Larch said raise and slip boxes under.
Mr. Sallee said many questions might be
considered. One man fed his bees honey in
spring; they accumulate much more than
those not ted. Plenty of comb was necessary as it required 20 or 25 pounds of honey
to make one pound of fat or wax.

Mr. Trimble asked how about foundation?
Mr. Sallee had no experience.
Dr. Larch said it was good for starters in
boxes, but did not favor it for the main
hive.

Mr. Sallee said extracting was the best,
but others wanted to know how to get box
honey.
Mr. P. P. Collier—Extracting was beyond
question the best to secure the greatest
amount of honey, but there were other
things to be considered. Bees nuist be kept
strong; (luecns must be prolific; plenty of
room to deposit. And last, but not least, a
good pasturage is iiidispeiisible; not all are
favored with good natural pastures. This
is in the power of man, and it is his duty to
furnish good pastures— early and late— to
secure a good yield of honej'.
Mr. Bane— Get the bees and you would
have the honey; it was necessary to keep
bees quiet anil satisfied to work well.

Young queens were

—

essential.

President A tjueen one year old was
better than a young one. (Here the subject
ran into swarming and no vote was taken.)
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Mr. A. A. Collier— Give bees room and
they woultl make honey— a flour barrel could
be filled, etc.
" MARKETING HONEY."

Mr. P. P. Collier said he had had no time
to prepare. The subject was of vast importance; indeed, one that interested every
producer. Honey was, to some extent, as
other products of the farm—governed by
supply and demand; but this season did not
promise to be an average. California was
almost a failure. Other localities reported
had, and I don't see why we cannot sell at
good figures. It is many times the case
that large cities are overstocked with honey
while the home market is good. It Is sometimes the case that an inferior, green honey
is thrown upon the market, thereby damaging the sale of good. I would strongly insist that this Association put none but the
best, ripened honey on the market, and demand a living price. We don't believe in
monopolies, but the mercantile world— the
mechanical and all other branches of business organize for the sale of their wares,
and why not we? If some of us sell at low
figures, it debars the sale of others at better
prices, and I do urge a unanimous etfort to
secure a home market and at fair prices. I
read from various reports, that this one sold
all liis

honey

at 22 cents,

another at 25 cents, and

one sold at 20 cents,
still another at 18

Now I just had the pleasure of seeing together honey from four different
States. Since that time I have seen honey
from this State, and must say we produce as
good or better honey here as anywhere.
Dr. Larch— Open up a honey market, appoint a connnittee to co-operate with dealers, and to search out and report the best
market.
Mr. Trimble asked the weight of honey.
Mr. P. P. Collier said there was a difference; early and white clover weigh about
11>8 pounds, while Spanish needle would
weigh 12 to 12)^ pounds.
Mr. Sallee— The questions were very imcents.
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Mr. Sallee said he sold his box honey at
18 cents, while his neighbors sold strained
and squeezed at 12)^ that was very inferior
to extracted.
Mr. P. P. Collier— There is as much difference between strained and extracted as
there was between good syrup and bad
sorghum.
Mr. Trimble thought a grading committee
would be of advantage to sellers.
Mi\ Sallee Let honey get ripe before extracting; let it set open; draw off from the
bottom to can it.
President— Some one had suggested to
hold honey until there was a good market,
but he opposed it. He said he shipped two
barrels to Mr. Coleman, St. Louis; held it
over, and one barrel spoiled; the other he
ordered back to feed on; it had lost its

—

flavor, etc.

Mr. A. A. Collier asked

if it

was

in

new

barrels?

The President

said

it

was

in old molasses

barrels.
Mr. Collier thought this was the trouble,
for new barrels would keep honey much

better than old ones.

Mr. Trimble asked If extracted honey
would keep as well as capped?
Mr. Sallee said if it was ripe it would keep
as well.

Mr. Trimble—Would honey granulate under all circumstances?
Mr. Sallee said pure honey would.
Mr. Trimble had two boxes that did not
granulate.
Mr. Sallee said he mightlbe mistaken but
believed he was right.
Dr. Larch said he had warmed up honey
in

comb

honey

to extract,
in the cells.

and found much grainefl

Mr. Smith asked if there was any way to
keep honey from granulating?
Dr. Larch— If kept at even temperature it
would granlate but little.
Mr. A. A. Collier— Keeping it in a cellar
would prevent granulation.

HONEY DEW.

portant. Some produced honey for home
use; but the majority produced it for the
dollars and cents. lie found it difficult to
sell when syrups could be bought at 50 cents.

Mr. Sallee gave his opinion of it, though
he was not fully satisfied as to its origin.
Dr. Larch— Bees cannot gather it after it

Mr. Bane— Analyze the various sprup*
and molasses, and thus prove the superiority
of honey over them, for they were unclean

Mr. Sallee said honey gathered from this
source did not sell well.
Mr. Fish read from Prof. Cook showing it
to be a real Honey Dew.
Mr. P. P. Collier— Had seen it very abundant in Ky., had seen Dr. Allen's bees gathering it from the oaks, had eaten the honey,
pronounced it dark, but fair-flavored, not so
good as other honey. During a drouth,
about the 1st of July, he had seen it very
abundant, and believed it to be really a

and unhealthy.
Rev. W. W. Trimble thought this was a
move in the right direction, and made a motion for a committee on selling of honey,
whereupon P. P. Collier, Mr. John Sallee
and F. P. Bane were appointed.
Mr. Sallee — Convince the people of the
superiority of honey over molasses and the
difficulty would be removed. He had sold
at 25, 20 and 15 cents.
Mr. A. A. Allen thought barrels were
preferable. Dr. Allen used them, and had
no trouble in selling at 15 to 18 cents.
Dr. Larch—I use half barrels; they suited
the market much better than larger ones.
Mr. Parker, a honey dealer of Illinois,
had better success with half barrels than
larger ones. He retailed at 25 cents. He
said the people of Pike county, Illinois,
could not believe that 5,000 pounds of honey
could be produced on our farms— all such
was " made honey."
Mr. Bane— Quinby carried all his, and his
neighbor's honey, to market; and never
failed to find a market.

dries.

Honey Dew.
Mr. S. Riley did not believe the bees gathered it.
Dr. Larch thought they did.
Mr. R. Sallee— Bees gather something from
the oaks, did not know what.
Mr. F. P. Bane— It was a deposit of an insect, the Aphides.
Mr. Sallee— Had seen it very abundant
when a boy.
President—By a careful investigation
found that the Aphides deposit it, had seen
it fall from the insect while playing, had on
hand at one time 1,000 pounds from it, but
did not sell well.
Mr. J. Sallee—Believed it to be real Dew,
and that the insects were drawn to it from
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sweets, instead of producing it; tliought
unaccountable.
Mr. Kiley— The sweets would draw all
kinds of gnats, etc.. jiist as molasses would.
Mr. R. Sallee— This subject sliould be
its
it

investigated.
Mr. P. P. Collier—If it be honey, then
we must admit that it is from the same
source as otlier honey; if not, then what is
The great Father created bees and put
it?
them here, not to starve, but made ample
provision for their subsistence, and as the
manna fell in the wilderness, so the dew
One says it is the profalls for the bees.
duction of the Aphides; if so, tell me wliere
they get it, and how produced?

Mr.

Bane— Never saw any honey dew only

when the insects are flying; all insects have
their time, and the Aphides have theirs to
deposit the drops we see on the leaves.

Why do we not have honey dew every year?
Mr. A. A. Collier said the same that produced lioney one year did so on another.
The Aphides came one year and did not
another; where we had Aphides we had
honey dew, if they did not come we had no
<lew.

Mr. Sallee— Sorghum talcen by bees was
sorghum, so with all sugars, but the
turned to real honey.
Mr. A. A. Collier—We must call it honey
<for if the bees carried it in, it was honey)
after the source whence gathered, we say
white clover honey, Spanish needle honey,
etc., now if it be sorghum we must call it
sorghum honey. A lengthy discussion followed until the hoj.ir arrived for adjournment.
still

dew

PKOGRAMME FOK THE SECOND DAY.
"

The best hive," F. P. Bane.
"Agriculture as taught in Agricultural
Colleges, Prof. G. C. Swallow.
"Honey as an article of food," Dr. P.
French.
" Queen rearing," Dr. E. C. Larcli.
" Italians vs. Blacks," Dr. Morse of Columbia.
"Who sliould keep bees," D. H. Chase.
Mr. Bane read a very able paper setting
forth the advantages and disadvantages of
hives from the log gum to the various patent
hives, winding up by giving the Langstroth
as " The hive."
Mr. P. P. Collier said that the advantage
of the Langstroth over the American for
extracting, was that in the latter the honey
and brood were all together and in the

former

it

was

not, for

it

had two chambers,

the lower for brood, the upper for honey.
the Queen plenty of room
for brood, the upper story plenty of room in
wliich to store lioney. The cards of comb
were easily removed and changed about,
while in the American it was more difficult.
Mr. Sallee said a hive without side openings was objectionable, for he could not
help crushing bees and honey, he did not
fully approve of the American, but thought
if it was so constructed as to use a honey
board, it would answer every purpose. He
had the Quinby and thought it very nice
when there was no bees in it; the double
walls for practical use he did not like.
Mr. A. A. Collier liad just transferred two
colonies without the destruction of a single
bee; he killed more bees in the American
than in any other hive, it being necessary to
use muscular force to get the frames back
and the doors shut; lie much preferred the
Langstroth.

The lower gave

Mr. Bane did not like doors and slides as
the bees would stick them fast; this was
obviated in tlie Langstroth.
Mr. J. Sallee Better and straighter comb
is built in the American than others.
Mr. P. P. Collier— The American frame
was deeper and bees would go straight to
the bottom (if the hive set level); so it was
in the Langstroth, could not see why as
good comb could not be obtained in Langstroth as any hive.
President— It is often necessary to extract
from the brood nest to give the Queen room;
he liked the Langstroth very much.
Mr. W. W. Trimble— The advocates of
the Langstroth proved to him that there
were more danger of killing bees than
others; he liked the Cottage; he believed
he would turn inventor— put a top story on
the Cottage hive.
President— The Cottage is objectionable,
as the bees get too much on the outside.
Mr. Sallee had some experience with the
Cottage hive; he put some comb in frames,
then attempted to get in the bees, they ran

—

around on one side; he followed with smoke,
they ran on the other side; he chased around
and around until exhausted, failing to get
his bees in. He did not like the doors and
slide glass.

Mr. A. A. Collier asked what use to a hive

were doors and

slides?

Mr. Sallee— Because a two inch comb
could not come through an inch and a half
space (having reference to the Langstroth
frame.

Mr. A. A. Collier—I can move

tlie

frames

so as to have three inch space, to raise a one
ana a half inch frame. He saw no use in
glass in hives, for when the bees were in

they covered the comb so as to prevent seeing what they were doing. The Langstroth
was preferable on account of robbers, etc.
Dr. P. French and Professor Swallow not
beingpresent, the 3d and 3rd questions were
passed, and the 4th taken up by Dr. Larch
of Ashland, wlio read a very able and instructive paper on "Queen Rearing." This
was listened to with that profound respect
due to one who knows "whereof lie
speaks."

ITALIANS vs. BLACKS.
• Dr.

Morse not being present, an informal

discussion toolc place resulting in favor of
the former.
" WHO SHOULD KEEP BEES."

Mr. D. H. Chase said there was a difference of opinion as to the meaning of the
proposition.
Mr. A. A. Collier said all had a right to
keep bees, and we had no right to say wlio
should or who should not; some keep them
for profit; others for pleasure.
Mr. P. P. Collier thought differently; it
meant adaptation. "Who is adapted?"

"Who

should farm?"

mechanic?"

"Who

should be a

He must

love to work with
bees, if he has not, he had better sell out to
those who had, or be a loser.
Mr. J. Sallee—Ladies should keep bees;
they were always at home to see to and
watch over them; he thought they were the
proper ones to keep bees.

HOW MUCH HONEY SHOULD BEES HAVE TO
WINTER ON?

President— On summer stands, 25 to 30
pounds; if housed not so much.
Dr.

Larch—Leave

plenty.
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Mr. J. Sallee— Too much honey is not as
good as enough, for bees chill on lioney.

in good condition for winter. White clover
began to yield honey June 18th and our bees
began to build comb in boxes soon after.
Basswood opened July 14th and lasted till
the 28th, which with teasel, yielded abundantly. About August 2d the flowers failed
to secrete honey entirely and we could only
work at taking off honey nights and mornings on account of robbers. This failure
lasted until August 16th, when buckwheat
began to yield honey, and lasted until Aug.
25th, when our season for 1877 was over.

Mr. P. P. Collier— My experience is that
bees winter on sealed honey even much
worse than empty comb, let tliem have
plenty of honey, above them empty comb to
cluster on, as sealed honey

is

much

colder

than empty comb.
Mr. A. A. Collier No man ever saw too
much honey for bees to winter on; the idea
is preposterous for a man to say too much

—

honey

killed his bees.
In 1876 too

Mr. Sallee

my

—

much honey

The

froze

result of

Mr. Palmei'—No danger, he wintered on
50 pounds or more.
Mr. Bane said honey was not colder than

summer stands with

Box honey

comb.

Extracted

—Could

Total

ice in the same room?
Mr. Trimble— No difference in the temperature; the ice being a conductor would
impart it much more freely than the

Collier— Here lies the whole
secret; honey being a conductor of cold, its

tendency to throw it off will chill, and even
freeze the bees, which wouldn't be the case
on empty comb.
President— Too much honey is detrimental to the wintering of bees.
The hour having arrived for adjournment,
further discussion was dispensed with.
The President and Secretary were ordered
to prepare a programme for the next meeting. Notice was given in writing by A. A.
Collier, that at the next meeting a motion
would be made to change Article 8. Section
8 of the Constitution so as to admit ladies

to

meet

county, Mo., on

Hugh

McCready, Calla-

at

Wednesday October
Hamilton, Pres.,

P. P. Collier, Sec.

893

"

11,177

from the 67 stocks of both box and extracted honey, 166% pounds per colony.
The best stock worked for extracted honey
gave us 566 pounds. Best yield per day was
from July 21st to 24th, being 66 pounds or
22 pounds per day. Tliree stocks worked
for box honey which we kept record of
gave us 896 pounds, the best giving 309 lbs;
the second, 301; third, 288 pounds.
had
several others that did nearly or quite as
well, but we kept no record of them.
have always been satisfied with giving the
average yield per colony of our apiary, and
should have been so now, were it not that
Novice stated in Oleanlngs that the test of a
liive was to be what a single colony produced, and that the hive we used was altogether too expensive a "rigging."
In conclusion, we wouki say that with a
Eractical apiarist, bee-keeping is a paying
usiness, even at the present prices of
honey.
have cleared nearly .'S!6,000 from
our bees, free of all expense within the last
five years, with an average of about 50
stocks in the spring of each year. However, bee-keeping only pays when our pets
are properly cared for, and if any one cannot spend the amount of time on tliem they
require, he had better keep out of the business, for sooner or later he will turn away
from it in disgust.
G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., Sept. 12th, 1877.

We

A

Adjourned

8,761 lbs.
1,528 "

We

W. H.

tion.

white
dark

We

feathers.

31st, 1877.

as

is

Our average yield from the 65 stocks
worked for box honey was 158 lbs per stock.
Average yield from the two worked for extracted honey, 446 pounds. Average yield

a lump of

free of charge.
resolution of thanks to the owners of
the Hall for its use during the session, also
to Dr. Larch of Ashland, and F. B. Bane of
Callaway, for the able papers on " Queen
Bearing " and " Hives," with permission to
spread on the minute book and for publica-

...

...

not see that honey
was any colder than empty comb. It is an
admitted fact that any two substances close
together were of the same temperature.
For instance a block of wood and a bar of
iron near together was of the same temperature, but the iron being a good conductor of
heat or cold would appear much colder than
the wood, so it was with comb and honey.
Mr. P. P. Collier—Will the gentleman tell
me the difference between a feather bed and

Mr. Trimble

way

our season's work

follows:

bees.

Mr.
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For the American Bee Journal.

Dzierzon Queens and Cyprian Bees.

half

I have received the August number of
and read
with great pleasure Chas. Dadant's article
on " How we may improve our bees." Will
you allow me, Mr. Editor, a few remarks
concerning it?

weak

Chas. Dadant says,
1.
"By selection,
Dzierzon succeeded in raising the best colored Italian bees obtained so far. But according to my opinion his selection, con-

Report from G. M. Doolittle.

On June

1st 1877,

we

(that

is,

my

better

and myself,) found we had but 80
stocks of bees, 50 of which were good fair
colonies and 30 weak. On June 12th we decided that 13 of the 30 weak ones, were so
that they could not be worked for
to any purpose, so we broke them up
into 30 nucleus colonies to raise queens
from; all practical apiarists know the advantage of keeping queens constantly on
hand.
had, practically, but 67 stocks
with which to commence the season. Two
of these we decided to work exclusively for
extracted honm.', and the remaining 65 for
box honey.
have at date, 152 colonies

honey

We

We

The American Bee Journal,

fined to color, was too one-sided; since his
bees, as to activity and prolificness, are
notable to sustain the comparison with the
Italians in their native country."
It is true, Dzierzon did succeed in raising
the best colored Italian bees. No one in
Germany has reared finer and lighter colored Italian queens than he, but no one can
say that all his beautiful queens are less
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They were nothing but

and he also
think lie has most
of them stored away in the barn chamber
now, and yet the market is flooded with bee
hives of every description and size, which
will (if used) involve the user in difficulties
and loss. In order to make a good hive, a
man must understand both bee-keeping and
mechanism. It is strange to see how many
are crying down the raising of dollar queensas unprofitable, both to raiser and consumer,
and yet but very little is said about those
wlio will flood the market with cheap, faully
and useless boxes called hives— cheating the
poor mechanic out of his bread and butter
and humbugging those who purchase them.
My experience is: patronize good reliable
men and obtain a good article, even though
it costs a little more, and you will find yourselves doubly paid. In selecting a hive we
should obtain one in which the bees will
winter well on the summer stand and make
us the most surplus honey, and which is.
easily handled. I have used the American,
Langstroth, Kendall and Bay State bee
hives, besides watching the results of the
use of many others and below is the reasons
for my thinking that the Bay State bee hive
is the best for all purposes; it is neat, easily
handled, andean obtain more surplus honey
than any hive that I have ever seen. 1 can
remove the frames while the bees are at
work in the boxes without disturbing them..
No honey boai'd or other useless clap trap to
interfere with removing the frames. There
is no room for moths, every portion of the
hive can be reached to clean it, and I can
pack it so that it has no superior as a hive
to winter or summer.
Keep your bees in a good hive, strong,
and with a prolific Italian queen at all times
and success is certain. I drum out the
queen and bees in introducing, except where
the frames remove easily. The bees here
are gathering small quantities of honey

iictive and prolific than the Italians in their
native country- Should such an eminent
and clever bee-keeper as Dr, Dzierzou be so
one-sided as to rear queens only to have and
sell, beautiful and not active and prolific
queens? No, It may be that some of Dzierzon's queens are not as active and prolific as
migiit be wished, but that does not prove
that ALL his queens are so. Every queenraiser will sometimes rear from his best
queens some less active and prolific queens,
but he can not know it before it is demon-

took an agency for

by experiment and then he will find
such queen and give the colony a better one.
3. As to the Cyprian bee, which I have
reared more than tln-ee years, allow me to
say that the importer of this wonderful bee,
the Count Kolowrat at Castel Hroby, Austria, first introduced the Cyprian bee in Germany and afterwards his friend Cori in
Bruex sold queens of this kind. The noble
Count does not sell queens, but it was, and
is his pleasure to present his friends with a
Cyprian queen.
Mr. Chas. Dadant writes: "Mr. Cori does
not say in what it (the Cyprian bee) is better
than the other kinds; he says it is more noble. Did Mr. Cori not say this, pray? Let
me explain in what the Cyprian bee is better
than the Italian bee.
1.
Queens and worker-bees are more
strated

beautiful.
2. It is a well-known fact that the most of
the Italian colonies do not winter as well as
black bees, and very often suffer by spring
dwindling. This is not the case with the
Cyprian bee. I have reared in three years
many a Cyprian queen— (not to sell them
with a few bees, but for my own use and to
sell them in full Cyprian colonies in the
spring) and every such colony wintered
well, coming out strong in the spring.
3. The Cyprian bee will not swarm so
much as the Italian bee, and does not build
so much drone comb as the latter.
I will not say the Cyprians work better
than Italians, but it is certain my Cyprian
colonies yielded me every year the greatest
honey harvest. As to stings, it used it
neither more nor less than the Italians.

now.

Silas M. Locke.

For the American Bee Journal.

H. Gkavenhokst.
Brunswick, Germany, Aug. 30th, 1877.

Our Plan

for

Getting Comb Honey.

The question is often asked, how to get
bees to work in boxes? Ours have done all
their storing in the racks or frames, and
many of our stocks have but little in tlie
brood chamber, and we shall be obliged to
feed them after taking off the surplus or

For the American Bee Journal,

Bee Hives:

anything that would sell. The consequence
has been that the hives were sold, and those
who purchased them were also sold. Thus
any hive patented by intelligent and worthy
bee-keepers has been looked upon with distrust. 1 know one man in Maine who
bought 300 patent bee hives in 1873 to sell.

trash,

I

Salem, Mass.

C. J.

It seems as tliough from the amount
written upon this subject, that it had been
so thorouglily investigated that bee-keepers
need no longer be at a loss to know what
kind of hive to use, and yet hardly two persons are satisfied with the same hive.
Bee-keepers have, no doubt, been most
thoroughly humbugged by bee hive vendors; and no wonder, as soon as apiculture
received its first impetus and the people began to catch the bee fever, many unprincipled agents rushed to the front, very few, if
any, of whom understood anything about
either
bee-keeping or mechanism, and
whose only object was the Almighty dollar
to be gained thereby; ready to canvass for

it.

racks.

Last fall we went into winter quarters
with 85 packed in straw and chaff; two died

want of sufficient stores, and two were
robbed (one in Feb. and one in April; our
apiary being on the farm, 3 miles from
home, hence the successful robbing), leaving 81 to begin operations with in the
for

i

I

spring.

Our aim being to get comb honey, even at
the expense of inci-ease, we managed after
When a swarm came out we
opened the hive (here is where one ot theadvantages of our rack comes in. We could
remove the rack and surplus as easily as we
could one honey box) where they came out,
and taking out usually two cards of brood,
giving them to nuclei stocks to build up
with; cut out all of the queen cells; put in
the place of tlie frames removed, frames
with a strip of foundation; put on the rack
and return the swarm, they kept right on
this wise:
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storing surplus honey; in fact
stopping for an hour or two.

was only

it
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Feeding Bees and Feeders.

Gathering from basswood lasted only
about a week; white clover failed soon
after; since that time tliey have gathered
but little more than they have used. We
have increased to 130, and also have about
20 nucleus stocks for keeping extra queens.
We have taken about 1800 lbs., and have
racks on about 70 stocks, yet to come off.
Our racks hold from 32 to 35 lbs. Many of
our stocks have filled the second rack, and
one filled the third. This is not as much as
some have obtained in other localities, but
it is much more than any of our neighboring
bee-keepers have got, and is a large yield
for the amount of gathering we have had
this season.
Wishing to get our honey in the best possible shape for market, I set about devising
a plan, and I send you a rack and set of

frames, and you can describe them if you
think best. They have proved higiily satisfactory to us. Our honey has been stored
in IK to 1% lb. cards; the frame weighing
less than 3^ oz.; the cards straight and tine
as a rule. The racks will last as long as a

hive; the frames cost about two mills each,
before they are made up; any one can make
a large number in a day. There are some
of the manipulations in working them

'

But little has been ptrblished of late in:''
the Journal about feeding bees. In oiff
cold climate bees should be fed before the
20th of Sept. I commenced to feed mine as
early as August 20th. Of course, it takes
more food to winter a stock fed so early, but
then it is better in the end as the hives will
be more populous when winter sets in.
Late feeding should not be practiced to anj'^
great extent. Stocks begin to grow less in
numbers after the middle of Sept. Consequently, they do not cover so many combs
and unless the food given them is sealed before cool weather sets in, it must remain unsealed all winter and will sour before spring.
The bees will make no attempt to clean it
up before warm weather in April. I am
satistied that unsealed honey is the direct
cause of the death of many stocks of bees
every winter. I don't like to use the extractor so late in the season as the month of
October. Here oiu- bees gather a very inferior quality of honey late in Sept. and
every particle of it should be removed. I
don't know that it causes dysentery, but
then the bees must fly out as often as once
a month, or die. My bees are now gathering this kind of honey.

KACK AND FRAMES FOR COMB HONEY.
which we will describe at a future time, if
others should wish to use them. The surplus room is so directly in connection with
the brood chamber that they seem to store
them in preference. Our hives are Langstroth size, 9 inches deep; the rack sits on
the frames, a super sets over it.

Southard
Kalamazoo, Mich., Sept.

J.

Ramsy.

11, 1877.

The

rack, A,

is

%

thick,

WJ^xlSK

in.

B. represents two strips of glass
at either side, 3 in. wide. G, strips 1 in.
wide and
in. thick, to hold the glass in
place, as well as to hold the frame together.
C and D, shows the frames or sections, each

outside.

%

holding one comb; they are made of thin,
berry-box material, and are 5x.5J^ in. and
in. wide.
F, shows comb foundation
starters. H, shows sheet-iron rests for the
"sections;" the edges being turned up as
shown, form rests for the rack when on
the frames over the brood chamber.—Ed.]

m

I have lately used a feeder that is cheap,
durable and very convenient, and answers
They can be
the purpose to a charm.
adapted to any kind of a hive in use, and it
requires but little ingenuity in any person to
doit. I use the " Improved Mason" glass
fruit jar which has a glass top. In place of
this glass top or cap I use a piece of tin the
few holes are made
same size of the top.
in it with a brad awl. For slow, gradual
feeding, make a few holes in the tin, but for
rapid feeding make about 20 holes and a
moderately large stock of bees will empty
one in two hours. I use the pint size and
find them as convenient as any. For the
Langstroth hive they can be placed over one
of the holes that connect the surplus boxes.
The jars cost about 12 cents each by the
probably not over 10
single one, and
cents each, by the dozen. The principle is
the same as in any nucleus feeder. I find
that six pounds of coffee or granulated
sugar and five pints of water maKe the
syrup about the right consistency for fall
feeding, and I think it should be boiled a
few minutes for winter use. If half a pound
of honey is added, the bees will like it all
the better, as it will give the syrup a good
flavor. Bees will winter as well on food
prepared as above, as they will on the very

A

[The rack and set of frames are at hand,
and we will ^ive a description, that our
readers may judge con-ectly of them.

i
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best honey.

know

this to be a fact as 1
years. Here Mason jars
dealers in that kind of
goods. Robber bees cannot get at the syrup
even if the jar is placed on top of a hive
vfhere the bees in the hive can get at it.
Try them and see if they are not the best
feeders in use.
H. Alley.
I

have used it for
can be had of

'20

all

The difference obtained in the two experiments shows the quantity of cane sugar,
since this difference Is due to the change of
this sugar, of which 0.0082 C12, Hll, Oil,
furnish 0.01 of glucose C12, H14, 014.
By deducting 0.78 from 1.00 we find 0.24
which represent the weight of glucose, furnislied by the cane sugar existing in a grain
of honey, corresponding to 0.197 of sugar.

From
From

On
BY

tlie

Journal of Medicine of Algeria.

Falsification of Honey.

JAILLARD, CHIEF PHARMACEUTIST OF
THE MILITARY HOSPITAL OF ALGIERS.

D. P.

Although the commercial value «f honey
has greatly diminished since the cane and
beet sugars are cheap, its value is yet high
enough to excite the cupidity of falsittcaThus it is often found mixed with
tors.
glucose or with gum, the presence of which
is easily recognized by the help of simple
reactions,

related

in

detail

by

special

treatises.

Aside from these adulterations, there is one

which has not yet been exposed, which,
rather difficult to unravel; and on which I have thought it imthe
attention
of the conportant to attract
sumers. This adulteration is especialy practiced by the natives, whose cupidity renders
them experts in the art of deceiving; it
consists in adding to the honey a certain
quantity of cassonade (brown sugar).
To recognize this fraudulent addition, the
quantity of cane sugar added to the suspected honey must be determined, and as
the pure honey never contains more than
one-tenth of this sugar, tlie result of the
analysis must be brought to this as maximum. Should the experiment indicate a
larger proportion of it, it is reasonable to
affirm that the excess at least, is produced
by unlawful manipulators.
The operation is made with a proof liquor,
which can be acted on by glucoses, but
which remains insensible to the action of
cane sugar. The preparation of it is very
simple: Take tartaric acid 100 grammes;
caustic potash, 200 gr.; crystalized sulphate
of copper, 30 gr.; water enough tor one
i)issolve on one side the potash and
litre.
tartaric acid, on the other the sulpliate of
copper, mix the two together so as to form
1,000 cubic centimeters, 20 cubic centimeters
of tills liquid will combine with 0.095 of
glucose, 012, H.14, 014. It is, however, better to ascertain its force by testing it witli a
mixture of sugars of known value.
Tlie examination of honey is divided into
two operations. In the first, weigh one
grain of the substance to be examined,
dissolve it in 100 cetimeters of distilled
water, and see how much of this solution is
necessary to couibine 20 cubic centimeters
of the proof liquor. Supposing that it takes
12.5 cubic centimeters, this proves that the
solution contains 0.76 per cent, of glucose.
In the second operation, take again one
grain of lioney and introduce it in a pouch
with one decilitre of water and 20 drops of
chlorydric acid, boil it for a few minutes, to
bring the volume of it dowu to 100 centimeters, then deteruiine how much of it is
necessary to discolor 20 centimeters of the
proof liquor.
Admitting that 9.5 cubic centimeters of it
have been employed, this shows that the
latter contains 1 per cent, of glucose per 100.

frequent in Algeria,

is

the above, since a grain of honey

never contains more than 0.1 of cane sugar,
such honey as above represented, should be
considered as containing 9.7 per cent, of
sugar.

C.

Dadant, translator.

For the American Bee Journal.

My

Report and Management.

with 20 swarms; inmostly by natural swarming.
I have doubled up the light swarms, leaving
me witii 45 stands. I have taken over a ton
of honey from them, 1500 B)s in boxes and
500 lbs of extracted. There has been so
I started last spring

creased to

.55,

much

prejudice against extracted honey
has been dull sale. I have partially
lb
this prejudice. I sold a few
tumblers in Dowagiac at 15 cents each, not
as a staiulard price but to induce the people
to buy a pure article. 1 cannot supply the
demand for my extracted honey at 15 per lb
H> tuniblers.
net or 20 cents cash for my
My bees are working in their boxes yet. I
cover my boxes with old pieces of quilts or
any old garment. This keeps the cool
nights from driving them out of the boxes.
1 winter my bees on their summer stands
by packing with cut straw and sawdust,
half each, as follows: I take a board 6
inches wider and longer than my hiVe,
(which is the Langstroth) bore an inch hole
in each corner, one inch from the side and
end. I liave my side-board same length of
bottom and 3 or 4 inches higher than my
hive with cover on. I nail inch cleats on
side-board one inch from the ends projecting one inch below, to tit holes in bottom
board. The back end board is the same
width of the sides and 2}4 inches shorter
than width of bottom board. I nail cleat in
the center, inside, and bore a hole in bottom
to tit. I set up sides and end and drive in
2 nails to hold together. I set the hive in
even with front end, and tack a 4 inch strip

that

it

%

overcome

%

up and down

in front

on each

side, project-

ing into the hive. I set in front board, on
the top of porch and even with the top;
then pack with chaff or cut straw and sawdust. The cover is same width of the
bottom, and one inch longer, and I nail a 3
inch strip around it. I leave this box around
my hive till nearly swarming time; then
take my boxes apart and pack them away,
using the packing to mulch my fruit trees,
also my strawberries and raspberries. In
this way my bees can fly out at any time.
I have no axe to grind with my new strain
of bees, but have some young swarms that
have tilled their hives and filled twenty 6J4
lb boxes this season.
I have no bees to sell,
except a few swarms to my neighbors.
it. A. Calvin.
Linn Apiary, Mich.

Marathon, N. Y., Sept. 26, 1877.— "With
us the weather is dry and the honey crop is
cut short. The spring was dry and cool.
Mid summer was a good honey season but
short, and closed very suddenly. There is
but very little buckwheat honey. Bees have

been

idle for

some

time.

O.

Couktney.

»
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Prof. A.

J.

Cook, Lansing, Mich.

Delhi, 111., Aug. 27, 1877.— " Please inform
of the name of the enclosed plant or
weed; it seems to be a very fine honey-producing plant. Bees work on it from early
in the morning until late at night. It has
been in bloom for about three weeks; it
gi'ows to the height of 8 or 9 feet."

me

H. D.

Edwards.
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nishes exquisite honey. It is too bad if it
has no other use, though if any plant deserves to be planted just for honey, this
It ranks with borage, tall Chinese
does.
mustard and Mignonette, as a honey plant.

Burlington, Kansas, Sept. 9, 1877.— "The
East has been a poor season. The fruit
lossoms gave no honey on account of the
wet weather. Bees are doing well now on
We shall get enough to winter
fall flowers.
on but no surplus. What is the name of the
enclosed plant? What is the best location
to carry on the business of bees and honey?"
J. F.

The

plant

The
recommend

figwort.
to

the scrofularia nodosa or
flowers are most too minute
it, nor is it common enough as

is

a weed.

New

15, 1877.—" I wish you
is known about Apis
once made a fruitless effort to
If it promises well, as the fruit
culturists say, I hope the societies will unite
in importing it. Bee-keepers have leisure
at just the season to go for it."

New

York, Sept.

would publish wnat
Dorsata.
import it.

I

E.

Parmly.

We know

but little about the Ayis Dorsata. Will our friends who know anything
of it, favor us with a report concerning it?
111.,

fourth plant

{Eupatorium

I suppose) is

abundant near the river banks, and yields
honey, as the bees up to 10th of this month
were very busy on it. Have collected several quarts of seed from wild sweet clover;
it is very fragrant, grows 6 to 8 feet high,
flowers white about three inches long. The
bees last week were on it by thousands.
One crop of flowers is succeeded by the
second, it must be a very valuable honey
H, L. Brush.
plant."

Eupatorium, or bonetwo kinds and golden rod. All are
excellent honey plants. Honey rather dark

The

plants are:

set; aster,

but excellent in flavor. I should like a
little of the sweet clover seed.
1877.—" I send a

Limerick, 111., Sept. 30,
sprig of a plant that I would like to know
tne name of. It grows 4 to 5 feet high and
from 3 to 4 feet across to tips of branches.
At tlie base the stem is a full inch in diameIt is dark red with little spots on it.
ter.
The stem is rough and stout. At 8 to 10
inches high, it branches and re-branches,
and looks almost like a well trimmed bush
or low apple tree. It has pink blossoms.
It blooms from about the 4th of July till
frosts. It has a little dowu on it like a
thistle; it is covered with bees all day long.
E. Pickup.
save the seed."

We

integrefoUa or Rocky
Mountain bee-plant, one of the very best
plants for honey, as it blossoms early, and
persists through the season, thus bridging
the drouth of July and August, and fur-

This

is

Cleonie

Music.

Don't Put the Poor Wokking-Man

Down!— This

is

the

title

of

the greatest

motto song ever published in America.
Written and composed by Bobby Newcomb.
Will be sung in almost every theatre in the
land. Price 35 cents per copy. If you cannot get it from your regular music dealer,
send to the publisher, F. W. Helmick, No.
50

Sept. 18, 1877.— " Please give
the name of the enclosed plant. The two
tied together I suppose are wild asters.
Bees are and have been for last ten days
working heartily on the yellow plant. The

Ottawa,

Henderson.

There are many good
a golden rod.
locations in every State, and as good as any
in your present State.
• » # »
It is

West

4th St., Cincinnati, O.

Let capital shake hands with labor.
Let tlie poor have the bread that they earn
For surely they need every penny..
Is a lesson quite easy to learn.
the poor love their children,
So give them a smile, not a frown.

Remember

Live and let live, be your motto,
Oh! don't put the poor working-man
down.

Dear Old Homestead.— Is

the title of
song, by Miss Anna C.
Hilts. This song has taken a strong hold
on the popular fancy. No doubt there are
thousands who never forget the " Dear Old

a very fine

new

Homestead," where so many happy hours
were spent in joytulness and glee, during
Price 40 oents, with
splendid lithograph of a country home-

their childhood days.
stead.

'Tis a place I shall ever remember.
Should I live to be fifty years old;
'Twas the home of us all in our childhood.
And we prize it, yes higher than gold.
Address all orders to F. W. Helmick, publisher, No. 50 West Fourth St., Cincinnati,

Ohio.
111^° The Western Illinois B. K. Society
will meet at Ooiiawka, Henderson Co., 111.,
on Oct. 2 and 3, 1877. All bee-keepers and
persons that are any way interested in bees
or honey, are hereby respectfully invited to

attend our convention, and have a good
time in general. Bring witli you anything
you think will be of interest to bee-keepers,
such as hives, bees, extractors or honey.
Reduced rates will be given at hotels.
Meeting will commence at 10 a. m. Come
prepared to give your summer's work and
profit.

Hardin Haines,

Sec.
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Secure a Choice Queen.

^m^d.

'^^u

^tiutt^t^tl

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Single subscriber, one year,
Two subscribers, sent at the
"
Three
"
"
"
"
"
Six

All larger clubs at the

$2.00

same

time.

3.50
"... 5.00
•'
... 9.00

"
•'

same

.

.

"

3
6

One inch

"
of

"

"

"

"

15

"
"

all

G.

184

NEWMAN &

Clark

St.,

SON,

Chicago,

Write names and addresses plain
County and State.

IU.

—giving

Additions can be made to clubs at any

same club

rate.

When changing post-office address, mention the old address as well as the new one.
Specimen copies, canvassing outfit,
Posters, and Illustrated Price List sent free
application.

upon

We send the Journal until an order for
discontinuance is received at this office, and
arrearages are all paid.
We will give Hill's work on "Chicken
Cholera" (price 50 cents), to any one desiring

premium

as a

it,

for

two subscribers.

Ht^ When you have a leisure liour or
evening, why not drop in on a neighboring
family and see if you cannot get a subscrib-

The Amekican Bee Journal?

er for

Kemlttances to be sent at our risk must
be by Post-office Order, Registered Letter,
Draft or Express (charges prepaid). Make
Post-office Orders and Drafts payable to

Thomas
'

G.

Newman &

Son.

For the convenience of bee-keepers,

we have made arrangements

to supply, at

the lowest market prices. Imported or test-

ed Italian Queens,
or other

full colonies,

liives, E.xtractors

of

all

Langstroth
the makes,

and anything required about the apiary.

^ The only safe way to send money by
mail is to get the letter registered, or procure a money order or draft. We cannot be
responsible for money lost, unless these
precautions are taken. Then it is at our
risk, and if lost we will make it good to the
sender, but not otherwise.
__ Attention is called to the advertisement of Ropp's Commercial CalculaIt is in all respects what is claimed

tor.
for

it,

and

is

NEW YORK.—We quote as follows:
West India honey in bond, per gal., 82(g
85c, free, $1.02@1.05;
Orleans, extracted, 1.02(0)1.05; basswood or white clover, extracted, 9@12c. fi ft; white clover, or basswood, in Ishara, Hetherington, or Betsinger

New

style of caps, single combs, neatly crated,
18@20c.; same honey, larger caps, 15@17c.;
buckwheat, 10@12c.

beeswax.

communications and remit-

THOS.

time, at the

the

Honey Markets.

"

Column makes Twelve Lines.

rates.

Address

of

will in every

case be tested.

Special Notices, and pages next to reading
matter, one-third more than tlie above rates.
Last page of cover, double rates.
No advertisement received for less than $1.
Cash in advance for all transient advertisements.
Bills of regular advertisers payable
quarterly. We adhere strictly to our printed

tances to

circulation

Journal. Premium queens

....12
....lO

each insertion

"
"

Length

in

.$8.00. This
premium, giving a good queen for four subscribers, will pay any one for taking some

SO cents.

line,

"
"

"

American Bee Journal with

trouble to extend the

rate.

RATES FOR ADVERTISIIVG.
1 month, per
"
"
2

We

now renew our offer to send a choice
tested Italian queen as a premium to any
one will send us four subscribers to The

a very valuable work.

No demand

export; the low prices
that rule are no inducement to country
holders to ship in their wax.
for

"
Exports since last report
20,963
"
from Jan. 1st
82,196
"
"
same time last year
47,406
H. K. & F. B. Thurber & Co.
CHICAGO.
Choice new comb honey,
15

—

@ 18c.

Extracted, choice white, 8 (g 10c.

Beeswax,

2o(«)30.

CINCINNATI. — Quotations by C. F.
Muth. Comb honey, in small boxes, 123^@
15c.
Extracted, 1 ft. jars, in shipping order,
per doz.,S2.75; per gross, $30.00. 2 ft. jars,
per doz., $5.00; per gross, $55.00.
SAN FRANCISCO. Quotations by
White, in boxes and
Stearns & Smith.
frames, 15(gl8c. Strained honey iu good demand at 10@15c.; beeswax, 37(g30c.

—

—

San Francisco, Sept. 9, 1877. "Our maris about the same as last quotations. At

ket

this season of the year (during the grage
and fruit season) the demand for honey is
light.
The new crop so far as received is of

poor quality."

Stearns

& Smith.

A Hint to Beginners.— Those who may
up in the literature of beekeeping, are advised to obtain the first Vol-

desire to read

ume

of

The American Bee Journal.

worth

It

times its price to any intending bee-keeper. It contains a full elucidation of scientific bee-keeping, including the
best statement extant of the celebrated
Dzierzon theory.
These articles run
through all the numbers, and are from the
pen of the Baron of Berlepsch. We have
but a few copies left; price, $1.25, in cloth
boards, postpaid.
is

five

It^^ Subscribers will please notice the
date upon their subscription labels and see
that they are "up with the times."

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO BEE CULTURE.
Chicago, Illinois, November, 1877.

Vol. XIII.

The Thurber Gold Medal.
be remembered that Messrs.
r. B. Thurber & Co. offered a
handsome $50 Gold Medal in a satin
case for the best exhibit of " honey in
the most marketable shape."
append two cuts of this medal, showing
It will

H. K.

&

We

each side with inscriptions.
Fig.

On

its

face

(lig. 1)

the

bright gold, and around this are the
words above quoted.
On the reverse (flg. 2) are the words:

"The Thurber Medal, awarded to G.
M. Doolittle, 1877," as seen in the cut.
The medal and case, the latter having a plate-glass top, was made for
Messrs. Thurber & Co., by Schuyler,
Hartman & Graham, of New York.
Fig.

1.

are the

words

in

enamel: "For the best honey in most
marketable shape." The gold bar, to
which is attached the pin, is made to
represent a honey-comb, with a bee, of
raised gold and enamel, settled upon
the comb and busy at work. From the
bar, suspended by two chains, hangs

medal proper, which

is

thicker

than a silver dollar. In the centre is an
old-fashioned straw hive in a garden,
made of raised gold, upon a field of very

No. 11.

3.

Messrs. Thurber selected as judges:
Fletcher, Esq., a large and experienced honey dealer; A. J. King,
editor of the Bee Keepers'' Magazine, of
New York, and Thomas G. Newman,
editor of the American Bee Journal, Chicago. Their written instructions were as follows:
"Gentlemen:— To promote the building of
straight combs in neat style of caps, well filled and perfectly sealed cells, thorough gradation of varieties, and tlie uniform adoption of
such size and shape crates as may be thought
best adapted for all commercial purposes— do

Wm.

—
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we want

to give the medal, andij to your
good opinion we entrust its disposal.
H. K. & F. B. Thurber & Co."

The Committee examined thoroughly
and weighed all the

every exhibit
points
tions,

enumerated in their instrucand the following gives their de-

cision:

"We the judges appointed to award the
"Thurber Gold Medal" for "the best lioney in
most
marketable
shape, "
having
thoroughly examined every exhibit in the
fine display, and weighed the points enumerated in our instructions, would report that
while we prefer ,the crate for shipment used
by Capt. ,T. E. Hetherington, it is our decision
that the "best honey" is that exhibited by G.
M. Doolittle; we also"prefer the box used by
the latter, and as;the medal cannot be divided,
we award it to G.M. Doolittle,on the merits^of
the two points out of the three enumerated."
WiLL,iAM Fletcher,
Thos. G. Newman,
'-Judges.
A. .T.'KiNG,
the

1

\

The medal was forwarded

to Mr.
by tlie Secretary
of the Association, and the following
acknowledgement has been received:

Doolittle. by express,

"Borodino, N. Y., Oct. 24, 1877.
letter and the
duly received. It was a

Frtend Newman :— Your
Gold

Medal

M'ere

United States of America. From the
Atlantic to the Pacific— from the lakes
to the Gulf— all apiarists owe them a
debt of gratitude for this, and in our
feeble way we will here give them the
first installment of the interest on that
debt, by stating a few facts.
We_visited their immense establishment' while in New York, and were
stirprised to see what a vast bee-hive it
was. Some idea may be gathered of
its magnitude from the following facts.
They do a business of $13,000,000 a
year~$50,000 a day; it takes some 300
clerks to run the several departments.
They own and occupy a whole block of

some 7 stories high, including basements, and besides this they
have some 25 other warehouses for
storing goods, including a bonded
warehouse for imported goods presided over by a custom house officer; and
they keep 40 large trucks busy delivering goods. They have a bank, tele1)uildings,

office, law department, and printoffice all for their
use.

graph
ing

own

Their establishment is simply immense.
After being almost boiled
during one of the hot days in New
York, looking over the establishment,

Cvrx. HETHERINGTON'. CRATE.
happyfsurprise Jindeed, asSI was not anticipating the award. To Messrs. Thurber & Co., the
donors, and to the judges who awarded this
magnificent medal, allow me to express my
sincere thanks.
I shall ever cherish this
beautiful " souvenir " for its pleasant memories, and when I look upon it, it will not only
bring to mind the donors but also my "little
pets" who earned it for me. I am sorry I
could not attend the Convention, but pressing
duties at home detained me. Again I thank

you

Yours

all.

A

respectfully.
G. M. Doolittle."

Deserved Tribute.

" Honor to whom honor is due," is
Lest we
ancient but wise counsel.
should seem to do injustice to those
who have so nobly come to the rescue of
honey producers by creating a demand
*for honev, we must" not fail to speak of
the indefatigable exertions of Messrs.
H. 3v. & F. 13. Thurber & Co., of New
York, and the manager of their honey
department, Mr. W. M. Iloge.
These gentlemen did all in their
power not only to make the late Convention a sticcess, but also to have the
display of honey and apicultural inipliments worthy of the apiarists of the

friend^Hoge took us into " the cooler,"

where they keep butter

and

other

cool place. As they
have 500 tons of ice there, it was much
too cool for us nearly freezing up all
our ideas so we left that cool retreat
for more a congenial clime.
articles

needing

—

In the

a.

—

honey department we saw

150,000 lbs. of comb honey and 800 barrels of extracted honey but as they

—

were shipping and receiving so continuously its appearance had changed
considerably when we called the next
day. They do a yearly business of
$350,000 to $400,000 in honey, and are
without doubt the largest honey dealers
in the world.

1^ Friend Bingham brought 3,000
pounds of excellent comb honey in
boxes to this city by freight; not a
comb was damaged, and but one small
glass cracked. He disposed of it during a three-days' sojourn in the city
some for cash and some left on commission, but all at good: figures.
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American Institute

Among

the

many

Fair.

valuable and inter-

exhibits at the Fair of the
American Institute in Kew York, during tlie past montli, the following will

be engaging to our readers:

DISPLAY OF HONEY AND WAX.
magnificent

it

made by tiercomb honey from

K. Y. The pillar
was snnnounted by a display of 4,000
of Cherry A^alley,

beautiful yellow beeswax. This
& F. B. Thurber & Co., who purchased his entire
crop of 150,000 lbs., and paid him therefor nearly $30,000. Capt. Hetherington
is one of the largest honey producers
in the world, and withal'a genial companion and a cultured gentleman. He
lbs. of

was exhibited by H. K.

him the Thurber

It is

convenient.

G. M. Doolittle, Borodino, N.Y., had

pillar,

ing up 3,000 lbs. of
tlie apiary of Capt. J. E. Hetherington,

cost

claimed by honey
dealers that such paper would become
dirty with fly-specks, etc., and retailers
would seriously object to handling it,
for that reason.
His crates hold 12
boxes, and are very substantial and

Gold Medal.

esting

A

his claim for

365

same kind of
honey (from the teasel). His honey
was put up in crates of two sizes one
containing 12 and the other 48 boxes.
Mr. Doolittle, it seems has done mwc/i,
having sold 20,000 lbs. of comb honey
to Messrs. Thurber & Co. and took the
Gold Medal
He has only six acres of
land, but has cleared over $6,000 from
his bees in Ave years, after paying all
also a flue display of the

—

!

expenses
a

!

Is not that

doing more than

little 1

HOGE'S COMB-HONEY CARRIER.
uses a very convenient and cheaply
made crate for his box honey, containing a dozen boxes of one comb each.

His honey

is

mostly from white clover;

the balance being from buckwheat and

basswood.

N. N. Betsinger, Marcellus, N. Y.,
had an excellent sample of honey,
which was gathered from the teasel
blossoms. He also exhibited some of
the seed and stalks of this plant.
Teasel is a plant whicli is used in taking off the nap from cloth. These
blossoms make the whitest and best
honey, commanding the highest prices.
Mr. Betsinger's honey was nicely put
up, but the sides were ornamented by
" scolloped " blue paper, prepared for
the purpose, for which he claimed a
superiority, as it excluded the air from
the honey in the box. This paper and

C. R. Isham, Peoria, JST.Y., had a tine
display of excellent white honey in his
tin-cornered and glass-sided one-comb
boxes. The three cases on exhibition
he sold to Thurber v^ Co. for 25 cts. per
pound— $90 in all, and one of them goes
to England as a sample of the best
American honey. He says he has sent
tons of comb honey in these boxes by
freight without loss by breakage. He
now uses the same arrangement in sectional boxes, and glazes when tilled.
E. D. Clark, Randallsville,]S'.Y., had
an excellent exhibit of honey. His

crates have a peculiarity— an auger
hole through the bottom of the crate,
under each box, through which they
can be easily raised by the finger, overcoming a difficulty that is sometimes
quite annoying to retailers.
J. E. Moore, Byron, JST.Y., had also a

—
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good display of both comb and extracted honey from clover and linden. It

was

of excellent quality.
Muth, Cincinnati. O., exhibited
honey in his several styles of honey

C. F.

—

and some honey cakes in which
honey was substituted for sugar. They

jars,

Silas M. Locke, Salem, Mass., had an
excellent nucleus colony of Italian
bees, on exhibition.
Geo. Atkins exhibited a curious
specimen of natural comb built in the
form of a horse. This was of considerable interest, as it demonstrated that
bees would work from a pattern.
K. Ferris, Belleville, X. J.— an exhibit of eggs, larva? and nympha of
Italian bees, also several specimens of

worker combs.

IMPROVED AMERICAN HIVK.
A.

J.

mens

Kin^, New York— several speciand yellow comb foun-

of white
dation, framed

muth's honey jak.

J.

were delicious, and will no doubt form
a welcome addition to the bill of fare
in

many

families.

There was also an excellent display
of English honey in several kinds and
shapes of jars, peculiar to that country,

H.

IsTellis,

and glazed.
Canajoharrie, N. Y.

specimens of his new
foundation drone size.

—

artificial

comb

IMPLEMENTS FOR THE APIARY.
Dr. Worrall's Centennial Bee Hive
(the only hive receiving the Centennial
award). It is a complete double hive;

which attracted much attention.
BEES, LARV^, EGGS AND COMB.
Dr. Worrall had one of his Centennial Bee Hives on exhibition, containing a colony of Italian bees.

As

this

d

DB. WORKALL'S centennial HIVE.
hive has all glass sides, many of the
"curious" ones spent considerable
time watching the busy bees.
J. Ilasbrouck, Flat Bush, L. I., exhibited a colony of Italian bees in an
pbservatory hive.

muth's honey EXTRACTOR.
the entire inside is glass, which is a
non-conductor, covered by detachable
wood sides, between which is a dead
air space of over i inch, rendering the
hive of uniform temperature in the
hottest weather, enabling the bees to

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
work comfortably instead

of clustering
out when honey is to be gathered, and
thus much precious time is saved.
This dead air space can be filled in
winter with a quilt, felt, or other warm
substance, enabling them to winter on

summer

stands.

—

Comb Honey Carrier. One of
greatest difficulties of handling
comb honey is the manner in which
Hoge's

the

Thos. G.
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Newman & Son— Bingham

and Quinby smokers, Peabody, Chapman, Novice, and Muth honey knives;
Emerson's binder for the Journal;
Van Deusen bee-feeder; bee veil; 1 lb.
comb foundation; 1 and 2- lb. honey
jars; queen registering slates, and a
copy each of the Manuals for Bee-Keeping, Dzierzon Theory, and Centennial
Essays on Wintering.

BINGHAM SMOKKK.
Silas M. Locke— Model of the Bay
State bee-hive, bee-feeder, fumigator,

LAXftSTKOTIl 1;KK-HIVE.

some put

it

up for sliipment

Much when

to market.

is in a brokenobviate this, Mr.
has invented a " carrier," whicli
consists of a box having on the inside
of the top, sides and bottom, a number
of India rubber balls, against which the
inside box, containing the
honeycombs, strikes while traveling by railroad, wagon, or any other conveyance.
This method keeps the combs steady
in their places, and they may be sent
all over the world without damage.
Shucks' Universal Bee Hive— is a
large, two-story one, having 40 surplus
boxes, 5ix5ix4 inches, arranged at the
side and on top of its seven frames.

down
Hoge

received

condition.

To

and nucleus feeder.
L. C. Root.— The Quinby hive with
side and top boxes, and the Quinby
smoker.
A. J. King had the following exhibit:
Comb foundation machine; the American, Imperial,
Eclectic, Improved-

AMEKICAN HIVE.
American, and Langstroth hives; all
metal extractor; bee feeder; the new
smoker.
J.

H. Nellis— A sample showing a

new way

of fastening foundation in
by timiing up the edgei
inch, thus: ], and then tacking on a
small strip of pine, driving the brads
through the strip and upi)er edge of
the foundation into the top bar.

frames,

ALL-METAL LXTKACTOR.
N. N. Betsinger's Hive, which he
calls the " Improved non-patent hive,"
and over it is a card stating that he
was the first inventor of a sectional
hive.

W.

J.

Andrews —Introducing cage
for fastening wax guides.

and frame

viz.,

ISHAM HONEY BOX,
C. F. Muth— All-metal honey extractor, honey jars, Langstroth hives

and

'

veils.

W. A. Schofield— a new, broad-bladed
honey knife, with curved handle and
point.
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David Latchaw his hive composed
of frames merely, with close-fitting
side bars; these are held together by a
clamp reaching from one side-board to
the other.

1^ We may have omitted to mention
some

exhibit, but

if so, it is

Sweet Clover.—Friend Brush has
sent us a sample of sweet clover seed,
and remarks that it was planted near a
sulphur spring some fifteen years ago,
and has self-sown itself ever since. It
is one of the best honey plants.

not inten-

We

had but a short time to
look at the display and that in the evening, as we were so much engaged
with other duties. Being Secretary of
the Association, serving on several

i^At the Quebec Exhibition we
notice that friend Thos. Valiquet received the first prizes for comb honey,
lioney in jars, and bee-hives. Also
honorable mention for the whole of his

committees, acting as one of the'judges

exhibit.

tional.

and awarding the Thurber Gold Medal,
and looking after the interests of The

Journal, kept our time fully occupied.
When the Convention adjourned we
found ourself quite exhausted, with
a thousand miles of hard travel before
We arrived home on Tuesday eveus.
ning, with a severe cold and all the
labor of getting out The Journal before us, including writing up the report
If therefore any
of the Convention.

i^The

article in our last issue

page 349 should

have

on

been

signed
Southard & Ranney. It was written
rather blindly, and our printers got it
(Southard J. Ramsey.

Waukegan

i|g° Tlie

largely attended,

District Fair

was

and we notice that

& Stauber got a cash
the Concord Hive and the
best exhibit of honey.

Kraetzer Bros.

premium on

1^

Several large lots of honey were
sold in this city during October. Don't
be too fast, and the prices will keep up.

They have advanced since oin- last issue
and by vising a little judgment we can
keep them up.

1^ Five
VAN DEUSEN FEEDERS.

will

come

hundred millions of dollars
from Europe

to this country

this season for our surplus products of

they should consider that
we are but human. Diu"ing our absence we made the acquaintance of a
feel slighted,

large number^memories of whom are
pleasant; we trust our friendship will
be as lasting and true as that which
existed between David and Jonathan
"in days of yore."

l^The

Michigan State Convention
on the third Wednesday in

will be held

December, at Adrian. Full particulars
in our next issue.

^^ Now that the crops are harvested
let

every one

who

intends to keep bees

scientihcally turn attention to reading

the subject. No one should expect
success without knowledge of the
i;p

science.

the

soil.

This sum will go into the

hands of producers and
of living water, spring
"all the country

i^Our

will, like

a well

up and revive

round about."

callers during the past

month

Among the most
were numerous.
notable were Joshua K. Millner, Esq.,
of Cherburg, Blackrock, England, who
is on a tour in this country as a member of the English rifle team. He has
gone to California and will call again
on his return. He has quite a large
apiary in England and looked through
our mi;seum of implements for the
apiary with considerable interest.
Friends Burch, Bingham, Chapman,
Sonne, and a host of others have also
put in an appearance and spent a
pleasant hour with us.

——
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National Bee-Keepers' Association.
This Society met at Cooper's Institute on
Tuesday, Oct. 16tli. President W. J. Andrews in the chair; J. H. Nellis, Sec'y.
Tiie following were appointed committee
of arrangements:

H. Nellis, A.
M. Loclie.

J.
S.

J.

The President

Capt. J. S. He^herington,

King, T. G.

Newman

and

delivered his annual ad-

dress as follows:

Fellow Bee-Keepers:— Just

one year
in convention at Philadelphia.
meeting
marks
an
era in our liistory
That
it being the Centennial year of American
independence. That was my first meeting
with you. I came into your midst an entire
stranger. Without any solicitation on my
part, and to my great astonishment I was
taken completely by surprise in being
chosen your presiding otiicer, an honor
which I have never for a n)omnnt thought
was intended for me personally, but to that
section of the country from which I hailed.
I accepted it as a tender of the olive branch
ago

we met

of peace.
Soon after our separation at Philadelphia
a national election was held, and as soon as
the result was known in all the States, the
question uppermost in the minds of our
people was, " Who is to be our next president?" At one time it was seriously apErehended that the question would have to
e decided by the sword— that our country
would again be plunged into civil war— all
eyes were on Congress. With breathless
anxiety their meeting and action was awaited. They met and good counsel prevailed.
From turmoil and threatenings of war came
peace, and it is with feelings of profound
pride that we have witnessed during the
last year the efforts put forth by our fieople
of all sections to renew those bonds of good
fellowship that existed prior to that period
that we were thrown into the terrible
vortex and calamities of civil war. And it
is my sincere prayer, as it should be of
every true patriot and lover of his country,
that we may all continue to cultivate those
reciprocal feelings, until all our people,
whether they be of the North or of the
South, of the East or of the West, may have
that fraternal feeling one for the other
which 1 know exists among bee-keepers.

Could

utterance to a stronger wish
good and welfai'e of our whole coun-

1 give

for the

try?
I know of no class of any calling, profession or avocation among whom a more
friendly and fraternal feeling exists than
among bee-keepers. I have had he pleasure of making the acquaintance and mingling with a number of my fellow bee-keepers of every section of our country,— many
of whom differed with me both religiously
and politically— yet our social relations
were the very kindest; in fact, I think I am
fully justified and warranted in saying:
point out to me a bee-keeper, one who loves
the pursuitand takes an interest in it, and I
will show you a man of benevolence and
generous impulses, one whose latch-string
to his mansion is on the outside, one ready
and more than willing to extend to you the
hospitalities of his home; one ever ready
to greet you with the cordial grip of friendship.
One of the principal subjects that will be
before us at this meeting will be, the best
1
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means of promoting the
Society and placing

it

interest of this

on a sure foundation.

1 am sure that no one who properly appreciates the benefits derived alone in producing a closer bond of union will for a moment entertain the idea of disbanding. It
is to be hoped that some plan will be suggested and adopted that will yet draw us
still closer together and " forge the links of

brotherhood and good fellowship." I have
given the subject much thought and consideration and have had considerable correspondence with a number of our members. It occurs to me that this might be
best accomplished by the formation of local
county societies with State heads, and acting as auxilaries to this society.
One of
the chief drawbacks to our success is the
expense in reaching the place of meeting.
With these county and state societies as
auxiliaries and a beneficiary system in cqnnection therewith, this objection would be
overcome and there would be a pecuniary
incentive for sending delegates to our meetings. The adoption of such a system I
think, too, would prove a great benefit to
each individual. Soon after my return
home from Philadelphia last year I opened
a correspondence with several' of our members, and advanced this idea to them. All
those with whom I corresponded thought
favorably of it. 1 then wrote out and had
published in two of the bee papers setting
forth my views fully on the subject, which

no doubt you have all read, and it is therefore unnecessary for me to repeat them
here.

That great good has resulted from our
and similar local organizations cannot be
doubted. It is but a short time in the past
and within the recollection of the most of
us that the only mode of keeping bees was
in the old log gum and common box hives.
Langstroth invented the movable -frame
liive, and a few adopted it.
Then local
organizations began to spring into existence
and these soon culminated in the organiza
tion of this Society. At its very first session one of the leading topics was tlie adoption of a uniform
standard frame,— no
conclusion, however, was arrived at, yet
the matter was thus called to the attention
of bee-keepers generally; and now by common consent the Langstroth frame has
come almost into universal use. This we
are glad of for two reasons, ^rsf, because it
shows a just and proper appreciation for
the genius of its inventor, and, secondly,
the attainment of the desired end— a universal frame.
Not only has this been accomplished, but
we have witnessed the introduction of the
Italian bee, which is now universally admitted to be far superior to our native
blacks; and then, too, we have had the invention of the extractor, an implement
which has proven itself an indispensible
one in the hands of all who have given it a
trial; and very recently comb foundation

and machinery

for its manufacture have
been introduced. These foundations have
been sufficiently tested to prove them a success, and are rapidly coming into general
use.

There yet remains one great desideratum
accomplished by our Northern breth-

to be

ren—one which is of no moment with us of
the South— wintering; and may 1 not add
that this, too,

is

accomplished in

about to be,
chaff.

if

not already,
do not

Now we
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wish to be understood as claiming that

all

result of organization, but we do
claim that it has been an incentive to it,and
knowledge
of them diffuse through
a wider
these means. It is true that they liave all
been heralded forth by the different bee
papers they, too, are great helpers in diffusing knowledge, and I wish that every
this

is tlie

—

bee-keeper throughout the land were subscribers and readers of our bee papers, but
we all know that many are not and probably never will be. When we meet in convention our proceedings are usually published in the political papers and copied
into agricultural ones, and through these
means reach the eyes of many who would
otherwise know nothing of them.
knowledge is also imparted to many by those of
us who do attend.
In conclusion let me add that I am in
hopes that peace and harmony will prevail
during our deliberations, and that when we
come to separate that we will have no cause
to regret our meeting together, but on the
contrary we will part better friends than
when we met.

A

The following essay by G. M. Doolittle
was then read:
Increase and Prevention of Increase.
It has been intimated by some that Doolittle did not try new experiments, or in
other words, was not a friend to real pro-

gress.

Now, this is not so; for we experiment on
everything that looks at all like a success,
and so should any apiarist that expects to
realize the most profit from his bees; for
there are in these days strong hints dropped in all our bee papers, that if followed
up might prove of real value. Still, however mucli we may experiment, no one

should be foolish enough to devote liis
whole apiary to experiments, no matter
how feasible some new plan may look, but
a certain part of the apiary should be set off
for just these experiments, and the rest
worked in t!ie way known to produce good
results. When we have proven, with a few
stocks, that

some new uiode of management

has advantages over the old, it is soon
enough to devote our whole apiary to it.
noted bee-keeper once clianged (or tried to
change) all his queens in the month of
June, to prevent increase, upon the plan
given by Mrs. Tupper,' that a young, laying
queen would not lead out a swarm the same
year, but the experiment cost him nearly

A

whole honey crop.
Another buried his whole apiary in
manure heaps and came near losing the
whole. We could quote numerous failures
of like character; but these two will suffice
his

Jouknal on tiieir
guard against experiments with a whole
bee-yard. It should also be borne in mind
that localities differ, and that what holds
good with one may not with another. We
know of no better advice than that given by
one of old: "Prove all things, and hold fast
that which is good."
We have numerous inquiries as to how
to put tiie readers of the

the swarming fever may be controlled. To
try to prevent all first swarms disposed to
issue previous to ten days before your
honey harvest commences will result only
in vexations and loss of honey, where we
for box honey; and we doubt if any
of artificial swarms, up to this time,
be made to pay so well as to let them

work
mode
can

issue naturally. Therefore we say let all
first swarms that come ten or more days before your honey harvest commences, be
hived in a new hive, and as soon as the hive
is two-thirds full of comb, put on boxes; or
if you can furnish them with empty comb
put the boxes on at once. Prevent all after
swarms by some of the various modes
given, and as soon as the young queens get
to laying they will go to work in the boxes

and generally make more box honey than
the new swarm. What have not swarmed
ten days before the honey harvest is to commence, may be made artificially, if we desire increase upon the plan given by Mrs.
Tupper; namely, shake all the bees and
queen from a populous colony into an
empty hive, placed where the old one stood,
and put on boxes as before directed. Move
another populous colony to a new stand and
place a hive filled with the combs full of
brood that you have just shaken the bees
from, in its place, uiving them a laying
queen, and the old bees returning from the
field make up the colony.
Thus it will be
seen we make one new stock from two old
ones, and they are all in the best possible
condition to make box honey.

PKEVENTION OF INCREASE.
expected that all apiarists will clip
queens wings as soon as they get to laying, thereby saving all loss of swarms by
flight to the woods, and all uniting of two
or more swarms. If we have decided that
prevention of increase will be more profitable than increase (according to the time
our honey harvest commences) when a
swarm issues, we catch the queen as she is
found running round in front of the hive
trying to follow the swarm, and place her
in a wire-cloth cage, spread the combs a
little in the centre of the hive and by means
of a wire attached to the cage, suspend it in
the centre of the hive, and the bees will
soon return. You will want to be a little
spry about this operation or the bees may
miss their queen and return before you get
through, and in that case you will have a
job to close the hive without killing lots of
bees. In five days open the hive and cut
out all queen cells that are sealed, then wait
five days more and cut them all off again,
liberate the queen and the bees will go to
work in the boxes with a will that will surprise you. In cutting out the queen cells
each time, you will want to shake the bees
off' the
combs or you may miss some of
them. Still later when the caging of the
queen would come right in the honey harvest, thereby causing too great a loss of
honey, as with us bee's will not half work in
boxes without a laying queen.
Swarming can generally be controlled by
extracting the honey from the brood combs
and cutting off all cells the evening after a
swarm has issued and been returned. If
they are satisfied with swarming out and
having their honey extracted (which they
generally are) they will go to work in the
boxes with a will. However, if none are
seen at work in the boxes, but are lounging
idly there, they will swarm again in a few
days and you will have to repeat the operation.
In "the midst of the honey harvest
another and a very good plan is to watch
your opportunity and when two or three
swarms come out so as to cluster together,
hang one of the caged queens with them till
they get settled, and then hive them the
same as any swarm, putting on the boxes at
It is

all

:
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Let the queens you do not use go
back in their own hives.
The old stocks where the queens have
been put back will do better than they
would if they had retained the bees and
kept up the swarming fever, while the large
swarm will till its hive and boxes in a very
We had one such swarm to
short time.
complete 65 Bbs. of splendid box honey in 13
season.
Of course the stock tliat
this
days
furnished queen for the large swarm will do
but little more than get ready for winter.

once.

The committee of arrangements reported
the following order of business.
1. Marketing Honey— discussion opened
by Prof. A. J. Cook, Lansing, Mich.
3. Use of Comb Foundation— discussion
opened by Capt. J. E. Hetherington, Cherry
Valley, JST.Y.
3. Organization and
its Relation to the
Sale of Honey— opened by T. G. Newman,
Chicago, 111.
4. Rearing Italian Bees— discussion opened by M. Metcalf, Battle Creek, Mich.
.5. Introducing
Queens—discussion openM. Locke, Salem, Mass.
detrimental to have the Brood
chamber full of lioney for wintering— discussion opened by N. N. Betsinger, Marcel-

ed by
6.

S.

Is

it

lus Falls,

N.Y.

—

Importing other Races of Bees discusby Dr. Parmly, N.- Y.
8. Management of the Apiary, by J. Hasbrouck. Flat Bush, L. I.
An election of officers for the ensuing
year was then had, with the following result: President, J. H. Nellis, Canajoharrie,
N.Y.; Vice-President, W. J. Andrews, of
Columbia, Tenn.; Secretary, T. G. Newman, Chicago, 111.; Treasurer, A. J. King,
New York.
The constitution was read and amended,
so that only one Vice-President and one
Secretary were to be elected.
A committee of tive were appointed to
consider the best means of promoting the
interests of the National Bee-Keepers' So7.

sion opened

.

and to increase its usefulness. The
committee was as follows: W.J.Andrews,
Thos. G. Newman, A. J. King, Capt. J. E.
Hetherington and E. D. Clark.
Those wishing to add their names to the
roll of menibers were requested to report to
the Secretary. During the meeting 41 were
ciety,

enrolled.

SECOND DAY.
The Association met

at 10 a. m.. Presi-

dent Nellis in the chair. After the call of
the roll, and the reading of the minutes of
the previous day, the Secretary read tlie following telegram:
"To J. H. Nellis, Esq.
"In behalf of the Michigan Bee-Keepers'
Association we send greetings and best
wishes to the National Association in convention assembled."
Herbert A. Bukch,
Sec. Mich. B. K. Association.
L. C. Root remarked that as the Michigan
B. K. Association was one of tlie oldest and
best State organizations in the country it
was highly gratifying to thus receive their
congratidations and assurances of co-operation. He moved that the matter be spread
upon the minutes. Carried unanimously.
letter was also received from W. S.
Boyd, Hamilton, O,, secretary of the S. W.

A
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Ohio Association, giving the following deorganization and membership:
"At present we have 31 members enrolled.
Any one can become a member by signing
the constitution, and our expenses are kept
up by donations at each meeting.
"Our meetings are held on the second
Saturdays of Feb., May, and Sept.
tails of its

"Our officers for the year are: Pres., J. T.
Mardis, Lebannon, O.; Vice-Pres., J. C.
Phillips, West Chester, O.; Sec'y, W. S.
Boyd, Hamilton, 0.; Treas., R. Lackey,
Ridgeville, O.

"Wishing you a pleasant time at your
W. S. Boyd, Sec."

meeting.

The following essay by Prof. A.
was then read
jMarketiiij? Honey.

J.

Cook

It is needless here, and before this audience, to speak of the advantages of apiculYou all know full well the real
pleasure, and wholesome influence of an
occupation, which brings its votaries face to
face with Nature at every turn; and thus
keeps ever before them. Nature's matchless
system and her constant exhibition of marvels. Cast about you for a single instance,
where intelligent apiculture and enthusiasm
are not synonyms, and see how vain will be
the quest.
But it is well sometimes yea, often to
flee the sunshine of our business and scan
the clouds, that we may the better know
their promise of evil, and see if, perchance,
we may not even cause the sunshine to dis-

ture.

—

—

perse them.
I think the most of us feel that the portentious cloud of the past few years disasterous wintering— has already;.: ceased to
alarm the best informed of our art; for already the sunshine of knowledge based on
wise experience and accurate observation,
has dissolved that cloud once so Ijlack and
threatening.
So with the little labor attending our pursuit, the superior attractions which crowd
about it, and the generous profits which ever
wait upon its intelligent practice, we may
well mind us of another peril: a business so
crowded with patrons, that the supply of its
products exceed the demand and we be
brought to face the difficulty of markets
glutted. If I mistake not this is the one
threatening evil that note confronts us.
Already some of our most able, experienced
and successful apiarists— those wary, farseeing ones, who scent the battle from afar—
have sounded the alarm. Already the cry
has gone forth, that if only prompted by
self-defense, we must deter, rather than encourage others to engage in this pursuit.
One of the most intelligent and enterprising
of Michigan's apiarists, sees in this danger,
the breakers on which our business is to be
ship-wrecked.
Ever since the memorable winter of 1871
and '72 when destruction stalked through
nearly all our northern apiaries, I have
spared no pains, that by close study and
careful observation. I might discover the
spring of that startling evil; so too, since
the autumn of 1873, when at one of our
State Society meetings my esteemed friend,
Mr. James Heddon, said to me that the market was the thing to look to, if bee-keepers

—

wished

to

keep above water

;

I

have been

carefully taking notes »to see if perchance
I might not ascertain the proportions of this
real or imagined danger. During the au-
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of 1876, 1 received so many gloomy
letters oil this topic, with sucli vivid illustrations as the tleluge from California and
our own repleted markets, that 1 must say,
own usually stable knees began to show

tumn

But it is with commercial syrups that
honey must and will ever be in most active
competition; but it is i?asy to show by a tew
simple experiments, that most of our com-

my

mercial syrups, if not really poisonous, are
so contaminated with filth as to be revolting.
To bring then to our neiglibor's lips the pure,
wholesome, delicious nectar, right from the
hive, is certainly a good work, whether he
realizes it or no.
But is it possible to stimulate this demand? 1. Is the public attention directed
to the merits of honey as an article of diet?
2. When its merits are known, is it always
easy to procure it? 3. Is it possible to create a taste for honey, where none now exists? 4. What is the policy in the premises?
Let us proceed to consider these points iu
order.
1st. Is the public attention directed to the
merits of honey as an article of food.

nervous symptoms, and so for the past year
I have been studyina; and experimenting
even with more care, that I miglu be assured
whether these forebodings were real or
groundless.
Let us give brief attention then, to the
question of "Marketing Honey." I am the
more ready to discuss this, as the points
here set fortii must needs strike against the
facts gained by the wide and varied (,'xpprieiice of my brother apiarists here present,
who so well and fully represent the apiarian
intelligence of our country, and will thus be
criticised so that we shall be able, very
likely, to glean the real facts, if not here set
forth, especially as we shall have the further benefit of the opinions of our best in-

formed dealers.
Of course all here are too well informed
to suppose that we can avoid the unchanging law of supply and demand. If honey
f)roduction continues to increase as it has of
ate, and the demand remains stationary, of
course there must be a rapid decline in
prices.
That a pursuit so enjoyable, involving so
little labor and so profitable as it is, even at
the reduced rates of 1876, will not continue
to win patrons, we have no reason to believe
must then conclude that the
or afiirin.
demand must be increased, or else the price
continue
surely
to decline. Hence, we
will
have only to conclude which horn of this
dilemma, candor will impel us to take.
Is it true then, that our honey market is
now at its maximum, or on the other hand
is it capable of easy stimulation?
I believe and think I can show, that not a
tithe of the honey is consumed in the United
States that should or might be.
1 need not show here that sugar in some
form, either crystalyzed, or in form of syrup
or honey, is a necessary food element. The
fact of placental sugar in the blood of the
mammalian fetus; of liver sugar in the
blood of the more mature fetus, and carnivorous animals; the presence of sugar in
milk, the typical food as given by Nature
herself; and our positive need of sugar or
food which is soon converted into sugar, as
dsine qua nan of health, or even life, as
has been repeatedly demonstrated by physiall prove the great importance of
ologists
sugar as an aliment
Buc it has been shown by chemists that
syrups are so adulterated as to be very expensive, even when very cheap and that not
infrequently are even poisonous, and extremely unsafe as articles of food. For evidence on this point, I would refer you to a
paper by my able and distinguished colleague. Dr. It. C. Kedzie, to be found in the
1874 Report of the Michigan State Board of
Health, pages 7.5 to 79. Sugar too is often
adulterated, and thus expensive, even if it
would be eaten in sufficient quantities to
meet the demand of our bodies which is not
see then, that honey, as a
probable.
form of sugar which we may know to be
genuine and reliable, is a real desideratum
as an article of food. If, then, the honey
producers can take measures to increase the
consunipt on of honey, they are assurely acting the part of public benefactors, as they
are doing that which shall directly conserve
the public health.

We

;

We

President Abbott of our College tells me
that in Switzerland it is the rare exception
to sit down to a meal at which honey is not
served. I have never seen honey on a hotel
table in the United States, though I have
traveled in more than half the States, and
from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

Again, is honey to be found even in a
small fraction of the groceries of our country in its various forms of comb and extracted, ever ready to invite attention and
solicit purchases; and even when present,
is it where people will see it and be attracted, or is it quite as often put out of
sight, and almost forgotten by the grocer
himself?
Again, granting it a good position, it is so
skillfully labelled or placarded, that it will
demand attention? My observation— and
may I not add yours also—gives an emphatic
" no " to all these questions.
2dly. When people are fond of honey, can
they always gratify their desires? Surely
not till every grocery and provision store in
the land keeps it constantly on hand. But
1 believe the majority do not. Thus if there
exists a taste and longing for this most
luscious of sweets, they can not be satisfied.
Only last week I visited a city of some
6,000 inhabitants, and learned incidentally
that only one of nearly a score of grocers,

had had any honey for months, and even he
only a small lot and that very inferior. I
then took pains to inquire of several if they
would take some, both iu comb and extracted, when every one said, send it on at
once, at your own price.

Thus

in this city, of the

many who

desire

honey, how few can be gratified. This is
only an extreme example of what is common
in every State in the Union.
3dly. Is

it

possible to stimulate a taste for

honey and thus create a market where none

now exists?
No enterprising honey producer can doubt
this. If we would keep all the grocers in
our respective vicinities constantly supplied
with honey, whose color or flavor, could but
give it general recommendation, would keep
tills in such position, style and shape, as to
claim the attention and win the admiration
of all who see it; keep it in such small jars,
or if comb, in such small frames or boxes as
to be in easy reach of every jjocket; and
last, never give it a possible chance to leak
out and besmear the counter and floor and
thus disgust the dealer, we would very soon
be surprised at the amount consumed iu our
own immediate neighborhood.
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By examining my sales here, at the
Agricultural Coiiese, I find, at the lowest estimate, tliat by taliiiig proper pains
to stimulate, and attract custom, a community of 300 persons will take the proceeds
of at least ten colonies of bees. Thus we
see if we would give more heed to our markets and marketing, our apiaries might be
vastly increased in size and numbers, and
still the markets would be uuclogged and
prices firm.

In Lansing there is a population of about
There are about 25 groceries. One of
these and that about an average one, as to
the wealth and standing of its patrons, has
been supplied with honey from the apiary
or Mrs. L. B. Baker— well may we of the
sterner sex, take lessons of our apiarian sisters in the preparation of honey for market,
—which numbered at the commencement of
the season 18 colonies, and yet though we
have had a fair honey season, and though
Mrs. B. knows how, and gives all needed
attention to secure the best yield of honey,
this apiary has not been able to supply this
one grocery during the honey season and I
have been called to the rescue. Hence, we
conclude that Lansing should and might
give generous custom to 25 such apiaries,
just during the honey season. In winter
8,000.

much more honey is consumed than in summer. Hence, we see that even a small town
may be led to consume the honey product of
This
near a thousand colonies of bees.
fondness too, like any taste or passion would
upon,
the
fed
so
demand
grow by what it
would even go on increasing.
Thus we come to our fourth and last point,
What is our policy in the premises?
First we should see that every grocer
about us had constantly on hand a supply of
honey, both comb and extracted.
Secondly, this should not only be properly
graded, but should always be in inviting
form.
If comb honey, it should look neat, be so
built that it would all show, and in one or
two pound boxes or frames, so that all could
buy. If made in small frames, about six

inches square, these held in the larger
frames, wiiich are like the common brood
frames, except that they are two inches
deep— and beyond question, this puts our
honey in the most inviting form and secures
the most, if we seek comb honey then tins
should be nailed on to the large frames,
separating the spaces to receive comb, so
that contiguous combs will not be fastened
together and thus soil the honey and box.
The box made to contain these frames
while awaiting purchase in the grocery,
shonld be like a new-idea hive, with a perfectly tight bottom, so that sliould the combs
leak, the box will not allow any dripping.
This box shonld be made neatly, nicely
painted, and with a hinged cover with straps
like a trunk, so that it may be opened easily
in removing honey. Atoneend there should
be glass so all who come in will see the
beautiful comb for themselves.
On the top of the lid shonld be a label,
neatly printed, in large letters giving grade
and kind of honey and in very large letters,
tlie name of the apiary, so that the prestige
obtained by all this pains, shall come to the

—

riglitful

owner.

The labels must be made adjustable, so
that they may be changed with the grade
and kind of honey.
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Extracted honey should he extracted.
Let us not confess an inferiority, whicli we
do not feel by inserting a piece of comb, but
trust our extracted honey on its own merits,
vi'hich are truly ample to commend it to
public favor. It should be put in small glass
receptacles, so that each cup may be sold at
the most for 35 cents. It should be delivered in small quantities so that it will not
granulate on the grocer's hands; or else he
should be told all about granulation, and the
way to again liquify the honey.
large
neat label framed and under glass should
call attention to the quality and kind of
honey; to its extraction and to the apiary
from whence it came. The cups I think
had better be jelly cups. The size is favorable, and they help sell the honey, as they
are always in demand and the buyer thinks
he cets these thrown in.
The delivering of honej% and filling of
cups, if the labor of the apiarist himself,

A

will be

and

in

more

likely to be

done "decently

order."

But, do you say, this involves so much
Yes, but it is just the trouble that
pays a tremendous per cent. J ust the trouble
that will fill this slough of despond in regard to our markets.
Biit may we not exaggerate the trouble?
In this way we can secure a market for all
our produce in one village or city near by,
and at good prices. Except in May and June
we can easily get away for a day each month
and in a single day re-stock all the groceries
to be supplied, and see to it ourselves. In
winter we can arrange to supply other dealers as our production may demand, though
from my own experience I judge that very
soon the seeking on our part, will be in the
trouble.

passive voice.
further advantage, in sooth, will come
with the prestige that is sure to grow out of
such care and pains, so that if any one finds
a market it will be sure to be ourselves.
While the indirect advantage arising from
the bettered methods of preparing honey for
market, generally adopted, because of our
example, thus toning up the whole business,
will be by no means inconsiderable.
Let us then study the art of neatness; let
our products be their own solicitors; let
every grocery in the land be conslantly supplied with honey so prepared, that its very

A

style will make it irresistible. Do all this
I fully believe that we shall scatter the

and

threatening clouds of glutted markets, by
the golden sunshine of— bring us more.

A

vote of thanks was passed to Prof. Cook
for his very able and interesting essay.

Mr. Trimble said he was a consumer, and
had seen the excellent display at the American Institute, and wanted to see more like
it all over the country.
He found it difficult
to procure good honey, and thought this
display and convention w(nild do much towards bringing honey into more general
demand. If honey was put up in such attractive shape as he had seen it there, and
as reconimended by the essay just read,
there Avould be no trouble in finding ready
sale for all that could be produced.
L. C. Root was glad that we had the presence and views of consumers. Such Avere
just what we needed. In putting our honey
in proper shape for the market we should
consult their desires and wants.
J. F. Callbreath said he had marketed

honey— both buckwheat and dark— and

the
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whom lie sold it, had disposed of
presence for double the price he
received, and thought it best to sell his
honey at retail and thus save such profits
obtained by middlemen.
L. C. Root called attention to one thought
expressed in the essay that he considered
misleading. It was there stated that but
'•little labor" was necessary to success.
Where parties made it an exclusive business, they found " much labor" more like
the correct idea. He had labored in many
callings but bee-keeping had given him
more fatiguing labor than any other. He
read an item in the Utica Herald stating
that $100,000 had been made at the business,
which was untrue. This "little labor" and
"large profits" idea had ruined many. It
had been stated that the business was just
the thing for feeble and broken-down persons; that they could keep 100 colonies, and
the like; but his experience proved that 9
out of 10 of such persons failed in the business. It required energy and labor, and
bee-keepers earned every dollar they got.
He thought that dealers and the public
should understand more about marketing
grocer to
it

in

liis

honey as well as bee-keepers.

They

ly refused granulated honey, though
the best test that could be applied to

usualit

was

know

pure. They should be informed
if put into warm water it will be
brought back to its liquid state, and that
when they bought it in that state they
might know it was pure. Another thought
in the essay was excellent— that of attending personally to the placing of the honey
upon the market, and of obtaining the most
desirable package. Under no circumstance
should an inferior cup or jar be used to put
up extracted honey. Take some standard
jar that can be used for other purposes and
it helps to sell the honey.
He thought there
was no end to the amount that could be
sold it put upon the market in an attractive
shape.
The best packed fruit alS. M. Locke.
ways sold the best, and the best honey in
the best shape for market will always sell
the best. Much honey is sent out in poor
shape and hence is unsalable, but when put
up in good shape all can easily be sold that

that
that

it

is

—

can be produced.
J. H. Nellis said that he put up his honey
in small packages and found that if attractive such always sold the most rapidly.

Wherever there are 25 or SO bee-keepers
they should organize a society, and then act
together and sell honey to only one or two
groceries, and in that way cut off rivalry
and groceries running one another at their

expense.

They should appoint a committee

who would make

a point of putting

it

up

in

good shape and pushing its sale.
C. R. Isham.— Over production is only a
bug bear. It is no trouble to sell all the
honey that can be produced, if in marketable shape. Our large honey producers sell
all they can raise, and at good figures, too.
Dr. Walter. Home markets were the
thing, in his experience. He could always
get 5 cts. per tt. more at home, than honey
was sold at, that was shipped to his neighborhood from other places. He sold all he

—

could raise at 30c. per fe.
C. R. Isham.— Honey is now an article of
commerce and large crops must be sold to
wholesale men iu large cities, who ai-e better prepared to handle it than producers.

N. D. West said he believed in selling to
one house, so that there should be no running the price down.
A. J. King.— A large foreign demand had
sprung up, and honey was now being exported in large quantities, and we must also
study the best shape to put it up for that
purpose. C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, also sold
basswood honey largely to factories where
sugar was used before, also to brewers. As
to adulteration, he believed that was all in
the past when honey was liigh. It was now
too cheap to pay for adulterating.
One
good test was to subject honey to the cold
30° below zero, and if pure it will granulate;
if it

does not granulate

Mr.

it is

impure.

W. M. Hoge

being asked to express
his views, spoke as follows on the subject of

Honey Dealers.
Mr. President, Ladies & Gentlemen:
Next to the business of the aparist comes
that of the honey dealer. If properly protected and encouraged it would contribute
the most to the production of honey. It
would support the trade of the bee keeper
in the same manner as the wholesale dealer
supports that of the manufacturer. The
wholesale dealer, by affording a i-eady market to the manufacturer by taking his goods
off his hands as fast as he can make them,
and by sometimes even advancing their
price to him before he has made them, enables him to keep his whole capital, and

sometimes even more than his whole capital
constantly employed in manufacturing, and
consequently to manufacture a much greater
quantity of goods than if he was obliged to
dispose of them himself to immediate consumers, or even to retailers. As the capital
of the wholesale merchant, too, is generally
sufficient to replace that of many manufacturers, this intercourse between him and
interests the owner of a large capital
to support the owners of a great number of
small ones, and to assist them in their losses

them

and misfortunes, which might otherwise
prove ruinous to them. An intercourse of
the same kind universally established betv/een the honey producers and lioiiey merchants would be attended with effects equally

beneficial

to

the

bee-keepers.

They

would be enabled to keep their whole capital, and even more than their whole capital,
constantly employed in the cultivation of
their bees. In case of any of these accidents, to which no trade is more liable than
theirs, they would find their ordinary customer the sound honey merchant, a person
who had both an interest to support them
and the ability to do it. Were it possible,
as perhaps it is not, to establish this intercourse universally and all at once were it
possible to turn all at once the whole capital
of all the bee men to its proper business,
the production of honey, withdrawing it
from every other employment into which
any part of it may be at present diverted,
and were it possible, in order to support
and assist upon occasions the operations of
this great stock to provide all at once with
another stock almost equally as great, it is

—

not perhaps very easy to imagine

how

great,

how sudden would he
the improvement which this change of circumstances would alone produce upon the
whole face of the country.
The zeal and energy of the dealer, though

how

extensive, and

in its

own

nature altogether unproductive.
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yet contributes in tliis manner indirectly to
increase the amount of lioney produced. It
increases tiie productive powers of productive labor by leaving It at liberty to confine
itself to its proper employment attention
to the bees; and the combs are thus built
straighter and bees winter better, by means
of the labor of the man whose business is
most remote' from tlie hive.
Kegarding the exportation of honey, I

—

not only feasible, but profitGermany, Austria and Russia, take
able.
from tliis country large quantities of si rained and extracted honey; in fact this class
of customers take about all tiie honey received at our ports from Cuba, San Domingo,
Mexico and South America. This honey is
generally bought and sold in bond at about
85c. per gallon, gold, our government duly
is 20c. gold per gallon, and as the freight to
Hamburg is only about 23^c. per gallon by
sail, we are able to deliver West India or
South American honey to our German patrons, (who have no duty to pay) fully 20c.
per gallon, currency, less than we can deliver the same honey to our next door neighThis class of honey is used princibor.
pally by foreign brewers, who recognize the
important fact that honey contains more
saccharine and dextrine than any other substance, and is therefore considered at 85 to
90c. per gallon as the best and cheapest substitute for malt known. Cane sugars con-

have found

it

tain albuminous principles, and are therefore considered impure from a brewer's
point of view. Extracted honey and comb

honey, in our neat little American surplus
boxes and crates, have been introduced into
England and France to a limited extent,
and there is no doubt that by cultivation,
these countries will become our best customers, because the superiority of our honey
is universally acknowledged.
Adulteration, which has invaded every
branch of commerce, is in many instances
practiced in obedience to the wishes and
tastes of the public, as in the practice of

coloring cheese and butter with annatto,
potted meats, and fish with bole armenian,
peas and pickles with copper, sugar confectionery with various pigments, and cooked
corned-beef with salt peter. Ever since the
earliest days of the American Bee JoukNAL, bee-keepers themselves have asked
the question through its columns how to
prevent honey from candying. Dealers and
consumers also have shown such a preference for translucent honey that often, notwithstanding the assurances that crystalizatioH was an indication of its purity, candied
honey has proved a dead investment on the

hands of retailers. Thus it is to meet what
seems to be an imperative demand that in
some cases honey is procured and other
substances necessarily incorporated in order
to prevent granulation.
One word about surplus honey stored^in
combs made upon artificial comb foundations, and that is, ever since their first introduction, I have bonght and sold all of this
kind of honey that has come in my way,
and in behalf of the house I now represent,
1 will state that for all surplus honey stored
in such thin foundation combs as Mr. Nellis
or Mr. Isham manufactures, and secured
after the plan adopted by the latter gentleman, and stored in his improvedcaps, (i. e.
wood, top, bottom, and ends) we will always
pay the highest market price.
My experience in selling surplus honey
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in this style of combs is perhaps as extensive as that of any one else, and I have

never yet had a customer object to it. I
think now as 1 did four years ago, that
these foundations will solve the problem of
safely transporting honey in the combs, and
thus do away with the necessity of repacking it into glass jars.

—

The disposal of products is
J. H. Nellis.
the right theme for a National society, and
he hoped it would be thoroughly discussed.
N. N. Betsinger said he had sold for years
to dealers in Syracuse; but this year he
had sold to Messrs. Thurber, and thought it
so much better to sell in bulk. Finding a
ready sale for all one could raise made it so
much better than to sell to several grocers
in a smaller town, in a kind of retail way.
J. H. Nellis.— Large bee-keepers will always seek a wholesale market; but smaller
producers, in far-off districts, must sell to
the home trade, and that can be infinitely
increased.
To tliis end local societies
should be organized, and the best interests
of producers consulted.
L. C. ttoot.— There is but little danger of
over-stocking. Sale can be easily found for
all that can be produced.
As the supply increases, large producers must have a wliolesale market. We want to encourage wholesale men to take hold of the matter and
consult their wants.
N. N. Betsinger.— Some were so foolish as
to distribute their honey to several groceries in a town and thus run against themselves, often losing 5c. per pound on their
crop.
Rev.

J.

W.

Shearer said we must follow
Get the people to use it,

the laws of trade.

and

call for

it.

Then

retailers will

demand

of producers. The price is now about
the same as tine syrups and large quantities
can be sold at such prices.
need to
educate the people by the popular press.
Overstocking the market then will be impossible. Assure the people that they are
getting a pure article and there will be no
it

We

to the popular demand.
Dr. Worrall.— It is a delicious and health-

end

ful article of food; what is better than rice
and honey for children, and grown-up persons, too?
must call attention to it.

We

Educate the people concerning it, and thus
create a demand.
The convention then adjourned to 2 p. ra..

when

the

following report was receivea
for allowed:

and the time asked

Your committees on the best means of
promoting and advancing the interests of
our Society would recommend the organization of local societies, and as a further
incentive to the organization of tiiese local

we would recommend an insurance feature therewith. That in addition
to the annual fee of one dollar now provided by our constitution, that every member
of the Society upon being notified of the
death of a member shall forward to the
Secretary the sum of one dollar, and that
such fund when so collected shall be paid
over to the beneficiary dnsignated by the
deceased member while living.
The time alloted your conuuittee will not
permit a full written report at this time, we
would therefore recommend that your committee be continued until the next regular
annual meeting to prepare plans, etc.
societies,

We

would further recommend that the
Secretary and Treasurer be required to exe-

I
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cnte a bond of .'$2,000 for the faithful performance of their duties.
The following letter was then read:
" Chattanooga, Tenn., Oct. 8, 1877.
"W. J. Andkews, Esq., Dear Sir:—
suggest that at the next meeting of the N.
A. B. K. A. that each one present be requested to draw up a petition to the P. M.
General requesting him to rescind his late
ruling in regard to the shipment of queens
through the mails; and, if necessary, so
qualify it, that they can still be shipped
tnrough the mails. Let each one get as
many names signed to it as possible, forward to the Secretary, and he to the P. M.
General. Put a shoulder to the wheel and
make it go! I will start one here.

mation to determine. Sweetness, however,
has always been synonymous with goodness, whether in a physical or moral view,
and honey and sugar have been the articles
upon which have devolved the duty of
tickling man's palate. The use of honey,
however, antedates that of sugar, going
back many centuries before the Christian
era, while the general use of sugar is of
comparatively recent date. There are evidences of its high antiquity in India and
China, but it appears to have been only
vaguely known to the Greeks and Romans.
Sugar cane was grown in Cypi'us about the
middle of the 12th century, and at a later
time was transported to Maderia, from

DodOtE."
W.J.Andrews was appointed a committee
on
tlie
P.
M. General, and prt-sent
to wait
the matter to him, in person, and to see
what can be done to have bees sent by mail,

whence it was carried to the West Indies.
It was not until the middle of the 16th century, however, that the art of refining sugar
was discovered by the Venetians, after
which it soon became established in Germany, rapidly developed into one of the
largest branches of human industry, until

as heretofore.

now

S. C.

The Honey Market.
Thurber, Esq., who offered

a medal
F. B.
for "the best honey in the most marketable
shape" to be exhibited at the American
Institute, and through whose indefatigable
exertions so large a honey market has been
created during the past year in this country
and Europe, being present was invited to

address the Convention.
lows:

He

spoke as

fol-

Mr. President and Gentlemen:— The
firm of which I am a member oifered a
medal for "The best honey in the most

marketable shape," and this has been
awarded by the Judges to Mr. Doolittle, of
Borodino, N. Y. I regret to learn that Mr.
Doolittle is not here, as 1 had hoped to have
the honor of presenting the medal to the
winner in person, but 1 presume it will answer the sajne purpose if presented by
proxy, and I would ask your honorable
Secretary to perform that duty.
In this connection and at this time it is
perhaps proper, as there are commercial
problems connected with this as with every
other form of industry, that I should briefly
discuss the past, present and future of the
honey market. About 3 years ago the attention of our firm was attracted to this as a
rising industry, and we made it a department of our business, which, under the able
management of Mr. Hoge, has become a
great success; so much so. indeed, that it
has given rise to some feeling on the part of
other honey dealers, who charge us with
desiring to monopolize the business. In
regard to this I would simply say that we
have pursued this branch of our business
with the same diligence that we do in other
departments and no more; that we offered
a medal to attract the attention to the importance of putting up honey in a shape
that would tend to increase the consumption, and we believe that the same ability,
enterprise and capital devoted to the 'honey
business that is (levoted to other branches
of trade will result in greatly promoting the
interests of this industry, which in the past
has not received the attention, commercialProbably long bely, which is deserved.
fore, and certainly ever since, Judas sold
honey to the Tyrians. it has been an article
of commerce.
Whether the industry has
held its own or declined for the greater part
of this period we have no statistical infor-

it has become one of the commonest
necessaries of life, with an aggregate annual consumption of from 2,000,000 to 2,.500,000 tons.
the production of honey has falleu
so far behind that of its sacharine competiis
tor
a mystery. It is in the highest degree
healthful and palatable, and up to about the
middle of the 16th century was the only
sweet in general use. The sources of sugar
are not more numerous, plentiful nor reliable than are those of honey. If all the
honey could be saved from all the flowers
which bloom on this great continent, our
transportation lines would be tax<Hl to their
fullest capacity during a large portion of
the year in carrying it to market. And yet
sugar has grown into an enormous industry,
while honey has hardly more than maintained its former status. In America, however, within the last few years a wonderful
advance has been made in the production of
this article. Improved methods and appliances have been invented, which has
greatly improved the quality and increased
the quantity of honey stored by the " little
almsmen of spring bowers." as Keats has
termed the bees. With the improvement in
quality has come more tiian the usual increase in consumption which naturally accompanies improved quality and reasonable
prices. This revival in an ancient industry
is perhaps due, more than anything else, to
the improved homes which have been provided for the busy little workers, which
have enabled them to make a better quality
of honey than formerly. They have also
been taught to store tne honey in small
packages suitable to the requirements of
the retail buyer.
It was to obtain the best possible results
in these two requirements that induced our
firm, as above mentioned, to offer as a prize
a medal bearing an inscription, "For the
best honey in the most marketable shape."
It is a curious fact that the bees have been
taught to build their frames of wax and
store the honey, in small squares of comb,
of a convenient size for the ordinary family
purchaser, or, in other words, they make
"to order" the quantities and styles demanded by tlie consumer. Fortius we are
indebted, I helieve, to that veteran apiarist,
Mr. J. S. Harbison, and the " Harbison
frames" are now a household word throughout the U. S. It is only a few years since
these improvements have been made, and

Why
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the vast increase in the consumption during
this sliort period shows how much depends
on little things.
It may be thought that I have given too
much prominence to the convenient sized
packages and too little to the question of
improved quality. I should indeed be sorry
to ignore the improvement in quality, but
convenient sized packages, both for the
dealer and the consumer, are important factors in a commercial point of view. 1 can
say, however, that the honey to whicli the
Judges have awarded the medal, in quality
is simply perfect, and as much superior to
the far-famed "honey of Mount Hymettus"
as can be imagined. I may say, en passant
that wliile in Greece last winter I had an
opportunity to taste this honey, the virtues
or which have been perpetuated in song
and story for the last 2,000 years. I can
only say in excuse for it that perhaps as the
modern Greek but little resembles the
heroes of Thermopylfe, the " honey of Hymettus" may also have generated. That
the quality of American honey is appreciated abroad is shown by the large and
constantly increasing export demand; and
all that our bee-culturists have to do is to
steadily try to produce " the best honey in
the most marketable shape" to insure a demand which will always yield them a re-

munerative price.
Tliere is perhaps no occupation more attractive and absorbing than that of beeculture; one never wearies of watching the
industry and ingeiuiity of these little
workers, and in this connection 1 cannot

introducing a somewhat technical
statement, made to me a few days since by
a friend, who is an engineer and architect,
which illustrates Shakespeare's words, "So
work the honey bees— creatures that by a
rule in nature "teach tlie art of order to a
peopled kingdom." There are but tiiree
geometrically regular figures (that is, figures
aving equal sides and equal angles), which
can be arranged around a point so as to
take up the entii'e space. 1st.— Six equilateral triangles, each angle of which is 60%
or the six angles equal to .360°, the circumference of a circle. 2d.— Four squares, each
angle of which is 90-, or the four angles
equal to .360\ 3d.— Three hexagons, each
angle of which is 120°, and the three equal
to 360°. Now it is susceptible of geometrical demonstration that a hexagon affords the
largest amount of interior space within the
smallest amount of comb or frame work.
The bee is in architecture a conservative.
Bay windows, mansard roofs and other
modern improvements are wholly ignored.
He limits his efforts to a line of adaptations
embracing his own body, the material he
works with, and the structure he erects.
How different the condition of man! his
field is the world; his resources the infinite
variety of nature; the purposes of his life
illimitable; his will is left free, and by the
light of reason he works out his own lines
of adaptation. He enjoys the lariiest liberty of all of God's creatures, but in none of
his activities does he attain that degree of
infallibility which marks the efforts of the
little busy bee, working under that straitened mental condition which we call instinct.
But to resume the consideration of the
resist

—

influences affecting demand and supply—
and consequently of prices— I would say,
that the bee-culturists of the U. S., althougli
now far in advance of those of other coun-
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use of improved appliances, and
consequently in the quality and quantity of
honey produced, must not cease tlieir efforts
to excel; other countries will adopt our inventions and also improve the quality of
their production. Only a few days since
we had a call from Mr. Milner, of the
British rifle team, who was investigating
tries in the

improvements in bee-culture made in
this country, with a view of introducing
them on the other side of the Atlantic; and
all

am

informed that others are taking the
steps. Therefore, we must be progressive, both in the production and marketing of honey. So far as the latter is
concerned our firm will do our part, and we
have no doubt but that producers will do
theirs, to maintain the prestige that our
country now has in this branch of industry.
I believe that the exchange of views, which
are made practicable by such conventions
as this, is of great value, and I hope the
organization of the bee-culturists will not
only be kept up, but perfected and extendI

same

ed.

A

vote of thanks waspassed unanimously
to Mr. Thurber for his very able and interesting address as well as for his exertions
to create a demand for honey.
Capt. J. E. Hetherington then addressed
the Convention on

Comb Foundation.
Mr. President: — As an introduction

to

the discussion of the subject of artificial
foundation, I would say that the inception is due to the Germans, and the
honor, if I am correctly informed, belongs
to Mr. J. Merhring, who for it received wliat
was known as the "Two hundred thaler
Wetzler premium," and gave them the name
of "artificial tablets." They consisted of
very thin sheets of wax corrogated to form
the simple base of the cells, without any extension of the side walls. At least in this

comb

form it was presented to me for experiment
by Mr. Steele of Newark, New Jersey, as
early I think as 1859. Later I had them
sent me for experiment, which resulted in
laying them aside as impractical and worthless.
They were again sent me three years
ago, I think, by W. H. Hoge, the gentleman
to wliose energy is due the fine exhibit at
the American Institute Fair. The improvement in these consisted in an extension of
the side walls from the base, wliich contained wax sufficient when drawn out by
the bees to form a large portion of the side
walls of the cell. To this improvement I
attribute its success practically.
To the Germans is due the honor of inception, but they let it rest a period of fifteen
years or more, and until touclied by the ingenuity of American progress, when it is
again brought to the front, a grand success.
Consequently to the American belongs the
honor of its present practical form. This
progress being the result of experiment,
there lias grown up in the minds of many a
prejudice, resulting from experiment made
before the improvement was complete. As
first sent out, the size of the cell was four
and one-half to the inch, a size between that
of worker and drone— too large for the rearing of workers, and too small for drones,

and consequently was used indifferently by
the queen, if used at all. But when the cell
was made the accurate size of natural comb
it was accepted at once, and in this form we

now

find

it

for discussion.
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have pronounced comb foundation a

success; i wish to qualify by confining the
verdict to its use in tiie breeding apartment
of the hive, as to whether it should be used
in the surplus boxes full size, for small
guides, or not at all, is a question of honest
ditference. I will not use it myself at all
for surplus in its present form any further
than for experiment and think that to urge
or advocate its use in surplus boxes a wrong
to bee-keepers, for we cannot afford, for any
consideration, to create prejudice against
comb honey. My experience is, that under
some circumstances they tiiin the foundation very fine, while at other times the center will remain as thick as when introduced,
and hence very objectionable.
I am aware that when it was first introduced, with the walls extended and cells
large size, it was pronounced a success by
men prominent in the industry, either from
the verdict of appearances or too limited
experiment; my own experiments at the
time proving it a failure. My present opinion is based on the practical use of from
four to five thousand frames of foundation
used in the breeding apartment of the hive
the present season, which is without doubt
to a greater extent than ever before used.
I now leave the subject to your tender
mercies for discussion.

—

A vote of thanks was passed for the able
and interesting address of Capt. Hetherington.

— The point of most interest to
summed up in the closing sentence of

L. C. Koot.
all is

that address: '* It is a success." This is the
expression of one who has used it more extensively than any other, and has had 4,000
or .5.000 frames of it in use this season.
J. B. Hutchinson— Said that lie had used
25 fi)s of it and had found it a success.
L. C. Root remarked that his experience
was also good, but he wished to hear from

Mr. Nellis.
President Nellis said that at first the
to use it, but he attributed
that circumstance to the use of strong soap
suds, to keep the rolls from sticking. This
the queen perhaps did not like, and he found
a substitute, and now he had no further
trouble. He had used it in warm and cold
weatlier and found it a grand success, particularly in the brnod chamber.
He hadused none in surplus boxes, but as others
had and desired it made of drone size cells,
he had procured a machine to make that
size also. When made of pure yellow wax
He had tried
it is no doubt a success.
paraffine and it was some time before the

queen refused

—

queen would accept it but with pure yellow wax it was accepted in a few hours.

—

L. C. Root. A.11 tilings considered, is
there a gain by the use of comb foundation?
Rev. J. W. Sliearer said that there was a
gain in the fall. If he wished to increase
in August, to get full advantage of the fall
crop, and not to wait for them to build
comb, he could get it quickly by supplying
worker comb foundation, and thereby secure a strong stock to gather the fall crop.
He preferred not to winter on fall honey.
He took out the combs of honey and set
them away for winter, and then after the
fall honey was gathered, take it out— giving
them the matured honey for winter. He
had tried ceresin and they will use it, but it
is unsatisfactory.
He liked the thin best;
for rapid development it is just tiie thing.
L. C.Root remarked that he had given his

bees foundation, and the next day found the
cells drawn out two-thirds of the way. He
was prejudiced against it, but found it a
success.

N. N. Betsinger remarked that he understood that Capt. Hetherington was experimenting with something besides wax in the
comb foundation for the brood chamber,
and would like to liear from him on the subject.

Capt. Hetherington said he was experimenting, and if he found it a success in the
winter as it had been in the summer, he
would give a description— but he was opposed to giving a report upon only partial
or limited experiments.
All ideas were
modified by experience, and he was utterly
opposed to getting novices to adopt mere
experiments before they had been subjected
to a tliorough test.
A. J. King said he was a city bee-keeper
in a small way. He had heard of the sagging of comb foundation in the brood chamber, but found it was caused by the foundati»n being placed in the frames the wrong
side upwards. One way it was weak, while
if put in the right way up, it was much
stronger.
E. D. Clark said he procured some foundation from A. I. Root, but it was received in
very bad shape and was too thin. He had
since procured a machine for making it,
and pure wax, and now he had no trouble.
It was a success.
Capt. Hetherington explained how he fastened foundations. He cut a kerf 3-16 in.
deep along the underside of top bar, in
width just the thickness of the comb, and

placed the foundation in it, ran ordinary
white glue along and found it held perfectly. He used the best white milliner's
glue for the purpose, and believed it to be
He
the best method of fastening them.
also used the same for wax guides.
A. J. King had received a box of white
clover honey from Novice in his shipping
case. It was beautiful to look upon, but
when using it he found that the foundation
used was thick, and not thinned out by the
bees one particle. He did not think its use
in boxes could be tolerated.
T. G. Newman remarked that he had similar experience to Mr. King's. Novice also
sent him a case of honey to dispose of for
him, which, upon being used, proved to
have a regular fish bone in it, (the thick
foundation in [its original state) and that
such, if used in that way, would injure the
If used in boxes it
sale of comb honey.
should be exceedingly thin.
N. N. Betsinger said he would give $50
for comb foundation that he could not
detect.

A. J. King.—Yes, it was easy to detect,
because it was more perfect than natural
comb.
Thomas G. Newman then addressed the
Convention as follows on

Organization and

its Relation to the
Sale of Honey.

Mr. President, Ladies

& Gentlemen:

" Order is heaven's first law." The great
Father of the Universe has ordained this as
one of the eternal decrees. When that
Divine order was first applied to our planet,
"the morning stars sang together and all
the sons of God shouted for joy." In the
social compact order is ever essential to
man's nature and well-being.
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When a few persons publicly assemble
they at once set about to organize some kind
of a society, either formal or informal.
Our Pilgrini Fathers, two and a half centuries since, when they landed on the rockbound coast of New England organized a
little band.
How has that organization
spread out until a vast and powerful Nation
has resulted! A Nation whose longitudinal
extent is bounded by two vast oceans— its
latitude reaches from the ice-bound regions
of the north to the tepid watf^rs of the Gulf.
In it behold the vast net-work of smaller
organizations, honey-combing all forms of
society, from the most barbarous and savage
clan to the highest form of civilized and
refined

life.

As one of these sub-organizations we meet
here to-day. Our object being to further
the interests of apiarists, in all the varied
thought and action.
Passing by the experiments and manipulations with hives and honey, which will re-

fields of

ceive the attention of others whose daily
experiences in the apiary, eminently qualify
tiiem- to discuss those questions in the most
interesting manner we are brought to a
stand by the one great question that towers
far above all others in its importance to the

—

bee-keeping fraternity, viz.: ^^ How to dispose of our honey to the the best advantage."
In vain do we talk of the best hives; the
best implements for every department of
the apiary. In vain do we toil and labor
from morn till eventide, manipulating our
pets and their surroundings. In vain do we
of the large amount of honey stored
away in our honey houses. Vnin is all this,
if we cannot dispose of it to advantage and

tell

thus "reap the reivard of ourwell doing."
old couplet— "Supply and Demand"
furnishes the key to unlock the massive
gates that stand between us and a brisk demand for honey. Often the supplj^ exceeds
the demand, but in the near future the reverse will state the case. Already has the

—

The

dayliglit become visible through the dark
gloom of a glutted market and limited

Many who, heretofore, have been
shipping to large cities have now built up a
trade at home that far exceeds their means
of supply. By persistent effort, this can
demand!

easily be accomplished in almost every
village and hamlet in the United States.
know of a small grocer who had done
nothing with honey before; being induced a
few days since to take some comb honey,
astonished himself by selling 120 lbs the
first day it was in his store, and has sold
large quantities every succeeding daybuilding up quite a ti'ade in honey at 25

We

cents per pound.

As articles for sauce decrease daily, the
thrifty house keeper looks around for something to take its place besides canned fruit.
Honey is just the thing— and the demand
will increase and gi-ow to astonishing proportions, if the supply be kept up with
honey in good and attractive shape.
The display of honey at the American
Institute Fair in this city is very creditable
to those who put it there— but there are
some things that invite criticism, about
every lot in that display. So much so that
the committee found it very difficult to
award the medal to any 07ie exhibitor.
They wished again and again that the prize
had been divided into two—one tor "the best
honey" and the other for "the most marketable shape."
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Small frames or boxes will be favorites
for comb honey.
These small packages
will place this delicious article within the
reach of all. Small crates or shipping cases
containing only one tier of frames or boxes
will always command the admiration of
those who liandle honey in the comb.
But some will say: It is very well to talk
about creating home markets, but in what
way will organization assist us in the sale

We answer— all honey should
be graded and a scale of prices established
to extend to a given boundary. Now one
compelled by his needs may sell honey at
the very commencement of the season for
any price that may be offered, and thus unintentionally break down the market by
giving a start at too low a rate. In this way,
of honey?

individual action

is

many, and works
all

seriously damaging to the
in a detrimental way to

honey producers.

Organization could and should help this
state of affairs. California, Missouri, and
other State's Conventions have taken the
initiatory, by appointing committees whose
business it is to grade and then dispose of
the honey of its members. If this were
done in every State or district, we should
hear no more of the markets being broken
down by premature and forced sales.
We throw out these suggestions and commend this important matter to the serious
consideration of the Convention, hoping it
will take such action as may result in the

most good

to all.

A vote

of thanks was passed to the last
speaker for his address.

Rev. J. W. Shearer remarked that the
subjects treated upon by the last speaker
were very important, and as a correct idea of
honey, its production and uses was essential to its more general production and consumption, he would move that an address to
the public be prepared, setting forth some
of the principal improvements made in beeculture, and giving a few hints concerning
its general character and usefulness; that
this address be published far and wide, and
thus help to increase the consumption of
this excellent commodity.
This resolution was passed, and the Rev.
J. W. Shearer was appointed to prepare the
address. He hastily penned and submitted
the following which was adopted
Facts for the Puljlic.
:

The National Bee-Keepers Convention,

in

session at New York, Oct. 16 to 19th, 1877,
aware of the general lack of information
concerning improved methods of apiculture
and its products, respectfully submit the
following statement of facts for general information concerning a large source of personal and national revenue in preserving
the honey which God has caused to flow so
abundantly in the vast and varied flora of
our country:
1. It is now only a few years since the invention of movable comb hives has opened
up a new era in bee-keeping, and placed it
on the basis of a successful business pursuit.
Such hives, adapted to climate, furnish every facility for intelligent management of bees by regulating swarming,
guarding against moths, and manipulating
both bees and comb.
2. The inventors of the extractor or honey
slinger, a machine which empties the honey
from the combs by centrifugal force, with-
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out injury, so that the combs may be returned to the bees, marks another great step
in apiculture. Thus virgin honey, free from
foreign admixture is obtained, iiaving the
flavor of tlie flower from which it is drawn.
3. The further invention of artificial comb
foundation, made of pure wax, first successfully used to a large extent this season,
completes the requisites for placing beekeeping on the basis of a great industry in
our country. Bees receive this artificial
comb foundation with readiness as receptacles both for honey and brood.
4. Simultaneous with the first and all of
these improvements, the introduction of
Italian bees and improved modes of rearing
queens, or transporting and introducing
them to colonies, has greatly improved the
value of the honey gatherers, both because
of the superiority of the Italian bee and the
introduction of new blood. New blood prevents the danger from in-and-in breeding.
5. The great drawback to apiculture is the
sting of the bee. Danger from this source
is now largely overcome by the simple appliances used for the protection of the person and for subduing the bees. The most
vicious colony may be subdued iu a very
few minutes.
6. To consumers of honey, a few facts are
necessary in this article to preserve them
from imposition. Nice wliite comb speaks
for itself and is generally admired, but the
price many lovers of honey cannot afford.
It makes a' beautiful dish for the table but
is no better tiian extracted honej;. All comb
is wax, and wax in the stomach is perfectly
indigestible. Extracted honey is the pure
liquid honey as it is taken from the combs
by the honey slinger, free from any foreign
admixture. It is entirely different from
what is known in this mni'ket as strained
honey. Consumers help to impose upon
themselves by the false idea that pure honey
will not granulate. They desire ungranulated honey and dealers will attempt to supply the demand. Almost all pure honey
will granulate when exposed for some time
to light and cold. The granulated state is a
fine evidence of pure honey. Much of the
jar honey heretofore sold in the markets,
and recommended not to granulate, is a very
inferior article, composed largely of glucose
or some inferior substance.
Granulated
honey can be reduced to its liquid state in a
few moments by placing the jar in warm
water. When thus liquified it so remains
for some time before again crystal izinsr.
Consumers may be sure of a good wholesome article by purchasing granulated
honey and reducing it.
7. To producers.
By full use of improvements in bee-keeping, the honey crop of
America may be almost indefinitely increased and become a great source of national revenue.
None need fear over-production. The home demand and consumption is largely increased whenever people
learn to know the superiority of such honey.

Dealers in N. Y. have already

commenced

a large export trade, and they tell us that
their only difficniy is in procuring honey in
proper sliape and quantity to supply the
growing demand. Trade demands that they
be put up in nice, attractive packages, and
in small parcels or jars so as to be readily

handled by grocers and consumers.

Honey

was for centuries the principal sweet
known, and is one of the most healthful of
all.
Improvement in refining sugars have

within the last two or three centuries led to
its general adoption.
Why may not also

new improvements

in apiculture restore it
to its true place as a general favorite wliicli

was

lost by bad management and the consequent corresponding limited supply?
We believe that improvements in beekeeping as compared with old methods are
not less than those seen in railroads and
steamboats as compared with former modes

of travel.

For mutual information we would advise
the organization of local societies and conventions to further this business among all
interested in apiculture.

The

following resolution was unanimousResolved, that the Secretary be
instructed to send copies of this address to
the various agricultural and other papers
with a request that it be published in the
interest of a general knowledge of apiculture—and that $25 be appropriated to defray
the expenses of printing and postage.
ly passed:

THIRD DAY.
Met

at 10 o'clock, when the next place of
meeting was bal lotted for with the following results on four ballottings;
first,

New

York,

Cincinnatti,

10
10

second, third, fourth.
12
12

18
13

15
11

was agreed that the meeting for 1879
should be held in some city in the South or
It

West.

The following were appointed an Executive Committee for the next Convention:
Nell is, W. .1. Andrews, T. G. Newman,
J.

H

A. J. King and W. M. Hoge.
Senator E. Y. Pillow of Tennessee, remarked that our Southern friends would be
glad to have the Convention held in some
central location, so that they may take part
iu the deliberations.

An address from Dr. E. Parraly was then
read as follows on
Inipnrtingr Foreign Races of Bees.
Mr. Pkesident;
The object of association is the benefit of
its members and to accomplish by united
action what cannot be done singly. Some-

times the end to be attained

is

even beyond

the strength of a single association and
then such matters are placed before a number of associations represented by their
delegates in convention.
For the discussion of such and other questions we are assembled to-day, and if we
fail to effect something worthy of our annual meeting we have met to but little purpose.
I desire among other things to direct the
attention of the brotherhood to the desirability of making effort to import bees that
liave hot as yet been tested in this country,
which either pure or in some of their
crosses may prove an acquisition to the
country.
The accounts we receive from abroad of
the Cyprian bee are very promising and it
would seem from Mr. Gravenliorst's statement, as given in the Oct. number of the A.
B. .1., to be in some respects superior to the
Italian.

This bee can be obtained at no

great outlay. Mr. T. F. Read. Treas. of the
N. Y. Society, has attempted a direct importation, and we hope soon to hear of his
success.
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Apart from any merits or demerits of the
compared with the black bee, the
importation has been of great benefit to ns
in faniiiiarizins thonsands with the habits
of bees through study and experiments that
otliervvise would not have been undertaken
and in stimulating many to seek improved
metiiods of culture. From tliis came our
bee papers which to-day have a large circulation and are mucli quoted by the agricultural press liere and abroad, and we are
now far in advance both in the practice and
science of apiculture of where we would
have been but for this importation; and
from this knowledge we are the better preEared for experiments with other races of
ees, having verified many of the laws of
bee life which will occur to every practical
man without enumerating them.
1 know from experience how little attention is paid to a letter from an individual
to some foreign missionary or consul, and
woukl therefore propose, to command respect and attention, that a committee on correspondence be appointed by this convention to obtain all
possible information
respecting bees that have not yet found a
this
country.
home in
As to Apis Dorsata of Java, Borneo, Ceylon, etc., referred to in a late number of the
Italian as

Journal. An attempt

is being made by
an Italian bee-keeper— Guiseppe Florini, of
Menselici— to obtain it. I tinnk itdesirable
to get all the information we can about this
bee, and as soon as received, send to our
bee journals, and then if thought advisable
endeavor to raise a fund to send for it.
There are among us young men of skill and
education who no doubt would be pleased
to make the voyage, and at small compen-

sation. Owing to the difference in the seasons this would be done during our winter,
and the bees arrive here early in the spring
giving a full season tor propagation and
distribution.

Let each year be characterized by some
command respect from the
public for our Association. Let its efforts,
like its name, be National. Let us not rest
satisfied until we have a thorough knoweffort that will

ledge of the geographical distribution of
honey bees, and by actual test know their
merits and adaptability to different sections
of our country.
I have endeavored to obtain specimens of
Apis Dorsata, but without success. I present for examination some specimens in
alcohol of bees from Mount Lebanon, which
have the general features of the Italian;
also a small bee from Java which I know
nothing about. They are all the results
from considerable correspondence with our
foreign missionaries. I hoped they would
show more interest, but they are hard to

move.

A vote of

thanks was passed to Dr. Family for his address and the exertions he is
putting forth to get other races of bees imported, and all were hopeful that much good
would result from sucli races by crossing,
and infusing new blood, etc.

The following essay by Martin Metcalf
was then read on the
Rearing of Italian Queens.
The careful breeder of Italian queens
need not be told that there are many perplexing difficulties in the way of pure
upon the theory of pure queens

lyreeding
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and pure progeny. That is, that if the
queens be pure, no matter what kind of
drone they may meet, the drone progeny
will be absolutely pure. To say nothing of
the fact that if this were so, it would contradict the rule laid down in propagating
everything else. The experienced breeder
will admit, we think, that an error has
probobly crept into the accepted practice
right here, and our own conclusions are
firmly established, that the same principles
which are universally applied to the development and perfection of a distinct type
of horses, cattle, swine, sheep, or any other
family of the animal kingdom, must be

adopted and rigidly adhered to, if we hope
to make any progress, or even maintain the
chai'acteristics we now possess.

Thus much premised, what rules then
be laid down as a general guide to be

may

followed in propagating Italian queens with
a view to maintain their purity, and if possible to improve upon and perfect them, if
indeed, perfection and a fixed type be attainable. In answering this question it
may be pertinent to inquire as to the rules
demonstrated to be necessary, time out of
mind, in the breeding up of horses, cattle,
etc.

Selecting those individuals of colors,
form, gait^ or general make up, which we
most desire, we mate them, and so continue, each succeeding generation selecting
the individuals bearing in themselves the
most striking and desired qualities, until
we find that nature becomes gradually more
and more fixed in a distinct type or family,
with only here and there an individual
showing the plebean origin of all regal
blood.

The Italian bees are no exception to this
and are not absolutely pure and of a
distinct and fixed type, even in their native
habitat, seem sufficiently proven by the admitted fact that no imported queen has yet
been seen whose royal progeny has been
constant in color, form, or other characteristics of the parent.
"Hypothetical, and running after moonshine," as interested importers and nonprogressive bigotry and egotism may term
it, we have for ourselves fairly demonstrated, that, in the race of Italian bees perfection has not yet been reached, and it we
hope to attain it, or even maintain the imported sta)idard, of the three yellow bands
of workers, we must forever abandon the
bogus drone theory of the books, and readopt the more sensible system, ruling in
everything else under the sun, viz., that
"like produces like," or the good old orthodox doctrine of "every seed after its kind."
rule,

"Progress backwards" seems to be the
motto of some, and even one of the most extensive importers of Italian bees writes
that the "color of the drones he will not
warrant at all, so much depending upon circumstances," and that "an occasional black
bee emerging from the brood combs is no
proof of the queens' impurity," etc.
I will here answer, and— in Yankee style
of giving reply— would like to propound
the following query to my friends, viz.:—
Suppose that in the order of time your good
housewife should present you with a black
daughter, or "leather-colored" scion, for
royal hearth and heir to its estates, would
you not consider either horn of such an
imaginary dilemma a rattier curious "cir-

cumstance?"
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Keep the colored gentry away then as
the only safe rule where your young queens
are " courting " around promiscuously, for
they are all "'free lovers" and liable to mate
with royalty or the common herd.
And now shall we do this, is the question? Like all others,it is more easily asked
than answered.

One prolific source of black or mixed
drones is from worker-laying, viz., worker
bees laying eggs, as they will often do when
destitute of a queen, especially when drones
are not plenty, see that not one black or
hybrid bee is anywhere about the apiary;
for where they are, indifferently colored
drones will appear. See to it also, that the
drones are bred from the queens that give
the best progeny, so far as possible. And
the rule is that the yellowish queens give
the best drones— the exceptions being few
indeed— and the best queens when properly
mated. When detected producing darklycolored drones or workers, or workers of
the form of blacks, pinch tlieir heads off.
They won't trouble any more.
So far as my experience goes, the bees of
a hive showing the lightest colored queens,
drones and workers, are more industrious,
give greater profits, both in swarms and
honey, and are more easily handled than
are the black or hybrid stocks. Not but
what I can find swarms of light colored
workers that will sting one's hat off, and
whose drones often so intrench upon the
stores of tlie workers that scarcely anything
is left for the bee-keeper, but let no one lay
this state of things to the Italians. The
fault is with the bee-keeper, who ought to
know better than to keep that kind of a
c^ueen. If the trouble be found on inspection, in drone laying by worker bees, place
in a hive with glass sides separately each
frame, keeping watch; let an assistant carefully and slowly raise out the frame within
reach whilst you keep an eye on the culprit.
When caught in the act pinch as before, until that game is stopped.
In this way I
have killed 27 in a nucleus of 1,000 bees. If
the queen has been only partially fecundated, as sometimes happens, pinch again, and
also when becoming defunct wath age, and
immediately introduce a vigorous one in a
cage— liberating her after 12 or 2i hours.
Never leave a stock queenless an hour or
more before introducing a stranger queen;
for if you do, it is at the risk of her life, or 8
to 12 days ot her valuable, time.

—

L. C. Root. It is well known that the
crossing and changing of stock is practiced
with good effect. I prefer Italians for extracted honey, but for box honey, the blacks.
1 want both in my yard. If I had no Italians I would give .$100 for an Italian queen
if I could not get her less.
C. R. Isliam.— How can one get pure
queens with both kinds in his yard?
E. D. Clark remarked that he had 300 colonies, but not one Italian. He was very
successful with blacks, and would like to
know which race of bees gathered the honey
that took the medal?
N. N. Betsinger.—It was gathered by the
blacks.
A. J. King—The probosis of the Italians
being longer than the black's they get more
honey from the bloom.

N. N. Betsinger— I have kept both side by
The
side for years and know their merits.
blacks are stronger in the spring, but during
harvest Italians are far superior for honey.

Mr. Betsinger then addressed the Convention as follows on

Preparing Brood Combs for Winter.

Mr. President :— The question being,
"Is it necessary to extract honey from the
central brood combs for successful wintering,"— I will answer emphatically. No. The
fullest combs should occupy the center.
Having had vast experience in wintering on
summer stands, I think I can describe the
position which the honey should occupy in
the brood chamber:
1. By exchanging the partly filled combs
generally found in the brood nest, with
those at the outside, we not only get the
honey where it is most needed, but we get
the well ripened honey where it is accessible during the long cold spells in early winter, which is very essential in order to retain
the healthful condition of the colony. Some
may say it is contrary to nature to thus exchange the combs. Let us see. When the
honey harvest is over, where do they commence to use the first honey? From the extremities of the hive. After frost no more
honey is found, and brood rearing ceases;
they then lie in a half torpid condition, and
while they are in this state it is absolutely
necessary for them to consume the very best
of honey, and while the colony is in this
condition they can endure the long confinement which generally takes place the first
two months of winter, with still no signs of
dysentery.
2. By having all full and well sealed combs
in the center, (combs should be not less than
one half inch apart) we have a body that
when once heated will not be affected by
the sudden changes for which New York
State is noted. To illustrate the influence
that heat has upon a mass of sealed honey,
I will give a brief description of my honey
house. The south side is nearly all constructed of glass, with a tin roof, and when
the sun shines it so heats up the interior
that when 1 have several tons of honey
stored there the thermometer varies but
little during the night, thus curing the
honey perfectly and preventing leakage—
thus being, with other slight improvements,
in the best condition for all mercantile pur-

poses.
3. The bees while thus clustering upon
their solid stores, will begin to consume
their honey from the central portion of the
hive, and by the first of January will desire
to re-establish brood rearing; and while the
bees are thus employed, feeding the brood,

which I call dysentery. If
the center of the hive well
filled with honey, so as to prevent the raising of much brood until the middle of April,
perfect health will result, with no spring
dwindling.
Therefore, extracting is not only unnecessary, but injurious to the colony. Out of
the number 1 endeavored to winter the past
season, those that were fullest of sealed
stores were the only ones that survived. On
page 230 Bee-Keepers Magazine, F. Benton
advises extracting from the central combs
to give the bees empty cells on which to
cluster.
This is very objectionable, because it encourages the queen to lay, and
the remaining honey is thrown from its
natural position, thus leaving it in a transparent state, both being very injurious to
the colony.
begins the

evil,

we can keep
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A. J. King. In my opinion, one prominent cause of disease and loss of bees in
winter is the fact tliat tliey are frequently
put into winter quarters supplied almost entirely with honey gathered in autumn, such
as buckwheat, aster, etc.
Now, nearly all
of these fall blossoms secrete nectar containing acids and other substances detrimental to the health of the bees, and I
would recommend that in June and July
the bee-master I'emove frames of lioney
from the hive and keep them to replace
those filled in the fall, so that the bees may
have summer honey to winter on.
This fall honey will be found veiy useful
in building up stocks in spring, and nothing will be lost by this exchange method.
Ratiier than use this late tall honey to winter on, I advise the feeding of sugar syrup
made by uniting by measure two parts of
best coffee sugar to one part of pure soft
water, and boiling for five minutes to destroy the grain, and adding a small quantity
of salicylic acid in the manner already fully
described in the Bee-Keepers Mayazine

and

American Bee Journal.

I

have

kept bees somewhat largely for a number of
years. I at first wintered in a double walled
brick building with dead air space between
walls. They uniformly ivintered well, but
as uniformly suffered terribly by spring
dwindling. The temperature of the building averaged about 40° above zero.
The
latter part of February they would commence to breed, and by the time they were
set out they had a good supply of brood in
all stages; the difference in tlie temperature
no doubt chilled the brood and generated
disease which would soon exterminate
them. For some years past I winter on the
summer stand, leaving the lower part of
the combs in the central frames empty for
the bees to cluster in, but leave plenty of
sealed honey above them;' the warm air
ascending from the swarm keeps this honey
small }4 mch strips of
top and crosswise of the frames,
over which I spread a piece of thick quilt,
allowing the ends to lap over on each side
and extend down to the bottom-board; over
the quilt 1 place 3 or 4 incher in depth of
absorbing material.
The bees thus protected can pass from frame to frame over
the top-bars and remain in warm air all the
time.
I keep them packed until warm
weather. If the frames are full of honey
I extract the lower half of the three center
frames. Thus prepared, I seldom lose a

warm.

1 place three

wood on

let us all
for our
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now for a while lay aside prejudice
own ways and consider calmly

whether there

is not something better.
I cannot claim for what 1 have to offper-ter
fection, but, I believe, it is the besownre
known ; not originality, for, as far as I on

learn,

it is

the system practised with

men

more

al

less modiflcation, of course, by
who ae,
accustomed to take by far the largest quant ties of honey, of which I have heard. I sharl

attempt only to select and combine what hall
been published in parts repeatedly, but stils
needs to be repeated. Finally 1 cannot say
that the system just as I shall present it, is
one which I have tested in every particular.
In 'he main I have practised what I recommend, but of some things I have but lately
been convinced, from the testimony of others
or from unsatisfactory results of opposite
courses.
First then let us begin
gins, when all nature is

and the bees

when the season

be-

waking into new life
nap are able to

after tlieir long

get out to take a sunning pretty frequently.
Now is the time to make the good beginning
which will ensure success if the year be Javorable.

We will now open our hives at noon of a
warm day and thoroughly clean them from

the accumulations of winter. We will
next introduce a good feeder— made .by cutting out 2 or 3 in. of the comb of a frame, and
nailing in its place a little trough about as
wide as the comb, underneath the top bar.
This feeder is to be the outside comb of the
hive and to be tilled through an auger hole in
the top bar; it is the only thing I have tried
that is a success for early spring feeding. At
this time all comb that ihe bees will not
thoroughly cover is to be taken out of the
hive and division boards fitting tightly are to
be hung close to the remaining frames. The
whole we will now cover snugly, first with a
muslin sheet with a hole through it just
above the hole in the feeder and then over all
a couple thicknesses of woolen blanket which
is allowed to hang down by the sides of the
brood nest.
Now we will stimulate the bees by feeding
them daily a little sweetened water in the
feeder and some unbolted rye meal placed
out of the reach of storms. Provide the bees
also water outside the hive, in inverted bottles, ifyoaare not near a stream.
Keep the
entrance contracted so that the bees may retain all the heat possible and the queen will
begin to lay Immediately, if she has not
before, and will lay much more rapidly than
in a large uncontracted hive, however strong
a colony may have been left in it the previous
fall.
In this latitude the time would gener
ally be about the middle of March. In 15 days
(Aprinst)you may open your hive and And
the inner combs pretty well filled with brood.
Spread the combs apart and put an empty
comb in the middle. In five days (April 5th
you may repeat the operation and in five
days more (April 10th) as the first bees will
begin to hatch, and the weather is warm, you
may put in two. If you started with four
frames you now have eight, and in five days
more (April 15th) all will be filled with brood
which will be hatching rapidly.
April 15. In five days cherries will blossom
and the first honey harvest begins. Your
hives are now strong with young bees, and
daily growing stronger, and the first hatched
are old enough to begin work outside. Put in
more empty comb till your hive is filled. In
3 or 4 days every empty cell is filled with
honey, if the weather is fine. Now if the bees
are left alone they will cap this honey, and
after a time make preparation, then swarm
and probably go to the woods. Just before
they get this honey capped, we must open the
hives, set every comb into the extractor and
throw out the honey, and return them
empty. They will fill them again in 3 or 4
days. Cherry blossoms last but a few days,
but apples and pears will be coming on, and
unless the weather is unfavorable, it will not
all

)

stock.

;

H. Nellis.— It depends largely on the
heat in the hive. If bees are comfortably
warm they will get the honey if it is moderJ.

ately accessible.
J. H. Hasbrouck then delivered the
lowing address on

fol-

Manageinent of the Apiary.
paper by saying that I
propose to collate in it wiiat Is considered by
some of the mo8t enterprising bee-keepers as
the latest and best system of management, as
I understand it. If I do not correctly understand, or if there is a "better way" not generally circulated, this is a most excellent opp'>rtunity to have wrongs righted, or to publish
and discuss what has been newly discovered.
I do not suppose that I will be able to offer
I will preface this

a system upon whicli we shall all agree.
Some are undoubtedly attached to plans they
have long used and are not yet pre^jared to
assent to

what others consider

progress.

But
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hurt them to be robbed entirely.

If

a storm

comes up we must feed a little back. Next
the Norway maple blooms; if we have none
we should make arrangements to have them
at once, and there is 2 weeks of the best houey
harvest of the year from it.

From these sources we ought to be able to
extract at least 2U fbs. three times from each
hive, and much more can be done if all things
are favorable. By emptying the honey every
few days we will give the queen an advantage
and the hive will all the time be growing
stronger.
In this connection we must digress to say
that as early in the season as we are able to
get the queens, we must re-queen all our
stocks. We will find great advantage in this,
1st, because when driven under high pressure
no queen will be as lertile the second year as
necessary, and, it will prevent constantly
renewed crops of drones which will stick by
us by this system till the last minute of the
season, but with young queens will disappear
quickly and no more will be produced. 3rd,
although some have found that re-queening
did hot prevent the swarming fever, yet I believe it has a powerful tendency that way. if
we can buy tliese queens and all others that
we need through the year at SI or even $1.50
apiece, we belter do it. Nobody in a good
honey region can attbrd to raise queens at
that price by ordinary process.
Fifteen years ago some one made the discovery that the fertilization of the queen
could be confined to one of 3 or 4 selected
drones, and the method has been _tested and
practised unilbrmly with various' modifications by some who have been ambitious of
having fine stock. With the fogy method
still persisted in by some, we can never exEect anything but degeneracy in an.v races of
ees we may secure. How long would it take
the finest and most valuable breed of fowls to
degenerate Into the scrubbiest dunghills if
turned loose to mix indiscriminately? No
other animals cultivated are allowed to mate
with such an entire contempt for consequences as are bees, while there is no more
necessity for this looseness than with anyother animal. I believe that there are possibilities of improvement to the intelligent
queen breeder which we now have but little
.conception, and that he who will not through
prejudice or cannot through ignorance observe the same principles of selection with
his queens as are practised with other stock
will soon find his •'occupation gone."
But to return from this digression. The
harvest from the fruit trees and the Norway
maple is beginning to fail. We now have our
colonies strong and furnished with young
will now let the bees fill up their
queens.
hives with honey and cap it over to keep. By
the time they have done this the first honey
drouth will have commenced There will be
only scattered llowers of various kinds in the
fields, and even if iliey secrete honey the bees
will not work on them to any extent, lor it is
their nature to require large fields of flowers
ot the same kind. This drouth will be but
short, probably about the la>l week in May or
the first in June in this region. We have

We

very much more honey than we would have
secured if we had attempted to have the bees

store it as they gathered it, in surplus boxes
of any kind. They would have hesltateu till
the harvest was nearly past to begin in such
boxes, if they had commenced at all, and
then worked leisurely in building comb and
filling it, but would have been hindering the
queen all the time, by filling cells with honey
that ought to be filled with brood. Our hives

would not have been more than half as strong
as they are now, and besides we have kept
this great number of bees driven all the time
with the greatest anxiety to fill their hive, in
which they have not succeeded but at the
very

last,

and consequently

ttiey

have been

excited to the greatest exertion, and have all
the time done their "level best." No time has
been lost in building comb, and no bee has

been kept inside the hive for that purpose
when it .should have been in the field.
There can be no question but that a hive of
bees will gather from 3 to 5 times as much
honey, according to the season and the rapidity of the yield, thus,

when

the extractor

is

used freely as they would if put into surplus
boxes. This honey has been standing open in
jars or barrels, protected from dirt and insects
of all kind. It is not in very good shape for
market. It isn't so nice to take nor will it
bring so good a price as comb honey. We
have quantities of bees and they are idle; let
us set them to work by feeding back thin
honey and make them put it inlo surplus
boxes or frames. For this purpose let us take
out the combs on both sides till we come to
the brood nest, and extract the lioney from
them and hang them away in a tight box
where we will be able to fumigate them occasionally with sulphur. Inio the place of
these combs removed we will put the surplus
arrangement, and some large feeders into
which we will pour our honey as fast as they
will take it.
Now they are excited again, and won't
hesitate to begin in boxes, but will work as if
their lives

depended upon

it,

building comb,

packing away the honey and capping

We mu&t be on

it

over.

the watch and take it away as
fast as they get through with it, and give
them more empty room. They'll be too busy
to think of swarming, and they will give us
no trouble in that way.
One objects that it will take too much of
this honey to feed the brood. It will be sufficent answer to this objection, that it is an
axiom that it will always pay to feed all the
brood you can ever get started— the more the
better. 8ome might think that if bees are
fed thus rapidly they would store the honey
in the cells in the middle of the brood nest as
fast as the brood hatched, and thus weaken
the colony. This is not my experience. If
we give them room enough on the side of the
brood nest to build new comb they will store
the houey there while the interior of the hive
will be left to the queen who will be stimulated all the time and hence laj' more eggs
than she would it no honey were coming in.
By the time our honey is all in boxes, the
summer harvest is upon us.
Let us proceed as before— extract every 3
days or oftener— till the harvest .shows signs
of failing. Then let the bees fill up again to
keep. This will jbring us, in this region, to
about the middle of Jul.v. Now there will be
a long drouth, during which we can work our
bees agiiin to good advantage, putting their
extracted honey into combs lor market. They
will probably have it all finished before any
If they have any time
fall harvest comes on.
to spare, we can

employ them most profitably
by giving them comb foundation to chew out,

to make as many addition il combs as possible for use next spring. We will soon come
to estimate our increase, not so much by the
new stocks we make as by the number of new
combs we have emptied and ready lor building up our stocks in the spring. While they
are chewing out the combs we must feed
them a little sweetened water to keep the
queen laying, so that she will fill the new
combs with brood as fast as made, and that
will be very rapidly— one about every 3 days—
as sutticient material is furni.>hed them in the
loundation to lengthen out the cells. If we
want any increase of stocks, now is a good
time to make tliem. Let us take out two
combs from each of 4 hives, and put empty
foundation in their place. Set the 8 frames
removed covered with the bees Into a new
hive, close it and immediately release at the
entrance, a laying queen obtained in time to
be ready. While they are all confused they
will not fight each other nor disturb the
queen. You will never lose a queen this way.
If we get more frames than we can use in our
hives, we can take out some of the outside
ones, which will contain no brood, extract
their honey and hang away till next spring.

A
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After increasing our stocks In tiiis way 35
per cent., and having tliem all strong, the fall
harvest will probably have commenced, or
before this if we are in the vicinity of buckwheat fields. This harvest is to be gathered
the same as the preceding one, and stored in
boxes, if we can accomplish this before it is
too late.
Now their labors are abont over, and it is
time to think of fixing them for winter. If
we wish further increase we will order more
queens, to the extent of the number we can
furnish with 8 frames in the following spring.
As soon as the queens come we may divide
and equalize our hives, and then some warm
day about the middle of Oct. we must take
out all the combs, put then into the extractor
and throw out all the uncapped honey gathered from late flowers, and if any comb is filled
more than ':jof the distance from the top-bar,
uncap to that height and extract. Now close
them up again till some cool day in Nov.
Then the bees will be clustered on a few of
the middle combs with several combs on tlie
sides without bees. These combs should be
taken out, and tight division-boards moved
up closely to each side of the reinainder. A
muslin sheet should be put over them, and
over this two thicknesses of woolen blanket,
long enough to hang down by each side.
I have practised this method of wintering
for 4 years past, putting up last year 50 stocks,
and have corresponded extensively with parties in different localities who have practised
it, and have heard of but 1 colony that died—
lost from insufficent honey. The conditions
necessary to successful wintering seem to me
to be: 1.— Young bees from colonies kept at
work, and consequently breeding as late as

J

possible. 3.— No uncapped honey and at least
3.—
tj; of the bottom of each comb empty.
liive contracted to the cluster, so that the bees
are not obliged to keep warm a large unoccupied space. 4.— Woolen cloth above.
Thus having wrapped up our bees, we will
have time to weigh our lioney and get it to
market, if not done before; to get our money

and prepare

for the

next campaign.

After the answering of a few questions on
some of the details of this paper, a vote of
thanks was passed to Mr. ^asbrouck for

M. Locke then delivered the following address on
Introducing Queens.
Mr. President: —This subject has been thoroughly investigated and much said pro and con
upon "it, and yet many seem to call for a more
Silas

speedy, thorough and effective method than that
generally used. It is essential when introducing
many queens, that it be done quickly, and at the
.same time be effective. Time is money, and very
valuable generally, when we are introducing
queens. It is generally admitted that the bees
recognize their queen bj' scent. Now if we can
scent the bees and queens to be introduced alike.
and also compel the bees to become incensible to
the loss of their own queen, we have gained the
object desired. My method is as follows First get
the old queen. In order to do this I compel tlie
bees to fill themselves with honey, that I may
:

handle them more safely and

to

make them

better

natured, for the beneific of the queen to be introduced. I do this by blowing a little rag or punk
smoke in at the entrance, rapping the hive for a

few moments to thoroughly frighten them, and
then I give them five or ten minutes to fill themselves with honey Now, if the frames remove
easily, I find the queen by taking them out and
examining them, after smoking the bees a little
with tobacco

queen

out.

the hive at the same time for the purpose of driving the bees up into the cap. After the larger portion of the bees are in the cap, take it oft' and
drive down the bees in the hive with rag or punk
smoke; smoke the bees in the cap with tobacco.
Now it you have not got the queen, put the
bees in a box prepared for the purpose, being well
ventilated with holes covered with wire cloth,
ana repeat the operation of drumming until you
have secured the queen. After you have Her
Majesty, smoke the queenless bees thoroughly
with tobacco. You will know how much tobacco
smoke to use be careful not to produce nausea or
the bees will besmear themselves. Let the queen
to be Introduced loose with the queenle.ss bees
after smoking her a little with tobacco.
Then
shake them up until the queen is in the center of
the mass. Leave her long enough to become thoroughly scented, and then smoke the bees remaining in the hive with tobacco; the object being to equalize the scent. Then replace the queen
and bees, and the operation is complete.
This is a .short method, taking only abont 20
minutes, and I am confident ot its success. With
it there is no waiting and loss of 24 to 48 hours in
the busy season. This is the H. Alley's method.
1 have so introduced several safely, without loss.
:

Patents.
C. R.

Isham.— Are patents upon hives and im-

plements

for the apiary detrimental to progre.ss

and improvements in bee culture?
A. J. King.— Many no doubt have been htimbugged by worthless patent bee-hives as well as in
other patented articles, as churns, washing machines, etc.. yet, on the whole, they have been a
blessing, and I believe that the present high standard of bee culture in this coimtry is largely due to
the fact that the pioneers in the business were protected in the use and sale of their improvements
by law. I fail to see why a bee-keeper should not
be thus protected as well as inventors ot any other
appliances yet nearly all the essential features of
the 600 patents on bee-hives may be embraced in
a half-dozen hives, and these are now mostly public property.
All that a purchaser need tOascertain, in order to avoid being humbugged, is first,
the genuineness of the patent; second, the specific
points covered; and in nine times out of ten he
will have no desire to use the patented points.
C. R. Isham.— Was Mr. Langstroth the inventor
of the movable frame hive?
A. J. King. In regard to this patent I am very
sorry to be called on to say anything, because it
awakens unpleasant feelings in regard to past
transactions, and it is only in the cause of truth
;

—

his essay.

cases I find
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to quiet

them.

more effectual
The drumming

it

to

In the majority of
drum the bees and

process

is

as follows:

After the bees have filled themselves with honey,
remove the honey board and replace the cap, or
with a box hive, turn it up side down and place a
box to fit as a cap on it. Then blow rag or punk
smoke in at the entrance, drumming sharply on

I make the following statements:
Although Mr. Langstroth may be an inventor
of a modification of the movable frame principle
in bee-hives, yet he is not the original and first
inventor of any essential feature in what is known
as the standard Langstroth hive. My brother, H.
A. King, having been prosectited by the principal
owner of said patent for an alleged infringement,
spent about two years time, and S5,000 in accumulating evidence, the result of which proved that
this patent was ante-dated in all its essential
claims by several both in Europe and America.
The evidence of this in the shape of old beehives, old books, European patents, the affidavits
of prominent and respectable parties, all verified
in the manner provided by law, are now on file in
the office of A. F. Perry, Cincinnati, O.
As an extensive introducer of movable frames
in bee-hives and a disseminator of useful knowledge in bee-culture, and as (I believe) a conscientious man, I admire and love Mr. Langstroth,
and I think we shall all of us feel a profound
gratitude to him, Mr. Quinby. and other pioneers
in our chosen pursuit; and if anything I have
said has wounded the feelings of any one present
I hope the impression may be as writing on the
sandy beach, where the first inflowing wave will

that

wash

it

away.

being time to adjourn, the following
resolution was passed unanimously
Resolved, that we tender our earnest
thanks to Messrs. Thurber & Co. for their
kindness in so thoroughly promoting the
It

:
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interests of this Association; to Mr. W. M.
Hoge for his energy and exertions in securing a good display at tlie American Institute
Fair and to the venerable Peter Cooper for
the free use of the Hall in which we held

our meetings.
In accordance with an understanding A.
King took the stand and producing a nice
gold-headed cane, read thereon the following inscription: "Presented to Wm. J.
Andrews by the National B. K. Association,
Oct. 18, 1877." Mr. King remarked that it
was a pleasure him to thus publicly acknowledge the appreciation of the services Mr.
Andrews had rendered the Association during the past year as its president, and the
interest he had taken in its prosperity and
usefulness. In presenting it to him in behalf of the Association, he would only ask
that it may be received as a small token of
their respect and esteem.
Mr. Andrews was surprised to receive this
honor, and responded by saying that he
should ever cherish it as one of the most
valuable things in his possession.
On motion the Convention adjourned to
meet again on the second Tuesday of OctoJ.

J.

ber, 1878.

Thos. G.

Newman,

Removal. —In

order to get more
constantly - increasing
museum of implements for the apiary,
we have removed our office to No. 974
AVest Madison St., where we have two
floors 20x60 feet each.
The Madison
street cars (going west) pass our door,
making it very convenient for those
visiting the city to call on us. Below
is a map of the city showing the different R. R. depots, which will assist any

room

one to find our

new

office.

MAP OF CHICAGO,
Showiag the locatinn of the

office of

the

American Bee Journal.

EAST, -THE LAKK FEONT.

H. Nellis, Pres.

the Continent. Last season this firm
opened negotiations with European
correspondents for the exportation of
honey, as our honey market was dull,
and low prices prevailed; the idea
proved to be a good one, and before the
season closed they had shipped and
sold 300,000 lbs., principally to ports in

Great Britain, but also to Bordeaux,
Hamburg, and Stockeron (in Austria).
The demand from Europe this season,
which is now beginning, promises a
large increase on that amount.

1^ We

have issued a large special
edition of the Journal containing tlie
Report of tlie Kational Convention,
award of the Gold Medal, and an illustrated catalogue of the display of
Honey and Implements for the Apiary,
which producers will do well to scatter
among consumers. Such will do considerable to awaken an interest among
them and at the same time serve to
hope
create a demand for honey.
all will feel interested in scattering
them. Price 20 cents each.

We
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O. Perrine, Esq., has returned

from Europe. He traveled in England,
France, Germany, and Italy, and saw

bee-masters there. He has purchased 200 queens and had them sent
on to New Orleans, where he returned
on the 27th ult. He brought with him
16 queens, 8 of them died eu route. He
reports having had an enjoyable trip.
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Letters having been sent to our old
address will easily find us.

i^We

give up the entire space of
to the National Convention, having sacrificed to it all our departments and a considerable number
of essays, letters, answers to questions,
etc., that are now in type awaiting our
this

many

our

Sec'y.

1^ Mr. W. M. Hoge, manager of the
honey department of Messrs. H. K. &
r. B. Thnrber & Co., starts for Europe
some time during this month to look
after their extensive honey interests on

1^ C.

for

Journal

This must be our apology
including some who were promised a hearing in this issue.
next issue.
to

cfW,

©It^ g^mer^Hitg^^ j0iipal
DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO BEE CULTURE.
Vol. XIII.

Chicago, Illinois, December, 1877.

Editor's

Friend

laWc.

1^

An error was made on page 367
of last issue. Mr. Betsinger claims to
be the first inventor of a sectional box

— not hive.
i^On

JSTov. 16th, Messrs. Thurber
sold 100 barrels of honey and sent it to
Bremen, containing 4,168 gallons net.
It was sold for $4,042.96.

1^ Friend Chapman

reports that he
an increased demand for extractors. As soon as the " scare " about
imimre honey is over, extractors will be
in lively demand, and at much better
finds

prices.

1^ We are

assured that not 1,000

strictly white

created.

1^ Friend

W

us your orders for the whole.

1^ Friend Muth, of Cincinnati, says
"Extracted honey is getting into better
demand every day. We have never
sold as much before, as we have this
season."

i^A

woodpecker bored a hole in the
spire of a church in Jackson, Miss.,
last spring, and made its nest within
it.

In the summer, however, a swarm

of bees flew to the spire, drove out the
woodpecker, and have since filled the
interior with honey. And now man,

the sovereign dispoiler, has discovered
the hoard, and resolved to exhibit the

with

its

novel contents, at the

State Fair.

1^" We have printed the "Address to
the Public," adopted by the late National Convention, and sent a copy of
to local papers all over the country,

asking them to insert

Sonne, of Sigel,

111.,

has

a small model of his hive, and it
added to our museum for the inspection of visitors. We have also added
to our museum the crate used by Capt.
Hetherington; the boxes used by G. M.
Doolittle, and the Centennial hive
made by Dr. Worrall.
is

1^ We

have received a small box of
and some teasel heads as
they are cut for the market, from
teasel seed

G.

M.

Doolittle.

re-

it

made

friend

Andrews has been

In selecting your list of Periodicals for next year, look over our clubbing list. It will save money to send

spire,
lbs.

comb honey can be

found in the whole city of ISTew York.
We must next year get more light
comb honey, and try to supply the de-

mand now

J.

elected to the office of Alderman at
Columbia, Tenn., by a handsome vote.

i^Eubber companies use a large
:amount of beeswax, in giving polish to
hard rubber.

of

W.

No. 12.

The plant

grows about 4 feet high, and has from
6 to 12 heads on each plant. It takes 2
years to perfect the plant.
Friend
Doolittle remarks that there are none
nearer to his apiary than 11 miles.

it.

If our friends

on the editors of their local
papers, and request its publication
will call

they will be helping the cause along.
If the copy has been mislaid or lost,
send us a postal card, and we will send
another.

1^ Centennial awards are confusing.
Several of our correspondents wish to
know how it is that two awards of
diplomas were given to extractors, etc.
This is the secret of the whole affair:
Each article on exhibition received a
diploma or medal of some kind. There
were no second awards— all were first
awards. Ko one receiving any special
honor over a competitor. This is the
milk of the cocoa-nut.
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Bibulous Bees.

The Los Angeles (Cal.) Herald has the
following remarks concerning the peculiar
habits of bees in that State. It says:
" An immense honey production has
grown up in Los Angeles and San Diego

counties in the past 2 or 3 years. Every
canon and coigne of vantage, in both counCol. Chalmers Scott
ties, has its bee farm.
informs us that the bees in San Diego county liave developed a great fondness for
orange blossoms and grapes. It was the
fashion, formerly, to make 4,000 or .5,000 gallons of wine at Guajome every year, but
since the bees have made their appearance
the vineyard at that point has failed to
yield. Tiie grape forms as of yore, but the
juice is sucked out by the bees, thus anticipating the wine press. They dip into the

orange blossoms

also,

and

tiie

consequence

A

great porthat the fruit is dwarfed.
tion of the feed of bees in Southern California is the blossom of the white sage. It
is

makes a white and agreeable honey. But
when sheep have once pastured among the
white sage the bees will have nothing more
to

do with

it.

where." When we were down theretwo years ago, we thought Arkansas a.
good State for honey raising, and it
seems we were not mistaken.

1^ The
" Mrs.

it was ten minutes before they"
succeeded in getting into the house
and free from the swarm. In less than
an hour their faces were swollen out of
all recognition, and Mrs. Smith had

If some of the bee kings of California,
preferably those of Los Angeles and San
Diego counties, will state the facts, from
their observation, they will confer a favor

become

The

truth

is

Pkizes.— Dr. Elirick Parmly, of New
York, wishes us to announce the following
prizes (money or medal of equal value) viz.:
^25 for the best essay on Fertilization in
Conliiiement.
$10 for the best essay on Rearing Queens
and Re-Queening an Apiary.
These essays are to be read at the next
meeting of th'e National Bee-Keepers' Association to be held in New York on Oct. 8,
1878. .Judges to be appointed by the Asso-

Ehkick Parmly.

ciation.

l^The

Little

Rock Daily

Gazette

contains a report of the Arkansas State
and from it we clip the following,
concerning honey raising in that State:
Fair,

''Dr. Hipolite, of DeVall's Blnff, exa very fine article of honey.
The Doctor is a bee-raiser of experience, and he has proved to a demon-

hibited

stration that as good honey can be
raised in Arkansas as anywhere else."

Friend Hipolite obtained the highest

premium for extracted and comb
honey. The latter was in 2-ft). section
boxes. One of the judges (a practical
apiarist) remarked that it was "the
finest

honey he had ever seen any-

living 8 miles^

•and crazed with pain, they started to
run, but they Avere blinded by the bees,

and

readers.

Henry Smith,

from this city, went into the yard accompanied by her little daughter, a
child 7 years of age, to get some honey.
The box containing the hive is an ordinary patent arrangement with drawIn slipping one of them out Mrs.
ers.
Smith Avas stung by a bee. The shock
and pain caused her to jerk her hand
back quickly, and her elbow striking
another box, knocking it over, causing
it to burst open.
In an instant she and
the child were literally covered with a
swarm of insects, which stung them on
the face, neck and arms, and indeed
nearly all over the body. Frightened

"It is quite likely that, at the next session
of the Legislature, there will be an effort
both upon the part of the bee men and the
sheep men to obtain some legislation from
their respective standpoints."

upon our Eastern
what we want.

Sedalia (Mo.) Democrat says:

insensible from her injuries."

Had

Mrs. Smith had a good smoker
she would not have suffered thus. Ko
one should go among bees without the
means of subduing them close at hand,
to be used in case of necessity.

Report of the

CoNVENTioisr.

—It is

gratifying to know that our getting out
a " Special Edition " of the Journal
containing the official report of the
proceedings of the National Convention, is so generally appreciated.
have had scores of complimentary letters approving our prompt publication

We

of such a full report.

In 1872, 150 were voted to the Secretary for the labor of getting up -a report of the National Convention. In
the present instance we have produced
it, printed in a special edition, without
a cent's expense to the Association.
As we offer to send 10 copies for
$1.00 (see page 418 of this issue) to
those who will distribute tliem, we
hope those who can alTord it will take
this opportunity of spreading the information it contains to all the small
Such
bee-keepers in their vicinity.
often injure markets through not being
posted.
In this way apiarists will
beneht themselves as well as aid the
cause in general..

—
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l^The British Bee Journal in its
issue for ISTov. states that some of the
"spurious Yankee stuff" called "genuine American honey" had been imported into Britain. It says it was " found
in fancy bottles, a slice of comb being
in the centre" snrroiuided with a mixture containing 57 per cent, of glucose
to 43 per cent, of honey. xV shopkeeper
in Glasgow, Scotland, on Sept. 27th,
was arrested and lined £2 for offering
Englishmen compare to
great advantage with Americans in
this particular, that there food inspectors are continually watching every-

it for sale.

thing sold as genuine, and promptly
•discover adulteration, getting it suitably punished. Bro. Abbott is quite
right, in remarking: " Tliis is almost
as rascally a business as was that in
which wooden nutmegs figured some
years since." Such "vile stuff" was
for years the heme of bee-keepers in
this country, till driven from our mar-

—

kets by public contempt consumers
•demanding " honey in the comb," in
boxes or sectional frames, as a safeguard against villainous adulteration.
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Michigan B K. Association.
The eleventli anmra! session of this Association will he held in the city of Adrian,
Mich., ou Wednesday and Thursday, Dec.
19 and 20, 1877. The first session will convene at 2 o'clock p. m. on Wednesday.
Notices of the place of meeting will be
put up in the post-oftice, so tliat those
from abroad can easily ascertain tlie location of the convention.
Adrian is located on tlie main line of the
Lake Shore, and Michigan Southern R. K.—
one of the best equipped of the great trunk
lines— and is therefore easily accessible
from all parts of tiie country.
regret our inability to give the full
programme at this date; but can assure all
who are interested in improved bee-culture,
that it will be one of the most attractive
ever issued by our Association.
may
mention that several new and very valuable
implements, designed to increase the production of honey and enhance its market
value and ready sale, will, for the first time,
be on exhibition. They are the result of
patient labor and careful experiment of two
of our most practical and experienced members, and are, as we think, destined to revolutionize the bee-culture of to-day.
The editor of the American Bee Jour-

We

We

nal
In reference to that "Eoyal Funeral"
item in the October number, W. E.
Hamilton remarks;
"Mr. H's fancy has transformed a

is expected to be present and take
part in the discussions. Come one, come
and
all,
let us make this session a splendid
success.
Herbert A. Burch, Sec.
A. J. Cook, Pres.

common

occuri'ence into a fuiiert>i scene. Let any one
kill a queen and leave her body within a few
yards of the hive, and in a few hours they may
see it surrounded by worliers, clinging to it
tenaciously."

True, workers do sometimes exhibit
considerable devotion to their queen
but that a "funeral procession" is
"formed at the hive" and that it "moves
in a solid line," etc., is too much exaggerated to be truthful.
If a queen be lost, the bees will go in
•search for her, and when discovered,
the tinders will call the rest of the
colony. If they hear it, they will go in
a body, as that is their usual way of
moving.
If she is dead, they will
-quickly return to the liive. From this
circumstance, Mr. H. evidently manufactured his "royal funeral" story.

^^ Thurber & Co. are putting up
candied honey in jars for export. Each
jar is labeled with tlie following:
"$1,000 in gold coin will be paid if the
honey contained in this jar is found to
Tae impure, or in any manner adulterated." That has the "ring" of true
metal about it
Adulteration should
be everywhere frowned down.
!

im' Friend Abbott, editor of the
Bee Journal, states that C. O.
Perrine "did not visit Egypt or Cyprus
Island" on his late tour, and that he
bought his varieties of queens of Sartori, of Milan, Italy.
letter from
Mr. P. while in London, stated that he
intended to go to both of these places
and procure several varities of queens
to bring home; hence our mention of
it in the A. B. J. for October.
We are
sorry this fjriginal intention was not
carried out, and surmise that some important business at home must have
disarranged his original plans—for on
no other supposition can we explain his
not calling on Bro. Abbott as agreed
on his retui'n to England, as we announced. His " sudden" departure for
British

A

home is the more perjilexing from the
fact that Bro. Abbott had arranged for
a festive " at home," at Faiiiawn, and
invited some fifty prominent apiarists,
on which occasion Mr. P. was to have
been the honored guest. Being English ourself, and understanding " the
manners and customs" of both countries, we fully appreciate the situation,
and exceedingly regret the disapi)ointment. More than one-half of the 200
Queens died en route.
»

Many new and valuable features may
be expected in our volume for

l^Ch. Dadant
<of

honey in

St.

sold about

1878.

.5,000 lbs.

Louis, on the 20th

ult.

1^

I

<»

I

»

>

It is suggested that we open a
department in the Journal for "Small
Fruit Culture," as that is a profitable
pasturage for bees. What do our readers sayV Is it advisable V

:
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Death of the Baron Von Berlepsch.

A great man lias passed away!
ers will learn

Von
is

Berlepsch, the great

no more!

Our

read-

with regret that the Baron

German

apiarist,

His memory will be embalmed

hearts of thousands, all over the
world, as one of the kindest, as well as one
of the greatest men of the present age.

in the

published in "The Bee and its Culture with
Movable-Frames," he narrates that In his
childliood he was fond of bees, and often rart
from home to the apiarj^ of a neighbor of his
father. On his 7ih birthday, liis father presented him with a colony of bees. Since that
time he has owned bees; and while studying
law at the University of Doring (who was an
enthusiast on bees) Mr. Berlepsch was permitted to bring with him a few hives, which
were placed in the apiary of his professor.
In all the cities where the young Baron was
sent to complete his studies, he took with him

some

colonies of bees.

When

his father died'

he was the owner of 100 colonies, and,
had read a great many books on bee-culture
and had conversed with some of the best beekeepers o( his country.
When the German bee paper was published
he studied the theory of Dzierzon, and 6 or 7
years after, in 1853, he began to write articles
on bee-culture. In these first writings he was
opposed to Dzierzon's theory of the parthenogenesis of the queen. But Von Siebold having visited his apiary to experiment on the
eggs of workers and of drones, Berlepsch was
soon convinced and became an enthusiastic
supporter of the Dzierzon theory, which is no
longer doubted by scientific men.
At tlie time when the master of American
bee-keepers, Langstroth, Invented the practical movable-frame hive, Berlepsch, on the
other side of the Atlantic, was making a
similar discovery. But his side-opening hive
(which is yet the most used in Germany, and
which had the honor of being selected as thestandard by the Italian bee-keepers), is not
as easily managed as that of Langstroth.
In 1860. he published the first edition of hiswork, which, although being one of the best
books published in Germany, was burdened
with controveries with Dzierzon; as is acknowledged in the second edition, published
In 1868. Berlepsch had not the eminent acuteness and the surprising talent of Dzierzon, but
his wealth permitted him to procure most of
the books on bee -culture published in Germany his leisure gave him time to read and
compile from them what he thought worthy
of note, and to have intricate and personal
experiments made. It is therefore no wonder
that it is one of the best and most complete
in 1841,

BAEON VON BERLEPSCH.
The following
own sad story

Thomas

letter

from Austria'tells

its

Praglte, Austria, Oct. 16, 1877.
G. Newman: Dear Sir,—1 am

bearer of afflicting intelligence. Our great
bee-master, the Barou Von Berlepsch died
at Munich, on Sept. 17, 1877, aged 62 years,
after a serious illness of 9 years. If L)zier-

the inventor of movable combs, Berlepsch is the true founder. His name will
be honored as long as bee-keeping exists as
a science, and wherever bees are cultivated.
While the deceased had no enemies, his
friends extended throughout the world.
In my next I will give you a report of the

zon

is

German Apiarian Congress.
Very truly yours,
R.

Mayerhoffer,

Editor of '-Bienenvater

aits

Bohmen.'"

;

works on bee-culture ever published. It.
would be a benefit even to America, if some
of our German-born bee-keepers would take
the trouble to translate it if has been translated in Italy.
Many of Berlepsch's teachings would proba;

bly be no longer up to the times; he has
held many incorrect theories, but his services
as a dift'iiser of knowledge in theoretical beeculture have been sufficient for his disciples
to rank him as second only to Dzierzon.
In 1867, he sulTered from an attack of apoplexy which rendered him an invMlid for the
rest of his life and the second edition of his
work is the result of the valuable help of his
wife, the Baroness Lina Von Berlepsch.
;

The

following is the verbatim "official
notice" of his death:
"Lima Baronne de Berlepsch gives afflicting notice, in her name and in the name of
her family, that her beloved husband, Sittig
Eugen August Ilinrich Gottlob Fredlierr
Von Berlepsch, honorary member and master of the German Hoclisloft of Frankforton-the-Main, honorary member of the Association for the increasing of apiculture in
Bohemia, and various other bee-keepers'
associations in different countries, 62 years
years, to-day at
of age, after a maiming of
3:30 a.m.— deceased. Munich, Sep. 17, 1877."
'.)

Our friend, C. P. Dadant, furnishes the
following sketch of his life and labors in
connection with his favorite study— the bee:

He was born on the 38th of June, 1S15, in
Langensalzo, Thuringen. In his biograpliy,

In tills issue will be found a Title
Page and copious Indexes for tlie Volume for 1877, which is now ended. Bjr
cutting tlie tliread these may be easily
taken out and placed in front of the
January numlier. and if not already
placed in Emerson's Binder, it is ready
for binding.
These Indexes show
about 600 correspondents, and from 40O
to 500 subjects for the year 1877.

1^

When an old subscriber wishes to
present a copy of the Bee Journal to
a friend for 1878, lie may remit $3.00for the two, if sent during December..

——
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GLEANED BY FRANK BENTON.
Arabis Alpina.— a correspondent of
Der Elsnessische Blencn-Zucchter and the
editor of the same periodical, spealc in high
terms of a plant bearing the scientific name
mentioned above, and known to the French
as Arabette des Alpes, and among Germans as Alpengaensekraut. Plerr Dennsays "it is covered with bees from mornevening, and appears to be an
inexhaustable source of sweet nectar. It
yields pollen also. The snow-white blossoms appear (in Lothringen) early in March
and continue through April, furnishing,
in connection with the whitish-green leaves
a fine effect. It is recommended for borler

ing-till

ders.

The

following close translation of a letby Herrn G. Von Gerichten, of
Illkirch, may furnish a lesson in patience
and care for some of our careless Yankee
bee-owners:
ter written

"Howl Saved MY Bees from Death
by Chilling.— On

the 17th of April the

sun appeared very beautiful in the morning,
the bees buzzed joyously and carried home
rich loads of honey and pollen from the
fruit trees, resplendent in their beautiful

blossoms. Toward mid-day a cold wind
blew, impeding the homeward flight of
bees, and in a few minutes the
vicinity of my bee stand lay strewn with
torpid workers. As is the case with all my
bee-keeping colleagues, I cannot knowingly
permit a single bee to perish. I put my
chilled pets in a glass jar and placed it near
the warm stove, and soon had the pleasure
of seeing the little fellows, heretofore motionless, move about in a sprightly manner.

many

I gave
stocks,

them all to one of my weakest
which accepted them readily. Thus

able to save the lives of many bees,
herewith call the attention of all beekeepers to the manner."

was

I

and

I

The success of the apiculturist depends
his hives populous. This is a
principle that one ought never to overlook.
upon having
—Conlardi.

A

Strasburg

journal

notices

the ap-

pearance in that locality of Sphinx atropos,
or, as the Germans call it, "Deathsheadswarmer." The same periodical, under the
title of "A Honey Thief," gave last year
the following notice of this insect:
"At first sight the reader will recognize
in the illustration which
sentation of the large

known under

we

give, a repre-

moth

commonly

the name Deathshead,' and
which entomologists call Acheroyitia atropos, or Sjihinx atropos. In the year 1873
we called attention in the Laudivlrthschaftlichen Zcitschrift fuer Elsass-Lothringen, to the nightly occupation of this
moth, yet we cannot refrain from again
warning all bee-keepers against this enemy;
and, as they are very numerous this fall, we
advise all to contract as much as possible
the entrances to their hives. During the
evening hours the Deathshead slips into
bee-hives, presses its way, with stormy
'
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strength and powerful strokes of the wings,
to the honey-cells, sips its fill of honey, and
departs in the same manner. The body of
the moth is plump and
covered with
smoothly-laid hair so that the bees are
unable to fasten upon it, besides its skin or
covering is too hard for the sting of the bee
to penetrate; thus, the bold intruder nearly
always escapes from the robbed hive with a
whole hide and a full stomach. Sometimes,
however, the bees succeed in smothering
him by crowding upon him in a mass. The
remains of such smothered moths are often
found in the hives when the spring revision
takes place.
The Deathshead consumes
about a teaspoon ful of honey for its evening
meal. Be therefore on guard, dear beekeepers; the foe is there!"

A new edition

of "Bre/im's Thierleben"

(Brehm's Animal Life) has been issued by
the Bibliographic Institute of Leipsic. Der
Elsaessische Biencn-Zuechter for September devotes over two pages to a notice of
the work, which it introduces by saying:
"It is to-day our pleasant duty to call the
attention of the bee-culturists of Alsace to
this magnificent work, of which German
literature may well be proud," and speaks
further of it as " the greatest among the
zoological works of all nations and all
lands, of all times and all languages." It
comprises ten volumes.

One may be a possessor of bees and still
not an apiculturist; and he does not become
so, in the real sense of the word, nntil he
puts in practice, in a logical manner, all the
means that modern science has shown us.
Ed. Thiery-Mieg.
d'' Apiculture de
la Marne is
of a bee-keepers' association late-

Societe
the

name

ly formed in Champaigne, just east of the
Isle of France, in the latter province Paris
is situated.

The Alsatian bee-culturists propose to
publish their journal of apiculture, Der
Elsaessische Blenen - Zuechter, in the
French language as well as in German,
provided 500 members will subscribe for the
French edition and pay annually 3 fiancs
each. At present, articles written in either
language are inserted in the same number.
L'Apiculteur says that " some California honey has arrived at Liverpool, and is
held at 115 francs per 100 kilogrammes."
That is about 10c. per lb.

The Harvest.— The Alsatian journal,
Der Bienen-Zuchter, says: " The year 1877
cannot be numbered among the good beeyears."
The old bee-culturist, Herr Breitel. writes
from St. Pilt, in Upper Alsace: "This is a
good honey year with us."
In the Muenster Valley the yield was excellent during June and July.
From the Upper Loire comes the report
that the honey liarvest was a good one, and
the number of swarms large.
bee-keeper residing in the region lying
between the Loire and Cher rivers, says:
"Swarming has been very great here— the
number of swarms reaching 300 per cent.
but the stocks are weak, and if the close of
summer does not find them imi)roved, not
one of them will see the opening of next
spring."
From the provinces on the Somme, Oise,
Aisne and Marne rivers, as well as the

A

—
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Lower

Seine, tlie general reports are that
the season has been a very ordinary one
both for lioney and increase of stocks.
letter froin a bee-cnlturist in Savoy, in
Eastern France, to UApiculteur, of Paris,
states that the harvests have been medi-

good. Nearly all hives liave given two
natural swarms."— Rousseau, St. Chislain,

ing in earth-pits, while others preferred to
place colonies in cellars and watch the temperature. President Budiegizki said that
even in severe seasons he had not failed to
winter his bees well in straw hives on their
summer stands. It was his opinion that
before the practice of wintering in pits or
cellars could be recommended for universal
adoption it would be necessary to collect
the facts which a wider experience in this

Behiium.

direction

A

ocre.

"Swarming

In England,

in

our locality has been very

comb honey

is

Wintering ix Pits anb Cellaks.—
The Vice-President of a Bohemian apiarian
society, Pastor

Joseph Ehl-Dittersbach

eulture.' Innumerable experiments in this
direction have been made, and yet one
hears, on the opening of nearly every
spring, loud complaints that the bees have
wintered poorly, since they are troubled
with dysentery or are found dead. For example, one of my friends had this spring
but 5 living colonies out of 2.5 put in winter
quarters. It is advisable, before discussing
tnis question, to call to mind the points
essential to success in wintering.
"As is well-known the honey-bee is a
native of the Orient, where, with some
slight exceptions, it is able to fly out during
the whole year. With us, on the contrary,
it is obliged on account of the severe cli-

remain

domicile from 3 to 6
this unnatural
condition as light as possible for the bee
the following-named points must be observed. It is to be understood, of course,
that tiie stocks to be wintered are populous,
healthy, and furnished with a queen not
over three years old. The colony must be
provided:
" 1st. With sufficient food
pollen, as
well as about 34 lbs., or about 12 kilogrammes of honey.
"2d. With v/ater to quench thirst and to
thin the candied honey.
"3d. With fresh air so as not to be
smothered.
" 4tli. With protection from severe cold.
to

months.

in its

In order to

make

—

—

".5th.

much

They must remain

water, as well as too

dry;
little,

for too
is injuri-

too much water produces mold or
mustiness in the hive.
"6th. They must remain quiet. When
bees are disturbed during cold weather
their exertions cause them to become warm,
they leave the cluster and are chilled.
" 7th. They must be safe from thieves.
"It will not be difficult for us to give a

ous;

correct decision in reference to the (piestion if we take into careful consideration
the above mentioned points."

The discussion which followed brought
lorth from numerous members the statethat they were highly pleased with
the results of their experiments in winter-

ment

give.

Translated from "Bienenfreund" by F. Benton.

The large

Bee, Apis dorsata, of Java.

in-

troduced, at a convention of bee-keeperS)
the following question:
"Has a trial of ivintering bees in cellars
or earth pits been made; if so, ivith
ichat result; and is this method to be
xiniversally recommended?"
" This question is one of the most important relating to bee-culture, since the prosperity of the colony depends upon the
successful wintering of the bees.
Only
when we are able to determine upon a
method of wintering bees successfully can
we lay claim to the title, 'Master of bee-

mate

would

not abundant.

BY EDWAKD

CORI,

BKUEX, BOHEMIA.

According to the statements of a post
and a high government official or the
Dutch island of Java, with whom I became
officer

acquainted

in Carlsbad, the surface of this
island from the coast some distance inland
for the greater part, low, level, and
covered with tropical productions. The
pine-apple, rice, sugar-cane, indigo, vanilla,
and other useful plants of hot climates are
cultivated in the fields as potatoes with us,
the cocoannt palm as with us the fruit tree.
In the interior the earth rises into numerous broad terraces, one after another,
higher and higher, until, finally, as mountains it becomes very elevated. The higher
these terraces lie above the sea level, the
milder, and, in comparison with the tropical
shores of the island, the more temperate is
their climate. It is upon these terraces that
the world-renowned Java coffee flourishes.
is,

Beyond the

coffee-tree region the primeval
forest begins, and stretches away to the
inner high mountains of the great island.
The climate of this forest region is the most
tavorable one can imagine for plant and

animal

life; the soil is exceedingly fertile,
besides there is much flowing water, and
the dews are very heavy. Numerous brooks
whose waters are crystal clear, cool, and
good-tasting, flow down from the mountains.
Both the officers mentioned could not
extol too highly the truly paradise-like
beauty and splendor of this terrace region
of the island.
Everything which nature
produces here is larger and more beautiful

than elsewhere— is even gorgeous and mag-

The flora is particularly rich and
various, and the blossoms are exceedingly
odorous. The animal life is even as rich as
interesting; here is the home of the comnificent.

mon, the

silver,

and the golden pheasant,

also of tlie peacock; all of these are wild on
the island, and objects of the hunt. The
insect life of the island is especially de-

veloped, since all the conditions thereto are
united in the most favorable manner; butterflies, moths, beetles, and all other insects
are distinguished for their manifold colors
and beauty,. and particularly on account of
their striking size.

Good Dame Nature has also produced in
this island region, which is so wonderfully
favorable to insect life, a peculiar race of
bees, the Apis dorsata, which could properly be named "the Great Bee of the Island
of Java," for it is, as far as is now known,
the larqest bee in the world. The first two
segments of its abdomem are dark orangeyellow^ in color, the i-est of them deep black
and very shining; the hairy covering somewhat white, very thick on the thorax, and
particularly broad upon the abdomenal rings.
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is

nearly

tivlce as large as our
worker bee of this
preserved in a vial of alcoiiol

iKitive black bee.

Aiiis

<l(irs:ata

A

appeared thus to nie. The post-officer herein mentioned, visited me after liis cure at
Carlsbad, and I opened for him a hive in
my apiary, showing him tlie queen on the
removed comb, whereupon lie assured me
that he had found, seeking honey from the
flowers, worker bees of the species <lors(tta
fully as large as the queen I exhibited to
him. Both of the officers told me they had
heard from the natives that this bee lives
in hollow trees, and is not a wanderer.
Unfortunately, the Apis dorsata is not
bred or kept by the Javanese; neither is it,
in its wild condition, hunted. The Javanese
is in too great a degree a genuine Malay— is
too simple to raise bees even in the most
primitive manner. His hut he builds by
erecting four unhewn poles, forming the
walls of plaited branches covered witli the
broad leaves of tropical plants, and adding
a roof of palm leaves; some rice, dried fish,
and a little cocoanut oil constitute his food,
sufficient of which for himself and family
he can obtain for a few Dutch kreuzers.
Since the native wears only a kind of cotton shirt on liis body, he is not protected
from the stings of insects. He fears particularly that of the Apis dorsata, because
it is very painful and produces large swellings which, with all the attendant inconveniences, last for days. This may be understood by considering that the sting of
this bee is likely twice as long and stout,
and the poison sac twice as large as those
of our native black bee. Since the effect of
the sting of the common bee on persons
that are not accustomed to the poison of the
bee is so great, what must be at fii'st that of
the Apis dorsata ? With the warm climate
and peculiarly luxuriant flora of the island
of Java the poison of this bee may be of a
well 'know that durstronger nature.
ing a rich honey harvest in the heat of summer, the poison of the bee is more intense
with us than it is in the spring or autumn.
The Javanese fears not only the sting of
the Apis dorsata, but also its disposition to
These bees angrily
follow its disturber.
pursue in great numbers and to great disperson
who
disturbs them in
tances the
their habitation; and in such cases running
back and forth or hiding in thick bushes
helps little, for the insects, with certain

We

are close upon their heels.
additional difficulty in the way of obtaining the honey collected by these wild
bees rests in the fact that they are accustomed to locate themselves very high— in
the hollows of the old giant trees of the
primitive Javanese forests.
As a result of all this the Javanese avoid
these bees and in no manner attempt their
capture. This race of bees receives no attention from the Hollanders who live on the
island. They are 'absorbed in mercantile
pursuits, and find in Java numerous other
products so valuable and remunerative as
to be equaled by few other countries.
Yet tills Apis dorsata is, at all events, of
great worth as a honey gatherer, and possesses for bee-culture in Europe a special,
but not high enough valued, worth.
In all portions of our continent there are
numerous plants whose blossoming time is
long, and that yield honey abundantly, but
which have such deep nectaries that our
bee, with its short proboscis, cannot reach
fliglit

An
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their sweet contents. Think of a single
one of our numerous plants— of our red
clover, which Idossoms so long a time!
What large surfaces in every country, in
the plains, as well as mountains, in every
village green this plant covers!! What
enormous, inestimable treasures of honey
our bees must leave uncollected in its blossoms because their proboscides are too short
to reach its nectaries
Our bee is only
!

!

!

able to secure the contents of the small
blossom tubes of remaining stunted heads
of red clover; the luxuaiant blossoms are of
no use to her though they produce the most
honey. What a loss this is for our little
pets we can judge from the quantity and
quality of the honey which they obtain
from the smaller blossoms of the white
clover, which, unfortunately, is too little
cultivated.
But the Javanese bee. Apis
dorsata, would be able to gather stores
from our red clover fields, so common
everywhere, because she has a proboscis
nearly twice as long as a common bee's.
From all this is to be seen what great
value the race Apis dorsata would possess
in Europe— that its importation to Europe
would be, not only for bee-culture in itself,
but also, in consequence of the greatly increased production of honey, for national
economy, a real event.
The imporlation to Europe of ^pis tZorsata I regard as practicable, and all the at-

tendant difficulties as surmountable, but
only in case a practical European bee-culturist, with this object in view, goes to the
island of Java and brings the colonies to
Europe under his personal care.

GLEANED BY
W.

J.

Andbeavs,

-

Columbia, Tenn.

Bee Items Gleaned on our Trip.

A few days since we took a trip to Slielbyville,

and Fayetteville, and we will now

give a few bee items gleaned en route.
At Fayetteville we met for the first time
friend Montgomery, who is well known to
readers of the bee papers. We regretted
very much not being able to visit the apiary
of friend Montgomery, but time would not
])erniit.
We, however, had a long, social
chat with him. He informed us that he
had got rid of Gillespie, but that he was out
about $8') in the way of lawyers' fees and
court costs. Friend Montgomery is a very
jolly, good-natured fellow,'and in size and
appearance, very much like friend Henry
Alley, of Massachussets.

At Fayetteville. we also met Mr. Levi
Elslich and Dr. W. C. Diemer, both beemen. We also learned that friend McFatridge was in town, but did not meet him.
On our return to Shelbyville we noticed
quite a number of apiaries on the road, but
did not stop to make the acquaintance of
any one but Mr. J. C. Akin, at Shelbyville.
went through Mr. Akin's apiary. His
hives are mostly Langstroth, but he has a
few of Gillespie's— the first we ever saw.
Mr. Akin has a very ingenious mode of
locking his hives, his own invention, which
prevents any pilfering of boxes containing
honey. It is very simple and does not cost
over a cent.
w. j. a

We
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Wayside

After diuipg we took a stroll through
friend Dodge's apiary, and then around tlie
suburbs of the city.
spent a most deliglitful day, and shall ever remember it as
one of the most pleasant of our life.
left for home on the evening train, arriving
at 10 o'clock tiie following morning, wherewe found a large lot of correspondence
awaiting our return.
w. J. A.

We

Pencilings.

have been to the National Bee-KeepConvention, and at jrreater expense
perhaps tlian any one else, but we do not
reyret it. There were a goodly number in

We
W(

ers'

we do not believe that there
one who regrets it— for it was a grand
good was accomplished.
much
success and
On our way we were compelled by a
break of cownections to spend several hours
in Cinciiniati, which we did in a very pleasant way witli friend Muth.
Of tiie proceedings of the Convention we
will not speak, as you have published them
in full and they speak for themselves, but
there is one matter in connection therewith
tiiat we will mention for the satisfaction of
those who were present. It was generally
remarked and much surprise expressed at
the absence of friend J. S. Coe, who was
seen only a few hours before the meeting,
and who had promised to be on hand. The
day after the Society adjourned, we called
on' friend Coe, who explained his absence
by informing us that soon after we i)arted
from him he was taken violently ill and
was confined to his bed from Tuesday noon
until Friday morning, and expressed regret
at not being able to be present.
We were appointed a committee to wait
on the Post Master General, regarding the
shipment of bees by mail. We called on
the gentleman, and exhibited to him the
package of bees done up in the usual mailing style by friend Alley, and told him that
attendance, but

We

is

was utterly impossible for them to get
out or for mail matter to become soiled, or
for any one to be injured by them. His
reply was that all did not do them up so
well— t'lat if they had, there would have
been no trouble about the matter; that
some did them up in a very slovenly manner- that mail matter had been soiled and
the bees had gotten out of the cages. Our
conversation lasted several minutes. We
made an ai)poiiitment to meet him again in
the evening at his hotel. We called but he
was not in; should have called again had
we not been feeling unwell. In wiiat conversation we did have with him, however,
we have no expectation of procuring a revocation of the order forbidding their being
sent in the mail.
We would suggest that queen raisers and
it

bee-men geuerallv, circulate
rected to

their

Members

petitions, di-

of Congress, re-

questing them to call on the Postmaster
General and get it revoked. By this means
accomplished. We would add
it may be
that the Postmaster General received us
very cordially and showed us every courtesy possible.

^

,

^,

,,

From Washington we went to Chattanooga, where we met friend S. C. Dodge,—
a real, live, progressive bee-man. lie obtained a hack, into which we seated
ourselves, and were soon pulling up the
steep sides of Look-Out Mountain. Our
visit to the Mountain was made doubly interesting by being so fortunate as having
such a guide as friend Dodge, who knows
every crook and crevise of it; also being
quite a botanist, he pointed out the mountain flora which is peculiar to the mountain
alone. Returning from the mountain, we
partook of a sumiituous dinner with friend
Dodge and his estimable lady.

Look-out Apiary.

Fkiend Andrews: I began the season
with one weak colony in a closed-end
frame Quinhy hive, which I have increased
to three. Not having any more hives of
that paltern, I had to stop at that point.
Later in the season, I procured five other
colonies, in
different kinds of frames.
These 1 transferred into Gallup framesOne of the colonies soon became queenless,
and I used it to fill up the other hives, making four strong colonies consisting of 12
These four colonies I have
increased to 26, making 63^ of each one. besides several nuclei. I used the extractor
freely while stores were coming in. I sold
enough honey to pay for what foundation I
needed, and returned the rest to the bees asthey have needed it, and tliey appear to be
in good condition to winter well, averaging
nine full frames each. The only expense

frames each.

that
It

I have been to is for hives.
would be difficult for me

you the many trials that
under "to get the hang of

1

to detail to
liave labored

it,'"

but

I

now

feel pleased with the season's work, it befirst in practical apiculture.
ing
right here, I wish to extend iny sincere
thanks to the several apiarists who sO'
kindly and generously assisted ine with
their counsel. As a class, I have found
them to be generous and unselfish, to a

And

my

I had a great deal to
learn, but I feel assured that with the experience I have acquired this season in the
use of foundation and queen-reaa-iiig, that,
in any good season, I could increase from

remarkable degree.

one
I

to"

ten.

regard

artificial

comb foundation

as in-

valuable, and the discovery of which should
immortalize the inventor.
There is yet another discovery to be
made, which will rank with any other in
apiculture; that is, an artificiaf food for
bees cheaper than either sugar or honey, to
be used by them for brood-rearing without
I regard the
pollen, also for wintering.
day as not far distant. Who will be the
first to cry out Eureka! and generously give
it to the world, free to all?
The season here began very nicely; plenty of fruit-tree blossoms, then came white
clover and honey-dew, then a cessation on

about July 1st. The only dependence for
forage then was the mint family (Ldbidtae).
This just furnished enough to keep up a
very moderate brood-rearing. About Sept.
loth, swartweed, golden-rod and astors began to open their flowers, and the fall harvest began in earnest. During the last
week the busy workers have filled every
cell with precious sweets, and at night
their tiny wings keep up a loud and joyous
hum, ventilating their hives, and concentrating the nectar— fitting it for their winter food— while the aiT is redolent with the

perfume of the apiary.
Chattenooga, Tenn., Ott.

S. C.

Dodge.

4, 1877.
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Chips

Prom Sweet Home.

I dislike humbugs in any form, and moie
especially to swindle bee-keepers; not only
out of tlieir .'$5, but the bother and vexation
of hn fding from an impure queen. Hardin
Haines exliiblted a one-comb nucleus which
he said contained a Cyprian queen and
Italian workers, except about one out of 20
to 40 which were Cyprian workers these
he could point out, biit to all observers they
were just like the balance of Italians, and
as there were several hybrids there were no
drones.
He told me finally that he could not sliow
nie any difference in uiarkings, but that the
Cyprians gathered more honey. He offered
to send me a queen, agreeing that if she
was not better than any queen I had, she
should cost me nothing. 1 also told him if
she was better I would give him double his
price.
I receive her I will report in the
JOURNAL exactly what she proves to be.
do not some of his visitors report
favorable of his Cyprians? 1 saw several
bee-keepers who are acquainted wnth him,
and they pronounce him and his Cyprians,
a humbug.
You seem to think the glowing account
on page ol3 ''great exagerations of the

—

U

Why

facts." Bee-keepers, who ought to know,
say that there are no facts even, in tlie
statement. He may be posted in bee-culture, but the convention derived no new

ideas from him.
Pres.
.

Eliza,

Mercer

W.

Co.,

D. D. Palmek.
B. K. Convention.

111.,

Oct.

6, 1877.
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The Express Companies.
On April 18th, we sent by the United
States Express Company, to Messrs. Tinkle& Co., of Preston, Minn., to Cresco,
Iowa, a colony of bees. Preston is about
20 miles distant from Cresco. On May 4th,
Mr. Facey, of the tirm of Tinklepaugh
Co., went to Cresco, and was answered by
the Express agent, that no bees had arrived
for them. Mr. Facey then wrote us from
Cresco, urging us to send the bees without
further delay.
sent word to the Express
paugh

&

We

Company and on May

18th, Mr. Facey received a card from the Express agent of
Cresco, that there were bees at his office
waitinu for him.
Mr. Facey went to Cresco the next morning and found the bees dead; they had
starved. Of course we replaced the colony.
Then we wrote to the Express Company,
asking if they were ready to pav for the
dead colony, at the sight of an affidavit of
Mr. Facey, purporting that he had been answered on May 4th, that there were no bees
for him at the Express oftice of Cresco. The
superiidendeut of the Express Company answered that the letter of Mr. Facey, dated
and stamped at Cresco on May 4tli, together
with, his affidavit were not a sufficient evidence that lie had presented himself to the
Express office and that he was ready to follow suit from court to court, if we resolved
to sue the Company.
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On the 5th of August Messrs. Levy & Baker of the ytate of Louisiana received from
us a box, in which we had sent them tliree
queens.
Every compartment of the box
were opened carefully under a mosquito
bar, but they contained only a few workers
and no queens. Several persons were present at the opening of the boxes.
A week later Mr. Etienne Major, of the
same State, received also a box of bees from
us. This box contained only 11 workers, 3
dead and 8 alive, and no queens. The fact
was corroborated by several persons. Of
course these four queens had been stolen on
the way. We happened to replace these
queens, fastening the boxes with sealed
strings, to make them robber proof; and we
asked the American Express Company if
they were ready to pay for these losses.
The Company di:l not answer our letter;
but their agent replied verbally, that there
can be no doubt that our queens were stolen;
but that the Company does not guarantee
against the death or escape of living animals.
Our queens have escaped from the boxes
into the hives of one of the Express employes: but if we want to get the value of
our losses, we have to incur the risks and
annoyances of a law suit. W^e are resolved
it.
Yet both the Conijianies, which
are so hard and so unjust towards us, have
for years, gained several hundred dollars
with our goods.
At several times before we have experienced similar losses; we have been, more
than at one time, satisfied that our queens
had been changed on their way to our aston-

to try

ishment; some times we have had queens
missing; but never before had we encountered such a daring thief as theone who has
stolen these four queens.
I will not speak of the queens and colonies killed by the Express agent. It would
be a long and tedious list to read.
What is the use of these Express companies?
They are a nuisance, like a fifth
wheel to a wagon and a heavy one at that;
with their Presidents, Vice-presidents, Superintendents, etc., who fill their purses
without tendering a service equivalent for
their high salaries.
In Europe there are no express companies.
The railroad employes do the business.
Suppose that you desire to bring with you
some goods, when journeying by railroad;
your goods, here, will be refused; because
the railroad companies have made a compromise with the Express Company not to
let the travelers bring with them any goods
—their trunks excepted.
In Europe you arrive at the station with
every thing it pleases you to bring; you take
your ticket, then your goods are weighed.
You are entitled to 60 lbs free, you pay for
the surplus, and your goods are delivered to

you on your arrival.
Don't you think that the European system
is

better?

But here we cannot dispense with such
encumbrances as the Express Company;
the Fast Freight, the

Red Line, the

Star

Line and several others; all taking good
wages for small work. We cannot dispense
with such nuisances as long as the railroads
will be in the hands of more than five hundred compnnieii; which, like the Express,
have an Etat-Mnjor of costly officers, who
have little to do but to pocket our money.
This brings me to the idea of the raih'oad
reform, which

consists in putting all the
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tlie hands of the Government.
doubt this idea will seem an Utopia to
my readers; yet it is, and it wiil be
every day, more among the topics ot our

railroads in

No

some of

times, for sooner or later we will resort to it,
as it did begin in Europe. Imagine the post
oflQces in the hands of 500 com]mnies and
see what disorder. Do you think that our
letters would be as safe, as quickly transported and as cheaply?- The putting of all
the public services: railroad, telegraphs, insurances, in the hands of the Government,
would give more than 50 \)er cent, ot economy, with a better service. Besides, we
would gain in celerity, in security and in
morality, by the suppression of all the un-

necessary wheels which now encumber all
these services. I know that, in spite of the
press, which is not ready to abandon its
privileges of traveling with free passes, in
spite of most of our political men, who have
sold themselves to the railroad companies
by accepting their free tickets, the above
question, whicn is already agitated in private circles, will be a part of the next Presi-

The winter following, five colonies died,
leaving me six; these I increased before
the next autunni to 16, and secured .$75
worth of honey. Five colonies of these
went to the hai>py hunting ground, in wintering, leaving me 11. I then whistled up
my courage to the tune that " there's luck
odd numbers," which maxim

in

The spring whicli followed shone upon 16
colonies in my apiary, these I increased to
I sold
21, two of which died in wintering.
two colonies. I discovered one colony to
be queenless; to this I added a weak one
and they built themselves into a strong garrison.

To begin the season of 1877, I had 15
vigorous colonies; these I have increased
to 28, and now that the season is at an end,
I find on counting the spoils, that my little
workers have yielded me, since last appleblossoming, 1,300 lbs. of i)rime box honey,
worth at my door from 22 to 25c. per lb.
J.

have a word more to say and 1 have done.
Last year 1 had a telegram sent to Italy.
I
I was asked 95 cents in gold each word.
had made my figures, they amounted to 75
cents. Then the agent detailed Its figures:
much from Hamilton to New York; so
much from New York to London; so much
from London to Paris; so much from Paris
"But I don't want that my disto Italy.

so

patch be sent to London. It will not be unaerstood by the London agents, and they
will make some mistakes. I want you to
send my telegram through the French telegraphic company." "'It is impossible; my
company does not correspond with the
French line." The result was, that after
costing 20 cents more per word, my telegram
was mispelled; two words could not be understood.
Such are the fruits of competition in pubHigher rates and bad work.
lic services.

Ch.

Dabant.

proved by

honey.

dential platform.
I

I

increasing mj^ bees to 23 colonies, and obtaining from their labor $100 worth of box-

H.

Kennedy.

Homer, N.Y., Oct. 2, 1877.
[No new column is needed.

"Hopes

Realized," as well as "Blasted Hopes," find
a place. The A. B. J. is the organ of no
clique or party, and will give all a fair and
full chance to "tell their experience" in
"committee of the whole."—Ed.]

Southern Kentucky Association.
This Association held its semi-annual
meeting at Glasgow, on Wednesday, Oct.
Dr. N. P. Allen, President, and Jas.
Erwin, Sec. pro tem.
After prayer, communications were read
from C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O., and P. P.
Collier, Benton City, Mo. On motion, the
thanks of the Society were tendered to
these gentlemen for their valuable com-

3d.

munications.

For the American Bee Journal.

Nil Desperandum.

At the request of the President quite a
number of persons united with this Society.
The President appointed the following
committees:

I suggest a new column in the Jouknal;
instead of blasted hopes let us call it hopes
realized. To initiate the movement, I will
give you my experience in bee-culture:

In the spring of 1871 I procured my first
bees, consisting of four colonies, three of

which died in wintering, leaving me with
one weak colony the following spring; that
year they did not swarm nor make any box
honey, however they survived the following winter. By diiit of good luck and a
very little managing, in a blind sort of way,
I succeeded that season in obtaining one
new colony, but they gave no box-honeJ^
The spring of 187:3 found my bees alive.
Encouraged by this, I purchased two other
colonies.

truth had gradually dawnetl upon
there might be some magic in skill,
well
as in g(X)d luck. I now invested in
as
bee literature, subscribed to the different
bee publications, and commenced bee-culture on a scientific basis. The result was
that in the autumn of that year I had increased from four colonies to eleven, and
obtained a little honey.

The

me that

Arrangements— N. H. Holman,

S. S.

Du-

and S. T. Botts.
Exhibition— J. G. Allen, T. E. Shelton
and E. G. Martin.
State of Bee-Culture— W. L. Dulaney,
Wni. Cook and N. N. Greer.
Questions tor Discussion at next Meeting
vall

— T.

W. Sears, II. W. Sanders, S. T. Botts,
Asa Young and W. W. Wright.
The following questions were then taken
up: "Can there be any improvements on
the two-story Langstroth hive?"
Mr. J. G. Allen thought the Langstroth
hive good enough.
Mr. Wright thought a wire-cloth bottom
to the hive an advantage; had some hives
of that style and found a great many moths
under the wire-cloth; thought it a good
plan to catch tlu'iu.
Mr. Slultdii thought nioth-traps a delusion and calculated to mislead bee-keepers.
Mr. Sears agreed with Mr. Shelton.
Mr. Ellis used two entrances, one at bottom and one at top of brood chamber; had
noticed that the bees went in at the bottom
and out at the top entrance.
Mr. Shelton used frames 9x12 inches; ob-

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAIto the length of the Langstroth
frame.
Dr. Allen had used none but Langstroth
hives; thought others might be used with
equal success; considered it very important
to have all tiie hives in the apiary the same

jected

size.

"How

to secure straight

comb?"

Mr. Shelton took small bits of comb or,
wax and stuck along the comb guide and
sides of frame.
Mr. Sears raised the rear end of the hive
several inches highter than the front, and
found it an advantage in securing straight

comb.
Dr. Allen thought comb foundation might
be used to advantage for this purpose.
Dr. Botts succeeded in securing straight
comb by using a wax-comb guide.

Adjourned
tary read

when the Secrefollowing essay from Dr.

to 1:30 p. m.,

the

Botts, of Barren Co., on

PLEASURE AND PROFIT OF BEE-KEEPING.
To the intelligent bee-keeper there is real
pleasure in the care and management of
bees, and they are almost sure to become
his favorite stock— his pets. He will derive
more satisfaction in tlie apiary than anywhere on his farm — save his family circTe.
See him as he moves about his hives, observing each one, and seeming to notice

almost every bee that passes in or out; how
intently he sits down by the side of a
strong colony in time of a plentiful harvest
and watches the lieavy-laden workers as
they fall wearily on the bottom board, or on
a leaf, or sprig of grass at the entrance, to
rest a moment before going in to de))osit
the rich burdens in their beautiful combs.
He loves to see them as they rush in and
out on their busy errands, bringing in
delicious nectar, red and golden, yellow or
white pellets of bee-bread or pollen; all
have something to do. All are busy, busy
bees. Go into the fields and gardens with
him and watch them as they fly from flower
to flower in quest of the sweets which
nature fills them with; see how industrious,
never stopping to rest. When we open a
hive and find it filled with nice comb and
take out
honey, how beautiful it is
the comb piece after piece and look it over
with pride and satisfaction to see with what
!

We

unceasing energy they have labored and
filled their home with rich treasures.
We now go into the lower department of
the hive and there

we

find

still

more of the

wonderful workings of the colony; here we
see, perhaps, one or two frames of lioney
and pollen on each side; between these the
brood-nest— the nursery. Here are thousands of eggs and young bees in all stages of
development; the queen, slender and graceful, moving about majestically anumg her
progeny, respected and honored by all.

Wherever she goes we see the others make
room for her, while she is constantly surrounded by a circle of admiring workers.
How interesting she is as she moves over
every part of the comb in search of empty
cells in which to lay.
Here, also, are bees
too young to v/ork in the fields, busily engaged in feeding those still younger, and preparing and depositing in cells the jelly-like
substance on which the larvae subsist.
While they are thus engaged, others are at
work hermetically sealing those cells containing brood far enough advanced to be
sealed.
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It is pleasing and interesting to look on
and see all this, and it affords a great deal
more pleasure to the apiarist than any one
else, because he understands and appreciates the work they are engaged in. We
ehjoy the swarming season because it is not
only'interesting, but exciting. I do not see
how any one who hwes bees, or has anything to do with therii, can keep from becoming excited when a swarm is on the
wing. Their hum is musical and fascina-

ting to every lover of bee-culture. To see
them rush pell-mell from the hive as if
driven from it by the cry of fire, and fill the
air with a loud roaring noise for some time,
and then selecting some suitable branch of
a tree, settle in a large cluster and hang
there almost motionless, unless swayed to
and fro by the wind, has a charm about it
that has to be seen and felt to be realized.
When the swarm has settled, how eagerly
do we go to work to hive it, not because we
do not'wish to lose it, bu.t that we enjoy it.
Almost all the work we have to do in the
apiary is pleasant; there is nothing irksome
about it. It is light and pleasant enough
for ladies to engage in, and we should encourage them to take part in promoting beeculture.

Aside from the pleasures of bee-keeping,
the profits are far greater than can be
realized from the same amount of capital
invested in any other stock. Say bees pay
an average of 20 per cent., then would not
the profits exceed those paid for the use of

money at common rates of interest? But
we know by past experience that, when
well managed, they hardly ever pay less
than 100 per cent., and often as nnich as .500,
and it requires but little extra time for any
one to successfully manage from 10 to 20

stocks of bees.

The most expensive
at the beginning.

part of bee-culture is
have to buy bees,

We

hives and other apiarian supplies, but when
once bought, if M'ell cared for, they will last
almost a life-time.
By getting our bees in good condition,and
giving them the necessary care, we may
confidently expect to be well paid for the
expenses we have incurred and the pains
we have taken. To illustrate: Last spring
I purchased four colonies, two of them very
strong and two weaker, for which I paid
$12.25. They were all in log gums; I transferred them as early as possible, and from
one of them 1 extracted over 100 lbs. of fine
honey— enough to more than pay for all of
them. Besides, each one of the four gave
me a large swarm, paying in honey and increase of stock at least 400 per cent., the
best one of the four paying 600 or 700 per
cent.

From
honey.

12 colonies I extracted 700 lbs. of
I have doubled my number of

by natural and artificial swarmThere are very few pursuits in which
we can invest a small amount of capital and
make such handsome profits as in bee-culture. It has been well said of bees that
they "are the only servants that work for
nothing and board themselves."
To be successful, and make this avocation
both pleasant and profitable, we must study
colonies,
ing.

for unless we understand how to properly manage our busy little insects we will
soon meet with losses that will discomiage
us.
We should also love the business,
which we are very likely to do, if we know
how to conduct it.
it;
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A little enthusiasm also will add to our
success— hence the language of Prof. Cook:
"Show me a scientific bee-keeper and 1
will show you an enthusiast."
Having cultivated a love for bee-keeping,
become successful in it, and realized the
pleasures and protitf of

we may

it,

say:

"Tlion cheerful Bee! come, freely come.

my
my

floral bower;
And travel roiuul
Delislit me with thy wand'riiig hum,

And
Oil

rouse

try

!

My

me

from

no more those

honied treasures

musing hour.

tcdiou.s fields.
all are

thine;

Come, taste the sweets my garden yields.
The bud, the blossom— all are thine."
On motion, the thanks of the Society
were tendered Dr. Botts for his valuable
commnnication, and it was ordered to be
printed with the minutes.

published by T. G. Newman & Son, at
T. E. Shelton,
Chicago.
J AS. G. Allen, r Com.
)

Martin,
questions for debate.
E. G.

Your committee would submit the following questions for debate at next meeting:
1st. What is the best honey-producing
plant?
2nd. What is the best method of wintering bees?
3rd. How shall we dispose of our surplus
honey?
4tli. What is the best method of raising
and introducing queens, and what time of

year?
5th.
6th.
7th.

Your committee on the State

of Bee-Cul-

year was splendid in some localities; in
Cumberland Co. the late harvest was even
more so, and the fruitful yield of honey has
attracted the attention of many who have
not /heretofore worked with bees. Every
bee-culturist knows the extreme fascination
there is in the pursuit; and, added to this,
the erection of regular places of sale and
the creation of a regular market for the product will greatly assist further progress in
this particular.

William Dulaney,
W. Cooke,
I.

N. Gkeer,

)

>•

Com.

)

We, your Committee on Apiarian Supbeg leave to report that there have
been exhibited at this session of the Society
plies,

the following articles:
From T. G. Newman & Son, Chicago, 111.,
Cook's Manual, Hunter's Manual, King's
Text Book, Benedict's Honey Bee, Kretchmer's Guide, Hill's Artificial Swarms, Wintering Bees, Dzierzon Theory, Muth's honey
jars, Van Dusen's bee feeder, Eiuerson's
binders, honey knives, three sizes of Bingham's smoker, Alley smoker, comb foundation, registering slates, and honey labels.
From C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O.: his extractor,

From

and Langstroth iiive.
R. A. Alexander, Smith's Grove,

an extractor.
From J. G. Alexander, Grider, Ky.: a bee
smoker.
From Mrs. Nancy Greer, Glasgow Junction, Ky.: bee veils.
Where two of a kind was exhibited there
was not always unanimity of opinion as to
which was best, or the most reasonable in
price, but in no case would either fail of its
purpose; the individual taste of the beekeeper would alone determine a choice.
The books exhibited were standards of art,
and reasonable in price, and every beekeeper ought to have some of them. We

Ky.

distance apart should hives be

Which

is

the best— natural or arti-

swarming?

How

shall

we
H.

prevent bees robbing?

W. Sanders,!

W.

advised the

ture report that so far as
culture of bees throughout Southern Kentucky is greatly improving— as much in the
number of those engaged in it, as in the
methods employed. The public attention
has been attracted by the many publications and discussions concerning it; and
while your connnittee speak more advisedly
in reference to Warren and Barren counties,
it is informed by persons in other counties
that at no period has the culture of bees
been so prosperous. Tiie early harvest this
it is

What

set in the apiary?
ficial

KEPOKT OF COMMITTEES.

)

T.

Sears,

I

Botts,
A. E. Young,

S. T.

-

Com.

|

W. W. Wright,

J

motion, the various reports were received and committees discharged.
The following officers were elected for
the ensuing year:
President— Dr. N. P.Allen; Secretary—
H. W. Sanders; Assistant Secretary—J as.
Erwin; Treasurer— W. W. Wright.
The next question was then taken up:—
"What is the best method of transferring
bees?" Dr. Allen described the process at
length, and remarked that no beginner can
do this as it should be done— it required an
exnerienced hand.
Dr. Botts endorsed Dr. Allen's method,

On

and recommended

strips of

comb in frames.
W. W. Wright thought

wood

for fasten-

ing

fruit-blossoming

time the best season for transferring.
Moved and seconded that the Langstroth
hive be recommended as the best in use.
Carried.

The following resolution was offered and
unanimously adopted:
Resolved, That the members of the
Southern Bee-Keepers' Association tender
their thanks to the city of Glasgow for their
generous hospitality; to Prof. Mell and the
young ladies for their sweet music, and
also to those who have kindly furnished
apiarian supplies for exhibition.
On motion, the President and Secretary
werij requested to have the minutes of this
meeting published in the American Bee
Journal and the Glasgow Times.

The convention then adjourned
at
in

Glasgow Junction, on the
May, 1878, at 10 a. m.

first

to meet
Tuesday

N. P. Allen, Pres.

J AS.

Erwin,

Sec.

:

recommend

tlie

American Bee Journal

From the Dominion Poultry Gazette.
Care of Bees in Winter.

Many successful apiarists contend that
there is no better way to winter bees than
to allow the hive to remain isolated in the
yard where they were kept during the summer and fall; and they point to their success in many years past for reliable evidence to corroborate the correctness of
their assertions. The fact that bees have
been kept satisfactorily in the forgoing
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manner, does not prove tliat sucli a practice
can be recommended as the l)est under all
circnmstances, for lumdreds have attempted to keep their bees without proper protection during the winter, and have lost nearly
every hive.
There is one tact in wliich intelligent

emerged, if they so remain at the end of say
8 or 10 days confinement, and will they not
have their fight out and have killed all the

bee-keepers will agree, viz., that a colony
will winter best when the hive is kept in a
location where the temperature will not be
<juickly affected by the rapid transitions
from warm to very cold, and vice versa.
One thing in particular should be guarded
against, that is: no hive should be placed
where it will be exposed, even for a single
hour, to the rays of the sun. When a hive
stands in the sunshine for a few hours, the
wall or sides will be heated up, the little
workers will be enlivened and the pleasant
outlook will invite thousands of them to
spread their wings and fly away to the
fields.
But, alas, before they have flown
many yards, they will become chilled to
such an extent that they will drop to the
ground and perish, as they cannot recover
suflicient strength to get back to their

honey during the confinement be one cause
of their killing their surplus queens? It
may be objected that we are confining our
bees just at the best' honey season for the
term of eight days, is it not far better than

homes.
This teaches us the importance of guarding every hive from the fury of tierce winds
and also from the cheerful sunshine. When
the hive is in an isolated place it needs a
cover to turn the rain and snow, and boards,
rails or brush, placed on every side of the
hive to obscure the light of the sun and to
break the force of the cold wind. So long
as bees are kept in the shade, well protected, where they can discover little or no
light, the temperature of the interior of the
hive will be more uniform, and only a limited number will escape from the hives and
perish.
P. H. Gibbs.
For the American Bee .Journal.

Sundry Thoughts on Bee-Keeping.
It is an old saying, " In time of peace prepare for war." The season for active oiierations amongst the honey bees is pasf, they
having been placed in proper condition for
winter ere the issuing of the Dec. nund^er
of the Journal. " Procrastination is the
thief of time," and one of the greatest faults

of the apiarist, therefore it is well to preEare for the next season's campaign, first
y giving forethought to the subject matter
in hand, then proceed to action. At our
leasure hours we can repair and prepare our
hives and surplus honey receptacles, review
our bee literature, become masters of the
science to the full extent of all pi'esent
knowledge that has been published.
There are new subjects and thoughts in
this connection that may be worth a passing notice, consideration and investigation.
I notice in the Journal that a Mr. Oldt, of
Pa., has devised a very simple process by
which bees may be caused to hive themselves.
I have examined it thoroughly,
caused a model to be constructed, and have
full confidence that it will work every time.
Now comes in this connection the question,
hoAv can we prevent their swarming themselves to death in common box hives?
neighbor of mine is under the necessity
of destroying ten swarms in an apiary of 2.5,
—too small to winter. If the mother hive
was placed in a dark, cool cellar on the evening of, say the ninth day after the first
swarm will not all the young (queens have

A

young queens except one? At the expiration of which time we should remove them
to their old stand.
Will not the fact that they gather no

to let

them swarm themselves

to

almost

certain destruction?
These thoughts are for those that keep
their bees in the common box hive or gum.
I have had no opportunity to test it since
the suggestion, but am of opinion it will accomplish the object.
E. Rood.
Wayne, Mich., Nov. 8, 1877.

For the American Bee Journal,

Shipping Bees.

My bees were prepared for shipment by
removing the top and super and folding
one-third of the honey cloth, which was
heavy ducking, back and replacing with
wire-cloth.
The whole was thoroughly
tacked down so that no bees could get out.
Entrance covered with wire-cloth; top niverted and hive set into it right side up.
bees were prepared on April 32 and 23;
hauled five miles in a lumber wagon, and
placed aboard an III. Central R. R. car at
Alma, 111., on April r24th. Arriving here 4
days later in a severe snow storm, I allowed
them to remain in the car until May 1st,
when the snow disappeared, and I removed
them two miles into the country and set
them on their stands at once. The day
being warm, and bees but little excited, I
opened the entrance, which was soon discovered and warmly welcomed by the little
prisoners.
Number shipped, 72; received in good
condition, 67; starving, 2, which swarmed
out the following day and entered otiier
hives; and 3 were hors de combat, probably froze. On May ord I began to feed 20 of
the lighter ones and continued so until May
IBth, after that the flowers yielded honey in
sufficient quantity to enable them all to get
a living.
J. N. McColm.
Plymouth, Wis., Oct. 20, 1877.

The

ii'ror.i

A

Dominion Poultry Gazette.

Bee Hunt

in Florida.

We

were all comfortably seated at " Magnolia Grove" one evening, engaged in talking over the prospects of the orange crop,
when we were suddenly interrupted by a
loud knock on the outside door. " Come
in," said the planter.
The words were
hardly spoken when the door was opened
by a large darkey, who, with hat in hand,
stalked into the middle of the room and
paused in front of our host. " Well, Pomp,
what is wanted?" said the planter. 'T've
done gone and found 'em, sure," was the
reply. " Found what. Pomp?" said our
host, forgetting a previous conversation he
had with old Pomp. "Why, de bees and
honey, doesn't you disremeniber, massa,
how I tole you t was goin' to look in de
swamp for dat swarm you has lost last season,

massa Stevens?"

"O, yes, Pomp, I
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had entirely forgotten it," was the reply.
"In the niorniiiji; we will go out and tind
them, and bag the honey. Now, Pomp, you
may go," and as the old darkey retired, the
planter inquired ot us it we would like to
go a bee hunting. Of course, we replied in
the afiirmative.
Tile next morning found us up bright and
early, and at the table it was thought best
to go to the swamp as soon as tile hands
could be got together. In about an hour
old Pomp and about five or six of his
African companions put in an appearance,
armed with axes, pails, one or two bundles
of rice straw and a sufficient quantity of
brimstone to kill all the bees in the State.
"Where is the swarm?" inquired our host
of Pomp, who carried an axe snfTiciently
large enough to have delighted the followers
of Richard, the J^ion-Hearted. "In de Cyprus; 'im near de brake," was the reply.
"Lead the way, then,"— and off we trudged
through the cane fields, until we reached
the edge of the swamp.
" Dat's de tree, niassa," said Pomp, at
last, as we reached a large cyprus that had
doubtless raised its head aloft for many
years, above its fellows.
gazed at the
tree in silence, and at a height of over 20 ft.
or more from the ground, discovered a hole
from which the bees were going in and
coming out. " Down with it," said the
owner of the Cyprus, and the words were
no sooner spoken than Pomp and Black
Jake "laid too" with an earnestness that

We

was quite surprising.
The tree was no sooner down than Pomp
moved cautiously towards the bee-hole in
her side, and after taking due observations,
gave it as his opinion "dat de ole tree liad a
powerful lot of honey in her." "You had
better chop into her side," said the planter,
addressing Pomp, wlio had taken the precaution to stand at a safe distance from the
Cyprus. "Pears as how I'd like to know
where de honey is lodged," said Pomp. " I
reckons as how its above de hole, but I
dosen't

zackly know,"

queried

the

old

darkey as he mounted the trunk of the tree
next the hole, keeping a sharp lookout in
the meanwhile for any stray bees that
might be flying round. Pomp raised his
axe and struck a few well-directed blows,
and at length a considerable opening was
made in its sides. In the meanwhile the
boys (or hands) had fixed a long pole to a
bundle of rice straw and filled it with brimstone, so as to destroy the bees. Pomp had
no sooner cleared off the last chip from the
tree, than the bees sallied out in numbers
to see what the intruders were about.
Pomp gave one jump and landed a rod
from tlie tree, pitching in to the darkies
like a mad bull at a herd of strange cattle.
We all got away from the tree as fast as our
legs could carry us, and watched at a short
distance the doings of the honey makers.
At length the straw was lighted and young
Moore, who "wosen't affeared," approached
the tree and thrust the flaming brand into
the cavity. It blazed away in right good
earnest, the brimstone emitting a rank
odor, as if doing thoroughly its work. At
length it was all consumed and the long
pole withdrawn. A few bees only flew
arouiul the hole and their entire destruction

seemed well nigh ensured.
Pomp now put on a pair of gloves, and
putting some coarse netting over his head,
mounted the tree and soon found the covet-

The honey was considerably
the fall, but was of excellent
quality and of sufficient quantity to well
repay the trouble of getting "it.
The
buckets were brought up, and Pomp took it
out, the pails being moved away by the little darkeys, all anxious to lieip now that
the bees were "clean gone." Four right
good buckets were filled, and the boys
gathered up a quantity of broken and refuse
comb for "de chilen of de plantation."
ed sweets.

jammed by

now wended

our

way back

We

to

"Magnolia

Grove," the older darkies singing a lively
song, while the younger ones were filling
themselves with the product of the old
Cyprus.
E. R. Billings.

For the American Bee Journal.

A
I conceive

the

Novel Experiment.
it is

JouKNAL

the duty of every reader of

to contribute to its

columns

every item which may come within the
range of his personal observation which
sa,vors of the "new." Not that anything is
absolutely new; but because a great many
things which are perfectly familiar to some
be absolutely new to others less favored by circumstances or long experience.
And by so doing each may contribute his
"mite" to the fund of general, useful knowledge. This is my only apology for troubling the readers of the Journal with the
following:
On yesterday, Sunday, Oct. 14th, in our
latitude, lol miles north of Cincinnati, the
thermometer, at 1 p.m., stood at 77% and the
day was every way lovely; yet my pets
seemed torpid; and while"^ watching a nucleus which had a virgin queen of sufficient
age to take a " bridal lour," I discovered a
commotion at the entrance of the hive for
some ten minutes, as if her virgin majesty
intended to explore the outer world; but it
soon became quiet. I then visited two
other luiclei which had virgin queens of the
same age, but all was quiet they were nu-

may

—

had removed "queens, intending to unite them, but had neglected it
until they had reared queens.
I then
clei

from which

I

thought to try the effect of warming the
hive up, by feeding a little warm honey to
The effort worked like magic, for in
less than five minutes the whole colony had
lost its temper, antl in a very short space of
time her majesty aj)peared at the entrance
and made a fruitless effort to fly— her wings
one.

were defective.
I then tried tlie same experiment on the
remaining two nuclei, which had, up to that
time, shown no symptoms of the commo-

tion which usually attends the departure of
a queen on her mating flight; and in less
than five minutes both queens appeared at
the entrance and departed on their aerial
voyages. One returned in about 3 minutes
while the other was on the wing about 10
minutes, and when she returned she bore
evidences of fertilization. I was unable to
ascertain whether or not the other one left
the hive again, but on examination an hour
later I found that she had become fertilized.
From every indication neither of the queens
would have left the hive on that day, but
for

stimulating elfect of the warm
I think I am not claiming too
to say that I owe the fertilization of
queens to the novel experiment.
the

honey; and

much
two
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many

mny

be a familiar proceeding? to

apiarists, bnt

it

was new

to nu>, liav-

never seen it spol^en ot in tlie Jouknai.
If so, it can
in a readiTig for some years.
liarni.
If tliere are even some who,
lilce myself, were ignorant of the effect of
feeding tluis, it may be of great service to
them in a lilce emergency. J. E. Eichie.
Lima, O., Oct. 15, 1877.

mji'

do no

For the American Bee Journal

Imported Queens.
Ever since bees were first imported from
we have heard that imported bees and
queens are darl<. Well, 1 have found this
Italy
so,

until

within a short time.

Beautiful

and high colored queens have been found
in Italy, and they have found their way to
this country, too. I liave such queens, and

am

sorry that I. did not get them earlier in
the season. I iind them as prolific as any
queens, and the workers very peaceable
and quiet. I was always of the opinion
that such queens could be found in either
Italy or Germany.
Now that the price of imported queens is
so low most any one can afford to have one
or more of them. Bee-keepers should introduce more or less new queens into their
apiaries, each year; the money paid for
them would be well invested. I don't like
"in-and-in breeding." I have reared 2,000
queens from one mother and not 100 drones.
Not one of her daughters were ever fertilized by any of her male pi'ogeny.

H. Alley.

Central Kentucky Association.
This Association met in Forresters' Hall,
Efxington, Ky., on Monday, Oct. 8th, and
elected dthcers for the ensuing year, as follows:
President
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(of which he is president), reccnnmended
the exclusive use of the Langstroth hive as
superior to all others. He thought ladies
ought to be persuaded to take a deeper interest in bee-culture, the great fear seemed
to be that of being stung, but modern appliances were such that the most delicate
lady in the land could work with bees with
perfect safety. His association has a great
many lady members, and his impression is
that the success of an association of this
kind depended a great deal on the interest
taken in it by the ladies; and as ladies are
admitted to membership free of all expense,

every married member should have his wife
married have his sister join, and
if he has no sister have some one else's sister join. He was in favor of young men
going into bee-keeping and making a life
study and business out of it, and is of the
opinion that the day is not far distant when
apiculture will be taught in colleges as
commonly as any other branch of education.
Mr. Herspuryer being called, said he had
very little to say after so many good things
said by Dr. Allen, and said correctly, but
would merely relate how he became a beekeeper. Some years ago his wife persuaded
him to get some bees; and accidently about
that time, a swarm passed over his farm
join, if not

and was captured. From that day his interest was aroused. He bought King's Text
Book, then subscribed for a bee' paper;
bought some Italian <|U('('ns and a few colonies of bees, in all auK muting to about f 100.
His neighbors laughed at him and his
speculation, and if he had failed, the "I told
you so's" would have haunted him to this
day. But the first season proved a success
as every otlier has with him since, and the
consequence was it established him a hero
in bee-culture at once. He cautioned beginners about being over sanguine, as beekeeping must be pursued with some love
for the business, and adaptability of the
person to the business, and this pursued in-

Prof. James K. Patterson.
Vice-Presidents— H. C. Herspuryer, Jessamine Co.; Thos, Hayes, Fayette; John
W. Bean, Clark; Dr. L. S. Mitchell, Bourbon; Wm. Boone, Woodford.
Secretary— W. Williamson, Lexington.
Treasurer— J. M. Holman, Fayette.
On motion of Dr. N. P. Allen, the following committee was appointed to draft a constitution and by-laws for the government of
this association: H. C. Herspuryer, J. M.
Holman and W. Williamson.
The committee reported, and on motion
the constitution and by-laws as ottered were

telligently for success.
Mr. Williamson said the

adopted.
Dr. Allen delivered an interesting address

culture.

—

on bee-culture, and spoke of Mr. Doolittle,
of N. y., and his wonderful success in apiculture, having taken 11,177 lbs. of honey,
part comb and part extracted, from 67 colonies of bees in one season. He confirmed
Mr. Doolittle's statement by his own success; referred to Mr. Harbison, of Califorbeing the greatest bee-keeper in the
world, having shipped at one time last year
to New York, the enormous quantity of ten
car-loads of honey. The Doctor's own experience taught him that bees can be as
easily controlled as any other stock on the
farm when properly managed. An ordinary
colony of bees in a Langstroth hive consists
of from 20,000 to 25,000. He used the Langstroth hive exclusively, and a resolution
passed by the Southern B. K. Association
nia, as

association

thanks of this

was due Dr. N.

P. Allen, of

Warren Co., for the deep interest he has
taken in this association, having traveled
over 200 miles, on a common invitation to
be with us, without any compensation
whatever, while many bee-keepers within
hailing distance had failed to attend.
Motion carried, and President Patterson,
in behalf of the association,tendered thanks
to Dr. Allen in eloquent terms for the interest he had taken in this association, and the
general advancement of the success of api-

On

motion. Dr. N. P. Allen was enrolled

as an honorary

member of

Mr. Williamson, on

this association.

honey

-

producing

plants, said the subject of honey-producing
plants is a theme of such vast importance,
that I feel it a duty to call the earnest attention of every bee-keeper in Kentucky to aid
us in and through their practical experience
inform this association from time to time,

the most pi'ofitable and best honey-producing plants adapted to this climate.
The names of honey-producing plants are
legion, first among them for profit on the
farm, is alsike clover, which has only been
introduced in this country but a few years,
and is considered by the best judges to be
superior to all others both in hardiness, productiveness, and general adaptability as a
farm crop. The Chinese mustard plant is

—
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coiiHidered by some, as profitable a plant as
can be sown.* Tiie common catnip, that is
generally despised as a worthless weed, is
one of the very best honey-producing plants
that grows, and every bee-Ueeper should
look with tenderness on these little weeds
and encourage their production rather than
destruction. But sweet inignonnette is the
queen ot all honey-producing plants tliat
bloom from June until December. This of
all otlier plants ought to be raised to a certain extent, by every bee-keeper without
exception.
Not only for its unrivalled
honey-producing qualities, and the splendid
aromatic flavor of the honey thus i)r<)(luced,
but for its beauty and fragrance. When it
is planted or sown to any extent, our atmosphere will vie with the spicy breezes of
Ceylon. 1 might enumerate and eulogise
the good (lualities of a thousand honey-producing plants, trees and shrubs, that are
ornamental and useful, but, in fact, there is
hardly a plant that grows that does not pro-

merely mention these few
thinking over the subject.
With one kind word for the "busy bee,"
hoping the time is not far distant when all
"Who keei> a garden of flowers may welcome

duce honey,

little worker as kindly.
"Thou cheerful bee come,

the

freely come
floral bower;
travel round
Delight nie with thy wand'rinji hum.
!

my
And roi-;se me from my
And

try

!

We

cannot doubt friend Doolittle's corThe re])ort is large, but he has
for years made a good report each season.
[

rectness.

There

is

so

much

difference in .seasons

as^

well as localities, that what looks almost
impossible to some, may, with everything
favorable, be easily accomplished by others.
We expect a full report of his management
in a future number of the Journal. He i&
building now and preparing for winter,
when that is over be will prepare an article
on his mode of treatment and management.

—Ed.]

I

to set you* to

Oh

much. If it is not true, he ought not to
have written such an article, and you ought
not to have published it, for it will induce
many into the bee business, resulting in
failure and loss.
J no. Fox.
Columbia, Tenn., Oct. 16, 1877.

no more

musini.' hour.
tho.^e tedious fields,

My

honied treasures all are thine;
Come, taste the sweets my garden > ields,
The bud, the blossom, all— all are thine."

There was quite an interesting display of
apiarian supplies on exhibition, such as beekeepers' text-books, bee papers, and many
things necessary to the successful management of an apiary.
On motion, the next place of meeting will
be in Lexington, the tirst Tuesday in May,
at 10 a. m., and hereafter regularly on the
first Tuesday in Mav and October.

W. Williamson.

Sec.

For the American Bee Journal.
Doolittle's Report.
I have just read an article in the last issue, from G. M. Doolittle, Borodino, N. Y.,
to which, with my experience, observation
and information, it is difiicult to give full

credence. I do not say,forido not know,
that what be says is not true, but it sounds
to me much exaggerated.
He says be connuenced this season with
67 stocks; tlu^t his honey season connuenced June 18th and ceased Aug. 2.'5tli— two
months and 7 days. That in this time he
took 10,284 lbs. of box iioney frowi 4.5 stocks,
and 893 lbs. of extracted from 2 stocks- one
stock yielding 5B6 lbs.,— that 3 stocks yielded respectively 288, 301, and 309 lbs. of box
honey; that one colony yielded in 3 days
66 lbs.; that during his honey season of 07
days, his 67 stocks averaged 166% lbs. each,
being 23^ lbs. for each colony per day; that
in addition to all this his stocks had increased from 67 to 152, all in good condition
for winter, and having, of course, 2.5 to 30
lbs. each, which would make his average
yield per stock about 192 lbs. He concludes
by saying, that for the last .5 years, with an
averatie of 50 stocks, he liad cleared .$6,000.
Now, Mr. Editor, if all this is true, Bro.
Doolittle's name should be changed to Doo-

One signing himself "A Novice,"
from Otisco Valley, N. Y., Oct.
remarks as follows:

writes-

12,1877,

and

"Mr. Doolittle says basswood opened on
July 14tii and lasted until the 28th. which
with teasel yielded abundantly. This is
undoubtedly correct, but he claims this ta
be white honey. Basswood, we all know,
yields abundantly the very finest of honey,
but teasel honey is very dark, as (Jark as
West India molasses, much darker than
buckwheat, and is of a very strong flavor. I
have lived in a locality where much teasel israised. Dullness of trade has stopped the
farmers growing it, much to the joy of beekeepers in this locality. This must not be
understood as a slur on friend Doolittle, it
is not; thinking his report might induce
some to plant teasel tor honey, I write a
word of warning. If teasel will not pay to
grow for market, it certainly will not for
honey.
"My honey crop has been very good. I
commenced the season with .59 colonies; increased to 110, and got, in cap honey. 4,69S
lbs., which is about nine-tenths white."

[The honey we saw in New York, exhibited by friends Betsinger and Doolittle
was not dark honey by any means— and
they aver it was gathered from teasel. Will
friend Betsinger tell us more about the
teasel and its honey, for our next issue?
Ed.]
For the American Bee Journal.

Marketing Honey.
Perhaps tlie readers of the Journal.
would be interested with a brief sketch of
we marketed our honey this season.
We live 12 miles from the railroad, and had
haul
our honey that distance (m a spring
to
wagon. Our honey was shipped by freight
and went through to New York in tine conliow

We

dition.
placed in the front of each car
three bags of sawdust, laying them on the
bottom and against the front enil. Then
we placed twi< tiens of crates on the bottom
of the car, then three bags nu)re of sawdust,
then two tiers mtn-e of crates,and so on until
the car was filled, when bags of sawdust
were crowded down at the back end of the
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car. Thus it will be seen that tlie sudden
jar wliiie coupling tlie cars was all obviated,
which is the only jar sufficient to brealv

honey

in transit.

We

gave the sawdust to Thurber & Co.,
but afterwards learned that we could have
sold it for $7 to $9. The sawdust cost us
nothing for height. We supposed we linew
liow to handle honey, but when we saw
Thurber & Co. put a whole car load (9,000
lbs.) on one truck and haul it to tlieir store,
we concluded we Itnew nothing about it.
We found Tluirber & Co. to be gentlemen
in every sense of the word. They do not
aslc a man to wait for the pay for his honey,
but as soon as it is delivered tlie cash is
ready. We would advise bee-keepers having honey to sell to correspond with them.
G.

Borodino, N.Y., Nov.

M. DOOLITTLE.

5, 1877.

For the American Bee

Open Letter to

.lournal.

Prof. A. J. Cook.

Dear Friend.— Let me thank you for
your candor and honesty in treating the
subject upon wliich we differ so widely,
riiongh I cannot think you right upon this
subject of supply and demand, 1 am pleased
totiiink you honest and unbiased by any
person
interests, which is more than can
be said of many praisers of the business.
1 think L. C. Kowt's reply to your claim
of a great deal for a little, also honest and
entirely correct. Such remarks as yours,
above referred to, if they should be spread
broadcast, and be generally believed, would
be the ruin of many now i)rosperous
apiarists, and nearly all ot the new beginners that would embark. It is not foundation nor exti actors that has pro(luce<l so
nuu^li nice honey in such marketable shape,
lately, but a certain enthusiasm and care
only found among si)ecialists.
Many of our most successful honey producers use no modern ai)pliauces, but much
prefer comb honey production to the use of
the extractor, and will not use foundation
in any shape. One says "foundation is a
failure in the brood chamber;" another,
thai "it is not lit for boxes;" others that
they don't want it at all. Some of those
that are "getting on" fastest, raise comb
honey almost exclusively, and assure us
that its production is the most profitable.
That lands us back to where Langstroth
stood, 20 years ago. For my own part, 1
consider both the extractor and foundation
of use in some places, but it is only a non1

1

essential at preser.t. Now it strikes me
that the enthusiasm of specialists is the
very thing we should cherish, and to preserve that they nuist have renumerative
prices for their productions, and they cannot accumulate a fair share of these productions unless they can
have the honey
"field" to themselves.
No matter how
much honey brings, if we have none to sell.
If foreign countries take all our honey at
good prices, then the next squabble will be
for location, as it is in California where the
bee-ists want Congress to grant them so
many square miles, instead of quarter sections.

Jasper Hazen

is nearer right, on the matthan popular opinions.
might do to help us on in the
business, if most of us were not all interested in, and full of middle-men's labors.

ter of over-stocking,

How much we
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Now, friend Cook, allow me to say that I
think you will have more occasion to feel
"nervous about the knees" ere many seasons, than you have yet. California's disaster came to our rescue this time, and our
home crop is small— but isn't it better to
pray that men may never enter our ranks,
than to rejoice in their failure, in order that
we may succeed?
It seems to me that as long as honey is
produced by specialists, and not too many

them and too close together, we may expect to see honey in every market in nice
shape, selling at i)rices that will pay for
labor and study for putting it in such shape.
We may also exjiect to see bee papers and
conventions su])])orted and attended. We
may also rest assured that useful supplydealers will always lind customers that will
have money to |»ay for what thev buy. But
on the other hand, if every farmer, mechanic and invalid, in fact everyone who
has failed at other jmrsuits, is induced to
try bee-keeping— until such are driven from
the field by the natural law of "the survival
of the fitest,"— we shall see plenty of honey
in tubs and pails, slopping about every
grocery, selling at prices below cost of production, as in years gone by. Let us meet
to further the interests of those already engaged, and let us like men welcome all
volunteers, and we will see the consumption and demand keep just in advance of
production, and consequently keep our
business healthy, and our ranks composed
of successful ami reasonable men.
"One volunteer is wortii two conscripts,"
both to himself and those around him.
specialist knows too nuich to crowd his
bees into a tield already occupied. He does
m)t wish to spite any one, and if he did, he
knows too much to " bite his own nose off
to spite his face!" It is a pleasure to discuss a subject in which one feels .so much
interest, with one who feels just as much
interest on the other side; and heaven
knows I am open to conviction, and desire
to be put right, wherever 1 am wrong, without delay.
James Heddon.
Dowagiac. Mich., Nov. 7, 1877.
of

A

For the American Bee Journal.

Comb Foundation.
Some difference of opinion still exists in.
regard to foundation, as to what extent and
advantage it can be used. I would report
the following experiment with nine sheets,
12x12. Last year I tried a few sheets, but
as they were not pure wax, and the season
too far advanced, I took them out, after
several days, untouched. I made an observatory hive this year, with nine American
frames; tacked the foundation on the top
bar, tai^ered slightly on the sides down, and
inch from the bottom of frame. I took
the queen and all the Hying bees of a strong^
Italian colony from my park apiary and
took this colony to my home in the middle
of the city, and had them in the hive containing foundation at 8 in the morning,with
a box of honey on top from which the bees
could help themselves, which, however,
they did not need. The first day was pleasant, the second rainy, and at 6 p.m. I looked
at them, when the bees had become so reduced in number in the sugar houses that
they had almost left the two outer combs;
they had, however, stretched tlie cells-

%
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lialf way down.
The
H inch over
was very warm; having omitted
shadethe liive in the evening, the combs
had sagged a little; this I cut off, and
placed the two outer combs in the middle.
On the fifth day every cell in the hive was
worked out almost to its full size. I have
no doubt that in the comb-building season a
strong colony would leave no cell untouched within 3 days, with pure yellow wax
foundation having the right sized cell.

about

third day

to

About Sept. 13th, I took five small strips
of foundation of the same kind, filled a onecomb 5x6 surplus box with it, placed it between other boxes on a colony which was
working a surplus. About the 20th they
had patched up the strips into a straiglit
sheet, about an inch thick, and tilled it with
sheet of white foundation used
honey.
the same way, they made no use of; it requires more heat to work it out than does
C. H. Leittgens.
tne yellow wax.

A

©urXcttcvlJoj.
Carson City, Mich., Oct. 9, 1877.—" This
has been the poorest season fer honey ever
known in this part of Michigan. We had
eleven very poor days for honey last June;
nothing since. Have now only enough to
H. Roop.
keep them in fair condition."
Burlington, Kansas, Oct. 8, 1877.— "I examined my bees yesterday, and found them
in splendid condition for winter, all strong
in bees, with considerable brood. I put in
side packing 3>^ in. thick of chaff for win]My hives have double ends, the spaces
ter.
filled w'ith sawdust, cushions at sides and
on top. They ought to winter well on sumJ. W. Henderson.
mer stands here,"

Chicago,

111.,

September

10,

1877.— "Mr.

Editor: The Italian nuclei hive I got of
you is in first-class condition for winter.
When I got it home, I found it had about
300 bees, 5 drones and a beautiful queen.
She is as yellow as gold and the most beau-

Her progeny are like
herself, beautiful. I let them remain in the
small frames they came in, for 3 days and
tiful

one

I

ever saw.

then put the 4 frames into one Langstroth
frame, gave them a frame of brood and two
frames of surplus honey from another hive.
It has now 2 Langstroth frames of brood
and 2 of honey, and as many bees as would
make 10 nucleus colonies. I shall want an
imported queen next spring, and several
F.

hives."

McDonnell.

Jefferson, Wis., Nov. 2, 1877.— "The honey
harvest in this locality has been about half
a crop; the spring being too cold and wet.
I hacl to feed nearly all of my bees until the
middle of June, when white clover com-

menced blooming.

They gathered

con-

siderable surplus honey from white clover
and basswood, but stored none from fall
flowers. My honey crop this season was
between 9,000 and 10,000 lbs.— about half of
each. I sold all of 'my comb honey at 16 to
20c. (except about 600 lbs. I have yet on
hand). The comb honey in sections such
as

Doolittle

uses, only

smaller,

without

glass, I sold all at 20c. per ft. I have 350
colonies in good condition for winter, but
they are on their summer stands yet, and
C. Grimm.
to-day we have snow here."

Binghampton,N.Y.— "Friend

Newman:

The proceedings of the National (convention in regard to marketing honey and the
essays on that subject sliould be sown
broadcast among bee-keepers, especially

who have but few hives and little
honey; they are the ones that do so much
damage to the honey markets by selling
those

small lots at any price offered.

In that

way

they spoil the market for large producers."
J. P.

Moore.

was that such persons may be educat[
ed up to their duty— that we were enduced
It

"Special Edition" containing the full report of the National Convention and now in order to get them into the
hands of such persons we will make a
liberal reduction in the price by the quantity.
They cost singly, 20 cents each; but
we will send 10 for a dollar, postpaid, to
to publish that

—

any one who wishes to distribute them, and
thus aid in the education of small beekeepers—thereby saving the honey markets
from being sacrificed by the ignorance or
inadvertance of the unwary.

When remitting for next year, let all who
can, send an extra dollar and get ten of the
send
Special edition for distribution.

We

out hundreds of copies every week, free of
cost, to such persons, and there are no
doubt many who will be gratified to see
this suggestion, and will gladly avail themselves of the opportunity of doing good to
themselves and the cause generally.— Ed.]

Wyoming, N. Y., Sept. 10, 1877.—" I saw
an article in the August number of the A.
B. J., by James Heddon, in regard to comb
foundation. My experience has been very
different from his. I used some last spring
in transferring, to fill out some fi'ames
where I lacked good worker comb, and it
worked to my entire satisfaction. I noticed
one comb when it had been in just long
enough to be filled with sealed brood that
contained 6 drone cells and about 7,000
worker cells, nearly ready to hatch.
Another frame was solid with brood, and
had only one drone cell. Other frames of it
have worked in about the same way. The
foundation I use is made from pure yellow
wax, and I have had it drawn out to X inch

in thickness in 8 hours after putting it in
the hive, and eggs in it in less than 24 hours,
and that in the month of May when nights
were cool and bees were getting honey but
slowly. I agree with Mr. Heddon in respect
to Italians vs. blacks. I have failed to see
any Italians that would beat some of my
black swarms, and others of them seem
bound to just make a living, but I have
been raising queens from my best swarms
and replacing the old ones, and I think I
more than get paid for my trouble in nice
comb honey. Our season here has been
very short; first a light run of clover, then a
light run of basswood from July 14 to 23,
and after that a little buckwheat. I have
taken about 50 lbs. of comb honey per hive,
and no increase; and am now getting my
bees ready for winter, in the hope of a better season next year."
Beginner.

A
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Eidffefield,

Conn.— "Tlie past season has

been the poorest for lioney that we liai^?
Our 32 stocks were very
ever known.
strong in tlie spring;, and increased by
natural swarming to 4(J, but we have taken
only about 200 lbs. of surplus honey this
season."

Winnebago

S.

Co.,

111.,

W. Stevens.

Oct. 23, 1877.-"

My

bees did well; I had 3 stands last spring,
and increased to 6; got 30 lbs. of extracted
and 450 lbs. of box honey. My bees would
have done better but for the dry weather in
July.

1 like Italians best,

because they are

more peaceable. I piu'chased a fine queen
of H. Alley, in Sept. I would not be. without the

Journal

for anything."

M. Adams.

Camden Point, Mo., Oct. 28, 1877.— "Have
increased this season from 9 to 28 colonies.
The crop of honey was fair; below the
average in the spring, but after Aug. 20th,
good. I only took the actual surplus, leaving them large su])plies for winter. I have
1,000 lbs. of nice honey; it sells here for
16^ to 20c. per H). I shall infuse new blood
May the
into my apiary next spring.
JouKNAL live long and prosper."

Tom M. Mooke.

Breakabean, N. Y.. Nov. 8, 1877.—" I had
65 colonies last fall; lost 1, the bees killing
2 or 3 queens after I had given them a frame
of eggs several times. They all did well
till March 25, a warm day witli south wind,
when nearly all my bees went out, but few
returning— the wind blew them to the
ground, and they perished. The last of
June my barn was destroyed by fire and I
lost 3 swarms then. From 40 colonies I got
1,700 lbs. It is usual for many colonies to
be lost by going to the woods, but I never
lost one "in that way. I do not unite weak
stocks; I can make them all strong."

Wm. B Burgett.
Strait's Corners, N.Y., Nov. 5th, 1877.— "I
could not do without the Journal in the
management of bees. My bees did very
well. I commenced the season with 10
colonies in box hives; increased by natural

swarming to 34; doubled down to 28. My
young swarms I put in hives 12x12x14 in.
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Garden Plain, 111., Sept. 29, 1877.— "The
season for surplus having closed, bees
generally are in good shape for winter. I
will give results for this season. I commenced with 75 colonies; 10 of them light
in bees, the rest strong, but with scanty
stores. T had to feed to keep up broodrearing; they did not get honey enough to
supply their 'wants, before the second week
in June. I increased to 105, and took 4,000
lbs. of honey— 1500 lbs. being comb, mostly
in section boxes. I am selling to the consumer: extracted, 1234c. per lb.; comb, 16c.
to 18c. I think if my health had been good,
through June and the first of July, I could
have had 1,000 lbs. more, as some of them
crowded the queen too much, and there
were a few poor queens that needed changing; but where the queens were all right,
they are still raising plenty of brood to
have young bees to go into winter with."
R. R, Murphy.
Springfield, O., Oct. 16, 1877.—" Friend
I just reached home last evening, from a trip to the northern part of the

Newman:

State. I went with my own conveyance,
and so saw a great many hives, and lots of
them empty; and the universal cry was
poor lucK.' I saw hives 7 or 8 in. square
inside and over 3 feet high, and the owners
'

complained of 'poor luck!' strange isn't it?
I saw on Oct. 12th, box hives of from 3,000
to 3,.500 cubic inches over-run with bees and
so full of honey that I could just lift them,
but could not step with them (and I'm stout
too, weighing to-day, with light clothes, 202
lbs.), and the owner had 'poor luck,' no box
honey; but if better counsel don't prevail,
brimstone will bring the honey. My bees
have done pretty well this season, but not
as well as last, t have adopted Alley's plan
for introducing queens with tobacco smoke,
and have not had a failure yet. Some
Italian queens I got of Alley have produced
as fine bees as I ever saw. Success to the
A. B. Mason.
'old reliable' Journal.

Wayne, Mich., Nov.

8,

1877.— "At the Na-

tional Convention, in a paper there read,
some one gives Mrs* Tupper's plan' for
making ariificial or forced swarms. It is
given in the third edition of Langstroth, p.
'

my

deep inside, with stationary bars

memory serves me,
ISO and 181 (also, if
impression is
in both former editions).

Vermont, 111., Oct. 7, 1877.— "I had 75
colonies of hybrids and Italians on Mayl;
15 of these I made into 2 nucleis each, in
order to raise queens. Of the 60 left, 15
were weak, leaving but 50 to run for honey.
1 imported some queens from Italy— 3 of
them were impure; proving conclusively
that there are black bees in Italy.
Cyprian colony, with its increase, gave 346 lbs
of honey. Average for all hives, 80}^ lbs.,
which 1 sold at an average of 18c. Total
amount of honey sold, 4,227 lbs,; cash received for honey, |i760.80; for queens, $417.60; for swarms. .'S20S.50. Total, f 1,386.90.
Cash paid out, $886.90— leaving me a profit
of $500 over all expenses."
H. Ha^;nes.

that the third edition was published prior
to the time Mrs. Tupper engaged in beekeeping at all, certainly the first editions
were. Perhaps Mr. L. stole it from Mrs.
Tupper, as Mr. King informed said convention that Langstroth pirated the invention
of the movable comb or frame hive. Perhaps he will be so kind as to inform us why
some of these noted and prior inventors did
not use their own inventions until Mr. L.
gave to the world a detailed description of
their hives ? That is a question the answer
to which would be extremely edifying to
beginners. I think these gentlemen came
as near the discovery of a practical movable
frame as Samson did, and no nearer. There
is a model of one of them at Washington
(by Munn, I think), with as near the same
plan (so far as the movable frame is concerned) as the ribs were to frames in Samson's lion to wit, with a hinge atone end!
Seriously, why did not some of this array of
original inventors use their own inventions
instead of attempting to pull down the
E. Rood.
temple built by others?"

at the top.
Several of my young swarms stored in the
2X-lb Isliam box, 22 to 70 lbs. each. One
first swarm stored 83 lbs.
Some of my old
swarms stored from 10 to 25 lbs. each, after
casting 3 swarms. I intend to use the
Langstroth hive next season. Tlie honey
crop was rather light in this section."
Isaac E. Pelham.

A

—

My
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Barren Co., Ky., Sept. 27, 1877.—" We
have had a good honey season this year. I
began in tlie spring with 6 colonies, some of
tliem in poor condition. I Iiave received
400 lbs. of extracted lioney, and doubled my
number of colonies, which are rich and full
have a rich honey-dew;
at present.
bees are doing well. Success to the Jour

We

NAL."

Jos. T.

Gray.

Moultrie Co., 111., Oct. 19, 1877.— "But few
of those who keep bees here are beemasters. 1 began 3 years ago with one
colony of Italians; I now have 19, and a
good stock of surplus honey. I get from 20
to 25c. per fi) for it. I am delighted with
the Italians. I use the Langstroth hive
with two honey boxes covering the entire
top. White clover and smartweed are our
main honey plants; linden yields but little.

A. M. Khodes.

Mohawk, N. Y., Nov, 17, 1877.— " Friend
NeWiMAn: The Quinby hive at the American Institute Fair was not made or exhibited by me, as stated; it was made by Geo.
Ellison. The hive and boxes were much
inferior to those known as the new Quinby,
and now used by us, and were placed on exby A. J. King for no honorable
L. C. Root.

hibition

purpose."

Putnam Co., 111., Nov. 16, 1877.— "My 233
stands have gathered for this season 1,200
4-fi) boxes of honey, and gathered up to Oct.
4th in abundance. ' I had a sale of bees on
Oct. 13th, and sold 35 stands— the lowest
price was $7, and the highest $11.25. I have

We

been selling honey

at 123^c.
are all
witli the American Bee
I shall try and get all the subOtto Halbleib.
scribers I can for it."

well

pleased

Journal.

Canandaigua, N. Y., Sept. 18, 1877.—" 1
bought 15 stocks last year in box hives, but
not in time for surplus honey. I Italianized

buying queens of J. H. Nellis, at
$1.50 each. I bought bees early last spring,
number to
in box hives, and increased
transferred to the improved
58 stocks;
Quinby hive. Forty-|ive stocks were in
medium condition; the remaining 13 stocks

them;

my

made no

surplus

honey.

This season

1

3,200 lbs. of comb honey, 100 lbs. of
extractecL 25 lbs. of wax, and 12 stocks increase. I prefer the Italian bees to blacks.
1 have taken 150 Bbs. of comb honey from
some of my Italians, while the best blacks
made only 80 lbs. I took 90 lbs. of comb
honey from one Italian stock; tlien it
swarmed; the swarm tilled its hive, and I
took GO lbs. of comb honey from the two
stocks, making from one stock and increase
150 lbs. of comb honey.
"it was through taking the Journal that
I received your advice to use small sections
for surplus honey, instead of boxes; by so
doing I received 3c. more per lb on 2,100 lbs,
making $03 in my favor enough to pay for
the Journal for my lifetime, perhaps, as I
intend taking it that long, if 1 can get it. I
shipped 2,700 lbs. of comb honey to Messrs.
Thurber & Co., of New York. It is a good
house: I would advise those having honey
to sell, to ship to them. My honey crop
brought me $<)25, besides an increase of 12
stocks and 25 lbs. of wax. I ted 100 lbs. of
sugar last spring. All but 4 of my stocks
have enough honey to last tliein to the
beginning of next season. I keep them

have

—

from swarming by cutting out the queen,
ceils.
I bought some queens of T. N. Hollett, this season— one was a drone-laying
and one a black queen— both sold as pure
Italians and tested. I would like to hear
from those who bought queens from liim,
this season, whether they were purely
mated, etc. Dr. Andrews, of this place, has
had some experience with him, but not of a,
satisfactory nature. The Fanciers' Jour-

nal has published him
dealer with fowls;

is

as a dishonorable
he not the same with

bees?"

G. C.

Soden.

1877.—" Dear.

Sandusky, N. Y., Oct. 6,
Editor: Thinking that you would like to
hear from this section, called Cold Cattaraugus,' I send you a few lines. The sea'

son tor bees has been better than an average one. My Italian stocks commenced
swarming the last of May, which is nearly
a month earlier than usual, June 22d being
about the average date; and the season
closes with basswood, so what we do in the
bee line must be done quickly. The bee
business has not yet fully revived from the
low state in which it was left by that bee
disease which used up nine-tenths of all the
bees in this and adjoining counties. I commenced last spring with GO stocks—50 Italians and 10 blacks in fair condition; I increased to 86 and took 2,200 lbs. of box and
300 lbs. of extracted honey. I used a section-box weighing when glassed for market
2}4 lbs. My best Italian stock gave one
swarm on May 28th, and from the two I had
175 lbs. of box honey. The best Italian
stock that I kept from increasing gave me
1.50 lbs. of box honey.
From the two best
black stocks, not increased, 190. lbs. of box
honey. My Italians have done best in all
respects, and are in better condition for
wintering."
A. A. Baldwin.

—

Grimes Co., Tex., Sept. 9, 1877.— " Our
honey in July was good, though dark; our
August honey is hot, or rather smarts tiie
throat after eating it awhile; it is gathered
from the wilk-weed, or, as the poet calls it,
'the summer snow.' It covers the prairies,,
and when in full bloom, at a distance, resembles snow. It grows from 2 to G ft.
high, according to the quality of land; half
its height is one straight stalk; it then
spreads its branches in every direction; it
flourislies best in dry weather. If it could
be utilized, it would be a valuable honey
plant with us. Since the fall i-ains have set
in, other blooms are getting plentiful, and

they iiave stopped gathering honey from it.
They are now working on the morning
glory. 1 have on hand 2,000 lbs. of the hot
honey; what to do with it I do not know.
If there was a chemist convenient I would
have him lind out whether it could be
utilized or not. I send you some to experiment with."
Ira M. Camp.
[

The honey can was

drop of honey did

pay

it

received, but not a
had to

contain.

71 cents extra postage

much

on

We

it,

and were

disappointed on finding the can
empty. Its being encased in wood made it
heavy enough not to cause us to suspect its
being emi)ty. We do not know what is the
best disposition to make of your hot honey.
Will some one having experience with such^
give some liglit on the subject?— Ed.]
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"Granville, O., Nov. 8, 1877.—Mr. Newman: There is considerable discussion
here about the legality of using the 'American' bee-hive. I am not personally interested, as I never had an American hive in
my yard; but a man by the name of Cruixshank has been levying a tax on every one
who has an American hive in this county.
I claimed to him that Mr. King had In 1873
made all his patents public property, consequently if I had any desire to make or use
an American hive I should do so. IJut
Cruixshank claims that he bought this and
other territory before Mr. King made his
patent public; and he still has a valid claim
on all who make or use the hive in the
territory he purchased of Mr. King previous
to his giving his patents to the public; that
Mr. King had no legal right to this county,
and could give no one a right to make his
hive here, as he did not own the territory.
Will you please give us all the benefit of
.your opinion in the next Journal? and no
doubt it will serve persons in other localities
as well as this, who are about to make their
Cruixshank has
hives for next season.
published a card in our county paper, warning all those who use the American that he
wnl prosecute them for a farm right."

W. H. Sedgwick.

We would answer that the

"American" is
a patent hive. In November, 1873, Mr.
H. A. King announced that his hives were
still

"public property in

all

unsold territory,"

which he then stated comprised "about
ninety-nine one hundredths of the whole
United States," and adds: "By this announcement we remove every restraint
from the use, manufacture and sale of our
hives in all unsold territory." He could not
donate the patent to the public in counties
he did not own.
By a letter just received from Kev. H. A.
King, we learn that Mr. Cruixshank purchased a few counties in Ohio before the
event of his donation to the public— his
claim therefore is technically legal.
The Langstroth patent has expired— it is
public property everywhere.
Davis, Mich., Nov. 13, 1877.—" My third
years' report is as follows: After losing 40
colonies during winter and spring, I liad
but 14 left, which 1 have only doubled, but
have put in, during the spring and sum-

mer, enough to make my number now to 64
colonies— all in good condition, witti plenty
of honey to winter on. I have taken 3,006
lbs. of

extracted

and considerable comb

kept no account of the comb
find ready sale for my honey at
home at 15 to 18c. per lb., and 10c. for comb
honey taken from old hives when transferring. I make my price on honey at the
commencement of the season, at about what
I think will be a fair rate and living profit,
and as yet have found no difficulty in making sales. I have not quite 600 lbs. on hand.
It will soon be all gone, and at a fair rate.
I have been very busy over the hives tliis

honey

(I

honey).

I

season, trying to

think I have done

and that

is

just

make up my

losses, and
If not 1 think 1 have,
should not
as well.

it.

We

brood over misfortunes but keep our minds
and hands busily engaged in building up,
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and we may soon recover our losses. I
have been reading the transactions of our
National Association, and am very much interested in them. I am glad there are so
scientific men engaged in apiculture.
Bee Journal.
I read the
seems to
that we fairly meet with

many

When
it

American

me

each other in relating our experiences."

W.

P.

EVRITT.

Allamakee, Iowa, Nov. 12, 1877.— "Since
Messrs. Thurber offered a prize for " the
best honey in the most marketable shape,"
I have watched witii greatest interest for
the report of tlie committee appointed to
decide as to the merits of the different exhibits of honey placed on exhibition, with a
view of competing for the Thurber medal..
In the current number, the Journal has.
favored us with the report and decision of
the committee, also with a short description
of several of the different lots of honey offered for the inspection of said committee,
with cuts of shipping crates, hives, extractors, etc.
In the next Journal please give
a minute description as to size and style of
construction of the boxes or small packages
so successfully used by Messrs. Doolittle,
lletherington, et al. Are all or any of them
covered by letters patent? I run my apiary
exclusively for box honey; have at present
50 stands of bees, and if I have ordinary
success in wintering I shall undoubtedly
need considerable storage capacity for surplus honey next season. I like to keep up
with the times as regards boxes and otiier
fixtures. Accept my best wishes for the
financial success of the Journal; it is^
the bee-keeper's friend."
C. A. Luce.

[The Doolittle box (or cap) is 6 in. high
by 5 in. wide inside, and 1% in. between the
glass; which is put on after the boxes are
taken from the hive. The side pieces of
the box are 2 in. wide holding in the glass^
with the assistance of 3 tin triangles driven
into the top and bottom and bent over the
glass. A saw groove in the top is intended
Capt. Hetherington's
to fasten starters.
cap of boxes is patented; his crate is not
—neither is the Doolittle box.

The lletherington crate is 8x16 in. by 6 in.
deep, inside, and contains 12 of the above
boxes; glass at each side of the crate, showing the honey; held in by a 1-in. strip (Ji in.
wabble-saw
thick) at top and bottom.
cut on each end serves for handling.— Ed.]

A

Wenham, Mass.—" I
number,

C. A.

see on page 335, Oct.
Graves thinks I am careless

in shipping queens. I am as liable to make
mistakes as any one— and by an oversight
sent his to N. Y. instead of O. I bad some
200 orders when his was received on June 4
(not May 4 as he stated), but to oblige him,
tilled his order 10 days before it would come
in regular order— sending his on June 27. I
don't ask Mr. G. to lose the $1; he can have
As to friend Glenn, I think
it 'on demand.'
he had reason to complain. There was a,
slight misunderstanding about his order,
but he had another queen sent Aug. 20, before his article appeared in the Journal.
I want to say that I am ready to settle all
differences by private correspondence withH. Alley.
out troubling the A. B. J."
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Bellwood, Pa.— "What is the best mode of
treatment for sonr honey? Will it make
vinegar?
F. M. Glasgow.

[The only remedy we know of is jto Ijeep
needed, and then feed to the bees;
they will remove it from the cells and make
It is worth too
it sweet in a little while.
muc'ii to make into vinegar, still it Jean be
done— one part of honey to five of water

^otes

mill Qitcvits^
CONDUCTED BY

Prof. A.

J.

Cook, Lansing, Mich.

it till

will be the proportions.- Ed.]

Henry Station, Tenn., Sept. 29, 1877.—
"Enclosed find a flower of the smartweed
that produces honey so plentifully. And
also another plant— please name them."
J. P. Parker.

The former

is

polygonum iucaratum.

nearly related to smartweed. The latter is euputorum or bone-set. The specimen is too poor to tell the species.
It is

Wethersfield, Ct., Oct. 27, 1877.— "In the
season of 1875 I purchased queens of H. Alley; some were good, but not all. One was
detained in the post-office for 13 days, the
clerks failing to recognize my address on
the package; but she was received alive.
In Sept. 1 received from him 3 queens; one

was dead when received, there was no
delay this time, and one was a poor hybrid.
I wrote him the facts at the time, expecting
that he would make the two queens good. 1
received this short and perhaps singular
reply: 'Queens are played out for the season.' Not feeling satisfied with Mr. A., I
sent orders for queens to other parties, the
next spring. Tliis displeased Mr. A., and
now he does not recognize my claim, but
sends me 7io little abuse whenever I remind

him

H. L. Lankton^.

of it."

Galesburg, 111., Sept. 21, 1877.— " Enclosed
send sample of a wild plant, on which I saw
a lot of bees at work yesterday. Were they
gathering honey or pollen? It has a square
liard stem; the top is bushy and it blooms
profusely."
H. B.

They were
It is scrophularla nodosa.
no doubt getting both lioney and pollen
from it. It is too large and coarse a plant,
with flowers too few and small to be very
valuable to cultivate for bees.

Fanning

send
honey-producing
have taken 85 fts. or
honey from one colony, and it is full again.
I shall have 30 lbs. more."
S. S. Lvday.

What

plant.

Sumter Co., Ala., Oct. 11, 1877.— "Will it
do to keep honey in tin? Do drones feed
themselves? Will honey sour when not
extracted till capped? Can you refer me
to a honey market? What kind of barrels
are best to ship honey in?"
A Subscriber.
[Tin cans are good honey vessels. Drones
feed themselves. Such honey will some-

when

times sour;
bees.
ket.

New

does, feed back to the

your nearest good marbuy all you have
eood, hard wood barrels, if

Yorlc

Thurber

it

&

is

Co. will

for sale.

Any

clean, will

do.—Ed.]

Borodino, N.Y.— I notice in the Report of
the National Convention that Mr. Betsinger
stated that black bees stored the honey that
was awarded the Gold Medal; thereby leaving the Convention and your readers to conclude that I keep black bees. This is not
so; I have not had a colony of black bees in
five years. 1 should be exceedingly sorry
to have the idea prevail that black bees produced better honey than the Italians, and
that their honey was so much superior as to
have the Gold Medal awarded to it, when
apiarists of the 19th century have taken so
much trouble to import pure Italians.
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
Starkville, N. Y., Nov.

22, 1877.— "I have sold
Co., of New
of takini? the 30 days for payofTered, they sent me a check for the

to Messr.s. Thurber &
my honey
Instead

York.

ment as
entire amount. It is a pleasure to do business
with those wlio do as they agree to. but they
have done even better. Their extensiv^o business seems to bear testimony to tlie fact that
business relations so satisfactorily established
are more apt to prove permanent and profitable to all concerned. It is a pleasure for me
to recommend them to enquiring bee-men."
P. H. Elwood.
I

Co., Tex., Sept. 21, 1877.— "I

a sprig of our best

name

is

certain— it

is

Its

is it?

fall

I

Eupatorium— the species una poor specimen.

Jennings Co., Ind., Sept. 26, 1877.— "We
have had the best honey season for the past

month

that I ever saw. I enclose a speciof our best honey plant. Bees are
Wm. Martix.
storing largely from it."

men

It is an aster— the specimen has no lerves.
Specimens should contflin not only all

kinds of leaves, but the leaves should be
spread so as to show when dried. Some of
these plants were such poor specimens that

my

coleague. Prof. W. J. Beal, one of the
very best botanists in the country, could
not indefy them.

Union Co., 111., Oct. 13, 1877.— "I enclose
a specimen of our best fall honey-producing
plant. It begins to bloom just before the
golden-rod ceases, and continues till hard
The honey is white and I think just
frost.
as good as clover honey. What is it?"
E. B. Barker.
It is

that

one of the species of 50 or 60 asters

grow

They

are

east of the

all

Mississippi River.

good honey-producers.

Libertyville, Mo., Nov. 8, 1877.— "Dear
Sir: Enclosed lind seed and hull from a
stalk about 2}4 to 33^ ft. high, white flower,
blooms in Sept. What is it? Bees did
tolerably well here. I had over 100 lbs. of
comb honey from one colony of Italians,
having a daughter of one of Dadant's imported queens."
J. B. Dines.
It is a species of

honej%

aster— a good plant for

—
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New Orleans, La., Sept. 18, 1877. " I enclose 13 samples of our tall flowers. Nos. 1
and 4 bloom from the middle of May till end
of July. They fjrow on swamp land and
among the heaviest swamp timber. Goldenrod and aster grow botli in swamps and on
open land. The latter is our stand-by for
winter supply.
The rest grow only in
swamps, and bloom from Sept. 15 to Nov.
15.
swamp running parallel with the
Mississippi River from 2 to 40 miles wide
contains particularly Nos. 1, 4, 7, 10 and 13.

A

^m^^t^i^^H
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TERMS ©F SIBSCRIPTION.
Single subscriber, one year,
Two subscribers, sent at the
Three
"
"
"
Six
"

same

All larger clubs at the

same

time.

.

.

$3.00
8.50

"...
"...

'

"

g.oO'

9.00

rate.

Wet weather

prevents bees from getting
amounts of honey from them. This
season has been the poorest ever known
not
as much surplus as common— but
gave 60 per cent, increase." W. B. Eush.

RATES FOR ADVERTISING.

large

%

Cephalantlnis occidentalis ( buttonbuch); yellow flower, size of white clover;
gives amber honey.
2. Cuphorlia oltissimum.
1.

3.

SoUdago

(golden-rod), 50 species east

of Mississippi River.
4.
5.
6.

Vitis Mpinnotn.
Piuchea foetida—mavsh flea-bone.
A poor specimen— no leaves.

8.

3Iikania scandens.
ilfilTcania— climbing bone-set.

9.

Iresine ceosiordes.

7.

10.

Baccharis halimfolia—grounded

11.

Morning

Lythrum

13.

Polygonum..

li/i

3

"

"

One inch

in

20 cents.

line,

"

"

3
6

"

eacli insertion ,...15

"

:...12
....lO

"

"

"
"
"

Length of Column makes Twelve Lines.

SpAecial Notices, and pages next to reading
matter, one-tliird more than the above rates.
Last page of cover, dowble rates.

No advertisement received for less than fl.
Cash in advance for all transient advertisements. Bills of regular advertisers pavable
quarterly. We adhere strictly to our printed
rates.

Address

all

communications and remit-

THOS.

tances to
974

G.

NEWMAN

West Madison

St.,

& SON,

Chicago,

IU.

tree.

Write names and addresses plain—giving
County and State.

earc— loose-sti'ife.
There are 22 species

When changing post-office address, mention the old address as well as the new one.

glory.

12.

1 month, per

east of the Mississippi River.

"Dear Editor:— Enclosed I send you a
specimen of a new honey plant, which grows
wild in great abundance in this region. My
attention was called to it last season, by
seeing the bees working on it from morning
till evening.
It commences to bloom about
the middle of July and continues to bloom
until frost. There is as much again of the
plant growing this season, as there was last
year. After the plant commenced to bloom
my bees get much of their honey from it.
"Enclosed I send a communication from
Jas. A. Simpson to Oleanings in Dee-Culture, which gives a full and accurate description of the plant I refer to. I sent a specimen to our vState botanist a few weeks since,
in order to learn the name of the plant, but
as yet have not heard from him. Can you

me its name? 1 do not know how it
under cultivation, but intend to sow
one-half acre in the spring.
" Bees did not do well in this vicinity during the spring, owing to wet weather while
the fruit trees were in bloom. We had to
feed in order to keep them from starving,
and those stands which survived became
very weak, but revived when the linn came
into bloom and made about 50 pounds of
surplus honey, on the average, to each stand.

give

will do

There were in this vicinity very few new
swarms, and out of 14 stands, I only got
four new swarnis. There are a great many
bees kept in this county, and they seem to
pay well.
Yours truly, Wm. Fairall.
It is scrofalaria nodosa, a large and
coarse grower, and not very valuable for
honey— the bloom being too scarce to pay
for cultivation for bees.

We send the Journal until an order for
discontinuance is received at this office, and
arrearages are all paid.
We

work on "Chicken
to any one desirtwo subscribers.
Additions can be made to clubs at any
time, at the same rate. Specimen copies,
will give Hill's

Cholera" (price 50 cents),
ing

it,

as a

premium

for

Posters, and Illustrated Price List sent free
upon application.
...^

For the convenience of bee-keepers,

we have made arrangements

to supi)ly, at

the lowest market prices. Imported or test-

ed Italian Queens, full colonies, Langstroth
or other hives. Extractors of all the makes,,
and anything required about the apiary.

The only safe way to send money by
...^
mail is to get the letter registered, or procure a money order or draft. We cannot be
responsible for money lost, unless these
precautions are taken. Then it is at our
risk, and if lost we will make it good to the
sender, but not otherwise.

We will send a tested Italian queen to any
one sending us four subscribers to The
American Bee Journal with .$8.00. This
piemiuin, giving a good queen for four subscribers, will pay any one for taking some
trouble to extend the circulation of the
Journal. Premium queens will in every
case be tested.

How

to Winter.— Those who wish

to

post up on the subject of wintering, will do
well to read Prof. Cook's essay as read before the National Convention of last year.
It was published in the December number
of 1876, and has since been re-published in
pamphlet form, with the other essaysPrice 15 cents.

'
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" On Novice."— The readers of The
American Bee Journal will doubtless

Honey Markets.

NEW YORK.— We quote as follows:
IHoNEY.— The demand for strictly white
honey in neat single comb caps, 12 caps in a
crate, continues good, very little being in the
market, and 20 to 23c. being freely paid for it.
White honey in other styles ranges from 17 to
Dark or Buckwheat honey, in single
20c.
comb caps, 13 caps in crate, 13 to He. ; same
honey in larger caps, 10 to 12c. The supply of

dark comb honey— golden-rod, buckwheat,
and darker grades— is full, and prices rule low.
Basswood extracted is in particularly good demand here, bringing from 13 to 14c. sharp
cash, candied having the preference.

Beeswax.— Little is doing; shippers taking
small lots at 37@2Sc. for Southern or Western.
none
Exports for week ending Nov. 21
.

CHICAGO.
15

19c.

(5)

.

106,753 fts.
from Jan. 1
66,787 "
same time last year
H. K. & F. B. Thukber & Co.

"

—

Choice

new comb

honey,

Extracted, choice white 9@I0c.

Beeswax, 25@30.

per gross, $50.00.
SAN FRANCISCO. Quotations by
White, in boxes and
Stearns & Smith.
frames, 18@22c. Strained honey in good de-

mand

we and ?iot Novice, are the injured part.v,
and have just cause of complaint, if any is
made.
Herbeut A. Burch.
South Haven, Mich., Nov. 24, 1877.

to be

—

CINCINNATI. Quotations by C. F.
JMuth. Comb honey, in small boxes, 18@
Extracted, 1 tt. jars, in shipping order,
19c.
per doz.,.S2.50; per gross, $28.00. 2 lb. jars,
per doz.,

an article from my pen with the
above heading, written some four years
ago. We had hoped that it would never
again become necessary for us to write
another personal article; but our hopes
were futile. We have recently ascertained
that the bee-keepers of the country have
obtained the impression from Olemiings in
Bee-Culture that we have done Novice a
gross injustice in taking money from him
to partly indeminify us for damages sustained in using his goods. Now at this late
day in the month we cannot write a lengthy
article in time for the Dec. number; but
will do so next mouth. In the meantime
we hope our friends will suspend judgment,
as we nave never intentionally injured anyone, and will show most conclusively, that
recall

$4r..50;

—

beeswax, 30(«)32>^c. fine
white honey much wanted.
._,< ^
LOUISVILLE. Quotations by B. B.
at 12@16c.;

;

—

Barnum.— I will pay for choice, light, extracted honey 8@10c.; for white comb 12}-^
@15c., in small boxes.

Good Use for a Dime.— We
cents to Orange

nati, 0.

Counterfeit Money.—Avoid

all risks,

and subscribe

for the only reliable and ofCounterfeit Detector issued, and then
loss from receiving counterfeit money need
never be incurred.
All handling bank
notes have only to keep at hand for consulficial

tation

Peterson's Counterfeit Detec-

tor, a semi-monthly publication containing
descriptions of all counterfeit notes as soon
as they appear, also a complete list of
broken, closed, failed, and fradulent banks.

Every number

of the Detector contains
of all the National and State
banks in the country, financial news and
items, price current, reviews of the money
and stock markets, &c., and is, in short, a
very valuable publication, which no busi-

likewise

ness

man

lists

should be without.

Subscription

for the Monthly issue is $1..50ayear. Subscriptions may commence with any month.

Address T. B. Peterson & Brothers,
specimen copy.

<ielphia, Pa., for

Pliila-

Judd

Co., 245

Broadway,

York, who make a special offer to
send for this sum the number for October
This
1st, of the American Agriculturist.
splendid number, besides over 50 engravings, contains a great amount of useful,
practical, reliable, seasonable information,
not only for the farm and Garden, but for
Household, Children included. Most will
get from it hints and suggestions worth ten
Better still,
or twenty times its cost
to send $1.G0 and receive the paper, postpaid, from now to the end of 1878— that is,
all of volume 37, with the rest of 1877 free.

Old Uncle Dan.— Is the title of an exnew Song, by Horace Dumars.

of Songs have been published in
America, within the last few years, but few
ever contain merit enough to become very
popular. The above song, is a gem, in fact,
one of the sweetest negro melodies ever put
before the music loving public.
Sung
nightly with immense success, by Milt. G.
Barlow, of minstrel fame. Price, 40 cents
per copy. The title page is illustrated, and
contains a fine view of a Southern plantation scene— can be obtained from any large
music dealer, or from the publisher, F. W.
Helmick, No. 50 West Fourth St., Cincin-

all

New

cellent

Thousands

advise

our readers to forward their address and 10

A Great Book House.— One

of the cheap-

est book stores in the United States is that of
T. B. Peterson & Brothers, 306 Chestnut

Philadelphia, Pa. They publish the writings of Mrs. E. D. E. N. Southworth. Mrs. Ann
Stephens, Miss Dupuy, Mrs. Warfleld, Mrs.
Dorsey, Caroline Lee Hentz, Charles Dickens,
Charles Lever, Wilkie Collins, Alex. Duma.<s,
and many other popular writers, and they
would call the attention of all Book Buyers to
the fact, that they are now publishing a number of cloth and paper-covered Books in attractive style, including a series of 25 cent,
50 and 75 cent Novels in new style covers.
They are new and cheap editions of the works
of the most popular English and American
authors and are presented in an attractive
style, printed from legible type, on good
paper, especially adapted for General Reading, Hotel Stands, and Railroad Sales, and
are furnished at such a low price that they
will meet with a ready sale wherever properly introduced. In fact, all of the best books
by best authors can be obtained of Messrs. T.
B. Peterson & Brothers, and retail and wholesale orders will be filled at lowest rates, as all
their books are sold at prices to suit the times.
Send for their Catalogue.
St.,

S.

Back Numbers Wanted.—We want the
Any one having

following back numbers.

all or any one of them to d'ispose of, will
please let us know, at once, what numbers
they are, and the price they want for them,
and the condition they aie in.

All of vols. 2, 3 and 7. Nos. 1, 3, 5, fi, 7, 8
9 of vol. 4. Nos. 2, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 13 o^
b.
No.
vol. 5. Nos. 1, 3, 5 and 10 of vol.
of vol. 8. No. 1 of vol. 10. No. 1 of vo' 11

and
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1861, at Washington, by the late

Samuel Wagner.

for man
and yet they never bruise
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i^° While at the Michigan Convenwe were entertained by friend
Russell, and made the acquaintance of
many Michigan apiarists. Mr. Russell
has 140 colonies in the cellar, in excellent order, and a few on their winter
stands. His is a combination of the
movable-frame and bar-hive, and susceptible of changing size at will. For
wintering out of doors, he uses heavy
paper over the frames, and makes it
double, by sliding the cover down over
the brood chamber. One of his hives
has been added to our Museum.
tion,

1^ Corks for honey jars should be
cut across the grain, to prevent leakage.
i^The

Keports of Conventions in
have crowded out considerable matter that was already in type.
this issue

^"The

plant sent by Mr. Moore, of

Shelbyville, Ky.i is not a shrub, but an
herb. It is an aster of course good.

—

^= Dr. J. P. H. Brown, is the first
on hand.with his Circular for 1878. It
is neatly gotten up, and contains much
information.

i^It takes two
It is

years to raise teasel.
to sell to cloth

grown by farmers

manufactm'ers.

would pay to

We

do not think

it

raise for the honeyi alone.

1^ The time has come to prepare for
next season's operations in the way of
hives. It is not advisable to wait till
they are needed before ordering.
Several did thislast year, and as every
one was in a rush just then many
were sadly disappointed. We would
therefore urge all to order at once, and
then time enough will be allowed to be
sureto have them on hand when needed.

l^A

correspondent writes: "I see
Mr. Betsinger claims to be the first inventor of a sectional hive. Barker &
Dicer, of Marshall, Mich., claimed the
same thing, I believe, in the Aiheric an
Bee Journal for March, 1874. Will
Mr. Betsinger tell the readers of the
Journal in what year he invented his
box, and I should like to hear from
Barker & Dicer on the subject, also.
Honor to whom honor is due.' I am
using a section box and am interested
'

to

know who

is

the inventor."

disappointed. We shall do our "level
best" to make the volume for 1878

i^° Friend D. D. Palmer has just
returned from New York, whither he
went with a car-load of comb honey,
which he sold to Thurber & Co., and
brought the cash, nearly $3,000 home
with him. He says, honey is retailing
in N. Y. at from 25 to 30 cts. per lb.—
He has inspected surplus boxes of
many styles on his trip, and says he
had learned enough to pay him well for
his time and trouble. Much of his
honey was in California frames, but he
wants no more to take to market that
He spent a few pleasant
is not glassed.
hours with! us, both on going and returning.
friendship of nearly a
score of years made the occasion the

excel all its predecessors.

more interesting and agreeable.

—

i^Aswe

were in doubt about the

advisability of adding a Small Fruit

Department, we submitted the question
in our last issue. The answers are
almost universal in opposition to

it.

Our readers want all the energies of
The Bee Journal, devoted to Bees
and Honey, and in this they sliall not be

A

—

"

Prize

Honey Boxes and

Crates.

Oldt's

For the convenience of those who
wish to have their honey in " the most
marketable shape," we have had a lot
of these " Prize Boxes" and "Crates"
made up, and can send a crate containing 12 honey boxes ready to put on the
hives, to any one who intends to make
their own, and desire' a correct pattern
to

work from.

Price 75 cents, deliver-

ed at any Express

office in this city.
Glass, 5x6 inches, is put on after the
boxes are filled with honey, and before
packing in the Crate. As " glass
greatly increases the express charges,
we do not put it in, unless expressly
ordered. Glass 10x12 cut four, and can

be procured anywhere at small cost.
We can also supply these Prize Boxes,
ready to nail together, for $10 per 1,000
boxes, delivered at any freight depot
in the city. Crates, ready to nail together, at $10 per hundred.
Those who intend to make their
honey boxes should get a Barnes saw.
It is the handiest thing you can imagine. Just as we are writing this, the
following letter came to hand:
" Rockton, 111. Dec. 24, 1877.
One can do anything with a Barnes
saw. Every bee-man ought to have
one. I would not take $100 for mine if
I could not get another. I had 20 colonies in the spring, having sold down to
that number. I have received from
them over a ton of honey, mostly in
boxes. I am well pleased with the
comb foundation, and send you a frame
to

show how

I fasten it in.

H. W. CONKLIN."

We

can supply these Saws at manu-

facturer's prices.

Hiving Apparatus.

Friend Newman,—You say you have a
model of Oldt's Hiving Apparatus. Will
you please describe it in The Journal?—
I, as well as many others, wish to know
what it is like.
H. K. W. Fabius.
This apparatus consists ot a pivoted case,
containing two inclined planes that run
downward from slots in the top of the
casing, over which the hives are placed.
One of the inclined planes is pivoted, and is
capable of moving upward when the bees,
having moved from the hive to the queen
yard, changes the centre of gravity of the
casing, so that it turns on its pivots.
mica trap-door allows bees to escape from
the swarming hive, but does not permit

A

them

to re-enter.

The
swarm

hive containing the bees about to
is placed over
one slot, and an
empty hive over the other. At that time
the casing is balanced by the full hive,
leaving the entrance open from it to the
queen-yard below. When the bees leave
the hive they pass down into the queenyard, as soon as the swarms leave the
casing tops, and the entrance to the empty
hive is opened and the other closed. As
the queen-yard has projecting glass sides,
the queen does not go with the swarm. On
the return of the swarm, they will enter the
empty hive— from the queen yard and finding the queen there, will go to work. Of
course, the bees must be allowed to work
through the slots only.
Friend Oldt has gotten up a very ingenious
contrivance that may work well in some

—

cases.

Whether

whether

it

will

always do so, and
have enough for a
problems that time and

it

will

pay

to

large apiary are
experience will solve.

Later.-Friend Oldt informs us that he
has dispensed with the lever, and now the
bees may return by the same inclined step
that they used when departing.

—

Paris Exhibition.— The following
letter will explain itself

i^In

:

Depaktment ok Agricultuke,
Washington, Dec. lath, J877.

Bee-Keepers' Association: Gentlemen.— It

\
i

will

give me great pleasure to be of service to your Association in malting a proper exhibit in Paris. It is my
desire to have such an exhibition of our agricultural
productions as will be worthy of the interest and of
the country which it will represent. I shall be glad
to have the assistance of those engaged in Bee Culture in malting a proper exhibit of that industry.
WM. a. LeDue, Goinmissianer.

1^

An accident to one of the forms
of type after it was sent to the press,
broke off several letters and mixed up
some others. Hereafter The Journal
will be printed in our own office, and
such " accidents " and " blunders " will
be avoided.

reply to G. C. Soden's letter,
N'o., T. J^". Hollett
has sent us a long reply, which we have
no room to publish in full, stating that
the queens he sent Mr. S. were unwarranted 80c queens, and not tested
He says any one can get prompt
redress, by %\Titing him personally, if
not satisfied with his dealings. The
particulars of a personal controversy
are uninteresting to our readers, and in
future we shall not publish complaints.
When we have positive p7-oo/o/ i«i/air
dealing, we shall, of course, state the
fact, but we know our readers have no
relish for personal controversies.

on page 420 of Dec.

!

:

M. Kellogg wishes to know
names of the best botanical works

Removal. —In order to get more
room for our constantly - increasing

for beginners. Gray's Lessons in Botany for analyzing, and Gray's School
and Field Book, are the best.

museum of implements for the apiary,
we have removed our office to Ko. 974
West Madison St., where we have two

1^ By request of many, we have got-

floors 20x60 feet each.
The Madison
street cars (going west) pass our door,

t^ W.
the

ten up a

''

Constitution and By-laws,"

suitable for local Associations, which
we can supply with the name and location of any society printed, at $2 per
hundred copies, postpaid. If less than
100 is ordered, they will have a blank
left for writing in the name of the association, etc.

A

sample copy will be

sent for a 3c. postage stamp.

i^Our

Stock of Vol. 1, American
is now exhausted
so we
take it from our list of Books for Sale.
"The Dzierzon Theory" which we
have re-published in pamphlet form,

Bee Journl

;

now takes

its place.
It contains much
that every bee-keeper ought to know,
and is one of the most interesting and
instructive little works ever published.
Its low price (only 20 cents, postpaid,)
places it within the reach of all.

Hoge's Carrier.— Here is a case
where comb honey was carried on oxwagons, steamboats and railroads, a
distance of 2,250 miles, without breakage. This is a fact worth recording,
we therefore give the proof
Messrs. H. K.

&

F.

Deadwood City, Dec. 17, 1877.
B. Tuuubeb & Co., N. Y. City

it

very convenient for those

visiting the city to call

on

us.

1^

It is suggested that we get up a
Petition to Congress to have the Postal
Law amended to admit of Queens
being sent in the Mails, as heretofore.
We will in a few days get up Blank
Petitions ready for signatures, which
any one can have on application at
this office, who will get them signed
and returned to us by March 1st.
will then see that they are properly presented to Congress, and by a united
effort try to have our voice heard. We
ought to have 100,000 signatures, in 30
days. Who will take hold of the

We

matter?

i^°In answer to H. L. Lankton's
on page 422, Dec. l^o., H. Allen
says there are two sides to such controverses that he felt insulted, and hence
wrote sharply, but will send the two
letter

;

A

queens due Mr. L. in the spring.
of the oil of kind words, (on both
sides, perhaps), will be productive of
peace and harmony. We decline to
little

publish, in future, details of all person,
controversies. They are neither
pleasant nor profitable reading.
al

:

Dear Sirs;—Agreeable to promise we report: The
ten cases comb honey purchased of you, packed in
your patent rubber-ball cases, shipped from New
York, Oct. fith, '77. reached Deadwood, Dec. 6th, '77,
having been in transit just tU) days, traversing about
miles via railroad, 1,000 miles via lake steamer,
250 miles in dead-axle ox-wagons (24 days); 2,250
miles. When opened, not a single comb was found to
be broken. You can frame this if you choose. The
cases can not be subjected to a more thorough test
than these were.
Yours truly,
1,000

[Signed,]

making

Miller & McPhebson.

Send by Mail.— We have

just re-

ceived a package costing us 45 cts. for
expressage. It weighed only 8 oz., and
if sent by mail would have come just as
safely for 8 cents. This is only one of
the many; and we shall thank our
friends to make a note of the following: Seeds or samples of any kind of
merchandise can be mailed for 1 cent
per ounce. Printed matter for 1 cent
I'or each two ounces.
DonH send us any
small packages by express.

_ Subscribers will please notice the
date upon their subscription labels and see
that they are "up with the times,"

1^ Many complain of the dearth of
small currency, all over the country.
In reply to correspondents, we will say
that Postage Stamps, of any denomination, can always be obtained at every
country post-office; and when currency
cannot be had, we shall receive such
stamps for anything desired from this
office.
1, 2 and 3 cent stamps preferred.
1^" Paper
covers of
arrive

made

expressly

The Bee Journal

from the mill

for the

did not

in time for this
will have a nicer

Hereafter it
cover and be of uniform color.
issue.

I^^When you have a leisure hour or
evening, why not drop in on a neighboring
family and see if you cannot get a subscriber for The American Bee Journal?

—

^arUctiug
^

|loucvj.

This department will be devoted to items of
interest concerning Packing, Selling and
Shipping Honey and Beeswax.

How TO Prevent the Adulteration OF Honey. We believe the suc-

—

cessful solution of this problem, to a
very considerable extent, lies in the
hands of the producers. If we all join
in an earnest effort, it will only be a
question of a season or two when an
end will be put to this nefarious busiwant through our local
ness.
papers and personal intercourse to
school dealers and consumers in selling

We

and buying candid honey.

Ring all the
charges of purity, flavor and price.
Packing comb honey into glass

jars

opens the door for adulteration; now,
we want to stop this, and we can
effectually, but we fancy that we
hear some dealers sing that same
old song that " broken, comb honey
must be saved, and this is the only way
to do it." Producers will stop sending
broken combs, stop shipping piece
boxes, extract the honey from all such,

—

and market only those frames, or caps
that are well secured all around. Such
honey can be transported all right.
Harbison never has any claims against
him for broken honey, and he collects
his crop from all over San Deigo
county, California, sends it to San
Francisco where he breaks bulk, and
re-ships to New York. It is said his
combs are seldom broken. He attributes his success to the fact that he
never crates frames in which the combs

are not well-secured all around, and
cells capped. If producers would all do
that, their honey would reach consumers nice and dry, and dealers would
hear no excuse for cutting up the combs

and packing them

in jars.

!

Candied Honey. — The
how

so frequently asked,

—

question is
to prevent

honey from candying, and with such
seeming desire to possess the secret,
that we have determined to gratify the
curious, and tell them all about it; but
we wish to preface oiu- information
with the assurance that we discountenance, as disreputable, the adulteration of honey in any shape or manner.
The candying of honey is caused by
the over-saturation of sugar by this
expression, we mean too little water,
and too much sugar. All the scientiflc
research and learned discussions on
this subject that has ever come under
our observation have failed to develop
a more simple or rational reason than
this, and the same can be said regarding the remedy. You first reduce the
body to a thin limpid state by adding
sufficient water. It is only necessary
to warm the honey to thoroughly incorporate it with the water; it need not be
boiled. This makes the body so thin
that it is necessarily impossible for it
to candy.
;

Buyers object to it in this watered
and in order to retain its body
without renewing its liability to congeal, some have been adding a suffistate,

—

cient quantity of that non-crystalizable
substance, known as glucose. Honey
thus " processed " will not thicken, but
it is certainly not pure.
It is claimed,
and we have no doubt it is true, that
by the aid of this " processing," thousands of pounds of comb honey, nice in
itself, but stored in such awkward and
unsightly surplus receptacles, furnished by lazy and improvident beekeepers, has been sold, that would
otherwise have proved a drug. This is
an excuse— though only a poor one,
for such " doctoring" process.

Capt. Hetherington has three grades
" C " indicates his vjerfectly
filled white combs of clover or linden.
"
The
B " is his buckwheat, while
boxes that are stored with more than
one kind of honey are indicated by an
" X." Thus far, he has shipped 36,800
lbs. of " B;" 10,500 lbs. of " X;" and 7,250 lbs. of " C;"— 2,271 cases in all
of honey.

Strained honey sells for 40 and 45
cents per gallon in San Domingo and

Havana.

The amount of sugar
sumed in Great Britain

anni;ally con900,000 tons,
being about 60 lbs. for every one of the
population. Raw sugar, when imported, contains from ,2 to 3 per cent, of
impurities. Three tons of stones have
been found in a single cargo.
case
was lately before the Circuit Court of
is

A

Glasgow, which showed that arsenic
was mixed with sugar. A captain was
charged with causing the death of
several seamen by serving out putrid
pork to them, but, on the sugar being
analyzed, it was found to contain sufficient arsenic to cause death. This
sugar was supplied to the ship at Collao.

And still people prefer
sugar syrup to honey.

sugar,

and

Any questions that may be asked
regarding the packing, selling and
shipping of honey will oe answered in
this department.
Chas. Parlange,
Esq., of Pointe
Coupee, La., who works his apiary
entirely for extracted honey, has shipped Thurber & Co. more than 100 bbls.
this

season.

The

bbls

are

wooden

bound, and hold about 50 gallons each.
Mr. P. is one of the leading lawyers of
his state.

—

—

Bloomington,

®iu- fetter loiE.
Hamilton,

111.,

Dec.

10, 1877.

"We will add our testimony to that of.
others in favor of granulated, extracted
honey. We raised 7,000 lbs. of it, and it is
nearly all sold^at 10@12c. per lb. "
Ch. Dadant & Co.
Lexington, Ky., Dec. 11, 1877.
"TheJ Journal, surpasses itself; each
issue is an improvement over the last, in the
bright, cheerful appearance and instructive
influence of its whole composition. Long

may

it

W. Williamson.

live!"

Grand Rapids, Oct. 29, 1877.
bees came through last winter in a
fine condition, not losing one, and they have
netted nie about $20, in bees and honey, to
each hive this season, and supplied themselves with sufficient food for winter."

"My

G.

W. Dickinson.

Fulton Co., 111., Nov. 22, 1877.
"I have just built a bee house .52 ft. long,
7

ft.

wide and

liives,

8

(double

ft.

I have stored .50
and hope they will

high.

tier),

winter well. I have .50 colonies out of doors;
top of caps filled with chaff, and shall thus
H. Haines.
try both ways."
Holt, Mich., Dec. 10, 1877.

"

The past season was a poor one hei"e.
Each hive had about 1 super filled. Early
lioney was very white. They weigh from
40 to 45 lbs. each. The fall crop was nearly
a failure. We had 40 hives; increased to
over 100, I have sold my honey.
Jno. L. Davis.
Rochelle,

111.,

Dec.

16, 1877.

"I have 31 colonies in good condition; 35
of them in the cellar and the others packed
in straw. Those in the cellar are all right
now. I use the Langstroth hive, and left
the caps on the hives, but nothing on the
frames. I have had no experience in wintering in cellars, having always left them on
their

summer

stands.

Milledgeville,

C. S.
111.,

Hubbard.

Nov.

26, 1877.

The American Bee Journal for Nov.
was received in due season, and read with
usual interest. The New York Convention
"

success, and the discussions
were of great moment. There is as much

our business,

F. A. Snell.
Platteville, Wis., Dec. 7, 1877.
100 colonies, and cannot get
The Bee Journal. I had
50 last spring, and got 400n)S. comb honey in
boxes, and 7,000 lbs. of exti'acted, besides
colonies, which are strong and
doubling
in good condition for winter. I built a beehouse, but it is not ready for bees this winter.
I have had good success in wintering
on summer stands. I use frames 13x21. I
have some 15x18, but do not like them as
well. 1 have from 9 to 11 frames in a hive
in the summer, and about 8 in the winter.

"I have

along without

my

The space between

the frames and the end

of the hives ai'e filled with chaff and straw;
E. France.
also the cover."

Dec.

.5.

1877.

one article alone worth the
price of subscription for a year. I have in
winter quarters 64 colonies on their summer
stands, and believe in quilts, partitions,
*
Italians and the slinger."
I think that

Will. H. Wolcott.

DeKalb Junction, N. Y.
" In this locality, this has been a very
poor season for honey. The grasshopper
and drouth killed every thing in the line of
bloom, as well as all kinds of fodder.
Have gone into winter quarters with 94 colonies; some in rather poor condition.
They are 22 miles from my residence, and I
think some may die before spring. I have
wintered 165 colonies in my liome apiary
without losing one."
Ira Baruer.

Gardiner, Me., Dec. 10, 1877.
" In this part of tiie state we have had one
of the poorest seasons ever known for
honey. My bees began to swarm about a
month earlier than usual, but the drouth in
June stopped all swarming and storing of
honey in the boxes. Black bees have done
nothing. Bees are generally in very poor
condition for winter, and the losses will be
heavy. Dec. 1st, I put into winter quarters
61 colonies with sufficient stores to carry
them through, but not as strong in bees as
usual."
O. L. Sawyer.

Des Moines, Iowa, Nov. 30, 1877.
"On Thanksgiving day I prepared my
bees for winter— placing them closely in
rows, the better to enable me to watch them
and see that their entrances are free from
snow, ice, etc. Tight board fence on the
north and straw over and around them
atfords them all the necessary shelter. I
use Finn's Double- Walled Porous Bee Hives.
For 20 years in Mass. I have wintered in
cellai's, generally losing half of them.
I
now go into winter quarters with 32 in
Langstroth frames, but double-walled hives
—they are light in bees and honey. I expect
to winter every colony and bring them out
in March healthy, with combs dry and
brood plenty. I expect to go more largely
into the business next year, and will report
how I prosper."
W. Clement.

was a grand

in selling as in producing, in
in a financial point of view."

111..

"I have just finished reading the Nov.

number or The American Bee Journal.
Am much pleased with contents, especially
the essay on the management of the apiary.

Oneida,

111.,

Dqc.

8,

1877.

"Last spring I went to Benton Bay, Miss.,
charge of an apiary there; taking
my own bees there also, I began with 6
light stocks and 3 nuclei; increased to 30
good strong stocks. Had 1 swarm and 1
queen given me by friend McGaw. Got 647
lbs. of honey, 382 lbs. of comb, and 315 lbs.
of extracted. My folks at home have 2
swarms, so we are back to our old number
22, that we had a year ago, losing 13 last
wniter by the bees indulging too freely in
cider. My employer, Levi Hollingsworth,
began with 108 stocks, increased to 172, and
got 6,100 Ibs.of box, and 911 lbs. of extracted
lioney; most of which was shipped to
Columbus, 0. The fore part of the season
was backward, cold and rainy- and the most
of the surplus got was from fall forage. I
expect to go down there again next year, as
to take

I like it there first rate."

Will M. Kellogg.

—

—

Owen Co., Ky., Dec. 11, 1877.
" I liave received the Bee Journal regularly for the past 3 or 4 years, not a number
niissnig. I prize it very highly, and if it
should fail to come at the proper time, I
sliould feel as though a dear friend was
absent. I have been taking papers since
1840. but never have patronized one conducted in a more commendable way than

Keokuk Co., Iowa, Dec. 15. 1877.
" My bees did well this season. We had
nearly 2,000 lbs. of honey from thein. They
are in winter quarters, iu better condition
than usual."
Selmira L. Vail.

—

"

"

The American Bee Journal.
menced

the

with

season

Ki

1

com-

colonies,

increased by natural swarming to 41, and
got about 100 lbs. of comb honey. They
now look well. I would be glad of many
things I see advertised in The Journal,
but the Express companies have so little
mercy, in charges, that I am compelled to
G. W. Jenkins.
do without them.

Opelousas, La., Nov.

30, 1877.

"What is the best way to handle queens
when cutting their wings? I am fearful of
injuring them, when holding them with the
fingers. I have an idea that a drop or two
of honey from a small oil can would so
retard a queen that her wings could be cut
without touching the body."
J. W. Jackson.
[The queen should be handled by the
wings or upper portion of the body— never
by the abdomen. The queen may be
.

Fabius, N. Y., Dec.

retarded as you suggest.— Ed.]

10, 1877.

" I notice on page 36.5 that teasel is mentioned as producing the whitest, and nicest
honey. I have had experience with all
kinds of honey-producing bloom, (the teasel
included), and find nothing quite equal to
basswood honey for flavor or whiteness.
For 2 years past no teasel has been raised in
this vicinity, but our honey has been nice
and white. When teasel was raised here,
some lumey was dark; caused by the small
teasel blossoms drying and becoming colorTeasel produces a large
ed by the rain.
crop of honey of good quality, but I think

not quite equal to basswood.

H. D. Mason.
[The past season was dry, and perhaps
that accounts for the teasel honey being so
good. There being but little rain, the small
blossoms did not become colored and stain it.
In other years this might have been otherwise, and both contradictory experiences
may be perfectly correct and harmonious.—
Whatever may have been the result in other
years, in the past season it certainly gave a
large yield of good honey. Ed.J
Maysville, Ky., Dec.
" I

9, 1877.

commenced the spring with 3 colonies,

in Langstroth hives;
tion. 1 commenced

increased,

by

are in fair condifeeding, March 10;

all

artificial

swarming,

to

10

colonies. One swarmed and went to the
woods, led by an imported queen. I sold
one colony; from the remaining 9 I took
.'jOO lbs. of honey— all extracted, except about
50 lbs. of comb. The season was the best
9 hives are
that we have had for years.
packed in straw on their sunnner stands,
under a shed 8 ft. wide, and 32 ft. long.
When extracting, the washings of the articles used about the Extractor was put in a
stone jar, and set out in the sun to ferment,
to be poured into the vinegar barrel. I
neglected to cover it up, and flies got into it,
and it was ruined. In a day or two, I
noticed that it was covered with millers. I
skimmed them out, and at night set the jar
with the same water near the bee hives.

My

examined it next morning, and skimmed
out .52 millers. 1 removed it during the
day, and set out again at night, and caught
31.
The following night, I caught 5. 1
frequently i)laced the jar near the hives,
during the summer, at intervals, but never
succeeded iu catching more than 4 or 5 at a
time."
Wm. W. Lynch.
I

Davis. Mich., Dec. 11, 1877.
cond) guide may be no new
thing. I have read The American Bee
Journal for 2 years, during which time
much has been said in regard to frame
guides. The wax guide can be made by
placing a straight edge on the top bar, wetting the straightedge lightly with a sponge,
so that the wax will not stick to it; keep
the bar dry. Hold it on an incline, so that
the wax niay be jioured on with a spoon.
You can tip it, so that it will run fast or
slow, making a light or heavy guide, as

"A wax

desired.

With

be done rapidly.

a

little

practice, this can

use this guide; the bees
accei)t it readily. I can jmt in the wax
guide in one-halt of the time required for
the wooden guide, and it is nuich better.
I prefer it to comb foundation as a guide
only."
Wm. P. Everitt.
I

Noble Co., Ind., Dec. 10, 1877.
" In the spring, I had 60 colonies out of 75
put up in the fall. I increased to 107; got
no surplus; I worked against increase all I
could, and tried for box-honey, but got
none. Cause, poor season, the worst in 25
years. Fed in May. Bees gathered honey
briskly in June. In July and August they
consumed what they gathered in June; but
increased their stores sometime in September. I have some 45 stands with about
25 lbs. of honey; the rest very light. Isold
some, and took 26 stands of bees to feed others with. I got only 50 lbs. of honey from
them. I have 20 colonies that I think will
starve before spring. Such is the condition
of most of bees in this county. I anticipate
great loss of bees by starvation this winter.
I had 3 swarms of black bees, with soriie
trace of Italian blood among them, to come
and settle in my bee yard. One had a beautiful
yellow queen with them. I hived
them; they went to work July olst. Young
bees hatched in due time, all pure Italian.
Query: Are those bees pure Italians when
their queen came with black and hybrid
bees? Why did this swarm come and cluster in my bee yard? Please answer. Are

—

F. R. Davis.
was pure and purely mated,
her progeny is pure, no matter in what
company she may be. Most likely, she had
been recently introduced to the colony, and
led off the swarm. Not finding any better

there black bees in Italy?"
[If

the queen

place to cluster, they favored j'ou with a
call.
There are black bees in Italy.— Ed.]

W.

GLEANED BY
Columbia, Tenn.
Andrews,

J.

For the American Bee Journal.

A Great

National Industry.

Agriculture in its various branches, minmanufacturing, are tlie great
ing, and
industries wliicli lie at the foundation of
individual and national wealth. They are
the great producing factors. Upon them all
other pursuits depend. To add to these

another productive calling, which can be
followed by any who desire, in all parts of
our country, will be to add to the general
wealth, and to give a means of competence
and happiness to our people. The modern
Improvements in bee-keeping— including
the movable-comb hive, the honey extractoi',
comb-foundation, and the safe methods of
wintering— make it a pursuit which may be
indefinitely developed. Indeed, it may be
so followed, that, from its wide diffusion
over our country, and from the value of its
products, it may be truly called a great
national industry.
1.
The products of some kind of labor,
for instance some branches of fruit-growing, are so perishable that they must be sold
as soon as ready for market, and as they
will bear transportation but a short distance, the producer is put to a great disadvantage. The products of bee-keeping,
honey and wax, may be kept an indefinite
time, and may be transported to all parts of
the world.
2.

The demand

for

honey and wax may

be increased beyond

all
of our present
conceptions. Since the great success of
cotnb-foundation, there is no doubt but all
the wax produced will find a ready sale at
advanced prices. Honey, at present, can
scarcely be' called an article of diet. It is a
luxury met with now and then; but in the

larger

number

of families, hotels,

and

res-

taurants is never seen. When its excellence and cheapness as an article of diet
becomes known, it will be more widely
used, and all that can be produced will be
readily consumed.
3.
Bee-keeping can be followed in all
parts of our domain, north, south, east and
west. In nearly all localities bees will do
well. There is scarcely any locality in
which they will not more than pay their
way. In the country and in villages, there
of over-stocking for
is little probability
years to come. In case a locality becomes
over-stocked, some keepers must remove to
unoccupied territory. In cities, a few
hives can be profitably kept, as is shown by
the good success of Mr. Muth, of Cincinnati.
4.
Any intelligent person, who will give
attention to it, can learn the business of
bee-keeping. The theory of it is plainly
taught in books and the Bee Journal. The
practice can be acquired by any intelligent
person who will get a hive of bees and go
to work to apply the theory he has.learned
by careful reading.
5.
The business can be begun with small
capital, and on a very small scale.
Any
industrious person can get one, or a few
swarms of bees in box-hives. He can trans-

them

movable-comb hives. Then as
he acquires knowledge and skill in the

fer

to

work, his bees will increase. He can make
his income from his bees more than pay all
the outgo, and soon have a stock as large as
he desires, as the product of the one or few
with which he begun.
6.
If he des'res, he can increase his business to any extent. His own hives will
give him the bees. He can establish apiaries at as many points as he chooses. He
can superintend these apiaries, and attend
to purchases and sales. Followed in this
way, bee-keeping may become a business

demanding the best

efforts of the ablest
business men. The report is just at hand
that Capt. Hetherington, of Cherry Valley,
N. Y. has 3,000 colonies, and that his income
from them the present year will be about
$30,000. This is only an instance of what
may be done by many others.
7.
No business can succeed in the long
run which does not give a fiair profitWithout going wild over the reports of the
immense profits realized in a few instances
from keeping bees, there seems no doubt
that when taken up as a regular business,
and intelligently pursued from year to year,
it will pay a profit as large as most other
callings. Possibly, for a few years, men
already in the business, and ft)llowing it
with energy, may make a larger profit than
most other callings give. But this will not
continue long. Labor and capital will flow

in this direction until profits are equalized.

A

calling that produces valuable staple
may be followed in all sections
of the country, of which intelligent people
can readily acquire the theory and the
practice, that may be undertaken on a small
scale and with a very small outlay, that
may be developed to such dimensions, as to
give scope to the powers of the ablest business men, and that yields a fair profit on
articles, that

the investment,— such a pursuit surely has
in it such elements as may enable it to
into an industry that may truly be
called national.
But it is said by some that there are such
great risks to be run in bee-keeping, that
the business partakes of the nature of a
lottery, and that no such business can
become of national importance. These
objectors will enumerate the moth, foulbrood, poor seasons, dangers of wintering,
and over-stocking the market, as good reasons why the business of keeping bees can

grow

have no large development.
1.
As to the moth, the bee-keepers, who
have had the widest experience, say, that
it gives no trouble when Italians are kept
in hives that have no lurking places for the
enemy. Upon this point the testimony is,
in effect, unanimous.
Foul-biood has been in some places a
3.
serious difTiculty. But care can, in most
cases, keep it out, or eradicate it when it

Some of the best bee-keepers,
who have had to contend with the disease,

appears.

us that salicylic acid, used according to
their direction, is a sure cure.
.3.
Poor seasons are an injury, but poor
seasons come to nearly every business,— to
bee-keeping no more than to others. In calculating the profits of bee-keeping, we must
make allowance for poor seasons. After
making this allowance, the experience of
tell

the best established keepers

shows a good

profit.
4.

seem about
Perhaps it is not too much to
they have disappeared. Those

The dangers

to disappear.

say that

of winternig

—

that have been sure in the fall of

young

bees and healtliy stores, and who have
given them suitable protection, either in
doors or out, report success. They tell us,
they have no fear of wintering. Young
bees, healthy stores, and proper protection
can be secured by the intelligent beekeeper. He can be sure of them. They are
entirely under his control. Hence, it does
not seem rash to say that the dangers of
wintering are, for the intelligent, energetic
bee-keeper, among the things that were.
.5.
Lastly, we have the objection that the
markets will be overstocked, and hence
prices will fall below a paying basis. This
objection has been so earnestly urged that
it is worth while to look at it somewhat
closely, which I propose to do in a subsequent essay. I will only say here, that the
history of nearly every business shows that
as the supply of an article increases, and
the prices fall, the demand increases so
largely as to make the aggregate profits
greater than they were when the production

was less, and "the prices higher. So in
regard to honey; if the prices fall a good
deal below what they now are, this reduced
price will cause honey to be taken by large
numbers, who now do not use it at all; and
will
so increase the
this consumption
demand, that the producer can sell 50 lbs
where he now sells lib; and so make much
larger profits, in the aggregate, in spite of

the lower prices.

The arguments in favor of bee-keeping
becoming a great industry of national importance seem to me to be clear and strong.
The objections do not seem to be well
taken. I think there is no doubt but
and intelligent labor will be
capital
attracted to this business, and that in the
course of a quarter of a century it will have
a growth that will surprise us all.
Keokuk, Iowa, Dec. 5, 1877. O. Clute.
For the American Bee Journal.

Grape Sugar.

A

great deal of attention has, of late, been
directed to the use of grape sugar as a cheap
substitute for honey for wnitering bees.—
As the solid crystaline portion of honey is
pure grape sugar, there is no reason why a
pure article of grape sugar should not be a
perfect substitute for it. Perhaps there are

some who would like to experiment with it,
and as it may be more convenient for them
to manufacture it themselves, than to buy,
I will describe a process for manufacturing
it on a small scale
Grape sugar is most economically prepared by artificially modifying starch.—
This can be done in two ways, whicli I will
describe:
To 10 parts starch, (or bolted white corn
meal) add 1 part bruised malt and 40 parts of
water, all by weight. Heat the malt and
water to about 150° fahr., and then add the
starch, stir constantly and raise the temperture to about 170' fahr., and keep at this
degree until the starch is all converted, and

complete, bail, filter, and reduce to
a syrup. Tliis is glucose or impure grape
sugar. It contains a great deal of mucilage
and is very much inclined to sour.
The best process, although a little more
troublesome, is as follows:
25 parts of starch will require about 100
parts of water, and 1 part of oil of vitrol.—

when

all

The acid should be diluted by adding it
slowly to about 10 times as much water, in
an earthen vessel.
Put the water into a copper kettle, on a
wooden tank, heated by a copper steam coil,
(don't use any other metals, excepting lead,)
bring it to a boil, then add the diluted oil of
vitrol, and while the liquid is kept boiling,
gradually add the starch, which should be
mixed with water enough to make it of a
creamy consistency. Avoid lumps, and be
very careful and do not let it burn during
the process of boiling, as that Avill render it
poisonous to the bees. Replace the water
as it evaporates. The starch is first converted into dextrine. It will require from
6 to 8 hours continuous boiling to thoroughly
convert it into grape sugar. The acid does
not unite with the starch, but only acts by
its presence.
When the convertion is comElete, the acid must be thoroughly removed
y the addition of pure carbonate of lime.
good article of powdered chalk will do.
Add it in small quantities until the liquid
ceases to effervesce upon the addition of
more chalk. Stir the liquid while adding
the chalk. It will require a little more chalk
than the oil of vitrol used.
After neutralization, the liquor should be
strained into a tub, to allow tlie gypsum, or
sulphate of lime, to settle; which will require
about 34 hours. Keep the vessel closely
covered, and use every precaution to prevent
souring. The clear liquor should be drawn
off and evaporated to the consistency of
syrup, again allowed to settle, and then
reduced further if you wish it to crystalize.
The above process will do very well for
bee food, but it will be too dark and impure
for a commercial article, and requires to be
filtered through animal charcoal to whiten it.
Now let every body try their skill, and let
us hear the result. If grape sugar is a reliable substitute for honey, and only costs 2 or
3 cents a pound, we can extract every drop
of honey from the comb and winter on grape

A

sugar.

Chattanooga, Tenn., Oct.

Mr. S. Scott
inquires:
1.

S. C. Dodge.
25, 2877.

Hammitt, College

Do you have

Hill, Ohio,

Clover and Linden with

you?

We also have a great
quantity of Poplar, by some, called Tulip.
From this we get our first crop of honey.
Its yield some years is very large, and in
flavor, we think, far supasses any other
kind of honey. In color, it is classed as
dark.
2.
Are there many bees kept in and
Yes, in abundance.

around your vicinity?
At a guess, I would say, that there are
about 1,000 colonies in Maury Co.
3.

Would

it

pay

to

embark

in the busi-

ness there?

To make

it an exclusive business, I hardly
would.
4.
What do Italian bees sell at per
colony?

think

it

From
5.

5 to 10 dollars.

What

way?
From

is

good land worth in a small

25 to 100 dollars per acre.

—

—

Do you know

6.

anytliing about Florida?

Twenty-Five Dollars Premium.

I do not.

Can you inform me of any locality
7.
that I could go to where pasturage is good?

You will find bee pastureage good in
nearly all pastures of middle and east
Tennessee. You will probably find lands
cheaper in east Tennessee. We have quite
a number of inquiries concerning that portion of our state, but we are not sufficiently
acquainted with it to give the desired information. We refer all making inquiries
about that section of our state, to our friend
S. C. Dodge, Chattanooga, Tenn.. whom we
know will cheerfully respond to any letters
w. j. a.
addressed to him.
Friend Andrews, we have been

con-

fined to our room and bed for one year, and
after suffering the pains and aches subject
to this life, we had finally to submit to the
amputation of our right limb; but we are
happy to say that we are again up, and feel
as Duoyant as, a boy, and hope hereafter to
occasionally send some items for the JourA. F. Moon.
nal.

We

are right glad to hear from friend
again, but sorry to learn of his suffering and misfortune in the loss of one of his
are well prepared to fully symlimbs.

Moon

We

pathise with one in his condition, for we
have not been able to raise our right arm
w. J. A.
since 1868.

C^^Dr. G. D. Lawrence, Cedar

Bluff,

Ala., writes that he started in the spring
with 13 colonies (4 weak and 2 queenless).
He increased to 30 and got 40 to fiO lbs. honey.
He intends to increase to 100 next season.

W. H. Green, Sparta, Ga., writes: Bees
have done well. Extracted 1,000 lbs. of
honey from 5 colonies.
Dr. Larch, Ashland, Mo., writes: Have
14,000 lbs. of choice honey, averaging 110 lbs.
to the hive. Season only a poor one.
A. F. Moon, Rome, Ga.: Bees done well;
wintering on summer stands, with not even
a honey board on them. Since Dec. 6, bees
have been carrying in pollen freely. Some
colonies have brood, and all are dry,
sweet and lively.

I will give $3.5 in cash for a successful
fertilizing queens in confinement,
the test to be made by three practical and
disinterested bee-keepers. I want no essays
about the matter, but facts demonstrated by
experiments.
A. F. Moon.

method of

IW

In a note dated Nov. 22, Miss Anna
Saunders writes us ot the death of her
favorite niece.

extend our warmest and most heartfelt sympathies in this, her sore bereavew. J. A.
ment,
I had 4 queens hatched in Oct. They
were small but well bred; the weather continued cold and wet for over 21 days, so
that
no swarms flew. These queens,
strange to say, were fertilized on the 23rd day
A. F. Moon.
after being hatched.

North Eastern Bee-Keepers' Ass'n.
The North-Eastern Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its Annual Meeting at the CityHall, Syracuse, N. Y., on the 6th, 7th and 8th
of February, 1878. First session at 1 o'clock,
p. M., of the 6th.
Papers on important subjects are expected
from some of our own members, as well as
from eminent apiarists abroad. Among
those may be mentioned an essay on " Recently Discovered Parasites of the Honey
Bee, and their Connection with Successful
Wintering. "

The Marketing of Honey will receive
special attention, and it is expected that
initiatory steps will be taken toward supplying each member of the Association with
reliable data of much importance to honey
producers. To secure satisfactory results,
a full attendance of this class is especially
P. H. Elwood, Pres't.
desired.
J. H. Nellis, Sec'y.
in Medicine.—Diptheria,
North America, England, and the
coast lands, has for years been epidemic, is
also becoming common among us, and
during this damp, cold winter, particularly,
it
has manifested its malignancy. The

Bee Poisons

which

in

symptoms

In

Annals of Bee

Culture, Mrs. Tupper

queens, more than nine-tenths ot the time
^le attempted it. She further stated that
during that season she did not fail in a single instance when she tried. If these are
there not enough of genius
tacts,
is
among our bee keepers to make this a success? We have hundreds of bee keepers
that are as well qualified, who understand
all branches of bee culture, as wel as Mrs. T.
1

Then

let their light shine.

A. F. Moon.

We never like to assert that a thing can't
be none; but as to fertilizing queens in confinement, we do emphatically say we don't
believe it, nor never will believe it until we
have a practical demonstration of the fact
any essays to the contrary notwithstanding.

of this disease

may

be

known

to

not as probable that
that apis (bee poison),
has been used with excellent results in
cases of this malady. This remedy is also
successfully employed in cases of scarlet
fever; in dropsy, particularly, which often
appears after scarlet fever; in eruptions
of various kinds; diseases of the eyes; dizziness; palpitation, and other complaints.
Just here, I cannot refrain from mentioning
the view of a homaipathest, who recomends
as a preventive of croup, scarlet fever, and
eruptions common among children, the use
which, in
of comb-honey. The combs,
their removal from the hives, have the bees
brushed from them, (not smoked off),
become in a certain measure infected with
the bee poison; tor the sudden pressure
causes tlie stings of the bees to be thrust
out involentarily, and the poison moistens
the combs, upon which fact he bases his
y'xavf.—Schleslsche Imker, Troppan, Lower Silesia.

our readers, but
the fact

stated that she succeeded, in 1870, with 27

»

We

is

it is

known

—

menced

to keep bees, that teasel honey was
dark, but after 9 years of experience we

®orx*e$pon(leucc»
TheSecre ofSuccessfu Bee-keeping.
To be successful, the apiarist must liave
a simple, movable, frame hive of some
kind; and for box honey, the brood cliamber
should not contain over 1550 cubic inches
inside the frames. All know tiiat bees
gather honey, and that the eggs laid by the
queen produce bees, consequently the more
eggs the queen lays, the moi'e bees we get;
and the more bees we have, the more honey
they gather. In fact, the queen is the
producer of the honey. Therefore, if we
wish good returns from our bees, we must
see to it that we have good prolific queens,
and' that they fill the combs with brood
before the honey season connnences, so
that when the honey harvest conies, the
bees will be obliged to place the honey in
the boxes, as there will be nowhere else for
them to store it.
But how shall Ave secure combs full of
brood, and plenty of bees to carry on the
labors of the hive by the time our honey
harvest begins? As soon as spring opens,
our bees should all be examined by lifting
the frames of each hive, and if tlie stocks
are weak, the bees are shut to one side of
the hive by means of a division board, so as
to keep up the necessary heat for broodrearing, on as many combs as they can
cover. As soon as the queen has filled these
combs with eggs, we spread them ai)art,
inserting an empty comb between those
occupied with brood, and in a few days'
time the queen will till this one also; and so
we keep on until every available cell is
occupied with brood. Thus it will be seen
that instead of the queen laying her eggs on
the outside of the cluster, she lays them in
the center of the brood-nest,' where they
should be. After the hive is full of brood
and bees, it does not make so much difference, as the weather is warm, and bees are
plenty, so that the queen can deposit her
eggs anywhere in the hive.
As soon as tlie strongest stocks are full,
take a frame of brood just gnawing out and

place it in the weaker ones, giving the
strong one an empty comb for tint queen to
fill again, and so keep on until all are lull.
When this is accomplished, put on boxes;
and, as we said at the commencement, if
any honey is gathered it must be put in the
boxes. Each box should have a small piece
of comb attached to the top as a " starter, "
to get the bees to work more readily in the
boxes; the center tier of boxes, if possible,
should be full of comb, left over from the
previous year. As soon as the first few
boxes are filled, they should be taken off,
before being colored by the bees passing
over them, and empty ones put in their
places, thereby causing the bees to work
with renewed vigor to fill up the vacant
space left where the full ones were taken
out. And thus we keep taking out full
ones, and putting empty ones in their
places as long as the honey season lasts.
Tiiis, in short, is the way we work our
bees to secure the yields of honey which
trouble Jno. Fox so nmch. Please say to
your Otisco Valley correspondent that we
fear he has not observed closely about teasel
honey. We were told when we first com-

—

will say we never saw any dark honey
gathered from teasel. We have caught bees
while they were at work on the blossom
and killed them, only to find their honey
sacs filled with white honey; and we have
extracted when basswood was a failure,
with plenty of teasel honey, only to find it
white. In short, we never got a pound of
dark honey from our bees, when teasel was
in bloom. It is the whitest honey we know
anything about.
G. M. Dooi-ittle.
Borodino, N. Y., Dec. 11, 1877.

Comb Foundation

for Starters.

Friend Newman:— I

could not do withJouknai>, in the management of
my bees, and I cannot see how any one else
can, and keep up with the times.

out

The

I see there still exists a great difference
of opinion with regard to comb foundation,
as to the advantage of using it in boxes,

etc.

I

tried

some yellow foundation

this

season, and had good success with it. I
tried it in boxes, and also in the brood
chamber, and had no trouble with ragged
or thick comb. They worked it out, I
think, as thin as any natural comb.
I do not think a frame or a box ought to
be filled full of the foundation, especially
thick foundation, for they will have too

much wax to work up and remove. Consewhen honey is coming in rapidly,

quently,

they will conunence putting it in the cells
before they have thinned it out as it should
be. This, I think is one reason of so nmch
thick comb, or rib in the honey boxes.
Now 1 put narrow strips of foundation in
my boxes, reaching to the bottom of the
box, serving them as a ladder to the top of
the box, and also as starters for the bees.
In the biood-chamber I put 3 or 4 small
starters of the foundation in each frame
the sliape of a triangle, and about .3 in. long.
Starters put in this way, the bees build out
and I think if you will give this method a
trial, you will find they will build it out
as thin as natural comb; I think foundation
used in this way is of great value in getting
straight combs in the brood chamber, and
also for starting bees in the boxes, and producing large quantities of box honey.
1 have just read an article in the last
issue, from James Heddon, in which I fully
concur with him. I believe, as he says, we
ought not to induce every one that has tried
some other pursuit and failed, to try beekeeping. Especially those that are hunting
easy labor and large profits, for they will
ibe

su?-e tofail.

we ought to look to the sale of
our honey as one of tiie most important
items in bee-keeping. How often do we
see persons that nave been induced to try
bee-keei)ing, when they find that tliere is
a great deal of labor and attention attached
to it. take no interest in it; take their honey,
as Mr. Iledden says, in tubs and pails, all
mashed and broken up, going around to the
grocery, and take just what is offered for it;
often as low as 6, 8, or 10 cts. per lb. for
comb honey. Now, this is to some extent
injurious to the sale of our own honey, and
I for one, am for building up, not for
pulling down our own interests.
My father and myself commenced with 60
hives this season, and 20 of them were very
I believe

—

and whose smooth cylindrical trunk often
ft. without a branch.
The Dyaks
climb these lofty trees at night, building up
their bamboo ladder as they go, and bringing down gigantic honey-combs. These
furnish them with a delicious feast of honey

weak; the remainiuo; 40 were in tolerable
good condition. Tliese we run for extracted

rises 100

honey, averajiino; 150 lbs. per iiive; making
in all about 6,000 lbs. Our lioney was a little
dark, but of good quality. We sold lyost
of it at retail, getting 15 cts. per lb. We
increased our bees to 80 colonies, and tliey
have plenty of honey, and so far in good
condition for winter. I will close by wishing you a " a happy and prosperous new

the wax which
and with the pi'oceeds
buy the much-coveted brass wire, ear rings
and gold-edged handkerchiefs, with which

Wm. Bence.

year."

Newbery, Jefferson

Co.,

Ky.

For the American Bee Journal.

New

Races of Bees.

Some years ago an article appeared either
in The Ameiucan Bee Jouknal or in one
of our agricultural papers, giving an account
of a bee on the Amoor river, that was
thought would prove of value in this country.
Has anything further been heard of it?
Correspondence has been opened by several American bee-keepers, to obtain int'orniation about Apis dorsdtd, of Java, and 1
liope soon to have

something

to

communi-

cate respecting it.
I received a letter to-day from a gentleman
who is skillful in handling bees. Rethinks
of going to Europe in the spring, to import
the Cyprian bee for himself and to till several
orders from friends; and 1 know of several
who have ordered them from German breeders.
So there is a fair prospect of having
them tested here the coming season.
Honey is now init upon the market in
such attractive form by our best apiarists,
and sucli skill has been attaiiunl by a large
number in the practical work of the apiary,
and that number more rapidly increasing
every year through the knowledge spread
by ourjournals, that we must look in new
directions for advance in our persuit. Science must come to our aid and suggest new
metho<1s of culture. New races must be
Much remains to be done before we
tried.
can feel assured that we have reached the
best results.
I would here return my thanks to Mr.
Benton for the interest he has shown by
translating Mr. Eilward Cori's article on
Apis dorsata for the Ameuican Bee

JOUKNAL.
Shortly after the publication by the Harpers of Alfred Kussel Wallace's Malay
Arcliipelago, 1869, I sent seme extracts to
the JouRNAiv on Apis dorsata. As an
interest is springing up in this bee, both
here and in Europe, I think it desirable to
publisli them again, that a greater number
of readers may enjoy the promising facts
given, which 1 consider even more encouraging than the statements given by Mr.
Cori.

Wallace found this bee on the Island of
Timor, and mentions bees or their products
Borneo Celebes, Gilolo, and the Aru
Islands. Possibly Apis dorsata exists on
many of the Islands, as well as in Java and
Timor. Mr. Woodbury, of England, received
specimens of this bee and comb from
Ceylon, but failed to import it.
In visiting a house in Borneo, Mr. W.
writes: " Almost all the people, however,
were away on some excursion after birdnests or bees-wax."
The honey bee of
Borneo very generally hangs its combs
under the branches of the tappau, a tree
which towers above all others in the forest,
in

and young

they

bees,

besides

sell to traders,

they love to decorote themselves, lu
ascending durion and other fruit trees
which branch at from SO to 50 ft. from the
ground, I have seen them use the bamboo
pegs only, without the upright bamboo,
which renders them so much more secure."
Mr.. W. describes very minutely how the
pegs are driven in the tree, and the bamboo
ladder formed as they ascend these gigantic
trees.

One

of

the

illustrations,

(p.

204),

from a photograph, represents a
Timorese with a small water bucket in one
hand, made of an entire unopened palm
leaf, and in the other a covered bamboo,
which "possibly contains honey for sale"
Besides ponies, almost the only exports
of Timor are sandal wood and bees-wax.
copied

The sandal wood is chietly exported to
China, where It is largely used to burn in
the temples and in the houses of the
wealthy. The bees-wax is a still more important and valuable product, formed by
the wild bees, {Apis dorsata), which build
huge honey-combs, suspendecl in the open
air from the under side of the lofty branches
of the highest trees. These are of a semicircular form, and often3or4ft. indiameter.
I once saw the natives take a bees' nest,
and a very interesting sight it was. In the
valley, where I used to collect insects, I
one day saw three or four Timorese men
and boys under a high tree, and, looking up,
saw on a very lofty horizontal branch three
large bees' combs. The tree was straight
and smooth barked, and without a branch,
till at 70 or 80 ft. from the ground it gave
out the limb which the bees had chosen for
their home. As the men were evidently
looking after the bees, I waited to watcli
their operations. Oueof them first produced
a long piece of wood, apparently the stem
of a small tree or creeper, which he had
brought with him, and began splitting it
through in several directions, which showed
that it was very tough and stringy. He
then wrapped it in palm leaves, which were

secured by twisting a slender creeper
around them. He then fastened his cloth
tightly around his loins, and producing
another cloth, wrapxied it around his head,
neck, and body, and tied it tirmly around
his neck, leaving his face, arms and legs
comparatively bare. Slung to this girdle he
carried a long thin coil of cord; and while
he had been making these preparations one
of his companions had cut a strong creeper,
or bush-rope 8 or 10 yards long, to one end
of which the wood torch was fastened, and
lighted at the bottom, emitting a steady
stream of smoke. Just above the torch a
chopping-knife was fastened by a short cord.
The bee-hunter now took hold of the
bush-rope just above the torch and passed
the other end around the trunk of the tree,
holding one end in each hand. Jerking it
up the tree a little above his head, he set his
foot against tlie trunk, and, leaning back
began walking up it. It was wonderful to
see the skill with which he took advantage
of the slightest irregularities of the bark or

—

—

obliquity of tlie stem to aid iiis ascent, jerking tlie stitf creepier a few feet higlier wlien
he had found a nrra liold for his bare foot.
It almost made me giddj^ to look at him as
he rapidly got up,— 30, 40, 50 ft. above the

Two birds, bee eaters, are named Meropogon-forsteni, and Merops-ornatus.
I hope soon to be in possession of facts of
still greater, practical interest, which I will
communicate as soon as received.

ground; and I kept wondering how he
could possibly mount the next few feet of
straight, smooth trunk. Still, however, he
kept on with as much coolness and apparent
certainty as if he were going up a ladder,
until he got within 10 or 15 ft. ot the bees;
then he stopped a moment and took care to
swing the torch (which hung just at his
feet) a little towards these dangerous insects,
so as to send up the stream of smoke between him and them. Still going on, in a
minute more he brought himself under the
limb, and in a manner quite uninteligible to
me, seeing that both hands were occupied
in supporting himself by the creeper, managed to get upon it.
By this time, the bees began to be alarmed,
and formed a dense, buzzing swarm just
over him, but he brought the torch up closer
to the hive, and cooly brushed away those
that settled on his arms and legs. Then
stretching himself along the limb, he crept
towards the nearest comb and swung the
torch just under it. The moment the smoke
touched it, its color changed in a most curious manner from black to white, the
myriads of bees that had covered it flying
off and forming a dense cloud above and
around. The man then lay at full length
along the limb, and brushed otf the remaining bees with his hand, and then drawing
his knife, cut off the comb at one slice close
to the tree, and attaching the thin cord to it.
let it down to his companions below.
He
was all this time enveloped in a crowd of
angry bees, and how he bore their stings so
cooly, and went on with his work at that
fiddy height so deliberately, was more than
could understand. The bees were evidently not stupified by the smoke or driven
away far by it, and it was impossible that
the small stream from the torch could protect his whole body wiien at work. There
were 3 other combs on the same tree, and all
were successfully taken, and furnished the
whole party with a luscious feast of honey
and young bees, and a valuable lot of wax.
After 2 of the combs had been let down,
the bees became rather numerous below,
flying about wildly and stinging viciously.
Several of them got about me, and I was
soon stung, and had to run away, beating
them off with my net and capturing them
for specimens. Several of them followed

me

for at least half a mile, getting into my
hair and persecuting me most pertinaciously, so that I was more astonished than
ever at the immunity of the natives. I am
inclined to think that slow and deliberate
motion, and no attempt at escape, are perhaps the best safeguards.
bee settling
on a passive native probably behaves as it
would on a tree or other inanimate substance, which it does not attempt to sting.
Still they must often suffer, but they are
used to the pain and learn to bear it impassively, as without doing so no man could be

A

a bee hunter."
I consider this a very remarkable description.
Very few men not practical apiarists
would have observed as much and stated it
as clearly. I regret that the arrangement
of these " 3 combs " is not given. It is to be
hoped they were parallel and not a unicomb
arrangement, lengthwise with the limb.
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W.

38th St.

New York.

E.

Parmly.

For the American Bee Journal.

My

Bees.

time in many years, the summer of 1877 found me devoting my entire
time to the care of my bees', during the
honey harvest. I started with 98 colonies
in fair condition. Fruit blossoms were an
entire failure, so t!ie bees were late about
filling up in numbers.
I took a ton of
extracted honey, and the same amount of
comb, and increased to 127 colonies, which
were put in the cellar during the last half of
Nov. My bees were inclined to swarm
more than I wished, and I suppose I was
the loser by trying to prevent it. At first, I
tried returning the swarms and cutting out
all queen cells; but that seemed to make
but little difference; they would come out
again in a day or two. I tried hiving them

For the

first

in their own hive, and moving it to a new
place, but they swarmed out all the same.
Then I hived the queen with a few of the
bees, and gave them a single frame of brood,
but the queen would swarm out with most
of her little colony.

One trouble was that I had not prepared for
them beforehand. 1 had not supers ready
so as to give them plenty of room to work
in, and they swarmed so much that I could
only work mornings and evenings, making
supers and getting them ready. But after a
colony swarmed once, it did not seem to
make much difference how much room they
had.

Perhaps the most determined colony in
the apiary was No. 30. June 16, I put on a
super of novice sections, filled with foundation, and June 20 they swarmed. (I think
it quite possible, that if the sections had
been put on June 10 or sooner, they would
not have swarmed.) I returned the swarm,
or rather let it return itself, as the queen
was clipped; and cut out all qu^en cells,
taking away one frame of brood and giving
in its place a frame of foundation. Next
day, June 21, they swarmed again, and I
took away 3 more frames of brood. June 22,
they swarmed again, and as usual I caught
the queen and gave her back after their
return; and in a few minutes, outtheycame
again. Then 1 took away all their brood,
took off the supper, and left them nothing
but empty frames and a little foundation;
feeling determined that for once I would
have my own way, and that the colony
should not swarm anyhow. But in spite of
all, out they came the next day, and I very
humblj^ hived the swarm in an empty hive
where it clustered, and it remained content.
Examining No. 30, 1 found not a particle of
brood in any stage, and but 1 egg, which
was in a queen cell that was started on the
foundation. As there was a fair colony of
bees left, I gave them back their brood and
a sealed queen cell.
I have liever thought that tlie queen had
anything to do with making a colony
swarm, but a number of cases this last sum-

mer point

quite strongly in that direction,

Frequently a queen has been spoken of as

—

" leading out a swarm, " but a queen

is sel-

dom among the first that leave, and is often
among the very last; so that if she does
to do with it, she seems
them up and drive them out.
June 27, No 4 swarmed. 1 caught the
queen, and put in an empty hive a frame of

have anything
rather to stir

brood, with the adhering bees from a nucleus
that had been queen less 9 days, and the
queen was gladly accepted by them. This
nive, containing the queen, I placed beside
No. 4, and the next day the queen and most
of the bees were gone. July 5, I opened
No. 4, to cut out the queen cells, and found
them destroyed; plenty of young brood and
eggs, and the old clii)ped queen back in the
hive doing duty. Did this queen give the
swarming fever to the little nucleus, which
was well shaded, and certainly had no previous inclination to swarm?
should
she be content back in the old hive?
Dec. 8, 1877.
B. LUNDERER.

Why

For the American Bee Journal.

Failure in Wintering.

those removed, and keep a record of your
operations.
Always select the oldest or hatching brood
to give the weak ones.
If hives have plenty of honey, I don't
think it pays to feed them to stimulate
breeding in the spring.
The above is just what I practice every
spring, if I have poor stocks; I find It pays
well, though

Freeport,

it

111.

makes some trouble.
Pkescott Young.

For the American Bee Journal.

Tin Separators.
Mr. Heddon,

in

The Journal

tor Oct.,

writes: "I find Root's method of putting
these frames, (sections), within frames,

very complicated and troublesome, compared to the method I use. " Will Mr.
Hedden please explain his method, for the
benefit of many who are Inquiring for the
best way the least complicated and troublesome way? And, if he uses the tin sepa-

—

he give size of tins, compared
with combs to be built, and the manner of
readily adjusting them, and changing thena
from one case, when filled, to another
empty one?
I suppose our large producers in the East
use separators, (certainly Mr. Hetherington's fine display at the Centennial— each
section comb encased in six pieces of glass,
rators, will

For the benefit of my fellow bee-keepers,
I will relate my sad experience of last
Winter:
In the

fall, a year ago, I had .53 colonies,
nearly all strong. I was very anxious to
save them through the winter, as they had

rewarded me handsomely for my summer's
care, and especially anxious about them as I
had lost heavily during the last 7 years.
In accordance to some writer's directions

The American Bee Journal.

in

I pro-

—

cured lumber and made large boxes 1 for
each hive; large enough to admit4 inches of
chopped straw around, under and above the
hive. In place of a honey board, I used a
quilt.

the 1st of Jan. nearly all were getting
very uneasy, trying to get out of the hives,
and exhibiting signs of disease. By the 1st
of April, one third of the stock were entirely
gone; middle of May, only about one-half
left, and
tell nie

were
one

much

so

they very weak.
they died when
pains to save them?

why

I

Will some
had taken

Spring Management.
do not feel like instructing the merest
novice about ivintertmi bees, but I may
suggest some thing of use to the beginner,
I

in regard to equalizing

of

LANGSTKOTII FRAME WITH SEPAKATORS,

Now for results:

By

weak

and building up a lot

stocks:

When spring opens contract the entrances,
and make all tight and warm over the bees.
Guard all the weak stocks very carefully
from the strong ones, and contract their
hive room to accommodate the size of the
swarm. Take away extra combs, but leave
plenty of honey. During cold windy days,
discourage them from flying, by shading the
entrance of the hives.
It is necessary that at least one-third of
the entire number of stocks should be good

and strong.

When

settled

warm weather

arrives, (say about the 1st of May, but not
before tor this latitude), begin to equalize.
Take from the centre of each strong stock
two combs of hatching brood,— bees with
them, if sure you leave the queen in her own
hive, and give one of these combs to each
weak stock, placing it in the centre of the
cluster. Then make all warm again and
wait 10 days, supplying the strong stocks
•with good empty worker-combs to replace

could not have

been secured with such
uniform regularity without them), and perhaps our western producers also; yet, but
very little mention is made of them in the
bee-papers, and 1 do not remember seeing

any

illustration of

them

Bee Journal.
Common bee-keepers

in

The American

are becomingdissatisfied with any way as soon as they think
there is a better one; and to have heard a
little of separators, stimulates inquiry.
Shall they look to The American Bee
Journal for illustrations of them?

In same number. Southard &Ranneygive
cut of their case or rack, for sections. The
sheet-iron rests, with edges turned up, will
undoubtedly work well I have tried common hoop-iron, but it is not stitf enough,
and so thin, that in turning up, the bees
fasten the two cases together so tightly,
that in lifting off the upper one, the tops of
sections are torn from the lower ones.
Strips of wood-work are better, but the bees
spend too much time in sticking them
down. I think they might neglect the edges
of metal, as they do the tin corners.
Where

can ive vrocure such rests? "The rack
sits on the frames."
Does it also sit on top
of hive, closing it bee-tight? If it closes at
the bottom, then, by covering the glass,
could we not dispense with the super? But
then, in tiering up, would it close beetight? Hope you will describe some of the
manipulations in working them. Will you
also instruct us how we may obtain sections
at 2 mills each.

each one

is

The

ditterence of mills

on

not much, but $8.00 on every

thousand

is

worth looking

after.

Could a

set of tins for this rack be fastened to a

frame work, and

all

be

let

between the sections when

down

together
ready for the

GLEANED BY FRANK BENTON.

bees?.

Among the many interesting essays in the
Nov. American Ber Journai., I found in
one by Mr. Metcalf. an expression of opinion in regard to "pure queens, and pure
progeny," whicii I liave been expecting to
each succeeding number. 1 believe
he has given voice to the private thoughts
of very many. Facts in one's experience
are stubborn things, and do not yield gracefully to any theory with which they are not
find in

harmony.
That an intelligent, truth-loving apiarist
•can spend season after season among his
bees, improving, and testing them, and
then go into his study, and " in the presence
of the innermost, holiest of conscience," as
Rev. Joseph Cook might say— deliberately
put pen to paper to teach beginners the
books," has been to
*' drone theory of the
in

jr

The following

is

the translation of a

letter recently received:

Monselice, Italy, Nov.

28, 1877.

MoN Cher M. Frank Benton:— I

await

from day to day the bees of the island of
Java which I am to receive at the port of
Venice.
I believe Apis dorsata, of the island of
Java, to be the best, whether we consider
its size, which enables it to collect much
honey, or whether its large proboscis, enabling it to obtain honey from flowers that
our bees cannot collect from on account of
their short proboscis.
I think that it is unnecessary to make a
journey to the island of Java, because professors of natural science are there who
would be able to procure and send the bees.
As to the Cyprian bee, it is more yellow
than our Italians, but possesses no other

special points.
With sincere respect,

I

am

yours truly,

Joseph Fiorini.

if-l
LANGSTROTH FRAME WITH SMALL SECTIONS.

me, for years, a source of wonder. The
suspicion that he uses separators between
himself and his conscience is not to be
entertained; therefore useless, any inquiry
as to how tficse may be worked.
Ridgeville, 111.
A. L. Gould,
[Above we give a view of a Langstroth
frame (2 inches in width) tilled with 8 sections, 43^X'li^ each and another showing the
use of the separators. The latter are pieces
of thin tin, tacked at each end to the sections, to be easily removed when the frames
are filled. Their use is to keep the combs
straight. About
of .one inch should be
left between the two separators, and their
size must be governed by the size of the
hive used. The separators should not come
nearer than about }4 inch to top or bottom
of frames.
Some favor separators, while
;

%

NOVICE'S CHAFF CUSHION.

others

prefer to use foundation without
If friend Doolittle is still using them,

them.
he does not say so in his article in this issue.
Wi he please give his experience with them
to our readers?
The rests used by Ur.
Southard can be made by any tinner. Take
strips of sheet-iron 3 inches wide, and turn
up
inch on each side for the centre— only
one edge turned up for the ends. The rack
Will
sits on the hive, making it bee tight.
Dr. Southard please give us his manipulations for our next issue? Ed.]
1

1

X

"The year 1877 is, decidedly, to be reckonamong the unlucky years for apiculturists."—i'Ape ItalUma, Turin.

ed

"In consequence of an exceedingly
changeable spring, followed by a hot, suffocating summer with a prolonged drouth
which dried up the sources of honey, this
year has given few swarms and but little
Aplcoltore.
honey."

U

I^'ln a letter to I/MpJcoZtore, Milan,
Sig. Giuseppe Fiorini. who has undertaken
the importation of Apis dorsata to Italy, remarks: "I should be proud to be able to
import this race of bees to our beautiful
Italy, for I would like to have the names of
our Italian apiarists praised as well as those
of other nations, and that it might be said
the Italians first imported Apis dorsata to
Europe."

Paris Exposition.— The October numApiculteur (Paris) states that the
ber of
assignment of space to exhibitors in class
83, at the Exposition of 1878, has not taken
place, as yet, because of changes in the proposed location and arrangement of articles

U

It says that the area, 800
in this class.
metres, first asked for would not have been
too much, yet the request liad to be lowered
to 400 metres, and 260 metres will be granted
It seems the plan is to
the department.
exhibit the products of the apiary only in
connection with the various agricultural
"Not
UApic^dteiir remarks:
products.
being united the products of the apiculturists who have requested of the departmental
Commission or of the Agricultural Society"
in session, space in which to exhibit, will be
scattered throughout the agricultural exhibit, and will neither be seen by the public or
viewed by a special committee. What the
exhibitors ought to do is to state to the said
Commission or Society that they expect to
exhibit only in Class S3, to refuse to exhibit
elsewhere, and to address immediately a
request to the Minister of Agriculture that
their products be admitted to Class 83. It
is not too late, but there is no time to lose."

hive, and pinch off all the queen cells and
close the liive; afternoon of the same day
open hive very carefully, daub queen in a
half cup of honey, daubing her all over;
drop into hive with a spoon and sprinkle the
ballanceof honey on frames and bees; close

®ouucnticru6*
Western

Illinois Convention.

held at
session,
Co., 111., Oct. 2 and 3,
President KellosR in the chair.

semi-annual

Second

Oquawka, Henderson
1877;

The

first

sion of

business called was the admisthe following

new members, when

names:
Chas. Dadant, Hamilton, 111., (by letter),
P. Dadant, Hamilton, (by letter), D. D.
Palmer, Eliza, Martin Wort, Keithsburu, L.
H. Scudder, New Boston, C. W. Green,
Oquawka, M. T. Sharp, Oquawka, A. A.
Clark, Oquawka, Wm. O. Atkinson. Vermont, L. C. Meadows, Abingdon, Stephen
Kennedy, Kosetta. A. M. Blakesly, liock
persons enrolled their

C

Island, Dr. I. P. Wilson, Burlington, Iowa,
Geo. Bischolf, Burlington.
Lady members: Mrs. L. C. Axtei, Roseville, Mrs. H. L. Scudder, New Boston, Mrs.
W. O. Atkinson, Vermont, Misses Fannie
E. Koberston and Susan R. Meadows,

Abingdon.
Election of officers for the ensuing year
resulted as follows: Pres., D. D. Palmer,
Eliza, III Sec, W.M.Kellogg. Oneida; Treas.,
T. G" McGaw, Monmouth; Vice Pres'ts, N.
H. Derr, Keithsburg, and Jas. A. Simpson,
Alexis.
Motion carried that there bean annual fee
of 50 cts. to pay for lights, hall rent, printing,
etc., and that ladies be admitted free of
charge.
Motion made and carried that subjects for
discussion be selected by those wishing information.
;

THE BEST METHOD OF CATCHING BI^ACK

QUEENS, AND INTODUCING ITALIANS.
Simpson — black queens are apt to run. I
take out the frames one by one, look carefully tor the queen,

and

set the

frames

in

an

empty hive. If I don't hnd her thus, I put
the combs back, but first shake bees down
hive on a cloth, and look for
a queen as the bees travel in, and usually
find her. After catching black queen, I
cage the Italian queen and put the cage in
the hive, in contact with honey; leave her
caged 24 hours, then release her, (if by the
action of the bees Ideem it safe), sprinkling
queen and bees with sweetened water or
honey; handle bees carefully while doing

the hive and do notopen it again for at least
many a queen has been lost 'by
opening the hive too soon after introducing.

3 days;

no BEES START QI'EEN CELLS WHILE
QUEEN IS IN CAGE?
McGaw and Kellog never saw it otherAtkinson never saw it done.
black queen by a plan similar to Simpson's, introduce Italian queen
by daubing thoroughly in honey and pouring
in honey, queen and all; black bees sometimes keep on raising queen cells after the
Italian queen is introduced, until all the
wise.

Palmer— Find

black ' es are gone.
-Introduce Italian queen in wire
Axt
cloth c
e; by leaving the cage on top. one
Have
is liable to forget it for several days.
tried another method; use Quinby's hive,
take an open-end cage, take off side of hive,
cut a hole through the comb, leaving the
plug of honey in the nole; crowd open end
of cage over this plug; bees will lick up
honey, eat out plug and the queen is safely
introduced.
Simpson— Mr. Axtell's plan is not good for
top-opening liives.
Axtell— Take a piece of comb, cut the
hole through and use on top the same as on
the side of frames.
Meadows— What is the safest length of
time to keep queen in cage before releasing?
Ans.— No certai n time— from 24 to 48 hours.
Wirt— How do you make the bees hold
still while handling?

Ans.— Use rotten wood smoke.
Meadows— At what time of the year is it
best to introduce queens?
Ans.— For a new beginner, when there is
a good flow of honey; for old hands, almost
any time.

now MANY HAVE SEEN FERTILE WORK-

in front of the

this.

—

Haines confine queen in cage 24 to 48
hours, then di]i in sweetened water, and in
9 cases out ot 10, queen is well received;
best time to find black queen is 3 or 4 p. m.;
for holding frames, prefer a frame of 4 corners, instead of hive, and set in front or one
side of hive to let dropped bees run into hive.
after years of experience I find
this plan good:
Drive bees into cap of liive
or box, place hive on one end <)f a cloth, the
box of bees on the other, make the bees
cross over to hive by dipping a few out to
get them started; find the queen while
crossing. Scent the bees with oil of anice,
10 or 15 drops in alcohol and water, douse
the Italian queen in also, and introduce at
once; I adopt this plan when away from
home and in a hurry, if at home would take

McGaw—

a slower method.
Kellogg— cage Italian queen and place on
top of frames, under quilt or honey board;
on the morning of the third day look through

EltS?

Scudder— Have had a good

deal of experi-

ence with them, think there are such birds;
worked with a swarm all summer, putting
in bees and queens; made a failure and had
to own up beat by a fertile worker.
Simpson— Had a second swarm, gave them

comb, and in two weeks were queenless,
gave them a queen cell twice, destroyed by
fertile worker, gave caged queen, released
in 18 hours and accepted.

Palmer— A

q;ieenless

is

stock in the fall, weak or
not worth fussing with.

THE BEST PLAN FOR UNITING, IN ORDER TO
PREVENT THE BEES RETUIINING TO THEIR
OWN STAND AND FIGHTING.
Simpson— I have my nuclei in circles,
entrances outward in fall; slowly bringing
entrances close together, then unite in one
hive, and remove all the nuclei hives.
Kellogg— Sprinkle all the bees with sweetened or scented water and shake bees down
in front of one hive, and let them crawl in
together, giving the best combs from both
hives (or more) for the new stock; look out
for robbers.

TO PUT IN QUEEN
CELLS AFTER REMOVING THE OLD QUEEN?
McGaw— At once.

WHEN IS THE BEST TIME

Wirt

—What

you put

position do

McGaw— Point down.

cell in?

Atkinson— Either end

up,

if

well

ad-

if not, point down.
Kellogg— Rather wait 12 hours before putting in queen coll.
Meadows— Does age of colony, strong or
weak, make any difference?

vancijd;

McGaw— No.

THE BEST MODE OF INTRODUCING VIRGIN
QUEENS 4 OR 5 DAYS OLD.

McGaw— Introduce as

soon as hatched.

THE BEST METHOD OF SWARMING.
Palmer— I have found it of no use to

try
I use a registering

to return a first swarm;
slate on each hive. Always use it on the
same side of each hive, and always open
each hive on the same side; when a swarm
comes off, I mark the date on the slate,

return all second swarms, or sometimes put
2 or 3 together.
McGaw— I put a laying queen in the old
stock.

Palmer— If

want

to increase, I buy the
best queen to be found; use a large hive,
maybe 30 frames, give it lots of brood; after
I

a tune take the queen away, let the bees
build queen cells, then break up the stock
into nuclei of 1 or 2 frames each, giving each
a queen cell. After each nucleus nas a
laying queen, build it up from strong stocks
by giving brood and bees.
Simpson— In the spring I take 2 combs,
each from strong stocks to form my nuclei,
fill the rest of the hive with comb-foundation.
Place 3 nuclei hives near each other and
raise my queens there; as soon as my stocks
are strong enough to warrant it. I move a
strong stock to a new place; give new stock
on old stand one or two combs and a queen
from a nucleus; keep nuclei strong by giving
fresh brood and bees as often as needed;
having my nuclei near together, I can easily
unite then into one swarm in the fall.
McGaw— I prefer natural swarms, but if
they don't swarm by June, and are strong, I
divide.

—

ycudder I consider McGaw's plan^best;
keep bees strong and go slow; light stocks
are no profit; hold down increase as much
as possible and get all the honey I can.
McGaw— It takes from 15 to 20 lbs. of
honey to make 1 lb. of comb, so make, as
little

new comb

as possible.

Palmer— The extra amount of honey got
by keeping down swarming, will more than
buy the swarms you would have got by
letting them swarm. I keep down swarming by giving plenty of box room; use a
double-portico Langstroth hive, entrance at
both ends of the hive, 4 Harbison section
boxes on top, cap of hive extends out over
each iwrtico, so my boxes cover more surface
than the main liive; take off boxes as fast
as each one is filled; thus giving them plenty
of room, keep well shaded, ventilate well;
1 never tier up boxes.

Scudder— Much depends on locality; I
think where I depend on fall forage, I get
more honey by having bees in two stocks
than I would were they in one, but if the
forage

is

greater

swarming, put on

spring, keep down
boxes to get early forage.
in

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL PLAN OF GETTING
TUE GREATEST YIELD OP HONEY.

McGaw— Keep
your increase,

Palmer— If

I had a few stocks and wanted
would stimulate in spring, use
graham flour, honey or sweetened water,

to increase,

from swarming and buy

use a universal feeder, (a large tin can with
small holes in the bottom), turn it bottom
side down in a tub, (holes down), which
will make it air tight. Feed in the open air,
and spread brood combs; as fast as the bees
can use them, put in empty comb. Divide
strong stocks early. Tiiink this plan better
than the natural swarming. I put my feed
tub 40 ft. from hives.
Scudder— I have robbing from that kind
of feeding.

Palmer, Scudder, and

McGaw

think

Ital-

ians will rob more than blacks.
Wirt— My black bees will not fight the

moth worms.

AH

concur in this. At this point a discussion was had in regard to bees robbing late
in the fall of the year. Many thought it
was caused by the space left by the hatching
bees, this being unfilled by the queen, the
bees are crazy to fill this space with honey.

Kellogg— I think it is caused more because
bees must have something to do; can't stand
being shut off from their work so short.
Bees will rob when their hives are filled
with honey.

BEST WAY TO GET BEES OUT
OF HONEY BOXES?
McGaw— To take off boxes and place
beside the hive won't do when no honey is
coming in; robbers will bother.
Scudder— Number all boxes to tell what
hive they came from. After most of the
bees are out, turn boxes wrong side up placing empty box on them; bees pass from full
boxes into the empty one on top.
Palmer— Take off boxes, turn bottom up,
and place on cap of hive from which boxes
were taken, and cover each box with an
empty one; bees will soon go up and cluster
in an empty box, and then go around and

WHAT IS THE

shake bees down in front of hive. To get
out the few bees left in boxes, carry the
boxes into honey room, set them on their
sides, 8 or 9 high; in the morning those left
will be in one or two boxes.
Wirt— 1 have a dark rooui in cellar, with
outside window darkened and set boxes on
bench near window, with ladder to window;
bees leave readily and go out doors,
Atkinson and Palmer— To drive bees with
the breath, must blow hard, not a light puff.
The breath of a bee-keeper must not be
scented by strong substances.
Jarvis I use a part of the plan of Adam
Grimm. Have several nuclei, and put my
boxes in a large box, bottom up; take one or
two frames from a nucleus, and put them in
a small hive on top of boxes on small blocks,
bees gather in nucleus hive, then shake
them off in front of nucleus, from whence
take and put the frames back in the hive
wliere they belong.

—

HOW CAN WE BEST PROTECT OURSELVES
FROM BEE STINGS?
dislike black or dark
clothes; gloves should be light colored and

Scudder— Bees

smooth.

Meadows— Have

used

all

kinds of gloves

and veils, but work kindly and carefully
without and find them not so cross as when
handled with protection on.

McGaw— There is a vast difference in
bees and the time of the year when handled.
Several present had been badly stung by
handling bees after dark.

Palmer— Clothing worn

until

dirty

and

bee stings ought to be changed and
washed twice a week.
Mr. Palmer here showed his "bee shirt;"
it has four buttons on wristband and three
buttons oi left shoulder, no opening on back
or in front, and no bees get in; uses a straw
hat and a bobinet veil.
full of

DOES FREQUENT BUT CAREFUL OPENING
OF HIVES AND HANDLING OF BEES INJURE

THEM

IN

ANY WAY?

Haines—I think it does not.
Wilson— Frames sl)()uld be put back carefully and in tiie same place as before, else
theie

is

a loss of time in bees fixing up bro-

ken places.
Kellogg— Think the

loss of

time not no-

ticeable.

Palmer-Never open a hive' unless you
have to. My frames must fit any where, in
any hive; let us have our combs straight,
then there is no trouble.
Opinion of the society no harm is done.
Palmer I have my hives so that 1 always
open on the same side. In putting in queen
cells, cages, etc., always put in on one certain
frame; 1 invariably use the third frame.
Meadows I think the advantages of frequently oi)ening hives and taking care of
bees, greatly overbalances the disadvan-

—

—

—

tages,

if

any

exist.

Axtel— Tiie more I handle my bees the
more gentle they get, and I get more honey.

THE BEST PLAN TO START BEES WORKING
IN BOXES.

Palmer— Take
hive, extract

three or four frames out of

and put back

in centre.

In

cleaning up dripi)ing honey, the bees get
a stream started and run clear up into the
l)oxes at once. When I find brood in boxes,
I mark the date on box, and return to hive;
after time enough has passed for it to hatch,
1 again look at it, and if all are hatched, I
take box off, if not, 1 replace for a longer
time.

Kellogg— Would add to Palmer's plan as
above, astieet of comb foundation in centre
frame of box. for a cliud)ing place for the
bees; would rather cut out the brood and let
bees refill witli honey, as comb that has
brood in it is tough.

THE BEST METHOD OF WINTERING BEES?

—

Axtel I use the Quinby hive, take out
side frames, put quilts down sides and on
top, and pack empty space with cliaff, and
winter on summer stands.
Palmer— Winter none but strong stocks,
no nuclei; use dry cellar if we can, divide
liee part from the rest of the cellar; keep

dark and pure

air;

thermometer not below

32' nor above 50=; have onening in chimney
at bottom of cellar, thus keeping bottom of
cellar dry and no mouldy combs; to ventilate
hive, raise one corner of honey board on
little stick, caps off.
Wirt— I use a cellar in sand; have various

kinds of success, good, bad and indifferent;
fill caps with
straw, ventilators in cap;
rather have bees in cellar by themselves,
thick straw packing one of the essential
points of safe wintering.
McGaw— You will save from

%

to

Kot

your winter stores by wintering in a cellar.
Put heavy or strong stocks at the bottom,
light ones on top.
Palmer— My cellar has 4 windov?s covered
with wire cloth on the outside, space packed

with straw; windows on hinges inside,
which 1 open and close according to variation of thermometer.
Atkinson—Our worst trouble is to keep
bees cool in a warm spell.
Axtel— Packed in chaff my bees need a
temperature of 30°.
Wilson—I winter in a cellar, and have
uniform success; 1 return each hive to the
same spot it occupied the fall before.
Palmer— Circumstances will show which
is best.
If there is snow on the ground
when bees are put in cellar and none on
when they are put out in the spring, I think
it makes no difference as to previous place,
and vice versa.
Kelloeg—Always carry bees out at night,
it is much better than in the day time, then
the bees begin to fly gradually in the morning and not at once as they do when put out
in day time.
Jarvis— Put bees out at night and place
on stands just as it hapjiens and find no
trouble, keep bees in cellar built in sand
bank, from about Nov. 6.
McGaw—Put my bees out without regard
to previous place; keep in cellar from 5 to 6
months.
Bischoff—Piled hives in a row covered
with boards and straw, a warm day came

and bees flew out, returned to old stands
and perished.
Haines— Winter on summer stands; let
them stand just as they were all feummer:
never lost any; colonies packed in chaff
were a failure, flew out in the snow, and
dwindled in spring; use Quinby's hive.

Simpson— In the winter of '1872-3 I lost
summer stands and in cellar.
BEE HOUSE.
Palmer— I want a bee house, for wintering

equally on

bees, storing honey, extracting, a shop. etc.
want to build of brick in a side hill, so
that when I am working in the house I can
see the bees swarming, etc.
Simpson— Would build about 14x20, two
stories, upper story divided into 2 rooms so
I could keep one dark.
Kellogg— Would have wire cloth windows
and doors made in such a manner that bees
could all go out but none get in, will have a
I

model

at

our next meeting.

to my honey room are
double, and in the worst cases of robbing
have no trouble; doors have one foot space

Axtel— The doors

between.

Wilson—Where you have no side hills,
would advise using the old-fashioned cellarcave, about a foot under ground; roof covered with dirt, sod, etc,, and very dry.
Axtel— Think a cellar for bees and a house
for a shop can be built cheaper separately
than both in one.
Haines— Can bees hear a sound so as to be

disturbed by it in winter? Several think
not, but feel the concussion or jar.

WHAT SURPLUS BOX SHALL WE USE?
Scudder— I like the Harbison sectionframe-box best.

Kellogg—Would prefer a surplus

made up

box

of frames, so that each frame can
be taken out without taking the box to
pieces; do not like the small 6 lb. boxes,
would not take them as a gift.
Axtel— I use the small frame, set on top
of hive loose, three frames fastened end to
end by a narrow strip on top, and one clinch
nail driven through )t into each frame; use
as many rows as hive will accommodate.

—

Atkinson— I use a

similar frame and like

well.

it v«'ry

McGaw— Sliowed

Oatman

tlie

single

comb

on two sides.

It depeiuls on the
box I prefer. If I can get
12>< cts. for honey in 40 to 50 lb. boxes, it
would j)ay better than fancy boxes at 20c.
Palmer — Use the Ilarhison section-box;

box,

{"lass

demand,

like

it

wliicli

best of anythinfi;

when robbers
off

b<

ther,

tliis

is

box, in the fall
easily taken

more

than loose frames.

Wirt— Use Harbison
section), don't like

it.

small frame (not the

Use another

called

the Severance frame; hangs in a box; has
wooden division boards with holes in; like
it very much, though 1 think it can be improved. Would not the tin separators, used
by ^ome, be better with holes in them?
Atkinson— Don't think it will pay for the
trouble.

WILL ITALIANS WOKK ON BUCKWHEAT AS
WELL AS BLACKS?
Ans.— By several, yes.
HOW SHALL WE FASTEN COMB FOUNDATION IN THE SECTION BOXES?
Simpson showed a machine by which

it

can be put on by foot power; it is also
adapted to frame making; a bar of iron
presses the comb foundation to top bar of
the box.

Kellogg— I soften the comb foundation by
exposing to sunshine or stove heat, have a
cup of hot water and a putty knife; lay
frame on table, top down; lay strip of comb
foundation on top bar, edge of comb foundation coming just a little beyond centre of
top bar; take putty knife and give it a dip
into hot water and mash down about 1-16 of
an inch of comb foundation on to the top
bar, the whole length of comb foundation,
then turn comb foundation up so that it will
hang down when the frame is turned right
side U1-); can do it very fast; it gives a strong
fastening if done right.

Palmer— Tried wire cloth once; combs
melted down, learning me a lesson.
Axtell— In

fall,

save

empty combs

fit

for surplus frames; in spring, have honey
boxes all ready and as soon as honey comes
freely, put on boxes at once, with one empty
comb in centre of box, one to each hive,
more if possible. Put a few boxes on at first,
then more, as fast as needed. Queen must
have room for brood in early spring; change
boxes as fast as filled.

—

McGaw I use about the same plan; cut
out queen cells as often as I can, and put in
an empty frame.
Wilson— I advise the plan of keeping one
or more light stocks to build comb foundation, and to trim up combs from transferred
stocks, giving them combs from other
stocks.

—

Haines Advise using holes five thirtyseconds of an inch in diameter to keep queen
from going out.
Atkinson, Palmer, McGaw, and others,
think it impossible to do it in that way.

Palmer— Use
well; give large
well.

large

entrances;

amount

ventilate
of box room; shade

HOW SHALL WE GET STRAIGHT WOKKERCOMB?
Atkinson—Use comb foundation 4 or 5
inches deep in the frame,
Kellogg— I used it that way, and the bees
built much of it down with drone comb.
Scudder Tip hive forward, examine
every few days and straighten comb if
crooked.
Axtel— In a new swarm give 1 full comb
in center; as fast as bees get frames nearly
full, spread and put empty ones between.
Palmer Use all weaK or nuclei hives as
comb builders; strong stocks for boxes.

—

—

PURITY OF QUEEN.
Haines— Give a black stock eggs,
a pure Italian queen, and let them
queen trom those eggs;

WHERE SHALL AVE STORE HONEY?

all

all

is

laid by
raise a

that queen pure?

McGaw, Palmer, Atkinson,
log,

Scudder, KelAxtel and others answer, yes. Haines,

Several— In as dry a place as possible;
not in the cellar.
Bischolf— I closed up my boxes of honey
to keep honey from sweating; it did not
prevent it.
Atkinson— Think sweating is caused by
moisture condencing on the surface of the
comb.

1st preference, south; 3nd, east; 3d,
4th, north.

SHALL WE I'SE COMB FOUNDATION? WILL
IT PAY? WHEN AND WHERE?

in a uniform direction in regard to points of
compass? A Majority of the members

Kellogg— It will pay; would use it for
guide condjs in surplus boxes in i>reference
to comb; where there is but a light thoutih
steady yield of honey, would use it in brood
frames, and in light stocks, franu-s nearly
full of it, but when there is a great flow of
honey would only use for guides and in
nuclei stocks. Strong stocks break it down
in great honey yields; would advise those
who try it to get five cells to the inch, then
you can use it both for brood and surplus
boxes.

McGaw— Used

dation, but

the yellow for

HOW

.5

lbs. of

white comb foun-

would never buy
TO

all

it

again; prefer

purposes.

PREVENT SWARMING.

Scudder— Nail wire cloth over the porticos.
Atkinson— Wouldn't brimstone be as
good?

no.

WHICH WAY SHOULD HIVES FACE?
west;

WHICH WAy DOES A SWARM FLY?
Atkinson— When bees swarm do they

fly

think they do.
Scudder— I think they fly in the direction
from whence their supplies come.
Wilson I think wind blowing the scent
from flowers draws them.

—

A NEW DEPARTURE— PRIZES.

A

&

was read from Chas. Dadant
Son, regretting their inability to attend our
meeting, and otfering the following plan for
approval
At the spring meeting all the names of the
members present be written on pieces of
paper and put in a box. Then some one be
appointed to draw out names. The first
name drawn will be entitled to a full colony
of bees, with an imported queen. The second name drawn will be entitled to an
imported queen. Both the above offers
given in the name of Chas. Dadant & Son.
letter

other members, not to be outdone, offered
the following:
Hardin Haines, for tlie 3d name, an imported Italian queen; tor tiie 4tii name, a
queen bred from an imported Cyprian queen.
T. G. McGaw for the 5tli name, a tested
Italian queen; for the 6tli name, a dollar
queen.
D. D. Palmer for the 7th name, 1 doz.
"Sweet-Home" raspberry plants: and for
the 8th name, 1 plant ot each of the following:

Doolittle,

Mammouth

Cluster,

Golden

Thornless, Davidson's Thornless, Seneca,
Miama, GanarRua, Brandy wine, Philadelphand Brinkley's
ia, Lunib's Ever-bearing
Orange.
The society accepted the plan and offers,
and voted thanks to the doners.

RESOLUTIONS.
that we thank Mr. Hodson for
of his hall; may his life pass
pleasantly.
that our thanks are due to the
proprietor of the Smith House for the low
rates given to bee-keepers, good fare, good
beds, and especially, courteous treatment.

Resolved,
the free use
sweetly and
Resolved,

ARTICLES ON EXHIBITION.
T. G.

McGaw,

jars of extracted,

and buckwheat honey.
Oatman & Co., two-glass,

white

clover,
J.

single

comb

and Novice's new snu)ker.
W. O. Atkinson, and M. T. Sharp, loose
section frames of honey and Novice's twoinch Langstroth frame of sections.
Hardin Haines, a neat, black walnut case,
holding one comb (Quinby) with Cyprian
queen and a few of her workers among a lot
of hybrids and Italians: the members present could see no difference between the socalled Cyprian and the common Italian.
W. M. Kellogg, home-made honey extractor, straight and curved blade honey-knives,
bee-feeder. King & Quinby bellowssmokers,
box of 12x18 in. sheets comb foundation, and
box of Harbison's section-frames, full of
honey; also specimen copies of the three bee
papers for distribution.
Jas. A. Simpson, honey plant and seed,
with honey gathered therefrom, Scrofuhiria
Miir]iUt'ndic<te; machine for putting on
comb foundation; and an insect called the
"red-eyed cicnda," very distructive to bees.
D. D. Palmer, a little 2x.3 inch slate.
number of ladies cheered us by their
presence, and also many townfolks. One
lady came several miles, who was so sick
she could not keep up all the time, but was
so interested in bees she "couldn't keep
away." Plucky Mrs. Axtell.
Adjourned to meet at Burlington, Iowa,
Tuesday and Wednesday, April 33 and 34,
1878.
D. I). Palmer, Pres.

A

Will M. Kellogg,

Sec'y.

North Missouri Convention.
Met at McCredie, Callaway Co., Mo., Oct.
Pres. Hamilton in the chair. After
reading the minutes of last meeting Mr. J.
A. Reed, of Hallsville, and Dr. T. W. Keed,
of Macon City, were received as members.

29:

committee on price of honey.
We, the committee for the investigation
of "bulk and prices of honey" beg leave to
report, that from all the points of inquiry,
we find the crops are short, not exceeding

one-half our former crop, and prices proportionately higher. From Cincinnati C. F.

@

Muth reports: Extracted honey, 13
1.5 c.
per lb; box honey, from 18
33 c. per lb.
Perrine,
of
C. O.
Chicago, reports: Extracted, 13
17 c. per ft.
From New York no
box honey is reported; extracted 11
15 c.
N. P. Allen, of Ky., reports, extracted 1.5
18.
From Monmouth, III: Extracted, 13
15 c. No box honey in tlie market.

@

@

@

@

@

Collier, p
J.P. Sallee, f^^"iIt was asked. Shall the committee be discharged?
W. W. Trimble suggested that the committee be continued, and R. L. Davis andH.
Hamilton be added to the committee, and
report at our next regular meeting.
Bills were presented by I'. P. Collier and
J. A. Hamilton for stamps and stationery,
used for Association.
The Treasurer's report was then received.
P. P.

The
ladies

I

constitution was
are admitted as

amended
members

so that
free of

charge.
It

was suggested that each member use

his best efforts to secure a prompt attrndance
of all interested in progressive and scientific
bee culture. Also, that we do all in our
power to bring honey into more general use,
to supersede tlie worthless sweets now in

the markets.
IS

COMB foundation ADVANTAGEOUS?

This subject was discussed in a masterly
way, in a very able paper, by P. P. Collier,
in which he showed the great saving of
honey to the bees. Econemy of time in
comb building and as a means of securing
worker-comb, inducing bees to work in sections or boxes.

W. W. Trind)le— Can any one

tell

what

proportion of the bees are engaged in the
construction of comb?
President Some say two-liirds.
A. A. Collier— Does not wax grow on all
worker bees alike? He has seen the wax
protruding from under the scales of be«s
while at work; believes it is removed by the
young bees, and comb constructed of it when

—

it

becomes burdensome.

W. W. Trimble spoke

of the advantage
that must arise from the use of comb foundation, and asked: If bees fill a hive with

comb, how long

will tliey

be

P. P. Collier— Nine days

time

which

bees will

in
is

doing

it?

the shortest

a hive.
takes his bees
fill their hives.
P. P. Collier— Wax is as natural a production, after eating honey, as is fat by a hog
after eating corn.
W. W. Trimble— The secretion of wax by
the bees is like tiie secretipn of. milk by the
cow; it is increased in proportion to the
amount of food consumed.
A. A. Collier— Bees produce no wax in
cold weather.
J. P. Sallie— The whole matter of the production of wax is speculation. At ceriain
periods in a bee's life they produce no wax.
When they do not have access to the fields,
they produce no wax. They obtain it from
flowers.
Secretary— Among the experiments of
Huber is that of confining bees in a hive and
feeding them honey, to see if they would
produce wax, which they did in a very slioi't
time.
in

W. W. Trimble

from one

to three

fill

thinks

it

months

to

Association adjourned until Tliursday, 2
p.

m.

Association, return our heart felt thanks to
the citizens of McCredie and vicinity for the

Dr. T. W. Reed, of Macon, called the
attention of tlie Association to a model hive,
wliich presented some valuable features,
showing that its inventor was familliar with
the nature and habits of tlie honey bee.
report was tiien taken of the number of
stock of each last spring, the increase and
the amount of honey taken.
H. Hamilton reported 77 in the spring,
increased to 152; obtained 5,250 lbs. extracted

generous hospitality extended to us.
On motion the Association adjourned to
meet in Martinsburg on the 3rd Wednesday
H. Hamilton, Pres.
in May, 1878.
J. A. Hamilton, Sec.

honey.

Michigan Bee-keepers' Association met at

S. S. Riley had 4 in tlie spring, increased
to 10; took 250 lbs. of honey.
P. P. Collier reported 11 in the spring,
increased to 17; obtained 500 lbs. extracted

Adrian, Dec, 19, 1877. Prof. Cook in the
chair. The Secretary being absent, Mr. A.
Fahnestock, of Toledo, was elected secretary pro tern. Tne treasurer, Mr. J. Heddon, being absent, he sent the following

A

honey.

Michigan Convention.
The eleventh annual convention

which was read:
Dowagiac, Mich., Dec.
Prof, Cook

J. J. Crowson began in the spring with 11,
increased to 44 and sold $30 worth of honey
at 12Kc. per lb.
A. A. Collier had 11 in tlie spring, increased to 14: obtained 675 lbs. of honey. Obtained 204 lbs. in seven days. Sold his crop

Deab
"Up

and 15 cts.
J. L. Craig, 1 hive in the spring, increased
to 11; obtained 160 lbs. extracted honey.

learn

how

home

to

at 123^

J.

P. Sallee reported

obtained 1,500
box honey.

lbs.

.50

in the spring;

honey, 300 of which was

P. P. Collier had found old combs to be of
great value in facilitating tlie work in new
swarms. Has in his apiary 15 or 16 frames
of comb, composed entu-ely of small pieces
fastened together by dripping melted wax
in the seams; finds it necessary to have the
same edge of the comb up as it had in the
original hive; had found it of great advan-

tage in inducing bees to work in boxes; he
moths and eggs by the use of
brimstone.
S. S. Riley asked, "How can you tell the
differance between a moth's egg and that of
the queen?
Mr. Collier said, "The queen deposits only
one egg in a cell, while the moth miller lays
her's in clusters; the eggs of the queen are

•destroys

larger.

Mr. Crowson has seen two eggs

.

,,

in a cell.
Tliey were i)robably the work of
a voung queen, or fertile worker.
H. Hamilton had considerable experience
with old combs; they were of great advantage; made seventy-five new swarms this
season, gave them combs of bees that had
died the previous winter, and in two weeks

Pres.

were very strong.
Mr. Crowson asked how long old combs

may

be used.

Hamilton has used comb for eight years,
and they are as good as new.

Mr Collier was of the opinion that old
combs do very well for honey but are not so
good for brood, as the cells are made smaller
by the cocoons, and the bees raised in old
combs will be diminished in size.
On motion Dr. T. W. Reed, of Macon, was
elected Vice President from Macon, as the
constitution provides that each county represented shall be entitled to a Vice President.
Moved and carried that the present officers
hold their offices until next regular meeting,

which

will

be held in Martinsburg on the

Wednesday
The following

third

in

May,

1878.

were unanimously adopted:
Resolved, That the Association tender
its thanks to the owners for the use of this
resolutions

hall.

Besolved,

That we, the members

of this

letter,

of the

17, 1877,

:

to this evening, I expected to be
with you in convention. Warm weather,
and housed bees, forced me to stay and take
care of them. vVe go to conventions to
to take care of bees.
it.
1 send you

do

We

stay at

by mail

my

feeble effort at a paper on " Honey Markets," also P. O. order for .$4.00, the amount
of money in the treasury.
1 also send you a sample of honey-boxes,
and section-frames, made in New England,
and of which I liave the agency in tliis state.
I expect to sell them as low as they could
be got at tlie factory. They are made of
young spruce wood, and are the nicest
boxes I have seen. I have also invented
the chea))est and best case for shipping
boxes, (glassed), or section frames, not
glassed, and had it ready to bring; but now
I thl^ik it is best, at
it must stay at home.
with you, I should
If I were
least.
that
all boxes should be
endeavor to prove
glassed before put to the bees. When boxes
are made as these are, so that the glass
passes by the edges all around, tliere is no
danger of daubed glasses; and such boxes
are honey tight, if a comb should leak.
I still think, and shall be frank enough to
say, that I think there is already honey
enough produced to supply all future
demands, at any price that will pay costs of
production; but whoever does raise honey
to sell, it will be best for nil to have it
stored in salable shape, at good prices. If
the convention was 50 miles away, we could
leave our business and bees. Won't it
prove that we should have a south-western
association and local conventions generally?
With best wishes to all brother producers,
James Heddon.
I subscribe."
This opened a discussion upon

GLASSED boxes

VS.

SECTIONAL FRAMES.

Mr. Butler, Jackson, for 2 years past, has
raised his honey in sections, and discarded
the glass.
Prof. Cook said, many expert apiarists,
among them Mr. Betsinger, thought even
the sections should be glassed.
Mr. A. H. Russell, Adrian, said he put
his honey up in 1, 2, and 3 card boxes.. He
glassed liis boxes before he put them on.
Mr. Butler favored the section plan, for
the reason that many consumers would not
like to buy a pound of glass and wood with
but a small quantity of honey.
Dr. Southard, Kalamazoo, found the section plan the best for that market. There
was 110 glass or wood to sell.

Mr. Van Rensselaer, Ottawa. O., did not
favor glassing the honey.
Tlie President said it was a very important point to put on but a portion of the
boxes at first, in the spring.
J. W. Benedict, Tecumseh, aslted when
was the time to put on the boxes?
Dr. Southard said, when the hives were
full of bees, and there was honey to gather.
The President expressed himself -in favor
of the light sections, and he would make
them to hold just a pound. He thought the
use of separators with the sections advisable.
Mr. Fahenstock, of Toledo, said that he
would give an instance of his experience.
He had observed that there was a great deal
in the looks of tlnngs. He had used both
kinds of boxes the same season, and both
were equally well-filled. The honey was
beautiful, in the wood sections, but all he
could get for it in the market was 13 cts.—
He took in his glassed boxes and sold every
one, before he left the store the first day,
readily for 20 cts. per lb, glass and all.
Mr. Bingham, Abronia, was satisfied
that the small boxes would sell better in
the cities. He said the nearer one got to
penny packages, the better they would
suit the city trade.
Dr. Southard, of Kalamazoo, said he used
small sections, but put them into a frame of
his own invention, and used as many
sections as the size of the colony would
warrant. He got his box stuff at the honey
box factory in Grand Haven. The cost of
each section box is about two mills. These
sections are 4 inches square and 2 inches
wide.
Mr. Butler, Jackson, hived his swarms on
full comb and brood, and in 20 minutes after
they were hived they were at work in the
sections. Of the artificial comb, he used
that which was five cells to the inch. He
had never used any separator, for he didn't
think it necessary.
The next subject was

EXTRACTED HONEY.
Prof. Cook expressed himself strongly in
favor of extracted honey. He preferred to
sell it, and could make more money by extracting it. He could sell for 12 centsj^ and
make more than he could in the comb at
25 cents. He gave his experience in disposing of it, the cost of putting it up, etc.
He said he would put it up in jelly cups,
and the cost would be about 43^ cents. He
would not label any honey first-class unless
it was first-class.
They could'nt afford to
be dishonest in recommending their wares.

They must grade
Mr. Bingham

,

.

the honey.
said the President had
spoken of labeling the honey " pure basswood," " pure clover," etc. He tried that
once and got notoriety. He had some very
nicebasswood honey, and had labels printed
" pure basswood honey," took a bottle of
it to the editor of an Allegan paper, who,
after duly testing the same, gave a notice in
his next issue that he was in receipt of a
very superior article of pure basswood
honey, trom Mr. Bingham; and the next
week, one of the Detroit papers stated that
an Allegan genius had succeeded in making

honey from basswood.
Mr. Southard, of Kalamazoo, said he was
growing more in favor of extracted honey.
He found Mason's quart cans the most
economical; could fill a quart can and sell it
for 55 cents, receiving 15 cents for

and the can was always good.

liis

honey,

Mr. Butler, of Jackson, said that more
extracting, but sales
are not so freely made.
Mr. Van Rensselaer favors having an
extractor at once. Extracted houey sold
more readily than comb honey.
Mr. Bingham, Allegan, thought not more
than 10 or 15 per cent, more honey could be
got by extracting.
Mr. Everett, Toledo, put his honey in jelly
cups, and used a tin cover. It retailed very

money can be made by

nicely in Toledo.
Dr. Southard explained the mode of extracting honey.
Prof. Cook said it was not necessary to
wait for the bees to cap the honey.
Mr. Thompson, Detroit, explained a cheap
extractor of his own manufacture.

Mr. Bingham then read the following
essay on " Cheap Honey:"

CHEAP HONEY.
Many have been the reasons

assigned for
the steady decline in the price of honey.
"
Mr. Moore says, the proceedings of the
National Society ought to be sown broadcast, especially to small bee-keepers, who
have but little honey. They throw their
honey on the market for just what they can
get, and in that way spoil the market for
large pi'oducers.
Mr. Heddon thinks that Prof. Cook's
course, in the same convention, would be
the ruin of all the small bee-keepers; yet

Mr. Moore, Prof. Cook, and Mr. Heddon wish
to accomplish the same end, namely:
Keep up the price of honey. In the matter
of price for honey, no standard can be fixed
by the conventions or associations. Beekeepers may strive to limit productions,
monoploize the business and look wise, but
that mighty force, known as the " omniverous stomach," will be the important factor,
and dictate the price.
The tendency of the honey market has
been entirely in the direction of the consumer, and the producers do as others have
done in other things having a fancy price,
namely: Shift from one expedient to
another, in the vain endeavor to keep up
the price.
The plan now having its run, like measles
and wliooping-cough, is to keep up the
price by making the packages smaller.—
This plan may succeed; candy has always
paid a fine pi'ofit in net' packages of half
ounces each, at the standard price of a cent

per stick!

Who is the coming man, to bring forth one
cent packages of honey, having tin corners,
and glass sides, and richly embossed?
Nothing is ridiculous, after
Don't laugh
you become accustomed to it.
In the persuit of that once popular silver
dollar, men see something that they covet,.
but do not want to steal; no, it would not
really do to steal, at least until the way
had been oiled over, and texts quoted,
opportunities siu-veyed, and duty, that plas!

—

tic clay, carefully located.

He that steals my purse, steals trash; but
he that filches from me the credit of my
peiniy package steals that which doth not
enrich him, but makes me poor indeed.
Mr. Overmayer, of Sandusky county, Ohio,
liad marketed 10,000 lbs. yearly. He put it
up in all kinds of packages, but principally
in the gem jars, which he sold for 50 cents.
He sold none to grocers, but his neighbors
and the people around took all he could
make. He said his bees had averaged him a

hundred pounds a swarm. From 5 colonies
he got 725 lbs. of honey, and increased his
colonies to 35. But he had to feed them after
the flowing season.
Mr. Butler, of Jackson, claimed that he
could not extract honey without injuring
more or less of the brood. He would not
dare to extract as closely as Mr. Overniayer

had said was

his practice.

The Secretary had

said he had seen Mr.
Overmayer extract the honey from'a colony
owned by a man near Toledo, and the operation was very successful; the cells were
entirely exhausted; brood was notdisturbed.
President Cook sustained Mr. Overmayer's
views, and said he never hurt any brood in
extracting.
He also believed in feeding.
He said he thought there was more in the
talk of "foul brood" than in the reality.
He didn't think foul brood would result
from the use of the extractor.
Mr, Everett, of Toledo, asked if there was
not danger of extracting too close from a
two-story hive.
Mr. Overmayer said in case of a two-story
hive he would extract the upper story first

and then change

positions.

Mr. Bingham said that in Michigan it
at all to throw out the honey
as closely as Mr. Overmayer bad done.
Mr. Bingham moved that each gentleman
present hand in his name, place of residence,
number of colonies he had last spring, number of colonies now, honey, box or extracted,
raised during tiie season, and amount it was
sold for. The motion was adopted.

would not do

COMB FOUNDATION.
The President opened the discussion
this question

artificial

success.

The

experience in raising mignonnette.
it would be a failure at first, but
did start it exceeded his expectations, as a bee plant. It continued to bloom
from June 15 'till hard frosts.
Mr. Russell was elected Treasurer of the
Society pro tern.
" What shall we wear," was the title of a
paper by Mrs. L. ]i. Baker, of Lansing,

Feared

when

it

which was read.
[ This will appear in the next American
Bee Journal.— Ed.
Dr. Whiting, East Saginaw, said most
bee-keepers were discarding rubber gloves.
The danger of being stung on the hands
was very slight.
j

Mr. T. G. Newman, of Chicago, then gave
the following address on

MARKETING HONEY.
Mr. President, Ladies and Oentlemen:
To meet with you on this occasion, and
unite in the discussion of themes that inter-

—

est every apiarist is indeed a pleasure, the
more so, because this association is one of
the oldest and best on the continent; many
names of Its members being "household
words" in thousands of homes— not only in
this country, but also in Europe and Australia, and when, by means of that mighty
lever the printing press we transmit to a
World your " thoughts that breathe and

—

—

words that burn," — they echo and re-echo
" to Earth's remotest bounds!"
The honey market is a subject that interests every apiarist, in order that honey

may

of

by a tew remarks, and said he

comb foundation with great
great trouble with it is that
if filled it would " sag," and this objection
uuist be met, and without doubt would be
met. The remarks made at the National
Convention on Novice's Foundation, by Mr.
Newman and Mr. King, rather surprised
him. He found that bees generally thinned
out foundation if too thick.
Mr. Newman, editor of the American
Bee Journal, said it was very certain that
bees sometimes would not thin out the
foundation, and if it was too thick it was
unpleasant.
But sometimes they would,
and if the foundation could be thin enough
it would be a great improvement.
The
matter of sagging was an objection. Capt.
Hetherington, of New York, was experimenting with it, and had invented a plan
for preventing it; he had found it a success
so far, and if he continued to find it successful, he would make his plan public, but he
was opposed to advocating anything till well
tested and found to be absolutely successful.
Mr. Bingham thought there was no necessity for the use of the starters at present.
He said drone comb could be easily cleaned
by pouring over it water from a sprinklingpot, and it made the nicest kind of starters.
Mr. Butler said the comb foundations
were a perfect success with him. He had
used large quantities, some thick and some
thin, and thought there was no difference.—
He thought a great deal of it for box honey,
and never found any trouble in disposing of
it, but never used it for brood purposes.
Mr. Bingham was not opposed to comb
foundation. He thought it a success.
An essay was then read on Honey Plants,
which will appear in the next Journal.
Mr. Thompson, of Detroit, said he had
used

much

be sold readily, it must be attractive!
never occurred to you to enquire why
bolts of muslin are labeled with lithographs of luscious fruit? Or why boxes of
fancy toilet articles are adorned with lithographs of enchanting faces with bewitching
smiles? Answers to such questions offer
us instructive lessons that will pay for the
learning! Manufacturers know full well
that in order to have their goods sell readily
they must be attractive! No matter how
good the quality, nor how cheap the price
—they must attract and please the eye
To-day, Comb Honey is the preference

Has

it

and if we would cater to the
public want, we must produce that article
in the most attractive shape. This must
necessarily be arrived at by growth! We
could not jump at once to " the most desirable shape," but by steady, forward steps,
we hope soon to approximate perfection!
The larger boxes of yore with many
combs are rapidly going out of demand,
and now it Is difficult to dispose of those
having more than 2 or 3 combs, at any price.
As if " sniffing from afar" the breezes of
public opinion, Mr. Harbison invented the
California sectional frame, and placed carloads of honey upon the market in it. These
were readily accepted, and but for the following reasons would soon have become
general:
1. Though readily divided by grocerymen,
it puzzled them to devise means to pack
such combs without side protection with
other goods, and deliver to their customers
without seriously damaging them.
2. In the retail stores, not being protected
from dust and dirt, honey in these frames
soon became unattractive to consumers.
But again invention comes to the rescue,
market single-comb
putting upon the
frames, so coustructed that they may be
easily glassed when taken from the hive
for table use,

—

and packed

in a neat

and cheaply construct-

crate, containing a dozen combs. Such
crate and boxes I liave here for inspection,
with a box of teasel honey.
In a shape similar to this, Capt. Hetherington has this year put up 75 tons of comb
honey, and sold it for $30,000.
In a shape similar to this, C. R. Isham
sold his crop at 25 cents per tb.
In this shape N. N. Betsinger sold his
crop at handsome fij^ures.
In this shape G. M. Doolittle sold 10 tons
Co.,
of comb honey to Thurber

ed

&

New

York, and was awarded the $50 Gold Medal
for "the best honey in the most marketable
shape" at the meeting of the National Convention in October.
No product of field or farm varies so much
in price as honey; and why? Because the
unattractive manner in which some put it
upon the market causes it to be classed as
a second or third rate article.
trip through Water street, Chicago, last
week revealed the fact that white clover,
comb honey was quoted at different stores,
all the way from 14 to 22 cents; the price
being governed by the style of the packages,
and manner of putting up for the market.
In Thurber & Co's. Price List for Dec. 6,
1877, we discovered that comb honey, of the
best grade, was quoted at 25 cts. per lb, in
the Prize Box and Crate, while the same
honey in 3 comb boxes was quoted at 21 cts.
These are facts that need no argument.
The "Prize Box" and "Crate" should
be made in manner, form and substance like
the sample before us. The box is 6 in.

A

liigh and 5 in. broad, and when packed in
the crate, stands upon its top-bar, I'or safety
in sending to market. The lumber of the
box is 3^ and }4 in. thick, and is sawed
smoothly; with the cover, sides and ends of
the crate planed, in order to make it the

more

attractive.

Heretofore, I fear, we have been " measuring ourselves by ourselves," too much.
have copied each other in the matter of
marketing— instead of enquiring of our
wholesalers, our retailers and our consumers what their needs and preferences
were. Only in the latter way can we expect
to arrive at a correct conclusion.
The demand will doubtless increase a
hundred-fold! It only requires to be
attractively put up, to find ready sale at

We

good prices. Nearly all the desirable
honey is now disposed of,—that which
remains unsold is mostly the unattractive.
If we can but meet the requirements of
consumers, there will be no trouble to sell
all the honey that can be produced on this
continent.
Dr. Whiting:,

Saginaw, indorsed what had
and remarked that it was his chief
object in coming to tlie convention to see that
He had put up
tliis point was fully discussed.
his honey in cases, but sold for seventeen
cents. When he saw the honey put up in a
different case, no better honey tlian his, and
sold for twenty-tive cents, he couldn't stand it.
After a quartette by vocal singers, the President announced that at the last meeting a
committee to report on
WINTERING BEES.
was appointed, and he expected Mr. Cheeny to
toe present, but read a letter from him to the
effect that he would come If possible, but fearing he could not, he sent a paper he had written upon the subj ect, which will appear in the
next Journal.
Dr. Southard said to winter bees successfully
you must have the moisture expelled, and he

been

said,

never succeeded even in a good dry cellar, but
that packed in chaff on the summer-stand he
has not two per cent. loss.
Mr. Butler said one impoi'tant point has not
been touched. It was the moisture In the hives.
He had built a good, dry cellar, and had fair
success but the moving out and back was too
much labor. Besides, if moved out the bees
would fly out, and having been In the dark,
they would come out as soon as they could see
;

light, and many would perish and the hives
soon become depopulated. This was the objection to cellar wintering. He had adopted
the chaff method for the past six. years with
perfect success. He hadn't lost two per cent.
Mr. Benedict, from Bennington, O., said he
he didn't tliink of taking special pains to house
bees for winter except to save lioney,
Mr. Russell, of Adrian, said he wintered his
bees in his cellar, and experimented. He left
some of the colonies in the cellar ail winter.
Others he took out in February and gave them
a flight. After that they were very trouble-

some, and he had to keep carrying them out.
Some he kept in just six months, and they
came out best of all. He would winter a hundred colonies this winter, and would not take
out one of them unless obliged to.
Prof. Cook said that he thought no bees
should be carried out if they were quiet. He
thought the 6th of April as early as pollen
could be gathered.
Mr. Whiting said that care should be taken
to have the comb warm when put into the cellar, otherwise moisture would gather in the
hives. He gave the following rules for wintering bees:

A sufflcient supply of good ripe honey.
Bees enough to cover the frames.
Good pure air in proportion to size of
swarm, but no draft through the cluster sufficient to chill them.
4. Freedom from condensed moisture.
Mr. Butler said bees should never be left out
1.

2.

3.

the hives became frosted.
Mr. Van Renssalaer, of Ottawa, Ohio, exhiba model of a bee house, and explained it.
Mr. Bingham instanced a case of " freezing
out" this fall. His neighbor, A. S. Weeks, had
a colony in a 13xl4-inch Quinby hive. It sat
near the ground, and in November, when the
the thermometer was fifteen degrees above
zero, it frose to death. Mr. Weeks was one of
the most reliable bee raisers in that section.
Mr. Southard gave his method for preparing
boxes for wintering, as did Dr. Whiting. Both
used straw and chaff.
Mr. Beal, of Macon, said he lost fifteen
swarms, and there was not a dead bee in or
about the hive, and plenty of honey, and still
they had left for parts unknown.
Mr. Benedict said he examined a case of that
kind, and found the honey watery and sour.
Prof. Cook said bees will leave for many
causes in the winter, such as loss of queen,
sour honey, or any disturbance.
Prof. Cook then read an article on the manasrement of bees at the college, which will duly
:q>liear In the Journal.
till

ited

THURSDAY'S SESSIONS.
The following resolutions were passed unanimously
Whereas, The All-wise Father has blessed
the apiarists of our State and countrj' with
health and prosperity for the past year, and
Whereas, The people of Adrian have given
us a kindly welcome, and
Whereas, Mr. A. H. Russell has spared no
pains to make our meeting successful, and by
his efficient labor, helped to make this one of
the best meetings of our society, and
Whereas, The Central and Lawrence Hotels have shown their appreciation of our efforts and cause by offering reduced rates to
our members, and
Whereas, The Quartette, oy their sweet
music, has added to our enjoyment, and
Whereas the Adrian and Madison Grange
and Sovereigns of Industry, have kindly
:

granted the use of their hall at very low rates
for our deliberations, and
Whereas, Thereportersof the Adrian Times
and Detroit Free Press have aided in extending the influence and good of our delibera-

Resolved. That we advise our apiarists to encourage
the market for extracted honey.
Resolved, That we advise the securing of surplus
comS honey. In small sections or frames, with glass
over faces.

and
Whereas, The large delegation from iOhio
have by tlieir encouraging presence given valuable thoughts and suggestions during our

resulted as follows:
President— A. B. Cheney, Sparta Center.Kent
county.
Vice President— A. H. Russell, Adrian.
Secretary— W. L. Porter, North ville, Oakland

tions,

discussions,

and

Whereas, Our absent and able Secretary,
inability to be with us we very greatly
regret, has never spared any pains to make
our meetings Interesting and instructive, and
who has done so much to give our society its
proud position, and
Whereas, Mr. T. G. Newman, the genial
and very able editor of that firm and "longtried friend " of not only American, but of
European, and even Australian apiarists, and
which is ever alert to do us all good, giving
our conventions and societies its fullest encouragement (would that it was in the hands
of every bee-keeper), has done so much to add
to the interest and benefits of this meeting

whose

tbcrcforG

Resolved, That our hearty thanks be tendered to God, the Giver of all Good to the
good people of Adrian, especially to Mr. A. H.
Russell, and the proprietors of the Central
and Lawrence Hotels, and to Mr. Everies and
daughters; to the proprietors of this Hall to
the AdrianTimes and Detroit Free Press; to the
gentlemen in attendancefrom oar sister State,
Ohio; to our absent Secretary, H. A. Burch;
and to Mr. T. G. Newman may he long continue at the head of the American Bee Journal, and that old Bee Journal at the head
of apiarian papers the world over.
;

;

;

HOUSE APLiRIES.
Dr. Whiting, East Saginaw, did not think
much of them they were breeding places for
moth, and their expense would preclude practical apiarists from indulging in them.
Mr. Bingham said Mr. Burch had lost his
house apiaries by fire, and he had not rebuilt
them. Actions spoke louder than words.
Mr. Thompson, Detroit, had visited Mr.
Reno, in Illinois, who had forty colonies in a
house apiarv, and was entirely satisfied with it.
Mr. Russell had little experience in keeping
bees in house apiaries, but did not like them.
Prof. Cook explained a house apiary, and said
he contemplated building one at the Agricultural College next season, in order te experiment with the matter, and prevent stealing,
from which they had suflfered much the past
;

season.

,

.,^

,

,

Mr. Bingham said men who had built house
apiaries were not anxious to build others, and

winter out of doors.
Mr. Russell had lost more bees wintered in
his house apiary than in his cellar.
" CREATING A HOME DEilAND FOR HONEY."
was the next topic discussed by Mr. W. L. Porter. [This will appear in our next.— Ed.
Dr Southard said he found farmers ready to
purchase extracted honey, if the packages
were worth the money asked for them.
Mr. Benedict had no difficulty in seUlng all
his honey in his immediate neighborhood.
Mr. Newman spoke of creating a demend in
Chicago for good honey. One groceryman ol
his acquaintance had sold upward of bO,UOO
pounds since September.
Mr. Butler had disposed of 4,000 pounds of
comb honey in Jackson this season before Oct.
Mr. Stearns, Adrian, thought consumers
.

.

would prefer the extracted to the comb honey
honey.
if they knew thev were getting genuine
Extracted honev should not be held at higher
rates than maple syrup or clear syrup made
from white sugar.
Prof. Cook said Mrs. Baker had created a
market in Eansing, and she now found it impossible to supply one grocer all he could sell.
The following resolutions were adopted
Besolved, That we favor increased pains among our
make
on the market.

apiarists to
it

all

honey attractive before putting
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county.

Treasurer— Dr. Whiting, East Saginaw.

On

invitation of the Treasurer elect,

the

next semi-annual meeting was ordered for
East Sasinaw, the second Wednesday and

Thursdayjn April next.
APPARATUS.
Dr. Whiting, chairman of the committee on
the following on exhireported
apparatus,
bition
T^ ^
„
following:
A. H. Russell,
the
Hives, by
Adrian John Randall, Lenawee county J. N.
:

.

;

;

RGckcr

Smokers: The Bingham, Quinby, Root, and
Van Rensselaer. [The committee decided no
to recommend anything— but will say the
Bingham smoker suits them best.]
Honey Boxes: The Isham, Doolittle, Hetherington, Russell, and Southard & Ranny.
Crates: The Hetherington Crate, and the
Southard & Ranny Rack.
Honey in Boxes: White clover from Miss
Lucy H. Wilklns, A. H. Russell, Southard &

Ranny Teasel from T. G. Newman.
There were several models, &c. All of the
apparatus were inspected by those present,
and added much to the Interest of the Conven;

tion.

FANCY SYRUPS.
Just before adjourning for dinner, Mr. Bingthat one of the topics for d scussion immediately after dinner be fancy
Syrups, known as Silver Drips, Golden Drips,
etc., sold by ail grocers, and used largely on
pan-cakes. He requested that Mr. Russell furnish for illustration some best Japan tea, and
such samples of syrup as he could find at any
of the groceries.
Upon assembling, the tea and specimens of
syrup were produced. After being mixed, the
mixture was shown and compared with the
ori°-inal tea and also with the syrups. The result was simply startUng. The light aniber
tea was turned as black as ink by the silver
and golden drips.
^
Mr. Bingham then explained the cause of
the change in color, and stated that it was
due to the sulphuric acid contained in the
syrups which were in the main obtained froni
corn-starch, treated with sulphuric acid, and
Orknown as "glucose," sweetened with New
leans and other grades of molasses or granuthe
bring
to
desired
be
might
as
sugar,
lated
syrup to a given shade and price. Mr. Bingbeen taken
ham stated that this subject had and
the sale
up by the State Board of Health,
as detricondemned
syrups
said
of
use
and
mental to the public health.
In accordance with said decision, the convention requested that a committee of three
be appointed to bring the subject before the
legislature at its next session, praying that
this most pernicious adulteration, so seductive in its form and baneful in its consequences,
should receive such condemnation as such an
the
evil demands. The President appointed
committee as follows: T. F. Bingham, AbroJames
nia; Dr. L. Whiting, East Saginaw;

ham requested

.

,

.

,

<•

Heddon, Dowagiac.
Mr. Butler, of Jackson, read a paper on
shall we do with our surplus stocks ?
This will appear in the next A. B. J.
The Convention adjourned to meet at East
Saginaw, April 9 and 10, 1878.
A. FAHNESTOCK, Sec'v, pro tern.
Questions with answers and a statistica
[
table will appear in our next issue.— Ed »1
"
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l^L. Lindsly, of Waterloo, La., says
that in a poor honey year his Italians
are far superior to blacks. Last season
was a poor one, and his Italians got
only half a crop— his blacks got none.
i^John Bourgmeyer & Co. have
a new Comb Foundation Ma-

made

which makes sheets 12 inches
wide, and can be sold for $40. The
foundation is equal to any we have
seen, as to quality, and the machine is
exceedingly cheap, at S;40. Others are
sold at $100, that make the same size
sheets. We can supply them at manuchine,

facturer's prices.

1^ The Rev. A. Salisbury has gotten
up a neat Honey Basket. It will contain 11 combs, and is made of wire and
berry-box material; with 11 one-inch
starters,
it
only
comb-foundation
weighs 6 oz. Of course, it is intended
to be cut into sections, for retailing.
It is 4x6 inches inside, and 17 inches

111:^°

now

who had

September, nearly 60,000 lbs. of honey.
It should have read 6,000 pounds.
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1^ Newark, O., reports a case of
bees swarming on Christmas day.

long.

It

can be made to

fit

For being strong and yet

any hive.

light, it cer-

tainly carries off the palm. For retailing in home-markets, it will be quite

valuable; and if protected in a crate,
will ship as well as California frames.

JHc

Querist.

Buffalo Co.. Wis., Dec.

liive tlie

Is

tlie S,

best?

30, 1877.

or 10 framed Lan<;strotli
iioney boxes, or section

Are

frames the best for comb lioney? Can
either be used on tlie same hive?
Geoijge Cowie.
"How are the Prize Boxes and Crate
used? What is best for guide? Should
eacli section
be glassed when sent to
market?"
J. W. Johnson.
Langstroth hives are used with 8, 10, and
fancy of the
apiarist. Adam Grimm, and other Wiscon[

11 frames, according to the

For
i}i'?f*?i"i"e<l 8 frames.
perhaps, about as goodforcing the bees up into the boxes with
their stores, for want of room below. Still
we should even prefer the shallow Langstrotli frame for this, which is only from 5
to 6 inches in depth. The 10, and 11 frames
are more generally in tise.
Prize boxes are used as sections, and may
be glassed or not, as the trade may demand
and are, no doubt, the best for putting
They can be used on any
tip comb honey.
sized hive, by making the case to hold them
of proper size, (see cut), or by placing them,
sin bee-keepers,

box-honey

yields. Is it superior to the many other
varieties? How does it compare with Basswood, or the Tulip tree? What other ornamental, or fruit trees would you advise to
set out, to in)prove the ])rospects of the
apiary? Please name in the order of their
merit."
e. p.
it

By answering the followiiiji; throiijili tiie
Bke Jouunal, yon will niiicli oblige a
iiDvioe:

"Mr. llasbrouck praises the Norway
maple very highly, for the amount of honey

it is,

—

[Norway Maple, Acer Platnnoides,

is

good. It is hardy and holds its leaves late,
so is fine for ornament. I do not think it
any better than our native maples. Our

and

silver-leaf maples are very valuabloom so early and furnish plenty
of honey and pollen.
Valuable trees in order: Basswood, Tulip,
Soft Maple or Silver Leaf, (very beautiful,
often weeping and very gaudy in autumn,)
White Willow, Sugar Maple.—A. J. Cook.]

soft

ble, they

'Henry Alley, Wenham, Mass., lias
sent to our Museum one of his new bee
hives. He describes it thus:
" It requires but 22 feet of lumber to make
It has surplus capacity for 72 lbs. of
comb honey, (30 two-pound boxes). The
brood frames are the size of the Quinby
standard, and can be lifted out of the top, or
either side of the hive. It has 2 cases of
section boxes; one on each side of the brood
frames. The brood chamber can be contracted at pleasure. It has no honey board,
nor moth traps, and is not patented. The
entrance can also be contracted at will, to
let only one bee pass, or enlarged to a space
of l}4 inches high, by 12 inches long
affording ample ventilation in hot weather,
as well as being useful in hiving a swarm."
it.

a simple and cheaply-constructed
and also a very netit one. Friend
Alley adds; "To any one who will send
It

is

hive,

Case of Prize Boxes for IiAXGstroth Hives.

subscribers to the Bee Journal
April 1st, 1878, I will present
one of these hives." Now, who wants to
take that offer up?
10

on
slats, % inch thick; if any space remains
over the frames, cover it with a strip of
wood, just to fit.
The boxes are intended for comb foundation starters, but may be used without, as
they have separators between each comb, to
prevent their being built crooked, (see cut).
A quilt is used just the same as over the
brood chamber frames.— Ed.]
like other boxes, just over the frames,

new

Office, before

C^ Being so much crowded with valuable
articles,

written especially for The Jourto defer them too
for adding 12 extra

nal, and not wishing
long— is our only excuse
pages this month.
Dr. E.

Clarksville, Jan. 21, 1S78.
the full dimentions of two-story
Langstroth hives?
I have about 100 hives of bees in cellar,

What are

all

doing

finely.

A. Snydek.

[These are made of different

sizes to suit

the notions of those who use them. Ours
are made thus, unless otherwise ordered:
14x18% inside, and 10 inches deep; with 4
inch portico. The second story is same as
the first, and this is surmounted by either a
2 or 7 inch cap, as desired. The frames are
9>^xl7% inches outside.—Ed.]

Family remarks:

"I

was

unfortunate in the use of the word " essay "

in my offer.
"Best method" would have
been more suitable. What is wanted is a
method of raising and fertilizing queens,

with the use of fewer worker-bees than the
methods— making queens cheaper,

lireseut

and purity of race certain."

1^

The separators Doolittle uses are
just like those illustrated on this page,
ile uses Cases containing 2 and 3 prize
boxes, on liis different hives. He says,
" honey cannot be stored profitably in
sections, without them."

Honey Adulteration.
It will

be remembered that in the

Bee

December, we stated tliat a
grocer of Glasgow, Scotland, had been
fined £2, for selling an adulteration, labeled
*'
Genuine American Honey."
In writing to Novice, C. O. Perrine suggested that " the names on the labels attached to the jars should have been given."
In order to ascertain, friend Dadant wrote

JouRNAc

for

to the Secretary of the Apiarian Society, in
Glasgow, and in reply was informed that
the names on the labels of the jars were
Tluirber A Co., of N. Y., and Bradshaw &

Wait, of this city.
Novice, in Gleanings for January, says:
"American honey is now being sent to
London in such large quantities that it
would not be strange at all, if counterfeits
began to appear."
True; but might not the labels also be
counterfeits, as well as the articles thus
labeled? We are slow to believe that Tluirber & Co. are adulterators. We have on our
desk one of their Honey labels, which they
put on their Honey for export, which reads
as follows:

"One thousand dollars,

in goldcoin willbe

the honey contained in this jar is
be impure, or in any manner
adulterated."
paid,

if

found

to

In noticing this label, in the Journai- for
December, we remarked: This has the
"ring" of true metal about it! Adulteration should be everywhere frowned down.
candor, we would ask, is it supposeven, that Thurber «& Co. would
deliberately put up adulterated honey and
export it, and then offer a thousand dollars
in gold coin to any one who would analyze
it?
It viay be so; but we want more proof
than we now have, to convince us that they
actually did such an un-business-like trans-

In

all

" This adulteration gives dealers the opportunity to undersell honey producers, besides doubling the supply and decreasing
the demand on account of its impurity.
We should petition to Congress to appoint
food inspectors like they have in Europe,
whose duty it would be to prosecute ail
adulterators. Bee-keepers should unite in
avast association, with a few reliable ofiticers
who should procure samples of all the
syrup, maple sugar and honey, supposed to
be adulterated, and to assist in the prosecution of the vendors. Tiien we shall find it
easy to dispose of all the honey produced."

The Apiary.— This is the title of a work
on bee culture by Alfred Neighbour, Esq., of
London, England. The third edition, "greatly enlarged, revised, and remodeled," is
just published, containing 350 pages.

have read

We

with considerable interest and
find much that is interesting. The author
says of the Rev. L. L. Langstroth, that he
"stands undoubtedly at the present day as
the foremost apiarist of the English speaking race," ami quotes largely his published
views on different subjects. The author
acknowledges himself "largely indebted to
The American Bee Journal" and "the
very able articles by which that remakably
well-conducted periodical is distinguished."
The work is illustrated and elegantly
printed. 100 pages are devoted to the nature,
habits and management of the Honey Bee,
and the balance to illustrated descriptions
of Geo. Neighbour & Sons' hives and other
apparatus for the apiary, which they keep
for sale to English apiarists.
We have
ordered some of these books and shall be
able to supply them at $1.50 postage paid.
it

able,

action.

The Scotch letter adds:
"Mr. Campbell told me that before he
was fined, he had sold about 60 jars per
week. The produce broker had to take
back the remainder.

It will

be sometime

before the trade will be re-established.—
The only way would be to send sectional
supers over, showing the honey in the
comb; but even that, I fancy, can be adulterated by feeding the bees grape sugar."

The
came

to

Palmer's

"He

Bee-keeper'' s

hand Jan.
visit to

Magazine

for Jan.

Speaking of D. D.
York, the Editor says:

13.

New

D. Palmer) said he had examined carefully all the prominent styles of surplus honey boxes,
(the so-called Betsinger included,) but said none of
them would compare favorably with the style used
in our Eclectic hive, which style he is going to adopt."
(D.

There must be some mistake about this,
went home, we have
received a letter from him and he has ordered "15,000 of the Prize Boxes, and 1,000 of
for since friend Palmer

the Prize Crates." Hence it is settled now
that he does not inteml to adopt any other
than the Prize Box and Crate.

IW

"While in St. Louis, recently, he found
considerable adulterated honey, selling for
8 cts. per pound. If it was 57 per cent, glucose at 4c., and 43 per cent, honey, at lOc, it
Avould cost only $6.58 per 100 lbs, and could
be sold at a profit, at 8c. per lb., in large

By request we have gotten up a
blank for a Petition to Congress to have the
Laws amended so as to admit of
Queens being sent in the Mails, as lieretofore. Anyone can have them on application
at this office. Get them signed and returned
to us by March 1st. We will then see that
they are properly presented to Congress,
and by a united effort try to have our voice
heard. We ought to have 100,000 signatures

quantities.

before

Friend Dadant then gives his views, as
follows:

Postal

March

1st.

A

Migratory System of Bee-keeping.

A letter from one of our subscribers in
Louisiana informs us tliat lie intends to
make a "new departure" in the manageof his apiary. When, in the natural
course of events, the early bloom of tiiat
locality is nearly exhausted, he intends to
place one thousand colonies of bees on a
Mississippi River,
and
barge on the
by means of a small steam tug boat,
follow the bloom up the river, and thus
procure perpetual iioney-gathering. However new this migratory system of beekeeping may be for this country, in the
history of the World it is no new thing. In
proof of this, we will submit some interesting statements from an English work on

ment

apiculture.

many

In
liives

from one pasturage to another

is

con-

a long detail of the manner in which the
inhabitants of that country transport their
hives along the banks of the Nile, and says:

"The Egyptians exhibit great skill in
their manner of cultivating the bee, as the
ilnwers and the harvest are much earlier in
Upper Egypt than

Lower, and the inhab-

in

itants profit by this circumstance in regard
to their bees. They collect the hives of
different villages on large barks, and every
proprietor attaches a particular mark to his

when

the boat is loaded, the conductors descend the river slowly, stopping
at all the places where they can find pasturage for the bees. After having thus spent
three months on the Nile, the hives are
returned to the projirietor, and after deducting a small sum due to the boatman for
liaving conducted his hives from one end of
Egypt to the other, he finds himself on a
sudden enriched with a (luantity of honey
and wax, which is immediately sent to the
market. This species of industry jirocures
for the Egyptians an abundance of wax and
honey, and enables them to export a considerable quantity to foreign countries."

M.
also

they then prepare for their return.

Alexandre de Montfort relates, that the
people in the vicinity of Juliers generally
convey their hives to the foot of the mountains when the wild thyme is in flower.

M. Valmont de Boniare, in his Dictionary,
" Great is the advantage of
observes
being in the vicinity of a navigable river,
for by these means, the spring of a dry
country can be united with the autumn of "a
hereby
fertile and umbrageous one. and
ample amends be made for the poverty of
the country in which the apiarist may be
:

i

countries, the removal of the

sidered as a very important branch in the
practical management of the apiary. Savary, in his " Letters on Egypt," enters into

liives;

very ingenious method is practiced by
the people who inhabit the banks of the Po,
in regard to the transportation of their
hives. They load the boats according to the
manner of the Egyptians, and then transport the hives to the vicinity of the mountains of Piedmont. On their departure, a
line is marked out around the boat, from
which a scale is drawn, and as the bees
collect the honey, the boat sinks deeper
into the water; thus, by looking at the
.scale, the boatmen know when the bees
have gathered a sufficiency of honey, and

Maillet, in his

makes mention

"History of Egypt,"
custom relative

of this

to the pasture of the bees.

of tlie modern Greeks,
coast of Asia Minor,
toward the islands of Archipelago, to transport their hives by sea, in order to procure
an abundance of" food for their bees.
similar practice is also adopted in China;
but "'the celestials," of all people in the
world, are the most ignorant in the management of the bee. Of its natural history,
theiy know less than the savages of Africa;
It is the custom
inliabit the

who

A

consider themselves very wise in
that the bees make honey and
wax, but as to any further research into
their historj% it is beneath the notice of

they

knowing

such celestial beings.

established.

M. I'Abbe Tessier, Prontant, and others,
inform us, that the proprietors of the bees
in Ija Beauce transport their hives every
year in the month of Auiiust, in carts, into
the country of the Gatinois, or to the environs of the forest of Orleans, about the
distance of 10 miles from their habitation.
They find heath or buckwheat in flower at
a time when in La Beauce, after the gathering of the sainfoin and the vetches, no
further addition can be made by the bees to
their winter store.
This manner of transporting the bees is
called, in the country, leading them to pns-

A

single cart contains thirty or forty
hives. They travel only during the night,
and at a foot-pace, and as much as possible
on sandy roads. The hives are covei'ed
with linen, and are arranged in stories;
those of the upper being reversed between
those of the lower story. They remain
about two months in the place of their
pasturage. The peasants take care of them
for a very trifling salary. In this season
nearly .3,000 strong hives are seen at a little

tiii'e.

village.

when the hives are to be transported,
they are placed in the evening on a linen
cloth, in which they are wrapped, and tied
round with bands of straw, osier, or packthread. Two men can carry several hives
by passing a long stick through the knot of
the cloth which covers them. They are
thus often packed on horses or mules. If
they be placed in the common way, that is,
on their bottom, they must be raised and
sustained at the height of some inches,
especially if the journey be of some length;
for it is necessary that the bees should be
ableto imbibe a renovated air. The swarms
which have been newly hived may remain
in this state 2 or 3 days. In cold weather,
the hives, full of wax," honey and bees, may
be tian^i)orted to any distance, by taking
care only that the combs do not break one
against the other; for this purpose they are
supported with little sticks.
To these details of M. I'Abbe Tessier, we
will add some not less interesting, extracted
from the Dictionary of M. Bomare: " The

economists in the Gatinois, after
the crop of sainfoin, transport their hives
into the plains of La Beauce, where the
melilot aboiuuis; afterward into Solojjne,
where the conntry is covered with buckwheat, which is in flower until the end of
September. The practice is universal in
the country, and even the humble peasant
imitates the opulent proprietor in the transportation of his hives."
skillful

" We are informed, by
M. Bomare adds
a memoir of M. Duhamel, that the i)rotit
:

Bellows Bee Smokers.
Since the invention of the extractor

by Ilruska, no more important contribution to practical bee-culture has
been made than the Bellows Smoker.

The late Mr. Quinby was the first to
make such an article, and it was accorded the whole held during the

life

wliich is extracted from the bees under the
system of transportation, is very considera-

of the distinguished inventor.

From the month of July, when the
bees have swarmed, and have made an
^'xeellent harvest from the sainfoin, the
whole of the honey and wax is taken from

no improvements were needed, it is
well known that so long as no substan-

ble.

it

Though

did not prove to be so perfect that

NOVlCE'b SMOKER.
tial improvement was suggested by
others, no bee-keeper presumed to
copy it, or deprive him of the honor, or

them, and the bees are put into an empty
hive. The hives are then transported into
a country where an abundance of flowers
and mellifluous herbs are' to be found. If
the w^eather be fine, and the flowers luxurient, the hives, which have been transported
in July, are well filled by the latter end of
August. They are then changed a second
time, and particular care taken of the brood
combs. As soon as the bees have been
thus changed a second time, they are
removed into a country wliere buckwheat
abounds; and supposing the season to be

favorable, the hives are so well filled that a
third of their combs may be extracted."

may be derived from
manufacture.
Mr. T. F. Bingham was the next in
the field with a smoker. His is not a
copy of the Quinby; it is original in
Mr.
both construction and design.
Bingham has filed a caveat preparatory
to obtaining a patent to protect his
small profit which
its

rights in

1^ The

Lakefield, Ont., JVe.ws says

"Mr. W. H. Langford chopped down a
maple tree which contained the hardearned hoardings of a colony of bees.
Getting 150 ib of honey."

it

as its inventor.

jSTotwith-

standing this A. J. King has produced
an imitation of it, and A. I. Root has
copied many of its important features
in a low-priced imitation of it.

As an independent Journal, having no "• axe to grind " nor "• hobby to
serve," Ave Avould ask, in all candor, is
this doing justice to the bee-keeping
fraternity in general, leaving the rights
of the inventors out of the question
entirely? Is it not the encouragement
that we as a "class" hold out to inventors, that is lying at the root of all iniprovementsV Should we not encourage
and sustain the real inventor of a principle instead of the mere copyist who
may manufacture a cheap imitation?
It really appears to us that Quinby and
Bingham have some rights that should
be respected.
In saying that the Bingham Smoker
construction and
is original both in
design, we mean that it is so more
especially in its internal arrangements.

up. and ^xi]\ not be kept in such good
order as one that is put down on the
edges of the bellows and the end of the
tube. Having to suck the air in at the
same place where it is discharged,
(there being no valve) the volume and
|X)wer are lessened, and there is danger
of sucking the ashes and tire into the
bellows from tlie fire box.
Seeing this difficulty, Novice has attached a little slide to operate as a cutoif between tlie fire-box and the bellows; but the fire-box being so large at
the base, and its being so near the bellows this cut-off will not be of much
service.
It is perfectly natuml to hold tlie bellows by the left hand in a horizontal
position, ready to puff the smoke at
pleasure, leaving the riglit hand free to
manipulate—but with Novice's smoker
this natural position and operation is
out of the question.
Novice has named the article " The

Smoker

I prefer,"— but for these and
other reasons Ave say— candidly
but kindly It is not the smoker ice

many

—

prefer.

He

can be used
but
we do not see in what way. It can't be
possible that he would be so cruel as to
also intimates that

it

to for subduing stubborn children,

BINGHAM'S SMOKER.

QUIXBVS SMOKER.

All can see that the upright bellows
and tube somewhat resemble the one
invented by the late. Mr. Quinby, but
in no other respect, we believe, are
they similar.

But we started to notice the new
smoker made by Novice, a cut of which

may

be seen in connection with tliis
All will see at a glance, its
form and shape tlie bellows being exactly the same as the Bingham smoker.
The shoi-t and thick tube is not as convenient, we think, as the tiibe of the
The tire-pot being fastened to
latter.
the bellows by screws, the heads of
Avhich are exposed to the fire, the heat
will extend to their tips and cause
article.

;

them

to loosen

from the wood of the

bellows, and soon there will be a division of parts. Having to lay it down
on the Hat of the bellows is also an objection; it cannot be as readily picked

We

smoke into their eyes!
are
soiTy he has not given the modus operandi. It would have been such a relief
to tender-hearted, loving parents.
The "King" imitations of the Quinby
and Bingham smokers are of similar
construction to the originals, but very
bloAV the

inferior to

them in many particulars.
mete and right and oiu'

Is it not "

bounden duty" to render "honor to
honor is due," and deal out jus-

whom

tice alike to all?

It is

feelings to all that

with the kindest

we

criticise

—and

did we not deem it a duty to our
readers we should have Avritten little
or nothing on the subject.

LATER.

The foregoing article has been crowded out several months, by long Convention reports.

Now we have to announce that the
Bingham Smoker- has been patented.
This step Avas taken because of the
"

King " and " Novice " imitations of

it,

and

done solely to protect the

vras

We

should
invention
might not have been covered by a patent—but the unwise course pursued by
A. I. Root and A. J. King, in copying
or manufacturing every desirable article without so much as saying to the
real inventors, " By your leave," must
be held responsible for such action.
rights of the inventor.
have preferred that this

an infringment of a
law
as w^ell as the manufacturer and the
vendor of such articles. All should
therefore be careful, and not " burn
their fingers " by purchasing or u.siug
an infringment. Better to throw them
into the lire than get into trouble about
such a small matter.

Those v;ho

patented

use

article, are liable to the

Whatever may be thought or said of
patents, and the rights of inventors, we
are compelled to say, that property in
invention and copyright is recognized
in the laws of every civilized nation.
Mr. Bingham is now the only legal
manufacturer of the " direct draft " inin Smokers, and such a valuable apparatus for the easy and safe
management of bees may be justly
regarded as a land-mark in apicultural

provement

progress.

» ^^

t^rWe
Rush, of
ious

.»

—

Orleans, La.,

met

W.

B.

witli a ser-

accident, in a sugar mill, on Dec. 8.,
of intense

which entailed over a month
suffering.

lie started to visit his father in

Penn.,011 the 25th of Dec, but was unable
to proceed further than Granville, O. lie
is slowly recovering, and expects to return
iiome, as soon as possible to attend to his
apiary.

The a. B.

C. of

year of pul)lication is exceedingly graScores of letters, by every
mail, come laden with words of congratulation and substantial evidences
of appreciation, in the shape of subscriptions that are new as well as
renewed. It seems to be w^ell understood that The American Bee Journal is devoting its energies to the
interests of producers, and to this end
it provides in its monthly " budget
the best and most varied information
on all subjects of interest to the
Apiarist. It is gratifying to us to
notice that those who have for years
tifying.

been prominent apiarists are still its
friends and constant readers, and often
speak of its sterling worth in almost
flattering terms. To all, we wish to
extend our thanks for both kind words

and deeds.
i^° J.

II.

Shimer, of Ilillsboro,

Ills.,

reports that he had a swarm come out
Friday before Christmas, and that it
appears to be in good shape. For a
northern climate such things are indeed
a rare occurrence but the mild weather of December in this latitude was

—

just like spring.

regret to learn that Dr.

New

^° The manner in which The American Bee Journal begins its fifteenth

Bee Culture

is

the

a pamphlet of 52 pages by A. I.
Root, of Medina, O. Price 25 cents.
This is a "Cyclopedia of everything pertaining to the care of the Honey Bee,"
so far as the three first letters of the
alphabet will carry it. We believe it
to be Novice's intention to "continue
to the end"
and when he arrives at Z,
to be able to verify the "everything" in
the title. It is a vei'y useful work and
has already exhausted the first edition.
It can be obtained at this office.

^' In California, it is reported that
they are having the " early rain," with
a good prospect that " the latter rain "
will not he withheld. But the drouth
of last year killed more than one-third
of all the bees there. Half a crop of
honey is all that California bee-men
hope for, under the circumstances, and
that will not more than supply their

home demand— last

year's failure hav-

ing cleaned out the

home markets.

,

title of

—

—A

recent "ruling" of
Moke Tinkering.
the Postal Department has exchided knives,
scissors, &c., from the mails, and hence we
can no longer send "Honey Knives" or
"Scissors for clipping Queen's wings" by
mail. Tliey can be sent with other things
by express. We shall keep them as usual.

In many provinces of France and Switzerland St. Valentine's day is regarded as the
patron-day of bee-culturists. It is celebrated by banquets.

Death of Dr. Jared

P. Kirtland.

Another of the " shuiing
last

liglits"

decade has passed awaj*.

the pioneers give place to
in apienltura! science,

less enthusiastic than
scientific explorations

|^tarkjetmg ^OMCX^.

of the

This departraent will be devoted to items of
interest concerning Packinc, Selling and
Shippins Honey and Beeswax.

One by one

tlieir

successors

Avhothongh none

tlie

"tlie fatliers, "

in

"The Betsinger

Prize Box."

and energy are "not

a whit behind " tlieni.
The following speaks for

itself:

Editok Jour.NAi.: — The deatii of tins
eminent man needs a notice in tlie columns
of The Bee Journal. We tind tlie following resolutions passed, at a recent meeting of the Farmers' Club, of the American
Institute:
" Resolved, that we have heard, with profound regret, of tlie death of Dr. Jared P.
Kirtland, of Cleveland. O. Our eminent
naturalist, especially distinguished for his
investigations in the orchard, vineyard and

garden, whose contributions to science h.ive
been recognized in both this country and
Europe, and who was a noble man in all
the relations of life."
We will add to the above list— the apiary.
For more than a half century, Mr. Kirtland
has taken a lively interest in bees, keeping
tliem more for pleasure than profit: and
while following his professien, he always
found time to "doctor" his bees, always
(juick to note improvements and adopt
tliem. lie quickly recognized the frame
hive and its merits, and the Italian bee
N. Cameuon.
gave him great pleasure.
Lawrence, Kansas.

Oldt has sent us a model of
his improved hiving apparatus. He is very
fair in his terms. He now makes the fol-

E^" Friend

lowing

offer:

"On

the receipt of $1.50, I will send by
mail free, to any address, a model (made of
black walnut) of my Hiving Apparatus.—
Examine it; if it does not come up to your
expectation, return it in good order, inside
of two months, and your money will be
returned.
This will give those who wish to test the
apparatus before buying, a chance to do so.

Chinese Mustakd as a Honey Plant.
—Perhaps one of the very best honey producing plants is tall Chinese mustard. It
remains in blossom a very long time, seems
yield honey continuously, is equally
vigorous to resist drought, or wet, and
flourishes in all soils. It may be sowed any
time from May 1st to middle of June— the
earlier the better. It will seed itself— its
to

greatest drawback; yet, it is far less troublesome as a weed than common mustard.
It should be planted in drills, a foot apart,
for ease of cultivation. An ounce will plant

a space of one rod by four.
We can only till a few orders for this seed.
Price, per ounce, 20c.; quarter pound, Toe,
postpaid.

Friend Betsinger, being annoyed because
the box containing the .honey to which was
awarded the Gold Medal, in New York, has
been called the Doolittle box, desires us to
publish the following:
" I desire j^ou to call

it tlie

Betsinger Prize

Box, in large print, above the comments I
desire you to make, and to inform the many
readers of the American Bee Journal
that I am the inventor of said box, and

wherever

it

is

mentioned,

my name may

ajipear before it, just as the first frame hive
is called the Langstroth Hive.
" This box is held in cases, containing
two or more boxes, with wood or tin separators. It is not patented, and is free to all,
to make and use, providing it is called by

my

name.

Glass

less in width
tin points.

—

is

ei\cli

.5x0

in.,

one-sixteenth

is fastened by two
N. N. Betsinger."

glass

Of course The American Bee Journal
wants that every man should have his due
" Honor to whom honor," etc., and it
would not for the world, even, countenance
a robbery of that honor. So we will here
give a few facts from history.

—

In the Family, Farm and Garden, a
work published by E. G. Storke, of Auburn,
N. Y., in

18(30,

on pages 305

to 307, is

an

illustrated description of section boxes, in

frames, without separators. L^sed on botlj
sides of the brood chamber as well as on
top. This arrangement was patented by E.
W. Phelps, April 6, 1852 and Nov. 9, 1858.

In answer to the query in our last Jourpage 5, Messrs. Barker & Dicer say:
" We made our first section box (as we
now use them) in the spring of 1873. Our
patent was granted Jan. 7, 1873, and covers
all sectional boxes made with two wide and
two narrow pieces, so arranged that they
form openings between each section. We
made sectional boxes several years before
that, but considered them imperfect till we
invented those covered by our patent in

nal on

1873."

We have the original patent papers on our
desk and find it precisely as stated by
friends Barker & Dicer.
In a " Circular and Bee-keepers' Guide,"
issued by Geo. T. Wheeler, Mexico N. Y.,

the inventor of tlie " Farmers' Friend Bee
Hive," patented Nov. 22, 1870, we find a
similar arrangement of lioney boxes, illustrated and described, Tluwe boxes arc Sxfi,
and identical with the one described by the
cut at the liead of this article, and lield in a
frame, asseen by the following cut;

pay

honey— let us suggest

for as

that the

crate be glassed, instead of the boxes. Ifc
will only take two pieces of glass, GKVn}4 to

glass each

instead ot 24 pieces, 5x0
Prize Crates,
ready to nail, are made both ways, either
to admit the glass in the crate, or in the
boxes as desired. So in ordering, please
say which kind are wanted.
inches,

crate-,

to

glass the boxes.

II. A. Anderson, of Jefferson Co.,
Wis., says: "A convenient crate and a
safe one too, may be made in the usual
way, with wire springs for the bottom,
and at asnrall cost. One double spring
in the sliape of an c/s on each end of the

box
U. T.

Friend Wheeler remarlts, that liis " arrangement of small honey boxes is the
result of

many

years'

experimenting,

to

combine the advantages of both large and
small boxes." On page 8, of this circular,
we (ind a testimonial from G. M. Doolittle,
whicli says he purchased a case of 14 boxes,
in July, 1872, of Mr. Wheeler, and therein
lie ventured the prophecy that tliey would
" come into general use."
Friend Wheeler says he does not claim to
be the inventor of section boxes, but he
does claim to be the first to combine section
or one-comb boxes and tin separators in a
practical way, to secure the combs being
built true, so that they can be marketed.—
For this arrangement, a patent was granted
him, Nov. 22, 1870. lie commenced his
experiments with wood, paper and tin for
separators, in 1867.

Friend Wiieeler says that

all are free to
these boxes— all he wants is
" the credit placed where it belongs."

make and use

seems therefore to be certain that friend

It

Betsinger has company in his claim to be
the inventor of sectional boxes. We are
glad that such boxes were invented and
would accord (til honor to every one of the
inventors.
But as friend Betsinger commenced bee-keeping (as we see by back volumes of the A. B. J.) in 1808, he is anti-dated
many years by E. W. Phelps, whose patent
on sectional boxes is dated in 18o2.
To accommodate all, we should call this
Box " The Phelps-Wheeler-Betsinger-Barker & Dicer Sectional Box." But, for short,
:

we

will call

will

it

The Piuze Box— and

accomodate

that

all.

As improvements
recently,

enough."

is

WHEELER'S SECTIONAL BOXES.

are

and as
are manifesting

in order,

some consumers

disapproval of there being so

much

glass to

^^W Friend Muth suggests that but few
understand how to put their honey in the
most marketable shape, and adds: " The
best I obtained during the past season was
from friend Iletlierington, of Michigan.
Our California friends understand how to
put it up for sale all but their frames."
True; but apiarists are now getting awake

—

own interest enough to learn " howThe adoption, quite generally, of
Prize Box and Crate will help the mat-

to their
to

do

the

it."

ter vastly.

Henry

Co., Iowa, Jan. 5, 1S7S.
in Tim Jouhxai, how
much Iloge's Carrier costs and what kind of
boxes can be shipped in it?"

"Please inform me

H. M. Noble.

Honey

Carrier is made of different
sizes, to accomodate the kind of boxes or
crate used; but the regular size for a dozen
Prize Boxes in the Prize Crate, costs, with
[Iloge's

an empty Crate and 12 empty 21b boxes,' ^2.
We can fill orders for it.— Ed.]

Glucose

certainly not a wholesome
is
used for adulteration
only, because it is the cheapest sweet.
Candy makers, confectioners, brewers,
whisky compounders, and others, use it in
abundance, though none will admit the
fact.
Some time ago, an agent held up a
bottle of very clear glucose between liis
thumb and forefinger, and said to me: " If
you are a manufacturer of nuiple syrup, or
a dealer in honey, you will have to use this,
and it is just as pure as your honey." The
German government put a heavy fine on the
use of glucose in the brewing business, as
it is injurious to health.
I remember, also,
to have read in one of our German bee
papers, that a bee-keeper ruined a large
apiary by feeding glucose, and warned his
friends of the ruinous effects of glucose on
the life of bees.
C. F. Muxn.
article;

and

is

it
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The Gold Medal Honey.

that the case of honey, selected by them,
was not raised by Mr. Doolittle, but one of

In tlie Report of the National Convention,
E. D. Clark, of Randallsville, N. Y., is made
to say " that he liad 300 colonies of bees, bnt
not one Italian." lie wishes this corrected.
He has but one Inuidred, (75 beins Italians
and 35 blacks). At that time it appeared
to the Secretary that he was talkinR in favor

the lot he purchased.
4.
The Judges, in considering the award
for " the best honey," were not coniined to
any one crate of an exhibit— bnt considerei!
the boxes of honey put into the fancy crate
by Mr. D. as excelling all otliers exhibited.
5.
The Judges, therefore, after a careful

of the blacks, and ended his remarks by
saying he wanted to know which race of

consideration of the matter, hereby contivni
their previous decision of award.

bees had gathered the boney that obtained
the Gold Medal.
This question N. N. Betsinger answered
promptly by saying "It was gathered by
the blacks."
As this would naturally lead to the belief
that G. M. Doolittle had black bees, he
stated in the American Bee Joun:xAL for
December, 1877, on page 4-32, that he "had
not had a colony of black bees for live years."
It

now

remark

appears that friend Betsinger's
upon the idea that one of

Avas based

the crates on exhibition as friend Doolittle's, was not of his production, but that of
one of his neighbors, which was shipped to
New York with his crop. This, Mr. Betsinger claimes, he discovered by a particu-

mark on the crate.
One of the crates

lar

of honey, that Mr.
and sent to New York
for exhibition, was stolen from the cars in
transit; and by his request, Messrs Thurber
& Co. selected another from the lot they
purchased of him and placed on exhibition
Doolittle prepared

in its place.

As Mr.

Doolittle

was not

at

the Convention, and was not sure that
a mistake might not have been made in
selecting a new crate, he expressed his
willingness to have the Judges re-consider
the award. This they have done, and we
here give the result of the

15E-CONSIDEKATION OF THE JUDGES.
We, the judges, who awarded the Thurber Gold Medal to G. M. Doolittle, Oct. 17,
being requested to review our decision,
the following statements:
1.
We are informed that one of the cases
of honey prepared for competition, by Mr.
•Doolittle, for this medal, was stolen from
the cars in transit, and paid for by the Railroad company. The other case was a
1877,

WxM. Fletcmek,

Thomas
A.

J.

G.

Newman,

Kino,

)

-Judges.

)

Of course, there should be no feeling on
the matter. All could not get the Medal.—
Some must be disappointed!
As one of the Judges, we were in favorof
awarding the M.edal to another exhibit; but
Ave have, long since, learned to acquiesce in
the decision of the majority— and therefore,
heartily join ia the above decision of the
Judges.
St^" English merchants, last year, ordered
considerable California honey in Harbison
frames. This year, they ordered singlecomb glassed boxes; but many, not filled
out, were broken down on the way, and
they have now shut down on such orders,
because they cannot stand the " breakage."
good and cheap carrier is the remedy
now let Yankee ingenuity go to work.

A

tW We keep Prize Boxes

and Crates in
and can supply orders,
without delay, lower than the lumber for a
small quantity can be bought tor, iu the
country. Read prices on the second page of
stock at this

office,

the cover.
E:;W' In shipping box-honey, F. C. Hazen
advises the placing of a sheet of paper
between, and on top of the boxes— so that if
any were injured in transit, the lioney may
not drip over all the rest.

make

"fancy" one, gotten up expressly for exhiby Mr. Doolittle.
2.
At Mr. D's. request, H. K. & F. B.
Thurber & Co. selected a crate from the lot
sold to them to supply this deficiency,
3.
As Mr. D. bought some of the honey
sold to Messrs. Thurber & Co., of his neighbors, to ship with his own, (as is often done,
to make " bulk" or car-load). It is claimed
bition

1;^ Adulteration
Honey

is

the order of the day.

no doubt, occasionally adulterated—but for systematic and presistent
adulteration, let golden and silver drips,
and fancy syrups generally be awarded the
medal. Let any one who desires the proof
ot this, just take a tablespoonful of any of
these syrups, and stir them into an equal
quantity of liquid Japan tea, and they will
is,

be surprised to see how soon the light
amber tea turns as black as ink! They are
manufactured from corn starch, treated
with sulphuric acid, an4 sweetened with
common molasses.
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Boston.

The settlwl aversion of Bostoiiiaiis to all
kinds of darlc honey, has long been known
to tliose producers and dealers who have
marketed honey there. While they will'in^ly pay the highest i)rices for a fancy
white article, they cannot be induced to
buy, taste, or handle the dark grades. We
know a producer, who took 8000 pounds of
honey to that market, this year. 5000 was
light and 3000 dark. He sold out the light
to lirst-ciass advantage; the dark dragged.
He intrusted its sale to a commission house,
and went home. After several months, he
learned that no progress was being made
with its sale, and the lot was transferred to
another commission house, in Boston; and
they had no luck in disposing of it when it
was sent to New York, and at forced sale,
brought from 8 to 10 cts. per pound. We
advise our readers to never send dark honey
to Boston.
Mr. David Geer, a regular "down easter,"
and the pioneer honey peddler of the
United States, is located there. He is about
seventy years of age, and is reputed to be
worth over §100.000. He has made his
entire fortune by peddling honey, all
through the New England states, not unfrequently having 8 to 10 wagons on the road.
The Walker Brothers, of Green Point, L.
H. Dunham, and P.
Brooklyn; and the Raymond
merville, Mass. (now staid
dealers) all worked for Mr.
I.;

J.

H.

Lislie, of

boys, of

and

Sum-

reliable

Geer, and as
they developed, they " folded their tents,
like the Arabs, and silently stole away."
Mr. S. J. Geer, of Medford, Mass., also a
wealthy and reliable dealer, is a brother of
Mr. David Geer. A remarkable peculiarity
of these two brothers and their ivivcs is,
they are all so hard of hearing that they
can hardly hear each other talk.
Honey is selling, in Boston, at from 15 to
20 cts. for light, and 8 to 10 cts. for dark; no
demand for " strained."

E:^" While we are shipping honey to
England, that country is selling it to her
colonies and to otiier countries. If England
can afford to buy of us for her own consumption, we certainly ought to be able to
compete with her tor the trade which she is
monopolizing from other countries. The
Paris Exposition will last six months; giving an excellent opportunity, as well as
ample time for all countries to become
acquainted with the superior quality of
American honey. As yet, we have heai'dof
but one exhibitor of honey from the U. S.,
(H. K. & F. B. Thurber & Co.), and there
can be little doubt but that it will increase
their trade four-fold, and open up a valuable and permanent business with many
new markets.

In Peter's Museum, N. Y., at the

Academy

of Sciences, is the effigy of Peter,
the Great, in beeswax, habited in a court
dress, that was worn by him, and shoes
made by his own hands. The wig is from
his own, dark hair, clipped after death.
Ills ej'es were black and his stature about
six feet, three inches, according to a rod
shown, which is said to have been exactly
his height.

lt^"A medal, a leather one, would be
appropriate should be offered for honey
stored in the most xinmnrketnble shape,
and crated in the most inconvenient manner, to be exhibited by dealers, at the next
National Convention— each exhibit to be
plainly labeled with producer's name and
address. It might have a good effect.

—

^°

W. H. Bowdlear, of Milk St., Boston,
a beeswax refiner, recently failed; liabiliAmong other
ties, .?26.000; assets, S5.000.
creditors, were Thayer & Judd, manufacturers of parafBne wax.

E^" It

is

estimated that the people of the

United States consume one
Valentine & Co., the celebrated
varnish men, of N. Y., refine large quantities of American beeswax, which they sell
through the Liverpool branch of their extensive establishment. This firm handles from
5,000 to 0,000 pounds of beeswax per month,
and their brands have a world-wide reputation for purity.

^W A patent has recently been
M.

Laflin, of Chicago, for a

issued to

dollar's

worth

of sugar each, yearly.
«

Lack

»

of success

» »
in the culture of bees,

comes more from ignorance, than from any
other cause."—Uamet.

" Tlie Sweet By and By," when the
honey is passed two or three times to
the boarders on the opposite side of the
table before you can get it.

mixture of com-

position of paraffine and resin, for lining, or
coating barrels and lirkins.

The bees
ers sell

it.

cell

the honey, and the deal-

^_^^^o^
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Columbia, Tenn.
Andbews,

J.

the coming season;

and

to

be sure

we would have it in suitable market
shape, we sent to friend Muth for a sample

that

of his sections.

He

kindly sent us one of

his two-story Langstroth hives, with full

For the American Bee Journal.

Notes from Gr3orgia.

Friexd Andrews:— Tlie
and bees are caiTyinj»
examined several colonies and
Vi'anii,

in

all

weatlier
pollen;

is

in

complement of frames, sections, etc.,
making us a present of the same, and even
prepaid freight. As a matter of course, he
has our warmest thanks. w. j. A.I

—

1

fountl brood

stayes. .Seein"; bees come and jio
hive, with that familiar linm, we
judjj;e that they think spring has
in good earnest.

For the American Bee Jonrnal.

from the

are lead to

come

ITALIANS

The

VS.

freely,

when

scarcely a black bee

with a pellet on his
it?"

BLACK BEES.

Italians are carrying in pollen quite

Why,

in

the

legs.

is

seen

"Well, what of
when honey
least two weeks

spring

comes, it will result in at
time in favor of Italians.

honey MARKET.

We

are pleased to

market keeps
expected;

this,

in

see

that the

honey

advance of what many

perhaps,

may

in sulticient nembers to gather the
millions of tons of honey annually wasted.

be kept

ITALIAN BEES.
Very nntch has been said, not only by
American bee-keepers, but by the Germans,
as to what constitutes the true markings
and color of the Italian honey bee. Some
of these opinions need priming pretty closely, as they vary about as much as the
A. F. Moon.
weather.

my

Our method of transferring bees from the
the box hive to that of the movable frame
is both simple and easy; we have practiced
it successfully for several years.
Every bee-keeper should have in his
apiary a pan made of sheet-iron, 4 inches
deep, 4 inches wide and from Ifi to 20 inches
long; the length of the pan should coirespond with the length of the frame used.
The pan should have rings in each end for
ha)idling; the cost of such a panis25cts.,
and with care, it will last a lifetime.

be attributed

largely to Messrs. Tliurber »fe Co., who have
taken' hold of this "luxury," and are not
only selling to people of moderate means,
thereby placing it beside butter, cheese,
and other delicacies, but are shipping it to
With
all parts of the world, by the ton.
these facts in view, it will stimulate beekeepers of this country to apply themselves
to the work, and see that the little busy
bees are well cared for.
Bee-keeping is destined to develop a
source of untold wealth to this country, and
we hope the time will come when they will

on Grape Sugar,
instead of " put the water in a copper kettle,
on a wooden tank," etc., read " o?* a wooden tank." This makes a great difference.
As soon as I get a good chance to work at
it, I intend to make up a batch of glucose,
and try it.
I have ordered honey boxes for 1,000 lbs.
of honey, and 200 section' frames, or cases,
for next seasim, so you see I mean business.
I will double the number of colonies I have,
and raise everything for box honey, and
will raise a few queens to Italianize in time.
In

Transferring Bees,

article

S. C.

Dodge.

[We wish you abundant

success, friend
Dodge. If yon will raise a crop of box
honey, you will have no difficulty in finding

a ready market with friend Muth, at Cincinnatti.
are now having about 200 hives,

We

and a large number of section boxes made
up. We expect to raise box honey exclu-

WAX
is

made

FOB FASTENING THE COMBS
To 1 lb. of common

as follows:

English resin, add }4 of a pound of beeswax; be sure to get the preparation as
above described; if too nuich wax is used,
the weight of honey, together with the heat
of the bees will cause it to drop down.
When the wax is prepared as above,
neither bees nor moth will effect it. This
pieparation we use for comb foundation,
and never knew one to become loose.
Melt the resin and wax in the pan, over a
slow tire; be sure tl)at it does not get too
hot, or it will melt the combs when dii)ped
into it; it just needs melting. Prepare a
table, or a large box with tight cover, to put
the bees upon while transferring; have a
wide board or plaidc, to lay the combs upon
when taken from the old hive. You should
have a bee smoker, but it you have none,
make a good roll of cotton rags, and puff a
little smoke in the entrance of the hive you
wish to transfer. Raise up the edge of the
hive, and smoke until the bees buzz quite
lively; this is a sign of their surrender.
to conquer them generally takes
less than a minute; bees ricli in stores take
a little more siiu)ke than a swarm with but

The time

honey. As soon as the bees are uiuler
control, take the hive to the table and turn
with a saw, or long
it bottom upwards;
knife loosen the combs on two sides of the
old hive, saw off the sticks, if any— leaving
the combs standing in the old hive, with
the ends to your work; this will yive you a
chance to blow a little smoke on them occasionly, causing them to retreat. Takeoff
two sides of the hive, by cutting the nails
with an old chisel; if a chisel is not handy,
split them off with an ax, leaving two sides
standing.
The bees will soon cluster
little

Should any remain
the otttside.
little
more
a
the
combs, blow
smoke on them. The operator wants a
turkey or goose-quil, to brush what few
bees stick to the combs; with a sharp knife
commence on one side, cut the combs as
close to the hive as possible. As fast as
you cut out the comb, brush off adhering

upon
on

'

^

^-rS0^

bees, and carefully lay them on the board
l^repared for them; remove all the combs
froiiiithe old hive as soon as possible, as
robber bees are apt to wish a share in the
feast. It is well to have a table-spread, to
keep the combs covered up. The robbers
often trouble so much as to make it necessary to take the bees into a building uutil
the combs are in a new hive. Ilavinj^cut
out ail the combs and laid on a board, take
a trame from.the hive you are puttiuf^ them
in, and carefully lay it on the comb and cut
to lit the frame. Keep it tiie same side up,
as in the old hive, if convenient; if not, no
harm. Go through with all the combs,
fitting them to the new frame.
Save every
piece and fasten into tiie frame. Soon as
all the combs are fitted to the frames, have
wax ready, (not too hot), gently dip the
edges of the combs into the wax; (it nuist
be done quickly, as it cools so soon). Place
combs in the new hive as fast as fitted.
Gently place the bees at the entrance of the
new hive, which they will enter at once;
when all are in, contract the entrance for a
few hours, when the bees have disgorged
their honey, they will protect their home.—
It is well to place the hive where the old
one sto(id, while you are tran,sferring; this
will keep many bees there as they return
from the tields, while tiie transferring is
being done. This operation is plain and
simple; we can transfer 2 swarms sooner

than we could write how to do it.
At the Georgia State Fair for 1874, a .'BIO premium was offered for the best method and
quickest time for transferring a colony. We
transferred them, putting in all tiie comb,
bees and honey in 31 minutes. We liad no
competition. In 1875, we made the transfer
in 19 minutes. In 1876, we did it in 1(5 minutes. The
committee pronounced it a
scientitic job, one of them saying that I was

[I have a

large

Japonica plants

in

number

my

of the

yard.

Mine

pyrus
was

too

buds, nearly ready to burst open, but
a killing freeze came and they went " where
the woodbine twineth." Bees in this locality were flying every day, up to that date.
I observed that mine were busy carrying in
something, not pollen.
confectionery
pedler, with a wagon, was manufacturing
candy in one of our streets, and my bees
were getting a " free lunch " at his stand.
full of

A

One

day, they attacked him in such force
that he surrendered to them, and they took
Quite a number of our citizens colall.
lected about his wagon to witness their

"bold robbery," and many comments were
made about their golden beauty. Some
advised resistance and a general slaughter,
but the gentleman positively declined to
kill a single one of them.
Two queens in one hive occurs quite
frequently. A number of such instances
are reported in the Bek Journal. I had 2
colonies last season, each containing two
queens. From one, I removed the young

queen as soon as discovered. In the other,
I let them both remain for about 6 weeks,
then removed the old one, and gave her to
In both these instances, I think
they were preparing for the demise of the
old queens, one had her wings clipped, and
the other a leg.
\v. J. a.]
a friend.

to the "champion lielt of the
world," and wonld be for generations to

entitled

come. A similar statement was made by a
bee-keeper from Milan, Italy.
liome, Ga.
A. F. Moon.

GLEANED BY FRANK BENTON.
Translated from "Bienenfreund'' by F. Benton.

For the American Bee Journal.

Two

Queens

in

Fjuend Andrews:— I have

just

blooming quite

freely.

Isn't

it

wonderful, at this date? I opened the hive
and found 4 combs with brood. Two had
sealed brood circles about (1 inches in diameter. Finding the queen, she appeared
small and barren. This surprised me very
much, for there was too much brood for
such a mother, but upon further examination, I

found another

tine, large, light color-

young queen. The old queen is dark,
and mated with a black drone. Now, what
botliers me is, where did the other one come
from? The old queen can't be her mother.
I'll just wait and see what kind of workers
hatch out. Here is another case of two
queens in one hive. The old one has ber
wings clipped. I'll clip the other one's
"Wings too, and see what will become of
them; especially in swarming time.

ed,

S. G.

Bee, Apis dorsata, of Java.

BY EDWARD
had a

few stings in each hand and feel better! I
bad some curiosity to see the inside of a
hive that seemed to be busy about something. They are bringing in pollen from
pyrus Japonica and Forsythia. The
latter are

The large

One Hive.

Dodge.

CORI, BRUEX,

BOHEMIA.

(Continued from Dec. number.)
Were I still young and in possession of
the necessary time and means. I would, in
my inclination toward, and love for beeculture, regard the importation of this race
of bees as a noble life-work, and with great

pleasure would undertake to penetrate the
primitive foi'ests of Java, to seek out and
capture a colony of these bees, then increase
them there, and finally bring them alive to
Europe. With the greatest confidence in
its

success,

I

would undertake and proceed

to execute this

work.

When

intelligence and practical qualifications for an undertaking, and an earnest
will, with great pcrseverence in its execution are united, it rarely happens that a
reasonable aim desired, cannot, with the

help of God, be reached.
By means of rope ladders I would surely
be able to reach the lodging of Apis dorsata,
even though the same be in the high trees
of the primitive forest.
Against the ugly sting of this bee I
would protect myself and my Javanese

40
''^:

by means of a good mask for the,
and by sinearinff tl)e whole body and

assistants,
liead,

impregnatinf; the clothing with strongsmelling petroleum; for the higlily offensive
odor canses every bee to avoid stinging

anything

tliat

has been moistened with

it.

wonid overcome the colony by means of
strongly narcotic smoke, and, it necessary,
paralyzing means, whose gasses conld be
led from tin receptacles into the dwelling
1

ot the bees through rubber tubes. The
removal ot the queen with a portion of the
colony could be acc(miplished in accordance
with the local conditions by practical work.

The

locating

of

the

precious

colony,

through the employment of a cjueen-cage
for confining the queen periodically, so as
it in a suitable hive, as well as the
rearing of young queens, would be with
with
every practical apiarist, no
as
me,
ditticuit task, because Apis dorsata is not
inclined to wander.
Assistants in this undertaking cannot but
be obtained among the natives of Java; the
attractions of money, of good words, and of
careful guidance would not fail to produce
a willingness to serve, particularly on the
part of such poor islanders. Neither would
the assistance and support of the Dutch
colonial governnjent be withheld, whose liberality in the advancement of undertakings
for the benelit of natural science and
natural economy is well knoAvn.
Even the transportation of the bees to
Europe would turn out as desired, notwithstanding the extremely warm winds on the
passage through the Gulf ot Aden, the
entrance from the Indian ocean to the Red
sea. I would take only weak colonies with
me to Europe— those consisting of but a
few hundred workers. The transporthives I would construct of light strips of
wood, with wooden bottoms and covers, the
latter removable, and containing numerous
The covers
openings for ventilation.
c(mld be taken off during the passage
through Aden, and the hives placed in the
free air in the shade of some object on shipboard. The bees, in their hives of light,
uncovered strips— quite as though they
were in the open air, would be enabled to
bear the great heat even better than the
passengers, and would certainly stand the
journey and arrive alive. A.n occasifmal
careful sprinkling with water would refresh
them. In the transport-hives I would place
neither empty combs nor those filled with
honey, but only a few unplaned boards perpendicularly, on which the bees could hold
fast.
I would supply the bees with food, as
well as water, by placing at the top of the
hives receptacles with thick linen bottoms,
through which they could suck honey or
water.
I confidently believe that in this manner I
would come into possesson of this Apis
dorsata, so inestimable in its worth to beeculture, and would be able to import it to

to retain

Europe.
To be sure, these are only ideas which I
presenthere—a kind of a dream of ahoarylieaded bee-keeper, yet, I like the liberty of

expressing my views here, because 1 hope
they may sometime be of use to our beeculture.

In case some worthy reader of this valuable Journal, would put into the young,
true mind of a son, who is already practically informed in bee-matters, and who
possesses a preference for the calling, these,

—my ideas,

it might chance that the young
bee-keeper having, in his life occupation,
reached the island of Java and passetl some
time there, remembering Apis dorsata and
my ideas, would undertake and accomplish
the project of capturing a colony of this
race and bringing, or sending it to Europe.
Ills name would forever shine with honor
upon the eternal page of liistory— that of
apistle and national economy, near those of
our great masters iu bee-cultnre, and.
should great governments honor him with
large premiums for his services, it would be
but the reward which such a great and use-

ful

work would

merit.

In a recent number of Die BienenZeitung, the great German bee-master. Dr.
Dzierzon, describes the mating of a drone
and a queen; which occurrence he was fortunate enough to be able to observe on the
second day of July last. During more than

—

50 years of close observation particularly
of the movements of young queens, such an
opportunity, he says, has not before pre-

sented itself to him.

The Dutch

government

is

about to send

Island of Java. An
agent of the minister of the Colonies has
ordered, of Dathe, S stocks, the necessary
implements, and a practical apicultiu'ist.
Dr. Dzierzon is to furnish S colonies also.
S. H. Kykens. son of the director of the
seminary in Groningen, will conduct the
enterprise, and will be installed as a teacher
of bee-culture, in Java, witn a salary of 5000
marks (81.825), which, later, is to be
increased to 10.000 marks.
Italian bees

to the

Herk Ad Hauffe, who obtained Italian
bees of Dr. Dzierzon, in lS53,-and who was
the first to cultivate that race in Saxony,
recently gave his experience regarding the
Cyprian bees. He claims that, as is the
case Avith Italian hybrids, it is only the
hybrid Cyprians that are more inclined to
sting than the common bees or the Italians;
that the pure Cyprians are very docile. All
know how many times novices in beeculture, who could not tell a hybrid Italian
stock from a pure one, or who did not know
how to get Italians off the combs without
making them angry, liave affirmed that the
and more inclined to
bees. It is quite well
also, to consider that the Cyprians may
possess as marked peculiarities as the Italians or common bees, and in view of the
fact that they will likely be among us
another season, it is best to know all that
is said about tliem across the water.
latter

were

sting than

crosse'r

common

"The Bag-pipe Bee.— (^pis amaWiea.)
This is the name given to a race; of bees inhabiting Havana, Cayenne, Surinam, etc.,
and which must produce the sweetest,
best-tasting honey. The Bag-pipe bee has
the size of our ordinary house-fiy, and is
quite black, witli brown antennfe and feet.
These bees build their nests in the form of
a bag-pipe, in the tops of trees. Their cells
are ruuisually large and contain much honey,
which however soon ferments and changes
into a strong drink of which the Indians
are very fond, and which must have a very
agreeable taste.'"— Bie?ie?i-Z«cc7i.tcr.

it, at the low figures it has
to.
It is only specialists who
understand it. and are able to furnish
most marketable shape, for a
it in the
reasonable price. It is no little, or easy
labor. How friend Cook could call it such
a light and easy occupation, at all times, I
am not able to see. I have worn out, many
a time while extracting, hiving, etc. As all
practical bee-men know, bees frequently
require constant work with them, in just
such days as the apiarist would rather not
be out in the hot sun. I have frequently
had my clothing wet with perspiration, as
if I had just emerged from a bath with my
clothing on. Bees require everything done
at exactly the right time, or there is no success with them. Can farmers, or others,
who take no pains to learn the nature and
habits of the bee, know how, or take the
time to attend to them, as the necessity of
the case requires? No; specialists only
will do this!
will
now ask practical bee-men a
1
question, which 1 have never settled l)y
experience yet. When extracted honey, in
barrels, sells at 10 cts., what ought honej'comb to sell at, to equal it? I have not had
experience with both attentively enough
to satisfy myself. The nearest I can come
to it is that there is 1.5 cts. difference per lb.
If extracted honey sells at 10 cts. per lb.,
comb honey should be 2.5 cts. In the last 2
years, I have only made 5 cts. difference,
from the fact that people here have come to
understand the difference between comb and
extracted honey on the stomach, and I can
sell more extracted honey at l%% cts. than
comb honey at the same price. In fact, I
can only sell the comb to such as have not
learned that wax is unhealthy for the
stomach.

they could afford

come down

(Koi^rcspxinxleuc^*

fully
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Various Matters.

Dear Editor:— The American Bee
JouKNAi. is still iiiipioviiig, and is a very
welcome visitt)r. In wortli, it is fully equal
to those voliuiies edited by Mr. Samuel
Wagner. Many single numbers alone are
worth the price of a year's subscription.

HONEY MARKET.
The potent

skill and experience of older
bee-men have overcome all obsticles in tiie
business, and made it a sure one; tliat is,
practically so, except one enemy that we
when that is
still have to conquer; and
all others (such as wintering,
foul brood, bad seasons, etc.), will fall into
insignificance. This enemy is a " Olnttcd

conquered,

I have never had it to contend
this last season, from the fict
iiave had, during several years, a

Mitrkety
with until
that

we

series of bad seasons, and I had run my
bees for queen raising, mostly, and was
almost the only one who had honey for sale
in this section, so I
1 had come

myself.

had the market

down by

all

to

degrees, year

by year, from 373^ cts. to 20 ots., and last
season had to come down to \(i% cts. retail,
and 123^ cts. by the barrel; and finally to 10
cts. by the barrel, for extracted honey.
I
still retail my comb honey at 20 cts.
1 can

now

appreciate the complaint of other beein the want of a market for their
lioney. I would not have had such trouble
to sell my honey, had not other bee-keepers
around ihe got plenty last season; most of
them, for the first time for years. They
have done as James Heddon says, glutted
every grocery in the neighboring towns
with their broken and mashed up honey, at
any price they could get. Two of my most
successful neighbors came to me, aiid said
they had tried, all around, to sell their
lioiiey, but could not at any price.
One of
them offered me all his bees at a very low
figure, except two colonies for family use.—
The other said he would sell me all but 2 or
3, as he could not make bees pay without a
market, and would not keep bees to give the

men,

honey away.
I see but one remedy for this evil,
is to create a market; and that

and

can
only be done by a more extensive use of
the luxury, for "to this day, it is used only
as a luxury. I have never seen honey on
a table at hotels, or weddings, nor do 1 .see
it on family tables, only when visitors are
present. It is on my table, three times a
day, the year round, just as it is on D. D.
Palmer's. It is astonishing that people are
that

so ignorant of the healthfulness of extracted
honey, and of the unhealthfulness of all
other sweets that are constantly on their
tables, sucli as syrups, molasses, etc. But
the present age is an age of learning, and
I do not think people will continue to be so
ignorant many years. It is contended that
the low price of honey, at present, will
bring it into general use, and so create a

market. This does look reasonable, and I
hope may be so. Specialists would furnish
the market with the very best article, in the
most marketable shape, but I do not think

COMB FOUNDATIONS.
very glad to hear that the comb
foundation is a success. I have kept quiet,
and never tried them, from the fact that I
thought they would prove a failure, such as
fertilization in confinement, etc. If spared,
I expect to give them a fair trial the coming
I

am

season.

FERTILIZATION IN CONFINEMENT.

As

to fertilization in confinement, I think

no (me has experimented with it more than
1 did, nor do 1 think any one succeeded. If
Mrs. Tupper succeeded, as she claims to
have done, why in the name of common
sense did she quit it? Who would succeed
with a thing of such vast importance, and
then quit right off? N. C. Mitchell comes
next, but you all '"knoto him."
I will here relate a fact in my experience,

and leave you to judge, and remark as you
please how it was. To make you fully
understand the ca.se, I will inimber the
No. 2 sat just 8 ft. from No. 1, in
in No. 2 hatched with no
wings; but otherwise was a very fine and
sprightly one. I was, at that time, trying
fertilizing in confinement, and determined
to give her a trial, as she had no wings to
fly.
A week after she was hatched, I went
to No. 1 to put in a cell. I then examined
No. 2; the wingless queen was gone; next
day I examined again, but could not find
her. Then I opened No. 1, and found the
cell was destroyed.
I then gave both of
them another cell, and in 2 days after
nuclei.
front.

The queen

examined both again. No. 2 had a new
([ueen; No. 1 iiad destroyed the cell again.
1 then examined and found, to my surjnise,
that the wingless queen was in No. 1, and
laying. She was tlien but II days old, and I
liad tried tlie fertilizing fixture on the No. 2
micleus from the 5tli day of her age to tiie
day that I missed lier. Tiiis (jueen became
a No. 1 layer, but died the next winter.
The question is: Did slie fertilize in the
cage or wliile slie was out? If, wliile out,
drones must have found iier on the ground
or on a bush, and in returning, she got into
tlie

wrong nucleus.

Lowell, Ky., Jan.

11.

M. AuGo.

4, 18T8.

My

locality is not the best. Lake Pepin
on one side of me, 3 miles wide, witli
timber on the opposite shore, and many
is

bees are lost in crossing. In the opposite
directfon, the bluffs are about l}i miles
from me, and are 100 feet above the lake,
which is the prairie level. These bluffs
are cut with ravines, in which is timber,

some basswood

with

I got

For tne American Bee .Tonrnal,

Wintering— Shading Hives.

among

So

it.

my

bees, for some of their stores, go some 3 or 4
miles. Between the lake and bluffs there
is white clover in abundance, when not too
dry. Also have garden bloom, such as
currant, raspberry, plum. ai)ple and buckwheat. It was so dry here in August that

nothing from buckwheat.

1

sowed

the spaces between the railroad track and
the fences, last year, to uiustard. I design
to try some mignonnette next year. Mj^
hives averaged about 40 lbs. surplus, the
last season.
D. 11. Bouteli.e.
.

We

are having, so far. tlie warmest winter within the memory of the oldest inhabitant. During this month there has been
less cold weather than we sometimes have
soft maple tree, that stands in
in April.
front of my study window, is nearly in full
bloom, the flowers having opened yesterday.
If it were not that the niorni)ig is clontly
and dark, with a little rain, the bees would
be busy among the blossoms. Surely, the
like was never known before.

Lake

A gentleman

from Indianapolis inform-
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The Season

in Minnesota.

of the Bee Journal. I
am an old man, have practiced dentisti-y for
40 years, my eyes and iny nerves have failed
me for that, and I find bee-keeping just the
thing for me. I have kejit a few for .5 years
past. Have now 4o colonies, 10 of them
I think

Italians.

much

They

did

very

fairly the

last

June and July were the best
honey months I have ever known, for white
clover and basswood; but August was drj-,
and September was cold, so they were light
season.

in the fall.

Had

to feed

some.

I

have best

success wintering on summer stands. I
pack straw, about one foot thick, ai-ound
the hive, except the front end, which is
double, with half an inch space. I use a
packing of straw over the bees, in place of
a honey board. My hives are of the Langstroth style, but 12 inches deep. Have prohoney principally. The last
season, I used section boxes. Find a home
markefi for all I can produce, at 25 cts.,
though plenty of honey is brought in buckets, pans, etc., at from 12 to 20 cts.

duced comb

Minn.
For the American Bee Journal.

A

ed me, last night, that at that place strawberries are in bloom in the open ground.
Bees on the summer stands are wintering
exceedingly well. They have certainly
been better out of doors than they could
have been in cellar or bee house, during
this warm weather.
I see that some writers recommend the
shading of hives during winter. I am
satisfied that this is bad advice. In a very
cold winter, the hives in my apiary tha't
wintered best were those that were most
fully exjiosed to tlie sun, and that fronted
the south, so that the sun shone full on the
entrance of the hive; and those suffered
most that were most shaded. M. Mahin.
Logansport, Ind., Dec. 22, 1877.

city,

Bee-keeping as an Avocation.
I began bee-keeping from a desire to have
an avocation that should be suited to my

temperament and my pi-ofession. My experience has been delightful. It seems as if
notliing could have been more in accordance with my desire.
1.
In the first place, the bees themselves
are most interesting objects of study, so
that one who has become weary in his
usual duties turns to them with a hearty
zest, and becomes so absorbed in observing
their structure and habits that his mind has
the best kind of recreation,— recreation that
comes from a different and attractive
occupation.
2.
To keep bees according to modern
methods, in movable-comb hives, and Avitli
the aid of the honey-extractor, comb-foundation, artificial queen-rearing, and nucleus
swarming, is an art that requires careful
tiiought and close observation. It is an art
so full of interest and pleasure that I think
very few thoughtful people, who once enter
u|)on it, will fail to find it very absorbing
indeed. To perform all the oiierations in
bee-keei)ing in the most successful way,
requires a skill and delicacy of manipulation

that will most surely call one's mind away
from the cares of his regular vocation.
3.
The labor of making hives and frames,
and of getting every part to fit with the
nicest accuracy, so that every hive and
every frame is perfect in the most minute
points, is calculated, also, to give the mind
a beautiful change from its ordinary pursuits. It is a labor, that, when successfully
accomplished, gives a satisfaction that can
be a])preciated only by those who have

experienced

The

it.

work in beein the open air. For
whose usual work keeps them nnich indoors, this is a most important point. This
open-air work is done in pleasant weather,
and under the most favorable conditions as
to health, the mind being so fully taken up
with the work tiiat there is no thought of
4.

larger part of the

keeping must be done
all

laboring for the sake of exercise.
5.
While one is thus getting rest and
pleasure in the care of his bees, the product
of his bees will richly repay him for all his
labor. Many persons think they cannot

afford the time for exercise in tiie

open

air,

so tliey neglect it, and in a few years l)reiik
down. In bee-keepin.u the honey will pay
tliem for their time, and tlie <!;o()d liealtii
and pleasure will be so much clear gain, so
nmcli stock laid up to help them in their

customary work.

If laborers,

teacliers, clerjiymen,
or city, would keep a
of bees, they would obtain
delitrhtfu! recreation, but also
article of food for their tables.

clerks,

villajie

mechanics,
in

country,

few swarms
not only a
a delicious

6.
I ])ass(*d my last vacation of two
mouths,— July and Au<j;ust,— at home, and
every pleasant day I was among my bees.
Those were very happy hours that I spent
in the orchard, surrounded by my IJusy
little friends, attending to their wants, and

watching their progress.

They seemed

to

understand my interest in them, and to
repay it by increased industry. Many a
moon-lit night in the honey season, 1 sat for
hours under an apple tree near the hives to
listen to their roaring, and enjoy the view
of the fairy-like city, with its hundreds of
thousands of inhabitants, that had sjjrung
into existence under my guiding hand.

Through all my work your little Jouknaiwas my "guide, i)hil()S(»pher, and friend."
I hope it may lead many more to an
avocation which I am sure' will give
them health and pleasure, and a fair profit
tor their labor.
O. Clute.
Keokuk, Iowa, Nov. 15, 1877.

combs, will be filled with sealed honey. In
such hives, if the combs in the center are
sealed down too far to allow the bees to
cluster without coming between combs of
sealed honey, they will crowd even below
the bottom of the combs.
If they are
obliged to cluster between combs so tilled in
very cold weather, they will be sure to be
fouiui frozen. I have noticed bees so frozen
in several hives this present month, even
before severe cold weather.
The assertion has long been acknowledged
true that "hives so full of sealed honey that

bees have not room to cluster, without
remaining between combs so tilled are in
poor condition for the winter;" and I believe it to be a truth which corresponds
with the experience of every practical beekeeper, unless it be Mr. B. The object of
this article is to prevent the inexperienced
from losing bees by following the advice of
one whose experience differs so widely from
that of all reliable writers on the sul^ect.
Mohawk, N. Y.
L. C. Koot.

For the American Bee Journal.

Honey-dew.
The question what honey-dew

is,

and how

procured, appears to have been variousJSome contend that it is the
product, or secretion of the apliis, a small
insect— others that it falls, and is the proit is

ly

answered.

duct of some atmospheric influence.

Wintering Bees.
In the Couniry Ocntleman for Nov. 23d,
I notice some extracts from Mr. N. N. Betsinger's address, delivered before the BeeKeepers' Association, at its recent session in
New York. To those who know Mr. B., it
will be a matter of no surprise that he should
advocate a theory which differs so widely
from the experience of all others. I do not
doubt Mr. B.'s sincerity in his statements.
I have sometimes thought, from the influence
he, exerts over our conventions when addressing them, that bees, under his care, would

become changed in their nature, and make
success for him out of what would be failure
for others. That bees must have a sufficient

amount

of empty combs to cluster on to form
a compact body, I had supposed, and yet
believe, to be an established fact.
When
the cluster is formed in cold weather, a bee
occupies each cell within the given space
making the entire body of bees even smaller
than if the combs did not pass through the
cluster. This is from the fact that the
walls of the cells are very thin, and by filling them, the bees are arranged in more
perfect order than they could be otherwise.
Had Mr. B. (lualiticd his statement by
saying that combs might be phiccd solid in
the center, full of honey, when wintered in a
warm place, it might not have seemed so
entirely erroneous; or had he said, that often
too much comb is supplied with the honey,
too far from
the
cluster in different
directions, I should have agreed with him
then. As bees naturally fill their combs
with honey, they connnence at the top: and
seal the cells there first. As the season
closes, the brood nest is limited to the
bottom and center of the hive, and the
spaces in the outside combs, at the top, rear,
and partially at the front of the center

I

am

inclined to believe that neither of these
theories are true, and that the origin of
honey-dew is generally or entirely misunderstood. That it could be the secretion of
the aphis in whole, or in part, in the quantity
in which it is found in this country, is
absurd. It is frequently found in such
quantities as to drip, from the leaves of the
trees. There are certain facts connected
with it that indicate very clearly its origin
and nature.
1.
It is never found on all kinds of trees
and plants at the same time.
2.
It is never found on dead leaves, or
anything dry, except as it has fallen, or
been blown from some green vegetation.
3.
It is always found when vegetation is
in a healthy and growing state.
Tliese facts show that it does not fall, or
is the product of the aphis.
If it fell, it
would be found on all objects alike,— if the
secretion of the aphis, it would always be

found where they are, and on shrubs on
which they work. I have found it in
abundance where no insect could be discovered with the microscope.
Iloney-dew is generally, or always produced by . the exudation of saccharine
matter from the leaves of trees and plants.
It is the same substance that is found in
the flower. When the tree is in a very
growing state, more saccharine matter is
produced than is necessary tor the health of
the plant, or tree, and it is" thrown off in the
way of i)erspiration, through the pores of
the leaves. Honey-dew is probably more
abundant in this country than iii most
others. It is more generally found on the
hickory trees than on any others— always
when the tree is in a very growing state.—
It is generally fouiul at two seasons of the
year;

in the spring,

when

the leaves are

full

grown, and during our spring rains—

and

in the fall, after the

commencement

of

our fall rains, and the trees take a second
growth. During the summer of 18(50, we
had a very dry summer; from Marcii to
August no rain fell. All vegetation took a
second growth, and honey-dew was so
abundant that it dripped from the hickory
trees.
Those of us who have noticed these
things can generally tell when honey-dew
will appear, and in what Cfuantities.
If the
season is very favorable for vegetation, and
the growth very rapid, honey-dew will eertaiidy appear in profusion. It never does
appear in the season when vegetation is in a

suspended state.
In the winter of 1862, honey-dew was
abundant on the pine trees, most of the
winter. It was an open winter, and the
season of growth for the pine trees. My
bees gathered honey all winter, of a ligiit,
thick character, and which candied very
readily. Bees gather honey very rapidly,
when the honey-dew is on the leaves.
It is of different color and consistency,
according to the color or nature of the
source from whence it comes.
From the leaves of the post oak it is dark
and thick; from tlie hickory it is lighter
and thiner. The honey from the liickory
leaves, I think, would be considered No. 1
honey. From a close examination of the
leaves with a microscope, 1 think I have
demonstrated the origin and nature of
honey-dew. It is the same nature and
color of the honey made from the tiower of
the same tree. For instance, honey-dew is
found frequently on the peach leaf, after
the flower has gone, and is of the same
taste and color as that made from the
bloom. In this country in 1862, the honeydew could not have been from the aphis,
for it abounded in the winter when they
were not out, and they could have had no
connection with it. I am inclined to think
that where the aphis have been found in
connection with honey-dew, they were
attracted to it as a food. In this country, it
is certainly the saccharine matter of trees
and plants exuded through the leaves.
My theory, I think, will account for its
presence in every country. The facts,

which

have stated, certainly overthrow
the theories which have been advanced to
account for its appearance heretofore.
I

W.
Marshall, Texas, Jan.

K.

Marshall.

3, 1878,
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Cellars versus

Summer

.Tournal.

Stands.

"Experience is a dear school" Is an old
saying, and "fools will learn in no other"
belongs to it. The latter I hate to apply to
myself, but it hits me some this time. Last
winter reduced my stocks from 139 in the
fall to 12 in the spring of 18T7.
It was no
bee cholera either, or dysentery, but starvation with plenty of honey in the hives. It
came about in this way: I commenced beekeeping about 8 years ago, and bought a
few stands; I had one presented to me.
The first winter, I left them on their summer stands in box hives, made a roof over
them, and the house protected them son)e
from the north winds, but every warm day
that they could fly, they came out and got
down on the wet, cold ground, or worse, in
the snow, and never again saw the inside
of the hive. Next year I transferred them

into Langstroth hives, and put them in my
and they did well, loosing but a tVw.

cellar,

my

Last winter I intended to (piit
occupation, milling, for a while, so I made calculations to move
bees H) miles, to a small
farm I owned, where there was no cellar.
Thinking I could move them best on a sled,

my

them on their summer stands, waiting
forgood sleighing, but it did notconie. Itgot
cold about Dec 1st and kept getting colder,
and did not let up, so the bees could nf)t get
at new stores, and all but 12 of my 139 coloI left

nies starved to death.
I

want no more wintering on summer
ample protection. I have

stands, without

now dug a cellar, and am
I now have 24.
Fulton Co.,

111.,

Jan.

going to try again.
D. H. Keller.

3, 18T8.
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Management
Box honey should

of

Box Honey.

be taken from the hive

as soon as it is finished, or as soon thereafter as possible. No apiarist can expect to
have his honey sell for the higliest market
price if he allows it to stay in the hives for
weeks after it has been sealed over, allowing the bees to give the combs a dirty,

yellow color, by constantly traveling over
it.
We go over our yard once a week in the
honey season, and the past season, it took 4

days to get over

it, leaving us but 2 days to
attend to other duties in the apiary.
It is often asked:
"What shall we do
with our honey after it is taken from the
hive?"
All
box-honey-pro<lucers know
that there always will be cells next to the
box that are partly filled with honey, but
not sealed over, and when taken from the
hive, if the box is turned.over sidewise, the
honey being thin, will run out, making
sticky work.
We also see in the papers, questions like
this:
"What shall I do with my honey?
The honey is oozing out of the cells, and
tlie whole comb has a watery ai)pearance."

While in New York, last fall, we saw
honey by the 1.000 lbs. that looked as if that
question should have been asked some time
before, as it had been kept damp so long
as to become soured, and smelled badly.
The remedy for this is a small, warm room:
and this answers the above questions perfectly.
Bees evaporate their honey by heat,
and therefore, if we expect to keep our
honey in good condition for market, we
must keep it as tlie bees do, in such a position that it will grow thicker, instead of
thiimer all the while. Our honey room is
situated on the south side of our shop, and
is about 7 ft. square, by 9 ft. high.
have a large window in it, and the whole
south side is painted a dark color, to draw
the heat. In it the mercury stands from 80
to 9,5 deg., while our honey is in it, and
when we crate it for market, we can tip our
boxes as much as we please, and no honey
will drip, neither will any of the combs
have that watery appearance spoken of
above, but all is bright, dry and clean.
small honey house, separate from any other
building, painted dark, with tin roof, would
be still better, but would not be as handy.

We

A

But

if

we keep honey thus warm,

the

moth will make its appearance, and make it
unfit for market, by gnawing off the sealing
to our beautiful combs, and also by their

sickening appearance in the boxes. The
next question, tlien. is: "How siiai! we
liead off tiie niotir?" Tiiey will always
trouble combs of any description, if taken
from the bt-'es in warm weather. We will
give the way we manage. We build a platform on either side of our honey room, of
scantling, about 16 inches high, and on this
we place the boxes, so that the fumes from
burning sulpher can enter each box, (the
section boxes pile admirably for this purpose); in about two wet'ks we sulphur, by
of a pound of sulphur for every
burning
We take coals
2(J0 cubic feet in the room.

%

i)ut them in an old
as not to set anything on tire,
pour on the sulphur, and push it under the
pile of honey, and shut up the room.
Watch through the window, and in 15
minutes after the last fly or bee that chances
to be in the room has died, open the door
and let out the smoke, for if it stands too
long the smoke may settle on the cond)s,
and give them a greenish hue. As there
may be a few eggs that have not yet hatched,
we sulphur again in about 10 days, after
whicli the honey will be free from moths, if
you do not let millers into your room.
Novice says, on page 245, vol. 5 of (Mean" If "the sections of honey are put
ii}<js:
into the market at once, as they should be,
in our opinion, there will be no need of any
fumigation with sulphur." On page 2il,
same vol., he advises having your shipping
case by your side while taking off honey,
and packing the honey in it, as it is taken
off.
No worse advise than this could ever
get into a bee paper. While in New York,
we saw more than 1,000 lbs. of iioney with

from the stove and
kettle, so

the sealing all mutilated, or entirely eaten
with great disgusting worms in the
boxes, sent out by some careless bee-keeper,
whose opinion was, if he had any, the same
as that quoted above. After your honey
has been sulphured the last time, you are
ready to pack it in shipping cases or crates,
the best of which is one gotren up by P. H.
Elwood. Starkville, N. Y., and holding but
12 section boxes, of about 2 lbs. each.—

off.

Western

Illinois Convention.

I submit the following remarks on the
Western 111. Convention Report in the January number:

BEST METHOD OF CATCHING BLACKS AND
INTUODUCING ITALI.\NS.
I like McGaw's plan of catching queens
best, only when you take cap off', set it on
the end in the shade, and cover the hive for
a few minutes. This gives the bees time to
recover from their fright, and to show by
their quietness, or restlessness, whether
the queen is with them; also to prevent her
flying up over the cluster when you pour
them on the sheet. I then put her in the
cage, and put it down in the middle of the
hive for 6 hours; then remove her and put
Italian in the same cage for 48 hours, and
I never failed this
let out about sunset,
way. I have lost valuable queens, sometimes by failing to remove all cells 7 or 8
days afterwards. Italians rarely ever start
the cells with the queens inside, but blacks
hardly ever fail to do so.

FERTILE WORKERS.
to be my masters, but now I
their master. About mid-day, take out
2 or 3 middle frames from the hive, with a

These used

am

worker; go about 10 yards from the
hive and shake off every bee in a pile; then
take the frames to a strong stand, a)id
exchange for frames full ot brood, with the
young bees just emerging. Brush back the
bees, and give the frames to the fertile
worker-stand and close up. Then you can
give them a queen in the cage or cell to rear
one by night, as by that time there will be
young bees enough out to accept and protect either. Besides, if the fertile workers
ever found their way back to the hive, they
will kill them when they have a queen or a
fertile

cell.

I

never failed in this method.

BEST TIME OF UNITING.

A

tolerable cold evening, just at dark,
alternate frames with bees on, and shade
others on top of frames; feed with scented
water and sugar.

BEST TIME TO PUT IN QUEEN CELLS.
an hour, it will do
otherwise, better wait at least 8
hours, or till late in the evening. I have
tried McGaw's plan of putting in at once,
but always had them destroyed. Never
cut them out in less than 9 days.
If the cell will hatch in

at once;

INTRODUCING VIRGIN QUEENS.

THE SHIPPING CRATE.
Speaking of his crates, Thurber & Co. says,
"they |)resented the finest appearance of
any crat>' tliey had received tiie past year."
The crates and boxes should all be kept
clean and bright, and no pains spared to
make tlie honey present as enticing an
appearance as possible. Thus >ou will
realize the highest market price for your
honey, and in a year or two your honey will
be sought after by those desiring to purchase, instead of your having to ship it on
commission, or peddling it out.
G. M.

Borodino, N. Y. Jan.

DOOLITTLE.

8, 1878.

[The " Crate" spoken of by friend Dooidentical with the "Prize Crate"
described on another page.— Ed.]

little is

I

have never succeeded with one in a

a cage.

BEST METHOD OF SWARMING.
First raise the queen inside of the hive,
by means of partition board, and build up.
I have tried 20 or 30, but have never beat
this.
I also prefer natural swarming, if
they come early enough to suit me.

HOW TO GET BEST YIELD OF HONEY.
Stimulate in the spring, using Graham
but never feed
flour, on Palmer's plan;
sugar or honey in day time. Close entrance
to within 1 inch, keep warm and feed a
little on top of honey board, at night, three
times a week. Have them all strong when
the main honey season opens. One strong
stand can do niore than 6 weak ones.

For

BEST PJ'.OTKCTIOX FIJOM BEE STINGS.
First, try to p.et rid of

your cross bees.—

Tliere. is a vast difference

between bees.

of soinjif witliout protection, as to attack a

without it. First, approach the
colony with Bingham's smoker; fjive them
a puff, in the entrance, before you touch the
liive; be careful not to strike your toe
a«ain.u;t it, then open gently, ready to give
another puff of snioke on the least show of
light; but never putf unless they do fight.—
Gloves are
1 use nothing hut the bee veil.
worse than useless. All clothing should be
light colored, no red nor black.
R. M. Akgo.
Lowell, Ky.. Jan. 5, 1878.
leoi)ard

For the American Bee Journal.

Adaptation to Our Business.
For 11 years I have read with pleasure
and profit the Ameuican Bee Joubxae,
and have gathered the experience and best
thoughts of its able correspondents. 1
have sent it about .50 new suDscribers, since
1 began taking it. Some of them are successful bee-keepers, and well i>osted in the
business, but others soon played out, not
having energy enough to leani how to keep
bees, or possessed no adaptation to the
business. This is often the case in other
pursuits. To succeed in any business, we
nuist take pleasure in it.
In Southern Kentucky there is not one
bee-keeper giving his wiiole time to the
business; all liave other pursuits, and the
bees get but a small share of their thoughts
and labor. I wish that some of our young
men, who love the honey bee, and delight
in its labors, would prepare themselves for
the pursuit of bee-keeping alone, as thousands are doing for other pursuits. I would
not pursuade men or women to engage in
bee-keeping, if they have no natural adaptation, or love for it.
Bee-keeping has been reduced to a
science, and is capable of becoming a great
national industry. The honey bee has
been man's attendant in all ages, countries
and climes; still, bee-keeping is but in its
infancy. 'Tis true, that many valuable discoveries and inventions have been made in
the last half century, and bee-keeping now
takes a high stand among the various pursuits of man, yet, I believe we are but the
pioneers in successful bee-keeping.
must advance—onward being the watchword of all who would succeed.
In addition to our standard works on beekeeping, our bee papers and conventions,
we need a school, where the science will be
taught, and all the various manipulations
practically demonstrated, so that our young
men may graduate, and receive diplomas,
as they do in Jaw, medicine and other pursuits. Every state should have such a
school, and then we may expect that the
old and slovenly way of bee-keeping will
be abandoned, and the millions of pounds
of honey that now go to waste will be
gathered and stored in waxen cells, to bless

We

Smith's Grove, Ky., Jan.

N. P. Allen.
7, 1878.

American Bee

.Journal,

I

never took tlie trouble to use protection,
not even a bee veil, with some colonies 1
iiave had; to others, I wonkl as soon think

mankind.

tlio

Chips from Sweet Home.
In the Amebioan Bee Joubnal, of Jan.,
page y, II. Haines says, under date of Nov.
tW, "I have just built a hec house h^i, ft.
long, 7 ft. wide and 8 ft. high." A bee
house of such dimensions is certainly of a
queer shape. Is in not a cave? Also, "i
have stored .50 hives, (double tier), and liope
they will winter well. I have .50 colonies
out of doors; top of caps Idled with chaff,
anil shall thus try both ways." I had a
postal card from 11. Haines, dated Nov. 28,
days later tlian the above, in which he
says, "Bees O. K. 83 in house, 17 iu
cave." Now, why does he not tell tliesame
story to all? Is it a winter repositorj% a
cave or a house? Why did he say, Mov. 28,
that he had fixed .50 for out doors, and 6 days
lirevious. that he had none out doors?

—

—

Which

of these two stories are correct?
Or, is neither? If this is not contradictory,
please untanule and make it straight.
1 would not willingly wrong any one, but
it is as much of a pleasure for me to expose
error as it is to hold up the truth. Why do
j)ot some of his 'numerous visitors tell us of
his Cyprian bees, and how many hives of
each "kind? If he has as many orders, or
nam<;',s as he showed me at the Convention,
why not satisfy the Amebican Bee JoubNAL and Maijazlne that he has Cyprian
If he is
be(-'s, and he only, and advertise.
the first to introduce Cyprian bees, to him
Let him send his
the honor belongs.
receipts, etc. to the Bee Journal, to prove
that he is right, as the right wrongs no
man, also, let him remember that two

wrongs never make one
Eliza, Mercer Co., 111.

right.

D. D. Palmer.

For the American Bee Journal.

Apis Dorsata.
In the absence of further information
about this bee, (which I hoped to receive
before this),

I

will

make some remarks

Cori's article, which late informaconfirm or show to be incorrect.
It is singular that this bee, according to
Herr Cori, is not hunted in Java, and yet,
in some of the other islands of tiie Archipelago is so fearlessly and successfully
hvinted, as described by Mr. Wallace in last
month's issue. That " these bee-hives are
in hollow trees" is an important fact, in
addition to what Mr. Wallace gives us.—
The bee-hunters probably consider it far
more important that they also build in the
open air, where their products can be the
more readily secured.
Not many of our skilled bee-keepers
Avould care to secure honey and wax after
the method described by Mr. Wallace. It
does not follow from the greater length of
the sting that the wcmnd is more painful,
nor does the fear the Javanese have of beingstung weigh much with me. We all know
how the public generally view bee-keeping.
"How long have you kept bees?" "30
years." "Did yon ever getstung?" "Yes."
"I would like to keep bees very much, but if I
thought I would ever get stung I never
would go near a hive." This conversation

upon Mr.
tion

may

was with an army
in

who had been
gave him a frame

officer,

many engagements.

I

exposed, to carry lionie. Re
a few iiiiimtes talUiiij>:, before
jiettiiiji ill his busjiy, and a few bees, scentlie held the
inK' tlie lioney, followed him.
honey, and his wife drove. The next
day 1 saw him, and he said he bad a dreadful time witli tbat honey. But for his
wife's ridicule, be said, lie would have
thrown it away a hundred'tiuies. Tlie bees
followed a lonji distance. I said, " 1 prefer
bees to bullets." lie replied, " tastes differ,
1 prefer bullets to bees."
Mr. Wallace states that the comb was
white, which shows that it was of tliat
season. lie is such a close observer, that
had the comb differe<l materially in size or
structure from that of the houey bee of his
native land. England, he would, unquestionably, have noticed it. I am sure you
all now feel as if you would like to be in
just such a situation as Mr. Wallace was
that day, and provided with a movable
comb liive, and all other requisites to trans-

of

honey,

reiiiaiiied

'

comb and

bees, and await tiie results to
report to the readers of The American
fer

Bee Journai,.

E.

Pakmly.

For the American Bee Journal.

Mignonette

for

Bee Forage.

Last season, I was induced to sow a bed
of Mi^iionette to give my bees an opportunity of tindiug forage, when other plants
failed. I accordingly procured the seed of
seven different kinds of that plant to ascertain which would best answer the purpose.
Although not put in the ground until
after the middle of April, it appeared to be
too early, for it remained about; two weeks
before showing itself, and then it was such
a little tiny thing, that it appeared as if it
would never turn to any account.
I planted them about a foot distant in the
row, and made the rows two feet apart. I
scarcely got one plant for ten seeds that
were planted. At first I got quite discouraged when I saw in many spots not
more than one small plant in four feet, and
then so late springing up, that the weeds
had almost choked them before they
attained sufficient size to admit of being

worked. However, I set to work with my
pocket knife and cleaned out the largest portion of the plat, though I had to abandon
some on the poorest portion of the land.
After being started under diligent cultivation, it was astonishing to see the rapid
progress which they made. The plants soon
covered the ground where the soil was good,
and were out in blossom in a short time, and
from that time forward, the bees were working on them by the thousand, from morning until late in the afternoon. I have seen
them thick on it by eight o'clock, and not
leave it until late in the afternoon.
It
yields pollen as well as honey, and you can
easily know the bees that have beeii gathering from it as their Miiulis are red, whereas,
almost all the other pollen is yellow, or ditt'erent shades. I intend to plant a larger
plat this season, with seed of my own
raising; sow in a bed, planting about a foot
distance in the row, with the rows two feet
aiiart

and

in this

way have

full

opportunity

of hoeing it and keeping it perfectly clean.
By thus getting it started in bloom early in

May,

I

expect to have continuous bloom
and even latter if the frost is not
I have said it will blossom from

luitil frost,

sevei'e.

early

summer

until

frost;

this

however,

must be taken in a qualified sense.
any single plant that blossoms out
and, unless

exhausted

in

Take
early,
will be

very moist ground, it
blossom by about the mid-

in its

dle of August; but when you grow different
kinds, some will bloom later than others,
and these will continue correspondingly
later, so by mixing different varieties, we

can have continuous blossom from May until Scptenihcr or October; or by making a
second planting, say in June, we can have
the best kind of fall plants, from which to
furnish the bees with the best kind of
honey to winter, and thus be enabled to put
I had
them safely into winter quarters.
plants which I set out in the very dryest
in
left
Algonac.
time in July, that, when 1
October, were just nicely started into blossom, and I distributed them among my
friends for bouquets.
It has been stated that the bees work

more upon theconnnon sort {reseihi odoniUi) those of the larger varieties. This howobservations.
ever, I have not noticed in

my

On

the contrary, have found that on account
of the spikes of the blossom being so much
longer, the bees work most on the larger
varieties. The common sort strikes earliest
I
into bloom, but it is earliest to decay.
have some sorts which stand about two feet
liigh, and grow like a tree, the spikes being
from eight to ten inches long; while others

do not grow so tall, they branch out and
cover a space more than two feet square.
On one of them, the largest of the lot, I
counted three hundred spikes of flowers,
and thicker than in the common sort.
A correspondent from California, stated
that he thought " an acre of Mignonette
would be adequate for a hundred colonies".
This no doubt is correct— not that any person would say, that if there were nothing
else to subsist upon this would be adqeuate
—but when you give them this, in addition
to what they otherwise would have, it will
certainly secure an immense increase in the
honey produced. He also, stated that he
thought "3 lbs. of seed to the acre would be
sufficient."

My own

impression

managing it as stated above, it
more than half that amount.

is,

that

will not take

He adds: " Mignonette is reckoned one of
the sweetest scented of garden plants, and
for its purfume, or its
is only valuable
forage properties for bees. There is no
plant, within the range of our knowledge,
as valuable for bee forage as mignonette.
And why? It will keep in bloom year after
year, if not disturbed by frost, and it gives
a longer period of bloom than any other
plant. It gives more blossoms in a given
space, and therefore more forage than any
plant we have ever seen. Honey made
from this plant has the most delicious fragrance of any that we have ever tasted, and
when it has been tested in market, is far
ahead of California, or any other brands of
honey in worth, and brings much higher
think that our acre of mignonprice.
ette will make enough forage for one or
place
two hundred colonies of bees
mignonette in the lead of all other plants
we know of, as a crop to cultivate for bee
forage."
As for as my observation goes, I confirm
the above statement. I distributed considerable of my extracted honey to my neighbors, who said they had never tasted anyWm. Thomson.
thing so fine before.

We

— We

Couucuti0u$.
North Western Ohio Convention.
Tlie N.

convened

W.

Oliio Bee-keepers' Association
at Delta, O. Jan. 3, 1878.

In tiie absence of tlie President, Vice
President A. Fahnestoci^, of Toledo, toolc
tlie chair; D. Kepler actinji; as secretarj'.
After the reading of the minutes, the
chairman produced a letter from President
E. L. Mann, statinji; his inability to attend,
but hopinn' that the convention would be
productive of much good. He reported that
liis bees were doinji splendidly, and that he
expected larjie increase and surplus during
the coming season.
Members present were invited to submit
reports of operations.
Mr. Pray, of Delta, gave liis experience
with purchased Italian queens. He had
one that produced about equal quantities of
black and Italian workers.
Mr. W. F. Williams had similar experience. He thought it the result of the queen
being fertilized by a black drone.
Others reported similar experiences.
Mr. Clifton reported .58 colonies in winter
quarters, with from 30 to 35 lbs. of honey in
each hive. He thought a tight board fence

on north and west advantageous. He had
not been entirely successful in wintering,
but turned to good advantage the comb and
lioiiey left by dead colonies, in building up
increase, and artificial swarming. He had
extracted twice from each hive during the
season. His i)ees had paid him well.
Mr. Williams, of Henry Co., connnenced
in the spring of 1877 with .50 weak colonies;
sold 2 and increased to 1.54 strong stocks,
and got 2.000 lbs. of extracted and 400 lbs. of
comb iioney, in frames. He fed syrup to
weak colonies in April and May: increased
artificially and secured pure fertilization,
even when surrounded by black bees, by
confining young queens and fine drones to
the hive till black drones have returned,
feeding tliem on warm diluted honey, and
then allowing them to fiy out. He did not
believe in taking queens reared in nuclei
and introducing them to colonies; he built
up these nuclei by adding hatching brood
from strong stocks. He secured queen
cells by giving eggs from pure mothers to
queenless colonies, after taking from them
all eggs and larvse that a queen might be
reared frf)m.

The Chairman described

the method of
given by Mr. P>,ussell, of
Adrian, at the Michigan Convention. He
said some bee-keepers who practiced natural swarming permitted only one swarm to
issue from each colony, aiid giving that
swarm a hive already filled with combs.—
Such .swarms often produced 50 lbs. of box
lioney in two weeks.
Mr. Pray had some trouble with queens
laying in surplus boxes.
Mr. Williams found bees in cellars all
quiet, with the' temperature at 4.5° to .50°; at
53°, they were a little uneasy.
There is
economy in cellar wintering, as bees would
only use about one-half as much honey as
when left on their summer stands.
The Chairman said he went to the Michigan Convention to learn the best method of
wintering, and found that most of the

rearing

(lueeiis.

Michigan bee-keepers packed their hives in
boxes, surrounded by dry chaff, and had
abandoned cellars and repositories for wintering.
He had jirepared his with chaff,
and would report the result at the next
meeting. He should not remove them till
warm weather in June. He advised those
using cellars not to disturb their bees till
settled warm weather in April or May.
Mr. Pray cariMed his bees to the cellar,
(nearly half a mile distant), bv hand, so as
not to disturb the bees. The walls of his
cellar were three thick, with dead-air
spaces between each brick wall; double
doors, cement floor and doiihle ventilator.
It cost .¥1.30 and would hold 2()0 colonies.
W. F. Williams had his bee yard partially
shaded, sloping to the south, but thought it
of no value. He wanted all the sunshine
he could get, except in extreme hot weather,
when he would shade with loose boards.

The Chairman had his hives under pear
wheie they are shaded in the hottest
part of the day.
Mr. Kepler said that with hives nnpainted, or painted white, he wanted no shade,
but if painted any color they should be
partially shaded.
Mr. Williams offered the following:
Resdlved that the traffic in dollar queens
should be discouraged.
Mr. Clifton thought it best to obtain pure
or imported queens and rear for his own
use. He once bought some for pure Italians
that were so cross that they stung everything within their reach.
trees,

The Chairman had no success

in

buying

dollar (lue.Mis; he had daughters of imported
queens, and now reared his own queens.
Mr. AVilliains believed that the purcliase
of cheap queens was a great detrimentfilling up the country with inferior stock
and urged the purchase of only the purest
Italian oueeiis, even if it involved the
necessity of sometimes getting imported

queens.

Mr. Kepler advised getting an imported
qut^en to rear queens from.
Mr. Williams' resolution was carried

unanimously.
The President announced tlie following
discussions for the April meeting:
Italian Bees and Queens— Capt. W. F.
Williams.
Introducing Queens— Mr. Clifton.
Profits of Bee-keeping— Mr. Kakestran.
Hives— Mr. Davoll.
Honey Producing Plants— Mr. Kepler.
Marketing Honey— Mr. A. Fahnestock.

The Pleasures of Bee-keeping—Col. Mann.
The Secretary was instructed to notify
the jiersons named to be ready with their
essays.

The following resolutions were passed
unanimously:
Rexolved that the proceedings be published in the Delta Avdlanche, and The

Amkrican Bee Journal.

Res(jlvcd that the thanks of the Convenare accorded to Dr. Ramsey for the
Messrs Pray, Hath, and other citizens of Delta, for entertaining bee-keepers
from a distance; and to the proprietor of the
Crosby House for favors extended to members of the Convention.
The Convention then adjourned to meet
at Napoleon, O., on the first Thursday in
April, 1878.
tioii

hall; to

Daniel Keplek,

Sec.

pro

tern.

Michigan Convention.
[Concluded from

last issue.]

The following persons paid
and becaine members of tlie

usual fees
association:
L)r. Southard. T. F. BiMghani, Prof. A. J.
Cook, L. C. Whiting, Wni. Spedcling, Dr.
C. F. Ashley. B. O. Everitt, G. G. Allen, H.
Barber, Jos. Butler, Wni. Thompson. F. W.
(Gilbert, D. (i. ISlieppnrd, E. Goodrich, J.
W. Benedict and P. R. Wilson.
tlie

—

STATISTICAL TABLE.
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What to

do with Surplus Stocks.

BEAD BEFORE MICHIGAN CONVENTION.
The

surplus capacity of a liive should corsize ot brood chain bt^r. If It
far exceeds, in size, tlie brood cliauiber, it
will be detrimental to storinj{ honey. First
then, tliere will not be bees enough to work
in all parts of the surplus case at the same
time; yet, we hear hive-venders say: " My
liive will jiive the larjjest amount of surplus
room of any hive known." Experience has
taught us that a brood chamber of 2.000
cubic inches will not furnish bees for
ilouble that capacity of surplus. iSucli a
liive will accommodate about 34 lbs. of
surplus, and will crowd it with bees, but if
tiouble the size be jiiven them, where are
the bees to till it? 1 can get more honey
stored where the surplus is too small to
acconnnoilate all the bees, than in a surplus
chamber that is larjier than the bees can
till; and the comb will be brighter.

respond to the

get

my new combs

all

stocks,
in

built in

my

reserved

and almost entirely worker-combs

my honey

stocks.

I clear out all

my

drone-comb.

The way I use the surplus swarms for
honey stocks, after they are united to some
stock that has sent out a swarm, is as
follows: I mark day and date on each hive,
and just 8 days from the issueof the swarm,
I remove all queen cells, that is, providing
I intend to return a swarm to this hive; or
if not, I leave one cell to hatch.
I invariably follow this plan until I have disposed
of all my swarms. Such stocks will be
Vf'ry strong and will need plenty of room.
often have to give them two cases of
sections, or about 44 or 88 lbs. each.
We commenced the season of I8()(i witli 70
stocks, increased to 93. Receipts for that
year was 6831.47.
conunenced the
season of 1877 with 74 stocks, increased to
109.
Receipts $810.00. Total for the two

We

We

years, $1,^541.47.

.Jos.

Jackson, Mich., Dec.

Butler.

10, 1877.

NATURAL SWARMING.
honey be the object, then I prefer
natural swarming.
1.
Because 1 can run my apiary with but

What

If

a comparatively small increase, no maj,ter
are disposed to swarm. 1
allow uft after-swarms to issue, consequently I make a short job of the swarming
season.
2.
Because it pays better to raise honey
for sale than it does bees; and if I have but
a small increase, then my stocks are all
very strong, and it is from such stocks we
get <mr surplus.
Some ask how I keep such strong stocks.

how much they

make them strong in May, and when they
swarm in early June, I make them strong

I

honey stocks as soon as they are hived,
instead of compelling them to till a new
hive with brood combs, and let the best part
of the season go by before they are strong
enough to enter tlie surplus cases. I think
it

folly

to

try to

prevent

swarms from

issuing after they once get the fever. No
of tinkering with tlieni will prevent
it, short of division; and then you have two
weak stocks in place of a strong one. If I
should have a hundred stocks issue, 1 would
not make nuire than 33 new stocks, compelling the ballance .of the bees to store
surplus. I do not pretend to know whether
my plan will suit all locations or not, but it
suits mine, and as it is to be supposed every
practical bee-keeper should know just
what his location will do, he should himself
be the judge of it. In my location, white
clover is abundant, but no basswood. I
also have a very good fall pasturage. If I
fail to secure a crop of white clover, I shall
have but little honey to sell.
So I have adoi)ted the plan of having
large colonies to collect my surplus, as it
must be collected inside of 4.5 days, if at all.
As soon as spring opens, and the weatlier
gets warm enough, I go through every hive,
and I make my selection for honey stocks.
I work 70 to 8.5, according to condition for
surplus stocks, leaving a balance of 25 to 30
stocks to draw on for brood and combs for

amount

new swarms. These new swarms I allow
to build 2, or at the most 3 new combs; now
the hive below being full, or nearly so, the
bees have no place to store honey but in my
sections just where I want it. Besides, I

—

Shall

READ BEFORE THE

We Wear?
MICH.

CONVENTION.

expected that our apiRrian
brothers, whose attire is never an obstacle
to any occupation, will be interested in the
subject under consideration;
we will,
therefore, beg their indulgence while we
engage in a little chat upon a favorite topic;
and we will not be offended if they, meanwhile, turn a deaf eai", and ponder upon
weightier matters.
What "the very latest" in apiarian fashions may be, it would be difficult to tell, but
whether or not there should be a special
dress for the apiary 1 conclude to be a
question of importance, from my own
experience, and from the fact that ladies
contemplating a trial of apiculture, ask for
information upon the subject.
'*
Is the ordinary long dress, with the
veil and gloves recomended, sufficient protection from the stings of bees? If not,
It is not to be

what shall we wear?" is the inquiry.
I have never visited a sister apiarist, and
therefore can judge only from my own
experience. When I began apiarian work,
I had but 2 colonies, and it did not occur to
me that any change in the dress was necessary, but as the number increased, it
became apparent that some style, safer
and more convenient than the long dress,

—

was

desirable.

We

manage, somehow,

to

keep house

tolerably well under the same inconvenience, and even, in some mysterious
way, to carry the baby and lamp uj) stairs
at the same time without disaster, but for
reasons not apparent, a comfortable and
convenient attire for ladies engaged in outdoor employments seem to be regarded with
general favor. Without stopping to ask
why. in this case, and why not, in the other,

we will thankfully accept om- liberty and
proceed to a consideration of tlie subject.
Besides the inconvenience of the long dress,
the certainty of its becoming drabbled is
another serious objection. It is often necessary to begin work before the dew is off
tlie grass, or soon after a shower, and the
long skirts becoming drabbled, are not only
uncomfortable, but very unsightly; and if.

percliaiice, a friend curiously
to watcli our uiovenients,

convenient,

ventures near,
will
we not

p(U'tion of

is

prejudicial to apiculture for

women.

we have taken a negative view
of the subject, and now come to the question direct: "What shall we wear?"
I reply, a dress that can be made short or
Thus

far,

lonjf at pleasure.
This can be done by the
rubl)er skirt lifter, so jjenerally worn when
trailing dresses were worn on the street; or
by some simple device of our own, so constructed that the dress can be instantly
raised or lowered. Those who have no
objections to beiiijj; seen in tlie short dress,
will, of course, choose it; but as many have,
it seems desirable to combine the two, both
convenience and appearance. The
for
style of the dress may be varied to suit the
taste of the wearer, but I recommend the
"Gabrielle" made just lonjj; enough to
touch the floor, and belted at the waist.—
The neck should be cut down in front about
one-third the length of the waist, to admit
of the veil being tucked in. as it is neither
comfortable nor convenient directly under
the chin. The under- waist can be made of
tile same, or other material, and fastened at
the throat. The sleeves should be iiuite
lonsr, to allow free use of the arms, hemmed
at the wrist, and rubber tape, or cord, run
in; and these to be pulled down over the
gauntlets of the rubber gloves. The pantalets should be similar to those worn in the
old "bloomer costume"— straight and full,
and like the sleeves, with rubber cord in
the hem, and fastened over, not above, the
tops of the shoes. The suit should be of
washable material, and mixed colors, as a,
drop of honey on the dress has the appearance of grease, and is very conspicuous on
a solid color.
of a
One width of black tarlatan,
yard long will make the best veil, and with
rubber cord in the. hem at the top, is adjust-

able to any hat.

One important item

f»f

a comfortable out-

for the warmest days, I had nearly forgotten to mention; that is, the wet " head
cap," precisely such as is worn bv patients
at water-cures. Even when working in the
shade of trees, it is a relief, and in the sunshine, to me, it is almost indispensable.
Make it of toweling, of a coarse but snu)oth
quality. Cut the top round, and about 4
inches in diameter. Take a strip lengthwise of the material, 3 or 4 inches wide
when double, and just long enough to fit
fit,

around the head; then sew up and gather
the upper edges, and sew to the crown.
The whole being double, no raw edges need
be exposed. Wet the head, and then put on
the cap after wringing it out of cold water.
This will make out-door work easy, even to
beginners. Of course, it amounts simply to
a wet cloth, but as it fits the head, is iiiore

larger

I

Wintering Bees.

READ BEFORE THE

MICH. CONVENTION.

Bee-keepers are not agreed upon this sul)ject. A majority of Michigan bee-keepers
])robably preferthe cellar, and consider it
the best, as a winter repository. While
others are firmly
friend Townley and
"

wedded

to their idol "

I have had
five colonies

—

%

or not the suit

aiul if the dress is trimuit'd, at least aroui (l
the neck, and the under-waist worn with
ruche, or collar and pin, the suit will not be
less comfortable or convenient, and will
look far better.
So dressed, there need be no fear of bees,
and we may, without end)arrassment, give
a cordial welcome to calleis in the apiary,
Miis. L. B. Bakeu."
or in the parlor.

shabby and untidy
one which a retined woman will
never engage in, if there is any other alternative; and such an attire worn by a successful apiarist would, at least, be extremely
necessitates

apparel

a

have recomnu^nded should be trimmed is not a matter
of necessity, and may properly be left to
the option of the wearer; still, I can hardlv
refrain from making a suggestion in regard
to it. It is one of the refinements of civilization to be always as well and appropriately dressed as circumstances will allow;

to
est to him. As no economical woman will
allow a dress, fit to be worn in the house, to
be thus ruinously used, it follows that the
worst, wearable dress we ha\'e will be the
one chosen for the ajiiary. To sa>' notliinfi
of the love of self-respect we must feel
when so attired, it is not policy. A pursuit

which

covering

besides

it.

Whether

him away, and so tVelinir, fail
make the occasion one of pleasant inter-

secretly wish

— chaff.

no exjierience with chaff; have
in

experiment

chaff this winter, as

with chaff.
different nu'thods of wintering
first

j

my

No doubt
may be suc-

cessful. For several years, I used, as a
winter repository, a house constructed with
two walls of sawdust, each 8 inches thick,
with an air space of 4 inches between,
double doors, etc. Taking care to make it
as near frost proof as possible without artificial heat, but 1 lost from 10 to 25 per cent.
of
colonies each winter. In a long spell
of severe freezing weather, the frost would

my

get through; and yet, when 1 reflect that
during those years" there was a cider mill
within one-half mile of my apiary, I look
with less disfavor upon the' sawdust house.
In that, the bees would die inside the hive,
and many upou the floor; several quarts
each week, and towards spring, the amount
increased to such an extent that upon setting them out, many colonies would be
found so weak that it was impossible to
build them up. 1 then gave out door
wintering a trial, and the first winter thoroughly satisfied me of its uncertainty. It
resulted in total destruction of my apiary,
of about 100 colonies.
Beginning again. I tried the cellar, and
have found that much to be preferred to the
sawdust house, having succeeded thus far
in wintering in my cellars, with a loss of
In the cellar the temless than 5 per cent.
perature can be coutrollerl. during chaniieable weather in fall and spring, much better
than in a building above the izround; the
cool_, stone wall aiding materially in maintaining an equal temperature. Also, frost
can be more readily excluded than in a
building without artificial heat. My cellar
is ventilated by means of a 4 inch pipe,
reaching within 8 inches of the bottom, in
the center of that part occupied by the bees.
and connecting with the stove-pipe, leading
from the dining room stove. This ventilator is left open most of the time during the
winter; and whenever there is a fire in the
stove, there is a draft from the bee cellar,

find the air is

thereby kept pure.

tube, ot like size,

enters

tlie

Aiiotlier
cellar just

under the house tioor, from the woodshed.
This is used in lowering the temperature
of the cellar,

means,

1

when

too

liis'h.

By

these

can keep the temperature nearly

to suit the bees.

Last winter they became uneasy when
murcury went above 42% but this winter they are perfectly quiet with it at 46= to
50\ I also found that moisture s^thered on
the inside of the hive, unless the honeyboard was raised so hit^h as to be disa<ireeable to them; and I substituted quilts,
]nade of cotton cloth and battin?. One
pound of cotton batting to each qiiilt; and
hud that these quilts allow the moisture to
escape, and at the same time prevents any

I

have given,

in brief,

an account of

my

method of wintering. There is nothing in
it that will benefit most of yon, but perhaps
some beginners may glean therefrom some
benefit;

if so, [ shall be well paid for the
time used. .
A. B. Cheney.
Sparta, Mich., Dec. 13, 1877.

little

tlie

draft tlirouKh the hive.
I got the quilt idea from A. I. Root, who,
although inclined to give too much prominence and space to a new thing, yet, has
given me more useful liints and practical
aid than any other one, during the last few
years.
In one of my cellars I am using quilts
made of chaff, instead of cotton hatting.

In my experimenting, thus far, 1 have
been unable to winter witliout the loss of
some bees from every hive; and I am a
little skeptical when reading accounts of
colonies wintering without losing but from
" 10 to .50 bees each." 1 wonder if it is not

impossible to

winter

without some bees

dying? Surely, there must be some old
veterans, who Avould have been worn out
liad the honey season lasted but a few days
longer. And, can they linger along for 5 "or
months, and is it any advantage if they
should?
I am wintering .5 hives in chaff, packed
6 inches thick on all sides, top and bottom.
Can see no advantage over the cellar, as yet.
My preference, at present, is a dry cellar,
with water-lime bottom, ventilated so as to
secure frequent change of air. quilts over
frames to allow the escape of moisture.
The cellar must be kept jyerfectly dark,
with the temperature at as near .50= fahr. as
possible, and above that rather than below.
I place white stick candy over frames of
any colonies that I suspect are, or may
using some
become short of stores-.

6

Am

candy

this winter,

3 or 3 sticks, (pine

made
is

of one-sixth flour.
good), 6 or 8 inches

long and 1 inch square should be laid over
the frames, and under the cushions, to
enable the bees to pass over the frames to
the honey in outside frames; or in lieu of
the sticks, holes should be made through
the combs, near the center. I am inclined
to iirefer the entrances nearly closed, say
about as is desirable in late fall and early
spring. If the cellar is made in an occupied
building, the frame work supporting the
hives should not connect with the joints, as
the constant jarring is to be avoided.
If a large number of colonies are being
wintered in a cellar, it is well to remove the
dead bees from the cellar bottom every
week or two, to avoid the bad air caused by
them. It is also advisable to take advantage of any warm weather in January or

February, and set them on their summer
stands and give them a good fly, and then
return them to the cellar. This is said
by some to be a severe task; two men
will place 100 colonies on their stands and
return them to the cellar, in a day. An
expense of, say, 3 cents per liive.

Creating a

Demand

KEAD BEFORE THE
It

for

Honey.

MICH. CONVENTIOX.

has been wellsald that " he,

who causes

two blades of grass to grow where only one
grew before, is a benefactor to his k'ind;"
and equally true is it that he who causes 2
lbs. of honey to be consumed, where only 1
lb. was consumed before, '"is a benefactor"
to his fellow bee-keepers.

The question

of

" supply and demand " is one of very much
importance to all producers, and every man
of business will do well to give this question careful study before embarking in any
business enterprise.
In most pursuits,
success may be expected with much more
certainty,

it is positive that there
the thing produced.

if

demand for

is

a

There are three general points that every
producer should be familliar with, that he

may make

his business a success.

They

are:

That he should know how to produce,
not only a good article, but the very best in
1.

hisJine.

In the absence of a demand, be should
to create it; and where the
demand already exists, lie should know
2.

know how
how
3.

to increase
lie should

it.

always be ready to satisfy

the demand.
On the first point it is unnecessary to
dwell, since nearly every bee-keeper has
become awakened to the fact that if he
keeps bees at all, he must take pains to
post himself concerning tiie matter of producing a tirst-class article of honey.
Very many, (though not all), have learned
that if they would find sale for their honey,
it must be made in small and
neat packages, convenient, both for the retailer and
the consumer.
Tlie particular .shape in which the honey
should be stored, must be determined
largely by the requirements of the market
for which it is intended. Some very good
suggestions on this point may be obtained
from the report of the National Bee-keepei-s'
Convention, held in October of this year;
and no bee-keeper sliould fail to read this,
if he has notali-eady done so.
After a quality of honey is produced,
which is both fascinating to the eye and
pleasing to the taste, the next thing to look
to is the market; and I believe this to be the
point that most deserves our careful attention, for in no direction are bee-keepers so
likely to make mistakes.
The question " how can we best dispose
of our honey" should be constantly before
our minds. 1. I answer, we should look
near home; we should not fail to let our
neighbors know what a fine quality of
honey we are producing. Any one who
has not tried this plan will be surprised on
glancing over his books, at the end of the
year, to see how much has been disposed of
in his own neighborhood, without time or
labor in transporting. Besides, there is no
way in which public confidence can be

The neifilibors, on
niarl^et, will say:

pained more rapidlJ^
se*^in<r

the honey

" That

lioiiey is

in

got some from
head quarters, and I find it to be excellent."
Conversinfi; with a member of this association, a year a,<io, on this subject, bereaiarked: " 1 will tell you what we can do with
our honey, if we cannot find other market
for it, we can load it into our wa<?ons, and
sell it to the farmers.
The farmers have a

very

fine. I

remarkable taste for honey." 1 find this to
be true. Many farmers come to me, "with
measures of ditferent sizes, to get honey for
their winter supply. Some say, that they
find that extracted honey agrees with theiu
so well; others think it so very nice to take

with warm biscuits. Every bee-keeper
should avail himself of the opportunity to
dispose of extracted honey in this way.

There are many ways

in

which he may do

He should ever be ready to show its
superior qualities; give the method of
extracting it from the comb, and explain
wherein it differs from strained honey.
This requires some patience.

this.

Sometimes customers remark:

"Ah!

Strained honey." I say: "No sir; not
strained, but extracted honey," showing
them the difference. I find it a good plan
to always have a little strained honey, so
that the customer may see the difference for
himself.
The farmer who keeps bees will find it to
his advantage to trade honey for work, and
other necessaries on the farm. Thus, when
he goes to the blacksnnth shop, he should
see if his blacksmith does not wish extract-

ed lioiiey in exchange for work. lie will,
almost invariably; and soon the farmer will
find the blacksniith in his debt Instead of
the reverse. The same is true with a good

many

others who depend on mechanical
labor for a living. If they can pay for
honey in work, they will feel able to furnish their table with it, while if they had
to pay cash, they would feel too jioor to
afford it. There are a great many things
that a farmer can trade for, in this way,
that would cost him the casli, and at the
same time work off his extracted honey. I
have tried this repeatedly and find that it
pays well.
Use every means to bring your lioney to
the notice of the people. I think it a plan
well worth adopting, to put a few ounces of
fine extracted honey in wide-necked bottles
and distribute it gratis in your nearest
market. I find it a very good plan to put it
in the grocery stores to be sold on commission, describing to the grocer its real merits.
In fact, give him something of a training,
so that he may have a fair knowledge both
of bees and honey.
man, to be a successful honey dealer, should have a knowledge
of bee-keeping, take the Bee Journal, be
posted in regard to the ixiney crop, know
how honey is made, and if there is really
any chance for the bee-keeper to humbug

A

customers.
In putting extracted honey on the market,
the bee-keeper should control it. To do
this, put a few, fine, sample bottles in the
windows, and on the counters of the stores,
where people may see and examine them.
It is best not to crowd too much upon the
grocer at a time, but leave small quantities,
with the understanding that if any candies
it will be replaced by fresh bottles.
I have
tried this in Adrian, Northville, Plymouth
and Detroit; and grocers say that" almost

invariably where a customer uses one
bottle, he returns for the secoiul, and thus,
after the demand is created, it will increase;
and the supply should be kept uji tJuough
every month in the year. 1 find that our
home demand has been quite good in every
month, except April, in Avhich nuiple syrup
seems to takes its place.

The demand for comb honey is greater,
and tience, so nuich skill is not necessary
in marketing it.
But even in this, many
mistakes are made; one of the greatest
arising from the undue anxiety of beekeepers to make large consignments. This
has been the cause of the low price of
honey during the present season, while in
reality there has been a scarcity of good
honey. It has been shipped to "the large
cities, glutting
the markets, while the
smaller towns have been meagrely supplied.
Last season, there was a large surplus in
Detroit. The wholesale and commission
houses were overstocked, which resulted in
the honey being stored in damp places
where it absorbed moisture and foul gasses,
and in that condition it has, this fall, been
ott'ered to the public.
In the month of
October, I found, in Detroit, that fully half
of the honey offered to the public was old,
and invariably in bad condition. The
honey had leaked over the boxes, and much
had candied in the comb. One day, while
passing the central market, 1 noticed two,
of the four stalls selling honev, were retailing old honey, at 22 cts. I was informed,
by the man selling it, that it was fine, white
honey, and had 1 not known better, I might
have believed him. So long as people are
thus deceived, it is not strange that there is
no greater demand for honey, for when a
customer has a piece that resembles tallow
more than honey, it will last him a year.
Amongst dealers some very erroneous
ideas prevail that should be corrected, lu
Detroit they have a theory that the beekeepers feed sugar, and the bees carry it up
and store it in the boxes, which every beekeeper knows can not be done with profit.
Still, all the arguments 1 could produce
would not convince to the contrary. They
say, they know it is done; that bee-keepers
come down from Sanilac and Lapeer counties and purchase sugar by the barrel, to
feed their bees. I wish brother bee-keepers
of these counties would clear this up. I
think there is no work that this convention
can do that will be of more importance to
the fraternity than to devise some means
for preventing honey from being kept over
in the wholesale
houses. It not only
lessens the deuuind and lowers the price in
Detroit and other large cities, but the local

markets are effected in proportion.
The honey market, in every locality, can
be greatly increased by building up a reputation for honey.

When I went to Northville, two years ago,
one of the grocers there told me that he had
sold over .300 lbs. the year before, and so far
as I could learn, that was about the amount
that had been used in the town and country
around. But last year our home market
required over 1,000 lbs., and this year, over
1,500 tbs.

This has been done in a town of only 1,000
iidiabitants. If Detroit, and every other
town in the state, would use honey at the
same rate, I thiidc there would be a demand
for more bee-keepers, and we might always
be sure of finding a ready market, and a
,

good price for every pound of honey pro-

Fountaintown, Ind., Jan.

duced. AH that is necessary to brintj this
about is for every bee-lceeper in Michigan
to appoint himself a committee, to woric up
a good lioney marlcet at home, and see that
that marliet is always kept well supplied,
never seeking the metropolis until this has
been done.
W. L. Poktick.

"I prepared

my

10 colonies for

Madison, Ind., Jan. 16, 1878.
put up .55 colonies in good
condition, and so far, 8 of them have died
from no apparent cause, their hives being
well filled with honey."

"This

fall I

Abu AH Wright.

Lynville, Iowa, Jan. 21, 1878.
" I put 164 colonies into the cellar to winter, but the weather has been so warm that
They
1 had to set them out in December.
C. F. Dillky.
are doing finely now."

Alhambra, III., Jan. 9, 1878.
"I could not consent to do without The
American Bee Jouknal. It is so valuable to me tiiat I long for its arrival. 1 am
only a beginner; commenced with 3 colonies, and now have 6 in good condition."
K. D. Utiger.
Callaway Co., Mo., Jan.

8,

1878.

"I could not well get along without The
I commenced last spring
with 8 colonies in box hives; transferred to

Bee Journal.

Langstroth hives; increased to 26; and got
200 lbs. ot extracted honey. I traded for 4,
and now have oO. 12 of my weakest are

packed in straw and fodder all around. In
warm weather I take out the packing in
front and let them have a liy."
11. S.

plies,

though they were well supplied when
George Mutii.

put up."

My

Geo. Poindexter.
Wisconsin. Dec.

Cr.

2

9

18, 1878.

We

used comb foundation, our honey was
more regular than in the natural comb, but
after shearing the latter, we could see no
dilference. The combs to cut up should be
soft, or they will break or crumble up."
first

East Saginaw, Mich., Dec.
in the spring with 20 colonies; increased to 76; sold 16 swarms,
15. 1877.

commenced

colonies

60

in

Making the

all.

account stand thus:
"

"

l(i

swarms

Balance of increase, at $5
Paid for

10

Lumber

queens

(10

ti"

(K)

5i4G7

00

§19

Si>

?10 00

"
glassed,
for frames

"

|20n

200 00

Stuff for boxes

winter packinK

American Bee Journal & Gleanings

...

Profits, net

12 SO
10 75
5 SO
7 00
3 00

?417 65

L. C.

Whiting.

00

12 00

54 00

the spring, worth $G. $150 00
Transferring, patent right and
$27 00hives

To 5 swarms
Balance

in

Also:
To time and care
By honey used in the family

Dr.
Cr.

57 00

*4o 00

profit

S

$

This, I think, would run the total product

honey up to about 2.50 lbs.
Our honey was extra good this year, Jjeing
made in the early part of tlie season, from

of

the white clover and basswood. My stocks
are all stnuig and in good order this fall,
and I still think it pays to keep bees."

John Kusticus.

Butler.

Received, for honey sold

$.S6

swarms bees sold, at $6
swarms bees on hand at $6

?102 00

We

leaving

By saleof 1801bboxhone5'at20cts

Todd.

starters In
sections, they should be cut to an even
thickness, or they will not tit in a shipping
crate.
do it thus: Gut the combs into
strips the length of the section, then with a
sharp, thin knife cut evenly to about J^
inch wide.
have used considerable of
When we
it, and it works to perfection.

"I

31, 1877.

" Last spring I had 7 colonies and sold 2 of
them for .S12. I hired a man, who knew
more about bees than I did, to transfer the
other 5 into patent frame hives, of his own
invention, paying him.S5for his patent right,
and for the hives whicli I used during the
summer, amounting, in all to 827. My 5
swarms increased to 11, 2 of which I sold
for ??12. Now the account stands thus:

"If natural combs are used for

Jos.

HI., Jan. 10, 1878.

" I have 76 colonies in winter quarters; 70
in a cave, and 6 on their summer stands.
The month of December was very warm.
They got too warm and I was in a'quandary
whether to move them out or not; I never
watched the thermometer so closely before.
])lan before was to leave the doors open
at night, and close them in the morning, to
cool the cave and retain the coolness, but
the thermometer stood the same at midnight as at mid-day, so I ])laced ice in the
cave, in large cakes, and run the thermometer from 66 down to .50, which made them
more quiet. I use the Langstroth hive;
this year my bees have paid me "big" for
my trouble. I was out on a bee hunt in
December; found 2 trees; cut one and got
about 100 lbs.; will let the other stand until
spring and then transfer."

Dr.

Jackson, Mich., Jan.

winter on

their summer stands, protected on the
north, south and west sides. They have
been flying lively, most of the time, thus
far.
I fear they will consume all their sup-

Henry,

©ur fetter ^o^.

19, 1878.

Shippingport. Pa., Dec. 22, 1877.
"Iliad 20 colonies last spring, in Harbison hives, and got 15 young swarms last
summer, and had about 800 lbs. of comb
honey. I have had 3 colonies of the bright
yellow Italian bees, for 3 years, and have
got but one drawer of honey from them yet.
1 have one box hive, (IS years old), that
have been hybrids 3 or 4 years, that have
made 7 drawers of 12 lbs. each, this summer,
and swarmed once, the swarm filling 2
drawers and the box. We have had
weather warm enough for bees to fiy, f<ir 3
weeks; the dandelions are in bloom like
spring, and the bees working on them.—
They have been eating their winter stores.

I'

would

Harbison

like to see a description of the
sectional honey boxes in The

James Knowles.

Bee JoniNAL.

[This cut shows one of the Harbison or
The sides and top
California Sections.
piece are 63^ inches long and 1% inches
wide. The sides are 5-lG and top 3-1(5 thick.
The bottom bar is }4 incli square nailed on
the angle. The sides have a groove 1-16
inch deep, on the outside (as shown in the
cut), to admit of a strip >^xl-l(i inch to hold
tlie sections together when on the hive.
Ed.]

Dixcm,
"

Two

HI.,

Dec.

25, 1877.

began with a wild
swarm, in a box hive, which I caught on
July 4th. They lilied their box, and gave
25 lbs. of surplus that season. Last year it
increased one. This year the two increased
to six and gave nie lOU lbs. of surplus. This
spring I transferred to a frame hive and
allowed one to have its own way. That
swarm increased to 3 and gave 60 lbs. of
honey. All are doing well."
years ago 1

B. F.

Pkatt.

Which variety of Mignonette is the best
What are the comparative
merits of Melilot and the ordinary white
Will it pay to sow Uie former
clover?
where the latter is abundant?
honey plant?

J.

N. McConN.

[We

could see but little difference in varieties of Mignonette.
Melilot is excellent.. Do not think it will
pay to sow it where White Clover is plenty.
Melilot is a biennial. White Clover an annual. The latter furnishes good hay and
feed, so has two uses.— A. J. Cook.]
Milledgeville, HI., Dec. 24. 1877.
DearEditok:— "Last season, we gave
our bees a flight, one day in February, and
then returned them to the cellar, where
they were allowed to remain until about
April 20, when they were placed on their
summer stands, to remain for the season.
I allowed them to remain in winter quarter's
later than I have ever done before, and the
result was very satisfactory. Our cold
all over, and the loss from
exposure to spring winds was small. We
found our hives heavy with honey and brood,
and in the best possible condition to gather
pollen and honey, which was then being
produced by willows, soft maples, etc.
The yield of honey from fruit bloom was
small, and so rapidly did our bees breed,
that ere raspberries bloomed, most of our

Avinds were

stock

was

sliort of

honey.

1 supplied their

wants by feeding them extracted, candied
honey, at the entrance, feeding just before
It was really pleasing to see them
come out and say " thank you," and then
partake of refreshments, which were

dark.

usually removed during the night.

Easp-

berries, gooseberries, etc., yield a
fair
amount of lioney. The yield from white
clover was fair, but not extra. Basswood
was a total failure; leaving us a small flow
of honey from white clover, until the 2nd
crop of red clover, which yielded a fair
amount of honey; then followed wild flowers, yielding well, causing brood rearing to
continue until tlie middle of October, giving
us strong stocks, with which to go into

winter quarters. Our bees were placed in
the cellar, Nov. 17, in good condition. At
the opening of the season we had 40 stocks;
at the close. GO; sold 16 queens, and 2 colonies. Surplus comb honey, 900 lbs; surplus
extracted honey, 400 lbs. We have had
Italian bees since 1867. Success to the

AmekicanBee

Jouijnal."
F. A.

Snell.

Madison, Ind., Jan. 7, 1878.
"Can you tell me what is the matter with
the bees? They are dying, leaving plenty
of honey in the hive. There are several
bee-keepers in this county that have lost
heavily; and they cannot account for it.
The season has not been cold here; indeed,
we had a very pleasant winter up to the 1st
inst.
My bees have done finely, so far. 1
examined them on Christmas day. and they
were in good condition."
H. C. White.
[Of course not, with so few data. Symptoms and kind of season should be given.

may be foul brood; may be all
may be bad honey.— A. J. Cook.]
It

old bees;

Dorset, N. Y., Jan. 12. 1878.
" I have kept Dees in the old-fashioned
for some years; for the last two years,
I have adopted the Langstroth hive, two
stories, and got an extractor and have been
trying to post myself in the science of bee

way

management. I had 18 colonies last spring,
in box hives, that were strong; and 20 lbs.
of surplus was all that the best of them

gave, while my best colonies in Langstroth
hives gave 150 lbs., and black bees at that.

When

I tell

my

neighbors about taking 150
it makes them stare, but

lbs.

from a hive,

still

they can't afford to take the

nal."

A.

S.

Bee JourSheldon.

Monroe, Wis., Jan. 4, 187S.
"At the close of the honey season, my
bees began to rob, and each seemed to try
to rob the other. 1 lost one weak swai'm,

and have 8 swarms in fair condition for
During the warm days, the last
of December, I set them out on their sumwintering.

mer

stands; they flew vigorously, but immediately commenced robbing again. How
can I prevent them from it? Will they
fe-rget it by spring?
E. C. Gillett.

[Contract the entrances so that but one
bee can pass at a time. Italians, if strong,
always defend their stores successfully.—
Ed.]

Memphis, Ky.. Jan.

20,'

1878.

" Three years ago I began with 2 swarms in
box hives; increased to 6; lost 2 in spring.
That year I increased to 8 and lost 1, queenless.

now

The

in

past year I increased to 17; all are
in their summer stands."

good order

James Needham.

56

3^

•^

Indianapolis, Iiid., Jan. 1, 18TS.
" I havcoT colonies wintering in and ont
of doors. Tiiey are winterinji well. I iiave
a good pasture of meliiot clover, and about
40 acres of alsil^e. I tind no trouble to sell
ail tlie lioney I can get.
I have kept bees
for .55 years, and have not for 45 years be(;n
out of honey, and never sold a pound that
was not pure. I am fjhul tiie Jouiinal got
into such good hands. 1 prize it very
highly."
W. A. Schofield.

Henry, 111.. Jan. 8, 1878.
40 colonies prepared for winter,
on their summer stands, with quilts and
chaff on the top, under the cap. I never
tried wintering in tiie cellar till last winter,
and that was not a success. In the cellar I
lost 4 out of 8; out of 30 on their summer
stands I lost but 1, and got 2 queenless. I
got about 1,.50U lbs. of comb honey. I use 4
lb. boxes ami sections.
I got about as much
honey In the sections as by extracting.
had no honey after Aug. "1st."

Lodi, Wis, Jan.. 11, 1878.
"I have 31 good colonies in Langstrotli
hives and winter in cellar. J. M. Pruyn.

Dundee, 111., Jan. 7, 1878.
"The binder was duly received. It is
indeed a very desirable article. I now have
my last vear's Joijrnai-s nicely bound. I
]irepare(l my bees for winter on Thanksgiving day, and have 19 strong coloTiies, with
plenty of iioney in the cellar. The temperature is about 45 degrees. We hope they
will come out all right in the spring."

Fayette Perry.

"I have

We

John Roberts.

Appleton, Wis., Dec. 37, 1877.
backward spring and an early drouth
cut short our honey crop. In a few localities there were considerable comb honey
and increase of stocks, but in (uir vicinity
liardly any increase.
run 00 colonies
for the extractor, and about 40 for combhoney, and got 5.0U0 lbs. of extracted, and

"A

We

only about 400 lbs. of imjterfectly filled
combs. Our fall crop was light, although
there was quite an amount of jjuckwheat.
yickness prevented my giving thein the
attention I should have, Init on Dec. 1st.
they were all in good condition."
A. 11. Hart.
Ripon, Wis.. Dec. 17, 1877.
into winter quarters
strong, with plenty of honey. Honey is
slow sale, and prices low here; small boxes
of l)ure basswood and clover bring only 13
and 15 cts. per lb. The market for good
honey is kept down by forcing the poor
grades on the shop-keepers at any price;
so few people are judges of honey, that our
best grades of honey will take its chances
with the poorest kind of l)uokwlieat. At
])resent, our part of the state is over-stocked
with bees, but old bee-keepers have found
that hard winters and poor summers will
soon change this state or things."
K. Dart.

"Our bees went

Lawson, Mo., Dec. 10, 1877.
"Last spring 1 had 75 colonies in fair
condition; increased to 105; extracted 5,000
lbs., and got 1,300 lbs. of box and frame
honey. Hives are all full of golden-rod
honey to winter on. 1 have 3,000 lbs. of
extracted honey on hand, yet, that 1 would
like to get 15 cts. per lb. for. This is my
first trial with Italians, and I don't like
them to extract from, as they are too hard
to brush off the combs. 1 bought an Italian
queen from T. G. McGaw, Monmouth, 111.,
and raised some 35 queens from her. She

gave good satisfaction. My bees gathered
most of their honey from white clover and
golden-rod. 1 am wintering my bees on
their summer stands. Success to The

American Bee Journal."
J. L.

Boone Co., Ky., Dec. 31, 1877.
" The weather has continued warmer for
a longer period than we ever saw it in winter.
My 50 colonies seem to be wintering
If the business increases every])erfectly.
where as it does in Boone Co., the sugar
panic will be eclipsed shortly. The beekeeper, who does not take the American

Bee Journal neglects his own interests
sadly. I am always anxious to get it, to see
what the " big boys " are doing, and to keep
up with the fraternity generally. I have
read my back volumes often, and yet they
ai'e so useful for reference that 1 would not
part with them for twice their cost. 1 like
and brotherly spirit among
bee-keepers, and honor and credit given to
wliom it is due. How shameful for a
would-be-somebody to hop up at the tail
end <»f a convention and attempt to deny an
honorable and true veteran of his wellearned laurels. Success to the American
Jno. T. Connley.
Bee Journal."

to see a friendly

Freeman, Mo.. Jan.
Independence, Mo., Dec. 33, 1877.
" Bees have not done well in this section.
had too much wet weather through the
summer. Linn blossomed, very full, but
Our surplus was
(lid not yield any honey.
all gatliered from white clover an<l Spanish
]ieedl(!.
1 had 18 colonies in the spring, (13
in fair condition, and
very weak). 1 let a
luMghbor run them on shares; he doubleil
them, and got l.oOO lbs. of surplus honey;
(350 lbs. of extracted, the balance in small
boxes), and all the hives are very heavy.
have about 000 colonies in this town.
The advent of lialdwin Bros, to this place,
3 years ago, gave the bee business a new
Prior to that, bee men used the " log
life.
gum," and told us about "the king bee,"
but we are progressing. Now, almost all
are using improved hives and have Italian

We

We

queens."

C.

M. Crandall.

Smith.

1, 1878.

"The honey

harvest in this locality has
been about one-fourth of a crop— the spring
being too cold and wet. In June, 1 had to
feed some, xnitil basswood bloomed. I have
had about 3,000 lbs. of honey. About half
each, of extracted and comb. I have sold
extracted honey at 15 cts. and comb honey
at 30 cts. per "lb. I have 148 colonies in
good condition for winter, on their summer
stands, with llax straw packed around
them; two stakes driven into the ground
inches from the hives, also on
eacli side,
the back, with thin pieces of boards put
between the hives and stakes, then the nax
straw packed in, the front being left open.
The hives are in rows, (» feet apart each
way, fronts to the south. IMy reserved
queens I keep in a room when cold, and
when warm, 1 carry them out to cleanse

them."

Paul Dunken.

Lincoln, Mo.. Dec.
"

We

28. 1877.

Our lioney season coninienced in August.
extrat'ted

<>

bbis,

liad 600

lbs.

of

box

honey, and then enonjj;h to winter on. It is
warm and rainins. and I think bees are
eating more honey than nsual."

Mks.

J.

W. Dick.

Knoxville, Iowa, Dec. 17, 1877.
''
Tiie past season was a poor one. My
bees did not swarm, but I divided two that
stored enonsli to last tliem over winter. I
received a beautiful Italian queen from J.
Oatnian & Co. lam winterinj^; my bees on

St. Clair Co.. 111., Dec, 27, 1877.
" I had 53 colonies in good condition in
May, of last year; now I have 76. Some of
them I expect to have to feed before spring,
unless the weather is exceedingly favorable.
White clover was plenty, but yielded
no honey after June 1st. The surplus that

I got was from honey dew, and though
dark, I retailed it for 25 cts. per lb., or 5 lbs.
for $1. I only got 200 lbs. of extracted, and
30 lbs. of comb honey. I do not think a
pound of comb was built this season. I got

about enough fall honey to keep them
breeding and give them stores for winter."

sunnner stands. The weather is
warm, and my bees iiave had a tiy every
day this week."
J. W. Bittenbendek.
their

Erie Co., Pa., Dec. 2.5, 1877.
" Our bees have done poorly the past
season. They wintered in good condition.
70 colonies increased to 125; new swarms
were all large at time of swarming, but did
not fill up hives as usual, and made very
little box honey.
Have sold about 800 lbs.,
realizing from IG ti) 20 cts. jicrlb. We use
Ix-es,
the black
jjartially hybridized, have no
extractor, and permit'natural swarming.
The season has been so discouraging that
we intend to turn over a new leaf, by ado])ting the plan given by Herbert A. Burch the
coming season. We have no expert beemen in this county from which to learn, so
I am reading up as best I can."
D. ViDETO.

Jersey Co.,

111.,

Dec.

29, 1877.

"Bees have not done very well here, this
It was too wet and cold during fruit

year.

and white clover bloom; that being our
source of supply for surplus
honey. I made an average of .52 lbs. of surplus, per hive, and increased 100 per cent.
Have gone into winter quarters with each
hive in good condition. I winter on sumrqer stands. I use Armstrong's Centennial
Hive, and think it the best hive 1 ever saw,
for all purposes. I think the Bingham
smoker ahead of anything in the smoker
line. I experimented some with combfoundation this summer, and think it a
success. I could not think of doing without
the Journal."
H. D. Edavards.

principal

Mears, Ocean Co., Mich, Dec. 19. 1877.
" It seems to me that bee raisers, when
they give their yield of honey, would do
well to give the size of hive, depth of frame,
side or top storing, etc., give the name of
their town, county and state. It would
have a tendency to settle on a standard hive
and frame. I think I hear some say that
there would be too many letters to answer.
Do not pay any attention to them unless
they have a quarter enclosed. I always
throw in a 25c. scrip, and have never failed
of

getting

swarms,
different

rooms

an

answer yet. I have 2.50
and hybrids), in two
My cellars have two

(Italians

cellars.
each. 1 think
them cooler in

they are better,—
weather, and
warmer in cold weather. Expect to keep
them in one of the cellars until May 1st. If
they loose 1 pint of bees each, through
April, they will lose more than that out doors;
besides, they will have more honev left to
go through the long, cold rains of May. I
do not want any swarms before June 5th,
rather have them on the 10th."

keeps

warm

E.

Stanhope.

C. T. SSIITH.

Smith's Grove, Ky., Dec.

7,

1877.

" I commenced the past season with 40
colonies, having reduced my number by
letting 20 die during winter, also by sale of

some.

I got about 1,200 lbs.— almost equal
quantities of extracted and box honey. I
made 20 artificial swarms, and had 4 swarm
naturally. I doubled my nucleis and balanced the stores of my bees in November,
and iilled the top story, with dry leaves.—
They seem to be doing well on their summer stands."
N. P. Allen.

Steele Co., Minn., Dec. 24, 1877.
I had 19 coloan out-door cellar. All came
through in good condition. One was queenless.
I got 3.000 lbs. of honey, (800 lbs.
being comb honey), and increased to 47
colonies. I have sold nearly all my honey
in this neighborhood. I began 2 years ago
with 8 colonies. That season I got 800 lbs.
of honey, and sold it for .'§38. I have moved
my bees to Casswood, 5 miles away, every
year. This year I am building a house at
Medford, which is surrounded with fine
basswood timber. I have 26 stocks in my
cellar there, and 21 stocks here. This cellar
and house I am building expressly for my
bees, and am letting them furnishtlie capital.
The location, house and all will cost
upwards of S500. I would not change cold
Minnesota for a place in California. We
can get about as much honey per stock, and

"The past season was good.

nies

in

save so much transportation. Honey will
be one of the cheapest of sweets in Minn, if
we continue to have good success. I am
satislied we must take large quantities and
sell cheap, to make a perminent business.—
My aim is to get all to use honey, and if
cheap enough, we can succeed. People will
not use as much of other sweets if they use
honey; in this we shall gain an important
step, by educating the people that large
quantities of honey can be taken from the
bees cheaper than it can be made by man

from any

stuff; that it will granulate; and
that there is a difference in kinds; that if
you extract basswood lioney in a neighborhood where there is no basswood, and
where the extractor has never been used,
they will say that it is not honey at all,

because it does not look like their buckwheat cond) honey, etc. Honey peddlers,
of course, understand the situation; all of
can and must be overcome, in order to
bee-culture a success. Let every one
work up a home market, and if a brother
bee-keeper happens to work over on your
ground, (as one did on my held), do not be
discouraged, but pay him back as I did, for
I found his ground as good selling ground
as I presume he did mine. Both iiad been
worked up."
j. e. Cady.
this

make

"I

Lifionier, Pii. Dec. 20, 1ST7.
Iiave 34 colonies in jjfood condition to

winter.

25 of tliein are Italians."

Wm. Ashcom.
Marshall, Texas, Jan.

3, 1878.

" Friend Newman: I conjfratnlate you on
tlie conduct ot The Bee Joujj.val.
1 consider the last year's numbers far in advance
of any of its predecessors."
W. K. Marshall.
Cartilage, Ind.,Dec. 25, 1877.
1 had 70 colonies and boufiht

Hennepin, 111., Dec. 31, 1877.
" I have 225 colonies. The latter part of
our season was good for honey. My hives
are 10 inches deep and 14 inches long, with
8 frames. I examined my bees Dec. 24,
and found on an average .50 lbs. of honey
all

my

through. The next cold spell, 1 will set
bees in the cellar until April 1, 1878. I

have shipped, this season, 1437 3 lb. boxes
of honey; selling them at from 14 to 17 cts.
per pound in Chicago. I kept bees 10 years
in Germany, in the Dzierzon hives, and 19
years in this country."

John Lehman.

"Last spring

21 late in the season, in

Tenu.

Got

8,(>i5 lbs

extracted dark honey, and 24001bs from
apiary; in all ll,0451t)s; have sold
about one-half of it at 15 cents, net."

of

my home

P.

W. McFatkidge.

Dowagiac, Mich.,

.Jan. 5, 1878,

" Our bees are winterinij, both out and in
doors very nicely so far,— if we can call it
winter. It is 32" above zero, nijjht and day,
and no frost till within a day or two. Now
the snow is 8 inches deep, and it is 4°

below zero."

James Heduon.

Lavansville, Pa., Dec. 29, 1877.
" I have

now

wintered some in-doors, and
some out, for 4 seasons, without losing a
single colony, and I am satisfied that 1 am
master of the situation."
H. H. Flick.
[Let the master then have the floor,

while we
all

Todd

We

give close attention.
are
willing to learn •' how to do it."— Ed.]
all

"If the Javan

Co., Minn., Dec. 21, 1877.
bee. Apis dorsntn, is as

large as reported, it would l)e a very valuable addition to our bee family. Mr. Cori
says that the Javan bee is large enough to
gather honey from red clover. It is well
known that the red clover is one of the
richest honey plants in the country, and
thiit the honey is of an excellent flavor and
color. I believe there is spare casii and
enterprise enough, among the bee-keepers
of this country, to import the Javan bee
direct from Java. Will not those who have
been importing bees and queens, give their

views through the American Bee Jouron the practicability and probable cost
of importing bees and queens direct from
Java?"
A. J. Haney.

nal

Nelson, Pa.. Dec.

25. 1877,

—

" I am busy extracting honey. (How is
that for Christmas?) I transfer the combs

from box hives, which were "taken up"
and have been in my shop ever
I let them stand exposed to the
warm air for 12 to 24 hours, and then extract
them with the transferring slats on, and put
the combs away for use next summer. The
honey comes out very well after the combs
have stood in a warm room for 24 hours, but
without that, it will scarcely come out at
all; it is very thick.
I wish you would give
through the Journal the correct pronunciation, definition, and derivation of the
word " jtarthenogenesis." I have been
familiar with the word for years, but never
having heard it pronounced, 1 do not know
whether I ]>r<mounce it correctly or not,
and I presume there are many others
among your subscribers who are in the
last fall,

Eagle Lake, Minn., Jan. 4, 1878.
"I had 20 good, and 14 weak colonies in
the spring— probably enough to make 25
good colonies in all. 1 have obtained 2.700
lbs. of honey, and have 108 colonies in the
cellar, after having sold 4. My bees have
35 lbs. of honey to the hive, on an average.
They are all Italian but 1— and that is a
Cyprian."
ILA. Slmonds.

Columbus, Kansas, Jan.

3,

1878.

"I invented and made the

so called AVhite
Extractor, in 1874. My revolving
can is 18x20 inches, and will hold anv frame
from the Langstroth, down. I use wire
cloth for strainers, instead of perforated
tin.
It is the only extractor that I have
ever seen. Its whole cost was less than .f.5.

Honey

I

commenced keeping bees

the

first

season,

hojiey; in

187.5,

1877, 4,000 lbs.
honey, at 15

I

took 400

in 1874;

lbs.

of extracted

950; in 1876, 2,200;
I find

during

and

a home market for

in

my

have now 106
colonies of bees, mostly Italian, in good
condition, aud on summer stands."

and 20

cts.

I

II.

SCOVELL.

San Diego, Cal., Dec. 25, 1877.
" The past season, so far as surplus honey
IS concerned, was a complete failure in this
State. The present, beginning with the
middle ot

last

month,

is

to date, as

good as

could be wished; bees beginning to gather
a little honey from manzaneta, a shrub of
this coast. In two weeks, flowers will be
abundant, though we cannot reasonably
expect so large a yield as that of 1866, because the bees generally are not in as good
a condition; a number of colonies having
died during the past summer."

KoBEUT Campbell.

since.

same

fix.

I am well pleased with the " Dzierzon
Theory." It is just what all beginners
need, and jirobably a great many who are
not beginners. Accept my best wishes for
.success."
Jxo. Atkinson.

Par-the-no-gene-sis."— In the first sylagive the a the same sound as in far.—
The 4th sylable pronounce as though
spelled thus: jiriee give the last e the long
sound— aud you have the word. It means
the production of offspring by the female,
without intercourse with a male. It is
derived from two Greek words, literally
meaning " a virgin production." Minerva
(a virgin of ancient mythology) was the
goddess of wisdom, war, and the liberal
arts; and the celebrated "Temple of Minerva," at Athens, was called the " Parthenon " Temple of a Virgin.
Pronounce Dzierzon, Dzeert-sohn.—Ev.}
["

ble

—

—

North Eastern Bee-Keepers' Ass'n.
The North-Eastern Bee-Keepers' Associa-

TERMlS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Single subscriber, one year,
Two subscribers, sent at the
"•
Tliree
"
"
"
Six
All larger clubs at the

same time.

..

$2.00
3.50

•

•'

••

same

5-00
9.00

•••

rate.

RATES FOR ADVERTISIIVG.
3

6

20

cents.
"
"
"
"
.. .!«
Length of Column makes Twelve Lines.

1 month, per
"
"
2

line,

"

each insertion ,...!»

....12

"
One inch

in

No advertisement received for less than $1.
Cash in advance for all transient advertisements. Bills of regular advertisers payable
quarterly. We adhere strictly to our printed
rates.

Address
tancesto
974

all

communications and

THOS.

G.

NEWMAN

West Madison

St.,

renait-

& SON,

Chicago,

111.

Write names and addresses plain—giving
County and State.
When changing post-office address, mention the old address as well as the

new

one.

We send the Journal until an order for
discontinuance is received at this office, and
arrearages are all paid.
We

will give Hill's worlc on "Chicl\en
.50 cents), to any one desiras a premium for two subscribers.

Cholera" (price
ing

it,

Jt^" Subscribers will please notice the
date upon their subscription labels and see
that they are "up with the times."

Additions can be made to clubs at any
time, at the same rate. Specimen copies.
Posters, and Illustrated Price List sent free
upon application.

1^" When you have a leisure hour of
evening, why not drop in on a neighboring
family and see if you cannot get a subscriber for

The American Bee Journal?

31^" For the convenience of bee-keepers,
we have made arrangements to supvdy, at
the lowest market prices. Imported or "tested Italian Queens, full colonies, Langstroth
or other hives. Extractors of all the makes,
and anything required about the apiary.

Jiy The only safe way to send money by
mail is to get the letter registered, or procure a money order or draft. We cannot be
responsible for money lost, unless these
precautions are taken. Then it is at our
risk, and if lost we will make it good to the
sender, but not otherwise.

We will send a tested Italian

to any
one sending us four subscribers to
American Bee Journal with $8.00. This

The

extend the circulation of the
will in every

Journal. Premium queens
case be tested.

those may be mentioned an essay on" Kecently Discovered Parasites of the Honey
Bee, and their Connection with Successful
Wintering.
Tiie Marketing of Honey will receive
special attention, and it is expected that
initiatory steps will be taken toward supplying each member of the Association with
reliable data of much importance to honey
producers. To secure satisfactory results,
a full attendance of this class is especially
P. H. Elwood, Pres't.
H. Nellis, Sec'y.

desired.
J.

Strangers wishing to visit our Office
and Museum of Implements for the Apiary
should take the Madison street-cars, (going
west).

They

1^ On

pass our door.

page

M. Kellogg's

9,

January 'No., Will
gave the location of

of

letter

an apiary at Benton IJay, Miss.
It is
a location on the Mississippi river four
miles north of Oquawka, Ills. The
error occurred by our printer omitting
the word, "River."
IH^^We are asked whj^ we do not put a
notice under our advertising pages, asking
our readers, when giving an order, to state
that they saw the advertisement in The

American Bee Journal.

There

is

no

as not one of our advertisers
is dissatisfied as to the amount of benefit
derived from his advertisement; indeed the
benefit is so perceptible that there cannot be
any doubt upon the subject.

necessity for

it,

HoAV TO Winter.— Tliose who wish to
post up on tiie subject of wintering, will do
well to read Prof. Cook's essay as read before the National Convention of last year.
It was published in the December number
of 1876, and has since been re-published in
pamphlet form, with the other essays.
Price 15 cents.

We have gotten up a "Constitution and
By-laws," suitable for local Associations,
which we can supply with the name and location of any society printed, at $2 per
hundred copies, postpaid. If less than 100
is ordered, they will have a blank left for
writing in the

A

name

sample copy

of the association, etc.

will be sent fora Sc. postage

stamp.

queen

premium, giving a good queen for four subscribers, will pay any one for taking some
trouble to

tion will hold its Annual Meeting at the City
Hall, Syracuse, N. Y., on the 6th, 7th and 8th
of February, 1878. First session at 1 o'clock,
p. M., of the 6tli.
Papers on important subjects are expected
from some of our own members, as well as
from eminent apiarists abroad. Among

'Many .complain of the dearth of
small currency, all over the country. In
reply to correspondents, we will say that
Postn()e Stamps, of any denomination, can
be obtained at every country post-office;
and we will receive 1, 3 or 3 cent stamps for
anything desired from this office.

A
Some

Honey Markets.

False Rumor.

persons, it seems,
of New York,
in financial difficulty. As bee-keepers are
interested in the soundness of this firm, we
give tiie following article from tlie Nciv
York Tribune of Jan. 32, concerning these
evil-disposed

have reported Tliurber

& Co.,

false reports:

Reports have been in circulation in
Wall St., tliat two prominent grocery houses
were financially embarrassed. Yesterday
it was rumored that the paper of II. K. & F.
B. Tliurber tt Co., had gone to protest.
Inquiry was made of II. K. Thurber last

evening in regard to the matter. He denied
in most emphatic tones all rumors detrimental to the credit of his firm. He said:

We

keep only one bank account, and that is with
the Importers' and Traders' Bank, where I aui a
slcirkholder and director. For a week, cir more,
unfavnralile htnrk's have been cimilatiMl ciincerninK
our Muuni-iul ^^tall(lint;, evidently oriMinatiii^' on Wall
Street, where there are stock-jobbers, wliu are trying to create a panic. On Monday, the names of
several large grocery houses were coupled with ours,
as about to fail. Our tirra is abundantly able to meet
all its oblit,'ations, doHar for dollar, inside of 2U days.
The fact is, tliat instead of being in trouble, we have
been discounting our thirty-day bills— particularly
sugar accounts. On Thursday, we checked out in
this way, ii;(W,U(X); on Saturday, nearly )?8(),mtU; and on
Monday, when the stock-jobbers were trying to put
us among the broken firms, we discounted current
accounts for over $2'2.00. None of these accounts
fall duo until February 13, but having more money
in the bank than we require, we made the discount.
We have not failed, and we are not in trouble in any
way; and if all the other houses in the grocery trade
should become embarrassed, the tirm of H. K. & F.
B. Thurber & Co. would still be transacting business
as usual.

James

Buell, President of the Importers'
tiiat '"he had so
mucli confidence in the scmndness of Thurber ct Co., that he would discount their
paper at 7 per cent., to the amount of $100,000.
He stated tliat H. K. Thurber was
worth, at least, .^l,.500,000, and the credit of
the firm, of wliich lie was tlie head, was as
good as that of any firm in the country."
E. H. Perkins, jr.. Cashier of the Importers' and Traders' bank, said in regard to H.
K.
F. B. Thurber & Co.: " For tlie past
5 or C> years I have seen their balance slieet,
and it always indicated gains of at least
SilOO,000.
The inontiily sales of tlie house I
kuow to be over .'?1,000,000, and the Thur-

and Traders' Bank, said

&

bers have always been noted among grocery
men for their short credit system, which
lias prevented them from incurring any
long debts. Besides this, the Thurbers
work on a solid foundation, tiieir available
assets being, at the very least, .'$1,500,000.—
They always have a considerable sum
deposited with us, but I do not know exactly
how much there is at present."

^iW

A Cakd.— The

last season's trial of

Bingham's smoker has demonstrated that

was not only new but useful.

The U.

it

S.

Patent Office has reported' the same, and
granted a patent. Being the lef/al maker of
the direct draft improvement in smokers,
and having received the most flattering
r('|>i>rts from all, every effort will be made

NEW YORK.—We quote as follows:
HONEY.— Fancy caps, in neat crates, of prime,
well-flUed combs, white honey, is scarce, and continues in good demand; selling aU the way from 20
to 22c. per lb. White honey, in irregular caps and
crates, 15 to 20c. Buckwheat, and dark grades, 8 to
12c. Strained honey, in bbls. and firkins, S to 12c. per
lb. Our quotations are based upon actual sales,
during the past month, and we certainly do not wish
to be understood as being able to make the prices for
the month of February.
There has recently been made, large consignments
of dark honey, to this market, and prices have been
very much depressed by forced sales. Consequently,
we do not wish to encourage shipments of dark
honev.
BEESWAX.— Rather dull sales. Quotations, Zi}4
to 2Syc. per

lb.

II.

& F. B. Thukcer & Co.

K.

CHICAGO.—We
HONEY.— Prices

15

BEESWAX.— Prices

bright yellow,

and

quote as follows:
and range as follows:—

easy,

Choice white comb,
@ IHc. per lb.

&

It!

per lb; inferior to

nominal, at

15 to 20c.

for

21 to 2G

common

fair, 10

per lb for

to fair.

CINCINNATI. — Quotations by C. F.
Muth. Comb honey, in small boxes, 15@
Extracted, 1 lb. jars, in shipping order,
per doz.,.'52..50; per gross, S28.00. 2 lb. jars,
per doz., $4.50; per gross, ^50.00.
It must be understood, that goods realize these

20c.

I buy for cash— not on consignments. I have been paying this season, for
choice white clover extracted honey, in bulk, 10c, and
7@8c for Southern, buckwheat, basswood, and dark
honey. For choice comb honey, in boxes, I have
been paying IGc net; for darker grades proportion-

prices in our market.

ately less.

We

SAN

quote: 10@18 c.
FRANCISCO.—
SaN FRANCISCO, Jan. 14, 1878.— We have no
change to note in prices. Have had tine rains in the
bee counties, enough to insure a living for the bees
Steauxs & Smith.
and a surplus of honey.

LOUISVILLE.
Barnum.— I

— Quotations

by B. B.

pay for choice, light, extracted honey 8@10c.; for white comb 12>^
will

@15c., in small boxes.
j;:^" Anyone wishing information concerning the ability of Geo. W. Merryatt, of
Milton, Wis., (of late near Hebron,Wis.) as a
bee-keeper, can obtain it, of those who

know him

well,

upon application

at

tliis

office.

C:^"We have
Russian

recently received some
Seed, from E. R.

Sunflower

Billings, wliich he advertises elsewhere in
this issue, as a good honey-producer. The

seed

is

very

fine.

i^W The Report of the Michigan Agricultural College apiary, for 1877, is crowded
out of this issue. It is long but quite interesting, and will appear in our next.
Seeds or samples of merchandise can
..^^
be mailed for 1 c. per ounce. Printed matter
Don't send
1 cent for every tivo ounces.
us any small packages by express, that
can be sent by mail. Express companies
have no souls'.

to kcc]i

__ In addition to all those who have renewed their subscriptions during the past

ment

month— and

its merits in workmanship up to its
usefulness as an implement in the manageof bees. Thanking all my friends for
tlieir liind ivords
and consideration, I
remain, &c.,
T. F. Bingham.
Abronia, Allegan Co.. Mich., Jan. 21, 1878.

they are not a few— we have
averaged ten new subscribers every day
since the New Year— thanks to our staunch
friends.

Chicago, Illinois, March, 1878.
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Murphy, of Garden Plain, 111., lost his
beloved wife on Jan. 30, after a long and
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i^A

69 lbs. of honey taken from
their hiding-place a festival was held
which brought the church a large sum.

It^" Friend Palmer has sent one of his
double Langstroth hives to our Museum.—
Such were recommended by Mr. L. in 1867.
Friend Palmer uses them and speaks much
to their praise. They are nearly the same
as the single, with two entrances and porhave known
ticos, and more box room.

We

Jl^° Friend Argo (just as we are ready
wants us to insert a letter
but as we cannot find room, at tliis late
date, we will give the gist of it. He has
received a host of letters, and neither he,
his wife or neighbors could read the signatures to many of the letters. Let every one
write names, post office and state plainly.
It will save very great annoyance to those
receiving the letters.

friend Palmer for manv years, and as he
advertises a new Raspberry in this issue,
would say that he is entirely responsible
and honorable in his dealings.

for the press)

"Cincinnati has a Poultry and Pet
Association.
It was organized on
February the 14, with the following object:
To encourage and i)romote improvement in
the Breeding and Management of Poultry,
Pigeons, Bees, Game, and Pet Animals, by
means of exhibitions and the collecting and
disseminating of reliable and practical information relating thereto. Armin Tenner,
is Its Secretary.

Stock

tS^In

Olenniiigs for Feb, Novice states
Hoge received an order from
England (with $100) for comb foundation,
and neither filled the order nor refunded
the money. In reply to an inquiry, Mr. H.
says he received but one order from Europe
for foundation, and that was duly filled—
but the amount was only $.5.00. So there is
a misunderstanding some where. Novice
should either prove the charge made so
publicly or take it back.
Mr. Hoge took hold of comb foundation
when the Weiss machine was idle, and laid
by as a useless thing. He worked hard to
introduce it, and spent time and money in
the endeavor— never receiving enough to
reimburse him. Now, others are reaping
where he has sown. The panic was too
much for him, as it was for thousands of
others.
He is now working on a salary
and devotes a regular sum from it to pay up
old scores. When in New York, last fall,
he informed us that he would soon be
square with the world again. This is as
honest and praise-worthy as the statements
of Novice are unjust and ungenerous.
Those who are endeavoring to do right in
these trying times should receive encourthat Win.

Adulteration of Honey. — A

Califor-

nia paper has the following item:
Assemblyman Waters of San Bernardino, Gal., has
introduced a bill into the Legislature, amending the
Penal Code by adding a new section concerning the
sale of spurious honey. Every person who either
sells, exposes or offers for sale, any artificial or spurious honey, as and for genuine or pure honey, is
guilty of a

misdemeanor.

Such a law should be in force in every
State in the Union. Adulterators have no
rights that honest men should be asked to
respect. Set the ball in motion in every
State and Territory.

C^° Friend Muth has sent us one of his
Shipping Crates for comb honey. It is 143^
xl63^ inches, and 13 inches deep, outside,
and is substantial, neat and cheap.
It
holds 4 cases, each containing 8 small
frames, 5>^x6 inches, outside.
Friend M.
says they can be furnished for $18 per 100,
ready to nail. The cases are intended to be
placed on the top of the frames—two of
them just filling the width of a Langstroth
hive, but they are 4 inches short, the other
way,— though they could be made long

agement—not kicks.
John Long is Mr. Ploge's father-in-law.—

enough to fill, if the length, 19)^ inches,
would not be objectionable. We must say
that we prefer the Prize Crate, which holds
a dozen boxes or frames, as desired, and is
of convenient size every way.
We have

He

pleasure in adding

fully approved of the latter doing business in liis name, as "agent;" which was
printed on their stationary at the time. On
our desk is a private letter from Mr. Long,
which proves what we state. Two years
since, we mentioned Mr. Hoge as " alias
John Long," supposing it to be correct.—
Finding it an error, we cheerfully make the
correction, without solicitation on the part
of Mr. H. or his friends.
Novice will also,
of course, make the amende honorable.
He evidently took a curent report as a fact,
without proof, as we did.

—

'On page
said:
" Those

33 of the

February No., we

who use an infringment of a patented article, are liable to the law, as well as
the nianufacturer and the vendor of such
articles. All should therefore be careful,
and not " burn their fingers " by purchasing
or using an infringment. Better to throw
them into the fire than get into trouble about
such a small matter."
Some have interpreted this to mean, that
we advised all having Novice's Smokers to
burn them up. By reading the paragraph
again, we think all can see our meaning
that it would be better to burn the article
than " burn your fingers " in a law-suit.

it

to

our Museum.

IW

We have received a model of a new
"hiver," from F. R. Davis, Noble Co., Ind.
—one that he has just invented. He says
that he intends to give it a good trial this
season, and report its practical value. We
have added it to our Museum.
^W' The Bee Keepers' Magazine for
Feb. appeared with a newly-engraved cover,
and Oleanings in Bee Culture also came
to hand with many illustrations and 8 extra
pages. We are glad to note these evidences
of prosperity.

Catnip Seed should be sown very

thick,

March, on good garden soil. Plants
blossom the first season, but it requires tw«
years to give them full bloom. In the fall,
in

cover the plants slightly with rubbish, to
prevent the frost from throwing them out of
the ground. In the spring, set the plants
out 3>^ ft. apart each way, and cultivate
like corn. Two years ago, in many localities, all sources of honey failed but Catnip.
Those who wish to sow this honey-producing seed should procure and sow it at
once. We can supply a few pounds at $2
per 11).

Curious History of the Oil-Beetle.

1.S2S

In a most interesting paper on the

>Soc.,

rmn.

larval habits of the Blister beetles, in
the Transactions of the St. Louis

Academy

of Science, Prof. C. V. Riley
thus speaks of the bee-parasitism of
the Oil-Beetle:
It is generally stated by writers on
the Hive-bee that the Oil-Beetle {3Ieloe)

one of its parasites. The possibility
that our more common blister-beetles
were similarly parasitic on bees, taken
in connection with the frequent complaints from apiarists of the wholesale
death of bees, from causes little understood, led me, some years since, to pay
attention to the biological characteris

Meloe:— a,
abdominal

larva;

first

maxillary palpus;

c,

Joint; h,

named

it

Tnungidinus andreneta-

Newport,

in 1845, {Trans. Linn.
vol. XX, p. 297), first rightly con-

cluded that it was carried into the
nests of bees, and described, in addition, the full-grown larva from exuvial
characters, and the coarctate larva and
pupa, which he found in the cells of

Anthophora

retusa.

He

failed,

howev-

fill the gap between the first and
full-grown larva; and this Fabre first
inferentially did in 1858, [Ann. d. <S'c.
Nat. Zool. t. ix. p. 205), by tracing tlie
analogous stages of Sitaris.
The female 3feloe is very prolific.
She lays at three or four different in-

er, to

tervals, in loose, irregular

masses in

the ground, and may produce from
three to four thousand eggs. These are
soft, whitish, cylindrical, and rounded

b,

claws; c, antenna; d,
mandible; g, an
antenna.

labial palpus; /,

imago;

i,

the blister-beetles, in the hope
of ascertaining whether or not they
really bear any connection with bee
mortality. From these investigations
I am satisfied that Meloe is only parasitic on the perfect Hive-bee as it is on
so many other winged insects that frequent flowers; and that it cannot well,
ill the nature of the case, breed in the
cells of any social bee, whose young are
fed by nurses in open cells.
The history of Meloe may be briefly
summed up as follows: The newly
hatched, or first larva, (now generally
called f/-«(Hgrf?i»), was first mentioned
in 1700 by the Holland entomologist
Goedart, who hatched it from the egg.

at each end. They give birth to the
triungulins, which, a few days after
hatching the number depending on
the temperature— run actively about,
and climb on to Composite, Ranunculaceous and other floAvers, from whicli
they attach themselves to bees and flies
Fastening alike
tliat visit the flowers.
to many hairy Diptera and to Iljaiienoptera, which can be of little or no
service to them, many are doomed to
perish, and only the few fortunate ones
are carried to the proper cells of some
Anthophom. Once in the cell, the triungiilm falls upon the bee egg, which
molt then takes
it soon exhausts.
place and the second larva is produced.

Frisch and Reaumur both mistook it
for a louse, peculiar to bees and flies.
De Geer, who also obtained it from the
egg, mentions it in 1775 as a parasite
of Hymenoptera.
Linnaeus called
what is evidently the same thing, Pediculus apis: Kirby, in 1802, described it

Clumsy, and with locomotive power
reduced to a minimum, this second
larva devours the thickened honey
stored up for the bee larva. It then
changes to the pseudo-pupa, with the
skin of the second larva only partially
shed; then to a third larva within the
partially rent pseudo-pupal skin, and

istics of

as Pedicuius meliUce,

and Dufour,

in

—

A

pupa and imago.
These different changes of form are
known by the name of hypermetamorphoses, the term first given them
by Fabre, to distinguish them from the
normal changes from larva to pupa and
imago, experienced by insects generalfinally to the true

ly.

The triungulin

or

first

larva (a in

is characterized by a prominent
labrum, very stout thighs, unarmed
shanks, three broad and subspatulate
tarsal claws, feeble and reduced tropin,

cut)

luitoothed

jaws,

ending in a long

3-jointed
seta,

antennte,

and four anal

the two inner ones longest.
the abdomen is shrunken, tlie
feneral aspect is very nuich that of
*ediculus, and it is hardly suri>rising
that some of the early describers so deset^e,

When

termined

it.

about the production of genuine
honey), are sold at speckd rates
Of
course
Why not V
To cap the climax of fraud, tliese
scamps print a "testimonial from M.
C. Quimby," which is intended to convey the idea that the late " M. Quinby,"
little

!

!

of

New York,

approved of

this swindle.

The whole is an outrage on honesty,
and a libel on common intelligence
!

Chidester also deals in bogus Jewelry, Magic goods, Floral Decorations,
a beautifully engraved dollar plate of
" The Lord's Prayer," which he sells to
agents for $15.00 per 100, and Palestine
Crosses from Lebanon and the Mount

A

The Crystal Honey Fraud.

!

Friend J. E. Moore, of New York,
has sent us a hand-bill puffing this vile
trash. It is the same that has been
"exposed"' many times, rmder different names. This time, one ( 'hidester,
hailing from Fulton St., N. Y., is trying to do a wholesale business in the
sale of Family, County and State

make it.
that Honey

Rights for the Recipe to

The

circular states

and

staple

in

great demand.

a

is

With

which can be filled by
any druggist, it can be sold at a low
price, and yet the agent can make
more money than at any honorable
business. 100 lbs of Honey(?) can be
made in half an hour, at a cost of 10c.
per it)., and can be sold for 25 cents per
this Recipe,

How

when

the

genuine article can be bought for

less

ft.!!!

chect]}

that

is,

money.

The

work out on
and concludes with

circular proceeds to

2)aper, the profits,

of Olives, and any amount of cant.
good wind up for such a huge fraud
It is a trite remark, but very full of
truth, that " when you see a great deal

of virtue displayed in the store win-

dow, you may depend upon it that the
Stock within is exceedingly meagre."
Truly, Chidester's case is no exception to the general rule.

1^ We are hard at work on Prof.
Cook's new book on the Apiary, and can
assure our readers that it is exceedingly interesting.
It contains facts
and principles not to be found in any
other work yet published, and these
are just the things, too, to make apiarists more successful.
It is profusely
illustrated with cuts, engraved expressly for this work ; and, when completed,
it will be the most valuable work ever
placed within the reach of those who
wish to conduct the apiary on scientific
principles, and as a reward for their
labors expect a good yield of marketable honev.

$1500.00 as profit to the agent on 10,000

Honey

pounds.

Then

Jaii

Labels.— To make a

the recipes can be sold at $1.00
each, to a million families, Avho will
thus be gulled out of $1,000,000 for
nothing but a receipt to make a vile
compound— cc(Z?ef7 Crystal Honey. The
agent can get 500 of these recipes for
$25 and have a $30 watch thro\TO in

good paste, follow this receipt: Dextrine, 2 ounces acetic acid, 4 drachms
alcohol, 4 drachms water, 2i ounces.
Mix the dextrine, acetic acid and water,
stirring until thoroughly mixed; then
add alcohol. For attaching labels to
tin, first rub the surface with a mixture
of muratic acid and alcohol
then

Exclusive rights for large cities
(where those reside who know but

apply the label with a very thin coating of the paste, and it will adhere
almost as well as on glass.

!

;

;

;

Letter from Bohemia, Austria.

Herr R. Maj^erhoeffer, editor of the
Bienenvater, in Prague, Austria, in a
recent letter remarks as follows:
" It gave me great i)leasure to read
the Proceedings^: of the National Convention of Bee-keepers, held in New
York, last fall, as reported in The

American Bee Journal. I shall
translate many of the speeches for the
Bienenv<tter. I follow with^great interest the progress of American apiculture, and endeavor to make its details
advantageous to our German bee-keepers, and I am sure that they fully

appreciate my endeavors.
" In 1^79, the Congress of

German

and Austrian Bee-keepers
at Prague.

At

will be lield
this early day, I invite

in tlie kindest and most cordial
manner not to fail to make us a visit at
that time, and take [part in our deliber-

you

ations.''''

Brother Mayerhceffer will please
accept our thanks for the cordial invitation. If it comes within the range of
possibilities, we shall be most happy
to avail ourselves of the pleasure of
such a treat, but fear it will not be
possible to leave our duties so long.
Perliaps the National Convention,
when it meets this fall, may conclude
to send a delegate to the German and
Austrian Congress; if so, the same will
be stated in its Report.

Honey Prospect

in California.

Our readers will be interested in the
following letter from friend J. S. Harbison, in relation to the prospects for
a honey crop there this year:

We have 6.02 in. rain

for this season,
In the bee range the quantity
perhaps, 1 inch greater in some
localities, a little less in others. It has
fallen in gentle showers and all counts
for good. Should we have a further
addition of, say, 4 or 5 inches, we can
safely count on a good, average bee
season. I think, however, in no event
can there be as large an aggregate crop
of honey as was produced in 1876.
Two reasons may be given for this
conclusion. 1st. Bees are mostly weak
in numbers not, in my opinion, being
as numerous, collectively, as in the
spring of 1876.
2nd.
Some of the
" semi-shmbs,''- heretofore relied on for

to date.
is,

;

honey, are seriously injured, or totally
Mlled by the drought, and can only be
restored from seed, re(|uiring from 1
to 2 years' growth before affording
bloom. In short, it will require one
good season to fetch the vegetation to
a normal condition.
The season is late bees are only now
commencing brood, and as I have left
them, as far as possible, in quiet, thiis
far, I cannot give any correct idea as to
the number living, or the condition
they are in.
We will commence active work as
soon as the weather clears and gets

—

;

warm.
San Diego,

J. S.
Cal.,

Jan,

Harbison.

19, 1878.

Friend F. C. Hazen, Anaheim, Cal.,
under date of Jan. 10, 1878, writes:
" So far, it has been dry here, and
bids fair to be a dry year; if so, but
very little honey will be produced this

About one-third of all the
season.
bees here died last year, and if we get
rain, we shall only harvest one-third of
a crop."

On February 15, a severe storm and
heavy rains were reported from San
Francisco, doing an immense amount
of damage.
So, between a severe
drouth last year and too much water
year, the outlook in California
anything but encouraging.

'this

is

—

The Roberts Hive. We have just
added to our Museum a hive, manufactured by John Roberts, Henry, 111. It
a moditication of the Langstroth,
with division boards, portable portico^
is

slanting alighting board, loose bottom
board and several other items of
change. It is well made, and nicely
painted and its construction shows
;

that friend Roberts is thoroughly
familiar with the habits of the bee,
having kept bees for 20 years. He has
had experience with the Langstroth,

Quinby, American and Cottage hives,
but considers this an improvement on
them all. He uses it to winter on
sunnuer stands, shielding only from
the north and Avest winds, contracting
by division boards to a few frames, and
packing chaff or straw, as well as
having a chaff-box on top so filled.

For out-door wintering,
a good hive.

it is

doubtless

The Smoker Question.
DEAR Editor.— On page HI, Feb. No., you state
that the Bingham Smoker is not a copy of the Quin-

hy, but i.s "original in construction and design," especially in " its internal arrangements." Is not the
"direct draft " tlii' cinly tiling oriffimil in it? Is it not
a copy of the (Jiiinby in everything else? Please anQviz.
swer in the next issue.

Quiz

is

We

quite inquisitive.

vidious comparisons, and
."^uch

in this

sliall

answer— aiming only

dislilve in-

not malie
to givetlie

simple facts.

As

Bingham Smoker

is in every part
well as adapted to the "direct draft" principle, it cannot be a copy of
c»ne whose construction is not adapted to
Among the dissimilarities we
tliat end.
note the following:
The Quinby has a small, long tube, with
a loose wire grate; the Bingham has one,
short and wide, with a perforated iron fire-

the

designed

for, as

grate.

The former has
two long flat

a spiral spring; the latter

springs.

The former has two loose, metal valves;
the latter one tight, spring valve.
The former has a long, thick bellows, with
a diaphragm; tlie latter a thin, square bellows, with 710 diaphragm.

The former has arms of tin to hold the
tube to the bellows; the latter is held by a
block of oak.
The former has a sharp, thin joint,
strained with every motion; the latter a
long, wide joint, and remains almost motionless.

question now is. Where is the simiOur statement in the February
issue was that "the upright bellows and tube
in form bore some resemblance," but in no

The

larity?

they similar.
find any other resemblance?
otiier respect are

Can Quiz

m^" Sixteen
Journal, and

extra pages in this month's
yet, for

want

of room,

many

interesting Letters and Communications,
prepared for this issue, are crowded out!
!

The proceedings

of the North-Eastern

Con-

vention did not come to hand till the 2.3d,
and then, in order to give it room, two
whole departments—Marketing, and Notes
and Queries had to be omitted!
We are in the midst of a great Revival;
thousands of bee-keepers, many of them
hitherto belonging to the class styled slovenly, being convinced of the folly of that
course, have made up their minds hereafter
"Old things are
to work scientifically.
passing away," and out of the chaos is
emerging "the new order of things"— the
new heaven at intelligence, and the neio
earth of practical and scientific work!
The breezes of this consternation have
already reached the consumers, who are
turning their attention to the value of
honey, as a medicine. Anciently its healing powers were acknowledged everywhere
—but of late, people have, in its stead, been
swallowing death-dealing drugs by wholeThis Revival promises to reinstate
sale.
Honey in its jiroper place, as Nature's remedy, pure and simple, for diseases of the
chest, lungs and stomach, as well as for
healing wounds, bruises, etc.
As the Journal presents the old, as well
as the new converts, an opportunity of
"telling their experiences," it must enlarge
its borders, as occasion may require, even
if it takes sixteen extra pages, each month,

—

to

accommodate

tliem.

The April number promises a
in every department.

rich feast

Our readers having

new year, our
and courage is correspondingly
increased, and we, renewedly, devote our
attention alike to producer and consumer

greatly increased since the

energy

p^

Chas. Hastings, of Carlville, Pa.,
says he has a new plan for holding founHe says, "I call it the convex
dation.
wedge slot; thus Y IM inch at surface, and
This form holds it so much
inch deep.
little resin put
better than a saw kerf.
into the dipping wax will be beneficial. No

^

A

believing that their interests are identical.

El^" Henry Alley, of Mass., and N. Cameron, of Mo., say that they have, for years,
sent queens by mail, with a written letter,

paying

patent."

|U^~J. Oatman & Go's new Price List is
table, quoting figures for this sea-

on our

son's operations.
deal with, so far as

They are good men to
we have ever heard, and

have a large advertisement

in this issue.

postage on

the package.
on a package,
the contents being unknown to the Post
Master, he is under obligation to forward it
—and so they say they have had no trouble

When

letter

letter postage is paid

about sending queens by mail. This evades
the letter of the law, but without further
light on the Postal law, we could not recshall
ommend its general adoption.
investigate the new law about to be passed^
as soon as we get a copy of it, and report la
the next Journal.

We

E. Cady's letter, on page 57,
Feb. No., read "I got 700 lbs. of honey and

|^"In

sold

it

J.

for $1SS.

Eight glad, friend McLean, to welto our '^Southern" department.
Here's our i^ and may we
have the pleasure of freiiuently griping
it.
Our old friend Moon has fallen in
line, and gives ns an occasional item;
now, you have stepped in. Will not
some more of the old World family give
a greeting V AVhy not have a reunion
of that old family in these columns
Come, Dixie friends, let's hear from
you !—w. J. A.]
[

come you

w.

J.

GLEANED BY
Columbia, Tenn.
Andrews,
Sketches from Tennessee.

POLLEN STIMULATES.

We
to

want strong stocks of bees early,
secure good yields of honey; and to

secure such stocks, it is necessary to
begin operations in the apiary early.
It appears to be the generally received
opinion, that bees rear their brood in
proportion to the amount of honey
they are gathering, and many beekeepers, who wisJi to stimulate their
queens to early action, even witli plenty
of honey in the hives, resort to feeding
on liquid sweets. Is there not a misconception as to the wants of the bees
in such feeding, and is it not pollen, or
some substitute for it. that is required
We freto reacJi the end desired?
quently find, diu-ing a great tlow of
honey, when the gathering of pollen is
iilmost wholly suspended, comparatively, a small amount of eggs and
brood, but so soon as the flow of honey
begins to subside, and the bees are
again gathering pollen freely, the
queen is stimulated to great activity;
hlling, in many instances, all the unoccupied space in both apartments to the
liive with brood, and Avitli a normal
-colony, will be kept so until these conThe reason is
ditions are frustrated.
obvious.
The queen oviposites but
sparingly, except when the hive is supplied with plenty of pollen. It follows,
as a consequence, that the bees supply
lier, as well as the young bees, with
food, principally prepared from pollen.
This accounts for the eagerness with,
which bees gather pollen at the approach of warm weather, and if natural
l)ol]en cannot be obtained, for the
avidity with which they take any substitute accessible to them.

REPOKT.
began the season of 1877 with 36
colonies, mostly weakly ones, and
increased, by artificial swarming, to 92.

We

The

linden harvest being a failure, our
honey crop was light; tliough from a
single colony we obtained 232 fts. of
honey.
Our greatest increase from a single
colony was 8, which are now all in a
fair condition. Have lost 2, up to tliis
time, for want of attention at the
proper time. After disposing of some
and uniting others, we have 79, with
prospects of safely carrying them
through.
S. D. McLeak,

i*

Muth's Shipping Crate.

Friend Andrews: — Your
December

20, 1877

Also

came

to

favor of

hand

in

due

comb-guide.

your

It
to be, of late, the general disposition of our friends, to improve on the
style of tlieir comb honey; and it is
very essential, also, that comb honey
should arrive at its destination in as
good style as it is shipped from home,
lur friends nse, generally, too large

time.

seems

boxes; boxes which are calculated for
to handle, but which are often
handled by one man only, whoi works
the boxes along on their corners and
In-eaks most of the combs. Much to
the dissatisfaction of the dealer and
producer. Several very good sliipping
boxes were exhibited at the Convention in New York. Still there is room
for improvement. The frames, or sections should be no smaller than to hold
because, we can
to 2 lbs. of honey
sell, just as readily, 2 fts. of honey in a

two men

U

;

frame as 1 ft; and we can produce more
honey in larger frames, because the
finishing part occupies the bees, apparently, the longest time. The shipping
cases should be neat, substantial and

They should hold no more than
about 50 or 60 fts. of honey, and a
handle should be on each side, towards
the upper half of the case, which prevents those baggage-smashers from
setting the cases down on a corner.
The honey should also be seen behind
cheap.

the glasses of the section boxes, and at
a safe distance from the outside.
I have sent you one of my shipping
cases, with 4 sectional boxes, as a
sample. Imagine, if you please, those
empty sections to be filled nicely with
comb honey, and tell us through the
Journal, whether my shipping boxes
find your appreciation, or, what objection you have to them, and oblige.
ClIAS. F. MUTH.
[ The shipping box and frames came
duly to hand. Thanks. We certainly

think they will answer the purpose
fully, and possess the merit of being
cheap. Hoge's carrier is quite expensive.

We

are of the opinion, friend

Muth, that your

carrier

would answer

the purpose still better, if constructed
to carry 16, instead of 32 sections. It
is true, that it would add somewhat
more to the expense of getting it up,
but we think this would be more than
counterbalanced in their being so much
lighter, thereby insuring more safe

handling.— w.

J.

A.]

®0iTc$pon(lcucc\
For the American Bee Journal.

Trouble.
Xovlce, under tlie above lieading in Gleanings, page 61, February number, says tliat
" two of our bee family" (Doolittle and Betsinger) " have got into a quarrel." We wish
to say that tins is not true, as Betsinger and
Doolittle have never quarreled.
There is a difference of opinion between
B. and myself in regard to the medal, to be
sure; yet, this does not necessitate a quarrel,
by any means! We have, however, two
very unkind and unchristian letters in our
possession from Novice, in which lie accuses
us of being a hypocrite, and trying to injure
our friend Betsinger.
Novice also tells us in the same article,
that "a number of our bee-keepers put in
$7.00 each, and then one draws the whole, or
at least S50.00of it," &c. This is the tirst
we ever heard of such a thinjj, and is whollxj
untrue, as far as we are concerned; and as
we received the medal, we think we would
liave been called upon for the $7.00, if any
one was to pay it.
Next, he says that Doolittle and Betsinger
were to go in partnership tor the medal, and
if they took it, Betsinger was to have the
credit for the box and Doolittle for the
honey. This is as untrue as the other statements. Each of us, B. and ourselves, made
crates to compete for the medal, while B.
told Mr. Hoge at the lime we sold our honey
to Thurber & Co., that ^le should certainly
get it, as no one had honey that would compare with his. Later, B. said to us (that is
my better-half and myself) that he did not
care which of us got the medal, as long as it
was awarded on the boxes we used. He also
made this statement to Mr. Hoge while we
were in New York City, after my case ot

honey was stolen; that was all that was ever
said in the matter between us.
Then, Novice says that "another case was
selected from the lot of honey that Thurber
& Co. purchased of Mr. D., and the medal
was awarded to it," when the judges say it
was not awarded '• to any one crate of an exbut that they considered the boxes of
honey put into the fancy crate by Mr. Dooliibit,

as excelling all others on exhibition!"
Messrs. Thurber &Co. also wrote me, soon
medal was awarded, that tiiey had
christened our f<mcy crate the "Gold Medal
little

after the

Honey."
Novice next

states that " black bees will,
without question, make whiter-looking
honey than the Italians." We have had several letters since the National Convention,
stating that the honey in our fancy crate was
the whitest and nicest honey on exhibition,
and the nicest they ever saw; besides what
the judges say. We can prove to any one

caring to investigate, that we liave had no
black bees for five years.
Novice next says that " Mr. D. accuses
Betsinger ot having known of the blunder
before the award, and of keeping still purposely." The truth is, we wrote Novice
]ust the words a friend wrote us in the matter, leaving him to draw his own conclusions. We may have said it looked as
though B. knew all about it before the

award, or something to that intent.
Then, Novice tells us that " Betsinger stated trutlifuUy that it was made by black
bees." This cannot be so, for even Mr.
Ranney's bees are mostly Italians and hybrids.

Next. Novice says we " made a most desperate effort to make it appear that the honey
in question was not Ranney's, but our own,
after all." Betsinger told me the second
time I saw him after the Convention, that if I
would send him either Ranney's honey statement or my own, he would prove the medal
was awarded on crate No. 2 of JNIr. Ranney's
honey, and said I dare not send him either
statement! To prove his knowledge in the
matter, I sent him Ranney's statement pvuporting to be ours, and ours purporting to be
Mr. Ranney's, and this was the "desperate
effort" Novice alludes to. We were soon
convinced we had not done right in thus intending to deceive Betsinger, even although
he dared us to send himjeither statement; no
matter which. So we sat down and wrote
him, acknowledging our wrong, and asking
his forgiveness, and soon had a letter from
liim saying he forgave it.
Next, Novice says, " Here is a copy of the
statement sent the Magazine, knowing the
the full facts as I have given them." We
knew nothing of Betsinger's claim when we
wrote the statement to the A. B. J. aiul B.
K. M., and Novice had our letters in his possession telling him that no claim had been
made of the medal being awarded on Mr.
Ranney's honey when we made those two
statements! And now he tells his readers
that ice knew the fiill facts, as he has given

them!
Novice has a great deal to say about Satan,
but a friend thinks if Satan had anything to
do in the matter, that he must have certainly
set the type for that article entitled " Trouble," for Novice could not have departed so far from truthfulness without his
help. Now, we demand that Novice humbly
acknowledges he has done wrong in this matter (no if I have done wrong in this matter;
for he knows he has done wrong); or else
tell

in

his readers that all his boasted goodness,

Gleanings,

is

a

sham!
G.

Borodino, N. Y., Feb.

M. Doolittle.

13, 1878,

For the American Bee Journal.

Patents and Smokers.

Dear Editob:— Althougli exceedinglybusy, I feel that I must send a word to the
JouiiNAL, on the subject of patents and
smokers, as the welfare of our fraternity is
in jeopardy; as also the rights of some of
our most enterprising brothers.
1 think that many people— and from the
last Journal I think this includes you,
Mr. Editor— are in error on the patent question. Suppose a man has inventive genius,
and then works day after day— yes, and
niglit after night, to give us some valuable
implenuMit or machine, and thus aids us all,
is lie to be robbed of his hard earnings'^—
I think common morality, certainly a genuine, enlightened Christianity will pronounce
" Render to every man
an emphatic— iVo.
according to his due." Were I the inventor
of, sajj, so unique, so neat, so perfect and
so desirable an instrument as the Bingham
smoker, I should feel that it was as much
mine as my colonies of bees, and that he
who should make it without my permit, as
much a thief as though he took my bees or
If my property and generosity
honey.
would permit me to give it to beo-keepers,
then, surely, I should be worthy of much
praise. But, if I was unable to do this, if I
was poor and had a family, in which case I
should be in duty bound to retain tiie right
to a reasonable profit; and, it 1 ttid not
think tills would be granted by bee-keepers,
I should certainly be excusable— nay, in
honor bound to procure a patent, to protect
me.
Again, pride and generosity might also
tempt me to secure a patent. 1 should feel
proud of my invention, and should want
its style, finish and durability to honor the
liard thought and long exijeriments, which
1 should also
it had received from me.
desire to save my brothers the evil of cheap
imitations, and thus should wish to monopolize or control the manufacture, from
motives of pure charity.
Again, Mr. Editor, if such rights are not
to be secured or respected, what motive
have men to strive to create these improvements, or, if each patentee is to be put to
the expense of litigation, then we shall
have to pay just so much more, and ought to.
had Mr. Langstroth's
1 believe that
undoubted right to the movable frames
been respected, bue-keepers would have
been nuicli better off, the money spent on
worthless hives much less, while humbugging patent vendors would have plied a
much

less lucrative vocation.

Let us urge our people to caution, to look
before they leap; never to purchase a patent
till they
know that it is valuable and
needed. And let us stay this unkind, and
unwise railing at patents or patentees.
The honest man, to be consistent, nuist do
this, or else give up the use of all improvements.

WHAT, THKN,

IS

OUR DUTY TO SMOKERS?

Mr. Quinby brought to our attention
bellows combined with the tube, which
been previously in use, though I dare
he did not know it. He got no patent,

the

had
say

and

so said. " all use it." Let us honor him for
His generosity was respected.—
the gift.
His smokers were not made by others,
hence the price was kept up, and we are
benefited by having well made smokers.
Mr. Bingham invents an improvement—
not, as I once ignorantly stated, " essentially the same as the Quinby." The bellows, (I have taken them all apart), the
tube, the valves, and the form are all much
superior.
It fact, in finish it is certainly
admirable.
He did not patent for a time; and see, we
have already a cheap, poorly-made imitation, not to be compared with the original,
and yet, costing half as much. Now I am
sure that bee-keepers will agree with me in
the desire to have the best smokers with
the best material, just as Mr. Bingham
uses.
I believe the good of bee-keepers demands
that Mr. Bingham's patent be respected;
and I believe, too, that he should not be
forced to contest the case in law. Such
litigation will trouble all invention and

raise prices.

For the good of bee-keepers, for justice,
and morality. I hope no one will be disposed
Should I be misto contest the matter.
taken, I hope bee-keepers will make common cause, and come to Mr. Bingham's aid.
I write this solely on the ground of right.—
I have no interest, only that right and
A. J. Cook.
justice prevail.
[Bro. Cook very frankly says he thinks
us in error about patents. Perhaps so; we
remarked that " we should have preferred
that this invention (Bingham's smoker)
might not have been covered by a patent."
These are our sentiments still— it entails
considerable expense, which finally comes
We do not
out of those who use them.
dispute the right— only the desirability.—
We do not say but that there is a good
argument on the other side; that if the
Langstroth hive patent had been respected,
it might have been much better for beekeepers in general,— but it certainly would
have been much pleasanter in this case.
We do not believe in stealing a man's
pocket-book, reputation nor invention, for

—

"honesty

is the best policy," atalltim.es.

—Ed.]
For the American Bee Journal.

Hard Times.
Mr. Editor.— I have noticed a peculiar
feature in the reduction of the price of honey
hoping to increase the demand.
Times are hard for one class because they
are easy for another class. In my home
market these two classes embrace nearly all
of our population.
The poor are ton poor to afford honey at
even $1.00 per gallon. The other class will
buy just as much at 15c. per lb. as they
would at half that price. Hadn't we better
consider these points carefully before were-

duce prices? 1 often sell extracted honey to
poor people with children (who ought to
have honey to eat) for 8 and 10c. per lb. I
also give away from $20 to f40 worth every
year. In reply to J. II. Martin, Novice says:
" We should rejoice if honey should go down
"Can't we be happy in seeto 5c. per lb."
ing others

you

will

made happy?" &c. Now, Novice,
make many persons who in-

dulge in " tea-kettle feeders," "tlie smoker
we prefer," &c., very " happy," it you will
reduce your price-list of "surplus" one-half.
Don't say you "can't afford it," as that plea
applies with equal force to the producing
class, and does not disprove your assertion
that others would be made happy thereby.
Now, friend Novice, 1 want to ask you
some questions, and as you are "too busy to
stop to answer private correspondence," and
f)thcrs would like to hear your explanation,
I will ask you through the Journal the
following:
If yon didn't owe Mr. Burch SoO, why did
you pay him that amount?
If you did owe him, why did you not owe
R. S.'Becktell; and if you did owe R. S. B.,
why did you not ])ay him? He says he sent
in a claim and found the " bank closed."
Did not the "new light" light up your
sanctum sufficiently for you to see that you
were appropriating Mr. Bingham's invention
in smokers, compelling him to protect himself by law, and us who use his valuable invention, to foot the bill? Have you not inj ured Mr. B. or the producers, or both— for
the gain of a very few dollars!

HONEY BOXES AND SECTIONS.
Mr. Editor: Since my letter appeared

My

honey, and to hold it till it will commnnd
it; which course will be to the advantage of
every producer. They take just 30 of the
4Kx4J4 sections, and the middle-piece jirotects tiie glass, and at the same time hides
the tops and bottoms of the section frames
or boxes, which Root's case does not do.

in

the report of the Michigan Convention, I
have received letters inquiring about the
honey boxes, sections and shipping-case
therein referred to. As many may prefer to
make the case at home, I will here describe
it.
As I use low sections and boxes, of
course I pack two tiers in a case; for experience has taught me that when so packed,
the honey carries just as safely and cleanly,
and the case shows the honey better, and is
much cheaper per capacity.
I use these cases for both glassed boxes
and unglassed sections. Its dimensions are
12% long, IOI4 wide and 9^ inches high, inside measure; ends ^, cover and bottom %,
side strips }i inch. This case goes together
just like the prize crate, only it is higher and
The top and bottom
lias a centre side piece,
are wide enough to come out tlush with tiie
outside of side-pieces, and 1 handle it by the
side top-pieces, instead of slots in the ends,
as I like to handle all cases at the side of
the combs. 1 don't know which way is best.
The top and bottom side-pieces are rabbeted 3^x3-lt) on one inside corner, and the
centre-piece on both inside corners. When

pack sections, without glass, I slip in two
panes of glass on each side, each 3xl3>^
inches, and brad fast at each end.
In shipping-boxes I omit the glass. I
make them neat, smootii and cheap; not to
be returned. I prefer a little play between
the boxes and case, to aid the connection between the comb and box to keep its solidity.
This case takes 20 sections 43^x6%, weighing about 13^ lbs. each, packed in two tiers,
with sheet of man ilia paper between. It
I

also takes 8 two-comb boxes of about 4 lbs.,
4 in each tier, and paper as before; also, 16
one-comb boxes, of 2 lbs. gross; also, 20 onecomb boxes (shorter) of about l}4 Ihs. gross.
Four of these short boxes run crosswise the
case, and show the figuring or stamping on
the wood to good advantage. All the other
16 show the honey. I call all boxes that are
glassed; all sections or section-frames, that
are not glassed before going to the bees.
1 believe that the coming market will demand at least 2 or 3 sizes of packages, and
perhaps the smallest size without glass; <ill
sizes may sell best glassed. Time will decide. If one small comb must be glassed, I
am in for the 4%x5x2>^ inch one-comb box,
glassed before going on the hives.
main aim in putting these boxes, &c.,
ill the hands of bee-keepers, is to stimulate
a pride in all to ask a paying price for their

heddon's shipping crate.
past season I stored some more than
two-thirds of my comb-honey in the 4 lb.
boxes, glass on two sides, and less than onethird of my crop in l}4 lb. sections, with no
glass. I sold each style at the same price
gross, and have had much more trouble to
dispose of the part of the section honey that
is sold, than all the box honey— which was
sold long ago. As my case and hives are so
arranged that they are adapted to all these
sizes of boxes and sections, 1 shall make
1878 a year of experiment, as regards the
best styles and sizes for the best market at
home and abroad. I also mean to test for
myself, thoroughly, the small boxes vs. large
ones, as regards the bees accepting and ttlling tliem (piickly. I have already settled
my own mind on the honej'-board question,
and I am a honey-boardist.

The

James Heddon.

Dowagiac, Mich., Feb.

11, 1878.

DePere, Wis., Jan.

"This has been

12, 1878.

a peculiar winter; the

thermometer ranging from

12"

below

to

.50^

above, with raiiid changes. My bee-house
has 20-inch walls; two 6-inch spaces filled
with bran, and a dead-air space, besides 4
inches of lumber. It has a loft above and
3 ventilators."

F. A.

Dunham.

Foi" the

American Bee Journal.

Honey, the Supply and the Demand.
The market

price of honey lends downnuich less than it was a few
years a^'o. It seems probable tliat those
now producing? honey, will, with their
increased experience and facilities, be able
to prodnce a larger amount. It seems probable, too, that not a tew new producers will
enter the held. With the supply of honey
thus lartrely increased, it is probable that
the market price will continue to fall.
This probability has led not a few thoughtful men to doubt the wisdom of continuing
in the business of bee-culture themselves,
and to think that it is unwise to encourage
others to enter the business. Perhaps a
study of the progress of some other branches of production may give us some light to
guide us in tlie work of producing and selling honey.
1 lived for several years among people

ward.

It is

whose income came from fruit-growing.

It
a great pleasure to see the order and
beauty of the many fruit-farms. In spring,

was

the raspberry fields,
tlie peach and pear orchards were seas of
bloom.
In early summer, the delightful
fragrance of the strawberry was borne on
every wind, and many thousands of bushels
of the luscious fruit were sent to the markets of Philadelphia, New York and JJoston.
In autumn the peaches blushed on many a
laden bough, and the grapes grew purple in
the sunshine. Of the latter, several hundreds of tons, nicely put up in small boxes,
were shipped every year. Living thus
among people engaged in fruit-growing, it
was not difficult for me to obtain some
knowledge of the progress of the fruit
business.
Thirty years ago the quantity of strawberries sent to the markets of the largest
cities was small comjpared with the quantity now sent.
tew growers, in the
innnediate vicinity of the large cities, supplied the whole demand. The berries were
sent to market in neither elegant nor convenient style. But prices were high. Producers always found a ready sale. Soon

the strawberry

fields,

A

they began to produce more largely, and to
improve the style of their packages.
More persons took up the business. Some
competition was aroused, which resulted in
improving the varieties of the strawberry,
and the elegance and convenience of berrybaskets and crates. Still,.the demand was
large enough to absorb all the supply at
good prices. Growers were stinnilated to
increased efliorts. Many new growers took
up the business. At last the markets were
glutted, and prices fell very much. It was
no uncommon thing for cargoes of berries
to spoil and be thrown away. Soon prices

were down so low that berries retailed for
from 10 to 15 cents per quart. After paying
freight, drayage, and commission, but a
small sum, per quart, found its way to the
pockets of the producers. The producers
were nearly in despair.
The large quantity of fruit was, however,
the means of advertising the fruit.
It
forced itself silently on the notice of the
people.
It was a fragrant and beautiful

fact on rail-cars, steamboats and drays, in
markets and the fruit-dealers stalls.
People could not iielp seeing it; they could
not help be^ng attracted by its tempting
lusciousness. And then it was so cheap,
they could afford to buy a quart or two.
Moreover, the berries began to be found in
every small and remote grocery, and fruit
Formerly, when the prices were
stand.
high, they were for sale only at the places
tlie

patronized by the wealthier people.
But
soon the dealers in poorer quarters found
that their customers would buy them at the
cheap rates. The consumption of berries
was immensely increased. Soon the growers found that their largest crops were
absorbed by the great cities, as regularly
and certainly as a quantity of flour, or meat.
The fact that the tempting fruit was right
before the customer, ana at such a low
price that he could afford to buy, created a

demand.
Ere long, the production of strawberries

became a large industry. It now employs
a large number of people in the states along
the Atlantic coast, in quarters whence the
berries can be sent to the great cities.

The

season opens early, with fruit from the
south. As the glad summer creeps over the
northern hills, it sends the health-bearing
berries into all the cities, by every avenue
of approach, both by water and land. Not
until the middle of July does the Boston

market get its last consignments from
fertile nooks among the hills of New Hampshire and Vermont. The growers, south
and north, do not get large prices. They do
not get suddenlv rich, but they do find a
demand for their jiroduct, at prices which
enable them to live comfortably.
They
have a regular, legitimate, honorable business. They have disasters, now and then.

An

unfavorable season cuts off the crop.
large yield puts prices away down

A very

But in spite of occasional disasters, the growers succeed very
well.
almost nothing.

to

I

have

spoken

about

growing straw-

berries because with that I am somewhat
familiar.
But what is true of growing
strawberries is true, essentially, of growing
peaches, grapes, apples and sweet potatoes.
It is true, also, oi the manufacturing of
cotton and woolen goods. If we choose to
go into the statistics of sugar, tea and coffee,
we should find that the production of these
articles has had a similar history.
After looking at the above facts, and at
others in the same line, whicli will readily
suggest themselves to thoughtful people,
could a person be accused of reasoning on
false and insutficient premises, if he should
affirm the following propositions?
Bee-keeping will continue for some
1.
years to come to attract capital and intelli-

gent labor.
Intelligent bee-keej)ers will continue
2.
to make improvements in the science of
bee-culture, until the business reaches its
greatest normal capacity of ijroduetion.
3.
The increased niimbe'r of producers,
and the improved methods will result in a
largely increased production of bees, honey

and wax.
4.
This large production will continue to
put prices down until they will be a good

deal lower than they
5.

now

are.

ci'eate a demand.
honey will be very

This lower price will

The consumption

of

largely increased.
0.
Although the producer will receive a
less price per pound, he can make much
larger profits than now. Suppose, now a
in-oducer sells one pound of superior comb
lioney for 20 cents, and makes, above afl
expense of production, ten cents. By and
by, improved methods of manacjement may
enable liim to pi'oduce comb honey at an
actual cost of eight cents per pound. If,
then, the demand increases so that he can
pounds, at nine cents a
.sell a hundred
pound, where he now sells one pound at 20
cents a pound, he will be a large gainer; he
will gain 100 cents on the sale of 100 pounds,
just as easily as he now gains 10 cents by
"sale of one pound.
It seems to me that bee-kepers nnist take
some such view of their business as the one
I have here sketched so briefly and imperfectly. It is nearly certain that a larger
amount of honey will be produced, and that
prices will be lower. To lament about this
Rational men will
is useless and foolish.
turn their attention to lessening the cost of
production, and to increasing the demand
so largely, that, in spite of low prices, a
living income may be obtained.
Keokuk, Iowa, Feb. 8, 1878. O. Clute.

For the American Bee Journal.

Spring Dwindling of Italians.

THE CAUSE AND THE KEMEDY.
Mr. Editor: —My experience with Italian
bees has been somewhat limited, having
only introduced them into my apiary about
two years ago. But since that time I have
been a close observer of their habits, marking their merits and demerits in contrast
with our native black bees. From this

called to this fact one cool, chilly morning, a few years ago, on seeing about a dozen
Italians busily at work upon a little piece of
honey-comb that had been thrown into the

first

yard from the breakfast table. Here was
this tempting morsel not ten feet from my
colonies of black bees, and yet not one of
them had found it. A neighbor, a half mile
away, had one or two hives of Italians.
There were no others in the neighborhood.
I have noticed, at other times, tliat when a
honey-box has been emptied and left in an
out-house, the Italians will find it when it
is so cold that black bees will not venture
out. I conclude, therefore, that Italians will
often lose their lives by venturing out on
cold, chilly days in spring time.
The remedy is confinement. Let them be
put away in a dry, dark cellar, as described
above, as soon as winter has fully set in, and
keep them there till spring, being careful to
return them to the identical spot they occupied the sunnner before. This last precaution is of great importance. In the evening,
after dark, is the proper time for carrying
your bees from the cellar; then they will be
quietly settled before morning. There is
not so much danger of a panic the following
day, if carried out in the evening. It is unsafe to do this when there is much snow on
the ground, even if the day is warm, and
the snow melting rapidly. In their first
flight after confinement, they are almost
certain to take a rest before returning to
their hive, and those alighting on snow, or
on the cold, wet ground, will soon become
chilled and perish. It will not take long to
deplete a colony under such circumstances.
I neglected saying above tiiat every colony
should be sheltered from the sun, especially
at this trying season of the year. My apiary
i^ on a little hillside facing the north, and
so my bees are seldom enticed out by the
warm sun, when the air is too cold for them.
Burlington, Iowa.
I. P. Wilson.

brief experience I am led to believe that if we
give the Italians the attention their nature
requires, we will find them nuich more
profitable to us than black bees.

A few words

with reference to the manmy bees will lead me
to express altout
spring dwindling. 1 have now twenty colonies of bees in my cellar; nineteen of tiiem
are Italians. At this time (Jan. 9th) they
are in good condition. My cellar is dry,

ner in which I winter
to tlie thoughts I wish

dark, well ventilated, and free from disturbance. Each hive is also ventilated, by
leaving the entrance and honey-board open.
The tops are elevated at ofie end so that
there is a free circulation of air. AVith this
precaution no moisture collects in the hives,
and the combs come out clean and dry in the
spring. For the last four years I have wintered my bees in this manner without losing
a single colony, nor have I lost any (natives
or Italians) from dwindling away in the
spring. I think it is fair for me to attribute
my success alone to good management.
Snring dwindling. 1 believe, comes from a
lack of good management.
Italians are more energetic, more industrious, more dnring, than black bees. They
will venture out when their owner will
shiver in his overcoat. My attention was

For the Amerlciin Bee Journal.

Bibulous Bees.
San Diego, Cal., .Ian. 21, 1878.
I notice in the Dec. number an article
from
the
Los Angeles Herald, which
coi>ied
((uotes the opinion of Clialmers Scott, Esq.,
that bees do great injury to the fruit crop.—
Mr. Scott and I are intimate friends, and
we have frequentlj'^ discussed this subject,
and during the past year I have given it
careful study. It is true that where bees
are numerous tlifey do injure the grape crop,
and in this way: Bees cannot puncture the
skin of a sound grape, but, if it is cracked,
or any way defective, they soon suck it dry.
Grapes grow here very luxuriently, bunches
weighing from 1 to 4 pounds each. When
nearly ripe, a good many berries jiart a
little frrtm the stem, and, frequentljs birds
and some insects puncture them, and these
are destroyed by the bees. For sale, for
table use, they are much injured, as it
impairs the appearance of the bunches, but
for making wine, the loss is small; very

much

caused by birds, gophers,
past year being one of
almost total failure of the honey crop, bees
more
troublesome
than usual; but so
were
less

than

rabbits, etc.

is

The

animals were. Tlie failure of the grape
crop can more justly be attributed to the
dry season than to the bees. In regard to
the oranges, no botanist believes that the
extraction of honey from the blossoms
injures tiie fruit, nor that if fruit sets at
all it can be dwarfed, or stunted by anything that can have happened to the blossoms. That is also due to the dry seasons.
Bees have a gri^at aversion to feeding
where sheep have been grazing, seeming to
dislike the smell left by the sheep. The
latter, also, do great injury to the sage, by
breaking it down during the dry season;
they do not eat it. The above is as near
We are having
the facts as I can get.
plenty of rain this winter, and prospects are
good for crops of all kinds.
all

Pres't.

Chas. J. Fox,
San Diego Bee-keepers' As'n.

Los Angeles, Cal., Jan. 12, 1878.
"Mr. Editor. In the December Journal, under the heading of Bibulous Bees,'
you ask the California bee kings if Col.
Chalmers Scott is correct in saying that the

singer, Palmer, Iletherington, L. C. Koot,
or any successful bee-keeper, and hear
what they say. It may be fun to keep 8 or
10 colonies of bees, if a man has something
else to get "phatt" on. But to get much
from his bees he must make up his mind to
ivnrk.
F. I. Sage.
Wethersfield, Conn.

[True, Oh snge philosopher; thou reasonestwell! To own a few bees may be
fxcn; but an apiarist who looks tor profit by
scientific management, finds the work not so
tunny! Friends Hetherington, Betsinger,
Doolittle and others work hard in their
apiaries during the season, and only by persistent

work and

—

of

it

Ed.]

Springing Bees.

'

bees have developed a great fondness for
orange and grape blossoms. It is, and tiiey
are equally fond of pumpkin and other
blossoms. AVhen wine sold for 50 to 75 cts.
per gallon, they made 4,000 to 5,000 gallons
of wine; but now, as it can he bought for 15
to 25 cts., the fashion has changed. They

make a great {\e(i\
but why blame the

management do

For tne American Bee Journal.

'

'

scientific

they obtain such satisfactory results.

now

into

brandy—

bees for it? The dwarforange, by the bees feeding on

ing of "the
the blossoms is too ridiculous for comment.
In the summer of 1877, I frequently passed
through a large flock of sheep, that were
feeding among large quantities of white
sage, while the bees were humming on
Bee King.
every branch.
[ So, it appears, the bees have been slandered again. To commerce, and not to the
bees, it seems to be chargeable that the
vintage of California has greatly diminished. Instead of the fruit being " dwarf-

ed" by their working on the blossoms— the
prices are " dwarfed," making it unprofitable to gather the vintage! For several
years, a similar "shrinkage" has prevailed
in "real estate," in "dry goods," and in
many other things— why not charge all
such in a lumj) to the bees? Ed.]

probably conceded that in the colder
have some protection
A dry, dark cellar
during the winter.
very well.—
answers
properly ventilated
x\.ll have not such a cellar, and it is attended with some trouble to remove them from
their siunmer stands in the fall, watch the
ventilation during the winter and return
them to their summer stands in the, spring.
It is

latitudes, bees should

The same

trouble exists

if

a special deposi-

is built, convenient to the apiary; it,
however, has this advantage: It is a nice
place to extract honey, and keep tools and
implements in the siunmer, but— it costs

tory

money.

Many are placing the hives within a large
dry goods box, uppn the summer stands,
filling all around with chaff, preparing a
passage way out for a fly-hole and ventilation, to be nearly closed when the therindicates 45° or less. The top of
the hive is covered with one thickness of
a conunon bed-quilt, with t3 or 8 inches of
chaff upon it, after placing half a dozen >4
inch pieces of lath across the frames, and
in the common box hive, opening all the
holes on the top of the hive that the steam
may escape. I am of the opinion that 8 or
10 inches of chaff all around would not be

mometer

too

much;

still less

would be better than

nothing.

mode of wintering
that it gives an opportunity for a purifying flight, occasionally, during the winter,
whicli may be the salvation of the apiary if
One advantage

in this

is

For ine American Bee Journal.

dysentery prevails, and

"Say"

if it is

To R. M. Argo that he hit the nail " square "
on the head, when saying that " Bees
require everything done at exactly the right
time, or tliere is no success with them."—
There it is, in just 16 words— the first nine
tell yon what you must do, and the last
seven give the penalty if you don't do it!
To talk about "light work," "fit for
invalids," " all profit," etc., is all nonsense!
All bee-keepers, who keep enough to make
them an object, often have their clothing
soaking wet with perspiration, as friend
Argo and myself know
plenty of Jiard work.

and find
Doolittle, Bet-

full well,

Ask

it

can do no harm

absent.

Bees can be wintered pretty well by
either of the above methods, but the sjyrlng%ng needs some attention. I have not
noticed, in my reading, any rule or guide
for it. We bring our bees out of the cellar
or other depository in the spring and examine them. They have wintered very
well. We wish to do so, early, for fear they
may positively stand in need of a purifying
flight.
We could return them again, but it
is attended with some labor and trouble,
and perhaps before the half of them are set
outor the lialf of any one swarm have had
flight the air

becomes cold; some are chilled

and lost; and we must return tlieni to tlie
depository and wait again for a fair day to
repeat tlie operation.
1 am of tlie opinion that when they have
had a good tlight they should be returned to
the depository and remain ^intil all the
Cdrllef varieties of ivilloiv and soft majAe
The maple blossoms
(ire out of hloom.
last but about 10 or 12 days, and, one year
with another, the bees do not work on an
average to exceed three days on them, and
but little, if any longer, on the willows;
and, during all this time, they are dwindling away like an incurable, consumptive,
liuman body. The number of owners of
honey or pollen is but a trifle, comparitively, still it would be of great value as a
stimulent— but it also stimulates the old
bees to the lields, to their destruction on
No!
chilly days.
Is this necessary?
Stimulate them within doors with honey,
syrup, rye or other tlour.
But how are we to ikeep those that are
wintered on their summer stands from
going to the fields for the willows and soft
maples? Suppose we construct a sort of
a park for them to liy in, in confinement,
after they have had a good purifying llight
in the open air. The machine, cage or park,
might be constructed, say 2 feet square,
more or less, perhaps not nnich less, and
thus: The top and bottom of tight boards,
the four corners of light posts, an inch
square; the sides and ends covered with

—

mosquito netting, and an opening in one
siile to admit the ingress and egress of the
bees; also a hole or trap door, by which to
This door
introduce feed— to stimulate.
may be through the top or bottom. Connect the machine to the front of the hive, or
rather the box in which the hive is enclosed, and fasten so tight that a bee cannot
escape; place the honey and flour near the
entrance, for stinnilation or food, let the
machine be fastened by some simple contrivance, that it can be attached or removed

For the American Bee Journal.

An Amusing

Incident.

Fkiend Newman.— Having met with an
accident in the shape of a saw-log, which
saw fit to run over my legs, thereby confining me to the house, and liaving no bee man
to visit with, I thought of the American"

Bee Jouknal, and

concluded to tell you
liow, during the swarming season, last
year, 1877, 1 saved one swarm of bees by

losing another. I think it would puzzle the
best of us to think how it could be done,,
and still it was a very simple thing to happen, though not intended.
I had a large swarm come out and settle
upon a tall, leaning, white-wood tree over
my apiary. The tree was so tall and the
bees so far up that I did not dare try to get
them by going up after them, for fear the
In^eak by my weight upon it. So
them be. They staid all day and
and the next morning I was provoked to see them still clustered there,
knowing I should have other swarms out
and that they would be sure to go for that
cluster. Soon I sa.w a swarm pouring out
of a hive, I ran to the hive and watched for
the queen and as soon as she showed her-

tree
I

might

had

all

to let

night,

caught her. Then 1 looked for the
bees, and saw them piling on to the cluster
on the tree, and it was a large one, too. I
put the queen in a cage and put her down
by the hive, then went to cutting out the
queen cells, as I was going to put the queen
back as soon as the bees got all settled. I
self, I

want

did not

to

have them swarm out

again. In a few minutes, the bees came
piling back, and not only the swarm that
left there, but the swarm that had stayed
on the tree all night. So I had a surplus
queen and saved one swarm by losing
another, or rather, I saved them both.
A. C. Balch.

Kalamazoo, Mich., Jan.

23, 1878.

readily, at pleasure.

This apparatus can cost but a nominal
sum. Any person that has mechanism
enough to handle bees c^an make and attach
it

when

necessary.

The

"

not be advantageous to
])lace it upon the hive prior to the time of
tlieir purifying llight, in the event of there
l)eing snow on the ground, as many fall

upon

it

the Rural Sun.

Swarming.

netting costs but

little.

Again, would

From
Artificial

it

and are chilled and

lost?

J^et

them

have their flight within this apparatus; I
think such a flight in confinement will
answer the purj)ose. Mr. II. E. Bidwell, of
South Haven, Michigan, gave 80 swarms
such a flight several times in the winter of
1874-.5, by placing as many as 16 swarms at
a time in a cold frame, 12 by (5 feet, with
but 15 or 20 inchei^ space above the hive. It
may be said, that when there is no snow,
the mouth of the hive may be closed with
wire cloth; after they have had a good
flight, there is uuich danger of their becoming uneasy, also of their dragging their
dead to the entrance, closing it up and
beiug smothered.
I have not had an opportunity to try this
cage, but shall immediately, and believe it
MoosH AsiiEL.
will work.
Wayne, Mich., Feb. 1, 187S.

What

is the l)est plan or method of artiswarming?"
To come as near filling the condition of
natural swarming as possible is undoubtedly the best. Now we will examine the con-

ficial

natural swarming. Just before
swarming the colony is very populous, but
does not contain bees enough for two
swarms, as many would suppose, but
ditions of

for one swarm and enough left to
care for the brood in the old hive. The hive
is generally well filled with cond), brood and
honey. There are from twenty to thirty
thousand young bees (brood) in different
stages of development from the eggs in a
good colony just before swarming. The
colony, also, has a good fertile queen. This
is the condition of the colony just before
swarming, with young bees continually
hatching. After the swarm has issued, we
find the old hive as follows: All the comb
and brood is still left in the old hive also,
all the honey, except what the swarm could
carry with it, and a very few bees left in the
hive, just enough to nurse the brood and

enough

;

—

however, all the bees that
the fields at the time the swarin
issues, will return to the old hive— and no
qut'eii, as she went out with the swarin.
But we generally find queen-cells containing the royal larvie, sealed or unsealed,
which will develop into young queens in a
few days, in the old hive. Such is the condition of the old colony iminediately after
the swarm has issued.
The old liive is full of
To summarize
comb, plenty of honey, twenty to thirty
thousand young bees in all stages of development, called the brood, and a few bees to
nurse and care for the brood, but no (|ueeii
tiierefore, it will be several days before the
old hive contains a good swarm of working
bees and a laying queen, for eight or ten
days must elapse before a queen and any
considerable number of bees are developed.
Now we turn to the swarm that has just
issued; having hived them in a new liive,
we find the queen with nearly all the bees
that are able to fly old and young, nurses,
comb-builders and honey-gathers. It is true,
they have neither comb, honey except what
they carried in their honey sacs
nor
brood, but they have all the workers to begin anew and fill their hive with comb,
brood and honey.
iSvich is the natural
swarming, or swarming according to their
instinct or habits.
The best methods of artificial swarming
must therefore be similar. And now for the
])lau that will give each hive its due proportion of honey-gatherers, comb-builders and
nurses, etc., as near as possible.
First, stimulate your bees by feeding early
in the season to make them strong; and
when they have started queen-cells, or if
they do not start them soon enough for you,
divide them by taking half the combs, bees
and all, from the old hive and setting them
in the new one, replacing them with the
empty frames from the new hive. Set the
•old hive a little to one side, and the new one
a little to the other, and thus get the bees as
near equally divided as you can. If you
notice more bees going into one hive than
the other move it a little further off. and
vice versd; you can generally tell if you do
not know which has the queen by their uneasiness, running all over and around the
front of the hive in search of her.
About the twelfth day after the division
examine the queenless liive, and cut out all
the queen-cells but one, and secure them in
cages as directed for Italianizing. Then go
to the colony you wish to swarm, take twothirds or more of the comb from the old
hive, shaking most of the adhering bees off
into the old hive, set them in the new hive
close up to the end, setting the euqity frames
of the new hive between the combs, alternately, in the old hive
cut out a piece in one
of the combs in the new hive and fit in your
cage containing your <iueen-cell, close up
your hives and e(iualize the bees as before
directed. By that means you get the most
of the young bees, plentv of the older ones,
and the queen in the old hive. Although it
has but two or three, or prehaps four cards
of comb, it has the working force and will
soon fill u)) again, when the same process
may be repeated. While the new hive has
but few bees it has the most of the brood
guard

tlie liive

arc out

ill

:

;

and a queen-cell that will hatch in four days
or less time, you get honey-gatherers and
comb-builders

;

—

each hive.

and see if the bees have started any queennew hive if they have, cut them
out before liberating the young queen in a
few days she will be laying, and everything
moving on all right and in a short time the
new hive will be full and you can swarm it
the same way.
cells in the

;

;

;

Remember,

in

plan, to always
hive.

making swarms on this
have the queen in the old
R.

II.

Anthony.

Tullahoma, Tennessee, Feb.

3,

1878.

Mich. Agricultural College Apiary-

Report

for 1877.

METHODS ADOPTED.

—

—

etc., in

About the third day, or perhaps sooner,
young queen will hatch; then examine

the

The

following methods were adopted in
13 of
preparation for the winter of 187(i-7.
the 19 colonies were ])ut into the apiary

which is dry, daric, quiet, well-ventiand which preserved a temperature
of from 35° to 4(5^ Fahrenheit.
Three colonies were buried. A hole was
dug in the side of a hill, where the soil was of
cellar,
lated,

light sand. Some straw was put in the
bottom, on which the hives were set. The
top of the hives reached tlie plane. of the
mound of straw
general surface level.
was then laid on the hives, which was covered with about 4 inches of earth. A second
layer of straw was then added, which was
also covered, like the first. xV.t the apex of
the cone, was left projecting a twist of
straw, 3 inches in diameter, which, though

A

uncovered with earth, was so protecteil with
a board as to keep tlu^ straw dry. About
the base of the mound a trench was dug,
which opened on the down-hill side.—
During the severe weather of December,
when the thernumieter marked 19" below
zero, a load of nuuiure was added to the

mound.

The 3 remaining colonies were arranged
as follows: About the hives, excei)t at the
front, which faces the east, l)oards were
placed, leaving a space of one foot between
them and the hive, and extending one foot
above the hives. The enclosed space was
then crowded with straw, which also covered the hives one foot. Two of these were
protected from wet by a close-fitting cover,
while the third was left open at the top, so
the straw would become wet and frozen.
CONDITION OF THE COLONIES.
All the colonies in the apiary had young,
prolific queens, except in case of one, whose

queen was imported, and which contained
brood in October. They were examined
for the

last

time

in

October,

when

all

uncapped honey was thrown from the cells,
and each colony provided by weight with
.30 lbs. of capped honey.
This took eight
frames of comb, though in a few cases nine
were re(iuiied. The frames containing the
most ('mi)ty cells were placed in the center,
and all the combs received a central opening, cylindrical in form, % of an inch in

A

portion of tlie colonies receivdiameter.
ed bee-bread; otliers were left wliolly destitute of tlie same. At the end of tiie space
occupied by combs, a division board was
placed, so tiiat tlie bees of each colony
occupied a chamber, whose dimensions
were about a foot each way. Above the
frames a quilt was placed, which hung over
the division-board; and above this was a
sack, made of coarse, unbleached factory,
and filled with chaff.

EXPERIMENTS MADE.

The burying of hives was tried as an
experiment, as 1 have long thought that
with proper ventilation, and adjustment of
earth, straw, etc., this would prove a very
successful method, which if reliable, would
possess the merits of being cheap, convenient,
places.

and practicable

for all

and

in all
,

In February the colonies in the cellar
were all removed to their sunmier stands,
and permitted to fly. They all seemed in
fine condition, and after a lively frolic
were returned to their cellar quarters. In
returning to the cellar, a satisfactory but
expensive experiment was tried with one
of the strongest colonies. The hive was
closely shut up above and below, so that no
ventilation was permitted other than that

between two smooth boards, one of which
rested on the other.
All the colonies were examined and
weighed, April 4; and those in the cellar
and those burled placed on their summer
stands.

CONDITION IN SPRING.

Of the

colonies buried, one was so moved
in the process that all ventilation was cut
off.
The bees in this were all dead, though
they had lived to breed some. The other
two colonies showed a good many dead
bees, and some soiling of the hives, but
were lively, had some brood, and were in a
fair condition.
The colonies that were packed, including
the one with straw, uncovered, were all
strong, and except one, that had no pollen,
contained brood.
The colonies that were wintered in the
cellar were generally in good condition, and
all that had bee-bread contained brood.
The one with no ventilation was extremely weak, and survived removal to the summer stand but a few days. One colony,
whose queen was reared the last of the previous September, was queenless, and the
one with the imported queen became so in
a few days. Ihese two colonies were
united witli otliers. So we commenced the
season with 15 out of the 19 colonies.
The average consumption of honey was
as follows:
The colonies which were
buried, 63^ lbs.; those packed in straw, 15
lbs.; and those wintered in the cellar. 7 lbs.
Probably, the very warm February
accounts for the large excess of consumption of the bees surrounded by straw. For
days together, during that month, the bees
were out in force. Had the straw entirely
surrounded the hives, the result might have
been different, as in that case the bees
would not have been induced to take such

frequent

flights.

Pollen was brought in, for the first, on
April 7, while we commenced feeding April
4; so the bees commenced to work at once,
and we had no trouble with " spring
dwindling." Our increase was entirely by
dividing. We sold 3 colonies in the spring,
captured one foreign swarm, which alighted
on the grounds in June, had one colony
stolen in October, and now have 28 colonies.

A POOK HONEY SEASON.
The season has been the poorest I ever
knew in this locality. The yield of honey
from white clover was excellent. This
admirable honey plant was very abundant,
and seemed full of nectar. The yield from
basswood was very poor, and tha't from fall
bloom but little better. Our financial
showing, however, is not discouraging.

Our net cash

receipts at the close of the
season will be about :$100. Add to this the
increase in our inventory, all of which has
been made by proceeds from the apiary, and

we

find

THE INCOME.
from the apiary to be over $200. If Ave
divide this by 19, the number of colonies
with which we began the winter, we find
the proceeds to be over .$11 per colony.
Divide by 15, the number of colonies with
which we began the season, and we find the
net proceeds to be $14 to each colony. In
the above account 1 have not counted my
own time. Every other expense of whatever kind is included. My own time was
mostly spent in conducting and directing
experiments. In fact, much more labor
than was necessary to care for the bees was
paid for by money from apiary receipts, and
hence consiilered in the above account.
All labor and expense on beds of experimental plants, amounting to nearly $40, all
labor on other experiments which were
being conducted through the season, all
labor in improving grounds, amounting to
about $10, are noticed on the expense side
of the above account, and not at all on the
side of receipts; so that the above estimates
of $11 and $14, as the net receipts per colony, is rather too low than too high. Our
net proceeds for the year is about 50 per
cent, of our entire capital at the beginning
of the yeai".
We have taken 321 lbs. of comb honey,
and 6673^ lbs. of extracted honey. The
former has all been sold or contracted at an
average of 30 cts. per pound; the latter at
an average of 15 cents.

CONSTRUCTION OF HIVES.
Early in the season we procured a Barnes
foot-power saw, an an expense of $35, with
which we have made all our hives, frames,
This is not only very desirable, but it,,
etc.
or some similar machine should be considered indispensable by any apiarist who
keeps more than 20 colonies of bees, and
desires the best success. If it is desired to
unite the sides of the hive with a beveled
permits it; and not only this, but
the joint is perfect. The same is true as to
the joint between the different stories of a
hive. In preparation of frames, too, in fact
in all the carpentry of the apiary, this
makes it easy for any one, with a reasona-

joint, this

ble degree of caution, to have perfect accuracy and niiiforinity tliose most desirable
characteristics— of ail the apparatus of the
apiary. I have also had, during the season
for honey gathering,

—

and in case of one tier deep, the commodious wooden seimrator of Mr. Severson, of
Randallsville, N. Y. We thus had opportunity to test the values of the ditferent
separators.

THE CONCLUSIONS

A HIVE SUSPENDED
by spring scales. This was a new colony,
of not more than average strengtii. During
the white clover season this showed on
some days an increase of 7 lbs., and once
of 8 lbs. During basswood gathering, 2 or
3 lbs. was the maximum; while frequently,
after very wet days, of wliicli tliere were
many, there was an actual loss of one or
two itounds. During the interim of honeysecretion,
between basswood and fall
bloom, there was a steady loss of 1 or 2 lbs.
per day. The showing during the fall
bloom was similar to that during the basswood. The scales showed graphically,
what observation had denionstrated long
previously, that continued wet weather is
not conducive to honey secretion. The

on these various points are as follows: We
can create a demand for extracted honey,
greatly to our own and the purchaser's advantage.
jelly cups.

Extracted

A

lioney sells best in
large label in frame is best.

class

In delivering honey, no pains should be
spared to have everything neat. Tliorough
grading, too, in quality and price, is very
important. To invite customers, the honey
should not be granulated, and to secure the
best results, each grocer should be made
acquainted with the means of re-liquifying,
and told specially not to apply too great
heat, as this injures both the flavor and
appearance of tiie honey. To best secure
the desired end, the granulated honey
should be placed in a vessel, and this placed
in a second vessel containing water, which
should be heated to about 175° fahr., or
even 200° fahr. will do no harm. If the
honey vessel is placed in the other, and all
heated on the stove, some bits of wood, ^r a
saucer must be i)laced luiderneath the
honey vessel to prevent its getting too hot.
Comb honey, unquestionably, sells best
in small section-frames, aiul, beyond question, more can be got in this form than in
boxes. To hold tliese small frames, we
should have large frames just the size of
our common frames, except that they
should be two inches deep. The small
frames should be of such a size that 4 or (5
would just fill a large frame. Dr. Southard, of Kalamazoo, makes a very convenient
rack to hold the sections. The small frames
will sell best when they hold about one
pound. If it is not desired to have more
than one tier of these small frames above
the brood-chamber, then Dr. Southard's
rack, or the patented arrangement ot Mr.
Severson is very convenient and admirable.
In this case, the top bar is 2 inches wide
and serves as a top to the 2, 3, or 4 small
frames that hang below. Between these
hangs a fa inch strip of clean, white pine,
which reaches not quite to the bottom, just
leaving space sufticient for the bees to enter
the frames. On the top of this thin strip is
tacked a lialf-rouud strip, }4 inch across the
bottom. This, by resting on the top bars of
two adjacent sections, keeps the thin strips,
or separators from falling, aiul the bees
from passing above. These wooden separators served as well as the tin separators of
Betsinger sections, so far as we could see.—
In both cases it was rare to find the comb
glued to the separators, and if we are satisfied to have these small frames but one
deep, I think they are cheaper and more
convenient.
I tried the method of Mr. Baldridge, of St.
Charles, uncapping the honey,— to induce
the bees to carry it from the brood chamber
to the boxes, with very admirable success.

tin separators,

This was used with considerable success
during the entire season. For guides, using
it 2 or 3 inches wide, both in the brood-

scales also sliowed tliat

when

active, as in

summer, even though no brood
reared, the consumption of honey

is

being

is

much

greater than during the quiet of winter.
We practiced during tiie season the Dadant, the Alley, and all other methods we

have heard

of,

OF INTRODUCING QUEENS,
and have nothing to change in what we
said in the manual of the apiary, and in the
report of the State Board of Agriculture for
187.5 on this subject.
Early in the season
we prepared several more stands for bees,
with evergreens for shade, and brick and
saw-dust for a foundation.

BEE-SMOKERS.

We have

used three smokers during the
season; the Quinby, the Bingham, and the
A. I. Root. It was the unanimous decision
ot my class, my able assistant and myself,
that the Bingham smoker was superior. It
seems strongest, has a superior draft, and
troubles very little by going out and requiring re-lighting. It also stands uji better,
havinga broader base tiian does the Quinby,

and

is

the A.

much more convenient
I.

in

form than

Root.

MARKETING HONEY.

We

have experimented quite largely in
reference to marketing honey, putting
honey, both comb and extracted, in the
market in various forms. Nor weie we
satislied with a trial of one dealer, but we
tried various dealers, and even went to
other towns. Extracted honey was put u])
in fruit jars, jelly cups, Mutli's honey jars,
and delivered in large tin cans. As to
labels, we tried putting them on the vessels
and also making large, neat labels and
framing them. These labels gave the kind
of honey, grade and apiary. We were very
particular to grade our honey closely; tirst-

meant just that. We also secured
comb honey in boxes, six inches each way,
with glass sides, in large wooden boxes
with glass ends, in section frames one and
two deep above the brood chamber, with

with thin wood separators.

—

COMB FOUNDATION.

combs and in tlie surplus frames, it is a
grand success. If it could be so made as
not to sai;, and thus used in tlie broodchamber as foundation for all the comb, so
that we could secure perforce all worker
brood-comb, it would be a still greater
advantage. We must reach this. I fastened the foundation by simply pressing it to
the wood. I used the artificial comb foundation for sections with the happiest results.
Epicures, even, did not detect the difference, and so of course found no fault.
We proved again the great

VAI-UE OF THE EXTRACTOR.

With proper

use, it will pay for itself in a
single season, even with no more than two
thorough trial of the
colonies of bees.
Muth extractor convinced us that it was
inferior to A. I. Root's, which we still thinic
the best of the many we have seen tried.
had 3 of

A

We

THE RUSSELL HIVES,
made by A. H. Russell, of Adrian, in use all
season. These are certainly no infringement on the Langstroth, though 1
find in Bevan on the Honey Bee, a descripthe

tion of essentially tlie same thing. These
hives are very good, though hartlly as convenient as the Langstroth style. Without
any guides, the combs were all built perfectly true. There is no difficulty in separating the combs, though in putting them
togetiier some time and caution is required
to avoid killing bees. The claim of superiority for out-door wintering I shall test the
coming winter.
have also tried Mr.
Russell's box, which only ditfers from the
Isham frame in the mode of fastening tlie
tin corner. As a box it has no superior;
and as the width may be varied so as to
contain 3 combs, 2 combs, or 1 comb, it is

We

convenient, and perhaps has no superior if
it is desired to have the comb surrounded
on both sides and ends by glass. A rack
Hive Dr. -Southard's, permitting the removal of all these boxes or frauies at once,
would be a valuable addition.

IIOXEY PLANTS.

We

experimented farther with
plants. Having had beds of mignonalsike sweet, alfalfa, also called Lucerne and iSpanish trefoil, yellow Bokhara,
Italian or scarlet trefoil, white Dutch, or
white aud yellow trefoil clovers, Rocky
Mountain bee-plant, or cleome, white anil
black mustard, which we have bought for
two years under the name of dwarf aud tall
Chinese, catnip, motherwort, rape, borage,
sainfoin, and silver-leaf buckwheat. Of
these, the following can hardly be recommended too highly: White clover aud
alsike. in bloom all through June and into
July. ]\Iiguonette and sweet clover in
bloom as early as June 22, the former continuing the year, and the latter for a month,
and both yielding bountifully of the most
delicious honey. This year was unfavorable and our mignonette did very poorly, yet
from the rt-ports of others and our experience in former years, 1 heartily reconnnend
it.
Both of the above are admirable for
their exquisite perfume, which renders the

honey
ette,

have

atmosphere delightful for long distances.
White Mustard blooms in from four to five
weeks from planting, and the black mustard
in 7 to 8 weeks. They are both excellent;
swarming with bees, especially during the
forenoon, through the entire season of
bloom. The former continues in bloom
about four weeks, the second some longer.
Like borage, these seem less affected by
climate conditions than most plants, being
thronged by bees even after heavy rains.
Rape, much like white mustard, blooms in
about 4 weeks after sowing. Borage com-

mences

to bloom, if planted the first of
or self-sown, the last of June and continues till frosts. Cleome, or Rocky mountain bee-plant, if planted early or self-sown,
commences to bloom the middle of July,
and continues for more than a montii,
yielding liberally of the most excellent
honey. Catnip ancl motherwort deserve
their high repute. The first commences to
bloom late in July, the other late in June.
Silver-leaf buckwheat is only better than
the common in that it yields better, and
thus has more flowers. The other plants
mentioned in the list seemed worthless as
bee-plants. How much of this was owing
to the unfavorable season, it is difficult to
say. Early in the season several honeytrees were transplanted to our grounds,

May

among which were hard and

soft maple,

basswood and crab-apples.

PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE.
The

methods of wintering, as
described above, proved so successful that
we shall practice each the coming winter.
12 colonies we shall nut in the cellar, .5 we
shall bury, 2 in Russell hives we shall not
protect at all, and the 9 renniining colonies
we shall pack in straw, varying our method
as follows: Our hives are l}4 feet long and
1 foot wide.
We shall make the sides of
the surrounding box 23^ feet long and 2^
feet high at one end and 6 inches higher at
the other. The upper, slanting edge is made
by sawing a board 2,^| feet long and G inches
wide diagonally across from corner to corner. One end will be 2 feet long and 3 feet
high; the other 2 feet long and 2^ feet high.
These sides will be made of (> inch boards,
fastened together by nailing cleats one inch
from each eiul. Tliese cleats will be on the
inside and and will thus form shoulders at
the corners. The sides will not be nailed
together, but fastened by a staple and nail,
so they can be taken down and packetl
vai'ious

in summer.
The east side of this
box, opposite the entrance of the hive, will
have a central opening, 4 inches square,
with a square tunnel extending from it to
the entrance. This will permit the bees to
fly, and at the same time allow the hive to
be entirely surrounded by straw. The top
of the box will be made of matched lumber,
fastened together by cleats as before, which
will project over the ends of the box so as
The cover will
to hold the cover to it.
incline to the south, while the boards composing it will extend lengthwise in the
same direction. This box will cost §1.00;
will permit flight, but from its entirely
surrounding the hive and confining a layer
of straw, densely packed, it is expected
that it will prevent much flying, and thus

away

economize in tlie consnniption of food.
Siicli boxes may be placed about the hive,
even in winter if neglected earlier, with
iireat advantage, only when crowding in
the straw we should be careful to disturb
the bees as little as possible. Putting bees
in cellar duriiig the cold of winter is never
to be reconnnended.
Before closing this report, I must express

my very

my

high ap])reciation of
assistant
for the past season, Mr. Fisk Bangs, a graduate of 1876, whose close attention to the
experiments and needs of the bees, faithfulness in all his duties, efficiency in all the

made him a

varied labors of the apiary, has

very valuable assistant.
Lansing, Mich.

A.

J.

Cook.

than Prize Box, to be used or packed in
crate, to be glassed or not, with 5x6 glass,
as the trade may determine.
Shall hold
together while on the hive, and carrying to
and from by a strip of manilla paper l}4 in.
wide, put on with glue on each side, so to

do as Doolittle does.

there

is

Eliza,

For the American Bee Journal.

'

When it is in blossom, bees hold even white
clover in light esteem. Its drooping blossoms i)rotect the honey from moisture, and
they can work upon it when the weather is
so wet that they can obtain nothing from the
ujiright blossoms of the clover. As it furnishes a succession of flowers for some
weeks, it yields a sujiply almost as lasting
as the white clover. The precipitous and
rocky lands, where it most abounds, might
be made almost as valuable as some of the
vine-clad terraces of the mountain districts

By

planting a few varieties,
May 25, (with us),
the earliest and nmst
valuable are Davidson's Thornless, Doolit-

bloom may be had from

till

frost.

Among

Purple Cane and Miami; next. Mammoth Cluster, Seneca, and Golden Thornless; and among the latest, Lumb's Everbearer and Sweet Home. (For a description
of this, see our advertisement in this paper,
under our old heading). Not only do these
varieties keep up a succession of 'blossoms,
from which the bees never fail to get honey,
but the bee-keeper is certain of a crop of
fruit every year, averaging from 1 to 10 qts.
tle.

to the bush,

which

will contribute to health,

economy— save butchers' and
bills, and make home pleasant.
HONEY BOXES.

comfort, and
grocers'

What honey-box is Palmer going to use
the coming season?
One of my errands
East, was to decide what honey-box to use,
as I found the Harbison was behind the
times for eastern markets. I now think of
using a combination of a section, as used
by A. J. King, and G. M. Doolittle, thus:—
Top piece and two sides, 2 inches wide;
bottom piece, 1% inches wide; top and
bottom pieces, }4 inch thick; sides, }-^ inch
thick. These are made 3^ inches higher

Mercer

in

Take the money from
become scarce.

it.

will

it

Co.,

111.

D. D.

Palmeu.

For the American Bee ,Tournal.

Chips from Sweet Home.

of Europe.'

money

bee-keeping and

So far we have no plants that will pay to
cultivate for honey. But there are several
which pay well for the fruit and honey, and
none better than the raspberry. A. F. Moon
says of it in The Apiary, page 55, the raspberry seems to be a special favorite with
the bees, and yields a very tine harvest.'
Langstroth, in his book on the Honey Bee,
page 296, says, 'The raspberry furnishes a
most delicious honey. In flavor it is superior to that from the white clover, while its
<lelieate comb almost melts in the mouth...

Put sections incases;

but tin separators would be quite an
expense for over 250 hives, consume much
time, also, less honey stored; and these
three items are quite important with us.
Perhaps it pays better to get more honey
and less cents jier pound. Many speak of
loving the bee business, etc.
I love the
pets, I like the business. Why? Because,

Experience of a Beginner.
" I
years

commenced keeping bees about six
ago, in Fremont Co., Iowa, with

about the usual experience of beginners. I
bought bees in common hives, transfered to
movable comb hives. Bought extractor,
text and guide books, and subscribed for
bee papers, etc. In the winter of 1878-4, out
of 35 or 40 colonies, I had but 4 or 5 left;
and only 1 or 2 of them in good condition.—
The spring of 1877 found me with .30 colonies, Italians and hybrids; one-third of
that number in medium condition, and the
other two-thirds weak. The spring was
cold and wet, so the bees got no honey from
fruit

we had no white

blossoms and

clover,

so the bees had to be fed until the 1st of
July, when sumach and basswood came
into bloom.
got no surplus from this
sourse, as the weather was hot and dry.
The bloom was of short duration, (inly
yielding honey about 6 daj's, and from that

We

time

till

Aug.

they made only about

10,

enough

to live on; from that until Sept. 20.
got our swarms and surplus honey. I
got a ton of extracted and 300 lbs. of iiice
comb, in frames and sections, and increased

we

to 37.

Would have had more

increase, but

I am without oees this winter, having sold my bees
in October, in Fremont, and moved here.
I expect to go into the business again in
spring. I think this is a better location for
bees than Fremont. I think with the experience I have had I can make it pay better
in the future than I have in the past.' Talking with a man, claiming to be a practical,
progressive bee-keeper here, a tew days
since. I remarked, Of course, you take the
Bee Jouknal;' his reply w'as: 'No, I
don't go anything on the Journals. I
learn by experimenting. Those who write
for the Bee Journals don't give the great
secret of bee-keeping.' He left me to infer
that he knew it about all; at any- rate in
hisow'n estimation. Now, Mr. Edi'tor, I am
interested in this great secret, because it is
the secret of success. We are all interested
in it. We have been taking and reading
the Journal, thinking we were getting
this great secret along with the rest-; but if
we have been deceived, you nnist make
amends inunediately, by getting Harbison,
Capt. Hetherington, Doolittle or some of

worked against

it

all

I could.

'

k

those bee men tliat liave tliis great secret, to
give it to us without delay. There can be
no niistalve about it, for this man has learnL. G. Punvis.
ed it from experience.
[Those wlio do not take the trouble to
keep posted, by reading the accounts of the
new experiments and ideas, as they daily

—

to the front— always know it all.
This is true in politics, religion, and every
department of science. Hence we should
expect these "know-alls" to be found,
once in a while, among apiarists. But it is
consoling that we have, perhaps, fewer
than many other depai'tments of science.
Those who really know the most are never
wise in their own conceits. Having, by
hard work, obtained the knowledge they
possess, they view the vast sea of knowledge before them— and realize that they are
yet close to the shore, with an unmeasured
ocean of knowledge beyond. Ed.]

come

For the American Bee Journal.

Glucose or Grape Sugar.

In France, glucose is manufactured with
potato starch. This gives the best kind of
glucose.
It is not as bitter as that made
with corn. When glucose was first manufactured in France, the hospitals of Paris
resolved to use it to sweeten the beverages
of the patients. But as the sickness grew
worse by its use, glucose was abandoned.
Bees cannot live on glucose in winter,
when eold weather retains them in their
hives for weeks. Of course, glucose can be
given in summer; but bees seem not to relish
it,

when

it

is

mixed with honey; and

as

it

contains only 33 per cent, of sugar, to feed
it to our bees is a poor investment; for
being 67 per cent, glucose, it does not serve
as food, and tills their bodies with f?eces,
and dysentery is produced, if they cannot
void these fseces. Besides, jilaster of Paris
has a deleterious action on their organs.
Glucose is sold in innuense quantities in
the United States; but never retailed by its
real name. It is the same with the oil of
cotton seed. Who has seen cotton oil in our
market ? It is caprera or olive oil.
Brown sugar, maple sugar, golden drips,
golden sirup, maple sirup, confectionery,
preserves, beer, wine, honey in fact, all the
produce in which sugar exists, or is used,
are now adulterated with this drug, in the
:

United States.

In the January number of the American
Bee Journai., Mr. iS. C. Dodge narrates
how starch can be converted into glucose or
grape sugar. Liquid glucose contains only
33 per cent, of sugar. Solid glucose contains but 40 per cent. Therefore, it takes 3
pounds of liquid glucose to have an equivalent of 1 pound of cane sugar, {dubeunfant,
jyayen, nuilcpeyre.
Liquid glucose, at 3%e. per ft., including
cost of transportation, is as dear as honey
at 10c. Ten lbs. glucose contains 3.30 lbs.
sugar, and the price is $'3.7h. For the same
price, we get 3% fts. honey, at 10c. and
this honey contains 88 per cent, of sugar, or
as much as 3.30 lbs.; just the quantity contained in 10 lbs. of liquid glucose.
Glucose can be produced in three different conditions: Li()uid, solid and granulated. The production of granulated glucose is forbidden in france, on account of
the facility of mixing it with brown sugar,
which it resembles. In Europe they legislate against fraud. Here, our legislators
can find no time to attend to such small

Is there not, in this country, some law to
If so, why is infringement so audacious, and with such impunity.

punish such crimes?

In every country of Europe there are
appointed to examine the articles

officers

drug
Let bee-keepers obtain from
Congress the appointment of similar officers, and see that they attend to the duties.
To sell our lioney is now diflicult. Why?
Because our cities' are flooded with honey
offered as food, in groceries, bakeries,
stores, etc.

ment. Of course, those who buy brown
sugar adulterated with 40 or (50 per cent, of
glucose, pay very dear for a poor article.
Glucose is manufactured with sulphuric
acid (oil of vitriol). This acid is removed
with carbonate of lime, (chalk). But it is
impossible to free, entirely, the glucose of
the sulphate of lime produced, and a part of
it remains in dissolution; sulphate of lime
is pure plaster of Paris.
Is such a substitute

Of
witli glucose, and sold as pure!
course, this article is no better than glucose
sold as sirup, and sells slowly.
But suppose that all grocers, who sell
glucose under a false name be prosecuted,
what would be the result? Sugar sirup
would bring a price in harmony with the
(luantity of sugar it contains, and our pure
honey would sell readily at good prices.
produce as fine honey as can be
can therefore sell
obtained in Europe.
our surplus there; but to obtain such a
result, it is indispensable that we send a
pure article. The honey dealers of Paris
pay from 17 to 18 cents for white, strained,
sninfoin honey; from 13 to 16 for white
mixed; 91^ to 121^ for honey from Chili.
Then what kind of honey was sold by an
American firm, at Breman, for the small price
of 97 cents per gallon, or 8 cents a pound.
(See Ameuican Journal for December).
It is not by sending adulterated, or inferior articles that we will see the foreign marEuropean
kets opened to our products.
honey dealers will know that honey remains
liquid only because it is impure or because
The American dealers,
it has fermented.
who sent adulterated honey to England,
made a costly blunder for them and for the
Americans at large.
Let us all take steps to prosecute all the
venders of adulterated honey, and our
efforts will be awarded by good prices and

wholesome?

prompt

,

^natters.

To detect granulated glucose in brown
sugar, dissolve some of it in water, and add
3 or 4 per cent, of caustic potash, and then
cool the liquid.
the sugar contains glucose, the licpiid will turn brown. Even as
little as 5 per cent, of glucose can be detected by this means. Five cents' worth of
caustic potash is enough for the experi-

K

mixed

We

We

sales.

Chas. Dadant.

good for the future of bee men.
It is rather a delicate plant for this climate,
this year has been a poor one for
honey, it would not be safe for me to pass
l)rospects are

®ouucution5»

and as

judgment upon

Honey

Plants.

KEAD BEFORE THE

MICH. CONVENTION.

Honey is not produced by bees; but collected by them troiii various plants and
stored away for their own use in times when
they are debarred from collectinji, by tlie
absence of the sweet nectar. It is durinji;
these times of idleness that tiie bee-keeper
should strive to biini? plants into bloom so
as to give the bees aii opportunity of work-

or. in other
words, LucEiiNp:,"or Spanish Trefoil.

It will stand our dry weather with great
fortitude. The roots will go down in a dry
time from six to eight feet, have a strong,
woody stem— would do well for cattle, but
for bees in our climate it does not answer.
Not a bee has been seen upon our beds of
Alfalfa. This plant would also answer well
for green manuring; indeed, it would make
one of the best of manures.

ing.

During White Clover and Basswood we
need no extra honey plants, for they follow
one another in quick succession; but it is
between Basswood, Buckwheat, and the
wild flowers that comes the grwat necessity
for cultivated plants.

The past summer I have been watching
closely some beds of honey plants, at the
Agricultural College, with the following results:

ALSIKE CLOVER

{TrifoUurn

Mybri-

diim).

Bees began work upon this plant

May

same time that White Clover came
and continued in bloom for
more than three weeks. During this time it
was well patronized by the bees. They
could be found upon it at nearly all times of

SOth, the

YELLOW BOKHARA.
In C. F. Lane's catalogue of seeds tor
1878, he says: "This plant is a most excellent honey plant." May be all very welt
for Wisconsin, but for Central Michigan is
no honey plant. Only three bees were seen
during the whole season at work upon it.
Let otliers give their testimony.

ITALIAN,

The

great complaint among farmers is, that it lodges badly, and consequently is not good for hay.
remedy for
this would be to mix the Alsike with either
the common fled Clover or Timothy. Then
the farmer would not only be benefited, but
also the bee-keeper. It is one of the Jirst of
honey phrnts, and adds to the value of both
pasture and meadow.

A

MIGNONETTE

{Reseda Odorata).

Mignonette is a native of Egypt— comes to
us by way of France and England. It is
well known by every one as being one of the
most fragrant of plants.
Early in the season our President made
the statement that " Mignonette was one of
the best of honey plants; that it commenced
to bloom early and would last tlirough the
season. Bees could be found upon it at all
times of the day in large numbers." Of
course I expected great things of this plant,
for the bee papers were all very high in their
praise of its qualities. June "23 it began to
blossom, and it was not until the 27th that
bees began their work upon it. They did
not seem to take to it very readily, for on
every occasion that I made observations 1
found very few bees present. With us it
proved a failure. Others have corroborated
this statement. But from tlie bee papers
of last year I take the following: "Bees
work upon it to the exclusion of other honey
plants. One-fourth to one-half of an acre
will supply from fifty to seventy-five hives
of bees." Again: "One acre will keepone

hundred hives busy

for a season."
Witli these statements all coming from
good, reliable sources, we must say that the

SCARLET TREFOIL

or

(Tri-

fo Hum Incai i latum)
Our beds did not come up.
Prof. Beal says: "It is rather tender for
our climate, but further south it would grow,
and might become a good honey plant."

into bloom;

the day.

it.

ALFALFA (Medicng Saliva),

MELILOTUS ALBA.
Some

call

"Sweet Clover," and well

it

they may, for

fragrance can be scented
afar, and from morning till night it is
covered with bees. Commences to bloom
the 22dof June, and continues in bloom until July 22d.
It is one of the best of honey plants, only
itcomes at the sametime with White Clover
and Basswood, and is not needed at that
time. It is a biennial, so that it does not
blossom until the second year, and then dies.
Its bloom cannot be regulated by man.
its

from

WHITE DUTCH CLOVER

(Trifolium

Repens).

Commonly known

as

White Clover.

It

comes into bloom about May :]Otli. Some
one stated early in the season that they
thought it would lap upon Basswood; but I
found that it lapped through and nearly
around it.
There is no need of dwelling at any length

upon

this plant,

for

it is

known

the wide

world over as a honey plant.

CLEOME

{Integrifolia).

Usually termed Rocky Moiuitain Bee
Plant; but as Cleome is shorter, sweeter,
and in every respect more easily spoken, so
in the future let us use this word, Cleome,
instead of tliat long and ungainly term,

"Rocky Mountain Bee Plant."
Our seed failed us. There were, however,
a few plants on the embankment south of
the bee-house, which did nobly. It is good
for low ground— comes into bloom quite
early.

with

Other
say

it,

men who have had
it

is

experience

one of the best honey

plants.

YELLOW TREFOIL.
No good

as a

honey plant.

MOTHERWORT.

needful plants.

ESPARCETTE,

SAINFOIN

or

cliis

{Onobrig-

Satlva).

Hardly hardy enough for our climate.

CATNIP

{Nepeta Catarla).
bloom about the 20th of
about the 1st of September. The honey is clear and beautiful.
As it comes into bloom about the time Basswood goes out, it is of importance to beeJveepers. Bees work upon it readily.

Commences

-July,

and

to

lasts until

WHITE MUSTARD.
to bloom about June 7th, and
nearly a month. The bees commenced work on the Uth; on the 19th the
It

began

lasted

bees were so thick that their hum sounded
something like Prof. Cook's buzz-saw, lacking the screech. This is one of the best of
honey plants, and I think its bloom can be
«8asily regulated by man so as to have it come
after Bass wood.

BORAGE

{Dorrngo

Officinalis).

The

period of blooming is from June 20th
to cold weather. Where there are no plants
lor bees to work upon. Borage does very
well; but when White Clover and Basswood
are in bloom, bees will forsake the Borage
for them. As cold weather begins to come,
'they swarm to the Borage. It is a good
honey plant, when there are no plants of
^greater importance in bloom.

FALL BLACK MUSTARD.
Commences

to bloom about the 4tli day of
July, and passes out about the middle of
August, so that it is in bloom when most
needed. Early in the morning it is loaded
with bees, and they will work en masse until about eleven o'clock, when their numbers
begin to grow less, and at nightfall hardly
a bee is to be seen upon it. Its bloom can
be easily regulated by man, by sowing either
earlier or later in the season, and can safely
be classed among the best of honey plants.

RAPE.
Can be made

know whether it is Aster JfadiroAster Prendnthoides, or Aster
Grandlflorus; whether it is Solidago Petiolaris, Solidago Canadensis, Solidago
Missouriensis ?
My examples are some
which are included iifthe list lately received.
Of Asters, we have in the Northern States
plant to

to bloom about tbe 20th of June.
•Dii the 2Ttliof June the bees connuenced to
work upon our bed. They seemed to take
to it more readily in tlie afternoon. It will
last until about August 1st. It is one of our

Besan

bloom to suit the pleasure
of the one sowing it. It comes up very
quickly, comes into bloom soon after it is
up, and will last about three weeks. The
bees swarmed to the bed of Rape, worked
well all the forenoon, and then left for more
to

profitable fields in the afternoon.

From the December number of The Gleanings in Bee Culture for 1S7(;, I have taken
Prof. Beal's article on honey plants:
" I am frequently asked to identify or give
names to certain plants upon which some
person has seen bees at work. This does
not usually occupy much of my time, especially if the specimens are well put up, as
most of them are known at sight, or after a
few minutes' examination.
"But the thought occurs to me, of what
Jbenefit can it be to the person sending the

jyhyllus,

41 species, beside 40 to 100 more which resemble them to a person unaccustomed to

Of Solidago, or Golden Rods, we
have 37 species, and some others which resemble them. Scarcely one of these has a
separate or common name. Asters look too
much alike to be distinguished from each
other by any one but an expert. The same
is true of Golden Rods and avast number of
other bee plants. They will get the species
and even the genera 'all mixed up.' Even
botany.

•

some of them mixed occaOur country is renowned for the
abundance and variety of the Asters and
Golden Rods in September, till the hard
frosts appear. These are found in open or
unwooded regions, in swamps, along
streams, and on the prairies. The fact is,

the botanist gets
sionally.

there are nearly a hundred times as great a
variety of flowers which furnish bees with
food, as most people imagine. On checking
off for a noted bee-keeper, who wanted to
make a list of bee plants, he seemed to be
surprised at the great number, and said he
only wanted the best of them. Which are
The forty-one asters are all good.
the' best ?
In one locality certain species abound in
great numbers; in other places, some disappear and others take their places. To be
sure, there are some Asters and other plants
affording good honey and pollen, which
rarely exist in large numbers. The same is
true of Golden Rod and many other jjlants.
I suppose a plant is desirable if it exists in
quantities large enough to afford much food
during a long period, or if it affords food a
certain time when most other flowers are
scarce.

"I have made the action and behavior of
insects on flowers a study for years. Some
flowers are only visited in the morning or
forenoon, as the dandelion; others in the
afternoon, others at all times «f day when
not raining. I tell no news, that Basswood
and Rasi)berries att'ord good honey, while
the Tulip Tree and Lobelia afford honey
which is unpleasant or unwholesome to
some persons.
"The jRanuncnlacece, Crowfoot family,
afford us So species or more upon which bees
work; some of them open early in spring.
The Cruclfercv, or Mustard family, about
70 species; Malvacete, or Melon family,
over 20 species; Oeremacece, or Geranium
family, 13; Anacardiacece, or Maple. &c.,
11; Legununoca% or Pulse family. 110 or
more native, besides some exotics; Rosacea^,
or Rose family, s:;, and several exotics; Saxifrwidcciv, or Saxifrage family, about 30;
Caprlfoliacea% Honeysuckles, &c., about
30; C'ompositm, Sunflowers, Asters, &c.,
perhaps 325, besides many in cultivation;
Lobeliacea\ Lobelia family, 13; Campanalacew, or Bell Flowers, 7; Erlcacea:, Heath
family, 00; Scrophulariacea', Figworts,
about

60;

Verbenacecc, Verbenas,

10;

La-

of much value, 7s»;
Borragincecc, Borage family, 28; Aselcpiadaeecv, Milkweed family, 25; Polygonacetc,

biatew. Mints,

many

family, 38; LiUncecc, Lily famBesides these, there are many where
only one or two, or a few in a small
order, perhaps not far from .570. Then,
piobably, there are a hundred or more about

Buckwheat
ily, 50.
there is

If 1 have added
I am uncertain.
correctly, 1 pive, above, about 1,775 species
from which bees get more or less honey or
These grow east of the Mississippi
l)ollen.
river and north of Kentucky, in the United
States. Some, like the grasses and pines,
have no showy or fragrant flowers, and afford little or no honey. As a general rule,

which

those

plants

which produce odorous or

showy flowers

afford honey and will be visited by honey bees, unless the flower is of a
shape which nuikes it impossible for the
bees to reach the food.
" It would be a great source of pleasure,
and in some cases perhaps a profit also, for
every bee-keeper to be a good botanist. In
fact,

every person should study botany more

or less, as any one can if he only tries and
perseveres. The culture it gives, the enjoyment, the discipline, all place botany in a
high position as a science."
In sunnning up the cultivated honey
plants that I have had under my personal
supervision, I find that those of most imliortance to bee-keeiiers, where there is no
Basswood, are: Alsike Clover, White Clover, ]N[eli lotus Alba. Motherwort, Catnip,
Dwarf Chinese or White Mustard, Black

Mustard, Borage, Rape, and Mignonette.
Indeed, they are all good for any region ot
country.

The "question of honey plants is of such
vast importance to all bee men, and in my
opinion one season is not sufficient for it to
be worked up thoroughly and placed before
the public, as the seasons ditter to such an
Fisk Bangs.
extent.
Scientific

Bee Culture.

ADDRESS BEFORE THE WASHINGTON COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY AT SOUTH
HARTFORD, N. Y., JAN. 10, 1878.
Inasmuch as some of our most acute searchers into the hidden wonders of the insect
world, have, with enthusiasm, devoted their
lives to the protitable study of this wonderful
insect, I venture to intrude into the usual discussion of stock and crops, to present a few
facts in relation to bees and honey.
From the progress of the past few years, it
is not too much to expect that tlie honey interest will yet rank beside the other great
farming industries of the day. We are led to
this expectation, from an examination into
ttie statistics of honey production, and the
sources of supply by which we are surrounded.
From careful observation and from the experience of others, it is safe to say tliatan average of 500 pounds of honey could be obtained
Jrom every square mile of our county; and
deducting one-half of this for poor seasons,
drouth, etc., and then our 8.50 square miles
would produce over 200,01)0 pounds, while the
provision of artificial pasturage would greatly
increase it.
To those unacquainted with our honey resources these statements may seem to be overdrawn, but we have at hand reliable tlgures

from various localities in our own Htate, where
the production is over 1,000 pounds per square

mile. While California, noted for its wonderproductions of soil and mine, has localities
where there seems to be no end to tiie tlow of
this abundant sweet.
While localities are thus being developed,
individual ett'ort is progressing in a remarkable degree, anl we have reliable reports of single swarms producing as liigh as .500 pounds,
and whole apiaries averaging nearly 100 lbs. to
each swarm.
These results are obtained only throush unremitting watchfulness and labor, and the
adoption of modern improvements.
Th>5 first improvement over the old straw
hive was substitution of the surplus boxes,
from this sprung the well known invention ol
ful

the Weeks' patent hive of our grandfathers'
days.
The next great step in advance was the invention of the movable frame hive by Lanastroth. The discovery of this principle opened
up a new world of study and observation for
the naturalist and apiarist. For, previous to
this, many of tlie habits of the bee, and its domestic arrangement were enshrouded in mj-stery. A hive constiucted upon this principle
contains several frames or cards of comb which
can be readilj' removed and examined, thus
giving complete control of the occupauts.
Soonafterthe invention of thishive, thegood
qualities of the Italian bee were discovered,
and importation of improved stock was commenced and at present the active golden
Italians are superseding in many localities our
common black bee. And now, like our poultry lanciers who liave improved their breeds
from all parts of ihe world, our importers are
searching all continents and isles of the oceanfor new and larger races of bees. And the
coming season will witness the importation of
bees from .lava and Borneo.
The great advantages sought after in new
races of bees is a longer proboscis, thaf will
enable the bee to reach honey that hitherto
has been unattainable, but which is so abundant that the honey yield would be doubled,
and it would become the cheapest and most
abundant sweet known.
The next improvement which marks a new
era in bee culture was the invention of the
honey emptying machine, or extractor. Previous to this discovei-y, liquid honey was obtained by breaking the comlxs with all their
impurities and squeezing out the honey,
which always tasted rank with bee-breadl
With the extractor the comb is not broken"
but where the honey is thrown from it, the
emptied comb is returned to the hive to be refilled by the bees.
A single card of comb can
be usetl thus until it is black with age, still the
honey thrown Irom it is as clear and pure as
when gathered from the flower. Now wheu'
we find that it takes from fifteen to twenty
pounds of honey to produce one pound of
comb, we have in the extractor a great economizer. Wax is a secretion from the honey after it is eaten by the bee, and resolves itself i«
thin scales on the abdomen, (roni whence it is
taken by the young bees and used in combbuilding. Thus, every pound of empty comb
supplied to the bees, is equal to many pounds
of honey for the bee-keeper. A third more
honey can be obtained with the extractor than
of comb honey. And each particular yield can
be kept separate. We have in our county
three great sources of honey White clover in
June, basswood in July, and buckwheat and
other dark honey in August and September..
Our whole yield is crowded into about three
months, and owing to drouths and other dispensations of nature, the yield is sometimes
cut down to one month, or perhaps but a few
days. It is, therefore, possible, with our machine, to keep our beautiful M-hite clover and
basswood honey separate, and our buckwheat
stnd other dark, honey by itself. California.
;

:

produces honey of beautiful quality from
white sage, and from Florida we have honey
Irorn orange blossoms.
After the demonstration of the beautiful
theory of emptying the combs by centrifugal
force,' one would suppose that tlie apiarist
would restcontent for a season. Buttliespirit
of Improvement which possesses alike tiie
whittling Yankee Josey, and the profound
scientist, urged the bee-keeperto still furtlier
demonstrations of his skill, and the very latest
invention which has been successfully tried
during the past season is the manufacture from beeswax of artificial comb or comb
foundation this is given to the bees in beauyellow sheets, and is readily worked out
by them into comb and tilled Vr'ith honey.
I have thus briefiy explained some of the
Jiiost important improvements in bee culture,
and the great problems that are now receiving
the attention of the progressive apiarist, is to
both increase and cheapen the product, making it an article of necessary use in competition with cane sugar, and an article of export
to foreign countries. American honey is proving superior to European honey, and a demand has been already created.
With extracted or liquid honey the bee;

tiful

keeper has met with

many

difiiculties,

one of

is adulteration, but the greatest is the
ignorance of the purcliaser. The distinctive
peculiarity of lioney to crystallize or candy has
been a detriment to its sale, while that very
quality alone of all others should recommend
it to tlie consumer.
Nearly all pure liquid
liouey will candy, and in that condition will
keep for years: and tlie application of a little
heat at any time will render it liciuid again.
It has been said that our land tlows with
milk, it should further imitate tlie promised
land described in sacred history, and flow witli
both milk and honey. We have within the
tiny flower a spring of delicious nectar, and

whicli

its humble lot is cast, either upon
hill-sides, in our forests, oraround our very
doors, the air we breathe is made fragrant

wherever
our

with the evaporation of its wasted sweetness,
wasied for the want of our tiny insects to
gather it.
John H. Martin.
Hartford, N. Y.

long-lived and hardy bees and therefore will
always have a strong swarm, hence the necesity for breeding such queens.
Third.— A queen should produce workers
that are good honey gatherers, and for me
good box workers.) and for this purpose I prefer a large and strong bee. I find a great difference in tlie size of worker bees.
Some
queens produce small bees. Small bees are
not so good box workers and they are more
apt to sting. I find that queens reproduce
themselves, and would. not therefore breed
from such queens.
Fourth.— I like a queen whose progeny
are quiet and of a mild disposition, so that
when you take out a card of comb from the
hive the bees will remain quiet andj not run
from one side of the comb to tlie other, and at
the same time give you four or five stings before you get through looking theiii over. I
would also have bees prompt to defend them(

selves against robbers.
Fifth.— One of the best'qualities'of a good
opinion, is a non-swarmer; one
queen, in

my

is contented to stay at home and attend
to business. Such a queen will produce bees
that will store their honey in boxes and leave
the brood chamber for the queen to lay in,
consequently keeping the combs full of brood
and the colonies always strong in workers.

that

Such a queen will most invariably produce
good box workers. You have, no doubt, all of
you, been puzzled at times to know why certain swarms did not go into the boxes, while
at the same time they were as strong and even

sometimes stronger than tlieir neighbors
which were working readily in boxes. I have
had such experience, and have come to the
conclusion that it is in the strain wc breed
from.
All strains have their peculiarities,
and we .should therefore consider all of these
POINTS when breeding queens.

I had but three queens last year tiiat 1
would breed from. I have but one of them
now, but I have a number of young

left

queens tliat I liope will jirove to be wliat I
call good ones. There are many other points
on this subject that I might speak of, but
for fear of being tedious, I will pass to consider briefly

Good Queens— How to Get Them?

THE BEST MODE OF RAISING QUEENS.
tliis as in other branches of bee-keeping, I do not claim to be an expert. I have
never raised queens for the market; I mere-

In

KEAD

BP:F0RIC tiie

ADDISON

CO., VT.,

BEE-
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ly raise for

Ever since the Italian bee was introduced
and raising queens for the public became an
object, a disposition lias been niaiiifested by
eacli breeder to nialve the public believe
tliat liis queens were tlie only j^ood and pure
ones to be found in the niarlcet. While this
may have bee true in some cases, it is my
opinion that very many poor queens liave
been sent out at liif^li prices, and at the same
time the queens may liave been pure Italians. I will liere consider briefly what constitutes a good queen.
First.— A good queen should be a pure
Italian, not of the lightest hue, as I prefer a
dark queen or one that has dark progeny, as I
consider the dark ones better box workers.
She should be large and lively. I speak of
I And some bees are
some men— rather moderate— they move

their being lively because
like

about as though they were lazy, and so I find
them, particularly the workers.
Second.— A good queen will comence tolay
early and lav abundantly all summer until
Jate in the fall. You may say that any queen
will lay early if she has sufficient quantity of
bees. Very true, a good queen AVill produce

my own

use.

I can,

therefore,

only give my mode, and to this branch of
the business I have given much thouglit and
iiave come to the conclusion that it is best
to breed with great care.
I would not breed from a queen until I
1.

had summered and wintered

her, or in other
words, not until she is a yearold and even two
years are better. At that age I have had a
chance to test her good qualities— whicli should
be many. Another reason why I prefer an old
queen to breed from is, she has become more
mature, and consequently her progeny will be
hardier and longer lived, queens as well as
workers. I do not see why this rule does not
hold good with the bee as well as with animals. I therefore would not breed from a
young and untested queen. I believe that all
of the above good qualities can be attained by

careful bi'eeding.
There are many ways of raising queens.
2.
Some prefer to raise them in full colonies,
others, for economy raise them in nuclei, and
claim that the.v are as good as those raised in
full swarms. For my part I see no difference
as long as nature is complied with. They are
as good and perfect, if raised in nuclei as any
other way. In fact, I prefer to raise my queene

in nuclei because I can then watch them
know tiiat they are raised from tlie egsc.

and
In

do not have any nine-day queens,
but wliere they are raised in full colonies the
Ijees are liable "to start queens from larva that
Such
is three or four and even five days old.
queens are worthless. I am positive of tlais,
satisfaction.
my
them
to
for I have tried
I raise my queens by taking a card or two of
hatching brood and young bees from a hive
that can spare them (no eggs or larva), put
them in an empty hive and leave them
twenty-four or thirty-six hours, then I take a
strip of comb with eggs from breeding hive,
cut say one inch wide and three or four long,
and fit it in one of the brood combs already
in the nucleus hive, leaving an inch space under the eggs for the cells to hang in them after
the bees have formed or started queen cells,
which will be in twenty-four or forty-eight
hours. I add to them a card of larva, as they
use larva for feeding queen larva (or making
royal .jelly as it is called). In from eight to ten
days the cells will be capped, and in twelve to
filteen days they can be cut out and inserted
in any hive desired, or put in the hatching
box if you have no use for them for a day or
two.
This is one way to raise queens, and I like
it as well, as any, as it is very simple and
easy, and I am sure not to have any nineTiiere are many other ways
day Queens.
that 1 niiglit mention but t'or'tlie want ot

way

this

time.

I

Now,

in conclusion, let nie repeat,
best queens.

Breed only from your

A. E.

Bristol, Vt.

Comb Foundation

in Surplus Boxes.

KEAD BEFORE THE
Mr.

President

Manum.

N. E.

CONYENTIOX.

and Oentlemen:— My

prolonj^ed stay in Michigan will prevent
my presence at the Convention, I regret my
absence, as there will be questions presented of vital importance to the industry.

I'romineut

among them

of Artificial
1

Comb

will be
Foundations.

have had no reason

tiie

to chaii.ge

subject

my

views

as expressed before tlie National Association in October, but the importance of one
feature of tlie subject, only alluded to there,
basso grown in my mind, as to warrant

bringing it before "tlie Convention, viz:
The use of comb foundations in surplus
boxes.
The importance of tlie subject
extends beyond the present self-interest of
any new business to the broad field of a
rapidly-growing national industry.
That
tlie subject may be discussed in all its relations to tiie future of couib honey, before
its use shall become general, seems to me of
great importance; for in such discussion,
considerations may be presented that will
prevent a hasty verdict, to be regreted in
the future, and suggestions offered tliatmay
cliange tlie views of those who bold such
relations to tlie business, through the press,
as to affect greatly for good, or otherwise,
depending on the views they advocate.
1 concede there may be a little present
jirofit by the use of foundation in surplus
l)0xes, but regard it as trifling, com])ared to
the damage it may work in the future
market of comb honey
but even now,
there are honest experimenters, who question any profit in such use of it. Wliile I
consider the utility of the invention, as
;

regards

its

use in the breeding apartment a
I cannot but be

problem already solved,

solicitous of the effect in the future,

if its

present use is urged by all, without other
than present considerations.
Our products must come in direct competition with other saccharine food, which
now have a well-established place in.
domestic economy and trade. To supplant
these in any measure, we must have an

argument.

We are certain of the one, of its beauty
and delicious taste; and if to this we can
add tiiat of vit'Tity, I see no reason why we
cannot take the 'field.

There are, at present, few articles of food,
of this class, to which the stigma of adulteration is not fixed.
Prominent among

them are the syrups, sugar-house, silver
and golden drips, "etc., which now are so
much used on the table, and with wliich
our extracted honey must come into most

direct competition.
These syrups, at one time, brought a high
price; but of late liave been so cheapened
by adulteration that they are considered by
many, even dangerous, owing to the presence of sulphuric acid remaining in the glucose, with which they are adulterated.—
Glucose being the product of corn-starcli,
treated with sulphuric acid.

Such experiments as those made at the
Michigan Convention, will educate the

people to tlie.se tacts.
Extracted honey, from its nature, will be
liable to such adulteration; and we already
see the effect on the market, by this cry
thus early raised against it. Therefore, I

know

of no duty so great, especially to
those who undertake to direct the interests
of the industry, as that of guarding our
products from stigma.
One great problem of the future will be
the protection of extracted Jioney from
adulteration; and for this, the united action
and wisdom of honey-producers will be
required. For it certainly will be '* doctored," to a great extent, unless some steps
are taken to prevent it; for it certainly
opens as fruitful a field for profit in its
adulteration as do the syrups. And would
it not be well to take some initiative steps
soon, to " nip it in the bud," as it were,
before it gets of large proportions. All will
concede that virtue is the art of protection,
and so I make the burden of this paper
such action in regard to comb lioney, that
we shall not put in the hands of our opponents a weapon, in the future to be used
against us; and to this point I bring the
subject of this communication.
Let any bee-kee])er of experience, contemplate for a moment" the ])urity or commercial beeswax, or, what is more to the
point, a quantity of refuse comb, before it
Containing, in addition to
is adulterated.
other impurities, dead bees, in various
stages of putrilication; with moth worms,
all sizes, dead and aiive, together with their
excrement,— and tiiis to he cooked together
in a kettle of water, until the savory extract
has thoroughly flavored the beautiful yellow wax, destined to become a delicious
morsel, and component part of comb honey.
And, in case your own stomach is not

cannot such a picture be
used by our opponents against us?
keep
comb liortey free from tlie
We must
impression that it is otlier than tlie j)ure,
effected, I ask,

beautiful food

God

lias

made

it,

working

instinct He has
tlie wonderful
planted in these little creatures.
But let the impression once go forth that
it is otherwise, that it is " doctored," that it
contains anything of questioned purity, that
the beautiful comb is not the work of wonderful instinct, but a thing gotten up by
tlirougli

in any sense, and you have
deprived it of an interest to the consumer,
that must effect the sale of it as an ornament and luxury to the table.
The time may come when it will be calculated as an article of food, like beans and
potatoes, simply for the amount of nutriment it contains. But that time is not yet.

machinery

Commercial men, whose business can be
changed at every emergency, dropping this
article they buy and sell, and taking up
another without serious loss or manufac;

with a present self-interest, may
advocate its use, but the producer, who has
taken up the industry as a life business,
turers,

cannot, for a trifling consideration, afford to
affect its ]iresent standing as a strictly pure

and beautiful article of food.
Of the few pure things tliat can be offered
to the public, as such, let this one of comb
honey remain permanent among them, as
the one most delicious in flavor, beautiful
in its purity, and of great interest, it being
the product of wonderful instinct.
Some one may say that all wax is not
made from such stock as described. If not
all, I think there are but few bee-keepers
but what have seen such as described rendered into wax. Others, that when foondatious are used the bees reduce the thickness
to that of natural comb.
And again, that they have been used in
surplus boxes and the product sold without
To the latter, I would call
comi)laint.
attention to the small chance of any complaint reaching the ear of the producer, and
to the fact that few consumers know of any
attempt to suplement nature. But publish
the fact that such a thing is introduced, and
that a substance of questioned purity, I
and what has
bone " will be unpleasantly reported. While at times the bees
reduce the center quite thin, all who have
experimented know that very often, especially if the weather is cool, they leave it as
venture

it

will

been called a "

tliick as

when

be found,

fish

introduced.

For fear that some may misunderstand
me, I will say that I most heartily recom-

mend

its

use in the breeding apartment,

and believe it to take rank with the movable frame and extractor, the three great
improvements of the age.
If there is profit in its use for surplus
boxes, there is no bee-keeper in the country
more favorably situated to reap such present benefit than myself. But appreciating
in some, small measure the great future

interest at stake, I shall refrain from its
use, until careful thought and experiment
shall have determined to what extent it
may be used without the chance of inflicting an inseperable damage to the industry.
J. E.

Hetherington.

Over-Stocking.

KEAD BEFORE THE

N. E.

CONVEKTIOX.

Brother Bee-Keepers of the NortJi-Eastern
Bee-Keepers^ Association
Though the above sub.iect is somewhat
neglected of late, still I feel that it is one
that most of us will have occasion to think
of before many years pass by. It seems
that the

mind

of

man

is

well calculated to

harbor accommodating theories, even unto
a settled belief. When we wish one to believe in our heaven, we do not try to prove
its existence, but we present in as glowing
style as possible, to his imagination, the
joys and beauties of that country and he

—

believes

from

choice.

Now, writers devoted to the different
branches of agriculture, of which bee-keeping is one, take advantage of this same
weakness in us, their scholars, and treat us
" This business is
to such errors as these
the most profitable one known to man;"
:

" Can't over-do it;" "Hundreds of colonies
can be kept in nearly every locality without
overstocking the field;" "Thousands of
pounds of honey yearly go to waste," &c.
It has been the business of the trinity of
reason, observation, and experience, called
science, to root out these accommodating
theories, and place in their stead some hard
facts, some of which are not just as we
would like them to be. It has been the
crowning glory of the nineteenth century to
prove the indestructibility of matter, and
the eternal persistence of force. Thus we
see that sweetness of any sort or kind has
never ".gone to waste." Maijle trees tapped
for many years lose their power to yield
sugar. The honey not gathered last season,
is to-day somewhen; in nature's great reservoir, awaiting the coming bee. (Cyprians,
no doubt.)
How many colonies can we most profitably
keep in one place? Every one knows that
we can care for a number of colonies in one
apiary with much less expense and labor
than in two or three apiaries. An apiarist

whose judgment we

all

respect, last fall

" brimstoned" over one-half of his colonies.

Another successful bee-keeper said
"

to

me

;

The

ease of overstocking is little understood by honey producers."
My friend, W. J. Davis, of Youngsville,
Pa., whom we very well know to be a beekeeper of extraordinary skill and ojiportunity, writes me as follows: " Your ideas of
'over-stocking' I know are correct, as aj)plied to this locality. I can secure more
surplus honey from 50 stocks (spring count),
than from 100 in the same locality. I have

my

now 100 in
home apiary, all heavy and in
fine trim for winter, and but for considerations of humanity, I could net the most cash
within a year to kill one-half of them, using
the combs and honey for young swarms next
season."
I would kill the queens about twenty-one
days earlier, and brush off the remaining
bees at the end of the honey season, sell the
honey, and lay away the combs for the next
year.
I expect to see this method extensively
practiced by honey producers. It will pay

in the end than to sell off our surplus stock. Such a course will jjreatly improve our stock, and secure us saifety in wintering. I have in my possession several
•other letters from worthy apiarists, stating
about fifty colonies as the most profitable
number of stocks to keep in one locality.
Now comes the question. What area constitutes a " locality" for the apiarist? My
bees go south four miles and bring in basswood honey rapidly when the yield is good.
1 find my bees tliree and a half miles north
of the apiary, working on golden rod, of
which a book bee-l:eeper would say, tliere
was enough for 1,000 colonies witriinthe first
mile in that direction. Even if we ain
beat the bees making comb, we haven't yet
been able to keep them close at home. They
seem to tJiiiili they know their " little biz,"

US better

something about where honey Is still
remaining in tiie blossoms!
My apiaries are six and a half miles apart,
and yet are close enough. I have every evidence that I have seen bees from each apiary
on the same plant. There are not a dozen
colonies near either apiary belonging to
other parties. If I wish to gather only one
a,nd

bushel of walnuts. 1 prefer a ten-bushel pile
to scoop them out of, to a scattered bushel

under a ravaged

tree.

Let some

" go to

waste." It takes longer to find the last drop
than the first bucket fti.U. You will recollect that those large pro rata yields come

from apiaries of few colonies.
The practicability of running more than
one apiary, is a matter of doubt among many
of us who are trying it. Could the instinct
of swarming be exchanged for an equal
amount of energy inithe boxes, capital could
find a broad field in apiculture, that might
pay a satisfactory per centage for a few years
to come.
I will pay $100 for an individual right to
the use of a practical apparatus that will
hive my bees in my absence, such machine
not to cost more than a good hive, and I
will furnish one for each colony. The above
sum I will give to get a part of my bees out
of the way of the other part, at the same
time securing the increase without an every
clay's attention.

In my opinion, I have now bees enough to
stock at least four locations in all, 350 colonies. Now, I am confident that our fields
and markets here will not aft'ord a hired
hand for each apiary during the busy time
of year that we need one to hive swarms.
Now, if the above ideas are conceded correct, can we, any of us, fail to realize the
importance of selecting a location for an
apiary where few or no bees are kept by
others, and in maintaining such a condition
of affairs as long as possible.
I fully believe that nearly the entire honey
crop of the future will be raised by specUtiLists, and we need not crowd each other to
the detriment of both parties so doing, as
our broad country affords far more good locations for our favorite pursuit, than coming
demands tor honey will wanant us in occupying.
I hope these scattered ideas may draw out

—

and friendly discussion,
hereafter read in The Bee
receive personal

shai-p

criticism

which

I

may

Journal, and from which
benefit.

James Heddon.

North-Eastern Convention.

The

eighth annual convention of the
North-Eastern Bee-Keepers' Association
was held in Syracuse, N.Y., on Feb. 6, 7 &8,
1878.
Vice President, G. M. Doolittle in
the chair.
J. H. Nellis, the secretary,
called the roll, after which the minutes of
the last meeting were read, and Mr. Bacon
corrected, by stating that the report concerning comb foundation was intended to
apply only to the use of it in boxes. The
report as corrected was adopted. Mr. Bacon,
tile treasurer, read his report, which was
accepted and adopted.

Many names were added to the Roll, for
the coming year.
L. G. Root, E. D. Clark, and N. N. Betsinger were appointed a committee to have
charge of the question drawer.
J. H. Nellis was appointed to examine
and report upon the minutes of the National
Convention, held in New York last October.
W. E. Clark, L. C. Root, and C. D. Jones
were appointed a committee to consider a
proposed amendment of By-laws, Art. IV,

DISCUSSIONS.
" Will it pay to caltivate any crop
the sole view ofprndncing honey f"

The chairman thought

ivith.

doubtful whether
it would pay to cultivate any crop for that
purpose,
lie lived in a section where
nature furnishes the desired blossoms. He
did not think it would pay to grow teasels,
as these are in blossom at the same time as
the basswood, and it is very laborious to
grow them.
How, then, can teasel honey be distinguished from basswood?
The bees seem
to prefer working on teasels; and hence,
it

when we

see them at work on teasels and
neglecting basswood, we naturally infer
that they are making teasel honey. The
latter is clearer and more translucent.—
Teasels grow anywhere that winter wheat
will do well. There is no other flower in
basswood time that makes as clear honey.
Sumac makes a yellower honey, and blossoms earlier. In the fall of 1872, he fed
sugar to his bees; since then, he has not fed
them at all, but reduced his swarms when
they were not strong enough to winter well.
Mr. Longstreet found alsike clover good
for honey.
It afterward made excellent
feed for horses. He did not know of a crop
that it would pay to cultivate exclusively
for honey.
Mr. Ba(^on asked the best means of preHe tried
venting bees from swarming.
hiving the young swarm, and set it by the
old one, and afterwards destroyed the
(jueen-cells, and re-united the swarms. So
far as tried, this had proved successful.—
The main object is to prevent swarming the
second time. The first is admissible.
Mr. House, of Fayetteville, had for 8 or 10
years, practiced artificial swarming a few
days before the bees would naturally
swarm, and seldom failed. Clipping the
wings of the queens was unsatisfactory.
C. C. VanDusen favored artificial swarming.
It is important to give ample room,
and get the bees to work early.

The chairman, about 8 days after swarmwhen 1 queen has hatched, clips all tlie

ing,

otluT queen cells. In his experience, If he
clipped the cells in advance ot the hatching
of 1. the bees provide for raising an unusual
number of (pieens. If we have a good
honey season, there is little trouble about
swarluing. In poor seasons, nothing will

prevent Italians from swarming. Removing all but 1 virgin queen does not entirely
*
prevent swarming.
Mr. House. Wiien bees get a swarming
fever, it is hard to subdue them.
Mr. Neliis has a house apiary, and never
had a swarm issue from it. Last summer
he had 1.5 swarms making box honey.
They gave him about 60 lbs. of box honey
eaeii.
The house is octagonal, and holds 68
swarms. It is lined with building paper,
and never becomes extremely hot.
He
thinks excessive heat makes bees swarm.
Mr. Betsingor's bees swarmed the most in
the poorest seasons, 1806 and 1876.
lack
of honey causes swarming.
Dr. A. H. Marks found that his bees
swarmed most in the honey-producing

—

A

seasons.

The chairman wanted

to

know

if

the bee

papers are right in favoring consumers and
dealers instead of the bee-keepers, who are
their patrons.
He then read an extract
from the Bee-Keepers^ Magazine, calling
for the sacrifice of the glass on the small
boxes.

Mr. Bacon thought

it

was ungenerous on

the part of the papers. The only profit in
the small box is the glass. It is a mistake
to gather honey in less than 5 or 6 lb. boxes.
The president thought such papers did
not deserve the support of bee-keepers.
He read from one that hoped honey would
come down to .5 or 6c. per ft., so that every
one could afford to use it.
Mr. Neliis thought the demand would
decide the form of the package. If it is
wanted in glass, it will be put in glass; if in
any other form, that form will be adopted.
Rich people want it in glass, fand care not
about its being weighed in. It protects the

honey and keeps it clean.
Mr. Snow concurred substantially with
Mr. Neliis.
He thinks he has created a
home market for extracted honey, and lie
can make the most money out of it.
kS. M. Locke thought the buyers of honey
know that they get honey in the box by
gross weight, and, therefore, there is no
fraud, as intimated by the Bee-Keepers^

Magazine.

It costs
small boxes. If the

more to make honey in
consumer wants it so

put up, he must pay for it.
Oh motion, G. M. Doolittle, L. C. Root, S.
M. Locke and W. E. Clark were appointed
a committee to consider the conduct of certain bee papers, and report what action this
Association ought to take in regard to the
matter.

(Several

EVENING SESSION.
new members were received. The

Convention then discussed:
" In what manner shall ive use the surplus funds of the Association to best promote its interestsf^
It was moved by Mr. Root to send out
blanks about August 1st, to be filled out by
members and returned to the secretary,
who will in return forward the information

thus obtained about the products to each
member. It was maintained that this would
furnish a basis for regulating prices and aid
in successful marketing.
Mr. Bacon showed that, as matters now
stood, small producers, who make no business of honey making, too often make the
price, by taking to market honey out of season and accepting the first offer. If properly
posted, there would be a better chance for
having a paying home market. But prices
must not be above the reach of the consumer. Consumption must be encouraged,
and the middlemen must be content with a
fair profit.

The chairman and Mr. Betsinger could
get only 16 cts. a pound ottered by a wholesale dealer in Syracuse. They sold in New
York for 24 cts., and saw two-thirds of their
hojiey go to Philadelphia at 38 cts.
Mr. Betsinger would give S25 a year to get
accurate statistics of the honey product.
The different organizations might obtain it,
if

an

effort

was made.

Mr. Root was in favor of getting such information, and was willing to pay for it.

"Is grape sugar valuable as food for
bees to winter upon?"
Reports are afioat, said the secretary, that
experiments had been successfully made in
its use. Is it prepared in the form of a syrup?
Mr. Root had seen an experiment. In this
case the grape sugar was put in a dry state
in the top of the hive and all honey removed. This was in 1872. The bees lived
only thirty days. They lived three months
on dry loaf sugar.
The chairman had found the syrup from
grape sugar to candy in a few hours or days.
Mixing honey with it retarded the candying
process. He had never fed it.
" What will be the effect upon the honey
market of adulterating honey, and shall
we countenance it?"
It was agreed that the effect was inicertain. The secretary said some people would
not buy candied honey, supposing it adulterated, when candying is a guarantee of
purity. If it must be kept from candying,
it must be adulterated.
" What is the best method to promote

early Breeding ?"

The chairman knew of no way to get a
hive full of bees in March, or even as late
as the 2.5th of May. He can get a new swarm
the latter part of June, by furnishing plenty
of uncapped comb, full of honey.
Mr. Locke said the largest swarm he ever
had was a natural one, on May 10th.
The practice of spreading comb and supplying new has worked well with Mr. Root.
Reuses a very large frame. But tiiis practice must not be carried too far. After apple-blossoms pass away he had often been
compelled to feed heavily. We should see
to it that there is always capped honey in
the hives. We should not put bees out too
early. He would not put them out before
the soft maple is in blossom.
The chairman said it is a disadvantage to
have the hives full of bees before there is
any work

for

them

to do.

Mr. House does not believe there
advantage in early stimulation.

is

any

Mr. House said he thought his home apiwhich made the poorest yield, had the

Mr. Van Duseii believed in having a good
supply of lioney for food. lie frecjuently
uncaps comb in the early part of tlie season.
Heat should also be economized.
Mr. Betsinger would remove honey from
the comb, put comb in empty, and thin the
lioney with water for feeding.
3Ir. Root said care must be taken to give
bees a supi)ly of water.
Mr. House— In " spreading" great care
should be taken by those not well posted.

THURSDAY, FEB.
Vice Pres. Doolittle

ary,

best pasture. He laid their failure to overstocking;
Mr. Nellis thought that when all the circumstances were taken into consideration
there would be less appearance of clashing
in the experience of different beekeepers.
When conditions are right, bees gather
rapidly. They do all their work
within six weeks, at intervals during the

honey very
season.

7.

Mr. Betsinger thought overstocking impossible, as he could demonstrate by figures.
Mr. Perry had hunted wild bees, and had
never yet captured a bee that had flown
much over two miles. It takes a bee thirty
minutes to go two miles, load itself and return, when it takes its honey from a box.
It cannot, therefore, go four miles and make
honey to any profit.
Mr. House's experience was similar tothat of Mr. Perry.

in the chair.

The Connnittee on Constitution and ByLaws reported in favor of making the membership continuous instead of having to be
renewed from year to year. Adopted and
the alterations in Constitution and By-Laws
;

ordered.
On motion, the Convention recommended
all bee-keei)(n's to sign the petition, now circulating, reqiiestiiig (Congress to so amend
the postal laws as to permit the sending of
queen bees through the mail.
The Connnittee on Bee-Papers reported
the following, which was adopted

Mr. Locke read the following address on

OUR OBJECT AND OUR

Whereas, The Bee-Keeper's Magazine has unjustly

charged bee-keepers with fraud in selUng honey in
glass boxes, and OleiMiings in Bee VaUure is depreciating the value of honey to the detriment of pro-

pieces of bee-keepers, organized for their use
and benefit? If so, we have met here to
debate and decide upon the most remunera-

ducers, and

Whereas, Most consumers demand that honey be
sold in glass boxes, while it is evident that honey
cannot be produced at the depreciated value quoted
in Gleanings,

tive

The secretary read a paper on overstockby James Heddon, of Mich.
Mr. Bacon said flowers come and go
quickly. We need bees enough to gather

The time

ing,

honey when it is ready, or it is wasted.
we have not enough to do this, the locality

tlie

one locality.
Mr. Root thinks that

in any location, take
the season through, 25 swarms will do better
than 100. Yet, in some localities, with proper
care, '200 or :^00 will do well. He thinks
there are 500 in his locality. But the larger
the number, the more likely the necessity,
at some portion of the season, for feeding.
He favored locating in unoccupied sections.
Mr. Betsinger: Much depends on care.
He has proportionately better results from
a larger number of swarms than he formerly
had from a smaller number.
Mr. Doolittle thought that the question of
overstocking depended very much on the
care or the want of care. He could not
think .50 swarms would overstock a circuit
of eight miles diameter.
Mr. House has had some apiaries, with
the same care, yield 25 pounds to the swarm
and others 100 pounds of honey. Much depends on pastures as well as on care.

Mr. Bacon wanted to know which swarms
had the advantage of pasture.

for the apiary.

those introduced in a candid and gentlemanly manner. In this way can we obtain
the information desired, and present the
same to the thousands of bee-keepers whoare looking to us for it— though unable to be
present and take part in our deliberations.

;

He does not think 150
is not overstocked.
colonies will overstock a favorable locality.
Mr. House: Much depends on conditions.
Some localities will sustain 150 swarms,
while others would sustain few or none.
As an average, 50 swarms are sufiicient for

management

How, then, can we best fulfil this mission?
By presenting new ideas, and criticising all

and

Whereas, Said periodicals have taken arbitrary
measures to the detriment of tliosr iiitcrcsti'd, while
we recognize the periodicals lU'V(^t(Ml to apirulturc to
be the imediunis through which both iirodiiccr and
consumer should receive n>utual b»'n<'tit tlicn^fore.
Resolved. That the North-Eastern licc-Kccpers'
Association, now in sessiim, do eniphatic^ally tlisapprove of the course pursued by said periodicals.

H'

MISSION.

President and Gentlemen :
Why have we met here? Are not our
State and National Conventions the mouth-

3Ir.

:

•

lias

come when

it is

necessary

for the apiarist to be the embodiment of system, and his apiary must have the best supplies and most competent help; and must be
carried on systematically.
Profit in apiculture means hard work, and
plenty of it. Instead of a few old gums and

and brimstone fortlie bees in the
710 manugemcnt the present dethe
best movable-frame hives, with
mands
large capacity for surplus, simple in construction, and admitting of ease and speed
in handling. One that will winter well on
summer-stands without further packing or
protection; with entrance easily contracted
or enlarged, and with a brood chamber that
can be expanded at will.
Comb honey must be placed upon the
market in neat boxes and good crates, and
extracted honey in such a way as to drive
all adulterations out of existence.
The people must be educated as to the
value of honey and its uses, as well as how
to keep it from granulating.
Consumers demand glassed honey-boxes
If
filled with the nicest white comb honey.
this Association should adopt a standard
box, and all members should put their honey
into it. I believe it would further their interbox

fall,

li"ives,

and

—

ests vastly.

The suggestion of our President as to the
gathering of statistical matter concerning
crops, &c., in August is a good one, and
should receive our earnest attention.
The great advance that apiculture has^ta-

ken witliin tlie past two years ought to cheer
and encourage us to renewed exertions for
welfare.
As our honey is gatliered in about six
•weeks, it is essential that bees should be
easily and rapidly handled; they should be
in good hives and kept strong in numbers,
with good queens, and then the best results
its

may

be expected.
With comb-foundation, one-third of the
labor of comb-building is saved, and with
the present prospect of the introduction of
new races of bees during the present year
to infuse new blood into our stocks when
we meet again I hope we shall have good reports to make of the season's success.
Salem, Mass.
Silas M. Locke.

—

The nomination and

election of oflicers

followed:
President— L. C. Root, of Mohawk, received
of 51 votes, iind was elected.

42

out

Vice Prcsiiliiit— (ifor;;!' B. Seeley, received 11) and
M. I). M. little, nf BnnMliiu), 21), with a few scattering votes. Mr. Doolittle was declared elected.
Secretary— J. H. Nellis, of Canajoharie, received a
iinaniiuous election as secretary.
Treasurer— R. Bacon, of Verona, was unanimously

<J.

elected.

Honorary Vice Presidents— W. E. Clark, George
F. Wright, andC. C. Van Dusen.

T.

Wheeler, K.

AFTERNOON
The

retiring

SESSION.

president,
read the toUowing, as his

P.

II.

Elwood,

ANNUAL address:
we read of a good time
coming, when '• swords shall be beaten into
plowshares and the spears into pruninghooks." But in neither sacred nor profane
lore do we find allusion to the time when the
latter shall be converted into tiiat weapon
which is said to be *' mightier than the
sword" the pen
This, however, is the
the modest task you impose on your country
in calling for an address.
As we meet again after the successes and
In an old book

—

!

reverses of anotiier year, I think it may be
well to inquire why so many have come up
to our annual gathering, at so great an expenditure of time and money? Are the receipts expected to counterbalance the expenditures? I apprehend this may be the
cxijectation, for, although our business possesses other attractions, and an opportunity
for mental work and improvement not found
in other out-door occupations; nevertheless,
bee-keeping, with the majority, is a matter
of dollars and cents.
So-called philanthropic motives may urge a few to sustain
an association of this kind, but with the
:great majority "the bread and butter (piestion" is a greater incentive.
What are some of the benefits to be de-

rived from our Conventions? First, the soelement is one that cannot easily be
over-estimated. The hearty hand-shakings
and greetings are expressive of a sympathy
not to be recorded on a lettered page. This
sympathy encourages us to extra exertions,
sustains us in difficulties, and helps establish a class pride that is beneficial. A comparison of the results of the year's labor,
prompts us to a good-natured rivalry, and a
comparison of tlie ideas advanced in debate
often arouse trains of thought that lead to
•cial

important results. At our Conventions we
meet those who contribute to our literature,

and we judge of their ability and reliability,
which helps us much, in future reading, in
separating the wheat from the chaff. The
written part of our Conventions

is

valuable,

coming from some of our most practical
and successful apiarists, some of whom do
as

not contribute to our Journals. The unwritten part is still more valuable. We
usually gather together with some problem
to solve, some point of practice on which we
have not had enough experience to decide.
We propound the question to those of more
experience, and we come away confirmed
or cautioned in our course of procedure.
We talk of supply and demancl, of overstocking tlie market and over-stocking the
land, and in a way not always encouraging
to dealers in supplies. Wejsometimes question the propriety of advising everj' one to
go into a business in which so much more
has been lost than made, and in which, even
at the present'time, more goods are produced
at a loss than at a profit. In short, we are at
perfect liberty to express our views as we
please, with " no one to molest or make lis
afraid."

Ex-president Bacon last year recommended co-operation in marketing honey, and in
some form it undoubtedly is destined to produce the most satisfactory results. Many of
us are annually compelled to market our
products before knowing much about the
aggregate production. Without this information we have noway of judging what
the price should be. I suggest that measures be taken at this session for collecting
statistics of the next crop in time for use in
marketing the same. With suitable blanks
furnishecl each member of this As.sociation
and to those honorary members who might
be appointed and wlio would consent to collect statistics of the yield in their vicinity,
be informed in August as to the

we might

production throughout the country.
This information would be of very great
service to us all, as our markets are annually
very much injured by parties who sell
below the market price.
Our markets are also much injured by
placing goods upon them in an unmarketable shape. This considerably lessens consumption, and I again assert, that it is to our
interest to have the best packages used by
Especially should we affirm, that the
all.
Eastern market prefers glassed honey. It
presents a finer appearance, and in the retailer's hands the loss from breakage is so
much less, that many dealers will handle no
other. When you read, please remember
that a very strong interest is at work in the
East in building up a trade in unglassed California honey. I am sorry to say that one of
our bee-publications is aiding in this work
by recommending unglassed lioney.
Whatever may be your conclusions as to
the merits of comb foundation in the brood
chamber, I trust you will return no uncertotal

tain verdict as to its use in surplus honey
receptacles. That commercial beeswax is
fit to eat no one familiar with its manufacture will affirm, and it is not expected that
it between two corrugated rollers
will affect its character in this respect. It
is also well established, that bees donotsufficiently thin it. Heretofore comb-honey
has been one of the things that could not be

passing

adulterated.

It

cannot

bee-keepers themselves

now
!

be, except

by

Shall that ever

be?
Hopinfj that tliis session may be entirely
harmonious, and that it may be as protitable
as it is pleasant, I append an article you
asked me for, two years ago, rather than to
enlarge on some other topics I had expected
P. H. Elwood.
to mention.

President Root then took the chair.
Dooiittle read the following paper on

Mr.

COMB foundation:

am

well aware that in presenting the
I
facts, as given below, 1 shall be censured by
those having con)b foundation to sell, and

perhaps by a few of our practical apiarists;
but, as they are facts, just as 1 found them
to be from practical experiments in my own
apiary, 1 give them, being willing to bear
the censure of a few, if I may be of any
benefit to the

My

first

many.

experiinents were conducted in

with foundation purchased of John
Long, of New York city. The foundation
arrived nearly at the close of the season,
and as the weatiier was cool at the time,
the result was quite satisfactory; we have
some very nice specimens filled in boxes,
with but little sagging.
Although the
foundation was not properly thinned, I had
great hopes for the next year, as 1 thought
with warm weather, the bees would properly thin the base of the cells.
The next season, 1876. I purchased a small
lot of A. 1. Root, of Ohio, and used it in hot
weather; but was completely surprised to
find, that while tlie bees did not thin it out
any more than the previous season, it
sagged so as to be entirely worthless; some
even pulling apart after being filled with
honey. But Mr. Root came to the rescue,
by telling me that I had been experimenting with paraffnie, instead of wax, as the
foundation he sent me was made of paraffine, instead of wax.
He then sent me some, declaring it to be
made of pure wax, but as the season was
far advanced when it was received, I liad
but little chance to ascertain much about it.
except that the bees did not thin tlmbaseof
the cells a particle. They simply worked
out the wax that was raised for the sides of
the cells, leaving the base untouched, and
although the weather was cool, it sagged
1875,

some.

So

far,

my

experiments had

all

been

confined to the boxes.

As

I

I sent

had some very nice wax of my own,
to Mr. Root during the winter of

it

be made into foundation, 5 cells to
the inch, for breeding purposes. Heretofore, most of the foundation had been made
4}^ cells to the inch, "which was neither
worker or drone size of cells. In due time
the foundation arrived, and my former
ambition to make it a success returned, as I
now liad foundation known to be of pure
wax, and made 5 cells to the inch.
As early as pv)ssible, in the spring, I filled
sonre frames very nicely, taking the precaution given in the Bee Journal to leave
it
of an incii from the bottom bar of
the frame and ^4 of an inch from the sides.
center frame was taken from a medium
colony, and one of foundation put in place
of it.
After waiting 17 hours, I looked to
1876-7, to

%

A

see how the bees had made it, when, to my
dismay, I found the comb torn apart, leaving only a portion of it in the frame; the
greater part being in a mass, at the bottom
of the hive.
Not at all dauntetH, I put
several frames in weak colonies, so as not
to get so great a weight of bees on them at
first,

before the cells

were drawn

out.

These were not torn apart, but sagged so
badly that the combs were all bulged, and
rolled under at the bottom. Next. I shortened them up, so as to come within IK
inches of the bottom of the frame. These
sagged so as to just touch the bottom bar of
the frame; and, upon measuring the cells,
we found them to be !% one way, by .5 to
the inch the other.

Meantime, Mr. Root was writing us to

know

the result of our experiments, so we
sent him one of these combs. He wrote us
back, that although the comb was the worst
case of sagging he had ever seen, yet even
as it was, it was better than natural comb'
would average! Didn't my hair stand on
end, to think what combs my brother beekeepers were using, while I had more than'
a thousand conibs in my yard as straight as
a board, with .5 cells to the inch, each way
I wrote him for a comb, built from foundation, the best of any he had; upon receiving
and measuring it. I found it had sagged, so
that the upper half averaged 4H cells to the
inch, by 5 the other way. This comb was
in a Jjangstroth frame and was left
of an
inch from the bottom when put in, but had
sagged so as to touch the bottom bar. As
this was one of his best, I have a right tO'
make a few figures on it.
When the foundation was put in the
frame, it was just 5 cells to the inch, as tiie
bees make theirs; having
of an inch from
the bottom bar— >i of an inch, the whole
length of the frame, is lost by this sagging
])rocess!
As the Langstroth frame is about
17 inches long, we have 12% inches of loss
to every frame, above what the bees would
lose if they built it in the frame! As there
are 10 frames in the Langstroth hive, we
lose on the whole hive 137^ square incites,
and as each square inch, if occupied with
brood, would give 50 worker bees, we lose
6350 bees every 21 days; or, in other words,
it takes just as many bees to brood these
combs as it would natural coinb, giving 6350
more bees every 21 days, or about 40,000during the season! In early spring, when
brooding bees are few in number, this loss
of bees is quite an item.
have also experimented with foundation in boxes, the past season, and by leaving it
inch short at the bottom, we had
them filled so as to look very well; but
when we come to the thinning process, we
have yet to see a comb that the bees ever
thinned the base of.
When we had visitors, we would purposely put honey on the table, built on
foundation, to see them cut it. When the
knife came to the base of the cells it was
sure to stop, and, as a general thing, the
cells on the under-side would mash down
before the base would be cut. They generally asked:
"What kind of honey do you
call this?"
It was laughable to see the
rolls of wax laid on the sides of the plates!
I have also proved to my satisfaction that
!

%

%

We

K

there

is

time of

but about 2 days' difference in the
filling

a box, in the honey harvest,

between
box filled with foundation.

a starter of natural

Thus far, I have said
expense of foundation,
natural comb.
As all
natural comb of worker
for the brood chamber,

comb and a

notliing about the
as compared with
parties agree that
size is just as good
and drone size for

the boxes, as can be obtained with the use
of fouudation; therefore, if we can produce
natural comb for the same outlay of money,
we have something that is just as good, (as
admitted by all), as foundation, and I claim
far superior to foundation, in its present
From experiments
state of perfection.
•conducted the past season, I am confident
we can produce more stjuare feet of natural
comb than can be purchased by foundation
for the same amount of money. I can buy
a swarm of bees for from 3 to 4 dollars,
transfer them to a frame hive and produce
froui 25 to .50 square feet of comb from
.theui, according to the season, with no
more trouble than is required to fuss with
the foundation: besides, this is one of the
best sciiools for a beginner to learn apiculture in!
Thus I liave simply given the facts as I
found them, and would advise all to experiment for themselves with a pound or two of
foundation, and then, if they wish to use it,
they can purchase more largely. I expect
to have my wax worked up again this year
for further experiments, aud if I can devise
any means to prevent its sagging, I shall
consider it an acquisition for the brood
apartment, to get all worker comb, but for

nothing

else
1 think no one sliould be enough of an
to himself and honey-producers generally, to use foundation in surplus boxes
to the injury of our honey markets. Any
one can satisfy himself that bees do not

enemy

thin the base of the cells, by taking two
pieces from the same sheet of fouudation,
large enough to fill a box. Fit one into a
box, and reserve the other. After the box
has been filled with honey, shave it down to
the base, wash it aud compare with the
reserved piece; and, if any one can see any
•ditterence between the base of the two, it is
more than I have ever been able to do
1 have not said that bees in Ohio do not
thin the base of foundation, for I have
never kept bees in Oliio; neither have I
in the city of
.said tiiat lioney-buyers,
Cleveland, would not prefer honey built on
foundation, for I have never sold honey in
•Cleveland; but I do say, that if the use of
foundation, as heretofore made, is persisted
in for surplus boxes, it will ruin our honey
markets here in the east.
G. M. DOOMTTLE.
!

Fresident Root would not countenance
use of artificial foundation in the production of box honey, but thought there is
gain in using it in the production of extracted honey.
Mr. Van Dusen had more confidence in
its use in the brood chamber than anywhere
He found the quality of the wax
else.
made quite a difference about sagging.
W. E. Clark had unfavorable experience
with foundation. His bees tore it down, or
tlie

else it fell of its own weight.
in the brood chamber.

It did better

Mr. Perry asked " if the sagging of artificial foundation enlarges the cells, what
would be the effect on the characteristics of
the bees hatched therefrom?"
No one answered.
Mr. E. D. Clark spoke from experience.
He found that the machine made the arcli
on the wrong side; it gave no support. He
finally got some foundation that gave complete satisfaction in the brood-chamber.
About one queen in fifty rejects it. He
thought as a rule it is not made heavy
enough.
Mr. Doolittle had found that bees build
their cells at all angles— sometimes with the
angle up, and sometimes with the flat side.
Mr. Warner produced a sheet of comb,
built from yellow foundation, from which
Mr. Nellis cut specimens, which demonstrated that bees do thin artificial foundation. He cut out a piece Avhere the comb
was over an inch thick, upon which the bees
had not added a particle of their own wax,
in other words, the comb was perfected entirely from the wax supplied in the foundation. He prophesied its general adoption.
Yellow wax will be made into sheets so
thin and perfect that its use will not be detected in comb-honey, and said the action of
this Association will be a source of amusement to the reader of tlie future. If hives
are properly sliaded, lie does not think there
will be any trouble about sagging. He has
no difficulty in using it.
A paper from Capt. Hetherington, of
Cherry Valley, on artificial foundation, was
read l)v Mr. Ellwood.
Mr. Bacon now, as last year, condemned
the use of artificial foundation in surplus
boxes. Consumers' do not Avant to chew
beeswax. In the brood-chamber it is well
enough to use artificial foundation.
Mr. Ellwood had no success in using foundation in his surplus boxes. From this fact
and his observation, he thiidcs it one of the
biggest humbugs of the age. He does not
think it worth what it costs for use in the

brood-chamber.
The following
adopted

resolutions

were

then

:

Besolved, That we. the members of the NorthEastorn Bee-Keepers' Association, in Convention
assembled, after another year has passed in experimentins with comb foundation, do hereby reiterate
our verdict of last year, tliat we do most emphatically

condemn

its

use in surphis boxes.

Refiolri'i}. That the use of comb foundation in the
brood-chamber be recommended.
Mr. Curtis, of Utica, gave the Convention
the following statistics, showing the production of honey in the State in 1874, according
In the State, 1,469,to the last State census
318 pounds, of which the county of Steuben
])roduced 109.319 pounds; Onondaga, 77,3.36;
Ontario, 69.179; Otsego, .56,862; and Cayuga,'
47,448 pounds.
The total production of
honey in the State in 1869, according to the
United States census, was 896,286 pounds.
Our State production of maple sugar in 187.5
was 9,272,702 pounds, and 240,023 gallons of
syrup.
Adjourned to 10 a. m., Feb. 8th.
:

[The

last day's

tistical table will

-Ed.]

proceedings and the stabe given in our next issue.

foreign W^oUs^
GLEANED BY FRANK BENTON.

A

new

edition

of

Dr.

Dzierzon's

work, " Rational Bee-Culture, or Theory and Practice of the Silesian BeeKeeper," has appeared.

Baron Von Berlepsch.
In a memorial of Baron Yon Berlepsch, R. Mayerhoeffer, editor of Bienenvater, of Bohemia, remarks:
" Berlepsch's apistic
and general
knowledge was colossal ; he was an
admirable master of the ancient languages, Latin, Greek, and even Hebrew.
What a pity he lacked the
knowledge of modern languages
His
views were narrowed, for he was
deprived of the apiarian knowledge of
other cultivated people he valued too
highly that of the Germans; and so,
unwittingly, he helped to increase the
German bee-keepers' self-esteem, for
!

"With the title, Schlesische Bienenzeittmg, the apiarian society, of Silesia,
Prussia, has recently founded a journal
to be devoted to bee-culture.

Two

say that the

foreign journals

chimney swallow destroys large numbers of bees. Similar statements may
be found in the works of Virgil, Nikol,
Jacob and Yon Berlepsch.

;

which, however, he received few
thanks."
In closing, Herr MayerhoefEer says:
"If we glance over the work of Berlepsch, we must admit that it constitiites a marked epoch
not only for the
bee-culture of Germany, but also for
the whole bee-keeping world.
Berlepsch will ever be held in remembrance, for he has reared for himself a
monument that outlasts marble and
iron. As long as bees exist and man
cultivates them, so long will the name
of Berlepsch be heard."

—

i^A.

Gadillot, Bordeaux. France,
writes: " The French produce very
fine honey, but as far as the style is
concerned, they are away behind" that
of the United States. I therefore hope
for a fine exhibition from the U. S., at
the Paris AVorld's Fair."

" With him who possesses no knowledge of bees, or natural fitness for the
work, bee-culture succeeds only as

long as the bees thrive of themselves
without culture.
When this is no
longer the case, the usual verdict is:—
' I have no more hick with bees.' '
G.

Dathe.

Errata. — On page

40, of the A3ierfor January. Herr
to say, " I like the liberty

ICAN Bke Journal

Cori is made
of expressing my views here," instead
of "I take the liberty, etc." Instead
of $1825, a decimal point between the 1
and the 8 makes the annual salary of S.

H. Rykeus $;1.8.52, a sum that would
likely no more than supply that worthy
native of Holland, and his family with
a fair amount of salt for the year.

»
The

^

»

apiarian
journal,
formerly
known as Der MscEssische Bienen Zuechter appeared in January, mider the
title, I)er i/7.sa^s.s'/s'c/; Lothringhche Bienenzuechttr {L''ApicuJteur Alsacieii Lorrain), with the annovmcement that the
apiarian societv of Alsace, and tliat of
Lorraine, had been miited, and with a
hearty greeting to all the members of
the Society of which it is the organ, to
its numerous contributors, and to its
exchanges. Success to this interesting
periodical.

At its coming session, the Agricultural Society, of France, will order a
silver medal for the discovery of the
most etlicacious and easiest method of
decreasing the brimstoning of bees.
The most certain way of getting rid of
the practice of smothering bees, as well
as getting rid of briars, dog-grass, etc.,
to scatter information widely.
is
What would throw the most light upon
the subject would be the publication of
a succinct treatise on the rational
method of managing bees, to be circulated extensively.
In the year 1777,
rAcadeniie imperUde et royale des scieyices
et belles-letters of ]3russels, wishing to
extend apiculture, brought up the
question of the best metiiods in the
cultixre of bees. They gave time and
means to the subject. In 1779, there
appeared three works, which are still
of greater value than some pretentious
books, published in our day. These
works were put in print, and their circulation was secured by fixing the price
low.
The Agricultural Society, of
France, which contains all the prominent agriculturists, has here a good

example to follow.

L^Apiculteur.

Artificiai. Pollen.— The British Bee
Journid, in referring to the kinds of flour
wliich can be used as substitutes for pollen,
gives the preference to tliat made from peas.

Exhibitors would like to know
what time they should send articles

at
to

the Trocadero. It is difficult to say.
The structure, which is to containthe
products placed under Class 83, will
not be constructed until the close of
winter. It is probable that exhibitors
will be notihed to send articles early in
large number of industrial
April.
exhibitors have addressed to the Minister of Agriculture and Commerce a

A

petition, which raises an important
(luestion, relative to the organization
of the jury of awards for the Exposition. The following is the text of this
The undersigned, French
petition:
exhibitors, at the Exposition of 1878,
have the honor to request that the
French members of the Jury of awards
for this Exposition be, (at least, the
greater part of them), nominated for
election, by the exhibitors themselves,
as is the case with those of tlie fine art
department. They hope that you will
permit this manner of proceeding,

water, or when they search for it, iswhen they find themselves in an abnormal condition.
They are able to
preserve a medium and iniiform temperature during winter, but the hive
should be protected against dampness.
Dr. Dzierzon considered the experi-

ments

of Guehler interesting and
important for practical bee-culture
not that one would be able, practically,
to establish his colonies in the open air,
without hives, but because these experiments prove that cold is not injurious
to bees.
Then, one can give some
ventilation constantly. Trans, from a

Foreign Report.

L^ Amculteur says, relative to a report
publislied in the Journal de Saint Petersburg: " At the meeting of the Economic Society, of St. Petersburg, held
Nov. 24, the statements of Prof. Boutelerow, an expert apiculturist, were
listened to with great interest.
It
appears that the bees of Italy, so
praised by our apiarists, particularly
for the 'mildness of their disposition,'
are likely to be dethroned by bees

which, guaranteeing independent and
competent judges, would put the jury
beyond the reach of unjust criticism
and accusations." We think that a
great majority of the exhibitors in
Class 83, will unite in this proper
request, upon which it will, no doubt,
be adopted. L''Aincultexir^ Paris.

which M. Boutelerow has brought from
Caucasus, (to which place he recently
made a voyage), and which are more
productive and still more gentle in

The following question was asked at
the twenty-first convention of German
and Austrian bee-culturists: " What

disposition than Italian bees.
They
wish to make of these bees an article
of exportation, hoping for excellent
profits from it but, according to communication made to us, the managers

experiments have been made, since the
with colonies of bees
located in the open air without hives?"
After Herr Guehler had stated the
results of his experiments with colonies of bees, situated without hives in
the open air, he drew the following
last convention,

conclusions
The lack of hives has no influence
1.
on the production and development of
brood.
2.
The yield of honey is not diminished.
3.
There is no greater chance for
robbing, as the robbers are quickly
driven away.
The speaker dwelt i;pon the importance of this last point, because it indicates that one ought not to make the
entrances very narrow, and that when
robbing has already commenced it
would be advisable to turn the hive
about, in order to rouse the whole colony to action. But what is most important, in a practical way, is this:

4.

Bees have no need of water

ing the winter.

When

di;r-

they collect

;

of

railroads

object

to

transporting

them. The Economic Society should
have resolved to enter into conference
on this subject with the managers of
our railways."

—

Mr. Gravenhorst, of
Apis Dorsata.
Germany, gives his opinion of the Javan
Bee, as follows:
" Apis dorsata

is not at all suitable for
Its honey is not particularly agreeable to the taste; then, too, it stores up but
little.
The combs of this bee are quite
dilt'erent from those of our honey-bee; it
does not build them perpendicularly, but
horizontally, after the manner of wasps and
hornets. From this, it is to be seen that
this bee can accunnilate no great store.
" For this information I am indebted to Mr.
Kykens, a Hollander, who was sent by his
government to the island of Java. Instead
of cultivating Apis dorsata, they propose
to introduce the Italian and Cyprian hees
there, and, to this end, these bees were
sent, on the 2nd of October, 1877, to Java.
Rykens took with him 24 Italians, 2 KrainHe sailed by
er, and 2 Cyprian colonies.
steamship from Helder, in Holland, and,
via Suez canal, arrived at Java in seven
weeks."
C. J. F. Gravenhorst.

culture.

We

©wr %ctUv 3ox.
Lonoke, Ark., Feb. 11, 1878.
see Mr. S. IScott Hainmitt asks where
bee-pasturage is good and land clieap.

"I

Here

Lonoke

in

anywhere on this
what he asks
I. D. Lee.

Co.,

beautiful prairie he can tind
for."

have
the very thing for hive-making.
used it 2 years. We have 500 section frames
with combs, ready to go in the hives;
also a foundation machine and all the modern implements for the business. I am now
out of the post-oftice. and shall devote all
my time to bee-culture. With over J.0 years
experience, and all my time, I have no fear
of the result."
J. M. Valentine.
filled

Uniontown, Pa., Jan. 24, 1878.
Having read the American Bee Jourfrom
nal
its coiinnencenient till now, I
will say that I think it was never managed
better than at present. Our honey season
is only about 6 weeks.
Our surplus is
"

Boundary City, Ind., Feb. 1, 1878.
"I have 9 colonies, (3 Italians and the
rest blacks), all but one in American hives,
on their summer stands, covered with hay.
Over the frames there is a double qnilt and
chaff cushion. Next season 1 shall make
all two-story hives.
The imported queen
you sent me is a nice one; 1 am perfectly
satisfied with it."
D. W. Knoll.
Milledgeville,

"I am among

III.,

Feb.

4, 1878.

many who are glad that
the American Bee Journal fell into the
hands of those who have no liobbies to
ride.' or axes to grind — to make money by
tlie

'

'

'

— well

stealing others' inventions and selling without even giving credit to whom it
is due.
I am only expressing the views of
many readers."
F. A. Snell.

Plainfield, Ontario, JaiL 16, 1878.
"I put into the cellar, one year ago last fall,
32 colonies; one I lost, and one was queenless in the spring; I doubled it with another,
leaving 30. The increase was 32, sold four,
have 58 in cellar in good condition. Last
summer was not one of the best of honey
seasons; bass wood honey lasted but 6 days;
the fall crop came in good. I sold my
honey at from 12 to 12)^ cts. per lb. I use
the 'extractor' no boxes. The principal
sources of our honey are from white clover,
basswood, buckwheat and golden rod."

—

Arcu'd Parks.
Westfield, N. Y., Jan. 16, 1878.
" To winter bees with success, we must
give ventilation, and yet, not have a cold
current of air through the hive. I carry
them in as soon as it shows signs of cold
weather; open the box holes, and front
entrance, and put the cap on the hive; put
the hive where it does not freeze. 1 winter
in a house with a wall one foot thick, and it
never freezes. I winter with marked success; hardly ever losing a swarm. Bees did
very well here, considering the dry sum-

mer."

Franklin Hardinger.
Carlinville,

" I

111.,

Jan.

29, 1878.

commenced with two box-hives

in

1867; got Italian queens for them; and
bought 3 more box hives, in 1869. I worked
tilong as I had time. (Have been assistant
postmaster for 8 years, and have not had

much time to devote to the bees). I raised
many fine queens, mostly for my own use,

but sold a few to persons in this and adjoining counties. I built a house apiary in
1875; last season, I got about 4000 lbs. of
honey, extracted and comb, in i;4 ft section
boxes. We now have 95 or 96 colonies in
the house, in good condition. We have a
Barnes Saw, run by horse-power, which is

almost exclusively white clover honey.
During the short season good colonies will
fill their hives, and from 6 to 12 boxes of
surplus. Last spring, 2 May swarms filled
6 boxes each, and swarmed in June. I purchased Italians, 12 years ago, of Mr. Quinby.

Three years ago,

Oatman

& Co. They

I got

some of

J.

have crossed with the

—

natives, but work vigorously though they
are a little cross. I find much pleasure, as
well as profit in the business. Our honey
is superior to any I have ever seen, either
east or west. I wish success to the Bee

Journal."

J.

T. Smith.

Plainfield, Out., Jan. 17, 1878.
"I saw in the July (1877) number of your
How to
excellent Journal, an article,
Prevent Increase by Exchanging Stands.'—
I have tried the plan there recommended,
by changing seven hives in one day, and
find it 'works like a charm;' but feel convinced that it is more owing to the place
where the hive is placed, than to the particular color of the liive. Bees are scarce in
these parts, owing to the way which people
will continue to keep theuL I was asked,
last summer, to examine some large hives,
of a neighbor, and found them completely
The hives, I
filled with millers and moths.
should judge, would have held from 100 to
150 lbs. of honey, each, and the loss sustained could not have been less than $16;
and yet, Mr. Editor, is it not strange that
people will persist in keeping bees to be
tormented with moths and millers, and a
brimstone pit?' Those who should receive
the benefit are but idle spectators; apparently careless whether moths, millers or
bees gain the supremacy and inhabit the
hive.
neighbor of mine has kept a
swarm for 3 years, and has not yet received
one pound of honey from it. It is true, the
bees have swarmed many times, and made
large quantities of comb and honey; but as
yet; there has been enough for the millers
only, which have successfully driven out
A. Parks.
each swarm from its hive."
*

'

A

Ashmore.

Ills.,

Feb.

.5,

1878.

" I have 52 stands of bees, Italians and
blacks, in good condition, on their summer
stands. I like the Italians best. I have
been keeping bees for fifteen years, and
have read many bee papers and books, but
place The American Bee Journal
ahead, and don't see how I could get along

without it. I wish The Journal could
reach every energetic bee-keeper in the
land."

W.

L.

Boyer.

Borodino, X. Y., Feb. 10, 1878.
' 1 intended, at tlie beginning of the presto
write an article each month, for
ent year,
all three of the bee papers, and, also, to

answer

all

correspondence, but I

am

unable

do so, on account of a severe attack of
the rheumatism.
My correspondence has
grown so large as to occupy from 2 to 3
hours every day, and, although it is pleasant to answer all questions pertaining to
bee matters, yet my time and health will
not permit. Therefore, 1 shall have to say
"good bye " to our much loved Bee papers,
and correspondents, for the present.''
G. M. DoOI>ITTI-E.
to

[

We are sorry to hear of friend Doolittle's

indisposition,

duration.

and

trust

it

may

be of short

— En.]

Naperville. 111., Feb. 18, 1878.
put 108 swarms of bees in the cellar,
last fall; they have not been as quiet as in
colder winters. I worked .50 swarms with
tin separators between the sections, without
guides, last summer; and found if 1 had not
guides or starters 2 inches long, they were
apt to build from one separator to the other,
running the combs just the way we don't
want them; and, of course, always attach

"

[We
to the

cheerfully add friend Moore's
list.

It

name

grows astonishingly.—Ed,]

Woodville, Miss., Feb.

6, 1878.

" I have succeeded in cleaning up the
ground about my hives. Almost all my colonies are heavy with honey. As soon as the
bees commence to fly I shall feed them some
dark honey I have on hand. On the '2d inst.

spring huckleberry commenced
to
bloom, and the elm and maple look as if
they would bloom in a few days."

the

Anna Saunders.

I

them to the separators."
C. Kendig.
[Of course, guides are quite essential; a
wood, a little wax run along the
centre of the top bar, or a small piece of
strip of

foundation will be advantageous in any
surplus arrangement.— Ed.]

Fond du Lac, Wis., Feb. 9, 1878,
" Last spring, 1 bought ii swarms, in box
hives; transfeiTed them into movable frame
liives, of my own make,
double boxes,
with frames 12x13 in.
Transferring was
done carelessly, and it set them back considerable. I lost 2 swarms, leaving 4 in all.
I made, during the season, by using comb
foundation, 14 good swarms, which are on
the summer stands, surrounded with boxes,
and packed with tine shavings. On the 3d
inst. bees came flying out thickly, on
account of the fine weather. I examined
some of the hives and found them in good
condition, with plenty of honey. The surplus honey, made during the past season,

—

was about
"I

see,

300 lbs."

C

Olm.

Byron, N. Y., Feb. 9, 1878.
by the February number of the

Journal,, that to 'accommodate all,'
conclude to call the Section Box,
Phelps - Wheeler - Betsinger - Barker
Dicer Sectional Box.'
I agree with
*

sectional box business. I use these sectional
boxes, a case on each side of the brood
chamber, holding 1 doz. sections; also, one
directly over same, with 1.5. Size, .5x6. I
glass up, after taking otf.
Our bees (82
colonies) are wintering well on summer
stands."
J. E. Moore, Sup't.

you
the

and
you

that 'for short' it should be called the
'Prize Honey Box.'
By refering to my
article, (Sundry Items)," page 84, in the
Journal of Oct., 187.3, you will find the
following paragraph: 'Last season, 1 had
a hive arranged with section boxes, for
trial.'
This refers to tlie season of 1872.—
During the fall of 1871, I applied for a patent on a bee hive, (granted Feb. 20, 1872),
and sent with model of same, section boxes,
arranged on both sides of the brood chamber.
This would bring me in ahead of
some of the names mentioned above, on the

Ft. Atkinson, AVis., Feb. 11, 1878.
" I put .57 colonies into winter quarters,

the last of November, and with one exception they are doing well. I put 40 of Dr. S.
J. Sawyer's colonies into my house, and
there is '28 or '29 of them dead already, and it
is doubtfuf about the rest.
I think the
honey was taken from them so late that
they stopped breeding too early, and so
died of old age. They were kept on shares
last summer by G. W. Merryatt, formerly of
Milton, Wis. I winter in a house, made
anti-freezing with tan bark walls, sides and
top."
L. M. Roberts.
[ Reference was made to G. W. Merryatt,
on page 60 of our last issue. It appears that
he acted quite dishonorably with Dr. Sawyer's bees.— Ed.]

Lamont, Mich., Feb. 7, 1878.
" I have put '20 colonies out for a fly. It
has been 60' fahr. for several days. I have
lost 7, probably through being too warm and
uneasy. The colonies are very strong."

M. W. GOODNO.
Garden Plain, III.. Feb. 15, 1878.
"In looking over the reports in the back
numbers, this winter, I find some winter
with only a very few dead bees to the hive.
I have wintered in the cellar; for the last 4
years, have wintered in a bee house, but
cannot winter with so few dead bees. I
have, this winter, swept out at least a
bushel of dead bees from 110 swarms; all

was strong, last fall, are in nearly
every space between the combs, but it may
be they did not count what Avas on the
floor.
I have a number of hives with, probably, not half a handful of dead bees in the
hive; but they have been carried out and
dropped on the floor, and some of the old
or diseased bees flew out and died. So far
as I can see, at present, my bees are wintering splendidly, except 2 swarms, and from
some cause they begin to show signs of
dysentery, it has been hard to keep the
temperature low enough this winter, and I
have had to leave the door open at night a
great deal of the time, and, if the weather
continues mild, will have to put a part of
them out soon; even if I have to carry theni
R. R. Murphy.
in again."
that

"

A

Charles City, Iowa, Jan.

30, 1878.

man, by the name of Harrison, came

professing to be a scientific
apiarist, from Independence, Iowa,— but in
reality beins a regular dead beat. He professed great things, but when cornered, left
for parts unknown, having boarded with a
widow here and failed to pay his bill."
lieretliis winter,

Lkvi Sutliff.

Waupaca

Co., Wis., Feb. 19, 1878.
"No snow. Not one day's sleighing, so
Bees flying every few
far this winter.
days. Doing well, I tliink. I have part on
summer stands, protected by a box, with 1
foot of chatf all around and over them.—
More are in a small room in the cellar. Do
not like to risk too many out of doors, as I
believe the cellar the best place for bees in
this northern country. This winter is the
only one I ever saw so mild. Usually we
have from 20 to 60 days continued cold, and
most of the time about zero, and often from
J. E. Bkeed.
;i0 to 40° below."

Monmouth,

Feb. 18, 1878.
" I put 125 colonies in the cellar Dec. 3,
and they will remain there some time yet.
The temperature has ranged from 42 to .56°.
They seem to enjoy it, as though it was a
Some have a pint
long '* sunmier night,"
of bees at the entrance. Tiiey had 40 to 60
Rs. of honey to the hive." T. G. McGaw\
III.,

Columbus. Kan., Feb.

18, 1878.

" I have on my place aboutSOO, cultivated,
eight years old, soft maple trees; a great
many of them are now in full bloom, and
are literally swarming with bees in search
have two prairie plants in
of pollen.
Two
full bloom; very valuable tor pollen.
vears ago, my bees gathered it in January,but it was frozen to death in February."

We

H. SCOVELL.
Madison, Ind., Jan.

"I

13, 1878.

my

apiary, last
week; all answered to the knock. 1 use the
Faulkner hive, with frame 10x16}^ inches,
and surplus room for 216 lbs. of box honey,
around and over the brood chamber. This
space I pack with straw or chaff, and winI use White's
ter on summer stands.
extractor the best I ever saw. When extracting is over, I have no straining to do,
but draw it off and store away. Many bees
are dying in this part of the state; I am not
fully satistted as to the cause; many bees
left the hives during the warm weather of
last month, and never returned; those left,
died among the brood combs and honey."
B. V. McKlNLEY.
called the roll,

in

—
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THOS. G. NEWMAN & SON,
West Madison St.. Chicago, III.

Division Boards.— Several have written
has a patent on
division boards, and asking if they would
us, stating that Mitchell

be safe in using them. In order to get at
the real facts, we wrote N. C. Mitchell ta
state his claims. He has sent us a copy of
his patent, which decides the matter be-

yond controversy.
After describing his invention, in

full,

he

sums up by saying, " What I claim as new
and desire to secure" by letters patent, is:
1.
The herein-descrihed hee-hive, consisting of the
comb-frames (\ pnrtitidiis D. in-nvided iritli theruhher
or woolen strip Ii.oikI Iikih <(, uliiliiiii pint funiis c, and

jars E:ii'hentlir Ki'i-crul imrls «/•( itn-dinied to operate
substantially as herein deseribed. and for tite purpose
set forth.
In a bee-hive constructed as herein described, the
2.
partition D, provided with the woolen or rubber strip Z>
and lugs o, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

In order to patent anytliing, there must
be a comhinntlon of parts one piece cannot be patented. Hence Mr. M. claims a
board with lugs, (i. e., movable irons, screwed on it, to raise or lower it at the bottom),
and a woolen or rubber strip at the sides.
Those wishing to use a plain division
board can do so without the least interference from this patent.

—

—giving

We have gotten up a "Constitution and
By-laws," suitable for local Associations,
which we can supply with the name and location of any society printed, at $2 per
hundred copies, postpaid. If less than 100
is ordered, they will have a blank left for
writing in the name of the association, etc.
A sample copy will be sent for a 3c. postage
stamp.

t^^We have received a pair of Comb
Foundation plates of C. Finn, Des Moines»
Iowa. They make, by passing sheets of
wax between the plates, comb foundation
8x8, 5 cells to the inch. They cost .'810 for
the pair. He is also getting up son)e plates
for drone size, 6x6, which he will be able to
For a small and cheap
sell for about $7.
device, these plates will answer the purpose
expected to equal the
cannot
be
but

—

higher priced machines.

H^^Geo. H. Mobley, Nevada, Mo., gives
us the particulars of a " sell " among liis
neighbors. He had a runaway colony, led
by a choice queen to the woods; a neighbor
said he had discovered the " bee tree,"
where his bees were lodged; they struck up
a trade lil^e this: He was to give the neighbor a swarm in the spring, for the information.
The tree, however, belonged to a
third party, and another trade had to be
anade for the tree; the second party agreed
to give the owner of the tree the first
swarm from his swarm that friend M. was
to give him; and in addition to this, he was
to work up the tree into stove wood.
When the tree was "felled," not a bee, or
cup of honey could be found. Now, friend

M. wants

to

know, which one was "sold"

Honey Markets.

NEW YORK.—We quote as follows:
HONEY.— In the general and unprecedented
shrinkage of aU values, honey has shared the fate of
all produce— all Capt. Hetherington's, Mr. Doolittles's, Elwood's white honey has gone into consumption at2.ic. per lb. We quote white honey, in sundry
style of caps and crates, 15 to 17c. Dark grades 8 to
12c. Strained honey, in firkins- light, 10c; dark, 8c.

BEESWAX.— The market for wax is in no better
demand being light. Quotations, 27 to 28c.
Exports for week ending Feb. 2.<, 11,.520 lbs; do. from
Jan. 1, 27,283 lbs; do. same time last year, 8,821 lbs.
H. K. & F. B. THURBEB & CO.
shape,

CHICAGO.— We

quote as follows:

HONEY.— The market is liberally supplied. Good
to choice white comb sells fairly at 12 to 14c. per lb.
common to fair at 10 to He. per lb.
In fair request at 27 to 35c. per lb. for
prime choice yellow.

BEESWAX.—

SAN FRANCISCO.—
We

have had heavy rains, which inFeb. 13, 1878.—
sures bee pasturage in the Southern counties, and
quote: Comb, crop of
a large crop of honey.
Strained, 9 to
1870, at 14 to 15c crop of 1877, 18 to 20c.

We

;

the worst. We certainly think the poor
fellow who had to cut that large tree into
stove-wood had a little the keenest "sell."
He works for nothing, and gets no swarm
of bees.

"Bee-keeping of to-day," is the title of a
pamphlet of 62 pages, by W. L. Heed,
Macon, Mo. It contains, in brief, just what
the beginner needs— information on the
various manipulations in the apiary.
Of
course, it is intended for such, and it will
do a good work.
little

It^" The Excelsior Foundation Machine,
mentioned in the February number as the
Bourgmeyer Foundation Machine is, manufactured byC. 01m& Co.— Mr. B. beingea
member of the firm. This machine is being
thoroughly tested, and so far has operated
well. Should any part, liowever, not stand
the test, the firm stand ready to improve it
until it does. They now ship two iron rollers (an extra machine), without extra charge
so each purchaser, to be used in bringiugall
sheets to an even thickness before ruiniing
them into foundation. It is advertised in
another column. It does not make wax
sides to the cells— and for comb-honey this
is quite an improvement, as it can be made
thinner, obviating the "fish-bone" difficulty.
can supply the machine at manufactu-

We

12c.

Beeswax,

30 to 31c.

Stea HNS & Smith,

CINCINNATI. — Quotations by C. F.
Muth. Comb honey, in small boxes, 15@
Extracted, 1 tb. jars, in shipping order,
per doz.,.«2.50; per gross, $28.00. 2 ft. jars,
per doz., $4..50; per gross, $50.00.

20c.

—

LOUISVILLE. Quotations by B. B.
Barnum.— I will pay for choice, light, extracted honey 8@10c.; for white comb 12>^
@l5c., in small boxes.
Gregory's Seed

Catalogue.

— Our

readers will find the catalogue of J. J. H.
Gregory's well-known seed house advertised
in our columns. To handle seed with such
conscientious care as to dare to warrant their
ireshne.ss and purity, is of that class of bold,
brave acts which the public appreciate.
Though the warranting is of necessity limited to refunding the value of the seed purchased, still, under it, Mr. Gregory must sell
have regood seed or make a dead loss.
ceived a pamphlet on the culture of carrots,
mangold wurtzel, and sugar beets, just
issued by Mr. Gregory, showing how to raise,
keep, and feed them.

We

(tt^~We keep Prize Boxes and Crates in
tills office, and can supply orders,
without delay, lower than the lumber for a
small quantity can be bought for, in the
country. See prices on last page of cover.
stock at

rers' prices.

" Illustrated Catalogue of
Implements for the Apiary" is ready, and
will be sent to any address, postage paid.
For the accommodation of bee-keepers wishing to purchase supplies, we keep almost
everything that can oe purchased anywhere,

C^" Our new

and sell at manufacturers' prices. We have
no interest in anything, other than a retailer's profit, and will not recommend any arexcept on real merit. Being located in
a great centre of business, it is sometimes
very convenient to get goods of different
maiTufacturers all at one shipment. Except
in a few instances, we ship either from this
offtce or the manufactory, whichever is the
nearest to tlie purchaser.
ticle

'Many complain of the dearth of
small currency, all over the country. In
reply to correspondents, we will say tliat
Postnqe Stamps, of any denomination, can
be obtained at every country post-office;
will receive 1, 2 or 3 cent stamps for
anything desired from this office.

and we

How

to Winter.— Those who wish

to

post up on the subject of wintering, will do
well to read Prof. Cook's essay as read before the National Convention of last year.—
It was published in the December number
of 1876, and has since been re-published in
pamphlet form, with the other essays.—
Price 15 cents.
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Editorial Items

Harmless

No.

say— "Tis

we

will

simply

well."

E^" Friend Hedden remarks in his article
on marketing honey, in this issue, that
"what we most need is uniformity and
attractiveness in our packages."
Never
was a fact more concisely stated. These
words, " attractiveness " and " uniformity,"
are the keys to the situation.
It^"C. O. Perrine, we learn, has completed his arrangements for afloating apiary
on the Mississippi River— and with his skill

and shrewdness, we have no doubt he will
make it win— unless a drought or sonietliing of that sort takes place.

to ship

honey direct

to

lie intends

Europe, and get an

early start.

Jt^^Our friends have deluged us with
and letters during the past month
but hundreds of them are destined to wait
for want of room. Let no one think that
articles

put over because we prefer others.
not so; often we found the Department full before one-quarter of those prepared for it were " set up " and thus, often
Be patient with us,
the best remained.
theirs

This

is

is

—

and you may alt speak to one
another through the Journal.
friends,

Strange !— On March

27

March

postal card, written

received a
reading tlius:

Fhiend Newman: — " I sent you, Feb. 1st, by regmy subscription for the American
Bee JouHNAL, tor 1,ST8, and for Arthur's Home Magazine. Have you received it ?"
As this contained neither name, postofiice, county, nor state— and as the postistered letter,

mark is only a blot, it is impossible to tellbut we think we did not receive it, or the
writer would have our receipt. If he will
give us his name and post-otiice address, it
sliall

have immediate attention.

age to lieep their bees quiet and in their hives / Our
bees, here in Iowa, are very much inclined to get up,
rub their eyes, and stir themselves when the tirst
warm days come."
E. E. Stark.

Just so;

"They

all

do

it,"

little ice,

is

to

near by, will

cool off the atmosphere quickly.

Mr. Editor:— " I would like to enquire: 1.— In
case onp colony of bees is attected with foul-brood,
are not' the other colonies of the apiary liable to
take the disease ? 2.— Can hives, that have been
effected with foul-brood, be used again with safety;
and, if so, what is the process of purifying them V"

Enquirer.
1.
They are. 2. We should not like to
use such hives; fire will purify them the

—

have given each a notice this month, but
cannot for want of space till our next
issue.
Also a uni-comb observatorj' hive,
from Sperry & Chandler, and several other
things, which much interest our visitors.
As we have several other things now on the
"
road, in our next we will make a " chapter
of it, and notice them all.
Friends Dadant have sent us their
They
Circular and Price List for 1878.
intend to import Cyprian, Corinthian and
Java bees through Giuseppe Fiorini, in
Italy, and will inform our readers in due
time about their success with them.

and every-

The only remedy

A

have received hives from G. W.

Zimmerman, J. Oatman &Co., and Sperry &
Chandler for our Museum, and intended to

^°

Cedar FaUs, Iowa, March S, 18T8.
Mk. Editor:—" I would V\ke to enquire how those
who advise keeping bees in their winter quarters
until late in the spring, when forage is plenty, man-

where the same.
keep them cool.

We

we

14,

—

The Catalogue of Krpetzer Bros. &
Stauber's Concord Bee-Hive is on our desk.
It contains much information that will be
useful to the uninformed, and a complete
Price List of the Concord Hive.

^^

Bees have wintered splendidly all
over the country, and everything bids fair
for a profitable honey season. The season
is fully a month in advance this year.

best.
Noblesville, Ind., March 7, 1878.
" I bought 4 colonies last fall; they wintered well
in the cellar; a few liave died; the hives inside are
very dirty, i. c, have sometliing that looks like
crumbled comb.
did they die ? The hives that
I received from you were very nice."
L. M. Wainwright.

Why

They were probably queenless, and had
no brood to raise a queen from. She might
have been killed while moving them. The
'dirt" j^ou speak of seems to indicate that
the combs were broken down, and the bees
had been engaged in repairing them — hence
the yellow

dirt.

"When should Melilot clover be sowed?
Please say in next Journal."
w. z. m.
Sow

May, with any kind of
any kind of soil. The earlier the
better. It does not bloom until the second
season, generally from July 1 to 10, but it
remains in bloom from 60 to 90 days. It is
an excellent honey plant.
in April or

grain, on

We are in receipt of Nellis' Catalogue of
Seeds, Plants. Bulbs, &c., for 1878, together
with some samples of choice Seeds.
He
sends a sample of very desirable flower
seeds with each catalogue, free to any who
write for it. His address is A. C. Nellis,
Canajoharie, Y. Y.

"Correspondents should be careful to
.
sign their name, and write their Post Office
and State plainly. Many neglect this and
lieiice are left to wonder why tiiey get no
answers to their letters or postal cards.

H. Scovell sent us a package, said to conwhen it was received, the
wrapper only was left. It was i)asted, with
Such should be wrapped
the ends open.
with
aii<l tied up
and the ends closed

tain plants- but

;

string,

when

letter

postage

is

not paid.

On page 72 it was stated that the walls
friend Dnnliam's bee-house were filled
with hvdii— it should have read brase; coalbrase is a (Mie kind of charcoal. On page 93
the word "friend " was omitted in the first
paragraph of P. II. Elwood's address, after
"your country." In his hurry of writing it,
the' word was omitted. On page 76, 15th
line from top, for the word owners, read
ounces; a typographical error.
51^"

of

New Lisbon, Wis., Feb. 18, 1878,
" The bee-keepers of the north-western
of
this state met at New Lisbon, Feb.
part
16, and organized the North-western Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Association, and elected the following otticers: President, J. R.
Winkler; vice president, J. Boylan; sec'y,
M. S. Clark; treasurer, J. Morrill, All reported their bees coming out of the winter
M. S. C.
quarters in good condition. "

Production of

Wax

and Comb.

Tliis subject is an intensely interesting
study. Before the time of Huber, it was
generally supposed tliat wax was made
from bee-bread; but Huber fully demonstrated that bees could construct comb from
honey without the aid of bee-bread. But,
oxygen, being the support of animal heat,
is essential to bees while building comb,
because an extraordinary amount of heat
must be generated to enable them to soften
the wax and mould it into such delicate
forms.
We herewith present a cut of the under
surface of tlie Bee, showing the wax formations between the segments:

segments. It would appear that the sugary
matters which are sucked and digested by
the bees are to a great extent transformed
into wax, which is to all intents and purposes a sort of fat."

A

writer in Scribner's Monthly thus
describes the manner of comb building in a

new swarm
"
its

When
old

:

swarm of bees is about to leave
home and seek another, eacli bee tills
a

itself with honey.
After entering their
the gorged bees suspend themselves in festoons,
hanging from the
top of the hive. They hang motionless for
about 24 hours. During this time the honey
has been digested and converted into a
peculiar animal oil, which collects itself in
scales or laminre beneath the abdominal
rings. This is the wax. One of the workers, called the founder, then draws from its
own body, by means of its clawed foot, a
scale of wax.
This it breaks down and

new home,

crumbles, and works with

Dr. Donhoff states that in new comb the
thickness of the sides of the cells is but the
180th part of an inch
Such delicate work
is hardly conceivable
and yet, bees often
make it in the dark, on cool, cloudy days or
in the night— appearing never to rest.
Prof. Duncan, (professor of Geology), in
King's College, London, in his work on the
" Transformation of Insects," remarks as
follows on this interesting subject
" The production of wax is one of the

Neighbour,

!

;

most remarkable physiological phenomena
of the organization of these HyDienoptera.
It was generally thought, formerly, that the
bees disgorged their wax from the mouth,
and Reaumur certainly held this opinion
but John Hunter discovered the manner in
which the wax was formed and it is now
evident that the bees carry within themselves this important building material.—
The segments of the abdomen of bees overlap from before backwards, but when the
margin of one is lifted up, two broad and
smooth surfaces will be noticed on the
vnicovered surface of the next wing; these
surfaces maintain during one part of the
year two thin, white, and almost transparent laminae, which are really composed of
wax. The wax is really secreted oy some
small glands which are within the abtlomen,
and it transudes through the soft and
smooth integument between the rings or
;

;

its

mouth and

mandibles till it becomes pliable, and it
then issues from the mouth in the form of a
long narrow ribbon, made white and soft by
an admixture of saliva from the tongue.—
Meanwhile the otiier bees are making ready
their material in the same way.
On the
ceiling of tiie hive an inverted, solid arch of
wax is built, and from this the first foundation cells are excavated, all the subsequent
ones being built up and around these, which
are usually 3 in number.
The size and
shape of the cell is determined by its future
use; but all comb is formed of 2 sheets of
cells placed back to back, the partition
walls of the 2 slieeis always alternating
with one another. If the comb is intended
for brood, 25 cells of worker-brood, and 16
of drone, go to the square inch."
in his

work on " The Apiary,"

says

"Wax

is the animal fat of the bees, and
produce it requires a considerable consumption of honey to supply the drain upon
the system.
To be capable of passing
through the pores of the abdomen, the wax
must, no doubt, be a liquid, oily matter,
which, on making its appearance outside
the abdominal rings, thickens, and exudes
from under the 4 medial ones, in flakes like
tish-scales, one on each side
so that there

to

;

are 8 of these secreting cavities, which are
peculiar to the worker, not being found
eitlier in the queen or drone.
" The rapidity with which comb-building
progresses would lead to the supposition
that there is a division of labour among
bees, just as laborers convey building
material to the artisans on the scaffold
above. This work of comb-building is carried forward in warm weather, for a cold
temperature interferes with the secretion of
wax. Von Berlepsch declares that he has
known cases in which a colony has built
300 square inches of comb in a single night !"

The Rev.
follows

L. L. Langstroth remarks as

:

"It is an interesting fact, which seems
hitherto to have escaped notice, tiiat honeygathering and comb-building go on simulta-

so that when one stops, the other
ceases also. As soon as tlie honey-harvest
beghis to fail, so that consumption is in
advance of production, tlie bees cease to
build new comb, even although large porWhen
tions of their liive are unfilled.
honey no longer abounds in the fields, it is
wisely ordered that they should not consume, in comb-building, the treasures
which may be needed for winter use. What
safer rule could have been given them ?"

neously

;

With all our ingenuity and skill we have
been entirely unable to equal the bees as
builders. Only fancy what delicate work
it takes to produce comb, the 180th part of
True, we take the wax they
an inch thick
!

!

produce, melt it up, spread it into sheets,
and then configurate it, showing the base or
foundation of the cells— but there our inventive genius, for the present at least,
"takes a rest." In comparison with their
workmanship, ours is as a thick sheet of
wrapping paper to a sheet of tissue paper
Friend Carlin, of Louisiana, last week,
showed us a small specimen of drone-comb
foundation, that was the thinnest we ever
saw. It was produced by the new machine
made by Novice for J. II. Nellis. So there is
hope yet for us to come somewhat nearer in
workmanship to the bees. That was vastly
different to that used by Novice, last year,
in his small sections, which we, as well as
friend King, described as.having "aregular
fish-bone" in it.
friend lately suggested that Novice
answered us by stating that the Sections
" contained only a narrow strip under the
top bar," and that we had never noticed the
remark. True; but it was a small matter,
and we did not think it necessary. But
now we will remark that these sections
measure 3% inches from top to bottom a
measurement just made, shows that the
foundation, as put in them by Novice, is 1)4
inches deep— that is but little less than oneAYhether
half the way down to the bottom
wide or narrow, that is the exact measurement—but perhaps he uses it narrower now.
!

A

;

!

Our remarks were based upon it, as he
then used it. As to thinning it. Novice
admits on the same page (317, Dec. No.)
that his pastor had found some that had not
been thinned by the bees. It was therefore
unnecessary for us to re-assert what he
admitted.
The use of artificial comb foundation for
surplus honey was denounced at the NorthEastern Convention, by Capt. Hetherington
and G. M. Doolittle, for fear it would injure
the sale of comb honey. This is a note of
warning in just the right time. To en-

danger the market

for

comb honey would

be very unwise— to really injure it, would
be a crime. Hence the importance of this
matter. If used at all, for surplus it must
be exceedingly thin and perfectly transparent.

(!I^"Chas. Hastings, of Carlisle, Iowa,
says he has a new plan for holding foundation.
He says. "I call it the convex
wedge slot; thus V 1-13 inch at surface, and
This form holds it so much
}4 inch deep.
better than a saw kerf.
little resin^put
into the dipping wax will be beneficial. No
patent."

A

Harmless Adulteration.

The London Times makes the following remarks on the above subject:
" People win run after cheapness— they strive
more than money's worth for their money,
and the result is easy to fore-see. So long as there
is a demand, there will be supply; and the excessive
demand for cheap honey is now painfully felt in
many directions. Many establishments are run on
the plan of directly meeting this craving. They do
it honestly and successfully, for the cheapening of
goods is the development of manufactures and

to get

trade. Since the public pre-emptorily insist on a rate
of prices incompatible with a fair profit and even
the solvency of the dealer, the latter gives the public, he persuades himself, its money's worth with
some harmless adulteration, sufficient to make the
purchaser believe he is getting his goods cheap."

This is rather an ingenious way of
putting it
particularly the Times'' recognition of " harmless adulteration !"
We fear our cotemporary hardly understands the question yet.
;

Something New.—We have received
from M. Metcalf, Battle Creek Mich., a sample of his new comb-foundation for the
brood chamber, made with standard linen,
coated with wax for strengthiug the comb.
He has spent much time in experimenting
with it, after having thoroughly tested wire,
strips of metal, &c., &c. He has applied
for a patent on his invention, and intends
to secure to himself the benefits accuring
from it. He has also been experimenting
with linen, without a coating of wax, in the
breeding appartmeiit, and if he finds it a
success, he will offer his invention to the
public in due time. So look out for many
vast improvments. Inventive genius is at
work and wonders will never cease. Friend
Metcalf is a practical and experienced
Apiarist, and whenever he brings out anything, it is worthy a fair trial.

E:^" " Bee-Keeping of to-day," by W. L.
is added to our list of Books for Sale.
All the manipulations of the Apiary are
treated on, briefly, and in the absence of the
larger works, it will be found valuable to
beginners.

Reed,

Hand

Circular Rip Saw.

This macliine, which is of untold value
making hives, and ripping out the stuff
for honey boxes, is gotten up by W. F. &
John Barnes, and is for sale at this office.
Its peculiar feature is tiiatthe saw, mandrel
and balance wheel, slide together on planed
ways, similar to a lathe. The saw is easily
set to rip any width desired, and for those
for

making

their

own

hives, honey-boxes, &c.,

indispensable.
It occupies but little
space, and is made of cast steel and iron
only one piece being of wood.
The price is only $50, and no one who
it is

has used one would consent to do without

wide. With it, one man can do the work of
three using the old hand-saw.
Unskilled
operators can do the work rapidly and truly.
Unlike the hand saw, the work is square
and true as that done by steam or waterpower saws, and as easily dressed with the
plane. An operator with ordinary strength

and endurance can easily
600 feet of

1

rip, line

measure,

inch pine per hour, or 6,000 feet

in 10 hours.

By changing the feed to correspond with
the thickness or hardness of the lumber,
hickory, maple, ash, walnut and cherry can
be sawed with ease. The speed cut ( line
measure) varying from 1.50 to 600 feet per
hour. These are not rates given that a man
can only follow for a few minutes, but
actual days'

work

up from day

to day.

rates that can be followed

Honey as Food and Medicine.
This is the title of a new pamphlet to be
issued about the middle of the present
month, by the Editor of the American
Bee Journal. Price 10 cents, postpaid.
claim no credit for issuing this little

We

pamphlet— though
now,

it is

just

to scatter information

what is. needed
on the subject

honey— and increase its use.
At first, we were induced to promise

of

to
Burlington,
Iowa, on May 8th— under the auspices of
the Western Illinois Bee-Keepers' Society.
After agreeing to do this, we were informed
that the Society had selected as the subject,
"Honey; a healthful article of diet." And
that very day came a letter from Wis, from
friend Claussen, as published on page 120
of this Journal, asking us to write on the
same subject. So that no credit belongs to
us in the premises. We have simply prodeliver a public

it

for

many

times that sum.

We append a

letter that will explain itself
Carlisle, Pa., Feb. 4, 1878.
" Some time ago, we purchased one of Barnes'
Hanrl Kip Saws. It has been in constant use forC
months, and does all that it is recommended to do.—
We rip door- tenons, rabbet shutters and blinds, bevel
mouldings,— in fact, do everything that can be done
on a machine run by steam. We carry on carpentering extensively— running from 7 to 15 hands.—
rhis machine has been e.Yamined by thousands, and
J tliinliwill be the means of introducing them into
this section."
S. Wetzel & Co.

The lumber
rollers,

"B.

is

B.,"

placed between two feed
which feed it to the saw.

The feed can be made slow or fast as the
operator may desire, by the cone pulleys on
feed rolls "C.C."
These rollers are self-adjusting to thick,
thin, or uneven lumber. The saw can be
instantly set to cut any width desired from
a board or plank. The machine will feed
to the saw, stuff from }4 inch to 3% inches
in thickness, and }4 inch to 19% inches

Lecture,

in

duced

it, because it was demanded.
After the introduction, we have given a
brief history of Honey and its use among
the ancients; the nature and properties of
Honey; Honey as food; Honey as medicine;
and have added a lot of Keceipes for Honey
Cakes, Honey Beverages, &c.
Any one having good Eecipes for anything nice or desirable with honey ingredients will confer a favor by sending it to us
at once.
In return therefor, we will present them with a copy of the pamphlet as
soon as out. We do not wish any Recipes
that have been published in the American

Bee Journal— we have

all of them now.
For prices by the quantity, for scattering,
see page 139 of this Journal.

This department will be devoted to items of
Interest concerning Packinsr, Selling and
Shipping Honey and Beeswax.

J^" The honey in Prize Boxes and Crates,
sent to the Paris Exhibition, by Messrs.
Thurber, was selected exclusively from the
product of friend P. II Elwood, of Starkville, N. y.
This is certainly a compliment
to the producer, and we shall watch with
interest the report of the Jury and publish
its

and'American dealers having foreign orders
to fill, buy the honey from the 3 first countries " in bond " at 67 to 70 cts. per gallon.
Lithgow Brothers, of Porta Plata, are in the
habit of buying strained honey from the
natives, at 30 to 35 cts. per gallon, to which
must be added the duty levied by their
government. Friend C. Parlange, of Pointe
Coupee, La., has now some honey in New
York, which he would sell for less than 8
cts.

per

ft.

Freight on Honey.

language verbatim.

[CW An
made

in Iloge's Carrier, substituting spiral
These carriers
springs for rubber balls.

can now be made at home by any one, after
obtaining a pattern, at a considerable reduction in cost. They are not intended to be
used for car-load lots, but simply for distributing trade, in say half-a-dozen crate
lots.
They can be returned to the producer
and used over and over, as often as necessary.

IIt^~

& F. B. Thurber &
York, are just now engaged in a vigorous and intelligent
effort to secure a change in frieght
Messrs. H. K.

important alteration has been

Honey

dealers,

we presume,

like all

other merchants, iiave a varied demand to
cater to, and as a consequence are obliged
to sell honey in all shapes and conditions;
sometimes some want honey without, as
well as with, glass. We see no objection to
their supplying any and all demands that
may be made for honey, provided the want
be for the genuine article.

1^^ They

say, " a

wink

is

as good as a

to a blind horse;" we hardly think that
Capt. Hetherington did so much as wink at
friend Betsinger about the working of wire
wink must have
into foundation combs.
been given, though, at the National Convention, and friend Betsinger must have heard

nod

A

for we see by last month's Oleanings
that he has purchased a machine with copper rollers, for the express purpose of working in the wire
Well; so wags the world.
Some originate almost all imitate.
it,

!

—

E^"Mr. Dadant asks the question in the
March number of the Journal: "What
kind of honey was sold by an American
firm, at Bremam, for the small price of 97

We

cents per gallon, or 8 cents per ft?"
would say that strained honey from Cuba,

San Domingo, Mexico, Lousiana and

Flori-

da, is offered freely at 87 to 90 cts. per gal Ion,

Co., of

New

classitication of honey. They claim it
is ridiculous to rate comb honey as
first-class, as

nearly

all

transportation

companies do, and exact a release from
the shipper, releiving companies from
all loss of breakage or leakage occurring in transit.
Mr. r. B. Thurber is the president of
the New York Roard of Trade and
Transportation, and therefore particularly well htted to accomplish this important work.
There has generally been a discrimination made in classification, where
Take, for inreleases were given.
stance, the article of show-cases; they
rate as first-class, but if released, they

For our own part, we
have never been able to reconcile the
justice of classing syrups as fourth, and
strained honey in bbls. as second, or
Avhy transportation companies, who
rate as fourth.

decline all responsibility of safe delivery should charge us more than fourthclass freight for our honey.
This change in the "freight tariff
would save honey producers many

thousands of dollars in moving their
crops next year; and we trust that
every one who has the common interests of the bee-keepers at heart will cooperate in this matter.

1^ A

letter from a honey dealer in
Leith, Scotland, dated Feb. 22, 1878, is
It states that " comb
our
desk.
on
honey is subjected to such severe handling in transit, that it is received
in bad order, and is unsatisfactory to
customers."
He also says that "people are very suspicious and prejudiced
against American Iioney since the late
The remedy against
adulterations."
such breakage seems to be in using a
good Honey Carrier such as that in-

—

vented bv Mr. Hoge.

Is

it

not

V

For the American Bee Journal.

Sundry Questions.

Marketing Extracted Honey.
San Diego,
winter

'•This

Cal., Jan. 1.5, 1878.
far, brought an

so

lias,

abundance of rain, and our prospects are
good tor crops of all kinds. Probably oneiialf our bees have died, out of about 2.5,000
colonies in this countj', a year ago. So that
I do not Ihiuk our production the coming
year will equal tiiat of 1870, when we
exported over one and a quarter million
pounds.
1.
What is about the average ]irice, good
comb honey has paid producers the past

what

season, and
2.

What

charges,

has

all told,

for extracted honey ?
been the freight and
from San Francisco to New

York?
3.
About what per

cent, of

breakage has

4.

What

is tiie

5.

What

is

on extracted
honey, in casks, via Panama, from San
Francisco to New Yf)rk; and has any breakage or loss occurred?
to ship in?"

freight, &c.,

the best size of iiackage (cask)
CiiAS. J. Fox.

1.
The average price of comb-honey this
season ranged from 15 to 22c. for similar

quality to California honey— the style of
the package, to a large^extent determing the
price; extracted 7toloc.; the lightergrades,
such as Clover and Basswood, bringing the

highest prices.
2.
Freights are for comb-honey

S>2..50

per

100 lbs; extracted, 172.00.
.

With comb-honey, when packed properly and well secured in cars, the loss from
3.

breakage is trifling.
4.
In former years, contracts have been
made to transport honey from San Francisco to New York, via Panama, at I to Ijij'c
per lb. for extracted honey.
5.
In the East a wooden-bound whitewood barrel is generally used for syrups and
molasses, holding 10'. to 20 gallons, which
when rinsed with melted parafhne wax,
makes an excellent package, and perhaps
tire effort now being made will get extracted
honey through at 4th class rates.
in singleboxes will selijbetter

than

any other, and if shipped in crates as used
by friends Doolittle and Betsinger, 12 boxes
in aerate, either boxes orcrates glassed, will
Such will do
doubtless find ready sale.
aAvay with the glass jars, and close the door
on adulteration generally.
The cry is for honey in neat, cheap, and
convenient shape. Friends Hetherington &
Elwood were the first to adopt progressive

ideas about marketing honey, and their
brand of honey is now sought for and made

the standard of excellence.
Tliis season
tlieir crops averaged about 21 cents, gross
weight or nearly 36 cents, net weight.

—

is

the sale.

This should give the producers of extracted honey the "cue" to the situation.
Heretofore, extracted honey has been put

upon the market

in glass jars

the former, while
advantage, it soon

it

shows

and cans;
to

in

the best

candies, and

becomes
unattractive— and consumers pass it by for

comb honey.

We

occurrt^d ?

Honey

turning to the best means of
all over the country.
It is but a short time ago that honey
could be sold in any style of package, at
very good prices— now the tendency' is towards small packages. The smaller and
more attractive the package, the more ready
Attention

marketing comb honey,

have run our apiary thus far for extracted h(mey, but much of it candies on
our hands every year, which it is necessary
to liquify before it can be sold. It has been
our aim to try to educate people that in tliat
shape was the very best way to pui chase it;
and failing to liave many adopt our views, I
have concluded to go to the root of the
matter, and try to educate the rising generation, so that when they come to maturity
they will know the qualities of honey just
as we now know the qualities of butter and
cheese.
To do this, it has been my idea to put
pure candied honey on the market in small,

cheap packages. Now, we have near us,
machinery for turning out small round
boxes from white birch wood, and of various sizes, to hold from a thimble-full up to
For an experiment, we have
a pound.
tried a size that holds 2 ounces. Coat the
inside with parrattine, fill with candied
honey, put on a pretty label, with a few
facts about honey, and ])ut on a ribbon for a
bail, and dozens of Iheni are readily disposed of at any country store for 5 cts. each.
They take their places beside oranges and

lemons. We don't know how long they will
liave a run, nor how many months in the
year. If the demand was suflicient, it could
be kept for sale tiie year round, by keeping
in a cool place during the hot months. And,
why wouldn't ice cold, candied honey go
with ice cream, or other ice cokl dishes,
drinks and relishes in warm weather?
These wooden boxes are pretty, and can
be sold cheap. Our 2 ounce boxes cost.'ffl.SO
per gross. Labeling, packing and commission to dealer will be 214 cts., leaving 2}4
cents for your 2 ounces of honey, which
equals 24 cts. per lb.
Should there be a call for it, boxes for 10
cts. up to 25 and .SO cts. could be furnished
Candied
at proportionately cheap rates.
honey looks much more at home in such a
box, and can be eaten out of it more readily
J. 11. Maktin.
than from glass.
Hartford, N. Y.

It^^We keep Prize Boxes and Crates in
stock at this office, and can supply orders,
without delay, lower than the lumber for a
small quantity can be bought for, in the
country. See prices on last page of cover.

He always looked from a material standand yet does it sound like irony?
he never obtained pecuniary benefit from
bee-culture; for him it was only a pleasant
occupation, serving to increase his knowledge and enabling him to be useful to those
about him. In this, Berlepsch showed himself to be a true nobleman.
Berlepsch's private life could by no means
be termed a pleasant one; it was and
remnined a struggle. He experienced the
truth of "the old and yet ever new story;"
and in science he sought comfort, which,
indeed he found, even though only partially.
At one time, his health appeared to be
nearly indistructable; yet, in July, 1808, he
was deprived of this blessing. A sudden
attack of apoplexy, which in a great measure crippled him, confined him from that
time on, with few interruptions, to the sickbed. So far as practical bee-culture is concerned, he was dead; but he still lived.
Willingly and with jjleasure he gave answers to questions addressed to him, and
also took an active part in all questions of

—

point,

GLEANED BY FIIANK BENTON.
Translated for the American Bee Journal.

Character of Baron Berlepsoh.

WKITTEN BY RUDOFF MAYERIIffiFFER,
EDITOR OF " DER BIENENVATER," PRAGUE,
BOHEMIA.
Baron Berlepsch, whose decease we mentioned in a previons number, was, next to
Dzierzon, tiie greatest bee-master of Germany. Regarding Dzierzon as tlie discoverer, Berlepsch is the real founder of tlie
movable-comb system. At first, skeptical
holding himself aloof from the views and
discovery of Dzierzon, he was soon after

—

having become acquainted with their correctness—their warmest and most eloquent
defender.

Berlepsch possessed a combative nature,
such as we see in Luther, Ketteler, and
With him, the stateJohannes Scherr.
ment: "To be a man, is to be a battler,"
became really truth. He fought sharply
against any one's disposition to boast,
against assuming ignorance, low dealings
and swindling. It was he, especially, who
brought about the revolution in German
bee-culture and gave it the impulse wliich
produced such splendid results.
It is easily seen that many became iisi
enemies, particularly those who felt themselves attacked. His utterance: '• Keulcnschlcvqc (nistlLeilen,'^ was misinterpreted,
and einployed in placing him in an odious
light. His'style is a pithy, strong German;
Berlepsch never descended to anything of a
sickly, sentimental order; he always had
too much esteem for his reader to torment
him with miserable rhymes or idle words.
Berlepsch's apistic and general knowledge
was colossal; he was an attmiiable master of
the ancient languages, Latin, Greek, and
even Hebrew. What a pity he lacked the

His
knowledge of modern languages
views were thereby confined, for iie was
deprived of the apiarian knowledge of other

great interest. It was a fortunate tliinu for
him that his amiable and talented wife
proved a self-sacrificing aiul affectionate
companion. It was only thus that he was

enabled to bear his afflictions.
He appeared and spoke for the last time'
at the convention of German and Austrian
bee-culturists, in fSalzburg; in 1872, celebrating at tlie same time the liftieth year of his
connection with bee-culture.
From tiiat
time on, he avoided more and more all publicity; his suft'ering increased from day to
day, until finally, on the IBth of September,
last year.
Death, as a welcome guest,

released him.
the work of Berlepscli,
it constitutes a marked
for the bee-culture of Germany, but also for the whole bee-keeping
Berlepsch will ever be held in
world.
remembrance, for he has reared for liimself
a monument that outlasts marble and iron.
As long as bees exist and man cultivates
them, so long will the name of Berlepsch be
If we glance over
we must admit that

epoch— not only

heard.

Frank Benton,

Translator.

!

cultivated people; he valued too highly that
of the Germans; and so, unwittingly, he
helped to increase the German bee-keepers'
self esteem, for which however, he received
few thanks.
Berlepsch's efforts were directed towards
bringing bee-culture back to tlie important
influence it once occupied in our fatherland and whicli, for example, it now possesses in tlie Union; to prevent its decline,
by removing the damaging and often
swindling operations that were connected
,

with

it.

As

a means to this end, he pointed out
that bee-culture must be followed by the
economist, supplied with intelligence and
capital, and must receive universal atten-

How

far
tion at institutions of learning.
this has become a reality, every one who
has ears and eyes can himself answer. Yet,

we

and rest; if we complete
as it were to us, perhaps it

will not stop

this work left
will be possible for us.

Discussion upon Hives in Grermany.

At the last convention of German and
Austrian bee-culturists, the subject of hives
was discussed.
Dr.

Dzierzon

declared

himself

to

be

in favor of hives constructed to contain
2 colonies; the inner walls made of wood,
the outer of straw; of medium height; the
frames to be taken out at the front or i-ear
side; and so arranged as to permit the
increase or decrease in size of the brood
apartment by means of division boards.
HeiT Lehzen, Hanover, did not agree witli
Dr. Dzierzon, but claimed that for the north
of Germany, straw was best for hives. He
claimed that where the bee-keeper practiced
moving his bees about, any other form than

the old-fashioned straw hives would consume much time in handling, besides
costing more, and not being as durable.—
He stated that with the heath bee-keeper.

turning up the hives to work witli them
does not intei'fere with the labor of the
bees, since this

bee-keeper works

witli his

tiie morning, and
from 7 until 9 o'clock in the evening; and
the speaker advised no one to handle stoclis
at any other time.
Herr Rabbow, of Howendorf, referred to
the cheapness of tlie hive as a very important element, claiming that bee-culture

bees from 3 to 6 o'clock in

will be followed extensively only when
hives become very cheap, lie considered
top-opening hives far more preferable.
Dr. Dzierzon stated that with movablecomb hives, one could operate without
hinderauce to the bees, and particularly
recommended, as the best time to handle
bees, that portion of the day when they
are Hying most briskly.
Herr Frey, of Nuernberg, stated that the
high price of movable-comb hives is what
prevents their general adoption. He then
described a hive whose walls were of wood,
surrounded for winter with a packing of
straw, or moss.
Herr Mayerhoeffer, editor of Der Bienenvatcr, reports the discussion and then
makes the following remarks:
" One thing was forgotten. The form of
the hive must facilitate the greatest possible production of honey; and this is the
case only with hives where the room for
surplus honey is given in the direction that
the bees are naturally inclined to store it, i.
This is par€., above the brood chamber.
ticularly the case in the jiroduction of comb
honey, for warmth is necessary, and that is
secured only when it ascends from the
brood chamber into the surplus honey
department. Opening hives at the top is
always preferable to side-opening. Among
all forms, the two American liives, the
King hive and tlie Langstroth hive, appear
to me to nearly meet the requirements men-

tioned.

Both of them are storing-hives, top-

opening, and with removable honey-cliambers. The American bee-keepers long ago
attained clieapness in the manufacture of
hives; a complete Langstroth hive, with 10
frames, is furnished, ready to nail together,
at about a half dollar, or I florin, Austrian

money."
There were about 300 members present at
the 2'2nd " Wandcrversdrnmhing deiitscher unci vesterreichischer Bienenunrthe"
held in Linz. Of course they had a glorious time. Count Visconti di Saliceto. editor
of L'A'picoltore, of Milan, had 200 Italian

queen

bees,

and 30 swarms on exhibition.

and perishing there. Here, the refiners
employ the wire-cloth to retain the
bees, when the latter have entered the
manufactories, and to facilitate their

destruction.

W.

J.

UA-picuUem\ Paris.

GLEANED BY
Andeews,
Columbia., Tenn.

Chattanooga, Tenn Jan. 28, 1878.
My bees are in splendid condition.
Hives are all full of stores. Nearly all
have commenced brood-rearing. One
colony has its second set of brood,
capped.
Maples are in bloom here,
and it seems right curious to hear the
,

"

hum

of the bees, in the trees at this
season, (midwinter). I am 'fussing'
with my bees nearly every day. After
studying over it, I am convinced that
it is much the best to have the cap, or
upper story supported by a strip, say
1 inch from the top, all around, outside the wire. It will keep the moth
out of the cap, and that is a big item.—
If the cap is supported by a strip,
nailed inside the cap; unless it is all
around, it will let the millers into it,
and then they will till it witli eggs, to
the distruction of many pieces of unprotected comb. With the present prospect, I shall be able to double my
number of colonies by the time clover
blooms, and get a good yield from that
source.
delighted "witli the prospect."
S. C. Dodge.

Am

Cave Spring, Ga., Feb. 9, 1878.
to put my honey up in such
a shape that 1 can sell it. "N^ery few
people use honey in Georgia, but I
think it is owing to the shape it is in.

"I want

very common thing, about the
middle of May, to see men with water
buckets, with a cloth tied over them,
walking our streets with honey to sell.
It is taken from tlie old log or box
hive; new comb, old comb, young bees
and honey, all well mixed, and fermenting
I think this is the reason
why our people do not use more honey.
J. S. Davis.
[That is just what has killed the sale
of honey in* hundreds of places the
slovenly way in which it has been
offered for sale. But when put up in a
tempting manner, the old demand,
much increased, however, will, no
doubt, be found for good honey, in
marketable shape, Ed.]
It is a

!

Der Bicnennnter aus Boahmen, (Prague),
Dec, contains the translation

for Nov. and

of a long article on "Wintering Bees," by
Chas. Dadant; and the Oct. number reproduces one on the same subject, by another
American bee-keeper.

In Austria there is a law requiring
sugar-retiners to close the doors and
windows of their manufactories and
store-houses, by means of wire-clote, in
order to prevent bees from entering

—

Small
There

vs.

Lirge Hives.

no point in bee-culture more
vital, yet no one on wiiicli tiiere is so nuicli
diversity of opinion and practice. Tiie use
of tiie movable frame is sui^ported by the
opinion and practice of all progressive beekeepers. Yet, as to the size and shape of
the frame, and consequently of the hive,
there is the greatest want of harmony.
F

is

The Editor

of the Journal, (vol'. XIII,
says: " Opinions differ as to hives.
hive that you are accustomed to and
can manipulate, will do. More depends on
proper care than any particular style of
hive." And this opinion is shared by many.
In order to approximate the truth" on this
subject, we must, forgetting all names and
authorities, go back to the nature and
habits of the bee, and pursue the inductive
method.
hollow tree is Nature's hive,
and conforms to the habit which Nature has
impressed, for bees always form a round
cluster, in order to preserve heat and vitality; and the receptacle which surrounds
them should aid, and not tend to thwart
them in their efforts. The heat which is
formed by the cluster sliould be arrested by
a wall, the same distance from all parts of
the cluster; otherwise, the warmth camiot
be equalized, and is being constantly dissipated by the colder air in the farther parts
of the receptacle.
In making artificial hives, the nearest we
can conform to the exact demand is to
make the hive perfectly square and sufficiently simtll, to closely enclose the cluster
in the ordinary
winter condition and
average numbers. Where there is, in the
harvest season, a plethora of bees and stores,
we must provide upper receptacles and
deplete with the extractor, &c.
It is the nature of the bee to work with
more energy in a hive that somewhat contines them— for they enjoy the prospect, as
well as do men, of having only a reasonable
task before them, and of being well able to
accomplish it.
It is very certain that in
such a home they are better able to protect
themselves against their various enemies.
As a conclusion then, we suggest that
laterally a bee-hive should be i)erfectly
square. If it is asserted that Mr. Langstroth favored a hive long from front to rear,
it may be replied, that Mr. Langstroth's
practice varied at different times. His hive,
at first, wss 14)^ inches from front to rear;
18)^ inches from side to side, and 9 inches
deep. After Mr. Quinby called his attention to some box hives "he had purchased,
that were made to lay on on<^ side, ana that
bees wintered in them well, Mr. Langstroth
then apopted a hive !il inches from front to
rear, 12 inches from side to side, and 10
inches deep. He next adopted a hive 1S>^
inches from front to rear, li}4 inches from
side to side and 10 inches, deep. See his
book. .3rd edition, p. 330 and notes.
His object seemed to have been to adont a
hive suitable for a shiilloiv frame, and large
enough in single story for a full colony and
its winter stores.
But to contract the Langstroth hive, so as
to make it square or the same length from
front to rear, as from side to side, would
necessitate the constant use of a second
p. 1-23),

Any

A

story, except for nuclei or very small stocks.
This, again, would conform to nature, for
ventilation is absohitely necessary to the
bee-hive, in order to carry off damp, noxious, and heated air, both in winter and
suujmer. AVhat better ventilation can be
given than to allow the heated and corrupt
air, which is lighter than pure air, to ascend
and pass off' froni the bees and brood,
through the upper store combs. In hot

weather the heat ascends readily from thebreeding part of the hive; and in cold
weather, the bees, as they retreat from the
entrance, get further up among the lifegiving stores.
For the South, in order to be successful
in bee-culture, it is necessary for us to have
a two-story, tall hive. The Langstroth with
the upper story in constant use is too large
for an average stock.
If the above premises are correct, the best
hive generally, and especially for the hot
climate we have, is the two-story, laterally
square hive, of moderate dimensions, say
with a shortened Langstroth or the Gallup
frame.
Oscak F. Bedsoe,
Grenada, Miss., March 7, 1878.
vital

Dividing Stocks

The following

is
a good method for
dividing bees, and one that is both practical
and easily performed by the exijerienced:
After providing an extra hive with empty
frames; or better, frames filled with conib»
proceed to open the hive to be divided, and
after subduing the bees with smokeorotherwise, lift out the brood combs with ali
adhering bees, until
of all the brood is
removed, placing the same in the new hive
and being careful not to remove the queen.
Fill all unoccupied space in both hives
with comb frames. Locate the new hive
some distance from the old. All the t)ld
bees will return to the parent hive, bub
enough young bees will remain to care for
the brood.
fertile queen may be given the new
colony after 48 hours, or about sunset on the
second day, by quietly setting her on one of
the brood combs.
The bees, being all
young, will accept her and the work is done.
introduced many queens to new colonies, last season, as here given, without the
loss of a single queen.
The new colony
will not work much for a time, but is generally equal if not superior to the parent
stock, ill a few days.
S. D. McLean.
Culleoka, Tenn., March 9, 1878.

%
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Chattanooga, Tenn., March 20tli, 1878.
"I am of opinion that the reason why
some comb-honey that is made on foundation starters, contains a tough center called

"fish-bone," is caused by the wax having
been subjected to such high pressure when
rolled in the machine, as to render it tough
and horn-like. If tlie rollers of the machine are adjustable, they should be slacked
enough to make a good impression for the
bottom of the cells, but not allowed to raise
a septum between them.
For starters, I
should prefer soft-rolled foundation, but for
the brood-coml)s, I would prefer thick /lardrolled foundation."
S. C. Dodge.

Three years ago, when many of our apiawere first established, honey sold
readily at high prices, and we did not think
we could overstock the market with an
article so fine as our lioney was acknowl-

®0uueuticrii$»

ries

San Diego Convention.

edged

San Diego, California, Bee-keepers'
Association met in San Diego, Feb. 7, with a
good attendance.
President Fox in the
Tlie

chair, R. G. Balconi, Sec'J^

The minutes of last meeting were read
and approved.
The committee appointed to apply for a
reduction of tax on bee property, reported
a reduction of 20 per cent.
The next thing in order

was the reading

of the

president's annual adduess.
Gentlemen:—The past year has been
the most disastrous to the honey producing
interest ever known in this section of tlie
country. In 1876, we produced and export-

ed in San Diego county over one and a
quarter million povuids of honey, while in
1877, we did not export any, but imported
considerable honey and sugar to feed our
bees, in spite of which, the number of colonies has probably been reduced from 2.5,000
to less than 15,000.
Several causes have combined to bring
about this result:
First.— The past winter, 1876-7, was one
of the driest on record, and the small

amount of rain that fell was all after the
20th of January, and was of little benefit to
many of our lioney producing plants, cutting off our early spring feed.

— The

iSeco7id.
witii frosts

si>ring

was unusally

cold,

and drying winds, so that many
of the flowers were blighted or did not contain any honey, injuring our late spring
feed.

Third.— The

phenominal

hot

spell

of

June, consisting of 5 consecutive days of
such intense heat as has seldom occurred
here, the thermometer ranging from 100° to
105°, and the relative humidity as low as 5
to 7 per cent, completed the mischeif, and
our most reliable summer feed was ruined.
After this, only a few summer and fall
flowers remained, and comparatively few
colonies aathered enough for their own
consumption.
This unfortunate combination of events
is not likely to occur again for many years;
and we may feel reasonably sure, for some
time to come, that our country will retain
its old reputation as the best honey-producing place in the United States.
The outlook for the coming season is
unusually favorable. We have had abundant rains, coming frequently in soft, light
showers; the ground is in splendid condition; the grain, of which an unusually large
breadth has been sown, is looking finely;
grass is very good, and the honey-producing
plants are in very thrifty and fine condition.
As we shall probably have a good honey
season, we must look ahead and make
plans and calculations as to the best way of
securing and marketing our crop, for it is
only very foolish persons who go on from
year to year, doing the same under all
changes of circumstances.

to be.

But times have changed; there has been
a great increase in production in the eastern
states, and the quality has been much
improved; hard times .and general economy
have reduced prices, till we can, witii difficulty, sell our comb honey at one-half
of former prices.
Fashion has also changed. Eastern apiarists now generally put comb honey on the
market in small packages, protected with
glass, so that they secure a more ready sale
and higher prices than we can. Another
great drawback against us is exhorbitant
trans-continental railroad charges.
With these difficulties to contend with,
we cannot place our best comb honey on
the eastern markets, in competition with
the local supplies, and realize enough to
make producing a jtaying business.
To remodel all our hives and section
boxes; to pay a high price here for glass
and the freight on it east, and in other
respects conform to the eastern fashions,
would cost us more than we could afford,
especially during the coming season.
As an evidence of tlie dis.advantage we
Labor under, in not conforming to the new
style of putting up comb in small packages,
I quote from tne report of the Michigan
Convention, in the Amekican Bee Journal for January, 1878:
Mr. Fahenstock, of Toledo, said: " I sold beautihoney in wood sections for 13c., in glass boxes it
sold readily at 20c. per pound.
Mr. T. G. Newman, of Chicago, said: " The larger
boxes of yore with many combs are rapidly going
out of demand, and now it is diflHcult to dispose of
those having more than 2 or 3 combs at any price.—
The objection to the Harbison sections are:
1.
Though readily divided by grocerymen, it
puzzles them to devise means to pack such combs
without side protection with other goods, and dehver to their customers without seriously damaging
ful

them.
2.
For the

retail stores, not being protected from
dust and dirt, honey in tliese frames soon becomes
unattractive to customers.
" Dr. Whiting, of Saginaw, said he had put up

his honey in cases, but sold for 17c.; when he saw
honey no better than his, put up in a difTerent case,
sold for 25c., he couldn't stand it."

And a private letter to Mr. E. W. Morse,
our vice president, from Mr. Rufus Morgan,
of North Carolina, says of comb honey:
" Comb honey gets to the retail trade so badly
broken up that but few care to deal in it, and it costs
HO much expense in handling, one break down will
disgust a dealer forever.''
In the report I submitted to the last
annual meeting of this Association, I took
strong ground in favor of our apiarists
going into the production of extracted or
strained honey, instead of comb, and I am
still more convinced of the advantage of
this change.
reasons then against comb

My

honey were:

The

greater freight charges, because
we were compelled to send by rail instead
of water, and pay high freight on a large
percentage of dead weight.
2.
The greater cost ot putting up.
3.
The difficulty of shipping, except in
car-loads, and the large amount of breakage.
4.
The great difficulty of distributing in
1.

and from tliem

our experience al.so. From liow many they
could simply cut out the honey, put it into

have prepared some tigures, showing

a strainer, barrel the honey and lay aside
the wax to be tried out in a more leisure
.season, I cannot say; but do not tiiink his
estimate of 800 hives an extravagant one, as
it would only require IG hives per day to
each man. Now, comb honey will yield
troni 8 to 10 per cent, of wax. which is
worth 25 cents per lb. here, or if bleaclied, a
very simple process, nearly double that
price.
The bleaching consists in simply
exposing the yellow wax to the sun in a
long tin trough, slightly inclined so that it
will melt and run down slowly, and it is
Avorth, I understand, 48 cents per pound in

small

lots to retail dealers,

to coiisiuuers.
I

the relative cost of sliii>meiit from San
Dieffo to New York, by rail, from .San
Francisco, of comb honey in cases welshing 75 lbs. gross, or 56 lbs. net; and extracted or strained honey in casks, weighing 300
lbs. gross, or 380 lbs. net, by water round

Cape Horn.
At these weights,

1

cask

will equal 5

and the calculations are as follows:

cases,

One

cask costs here
Freight from San Uiegoto
300 lbs.

<fS

V4

New

f 2 00
York, by water,
4 50

cts

Total cost, packing and freight
Cost per pound of net honey, 2 32-100 cents.
Five cases, with nails and paper, 26 cts. each
Twenty section boxes with nails, at lie. each.
Freight on ;i50 lbs., gross weight, at 3c

$

—

Total cost of packages and freight

.

.

^i

tj

iiO

1 30
2 20
10 50

?U

00

Cost per pound of net honey, 5 cts. Difference in cost and freight per pound, 2
fj8-100 cts.
Besides this, is the labor of
making section bo.xes and packing cases,
packing the honey, and tlie freight on 50
lbs., extra dead weight, from San Diego to
and from the apiary.
The prices of honey, quoted in the AmerICAX Bkk Jouknai., for January, 1878, in
New York, Cincinnati and Chicago, averaged 15c. for comb and lUc. tor extracted.—
AVe cannot expect to realize here, next
summer, more than 8c. for comb and 5c. for
extracted; the difference in cost of preparing the two kinds will be a large part of
the difference in these prices.
This whole argument, so far, is ba.sed
on bees making as many pounds of comb as
of extracted honey, but the experience of
all who have used the extractor proves that
the yield is very largely increased by it. if
it is only increased .50 per cent, it would, no
doubt, pay better than producing comb
honey.
But there is another side to the question
that has not been niucii discussed: Tiie
advantage of making strained honey and

wax for sale.
On this subject

have the opinion of Mr.
Rufus Morgan, in the letter quoted from

above.

He

I

says:

" Now, in your section and I am open to evidence
to the contrary) the opinion I have always held is,
that the true protlt of tne apiary is from wax, the
(

honey

to pay expenses.

" 1 could manage four times as many hives run for
wax as for comb honey, and seven or eight times as
many as run with the extractor."
" Now let us see how we can make out
the case. Suppose the busy season tor the
production of surplus honey to last fifty
days. My observation in tins country is
that witli Harbison hives, fitted with main
frames in the top, instead of section boxes.
Two, good, experienced men can extract, by
hard work, about 2 casks, of !i80 lbs. net,
This would be, say, the
each, per day.
yield of 4 good average hives, allowing
them to produce .50 per cent, more than they
would of comb honey. In the season of
.50 days, by steady work, the 2 men could
attend to 200 hives, or an average of 100
hives to each man. Now, to carry out Mr.
Morgan's estimate, the 2 men could take
out comb honey from 400 hives, and this is

New

York.

In the ))resent condition of the honey
business, the low x^rices we can realize here,
and the high price of labor, we must run
our apiaries as cheaply as possible. If a

man

has only 100 hives, he can realize more
honey, and make more money by extracting
than by straining, or, in my opinion, than
he can make by producing comb honey. If,
however, he has 400 hives, I believe he can
make more money by simply straining and
selling the honey and wax than in any
other way, because he can do all the work
himself, without hiring any help.
It is well known that the cheaper an article is sold, the greater the demand. In a
letter from a firm in Liverpool, they told
me that if we could put our strained honey

on the market at 8 cents per lb., the demand
would be unlimited. It costs about 2 cents
per lb. from here to Liverpool, including
all expenses.
If, during the coming fall,
ships should be loaded from here to Liverpool with
wheat, for our grain crop
promises to be large enough to justify tliis,
we could send honey much cheaper, which
would leave us a fair price. Good, strained
honey is worth now, from 10 to 12 cts. per
lb.

in Liverpool.

From
I

all

the above facts and arguments
that our future pros-

draw the conclusion

perity as

honey producers depends on our

making only

as

much comb

honej' as will

supply the Pacific coast, and by economizing in labor, materials and freights, ship
direct to New Y'ork and Europe a fine, pure
article of strained honey, wiiich will sell
low enough to create a large demand, and
at the same time afford us a good price for
production. The former prejudice against

candied honey has given way, as I foretold
a year ago it would, in view of the fact that
oiily perfectly pure honey will candy.
Our
sumac honey, which all experienced persons prefer to any other, and which forms a
large proportion of our proJuction, candies
soon after being barreled, and will, I think,
become the favorite in tlie market. I am
corresponding with parties in the east and
in Europe, and will give the information to
the Association soon.
Since writing the above, I have received
a long and very interesting letter from
Thurber
Co., of New Y'ork, in regai'd to
the style of putting up comb lioney for the
eastern inarKet.
may be able, before
the commencement of the coming season,

&

We

such information and make such
arrangements as to enable our apiarists to
conform to the present demand, and in this
to obtain

way get as good a price for our comb honey
in New York and other markets as eastern
producers, thouj^h we cannot avoid the
exorbitant freights tliat make so lieavy a
discount on our profits as producers liere.
C. J.

The

reports of the secretary

Fox.

and treasurer

were then read and accepted.
Tlie corresponding secretary read letters
II. W. Waterman, of San Bernardino, to the effect tliat a Bee-Keepers'

from Mr.

Association

had

been

formed

in

tliat

•county, of which he liad been elected secretary, and asking the co-operation of the

Association to procure from the Legislature
to prevent the spread of and extirpate the disease known as " foul brood "

an act

among

which now prevails to some
extent in San Bernardino county, and is
very contagious and destructive. Also an
act to prohibit the manutactui'e and sale of
adulterated honey, and other desirable
bees,

legislation.

The meeting requested tlie president to
correspond with Mr. Waterman and the
Hon. Mr. Pauly on these subjects, and
endeavor to secure the co-operatiun of other
counties in Southern California.
A letter was also read from M. J. S. Harbison, asking the Association to assist him
in procuring for the ensuing year a jnst
valuation as a basis for taxation on bee
property.
E. W. Morse was appointed a
committee to confer with Mr. Harbison on
the subject, and lay it before the Board of

Mr. Van Deusen suggested that those who
in winter, examine them to see
whether they are covered with parasites.
Mr. Curtis invited the convention to meet
lose bees

in Utica, next year. Balloting resnlted as
follows: Syracuse, 21; Utica, 15; Albany,
4.
Syracuse was declared chosen.
^'Are the Italian bees superior to the

blacks
Mr. Doolittle says the two races are like
some men. One will not work unless he
can secure dollars, while another is satisfied to glean pennies.
The Italians will
gather in times of comparative dearth,
while the blacks seem discouraged and are
idle.

Mr. Van Deusen prefers the black bees to
in buckwheat harvest, although
hybrids are equally useful. -Mr. Elwood
agrees that hybrids are most useful in his
locality.
He prefers a race containing
about three-fourths Italian blood— onefourth black.
Mr. Root says neither race possesses as
many points of snperiority over the otiier
as some claim for them. He would advise
every one to have both races. He found
that the Italians are active workers, but
when abused they are also active fighters.
In 1870, Dr. A. H. Marks had secured 1.50
pounds from his only Italian stock, while
Ills best black stocks only gave about 75 lbs.
Italians,

each.

Mr. Doolittle— the purer the Italian, the

more industrious the

Supervisors.

A letter was read by the president, from
H. K. Thurber & Co., of NeAV York, con-

taining valuable suggestions in regard to
the present mode of putting up strained
honey, in the Eastern States, and the president was directed to obtain further information on the subject, with a view to recommending a chaiige in our method of
putting up comb honey.
letter was also read from Eufus Morgan, of North Carolina, to E. W. Morse,
giving some information on the subject of
making strained honey Jind preparing wax.
The following were elected directors for
the ensuinsi year:
E. W. Morse, K. G. Balcom, Chas. J. Fox,
J. McG. Frazier. A. P. Herrick, W^ W.
Terry, J. P. Jones, L. L. Lynch, E. C.

A

Emery.
The newly elected directors organized by
electing the former officers: Chas. J. Fox,
president E. W. Morse, vice-president II.
<j. Balcom, secretary and treasurer, and
appointed these officers an executive committee to manage the business of the Association, and then adjourned.
;

;

North-Eastern Convention.
{Concluded.)

THURSDAY, FEB.

bees,

and the more the

from them.

profits

%

W. A. House

prefers a cross of
Italian
blood to J^ black.
Dr. Marks found that one fall an Italian
stock filled a set of side and top boxes from
wild flowers, while his blacks failed to
secure any surplus.
Mr. Perry considers the black bees superior to Italians in every particular.
He
says the champions of Italians are constantly growing less in number and Aveaker.
He would sell any stock that seems mixed.

Dr.

Marks had never secured more than
comb honey from one black stock,

75 lbs. of
"While he

had taken 225 lbs. from an Italian.
Mr. Preston wished to know if any one
had secured over 100 lbs. of box honey from
Comparison will tell the
a black stock.
story.

Mr. Lloyd had,
bees,

in 1874, 22 stocks of

which increased

to 43,

black

and took an

lbs. of box honey.
Bassfor 3 weeks.
E. D. Clark nuist have some Italians, but
considers the blacks equally as profitable.

average of 115

wood yielded bountifully

H. Root had always kept black bees.—
considered blacks equally as good as

He

Italians.
In 1877 he had 56, and increased to 110,
taking 4,798 lbs. of cap honey; shipped to

New York. A single new

swarm, cast June
gave 107 lbs. of box honey. Both Mr.
Root and Mr. Lloyd live in Otisco Valley,
than which no better locality can be found.
Mr. Perry will give ^100 for 1 lb. of red
clover honey, gathered in his locality, by
any kind of bees. He has acres of red
15,

7, 1878.

L. C. Root read a paper on " Parasites of
the Honey Bee."
He thinks those parasites have been the cause of a great deal of
the mortality in winter, and yet, they have
destroyed to a great extent, the malady
known as foul brood, which has been the
greatest scourge.

clover.

Mr. House says his Italians did work on
red clover this last season, when no other
plant was in blossom.

Dr. Marks agreed, and said that when he
had only one stock of Italians, he found ten
Italians to one black on the red clover. He
had many black colonies then.
Mr. Snow had taken, in 1873, from a new
Italian swarm, hived May 15, 124 fes. The
farent stock gave 76 lbs. of box honey.—

n

1877,

gave 132

a

swarm

May 13,
Snow lives

of Italians, hived

box honey.

lbs. of

Mr.

known.
H. Root said that during the late war^
teasels were largely cultivated, hishoney was dark, but since the decreased
cultivation of teasels, his honey was whiter.
Q. — Will the queen of the second swarm
get impregnated while swarming, or will
she have to come out another time for that
purpose?
yl.— She sometimes does so, but as a rule,

when

at Fayetteville.

FRIDAY, FEB.

—

Q. Is teasel lioney superior to white
clover and bass wood honey?
^.— Yes, by one of the committee. He
considers the flavor superior to basswood
and white clover honey.
Mr. Doolittle said it was not, only in
looks. Teasel lioney is the whitest honey

8.

President Root in the chair.
The question of marketing honey and the
time of preparing the statistical table was
considered.
Mr. EUwood offered a resolution that a
committee of five be appointed to revise the
statistical table, to add to its completeness,
and change the time of its publication. It
is expected that this committee will bring
great benefits to the members of this
association.

The motion was carried.
The president was instructed

to appoint

8uch committee, which he did, as follows:
P. H. Elwood, Starkville, N. H.; G. M.
Doolittle, Borodino, N. Y.; E. D. Clark,
Randallsville, N. Y., and J. E. Hetherington. Cherry Valley.
The secretary said that we had failed to
secure the benefits that should result from
our sessions, just because we had failed to
prepare a programme and appoint speakers
to open topics. Article 8th of the constitution provides for these conditions, and
should be more fully carried out.
Mr. Nellis requested that every member
of the association send to him, at any time
during the year, any question of vital imHe would file such questions,
portance.
and the committee will have a fund from
which to make out an interesting progrannne.
The following delegates were appointed
to attend the coming convention of the
National Society, to be held in New York
city next October: Messrs. C. D. Jones, G.
M. Doolittle. E. D. Clark, Geo. M. Batty
and L. C. Root.
Mr. Warner, from the Committee of Arrangements, stated that the expenses of the
This was ordered
City Hall were $6.50.
paid.

Mr. M. B. Warner was chosen a commit-

coming year.
QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
The following questions were presented
to the Committee on Questions, consisting
tee of arrangements for the

of Messrs. E. D. Clark, of Randallsville; N.
N. Betsinger, of Mareellus, and L. C. Root,
of Mohawk, and answered as follows:
should
the
position
QitesfioTi— What
honey occupy in the brood chamber, in the
winter, in order to meet success?
Answer— One of the connnittee answei'ed:
Full combs in the center; the other committeemen favored the outside.
All animated discussion was provoked by
this answer, in which several persons participated.

Q.— Can water be fed inside the hive, in
spring, to advantage?
yl.— Yes. by two of the committee, and no
by the other.

she conies out again for that purpose.
Q. Do the bees, acting as nurses, alter in
any respect the natures of the young queena
or bees nursed?
^.— No.
y,— Can virgin queens be successfully
introduced? If so, how is it done?
A. Yes; leave the colony queenless three
or four days. Cut off all cells and put in a
very young queen.
Q.—May not the trouble of lazy and

—

—

unprofitable Italians
for color?

come from breeding

^.— Yes.
y.— What

is

the best use to

make

of our

buckwheat honey?

^.— Sell

—

it.

Q. Is basswood better
honey boxes?

than pine for

^.— No.
Q.— Can bees that are swarming in the air
be controlled, so that they cannot abscond
when the bee-keeper is near?
u4.— Yes, by previously clipping the
queen's wings, or using a fountain pump.
Q. What is the cause of foul brood?

—

A. — Unknown.
Q.— What is the remedy for foul brood?
^.— By one of the committee— Twenty-

one days after swarming, shake off all bees
from the combs in parent stock, and destroy
the combs.
By two of the committee
Shake the bees into an empty hive or bag
and destroy the combs at once, and 48hours after give the bees a hive which you
wish them to occupy permanently.
The association then adjourned.
J. H. Neli.is, Secy.
[ The tabular statement may be found on
the next page.—Ed.]

North-We stern

A

Illinois Convention.

few of the apiarists, of north-western
met at Rock City, HI., Dec. 4, 1877,

Illinois,

and organized the " Nortli-Western

Illinois

liee-Keepers' Association." After the adoption of a constitution, the Associaticm aaj on rued, to meet at the call of the executive

committee.
The Association met at Rock City, III.,
President H. W. Lee in the
chair; T. E. Turner, Sec'y.
After reading the minutes and constitution, 5 new names were added to the roll.
The Association entered into the discus.Jan. 29, 1878.

sion of topics as follows:
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ITALIANS

VS.

NATIVE BEES.

success wltli tlie black
bees, working in boxes, was better than
with the Italians. The Italians appeared to
dwindle worse than the black bees in the
spriufi; but the Italians were easier bandied, and were not troubled so much with
moths as the l)lacks. On tlie whole, he preferred the Italians.
H. W. Lee preferred tlie Italians. Their
queens are more prolific, easily overcoming
spring dwindling.
Mr. Willikin prefers Italians, because
they work on red clover when the blacks

Mr. Williams'

would

not.

T. E. Turner gave the preference to the
Italians over tiie blacks. Had seen them in
great abundance on the red clover, but had
Italians
never seen a black bee on it.
seemed sometimes to prefer the red clover
to the white. Italians would stay on the
combs, when handling, while the blacks
would run to the sides of the liive. It took
much longer to find a black queen than it
They are proof
did to find an Italian.
against moths.
* Mr. Kiester thought Italians were
better than the native bees.

much

PKEPAKING BEES FOK WINTER.
Mr. Lee had fed sugar syrup in September, when bees failed to store enough honey
for winter, and his bees wintered well on it.
Fed late in the evening, by pouring the
syrup right on the cluster in the hive. He
preferred summer honey, rather than fall
honey, bees wintered on it were less liable
to disease. He would feed honey after this
and not sugar, for those who did not under-

stand the matter thought he fed sugar syrnp
to be extracted and sold for Inniey. He
takes otf the lioney board and puts on old

sacks or cloth, to keep bees warm and to
absorb moisture. Had always wintered in
the cellar.

Mr. Williams had kept bees in box hives
until recently, and had wintered out of
doors successfully. He now wintered his
bees in the cellar, giving ventilation through
wire cloth.
T. E. Turner wintered bees in the cellar,
this winter put on a piece of muslin in
place of a honey board. He preferred ripe
summer honey to fall honey or sugar syrup,
for winter feeding.

and

COMB FOUNDATION.
Stewart considered comb foundation a
great success. It enabled the bee-keeper to
get all straight worker-combs.
R. M. Millikin had used it for starters,
during two seasons, and liked it very much.
J. Fehr tried It, but was not very successful; expects to try it again next season.
.1.

T. E. Turner considered

it

a success,

if

used only for coud) guides; and, if used
more extensively, it would give all workercomb, which could not be got where bees
were allowed to build all the comb themselves.

NATUKAI. AND AKTIFICIAL SAVARMING.
Mr. Lee liked both natural and artificial
swarming, under some circumstances. He
liked the artificial method when he had

plenty of empty combs to fill the hives, and
a fertile queen to introduce into the queenBut, if he had neither empty
less pai't.
combs nor fertile queens, he liked natural
the
best. Such swarms usually
swarming
build straight combs, and were not so apt to
He thought cellscast second swarms.
from a hive that had cast a natural swarm
produced more prolific queens than those

produced by artificial swarming.
Mr. Keister also thought forced queenswere not so prolific as those produced by
natural swarming.
Mr. Williams liked artificial swarming^
but lets his bees do their own swarming^
mostlv.
T. E. Turner

never practiced natural
swarming, because lie had no bees to spareto go off to the woods. He did not like the
artificial method of dividing, unless he had
a fertile queen for each part; still, be preferred it to natural swarming. He had tried
nucleus swarming and thought that the
best

method of increasing stocks.
FERTILE AVORKERS.

Mr. Lee had got rid of a fertile worker by
caging a fertile queen in the hive 10 or 13^
days before releasing her. He thought the
surest plan to get rid of fertile workers wasto unite the bees with a hive near it that
had a fertile queen, and then in a few day&
divide the united stock, if thought best.
He had not tried that plan, but could not
see why it would not work satisfactorily.
Mr. Williams had a hive in which lie had
4 Italian queens killed, and he introduced
a black queen successfully.
T. E. Turner had but little experience
with fertile workers. He had been told a
good plan to get rid of one was, taking the
bees 20 rods away and scattering then*
around on the ground, and then letting them
But he thought
fly back to tlieir old stand.
uniting bees with some other colony, and
again,
would be the
dividing
afterwards
most economical plan.

BOBBING AND

ITS CURE.

Mr. Lee keeps the entrance contracted
and honey out of the way of bees, to prevent robbing. When robbing was general,
all over the apiary, he had stopped it by
closing and opening the entrances of all the
hives alternately, for a few times in quick
The bees became confused
succession.
and the robbing stopped. If but one hive
was robbing another, he had stopped it by
exchanging places of the two hives.
T. E. Turner found robbing was like
many other things— more easily prevented
than cured. He had been told, a good way
to stop robbing was to put loose straw over
the entrance of the hive tliat was being
robbed.

MARKETING HONEY.
Mr. Williams has his honey stored in oldfashioned boxes, and puts his extracted
honey in Mason jars, and sells it all at the

same

iirice.

Mr. Lee tinds that some customers want
in frames, and otiiers want it in
boxes; and to suit all customers, the producer must have it iu the shape in which it

honey

wanted. The present market price for
extracted honey will not pay to produce it.
Mr. Feiir said that sometimes one would
sell honey l)elow tlie marlcet price, wliicli
would interfere with others making sales,
and he thought Associations might do something to fix a uniform price.
After the consideration of these topics
with a good detiret> of interest, and attending to some miscellaneous matters, it was
is

Resolved, That the Secretary be, and hereby is instructed to send an abstract "of the proceedings of
the Association at this meeting to the publishers of
the AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, and the Bee-Keepers'
Magazitie for publication.

The Association then adjourned to meet
Rock City. III., at 10 a. m., on the first
Tuesday of May, 1878.
Rock Run, 111.
T. E. Tukner, Se&y.
at

Marketing Honey.

read before the MICH. CONVENTION.
In this sul)ject I feel that I have a duty I
am unable to discharge. Allow me to assert
that the successful display of honey is a
trade all by itself, scarcely inferior to the
production of it.
1.
AVe caiiiiot expect to succeed in this
branch of our pursuit, unless we can maintain a certain degree of independence in the
markets.
I hope each member here will strive to
induce consumption, and thus create a
demand; but, we must recollect that the
object of this meeting is to learn of each
other how to increase production.
We must do all we can to realize good
prices for our surplus product, if we wish
to maintain a reputation for our pursuit.

High prices for honey promoted apiculture from its side-issue condition to its
present high standard.
small mnnber of
specialists have done more to place beekeeping whei-e it now stands than all the

A

bee-owners combined.
It was not extractors, Italian bees, nor
comb foundation, but enthusiasm, stimulated by war prices, that did it.
I will try to put forth my ideas of independence in the honey market. I know of
producers who sold a part, or all of their
crop of bright comb honey, at from 10 to 12
cts. per lb.
Simply because it was stored
in ugly boxes, unattractive and unfit for
market.
Now, this low sale not only
injured the one that made it, but every
honey producer.

A

bee-keeper, after looking at
boxes, said to me: "You will

my

honey

sell all o"f

your honey as fast as you can hand it out,
at good prices." Said I, "If my neighbor
stores his in a nail keg, he is going to sell
it, if he gets but Ic. per lb., and the purchaser is going to eat it; and when he is full
of this nail-keg honey he does not want
mine at any price; much less at a price that
will pay me for putting it up in attractive
and convenient shape." Hence, both of us
producers must lose, and the nail-keg man
the most. AVhat we most need is uniformity and attractiveness in our packages. I
believe every honey producer should be
prepared to ship, in neat, safe, and attract-

ive shape,

directly

to

the consumers or

Tliemore, because honey is
a product that is consumed and produced in
nearly every place in the civilized world.
Let us protect the dealer, and remember
that he is an unavoidable and useful member in the commercial world, and that it is
worth more to retail our honey to consumers, than lie charges «s for doing it.
Proper sizes and styles of boxes and
cases, readily transportable, will avoid a
glut in the market in one locality, and
scarcity in another, which is the wholesale
dealer's success, and the producer's ruin.
We see in the journals such statements
as these: "I have no trouble to sell my
retail dealers.

comb honey
cts.

me where

at 25 cts.,

and extracted

at 20

Then another, " Can you

per lb."
I

can find a market for

tell

my

honey? I ask 18 cts. for comb, and 10 cts.
for extracted,"
All this proves that we have no rational
system of storing in attractive shape, and
shipping this product of ours.
I tiiink the day is close at hand, when
the price of lioney will be more uniform
through this country.
Our show table is
well supplied with tiie means to bring about
such a result.
in regard to sizes of packages, we shall
find that our goods are subject to the same
laws of trade that all others are. We must
store comb honey in at least 2 sizes of boxes,
and perhaps 1 size of section frames besides.
Reasonably small packages will l)e found
most saleable, but 1 consider the 4>4x4)^ in.
sections, as used by A. I. Root, too small.
It shows too much tare.
I believe that the
coming price of honey will induce consumers to buy more than a thimble full at
once; and, of course, we jirefer to store in as
large boxes as will sell well, and ship
safely. Our cases for comb honey should
be of bright, clean wood, not holding over
30 lbs., and as cheaply gotten up as will
answer the purpose, and never make any
calculatio^n to have them returned.
By
freight is* the safest and cheapest way to
transport lioney; and if you ship by express
to get your cases returned, you take extra
risk of smashing, and pay more for a dirty,
and perhaps broken cases than the original
cost; besides, you need a set of books to
Iveep track of their whereabouts.
To sum up, does any manufacturer or
dealei^do Imsiness on the return-case principle, except where the contents are to be
at once removed, and the cases kept from
sight, and goods sent by express, because
perishable (like oysters in bulk) and then
return case free? If soaps and candles can
afford a box, so can our valuable product.
I have seen a notice of this meeting in
nearly every newspaper I read. If half the
effort that we have put forth in this direction could be used to help us sell our
extracted honey, candied, and inform the
public that it is pure and clean, too; and
that nearly all syrups and molasses are not,
it would vi'ork a change for the good of both
producers and consumers, while liquid
honey has probably the worst of names, as
regards its purity. This audience knows
that there is a less per cent, of adulterated
honey in the world than of any other commodity, possible to adulterate.

There is no use to deny the fact that we
have done little or nothing to inform the
public of the superiority of extracted honey
over its competitors.
We have been too
busy manufacturing supplies, and beekeepei's to buy them.
If we expect to
increase the demand for our product, we
must increase the consumption. We can do
more unitedly, thtin alone. Nearly every
leader in the convention has asked the press
to help forward production; and they have
often done so. Who has askt'd them to forward the consumption of honey? Production of honey is in advance of consumption,
'

in this covnitry, to day.

Supply and demand has the same influence on the success of our business as upon
all others.
We must strive to keep demand
in advance of the growing supply, or some
of the weakest among us will be forced to

abandon the business.

For

tlie

James Heddon.

American Bee Journal.

Fertilization in Confinement.

REV. M. MAHIN,

D. D.

That by careful and judicious selection,
bees, as well as any other stock, can be
improved, does not admit of a doubt. Very
great differences are observed in the temper, and in the productiveness of swarms.
This is true even of those that are very
nearly related. I have raised two queens
from the same mother, at the same time,
and have given them, as nearly as possible,
the same advantages as to bees and combs;
and while one colony has been prosperous,
becoming strong in numbers and ricii in
stores, the other has hardly lived. Now,
aaueen raised from the poor one might be
prolific, and produce good workers; but any
one would prefer to have a queen from the
prosperous colony, as more likely to possess
the qualities desired.
With our modern facilities for liandling
bees, it is easy for us to select the mothers
of our queens; and it is' a fortunate fact,
that in bees the mother impresses her own
character on her progeny much more
strongly than the father does.
In* many
cases, the progeny of a pure Italion queen",
fertilized by a black drone, will be so nearly
like pure Italians that only a practiced eye
can detect the difference. I have now a
colony of half-blood, bred from a very finely

marked stock, in which I have failed to find
a single bee that has not three distinct
golden bands. Yet, tlie want of uniformity
in color, some being light and others dark,
convinces me that they are not pure. On
the other hand, a black queen mated with
an Italian drone, will produce be^s with
little trace of Italian blood.
Notwithstanding, it is more important to have queens
bred from good mothers than from good
fathers, it would be a great advantage if we
could select the drones as well as the
ueens, from which our breeding stook is to
be reared. Can we do it? And if so, how?
These are questions which have not yet

been satisfactorily answered.

I have been,
among those who
believe that the object can never be successfully accomplished. I have no faith in
any plan that allows the young queen to
retain her ability to fly. It is impossible to
so construct the entrance to a hive that the
workers can pass and repass, and that a
virgin queen cannot.
There is usually a
little dilt'erence in the thickness of a virgin
queen and a worker; but it is so little, that
where the worker can pass, the queen will

for several years past,

manage to squeeze through; and then all
the labor is lost.
If the fertilization of queens can be controlled at all, I think the first thing to be
done is to clip their wings, so that they cannot fly. Then the queeu must be watched,
and wllen the young queen comes out, set a
wire cloth cover, (such as are used to cover
dishes at the table), over her, and catch
such drones as you want and put under the
cover with her, leaving her in the sunshine
and where the workei's of her own colony
can feed her through the cover.
If the
experiment does not succeed within 10 or 15
minutes, let her go back into the hive and
try it again the next time she makes her
appearance, which will probably be in 5 or
10 minutes.
I have not tried this plan, but I recommend it to those who have the time and the
patience to give it a fair trial. My reason
for thinking that it may succeed is that
queens that cannot fly sometimes become
fertile, copulation taking place, no doubt,
outside, in front of the hive.
When I was a boy, my father and I were
looking at a couple of swarms of bees, liived,
perhaps, the day before in log gums, when
we noticed one of the queens come out and
flyaway.
supposed, that being dissat-

We

with the domicile we had furnished
lier, she had gone to the woods to find a
hollow tree, to which she might lead her
subjects. On her return, my father caught
her and clipped one of her wings. Observing the other hive standing on the same
bench, and next to the one just mentioned,
we saw the queen come out of it, and she
was cought and clipped also. And then
trouble began. Neither queen was impregnated; and we had to watch them day after
day, and return them to the hives, until one
time Avhen the family was away from home
until after dark, one of them staid out all
night and perished; and the bees went in a
body into the hive of their next door neigbors, and went to work. We saw nothing
more of the other clipped queen until
swarming time the next summer, when she
came out with a large swarm of bees. She
had been fertilized, and had got back into
the hive, the day we were away from home.
isfied

A

few years ago, I clipped a wing of a
young queen to prevent ner fertilization,
that the drones in her hive might be spared
to fertilize some queens that were about to
hatch. It was late in the fall, and most of
the hives, all, in fact, that had fertile
queens, had destroyed their drones. After
all,

my young

queens had been impreg-

nated, I opened the hive containing my
clipped queen, and discovered that she had
been fertilized; probably, within the previous hour.

These facts, and other similar ones that
have been i-eported, seem to me, to point
out the line in wiiich experiments should be
made, if we would succeed in breeding
from the drones of our purest and best
stocks.

Logansport, lud., Feb.

13, 1S78.

For the American Bee Journal.

Introducing Virgin Queens.
it appears from reports in the Journai.
that it troubles many bee-keepers to introFor the benefit of
•duce virgin queens.
such, I will give my method of introducing,
in detail, thinking it has some advantages
over any method that has come under my
notice. It may not be new to some, but if
not, it lias not yet made its appearance in

the

American Bee

Journal,

to

my

knowledge.

When the apiarist wishes to introduce
virgin queens to hives that have swarmed,
to prevent after-swarms, or for any other
purpose, let him go to a hive that has
piping queens, remove the frames without
smoke, if possible, or use as little as maybe
necessary to subdue the bees, in order not
to frighten the guards away from the cells,
or you may defeat your object, by allowing
the queens to escape without securing them
in the cells therein is where 1 claim the
advantage of this plan over others with
which 1 am acquainted.
With a small knife remove the cells that

—

have queens ready to emerge, which may be
their having the lid of the "cell
<jut loose part way around, and would come
out any time if they were not kept back by
the guard of workers that are stationed
around such cells for the purpose of keeping them prisoners, and supplying their
wants, which they do by the queens thrusting their tongues through the opening at

known by

the side of the lid, to receive the proffered
food, tendered by the faithful workers.
Use care in handling the cells, and, as fast
as removed from the comb, lay them on
their side, on a small board with a cleat on
one end; lay the open end of the cells close
against the cleat, to prevent the escape of
the queens till you get all, or as many as
you wish to remove; then take the board
<5ontaining the cells, go to the hive you
wish to re-queen, take a cell in one hand,
hold the open end close to the entrance and
with your knife assist the queen to remove
the lid, and let her run into the hive without touching her with your fingers, and she
will be well received.
1 have introduced many by this plan, and
found it the most uniformly successful of
any method that 1 have tried. I have had
a few cases where virgin queens were put
in very early in the season, to prevent after-

swarms, become fertile ana fill the hive
with brood so rapidly that they would
swarm out with preparations the same as
prime swarms; but such cases are very rare
in this climate.

Last season

I

introduced 8 queens, the

same day, to as many hives. A part had
swarmed naturally, and the balance were
artificially

swarmed; the queens were

all

well received, and in due time were laying.
By the way, one of the 8 that was introto number 14. met with quite an
adventure before she reached the hive.—
The bees in said hive had been very irritable for several weeks, and would show their
pugnatious disposition on approaching the
hive, without any provocation whatever. I
was very particular to approach this hive
with care when giving them a queen. I
held the cell near the entrance, and with
my knife pushed open the lid. Just as the
queen started out of the cell, an angry bee
came out of the hive, and started after her;
she ran about six inches on the alighting
board and then turned to give battle, but it
was as decisive as short; she had no more
than turned facing her antagonist, before
the worker was in her vice-like embrace;
the queen curved her abdomen under the
worker, stung and dropped her instantly.—
She turned round and walked into the hive,

duced

as unconcerned as though nothing

mon had happened. The abdomen

uncomof the

worker contracted, she crawled to the edge
of the alighting board and dropped off.—
This was all done before the queen had
been out of her cell one minute, and was
the first time I ever saw a queen sting a
worker.
For preventing after-swarms, this plan
has many advantages.
I introduce any
time, from the day that a hive swarms till
just before the young queens that were left
in the hive begin to hatch, and have very
little trouble,
but I prefer to introduce
within the first five days after they swarm.
Warren Co., Pa. Jno. F. Eggleston.

For the American Bee Journal.

Sending Queens by Mail.
Last season an attempt was made to get
the Post Master General to reconsider the
instructions from that department against
sending queens by mail, but that august
dignitary would scarcely condescend to
even listen to the request.
Now, we
thought at the time that it would have
been better not to agitate that question any
more, but let every body continue to send
queens by mail. We have always done so,
unless ordered by express.
We put them lip in sealed packages, and
pay letter postage, and enclose a letter at
the same time, so that we are simnly sending a letter with a bee, or two or three in
it; and
if
properly put up, the postage
would not be more than double letter postage, at the farthest; and if several queens
are sent at once, it would be less.
The advantage of this plan is, that the
postmasters have no business to know what
is in your letters, and you are under no
obligations to tell; at least, I don't know of
any law that authorizes postmasters to open
letters, nor to make the writer tell what is
in them.
Put up your queens in sealed packages,
put on letter postage and drop them in tiie
letter box, and then let us see where the
postmaster is that would dare not to send
them.
Postmasters are instructed not to allow

bees to go in the mail, but unless you tell
or put them in
the class of mail matter that they are
allowed to open, tiiose instructions are
But, if you go to the
entirely defeated.
oflTice with your bees, and say to the post"
Here
master:
are some bees; what is the
postage?" he is bound tiien to tell you that
they are not mailable.
N. Camerox.
Lawrence, Kansas, Jan. 15, 1878.

them when you are sending,

For the American Bee Journal.

Doolittle's Report.

My mind

has often reverted to the great

achievement of G. M. Doolittle, that appears on page 347, in the October number of
the Amekican Bee Journal, in securing
10,284 lbs. of box honey from (w colonies out
of 80, worked for box honey. It is truly
splendid, and has led me to a closer scrutiny of the report than if it bad been smaller;
and it has brought to light some facts
which I wish to be made as general as the
report itself. I do not charge, that Mr. D.
intended to deceive, as I think it has always
been his custom to give the old stocks
credit for the honey made by the full force
of old stocks and increase, which is calculated to mislead the public, and especially
novices grievously.
Briefly I will state
what i believe to be facts in the case.
He says the average yield per stock

worked

for box honey was 158 lbs. each.
are left to infer that though he
increased to 1.52 stocks, the increase gave

Now we

And yet, he says in an
article headed, " Increase, and preventation
of increase," read before the iNational Beekeepers' Association, in
York, Oct.,
16, and which appears in the November
American Bee Journal, page 370,
"Thus it will be seen, that we make our
him no box honey.

New

new

stock from 2 old ones, and they are nil

in the best possible condition to store box
honey;" and again he says in his report.

"Thirteen old stocks that were weak were
broken up into nuclei, to raise queens
from."

Now, we
1 new

will figure a little. If, as be
stock is made, from 2 old stocks,
and all equally strong, and he had 05 old
ones that he worked for box honey, then he
had 65 and 32, equaling 97 old and new to
box. I am credibly informed that he boxed
110 stocks, the 13 wanting to make up that

says,

number

(110)

was probably by doubling up

the nuclei that raised the queens for his
increase. Thus his nuclei played an important part in his yield, by giving his new
stocks fertile queens, which we know to be
a great aid, and should be considered.
boss carpenter says, "/ built that
house!" Yet, he did not. He supervised
and aided; many men put their muscle to
the work.

A

" Anvils rang, and
Before the worlt

hammers beat
was called complete."

And so this aid was extended in the
building up of that pyramid of honey, by
Mr. D's 30 nuclei. But I have digressed a
little.
He has boxed those 110 stocks, 28 or
30 boxes, (2tt>., Betsinger Sectional Boxes),
to each hive, in the Betsinger Sectional

him

Case, which gives

60

ft>s.

capacity for

each hive. The result is 10,284 lbs. ot box
honey, or 93>^ lbs. of honey to each of the

Now, ivood and
There were used to
boxes, weighing 2 oz.

110 stocks, gross weight.

glass

is

not honey.

box this lioney 5.000
each, 625 lbs.; 10,000 lights of glass, (41
boxes), 50 lbs. to the l>ox, 2,0.50 lbs.. Tare,
2,675 lbs.; leaving 7,609 lbs., or an average
of 69 lbs. each, of what the world calls
honey. 1.58 minus 69 equals 89 difference.
Why, this does not look so large, does it?
And yet, I believe it strictly true as to the
first average, 93>^ lbs.;
the tare may be
slightly incorrect on the last average 69 lbs.
If I am wrong, Mr. U. will please correct
me. I have no other object than to review
his report, as I would the balance sheet of
a banker's statement, ere it went to the
public, if it were laid before me for inspection. And this 69 lbs. average is presuming
that the other 42 stocks of increase gave no-

box honey.
I do not wish to belittle Mr. D's. report.
His success the past season has been good.

He

is an energetic enthusiast in his vocawhich, added to a good season and
good appliances, has made that success-

tion,

possible.
May 1 give

you Mr. Doolittle's report in
simple mathematics, and you shall
judge if it be correct: I had 80 stocks in
spring; 13 weak. Increased to 1.52 colonies, in
good condition for winter. I have taken of
box honey, 10,284 lbs.; of extracted, 803;
Forty-two of this increasetotal, 11,177 lbs.
1 presume to be madti after the box honey
season, leaving 110, and 2 used with the
extractor make 112 stocks. An average of
100 lbs. to the hive, gross weight, tare asabove, 26.75, or 24 per cent., nearly.
This is splendid for an average, and
should satisfy the ambition of the most
Chas. D. Hibbard.
aspiring.
Auburn, N. Y'., Dec. 4, 1877.

my

For the American Bee Journal,

The Honey-Producer's Future.

WHAT SHALL IT BE?
Who can tell? I cannot. Even the youngest of ns have lived long enough to see several new kinds of food preparations come
into existence and general use. These several new kinds of food appeared to contain

elements which the human system sooa
learned to demand. This does not seem to
Our product seemsbe the case with honey.
to be only a luxury, that a part of humanity
Many persons cannot
like occasionally.
bear it. It is said that once honey was used
very extensively. That statement is true.
It is also said, that at that time honey wasthe principal " sweet" known to man. It isfurther stated, that within tiie last few centuries cane sugars have sprung into market
and into general use, and honey has stepped
to a back seatft All true. Had we no sweet
but honey, the natural constitutional demand for sweet would place it, with its several acids, as a stajjle

commodity.

have placed the choicest
of pure machine-extracted honey upon the
tables of my neighbors at ll>ic. per lb.»

For three years

1

per gallon— 11 lbs. for a gallon. Every
one speaks in the highest terms of said

$!1.25

honey.

I liave

taken pains to get the people
that they might liave that

sample it,
honey that was best suited lo their individual tastes — clover, basswood or fall flowers.
I find many preferring the dark honey, but
most the clover.

to

In 1875 1 sold 12.5 gallons, in 1876, 40 gallons, in 1877. up to date, 1.5 gallons, in round
numbers. All this time 1 have sold

my

bright honey below barrel i)rices.
Now, 1 credit the cause of this falling off
to two sources:
1st. " Hard times," or comparative scarcity of money; and,
2d. To tlie fact that honey contains no
elements that fastens itself to the system as
a necessity. At this same time oysters have
been sold at one price, and the trade in this
town has rather increased. We think we
Tmist have them every-so-often.
We "like honey once in a while." An arcle of food may taste delicious to the palate
without having the power to kindle an appetite that amounts to a demand. Whisky
and tobacco are naturally noxious to the
taste, but after given to the system a few
times they create a demand that hard times,
high prices, and revenue taxes can't counteract.
It seems to me we need not look in the
direction of " increased demand." as far as
table use is concerned, to take the surplus
crop of honey that the American flora can
spare, and that tiiese "gush over" book and
supply dealers say "must be gathered."
Now comes the question. What is the value
of honey for cooking, brewing, ham-curing,
wine-making, and such unlimited sources of
demand? If honey is better than glucose
for beer, why? It is many times sweeter;
but cane-sugar is many more times sweeter.
Honey is thicker, and contains more vegetable matter than sugar; but glucose is much

ahead of honey in tiiis respect.
If honey is to rival these products above
mentioned, won't some one please rise and
explain why? I hope such may be the case,
but in so important a matter as this is to my
future earthly welfare, 1 beg of the knowing ones for the why and wherefore of their
belief that such will be ours to enjoy. I am
avvare that whisky and tobacco make a morbid demand for more, but many kinds of food
all of which were new some time in past
history, have become a necessity to our wellbeing. I am of the opinion that honey is
not to rise above a luxury of occasional enjoyment, and must be a beggar in every turn
of the times.

To the source of an adjunct to the manufacture of some other commodity do I pin
my last hope for the future welfare of the
lioney producer. Please let us hear of any
new ray of light that has been discovei'ed in
that direction by any one.
I may be wrong in my conclusions, and
may it be that I am, but when I hear those
"enthusiastic" ones (and Prof. Cook says
bee-keepers are "enthusiasts" universally),
I think of the Rev. Joshua Billings' definition of an "enthusiast." He says, "An enthusiast is one who believes five times as
much as he can prove, and can prove five
times as much as any one else will believe."

We are told that honey is about to become
an article of general use, and yet many of
these same persons tell us to put up this
"staple commodity" in little "tiny" cards
—say 4J4x4J^— and' then be sure to put glass
enough on both sides of the honey to outweigh it, as the glass being transparent will
not be objected to. Suppose you try some
other staple in that way. For instance, put
up granulated sugar in one-pound glass jars,
baking-powder (a thing of a few years'
time) in glass boxes. Why, we can't stand
tin boxes any more. It has become a staple
towns and cities at least, and we buy in
As Mr. Bingham said at Convention,
about house apiaries, " Talk may say one
thing, but what do actions say?" lii my
opinion, those dealers who beg for little
glass boxes haven't got very far into the
staple business yet. A. I. Root's and others'
methods of shipping sections in (jlassed cases, and only asking the consuiliers to buy
in

bulk.

honey, lookslike an etfort to place honey
among the staples. Nothing can stand morein the way ot the general introduction of
as

little

more

to

as possible besides the

me

our produce than so much tare on combhoney, and the taking of clear honey before
being capped and thoroughly "ripened."
Dowagiac, Mich.
James Heddon.

For the American Bee Journal.

How

to

head

off

the Robbers.

Occasionally we have, in the Joitrxal^
complaints from bee-keepers that thieves
break open their hives, steal honey, or commit various depredations.
To those who are in danger of suffering
loss in that way, I would suggest a very
good remedy, namely, the "Burglar Alarm
Telegraph."
About two years ago. I put up one of my
own construction, with wires running^
underground to a smoke-house, and signal
bell on the mantel-piece in my bed-room.
Although the wires were laid by myself,
and every endeavor made to keep secret the
object and uses of the apparatus, it got out
one morning, by the smoke-house door
being opened before the current was turned
off and while a servant was in the room
where the alarm bell was placed. In a very
short time thereafter the news was pretty
generally circulated, especially among the
colored portion of the neighborhood, that
my premises would be a very dangerous
place to visit after the usual hours for i^aying neighborly calls. Private inquiry convinced me that bacon would have to be very
scarce indeed before any of my " friends,"
especially the colored ones, would try toreplenish their larders at my expense.
For the benefit of those who may wish totry this defense against robbers, I will give
such points in the cojistruction of a burglar
alarm, as will enable any one familiar with
the principle of the telegraph to put up one
of their own:
For a conductor, use copper bell wire,,
number 18; the size may vary considerably
from that without disadvantage. If to b&
laid underground, half of it must be insulated, and all the doors or gates from whicii

signals come must be on the insulated line;
the return circuit may be of naked wire and
lay in the same trencii. I will iieresay tliat
a return wire is necessary for short circuits
and weak battery power, ground connections in such cases not working well.
•Cores of magnets are of soft iron, about
of an inch in diameter, bent horse-shoe
shape; wrap on 8 or 10 layers of the insulated copper wire. The alarm bell may be
rung by an ordinary clock alarm. The
magnet connected with the circuit wire
holding the controlling wire of the clock
alarm in such a manner that when the circuit is broken and the magnet ceases to act,
the clock alarm rings until it runs down, or
is stopped by hand.
The battery used may
be a very simple Daniell's battery of zinc
and copper in blue vitriol, such as is used in
telegraph ottices; one small cell will suffice,
and need not cost over .50 cts. per month to
run. If preferred, the alarm bell may be
connected witii another small battery of the
lieClanche pattern, so as to ring continually
until stopped at the instrument.

%

New

I corresponded with parties in
York,
who deal in electrical apparatus, and they
xeconniiended, for imderground wires, insulated copper, at 8 cts. per foot, for both out;going and incoming wire. I insulated

my

•outgoing wire by wrapping two coats of
and two coats of wrapping
twine and then boiling it in a mixture of
coal tar and gum shellac. The incoming
wire was used as aforesaid, without insulation. The way I wrapped the thread on
was by using a small piece of gass pipe for
the spindle of a spinning wheel, upon one
end of which was a block, carrying two
spools of thread. The wire to be wrapped
was pulled slowly through the hollow spindle, while the spools revolved around' it;
thus wrapping on the thread as thick as
•cotton thread,

needed.
The gates and doors, or bee-hives, to
which the alarm is connected, have the.
usual "contact plates," two small pieces of
brass, to which the wires are attached, so
that when the door is opened the plates
separate, thus stopping the current of
electricity and causing the alarm bell to ring.
The cost of apparatus, such as mine, need
not be more than $5, and two or three days'
work to put it up.
Corn Cracker.
Feb. 1878,

For the American Bee Journal.

Some

Apologies.

I wish to apologize first, for doing anything that might make it necessary for my
name to occupy so much valuable space in
the pages of the American Bee Journal,
as it does in the March number.
When I wrote as I did about John Long,
I supposed I could turn at once to the pages
of the British Bee Journal for the evidence; as I find in place of it only the complaint given on page 28 of the June number,
for 1876, I am forced to the humiliating
conclusion that I had got the matter mixed
up with some other complaints, of which
there have been quite a number.
1 certainly did very wrong not to have looked

the whole matter up, and made my evidence
complete, before going Into print. I beg
Mr. Long's pardon, and thiuK under the
circumstances, I should do a little more.
As you say he is trying to pay up all old
scores, and to stand square with the world
again, I will lend a helping hand, by sending comb foundation to all who sent him
money and never received their goods. If
Mr. Long thinks proper, he can pay me
back when he gets around to it. He advertised and received money under the name of
John Long, and no other name appeared in
his advertisements or letters, and I never
knew he had another name until it was
announced that Wm. Iloge and he were one
and the same man.
I appealed to him
through Oleanings, and gave his address to
those who had sent him money, but never
learned that any one could get a word from
liim, until you mentioned in the March
number that he was going to pay all up.
Friend Hoge, would it not have been
kinder to have written as much to your

creditors?
I

am

little

May

very glad indeed tliat friends Dooand Betsinger have not quarreled.
we not soon have a little card with

both the names signed to it, saying that
they are friends, and only had a difference
of opinion?
I got the impression that each competitor

was

to pay $7.00, from the single line, on
310, of your September number:
-One fee ($7.00) will be charged." The
same was in a circular sent me. I beg

page

Messrs. Thurber & Co's pardon, and will
and be nu)re careful.
The rest of the charges friend D. makes,
are, I think, mistakes which he will admit
when I show him the letters he has written
me. As this can be done privately, I think
no more time need be taken up with the
matter here.
In regard to the last clause, I frankly
admit, that Satan must have lieen pretty
close to my type writer when I wrote that
article " Trouble." I see now, that 1 was
off the track, and I humbly beg pardon of
try

all parties.

If I have boasted of my goodness in
Olemiinus, I agree with you, friend D., it
tvas all a sham, for I am a great ways from
being "good," as you are all aware.

To friend Heddon I would say, that I did
not intend to advise selling honey for .5c. as
long as we could get more. I would assuredly sell my honey for as much as it would
bring, but 1 would try and be happy, if I
could get only .5c. 1 guess I did owe friend
Burcli the $.50, for I told him to make out
his bill of damages for the foundation being
thicker than he ordered it. and I would pay
it.
I did not tell friend Becktell the same
thing, and therefore, I did not see that I
was in duty bound to "keep the bank
open." Do you think I was?
I believe
friend Becktell was perfectly satisfied with
the way the matter was arranged, as were
all other parties.
I made good all I promised, paid for all the blunders I made, and
filled all orders honestly.
Did 1 not, friend
II?

"The "new
better

ing

light," I hope, made me a
in regard to confess-

man; especially

my

faults

when

i

saw them, but

it

did

I
not make me perfect, by any means.
cannot blame you for thinking 1 make but
discouralmost
feel
often
for
I
show,
poor
a
aged about it myself. I think I am doing
right about the smoker, and as I am sure
friend Bingham thinks he is doing right, I
guess we shall arrange it pleasantly. If I
have spoken unkindly, or jestingly of some
of your queer views, friend Ileddon, 1 beg
your pardon, and will try to do so no more.
If I ever go to Michigan" again, I am going
to see you, and 1 hope you will talk right
out, just what you think. I very seldom
quarrel with people when I can see them
face to face.
Will all those whon John Long owes
foundation please write me the full circuinSttillCGS?

May God bless the Amkbtcan Bee JoitkNAL and all its readers, and help me to
remember, whatever may turn up, what I
A.

have just said.
Medina, Ohio.
.

1.

Root.

friend Root
[ These apologies show that
has been benefited by the " new light," and

we

are glad to see the spirit manifested, as
well as the frank acknowledgements therein
""Confessing our faults, one to
made.
another" is a duty enjoined upon us, and
we always feel better for obeying it. Truly,

"to obey
brings

upon

is

better

than sacrifice."

down Heaven's

us, as well as

richest

Why, says one, can he
No, he cannot; for
not read them all?
some are so poorly written that aPliiladelphia lawyer could not read tliem; otl^ers
need re-writing and correcting before tlwiy
go to the compositor, and many, very many
he only glances over, and is compelled for
want of room to throw into the wastebasket. Were our Editor to put in all our
articles, letters, and clip])ings from foreign
bee journals, also some from home papers,
he would need a journal four times as large.
Then, friends, two things are necessary.
First, that he should discriminate, clipping
some and discarding others entirely. Secondly, on our part, to boll iloion our letters
and articles, telling our ideas in as few
words as possible, so that they will occupy
as little space and convey our ideas as forcible as language will permit. First, then, be
sure you have sometluHg to write that
others will want to read; secondly, write it
in as few words as possible, and, if you are
not accustomed to writing, look over your
article and see how much you can shorten
it; by thus doing, you will improve yoisr
cles, if possible.

article for publication.

These articles boiled down, (imiltum in
parvo), are the ones more eagerly read and
longer to be remembered than those long,
dry, tedious columns. So, in conclusion we
would say boll them down.
D. D. Palmer.

It

blessings

Ventilation of Bee Houses.

our injured brothers.—

Ed.]

ABE BEE HOUSES NECESSARY?
For the American Bee Journal.

Chips from Sweet Home.
For the benefit of the readers of the
American Bee Jouhnai., and more espec-

who have

not been able to call
upon the Editor, in his office, I will give a
brief description of what I saw there. We
got off the C. B. & Q. train, walked 3 blocks,
took the horse-cars, rode thereon, about 3
miles for Sets., to 974, West Madison St.
Here, upon the first floor, we found ourselves in a large capacious room; upon the
right was quite a large collection of apiarian supplies, upon shelves protected from
dust by sash. Upon the left was a variety
At the
of " honey slingers," and hives.
farther end was the printers' cases, where
our letters and articles were being set up in
shape for thousands to read. In the center
and on the left of the room is the Editor'
easy cliair and office; 1 should have said
there were two chairs, one for T. G. N., and
one on his left for his Son, for they are both
as busy as bees, every day, every month
of the whole year; their whole time being
devoted to the interests of the American
ially those

Bee Jouknai..
To those not accustomed to the Editor's
Chair, it may seem an easy chair, but such,
brother bee-keepers, is not the case with
the editor of our Bee Journal. Having
served, a short time, in an editor's office, (as
a devil? Oh no!) we know what some of his
duties are, and will give you some idea of
it:
First, he reads all your letters and iirti-

There has been, and still is a strong effort
some to do away with
houses to winter in. The substitution of
cushions and chaff mats are intended to
supersede winter repositories; but, if a

iipon the part of

repository is so constructed as to be a complete success under all conditions of the
atmosphere, it is far in the advance of all

mats and cushions, bundled about the bees
on their summer stands.
1.
The bees never fly and waste.
2.
The value of a house is soon savedjin
honey.
3.
The bees are prepared for winter, and
put away with less expense.

BEES CONSTANTLY NEED FRESH AIR.
Those who

have been

observing have

learned, from the influence of warm air
their bees in winter quarters, in Dec.

upon

last, to

keep bees

quiet, they

must be con-

stantly sui)plied with fresh air, in sufficient
(juantities to preserve a normal condition of

the atmosphere.

WHAT SHOULD BE THE TEMPERATURE?
That depends altogether, or largely so,
upon the purity and motion of the air.
Place a thermometer at the ceiling of a
bee house 60" fahn, and another at the floor
.54^ fahr., and the bees at the floor 54° are
wasting more than those above at 60° fahr.
There is no eff'ect without a cause.
-^

WHAT CAUSE PRODUCES THIS EFFECT?
The normal condition of the atmosphere
has been destroyed by the respiration of too

many
tiie

bees for
room.

tlie

amount

of circulation in

As the oxygen is consumed, tlie
becomes liglit and ascends upward, leavinji;
the carliolic acid j?as to effect tlie bees at
the floor.
If the air is pure and the motion strong,
50 or 55° is not too warm.
nitrogen

HOW TO VENTILATE THE

KOOM.

Every bee house should be furnished with
a refrij?erator, an underground air duct,
which will at all times, not only furnisii
fresh air, and a stronj; current, but cool air
when tlie atmosphere is warm, and warm
comparatively, in cold weatiier.
Atmospiieric pressure being 14 lbs. to the
square inch, run an air duct througli tiling,
of 6 in. capacity, 5 feet underground, for
200 or 300 feet; the opposite end from the
air,

house, or mouth of tlie refrigerator in tlie
house, about <5 feet the lowest, with the
slant ot the ground, and a wonderful current of air is created in tlie liouse, on condition that it is permitted to escape above.
When the temperature of the atmospjiere
in tiie bee house and out doors are tlie same,
the air would stand still in the air duct, and
must be started by a stove-pipe, connected
with the flue or chimney in an upper room,
while the air ruslies in at the base of the
chimney in the cellar or bee house.

WILL

IT

PAY?

When we take into account the pure,
healthy, and cool (not too cold) condition
that our bees are in, and the amount of
honey saved by housing, and not only so,

—

how this cool, pure air can lie utilized
summer— saving milk, butter, meat, etc.,

but
in

forbiding everything to rust or corode, it
must pay.
This warm winter admonishes me that
my bee house is incomplete without a

and it shall have it.
I removed the last of my 237 colonies
from their winter quarters, on March 1st,
without the loss of a colony or queen
during the winter.
This establishes one fact, that plenty of
heat and fresh air is the great secret in
refrigerator,

wintering bees.
The loss of queens in a temperature of 35°
or 40° fahr. will average about 1 to every 25
colonies.

and some of my
I had my
neighbors' bees in a room 25x12 ft., and the
most of the winter, the muicury stood 55° to
60° fahr., with the doors and windows open
237 colonies

nights.

Camargo,

A. Salisbury.

111.
»

»
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one of the means whereby we might obtain
a more uniform color; and also stated that
there were a great many dark, and even
black bees in Italy.
Thus showing the
necessity of
breeding.

a more

careful

method of

Mr. Dadant, on page 205, has criticised my
remarks, and says there are no black bees
in Italy; and, as I understand him, not
even hybrids. And further, offers to pay
$200 to any one that will prove it.
Now, seeing I am included among those
who believe that there has been black bees
there, if not now; and, of course, plenty of
hybrids, I endeavored, in vol. 13, page 127,
to "give a reason for the faith that is in
me," by giving the testimony of some very

eminent men upon the subject.

whose evidence

Men,

too,

hard to set aside.
I also gave the evidence of Mr. Dadant
himself. I extract the following from my
reply as then given:
'*
Vol. 8, page 86, Mr. Dadant was in Italy,
as late as 1872. He writes:
Sartori says
that there is some black blood mixed with
will be

'

tlie Italian, on
the frontiers of Italy.'
Again, on page 87, Mr. I), makes this
remarkable statement: 'I am now wondering why Mona wrote that all the bees of the
Italian peninsula were pure Italian, when
he ought to have known that there were
such enormous differences in tlieir color and

character.'

Now, is it not very plain, that when he
wrote the above, that he believed that there
were impure or hybrid bees in Italy? I
have no knowledge, however, of xohen, or
why he changed his views. In my last
reply, I said nothing about his offer; but,
seeing that he paid no attention to the
evidence given, and has made another bold
challenge in vol. 13, page 308, I now claim
the $200. I liave no idea, however, of letting Mr. Dadant be the judge or jury, but
suggest that you appoint as many intelligent bee-keepers as you think best, yourself included, and let them say whether I

am

entitled to the money or not.
clieerfully abide their decision.

I will

George Thompson.
Geneva, Kane Co.,
[

We are sorry

111.

to be called

upon

to select

—

a committee to decide this question much
preferring some other person to do- it. But,
as it seems to be so decided by friend
Thompson, we will, if friend Dadant acquiesces in such appointment, suggest that
friends A. I. Root and A. J. King act with
us, as such committee. Ed.]

<

For the American Bee Journal.

Dadant against himself.
Mr. Editor:— If any of your readers will
take the trouble to go back to vol. 12, page
188, tliey will find a short article, read
before the Michigan Bee-keepers' Association, on the improvement of the Italian

My object, in that paper, was to
attention to the fact that the Italian
?iot uniform in color— not yet a
fixed variety. I pointed to the drones, as
bee.

draw

bees were

For the American Bee Journal.

Division Boards.

Dear Editor:— I have derived so much
benefit from the pages of the Journal,
that I desire to contribute my mite.
Now that the use of the division board is
becoming so important to the successful
wintering of bees, what we need is one that
will meet the requirements. I think every
bee-keeper will agree that absolute accu-

racy in dimensions of hives has not been
attained.
I liave a variation of V^ inch in some,
owing to a variation of ,V inch in the plaining-mill dressing. It is plain tiiat a rigid
division board will not be interchangeable,
I have
and divide off tightly any way.
devised an improvement, and lind it so valuable to me that 1 submit it to the fraternity
for approval.
'>'• thick,
It is the ordinary board, }4 or
in. short, and slotted
and sawed }i in. or
by a saw at the end, so as to take in a strip
•of thin rubber packing, so as to project
about }i in. 1 prefer one at each end. It
makes as nearly an air tight joint as necessary, and holds its place admirably without
hanging, and needs no top bar or projection,
and will, I believe, answer fully if the rubber is at each, projected inward towards the
combs to support chaff packing in the
outer space, and so do away with chaff
•cushions for all who use movable bottom

%

boards, thus:

fa
">!

K
o

%

where

sold very readily.
lbs. of

it

have left is about 500
and 200 lbs. extracted.

We

Conclusion:

Now, all we
comb honey,

will raise nothing but

extracted honey.
1 cannot praise too highly, the ideas of
Mr. Clute, as given on page 73, showing that
low prices will not injure the bee business;
but. on the contrary, will encourage it.
have sold honey this year at 10c. per
lb., and at that price it pays, and every

We

body can buy

May

it.

make

a prophecy? In 10 years
from now, granulated, extracted honey will
demand, and will sell as
large
in
alone be
high as comb honey, if not higher. Honey
will then be put up, like butter, in tin or
wooden pails, or in jars; and not in cans or
barrels, with a faucet to draw off, like
glucose.
few words of thanks to-Messrs. Hetherington, J. 11. Martin" and others, who
shall be the
support the true way.
winners, for tens of thousands follow us,
Dadant.
P.
C.
and approve.
1

A

We

Hamilton,

111.,

March

12, 1878.

For the American Bee Journal.

The Norway Maple.

A CORKECTION.
After reading Prof. Cook's remarks on
"Norway Maple" in your last, I suspected
a case of " mistaken identity " tor I was
sure if he and I meant the same tree he
would have spoken differently. The tree in
question is quite common near me. I have
several line specimens on my lawn, and
they are planted on both sides of the avenue
They are called
all along Prospect Park.
here by the people and nurserymen " Norway maple, " and 1 have accepted that name
for them without question; but now, examining the descriptions, I tind that they do
not answer to that of Aclr platanoldes but
as far as I can judge by such parts as I can
now find and recollection of other parts,
they are the Acer pseudo-platanus or Sycamore maple. I will add that no other
maple, and I believe, no other tree, not
even the famous linden, can compare with
them in the quantity of honey they yield.
They bloom just before white clover, and
the trees are literally covered with it— 100
to Ion the basswood— and every flower fairtilled with
ly drops with honey. The air is
their odor for rods around and the bees
swarm over them from early morning to
dark and even all night if there is moonI did not, at tirst, like the flavor of
light
the honev, but after eating it freely for some
time I enjoy it almost as well as buckwheat,
which I take for my standard. Several old
bee-keepers who have visited me and to
pronounce it, on
I have sent specimens,
saw.
first taste, the finest honey they ever
in whitesurpassed
be
cannot
certainly
It
ness even bv teasel. The tree is of rapid
growth, and one of the finest of the maples
for ornamental purposes. I notice all the
seed dealers in New York have them on

their

lists.

J.

Hasbrouck.

Flatbush,L.I.,Feb.l8,1878.

Table Syrups.

The following is the full "Keport of the
Michigan State Board of Health," on a special

investigation

concerning

impurities

and adulturations in Table Syrups. At this
time this Report will be read with special
interest

Many weeks ago a can of syrup was
placed in my hands by Prof. Beal, which
has the following history:
A family by the name of Doty, of Hudson,
Mich., purchased some syrup of a grocer in
that village. The members of the family
ate freely of the syrup, and were all made
very sick by its use. They became alarmed
and sent a can of the syrup to the Agricultural College for analysis, supposing it to
contain poison.
Other families in the vicinity became so
alarmed by the singular sickness in the
Doty family that they returned their syrup
to the grocer. The grocer had purchased
the syrup from a very respectable wnolesale dealer in Toledo, Ohio, who claimed to
liave bought it from the manufacturer for
pure cane syrup.
The syrup was of a light yellowish-brown
color, and looked like a very respectable
It had a decidedly acid reaction
syrup.
with blue litmus paper, turned black when
sulphide of ammonium was added to it, and
gave a heavy precipitate with oxalate of
ammonia. On analysis, I found that the
body of the syrup was made of starch suaar
(glucose) instead of cane sugar.
The
amount of foreign impurities will be given
in the results of examination, being No. 9
in that series. The free sulphuric acid (oil
of vitriol), the sulphate of iron (copperas)
and sulpho-saccharate of lime were probably the cause of the sickness in the Doty
family.

The results of the analysis of this syrup
induced me to examine a number of table
syrups to ascertain whether similar adulterations exist in other varieties of table
syrups.
Dr Letheby, in his admirable work " On
Food," states that the Anglo-Saxon population of England and America consume,
annually, 41.4 lbs. of sugar per head; the
Latin race, including tlie inhabitants of

France, Italy, Spain, Belgium, Portugal and
Switzerland consume 12.34 ll)s. per head;
the Teutonic race of the ZoUverein, Austria, Holland, and Denmark consume 7.3
lbs. per head: while the poor of Kussia,
Poland, Turkey and Greece consume only
3.3 lbs. per head.
The Anglo-Saxons are pre-eminently a

sugar-consuming race. There are few luxuries so prized by Americans, for whom the
chief articles of table luxury have sugar as
an important element.
The large consumption of sugar is not confined to the
wealthy, but is almost equally as common
with those of limited means. To defraud
the poor man of his sweet, is to cheat him
out of the chief table comfort which Iiis
poverty can atford.
Before giving the results of my examination of table syrups, I will remind my read-

ers of certain facts regarding sugar. There
is a large class of substances included in
tlie

general term, sugar.

Only two are of

sufficient commercial importance to demand
our attention at present. One is termed by
the chemist, s\icrosc, and includes cane
sugar, beet sugar, ami maple sugar. These
sugars are chemically identical, and possess the same amount of sweetening power.
Sucrose exists in the sap of a great variety
of plants, and has never been manufactured

from any other material.
The second class is called glucose or
grape sugar; the white lumps of sugar in
raisans is glucose. This kind of sugar may
be manufactured from other materials, e. g.:
from starch, woody fibre, etc. While it is
possible to make this kind of sugar out of
old cotton and linen rags, paper, sawdust,
«&c., yet it is not profitable to do so, because
of the time required to make the change
and the dfiiculty in purifying and decolorizing tlie sugar when it is made. But this
sugar can be very rapidly and economically
made out of starch, and the manufacture
has been carried on in France for a long
time, and seems to have been intrduced into
this country.

The chemical composition of cane sugar
from that of starch only by one molecule of water, while grape sugar differs
from starch by two molecules of water. If
we could chemically combine one molecule
of water with one of starch, we could make
differs

cane sugar. Chemists have attempted this
by boiling starch with dilute sulphuric acid,
biit they always overdo the matter, adding
two molecules of water, thereby getting
If
grape sugar instead of cane sugar.
chemistry shall ever enable us to readily
and cheaply combine the one molecule of
water with starch, then the millennium of
the sugar lovers will have come, for a
bushel of corn will then make about 2.5 lbs.
of cane sugar.
But chemists have not yet solved this
problem which taxes their ingenuity only
to tantalize their endeavor.

But while chemists have been baffled in
their attempts to convert starch into cane
sugar, they have found it very easy to convert starch into grape sugar. I will briefly
describe the process as given by Payen,
because we shall then more fully comprehend the results I'eached in the examination
of certain syrups.

The

saccharification of the starch in
carried on in large wooden vats,
capable of holding 2,800 gallons. The contents of the vat may be heated by forcing
in steam through a coiled steam pipe at the
bottom.
The steam pipe is perforated, to
permit the steam to escape at many points
into the contents of the vat. In France the
steam pipe is made of lead; in this country
I suspect they use iron pipes.
When 2 tons
of starch are to be converted into sugar, 32
bbls. of water and about 80 lbs. of sulplnnic
acid are placed in the vat, and the whole
heated to 212^ by forcing in steam. Two
hundred lbs. of starch are then mixed with
22 gallons of water and stirred up, and 4 or
5 gallons of this mixture are run into the

France

vat.

is

The temperature

boiling point

all

is kept up to the
the while, and successive

are run in till the
is converted into sugar.
then shut off, and chalk
is
added in a sufficient quantity to
neutralize the sulphuric acid, but if too
little chalk is used, free sulphuric acid will
The
be left in the contents of the vat.
sparingly soluble sulphate of lime is formed, and much of it settles to the bottom of
the liquid; the clear liquid is drawn off" and
evaporated by steam heat till the proper
destiny of syiup is secured, or until it will
crystalize on cooling and standing for several days, according as they seek to make
syrup or sugar.
This brief description will assist us to
understand why certain impurities are
found in these starch-sugar syrups. If iron
l)ipes are used to convey the steam for heating the contents of the vat, the sulphuric
acic will attack and dissolve some of the
iron, and thus sulphate of iron (copperas)
will appear in the syrup. If too little chalk

charges

of

starch

whole amount

The steam

is

is used, free suli)huric acid will remain in
the syrnp. The chalk being carbonate of
lime, its use will explain why lime may be
found in large quantities in the syrup. As
clialk is insoluble in water, and sulphate of
lime is very sparingly soluble, many persons would suppose that little or no lime
But we
would remain in these syrups.
must bear in mind that sugar itself acts the
part of an acid with many substances.
Thus there are two well known salts formed by combination of lime and sugar; one
containing one equivalent of lime to one of
sugar, the other containing 3 equivalents of
lime to one of sugar.
These sucrates of lime have lost, entirely,
the sweet taste characteristic of sugar, and
have a bitterish taste instead. Last spring
some students at this College brought me a
small quantity of a whitish, granular mass,
which deposited from the maple syrup in
The
"settling" to make maple sugar.
sugar boilers called it sand, as it is hard
and gritty, insoluble in water, and destitute
of any sweet taste. On analysis I found
the material to be nearly pure sucrate of
lime, containing in addition a small amount
Here was the
of phosphate of magnesia.
natural formation of the sucrate of lime
from the elements of plant food contained
in the sap.
Not only will sugar thus combine with
lime, oxide of lead, oxide of iron, &c., but
it will associate with itself sulphuric acid,
and form a compound acid which compoi'ts
itself very differently from simple sulphuThis sucro-sulphuric acid forms a
ric acid.
pretty large class of salts which are soluble
in water, but especially soluble in solutions

of sugar. Reagents which will readily precipitate sulphuric acid and sulphates, e. g.
chloride of barium, will not precipitate tlie
sucro-sulphates.
Glucose has the same power as an acid
substance as sucrose, forming a class of
It will also associate
soluble glucosates.
with itself sulphuric acid, and form a class
Undoubtedly, a large
of gluco-sulphates.
part of the lime found in these starch-sugar
syrups exists in the form of gluco-sulphate
of lime. The sparing solubility of sulphate
of lime in water is no guarantee that
these syrups will not contain a large

it may exist in tiie foiin of
soluble gluco-sulpliate of lime.
One evil connected with the presence of
lime in syrups is the destruction of a portion of the sweetening power of tlie syrup.
One part of lime will destroy more tlian six
times its weij?ht of sugar, so far as any
sweetness is concerned; and the compound
of lime and sugar is bitter.
In making my selections for examination,
1 obtained specimens only from those who
are regarded lirst-class tradesmen.
If
syrups bouglit at such places are adulterated, we may well suppose that the inferior
class of dealers will have no better articles.
Some have said that, undoubtedly, poor
people who trade at small groceries are
swindled in these syrups, but that the
respectable class of citizens who patronize
first-class grocers need not apprehend any
such imposition. I determined to follow up
*' the respectable citizen"
and see what
syrups he obtained of " lirst-class grocers."
Part of the specimens were obtained near
home, but the most from abroad. I have
examined 17 specimens in all, with the general result that 3 were made of cane sugar
and 15 of starch sugar or glucose.

amount, because
tlie

SPECIFIC RESULTS OP EXAMINATION OF
TABLE SYRUPS.
No.
No.

1.

2.

—Pure cane sugar syrup.
— Starch sugar syrup.

Contains

some sulphate

of iron (copperas), and contains in each gallon 107.05 grains of lime.

—

No. 3. The grocer called it " poor stuff."
I have seldom seen an article that better
sustained its reconnnendation.
Made of
starch sugar; contains plenty of copperas
and ;J97 grains of lime in a gallon.
No. 4. Nearly pure cane sugar syrup.
No. .5. Starch sugar syrup.
Contains
copperas, and 100 grains of lime in a gallon.
Nos. 6, 7, 8. All made of starch sugar.
Contain sulphate of iron and plenty of lime.
No. 9. This is the specimen from Hudson which caused the sickness in the Doty
family. A starch sugar syrup; contains in
the gallon 71.83 grains of free sulphuric
acid, 28 grains of sulphate of iron, and 363
grains of lime.
No. 10. Contains starch sugar, copperas
and lime— anu)unt not estimated.
No. 11.— A starch sugar syrup. Contains
in the gallon 141.9 grains free sulphuric
acid, 25 grains sulphate of iron, and 724.83
grains of lime.
No. 12.— Contains starch sugar, seasoned
with sulphate of iron and lime.
No. 13.'— Starch sugar. Contains in the
gallon .58.48 grains of sulphate of iron, 8:3. 14
grains of free sulphuric acid, and 440.12
grains of lime.
No. 14. Starch sugar. Contains in a gallon 80 grains of free sulphuric acid, 38 grains

—
—

the same sweetening power as 2}4 pounds
of glucose. In these starch-sugar syrups,
the public is not only treated with compounds, loaded with foreign and injurious
materials, but they are enormously cheated
in the very thing they seek to buy, viz: the
sweetness. Sugars and syrups are bought,
not as articles of food solely, but entirely
for their sweetness, and thus the buyer is
largely defrauded out of the very thing for
which alone he makes a purchase.
The thought of using such mixtures as a
relish for our food is not very appetizing.
Some of these drips seem to be made up of
about equal parts of fraud and dirt
facetious friend has quoted, in this connection, the old saying, "A man must eat his
peck of dirt before he dies." If anyone
feels uneasy lest he be defrauded of " liis
peck of dirt," let him eat a few gallons of
No. 11, and he may rest on his laui'els the
balance of his days.
!

WHOSE FAULT

A

?

public will naturally ask, "Who is to
blame that such disgusting and fraudulent
mixtures are sold in the shops ?" I do not
think that the retail dealers are "sinners
above all that dwell in " Michigan, in this
respect.
Most of them honestly suppose
that they are selling a good article of cane
sugar syrup, and are themselves surprised
that so good-looking syrups can be sold at
so low a price compared with that of sugar
a price often less than that of the dark
colored and strong flavored molasses which
renuiins from the manufacture of cane
sugar.
The manufacturers are chiefly to

The

—

blame

in this nuvtter, for they cannot be
ignorant of the fraud in selling glucose for
cane sugar; but even they will probably be
surprised to learn how large a quantity of
foreign materials is left in these syrups.

—

—

—

—

—

of iron and 262.48 grains of lime.
Nos. 15, 16.— Contain starch sugar, sulpliate of iron and lime.
No. 17.— Starch sugar, sulphate of iron,
and 202.33 grains of lime.
very important element in this discussion is the great disparity in sweetening
power between cane sugar and starch sugar
or glucose. One pound of cane sugar has

A

It is popularly supposed that an infusion
of tea-leaves will certainly detect the presence of starch sugar, by the dark coloration
which it imparts to the syrup. Strong tea
will give a re-action of this kind with a salt
of iron— the same re-action which makes
black ink; hence strong tea may be used to
detect the presence of copperas in syrup;
but it will give no re-action with grape
sugar containing no iron.
In most of these syrups, lime is the
largest adulterant aside from the starch
sugar itself. Lime may easily be recognized in the syrup by a solution of oxalic
acid.
Dissolve 1 ounce of oxalic acid in a
pint of rain water; if the solution is not
clear, let it stand for a few hours till it
settles, then pour off the clear solution into
a clean bottle and label it Oxalic Acid.—
Poison. To test the syrup, place a tablespoonful in a tumbler half full of rain
water, stir it up, and add a tablespoonful of
the oxalic acid solution. If there is much
lime in the syrup it will show itself by a
white precipitate, the amount of which will
give some measure of the amount of lime
present.
R. C. Kedzie.

Agricultural College,
Lansing, June

30, 1874.
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For tue American Bee Journal.
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Creating a Honey Market.

honey was the only sweet in general

And

Deak Editor:— Tlie February iminber
of your valuable Jouknai. is at hand. On
paji;e 41, 1 notice an article by friend R. M.
Argo, of Lowell, Ky., about various matters, in which the first sub-heading is:—
" Honey Market."
To create a larger demand for honey, I
think it would be a good plan, if you would
like that of making
jellies, etc. with honey, which is, for a good
many purposes, superior to sugar; print
them, with some articles about its superior-

collect

some

recipes,

ity and healthful ness over sugar, syrup and
molasses, in pamphlet form. I think every
bee-keeper could afford to buy liberal quantities and distribute tiiem among the people
in their vicinity.
This, no doubt, would
help to create a larger demand for honey, as
it would be read by a great many who do
not read a newspaper. Will you try it?

Mr. Argo speaks very truly of an enemy
tiie bee-keeper, the "glutted market."
In my neighborhood, tliere are some farmers that keep from 5 to 20 colonies each,
who raise from 1 to 300 lbs. of honey; they
are anxious to dispose of it. They consider
it a " big pile," and consequently otter it
below the local market price, and that
having been once reduced, people are not
If the
willing to pay more afterwards.
to

larger apiarists will not sell their honey for
the same price as these farmers do, they
cannot sell any, as long as these farmers
have any left for sale.
It does not come into their minds to subscribe for The Bee Journal, or buy any
books treating on bee-culture. If there is
any trouble among their bees, they frequenty go to apiarists to inquire what to do

with them, etc. Without such information,
it would sometimes be costly to them.
Therefore, I think such a small pamphlet,
as is above mentioned, were printed, with
name of producer on it, it would be a great
help to enlarge the demand for honey in the
vicinity of every bee-keeper, and I, for one,
would buy a good quantity of them.
I retail honey at liome:
lb.
Comb," (small lots,

er

Kor 20c.

per

Extracted, ISJ^c.

from 4

to 5 lbs.),

lb.

Bees are doing well in the cellar. I put
in, last fall, 159 colonies, in good condition.

We

have had an unusually mild winter
little snow.

here, and very

Fred Claussen.
Mishicott, Wis. Feb.

7,

1ST8,

A

[ You

are right, friend Claussen.
neat
and attractive pamphlet, setting forth the
various uses, both for food and medicine, of

pure honey, as well as its general
tion to the wants of the human
would do much good, just now.
can conceive how much it would

adaptafamily,

No

one

help in
creating a demand for that wonderfully
luitritious, health-giving and soul-reviving
produrt of nature
Before the advent of sugars and many vile
compounds, called "syrups," "silver drips,"
!

to-day

the

it is

among many

of food

common

article

nations, especially

among

the Polanders, the Russians, and the
And it is a
inhabitants of the Orient.
notorious fact that those nations, among
whom the use of honey is general, excell all
others in health, physical strength and en-

durance
It is

!

undeniable that pure honey

is

the

simplest, the healthiest, the most natural,
and the most strengthening article of food
for healthy persons,

as well as the best

and for the convalescent it is the true balsam of life, to restore
them to their Avonted health and strength!

remedy

for the sick;

these facts, we cannot dodge
responsibility— and though we are
much crowded with other duties, we will,
at once, write the pamphlet requested by
friend Claussen.
On another page may be found a prospectus, mapping out the line of thought to
be pursued, and soon after this Journal
is in the hands of subscribers, we hope to
have the pamphlet ready to send to all who
desire to co-operate in this most laudable
enterprize of giving valuable information to
their fellow men. and at the same time aid
in creating an over-whelming demand for
this wondertui product of nature— pure

Knowing

the

honey.
To make

appearance inviting, we shall
on fine book
paper— for much valuable information is
rendered useless, when poorly printed on
print

it

its

in plain, readable type,

inferior paper.

A sample copy will be sent post paid, for
We shall supply them in lots of

10 cents.

more at a very low rate, to encourage
take hold of the enterprise. Without
extra cost, we shall also print on the top of
the cover-page " Presented by," &c. (giving
the name and address of the bee-keeper
who scatters them). This alone will pay
him for all his trouble and expense— enabling him to dispose of his honey at home,
at a fair and profitable price.
100 or

all to

In lots of 100 we will send them, postpaid,
lots of 250 copies, at 4
.5 cents each; in
cents each; in lots of 500 or 1000 copies at 3
cents each. When more than 100 copies are
wanted they will be sent by express, at the
expense of the purchaser.
for

We

verily believe that one hundred copies
of this pamphlet, judiciously distributed in
every honey-producing locality, will forever
annihilate the cry of " ghitted market.^' In

—

place will spring up the demand
" Give us of your honey; ours is ail gone!"

its

And

as

tiie

demand

increases, the prices

will increase correspondingly.

This

no

dream, but a sober reality!
and thorough trial
tiie result
is certain/— " Creating a demand" is sure!!
Presistent effort will accomplish wonders
united action will show results almost
miraculous I—Ed.]
is

idle

If there be a general

—
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I

have

Comb Foundation.
made my comb foundations

on a

plaster of Paris model, made by running
plaster into a mold with foundation on each
side, thus:

Alarm the bees with a little smoke,
reverse the hive under a tree, or near a
fence
have a heavy blanket, I think a
.soldier's blanket best; fasten a ring, 10 or
13 inches in diameter, in the center, fasten a
strap across the center to hang it up and to
carry it by. It can be hung up to the limb
of a tree, or to a pole or rail, with one end
put across the fence.
Drum a little and
raise the blanket on one side. Split or pry
off one side of the hive
cut out the comb;
transfer to the frame, by using a transfer
board, a little larger than the frame; fasten
.the comb in, by u,sing an awl,
if the
combs are empty; but if heavy with honey
and brood, tack a few strips of thin wood
across the frame cornerwise; remove the
strips when the bees have fastened the
combs. Take hold of the strap of the
blanket; carry the bees to the hive, placed
where you want it to stand; let the blanket
down; raise one side; turn it upside down;
the bees will then crawl into the hive.
Let any one having bees to transfer, try
this plan, and they will not want to try any
;

;

other.
I have transferred

hundreds of swarms
and dispensed with the drum box altogether;
the blanket adjusts itself to any size of box
or gum.
G. W. Zimmerman.
Napoleon, O., March 12, 1878.

:^;''y;>^^^^>^'\>

No. 1.— Wooden box,

mold of

plaster.

size and shape for the
12x12, 13^ inches thick, I

For the American Bee Journal.

think the best.
No. 2.— The foundation

tacked on the
sides of the box, for the plaster to run into

and shape.
No. 3.— Plaster of Paris mold in position
in the

mold.

The foundation can be made at home,
from scraps of wax; saving freight and toll.
The foundations are 12 to li square feet to
the pound, and are not all broken up, like
those you buy, in transportation. It is a
perfect /rfc simile of the copy, on one side
of the machine foundation, and a faint copy
on the other. It is so thin that you would
not know it from natural comb, after the
bees have worked it out.
The same dip
that gets tlie plain sheet for the machine
furnishes this, only be careful to keep the
plate well soaked and you can make about
10 lbs. an hour.
The only draw-back is,
that some bees do not make the cell as
regular on one side as on the other.
Buchanan Co., Iowa.
J. M. Price.
[The samples sent with this letter, we
think, are too thick for use in surplus boxes, and though it might do, as suggested, to
work up odd pieces of comb, we should
much prefet to get the cells alike on both
sides. It is an ingenious way of doing it,
the inventive genius is very commendable.
Ed.1

—
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Transferring Bees.

my plan, which
provement on anything that
I will give

print

I

I

think an imhave seen in

Humbugs and

Swindles.

the heading of an article in Olemiings for February, in which the editor
states that Mitchell and his agents are obtaining money by fraudulent claims; that
Mitchell is the ring-leader of swindlers, &c.
What I want to know is: Where the

This

is

in ?
Those who have followed Mr. Koot for years, know that he
commenced with the Langstroth hive; then

humbug comes

after the "Common-sense Hive" was patented, he used the principal features of it in
his "Simplicity." When Mr. Mitchell got
his patent on the "Adjustable Hive," he
appropriated the cloth-end division boards,
and then called Mitchell a humbug. Is this
following the "golden rule"— doing to
others as he would that they siiould do to

him

?

Now

let us see if Mr. Mitchell is humbugging the public. He charges $10 for a
right to make and use his hive. The materials cost but 50c.; his agents sell them,

complete, for.'i?1.2o.
If a man has 100 colonies, the account
Hives,
Eight, .IplO.
would stand thus
Total, l:i5.00. Mr. Root sells the
.f 125.00.
the
Langstroth hive complete for ^'i.7o
Simplicity, for .IJo.OO. Take the cheapest:—
:

;

100 at .'ifS.fS would cost $375.00. Now deduct
The baltiie price Mitchell's cost $i:>5.00.
ance, $240.00 is in favor of Mitchell and

against Hoot.
Is it not better to pay for a right for
using a good hive, than to get a non-patented
one that costs three times as much? I like
to see fair play.
1 transferred 100 colonies last season to
the Mitchell hive, and have not lost one; my
bees are now stronger than when 1 put

were

them

an

breeding

fact,hvould the two car-loads of ivhite teasel
honey shipped to Thurber & Co. last tall
have been so admired ? My whole crop of
white honey was gathered from the teasel.
Teasel produces no pollen, but bees will
be nearly covered with a white substance,

into winter quarters; they have been
all winter.
C. Eggleston.
Macon City, Mo., Feb. 19, 1878.
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All about Teasel.
Teasel is sown abont May 1st in continuous rows, 3 ft. apart, and {binned down to
about 10 inches apart in the row. Alternate
rows are planted to corn, or turnips may be
sown between the rows. Teasel leaves lay
almost flat on tiie ground; it is therefore
Clay and gravel
difficult to cultivate it.
soil is best for it, when highly cultivated.
soils
should
avoided,
be
as it is liable
Light

'idea is preposterous!

'a

like flour, while working upon it. By this
I know that
bees gathered, their white
lioney from teasel.

my

one of the greatest honey-producing plants in existence, and it will pay
Teasel

is

it for that purpose.
Marcellus, N. Y.
N. N. Betsingee.

to cultivate
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How

to winter-kill.

The following year (May 1st) it should be
hoed; each i)!aiit will soon throw out a stalk
4 ft. high, and from every joint, or leaf,
other stalks will grow, attaining similar
height. At the extremity of eaoli stalk, or
branch, are buds which are called teasels,
varying in size from 1 to 4 inches in length,

If such

to

become Successful.

In order to become a successful apiarist,
three things are absolutely necessary:
1.
A location abounding with honeyproducing plants, of the different varieties,
both early and late. For early such as
willow, elm, soft maple, cherry, plum,
apple, currant, gooseberry, raspberry, &c.
For summer white clover, basswood,
mustard, cucumber, squash, poplar, pumpkin, &c.
For fall buckwheat, golden rod, wild
sun-flower, and all the various varieties of

—

—

—

flowers that bloom in August and September,— thus keeping one continual flow of the
saccharine juices of nature's laboratory,
from early spring until the icy hand of
winter prepares all nature for her long

slumber.

A

(This excellent cut is from Prof. Cook's New Manual
of the Apiary, and shows the Teasel bloom.— Ed.)

and one-half the length

in diameter.

One

root often ])rod^ces 20 or more of these
buds. The lirst to bloom are the largest;
they are termed 1st, 2iul, and 3rd, according
size.

They bloom about July

5tli,

and continue

out 4 weeks. Each bud (teasel) blossoms
profusely, beginning first in the center of
the bud, the flower being similar to red
clover.

After the bloom ceases, the teasels should
be cut. The bloom on the 1st ceases in
about 2 weeks; on the 2nd, 5 days after; and
so on.

They

hives.

are dried (or cured)

by laying them

on a lattice-work floor, in a loose-sided
building. A good crop will cut about 300,000 teasels; they are worth 40c per 1000.—
(10 lbs. to a 1000).
Its honey-producing qualities are equal to
basswood— and when the latter fails us (as

did last season) the teasel yields profusely.
The flavor of teasel honey is excellent; "it
transparent and white, correspondents in
the Dec. and Jan. Nos. to the contrary, notwithstanding.
One of these asserts that
teasel produces two kinds of honey. Such
it

it

2.
good hive; not such as our fathers
used; (the old log gum, nail-keg, round
straw cap, &c. &c.) but a hive tliat permits
every comb to be taken out and exauiined,
and all necessary operations performed
without killing a single bee, or exciting
their anger. It should afford suitable protection against extremes of heat and cold,
sudden temperature and the injurious
ettects of dampness. It sliould be capable
of being adjusted to the wants of either
large or small colonies; to allow the combs
to be removed without any jarring; and to
furnish all needful security against the
The bottom
ravages of the bee moth.
board should be permanently attached to
the hive, for convenience in moving it and
to prevent the depredation of moths and
worms; and it should enable the apiarist,
who relies on natural swarming, and wishes
to multiply his colonies as fast as possible,
to make vigorous stocks of all Ifis small
after-swarms. Such swarms contain young
queens, and if they can be judiciously
strengthened, usually make the best stock

In order to become a successful apiarist,
necessary that he should understand

it is

the internal economy of the bee-hive, to
some degree at least, and unless he is in
possession of such knowledge, (he may be
in possession of the best hive in the world,
and be placed in the best locality that the
country affords,) he will be almost absolutely certain to make a failure.
I know a man that has 200 colonies of
bees, and his average amount of surplus
honey per hive will not fall short of 80 Bbs.
He is the right man in t!ie right place, and

has the right bees in the right hive.

With

bees first, and recreation and
hunting afterwards. Sucli a man Avill succeed in a greater or less degree in any locality where fortune may place him in.
The enemies of bees are: Toads, spiders,
woodpeckers, king birds or bee martins, as
some call them, the moth miller, and man.
But the moth miller is the most destructive,
if we except man.
Think of the colonies so arranged in the
apiary that the young queens fail to enter
the right hive, and thus are lost, wliiletlie
stock has no means of raising another;
thus becoming a sure prey to the moth
miller or to be robbed by other bees; and if
not robbed, the whole inside of the hive
becomes one solid mat of webb and worms;
and after ail, the whole damage lies at the
door of the self-styled bee-keeper; with a
little knowledge on his part, nine-tenths of
the damage might have been averted.—
Look at the increased destruction of bees
for the past few years, brought about by the
construction of clap-trap hives, by those
utterly ignorant of the first principles of a
Some moth nurseries; some
good hive
smothering pits, during tiie winter
Is it, then, any wonder that man should
be called the greatest enemy of the bee?
C. Hotchkiss.
Andalusia, 111.
nini,

it

is

!

!

(Bxn%ciUK^ox.
Millersville. III., Feb. 10, 1878.
" I have .50 colonies of Italians, and 1 have
taken from them 4.500 lbs., actual weight,
being an average of 90 lbs. to the hive; all
sold at an average of 12^ cts. per lb."
J.

E.

Walchee.

Abronia, Mich., March 8, 1878.
" Bees have gathered honey and pollen all
day. I never knew bees to get honey so
early, before, in Michigan. They seem in
T. F. Bingham.
fine order."

Owosso, Mich., Feb. 25, 1878.
cause of %ths of the deaths of bees
is
that their honey is volatile,
in winter,
and gatliers water; the bees being compelled to eat so much water with their honey, it
physics them, and as it extends them so
much, they cannot contain it, and dieoften coming out of the hive in the coldest
weather to die, rather than to stay in the
hive and pollute it. Remedy.— Throw out
all the uncapped honey at the beginning of
winter, and l^,t them have honey that is

"The

sealed up, to live on.
water. Poor honey
the spring."

That

may

Glenwood.

gatliers b>it little

be given them in

M. Richardson.
III.,

Feb.

14, 1878.

"I put 102 swarms

into the cellar, about
14 are in box hives, the rest in
Quinby frame hives. The box thives are
inverted; the frame hives are right side up,
on the bottom boards, with the entrance at
bottom open. The 3 spaces in the honey

Jan.

1

;

They are so arranged
boards are open.
The
that Idead bees can be swept out.

and is under the kitchen;
has an outside entrance, double doors>
with chimney from the bottom. I put iii a
stove but had no occasion to use it, since
the first few days after putting in. I wanned them up well then, to dry the hives.
The weather had been very wet for some
time before, but it was cold when I put
them in; the boards of the hives were full
of frost. They seem to be doing well. The
extractor you selected for me, last summer,
works well, also smoker." €. L. Frost.
cellar is 16x24 feet,
it

Garland, Pa., Feb. 11, 1878.
" Bees did very little here in the line of
surplus honey, the past season; those that
were well housed came out in the spring
strong and healthy; swarmed early, and did
well till the first of July, then wet weather
began and they gathered no more clover or
raspberry honey. The chestnut and basswood failed to yield honey, although they
bore heavy bloom, and the weather was
Buckwheat and fall fiowers yielded
fine.
abundantly; in consequence, some hives
crowded
in the brood chamber, and
were
went into winter quarters witii lighter
swarms than we like to winter; but up to
date, they appear to be in as fine condition
For want of room in
as one could wish.
the bee house, we are wintering 14 swarms

on their summer stands, packed in chaff.
The first we have tried in chaff, since the
of 1867; that fall, we packed nearly all
our bees in chaff. All that were so prepared
came out in the spring in good condition.
We built a house the following season, and
have wintered in that since then, with the
exception of few swarms that have stood
out every winter, with the caps filled with
straw as their only protection, and have lost
very few bees, excepting in the winters of
1874-5; (then we lost one-half; we wintered
in).
1 think the old-bee theory correct,
with regard to the mortality among our
bees and those of our neighbors, that died
fall

I took the trouble to
the same winter.
examine the hives in 15 different apiaries,
where the loss was from one-fourtii to all
they contained; and, in every case, found
little or no pollen and no signs of brood,
and came to the conclusion that it was for
the want of young bees to supply the place
of old ones, that caused them to dwindle
down and die out so rapidly."
J no. F. Eggleston.

Charles City, Iowa, Jan.

23, 1878.

" Last summer we had a good crop of
honey from basswood and white clover.
The spring was wet and a late frost injured
the fruit blossoms, and a drought cut the
fall crop short, but our honey was all thick
and of good quality. On May 1st, I had 14
colonies. I doubled my number and aver-

aged nearly

.50

tbs.

per colony, of

comb

I have 7io
lioney, in 2}4 lb. sections.
extractor; my bees are mostly Italians.
the
done
best. One
always
Italians have
ne^v swarm filled a large hive, and made 90
Rs. in sections, on top. Another old stock
(with a dollar queen, bought of J. II. Nellis,
in the fall of 1876,) made 11.3 lbs. of surplus,
I bought 6
in sections, tiered up, on top.
more colonies last fall; making -34 now in

My

the cellar, with the caps and top boards all

off

and

them.

mattresses 4 inches thick over
Tlie explanation, in Oleaninqs, last

We

have
price of one year's subscription.
a very warm winter. Some days in December the thermonieter stood at 68= out of
doors. I put a load of ice in the cellar to

keep my bees still. I have made a new
smoker "that beats them all. I have thrown
mine down, and let it lie for 3 hours and
picked it up and it was ready for business,
without re-liuhting."
L. Sutliff.

Fremont

Iowa, Feb. 8., 1878.
"I have just finished reading the Jouk?IAL, and am highly ])leased with it. In the
fall of 1876 1 went to California and remained thereO months. California was over-done
in the bee business, up to last year, when
the drouth played sad havoc with bees.
The Los Angeles and San Gabriel mountains, or the orange and white sage districts
produce good honey, while the bay country
is so affected with tar weed, that the honey
is almost worthless for food.
I went into
winter quarters in the fall of 187(5, with
nearly 80 colonies. Went west and remained till July 3, 1877; when I came home, I
found over 3^ of my bees dead, there being
hardly a strong colony in the yard. Basswood started all to strengthening up, so by
the time heart's-ea.se bloomed, all were
strong again. When basswood bloomed, I
Co.,

colonies; increased 2, making 48 in
1 extracted .5..500 lbs. of honey, and
bees went into winter quarters strong in
bees and stores. I am wintering out of
doors, with packings of straw. I liave sold
nearly all
honey to farmers, at I'.l'^^ cts.
per lb. The weather has been excellent for
wintering out of doors, excepting their having drawn largely on stores, but I think
they will be strong in spring." W. Mokkis.

had

St. Hilaire,

cliaff

summer, of how to nial^e square-edged mattresses, by sewing up only one piece of
cloth and tudiing in tlie corners, and stitch
before they are turned, is well worth the

4(5

my

all.

my

Mass., March 11, 1878.
as well as during
my colonies have come
The weather the past
week has been like May. My bees, on the
10th of March, commenced to carry in
pollen. I have been a bee-keeper upwards
of 20 years, and never knew them to carry
it in so early.
Some 15 years ago, they commenced on March 1(5 to carry it in; but, as a
general thing, they cannot do much at it
earlier than aboi,it April 10.
You did not
understand me correctly about sending
queens by mail. I have for the past (5 or 7
years paid letter postage on all packages
containing queens, and have had no trouble.
I do not ship them as my friend Cameron,
of Kansas, suggests.
We. sent 1 package,
containing .5 que^tMis, to Canada, last year.
The postage fell short 3 cts., and it was returned with the words "not vmilable"
marked on it. They were re-packed, full
letter postage paid, and they went all right."
the past winter. All
out nice and strong.

H. Alley.
Napoleon,

(J.,

March

14, 1878.

" Bees have wintered well in this section.
without loss. They are strong
and well."
G. W. Zimmerman.
I wintered

12,

1878
.5.5°

throw a few shovels full of snow, every
other day, uiuler my hives, to keep thVin
quiet. Not one of them exhibits anysio'ns
of uncomfortableness. Spring, in the Province of Quebec, seems to come fully one
month earlier than usual."
Tiios. Valiquet.

Edgerton, Kansas, March 8, 1878
"Our bees are in the best condition that
they ever were at this season of the year
They have been gathering pollen for over a
week, filling up with brood quite rapidly
The buds are bursting, grass is starting
and everything indicate a very earhr
spiiiifi-"
A. B. DiLLE.

—
—

Plymouth, Wis.. Feb. 16, 1878
"Last season was a very fair one with us

Had

2.000 fts. of

honey;

was comb-honey and

!)(i2

1,940 lbs. of whicli'
lbs.

extracted- and

such a season for swarming! May I never
experience the like again.
I used every
measure that is known to science to prevent
increase, but all to no purpose. It is needless to state that I have lost the conceit
which I entertained, of being able to prevent swarming under all circumstances
I think the black bees were as nuich disposed toswarm as the Italians. I am wintering 98 colonies; a few which I fed late in
the fall, have dysentery and will probably
die before spring.
Well, this serves me
right; for I neglected to supply the proper
conditions, which I knew to bc'neci'ssarvto
insure safety. The sample Case and Boxes
came safely. Shall adoiitthcni this season*
only, 1 find that I shall have to make the top
and bottom 6 inches long. AVinter is too
warm for this latitude. Tliermometer stood
at 42= at noon to-day."
J. N. McColm.

Wenham,

"Bees never wintered

Quebec, March

" On Dec. 1, I put (30 colonies in the cellar
The thermometer has ranged from .50 to
all winter.
As the weather has become
unusually warm at this time of year, I now

Chicago, Feb.
" I^r^/TJi^

23. 1878.

^^ =-i»
yoi'iarticle
•^'^^/f
headed Honey
Adulteration,' in the February No. of your .Jouknal, yon suggest that
the labels on the jars containing the adul'

terated honey, condemned in Glasgow
Scotland, may have been counterfeited
Your readers would naturally ii)fer tliat
they were counterfeited or used by some
other dealer in, and packer of honey
As
C. O. Perrine is, and has been for years the
most prominent in this line, I desire to
state, as his Manager for a long time
and
fully knowing to all honey and
other

~

goods packed and shipped

in

America and

abroad, for the past 3 years, that I never
saw or knew of a single counterfeit label
put upon a jar of honey in this house In
this connection, I will add that we
have
been shipping honey to Europe for 3 or 4
years, and we have not had a single
complaint but, on the contrary, have received
the highest praise for (piality of goods
stvle
;

of packages

and safe paclcing. The onlv
objection to repacked honey was the candv
ing of it, which is the best evidence of
its
purity and one party (a late
shipmentV
refused to pay a sight draft, with invoice
and bill of lading, as he wanted to see
the-

honey before payiiij?. After its arrival he
desired further time to have it analyzed,
which we suppose was done, as some weeks
intervened before we finally received our
money. We have had orders for car-loads
•of our re-packed honey; 500 cases at a time,
which we could not fill, as we were unable
to get the quantity of honey to fill the
orders; and tliis is just what has forced Mr.
Perrhie to start an apiary, to get such
honey as his customers desire, and in large
quantities, and to be able to sell it at the
lowest prices. If suggestions are in order,
perhaps one of the parties spoken of in
said article did not commence using the
f 1000 reward labels until after the exposure
of adulterated re-packed honey."

W. W. Hilton, Manager.
Rome,

Ga.,

March

We

The weather being warm,

bloom.

it

We

have
affords the bees a rich harvest.
Italian swarms at work in boxes, 2 weeks
I shall look tor
ahead of the natives.
swarms by tiie 25tli of this month."
A. F. Moon.
Mills, Wis., March 8, 1878.
out-doors; kept them in cellar
part of winter; then moved them out

Lake

"Bees
first

all

on summer stands and packed buckwheat

straw around them; all are doing finelyBees outflying and carrying in pollen.
doors are doing the best this winter."
O. L.

Ray.

Berkshire, N. Y., Jan. 10, 1878.
" I have 49 colonies to commence operawith.
I wish to get 1 good early swarm
tions
from each parent stock, and then stop all
after-swarming, and get every pound of

honey they will produce without robbing
them or losing any swarms. How shall I
W. C. Leonakd.
do it ?
Bloomfield. Iowa, Marcli Uth, 1878.

"Bees wintered well on summer stands
here. I had 32 stands last fall and got them
all through without the loss of one. They
carried in the

first

pollen on the 6th, mst."

D. M. Deupree.

Kalamazoo, Mich., March 15, 1878.
"Bees doing finely; have lost but 1 col-

m

pollen
ony, out of 137, so far; they carried
lively on the 8th, 9th, and 10th; the earliest
ever known in this section."
W. B. SOUTHAKD.

San Luis Bay,

Cal.,

"Honey prospects fair,
The season is 5 or 6 weeks

March

13, 1878.

for this
late.

20, 1878.

'
get up.' will hardly express my appreciation of them. I see a decided improvement
in them within a year, though I then
thought it all that coiild be desired of a bee
journal. If you keep on improving as you

have done, the

Journal must become

ne plus ultra

of bee literature, the world

over."

O.

Monmouth,

111.,

the

W. Spear.

Feb.

18, 1878.

"J. H. Eldridge, Earl ham Road, Norwich,
England, in exchange for some seeds of the
figwort {scrophularia nodosa) sends me
some furze seed {ulex europwus), and
describes it as follows
'Furze is a perennial, almost leafless, dark green, spring
bush, living very many years. (It was this
plant whicli so astonished and delighted
Linneus, when in England, by the beauty
of a mass of its flowers. Many acres of our
nn-iuclosed land are covered with it). In
early June the bush is covered with bright
yellow blossoms, and with, perhaps, the
exception of August, there is not a month
in the year when some blossoms may not be
The bush
f(mnd on a full-grown bush.
grows 3 ft. high and round. It flourislies in
almost any soil, except chalk. It will form
a hedge, and, in England, grows in the most
sandy soil and exposed places.' If any of
your readers feel disposed to send me a
stamp, I will send them 20 or 25 seeds. I
have been thinking that it might prove both
useful and ornamental to form division
fences between lots, also to form a screen.
Friend Eldridge says it is doubtful as to its
being a great honey plant, but it afi'ords an
abundance of pollen. I would advise soaking the seed in water before planting. Sow
in rows or a bed. and transplant the plants.
It is a native of Europe. So is scrophularia. The latter is anodyne, diuretic, tonic,
dissentient, an anthelmiretic, and useful in
'

'

:

12, 1878.
nearly all

"Bees have had a fine time
have had only a few days they
winter.
«oul(l not be seen carrying in pollen, and
to-day, many hives have a plenty of brood
and drones. The peach and plum trees are
in

Easton, Pa., March

"The JouuNALS came in due time. To
1 am pleased with their general

say that

year.—

Have had

over 16 inches of rain, but no floods in the
Bee-end of the state. Crops of all kinds
promise to be abundant. Chalmers Scott is
my nearest neighbor on the west. He does
not keep bfcs— never did; don't know anything about them, and is no authority for
Swarming
anything in the bee business.
does not begin, generally, before April 15."
Mekriam.
G. F.

T. G.

scrofula."

McGaw.

Hubbard, 0., March 22, 1878.
"My bees have wintered well, excepting
2 cohmies. One of them starved, and one
queenless. I had 8 colonies in the cellar,
and the others well packed on their summer stands. I now have 30. Last season,
I sold S^125 worth of honey, gave some to
my three sons and their families, and used
some at home. I had only 12 colonies that

made my

surplus."

J.

Winfield.

Hamilton, Ont., March 14, 1878.
"Frib:nd Newman:— I suppose as I
liave not heard who sent from Canada the

most subscribers for The Journal for last
year, up to Aug. 1.5, it must have been
inyself; (I would like to know,) and if it
was. I will exclude myself this year, and
now renew the offer, viz: I will give a
tested Queen to any one sending the most
subscribers for the American Bee Journal from Canada before August 15, 1878; if
they do not want my queens, I will give
thein an order on any good breeder in the
United States."
W. G. Walton.
[ Friend Walton was entitled to the queen
last season.

Thanks

for

new

offer.— Ed.]

Chicago, Illinois, May, 1878.
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Early work for Northern

A sample of sugar made from honey
on our desk. As "tiie result of a first
crude eifort," it is a success, and shows conclusively that sugar can be made from honey and still preserve its pure and healthgiving properties. We shall await the result
of future experiments with much interest.
is

tWS.

S.

Weatherby, Balwin City, Kan-

has sent us a few of the blossoms of the
Peach. There are from 20 to 30 petals to
Friend W. remarks :—
each blossom.
"The tree in my yard, from which they
were plucked, resembles a snow ball, so
thick and white are the blossoms." What
a rich treat for the bees
sas,

!

II^"R. Mayerhceffer, Esq., editor of the
Blenenvater, Neustadt, Brit Gasse 744,
Prague, Austria, desires us to say that he
would like to exchange seeds of honeyproducing plants for American, or he
will

sell

seeds of

species for 70c.

European

plants,

Payment may be made

30
in

currency or postage stamps.
Here is a
good opportunity for a friendly exchange.

Floating Apiary.

It^" By about the 15th of May w^e expect
fill the many orders we now
have waiting for Prof. Cook's new Manual
of The Apiary. It has gi'eatly overrun the
intended dimensions of the work— making
about 50 extra pages. It gives very full and
explicit descriptions of the honey-producing
Plants, Trees and Shrubs, as well as interesting details concerning the "Care and
management of the Apiary," and the Natural
History of the Honey Bee.
specimen
page will be found in this issue, containing
an engraving of the Tulip tree bloom. The
illustrations throughout are magnificent,
and the work is the best, as well as the
cheapest that has ever yet been published
on the Apiary.
In consequence of the
addition of one-fifth to the number of pages
in the work, the price will be increased to
$1.00 for it, when bound in paper covers,
and $1.25 when bound in cloth with gilded
back.
to be able to

Mr. C. O. Perrine has started up the Miswith his Floating Apiary. |i It
contains 1000 colonies, and he intends following the honey bloom up the Eiver, from
lower Louisiana to St. Paul, a distance of
2,000 miles, which he expects to reach by
the end of July. This he will do by "easy
stages," remaining but a day or two at a
landing, and move up each time to another
landing and a fresh field. He thinks the
bees of from 1,000 to 2,000 colonies will take
the cream from the country around the
landing from 1 to 2 miles distant, in 1 or 2
days. Returning, he will halt about two
months somewhere above St. Louis, and
will reach Louisiana with his bees in October.
It will be his object to take the
autumnal flowers at each point in their
prime, precisely as he takes the spring
flowers in his advance up the river. He
expects his early swarms on his boats to
increase his colonies to 2,000 in April and
May. The following is a description of the
sissippi River

whole

The

outfit

hives stand in four walls, five hives

one above the other, nearly the whole length
of the boat, about 250 hives in each line.
The walls of colonies on the right side
and left side have openings for the bees to
come out on the water-front a space of two
feet between the hives and the guards
answers for a gallery for the bee-man to
walk on in front of the hives.
In the middle of the boat there are two

A

1^ The Santa Barbara Press has revived the old story of a wonderful cave
of honey, in the following language,
which is now going the rounds of the
Press. It appeared in a late Prairie
Farmer, without comment, headed "A
Monster Bee Hive." Here is the item:

;

other walls of colonies, 250 hives in each,
facing an inner court six feet in width. The
bees from these colonies reach the open air
through the sky-light opening in the roof
above the court.
Between the first and second rows of hives
from tiie outside there is an aisle three feet
in width, for the convenience of handling
the hives and the honey.
The distance from the barge deck to the
roof over the colonies is fifteen feet. The
space below the deck is ten feet in width
and about seven feet high, and is to be used
for sleeping apartments, making and repairing hives, handling and extracting honey,
and putting it in marketable shape. The
dining-room and cooking will be on the
steamer that tows the bee fleet.
To run the steamer and manage the barges
and bees fifteen to twenty hands will be
needed. The cost of the whole establishment, barges, bees, steamer, and the complete outfit, will not be umch short of fifteen

thousand

dollars.

J^" We expect an importation of Imported Italian Queens about the middle of May.
Those desiring any from that shipment
should send at once for them.

"In the second canyon west of the
Mission creek is a huge rock almost perpendicular and standing about 150 feet
high. The face is marked with three
or four deep crevices, tAvo of which stop
at about 100 feet from the base.
In
these crevices bees have swarmed for
years and have their nests. This monster hive was discovered some 19 years
ago by some Mexicans and has never
been disturbed. It is calculated that
the rock must contain several tons of
honey, but it is almost impossible to get
at

it.

"

What

a pity that so

many

tons of

honey should be " un-come-at-able "!
It is a very fine story, but one entirely
without foundation.

Impobted Cyprians.— We learn that C.
W. & H. K. Blood have sent a messenger to
the Island of Cyprus, who understands shipping bees, for the purpose of properly packing and provisioning an importation of small
colonies, which tiiey expect to receive at an
early day. In order to cover expenses, we
are informed that they will have to charge
$30 each for them.

New

Arrivals at Our Museum.

LANGSTROTH HIVES.

W. Zimmerman,

of Napoleon, Ohio,
has sent us a litliographic view of liis
apiary, which now adorns our walls, as
requested. He also sent us one of his hives.
It is a Langstroth hive, witli a few modifications—and, of course, it is a good one.
Nearly every apiarist is adopting the Langstroth hive now— sometimes varying the
dimensions, or some other unimportant
feature. Friend Zimmerman gives us this
G.

THE EVERETT HONEY EXTRACTOR.
This is a Novice Extractor improved,
and has been endorsed by the Michigan and
Ohio State Conventions the only places
where it has been exhibited. It gives valuable room, like the Muth Extractor, for
considerable honey below the comb basket,

—

description:

" I have made and used these hives since
1868. What 1 claim as my improvements,
are the frame, 10x14 inches; the hard strip
of wood, upon which the frames hang, and
the ventilator in the rear end of the hive,
slides on dowell pins. The lower
story takes 10 frames; the upper, 11 frames,
or sectional boxes. These 1 claim to be my
improvements, unless it can be shown that
they were used prior to the above date.—
(The sectional frame or boxes were 4)^x5
inches). I have tried many movable frame
hives, during the 24 years that I have used
these, but find that this one gives me better
satisfaction than any other.
I have had
over 3500 of these hives manufactured here;
there are now over 3000 liives here, contain-

which

ing these frames."
It is questionable whether friend Z's
modifications are improvements.
certainly prefer the standard Langstroth hive,
without them. Of course, other good apiarists may not— among them friend Z.
We
add it to our Museum witii pleasure.
R. R. Murphy has also sent us a Langstroth hive with his modifications, a 6 lb.
honey box, and case to hold Prize Boxes for
it, with tin separators.
It is a regular twostory L. hive— only it has two-inch ends for
the brood chamber. This adds a trifle to
the cost, and it is questionable whether it
is of sufficient value to pay for it.
The 6 lb.
box is one of the" long, long ago" kindgood, but out of date now. The case and
Prize Boxes are to be used on a honey
board— as nearly all now dispense with the
honey board, cases to be hung by a projecting top bar will be generally preferred.

We

THE MODEST HIVE.
J.

Oatman

est hive.

&

Sons have sent us the Mod-

It contains 11 frames, (top bars

not beveled), size, 11x12 outside two cases,
each containing 4 Prize Boxes and a Comb
Honey rack, holding 21 Prize Boxes, with
tin Separators. The cap is made of
stuff,
and is roof-shaped.
Being modest, we
prefer the Langstroth, though the former is
a good and simple hive.
;

;

%

and has an attachment for holding pieces of
broken comb while extracting the honey,
which hangs near the top of the comb basket,
avoiding the disagreeable necessity of
reaching down to the bottom to put in or
remove them. It will take frames 12x20
inches or smaller. It is advertised in this
issue, and may be had at this office.

THE THOMSON HONEY EXTRACTOR.
This consists of material (iron and wood)
all fitted, to be put into a barrel, to extract
the honey, and is all that the small price,
$2.50, would lead one to expect.
It is a bent
rod, with handle and iron fittings, and the
material for a comb holder. Any mechanic
can easily put it together and fix it into a
barrel. It is the cheapest thing in the extractor line, and leaves no excuse of anyone
not having an extractor, even if he has but
one colony. It can be made for any frame
—the size of the barrel being the only restraint. For sale at this office.

OLDT'S HIVING APPARATUS.

Another improvement and another model
has arrived. This is intended to be used
where queens' wings are not clipped. It
has to be very nearly balanced when the
hive is on, and after a few bees have

swarmed

out, it tips to the front, and the
The only available
entrance is closed.
space for the bees is an enclosure covered
with wire cloth. Into this they rush, and
as they cannot get away, after becoming
composed, it is intended that they shall

empty hive from the wire cage
and go to work. Another feature is that it
may be so arranged as to give alarm when
the bees swarm by ringing a bell attached

enter the

to the apparatus

when

it

tips forward.

white's new honey extractor.
Here are two new machines—the latest
being the "Eureka." The rftvolving cylinder and comb holder, as seen between the
two cuts, revolve within a well-made, hard
wood tank. In the " Superior," the upper cylinder revolves, leaving the lower one stationary. Both have faucets and a capacity for

Novice, with " malice a forethought," and publishes Mr. Thomson as " a
humbug and swindler." Though, if we
were called upon to judge in the matter, we
should not see our way clear to award the
$25 to the "Inter-changeable" hive still,
we deem Novice's action extremely reprehensible. The hive is very simple, and, in
a measure, answers the requirements Novice
stated.
Mr. T. thought the hive merited
Novice's ottered premium, and so stated—
is he, therefore, a swindler ?
In the name
of reason, tell us why ?
Novice also condemns the American
Bee Journal for publishing Mr. T's.
advertisement of this hive— again exhibiting
his jealousy and quarrelsomeness. Truly,

comes "

;

Satan was editor-in-chief of Oleanings for

May.
M'DOUCtALL'S

HONEY EXTRACTOR.

gotten up with special
reference to cheapness, and is intended for
those who cannot afford one higher in
price. It will take frames of any size, and

This extractor

is

holding 150 fts. of honey below the revolving cylinder ; this runs through a strainer
it, and is, therefore, free fi'om dead
bees, dirt, &c., and is ready to bottle direct
from the faucet. Both have tight covers,
protecting from flies, bees, &c. They will
take any frame not larger than 12x18 inches,

into

and are very durable.

For

sale at this

office.

THOMSON'S inter-changeable HIVE.
Wm. Thomson, Detroit, Mich, has sent us
this hive, which he claims " is the best and
cheapest two-story hive ever invented." It
consists of 4 pieces of pine, 13^ inches
wide, and each cut to about 15 inches long,
rabbeted inside on top, to receive top bars
1}4 inches, and rabbeted outside 1 inch at
bottom.

The upper

story fitting closely

into the rabbet of the lower, but leaving
room for the top bars of the frames. The
frames are 13 inches square and fit either

way

of the hive, that being square also.
This hive, friend Thomson thinks,

" merits

the $25 offered by Novice, in
Oleanings for February." Novice differs
with Mr. Thomson in his opinion, and as
he guarded his offer by adding that the
desired device must be one that he will
adopt, he alone is the judge of " the fitness
of things"— and that ends it. "And now

as the inside parts are strongly made, it
will answer the purpose as well as any. It
has no cover or faucet, and the frame,
though strongly made, is plain— the finish
being where the expense has been saved.

good machine for such a low price.—
easily removed
and the whole readily cleaned. It takes
any frame 13x18 or smaller. For sale at this
It is a

The revolving can may be

office.

TKANSPORTATION CAN.
manufactured by J. H. Coleman,
of New York, and is an excellent idea for a
square can, holding from 1 to 10 gallons of
This

is

extracted honey, enclosed in a box, so constructed that by lifting the cover the can
may be placed in an elevated swinging position, and operated for pouring off the honey from the top so easily that a child could

manage

it.

THE NORTH STAR HIVE.
Sperry & Chandler have in this something of value. It is also a modification of
the Langstroth hive, having many points of
excellence. Its arrangement for the produc-

made to fit any hive. The feeder may be removed as soon as the necessity for feeding
is

past, so that

none

is

wasted, and as

air tight, the food does not sour.

it is

can be
introduced as easily as a frame of capped
honey, which has heretofore been considered the best method of spring feeding, thus
avoiding the necessity of keeping such
frames full of honey for that purpose. The
food may be placed into the hive warm
if desired.
By request, we shall keep them
on sale at our office. They can be sold for
75 cents each. Though feeders will not be
used much this season, the time nifty come
when they will be more urgently demanded.
It

new HONEY CARRIER.
now made with spiral springs

HOGE'S
This

is

in-

stead of rubber balls, and in it honey can be
transported safely any distance.

BEE BRUSH.
Geo. B. Wallace has sent us from San Bernardino, California, a brush made of the outside coating of soap plant, for brushing off
the bees from the comb.
He says: "by
dipping it in water occasionally it will remove young Italians with despatch." It is
placed on our museum shelves.

CARLIN'S FOUNDATION CUTTER.
is an admirable little tool for cutting
comb foundation. The wheel is made of
This

^^^^n.
tion of

"^^^^^

comb honey

is,

we think,

unexcelled,

manipulating side (C)
opening at the top about 2 inches; rod (B)
with thumb-screw to hold the sides together;
shape and size of frame, 10xl63>i inches, tapering 2 inches; tipping front; easy means
of controlling the entrance (D)
the quilt
to cover frames attached to the side, and its
comb honey rack. We have some of them in
use and like them exceedingly.
its peculiarities are a

;

sharpened. It is made by Novice, who
has also constructed a frame for guaging
the width of starters, to be cut evenly by it
to any desired width. It is made of strips
of wood of the desired width for starters,
tin,

THE DUNHAM BEE FEEDER.
This Feeder is made of tin, the length of a
Langstroth frame, 5 inches deep and 1%
inches in width. It is perforated at the botto let the food down, atmospheric pressure preventing its escape faster than it is
taken by the bees. It hangs by projecting
ends, like the top bar of a frame, and holds
several pounds of the food, or it will work
just as well when it contains a single pound.
For feeding inside the hive, it is a good arrangement—though the ideajof a feeder the
size of a frame is old— still, Mrs. Dunham is
entitled to credit for bringing it out with the
present combination of parts. It can be

tom

these being nailed together at the ends by a
strip, and left sufficiently wide apart to let
the Cutter work between them. These are

both very desirable devices.

THE NEW QUINBY SMOKER.
Friend L. C. Root has forwarded us his
new Smoker. Cuts of the old and the new,
side by side, will show the radical changes

the " text prayer " of Oleanings for February—and asks the Father to "create" in
him a "clean heart," and " renew a right
spirit within" him— enabling him to say to
the other occupant of his sanctum—" Get

thee behind me, Satan !"

for 1878.

The National Convention

The proceedings of the next National
Convention will be made interesting by
many important articles, among which will
be the following
Who will be our future honey producers ?
—By James Heddon.
Honey Plants of America.— By Prof. A. J.
Cook.

THE NEW.

THE OLD.

Details of the Apiary.— By L. C. Root.
Article of Food.— By T. G.

The bellows
that have been made.
shorter and wider, and has but 1% inches
play—the old one having double that
amount, making it difficult to operate. The
tube is 2 inches in diameter, and is fastened
iron
to the bellows at both ends by cast
holders. It is strong and durable— a vast
improvement, in every way, over the old

Honey as an
Newman.

Quinby Smoker.

J ared Hasbrouck.
Particulars Concerning
kets.— By C. F. Muth.

is

__ One
•

of the questions discussed at the

Congress of French Workmen, recently
held at Lyons, related to the means of widening the field of female labor. Among the
avocations for which women are particularly adapted, bee culture was favorably

spoken

of.

1^" Novice

is bilious,

ill-natured, fretful

and peevish— he sees everything through
jealous eyes ; and, sure enough, the world
In consequence, Satan
side up
has full possession of his sanctum—" type
That " new light," which
writer " and all

is

wrong

!

!

so lately illumined the place, has been extinguished by the arch-fiend, and in the
"darkness and gloom," Novice is furious!
Under dire hallucinations, and with a sud-

denness that is surprising, the two controlling the sanctum have declared war upon
the American Bee Journal, and simul-

commenced hostilities
The American Bee Journal, with

taneously have

!

" charity for all and malice towards none,"
extends its sympathy to the poor "fallen
brother," and offers its strong hand to again
Diabolus,— out
lift him out of the grasp of

darkness— into
which strengthens and

of the mire, and gloom and

that

"new

light,"

cheers those under

its

influence

!

The American Bee Journal

takes up

J.

Rise and Progress of Bee Culture.—By A.
King.
Should Inventors be Encouraged by Bee-

keepers?— By C. R. Isiiam.
Tne Commercial Importance

—By Tlieo.

of

Beeswax.

Leonard.

Comb Foundation.—By N. N.
Betsinger.
^ ,
Fertilization in Confinement.— By Prof.
Artificial

Also interesting
information,

Our Honey Mar-

articles

upon

statistical

regarding the production of

Honey, by
Prescott H. Woodford, of Hartford, Ct.
Win. W. Cary, of Mass.
Geo. W. Rosen berger, of Va.
Rev. M. Mall in, of Ind.
Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Ga.

M. Shuck, of Iowa.
Herbert A. Burch, of Mich.

J.

In fact, the most elaborate arrangements
have been undertaken to secure reliable
statistics for publication.

Besides this, many interesting tests will
be made in various apiaries this season,,

and reported

at the meeting.
»

»

«

[^" Friend H. W. Conklin

has sent us a

small part of a frame, showing how he
place
fastens in the comb foundation.
for the foundation is sawed, as represented
by the parallel lines, thus: "^, the acute
mark representing another saw cut by its
side, and small brads are driven into the
latter saw cut, and through the foundation
—thus holding it, not only by the nails, but
also by the pressure of the wood between
It is simple, and very
the nails and it.

A

by those having a circular
saw; and about holding it in strongly,

readily done

there can be no question.

Sending Queens by Mail— Progress.
Early in January we got up a Petition to
Congress, and sent it to prominent beekeepers in the different States, for the purpose of procuring signatures. By tlie tirst
of March, having several thousands of
names attached to the Petition, we sent
copies to the Congressmen of several districts, requesting them to present tlie Petitions to Congress, and use their influence to
secure the passage of a Law granting the
prayer of the Petitioners. The following is
a copy of the Petition
:

To

the Senate and house of Representatives
of the United States of America in

Congress assembled:

The Undebsigned,
U.

would respectfully

Body

citizens
of the
in the State of
petition your Honorable

and residing

S.,

amend

the Postal Laws, wherein
they prohibit the transmission through the
mails of " live animals " thereby forbidding
the sending of Bees by mail, greatly to the
inconvenience of your petitioners. Your
petitioners hereby submit the following
to

reasons for such amendment.
1.
It is essential to the well-being and
prosperity of colonies of Bees, that apiarists
often exchange Queens, in order to prevent
" in and in breeding, " and obviate the consequent deterioration of stock, as well as to
infuse new life into the apiary. Heretofore
your petitioners have accomplished this by
enclosing a Queen with a few Bees as "attendants upon her Royal Majesty " in a
small wooden box, with one side covered
with wire cloth strongly tacked to the box,
and sending this neat and safe package by
mail to brother apiarists in different States
or Teritorries, as the occasion or fancy may
require, without the least detriment to the
mail bags, or inconvenience or injury to the
person or any one connected with the mail
service.
2.
This reciprocal exchange of Queen
Bees was inadvertantly interfered with by
the passage of a late Act of Congress, for-

bidding the transmission of "live animals^^
through the mails. It is reasonable to infer
that at that time no one thought that this

Law

would

at all interfere witli the trans-

mission of these useful '' insects ^^ through
the mails, when so harmlessly encased. Iiideed, such transmission was not interfered with for ,a considerable time after
the passage of the Law in question; and
until a recent Ruliyig of tlie Postmaster
General, the law prohibiting live animals
from being sent in the mails was held" as
not applying to trisects, and the mails were
freely used by Bee-Keepers for sending
Bees from one apiary to another.
3.
The Bee-Keeping interests of the
United States are large and they are yearly
increasing and the recent Ruling of the
Post Office Department is a great detriment
to your petitioners and encroaches upon
their rights

and privileges

as citizens of this

great Republic.
Your petitioners therefore pray for a modilicatiou of the Postal Laws of the United

States, so as to allow of the transmission
through the mails of living Bees, when thus
properly encased and protected.
And your petitioners will ever pray, &c.

The following letter from Hon. Geo. B.
Loring, one of the members of Congress, to
whom we sent the petitions, shows that we
have accomplished something: '

House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C, April 21, 1878.
Sik :— I have held a consultation with the P. O. Department, and find
that in their view. House Bill, No. 3850, as

My Deab

now

reported, is sufficiently liberal in its
provisions to admit of discretion on the
part of the P. M. General, in reference to
the carriage in the mails, whenproperly
put up, of matter now excluded. This will
afford the relief you desire, I doubt not.
Truly yours, &c.
Geo. B. Loring.

We

hope our next issue will bear the
bill has been passed and that
the P. M. General will revoke his order, and
allow the free use of the mails for sending

news

that the

bees, as heretofore.

At all events it
report progress.

is

pleasant to be able to

^awcij*
marketing
^^
This department will be devoted to items of
interest concerning Packing, Selling and.
Shipping Honey and Beeswax.

The Honey Market.
This has been one of

tlie

most remark-

able years the commercial world has ever
experienced. Men, whose business sagacity has earned for them fortunes, and reputations for sound, penetrating judgement,
have failed in their calculations for the
know of a merchant
past 10 months.
who purchased honey at a price he considered an extraordinary bargain, and basing
his calculations upon the ruling prices of
former years and the demands of his own

We

was justified in his deductions.
But the general deterioration of all values
shrank honey also, and his speculation
trade, he

turned out to be but another illustration of
the truthfulness of what Robbie Burns tells
" The best laid schemes o' mice and
us
:

men gang

aft a-gley."

Very little honey now remains on the
New York Market. We are informed that
the Thurbers
stock,

having

have unloaded their large
less than 100 cases left,

which, considering their extensive trade, is
simply less than a two week's supply
Prices on " gilt edged," white honey, like
!

A

that of Doolittle's and Ellwood's
brand,
were maintained at 25 cents throughout the

As well as one or two other
producers, their cups of honey were sent
to market in the neatest possible form, and
they were well paid for the trouble
Not
only did they have a care for neatness, but
while packing the honey into crates, they
avoided with scrupulous care anything that
looked like deception
or, in other words,
the "veneering" game, that so many practiced to their cost. In showing honey to
grocers who buy single crates, they now,
almost invariably, have the crate opened
and examine every box, and if any are
found off color, or in any way irregular in
style or quality, the entire crate is rejected
and has to be sold at a reduced price. It
will be a great deal better for producers to
cull the honey and grade it as it should be.
know how prone human nature is to
ut the best foot forward, but it will.not dop
in eases of this kind.
entire season.

!

The Feast of the Passover.— This

pure than

it

is

men buy

it

in

when

;

We

we are pleased to note,
attracting considerable attention, from the new interest invested in it
Extracted honey,

is just

now

by the recent

satisfactory efforts of certain
gentlemen to convert it into sugar, suitable
for domestic and manufacturing purposes.

We

are free to hazard the opinion that if
the production of extracted honey can be so

much
its

and cheapened as to make
cost approximate that of raw sugar, it
facilitated

will then be but a question of time, when
refineries will spring up all over the country, for its conversion into sugar ; imtil

then, producers must content themselves
with a fitful and uncertain market. An
important question is about to arise, and
that is, " Can honey be profitably produced,
so as to compete with raw sugar ?" If this
be determined in the affirmative, then all
fears of an " over production " will be

forever dispelled.

Let us have a full and exhaustive discussion of the matter. It will have to be
disposed of sometime ; and we might as
well face the music now.

Golden Rod Honey.— It

will

be inter-

esting to friend Palmer and others, who
produce this kind of honey, to know that
one European establishment, after receiving a sample shipment of Golden Rod
Honey, sent an order to New York for that
kind of honey at the same time intimating
that the trade in it was likely to be large.
;

is

the season our Jewish citizens celebrate the
Feast of the Passover, one of their important religious ceremonies, on which occasion it is their custom to eat honey. They
are very particular regarding its purity,
and indifferent as to price.
They are
instructed by their Rabbles to buy only
candied honey, as it is more likely to be

peddlers,

who

liquid.

The

grocery-

and sell it out to
turn, pack it in new, clean,

barrels,

in

One singular thing
about this trade is that they will accept
only such honey as candies with a "grainy"
appearance, rejecting as impure, and as
they say, " mixed with flour," all other
kinds. The magnitude of this line of consumption is not appreciated by most dealers.
We have known a firm, this year, to
clean the market of this particular kind of
honey, accumulating upwards of 200 barrels
and firkins, and unload the whole of it in a
and bright packages.

single

week

in April.

California Honey.— Commission men
in California have, we under-

and producers

stand, perfected arrangements for consignlots of honey to Chicago,
St. Louis, Pliiladelphia, Pittsburgh, Cincin-

ments of large
natti

and Boston.

They

are afraid to try

New York

market, we understand,
because they fear the competition with
Eastern honey will be so great. They consider New York the point to which the
most of the honey produced in the East
will be shipped.
The Californians have
taken a " new departure " in the way of
surplus boxes.
We saw some very neat
Prize Boxes and Crates from there, last
winter. Our Eastern friends will certainly
have to look to their laurels. Comb honey
must be put upon the market in attractive
one-comb boxes, to find ready sale.
the

Every one "who has traveled in Switzerland will recollect how plenty honey
is thronghout that conntry.
At the
hotels it is supplied ad libitum without
extra charge as a part of the " plain
breakfast " of rolls and coffee.
In
most parts of this country, on the other
hand, it has been a comparatively
costly luxury but now there is reason
to hope that it will soon be as abundant
as in Switzerland. With the modern
axipliances discovered to direct these
busy w^orkers for man's benefit, beekeeping is destined to develop a source
of untold wealth to the country. Exch.
;

Shipping and Marketing Honey.—
Packages should have gross and net weight
neatly marked upon the cover or head.—
The address of the firm to which the honey
is sliipped should be so marked on tlie

the 1st of May. Cuba honey is offered and
sold there at 80c. per gallon
it weighs
about 11 lbs. to the gallon even at this low
price, the only buyers are New Yorkers.

cover or head, as to generally take up as
Commission houses
little room as possible.
will generally forward a stencil-plate for
this purpose, when requested to do so.—
The initials of the party shipping, or his
shipping mark, should be on the package as

It^" J. H. Martin, of Hartford, N. Y., has
sent us some of the little boxes in which he
has been putting up his candied honey, as
spoken of on page 107 of the April number.
His boxes are round, and look like large
pill boxes, and hold 2 oz., J^ lb. and 3^ lb.
each respectively. They are neat and nice,
and as they take well with the children
why is this not a good scheme ? It comes
very near to the " penny package " idea
and it is healthy for the children and profitable for the producer.

Of course, where large lots are shipped, simpler marks can be used, by an
arrangement between the parties.
Neatness in marking is very important.
The
well.

shipper should strive to have his honey
strike the eye. of the buyer favorably at
Receipts should always be
first sight.
taken from the express or transportation
companies, and full advices, with a correct
invoice of the shipment, should, without
delay, be forwarded by mail. When forwarded by express, it is best to put a letter
of advice in one of the packages, and mark
plainly " bill," advising by mail. There is
nothing so vexatious or intolerable to a
commission house as the receipt of consignments not properly or distinctly marked
and advised. Every producer who designs
to make a market for his honey and obtain
good prices, should have a brand or mark
of his own. By doing so, he may establish
a reputation for his goods which will be
buyers will look for his
valuable to him
particular brand.
;

The Boston Honey Market.— There

is

quite a large stock of white clover and bass-

wood honey remaining on hand unsold
Dealers paid a high price for it,
early in the season, last fall, and are not
therefore,
disposed to sell at a loss now
there.

;

they expect to hold it over until next season. They do not seem to push it with the
vigor they should, either. A friend of ours
called upon a commission merchant, the
other day, who, he knew, ought to have
some nice honey and, after looking around
;

anywhere
whether he had any honey
for sale. He replied, " Yes, we have a lot
up in the loft, it is a good deal of trouble to
get it down, but if you want to buy, we will
and

failing to discover the article

in sight, asked

show it to you." He assured him that if he
was not too much attached to it, and the
price and quality suited, he would buy, and
finally did negotiate the sale.
The Geer
brothers complain of slow sales, and say
that they expect to draw ott all their wagons

;

;

Winterset, Iowa, April 15, 1878.
" In the winter of 1876-7 I had 10 colonies in the cellar and left 44 out without
protection, and in June following 1 had
only .3 left. I increased and purchased to
32 sold 22 of them and expect to increase
to 50 this season, besides getting about 500
lbs. of honey."
M. Bailey.
;

St. Clair Co.. III.,

April

13, 1878.

"I would

like to ask C. Eggleston if the
had not more to do with his success
than the kind of hive he uses? My bees
brought flour from a mill (60 rods distant.)
before Christmas, and kept at it till others
brought in natural pollen. I had brood
hatching on Feb. 1. I have 2:5 colonies in
Adair hives. Novice has not changed as
much as Mitchell. The latter's changes
have been many. In 1870 he bad the Buckeye, with hinged frames opening like a
in 1872 he had the
Rough and
book
Ready' hive, lined with paper, frames
sides.
With
this he
11x12, tight-fitting at
was going to beat the world.' Now he has
tile adjustable hive, with frames 12)^x10^
Thi« makes 3 different hives in 8
deep.
years. In transferring, it makes no difference which wav combs are put into the
frames, as I have proved. I made the discovery in this way— one very warm day in
September, 1875, 1 was extracting honey
from the brood-chambers of several Adair
hives and cracked several combs at the top,
so that they would not bear their weight
se^ison

'

;

'

right side up, so I turned them top side
down, intending to turn them as soon as the

bees got them mended, but I missed one
and left it in the hive till 1 was overhauling
it the next spring, when I found it all nicely
fixed up, straight and smooth, with more
brood in it than in any other section in the
chamber. I have since put combs in frames
just as they fit best, and never have had any
cut out yet. which Mitchell says they will
do, in his

'

First Lessons in

Bee

Culture.'
C. T. Smith.

New

London, Minn., April

21, 1878.

"Bees commenced to gather pollen and
some honey about the 1st of April, and also
to rear some brood. They now have whole
combs filled with pollen, and the queens are
laying profusely. Even' one of the 60 colonies are doing well. They are all in the
North Star Hive. One that had been a
choice queen for 2 years now proves to be
only a drone layer. Apples and plums are
just commencing to bloom."
O. W. Parker.
Jesuit's Bend, La., April 14, 1878.
" I use in my father's apiary, a bee smoker
consisting of a roll of bagging about the
size of the wrist and a foot and a half long,
sewed up together. 1 make it of old oat and
bran sacks— one cut in half will make two.
By lighting the end of one of these you have
a splendid smoker which never goes out
and is very handy."
Geo. E. R. Fox.

West

Chester, Pa., April

12, 1878.

" Bees are swarming in this vicinity
from the Centennial hive. A neighbor had
a fine swarm thrown otf, on the 2nd of
April, and another on the 3rd. Then there
was very little honey to be gatiiered. Now
we have abundance of blossom, the peach,
plum and cherry also Norway maples are

—

;

giving considerable honey."
E. Penn

Worrall.

Maiden,

111.

" I have handled bees more or less for the
past 58 years. Formerly, we got tiiem to do
all we could, and then brimstoned them.
Last spring I had but 6 colonies, increased
to 20 last fall, in fair condition for winter,
besides having obtained over 300 lbs. of
honey. After willows and maples bloomed,
gooseberiies came, giving considerable
honey then dandelions, apples and raspberries. In June white clover was good;
the drouth came in the first week in July,
lasting a month, during which the bees
gathered no more than they consumed.
The bees visited buckwheat till about 9
A. M., then some went for the lady's-fiuger
and heart's-ease till about 3 p. m. They
were busy on melilot clover from morning
till night, preferring it to the golden rod.
Buckwheat is good for honey. During the
drouth bees visited catnip. 1 have learned
more from the American Bee Journal
as to how to handle bees than from all other
sources, and wish it every success."
R. Corbett.
;

Otter Tail Co., Minn.. April 15, 1878.
" Having had considerable experience
with foul brood several years ago, I can say,
with much confidence, that there is no danger in using hives which have contained
foul brood if proper care is used in cleansing them. The process is simply to scrape
the hives and frames and then scald them
thoroughly with boiling water. I have removed bees and purified the hives in this
way, and returned the bees to the hives the
same day, repeatedly, without any recurrence of foul brood. The combs cannot be
preserved witliout taking more time and
labor than they are worth. But they need

not be wholly destroyed. After cutting out
and burning the parts containing the dead
brood, the remaining portions of the combs
may be melted into wax and the honey
which they contained boiled and skimmed,
and then used in any way which the owner
desires, without danger."
D. Burbank.

Appleton, Wis., April 21, 1878.
"Friend Newman: I have been appointed by the Commissioners of the National Bee-keepers' Association to make a
statistical account and report of honey and
wax production of our State for the year
1877. My advantages for gathering such information is so limited that I think best to
secure the help of the Journal, requesting
all who have information in their county, in
this State, to send it to me before July 20th,
giving names of bee-keepers and county,

amount

honey and beeswax."
A. H. Hart.
[This table will be of value, and our
Wisconsin should respond
in
friends
promptly to friend Hart's request. It will
and

tlie

of

be benefiting themselves in the end.

Ed.]

Limerick, III.. April 18. 1878.
" I saw on page 76, of the March No., that
A. C. Balch had a swarm cluster out of reach
and remained there till next morning.
friend of mine, when bees settle out of
reach, takes a looking-glass and throws the
bright rays of the sun on the lower edge of
the cluster and gradually move it down;
the bees conie down too. I never tried it."
E. Pickup.

A

Flatbush, L.

I.,

April

20, 1878.

"Dear Editor: Will you allow me, in
your valuable Journal, to correct the report of my paper read before the Nat'l B. K.
Association, in a part at which a gentleman
feels aggrieved(?) I commended a beefeeder, consisting of a small trough, without float, under the top-bar of a comb
frame, but I said the device was patented.
This statement was omitted in the report
which, in its present form, the patentee
thinks, does him injustice, and is calculated
to mislead the public. I stated, however,
that I believed the patent was not valid, as
the same thing, in a slightly modified form,
had been used by others for a long time,
and, particularly, as I was informed by
what I considered good authority, by the
manufacturers of tlie State of Maine BeeHive. Will some of your readers, who know
about that hive, tell us whether my information was correct, or who the proprietors or patentees of that hive were?"

Jared Hasbrouck.
Modesto,

Cal., April 7, 1878.

"Bees are doing well. I expect to have
sections filled in a day or two. 1 have mammoth stocks with a short shallow frame, 8x
IS}4, and hive 2 feet long. I take away all
the empty space in the brood apartment
that the queen does not occupy. 1 put my
sections close up to the brood nest. When
the bees are gathering freely, I lift them
out partly filled and put them into the upper
J. F. Flory.
story."

Carson City, March

10, 1878.

" The season is 6 weeks earlier than any
has been for 7 years. Bees are in good condition. They carried in pollen on the 7th
inst.
I use a frame 10x10 inches, and think
it the best for this climate."

Hiram Roop.

Des Moines, Iowa, March 6, 1878,
double-walled hive with me, tlms
My bees came through
the winter with nice, dry combs, free from
mould, and are now increasing fast with
brood."
Wm. Clement.

"The

far, is a success.

Dakota Co, Minn., March
Crystal Springs, Miss., March 9, 1878.
"I had in winter quarters 35 colonies. I
have only lost 1; my bees are now raising
brood rapidly, and gathering some honey.
I commenced with 13 colonies last year,
reached 41, sold 6, and secured about 600 Bbs.
of lioney. Bingham's smoker is a success."
J.

W. McNeil.

Lynnville, Iowa, March 18, 1878.
" Our 164 colonies, put up the last of Nov.,
out
came
the first of March with a loss of 2
151 are in fine condition; as
per cent.
strong, if not stronger, than they were last
June. With our bees in this condition, we
feel confident that we shall reap a good
harvest."

C. F.

Dilley.

St. Mary's, Ind., March 6, 1878.
" The Amekican Bee Journal conies
loaded with good things. Can't see how it
is possible to make it so much better every
month. It is always a welcome visitor.
My 10 colonies have wintered splendidly on
their summer stands. Our winter has been
the warmest ever known here."

Thos.

J.

Ward.

Platteville, Wis., March 11, 1878,
bees brought in pollen on the 7th
a month earlier than last year. My 68
colonies in the house apiary are in good
condition. I have 32 more, 5 miles from the
house apiary. My bees are all black. I
have tried Italians 3 times and my faith in
them is weak. In 1871, 58 colonies of Italians and blacks dwindled to 14 blacks; from
these I have raised my present 100 colonies."
E. France.

"From

11, 1878.

10 colonies, last spring I got 600

Bbs. of extracted, 600 lbs. of comb honey in
section boxes, and increased to 18. I put
into the cellar Dec. 1, and they are all

them

strong now."

E,

W. Felton.

Birmingham, O., March, 7, 1878.
" Bees are doing well, bringing in pollen
from the elm. On Feb. 22, I found all but 1
colony in good condition, and in chaff hives
found 3 frames with about 10 square inches
of brood each,"
C, A. Graves.
Fairfield, Wis,, March 16, 1878,
took out our bees about the 1st of
March, On the 6th and 7th they brought in
pollen; almost a month earlier than usual.
Bees have wintered well here."

"

We

Wallace Porter.
Nevada City,
"I saw a question

Cal., March 11, 1878.
in the Journal en-

quiring whether bees would gnaw linen or
cotton when placed over the frames. I have
been feeding with sugar syrup, poured
upon linen and placed over the frames, with
the cover over that. The bees did not gnaw
it at all."
R. E. Bush.

"My

Jones Co., Iowa, March

6,

1878.

inst.,

" This has been a warm winter. I put 68
colonies in the cellar, Nov. 24. As it was
so warm, I took them out several times, and
lost none. All are on their summer stands
now in good condition. I consider the
Journal the best bee publication— having
read them all."
J. E. Hunter.

Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Larva Eating:— "In the March number,
page 87 of the American Bee Journal,

day in good condition. Have kept bees 7
years and never had them winter so well

A. E. Manum, of

and never lost but 3 swarms. One queenless, and 2 late swarms starved.
Your

Keokuk

"Took

Bristol, Vt., states that
bees use their larva in making royal jellyfood for queen larva.
Will Mr.

Manum

please inform your readers how he ascertained this fact ? Did he make repeated
experiments, so as to leave no doubt, or
•does he suppose, reckon, or guess they do?"

W.

P.

Henderson,

Columbia, Tenn., March 15, 1878.
now having beautiful weather.
The peach trees are in broom. The grass,
the buds and the blossoms are coming rapidly, and the bees are having a good time;
they are much excited and very busy. Out
of 22 colonies I have lost 3— starved to death

"We

are

—through culpable neglect; and, if I were
speaking of somebody else, I might say

The survivors are doing
finely— raising young bees— some already
hatched. The winter has been remarkably
mild here, and the present indications are
flattering for a good honey crop."
criminal neglect.

W.

S,

Rainey,

before.

Co., Iowa, March 8, 1878.
109 colonies out ot the cellar to-

I winter in a well-ventilated cellar,

typo made our report nearly 2000 lbs. of
honey, instead of 4000 lbs."
S. L. & M. Vail.
'

'

Cedar Rapids, Iowa, March

11, 1878,

" I have 33 colonies of bees; lost none in
wintering; they are in splendid condition;
all have brood and bees hatching.
Bees
have been gathering polen quite rapidly the
last few days.
I wintered in the cellar.
I
have a foot-power saw for making hives and
fixtures, and would say to any person keeping bees that they cannot afford to do without one. I agree with Mr. Palmer on the
raspberry question, and think that beekeeping and small fruit business should go
together. I have 23^ acres of raspberries;
they are always alive with bees, while in
blossom.
honey took the two first premiums at the State fair last fall. Success to
the American Bee Journal."
Thos, B. Quinlan.

My

Sliawano, Wis., March 16, 1878.
" I have 22 colonies in Lanfrstrotli hives,
frames,) made of straw, by myself. I
nave wintered out doors for 2 years without
(8

H. Klosterman.

loss."

"My

Garden Plain,

111.,

March

have young bees, hatching— fully as fast as
some years in May. If the season is favorable for the secretion of honey, I expect a
large yield from my 100 colonies."

Murphy.

Waveland,

Ind.,

March

" I placed in the cellar last

fall

Isaac Sharp.

Perry Co., Mo., Jan. 21, 1878.
" I commenced with 1 colony, in box hive,
in 1863; I got a colony of Italians in a Langstroth hive in 1869, and subscribed for the

American Bee Journal,. Some of my
neighbors, who keep a few be«s in box
hives, made fun of me at first, and predicted a failure— but now they don't seem
so 'funny.' Last year was a good season
for bees, while the two years previous were

the worst I ever knew."

M.

11.

Milster.

White Co., Ark., March 4, 1878.
"I commenced last spring with 2 colothese produced 85 lbs. of
comb honey each, which I sold
nies

;

nice, white,
at 18 cts. per

paid $10 each for them. They were
in movable, comb hives, but were black
bees. In July I bought an Italian queen.
I introduced fier into a hive it was my first
attempt at Italianizing. In September last,
to my great joy, I found that I had a full
colony of Italians. I bought, in June, 14
colonies of bees in common hives, and
transferred them to movable-comb hives.—
The 13 colonies are strong, and have plenty
I saved, while transferring,
of honey.
about 100 lbs. of nice honey, which I have
D. I. Beecher.
had for table use."
lb.

I

;

Brecksville, O., March 18, 1878.
"Bees came through in splendid orderThanks to instructions
whatever.
loss
no
in the old and reliable American Bee

put 25 colonies in the cellar,
balance on summer stands,
leaving
packed in chaff. After a careful examination of bees and stores, I am satisfied that
those in the cellar wintei'ed with the small-

Journal,.

I

the

X

est loss of bees, and consumed from }4 to
less honey, notwithstanding the winter has
been one of extraordinary mildness. No
case, to
further argument is needed, in
show the econoTTiy of wintering in cellars,

my

Very
proper conditions are observed.
losses in wintering have been reported
the season
tills vicinity, and unless
should prove a very poor one, it is safe to
predict a large yield from Northern Ohio
Chas. S. Burt.
the coming season."
if

few
in

Commenced with 1 swarm, and now have
112.
Don't know anything yet about bees,
but expect to learn somethimg from each
copy of the Journal. My bees are in fine
condition, and the prospects are first rate."
C. H. DiBBERN.
Milledgeville,

16, 1878.

44 colonies,

and took out 40 this spring. Four lost their
queens after being put out. I set them out
the first vpeek in March. Most of them had
brood. Bees gather natural pollen every
pleasant day, and, of course, pay little attenThe prospect is good
tion to flour feed.
for all kinds of fruit, and an early honey
season."

My

Milan, 111., March 30, 1878.
" I have been 12 years in the bee business.

12, 1878.

bees are out of house and are all
alive and breeding rapidly— most of them

R. R.

Ridgeley, Mo., Feb. 22, 1878.
bees have wintered w^ell— using but
honey. They are strong in numbers.
I wintered on summer stands, packed in
boxes, with hay."
John Scheerer.
"

little

111.,

March

27, 1878.

"The

Barnes' saw arrived on Saturday,
good condition. It ia a good saw. My
bees are now on their summer stands.They are in excellent condition. Did not
lose a colonj in wintering. I have received
one of Novice's smokers. It is much inferior to Bingham's. The latter is the cheapest, and far more convenient."
F. A. Snell.
in

Riverton, Iowa, Feb. 8, 1878.
great drawback, in the bee busithat we have no bloom that affords
honey in June.
great many bees, kept
upon the old principle, died last June of
starvation. I had 42 colonies; they cost me
$1 per day for food. Our fall flow of honey
was good. During the season of 1877 we
had but little increase, but plenty of honey.
About 10 tons in this county. I tried 3
dollar queens last season, and they were as
food as any warranted ones 1 ever had, and
have paid as high as $8 for a queen."

"Our

ness,

is

A

Ed. Wellington.

March 8, 1878.
"Bees have been gathering pollen and
honey since March 1st. They are in good
condition and breeding finely. Of 22 colonies, I have lost none; winter on summer
stands. Some boys stole 3 frames, a few
Clarks, O.,

days ago, from a colony, taking about 15 lbs.
of honey, the queen and about one half of
the bees.
I united what was left with
another colony. I am using the adjustable
bee-hive, and like it. We get our honey in
section frames, and use the extractor. I
shall try fertilization of queens in confinement, by a method I have long had in contemplation; will let you know how I
succeed. Success to the American Bee
Journal."
J. A. Bucklew.

Marathon, N. Y., March

"I

like the

18, 1878.

American Bee Journal

very much, and the better I become
acguainted with its management, the more I
Last Nov., I put 40 swarms of
Erize it.
lack bees in a house with a wall 8 inches
thick, filled with sawdust on all sides, top
and bottom; lined the walls with building
paper on the inside, gave ventilation at top,
and in center, at the bottom. Owing to the
mild winter, it was hard to keep the temperature low enough to keep them quiet. I
placed them on their summer stands the
last of December for a flight, (the weather
being warm); put them back dry and nice,
where they remained until March. They
are strong in numbers, and combs are

bright, excepting a few. The weather continued warm, and in their eagerness to
commence their season's worlt, tliey gave

me

trouble by robbing; and then there
would be sneak-thieves, of my own or my
neighbors, that would commence to fly
about a strong swarm, and in a short time
they would alight upon and enter in force.
After protecting that one, they would go to
the next one, but by close watching I
managed to keep even with them until the
weather cooled down. 1 have lost 2 out of
the 40 colonies, owing to mismanagement
last fall; they went into winter quarters
with poor queens, or none at all. Please
answer through your columns the following
questions: 1. Will bees cluster and commence work in section boxes as readily,
and with as good results where the division
tins are used as they will when they are
not ? 2. Are section boxes with glass on
either side preferred to them without glass,
in the market? 3. Is tobacco smoke injurious to bees if used moderately while
handling them ?"
Oscar Courtney.

Yes: just as readily.

[1.

They were last year — what may be
demanded this year, is not yet determined.
The Prize boxes may be glassed or not, as
the market may demand, before shipping.
3,
No; if used in moderation. Kag or
punk smoke is better.— Ed.]
2.

East Pharsalia, N. Y., March 14, 1878.
started last spring with 3 swarms;
increased, by artificial swarming, to 9, and
took about 75 fts. of comb honey. 1 have
now 9 strong colonies. Bees are busy at
work on the sugar maple, where the farmers
have tapped the trees. I use the Langstroth hive, and winter out of doors; made
boxes 6 inches larger than the hives, every
way, and packed space with chaff; they
came out clean ana bright this spring.—
Have taken the chaff out, but will leave the
hives in the boxes until about May 15. We
have strong winds here through April and
the first of May, and the boxes will keep
the wind from blowing heat away from the
hives. I intend to buy 5 more colonies, and
then increase to 50. I experimented last
year on comb foundation, and it was a perfect success; the bees accepted it, and drew
out the cells quickly."

"1

Frank Robinson.
Oneida, 111., Feb. 20, 1878.
" I believe I have made a valuable discovery and that is to use wire cloth instead of
canvas to pack absorbent around the frames
chaff, dry leaves, or saw-dust,
in the hive
may be used. Make a box 3 inches larger
one way than the hive inside, and 2 frames
high. To use the Langstroth frames, the
hive should be 18% inches by 21%, and 22
inches high. Make a frame of (common
plastering lath) thin stuff, 13^ inches, to go
into the hive
lath should be edgewise,
with lath posts, about 6 inches apart nail
or tack the wire cloth on the inside of the
frame, and pack the absorbent between the
liive and the wire cloth.
By this plan, the
chaff is next to the bees. The chaff cover,
made of wire cloth, will rest on the comb
;

;

;

;

frames and be 3 or 4 inches thick. For hot
weather, take out the absorbent, and the
hive will be thoroughly ventilated. Take
out the inside frame, and put the comb
frames cross-wise and the hive will hold 8

more frames. We want more room in summer than winter let the side of the comb
frame run down %, to rest on the bottom,
;

and the top frame rest on the under one. I
have kept bees 10 years; have set one hive
over the other with comb frames, in the
past 7 or 8 years, and like the plan firstrate."
A. Reynolds.

Mount Pleasant, Iowa, March 13, 1878.
"Bees have wintered well. I have win.55 colonies on their summer stands,
with the loss of but 1, which was queenless.
My largest yield of extracted honey, last
season, from 1 colony, was 394 lbs., in a
double-story, Quinby hive. Please answer
the following questions in the next Journal
1.
In using close-fitting, section
frames, how can you tell when the inner
frames are filled and ready to take off, without tearing them all up? 2. What holds
the sections in place while on the hive? 3.
Are the outside sections to be glassed? 4.
I intend using sections with close-fitting
ends and 14 inch top bar, covering the same
with cloth; so by folding back the cloth,
you can see down through, to know when
they are filled. Is the idea a good one?"
John. A. Thomas.
You can tell only upon examination,
[1.
but that can be easily done without damage.
Answers to these will be found
2, and 3.
on page 156.
4.
If you don't intend to glass them, your
plan will do.— Ed. J

tered

:

Harrisville, Pa., March 16, 1878.
1.
Is it best to hang the Prize Boxes in a
case, or glass each outside one and fill the
hive? 2. Are wooden separators as good
as tin? They would be cheaper. 3. Is Jl'
inch enough space for bees, as that appears
to

be

all

the

room there

[ 1.

in full

Either plan
on page 156.

Wooden

2.

is.

with the separa-

Jacob Patterson.

tors?"
is

good.

See description

separators have been tried,

and abandoned by many.

Bees will fasten
them, sometimes, and the capping
will then be broken when removed.
.3.
The i4 inch space between two boxes
is supplemented by the thickness of the
tin, giving them space enough to pass.—
Ed.]

comb

to

,

Kewaskum, Wis., Feb. 12, 1878.
past season was a good one in this
section. I had 30 colonies that made 4,300
lbs., (an average of 325 lbs. to the hive).
I
have sold all at from 10 to 12 cts.
My
neighbor, Mr. G. Kuck, had 3 colonies of
Italians; one was so weak last spring that
not more than a pint of bees was left I
took them in hand, and through May they
increased very fast, and on the 1st of June
one gave a large swarm. Wlieu tlie other
"

The

;

swarmed 1 gave them an Italian queen,
which was accepted, and in 10 days it gave
another large swarm; the combs being well
with brood. From the 2 colonies I
made 11, and introduced Italian queens,
which I sold him for $2 each. The account
Eleven sw^arms, at §5 each,
stands thus:
and 550 tts. of honey, sold at 10 cts. per ft.
Total, §110. The expenditures are: Eleven
queens, at .$2, and 11 hives, at $1.50 each,
amounting to §38.50; leaving a net profit of
filled

Wm. Hollom.

$77.50."

Hillsboro, 111., March 20, 1878.
" Bees are out of winter quarters in good
condition, with a shrinkage of not over 3
fts. since the first of December."
I.

H. Shimer.

Mishicott, Wis., Aprils. 1878.

" I put my bees out March 20tli. Wintered them in" the cellar lost 2 colonies, and
found a few queenless. The rest of them
are in good condition. We expect a good
;

Fred Claussen.

harvest."

Garafraxa, Ont., March 11, 1878.
" My report for the last 2 years would be:
In 1876, 1 put 18 colonies into a dark, but not
dry cellar. Thermometer stood 40 to 43°;
after 5 months' confinement, set out 16. In
1877, put 30 colonies into same cellar, on
Nov. 7, and set out 30 on March 10. Thermometer at 42°, during all that time. Entrances open 3^ inch and nerv sheets of
duck over the frames. Water stood in the
cellar during both winters. I have noticed
that those colonies having the least pollen,
had least moldy combs. Please get your
readers to give more definite reports of
their modes of wintering."
J. C. Thom, M. D.
[ Yes; it would be more useful and satis.

if all would give the manner of
preparation for winter.—Ed.]

factory,

their

Smithsburg, Ind., Feb.

15, 1878.

in bee-culture would
a queen, reared in Italy, will
produce more eggs than one reared in
America, and why they are better honey
gatherers than the American bees, and why
the dark bees reared in Italy will gather
more honey than the yellow ones? And
also why we never could get yellow queens
from Italy before last season ? Some say
that their imported queens are very large
and yellow, and also their workers; even

"I wish some expeit

explain

why

more yellow than our home-bred Italian
bees. 1 would like to see some of these
beautiful, imported bees. I have had some
imported queens that cost me almost $16
each. They were small and dark, as was
also their progeny; and some of tlie queens
If the yellow, imported
were impure.
queens are not the best, why does one of
our dealers ask one dollar more for them?

He

seems to think we should be satisfied
with imported bees, whether pure or not.—
I, for one, am not satisfied with any impure
bees; I would not have them in my apiary.
I have queens that will produce workers
with the 3 yellow bands solid, with no
black between them. These I call pure
D. A. Pike.
Italians."

Pontiac,

111.,

March

20, 1878.

"The American Bee Journal,

has

saved me, in clear money, $56.25 in the matter of hives alone, in two years, to say nothing of all the other information 1 have
gained, which cannot be shown so readily
by figures. Those who do not take the
Journal, stand in their own light."
R. MATTHEW'S.
" Albion, Iowa, March 14, 1878.
bees have wintered splendidly.

"My

They became so restless that I had to
remove them from their winter quarters on
Feb. 11; found 1 dead — queenless. I made

increase in stock last year, but got a
Being
very satisfactory yield of honey.
very busy with other business, last year, I
concluded to let them attend to the swarming business themselves. This year, I propose to run the swarming business myself.
Last spring, they came out of winter
quarters with a fair supply of drones. As it
is their custom to kill off their drones in the
fall, why did they deviate from the general
rule in this case? I see some writers on
honey-producing plants class thoroughwort,
or boneset as one of them. I have plenty of
it, but have never seen a bee on it yet.
Are they not mistaken in confounding it
with motherwort, which is a honey-producing plant?
It is a prevalent theory
among apiarists, that it talvcs about 20 fts.
of honey to make one ft. of comb; and
therefore, that a colony of bees will make
little

that

many more pounds

of

honey

in the

same time, if they nave the comb furnished
them. In the first place, I would ask some
one to explain to me by what experiment
that fact (if it is one) has been ascertained?
I have seen 2 colonies, of apparently equal
strength, side by side, the one having a top
box, of 15 fts. capacity, filled with empty
comb, of last year's building; the other,
with an empty one, throwing off a swarm;
said swarm filling a 15 ft. box, while the
other had made no visible progress towards
Why is this ?—
filling their empty comb.
Or why, as a general rule, will a young,
natural swarm fill its hive at the same time
of making its comb, and make as mucii
surplus honey in the season as the parent
hive?"
J. C. Armstrong.
[Will

some one who has experimented as

honey, of comb-building, give
the desired information.— Ed.]
to the cost, in

Forestville, N. Y., March 11, 1878.
" As I am thinking of building a winter
repository for bees, I would like a little information concerning the construction of
the same. Which is best, a cave, or a house
above ground, with walls of 8 or 10 inches
of saw-dust, and a 4 inch dead-air space?—
Would it be best to plaster it ? Is a gravel
floor better than concrete ? Please answer
through the Journal ?
I went into winter quarters with 12 colonies in Quinby hives; had them out for a
One is dead, the rest
fly, on March 8, 9, 10.
are in good condition. I wintered in my
cellar, which is too damp for successful
wintering.
I see you go for the crystal honey busifriend of mine obtained a recipe of
ness.

A

J. H. Reeves, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.,
make the celebrated crystal honey, paying $5 for it, which he (Reeves) claimed
would make an article as much superior to
bee honey as bee honey is superior to New
Orleans molasses. My friend made some of

McKinney, Texas, March 1,
last January number,

one of

"In

to

it,

and was badly humbugged.

you the recipe,
teresting."

if

I

thought

it

Could send

would be

in-

H. D. G.

[Either a cave or a house Vt'ill usually
A
winter safely, if properly prepared.
house, such as you mention, will do if tlie
temperature be Icept from 3 to 10 degrees
above freezing point, and it is perfectly
These points
dark and well ventilated.
are more important than plaster, concrete or
gravel. A cave should be beneath the surface, in sandy, or well ventilated soil straw
should be packed below and around the
hives
the entrance open, but secured
against mice. A mound of earth should be
over them, to secure equal temperature.—
Ed.]
;

;

St. Charles,

Mo., April

12, 1878.

"I have 100 Italian colonies in good condition. Never in 10 years have had such a
favorable spring.

happy,"

Bee-keepers ought to be
A. S. Williams.

Vermont,

111.,

April

1878.

of the

you
answer a question, put by F. R. Davis, and
old
first sentence goes beyond the
school,' and. by implication, indorses the
page

the

10,

'

doctrine of Mr. Martin Metcalf. as set forth
in your very excellent Journal, Nov. No..
Did you intend to go so far ?
1877, page 381.
I have no doubt of the correctness of the
doctrine of Mr. Metcalf, notwithstanding
the learning of the great bee-men and the
books.
Please speak out, right in the

W. H. Andrews.
Friend Davis had a swarm
with an Italian queen, and hybrid bees,
settle in his bee yard. The bees that this
queen produced were all beautiful Italians.
He asked " Were they pure, when the
queen came witli a hybrid swarm ?" We
" If the queen was pure and
remarked
purely mated, her progeny is pure, no matmeeting."

[Certainly.

:

:

what company she may

be. Most
had been recently introduced to
the colony and led off the swarm." We see
no reason for changing that opinion.—
Being pure and purely mated, her progeny
must be pure. Decidedly so.—Ed.]
ter in

likely she

" I put in

11, 1878.

" My bees are now doing better than they
did a month later Jast year.
Drones are
flying, and a small amount of lioney is
being gathered brood in all stages of development. Could not do without the JouB-

the

American Bee Journal,

fall,

Rockton, 111., April 2, 1878.
bee house 41 colonies, last

my

and took out

good shape,
brood."

41 colonies this spring, in

dry and nice, with lots of
H. W. Conklin.

;

NAL."

Hardin Haines.

" I enclose some blossoms of a tree that
the bees work on from morning till night.—
Please give its name."
D. A. Pike.
[ It is the staminate flower, of one of tlie
willow family. Locality, time of bloom,
and more of the plant than one simple
blossom should be sent. We need to know
the habit of the tree, and to see the leaves.
—A. J. Cook.]

Smith's Grove, Ky., April 16, 1878.
"My bees are in good condition. I did
not feed any this spring, and never had
better success in springing my bees. They
are now preparing to swarm. I am raising
queens, and the white clover is just beginning to blossom. We are a month ahead of
time. The weather is balmy, and our prospect is good for a rich honey liarvest, though
we may have a freeze yet. In Italianizing,
we sometimes find it very troublesome
to find the black queen, especially if the
bees are strong. I have succeeded in Italianizing a few such colonies in this way
1 put a queen cell in the honey box, on the
top of the hives, and it was a complete success.
The young queen, being the most
:

active, was victorious in the contest. The
cell must be put in the honey box, where
the old queen does not go, or she might
destroy it."
N. P. Allen.

Dunn Co., Wis., April 13, 1878.
" I have quite an amount of empty comb
how can I keep it from the moths ?"
J.

;

Stoddard.

[Examine frequently, and if any traces of
moth are discovered, fumigate them with
a

little

sulphur.—Ed.]

Burlington, Kansas, April 5, 1878.
" I have wintered 13 colonies, 9 of them I
transferred from box hives, during the
winter, with success. All are now in fine
Gathered first pollen, Feb. 5,
condition.
and to-day, I have drones flying, hives full
of honey from fruit and red bud bloom,
which is now making the little fellows
happy, judging from the music among the
flowers. Some colonies have commenced
queen cells already, and they have not been
neither are we away
pushed any either
down south, only on the 38th parallel. Our
harvest
is promising."
rich
for
a
prospect
;

J.

W. Henderson.

Winnesheik Co., Iowa, April 9, 1878.
" I put 43 colonies in the cellar, about"
December 1st, and took them all out February 1st all but 3 were in good condition;
these were weak last fall, and I did not
Two were robbed
expect to save them.
when I was away from home, the other is
doing well. There was but very little loss
of bees. I winter in the cellar."
O. E. COOLEY.
;

Constantine, Jan.

15, 1878.

" 1. What are we to do, that have invested in patent hives? Hovs' can we dispose of
our colonies of bees. I suppose we can sell
hives and bees, but has tile purchaser a
right to use them ? I refer to Mitchell's

adjustable hive.

He

W.

cannot dispose

I

The patent seems

of.

boards, by wliich the
space can be diminished or "increased at
pleasure. I see Mr. Doolittle is using something similar, and others, claiming that it
was not patented. I wish to be on the safe
side therefore the inquiry.
2.
could not a plain home-made
sheet of wax be used for foundation combs?
If the bees have the material, will they not
construct them as well as when they furnish
the material themselves? I mean to try it
Subsckibek.
in the spring.

to be the division

—

GLEANED BY
Andrews,
Columbia, Tenn.

claims a patent March

for 17 years. I think it an excellent
hive, but do not want to increase in a hive

9, 1875,

that

J.

Why

A New

Mr. Mitchell says he waives all right
in such a case of purchase. His patent is
not on a division board but the use of it
with "lugs" and rubber strips. Any one
can use a division board the " lugs" and
[ 1.

—

Kind Friends:—With
from the management of

this

number we withdraw

this department.

Our love

for the busy little insect and their managers Is
love to handle bees, and conas strong as ever.

We

verse with those who handle them. To us, it has
always been a pleasure to receive and answer letters
pertaining to their management. We never engaged
in the business with a view of any gain, but solely
for a pastime and the pleasure it afforded us. To
handle bees successfully, especially for profit,
requires strict attention
as much so as any other
business. My business has assumed a shape that it
will require the whole of my time— undivided with
any other occupation. I have, therefore, arranged
with a friend to take charge of all my hives, and I
withdraw from the business in toto.
With many thanks for numerous acts of kindness
and wishes of good feeling I have met with at your
hands, and with kind wishes to all, I am
;

Yours

Wm. J. Andrews.

truly,

;

rubber strips are non-essentials, and are
useless in any other hive. The hive proper
and frames are not patentable, and it is not
likely that the purchaser would be disturbed. If you like that hive, there is no
reason why you should not use it— but we
think the Langstroth would please you
better, and would be more desirable in the

Honey Dew.
Some contend

that

it is

evaporated

flowers, and falls on the leaves of
others are of the
trees, as other dew
opinion that it is wholly the product of
aphides and others, still, think it is
the product of exudation through the
pores of the leaves of certain trees.—

from

;

;

sale of colonies.

Bees will supply the wax, or will generally use such as may be supplied, whetlier
the base of cells be impressed or not.—Ed.]
2.

Lansing, Mich., April 15, 1878.
" I have unpacked my bees, and found all
alive and in a very healthy condition
there being brood in every card, except the
two end ones. Drones are hatciiing very
rapidly.
My bees were wintered out of
doors. Inside boxes so as to fit over the
hives, allowing a foot between the boxes
and hives from the entrance I had a passage-way, so tliat bees could go out at any
time. The sv^ace between the hive and box
was filled with straw this iiad a roof, so as
to keep out water and snow. I think this
the safest way to winter on summer stands.
It is the same as Prof. Cook recommends in
Fisk Bangs.
his new book."
;

;

;

Nahua, Iowa., April

"Bees wintered well

;

13, 1878.

I wintered in the

and did not lose a colony. The prosI bought my
is fine for a good season.
queens last year of J. Oatman & Co., and
tliey were very prolific— keeping their hives
I have kept bees for
full of bees and brood.
cellar

pect

9 years, but the Oatman stock bear off the
palm for being quiet, peaceable and good to
handle. I shall re-queen .50 colonies this
I shall
season, and want no other kind.
raise all my queens from the Oatman

tOCkS."

For the American Bee Journal.

E. J. SCOFIELD.

That

it is

caused by evaporation from

at variance with reason, since
saccharine matter never exists in a volatile state, and cannot be taken up in
the air by the process of evaporation.
This is fully demonstrated in the art of

flowers

is

Then we
sugar and syrup making.
must look for its cause either as the
product of excretion from aphides or
exudation from the leaves of trees, or
from both causes. We assume that it
is from both, but mainly as the product
of exudation.
That from exudation, which is always
during dry, warm weather, is doubtless caused by an effort of natureto
perform her proper functions, which
have been partially suspended by exterior causes.
This is forcibly exemplified in the
foliage of certain trees, such as peach

and plum, which have been injured by
late frosts, the result of which is an

exudation of saccharine matter much
sought for by the bees. It is an effort
similar to that brought into action by
pomologists to force fruit trees into
bearing, &c.
But while we are satisfied that honey
dew, with us, is mainly the product of

exudation, still
it is not always

we have evidence

iSan

Aside from the aphides, so often
spoken of, and so minutely described
by naturalists, Ave occasionally find, in
this part of our great domain, masses
of
small
semi-globular,
animated
beings, (don't know what to call them,)
whicii appear to be almost destitute of
both life and motion. They are found
on the twigs and small limbs of young

poplar trees.
Beneath them, when
numerous, the leaves, branches, weeds,
and even dry leaves are literally covered with honey dew, and bees visit
such places in great numbers. That
this is the product of exudation is out
of the question, from several considerations.
1.
The honey dew is never above,
but always beneath them. 2. These
beings could not be attracted there,
since they are apparently destitute of
the means of locomotion.
3.
If, in
this, it was caused by exudation, all
poplar trees would be etfected at the
same time and in the same manner.
4.
The whole of the same tree is not
always thus effected.

From

these considerations, it is apparent that the so-called honey dew is
the result of both vegetable and animal
agencies.
Tennesseean.
For the American Bee Journal.

Moon-beams from Georgia.

IMPROVEMENT IN BEES.
The proceedings of the North-Western Ohio Convention, on page 48, Feb.
No., should be read with interest, by
all breeders of the pure Italian bee.
The resolution offered by Mr. Williams, discouraging the traffic of cheap
imtested queens, and urging the purchase of only pure, choice queens, was
one that will meet the views of all
intelligent " breeders."
The intelligence manifested by members of that
convention, in sustaining Mr. Williams'
resolution unanimously, speak volumes
to their praise.
They have a higher
aim than filling the country with an
impure stock. If the same spirit was
manifested by other bee conventions,
we might hope for greater improvement in the Italian honey bee.
The resolution adopted by that Convention shall be practiced by all sustaining the purchase of nothing but
pure tested queens then, and not till
then, can we hope for much improve;

ment

R. Davenport, of Richland Springs,
Saba Co., Texas, writes that he has

that

so.

in Italian bees.

BEES, HERE AND THERE.
Reports from nearly all parts, show
that bees are in a fine condition.

transferred 62 colonies of bees, this
winter, from Jog gums to frame hives,
and he has over 100 more to transfer.

He took from 10 log gums 1000 lbs. of
honey that he has been a bee scholar
and that San Saba county is
the best for bees and honey of any he
;

20 years

;

ever saw.

APICULTURAL PROGRESS.
American apicultural progress ranks
among the marvels of the age. The
great growth of this enterprise has not
only been a theme of earnest inquiry,
but one of speculation.
Even amid
conflicting views and opposition, the
progress of apiculture has moved stead-

and nobly onward, until we might
say, in fact, that it possesses a national
ily

"life;" progress
of Americans.

is

the

life

and theme

HOW TO MANAGE A HIVE CONTAINING
FERTILE WORIvERS.
them 1 or 2 frames of
brood from some strong colony, place
First, give

the

queenless colony on the stand,
where one of the strongest colonies
stood; placing the strong one where
the queenless one stood. The queenless colony will receive large numbers
of bees, that, finding no mother in the
hive, will soon regulate matters, and
have queens in progress at once. This
plan seldom fails to get rid of a fertile
worker, and the new queen will reign
supremely.
Colonies having no queen should
receive a frame of sealed brood, occasionally; this will keep them strong
until a fertile queen can be given them.

ITALIAN BEES.
other part of the world has made
greater advances in the production of
honey than America. This leads to
the belief that this enterprise is fast

No

approaching perfection.

It is

with no

slight feeling of pride that we make
these observations.
For years public attention has been
directed to the introduction and improvement of the Italian bee. Importation after importation has been
made, no doubt, with a view to improvement.
The question is now
asked, how for, or to what extent, if
any, these efforts have been successful ? Have we, by careful and judicious selection of this bee, increased

their qualities, viz. size, prolificness,
industry, temperament, color, ability to
defend and lay up large stores of honey,
&c. The question is, have these qualities been improved since their first introduction into this country ?
If we

were'permitted to'judge, we' should say
that we have failed to see the improvement made, by many American breeders, that should have been made.
They are as much susceptible to improvement as any other stock and had
they received the necessary care to
develop and bring those qualities out,
But we
it would be apparent now.
cannot expect it under the present sys;

tem of management. While so many are
engaged in breeding, and sending all
over the country, hundreds and thousands of untested queens, just so long,
we shall see improvement in the Italian
honey bee retarded it cannot be otherHundreds of these queens are
wise.
impurely mated, and many of them are
sent intb places where the Italian bee
It will be necesis bred in its purity.
sary, in order to continue, to breed them
pure, to get rid of these impure bees.
This costs time, and is very much to
the injury of those breeding genuine
;

stock.

This system
until people
pure stock.

will, no doubt, continue
appreciate the value of

A. F. Moon.

Eome, Ga.

board of one of the new stands, and
remove the cloth from the old hive.
Thus they will remain until I return
home in the evening and then, I will
remove the frames and bees to the
larger hive, where they are to remain,
and make everything snug.
;

HOW

TO KEEP SURPLUS QUEENS.

I have a frame, made very much like
the one described by Mr. Davis, (page
134, vol. xiii, A. B. J.,) but differs
some respects. The frame is divided
into sections one side is covered with
wire cloth, the other has small doors,
made of perforated tin. In each section have a shield, made by bending a
strip of tin about
in. wide, and 4 in.
long into the shape of [j. In this I put
a piece of comb, containing honey. I
fasten the tin in with a tack.
In this frame of cages I keep all
rejected queens, and I think it will
answer very well for surplus queens. I
place the frame with the queens in a
strong colony, and there they will live
all summer. ' In winter they are apt to
chill to death.
I have no doubt that
this plan of keeping queens can be
made very useful to some bee-keepers.

m

;

H

Swarming and Surplus Queens.

S. C.

Dodge.

Chattanooga, Tenn., March

MY MANAGEJIENT FOR SWAKINHNG.
I am professionally a telegraph operator,

and keep bees

ment and profit.
me away from my
and

I

for both

amuse-

My

business keeps
pets during the day,

have been somewhat concerned

as to what plan I shall pursue during
the coming swarming season, and have
decided upon the following
1.
I shall have 2 or 3 very light, portable hives, made to contain 6 Gallup
frames, so arranged that they will not
shift about while carrying the hive
from one place to another.
I shall
have a large opening, covered with
cloth, in the bottom of each, to allow
plenty of ventilation.
2.
I will have all my empty hives
properly arranged where they are to
:

remain.
3.

I M'ill

Now

Co., Ala., Feb. 22, 1878.

"1. Bees are brhiging in pollen and honey.
If too bountifully supplied, shall I use the
extractor for the brood chamber at swarm-

ing time? 2. How can I keep the queen out
3. If a comb
of the surplus department ?
is full of honey, and only partly capped,
would it be safe to extract without waiting
for it to be finished ? 4. How shall I unite 3
colonies? .5. If a hive has a tendency to send
out more than 1 or 2 swarms, will cutting
out the queen cells stop them ? 6. Do you
think it advisable to heat honey before
sending it to market, to prevent it turning
to sugar ? 7. Can you tell me what smoker
will remain lighted, after laying it down, to
Unless I
use again in a few minutes?
keep mine continually working, it will go

Subscriber.

out uiimediately."

Extract whenever it is necessary to
2.
If the surplus
give the queen room.
department is above, the queen will not
3.
generally trouble it.
Yes though it
would be better if capped. 4. Remove the
poorest queen, smoke the bees thoroughly,
sprinkle with sweetened and scented water.
If in box hive, shake the bees on to a sheet
If in movable
and hive them together.
frames, select the frames having brood and
the most honey, omiting others. .5. Yes.—
[1.

have every queen with one

wing clipped.
for the mode of operating
a swarm shall issue, I will
have my wife to catch the queen and
cage her, which she can do very well.
Then cover old hive with a cloth, so as
to hide it from the returning bees.
Then place the portable hive in front
of the old stand, and as soon as the
bees commence to return, release the
queen in front of the hive. As soon as
all are in, she will remove the portable
hive, and place it upon the alighting

Whenever

Sumter

19, 1878.

:

;

6.

no.

If crystalizing threatens, yes.
7.

Bingham's

will

do it.—Ed.]

If not,

^oxvtspomUnct.
For the American Bee Journal.

Chips from Sweet Home.

On page 88 of the American Bee Jourto be afraid of
over-stocking our bee pastures witli bees.
One year ago to day I would have said
amen to his two columns, but last season's
experience has changed my amen to, that
I started out with 150 hives, located on less
than 3^ acre; increased to 200,—think I held
the increase down too close, however.—
These 150 hives averaged me a little over
100 tt)S. each. This spring, I shall start out
with about 270 hives, to be increased to 400,
all in one apiary, and shall get in honey—
nal, James Heddon seems

well— we will tell you better next fall,
and as F. I. Sage says, on page 75, we will
get it by plenty of hard work, which is not
"Palmer, how
suitable for invalids, &c.
much help do you have?" I will tell you
what I have to do this season: Commence
with 350 hives, 4 acres of small fruit, 4 acres
of garden truck, 3 horses, 5 cows, 4 calves,
hogs and poultry; this will be our work to
accomplisli. 1 hire one hand. If 1 could
get one trusty, competent person, (such are
scarce for bee business), I would start
another apiary next season. James, " witha-head-on," as O. Clute says, we must work
bee business as we do fruit. If we could
get a very early, or a very late berry, do you
think we could glut the market with that ?
O no says you, because we would have
the market to ourselves. Very good; afeiv
bee-keepers will keep up to the times, put
up honey to suit the demand, and get the
highest price; and the many, with boxhives, inch-board boxes of honey, will not
be able to compete with the few; consequently, the many will not be among the
{etc that will supply our large market with
oney.
We, at one time, advocated early breeding by stimulating, but vye now think, for
our location, it is better to not use any artificial stimulation, either by feeding or separating the brood part and inserting empty
comb. Such may pay to keep invalids busy
on a few hives, but does not us. None need
such but poor, weak hives, and these do not
pay us to fuss with, as we have plenty
will try overof others that will pay.
stocking, by running 400 hives in one
apiary.
Tiiere is a lack of honey-producing flowers between apple bloom and white clover
for 10 or 12 days. Where wild raspberries
are not abundant, it will pay to cultivate
some of the best improved kinds for honey
!

;

We

and

fruit, as they bloom at this interval,
filling up this vacancy.
The honey is

abundant and of the best quality; bees may
not store any in boxes, but it keeps up the
breeding, so that when white clover blooms
they are strong in bees and brood, ready to
store the tinest of honey in the siu-plus
boxes. Of all persons who should cultivate
fruit for profit, it is the bee-keeper, for he
has both fruit and honey; the latter giving
him some profit more than his neighbor,

who does not keep bees. With care, they
can be increased quite rapidly. The first
Sweet Home I raised in 1873; in 1874, I
raised 23 plants, and fruited the finest Black
Caps that I ever saw; in 1875, I raised 50
plants; in 1876, I raised 38 plants from the
original bush and 585 in all; in 1877, I raised
about 3000 plants, of which my brother beekeepers have availed themselves of guite a
share. They can be planted any time in
the month of April. Set 3 feet by 6 feet, and
cultivate as corn.
frequently have persons call to see
our apiary, ask questions, &c.
take
pleasure in showing them anything of interest, and answering a reasonable number
of questions, but there is one class I wish
to allude to. and such have just left. They
came 10 miles to see things and ask ques-

We

We

This was all right, but among the
questions I put to such is: "Do you
take a bee journal ?" Usually those who
are over inquisitive do not, and will
remember but very little you have told
them. Such were "my visitors to-day, and
after spending 3 hours of precious time to
me, I quit answering questions. The last
two questions were: "How do you transfer, and how do you raise (jueens ?"
I
answered them thus: " It will be cheaper
for you and me, for you to take a bee
journal; then you can read at your leisure,
remember and put in practice. What I tell
you, you will not recollect." The last words
i said to them were, " Take a bee journal."
On page 71 of the American Bee Journal, A. J. Cook thinks patents are a public
benefit. I, for one, think otherwise, and
will say in regard to bee-hives and apiarian
supplies, that there has been far more
money spent in patents than the benefits
arising by the sale of them. Patents has
been a bee-hive for sharpers, humbuggers,
and a few workers. It has been the m«ans
of keeping the price so high on many improvements as to hinder their introduction
to honest, law-abiding citizens.
D. D. Palmer.
Eliza, Mercer Co., 111.
tions.
first

For the American Bee Journal.

Experience of a Beginner.
I

have been taking the

Journal

American Bee

and I think I
can safely say that no person can advance
culture
of
in
the
the
honey-bee
very rapidly
without having the Journal as a guide,
to instruct in the science that bee-keepers
for nearly 3 years,

must necessarily
I

possess.

have been engaged in this pleasant and

lucrative business for nearly 2 years, and I
think I have succeeded remarkably well for
a beginner. I have, 20 colonies in good condition.
I am partial to the Langstroth hive, which
I consider it the best hive for
I am using.
general utility that I ever saw.
I keep
them well painted, and a little elevated, to
protect them from the ground. I winter
bees on their summer stands, with nothing
to protect them from the winter's cold, but

my

a board roof or covering.
It is very important for bees to go into
winter quarters with strong colonies. If
weak cues, two should be put together, as it

does not pay to feed a weak colony through
the winter, and then get tliem robbed in the
spring at least, that has been my experi;

ence, so far.

Robbing

is

something that

seems hard to control. The best preventive that 1 know of is to have no weak colonies in the apiary, and then each hive or
colony has a chance to defend their homes
have had a very mild, wet
and stores.
winter ; my bees have done well.
For the benefit of some beginners, (like
myself), I will give my plan of building
method will apply to
straight comb.

We

My

who advocate natural swarmnig, (of
1 think
1 am a strong supporter).
bees do much better when allowed to do
they fill their hives
their own swarming
much quicker than artificial swarms do. I
those

which

;

have examined 6 of

my

hives that I put

swarms in this spring, and in none
them found a single crooked comb. For

natural
of

building straight comb, I place my hive,
containing new swarm, on a level place
where I intend it to remain; then, with

blocks, or something suitable, raise the back
end about 4 inches higher than the front
end.
I have the comb guides of frame
waxed witii a little warm wax. When my
hive is put to suit me, I regulate the frames
in the same and close it up. Late swarms,
should be given brood from strong colonies,
to give them a start.
I read an article in the American Bee

JouRJfAL, February number, on the subject
of " Honey Dew," which met my approbation. 1 think it the best article on the subject 1 ever read.
Warren Co., Ky.,

W.
March

T. Sears.

13, 1878.

length, according to number of frames, and
allowing for glass at ends.
nail to
the ends of these strips a piece of lath,
plained edgewise. And now, tack a piece
of tin on the sides, the width of the end
pieces. This will form a very convenient
pan to set the sections into; and if made
exactly right, will hold the frames and glass
firmly together, and form a very neat and

Now

strong box. But why this 3^ inch space
over the frames? 1 have 2 objects in view
in giving the bees this space
1.
It will allow them all the room there is
to get into the boxes.
2.
They will build

comb,

full

size of

frame, instead of leaving }4 inch space at the
bottom to run through, to get from one
comb to another.
This is especially the case, when put on a
It you object to
hive with tight frames.
leaving this space, and you can arrange to
give the bees room enough to pass readily
into boxes without, you can make the pan

Take 3 strips of tin, for sides,
in this way:
of the desired length, turning 3^ i"» like an
r" Then nail the wooden piece on the
end, and the thing is done. It you find the
frames and glass fitting too loosely, fold up a
little

brown paper and wedge

in

between

the glass and the wooden ends.
Either of the two plans is an advantage
over other methods I have heard suggested
for holding frames while on the hive. The
frames occupy no more space than when
held together with paper strips. The holders are easily and cheaply made, and do not
stain sides of frames as with glue.
C. H. Dibbern.
Milan, 111.

[We think the plan for holding Prize Boxes
For the American Bee Journal.

How to

Use Prize Boxes.

on the

hive, as used

by friends Doolittle,
That is, in a

Betsinger and others, the best.

The present season

will be the first that
bee-keepers will use the "prize"
section boxes. I have learned a thing or
two, that I think will be of value to those
having had no experience with them. The
first impulse will be to make the sections
into a box of the desired length, either by
"paper strips, glued on," or by some kind
of frame to hold glass and frames together,
by wedges or other means. The holes or
slots through most honey-boards, or tops of
frames, are none too large to allow the bees
to pass readily into the boxes; and some
will be very apt to put on these boxes, with
the wide, flat pieces on the bottom, so as to
cut off most of the space, into the boxes,
and more or less dissatisfaction will be the

many

result.

These sections are certainly a great improvement over anything we nave had
before; all that is wanted is to "give the
bees a chance." If the honey-boards or top
of frames are pierced to correspond, (or
even a little larger than the slot-holes in tlie
bottom of boxes,) all will be well. The
majority of hives, however, are not well
adopted to have these boxes put on in the
ordinary way.
After some experience and considerable
study, I have adopted what I consider " just
the thing." Take a common lath, 1>^ inches
wide, rip it into two equal pieces; plane,
leaving it }4 in. thick; make it of suitable

CASE TO HOLD TWO PRIZE BOXES.
" case " 2 inches wide on the top and sides,
and \% inches on the bottom, to hang in the
hive by a projecting top-bar, as shown in
the cut. This keeps the outside of boxes
clean and nice for marketing, and the separators used between each case, prevents the
combs from being built crooked. As they
use a hive similar to the Gallup— their
" case ".holds but two Prize Boxes, as seen by
If the Langstroth hive is used,
the cut.
the case just takes three,— and seven of
these cases fill a story for the latter hive,
making 21 Prize Boxes for each.
Another plan, and the best we have seen
in that line, is the Rack, as made by Sperry
& Chandler, holding 18 Prize Boxes, with
the Separators between them,

marked B B

iu the cut.

The wedge, A, holds all with a
The outer boxes are glassed,

vise-like grasp.

as they stand on the hive (C. C. C). By
removing the wedge, A, any box may be
instantly removed, examined, returned or
replaced by an empty one— the spaces
between the rows readily admitting the

soil— most things with care, growing prodigiously. With a climate as genial as any in
the world, and perfectly healthy, what, I
ask, is needed here but industry and a little
time to make a man's home and its surroundings " a thing of beauty and a joy
Wm. C. Green.
forever?"
Oakville, Live Oak Co., Texas.

fingers, for that purpose.

These, so made that they rest at each end
on a piece of sheet-iron bent thus |~, prevents their being fastened by propolis.
piece of tin, 3 inches wide, running under
in. strip, dividing the rows of boxes,
the
projects % inch on either side and forms an
excellent support for the boxes. The separators are 5 inches wide, and rest on the
frame of the Rack, as seen at B.

A

%

RACK FOR LANGSTROTH HIVE.

A similar

Rack

is

also made, containing

13 Prize Boxes, for the

American

hive,

and

Worrall's Centennial hive.
Friend Dibbern will here see some of his
ideas already adopted, and from these plans
for obtaining comb honey in the most marketable shape, he may be able to glean
something even more progressive than his
own ideas. Comparing Notes, in this way,
is advantageous to aU.— Ed.]

For tne American Bee Journal.

Texas as a Bee Country.
I came from Michigan to Texas nearly
This portion of Texas, where
the climate is so mild and genial— where
flowers bloom nearly all seasons of the
year, and where bee food can be raised at
ALL. seasons, in inexhaustable quantities
is one of the best and most profitable bee
countries in the world.
The question of "Which is the best
method of wintering bees" does not trouble
us here, for there is scarcely 20 days during
the entire winter but bet^s wintered without
Erotection on their " summer stands" will
e out "taking a fly." and generally
" making honey while the sun shines."

3 years ago.

The possibilities of South-western Texas
are, as yet, almost unknown. The stock
business, and cotton have heretofore monopolized the attention of the people, even
to the exclusion, until recently, of corn and
other necessaries of life. Nearly " everything under the sun" will grow in this

For the American Bee Journal.

The Hive

I like best.

I like a frame 12x12 inside, because the
larger frames are not as good for nuclei,
require a larger or deeper extractor, and I
have noticed, as well as others, that the
queen prefers as nearly a perfect circle as
the comb will admit of for laying, especially
So here are 3 good
early in the season.
reasons for adopting that frame.
Last year my attention was particularly
directed to the distance between the frames,
by an article in Ole<mings, or Bee-Keepers'
Magaz'me, by Mr. Harrison, of Virginia.—
I made the experiments he suggested for a
beginner, and sure enough, at l}4 inches
apart, from center to center, the bees built
on the inside of the guides, and verv commonly made their combs between the last
frame and side of the hive; so I decided
upon 1% inches.
Next, the hive question came up, and
from all 1 could learn from books and bee
papers, the best plan was to winter on summer stand, provuled one had a hive that
would resist the winter's cold; and such a
hive is calculated to resist the summer's heat
as well. Not able to afford money or time
to experiment with Finn's, Worrall's, or
other double-walled, high-priced hive, and
having tools of my own, after writing for
estimates from several markets and hive

factories, I decided to make them myself;
stuff, dressed
this year at least. Took
on one side, made a brood chamber that is
a cube of 13% inside, with J^xX in- rabbets;
nailed a strip, IxJ^ inches, round outside, 1
inch from top, and another around the bottom edge. For sides of outside wall, or
case, took the same stuff, but turned the
smooth side out, instead of smooth side in,
as with brood chamber; cut the sides so as to
put back end in mitring, and extend in front
for portico, and cut to slope roof of portico
from IH inches from top of case to 6 inches

%

from top of bottom board. Cut front board
of case to fit under roof of portico. Bottom
board is 163^x20 inches, grain across, and
sides and back of case, cover and mask it,
so as to keep off all wet and cold. Nailed
bottom board to oak sills, running fore and
aft of hive, and cut sloping in front for bees
falling on ground to crawl up on, as given
in Cook's

Manual.

A screw on each

side,

through low edge of

case, fasten bottom to hive for transportation. Cap 7 inches deep, house-roofed, and
triangular strip to cover, joined at edge.—

This for box honey, and tiered up, " Simplicity" fashion, if needed; using Quiuby's
hive clasps for lower belts if you wish; but
for extracting, I have made an upper story,
just like brood chamber, double-walling it
the same way, and making a flat cover with

a ridged roof over it, to guard against heat.
Upper ventilators are through flat cover,
and tlien through gables of roof, ventilators
for brood chamber through lower, back
corners of inside vi^alls and front, lower
corners of outside walls, none of them admitting light.
Now, is it not best for a beginner to make
haste slowly, and use such a hive as this,
than to go it on the cheap and use a poor
hive? Working from patterns, 1 can make
'2 in a day, with the 7 inch cap.
The hive for
extracting, doubled and complete, will take
50 feet of lumber, but it can be used, temporarily, single, in part or throughout, till you
have time and means to put case on; and so

can

many

others.

A 12x14 glass can be put into the back of
brood chamber, with a close, double cover,
hung on hinges; but, this would be more
curious than useful, perhaps, and when you
have many visitors, a source of annoyance
to the bees, the thing most important is to
have a hive of the proper size, but especially to resist the changes of temperature
and the extremes of every season.
Those looking for a business in which
they can make something out of nothing, or
a great deal out of very little, will have to
look farther than bee-keeping before they
find it. Bee-keeping will pay, but only in
proportion to the amount of capital, intelligence and industry invested in it. It takes,
perhaps, less money to start in it, but what
it does not call for in cash has to be made
up in knowledge, pains-taking, and persistent industry; and to any, or all, who think
of trying to grow their own honey, I would
say, get a

book before you get any bees.

Winchester,

111.,

Wm. Cam.

themselves. Shortly after, I found a colony
with many dead bees on bottom board, but
before had noticed robber bees disposed to
trouble it.
I opened it and found bees
sluggish. I changed them to a new hive,
but they soon perished.
About the middle of December I discovered my bees eagerly engaged in robbing.—
Did all I could to control it, but with little
success. Several colonies were destroyed.
The ones attacked must have been affected
similarly to the one above mentioned; for
my assistance availed nothing. Had they
been in vigorous condition, the contraction
of the entrance would have enabled them to
resist the robber bees. It may not be improbable that 1 or 2 of the hives were
queenless.
After the cold spell in January, I found
several other colonies dead, and several
very much reduced in bees. Some of these
colonies had nearly every cell filled with
honey, a considerable portion of it uncapped, and some quite thin. One colony
of Italians had their hive filled so that
hardly an empty cell remained, and with
the same kind of honey. They were pretty
strong, and passed through the cold spell in
January, though having so much honey,

without injury.
I continued to lose

Goshen, Ky., April

honey was gathered mostly in June and
July. We have no fall harvest here that
amounts to anything. My honey netted me
$.500.00.
A portion of the honey I take,
(that which is gathered when the linden
tree is in bloom), when poured from one jar
It does so every
to another, effervesces.
season, and continues to till cold weather.

Persons not familiar with the honey would
at once pronounce it souring. But it never
has soured.
Leaving it in the hive till
capped, it effervesces the same.
In the fall 1 thought I had 31 colonies in
good condition for winter. All had a good
supply of honey, and seemed to have plenty
of bees. About the 1st of Dec. I discovered
1 colony dead and all stores gone; robbed,
I suppose, by other bees, after bees had
died, or

were not in condition

to protect

bees

till

I lost 19

2, 1878.

Jno. Rule.

For the American Bee Journal.

For the American Bee Journal.

Wintering, Robbing, &c.
I commenced last season with 27 colonies
of bees; part hybrids, and part pure Italians, in the standard Langstroth hives. Of
these colonies, 7 were quite weak.
The
others were in good condition. I hived 7
swarms, one of which I gave away, and 2
Other
left for the woods after being hived.
swarms came off, but at times that I was
not observing, and they went off. So my
colonies were increased to 31. From these
bees I took about 2,500 lbs. of honey, part
Tliis
comb, but most of it extracted.

my

colonies out of the 31 I had in the fall. I
have kept bees since 1872, and this is the
first loss of bees in wintering that I have
1 winter on summer
ever experienced.
stands; and till thia winter, 1 or 2 colonies,
lost from oversight as to stores, or by the
loss of queens, has constituted all the failure I have met with in wintering bees.

Detroit

Honey

Dealers.

Press of business prevented our reading
the excellent article from the pen of W. L.
Porter, in which he kindly informs us, (the
bee-keepers of Sanilac and Lapeer counties),
that the dealers of Detroit charge us with
buying sugar to feed to our bees, to make
honey. Now, I am acquainted with most of
the bee-keepers of Sanilac, living, as I do,
in the center of the county; and I know,
and am authorized to state that the charge
is false.

We

invariably go to Detroit in the month
of October, to market our crop, and any
person should know, that knows anything
about bees, that we cannot feed sugar or
anything else after that date. Some of our
bee-keepers, while in Detroit, buy their
sugar, tea, coffee, boots and shoes, also other
necessary articles, to last them till their
next yearly pilgrimage to Detroit, for the
do
purpose of selling their honey.
those dealers not charge us with feeding
tea, coffee, boots and shoes to our bees to
will call a convention
make honey ?
of the bee-keepers of Sanilac and Lapeer
counties some time in June or July, and
will probably take some steps to teach a
lesson to the dealers in Detroit, by sending
our honey to, and purchasing our supplies
and less suspicious
in, a more honest,

Why

We

market.

Bees

Have

right.

all

summer

tered on

74 swarms.

O., Sanilac Co.,

Mich.

Average Results.

:

No. of colonies in the fall of 1876
springofl877
"
"
lost in wintering
Making a loss of 30 per cent.

1777
1239
538

As the result of the summer's work:
Commenced with

colonies.
"
850

12t>5

Increase

Extracted

pounds

68360
7166

Total

76532

Wax
Extra Italian queens raised
The average per hive (in spring) was:
Box honey
Extracted

494
197
54

5%

"
"

"
59%
Total
The increase of colonies was 67 1-5 per cent.
Average depth of frame used, 10}^ inches.
Annual increase of colonies from the fall of 1876 to
the fall of 1877, 17 per cent.

B.

tially the

of the late Mr. Quinby's last inventions, the
brood chamber of which is essentially the
closed-end frame, or sectional
same.
hive, tied together with a string, and very
expensive, though the principle is right, in
my opinion.
closed-end frame, a box
hive, or a sectional hive, are the only ones
that I have ever seen that 1 consider fit to
do out-door wintering in. In either of these,
every comb is nature's division-board, and
the bees are able to adopt themselves to
their own circumstance, and are not dependent upon the apiarist to move the divi-

A

of the Journal, is, to me, more
interesting than the statement of the operations of the North-Eastern Bee-keepers'
Association.
From the one given in the
last American Bee Journal, the following averages may be obtained, as the labors
of 34 bee-keepers

No page

Box honey taken

also speaks of having read

"Bevan, on the Honey Bee," of essensame thing. I have a hive in my
possession, presented to me by Mr. Hetherington, who has them in practical use, one
in

James Anderson.
Farmers P.

The Professor

Win-

stands.

LUNDERER.

A

sion-board whenever there is a change in
the internal condition of a colonj\
I will close by saying that out of 120 colonies I have not lost one, and don't expect
I examined 100 colonies in my cellar,
to.
yesterday, and find them as sweet as a rose,
and in better condition than I ever had a lot
of bees at this time of the year. They have
not had a flight since November 1, and they
will not need one until they can get pollen
and honey. I have kept the temperature
between 40 and 50°. They have not consumed over .5 lbs., on the average, yet
some not over 3 lbs. The warmer you can
keep them and have them quiet, the less

honey they will consume. Those wintered
on their summer stands are all right.
A. H. Russrll.
Adrian, Mich.

For the American Bee Journal.

Hives— Boxes— Wintering.
Dear Editor :— In reading the Michigan
Agricultural College Apiary Report, of
1877, I see that Prof. Cook speaks in the
highest terms of the Eussell honey box.—
While I have always contended that it was
the best box in use, for all purposes, still,
I claim to have a better one now. 1 have,
since our Convention, invented a device for
glassing the light, bent-wood section, exhibited at our Michigan Convention, by
Prof. Cook thus making a lighter, cheaper,
and neater, single-comb box than my old
one, or any other that I have ever seen or
susceptible of being glassed
heard of
I will send one
before or after being filled.
to your Museum within a few days.
He also makes favorable mention of the
Russell hive, but does not think it quite as
convenient as the Langstroth. By way of
explanation, I wish to say that Prof. Cook
has. I tliink, one of the first lot that I made,
with inside fastenings at the top and bottom, which made them rather inconvenient
to handle. I saw it, and almost immediately improved upon it, by putting side
fastenings on the outside. With the advantage of this improvement, and others that
;

;

I

have made since.

make

my

in Scott Co.,

:

Iowa.

As there has been no report through the
Journal, during the past year, from this
county, in regard to bees and honey, I will
give a few items:
The present winter has proved, so far, the
mildest during the 24 years I have resided
I
Bees are wintering splendidly.
here.
liave not heard of the loss of a single colony yet. In the winter of 1875, I had 32
colonies; it was a mild winter here, lost but
one swarm. The winter of 1876-7, I tried
to winter .50 colonies, but from the middle
of November until the last of January, it
froze all the time. I had my bees protected
by straw, all around, except in front, also
plenty of honey, yet I had
chatt' in caps
the sad satisfaction of being the owner of
but 10 colonies, by April 1. I did not wish
to lose so much valuable comb, so I purchased 20 colonies of Mrs. Grimm, of Wis.
Commenced with 30 colonies, increased to
66 and got 1400 lbs. of comb honey, and
about 400 lbs. of extracted. The past season was not extra good, but when I get an
average of 60 lbs. per colony, I will not
grumble 6 of my Grimm colonies filled a
case of 24 frames each average, 44 to 46 lbs.
In this county, our main honey crop is
from white clover but very little bass wood
I have been cultivating
can be found.
find it splendid
alsike, for the past 8 years
for the bees, and when sown with timothy
makes better hay than red clover it never
has winter-killed with me, while red clover
often does.
;

;

;

this offer, viz
I will give,
to any man, hives enough to furnish his
apiary for one season, who will handle as
many frames of any movable hive, in the
same length of time, and kill as few bees as
I do in
sectional hive ; all other conditions being equal. To be done at the next
State Fair, at Detroit.
I will

For the American Bee Journal.

Bees and Honey

;

;

;

my

Now 1

brother bee-keepers
wish to tell
I got 3 ci'ops from the same piece of

how

land the same year, for the past 8 years.—
As soon as I have a piece of grain harvested, I plow and sow to buckwheat— the
past season 1 sowed 10 acres to buckwheat—
where I have a good crop of wheat. Owing
to dry weather, it did not sprout till the
37th of July had a yield of 22 bushels per
acre, and realized $1 per bushel, by selling
the flour. So there is where the third crop
The past fall for buckwheat
comes in.
honey was not a j;ood one, yet my bees
gained about 15 lbs. per colony, during buckwheat bloom. This buckwheat honey was
nearly all stored in the brood chamber. I
have no idea what amount of honey can be
gathered from an acre in a good season.—
My bees had access to my neighbor's 11
acres of buckwheat, where he harvested a
crop of barley yet, while my bees visited
his, other bees came to mine. I believe it
will pay farmers, who are bee-men, to try
;

;

this plan.

Two

on the leather, to
and nearly
a quarter of a mile from the apiary they
remained on the roll till I threw it down at
the shop door, and were so chilled by that
time, as to be unable to fly.
On another occasion, one evening after
they had had a fly, I walked out in the
apiary, and to my surprise, the fences, tops
of hives, &c., were covered with chilled
I think, on this
bees, unable to move.
it

was

cold.

bees

They were both

rest.

lit

Italians,

;

occasion I lost, at least, bees enough for 2
I have seen this repeated
or 3 colonies.
several times, but never, as yet, have I
caught black Ijees guilty of the like. If the
Italians would only be as careful as the
natives, while the weather is too cold, not
to venture out, they would come out in the
spring stronger than the natives, but as the
ease stands, they are not more than half or
two-thirds as strong as the natives on the
Yet, they recuperate with
first of April.
such rapidity as to surpass them when the
honey season has fully opened.

I said my bees gained 1.5 lbs., per colony,
during buckwheat bloom let us say 10 lbs.
;

Now 66 colonies

would make 660

lbs.,

or 66

This certainly will pay for
lbs. per acre.
sowing to buckwheat, even if we get no
buckwheat cakes on a cold winter morning.
Having purchased a few colonies at a sale, I
now have 70 colonies in good condition, all
Geo. L. Gast.
on their summer stands,
LeClaire, Iowa.
For the American Bee Journal.

In speaking of the invention of hives, we
well say their "names is legion." I

may

have examined several new patents during
the last 6 months, none of which I care to
but not to injure
try, even if given to me
the sale of any of them, I will name none of
;

but will say, the only men who are
qualified to invent a hive, that will answer
its purpose successfully, are none other
than those who have had close experience
with bees for 8 or 10 years, at least and
such as have a thorough knowledge of the
habits and manipulations of the bee. Yet,
how few novices there are in the business a
year or two, that do not invent a hive !—
This injures the bee business as much as
anything.
Such novices would do much

them

J

;

Spring Dwindling, Hives, &c.
I have just returned from my other apiary
of 22 colonies ; all answered to the roll-call,
and are gathering pollen in great abundance. The roll-call at home is 64 ; 3 having
" gone up," by my negligence or oversight.
All, thus far, seem to be in good condition.
The honey season here will not open till
near the 1st of May, and by that time, half,
or more of my bees will be shipped off, as
is my custom every spring.

SPRING DWINDLING.
would recommend to all who wish
to understand the Italian bees and their
difference from the native bee, to read
again the article in the March No., page 74,
by I. P. Wilson. His experience, with the
exception of " cellaring," is the same as my
own. I have had no experience in "cellaring" bees— always winter on summer
stands, and this last winter I have given the
strong colonies no other protection than to

Here

I

for the
weak colonies, quilts were spread over the
frames, with the exception of the 3 I neglected, and that died in consequence.
As to safe wintering, I will say this: I
can take any number of colonies in Nov.,
and fix them for winter, in such a manner
that I can insure every one to winter safe,
no matter what sort of a winter.
several years before I could
It was
account for tlie Italians being so weak in
first discovery of the cause was
My
March.
One day in Feb., as I came
as follows
from the tan yard, with a roll of leather,
buttoned tight, for
overcoat
and my

contract the entrance of the hive

:

;

better to follow, instead of trying to lead
forcibly does the
the old veterans.
present state of things remind me of the
lulfillnient of a dream I had a few years
ago, while Mr. Clark was editor or the
JouuNAL. I wrote the dream and forwarded it for publication, but friend Clark saw
fit to drop it into the waste basket— the first
I ever wrote that found that destination.
The dream is as fresh in my memory to-day
as the day I wrote it ; and is now being
fulfilled to the letter. I will not give the
dream here, but give one single instance, to
show its fulfillment
1 saw all these hives
and box patents, in the shape of different
birds, in one large tree, and when a tremendous large gun was fired at them, all that
were killed, have lain dead since.
The
Langstroth hive was wounded in the wing,

How

:

but her wing healed up and she finally
triumphed.
When experienced men look at a new
patent, it does not take long to see the
faults
but novices, having very little
experience, are deceived— buying, not only
the right, but the county and state, and
;

finally, in most cases, come to grief.
I
name not a few such cases. But I
must not be understood as discouraging
inventions. I am in favor of them but there

could

;

are scores of such inventions never worth
patenting, and almost worse than useless.
This is the class of articles I object to, and

mnn

would again caution novices to consult
bee-men, of long experience,
the older
before leaping into the dark.

I

apparently but certainly,

after careful

examination.

This is the most singular winter ever
in Minnesota.
Only three or four
times has the murcury run down below
zero, and only once did "it reach 11° below.
Bees would have wintered finely on their
summer stands, but who supposed they
would plow, every month in tne year, as
farmers have done here.
I buried my bees, by digging a pit, 3 feet
deep with board floor, sides and roof
filling up all spaces between hives with dry,
oat straw, and putting about 6 inches deep
over hive, leaving a space above for air to
circulate; put in 2 stove-pipes for ventilators, one extending below the bottom of the
floor, and the other just reaching through
the roof, for foul air to escape. Covered tJie
roof with 6 inches of straw, 6 inches of earth,
another coat of straw, and about 4 inches of
earth to finish off regulating the temperature with dampers in ventilators, and keeping a thermometer in the escape ventilator.
I visited my bees as regular as the day

known

BROOD NEST.
It should never be disturbed.
I used to
extract brood frames and all but of late, I
have discovered it to be very injurious. If
the 6 middle frames of every 10 framed
Langstroth hive were let alone, and never
disturbed, the colony would be stronger,
and winter better on good, ripe honey, and
consequently, free from dysentery and
other disease. If it was not for finding the
;

queen, and knowing what was wrong with
a colony, &c., I would recommend a hive
without frames for brood nest. 1800 cubic
inches inside, oval at top, to a space of 2 or
.S inches,
instead of a flat top. The upper
story of a double Langstroth can be placed
on top of them. The brood nest being too
small to store honey, will force the bees to
the top and that being oval, instead of fiat,
gives them more rapid access to the top,
and concentrates the iieat to that point. I
shall try a few of them the coming season,
but wonder if they are already invented
and patented unknown to me.
;

DIVISION BOARDS.
read that some one has a patent on division boards. I have been using them since
1866.
Did his patent commence previous to
that year?
R. M. Argo.
Lowell, Ky., March 7, 1878.
I

N. C. Mitchell claims a
[ Certainly not.
patent on the use of the Division Board, in
connection with " lugs," (i. e., small pieces
of iron, for legs ), and rubber strips at the
plain Division Board is
sides, &c.
neither patented nor patentable. His claim
covers that combination only. That patent
was not issued till March 9, 1875—9 years
after friend Argo began to use them.— Ed.]

A

«>(

;

;

came, and listened for their cheerful hum
very anxiously, during the warm, foggy
weather of December. At last, the temperature began to raise, and all the ventilation
I could give them was of no avail
it run
up to 70°, and it seemed as though they
were swarming below. Opened out the pit
and gave them air, cooled down to 48°, and
covered up again, where they remained
quiet until March first, when I began to
take out 6 a day, until all were out.
Have
;

not a mouldy comb or hive in the lot.
They were buried 114 days.
I think I have found the secret of safely
wintering. Thanks to very valuable suggestions from I. Ingmundson, Esq., and by
using a little common sense, with considerable labor. But where is the true bee culturist who does not love to work among his
beautiful pets!
I can sit and watcli my
little laborers for hours at a time, and learn
something of them every day, helping a

worker into his home,
exhausted, a few inches
from the entrance, unable to rise on tne
wing again and a bee does not like to

poor, loaded, tired

when he drops

For the American Bee Journal.

;

Bee-Keeping
As

the bee season

in Minnesota.
is

about to open for

1878, perhaps it would be in
last season's business,
I

order to report
commenced, a
year ago, with one colony, all that I wintered, out of 5. Bought one more of Ch.
Dadant & Son, and 3 of I. Ingmundson, (the
most successhil
bee-keeper in Mower
county). Two colonies did not swarm, but
the other 3 increased my stock to 33. One
giving me 7 swarms, and all filled their
hives and between them, over 100 lbs. of
surplus. All wintei'ed well, and are strong
in bees, brood, and stores now, and hard at
work every fine day on piles of fine sawdust, old bits of comb, and coarse flour.
Hundreds of them go a quarter of a mile to
sugar barrels and refuse, around grocery
;

stores, working like beavers. Some of my
best colonies do not appear to have used 5
lbs. of honey all winter
while others,
equally strong and prosperous, have taken
15 to 20 tt)S. Who can explain why it is ?
They are both strong in bees, not only
;

far, preferring to light at his own
door, close by the sentinels, who stand
there to receive the password.
I figure up my bee experience as follows,

crawl

to date
Total cash outlay for bees, hives, guide-comb.
Journal, extractor, Bingham smoker, cans and the
whole paraphernalia
$117 45
:

I have 23 Italian colonies, well worth |12.00 each,
here, but we will call them
$10.00
$230 00
Extractor, cans, «Stc., on hand
20 00
"
Eight extra hives
complete
8 00

@

Comb honey,

100 lbs.

"

Honey sold, cash
One queen sold
Transferring, and hive furnished a beginner
Total

20 00
47 00
2 50
2 50

Less total outlay

330 00
117 45

Total net profit

212 56

This makes a very satisfactory showing,
and I think demonstrates that bee-keeping
will pay, with " good luck." But don't rob
these faithful servants so that they must
starve before another spring
Leave them
enough, ox more than enough it is not lost,
and It will encourage them to build up
!

;

strong, early in

the

spring,

swarms, and more surplus.

give earlier

This

is

my

theory.
In conclusion, 1 would say, should this
article be the means of starting some one in
the business, they should bear in mind that
10, who attempt bee raising,
for want of " luck," (i. e. study and
attention), and if you have not patience,
and some time to see to them, don*t go into
it, but as the saying goes, leave it for " those
who are too lazy for anything else but keeping bees," which, I think is the reason of so
many failing in honey producing.
I see by the JourI want Italians, only.

about 9 out of
fail,

nal

a few prefer the blacks. I have
and do not want any more bees
home and food for moth
worms, to their own utter destruction. I
find no difficulty in getting Italians to work
in boxes. It is not their nature to be idle
when they have plenty of room to store in,
whether it is in boxes, hives, frames or
even glass jars and tumblers. Give them a
little nice comb ?for a starter— that is my
method of coaxing them.
I send you a shadow of myself, for your
collection, dear Editor.
Success to the Journal. Long may it
flourish.
C. F. Greening.
St. Paul, Minn., March 8, 1878.
tiiat

tried both,

that furnish a

Thanks, friend Greening, for the shadow.
up in our sanctum— looking over
our desk, where we toil every day in the
interest of all who love the honey bee.— Ed.]
f

It is placed

dence in believing the assertions of Sartori.

To give my readers the rate of confidence
which this dealer is entitled, I will quote
a part of his advertisement that is in the
British Bee Journal. He writes, that his
" sole object in selling queens, &c., is to
forward the interests of bee-culture, ivlthout regard to his oi(;?i." Yet, if we look at
his prices, we find that his goods are advertised at 25 per cent, more than the rates of
his competitors.
I am just perusing the article by Mr. Geo.
Thompson, on the improvement of the
Italian bee, page 137, April number of 1877.
He quotes several testimonies, to sustain
his idea that the bees of Italy are not pure.
Mr. Deus, of Dusseldorff, found the orange
colored bees at Genoa, and the black
and further, another writer
bees at Nizza
"
says
were surprised, on our arrival
at Nizza, to find only the common bee
there."
For an answer, I beg my contradictor to
open a map of Italy.
He will see that
Nizza, or Nice, is outside of Italy, separated from this kingdom by the Alps. Nice
is a French city, which belonged to Italy
some 20 years ago, although French by
origin and language.
My contradictor has now to rely on Varro,
Columelle, Virgil, and Spinola, all writers
of another era, to prove his assertion that
the Italian bees are a hybrid race.

to

:

We

Hamilton,

;

111.

Ch. Dadant.
For the American Bee Journal.

Marketing Honey.
For the American Bee Journal.

"Dadant

vs.

In the A. B.

Himself."— Answer.

J. for April,

George Thomp-

son wants to know when and why I have
changed my views on the purity of bees in

Here is my answer
Although I had not received a single impure queen from Italy, I had heard so many
complaints about the purity of imported
queens, that when I started for Italy, I was
altogether persuaded that the Italian race
Italy.

:

was not

pure.

;

On my arrival at Milan, I narrated to L.
impression. He
Sartori, that such was
said that Lombardy was the home of the
Italian bee, and that nowhere in Italy
Of
were the bees as pure as at Milan.
letters from that place were
course,
Soon after, I
imbued with this idea.
learned that Sartori was only a queen
dealer, and bought queens from every part
of Italy— from Piedmont to Venetia; from
the Alps to Tuscany. Then I reflected that
Mona, a queen dealer too, who had journied
all over Italy, had no interest in writing
that all the bees from the Alps to Brindisi
are pure ; but, that on the contrary, Sartori
was interested in making me believe that
there were impure bees outside of Lombardy. I saw, also, in the reports of the

my

my

bee journal, UApieultui-e, that
there were queen dealers, in parts where
Sartori had told me that there were impure
bees. I received good queens from those
then I concluded that Mona was
parts
right, and that I had misplaced my confiItalian

;

During the past 20 years I have raised,
bought and sold more or less honey each
year, and I know what the trade demands.
I was among the first, if not the first to
introduce small packages of honey in the
Boston market, and to advocate the use of
small boxes. By consulting the back numbers of the Journal, perhaps it may be
found that I was the only person to recommend the use of 3 &. caps, some 12 years
ago. Now the trade demands even smaller
packages. Sections that hold 1 and 2 lbs. of
honey are as large as are needed in fact, I
hardly think that larger boxes will ever be
called for again.

Last fall I bought and sold 10,000 fts. of
honey. It was of an excellent quality, and
mostly in 4 lb. boxes. I could not get any in
1 and 2 lb. boxes.
I have no doubt that I
could have sold more, and at much better
prices, had it been stored in smaller boxes.
The crates contained too much honey,
and one man could not handle them alone.
Not over 30 lbs. should be put in one crate,

and any amount between 10 and 30 lbs. will
not be far out of the way.
The smallest crates were sold first. Not
only do small crates sell more rapidly, but
the danger of breaking and damaging the
honey in handling is greatly increased by
using large crates. It is enough to make
one's blood boil, to watch the loading or
unloading of a lot of honey. They will put
a crate of honey on the "truck" when it
can be handled much easier and to better
advantage without doing so.
I had a lot of honey shipped to Boston,

and was not

was unloaded

tliere

wlien

it

in tlie niglit,

came

in,

as

and a worse

it

lot

of honey no one ever beheld. Tiieie was
one ton of it, and all but about 500 lbs. were

badly broken.
The bee-keeper who puts liis honey up in
^accordance with the demands of the market
will be sure of a good price and quick sale
but the one who uses large, coarse boxes
;

crates, and a large amount of wood and
glass will come to grief.
H. Alley.

and

Wenham, Mass.
For the American Bee Journal.

Bee Items.
The past winter was one of the most favorable for bees in many years. I wintered
49 colonies on their summer stands, and did
not lose any. All but six of them were at
Newcastle, and I did not see them from the
2d of January until the 9th of April. At the
latter date I found one colony starving, at
least three-fourths of the bees being dead,
and the rest barely alive. I fed them immediately and saved a good queen and enough
bees to form a moderately strong nucleus.
Expecting to remain at Logansport for at
least one year more, I moved my bees to this
place; the' removal by rail, a distance of 80
miles, being effected without accident or
loss.

THE SPRING HARVEST.
The show of fruit blossoms, peach, cherry
and apple, is simply immense The trees
could not be fuller than they are. The peach
and cherry trees, at the present date, are
passing out of blossom, and the apple trees
are just in their glory. From the time the
fruit blossoms begin to make their appearance, until this time, the weather has been
almost uninterruptedly hue, and the secretion of honey has been very large.

RED BUD OR

"

JUDAS TREE."

have noticed in the bee journals, for
some months past, inquiries and statements
concerning this tree as a honey producer.
I have known for years that bees worked on
it, but I had not tliouglit of it as especially
I

At Newcastle, the only place
have given much attention to beekeeping are very few trees of that kind, not
enough to make it practically of any value.
Here it abounds. Biddle's Island, an island
valuable.

where

I

in the Wabash river, within the city limits,
has a large number of the trees, and there

are many of them
reach of my bees.

them

is

in

other localities within

The

yield of honey from
really astonishing. Tlie bees that

have visited the reb-bud are readily distinguishable from others by having more or
less of the red pollen adhering to them. I
have never seen bees carry larger loads of
honey from any source than tliey do from

this.
Some of my colonies are storing surplus honey, and in a few days I expect to extract some red-bud and fruit-blossom lioney.

ROBBING.
have discovered, within the last 24 hours,
a case of robbing in which the stock l)eing
robbed did not seem to be able to distinguish
the robbers from the bees of their own hive.
I

The honey was being carried away as fast
as a strong stock could carry it, the robbed
stock being also strong; and the bees whose
stores were being appropriated were working away as if there was nothing wrong.
The tianspositiou of the hives (the robbing
and the robbed), this morning, has put ah
end to the mischief. I have observed a
number of cases of the same kind before,
and I have no doubt that they are more

common

than is generally supposed.
It
seems strange that bees should commit robbery when honey is so abundant everywhere; and stranger still, that while the
bees that were suffering the loss would seize
strangers from other hives, they would permit the bees of that particular colony to
carry away their stores without molestation.
The only explanation I can give is, that by
some means the two colonies have acquired
the same scent.
Logansport, Ind., April

M. Mahin.
23, 1878.

For the American Bee Journal.

"On

Novice."

We very much dislike to occupy the valuable space of that best of all bee journals
the old American— with so poor a subject,
but force of circumstances leave us no alternative. We shall endeavor to make the
disagreeable task as brief as possible, trusting to a kind Providence to deliver us from
a like dilemma in future.
In December last we sent a card to the A.
B. ,J. saying that we should give its readers
a few choice extracts from the history of
" that $50 damages." Several causes have
conspired to delay the fultillment of that
promise— chief among them being thti quasi
promises of A. I. Root.
Uiuler date of Dec. 5, 18T7, Novice wrote
us an apologetical letter for his previous
treatment of us, and in conclusion said:
••
The matter of the foundation is, so far as I
am concerned, perfectly satisfactory." In
view of what he had published at the time,
we thought he ought to say as much in
" OleaniiiQs,'''' and wrote him to that effect.
In his reply to our suggestion, lie ottered to
leave the whole matter out to a third party
for arbitration.
But as Novice had expressed himself as being per/ectt{/ satisfied,
we didn't see anything to arbitrate, as we
only asked him to say publicly what he had

admitted to us, and we told him as much.
then wrote us another of his peculiar
letters, saying that he was " in a quandary;"
that he felt that "something should be said"
to us, but that he didn't know what to say,
Further on, in the same letter, he said,
etc.

He

"Although it was right to give it when you
I cannot for a moment think it was riglit for you
to take it. I can conceive of no explanation
that would make it, nor can the people."
asked that amount (the $oO damages),

We

thought it a little funny that if it was
so " very naughty " for us to take the money,
how it could be so proper and riijht for him
to give it. Perhaps he saw the "muddle he
was getting himself in as he gave this reason
for his action; " I gave my money for the
sake of peace and good will." It occurs to
us, however, that the many bee-keepers
whose rights and feelings he has infringed

with a nithless hand, would require a more

Becoming weary of a protracted correspondence about a matter whicli Novice admitted was jperfectly satisfactory to himself,
and yet which he failed to make so to us,
we gave him this ultimatum either make a

—

satisfactory explanation to the bee-keeping
world, or we should do it for him. His reply was characteristic of the man. •' I can
see no reason why the matter should be
given to the public at all," he wrote, and
then followed his usual religious exhortation. Thus it will be seen that our etforts to
attain an amicable adjustment were a total
dozen lines from the pen of this
failure.
man, who unceasingly parades love to man
and devotion to God, would have settled the
matter for all time. But he saw fit to withhold them, even after admitting that something of the kind was due me.
In view of all that has been said, we give
the readers of the A. B. J. a leaf from the
history of this matter. On July 20, 1876, we
shipped A. I. Root some wax to be made
into comb foundation. We ordered it made
into sheets 12x18 inches, and 6 square feet
to the pound. We weighed the wax in the
office of the Am. Ex. Co. here, but did not
give weight in writing to Novice, as we
wished to see if our weight tallied with his.
Well, it did within ten pounds. Novice
was to have one-half of wax for making it,
but he said it was " extra nice," so would
send us a little more than one-half of the
foundation. We at once notified him of the
error in weight of wax, and inclosed Ex. receipt, showing weight. This brought a card
from Novice saying somebody had " made
a mistake of 10 lbs., which we exceedingly
regret."
He afterwards paid us for that

A

—

amount.
In the meantime, our 24

lbs.

of

comb

foundation came
but instead of being 6
square feet to the pound, as we had ordered
it, the greater poi'tion of it was made less
than 4 feet to the pound. Having had only
a limited experience with the comb foundation, we supposed Novice's experience had
induced him to take the responsibility of
;

The glowing

making thick foundation.

reports which were being constantly publisned in Oieanings had prepared us for
experimenting extensively with the foundation, never dreaming that a failure was
possible. But it w(ts possible, all the same,
and cost us more than S300. In looking back
over the past, and knowing what we do
now, we would not have had it done, even
wrote Novice about
for that amount.
the matter, giving a detailed account of our
experience, and left him to do as he pleased
about the matter of indemnity. He replied
that as we were " the dissatisfied party, we
must certainly make out our own bill for
damages." On the following day, (Sept. 9,
1876), in remitting for the 10 lbs. of wax,
(above referred to), he said
thought
best to pay you for this, leaving the bill for
damages in making of the foundation, a
separate item, at your will." This looked
to us as though Novice intended to do what
was right in the matter so we wrote him
that if he wished to help us bear the loss,
for which he alone was responsible, he

We

:

"We

;

might send us

$50.

however,

how

often he had crawled out of
we closed our letter
with tliese words: "In conclusion I will
only say, that if you can pay the $50 cheerfully, you may do so but rather than have
any hard feelings in the matter, I would
lose all."
This brought an individual
check on the Medina bank for S50, and one
of the funniest letters we ever received.
He went on to tell how hard it was to spare
the money, and wanted to know if we
wouldn't return it.
Saying that if we
didn't, he could not go to the Centennial, in
Philadelphia, &c., &c. The next number
of Gleanings, however, said that Novice
did go to the Centennial, and took his
" better half" along also.
On October .5, 1876, we wrote Novice a
letter, giving in detail the losses we had
sustained by using the thick foundation.
The following is an extract: "Now, if
you wish me to bear this loss wholly myself, I can do so.
I cannot return a portion
of the 5J50, but I can return it atL" But we
received no demand for the money, but did
receive a most bitter and vindictive letter
from Novice, (dated Oct. 10, 1876), charging
us with "willful falsehood and fraud," and
calling us pet names generally.
tight places before,

satisfactory reason.

Knowing

full

well,

;

Hekbeet
South Haven, Mich., April

a. Bxjkch.

18, 1878.

Kansas Bee Pasturage.
For 2 years we have had very fair seasons for our bees, with the exception of the

months

of

June and July.
in May.

Red bud

briers,

In June, bees
dwindle; there being nothing for them to
forage on. In July they barely live at the
end of the latter month they are not as
strong as at the end of May. I was not
aware that white clover would succeed in
fruit trees, &c.,

;

I was at Leavand saw there an abundeverywhere in that town and
vicinity. For 20 miles west, towards Lawrence, I saw thousands of acres of it, as fine
as any I ever saw in the State of New York,
also 20 miles south to Kansas City, Mo. I
sowed about 2 ounces of seed on the prairie
sod, last season, where the ground had not
been broken. I could not have vsfished it

this State, until last year.

enworth
ance of

last fall,

it,

White clover will, in a very
short time, be a grand success here.
During the months of August and September hart's-ease affords abundance of forage
for the bees. In fact, it is worth all the
other plants we have in this region. Every
cultivated field is full of it. There is plenty
to take better.

of golden rod here, but bees scarcely touch
time, hart's-ease is
it, when, at the same
swarming with bees, working with all their
might.
The report of the National Beekeepers' Association, last fall, was worth
It was, by
twice the year's subscription.
far, the best report that 1 have ever read.
There was no foolishness in it, and that is
considerable to say for any such public proceedings. No man who has even but one
colony of bees can afford to do without a
good bee journal. I read more than one,
but recommend all my friends to take the

American Bee Journal.
Muscotah, Kan.

H.

S.

Heath, M.D.

®0nucixti0ws*
Parasites of the Honey Bee.

BEAD BEFORE THE

N. E.

CONVENTION.

A year

a^o this winter, while examining
the dust which is found upon the hottom
board, directly under the cluster of bees,
in every hive that is wintering well, I discovered several kinds of minute insects. I
was making this examination with a strong
magnifying glass, tor the purpose of satisfying myself more fully in regard to the
theory offered by Mr. M. Quinby, in 1874, as
to the feces of the bees being voided in a
dry state. And here let me say, though
foreign to the present topic, that I

am

fully

persuaded of the correctness of this theory,
and the importance of the discovery is yet
to be recognized as second to none in its
bearing upon the requirements for successful wintering.

During both the past and present winters,
have at different times examined hives in
some of the leading apiaries of our State,
and in every instance have found some
I

varieties of these insects or parasites, to
more or less extent. I have so far noticed
6 different forms; whether all distinct variOne kind
eties or not, 1 am unable to say.
I have hardly been able to retain possession
of long enough to determine niucli about it.
It is of a bluish color, and about as fixed in
When I thought 1 had
its habits as a flea.
him he was generally not there.
It has long been claimed by our best
writers, on the subject of wintering bees,
that one of the prime requisites for success
was perfect quiet. It has also been noticed
by many that while some swarms remained
very quiet, others could be heard buzzing,
and would be constantly uneasy. The fact
that some were quiet proves that the
uneasiness was not due to any external
disturbance. It has often been a subject of
much perplexity to me why these different
conditions should exist.
Some writers liave advised setting such
restless swarms upon their summer stands
for a purifying flight, antl this may be desirable, inasmuch as they have necessarily
been stimulated to a large consumption of
food by this undue excitement
but the
original cause of this disturbance has not
yet been understood.
I have given the subject my particular
;

attention,

and have found such swarms

clearing the dust from the bottom boards,
and upon examining this dust as they had
thrown it from the entrance, 1 discovered
these parasites in large numbers that had
been ejected from the hive. I find the Italians much more liable to be disturbed by
them than the natives. Their tendency to
defend themselves is here manifest, and
they are more easily aroused to action.—
This may account for the cases that are
cited where the natives winter better than
the Italians.
Another proof that the worrying of
swarms while in winter quarters is occasioned by these pests, is the fact that the

bees gradually leave the hive and fall upon
the cellar bottom; and when set upon their
summer stands, weak in bees, will oe found
to be throwing these parasites in large numbers from the hive. They are found in all
parts of the hive where the bees can not
reach them. Where the mat hugs closely
to the top of the frame, they will often be
found between it and the frame.
It has often been noticed that during the
spring and summer months, young bees are
frequently thrown from the cells that have
from some cause died before maturing.
Cases have been reported where they have

been so removed in large numbers. It
seems very probable that these may have
been destroyed by the parasite.
I find that some of them frequent the
hive, seemingly for honey alone, others

seem to be found only in the dust under the
cluster, while yet others appear to feed
upon the bees, especially the young and immature bees that
coml)s.

are

I have, as yet,

thrown from the

been unable to deter-

mine whether or not they destroy the bee in
the cell, and are thrown with it to the bottom board. It has often been noticed that
during the spring and summer months
young bees are often thrown from the cells^
that have, through some cause, been destroyed before maturing. Cases have been
reported where they have been so removed
in large numbers. It seems very reasonable that these may have been destroyed by
parasites.
It has been demonstrated by the experience of many, in wintering, that when the
ventilating slide in the bottom board is left
open, the bees, in most cases, cluster lower,
and directly over the opening; and are
found to keep more quiet. This method
has been recommended because of the evidently better results. I had supposed that
the advantage lay in the fact that they were
more certain of their freedom from the
opening being so near, and I yet believe
this to be a condition which favors this
result. It occurs to me, however, since my
acquaintance with these parasites, that
they were also more easily removed from
I
the hive when it was thus arranged.
have examined the dust which dropped
from the cluster through this opening,
lodging upon the top of the hive, beneath
when in winter quarters, and in nearly
every case I find these insects.
It has been found to conduce to successful wintering, to place a rim under each
hive, raising it a short distance from the
bottom board. In this case, the insects in
the dust would be farther from the cluster
of bees and less likely to annoy them.
It is quite probable that at least some of
these varieties came to us with tlie introduction of the Italians, and while their
presence is evidently harmful to us, I am
very much inclined to the belief that in
some form, they have, in many cases,.

removed the greatest curse

to

American

bee-keepers, viz: foul brood. It has ever'
been a mystery how this plague was so sud-

denly overcome, and I can in no way account for it so satisfactorily as that it was
caused by a parasite feeding upon the brood
and that its destroyer,
in a certain stage
in the form of another parasite, has over;

taken it in turn. This is corroborated by
our experience witli cabbage and currant
worms, potato bugs and otiier pests, whicli
in a few seasons of unchecked devastation,
are overtaken by tiieir enemies, and their
ravages cut short, in a sensible degree.

To what

extent tiiese pests are to affect
our pursuits, is yet to be determined. If
this paper shall induce others to assist in
investigating the subject, and report the
results for the advancement of our science,
the end for which it is intended will be accomplished.
L. C. Root,

How

to

Prevent Swarming.

KEAD BEFORE THE VT. ASSOCIATIOX.
It is well known that bees that do
not swarm will store much more honey in
boxes than they would if they threw off a
swarm or two, for the reason that they are
so reduced in numbers that it takes nearly
all that the few remaining workers can do to
furnish honey enough to feed the young
bees that are hatching so fast at that season
of the year. Shoukl they gather more than
the young consume, they have plenty of
room in the brood comb, made vacant by
the hatching bees, to store all the surplus
for a time at least,
when if they had not
swarmed the queen would quickly deposit
eggs in the cells made vacant by the iiatching bees; therefore they would then be
obliged to store their honey in boxes. It
will readily be seen, then, that it is very important for the honey producer that he
should prevent swarming as much as possible.
Now how can this be done? It has

—

always seemed

to

me

like

working against

nature to try to prevent swarming. But
then I have noticed that some colonies do
not swarm, and they are the ones that make
the most box-honey, and at the same time
everything in the brood chamber seem to
be in good order. Now if they were not

working contrary to nature, why not other
colonics be prevented from swarming if
they are placed in the same condition? In
the first place we should breed from nonswarming strains. I think this is a very
essential point; in fact it almost wholly depends upon the qu(!en, at least I am satisfied
that it does.
I mentioned in my paper last May of having a strain of unswarming queens. I experimented a great deal last season with
these queens and not one of them swarmed,
and they stored more in boxes than any
other strain I had, and I had three others.
These three strains did all the swarming.
One strain in particular wanted to swarm
all the time in spite of all I could do.
I
thought these must have been aware of the
late Horace Greeley's advice to young men
to emigrate West. But in this case it was
the old lady that wished to emigrate.
Therefore, I think I can safely say that
there is a great difference in strains of bees
about swarming. Why should there not be
as nuich difference in bees as there are in
different families of hens?
know that
there are certain strains of hens whose propensities for setting are much less than
others. I think, therefore, if we breed our

We

queens properly this point can be attained.
I will tell yovi how I managed last season.
I do not mention it with any idea of boasting, as it was wholly an accident with me.
1 was working for something else, wiien I

noticed, later in the season, that my work
paid me two-fold. I was not working to
prevent swarming. Really if any one had
asked me at the time if 1 was trying to prevent swarming, I should have told them I
was not,— that it would induce them to
swarm early. Nor do I know that it will
prevent swarming every time, but I think
with good queens it will be a great, help.
My object in writing this is to have others
try it another season and report the result.
It is this. In the spring as soon as it is settled weather and the colonies will bear it,
say the last half of May, when young bees
are hatching fast and the queens are laying
abundantly, go to every hive and examine
the condition of each, and all that are in
condition to admit of it, spread the brood
that is, separate the combs from the center
of the brood nest and insert an empty comb
in the space made vacant by the separation
of the brood. Great care should be taken in
this work not to over do it, as a little too
much spreading of the brood, especially in
cold weather, would be very injurious. If
they have no honey near the brood-nest a
comb containing honey and pollen should
be placed near them so that they will not be
obliged to travel over cold combs in order to
reach their stores. This should be done as
often as the condition of the colony and the
weather will permit.
The reason for so
doing is two-fold. First by so doing the
queen is not obliged to go outside of the
cluster to find empty comb to deposit her
eggs in. In this way we can help our bees
a great deal, and they will increase much
faster than they would if we left them alone
entirely. This should be repeated as often
as once or twice a week if the weather is
warm and pollen is coming in abundantly.
Second, by managing in this way we will
have very strong swarms early, which is
very essential to secure a large crop of
honey.
Now why should this mode of management prevent swarming? I reason thus
By having every comb in the hive filled
with brood early.— before the honey season
commences, as well as before the bees have
the swarming fever, as it is called. There
will be hundreds of young bees hatching
daily, consequently there will be hundreds
of cells vacated daily. Therefore making
room for the queen to deposit eggs, and
keeping her busy all the time they will
have no occasion for swarming. You will
perhaps say that the hive willsoon become
so crowded by this abundant hatching that
the bees will be obliged to swarm for want
of room. This would be the case, perhaps,
with the careless bee-keeper. But if on the
other hand he has been on the alert, up and
doing, with a thorough knowledge of the
inside of his hives and the requirements
thereof, he will have had his boxes on before this, thus making room for the surplus
bees and leaving the brood nest with no
more bees than is required there. This
should be done before tliey get the swarming fever (that is box-room should be given

and that bees never winter. well when
allowed to go into winter quarters with
such stores.
A. Fahnestock read address on marketing
[honey which will be sent for next Journal.
Moved that a committee be appointed to
examine and prepare a report on apiarian
implements, which was carried. The Chair
appointed Capt. Williams, R. Rakestraw
apd D. Kepler a committee.
While the committee were examining and
preparing their report, a communication
was read from D. Fink, Esq., of Arcade

them), because after they once get the
swarming fever no amount of room would
prevent their swarming.
Now in case the combs should become too
full of brood, or if the brood should not
hatch fast enough to give the queens sufficient room, a card of eggs and larvfe, can
be taken out and used in other hives that
need it and an empty comb put in place of
I say
it, thus giving the queen more room.
a card of eggs and larvpe, not a card of
hatching brood, as it has been customary
with me, and, as I know, with many others,
because by leaving the hatching brood they

city,

farms, commendatory of bee-culture as ait
elevating and important pursuit.
The report of the committee on apiarian
implements was read by Mr. Williams, as
follows
Your committee, after carefully examining the>
implements of the apiary on exhibition, beg leave to

are continually making room for the queen
to lay in. None of my colonies, that were
managed in this way last year, swarmed or
offered to swarm.
In conclusion, therefore, I will say, rear
your queens from the best strains and give
them room in proportion to their productiveness. By so doing I f/mife swarming can
be prevented and a large crop of honey secured when the season favors.
A. E. Manum.

:

report as follows
1.
believe the machine invented by W. D.
Parlier, of Defiance, O., for cutting and dovetailing,
and setting up Sectional Honey Boxes, to be a valuable aid to the bee-keeper, making a box equal, if
not superior to any other, and greatly cheapening

We

their manufacture.
2.
That the honey extractor, made by Mr. Everett,
of Toledo, to be equal, if not superior to any machine now before the bee-keeping public, and sold afr.
little more than half the price of any other good
machine.
3.
Root's Shipping Crate is worthy of adoption,
and his wood and metal cornered frames, as well a*
his Shipping Cages, are most useful of their kinds.

North- Western Ohio Convention.

The Association met

at

Napoleon. O.,

4.
A. Fahnestock, of Toledo, in the
Chair, The Chair called for essays on the
different subjects announced at the previous

April

VV. F.

him

to

much

criticism, as

keepers have their

most

all

furnishing the Society, at his own expense,
the many apiarian implements exhibited by
him. Carried.
The Association proceeded to elect it&
officers for the ensuing year. On motion,
the rules were suspended, and the following were elected by acclamation
President.— W. F. Williams.
Vice President— A. Fahnestock.
Treasurer.— T. B. Hayes.
Secretary.— Daniel Kepler.
Cor. Secretary.— S. L. Curtis.
Moved by Mr. Williams that the Secretary and the Corresponding Secretary h&
instructed to make out a synoptical report,
especially concerning the new machine for
making section boxes and the new extractor
on exhibition, and forward the same for
publication.
The organization then adjourned to meet at Liberty Center on the

bee-

own

:

and rear queens for their own use.
Mr. Clinton spoke on the subjects of introducing queens, uniting stocks, exchangof

stocks,

to

strengthen the

weaker ones, &c. To introduce a queen, he
would spray the queenless colony as well
as the queen to be introduced with highly
scented, sweetened water, at or near sundown, and turn the queen loose among the

To unite a queenless colony with
one having a queen, he would place the colony having the queen in the lower story of
a hive, and the one to be united in the
upper story and placed directly over the
other, at or after sundown, as bees never
fight at that time of day; all will unite
peaceably by the next morning.
Had
shifted weak colonies into places occupied
by strong colonies, thereby strengthening
the weaker colonies, but did not think it
safe, except during a good flow of honey.
A short essaj[ on honey plants was read
by Mr. Kepler, in which the writer claimed
that some plants secreted honey of such
inferior quality that bees will not winter on
it, and advised bee-keepers to reject such
honey for wintering puiijoses.
Mr. Rasey said he did not believe God
created bees with instincts that would cause

bees.

3nd Thursday in July.
S. L.

Curtis, Se&y.

Bremer County (Iowa) Convention.
At

a bee-keepers' meeting held at WaverSaturday, March 16, Thomas Lashbrook
in the chair— after some discussion upon the
subject of continuing the organization, it
was unanimously decided tn the affirmative.
Accordingly the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year; Chas. McCormack. Chairman; Thos. Lashbrook, Vice
Chairman; David Clark, Sec'y; and D. H.
Bush, Treasurer.
Charles McCormack, Thomas Lashbrook
and David Clark, were appointed a committee to draft a constitution and by-laws, to be
submitted at the next meeting, to be hetd.
the last Saturday in Mayly,

them

to gather unwholesome honey.
Mr. Williams.— It is well known that
bees gather cider from half-rotten, bruised
and fermenting apples, in seasons of scar-

)

)

standard of the
purity and method of rearing Italian queens,
and thought that bee-keepers would generally meet with less disappoiniment if they
would procure imported Italian queens of
some responsible or well-known importer,

ing places

Williams,

K. RAKESTRAW, \ Com.
David Kepler.
Moved by Mr. Williams that a vote of
thanks be accorded Mr. Fahnestock for

meeting.
Mr. Williams had prepared no essayfeared his views, if given in full, might subject

:

,

It was decided to have tliree regular annual meetings as follows: Last Saturday in
Feb., last Saturday in May, and last Saturday in October,
Mr. McCorniack gave some useful hints
upon the subject of bee-hives, stating that
he used the "Gallop Hive," which he
thinks possesses some advantages over
others. That by the use of this hive in
what he called an extensive form, weak
swarms could be thrown together and save
them. The past few years have demonstrated the fact that " Bee-keeping " can be
made profitable in this part of Iowa.

Meeting adjourned to last Saturday in
May, to which meeting are all interested in
this subject are cordially invited to be
present.

Michigan Convention.
The semi-annual meeting of

the Michigan
Bee-keepers' Association convened at East
April
10.
Saginaw,
President A. B. Cheney, of Sparta Center,
called the meeting to order, and read a
letter from the Secretary, W. L. Porter,

sending in his resignation, on account of ill
health.
Prof. Cook nominated Hon. Conrad Fey, of East Saginaw, who was unanimously elected to fill the vacancy. Prof. A.
J. Cook, Dr. L. C. Whiting and T. F. Bingham were appointed a committee of
Wliile the committee was
arrangements.
out Secretary Fey introduced Mayor Thomson, who briefly addressed and welcomed
the Association to the Valley.
BURYING BEES IN WINTER.
Prof. Cook said that at the Agricultural
College some colonies of bees had been destroyed by mice, and he would advise
means to prevent mice from getting at the
hives.
He recommended protecting the
said he
openings with perforated tin
thought well of burying bees, leaving an
opening at the top filled with straw for
ventilation.
They should be buried in
sand with good draining. It is not an expensive way of protection. He had tried it
several seasons, and found that they consumed less lioney than those that were not
;

protected.
T. F. Bingham said the

main thing was
the depth at which they were buried, and
thought they should be placed entirely
under the ground, so the temperature should
be as uniform as possible during the whole
winter.

Mr. Fey said he had kept bees since he
was a boy, and in only one or two instances
had he been troubled with mice, and he

much

do with
wintering.
Some seasons they would do
better buried, and some they would do
better above ground. He had built a bee
house. One winter he lost some 90 colonies
in his house, but he thought the cause was
damp, wet weather. He thought ventilation
had more to do with keeping bees than most
thought the weather had

to

people supposed.
Mr. Hetherington said he had no trouble
wjth mice thought it was impracticable to
bury bees here in the Valley the ground
being so level. He packed with straw, and
;

—

had good success, losing very few. Sometimes he had covered with snow when it

was deep had some colonies dwindle that
were kept in the cellar, and usually did not
;

do well when

housed in cellars or bee
houses.
Dr. Whiting said that if bees were kept
dry and had good food, they would take
care of themselves, whetlier it was warm or
cold, and give examples where they had
wintered well when they were blocked up 1
or 2 inches above the board, and especially
in cold weather
also in houses and in cellars, and packed in straw, and the first had
wintered the best of all.
T. F. Bingham said he built a house with
lumber, filled with hay, well packed also
packed under and over the hives with the
same material, having space tor his bees to
come out, and had been very successful
with his bees the past winter, but the
weather had been so warm that he did not
consider it a fair test.
J. P. Allison said his bees were in an
open shed, about 20 inches from the ground,
and he spread some hay in front of them on
the snow.
When the bees came out, on
warm days, they fell on the hay, and would
get up and go back. He gave them plenty
of air. He lost 16 colonies the winter after
the fires of 1871, but thought it was on
account of the fires in the fall and not the
cold weather.
Mr. Walter had buried in snow and lost
most of them when only partially buried,
;

;

but

when wholly buried they had wintered

safely.

Peter Leasia, of Bridgeport, said he had
lost several colonies when there was plenty
of honey left, and could see no reason,
except it was for want of place to breed
thought they wanted plenty of air, and if
well ventilated would winter well in all
ordinary seasons.
President Chapin said he had built a
house with double walls, filled with sawdust, and had lost from 10 to 25 per cent.,
but could not say it was the house, as there
was a cider mill close by, and it might be
the effects of that. Had tried open air one
winter and lost all he had was now trying
the cellar, and thought well of it, so far ;
but could not tell how long it would be successful. He thought to winter bees successfully, first, we should have a perfectly
dry place and, second, he thought if ventilation was given, there would be no trouble.
Prof. Cook said that sometimes bees may
gather too much honey in the fall and not
leave room for brood, as he had reason to
know, especially when the season was
;

;

;

propitious.

The President then appointed the folProf.
lowing committee on bee apparatus
A. J. Cook, O. J. Hetherington and Byron
Walker.
:

HOW SHALL WE INCREASE OUR COLONIES ?
Dr. Whiting.— The process I have adopted
to get queens fertilized and laying, then
transfer combs from old hives to an empty
one and fill up with brood, bees and queen,
and change their location, thus preventing
swarming, and thus keep on increasing.
Mr. Walker agreed with the Doctor.
Prof. Cook does not believe in following
is

the old style, but follows his own way, and
to prevent swarming, clips the wings of the
queen then, if the swarm issues, catch the
queen, put a new hive in the place of the
old one, and when the swarm returns they
will enter the hive. Then put the queen in
and they are all right.
President Cheney was of the opinion that
to increase stocks, the cheapest way would
be to purchase colonies in counnon box
hives and transfer them into the movable
comb hives. This would be cheaper tiian
to raise queens.
Mr. Bingham has a novel way of increasing. When the bees have filled the hive,
place an empty set of combs above. Being
all prepared for eggs, the queen then enters
the above, and will be laying her eggs in a
short time, and swarms his bees about 3
days before a heavy run of honey occurs.
After this, when all the combs are full of
brood and honey, take off the top and move
to some new place, and thus make two
swarms keeping on increasing, following
the same rule with all others.
;

;

ADVANTAGES OF COMB FOUNDATION.
Mr. Bingham read an article from the Bee
Journal of May, 1876, wherein lie opposed
comb foundation, claiming that
comb gives the honey a good
flavor, which comb foundation will not.
Dr. Whiting favored the use of comb
strongly the
the natural

foundation for brood combs, but not for
surplus honey.
President Cheney favored the use of
comb foundation for brood combs.
Mr. Hetherington favored comb foundation, claiming that bees would get a better
start, and the queen would lay eggs sooner,
but does not favor its use for surplus honey.
Prof.

Cook offers the following, which was

adopted
That while we recognize the great value
comb foundation for the use In the brood chamber
use, we as stoutly

Jtesolved,

of

and strongly recommend such
disclaim against

its

use in boxes or sections.

The committee appointed on statistics for
honey production for the year 1878 reported
as follows
Your committee appointed to recommend some
plan for obtaining statistics relating to the production of honey in the State of Michigan during the
present year, would respectfully recommend that
there be a committee appointed, who shall, during
the present session, prepare a circular letter, containing a succinct statement of the object desired,
and also such questions as will elicit the desired information that the secretary be requested to transmit a copy of this circular letter to every bee-keeper
in the State, whose address he can secure, and
request that the answers be filled and returned to
him (this should be done soon after the honey
harvest), the returns to be properly abstracted by
the Secretary and submitted to the Association at
the next annual meeting. The committee on circular were the President and Secretary.
;

;

The above was received and adopted.
THE EXTRACTOR,
Mr. Bingham said the extractor was

for

separating the honey from the comb, that
the latter might be used again, saving the
bees much hard labor, also leaving the

honey much nicer

for market than tlie old
of straining honey.
Mr. Whiting only used the extractor to

way

make room

for brood.

Prof. Cook preferred the extractor to be
metal, and as light as possible, on ac-

all

count of cleanliness would extract all the
season if he could get 12)4 cts. per lb.,
rather than produce comb honey.
He
would not leave too much honey in the fall
for the use of the bees during the winter,
but would rather sell it
would extract
before the bees evaporate it
it is just as
healthy as when thick, as he had had ample
chance to test it at the College with the
students.
O. J. Hetherington agreed with Prof.
Cook would rather use wire, halt an inch
apart than wire cloth had no trouble with
regard to injuring the young brood.
Dr. Whiting used an extractor with space
for i combs
could extract 4 combs as fast
as 3
liked large cans with large space
under the cylinder.
Prof. Cook had observed the effect on the
young larvje, and had seen no injurious
effects with the extractor, if properly used.
Prof. Chapin said he had used several
kinds of extractors liked large space under
the cylinder
liked Mr. Everett's on this
account
took some exception to Prof.
Cook's remarks about thin or ripened honey.
Would rather have bees finish their work,
and then would extract and sell all, if 12J^
cts. per pound
could be obtained.
should try and create a demand for this
product, especially for health, if nothing
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

We

else.

Mr. Bingham said the extractor is the
in the apiary
without
regard to price, thought it indispensable.
Prof. Cook would not sell thin honey, but
would extract it while thin and put in a
dry, warm room to evaporate and properly

most useful thing

;

ripen.

Mr. Walker agreed with the President in
regard to thin honey
thought there was
danger in putting poor honey on the market,
and there was very little difference in the
;

cost.

Mr. Bingham gave Mr. Langstroth's experience, which agreed with Prof. Cook.

SHALL WE PROCURE ITALIANS

?

Dr. Whiting said he used this breed on
account of ease in handling thought the
blacks would give more honey, but were
not so easy to handle.
Mr. Hetherington thought more honey
could be obtained from other breeds.
Mr. Walker said they would not go into
boxes readily, unless some means were used
;

to

compel them
Prof.

to

do

so.

Cook favored the breed very much

;

thought with good care, favorable results
could be obtained, and if much pains were
taken in this way, better results would be
obtained.

SHALL WE USE BOXES OR SECTIONS

?

Prof. Cook would use sections as giving
better results, both as to honey and market.
J. P. Allison would use small boxes or
packages, either boxes or sections, as they
would sell better than large packages.
Mr. Wellington agreed with the above
we should be governed by the market.
Mr. Whiting liked sections best, on account of sale merchants would buy them
because they were not worth so much, and
would sell readily.
Mr. Walker liked boxes best, as he
;

thought he could get more honey in tliem.
President Cheney preferred small packafavored mostly 1 pound
ges for market
sections, but thought some larger ones
might be advisable
thought as much
honey could be obtained as by the old way;
much
room good results
would not give too
can be obtained in this way.
;

;

;

The afternoon session was opened bj^ the
President, as Chairman of the Committee
on Statistics for 1878, reading a circular
letter, to be addressed to bee-keepers to fill
out and return to the Secretary, asking a
series of questions in regard to matters pertaining to the subject.

WHAT KIND

OF HIVE SHALL

WE

USE AND

HOME COXSIJMPTION OF OUR HONEY.

WHAT FRAME ?

Mr. Allison said one of his neighbors was
in favor of this, as he consumed all his

President Cneney said it did not make
much difference what kind of hive or frame
we had, provided we used only one kind

honey.
Mr. Rouse said he would be in favor of

home consumption and a uniform price
agreed upon, among producers.
Mr. Walker found universal prejudice
against extracted lioney we should encourage the market in every way we can.
Mr. Bingham could sell all of his honey
at home, but he sold at the rate of 11 lbs.
for $1, and at these rates he had no trouble
and if we would
to sell what he produced
make it an inducement to people to buy in
would
be no trouble. We
quantities, there
should educate the tastes of the people, and
they would not buy so much cheap syrup.
Mr. Whiting said he had sold extracted
honey to the poor, in place of syrups, to a
considerable extent, and he expected the
demand would increase each year.
;

;

Prof. Cook said that extracted honey was
preferred by the students at the college,
which he considered a Lood test also the
same at the groceries in the village of Lansing, but he put it up in small packages. It
should be put up in small, neat packages,
and it will sell readily, after people have
tried it once and found what the quality is.
Mr. Hetherington offered the following,
which was carried unanimously
;

:

WHEREAS, We

recognize any real invention and
implements and methods of man-

improvement in
agement of the apiary, as a source of all our real
advancement in apiculture. Therefore, we, the beekeepers of Michigan, recognizing the mutual and
wide-spread benefit derived from inventions and
improvements, recommend that he who shall place
within our reach any improvement or real invention
shall receive our hearty co-operation, and the undivided recognition and honor due for such service.—
Therefore

...

,

,^

Resolved, That we observe with heartfelt sorrow
the course pursued by parties, who, in their efforts
to control the manufacture and sale of theiiiventions of others, without their consent, or the recognition of their rights, discourage invention, and
worthy and valuable zeal in the production of improvements and methods alike valuable to us all.
Resolved, That while we heartily extend the hand
of fellowship and every consideration of honor to
the inventor of any valuable method or improvement, we do most emphatically condemn, as detrimental to our mutual interests as bee-keepers, the
production of implements embodying the inventions
of others, except with due credit, and the production of a superior article or implement that we do
not regard the mere production of an article— the
successful workings of which are due entirely to
another invention- as an improvement, but merely
as an evasion, unless such change shall, of itself,
render more practical and convenient the original
inventor's machine.
;

Prof.

Cook

said that we, as an associa-

tion, should sustain all worthy inventions.—
It costs as much to sell an invention, generally, as it does to manufacture it, unless it
should be so worthy as to be indispensable

to those using the invention.

Dr. Whiting favored the above heartily.
President Cheney favored it, but thought
we should be cautious in trying many new
inventions.

;

the same amount of honey could be produced. Each kind should have a style of
management peculiar to itself, and should
be a special study.
Mr. Fey said he had used several kinds.
In box hives you could not detect the loss of
the queen as soon as in others. For wintering, he thought it the best.
The Committee on Apparatus made the
following report, which was received and
adopted
:

Mr. President :— Your committee feel somewhat embarrassed in reporting upon the large
and interesting assortment of apparatus on exhibition, as our duty to bee-keepers requires that we
shall speak disapprovingly of some of the implements submitted for inspection. We first examined
smokers, of which there were 3 on exhibition, the
Bingham, the Quinby and the A. I. Root. We give
our unqualified recommendation to the BingHam
smoker. Two of the committee who have used all
of the 3 smokers think that in view of the superiority, the additional price is no objection to this
smoker.
The Bingham hive is remarkable for its shallow
frames, great simplicity and adaptability to the
securing of comb honey. We should not e.xpect that
the hive would be salable, and should fear, from
the shallow brood-chamber, that the queen might
give trouble by entering the sections.
The Quinby improved hive is also very simple,
quickly manipulated, and for the large space for
surplus comb is very commendable.
The similar Russell hive is in every way inferior to
the Quinby.
The Concord hive is a malformed Langstroth,
which, from its complexity and waste room, is not to
be commended.
The Langstroth hive, exhibited by Dr. Whiting, i»
essentially a Langstroth hive, and so needs no commendation.
The hive exhibited by John Coates is the same in
form and principle as the hive disseminated a few
years ago by Dr. Conklin, and has been generallydiscarded by all who tried it.
The only extractor on exhibition is one from Mr.
B. O. Everett, of Toledo, Ohio. This is the Root
machine improved. Your committee thitik they
have seen no better. They are specially pleased
with the deep can, the attached baskets for pieces
of comb, and the unprecedented cheap price or $7.00.
There are several fine honey section crates on
exhibition one very fine one from O. J. Hetherington, one excellent one from Dr. Whiting, also one
on the Concord hive.
There are 2 fine shipping crates one from H. M.
Bradley, of Bay City the other from Cyula Linswick, of Farwell.
The sections are almost innumerable. Sections
very neatly dovetailed and in the Langstroth frame,
from Messrs. Sayles, of Hartford, Wisconsin ;
others of same style from G. B. Lewis, Watertown,
Wisconsin from Willis D. Parker, Defiance, Ohio ;
A. 1. Root, of Medina, Ohio, and E. J. Scofleld, of
Nashua, Iowa. Nailed sections— very neat— are exhibited by Mr. Bradley, and from Mr. Alley, of Massacliusetts. Mr. Hetherington exhibits his neat section, put together with glue and grooves. From the
Agricultural College are sections, veneer sections,
foundations, blocks, one for fastening foundation,
and one for making true frames, and one Gallup
frame, prepared to receive foundation.
A. J. (":ooK,
;

;

;

;

o. j.

hetherington,

Bykon Walker.

Cook made a motion

that the next
Prof.
meeting be at Grand Rapids, on the 4th and
5th of December, 1878. Carried.

Secretary

Fey presented

his resignation,

which was accepted, and T. F. Bingham, of
Allegan county, was elected Secretary.
On motion of Dr. Whiting it vr&s Resolved, That the
essentials requisite for a bee-keeper is a good hive,
neither a Quimby or a Langstroth), a good swarm of
bees, a Bingham smoker, section boxes, a good exgood market and a good operator.
Mr. Bingham, Chairman of the Committee on Resolutions, made the following
report, which was accepted
Whereas, The citizens fif East Saginaw, through
their generous and patriotic Mayor, who so kindly
welcomed the Michigan Bee-keepers' Association,
and kindly tendered the Council Chamber for their
deliberations, and the hospitality of the city, we
tender them our grateful thanks, and assure them
that their kindness and hospitality will ever associate with the beautiful and thriving city of East Saginaw the most pleasant recollections.
Resolved, That we tender to the city and citizens of
East Saginaw, and especially Ur. Whiting, our most
sincere and heartfelt thanks for their generous hospitality and kind consideration.
Resolved, That we tender to our accomplislied and
faithful President, who has presided with such delight to us all, our great appreciation of his services,
and extend to him our sincere thanks.
tractor, a
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Two subscriptions, sent
at the same time
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"
"
"
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"
Six

:

BINGHAM,
•T. H. Wellington,
B. O. EVEKETT.
The Association adjourned to meet at
Grand Rapids on Dec. 4, 1878.
T. F.

waited as long as possible for the
Proceedings of this Convention
and then set up the above from the Saginaw Republican. Just as we go to press,
the President has sent us an official copy,
stating that his other duties had prevented
liim from being able to send it earlier. The
Secretary, being unable to be present at
several of the sessions, and afterwards
resigning, prevented a full repoit. President Cheney's Report is essentially the
same as the above, corrected from memory.
;

-Ed.]

Western
The Western

Illinois Convention.

Illinois

meet

Bee-Keepers' Society

will

at Burlington, Iowa, Tuesday and Wednesday,
7th and 8th, 1878.
You arehereby cordially invited to attend our Con-

May

vention, and bring with you anything you think will
be of Interest to bee-keepers, such as hives, extractors, smokers, boxes, honey-knives, bee-veils, honey,
tools, etc. VVhat may seem old to you, may be nexv
and of interest to others. Reduced rates win be given at hotels. Meeting will commence at 10 a. m.
Prizes.—iS'ine Prizes will be given away to members present at this meeting, which are as follows:
1st.— Full stock Italian Bees with Imported Queen.

An
M.—An

"id.-

Imported Queen.
Imported Queen.

4th.— Queen bred from an Imported Cyprian Queen
')tn.—

A Tested Italian

Queen.

Cth.— A Dollar Queen.
7th.— One dozen " Sweet Home" Raspberry Plants.
8th.— One plant each of the following named Raspberry Plants: Doolittle, Mammoth Cluster, Golden
Thornless, Seneca, Miami, Ganargua, Brandywine,
Philadelphia, Ijumb's Ever-bearing, and Brinkley's
Orange.
9th.— A eouble-portico Langstroth Hive complete,
with cap covering both porticos, honey-board, full
set of section honey-boxes, with shipping-crate for
the same.
Thos. G. Newman, editor of The American Bee
Journal, will deliver a public lecture on " Honey."
Membership fee, 50 cents ladies free.
Notice the enange in time of meeting.
D. D. Pal.VER, Pres't,
;

Eliza,

Mercer

Will M. Kellogg, Sec'y,
Oneida, Knox Co., 111., and Oquawka,

Co..

111.

111.

3 50

5 00
9 00

same rate.

All larger clubs at the
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adhere strictly to our printed rates.

We

Address

all

communications and remittances to

THOMAS
974

NEWMAN

e.
West Madison

St.

&:

SON,

CHICAGO. ILL.

To Correspondents.

[We

Official

$2 00

When

changing a post-ofBce address, mention the
old address as well as the new one.
We send the JotTHNAL until an order for discontinuance is received at this office, and arrearages are
all

paid.

We

will give Hill's

(price 50 cents), to any
for two subscribers.

We

work on "Chicken Cholera"
one desiring it, as a premium

do not send goods by

money

C. O. D., unless sufficient
sent with the order to pay express charges

is

both ways.

When

ordering Extractors, give outside dimen-

sions of frame or frames to be used, length of topbar, width and depth of frame just under top-bar.

In consequence of the dearth of small currency In
the country, we will receive either one, two or three
cent stamps, for anything desired from this office.
Strangers wishing to visit our office and Museum
of Implements for the Apiary, should take the Madison street-cars (going west). They pass our door.
Additions can be made to clubs at any time at the

same rate. Specimen copies. Posters, and Illustrated
Price List sent free upon application, for canvassing.
Remit by post-office money-order, registered letter
or bank-draft,
& Son, so that
covered.

made payable

if

to

Thomas G. Newman

the remittance be lost

it

can be re-

We will

send a tested Italian Queen to any one
sending us four subscribers to The American Bee
JouuNAL with $8.00. Premium Queens will in every
case be tested.
Write name and post-office address plainly. If
there is no express office at your post-office address,
be sure to give your nearest express office when ordering anything by e.xpress. Give plain directions
liow goods are to be sent.
Seeds or samples of merchandise can be mailed for
one cent per ounce. Printed matter one cent for
every two ounces. These must be tied up; if pasted,
they are subject to letter postage. Don't send us any
small packu'jes by express, that canjxtst as well be sent
by mail.
For the convenience of bee-keepers, we have made
arragements to supply, at the lowest market prices.
Imported or tested Italian Queens, Full Colonies,
Hives, E.\tractors and anything required about the
Apiary. Our Illustrated Catalogue and Price List
will be sent free, on application.
have gotten up a "Constitution and By-Laws,"
suitable for local Associations, which we can supply,
with the name and location of any society printed,
at $2 per hundred copies, postpaid. If less than 100
are ordered, they will have a blank left for writing in
the name of the Association, etc. Sample copy will
be sent for a three-cent postage stamp.

We

"

Hot Honey."— Friend

marks that

his cure for

R.

Corbett re-

"hot honey"

is as
" Boil it, takinfj off the scum, and
into a bright pan or kettle. This will

follows

:

Honey Markets.

NEW YORK.— We quote as follows:

put it
not change its color, but will render it palatable audit will not disagree with the most

There is no change in the condition of the market
during the past month, and prices are still quotable

delicate stomach."

Clover— in comb

as follows:

Buckwheat Honey— comb

8 to 12c

Strained or extracted

extra

H. K.

IIt^"A"Cliip from Sweet Home," not of
tlie usual kind— i. e. a letter— made its debut
at friend Palmer's on the 19th.
It was
welcome, however, and did not distract his
attention from his 196 colonies of bees,
which he reports in good condition, and
ready for the bountiful harvest now so
promising.

m^'Our pamphlet on "Honey as Food
and Medicine " was issued about the 10th of
April. It received a hearty welcome, and
orders for it lias been coming in quite
freely.
We append a few much abbrevi-

—

ated indorsements of it as samples of the
space forbidding the insertion
of all
"Excellent; well gotten up."— W. P. Henderson,
Murf reesborough, Tenn.
" It is truly excellent; I shall try to get up a club of

many — our
:

the bee-keepers of this vicinity to send for a quantity for distribution." —Frances A. Dunham, DePere,

Wis.

Pamphlet on Honey received— most valuable to
Honey producers; you ought to dispose of
many thousands of them."—J. M. Shuck, Des
*'

large

Monies, Iowa.
" Your pamphlet on Honey is a step in the right
direction."— H. F. Walton, Woodman, 111.
" Honey pamphlet is received send me 250 of them
I would like to have it printed in German; I shall
want more of them soon."— F. Claussen, Mishicot,
;

Wis.

A

beginner asks, "If I buy a North
dt^"
Star Hive, which is a patent, I believe,
liave I a right to use it, and if I sell bees in
it, has the purchaser a right to use it ?"
Certainly Sperry & Chandler say that they
reserve only the right to make them. Any
one who has purchased of them can use it,
and if they dispose of it, the buyer has
exactly the same right to use and sell, &c.
;

'Friend Bingham lias contracted for a
" Corner " in our Business Department. In
this he intends to put Gleanings on the
Smoker question, from time to time. He
says lie has piles of interesting letters that

should be printed— hence, he has purchased
a

"Corner"

nal

in the

8 to 10c
15 to 25c
8 to 12c

American Bee Jour-

for their insertion.

II!:^"We keep Prize Boxes and Crates in
stock at this office, and can supply orders,
without delay, lower than the lumber for a
small quantity can be bought for, in the
country. See prices on last page of cover.

&

F. B.

Thurber &

Co.

CHICAGO. —We quote as follows:
honey. — The current quotations for good

to

choice comb, are ranging at 11 to 12c. ^ lb; common
and dark colored lots at 8 to 10c. and choice extracted honey at 8 to 10c.

BEESWAX.— In fair request at
prime choice yellow.

per lb. for

24 to 26c.

CINCINNATI. —Quotations by C. F.
Muth. Comb honey, in small boxes, 15@
Extracted, 1 ft. jars, in shipping order,
per doz.,$2..50; per gross, $28.00. 2 ft. jars,
per doz., $4..50; per gross, $50.00.
30c.

— Quotations

LOUISVILLE.
Barnum.— I

will

tracted honey

pay

8@ 10c.

by B. B.

for choice, light, exfor white comb 12>^

;

@1.5c., in small boxes.

CALIFORNIA.-Everything
coming crop of honey
It will

be a

little late

looks

well

for the

to be large and of fine quality.
that in San Diego Co. will
:

come about June 1st. Stock here is mostly from the
crop of 1S76. Holders of all kinds want to unload.—
We quote Comb, white, ViVic. @ 15c. Dark to medium, 10c. @ 12c. Extracted, dark, tjc. and 9c. Choice,
:

and 12c. Beeswax, 29c. and 31c.
Stearns & Smith, 42a Front St., San Francisco,

best, 10c.

Gal.

E:^" Several oifers of interests in Patent
Rights and inventions of bee-appliances,
have been oifered to us, very kindly, of late,
but we have declined them because we think
The Journal should be independent, and
not be in any way interested
such matters. Of course we thank our friends for
their kind offers— but we shall steadly de-

m

cline nil such, and make this notice to all,
that we have fully determined not to accept
any such, under any circumstances; so none
should feel hard at our refusal. The Jour-

nal must continue

to be subservient to

no

party, clique or patent interest, as long as we
have conti'ol of it. It is to the interest of
all that it should be so.

Il:^"In reference to the " Concord Hive"
that was exhibited at the Michigan Conven-

tion—the manufacturers, Kraetzer Brothers
& Stauber, desire to say, that it was one of
the first that they made. One of Mr. Stauber's workmen was ordered to ship a hive,
and by mistake he got down an old one
from the loft and shipped it, instead ot one
of their

new

style.
»

»

> »

>

Catnip Seed should be sown very

thick,

Plants
in March, on good garden soil.
blossom the first season, but it requires tw©
years to give them full bloom. In the fall,
cover the plants slightly with rubbish, to
prevent the fi'ost from throwing them out of
the ground. In the spring, set the plants
out 33^ ft. apart each way, and cultivate
like corn. Two years ago, in many localities, all sources o"f honey failed but Catnip.
Those who wish to sow this honey-producing seed should procure and sow it at
once. We can supply a few pounds at $3
per ft.

-^^^mRicaiB^-
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m^" Some

one,

by mistake, carried

off

the

U. S. Mail hat of E. D. Godfrey, Red Oak,
Iowa, while at the Convention at Burlington, Iowa. The one who found it in his
possession should write friend Godfrey
address as above.

New York

city folks have the bee
and a great many hives are being
sold there.
Friend King keeps a lot of
colonies on the roof of his oflBce, from
which he makes daily sales. The Thurbers
have also disposed of several consignments
at a price ranging from $10 to $12 each.
fever,

It^" The past month has been very discouraging to bee-keepers all over the counIt has been universally cold and wet.
try.
If

it

clears off

will be well.

harvest

will

and becomes warm now, all
If not, we fear the honey
suffer

considerably.

The

weather has retarded queen rearing, and as
the pleasant and promising weather of
April caused orders for queens to rush in
very fast, almost all queen breeders are
behind with their orders— and purcliasers
must have patience with tliem. The latter
can no more control the weather while
rearing queens than can the former while
trying to produce honey. We must all
ercise pntieiice now.

Prof. Cook's

This work

is

New

now

Manual.
and

out,

all

orders,

Should we
heretofore sent us, are filled.
have made any mistake, or failed to send as
ordered, we shall be glad to make amends
Being a great unif informed of the fact.
dertaking, many delays have occurred,
even where least expected but we feel sure
all such will be overlooked when the book,
so neat and elegant, is received. Just as we
go to press, the following Keview from that
ripe scholar and critical observer— the Rev.
O. Clute, of Keokuk, Iowa, comes to hand,
;

and we give

When

it

in its entirety

:

" Manual of the
Apiary " appeared it supplied a want which
had been felt for some time among our beekeepers. The old standard works of Mr.
Langstroth and Mr. Quinby did not, of
course, deal with the apparatus and the
methods that have been invented or discovSo ynmvy
ered since they were written.
new and valuable things have been invented for the use of the bee-keeper, and so
Prof. Cook's

first

many improved methods have come

into
should treat of

practice, that a work which
these clearly and briefly was much needed.
This need Prof. Cook's small Manual, to a
large extent, supplied. That the Manual
was appreciated is fully shown by the fact
that so large a number of copies were sold.
Practical bee-keepers, too, have generally
commended it as a valuable addition to the
literature of bee-keeping. It was impossible, however, in the compass of so small a
work, to treat the subject fully. Some important points were presented very briefly,
other points, nearly as Important, were
scarcely mentioned at all. Doubtless, it
was the desire to remedy these defects that
led Prof. Cook to revise and enlarge his
work in this second edition. It now comes
before us " revised, enlarged, mostly rewritten, and beautifully illustrated."
As we read the book, it is plain that it

has been written out of the author's enthusiasm for a pursuit which for many years
has given him much pleasure. There is a
certain

warmth

in

many

of the sentences,

now and

then rising to intensity, which
indicates a glow in the writer which could
have been roused only by a real devotion to
the work.
Enthusiasm always gives an
attractive flavor to conversation.
It is
equally attractive and desirable in books.
The writer, whose words are warmed by his
own earnestness, is sure to rouse an interest in his readers. It is safe to say that but
few who read Prof. Cook's book will lay it
down without desiring to own a few colonies of bees for recreation probably, many
readers will desire to engage in it as a regular calling, hoping to achieve a success as
gratifying as that of Mr. Doolittle, Capt.
Hetherington, or Mr. Harbison.
Prof.
Cook's enthusiasm is not that of a tyro.
He has kept bees for years. He has experienced failures as well as successes. The
failures have only set him at work to learn
the causes of failure. Year by year, through
success and failure, he has come to wide
;

experience and accurate, practical knowledge, which appear on every page of this
work.
In writing a treatise on bee-keeping, this
practical experience is essential, but it is
not the only essential.
Scientific knowledge is also needed thorough familiarity
with the structure and habits of the bee.
It is fortunate, for those of us who are to be
helped by his work, that Prof. Cook brings
to that work a careful, scientific training,
and a special skill in observing the bee,
derived from several years of careful labor
in making observations of his own. In his
second chapter, on the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee, he has, indeed,
availed himself of the able labors of his
predecessors in this department, but he has
also been a student himself, has verified the
observations of others and supplemented
them in some degree by his own. And in
the sixteenth chapter, on honey plants, his
scientific knowledge of botany has enabled
him to give us a better statement concerning
the plants from which the bees collect
honey than has been made before by any
;

writer.

Unhappily, practical knowledge and scientraining do not always give to their
possessors the skill to write the English
language with force and elegance. Of this
tific

is, to some extent, an exstyle of this second edition is
much better than that of the first, but this
Still, all who have
is not above criticism.
an interest in bee-keeping will be so glad to
welcome a practical book that is up with the
times that they will willingly overlook an
occasional faulty choice of words, or loose
construction of sentences. In its practical
aspect. Prof. Cook's book is exceedingly

fact Prof.

ample.

Cook

The

His long experience as a teacher
enables him so to present his subject that
one who has never kept bees, and who has
never visited a practical bee-keeper and seen
his methods of work, can, if he has average
intelligence, learn the theory from this book
with sufficient accuracy to keep bees with
success. All the practical operations of the
apiary are presented in such way that all
persons who have a constructive imagination
can, as it were, actually see the work going
on before them. This, we take it, is the real
object of such a book. Success in this direction conies from the possession of the teaching /acit/ty. It is because so many writers
do not have this faculty that books intended
to aid learners, in various kinds of practical
work, fail in accomplishing their purpose.
Prof. Cook has the spirit of the teacher. He
so approaches his subject, so explains and
illustrates it, that the reader is interested
valuable.

and instructed.
The numerous

illustrations serve an exceljjicture of an unfamiliar
lent purpose.
object will give us instantly a better idea of
The illustrations
it than pages of words.
are usually good, but now and then the artfor instance, the queen-cells
ist is at fault
on page 109 cannot be called a success.
The publishers have done their work well.
It is a real pleasure to take up a book that
is printed on such tine book paper, with good
clear type. The binding, too, is neat, so that
the book presents an attractive appearance
to the eye. It is a book which does credit to

A

;

our calling

;

a book which every bee-keoper
as a fit expoiientof thescieiice

may welcome

which gives such pleasure to all who are engaeed in it.
O. Clute.
Keokuk, Iowa, 30th May, 1878.

"simplicity hive," to which we have very
serious objections.
At all events, friend

Gordon

is

entitled to credit for

The two

slides, as

in connection

Peculiar Sliding Bottom-Board.

working out

the simple arrangement.

shown on another page,

with

the

new Langstroth
much

hive, for controling the entrance is a

Friend Gordon has sent us the following
description of his detached, sliding bottomboard

:

composed of 5 pieces, viz
One cennumbered "3" in the drawing
tivo side pieces, uumbered "land 2;" and
two battens, numbered "4 and .5;" the
fronts of 1, 2. 3 and 4, are beveled back to
make the ascent easy and number 3, (the
It is

1^ California will ship only extracted

:

tral piece,

;

;

central piece,) is cut slopingly, beginning
on the short side at 183^ inches from rear
end, and making it as long on the long side
as the piece will allow.
Thus you will
perceive, /rom the length of
hive, that

when

superior arrangement.

my

the hive

pushed back even with

is

honey hereafter, the freight and breakage being so much as to make it miprotttable. This leaves the production
of comb honey to the Eastern and Middle States. They ask 10 cents per pound
for extracted honey in San Francisco,
and as it costs 3 cents per pound to
bring it to Chicago, that fixes the price,
in bulk, at 13 cents here.

Detached Sliding Bottom-Board.

Fastening Comij Foundation.— Friend
W. W. Moore has sent us a little model show-

the rear end of bottom board, all entrance
and as you
to the hive becomes closed
draw the hive forward, the entrance-way
gradually enlarges, until, when the hive is
drawn forward to the end of the side pieces,
you have an entrance-way of 10J^x% inches.
This does away with entrance blocks, and
all cuts into body of hive, for purpose of
entrance, which 1 regard as quite objectionhave 120 colonies, all doing well.
able.
Wm. L. Gordon.
Shreveport, La., May 13, 1878.

ing the way he fastens comb foundation into
the frames. It consists in having the topbar in two pieces, and when put together it
liolds the foundation very firmly.
Several
have been using a similar plan for fastening

Particular reference to the cut and the
above description will enable any one to
see the design and arrangement. The sizes
of the pieces of wood composing it are as

Station, May 1.5, 1878.
state in the next Journal the objections, if any, to hives in
which the frames run from side to side,
instead of from end to end."

;

We

follows

and

it,

works

well.

Adams

"Will you please

Theo.

:

No

it

and

•43

"

"

2V^xMx24 inches.
"
10v^xMx22
"
8xlMxl5>g

"

"

2x3x151^

1

"

5

2 pieces,

The moving

of the body of the hive to
control the entrance, we think quite objectionable.
If we did approve of it, we

should like friend Gordon's plan better than
any other we know of. It is much better
than the arrangement recommended for the

[

One

F. C.

VanAllen.

of the greatest objections

is,

that

no

matter how much you may desire to tip the
hive a little to the front, to let water run off,
&c., it cannot be done when frames run
from side to side. When they run ends to
the entrance, all can see that it is much
easier for bees to get to any comb desired,
without interference from bees from other
combs.— Ed.]

Honey as Pood and Medicine.
It is gratifying to know that our efforts iu
the direction of increasing tlie demand for
lioney, by publishing the little work with
the above title, has met with such a hearty
endorsement by the honey-producers of the
country.
The first edition is exhausted,
and we shall issue another edition immediately, and at the same time print it also in
German, for the use of the German-speaking
population of our country, friend Claussen
having kindly translated it for that purpose.
The Rev. J. W. Shearer, of New Jersey,

acknowledging its receipt, says:
To me, its receipt was very timely. We
were hunting receipts under the first head
and authority under the second. The impetus given sugars by improved refining of
modern times, and the strides of medicine
from chemical discoveries, have caused
in

"

lioney to be too much overlooked in these
lines.
believe honey will gradually recover something of its former standing
raedicinallj', despite new medicines, and
become again the favorite among sweets for
many uses."
The many congratulatory letters we have

We

received show that such a pamphlet was
imperatively demanded.
We discovered
some imperfections, which will be corrected
in the second edition. Our friends who so
kindly sent in receipts after the first edition
was published, will find them in the second.
Speaking of our lecture on this subject, at
Burlington, Iowa, by request of the Western
Illinois and Eastern Iowa Beekeepers' Association, the Burlington Haivkeye says:

"The meeting in the evening, to listen to
the lecture of Mr. T. G. NewmaUj editor of
the American Bee Journae, Cliicago, was
not as large as it miglit have been, owing to
the slight thunder storm and the threatening aspect of tiie weather. The audience
was well entertained, however, by a fluent
and easy speaker, who showed not only
great knowledge of his subject, but much
enthusiasm in bee culture.
His subject,
" Honey as Food and Medicine," was treated very gracefully, both in its historical and
hygienic aspects. The speaker referred to
the ancient history of this delightful viand,
showing how profusely it was used in daily
life, and even in religious ceremonies, among the foremost nations of antiquity. He
then passed to a physical and chemical examination of the nature of honey, and of the
different scientific methods of obtaining it
in its purity. He then showed its liealthfulness as an article of food, and its great
superiority over sugars and syrups. Lastly
he spoke of it as a medicine, snowing its
peculiar efficacy in various diseases, espically those of the lungs. Tlie lecture showed
a great deal of studious thought. The strict
attention which his audience paid to it was
evidence of their appreciation of it, as well
as of its merit."

Reed City, Mich., May 33, 1878.
"I send you a case of Honey Boxes,
which I wish you would examine and comment upon through the columns of the
Journal for June, if they reach you in
have never seen anything of the
and so far as I know, the plan is
original with me.
You will observe that
the box is made of one piece of timber, 3
mitre slots are cut across the piece, groved
for the glass and guide, and then steamed
and bent. These boxes are not as perfect
as I expect to make, my machine not working exactly right yet; but you will get the
idea.
There is only one corner to nail,
instead of 4
they are much handier for
glassing and putting in separators."
time.

kind

I
yet,

;

Thomas

T.

Delzele.

[Yes; this is something new, and when
the machine is perfected sufficiently to do
true and smooth work, it promises to be of
value.—Ed.]

Smokers.— Levi Sutliffe, of Charles City,
Iowa, has sent us a new smoker, of his
invention. It is some 3 or 4 times the size
of ordinary smokers, and it is unlike any of
them

in

form,

size,

revolving

springs,

curved tube, &c., &c. It works with slow
stroke, and will keep ignited for hours.

Being so

large, it is rather difficult to
handle, especially where one is not used to
it.
Friend Sutliffe has certainly not copied
any other smoker. It is original.

Friend King has sent us one of his smoIt is the same size and shape, both of
bellows and tube, as the Bingham standard.
kers.

Its peculiarity, the cut-off slide,

makes

work very hard. The connecting
the same as the old Quinby. It

parts are

but not as nicely finished as the
the price would not admit of it.
may be seen on advertising page

is

it

cheap,

Bingham—

A cut of

it

xiii.

We have received a small drawing of a
It consists of
Continuous-blast Smoker.
the ordinary tube and bellows with an
elastic rubber bag attached to tiie bellows
to receive the wind and convey it to the
We should think it
tube continuously.
rather

awkward, however.

_„ The Rural Neiv

Forfeer comes to us
and otherwise improved. We
always welcome it. It is one of our most
valuable exchanges. We wish it abundant

enlarged
success.

i^We

have received L. C. Root's
circular for 1878, and J. II. Nellis'
price list. Both are well gotten
lip and contain valuable information to
purchasers of supplies.

new
new

Everett's Extractor.—By reference
our advertising columns, it will be seen
that friend Everett has found it necessary
to advance prices on his Extractor. He has
improved it considerably since the first was
made, and so had to increase its price. In
his Circular and Price List he remarks as
follows
"As I put heavier stock in the cans than
I first intended to do, besides making
several otiier valuable improvements, in
order to make it a No. 1 macliine, which I
can warrant in every instance, I was obliged
to raise my price a little, and still I claim
to have the cheapest Extractor, all things
considered."
The little Comb basket will be very convenient to any apiarist.
We were well
to

:

aware that the price was too little, as
stated, and think friend Everett

first

fully justified in raising

The
The fact
ers of the

New

by removing the

loose side-board,

M, the

bottom-board may be cleansed— giving all
the advantages claimed for a loose bottomboard, without its disadvantages.
The New Langstroth Hive is peculiarly
adapted for the production of comb honey
its honey rack is the best in use, and is perfectly adapted to the use of the prize boxes.
It holds 18 prize boxes, with the separators
between, marked B B in the cut. The wedge

at
is

it.

Langstroth Hive.

that 80 per cent, of the bee-keepUnited States are now using or

are preparing to use the Langstroth hive, is
strong proof that it is the " coming hive,"
for universal use.
The strongest argument against this hive
was the difficulty in manipulating it— there

being no movable side, and many have tried
to invent something to cover this want but

—

(A) holds all with a vise-like grasp. The
outer boxes are glassed as they stand on the
hiv (C C C). By removing the wedge (A)
any box may be instantly removed, examined, returned, or replaced by an empty one
—the spaces between the rows readily admitting the fingers for that purpose. They
are adapted to 3, 6, 9. 12, 15 or 18 honey boxes.
It is simple, durable, and withal cheaply
constructed, as will be seen by figures given

elsewhere in this number.
We have ordered a number of them, and
hold ourselves ready to ship immediately
either material cut ready to nail, or nailed
ready for painting and use. As railroad

so far nothing liAs given universal satisfaction.

In the present instance, Sperry «& Chandmanufacturers of tiie North-Star Hive,
have combined the peculiarities of it with
the Langstroth, and by so doing will bring
it into very rapid use.
It is correctly represented by the cut.
Many are advocating a loose bottom board,
but this hive obviates that difficulty. By simply turning the thumb-screw, L, and opening the movable side (which takes but an
instant), the frames can be examined, and

companies always mar the paint, it is far
better to ship before painting, and thus have
them look fresh and neat when first used.
They are adapted either to the production of
comb or extracted honey, and can be supplied in any shapes or quantities desired.

ler,

i^We

have an inquiry as to the

standard of excellence of Italian bees,
and would like those who are experts
to send us in clear and concise language
what they consider such standard. We
ought to settle upon it, and must before
long.

place."

"

Now is the time, and this is the
Let us agree upon a standard.

Carrying the

War

into Africa.—

Esq., 877 West Monroe St., Chi" Dear Editor.— I send you
cago, writes
an extract from my friend Mr. ArtluuTodd,

John West,

:

an English gentleman, who lias commenced
bee-farming in French Africa. He has, to
my knowledge, read the works of the best
autiiorities on tlie subject published in
England, France and Germany. This renders his opinion of the merits of your Bee
Journal more valuable. I send him the
Bee Journal every month. I extract the
following from his letter, dated April 16,
1878:
"Blidah, Algeria, French Africa— Many thanks
for all your help. The American Bee Jouunals
more practical use to me than all the other

are of

IMease send
I have.
as soon as It is out."

books
ual,'

me

'

Cook's

New Man-

" Heap-by-Cheap " Goods.

Cheapness generally means Inferiority!
Indeed, a recent writer sagely remarks that
excellence and cheapness cannot go together, and we would save ourselves much annoyance and disappointment by recognizing
and remembering the fact. He adds:
The house which the contractor builds too
cheaply will invariably liave weak walls,
woodwork that will shrink at the corners,
plastering that will drop off, and paint that
will crack. How can it be otherwise? The
builder will not make a present of good work
and good materials to his patron; cheap
work will be given for cheap pay. The
tailor will not put good material and skilled
labor in the suit of clothes which looks as
good as the best, but is sold at a price far
below what is asked for the genuine article.
It cannot be done, and it should not be expected; but rather those who are compelled
to buy cheaply should philo.sophically make
up their minds to bear the conseaueuces
that must follow cheap purchases. 1 he cost
of anything, and consequently its value, is
measured by two things: quality of material
and the labor employed to make it. These
in turn may be superior or inferior.
In consequence of the demand for cheap
articles, our stores are full of inferior goods.
Furniture made of unseasoned wood and
hastily glued together; musical instruments
that are mere varnished cases with the imitation of keys, strings and reeds for interior
mechanism; silverware with a varnishing
coat of shining gloss; jewelry that is fair to
look upon, but is hopelessly tarnished by
use; clothing that presents a fair exterior,
but that rips and fades and loses shape wlien
worn; gloves that gape at every seam at the
first wearing— tiiesc, and innumerable other
constantly recurring instances of inferiority,
impress upon us tiie fact that, ordinarily,
cheap things an' the dearest.

The cry for cheapness some time since
reached the bees— dollar queens are the
result— squeezed a little, and in quantities,
cheapened

to 90, «0

and 75 cents!

As a consequence, the country is tilled
with degenerated stock. This dollar queen
business— an everlasting disgrace to the one
who introduced it— should be everywhere
frowned down, with grape sugar for feeding
bees, glucose for honey, and paraffine for
Begotten by the degeneracy of
beeswax
the times, brought into being by seliishness
and avarice, it has ripened into a sad calamity, which like a pall overhangs the whole
!

!

of bee-dom.

While some are charging$4

for

home-bred

queens, at this season of the year, others are
offering ImpoHed queens for $3.75 each!
What can the purchaser expect as a result
Do stock and
of obtaining such stock?
chicken fanciers encourage such reckless
economy? It behooves all to ask themselves
the question— whether these exceedingly
cheap purchases are not usually the dearest
in the

end?

Morris Ellis, a farmer living near Georgetown, in Vermillion county, started liome
from Vermillion Grove, the other day, with
eight stands of bees in his wagon. The
bees grew very angry, doubtless from the
jolting of tlie wagon, and in a solid mass lit
upon the horses and driver. The horses did
not attempt to run, but lay upon the ground
and rolled in terrible agony. Both horses
have since died, and Mr. Ellis lies in a very
critical condition, and is not expected to recover.— Ferjnont (111.) Chronicle.
Isn't it strange that Mr. Ellis did not
know enough to fasten up the entrances before

removing bees?

presumption.

Spirits

It

of

was downright
turpentine

is

a

good application to cure bee stings.
liand,
It^" A model of a swarm hiver is at
from F. R. Davis, Wolf Lake, Ind. It Is so
arranged as to prevent the queen from
going out with the swarm. On their return,
finding "her majesty" in the hiver-box,
they cluster on combs attached to movable
Their weight will open a
slides above.
space for the swarm to go up into the empty
hive above, which will work out on a differWe have
ent side from the old colony.
placed the model on our Museum shelves,
to be examined by our visitors.

_

H. 0. Wriglit, of Lodi, N. Y., says a
man, by the name of Miller, has patented
the Quinby hive, and claims a royalty of
him for making and using it after he has
been using it lor 5 years. This is one of
the abuses of Patents, and will be obviated
•

by the new law. Miller may annoy, but
cannot hurt any one for using the hive.

Patents— Something about them.

Melilot Clove i{.— In answer to many
we repeat Melilot clover may be

inquiries,

estimated that the people of the
United States reap yearly from patented
inventions the sum of four thousand milYet the inventors have
lions of dollars.
barely reaped from these inventions enough
to pay for their board and clothing, if it
was equally divided among them. This
shows our Patent Laws are defective. Old
patents, which have never been put into
use, and are almost unknown, because not
sufficiently perfected to make a practical
machine, are raked up by patent sharks,
(rarely inventors), and galvanized into life
by a re-issue, and sprung like a trap on the
good invention and those using it. To correct this, there is now a bill in Congress
providing that any man who has bought'a
machine before such a re-issue can not be
prevented from using it by one of these galvanized patents, under a claim the old
patent did not contain.
The bill also provides that all patents
shall pay a fee of $50 five years after its
issue, and another of iJlOO five years thereafter
and in case the fee is not paid, the
patent expires, thus making the owner sit
in judgement on his patent after he has
had time to cool down the ardor of his first
love. The bill also provides that in suits
for infringements, where the prosecution
has been for extorting money under claims
obviously unjust, the court may make the
person bringing the suit pay, not only the
ordinary costs, but the whole costs of defendants counsel, and witness and expert's fees.
With these corrections to our patent law,
no man need sulfer at all from unjust
claims or extortions of patent sharks.
It

is

:

Four pounds will sow an
acre, and it may be sown with grain. It
stands drouth and frost, and grows in any

sown any

time.

soil— north, south, east or west. An acre
will support 30 colonies. It blooms the second year and then dies.

,

;

1^ There has been
teasel seed,

so much call for
we have procured some,

which we can

sell for 75

cents per pound.

i^° We have one of Barnes' Hand
Circular Rip Saws, which works like a

charm.

It will rip

any lumber with

the greatest of ease and exactness.—
The rea,der is referred to our description of it on page 105 of the April No.

Chattanooga, Tenn.,
"

May 15, 1878.

What

effect will the late cold spell
have on the honey production north of
Also
the Ohio River this season V
what is its effect upon fruit and grain

Please inform us through the

crops?

Journal."

S. C.

Dodge.

[Unless soon ended, the cold and wet

weather will

greatly

damage honey

Fruit and grain were not
seriously affected— only small plants
were killed by the frosts early in this
month.— Ed.]
production.

1^^ The queen that friend Andrews offered for the best essay in the Southern De'partment, was awarded to Oscar F. Bledsoe,
Grenada, Miss.
remarks

In acknowledghig

it,

he

:

^^

In Oleanings for May,-page 161, it is
implied that W. J. Andrews had lost the
use of his arm from bee stings. Friend Andrews wants that corrected. It was the result of a pistol shot in 1878, and bad surgery.

i^" H.

Scovell,

Columbus, Kansas, has

sent us a sample of his all-wood queen cages.
Saw cuts take the place of wire-cloth. An
auger-hole supplies the place for provisioning. They are exceedingly neat and cheap,

and can be obtained

at this office, price 5

cents, or 50 cents per dozen.

BS^Thurber & Co., of New York, have
sent 3,761 barrels of honey to Liverpool
it
was sold on the 17th ult., as we see by a Liverpool paper.
;

" Your offer through the American
has been handsomely f ulflUed."

Bee Journal

1^ Friend McGaw wrote us a few
days ago that on opening a colony, he
found some white-headed drones. We
have heard of red headed ones before,
and now we have the " grey-headed "
fellows. We always thought they died
too young to ever become grey-headed,
but it seems their extreme youth does
not in this instance save them for hoaryheadedness. Friend McGaw promises
to send us some to mate with our Cyprian queen, which we drew at the Burlington Convention. " Won't that be
jolly?"

Humbugs and

Swindles.

In Gleanings for May, Novice attacked
W. Winder's honesty. We wrote Chas.
F. Muth, of Cincinnati, who has long been
intimate with him, and he assured us that
Mr. Winder was honest, but had met with

J.

and was unable to clear up some
Novice mis-stated the
business matters.
amount and ungenerously magnified .'$10 into

reverses,

As Mr. Winder
self-defense, we cheer-

$30, in his zeal for a tight.

asks to be heard in
fully give place to the
nation

following expla-

J.

all.

Terre Bonne, La.,

We clip the

My

attention lias just been called to an
May number of Bee Oleanings, under the head of "Humbugs and
Swindles,"! in which I am arraigned for
not paying one J. P. Parker $30. The statement in the first outset is a falsehood. I
never owed Mr. Parker one cent, personally,
as stated, but we did owe him under the
Winder.
firm name of Gray
The queens could not be procured as proposed, on account of the unsuccessful imgortation made by Mrs. E. S. Tupper &
avery.
Some time after this failure to
procure the queens for Mr. Parker, I made
satisfactory arrangements with him for a
settlement. I was to send him $15 in three
payments of $5 each. I did send him $5 at
the time, some 5 years ago and from that

&

;

time to this 1 have not heard one word from
him. About this same time 1 received a
letter from the editor of Gleanings, threatening me if I did not settle up, &c., with
Mr. Parker.
I stated to him, by letter, the arrangements I had made with Mr. Parker, and
that we needed none of his interference; we
were able to attend to our own business,
&c., and that if he did publish me in the
Oleanings, that 1 would not pay any more.
He did' make some false statements in his
paper in reference to me, which were calculated to injure my standing and character
among persons that did not know me and
as I consider and always try to make my
word good, I have not paid any more on the
;

$10, (not $30, as stated).
I supposed he had had $10 worth of malicious satisfaction out of tlie course he had
pursued, and so I called the account square,

and think I am justified.
Novice is down on thieves and swindlers.
Let me ask who has appropriated
and copied my curved pointed, uncapping
knife ?
Who has copied my cuts and
appropriated to his own use and sale my
Swiss or Gerster wax extractor, that is so
highly reconnnendt'il in Bee Gleanings?—
As long as I nianufiicturt'd and advertised
the curved pointed knife, he always spoke
of it as of no consequence. Now lie makes
and highly recommends it for uncapping,
and the wax extractor lie highly recommends for getting out wax, &c., but he fails
to hint who he purloined them from.
If a man imposes to reform the world, I
think it ]>iHir policy to pi'each one thing and
give it the lie in the practice. Brother, you
had better diag the mote out of your own

W. WiNDEK.
1878.

following statement in regard
iit

the columns of the

article in the

May 20,

Bee-keeping in Western Michigan.

to bee-culture

:

]

eye, and then you can see more clearly how
to pluck it out of your neighbor's eye.
"Let justice be done though the heavens
fall," if it does appear hard on those that go
nosing about, appropriating bee appliances
and other peoples' business to their own
use, and making false statements under the
hypocritical cloak of right and justice to.

The

Western Michigan from
Barry County Sentinel

business of bee-keeping has become

one of importance in Michigan, and many
gentlemen in various sections are giving it
a great deal of attention.

Among

those

who have been

quite successful is W. L.
Cobb, of Middleville, who has made it a
study for several years, and now has all the

modern appliances and improvements.

He

has lately liurchased a foundation machine,
intended to use for moulding out of wax the
foundation for comb with which to fill the
hives of new swarms. This plan saves a

amount

of labor for the bees, and in
instances they will have the hive
nearly filled with honey, where in the ordinary manner they would still be building
comb. Bee-keepers should look up these

great

many

new improvements and adopt them when
they are evidently beneficial.
Marcenus
Wright, of the same place, has also been
eminently successful with his apiary;
During the past year his yard has been an
object of curiosity, there having been at
one time 230 colonies within one enclosure.
He has an improved method of packing his
hives for winter, which has been found a
safe manner of carrying them through the
long winters without loss. It is worth one's
time to travel many miles to visit these
gentlemen at any time during the season.—
Mr. Wright has become so used to the bee
stings that it seems as though he rather
likes them
at any rate, at the time when
strangers would be driven from the yard by
these little fighters, he walks among them
fearless and unconcerned.
They either
leave him alone, or else they have learned
from experience that they cannot hurt him.
;

Chinese Mustakd as a Honey Plant.
—Perhaps one of the very best honey producing plants is tall Chinese mustard. It
remains in blossom a very long time, seems
to yield honey continuously, is equally
vigorous to resist drought, or wet, and
flourishes in all soils. It maybe sowed any
time from May 1st to middle of June— the
earlier the better. It will seed itself its
greatest drawback; yet, it is far less troublesome as a weed than common nuistard.
It should be planted in drills, a foot apart,
for ease of cultivation. An ounce will plant
a space of one rod by four.
can only fill a few orders for this seed.
Price, per ounce, 30c.; quarter pound, 75c.,
postpaid.

—

We

its manner.
That the construction of the
hive has an influence in regard to their
safety in transporting has been observed,
and now comes the consideration of the
method of loading and the care during

GLEANED BY FRANK BENTON.

The means most commonly
employed in transporting them are the
wagon, the railway and the boat. If one
transportation.

Migratory Bee Culture.
One of the questions at the Strassburg
Convention, in 1875, was
" In wandering with bees, what is to be
observed in order to obtain a favorable
result?"
The subject was introduced by Herrn G.
Dathe, of Eystrup, and his remarks are
:

summed up by Herrn Mayerhoeffer, in Der
Bienenvater, as follows
" The speaker stated, that in Hanover,
where he follows bee culture, migrating
with bees is very common. In the spring,
the bee-keei)ers go from the heaths to the
marshes, and thence, late in the summer, to
the buckwheat and heath localities.
He
migrates yearly, with an average of 400
colonies to the buckwheat and heath
:

pastures.
" This migrating or

by no means easy

;

wandering with bees is
one must observe many

instead of the hoped for benefit,
damages will not be brouglit about. The
first condition towards a good result is a
good location for the apiary. In the selection of the spot for tliis purpose, 3 things
are to be observed
" Whether the pasturage is good or not.
1.
Blossoms do not yield honey alike everywhere, and much depends upon the weather.
Then, the location must not be too far from
the pasturage ; this is particularly the case
with buckwheat, hence the saying
The
bees must have the buckwheat before the
entrance.'
" The bees must be protected from the
wind and weather, and against the attacks
of man and beast ; therefore, many migrating bee-keepers like to build closed bee
sheds. When a single one is not able to do
so, several unite and build a shed together.
2.
"The cost. Even with the best of
places, the cost is not covered, if the distance to travel is too great ; the resulting
expenses absorbing the return. One must
never base his calculations upon good honey
years; but on the contrary, upon medium or
really poor years.
It frequently happens
that one takes his stock away from the
points,

if,

:

:

'

heath lighter than when it was brought
there.
Whoever has not far to go, and
therefore has small expenses, will not be
held back by such misfortunes, but can try
migrating every year.
3.
"The hives must be arranged for
migrating. The transport-hives must be so
constructed that they can be loaded and
unloaded with ease, and they must furnish
sufficient air to keep the bees from suffocation.
Of the basket-shaped hives, the ordinary reversible form is best adapted to

moving

about.

Among movable comb

hives, however, the equal chambers.
In
general, migrating with movable comb
hives is safer than with others.
The
speaker said, that in transporting colonies
In boxes he had lost none, whicii was not
the case with those in common round hives.
The fourth point is their transportation

has but a short distance to go, it is much
better to take the bees direct by wagon, to
their place, for it avoids frequent loading
and unloading. Of course, when the distance is great, the railroad is to be used.—

Transporting by boat is to be recommended
very highly. In loading the hives, they
must be so arranged that the corners of the
combs are always directed toward the
point whence the greatest concussions
come in wagons, toward the wheels in
railway cars, toward the buffers. It should
be observed that the accidental sliding of
tiie hives must be avoided by nailing cleats
about them. The wagons must not have
any standing racks. The best time to transplant them is at night. If, however, one
cannot arrive at his journey's end in one
night, it is best to stand the hives in a cool
place and let the bees fly. Should he be
compelled to travel during the day, the
bees on board of the cars should be in a
cool, covered car
those on boats, under a
canvas roof, and ordinary wagons should
be covered with cloth. All rough roads,
and the paved streets of cities should be
avoided, even though it be necessary to go
farther in order to do so.
"A fifth point is to be mentioned The
bees cannot remain without watching and
attention. Tliis is especially necessary in
the spring, because the swarming time
occurs then, but less so during the heath
harvest. In the latter case, looking to them
from one to three times a week answers.
" In closing, the speaker observed that
from the remarks it is to be seen that in
migrating with bees it is not so easy to
;

;

;

:

obtain a favorable result. But if all conditions for a favorable return are at hand, the
greatest return can be obtained in this
manner. (General applause)."
In his report of this topic, Herr Mayerhoeffer makes the following observations
" Migi-atory bee-culture is the height of
:

improved management. To say
anything more regarding its value would be
rational,

taking coals to Newcastle.' Yet, why
migrating with bees so little known here
in Bohemia ?
(This year, so far as I know,
only my friend Summer, in Egerland, tried
it
the result was exceedingly favorable, as
a surplus of about 20 lbs. per hive was
obtained).
The first culture of bees in
Bohemia was the forest bee culture (Waldbienenzucht), and in this way, the most
productive spring and autumn harvests are
to be secured. Then in Bohemia
gums
are used, which are wholly unsuitable for
migratory bee-culture
in addition, there
exists the superstition that if the bees are
moved from the place they will invariably
go to destruction.
Bohemia is, in conselike

'

is

;

'

;

quence of its intersected surface and the
resulting division into field and forest,
(which, perhaps, alternate more rapidly
than in any other country,) very favorably
situated for migratory bee culture. If in

the level regions the flowers have disappeared, innumerable sources of honey
present themselves among the mountains.
With us, migrating seldom occasions great
cost or difficulties, since tlie harvest localities, in most cases, do not lie far apart;
indeed, many times they are only a few
minutes outside of the range of the bees.
Even from Prague, which is quite distant
from mountains, a journey to the heaths
takes no longer than \}4 to 3 hours bv rail.
Finally, I will

Would

make one observation:—

not be an advantage to the bees to
be taken from the dry desert air of the
plains into the much cooler, damper atmosphere of the forest ?"
it

that I owe it,' replied he. ' One day I deposited quite a quantity of scraps of comb
in a wareroom where there were also some
empty petroleum casks. Shortly after this
one of my sons, wishing to put something
else in the place occupied by the scraps of
comb, put the latter into one of the petroleum casks. These combs were forgotten,
and a long time afterwards when I found
them they had not suffered from thei'avages
of the moth. Since then I have preserved
my empty combs in petroleum casks. If I

wish to

them

lise

to the

them afterwards
open

expose
they may

I first

air in order that

lose the odor of the petroleum. If, after
some time, the cask loses its strong odor,

A

one can smear

Bees wintered

well in the vicinity of Paris,
and accounts from various parts of Germany
show general success in wintering there.
From Italy, where the season is of course
further advanced, L'Apicoltore (Milan) for
April, brings the following report: "It is
not an inclination to fall into vain laments,
but merely as a matter of duty that we state
that the bad weather during the past month
has destroyed the first honey resources the
rape blossoms and those of tiie fruit-bearing
plants. It is therefore not difficult to see
beforehand that swarming will be somewhat late this year and not very great."

—

Alsace Lorkaine.—M. Dennler, one
the editors or Der Blenen Zucchter, says

of
in

the April number:

"A

good basis for ample returns during
1878 is laid. Wintering, thus far, has been
favorable. From the first of January until
the mi<]dle of February, continuous, yet not
too severe cold weather has kept our little
creatures in a normal and beneficial condition of rest. Since the latter date the weather
has been growing milder every day; the
early days of March appeared as real "spring
days, and the bees buzzed and carried in
pollen as in the month of May. The unpleasant days following have caused no
damage. The first cleansing flight took
place liere on the 14th of February. In the
rearing of brood the hives aie already tolerably
advanced, particularly the straw
hives."
Note the statement of M. Dennler's experience with straw hives for wintering. The
weather had l)een cold constantly up to the
middle of February, yet he says his hives
were well supi)lied with brood at that time,
some having two combs filled to the bottom
with sealed brood. Of course colonies located in large wooden hives, having the
combs well packed above and at the sides
with dry chaff or straw, and the cover raised
to permit the escape of damp air, have all
the advantages of straw hives for wintering.

Preserving Empty Combs.— At a convention in Austria, Herr Gatter, of Vienna,
made the following interesting remarks:
"While traveling in Italy I met a merchant
who showed me a finii stock of empty combs.
This was at the hottest time of the yeaiv
and, astonished at not finding a trace of
moths about his combs, I asked him his secret in preparing them. 'It is to chance

it with
petroleum.' "
dealer in furniture informs the writer that
among upholsterers and furniture dealers
the practice prevails of immersing and
soaking in naphtha valuable pieces of furniture, in order to prevent moth larvse from
injuring the cloth or wood. One can have
a chest or long box to hang his combs in,
with a shallow pan containing petroleum in
the bottom, and the wood of the box can be
thoroughly impregnated with the same, so
that if the plan works as indicated, there
need be little trouble in keeping empty
combs during warm weather.

The Origin of Bet.l Ringing for
— An Englishman told me, some time

Bees.

an English bee-keeper said to
that bees had no ears, and, of course,
could not hear. He asked him why he rang
bells for them when they swarmed ? He
answered, that people Avere not there
allowed to cross fields and gardens, but the
law provided that a person could do so if he
was following a swarm of bees and the
ringing of the bell was to let the occupants
of the premises know that he was following
a swarm of bees. This is the best explanation of the origin of bell ringing for bees
that I have ever heard.
S. K. Marsh.
Palo, Mich., May 10, 1878.
since, that

him

;

"

What

ails

Benton Harbor, May 4. 1878.
my bees ?" was the question

asked by a neighbor,

who

lives

on the lake

and who has, or had, about 15 colowhich have gone "where the
woodbine twineth," or somewhere else.
Their hives contained plenty of honey, in
good and sweet condition plenty of brood
in all stages, no moths nor mold, nor signs
of any. They seem to be dissatisfied, and
shore,

nies, 7 of

;

swarm

out.

One swarm was

stopped, re-

turned and queen's wing clipped; but they
afterwards went off, leaving but a very
few with the queen They seem to have
got the western emigration fever, which
L.
is raging this spring.

i^Now is the time to sow the
Mountain bee
to 6

Rocky

grows from 3
feet high and blooms from July till
plant.

It

frost.
J.

H. Nellis of Canajoharie, N. Y.
VauDeusen Bee

will hereafter supply the
Feeder at reduced prices.

Q^oxxtspomUnu.
For the American Bee Journal.

Bees and Hive-Making in Southern
California.

Something over 2 years ago, 1 was compelled to leave my northern home in Michigan, on account of ill health, and seek a
wanner climate. I decided upon California, and chose the southern portion. Ulti-

mately I built a home in this place. My
hopes have been realized, in the recovery of
my health and finding a delightful climate.
Formerly, my experience in manufacturing machinery and agricultural tools, perhaps, lias enabled me to take hold of the
mechanical part of the business to advanand, possibly, a few ideas of mine
be of advantage to some, for it is
through an interchange of views that all
What bee men
business is benefitted.
in California, and in fact all bee men want,
is means to do all t}ieir work within them-

tage

;

may

selves, as

much

as possible and to the best

advantage.
First, I got me up a hand circular saw,
that in manufacturing bee hives is very
complete and a great saving of labor, and
not expensive to make. I have never yet
seen a foot power capable of driving a circular saw to any advantage; besides the strain
on a man to use one is unnatural and he can't
produce half the power that lie can with
his hands.
First make a common saw frame, (light,)
in. in diameand a small arbor, not over
ter and '^s bearings, 23^ long ; pully 23^ in.
in diameter, and 2)^ in. face ; use habit or
type metal for boxes, run into a shell, or
on one of
run them in the frame have a
the bearings, to prevent end play of the
arbor. Have a fly wheel, 3 ft. in diameter,
weighing 200 lbs.; fasten to its arms a
pulley, 18 inches in diameter, 2)^ in. face ;
hang tills on IX round iron, as long as the
frame is wide, bearings on each end. On
one end inside the bearings put a 5 in.
in. face and 3^ inch pitch.
spur pinnion,
To match and drive this, use a 16 in. spur
wheel, hung on a shaft, 1 in. in diameter;
to this shaft attach the crank, 14 in. long.
Put the pully and fly wheel at one end of
the frame and the saw arbor
of the distance to the other. With tills machine, in
12 hours, I cut all the stuff for 100 hives,
(Langstroth,) including the movable frames,
10 for each hive, 10x12 ; bottoms, tops and
honey boards, all the cleats, and rabbeted the
sides for bearings for the frames, all cut out
of wide lumber.
I have made what all who have seen it
say is the most complete machine for holding the Langstroth frame while it is being
nailed. Take an inch board, 23^ ft. long,
and 1 ft. wide. To each end of this, fasten
legs so it will stand edgeways, up and
down, and 18 inches, from the lower edge to
the floor. Fasten to the lower edge a piece
of 2x3 the same length now take another
inch board, 10x18 inches, fasten to it across
one end, a piece 1 inch square and 10 in.

^

V

;

%

%

;

Now, 10 in. from this piece fasten
another piece of inch board, 7x10. Now, on
this 7x10 piece strike a 10 inch circle and
work to it, the center of which will be 12 in.
from the first square piece. Through this
long.

center put a large wooden screw, and into
the center, lengthwise of the first board and
2 Inches above the center, up and down,
screw it just tight enough so it will admit
of the rounded board working back and
forth.

The lower rounded edge

will rest on

the 2x3 that was fastened to the main
frame or first board. Now, on the No. 2
board, 10x18, between the inch piece and
the 7x10 piece that was fastened to it will
be, as it were, a sink of 1 inch, oben at the
ends this is to hold the 3 pieces to form
the frame
but, as yet, only the top and
bottom pieces is held. To hold the sides,
take 2 pieces of inch band iron, 2 inches
long, and screw fast to the center of this
opening, projecting up 1 inch.
Now, to
clamp and hold the 4 ])ieces in place, make
a button 10 in. long,
in. wide and fasten
with a screw in the center, turn this button
on to the top and bottom pieces. This holds
the whole 4 pieces firm, to nail the sides
being held by the pressure against the top
and bottom.
To nail them, you have but to turn thia
No. 2 board (after nailing on one side) up,
and nail the top or angle piece and this
No. 2 board is held in position to do this
by a spring turn down and nail the other
side.
The pieces are all put in position
quick, held firm and square, and less than
half the time is required to nail a frame
than by any other machine I have ever
seen. It is very simple and easily made.
I saw my top and angle pieces all in one,
which makes a much stronger frame.
;

;

3'-i

;

;

;

And now,

one more improvement

least, it is so

seen

yet,
If so, let us
it

;

;

or, at

considered by all who have
some may have a better plan.

know it. This is a slide to
open and close the fly hole in the hive. To
make the slide, and guide to hold it, take a
piece 3^x1 in., rabbet out from one edge 3^x
M in., cut off from this a piece for a slide,
long enough to cover the fly hole, and
another twice as long, and nail to the hive
for the slide to work in. The lower edge
of the slide will run on the bottom board.
This slide must be put in very loose, so
that in wet weather it will work easy. To
hold it in position and to regulate it so it
will always work, take a strip of tin
i"wide, 3 in. long, and with a fine saw cut a
slot in one end of the slide, insert the tin,
bend it over, and with a small French nail
fasten the other end of the tin. This tin is
now between the slide and box. Take a
small screw eye, and screw it through the
slide against the tin
this pushes the tin

X

;

against the box. With this tne slide is regand the eye screw serves as a
handle. To close up a hive, you have but
to move the slide and turn the screw and
the slide is held fast. After the screw has
been put in, take it out and file off the point,
to prevent its pressing through the tin.
All this may seem but a trifle to some, but
those who liandle bees much will appreciate
its worth.
And now a few words about bees in
Southern California
The readers of the
ulated,

:

Amekican Bee Journal have been

in-

its correspondents of the general
condition of the bee business here. Some
have painted the picture as dark and
gloomy as they formerly have in bright and
Perhaps a medium beglowing colors.
tween tlie two would present a fair state of
The
the business at the present time.
want of sufficient rain last winter to bring
out the bee feed, and the extreme cold and
bacliward spring, of the whole of Southern
California, tells the whole story why so
or
little has been done in the bee business

formed by

;

rather,

why

much has been done

so

to so

now

Forming an opinion
purpose.
from the best information I can command,
I would say at the present time, there is not
more than one-half the bees in Los Angeles, San Diego and San Bernardino counties that there was last March and judging
the future by the past, I would say that not
more than three-fourths of these will get
through to see next March. So that wliile
Eastern bee men have no fears of California
honey being crowded on their market this
year, they need have but little for the year
to come. While this is the dark side of the
picture for California bee men, the bright
side is the same with the bee business as
with most all other kinds of business. The
little

;

exceedingly rapid increase of bees in this
country, and the wonderful growth of the
farmers' and fruit-growers' products is the
bright side, and enables California to
recover from the effects of a drouth in a
The difference beshort space of time.
tween a drouth in California and a drouth in
a cold climate is this, the one comes out of a
drouth and goes into a cold, cheerless winter, and the other comes out to go, as it
were, into a growing summer.
There seems to be a wide difference in
the opinions of bee men, as to the existence
of honey dew. It is my opinion that there
is something that settles or collects on the
trees, at night, which the bees are fond of,

and go for it as soon as it is light enough
for them to see and, as soon as the sun has
shone on it a short time, they quit their
work. With us, it is mostly on the sycamore they work. 1 would like to ask some
;

of your experienced bee men if bees will
work on flowers that will make poisoned
honey, or that will poison themselves.
Two men here have lost nearly all their
bees, some 200 colonies, and we can come to
no other conclusion than that they are
poisoned with their own honey. In June,
the bees were moved with ours from the
mountains to the valley, near the coast.—

1st., we moved ours back
the 200 colonies remained, and after a few
days they seemed to be doing well and
storing honey, but 2 weeks later they commenced dwindling away, and none but
young bees could be found about the hives.
part of them were moved back to the
mountains before this was noticed very
much; but the effect on them was just the
same as those that were left. They had
plenty of honey and their queen and brood
coming out and still they would dwindle
all away and leave a hive full of honey.—
Ours that were brought away 2 or 3 weeks
sooner did well, and showed no such signs,
whatever.

About August

A

;

;

If any other bee men have had like experience, and can account for it and will do so

through
thejr will

the American Bee Journal,
render a favor to bee men in this

section.

For the past mouth we have been feeding
We crush them, and

our bees on grapes.

feed 100 lbs. to 150 colonies.
It makes
plenty of business for them, and they don't
think of robbing. The strong colonies, of
course, store more than the weak ones, but
it is easily transferred from the full hives
The grapes cost but
to the empty ones.
This,
2.5c. per 100 lbs., besides the picking.
than sugar or
think,
is
much
cheaper
we
honey to feed, and no trouble with their
robbing.
Some of your correspondents question the
statement that hens will catch live bees.
Some of our hens made such a business of
it that we had to move the troughs that we
kept water in for our bees where the hens
could not get to them. The skunks are
very fond of bees. We have watched them,
by moonlight, scratch on the hive until the
bees came out, and then rake them off with
one paw into their mouths. The little
swifts, too, that are so plenty in California,
are fond of bees.
We have seen them
catch them as they came out of the fly hole.
We shot one while he was in the very act,
cut him open and found a dozen bees. The
bluejays have been taking so many of our
bees that we have had to shoot them to get
rid of them.
M. S. Baker.

For the American Bee Journal.

My Hive and Plan of Keeping Record.
I have been using
for the past 10 years,

movable frame

liives

and have read all the
bee papers and books. We all differ somewhat in opinion about managing the bee.
Perhaps a little of my experience might
help some beginner. 1 always winter on
summer stands, as I have had no other
place, and for that reason I use a very large
hive. I first used a Metcalf hive, size 12x12
inches, and 17 inches high, 8 frames, with
honey board and top boxes, movable front,
hives made
frames stand on the bottom
single, double and quadruple. I used this
size for 10 years, and then made up my
;

mind

that

was

it

too small, I lost too

many

bees during the winter. I then made the
hive that I use now, my No. 2, and I have
another. No. 3, that I designed to winter in
the bee house or cellar'.

DESCRIPTION OF NO. 2 FOR OUT DOOR
WINTERING.
Bottom, 28x28 inches, a partition nailed
across the centre, 28 in. long by 21 in. high
sides 28 in. wide and 22 in. high, nailed to
the bottom board, with movable ends,
making 2 divisions of the hive 28 in. long
by 133^ and 21 in. high, inside measure.
3 in. stri]) nailed across each end, for a tie,
to keep the 2 outsides and the partition the
proper distance apart. In this hive I have
room for a tier of side boxes, 6 in. wide at
both ends, and room for 10 frames. I use a
honey board on top, 15x15 in., and 2 other
boards, one each side of the honey board,
they lay over the side boxes.
4)4 in. wide
;

A

;

chamber, 7 in. at the eaves, and
hinged at the ridge for
convenience to work tlie hive. The cliamber rests on cleats, running around the
hive, li in. below the top. In this hive I
keep 2 colonies of bees when I work with
one, I turn }4 of the chamber over on to the
I use a top

10 in. at the ridge

;

;

other half, which saves lifting it off the
hive. When I use this hive for extracted
honey, I put in a movable division board,
and use from 12 to 15 frames or more, as I
choose, or can have a perfet colony with
only 3 frames. I wintered 2 colonies this
winter with only 2 frames each, and they
came through the winter all right.

My

WINTERING.
manner of wintering

is to put the
frames in the centre, and division boards on
each side of the bees, and then fill the
balance of the hive with chaff or fine straw.
I usually have 6 in. of chaff at each end of
the hive, 7 in. of straw overhead, in the
chamber. On the back side of each, that
is, on the other side of the partition, there
is another colony of bees, to help keep
warm. So there is only one side of each
colony that comes to the weather single
and that side can very easily be made
double. Here we have a big colony of bees
suiTOunded with someteing to keep them
comfortable and it is the best arrangement
;

saw for out-door wintering. Some
other hive may do better in the •cellar, but I
always winter out of doors.
1 ever

KEEPING BECORD OF AN APIARY.

When we

have 1 or 2 colonies
easy matter to remember all that

it
is

is

an

neces-

sary, or if we forget just what condition
they are In, it is no great job to look over
just a few hives, but when we have 100 or
more to work with, requiring the work of
several hands in the busy season, then it is
quite another thing. Then it is very necessary to keep some kind of record, especially if we practice artificial division. I
have trieji sevei-al plans of keeping record,
Eapers kept in the top of the hives, little
oards, slates, &c. I get my fingers danbed
with honey, have to keep a dish of water
handy to wash, so it is either honey or

my

hands nearly all the time.—
bad to use paper or slate
either, so I take a nice piece of pine Inmber, 1 in. thick, 2 ft. long, and from 12 to 18
Inches wide plane it smooth on both sides,
and then rule 4 or 5 columns on the left
hand side, from top to bottom in the the
water on

That makes

it

;

;

column write the month in the second, the day of the month in the third, the
number of hives and as I use hives to liold
2 or 4 colonies, I use the fourth column to
write the number of the division of the hive.
Then rule across the board, just wide
enough to write wth a pencil handy rule
both sides of the board alike and use it
until it is full. Then copy off in a book if
you wish to save anything there is on it
then plane the board and rule again. Two
or three such boards will last all the season
for 20 colonies of bees, without copying off.
I have drawn off a sample, which I send, of
first

;

;

;

;

last year's

work.

Have taken

old colonies and given
season. I always have

the

my

2 new, and 3
of the

work

second board

at

home

nights,

by others when

how

it is

and
I

criticise the

am

work done

not along, so I

done.

APIARY NORTH OF HOUSE.

know

One would be likely to
top of the hive.
suppose tiiat with openings in the top of
the liive, the entrance being in the bottom,
the heated air would escape at the top, its
place being supplied by the ingress of
cooler air at the bottom. But such is not
the case. The bees at the entrance of the
hive are busy fanning with their wings,
their heads being toward the hive. This
produces a somewhat strong current of air
outward and if there are openings in the
top of the hive the cool air enters at the top,
while the heated air escapes from the bottom. To secure thorough ventilation, there
should be a honey-board with a little space
(about ^/i of an inch) between it and tl)e
In the honey-board
tops of the frames.
there should be openings covered with
wire-cloth
be tacked imwire-cloth. If the
mediately on the board, the bees will close
but, if it be an
the meshes with propolis
inch above it and several inches in area,
they will not attempt to wax it up. I, at
first, used blocks of board, each having an
inch hole in it, one side closed with wire
but I found that the bees would
cloth
invariably close it up. But I have found
that if a frame be made, say 8 in. long and 2
in. wide, and the wire cloth be tacked on
that, and laid over the holes in the board,
so that there is an inch space between the
wire-cloth and the board, no attempt is
;

;

;

made to close it.
To succeed with

this plan, the surplus

honey chamber must be protected by an
outside cap having openings for ventilation. Ventilate your bees thoroughly in
hot weather, and keep the honey out of
their way, and you will not be troubled
M. Mahiist.
with swarming.
Logansport, Ind., May 14, 1878.

For the American Bee Journal.

Items, statistic?, Questions, &c.

Dear Editok :— I

have no interest in

speaking kindly of the Journal, except to
give "honor to whom honor is due ;" but I
will say that the Journal deserves the undivided support of every bee-keeper in the
land. Truly, it is the hee-keeper's^ friend.

There

is

no paper

1 feel

pleasure in writing

more freedom and

to.

Our Semi-annual Bee-keepers' Conven-

came off, as announced in the Journal, on Tuesday, the 7th inst., and was a
grand success, both in point of numbers
I will send
and the interest developed.
you full report, but it is so long you will
the
June
number.
not receive it in time for

tion

The locust bloom is a failure, but still the
prospects are good, and I believe at the
close of the season we will have much to
be thankful for.
I am trying to gather all the statistics I
can in regard to the honey crop of Kentucky,
and hope tiiat every bee-keeper who reads
this will furnish me with all the information within reach
Number of colonies last season, with
1.
increase of same.
The kind of hive used.
2.
:

The number of pounds of wax and
3.
honey produced last year.
This information is designed for the ben-

of our State at large, and will be published by request of our State Agricultural
Commissioner, W. J. Davie, A. M., in his
annual report, which will be published in
efit

September next.
Will you or some of our bee friends
kindly answer the following questions
1.
Where and when was the honey extractor invented, and by whom ?
2.
Who first imported Italian Queens
and bees into this country ?
3.
When and by whom was the bellows
smoker invented ?
As from early childhood I can remember bellows, on precisely
the same principle, being used to kindle
:

fires

with.

What is the probable number of beekeepers in the United States, and the
average amount of honey produced by each,
4.

last year, or the total

amount produced

?

W. Williamson, Se&y Cent. Ky. B. K. A.
Lexington, Ky., May 11, 1878.
The Mel-Extractor was invented by
[1.
Her Von Hruschka, in Germany, about ten
years since. Noticing that a piece of comb,
attached to Ja string in the hands of his
boy, being twirled, was emptied of its
honey, he invented the Extractor, which is
similar in principle to the Extractor of today. His machine consisted of a wooden
tub, with a vertical axle, revolving in a
socket fastened to the bottom of the tub,
and held, but allowed to project above the
top. The comb basket was attached to the
axle, surrounded by wire-cloth, the comb
string was wound
resting against it.
around the axle, and then being rapidly
unwound, the honey was extracted.
2.
In 1859 the first Italian bees were imported into America by Wagner & Colvin,
from the apiary of Dzierzon, in Germany.
In 18G0 S. P. Parsons brought the first colo-

A

nies direct from Italy.
3.
A bellows is an old invention, but
such as arranged to blow smoke to quiet
bees, though previously used in Europe,
was first brought to the attention of apiarists by the late M. Quinby.
4.
We have not the statistics to answer
this question now, but hope to soon.— Ed.

For the American Bee Journal.

Honey Dew.
In February No. of the American Bee
Journal I found an article on Honey Dew,
by W. K. Marshall, of Texas, which I expected to be answered by some correspondent in the March No.
The article is so entirely based upon
erroneous conclusions and propositions
that it ought to be corrected, as many readers might be miscarried by apparent facts.
'
It has been proved over and over again,
by men of science, of all countries of the
New and Old World, that the so-called

honey dew is no more nor less than the
secretion of tlie very numerous family of
the aphidje or plant lice.
It has also been often observed in Europe,
that honey dew dropped from trees in such
quantities that it moistened the ground.
The leaves fairly dripped. More than 50
years ago, Mr. Ehrenfels, who then had
over 1000 colonies, reported that in his pine
forests, the honey produced or secreted by
the coccus or pine bark louse often dropped
from the trees in such quantities that his
wood-choppers were wont to sweeten their
dinner bread with it.
Mr. Marshall bases his argument mainly

on
1.

3 points, viz
" It Is

:

never found on

plants at the

all

kinds of trees and

same time.

never found on dead leaves or anything
dry, except as it has fallen, or been blown from some
green vegetation.
3.
"It is always found when vegetation Is in a
healthy and growing state."
2.

" It is

1.
Of course, it cannot be found on all
trees and plants at the same time.
The
aphidjB family is probably as numerous as
that of the spiders, the flies or tlie bugs,
who all have their seasons of breeding regulated according to the time of the fullest
growth of the particular tree or plant they
live on. Do the bugs appear before tbe sap
has entered the trees or bushes ? Do we
see butterflies before flowers boom ?
The same with all the aphidse. When
their tree or plant is in its riciiest state of
sap, they have the condition to multiply,
and they do it. When the flow of sap stops,
honey dew stops also. When the second
sap appears, our lice are there again. The
the less sap, the
moi'e sap, the more lice
less lice. When honey is lacking, do not
our bees quickly quit breeding? Do they
not almost barbariously, like the old Greeks,
expose their children to ravenous animals,
or to the inclemency of the weather or
starvation ? The louse honey, as it might
properly be called, only appear in abundance when aphidie are abounding. If Mr.
Marshall, at the next appearance of honey
dew, will more closely investigate, he will
either find little, creeping, green lice on the
young stems or under side of the leaves, or
one of the other species of tbe shell-bark
louse on any part of the trees or plants,
except on the upper side of the leaves. In
investigating, be careful not to overlook the
youngest shell-bark lice, as they cainiot be
seen l)y the naked eye. The youngest are
about the best suckers.
2.
Is rather a wholesale assertion, not at
all borne out by the facts.
I have lying
before me a piece of white paper, bespotted
with divers small honey dew drops by some
shell-bark lice, which live on a lemon tree,
that was raised from a seed, and which
stands near me. This little tree is now in
its 4th year, and always has some shellbark lice on it, in spite of the closest search,
and the most thorough washing with lye,
tobacco juice, &c. After a while, they
always appear again, so that, if science
generally did not condemn the idea of spontaneous creation, this might make me
believe in it.
These shell-bark lice, we (my wife, my
daughter and myself) are woiit, these 3
years, to discover by the honey dew on the
;

upper part of the leaves of the lemon tree,
which never leaves the room, except for a
wash.
For the purpose of writing this
article to-day, last night I looked at my
lemon tree, and saw again divers spots of
honey dew. Over one of the spots I fastened a piece of letter paper, which to-day
lias several distinct spots of honey dew on
it.
Mr. Marshall will, I trust, not object to
paper, as it has answered better thaii a dry
leaf as paper taken from a ream could not
have old or new honey dew on it before I
laid it under the louse. Two young shellbark lice on an upper leaf, about 2 inches
away, in an oblique direction, are the producers of the spots on the paper. If you
wish to find the lice for a certain honey
dew, never look straight over it, but in an
oblique upper direction.
They always
eject obliquely, never straight and indeed,
so sharp that I have often felt the force on
my face, which could not have been if that
miniature drop merely liad fallen. If you
wish to get a proof, spread a few good-sized
sheets of paper, over night, under any tree
that has honey dew on it. Next moining
you will find plenty of dull and shining
spots on the paper. Paper will, more or
less, soak in honey dew, while green, living
;

;

leaves will not.
3.
This only proves what I have said
under 1. I have no doubt, that Marshall
has found honey dew where no insect
could be found with a microscope. I have
found honey dew on plants fully 10 feet
from the tree, on which tlie producers lived.

The force of ejection, the smallness of the
drops and the current of air may bring it
You never
yet farther away. But mark
find honey dew under a leaf, while you
never find, except as a rare case, shell-bark
:

on top of a leaf. If tlie
honey dew, why do they
not go on the upper side of the leaves, or do
they, from the under side, penetrate the
leaves in order to suck the honey on the
upper side ?
Leaves are not destined to exude any
lice or any aphidse
lice are feeding on

They are organized for the inhalation and exlialation of vaporous gasses
In order to exude any fluid, their
only.
cells would have to burst first, which has
certainly never been seen yet. Puncture a
green leaf as much as you please, you will
It is a different
never see fluid exude.
thing to intercept the flow of sap in a maple
tree trunk, or cut a vine or wound a peach
fluid.

tree.

If in 1862 you had such a mild winter that
your pine trees grew, the coccus, or pine
tree shell-bark louse could also grow. Depend on that. I wish we had pine trees
around here. My bees would often get a
good meal from them in early spring.
I do not look upon honey dew as an
excrement any more than on honey as an
excrement, which it certainly is not.
The aphidie, which live on grapevine, I
have often observed with a good magnifying glass, when the ants would come, tickle
them with their antennse, and my innocent
lice would turn up high their abdomen, on
the upper end of which are 2 minute, hollow

of which presently spring 2,
very small drops of a crystal fluid, which
would
greedily lick up. Among
my ants
pipes, out

100 aphidfe I would find working, generIt is assumed by
ally, from 2 to 4 ants.
many scientists that aphidje suck the juice,
assimilate from it what they need and eject
the balance, in about the same way as our
beloved bees do for bees change the sac;

charine matter they bring home, to a great
extent, before emptying into the cell, which
has also been proved by better men than I
claim to be.
Mr. Marshall, I trust, will not feel offended, but false theories should be contraIf
dicted or disproved whenever seen.
more light is wanted, my lantern is always
Chas. Sonne.
burning.
Sigel,

111.,

March

10, 1878.

For the American Bee Journal.

Patents— Answer

to D. D. Palmer.

American Bee Journal, which gave
following notice and criticism

Bingham Smoker.—"

the

:

Friend Bingham has sent

the Quinand heavier bellows. It burns
any hard, dry wood, and keeps it Ignited. After

one to

tliis office.

It is similar in sliape to

by, but of larger tube,

laying it down five minutes, it has sufficient Are to
start again. It is supplied with full instructions for
use, and will be kept for sale at this office."

One was also sent to Gleanings, and a
month later the following notice and criticism appeared
" Mr. Bingham has very kindly sent us one of his
smokers, which works just about as well as Quinby's,
but so far as we see, no better. It is by no means as
neat as the Quinby, and is much more cheaply got
up. With our tools and machinery, it would be an
easy matter for us to make them by the quantity for
50c. each. Why can they not be sold for an even
dollar ? 1 confess I hardly know where duty lies in
such matters."

As I had never had much knowledge of
Magazine I did not send a smoker to
Mr. King, who says in a private letter that

the

No ; we, too, don't like patents. They
cost money, Mr. Palmer. But Mr. Langstroth has lived to see his original arrangement become the standard bee hive the
best and most popular hive in use. While
he is not reported rich from his patent,
several not over-scrupulous parties have
made small fortunes by selling his invenThe fittest survive, and Mr. Langtion.
stroth has the honor of survival ; yet,
several of those same parties who copied
his invention, changing only the form, and
calling it an improvement, after his patent
expired, became suddenly convinced that
for all kinds of purposes, the regular standISome of
ard Langstroth frame is best.
these parties— sxirvive also

—

Every honorable bee-keeper knows and
gives Mr. Langstroth the credit of all that
he claimed in his hive.
The honey extractor has been extensively
sold, and is a valid and real invention.—
Tlie inventor did not take out letters patent, and as a result, not one-half of the beekeepers using the exti'actor even know the
name or nationality of the inventer. And,
strange to say, he has not got rich from the
generositi/ of those who do not like patents.
Yet, like Mr. Langstroth, he survives!
Mr. Quinby made, advertised and sold a

bellows smoker. As to its originality, 1 am
Either because he did not
unacquainted.
get it patented, or that it was not coveted,
or that certain unscrupulous parties who
lived in his day and generation feared his
influence, it remains to this day the private
porperty of the lamented Quinby estate.
Bingham, in the spring of 1874, showed at
the Michigan Bee-keepers' Association a
direct-draft smoker, which he afterward
added to and subtracted from, fand otherwise changed until the public were informed, at the Michigan Bee-keepers' Association of Dec. 187(5, that on the 1st of
March, 1877, the said Bingham's bellows
smoker would be offered for sale. The
smoker was shown so covered up in its
main features that no one knew anything
about it, except that it burnt sound, dry
stove-wood, and would not go out on any
reasonable neglect. Orders were taken in
the convention from all but 1 or 3 of the

members

present.

These orders were

filled

according to agreement in March, 1877, at
which time a smoker was sent to the

it I had so done, he would have given it a
good notice, as it was far, very tar better
than the Quinby.
As to the cost of making smokers I knew
very little at that time, but as I was compelled to make them largely, I soon found
that the price adopted as fair and honorable by Mr. Quinby, without a patent, would
be ample for me with one, should I be compelled to get one to secure to myself the
credit, and to my family the benefit of the
Accordingly his prices were
invention.
adopted. As Prof. Cook's article, to which
you refer, refers to the smoker question in
part, I would ask with all due respect, Was

the price of the Quinby smoker, vi^hich was
so generously given and donated by Mr.
Quinby to the cause he loved, so reasonable
as to be an honor and a protection to him ?
If such was tlie case it was the precaution
which I took, probably, which so turned
the minds of those who so kindly advertised my humble invention, without my
consent or credit and is, therefore, a large
card in favor of procuring patents, as a
means of iiitroducing valuable improve;

ments to actual consumers, while it does
not stimulate patents the originals of
which are not coveted.
Abronia, Mich.,

May

T. F.

Bingham.

7, 1878.

For the American Bee Journal,

Furze, as Forage.
Mr. T. G. McGaw, in the April number,
gives Mr. Eldridge's description of furze,
but really does not do the plant justice, in
an economical point of view, as to its value
in agriculture. In the Chemistry of Food
in relation to the Breeding and Feeding of
Live Stock by Charles A. Cameron, Ph. D.,
M. D., &c. &c. 1868, he writes as follows :—
" This plant, instead of being unprofitable, deserves to rank amongst the most
valuable vegetable cultivated for the use of
domestic animals. It grows and flourishes
under conditions that materially affect
almost every other fodder or green crop.
It is rather improved by a cold temperawhen supplied with
it thrives best
ture
abundant rain, but can survive a long
drought."
;

Tlie produce of an acre of furze is equal
au acre of meadow. For further information and analysis, the above mentioned
work must be ref ered to.
I have seen, in Wales, several small
water-wheels driving 2 rollers, in which are
fastened strong teeth, for the purpose of
crushing furze.
J. 8. Wood.
Nyborg, Denmark, April 17, 1878.
to

For

tlie

American Bee Journal.

finement. After long and mature consideration I have decided to re-queen my apiary
every year, if the honey season be good and
breeding extensive
if not so, then every
2 years. In the South, a queen will not
remain prolific as long as in the North, as
breeding is carried on so much longer.
Two years would not be much too long for
a good queen, but in a fine honey season
when a queen keeps up 15 full section frames
of brood from April 1st until August 1st, it
uses up a queen.
;

Interesting Topics.

A

tong time

since

FLOATING APIARIES.

tried to help (or

1

—

hinder) by a few lines the old Jouknal.
long and serious illness has caused a
neglect, both of my bees and the good old
Journal. Its superiority over all other
journals devoted to the same object is so
visible that it commands respect fromall.

A

ITALIANS

The

vs.

BLACKS.

superioritj^ of the Italians Is so visi-

ble that

it

does seem

it

would long have

settled.
I have had them side by
side for 7 years, pure Italians, pure blacks
and hybrids. There are three points in
which to compare them. First, the Italian

been

hives contain double the number of bees,
and often three times as many. They travel
farther for forage and are never troubled
by moths. Last, but not least, in a poor
season they will average 10 lbs. to 1 for the
Now, I don't
blacks, of surplus honey.
need to compare them in any other respect,
yet the Italian has claims of being superior
in other respects. Colonies all in like condition at beginning of harvest— same hive,
same locality, and tried in 5 different locations, side by side.

IMPORTING QUEENS,
Imported some Italian, Cyprian

and
Smyrnian, September 1, 1875, but they
starved while in the express office at New
Orleans. One Cyprian lived 24 hours after
I regretted greatly the
I received them.
neglect of the company. The Italians were
the Smyrnians were
all dead and moldy
the Cyprian
dead, but the combs clean
were nice and clean, and many of them able
to move. We have ships plying between
here and Java, so I can get bees from that
Island, as there are native Javanese who
come here. I can get Cyprian bees in the
same way. I am determined to have them
direct from their native place. I care not
They send
for
second-handed races.
hybrids to America, and then to be mixed
by American bees again, and then sold at a
fancy price, and then only one-fourth blood.
None for me. There is one thing I never
could believe, in the Dzierzon theory, viz
That pure queens mated with black drones
will produce pure drones. I was always in
doubt until I gave it 3 good trials and
learned to my sorrow that my fears were
well grounded. I am now arrayed against
that theory and argue it at proper times
from actual experiments during 3 seasons.
I have fully satisfied myself. Let others do
the same. I believe it impossible to keep
an apiary entirely pure for a length of time,
unless one is continually adding young
queens that are tested or fertilized in con;

;

:

matter 3 years ago and
found that to build a boat for the express
purpose of carrying bees was not practicable, and gave the subjectof forage along the
Mississippi Kiver, from Cairo to Natchez, a
careful investigation, and found it would
not support an apiary or a barge, but by
going up small streams it might do, but
have doubts. There is a similar object I
have in view, as soon as forage begins to
fail here, to move the bees up above St.
Louis by railroad, so as to lose little time in
transit
but if forage should remain good
here, it would not be advisable, only in
I investigated this

;

case honey fails here in the last of MayIn this State there is forage for
1000 il)s. to the colony if the atmosphere
was only favorable, which is generally too
cool. Many speak of the hot South
my
objection is, it is not ?iot enough. I shall
watch the season closely, and if our harvest
is not good I will go to Illinois at once.

then go.

;

FERTILIZING IN CONFINEMENT.
Well may Dr. Family offer $25 for the
"best method of fertilizing in confinehereafter, when I offer anything for a prize, I shall consider well who
are to be the contestants and manner of
decision. Yes, 'tis a fine plan to get the
best mode on certain topics, for two or three
to offer a small prize, thereby bringing out
a few of the best, and then it is public. I
deem it more honorable to communicate
such things at once to the journals, when
such a small sum as $25 is offered. I would
give it free to the Journal before I would
compete for a sum less than $100.
I do not deem any plan to propagate a
foreign race of bees in any way successful,
unless done in confinement, to retain the
race pure, to prevent loss from birds and
other enemies, to prevent loss from perishing while on a bridal trij) and from entering
wrong hive. Queen breeding is very uncertain at best, and when attended with all
these drawbacks it is very much of a risk.
Now, to think of raising pure queens when
there is any black blood within 10 miles— it
In Point
is very uncertain to my mind.
Coupee, I knew two instances where there
was not an Italian within 10 miles, and yet,
there came a swarm with a fine Italian
queen, mated with a black drone. I am
familiar with several instances where Italians have come 5 miles and united with
blacks
and is it not as reasonable to
assume that blacks will do the same ? The
fertilization of queens must be done in
confinement, if it is expected to keep the
race pure. I tried it in 1872-3, and failed
almost entirely. I tried again with much

ment;" but

;

better success. I noticed last year the fertilization of 3 queens ; in each instance
they came out, rose about 15 feet high and
then seemed to sail around in a circle
until they met the drone, which I saw in
each case; at the moment they met the
drone I lost sight of the first two. 1 saw

her all the time she was out
she met the
drone as the others did, at the instant of
meeting they 'fell within 4 feet of the
ground, when they separated, the queen
entering the hive, showing that copulation
had taken place. With these observations
I believe I know the requisite space tor
fertilization. I met a bee-keeper of many
years experience who stated that he had
observed the fertilization of more than 40
(lueens, and stated that it was in each
instance as above stated. The expense in
the North for a house would be heavy, but
in this climate but light. If health permits,
as
1 intend to give it a thorough trial
learning just the time a queen will meet the
drone is an uncertain thing. One could sit
and watch a nuclei for the young queen to
appear, and as soon as she comes out put
her and a drone in a cage and see what you
will get. That I have tried and failed entirely more than once.
Another one asks for some plan to raise
queens with less bees. Enough has been
tried to show that in nuclei is not tiie proper
;

If I

in the North I would send my bees
not south just to middle Tennessee,
New Orleans. The 1st of September
bees were weak, and had but about 13

was

South
but to

my

;

honey November 10, I prepai'ed
for winter. The blacks had but little
Italians
honey,
an abundance. I equalized
and gave, as near as 1 could, 20 lbs. to each
one. During
absence, 2 deserted their
hives, (perhaps were robbed). I have been
examining this week, and find an average
of 5 full frames of brood, gathering fully
lbs.

of

;

them

my

from willow and

and some

old.

CONVENTIONS.
It seems that the National Convention
has wandered far East. It is a good road to
and even to look in tiiat direction
and see one " with his hat on " is still better, but in the matter of bee conventions
you have gone too far to do us any more

travel,

service in the way of holding u]) the interests of the South-west. 1 will make a suggestion for the consideration of the South

and West
Let us have a convention in St.
Louis next autumn. Let us have opinions
pro and con tluough the American Bee
:

Journal.
BOX

vs.

extracted honey.

We are glad of the

interest taken through
the North in favor of box honey it gives
better opportunities for our extracted here,
as it does not seem practicable to raise box
honey. In giving accounts ot those large
yields of box honey, there seems something
always left out and when those who raise
large crops of box honey, and give their
mode of the same, there is always something not brought out— one important item
left out not mentioned, perhaps it is best.
;

;

—

wintering.
Wintering seems
question.

Well, I

to

be

still

a vexing

am done on that topic.

I

bloom.

Hives con-

new honey,

hope we

(willow),

may

season this year, as our last
poorest ever known.
Carrollton, La.

have a good
was one of the

W.

B. Rush.

For tne American Bee Journal.

Foul Brood, &o.

;

place to start queens, and until the cells is
10 days old, it has not a safe place in the
nuclei. So much raising queens in weak
colonies has already been done, raised cells
in very strong colonies, and when 10 or 12
days old put them into nuclei and in the
confinement. I hope Dr. Parmly will succeed in creating a'ii interest and get out all
the wisdom possible, for when we get this
Cyprian, Javan, and Smyrnan, how are
we to keep them pure unless we succeed
with the confinement? Will Dr. Parmly
please give us a brief name for this
process ?

fruit

tain about 8 lbs. of

In reading the proceedings of a Bee Convention not long since, I noticed that Prof.
Cook make the remark that he did not
think the extractor was the cause of foul
brood. He is perfectly correct in making
this statement. My object in writing this
article is to let all know that the modern
management of bees cannot be the cause of
foul brood.
My bees have had the foul
brood for the last 3 years, and I have never
used the extractor. I have never seen but
one in the State. I have never fed my bees
anything have never seen foundation.
When the receipt for foul brood came to
hand, I commenced doctoring, and every
colony I so operated upon has since died.
Salicylic acid and borax will stop it for the
time being, but the next brood is affected;
and why should it not be, if the disease is
in the honey in the hive, as the late Mr.
Quinby said it was ? I have lost during the
lasts years about 40 colonies of bees, but I
;

hope that it is the last I shall lose from foul
brood. I cannot now discover any signs of
I nave sent
it in the colonies I have left.
for an extractor,

and

find

if I

any more

col-

onies affected, I think I'll take out every
frame and extract all the honey.
The bees in my box hives commenced to
been using the new
die first.
I have
Quinby hive for the last 3 years, and I have
not had a natural swarm from it, yet I keep
the hives shaded, and give them plenty of
box room, and occasionally put an empty
frame in the middle of the brood nest. In
the swarming season I do not keep more
than 6 brood frames in the hives during the
honey season.
The most honey 1 ever got from one colony was last season, 173 lbs., in boxes and
sections they were black bees. Two years
ago this spring, I sent •'So East to ])ay for an
Italian queen, and in the course of time she
arrived by express dead the same parties,
in order to make the loss good, sent me two
more queens through the mails they were
;

;

;

dead when they arrived. The same
day that the first queen came, I sent $5 to
Lower California, to pay for an Italian
queen, and in 19 days I received by express
a beautiful looking queen, and the first one
she was put up properly.—
I ever saw
Well, things went on smoothly until the
also

;

Italians got the majority in tlie hive, and
I would open the hive, they would
a bee-line for me, (the^ are so smart),
and sting my nose and close my eyes.
It is generally considered, here in Oregon,
that it is unprotitable to engage exclusively
but, I think, if it was
in the bee busines
not for foul brood, it would be profitable.
than
5 or 6 bee-keepers
I know of not more
here. 1 sell my honey at 25c. per lb.
I have sent for the Prize Sections and
Crate, as advertised in the Amekican Bee
Journal. I sent for the 2 lb. glass jars
last spring. I like this box the best of any
I have ever seen. 1 have sent for Novice's
1 lb. and 2 &. sections and tin separators,

when
make

;

and

if

they come in good condition

I con-

sider myself pretty well fixed.

The wild willow bloomed here about
January 15. It rained hard until about the
20th of February. The beautiful dandelion
is commencing to bloom.
If I siiould make a guess at what the
cause of foul brood was, I would say, " in

and

in breeding."
Portland Oregon, Feb.

Tnos. Brasel
21, 1878.

For the American Bee Journal.

Wintering.
Perhaps a few words on the above subject
might be of some use to such bee-keepers as,
like myself, are not blessed with tlie best
kind of a winter repository. As for outdoor wintering, I have not much to say, as
I have had but little experience and less
success with it. If they were to stand out

exposed, 1 could not expect them to winter
in this climate with any degree of success
and if packed witli straw and half buried,
as is recommended by some, it would soon
cost more to do that than it would to make
a good cellar, and put them in and out of
that once a year. Tiiree years ago I put 5
colonies in a little place dug out under the
house, and lost none in wintering, but lost
1 in the spring by them killing their queen.
All were movable-comb hives except one,
and that was a common box hive. 1 ventilated the box hive by blocking it up a very
little and leaving a small hole in the top.
The frame hives were ventilated by leaving the entrance open about }4 inches, the
caps left off and the cloths loosened up, but
spread all over the top of the frames. I
could not tell much al)0ut the temperature,
as 1 had no thermometer then, but 1 know
it was very irregular.
In the coldest weather I kept a cup of water near the bees, and
frequently found it frozen, but never saw
any bad effects from the cold, except that 1
colony got the dysentery. I hardly think it
was caused by the cold. That colony I
frequently took up to let them fly on the
window in a warm room, and out doors
when the weather was warm enough, but
never was benefitted by it.
Every time
they had a fly they were worse off, though
they came through the winter, and by good
care in the spring, they made a good colony.
That season I got 225 lbs. of honey for
each colony wintered, and increased my
stock 200 per cent.
Two years ago I put 12 colonies in the
same place, placing them 6 on a side on 2
;

benches.
The temperature that winter
varied from 37° to 00°, but most of the time
the mercury stood at 48°. Hives were ventilated by leaving the entrance open about
the top
}4 inch, same as the winter before
I ventilated according to the temperature.
While the temperature was at or near 48° I
left the cloth down flat, all over the frames,
and when the mercury went down several
degrees, I covered them up warmer, by
laying several thicknesses ot folded newspaper over them. When the temperature
began to raise I took the papers off, and
when the temperature raised much above
48° I raised up one edge of the cloth. When
the mercury went up to 60° on the 31st of
December, I found the bees as lively as in
summer. I then about half uncovered the
hives and left them clustering on top ot the
frames until the temperature went down
far enough, then they went among the
combs and I covered them up again, and so
I kept changing the ventilation of the hives
during the whole winter-.
For cover over the frames I use 2 thicknesses of sheeting, doubled together with 2
thicknesses of newspaper between them.
I put them in on the 3rd of November, and
took them out the last of March and lost
none. All came through in excellent condition.
The winter being very wet the
ground filled up with water, and from February the water stood even with the bottom
of the repository for some time, and before
time to take them out, the water raised
about 6 inches, and when I took them out
I waded in the water about ankle deep.
That season I increased from 12 to 56 colonies by buying only one queen. It was a
very poor season tor surplus honey.
Last year I dug out my cellar about 7 feet
deep, and plastered it with water lime, but
failed to get it water tight.
1 put the .56
colonies into it on November 24, and took
them out the 30th of March, and the 2d of
April the water run in so fast that I took
out from 4 to 8 pailsful every day for about
and once every two
two-thirds of the time
days, the remainder of the time. I made it
one of my regular chores.
hives by leaving the
I ventilated the
entrance open about 4 inches wide and a
inch bit hole, half way up tlie front board,
and left the toj) about J^ uncovered, without
They were
a change during the winter.
tiered up 3 benches high, the lower one
20
inches
from
the
bottom of
being about
the cellar.
I had a sheet-iron stove in the cellar, and
a 5 inch pipe connected with the stove-pipe
above the floor. Occasionally during the
winter I put in a shaving fire that would
heat the stove red hot at once and soon go
out. The object of that was to dry the air
in the cellar, though I am quite sure I did
not do it often enough to do much good.
To ventilate the cellar, I left the draft hole
of the stove open, and perhaps two-thirds
of the time I left the cellar door open, at
night, in the stove room.
The regular temperature during the winter was 48° seldom varying more than 1 or 2
degrees. Out of the 56 colonies which came
out alive, and after 1 sold 1. had 1 robbed,
and united a few weak and queenless ones,
I commenced the season with 47 colonies.
;

;

;

%

keep my cellar dark, but go into it with a
lamp as often as I have occasion to. My
experience has exploded many a fine theory,
Never disturb them during the
such as
winter. Neither have I ever been benefited
flights,
and have quit it entirely
winter
by
and set it down as an erroneous theory.
Palo, Mich.
S. K. Maksh.
I

:

fess I never felt so badly sold before. The
size of it being 3x5 inches, and containing,
all told, 19 pages of reading matter and a
few advertisements and one of the most
important of its teachings is, that we must
re-queen all of our colonies the first thing
we do in the spring. And where is the
;

successful bee-keeper

Cambridge,

does it ?" t|^^^
V. Caldavell.

who
J.

111.

For the American Bee Journal.

How I

Raise White Clover Honey.

As s©on as white clover connnences to
bloom, divide the strongest swarm. I use
the Langstroth hive.
It should be done
before queen cells are started. Take a new
hive, painted like the one you wish to
divide, and from the old one remove 5
frames, (3^), containing brood of ail ages
with the adhering bees, into the new one,
leaving the queen in the old hive. Put a
division board in the new hive, set boxes
on the frames, close up J^ the entrance
it on the old stand.
Remove the
old hive 20 or 30 feet away, fill it out with
empty frames and the job is done.
In a few hours a large proportion of the
old worker bees will return to the old stand,
enter the new hive, thus crowding it. They
will commence building queen cells in the
brood chamber at once, while the surplus
bees will be forced up into the boxes, and
begin work. By the time a queen is matured the boxes will be filled with nice,

and leave

white honey. Enough bees will remain in
the old hive to keep it prosperous, as it has
a laying queen.
W. C. Towle.

Eugene, Ind.,

May 7,

1878.

For the American Bee Journal.

Burch

vs.

Mr. Editor:— It
excite

any

ill

is

Novice.
not

feelings

my
or

desire to

controversy

through the columns of our valuable Bee
Journal,, yet, the desire to see fair play
prompts a lew words on my part and it
certanily does seem to me that Mr. Burch
should have borne his loss, in the matter of
comb foundation, without calling on Novice
to make it good. At that time it was but
an experiment, and Mr. Burch could surely
only have ordered it as such.
A. I. Root has had to bear a great deal of
abuse at various times, and perhaps he
deserves some of it, though I have liad some
dealings with him, and the trade was on
the square.
But Novice nuist certainly
"rise and explain" about that deficiency in
the weight ot the beeswax.
Some time ago, the columns of our bee pub;

the announcement that
a new work on the honey bee had been
published, and the title thereof was a taking
one, " Money in the Apiary," and it was to
and,
tell us all how to double our profits
Mr. Editor, as I had never got all the money
that I wanted from my apiary, I forthwith
enclosed the desired "2.5c., and sent for it
waiting anxiously, in the meantime, for its
arrival. Just imagine my feelings when I
received an envelope, (a conunon buff one),
with my bee book inside of it. I must conlication contained

;

Bee Interests in Los Angeles,

Cal.

N. Levering is editing a column called the
" Bee-Keepers' Column," in the Los Angeles Star, being requested to do so by the
Convention lately held in that county, from
which we extract the following

SWARMING
The swarming season is upon us, and
from all we can learn bees are casting an
unusual number of swarms, but not so large
as ordinarily. They seem disposed to retrieve the losses of the past and are spreading out their forces rather thin. One, and
perhaps the only reason that can be assigned for this is that colonies generally, were
quite weak at the commencement of the

working season, which opened upon them
quite luxuriously, and inspired their workers at once to action, and her majesty of the
hive to active duties to augment her forces
to gather the coming bountiful harvest,
there being a large surplug of empty comb
are often asked the
at her service.
question, how to prevent swarming ? The
only cure that we can prescribe is artificial
swarming, or cut out all the queen cells
every eight days. Care should be taken to
remove every cell, for should there be one
left a swarm will certainly follow. Many
absconding swarms are passing through the
country en route for the mountain of Hepsidam, or a lodge in some vast wilderness.
There is no general rule by which the
apiarist can tell when they are going to
swai'm, they often swarm when least expected, and need careful watching from
about eight o'clock in the morning till four
in the afternoon.

We

bee-keepers' meeting.
Meeting met pursuant to adjourment.
President A. J. Davidson in the chair.
Minutes of last meeting read and approved.
The President stated that he had received a
communication from Mr. Wilkins, of Vantura county, stating that there were about
2,200 colonies ot bees in that county to begin the season with. Packages for marketing honey was then taken up and discussed.
E. W. Sinclair advocated shipping in barrels,
ironed hooped and thoroughly waxed on the
inside, which he said might be done by
bringinsj; the wax to almost a boiling heat
and pouring it in at the bung hole, corking
up and rolling the barrel quickly, so as to
spread the wax in all parts; then turning it
out. It would take about one pint to a 30 or
36 gallon barrel. J. E. Pleasants, of Anaheim, stated that the bee-keepers in his part
of the county were going to ship in barrels
this season. Twenty-six gallon barrels were

mentioned as the proper size for sliipping
purposes, wliicii was concurred in by the
meeting. Tlie subject ot canning was then
discussed. E. E. Shatluclc said he had suffered loss from imperfect cases, that during
transit they would, from rough handling,
require re-nailing, and nails were often
driven into the cans, causing leakage. N.
Levering said the cases should be strapped
with iron. J. E. Pleasants recommended
raw-hide. A. J. Davidson said, in soldering
cans he made a small orifice with an awl or
some pointed instrument which was soldered after soldering the main entrance.
On motion of N. Levering, a committee

was appointed

to ascertain the respective
cost of packages (cans and barrels), and report at the next meeting. The President
appointed the following committee: J. E.
Pleasants, N. Levering, E. E. Shattuck.
C. J. Fox, President of San Diego Beekeepers' Association, came in and was called
upon for a statement relative to the honey
interests in his county. He said that the
loss of bees in San Diego county the past
season was less than one-half; that bees
were doing remarkably well, storing honey
and swarming unusually; that the bee-

keepers would make extracted honey, and
not comb, as heretofore; and that they had
tried, to a limited extent, shipping honey in
barrels last season with quite satisfactory
results; that where it was shipped by water
the barrels should be wood-hooped, as the
action of the salt water on the iron hoops

would rust them

off.

For the American Bee Journal.

Smokers and Sections.
Mr. Editok :— Once

I

found fault with

the rough frailty of my friend L. C. Root's
smoker, also with Novice's 1 lb. sections.
But I got " churned " a little for it. Well,
pretty soon. Novice himself must have
found fault with the sections, for just as I
predicted, he went at it and made them a
little better.
Probably as )?ood as he can.
I will send you a sample section, soon, such
as I make with a jack knife, or get some

way.

Now about

are liable to fall

the lighter

oftentimes,

they are, the less susceptable to injury.
I think Mr. Bingham is away ahead yet,
and may justly claim to be the original
inventor of a practical bellows smoker, so
completely has he revolutionized it. Mr.
Quinby took great pains to make the connection tube between the barrel and the
bellows air-tight; but, since Bingham discovered and patented the principle that the
open air was the best " tube " to blow
through, I notice that the Quinby not
only has a very loose fit between the tube
and bellows, but actually has holes to let in

some of Bingham's fresh air.
Well, to conclude, I will say that I thank
friend Bingham for the light, firm, durable
and forcible impliment he has given us.
The FIRST practicable bellows smoker, as
the old heavy German smoker was too cumbersome, while the Quinby was too frail
and imperfect in its action to be of much
service after the first week's use. Above
all else, let us give "honor to whom honor
is

due."

Bees about here are swarming, robbing
and starving, all at the same time. Precocious seasons, and bees are like precocious
children at 8 months, they can vvalk at 1
;

year, talk

they

;

;

at 10 years,
at 4 years, declaim
than their parents at 15,
;

know more

;

can run horses, gamble and chew
tabacco, drink poor whisky, &c. ; and at
mature manhood, just about chew gum,
with a string tied to it, and then come home
to board with " nwi." Many of my colonies
of bees have gone to boarding with my 2 qt.
feeders. Is this to be the summer of our
discontent ? It looks so.
tliey

James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich.,

May

18, 1878.

For the American Bee Journal.

Chips from Sweet Home.

We

received from A. I. Root 2 dipj)ing
comb foundation machine.
trial for many days,
stick more or less,
although we thoroughly starched, &c. Two
women suggested a board we tried a small
piece.
Well, it slipped off nice, so we
made 2 plates of pine, planed thin and
smooth
and, to say the least, they are
" peelers," i. c, the wax sheets slipped off
almost too readily. The boards should be
made thin and smooth, of straight grain,
with handle on top, similar to other plates.
To keep from warping, when not in use,
hang in a well or cistern, or lay in a barrel
of water. I think, by regulating the thickness of the board, the thickness of the sheets
can be evened. Two dips with boards will
make as thick sheets as 3 with tins, and
cool quicker, i. e., we have to hold over
boiler less time to quit dripping. One dip
with boards is often sufficient thickness.
plates, with 5 in.

SMOKERS.

Somebody has caused friend L. C. Root to
improve his smoker also.
I have just
been using one, and I find it much more
solid than the old one, but so

heavy as to
completely tire out my hand. I have been
comparing it with one of Bingham's smallest size, and som,e tvay the little B. smoker
has nearly twice the draft, and is so light
and easy to handle, and yet so firm and
strong. Much has been said about these
sm.okers, so much that I have been testing
different ones for the past few weeks and,
candidly, and disinterestedly, I think it is
as you said. The L. C. Root smoker is an
improvement on the Quinby, just so far as
it copies Bingham's
and the copy is so
complete and the change so " Binghamized,"
that, were the shade of the lamented
Quinby to visit this mundane sphere, he
would say No, that is not a Quinby non
patented smoker, it is a Bingham patented,
;

;

:

and a palpable infringement, which I never
would have encouraged. The addition of
heavy cast iron fastenings adds to its
weight, but not to its strength. As smokers

Gave them a thorough
but the wax would

;

;

Some wood may be

better than others.

Try, and report.
Eliza,

Mercer

D. D.
Co.,

111.

Palmeb.

Apiculture as a Business.

KEAD BEFORE THE

N. Y.

that wintering on summer stands will be
generally adopted.
1 am watching the
experiment of wintering swarms with two
queens in one hive, with a thin division
board and entrance from opposite sides of
the hives and I hope to find success.
If you are a mechanic, you can make your
own hives, or get them ready to nail, and
the profits are sufficient but remember, in
order to succeed you must work in this as
well as in any business.
Here, on a pleasant summer day, I love to
see the countless thousand of busy workers
hurrying to an fro, their golden bodies
resplendent in the sun, seemingly striving
to please their keeper, and how sweet is
;

CONVENTION.

;

Apiculture dates back to the earliest history of our race. Marked notice has been

taken of the Bee and Honey in all ages, and
it has now become prominent as a business.
We have learned that the Island of Cyprus
has been noted for the purity and value of
and I hope ere long our
its honey and wax
;

own

favored

clime

may

possess

some

then-

busy

Bee culture was probably
into our country by early

hum

—

Silas M. Locke.

?

Cyprian bees.

introduced
but it received its first impetus as
a business about 20 years ago.
By reference to the report of the National
Convention in New York, the fact will be
discovered that there is a growing demand
for honey which will be supplied. We do
not now begin to furnish honey enough to
supply the increasing market and yet,
some are croaking about glutting the market or overstocking the United (States with
bees. This idea is so absurd as not to need

Marketing Honey.

settlers,

;

notice.
True, in this as in all kinds of other business, there are losses, but I mention that
for the amount invested, and the care and
attention required, no other business presents better prospects for a safe investment
and steady gain, with fewer losses.

But what advance has apiculture made
.50 years ?
Beginning with
box hives or gums, and obtaining iioney by
murdering the bees with brimstone, we
soon began to use top boxes for surplus.
Then Huber came with his hives and
articles, in which he explains the natural
instincts and habits of the bee. Following
•within the last

him, S. B. Parsons, of New York, was, I
think, the first to introduce the Italian bees
into our country.
Soon we find Quinby,
Langstroth and King following with the
movable, frame hives, and then apiculture
began to appear in a more favorable light
and receive more attention.
Next comes the extractor, a valuable inTention, without wliich our bee masters
would be lost, and with which honey can
be placed on the market at a price which
will compete with the finer syrups, and,
according to medical authority, honey is
much the best to use. Combs can also be
saved for future use.
Next comes comb foundation, a most
useful and indispensable invention. With
it we can save at least 3^ of the work of the
bees, and make use of om- old wax, get
straight combs and avoid drone comb,
where not wanted and the comb produced
;

by

it is

Many

more uniform.
valuable improvements have been

made in bee hives. 1 am studying the hive
question thoroughly, and exjiect soon to
see placed upon the market a hive which
shall be more easily and more speedily
handled than anything that I have ever yet
seen, giving all necessary room for surplus,
and being a good hive in which to winter
on summer stands. I am of the opinion

KEAD BEFOEE THE OHIO CONVENTION.
Mr. President and gentlemen of the Convention
At the last meeting, at Delta, it
was thought advisable to have certain
matters pertaining to our favorite pursuit,
:

(bee culture), discussed at this present
meeting in Napoleon, and to that effect
there were persons appointed who should
address us on the subjects then named, and
amongst them the subject of " Marketing
honey" was appointed to the lot of your
Vice President.
Within the past year much has been
written on this subject. If we have a uniformity of ideas, a regular and systematic
size of sections, to put up our honey in, of
one, one and a half or two pounds weight,
and use some system of information by
which the members can all be posted in
regard to prices of honey, both comb and
extracted, we shall be prepared to act and
sell understandingly.
If we conclude to ship honey, provided
our home market is not competent to the
whole consumption, why not have a member of this Convention appointed to confer
with wholesale houses and act as an agent
for our society, thus disposing of our honey
at best regular rates and gaining a fair
price for each and every one ? To this end
the honey should be graded, and every
man's sections labeled with his name and
apiary, (if he has given it a name), and his
residence.
With many there is a fear that the Market
will be overstocked, and that the supply
will be in advance of the demand. Such
has been the cry at every stage of the
Look at the
growth of the country.
orchard. When I was a young n)an, some
fifty years ago, the farmers said, " Plant no
more fruit trees there are too many now ;
fruit is worth nothing." From that time to
the present, millions of apple and other
fruit trees have been planted, and I would
ask. Is the supply to-day in excess of the
;

demand

?

We

phatically no

all

must answer no

;

em-

!

I went through the city of Toledo and
called at the grocery stores to enquire both
in relation to the price of apples and honey,
as well as to the supply. 1 found apples

scarce— only one kind on the market, and
few of them a third-rate apple in flavor,
;

Ben Davis, and these brought from the
South and West, and the lowest was ^1.60
per bushel, by the barrel. What say you,
apiarists and farmers, can we not afford to
plant more apple trees ? Is the supply too
great ? Not at all
It can be largely increased to great advantage
So too, in
regard to honey. Is the supply equal to the

broad frames, but can be used for sections,
say .5x6 inches, put together closely with a
band of paper around them, 1}4 to 2 inches
wide, which will hold them perfectly
secure. These can be placed on top of the
broad frames, and when filled can be
glassed, the same as those put into framesand placed in the second story of the hive.

demand

think, in either case, tin separators will
be advantageous.
In a glassed box you gain much in weight,
and the person of taste and means will
purchase them in preference to the unglassed, but to create a demand and make a
market, you must cut the surplus weight
down, so that you can hold out an inducement to the larger class of people viz, the
poorer ones, so as to give them the same

the

!

!

for good,

comb honey,

in the best

? or extracted honey put
in attractive forui, for retailing, or for

marketable shape

up

wholesale ? I will answer jw.
On going my rounds, enquiring for apples,
made honey, its quality and supply, my

I

earnest enquiry. What was the result ?
Scarcely any— almost none, of a good article
in attractive shape
My enquiry was,
!

"Have you any honey to sell?" "Avery
And they showed me a half dozen

little."

sections, pasted together, with paper over

them

;

the end one having been taken

off,

the package, dusty and smoky, had a forbidding look, and instead of being enticing,
it was just the reverse.
I asked, *' How
long have you had this ?" *' Since early

There

last fall.

or no demand for
a section glassed,
asked, " Can you

is little

comb honey now." Ijhad
and showed it to him, and

sell such honey as this, put up in this
attractive form ? I can give them to you
in a shipping case, so that you can take out
just what you wish to sell and keep the

not

He was

balance clean and neat."

pleased

;

I saw his eye brigliten, and after a little, he
said
"l^cs, I can sell such honey as that,
put up in that way
What would you
charge me for 100 fts.?" I said, "^2.5."—
:

!

He

studied awhile, tiien said, "I would
have to sell it at 30c., but there would be no
waste and I can put it in a basket fwith
orders left me, and deliver it as neat and
clean as it is now. I guess I will try some,
any how."
Here was a man who felt sick over honey;
but as soon as he
there was no sale for it
saw something neat and attractive, he was
alive to his interest and would purchase
I asked him, " What did you pay for that
section box you have ?" He replied, •' Fif;

!

teen cts. a &., but every time I took off'
card I got my lingers sineared, and it was
always more or less smutty, and I could not
keep it clean and neat."
want to know how to increase the
demand how to get up a market for honey.
First, if comb honey, it should be in neat,
clean, white section frames, properly filled
and capped, and put upon the market in
neat shipping crates, holding, say 24 sections or more, so that they look not only
attractive and inviting, but even enticing !
These sections, if put into frames, can be
glassed before or after they are filled or not
at all, as may be preferred. Either are neat
I think I would prefer
and liandsome.
flassing after filled, if I glassed them at all.
think it would be well to offer them for
sale both ways, glassed and unglassed, for
when put into the shipping crate, one shows
through the glass in the crate about as
handsome as the other. The only difference will be with the grocer in sending to
the purchaser.
He cannot pack the unglassed one in his basket and keep it in
shape as well as if glassed.
These refer principally to sections put in

We

;

I

;

amount

money ; and thus,
the poor can purchase the same quality,
just as neat and clean, and not pay for the
glass, which they cannot eat.
For shipment, when the shipping case is full, they
both remain stationary and reach their
destination with uniform safety.
These
shipping crates have glass sides, so that the
neat, clean sections can be seen, and they
attract the attention of all who see them ;
and thus are many enticed to purchase.
Many persons of moderate means, but of
good taste, will purchase the glassed sections in preference, when they would not
handle the unglassed ones. They look so
neat and clean, and really lovely, and so
secure from dust tliat they will say, sive me
none but the glassed boxes ; while the
laborer, who never leaves an order, but
makes his purchase and takes it along with
him, will say to himself, those not glassed
are just as clean and neat, and I will save
paying for the glass and have more honey,
of

honey

for less

and he purchases and takes it home. The
grocer who keeps honey put up in such an
attractive form will sell largely, because
the eyes of the purchaser admires it but If
such is seen as 1 described that I saw at the
grocery store alluded to above, you may be
sure there will be no desire to either purchase or eat it.
;

Now let me fancy a

case, which,

no doubt,

be a true one, and will show how to
up a demand. You may go to a grocer
who has some honey on hand, rather repulsive looking, and ask him if he wishes to
purchase some nice, comb honey, and he
will say. No I have some here that 1 have
been trying to sell for six months, and
nobody will buy it. No, I do not wish any.
Do not quit him or be discouraged show
him a crate tilled with such sections as
will

get

;

;

those above described, in the nicest shape
for market, and tell him to keep it in the
crate and only take it out as he sells it, and
that he will very soon be able to sell it. If
he says, No, I cannot sell it, leave him a
crate anyhow saying, I know you can sell
Sell it for me, at such a price. I will
it.
run the risk. I will call around in a week
or two and see what luck you will liave.—
After a while you call and 'find that he has
sold the whole crate
and he will say. See
here. Mr., I never saw honey sell like that.
1 kept it where every one who came into
the grocery could see it. They say that one
of those little boxes is just enough for tea
or breakfast.
Why, I could have sold^
;

;

two such crates
come round, bring me 3
easily,

;

next time you

crates

;

I will try

now

more. You do so
ready for 6 or 8 crates and will tell you that
there is no trouble to sell such honey as
All a customer
that, for it sells itself.
wants, is to see it. Now, my friends, you
have made a market and a demand right
and you can do the same with a
here
dozen groce'rymen that you have with this
one, and the cry will be for more, and your
name being on every box, your grocer will
say that his customers come in and ask.
Have you any more honey with Col. Mann's
name on it, or Mr Williams' or Mr. Kepler's
or Mr. Clifton's, as the case may be. You
see, it is now known, and you will keep
this market as long as you will put it up in
an attractive form and in the most marketable shape and as the demand increases,
you will be able to secure a better price.
Now, do not think that the supply is in
advance of the demand, for not one pound
You
is used where there should be 1000.
say, how shall we accomplish this ? 1 reply,
by creating the demand. Can this be done?
Most undoubtedly when you open up new
avenues of sale and enlarge the older ones,
you will find honey on the table of the poor
;

he

sells

them and

is

;

;

;

man and the medium liver, as well as the
man. You will find at every meal, at
the hotel where you stop, nice honey on the
rich

table, which now you never see. There is
an increase of consumption and consequently an increased demand, and this you
do by placing it in the hands of every
grocer and provision merchant, even the
confectioner, for it will not only look, but
be nicer than his candy, and just as clean
and neat for him to handle; and in this
way you both stimulate a taste for honey,
and at the same time create a market, thus

the demand and consumption will increase,
and where one pound was used, now 1000
will be sold. Never let a grocer keep any
honey of your brand that has become dull
looking or smutty ; rather take it away and
give him fresh in its place, or j'ou may
lose your reputation as a producer.
"What I have just related has taken place,
and can be carried out on a large scale, if
we are only true to ourselves and offer it to

wood honey, and purchasing
which they pay

all

they can

per lb., cash
candied. Take
with the 100 tons
brought by Harbison, about one year ago,
to New York city, in addition to the very
large amount sent there from the Eastern
and Western states, and still the market
was good and this great supply did not
break it.
Does not the prospect look
brighter? I certainly need say^ not, if we
only remain true to ourselves, and keep our
honey pure and unadulterated and put it
into an attractive form upon the market.
Increase our hovne demand, and our pets
(for whom we pay neither rent nor pasture,
and who labor for us and board themselves,)
will do the work for us, and put up our
honey as neat and as nice, and better than
it can be done by any other insect, or man
even, for it is their province, and instinct
given them by the Creator for a wise and
good purpose, and for the benefit of mankind. Let us all work, therefore, to create
get, for

22c.

and

if

this

demand and market.

like it all the better
this into consideration,

;

Mr. Heddon

says we must maintain an independence in
the market, if we wish to succeed.
This
can be done by creating a demand, and the
demand by an increased consumption. I
advise all to read Mr. Heddon's article on
" Marketing Honey." It is full of sound
sense. I have read all his articles, for the
past year or two, with much interest. He
strikes at the root of all things, and gives
many thoughts for the bee-keepers to digest.
If

what

I

have penned will produce any

good, or stimulate our society to renewed
energy in getting up honey in the most
marketable shape, and to increase the consumption, I shall be well repaid.

A. Fahnestock.

N. Y. City Bee-Keepers' Association.

The semi-annual meeting
tion

was held April

Cooper Union,

New

27th,

York,

of this Associain room 24 of
J. S. Coe pre-

siding.

Letter from

W. S. Slocum

read, stating his

removal from Brooklyn to Red Bank, N. J.,
pi'esent duties and occupation making it impossible for him to act as secretary, and tendering his resignation. Accepted with expressions of regret, and Ehrick Parmly

the trade in the best marketable shape.—
Your extracted honey should be put up,
each kind by itself, the white clover, basswood, &c., and they retail very fast in jars,
from jelly cups, &c., up to quarts, &c.—
Label all with your name and the kind.
A word about the size of sections. 1
think we should have different sized sections say 4)^x4^, being 8 to a broad Langstroth frame
4)^x5%, being 6 to a Langstroth frame and sections 5x6. The first
holds about 1 lb., the second l}4 fts., and

not be present at the meetings of the asand attend to the duties of the
Treasurer's report read and accepted; but resignation not accepted. He is
therefore continued in office with strongest
expressions of his value to the association

10x13 glass will cut
the 5x6, say 2 lbs.
out 4 pieces for the 5x6 sections. I like
these better than Heddon's 4Xx6^^, which 1
consider a bad size.
In regard to the supply, see what large
amounts of honey will be exported from
this country by the European demand. In
the March number of the Bee-Keepers^
Mngnz'me, I notice that there is a very
small supply of nice honey in New York
now, and that there are purchasers advertising for extracted, white clover and bass-

J. L. F. Smith spoke on Article III. of the
Constitution relating to fees, and it was resolved that as the treasury is in good condition, and the expenses of the association
small and likely to be fully met by the initiation fees of new members, that no further
provision be made at present for fees from
other sources. Funds in the treasury, $29.14.
The attendance was not large, but all took

;

;

A

elected to the office.
Letter from Theo. F. Read, treasurer,
read, tendering his resignation, as he could
sociation
position.

as treasurer, and as an active working member, and keen observer.
Minutes of last meeting read and adopted.

part in the proceedings, and a number of
regrets at inability to be present were received. Tlie reports on wintering sliowed
unusual success, in part owing to the favorable winter, but more to an increase of
knowledge on the subject through our journals. J. E. Callbreath wintered 300 colonies
without any loss. Others state marked success on a smaller scale; some wintering on
summer stands, others in cellars.
The following statement from T. F. Eeed,
Brooklyn, April 26. 1878, was read: " On
April 20, while handling my bees, I met with
a strange incident. 1 had a weak colony
which I wished to strengthen, and to that
end removed two full frames of capped
brood from a strong hive and placed them in
the weak one. While I was thus engaged,
the dinner bell rang, and in my haste I neglected to shake all the bees from one of the
combs before placing it in the hive, and
closed the hive and went to dinner. When I
came out again I noticed bees fighting on the
alighting board. I immediately suspected
the cause of the trouble, and upon lifting
out some of the frames saw the bees clustered upon the bottom board. I dispersed
them with a little smoke, and looked tor the
queen but could not find her; stepping in
front of the hive I noticed a knot ot bees on
the alighting board of an empty hive near
by, and upon examination found it contained the queen. 1 separated her and she
escaped from me into the hive. I opened the
hive as soon as possible and found her surrounded by bees, which were trying to bite
and sting her. I picked up the bees and
queen, and after picking the bees oiT, I noticed that one of her wings w^as a little elevated; upon looking under it I saw a bee's
sting sticking into her left side just behind
the wing and a little below it. With considerable diificulty I managed to extract it,
and the wounded side bled. I caged her
until the 32d, when I liberated her and she
was accepted. I saw her to-day running
around on the combs. It is a young queen
which I raised this spring, and I think she
was fertilized before this took place. I have
seen bees stung and die almost immediately,
and supposed that this queen would, but she
does not seem at all disposed to do so. I
have never heard of a similar case. I am
very sorry that I cannot be present at the
meeting, but hope it will be lively and inTheo. F. Read.
teresting."
S. Gary, Roselle, N. J., remarks on purchasing bees and his success: "Lost half
in wintering."

Careful

commended, and other

fall

examination

re-

requisites to success.

The

question of stimulating by feeding
was discussed. Mr. Cook had not succeeded,
Mr. Coe reported marked success, thereby
securing surplus from earlier sources than
he otherwise would have secured. Feed
just enough to stimulate breeding.
trifle
more in bad weather, and regularly as to
time, but not so much that they will store
any.
All should be consumed in rearing
brood.
J. Van Winkle, Jr., feeds by hanging a
frame of honey outside the division board
and the bees can take it as they require it.
His experience is only of one year. Pegan
with 5 colonies, increased to 17. All now in
good condition but one, which had a drone

laying queen. Advised to remove the drone
laying queen and to strengthen by one or
more frames of sealed brood, according to
their strength to take care of it, and he
would soon have a strong stock and a young
queen presiding over it. Feeding can be
done to best advantage by giving close attention to the weather, sources of supply, etc."

Mr. Coe— "The end desired is to bring
bees In best condition for the white clover
harvest, and described his feeder which lie
places on top of tlie frames; uses a quilt in
place of a honey board. Begins feeding in
February, a spoonful twice a day regularly,
in bad weather a little more. Recommends
all to have feeders and to use them judiciously.
Feeds white sugar syrup about
the thickness of honey; brings to a boiling
point; sometimes ])ut in a little soda. Puts
on boxes the beginning of white clover harvest. Some succeed in getting honey stored
from fruit blossoms by early feeding. Mr.

Read

is

now experimenting

to secure fruit

blossom honey from the body of the hive,
and will soon re])ort. Bees will not breed

much when not gathering stores. One season after white clover, fed three spoonsful a
day to each hive, and increased breeding
very much and never had such good fall
success. One neglected comb, so full of bee
bread that moths had not attacked it, I i)ut
in a strong colony, and in eight days they
had cut it down nearly to the base of the
cells, built it out, and stored in it eight
pounds of honey. The planting of trees on
the road-side and elsewhere for ornament,
preference given to those yielding honey
was advocated. Much can be done in this
direction by the formation of village improvement societies. Basswood, tulip, and
sycamore maple ]iarticularly recommended.
Mr. Knapp's experience extended over 17
years has kept from 1 to 12 hives, and has
hitherto pursued the box-hive system and
killing, but now has 15 colonies, which he
thinks combines all the good features of the
;

various hives exhibited at the American
Institute.
He entered upon a detailed
description, which, in the absence of a

hive or model, was not very clear. It was
therefore proposed by Mr. Crouch that
hereafter, all who desired to explain the
hive they used, or anything employed in
the apiary, bring a model
and Mr. Van
Winkle further suggested that at our next
annual meeting, each member bring a
model of the hive he uses, which met the
approval of all present.
This closed the meeting, and the members then held an informal talk on subjects
relating to the apiary.
;

Ehrick Pakmly,

A

Albany

Co., N. Y.,

pro

Sec'y.

tern.

Association.

The bee-keepers of Albany county met

at
Clarksville, May 11, 1878, and organized a
county association. The constitution and
by-laws of the North-Eastern Association,
were offered, voted upon, and adopted as
those of the organization.
The following officers were elected for
the ensuing year': President, H. W.Garrett

;

Vice-President, A. Snyder

;

Secretary

T. F. C. Van Allen Treasurer, James
Markle. The next convention will be held
during the coming fall at Chesterville, Albany county at such time as the executive
commitee shall decide upon.
T. F. C. Van Allen, Sec'y.
;

North-Eastern Wis. Convention.
called to meet at Appleassembled as advertised. A.
H. Hart was chosen Chairman, D. Huntly,

The Bee-keepers

ton, April 11,

Secretary.

Mr. Hart stated the object of the meeting
in a few, well-chosen remarks.
A report was then taken, and a pleasant
discussion followed.

Mr. Bishop produced from 58 colonies, in

4,300 box,
the spring, 9,000 lbs. of honey
3,000 extracted, and the rest unfinished
in
house.
Wintered
comb.
Mr. Potter, of Calumet Co., obtained 350
260 lbs. comb, 90 lbs.
lbs. from one hive
extracted. Bees not allowed to swarm. He
wintered in house, with wire-cloth over
the entrance. Counted 30 dead bees, in the
;

;

spring,

from

1 hive.

was the general opinion that many
bees were lost in carrying the dead ones
out. Comb foundation was used with the
greatest success by many but it was absoIt

;

lutely necessary to have the

wax

pure.

was universally acknowledged that the
price of honey must be low, in order to
compete with preserved fruits and syrups,
and that then there was an almost unlimited market at home, which was the proper
and most profitable place to sell.
Mr. Hart stated that bees, this season,
commedced bringing in pollen the 30th of
It

March.
.
Mr. Maryatt gave an instance of a colony
,

.

was chilled till apparently lifeless,
and was restored by gentle heat and from
which tlie owner now has 120 colonies.

that

;

Chas. Wolcott exhibited a model hive.
Mrs. Dunham, a bee-feeder, of her own
invention also a division-board.
Mr. Bishop, comb foundation.
The North-Eastern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Association was then organized, and
the following officers elected
A. H. Hart, of Appleton, President.
R Bishop, of Sherwood, Vice President.
J 'l. Kittell, of Menasha, Treasurer.
Frances Dunham, of Depere, Secretary.
To meet semi-annually. The next meeting to be held at Depere, Brown Co., Wis.,
;

:

Tuesday, Sept. 3.
All county societies are requested to send,
at least, 2 delegates

;

and,

if

possible, to

have their meetings previous to Sept. 3.
There will be important papers read, and
discussions upon the proper mode of wintering bees in this northern climate also
the improvement of the home market, &c.
It is earnestly requested that all interested in bees should join the Association,
aiid come prepared to give reports of their
production of honey for the season, so that
an estimate may be formed of the amount
of the summer's yield, and prices settled
Frances Dunham, Se&y
accordingly.
;

Western

111.

& Eastern Iowa

Society.

The third semi-annual meeting of the
Illinois Bee-keepers' Society was
held at Burlington, Iowa, May 7 and 8, 1878.
The meeting was called to order at 10, a.
m., by the President, D. D. Palmer, of
Eliza, 111. The attendance of members was
quite large, and exceeded that of any previous meeting.
During the day, 49 new
members were added to the roll, as follows
J. a. Thomas, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa.
Alvah Reynolds, Oneida, 111.
E. D. Godfrey, Red Oak, Iowa.
Western

George Parks, Muscatine, Iowa.

W.

F. Dougherty, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa.

C. F. Healy. Muscatine. Iowa.
F. Poggenfahl, Iowa City, Iowa.

H.

S. O.

Thomas, Burlington, Iowa.

William H. Smith, Burlington, Iowa.
H. D. Walker, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa.
J. E. Chapin, Oquawka, 111.
D. Rider, Fairfield, Iowa.
A. Simons, Fairfield, Iowa.
H. M. Noble, Swedesburgh. Iowa.
J. Valentine, Burlington, Iowa.
L. Allen, Wilton, Iowa.
S. J. McKlnney, Burlington, Iowa.
G. W. Trimble, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa.
O. Clute, Keokuk, Iowa.
Peter Ness, Burlington, Iowa.
J. Wilson, Springdale, Iowa.
C. T. Penrose, \Vest Branch', Iowa.
Miss Lottie Brayman, Monmouth, 111.
Loren Hanchet, Burlington, Iowa.
E. A. Hanchet, Burlington, Iowa.
S. E. Taylor, Burlington, Iowa.
Richard Lord, Muscatine, Iowa.
W. H. Furman, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
R. A. Parker, Abingdon, 111.
W. G. Latimer, Kii-kwood, 111.
Harmon Brown, Galesburg, 111.
William E. Bell, Dover, Iowa.
Abner Hanna, Middletown, Iowa.
Charles Whitlock, West Point, Iowa.
John Danley, Monmouth, III.
Paul Lange, Burlington, Iowa.
E. T. Gardner, Burlington, Iowa.
Mrs. E. C. Crane, Burlington, Iowa.
Mrs. I. P. Wilson, Burlington, Iowa.
Dr. D. G. Campbell, Keithsburg, 111.
S. H. Black, Sciota, 111.
N. Grigsby, Blandinsville, 111.
G. Kraetzer, South Chicago, 111.
Thomas G. Newman, Chicago, III.
Mrs. William Mercer, Burlington, Iowa.
H. J. Elliott, Burlington, Iowa.
J. K. Brown, Morning Sun, Iowa.
J. C. Shirk, Morning Sun, Iowa.
B. O. Everett, Toledo, Ohio.

The following address of welcome was
given by Dr. I. P. Wilson, of Burlington,
Iowa
Mi: President, Ladies and Oentlemen:
It affords me real pleasure to welcome the
members of the Western Illinois Bee-keepers Society to the Orchard city— the city of
flowers.
Burlington does not stand, like

Rome, upon her seven, but three

hills,

and

these are covered all over with blossoming
trees and sweet-scented clover, that furnish
a bountiful supply of sweetness for the
millions of little winged workers, that find
a home in our city. And when these supplies fail, they wing their way across the
"Father of waters," and gather from the
lowlands, along the shore of your "sucker"
state, new supplies, in time of need.
Truly, this is a fitting place for a bee convention. I am not aware that a meeting of
this kind was ever before held in our city.
The present occasion is, therefore, one of
peculiar interest, especially to those of us
who have not had the privilege, hitherto, of
meeting in conventions of this kind.
The time has now come when none but
"old fogies" work single-handed and alone.

We can no

longer afford to get along without our journals, and our conventions.
The time has come when knowledge must
not be hid under a bushel, nor locked up in
human hearts. Anciently, if a man made a
valuable improvement or discovery, he
regarded it as private property. He did not
seek the columns of a journal or the ears of
a convention, to make known to otlrers the
advantages to be derived from his improvement or discovery. He did not seek an
exchange of thoughts and experiences, as
we do to-day.
The eager faces now before me indicate
that y(ni are here for a purpose, and I feel
warranted in saying that your purpose is
While you are
not purely a selfish one.
here to receive the benefits to be derived
from the experieiices of others, you are
also here for the generous purpose of imparting knowledge.
It seems to me that we may not, as a
generation, l)oast of having more brains
than (lid our fathers of a few centuries ago,
but we mdy boast that we live in an age of
progression, that superstition, selfishness
and secretiveness do not reign as once they
did. Men, now, delight more in philantiirophy— more in the brotherhood of man.
Tliere is something pleasing in the thought
of helping one another. Imparting useful
knowledge to others does not impoverish
not
us, but ratlier it enriches our hearts
only so, but tiie heart of him who receives
the benefit is melted into kindness and gratitude and so, giving and receiving combine
to gladden our hearts and make us iiappy.
Ladies and gentlemen, I feel that the
time of this convention is precious, and I
ought not occupy your attention with extended remarks. The '^Mysteries of Beekeepinq " is, to us, a fascinating study.—
How many useful lessons our busy little
workers may teach us. The vaiuableness
of time, the importance of energy and
activity, and tlie great good that may be
accomplished by persistently doing, little
by liltle, wliat our hands find to do, are the
lessons taught us by their every day lives.
;

;

"

How doth

the

little

busy bee

Improve each shining hour,

And gather lioney all the day.
From every opening flower."

Our little pets are very diminutive, as
regards their physical proptu'tions, but as
workers, and as stingers they are immense.
Bat every rose, you know, " has its thorn,"
so has every bee its sting. Handle the rose
with care, and enjoy its rich fragrance, and
its cruel thorns may not pierce your sensitive nerves. So in handling your bees, do it
with confidence, with gentleness, and with
care, and the poor little creature's only
weapon of defense will seldom pierce your
brow.
Ladies and gentlemen, in behalf of the
citizens of Burlington, and especially the
bee-keepers of this city and vicinity, allow
me to greet you, and bid you ivelcome, welcome, thrice welcome to our city.
Motion carried that a committee of three
be appointed as a committee of questions
and arrangements, which were appointed,
as follows
Dr. N. H. Derr, L. H. fcjcudder,
and O. Clute.
:

On motion, the President and Secretary
were added to the committee as ex-offlcio
members.
The remainder of the forenoon was occupied by parties having articles on exhibisame. The following were exhibited
Langstroth bee-hives
and section boxes, by Kirk & Abbott, Muscatine, Iowa. Tool box, for use in the apiary, by D. D. Palmer, Eliza, III.
Prize
sections and comb foundation, (home made),
by L. H. Scudder, New Boston, III. Cention, in explaining the
:

tennial bee-hive, by H. F. Poggenpohl,
Iowa City, Iowa. Section boxes, honey,
queen cages, grape sugar, tfec, by T. G.
McGaw, Monmouth, III. North Star Hive.
Everett's honey extractor, with copies of
the various bee books and publications, by
T. G. Newman, Chicago, 111.
Extracted
honey and frame for nailing section boxes,
(Harbison), by Dr. N. H. Derr, Keithsburg,
111.
Model of wire cloth window, for letting out, and keeping out bees from a room,
by Will M. Kellogg, Oneida, Hi. Candied
honey and sample of glucose, by Chas. & C.
P. Dadaut, Hamilton, 111. Bingham smoker
and Langstroth hive, by Geo. Bischoff, Burlington, Iowa. Dove-tailed section boxes,
from Barker & Tillman, Defiance, Ohio
presented by Dr. I. P. Wilson, Burlington,
Iowa.
Advance Bee iiive, J. C. Shirk,
Morning Sun, Iowa. Concord bee hive, by
Krpetzer Bro's, South Chicago, III.
The afternoon session met promptly at
The Secretary read a short his1:30, p. m.
tory of the Society, from its founding to the
present time, and an abstract of its proceedings.
Motion carried that Eastern Iowa be
added to the name of the Society.
The following questions were then
;

discussed

:

ITALIANS

vs.

BLACKS.

Dr. N. H. Derr.— I prefer black bees.—
Italians stick to the combs
the blacks are
much the easiest to get off but we can find
the queen easier among Italians.
It is
claimed that the Italians defend their stores
the best I think the blacks beat them, at
that. I think blacks produce finer honey
than the Italians they breed the best, and
are fully equal to the Italians. Italians get
better cai-e, hence give better results.
Chas. Whitlock.— Many get humbugged
get hybrids in place of pure Italians, thus
condemning the Italians. I found that my
Italians had plenty of honey, while the
blacks had but little in time of little honey
flow. Italians are inclined to build comb
upwards. I think light queens are as good
as dark ones.
C. P. Dadant.— I think the hybrids ai-e
better honey gatherers— blacks scatter their
honey. Italians pack it close, fill up brood
chamber and crowd out the brood.
L. H. Scudder.— I think Mr. Derr has
been deceived as to the quality of honey.—
Italians fill the cells nearer the caps than
the blacks, but there is no difference in the
honey.
D. b. Palmer.— Italians are a trifle larger
than blacks. We should space their combs
a little wider apart.
small cluster of
Italians will defend their hive as well as a
much larger cluster of blacks. In a dry
;

;

;

;

;

A

time my Italians bother me, while out
searching for honey, wliile Mr. Derr's
blacks did not bother honey close at hand.
1 think the Italians are worse to rob than

think the color of honey used has much to do
with the color of bees.
W. H. Furman. I take a full Langstroth
hive, divide into 4 spaces, fill with strong

blacks.
T. G. McGaw. At my place, the blacks
are the first to go "nosing" around for
stolen sweets.
Dr. I. P. Wilson.— I had a stock of Italians rob out 2 or 3 neighbors' stocks ; stored
the honey in boxes, while the rest of my
stock were quiet.

combs

—

TO PREVENT NATURAL SWARMING, AND
TO SECURE THEM IF THEY DO SWARM.

—

McGaw. I usually divide from the
to the last of June, put on boxes
clover comes, and clip the queen's
wing, if a swarm comes out cage the
gueen, move old hive away, put a new one
in its place, put caged queen under quilt of
new hive and release after the swarm
returns. Give old stock a young queen, or
capped queen cell. I don't believe in dividing too early.
D. D. Palmer.— I have tried clipping
queens don't like it. My prevention is
to give plenty of surplus room, comb foundation, ventilation and shade. Think it a
waste of time to return a first swarm, i
keep an average of one-half from swarming
T. G.

middle

when

;

;

—

of brood, and raise my queens that
way, and find no difference in prolificness
of queens, as to size.
Have seen light
(jueens put in black colonies, and turn dark
48
in
hours. Would as soon use nuclei to
rJiise queens as full colonies.

WHAT SHALL BE DONE WITH A COLONY
HAVING A FERTILE AVORKER ?
E. D. Godfrey.— Break up the colony, and
distribute the combs to other colonies.
W. H. Furman.— Change places with
some other colony.
C. P. Dadant.— If a weak colony, break it
up if a strong one, try to save it. Have
seen 10 or 12 fertile workers laying at once.
Give frames of hatching bees, cage a queen
in the hive for a time, then release.
;

ARE TRIANGULAR BLOCKS, WITH GROOVES
CUT IN THE UNDER SIDE, OF ANY REAL
VALUE AS MOTH TRAPS ?
H. F. Paggenpohl.—I think they are valuable, but keep strong colonies and there is
no need for moth traps.

WISE TO FEED GRAPE-SUGAR TO STIMULATE BROOD REARIN(i, DURING THE
INTERVAL BETAVEEN FRUIT BLOOM AND
WHITE CLOVER ?

IS IT

at all.

IN

WHAT KIND

OF A BOX SHALL
UP COMB HONEY ?

WE PUT

D. D. Palmer.— First, look to your marWho is to buy and consume your
honey ? If your neighbors, almost any
Cut out in buckets is a
shape will do.
good way but I prefer extracted— no wax
for my stomach. Put plenty of honey on
your table make it free to your neighbors
when they come in. In the smaller towns,
in the large
light sections without glass
cities, where they must and will have a
fancy article, there is no sale for 6 tt>. boxes
and the like it must be nice, smooth, light
sections, glassed on both sides. This package can be delivered around the cities free
from dirt and insects. Very few people in
large cities go to the stores to get their
lioney it is brought to them.
T. "G. Newman.— I agree with Mr. Palmer.
He has said section boxes must be glassed
for the city trade. This is in favor of the
producer and against the consumer, but if
they ivlll have it glassed, it is not our fault.
Always put on glass after it is filled; it
makes a neater and cleaner appearance.
C. P. Dadant.— We sold our honey in St.
Louis market with the crate glassed, secket.

;

;

;

Richard Lord.— I don't like it, as it fills
cells with granulated sugar.
Dadant.— Grape-sugar contains so
much matter besides sugar, that when added
hence, we think it is
to wine it injures it
not good for bees.
At 8 p. m. the session was favored with a
lecture from T. G. Newman, of the Amer-

UD the

C. P.

;

ican Bee Journal, Chicago,
" Honey as Food and Medicine."

SECOND DAY'S SESSION.
Called to order at 8

;

;

tions unglassed.

QUEEN RAISING.
"Are queens grown by

bees, in natural
preparation for swarming, any better than
those grown in strong colonies that are
forced to raise queens ?"
T. G. McGaw.— I have seen just as good
queens raised artificially as by natural

means.

&

p.

C.

We

We

We

m.

ADULTERATION OF HONEY.

&

A

C.
resolution was presented by Chas.
P. Dadant, of Hamilton, 111., for the appointment of a committee of three, to draft a
petition to Congress, to have laws passed
against the adulteration of honey and all
sweets. This connnittee is to correspond
with the secretaries of all the bee-keepers'
societies in the United States, asking them
to unite in getting signers to the petition.—
The expenses of tliis committee to be taken
out of the funds of the Society.
This resolution drew out an animated
discussion, after which the resolution was
adopted and the committee appointed as

follows:
G.

Chas. Dadant, Hamilton,

Newman, Chicago, 111.;

O. Clute,

111.;

T.

Keokuk,

Iowa.

WHICH SHALL WE PRODUCE, COMB OR
EXTRACTED HONEY ?
N. H. Derr.— I think we should produce
either, according to our

P. Dadant.— Would prefer
see no differlarge to small (|ueens.
prolificness,
in dark or light
ence, as to
think dark comb procolored queens.
also
duces dark queens, as a rule.

Chas.

on

111.,

market.

O. Clute, of Keokuk, Iowa, read
lowing essay

tlie fol-

:

THE DEMAND FOR COMB HONEY ?
Some producers of honey think the

de-

mand for comb lioney will decrease, and
that extracted honey will almost supersede
it in a few years ; hence, in some quarters
there is a tendency to produce only extracted honey. It is well to look at this subject
carefully, and not allow ourselves to be led
into unvvise methods of work, by conclusions
formed hastily and on insufficient premises.
1.
I have not a word to say against
extracted honey. When it is well ripened
in the hives before extracting, it is, without
question, a superior article.
Such good
extracted honey, put up in convenient and
elegant packages, will continue to sell
readily.
The demand for it ought to
increase, and will increase.
2.
But a very large part of the consumers
of honey have a strong prejudice against
extracted honey.
As it comes into the
market in the same shape as strained
honey, and as these consumers are not
familiar with the methods of bee-culture, it
is only natural that they should rank it
with strained honey. This prejudice is, of
course, ill-founded.
It is a prejudice,
which is for the benefit of all honeyproducers to labor to remove. Nevertheless the prejudice exists, and will continue
to exist in a decreasing degree for some
time to come. While it exists, it will keep
up a demand for comb honey, which producers will do well to supply.
3.
After some years, the consumers of
honey will generally come to understand
that well-ripened, extracted honey is a most
excellent article, that it is just as pure, and
of just as good flavor as comb honey of the
same kinds. When consumers generally
learn this, will the demand for comb honey
largely decrease, and finally cease altogether ? To this question not a few producers of honey are inclined to say, yes.
But there is another element of the problem, which, I think, they do not sufficiently
consider, an element which, it seems to me,
will not only keep the demand for comb
honey as great as at present, but even
increase it much beyond what it now is.
Let us for a moment consider this element.
purchaser goes to a merchant to buy
cloth he is shown different pieces, among
which he finds two, of about the same quality, as to durability, but one of them is of

A

;

finer texture and more elegant finish than
the other. This finer piece does not promise to be quite so durable as the otiier, and
It is somewhat higher in price.
But in a
very large number of cases, the purchaser
will choose this more expensive article.
Durability is, with him, not the only
quality by which he judges the value of
cloth. He wants a garment that will be
neat and attractive, as well as durable.
Hence, he is willing to pay a higher price
for the fine goods of elegant finish.
man wants to buy a cow. He is shown
a number of animals of about the same age,
size, and quality as milkers.
He looks
them all over, and is sure to pick out the
cow that has the points that make an
animal beautiful in the eyes of a co?iiiois-

A

seur of cattle.
Other qualities being as
good, he prefers the animal that is beautiful, and willingly pays a higher price for
such animal. The stock-breeder soon finds
that beauty is a marketable quality.

The house-keeper

goes to her grocer to
for her table.
She looks over
his stock. Some of it is not of good color,
and has a mussed, untidy look. She passes
over this with contempt
but when she
sees bright, yellow rolls, solid, neatly

buy butter

;

shaped, nicely stamped with an appropriate
design, she is at once desirous of trying it,
and if it is not positively poor in quality,
she will buy it. It may not be quite so
sweet and delicate in flavor as some of the
miissed butter, but its better appearance
makes it command, readily, a higher price.
High color has become, in some butter
markets, so important that artificial coloring matter is freely and openly used to give
the butter the desirable tint.
The color,
the appearance, and the beauty of the butter
is a most important item, and has a ready
market value. This is so well understood
that a large number of dairymen are now
turning their attention to the production of
a really good, highly colored, often artificially colored butter, which they send to
market in
R>- 3^ lt>- and 1 lb. prints, and
for which they get a gilt-edged price.
The strawberry is one of the most popular
fruits in the marki^t. In the last 25 years
its consumption has increased immensely.
It is produced in the East, West, North and
South. It is found in every market, even
in the smaller villages. Let any purchaser
go to a fruit stall to select berries for the
tea-table, and they will choose those that
are largest, plumpest, best-colored, and
most beautiful. It is a well-known fact
that often strawberries that are most delicious in flavor are not good market varieties,
because they are not so beautiful as some
other varieties of inferior flavor. Most of
the purchasers understand that they are
sacrificing something of delicate flavor to
beauty of appearance; yet, they willingly
pay a iiigher price for the less delicate fruit.
Indeed, the beauty of the articles which
appear upon our tables is an important
When we sit at our
point with us all.
meals, we like to satisfy, not only the
appetite for food, but also that love of
beauty, which is found more or less in all.
In the most humble homes we find the
good housekeeper has a commendable pride
in the attractive appearance of her table.—
The spotless linen, the few articles of glass
and silver, the few flowers that she has
found leisure to cultivate, lend a ray of
heauty to her humble board ; and she serves
the flood, prepared by her own skillful
hands, with as much elegance as she can
command. Larger wealth gives greater
facility for gratifying this love of beauty,
and the tables of the rich often charm the
eye with their array of china, and glass,
and silver, from the hands of the most
artistic workmen, and with viands prepared by cooks with whom their profession
has become almost a fine art.
4.
There is, perhaps, no article for the
table that is more beautiful than the best
comb honey. The delicate comb, of fairylike structure, the crystal-white or goldentinted honey, of delightful fragrance, are
most attractive to the eyes of all. It seems
to me that this element of beauty in comb
honey will not only keep the demand for it
as great as it now is, but as people become

M

Prize 9— A double portico Langstroth bee-hive,
complete, cap covering both porticoes, honey board,
full set of section honey boxes, with shipping crate
for same, given by Kirk & Abbott, Muscatine, Iowa
drawn by W. H. Furman, Ceder Rapids, Iowa.
Prize 10.— A Langstroth hive, given by George Bisdrawn by M. T. Sharp,
choff, Burlington, Iowa

more cultivated and more wealthy, will increase the demand to a large degree. After
people become fully educated to the real
merits of extracted honey, and after such
honey has come into very wide use, the
demand for comb lioney will continue and
increase. Many people will be willing to
pay a higher price for it than for extracted

;

;

Oquawka,

;

honey.

111.

Prize 12— A setting of partridge Cochin eggs, given
bv H. D. Walker. Mount Pleasant, Iowa drawn by
D. Rider, Fairfield, Iowa.
Prize 13— A pair of Pekin ducks, given by W. H.
Furman, Cedar Rapids, Iowa drawn by N. Grigsby,
Blandinsville, 111.
Prize U -Two dozen Brandywine raspberry plants,
given by Paul Lange, Burlington, Iowa drawn by
Harmon Brown, Galesburg, 111.
Prize 15— A two-story Concord hive, given by G.
Kra!tzer, South Chicago, 111. drawn by Alvah Reynolds, Oneida, 111.
Prize 16— A fourteen frame Langstroth hive, given
by Richard Lord, Muscatine, Iowa drawn by S. E.
Taylor, Burlington, Iowa.
Prize 17— Two choice roses, given by Peter Ness,
drawn by J. Valentine, BurlingBurlington, Iowa
ton, Iowa.
Prize 18—" Manual of the Apiary," given by T. G.
Newman, Chicago, 111.; drawn by Dr. N. H. Derr.
Keithsburg, 111.

seems to me that the premises upon
which this conclusion is based are correct,
and that the conclusion inevitably follows
from tlie premises, it seems to me that the
demand for comb honey is a legitimate
demand, based upon the intrinsic qualities
tliat this demand will be a
of the honey
constant and increasing one.
It

;

;

;

;

;

If this is true, it is wise for producers of
to prepare to supply this demand in
such a way as will be satisfactory to the
consumers and profitable to the producers.

honey

What

this satisfactory

;

and profitable way

;

be decided by those who have
had wide and successful experience.
Keokuk, Iowa, May 6, 1878. O. Clute.
is

I leave to

C. P.

After the drawing of prizes, Dr. R. L.
Robb, of Burlington, Iowa, gave the follow-

Dadant.— We favor extracted honey.

Rich people can afford to buy nice comb
honey, at a fancy price, in fancy boxes,
glassed. For the working class, we must
put it up without glass and learn them to
eat extracted honey— a cheaper and more

wholesome

ing analysis of grape sugar, proving the
unfit for use.—
Analysis.— This
sample, as seen under the microscope, contains dextro-glucose starch (unchanged i, pipe-clay, and a very
few particles of pollen from buckwheat and sugar
acan. By heat test. Rotary power the same at all
temperatures plus 6(>°. Hence contnins no levulose.

article to be adulterated

?

A. Thomas.— Place asparagus or other

Will M. Kellogg.— Don't handle your
bees when they can get nothing from the
flowers give them a small entrance at such
a time, and leave no sweets exposed to get
I use cold water to
them demoralized.
break up robbing.
;

A

his remarks.

The

discussion of questions resumed.

HOW MUCH, AND WHEN SHALL WE USE
COMB FOUNDATION

I.

;

;

;

?

P. Wilson.— Keep them from flying
as much as possible, shade and keep from
they are
the wind face the hives North
less liable to come out and get chilled.
Dr.

SAMPLE B.— Chas. Dadant & Son— White clover,
crop of 1877.— Heat test at temperature 15'^ C. minus
minus 13°; at 90° C. the sign changes to
plus
hence contains levulose and glucose. The
rotary power of glucose does not change at any temperature.
vote of thanks was given the Dr. for
25°; at 52° C.

grass over the entrance.

HOW TO CARRY BEES THROUGH SPRING

Will M. Kellogg.— Keep them in their
winter quarters, as long as we can possibly

keep them quiet.

THE DRAWING OF PRIZES
in order, 9 more prizes being
added at this meeting, resulting as follows

was next

:

Prize 1— A full stock of Italian bees, with an Imported queen, given by Charles Dadant & Son, Hamilton, 111.; drawn by L. H. Scudder, New Boston, 111.
Prize 2— An imported queen, given by Ciiarles
Dadant & Son drawn by G. KraBtzer, South Chicago,

boxes, and narrow strips for guides, or full
sheets of it in the brood chamber, used in
medium or light colonies, or in outside
frames of strong colonies. Would never
hive a swarm on to full sheets of comb foundation. Like foundation very much.
L. C. Axtell.— In using comb foundation
in a heavy flow of honey the bees thin it out
nicely in a light flow, they leave the "fish
bone"" in the centre. Would only advise
its use in the brood chamber.
;

Adjourned

;

;

to 2 p.

m.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

;

Prizes— An imported queen, given by Hardin
Haines, Vermont, III.; drawn by T. G. Newman,
Chicago, 111.
Prize -4— A queen, bred from an Imported Cyprian
queen, given by Hardin Haines drawn by H. D.
Walker, Mount Pleasant, Iowa.
Prize .5— A tested Italian queen, given by T. G. McGaw, Monmouth, 111.; drawn by Dr. D. G. Campbell,
Keithsburg, 111.
Prize ti— A dollar queen, given by T. G. McGaw
drawn by E. D. Godfrey, Red Oak, Iowa.
Prize 7— One dozen Sweet Home raspberry plants,
given by D. D. Palmer. Eliza, 111.; drawn by H.J.
EUiott.'Burlingtdii, Iowa.
Prizes— One plant i-iich of the following named
Mammoth Cluster,
pliinls— I)i)olittle,
raspberry
Golden Tliornks.^^, S^cneca, Miami, Ganargna, Brandvwine, Philadelphia, Lamb's ever-bearing, DavidOrange, given by D.
Brinkley's
son's Thornless and
drawn by Miss Susan R. Meadows,
D. Palmer
Abingdon, 111.

?

Will M. Kellogg.—Would only use narrow
strips for guides and starters in section

Illinois.

;

and

SAMPLE A.— John Long— Partial

article.

HOW TO PREVENT AND CURE ROBBING
J.

111.

Prize 11.— A tested queen, or 2 settings of buff
Cochin or Bramah eggs, given by Charles Whitlock,
West Point, Iowa drawn by D. D. Palmer, Eliza,

SECTIONS

"How

AND SEPARATORS.

we

place the sections on the
hives, and what shall we use as separators
to secure straight combs ?"

T. G.

Rack,

shall

Newman

filled

exhibited a

Comb Honey

with Prize Boxes, so construct-

ed, that, by removing a wedge, all the sections and tin separators are loose and free
to take out. He favored this style of using

Prize Boxes. Tin is, by far, the best matepaper, as prorial to use for separators
posed by some, will not do; bees gnaw it
;

to pieces.

Others favored using an upper story, with
the sections fitted into larger frames.

WHAT

THE BEST METHOD OF ITALIANIZING AN APIARY ?
E. D. Godfrey.— Buy an imported queen
and raise your own queen, or buy one dollar
IS

queens.
D. D. Palmer, would use about the same
plan.

DO TOADS EAT BEES

Resolved, That Thomas G. Newman be appointed a
to see the commercial editors of the Chicago dailies, and represent to them the importance
of quoting extracted honey in their reports.
Resolved, That tlie earnest and efBeient service of
our able Secretary, William M. Kellogg, deserves,
and hereby receives our most grateful recognition
and thanks, and that we hereby authorize our Treasurer to present to him, in our behalf, an Imported
Italian queen bee, to be selected by Mr. Kellogg.

committee

The

?

T. G. Newman.— Toads do eat bees there
can be no doubt of it. It is so reported
from almost every section of the country.
N. H. Derr.— Have seen toads catch bees,
and once saw a tisli catch a bee.
;

;

;

IS

A BEE HOUSE PBEFERABLE TO A HIVE
THE OPEN AIR FOR THE PRODUCTION
OF HONEY ?
J. A Thomas. — I prefer the hive, by all
IN

means. Have tried the house business.
D. D. Palmer.— For queen raising, the
house does well otherwise, not.
;

CAN TWO LAYING QUEENS BE KEPT
CESSFULLY IN THE SAME HIVE ?

SUC-

Chas. Whitlock.— Years ago 1 would have
think differently now. Have had
a black and Italian queen in the same hive
for several weeks
experimented with it,
had queens in two cages, and after 48 hours
after a time I released
both
in
one
cage
Eut
oth, and kept them both in the same hive
for over 3 months.
said no

;

;

;

WHAT IS THE BEST METHOD OF EXTRACTING HONEY, THE BEST PACKAGE FOR
MARKETING IT, AND HOW SHALL WE INCREASE THE DEMAND FOR IT ?
N. H. Derr.— Use a two-story hive, and
put on an upper story as soon as honey
flows freely
take out full combs, put in
empty ones, take to room and extract and
so work with all your hives. Don't extract
till most of the comb is capped over.
Would ship to a distance in barrels, and
would put in stone jars for home trade.
O. Clute.— Mr. Dadant uses tin pails for
shipping and selling extracted honey.
;

;

IS IT

ADVISABLE TO PAINT THE INSIDE
OF A HIVE.

Several thought not.
The following resolutions were presented

and unanimously adopted

:

Resolved, That we appreciate the kindness of the
proprietors of Turner Hall for generously giving us
the free use of their hall for our sessions, and that
we thanlc them for the same.
Resolved, That the hearty thanlis of the memhers
of this society are tendered the citizens of Burlington for the cordial liospitality extended to us at tliis

meeting.
Resoh^ed, That the genial presence of Thomas G.
Newman, the able editor of The Ajieuican Bek
Journal, has added much interest to our meeting
that we tender him our thanks for his able address ou
" Honey," and that we commend him and his journal
;

to the

good favor of

all

bee-keepers.

meet

at

New

October 12. 1878.
D. D. Palmer, Pres't.
Will. M. Kellogg, Se&y.
111.,

Southern Kentucky Convention.

HOW CAN WILD BEES BE CAUGHT ?
D. D. Palmer.—Place an empty box or
hive near the location of wild bees have a
hole in it, with a tube run in near tiie
centre of the box. Place sweets in the box,
and they will find it aud fill the box. Leave
the tube out the first day next day, catch
the box full, then remove to a new location
and give them some brood.

society adjourned to

Boston,

This Convention met at Glasgow Junction,
May 7th, and was well attended.
Meeting was called to order by Dr. N. P.
Allen, at 10 a. m. After the reading of the
minutes of the last meeting, which were approved, questions of general interest were
asked by those desuing information, and answered by tliose who had experience.
Judge Dulaney asked how much cold it
Ky., on

would take

to kill a queen.
Dr. Allen said they could not stand much
cold or neglect; in cold weather they ought
to keep covered by the other bees; the older
the queen the more cold she could stand;
they should be put in the brood nest to keep
them from being neglected, and explained
the mode of raising queens, answering all
questions pertaining thereto.
Mr. W. Cook wanted to know why the bees
brought out so many bees and threw them
away. Judge Dulaney stated that he had
examined those that were brought out and
thrown away and always found that they
were in some way or another imperfect and
were thrown away because they were of no

service.

The following communication from Thos.
Newman was read and ordered printed

G.

with the minutes:

marketing HONfiY.
Companion Apiarists:— If there

is

one

subject of greater interest than another to
every keeper of bees, throughout the length
and breadth of the counti-y, that subject is
" How to put up our BLoney, in order to
command the highest market price."
Heretofore, we have spent our time at
Conventions, discussing such topics as the
following:
"What hive shall we use?"—
" Which race of bees is the best— the natives
or Italians ?" " What extractor shall we
adopt ?" " Shall we winter our bees in or
" Shall we build beeout of doors ?"

—

houses?" and many others— all important
and proper— but oi vastly minor importance

"How

Honey be prein order to command
?"
the highest price
Truly wise was the
remark of "one of old:" "These things
ought ye to have done, and not to have left
the other undone !"
Since last spring, the prices of honey has
to that of
pared for the

shall our

Market,

been steadily tended downward.

Amidst

alike common to all
products, what held up so unwaveringly
the price of that honev prepared for the
market by those "Kings of the East."—
Capt. Hetherington, G. M. Doolittle, N'. N.
Betsiuger, C. R. Isham, and others ? The
all this depression,

answer is— unexcelled quality, single-comb
boxes and uniformity in packages
!

honey, it viust be attractive ! The large boxes of " yesterday " have
passed into history they are now required
no more— while the " rising sun" of promise is Prize Boxes, in crates containing one
dozen of these unicomb packages.
We are fond of " object lessons " and to
enforce this thought, we have a few facts
that have, within a month, come under our
In order to

sell

—

notice. As the facts are all that we
require on our lesson board— tlie party shall
be nameless, as well as the State in which
he resides— albeit he is something of a
bee-keeper, and withal a good man and if
many may profit by his experience, we feel
sure he will not object to being placed before the " class," to-day.
Our friend informed us that he had sent
us some 600 pounds of comb honey, desiring
us to dispose of it for him, to the best

own

;

advantage.
It

was packed

straw, surrounded

in

by

board slats
each package weighed,
say from 50 to 75 lbs. The straw preventing tlie Railroad employes from seeing what
the boxes contained, of course, they pitched
and threw them about as they usually do
such packages, until they had broken down
three-fourths of the combs, and got them to
leaking quite badly. Then they tore away
the straw and helped themselves generally
Of
to the " sweets " therein contained.
course, it was received in a deplorable condition. Arriving at the Store just as we
were closing up for the night, it was carefully laid in single file on the floor till
morning, when something like 25 lbs. of it
stood in a pool on the floor. We proceeded
at once to unpack it, and upon discovering
how it liad been prepared for the market,
we were not astonished at the waste and
leakage, though we were pained to see it.
Old starch and glass boxes, and such as
could be packed up around any country
grocery, had been given to the bees, in
incii

which

;

to stm-e their

"surplus" honey.—

They presented a

varied and ludicrous appearance. No care had been taken to have
the combs built straigiit, nor had the bees
few
indulged in that kind of luxury.
surplus, shallow frames had been used, but
even they contained combs built so crooked
as to be inseparable.
The boxes varied in height, from 3 to 7
inches, and in size, from 4 inches square to
2 feet square, or its equivalent, varied by
will describe one of
size and shape.
them accurately
It is 1 foot square and 3
inches high. One of its combs being 12
inches long, 3 inches high and 23^ inches
thick.
Something like a dozen of the
largest combs are candied solid, and all are

A

We

:

irregular

and very

Honey been put up

luiinviting.
in the 5x6

Had

this

one-comb

boxes or sections, and crated, one dozen in
a crate, it would have brought, at least, 10
cents per lb. more, and the leakage of one
hundred pounds would have been saved. The
glassed boxes or crates would have permitted the Ilailroad men to see what it contained and they would have handled with
moi-e care. From $60 to §80 was squandered
in this one transaction
Let these facts enforce the necessity for
!

unicomb boxes and uniformity in packages
and crates.
All will readily see that it
would have been far more profitable to the
producer, and infinitely more attractive to
the consumer, had it been properly prepared for the market.
To cure this evil, let the East and West,
the North and South unite in the demand
that one-comb boxes or sections of uniform
size be everywhere used, and when shipped
to market, let it be done in the Prize Crate.
Let us study uniformity and attractiveness,

and everywhere enforce it.
In Ne\v York, white clover, comb honey,
is quoted in Prize Boxes
and Crates at 25c. per lb., while precisely
the same kind, grade and quality, in 4 to '6
of the best quality,

lb. boxes, is quoted at 21c. per lb.
a difference of 4c per lb. in favor of the former
The reason is obvious. Small, single-comb
boxes or sections will sell at retail, at least,
ten times as fast as the 6 lb. boxes hence
the demand for tiiem. This is a powerful
argument, and one that touches the pockets
;

!

—

as well as the pride of bee-keepers, and
should lead them to right conclusions.
The great honey marts of the country
have closed out all their stocks
No firstclass honey can now be obtained, either in
!

—

the East or West only the undesirable lots
remain unsold, and even these are getting
scarcer every day. If we will but meet the
requirements of consumers, there need be
no trouble about selling all the honey that
can be produced on this Continent. The
demand must and will increase yet a hundred fold, and perad venture a thousand
fold within a short time. Aye, even now
"

That good time
It

Is

coming.

hasteth nigh."

Extracted lioney should be put up as
attractively as comb honey, for it is just as
good, just as useful, and just as desirable as
when in the comb. The world needs information on the subject of Hnnej% and its
uses and to us, perhaps, is given the duty
of imparting that knowledge.
Let us,
therefore, see to it that our work is done
Your friend and copromptly and well.
laborer.
Thos. G. Newman.
;

Several communications were then read,
which the books of the Association
were opened for membership, when the following gentlemen joined the societv: Judge
W. C. York, G. T. Parker, Thos. McGoodafter

night,

W.

Garvin,

J.

Whitlock,

J. L.

Smith, J. L.

Edwin Moore, Chas. Kenfro, A. D.

Boyd, I.W. Sterritt.
The appointmentof committees being next
in order, the President made the following
appointments:
Arrangements.— I. N. Greer, Judge W.
C. York, Joe Adams.
Exhibitions.— W. Cook, J. W. Wright,
J.

W. Scribner.
State of Bee Cui^ture.— Judge W.

Dulaney, Bob Munford,

J.

L.

T. Gray.

Questions for Discussion at the
next Meeting.— H. W. Sanders, J. W.
Hoi man. W. T. Sears, Dr. N. P. Allen.
Mr. W. Cook being called upon for a
speech, said he thought a general discussion
of matters before the Convention of more
importance than a set speech, and upon being asked, " What is the best honey-produc-

ing plant," said
ness, but like

was a novice in the busisome of his friends, had
lie

caught the bee fever; thought white clover
was the best plant known in this country
for bees to feed on said it grew wild abundantly in this section, and saw no reason why
this should not be a great bee country;
thought that the pear tree did not produce
much honey; believed tiiat the bees thought
the cherry tree a good place to gather their
sweets; wild plums were good; the poplar
furnishes the most of our honey, and was
sorry that the poplar trees were being destroyed so fast, no insect prayed upon its
foliage; the North and Northwest had other
trees that produced honey, but did not know
whether they could be utilized in this
country or not; all of our forest trees produce honey; blackberries, raspberries, both
black and red, furnish honey to the bees;
knew no plant that bees are fonder of than
the raspberry; never noticed whether they
liked the grape vines or not, but would
judge they did; the strawberry did not furnish much honey, but thonglit white clover
and the poplar the best plants that grow in
this country for bees to get honey from.
Mr. B. Munford thought bees needed as
much attention as anything raised on the
farm; it was as necessary for them to be
supplied with what they needed as tor any
of the other things raised; regarded white
clover and poplar as the most bountiful nectar producers known in this section. If the
weather was not propitious during the time
the white clover and the poplar were in
bloom, the bees would not get much honey.
He gave an instance of his own observation.
One day he set a pair of scales under a bee
hive, and the bees during the day increased
the weight of the honey 19J^ pounds, all of
the increase he thought was made from
white clover and poplar.
Dr. Allen said alfalfa was not a good
honey producer; buckwheat is one of the
best honey-producing plants we have; the
linn furnishes more honey than all the
blooms in the country put together; had
seen it nearly drip with honey; knew of one
tree that had furnished 16 gallons of honey
in one season; red clover was a very tine
honey producer but our bees can not reach
;

the nectar.
The Association adjourned for dinner.
bountiful repast was spread in the chapel
by the good housewives of the bee-keepers,
and the bee-keepers partook of it as busily as
do their bees of the sweets of the flowers and
plants. Every one after filling himself with
tlie best the land affords was ready to see
the practical transfer of the bees by the
committee that had been appointed by the
President. Mr. W. W. Wright, J. W. Scribner, Jas. Garvin, Nat. Holeman, a committee, followed by all who wanted to see
them transfer, repaired to the residence
of Judge York, where they removed a hive
of bees from one hive to another without
arousing the anger of the bees, and without
a single insertion of the little sting of a bee
into any of the disturbers.
At the appointed hoin-, the afternoon session assembled and proceeded to business.
The selection of a place for the next meeting being in order. Horse Cave, Gaiusville
and Drake's Creek Church were put in nom-

A

By

ination.

balloting,

it

was determined

to

hold the next meeting at Horse Cave, on the
first Friday and Saturday in November next.
Next in order was to receive the reports of
the committees. The Connnittee on Exhibition made the following report:
There are on exhibition from T. G. Newman, Chicago, 111., the following: Bingham smokers yellow
comb foundation Van Dusen's bee feeders King's
;

;

;

Text-Books glass honey jars Emerson's binders
Muth's bee veils Alley's smokers Cook's Manuals;
honey knives registering slates, &c.
W. COOK,
J. W, SCRIBNER,
;

;

;

;

;

;

W. W. Wright.
of bee culture

The committee on the state
made a report as follows
:

Your committee on the state of bee culture, beg
leave to report that the good honey crop of last year
has created much more interest in the culture of
bees than has been felt in a long while, and the bee
journals and effects of bee conventions have taught
the people how easy it is to have plenty of honey, as
well as to grow it in such attractive shapes as to advertise this industry, not only in the markets, but
among people who have known bees all their lives
and have not known before their capacity.

W. L. DULANEY, Ch'n,
ROBEKT MUNFOUD.

The committee to whom was referred the
matter of selecting subjects for debate at the
next meeting, made the following report
We, your committee, would respectfully report the
following questions for debate at the next meeting
Will it pay to raise bee pastures for bees alone ?
How can we prevent the bees raising brood in top
story ?
How thick should we make our hives to winter bees
in?
How many colonies of bees can one man attend to
properly
Shall we change our bees into new hives every
spring to clean them out ?
How shall we preserve our surplus combs during
H. W. Sanders,
winter V
:

'I

T. Sears,
M. HOI.MAN,

W.

J.

A. D. Boyd,

James L. Garvin.
being on the programme for Hon. W. L.
Dulaneytomake an address on "The Pleasure and Profit of Bee-Keeping," lie entertained the audience for about 30 minutes in
It

his

happy and

original

style,

making a

speech that was as interestiiig to the children present as to those well versed in the
art of bee-keeping. He said he had the finest
pack of hounds in the State; he kept fox
dogs as a sanitary measure; so far his bees
had not been very profitable to him, as he
had given all the honey he had taken from
tiiem to ladies to compensate them for the
damages done their flower beds by his
hounds.
The speech of Mr. Wm. (Fish) Cook, on
" Bee-Keeping— the Past, Present and Fu-

was carefully prepared, and was received by the audience as a rich treat. He
told all about bees, from the flrst one that
was created down to the one he saw that
morning extracting honey from a bloom of
white clover. He thonglit there had been a
wonderful improvement in bee-keeping and
looked for a still greater improvement in
the ruture.
On wintering bees, I. N. Greer, W. Cook,
Bob Munford made appropriate remarks,
each one telling their experience, all of
which corresponded in the main.
Dr. Allen said he had better success marketing honey in small glass boxes; it sold
more rapidly than in large quantities. Mr.
W. T. Sears said he sold his honey in large
ture,"

caps,

ill

till

cans,

and

in anj^

shape and

quantity lie could.
Dr. Wliitloclf on the question " How far
bee hives should be placed in the apiary,"
said it made no difference as to the distance.
W. W. Wrij^ht said bees should be placed
some distance apart. Dr. Allen said it was
,

best to have them at least 6 or 8 feet apart.
Mr. Munford said 12 or 15 feet apart would
be the proper distance.

KAISING AND INTRODUCING QUEENS.
The President remarked that many methods had been tried, and that there was a
difference of opinion as to the best mode of
raising queens; said he had abandoned the
small nuclei hive for queen-rearinji, and
used the Lanjistroth hive Instead; said by
putting in division boards he could raise
three queens at the same time, in the Langstroth hive. Two division boards would divide the hive into three apartments, with as
many places for the bees to enter; he had
one entrance in front, one in back end, and
one on the side of the hive. Each apartment
should have a separate honey-board so the
bees would not pass from one apartment to
the other while manipulatiiij? them; said he
formerly unqueened a hive, in order to get
queen cells; the queen being removed, the
instinct of self-preservation would force the
bees to construct a number of queen-cells;
the number depending upon the strength of
the colony and richness of the bee pasturage. Said he would take a sheet of empty
comb about two-thirds full and put it in the
brood-nest of his choice colony of Italians.
About ten days before he put them to rearing queen-cells; that he preferred a comb
with plenty of larva and eggs in it, and the
frame not "being full of comb, they would
construct their queen cells on the lower
margin of the comb, and the cells were
easily removed.
To get cells built he removed a strong
colony to anew place and put an empty hive
on the spot where the old hive stood; done
this about 9 or 10 o'clock in the morning;
he would then go to his choice hive and remove the comb that he had placed there
with the adhering bees (being careful not to
remove the queen), to the empty hive on
the old stand, placing it so he could put
empty comb on both sides of it; close up
the hive and the bees that were out would
make a strong swarm, and would in 8 or 10
days build and cap the cells. The nuclei
should be set up a few days before the cells
are ready to be removed, so the nuclei hive
should be placed where it is to stand; then
go to a strong hive and get a sheet of comb
with brood, being careful not to have more
brood than the bees can keep warm and
cover; a small quantity of brood is best on
the start. Put one or more combs, with adhering bees, in each apartment, leaving the
queen in the old hive; get a large per cent,
of young bees, as the old bees will return to
the old stand. Young bees can be added to
nuclei at any time by removing a comb
from an old hive and shaking or brushing
th« bees off at the entrance. The young bees
will remain and the old will return to the
old stand.
On the tenth
cells, by cutting

day he would remove the
them out with a knife, be-

ing careful to not cut or damage the cell;
said he cut an inch or more from the cell;
he then cut a piece of comb corresponding
in size with the one the cell was on, out of
the center of the brood comb in the nuclei,
and introduced the cell in its stead, he then
closed up the nuclei. But before putting in
the cell, destroy all queen cells with the
point of a knife that are on the comb; in a
few days the queen would hatch, and as
soon as she commenced laying eggs she was
ready to be introduced to any colony of bees
desired. Said she was then what is called
an untested queen, a pure Italian, but we
don't know wliat kind of a drone she met,
whether it was an Italian or black drone.
To test a queen you must keep them until
the brood hatches, and that will take about
21 days from the time tlie egg is laid. Said
the swarming season was the best time of
year to raise queens. It required experience to bv successful in raising queens.
Said queens could be raised whenever the
weather was warm and there was honey in
the flowers and drones in the hive.
He introduced his queens by puttingthera
in a wire cage and hanging the cage between the brood-combs. Of course the
queen to be superseded has been removed
and all queen cells destroyed. He would
release the queen in 12 to 20 hours, by removing the stopper from the mouth of the
cage, and tying apiece of newspaper saturated with honey on both sides, over the
mouth of the cage, and hanging the cage in
the hive; the bees would cut the paper off'
and release the queen; he preferred to release her about sunset, as the bees were

more quiet

then.

After adopting the following resolutions
the Association adjourned to meet at Horse
Cave on the flrst Friday and Saturday in

November

next.

Resolved, That we tender the thanks of the Association to the good people of Glasgow Junction and
vicinity for their hospitality and kindness displayed
on the occasion.
Resolved, That the Glasgow Times, Bowling Green

Pantaqraph, Farmers

Home

Journal, and the

ican Bee Jouknal pe requested

Amer-

to publisli the

proceedings of this meeting.

N. P. ALLEN, Pres.
H. W. Saunders, Se&y.

mnv %tntv ^ox.
Chenango Co., N. Y., May 22, 1878.
"Our 52 colonies of bees have destroyed
their drone brood, and have driven out their
drones, in consequence of honey dearth,
caused by our late cold weather.

Fruit

trees bloomed about 25 days sooner than
usual, and raspberries, locust, and some
other flowers of less importance, promised
to follow in quick succession ; but they are
so injured by frost that they will be but
very little earlier than they usually are.—
Bees were making preparations to swarm,
and we should have had some issue had the

They
fine, about May 20.
until June 25th, it they do
expect white clover about the
flrst of June.
We shall work our bees for
honey, and prevent swarming as much as
weather been

will not
at all.

swarm

We

possible."

Chas. G. Dickinson.

New Canton,

"

May

111.,

The Journal grows

better

May

N. N. Betsinger.

Fahrenheit."

Platteville, Wis., April 13, 1878.

" Very cold heavy frost this morning
thermometer 25 above zero. Bees have had
a poor time of it on the fruit blossoms too
cold, and rain."
E. France.
;

;

;

"

Carson City, Mich., April. 12, 1878.
wintered well the sea6 weeks ahead of anything for 7

My 170 colonies

son

is

years.

Swarming

;

will

commence by May

weather continues."

1st, if this

Hiram Roop.
Marengo, Ills., May 16, 1878.
" Season has been good for fruit blossoms
which have now lasted three weeks, but are
about done, and bees are killing drones."
C. C.

were dead. They had suffered
more during March than all the time before.
While out in February, they started brood,
and the food taken to feed them had
decayed till all were more or less depleted
2 colonies

Marcellus, N. Y.,
14, 1878.
hills were covered with snow on the
inst. ; the thermometer stood at 27°

"The
12th

16, 1878.

and better

No bee-man can afford to do
John Barfoot.

every month.
without it."

Miller.

numbers.
We transferred the blacks
we bought about Christmas, while
they were out in February, and killed their
queens and united them with weak colonies
of Italians, so as to have them Italianized
early. The cellar was a success in comparison with our former efforts in wintering.—
Out of about .50 colonies, only 2 were lost
most of them came out h\ very fine condition. I sold 10 of them to a neighbor for
$120 and bought 20 of Mrs. Grimm for the
same amount, and never bought as strong
colonies before, and never dealt with anyone more prompt or accommodating.
I
commenced the season with about 55 colonies, and sold some 20 during the summer,
making about 5?250 worth of sales altogether.
We also sold about 500 lbs. of
honey and have wintered 100 colonies in
the cellar. We also have our nuclei, about 40
in number. All are wintering very nicely,
so far. We aim to take our nuclei through,
so as to commence queen rearing in the
in

that

spring, just as

it

stopped in the

fall.

Our

Chester, Pa., April 30, 1878.
" The long storm has prevented tlie bees
from gathering much honey from the apple
blossoms, and these are now about over. I
had several ready to swarm when the storm
commenced, but tiiey have changed their

comb honey was readily sold at 20c., at our
county seat, beside honey said to be from

arrangements and broken up."

" After being burnt out last summer, I
again rebuilt my dwelling house, and made
a large cellar with double walls of brick
and stone thinking I had a sure thing for
wintering my bees. But it was late before
I got it done, and the fall being rainy, I
could not get it sufficiently dry but 1 run
the risk of the damp, and put 43 colonies
into it, all in splendid condition, and lost all
but 2. The queens seemed to be the first to
die. My cellar was well ventilated, and the
temperature even,
i covered them with
quilts and filled the caps with fine, dry
straw. It was either the scent of the lime
and cement, or the coloring in the cloth
with which the quilts were made of.
I
have purchased some more hybrids of the
widow Grimm, and intend to fill them up
again this summer." Chas. R. Clough.

West

£.

Penn Worrall.

Lawson, Ray Co. Mo., April 2.5, 1878.
" Bees are doing well here this spring.
of my neighbors had a large swarm to
come out on April 17; not thinking it a
natural swarm, returned it to the same
hive, and on the next day they came out
and went to the woods. I then made an
examination, and found the hive full of
brood, in all stages, and several queen cells
sealed over.
I have 150 colonies very
strong."
J. L. Smith.

One

Hilisboro, 111., May 14, 1878.
the 14th of March last, pursuant to
previous notice, those interested in the
culture of bees, in this and adjoining counties, met in this city and organized a Beekeepers' Association by adopting a constitution and by-laws, and the following
otficers for the ensuing year, viz
I. B.
Shinier, President
E. Armstrong, Vice
President Wm. K. .Jackson, Secretary and
Wooten Harris, Treasurer. Twenty-four

"On

:

;

;

;

persons gave their names as members."
W. K. Jackson, Se&y.

They

California.

prefered ours after try-

John Rooker.

ing both."

Wrightstown, Wis.,

May 4,

1878.

;

;

Woodman,

Wis., April

Dear Editor :— " Your
'Honey

as

Food and Medicine'

It is a stop in the right direction.

most want now

is

a

22, 1878.

pamphlet
is

on

at hand.

What we

market or demand

for

our product, for no one will care to keep
bees long after keeping them ceases to pay,
so that is what we are all after. I raised,
last season, 6000 lbs. of honey, and have
sold 4000 H>s. of it in my home market. I
find the great drawback with extracted
honey is to convince the people it is pure,

Strawtown, Ind., Jan. 21, 1878.
"In the Journal for February, 1877, I
gave a description of my cellar for wintering bees.
In the warm weather of that
month I gave the bees a flight. They remained out a week or more, and flew every

when you sell it to them for less than you
do comb.
It looks suspicious.
I have
often been asked how it was that I could do

day. The 2 nuclei started brood, as did all
the colonies.
When the weather turned
•cold again, about the first of March, all
were put back in the cellar, where they
remained till the last day of March. When
they were taken out again, both nuclei and

work of extracting, &c., and
sell it so much less.
I have one custothat has bought honey of me for 3
years, yet every little while he wants to
know what I put in my honey to make it as
good as comb honey, and yet sell it so
all

the extra

then

mer

cheap. When I explain the process, and
saving in comb, most men will understand
and accept the explanation. I have been
thinking of getting some circulars printed
witii some appropriate heading like this,
perhaps, 'To the lovers of pure honey;'
and then go on and explain tiie process of
extracting, and the advantages, and leave
them in the stores for distribution, endeavoring to post the public as to vi^hy we could
furnish a pui'e article of extracted cheaper
than comb honey."
H. F. Walton.

Baraboo, Wis., May 9, 1878.
" Bees have done well until now; cold today, very. My Italians threw off a large
swarm the 5th, and that without stimulation.
Bees are strong. Drones have been flying
for

two weeks."

Wallace Porter.

Dundee, 111., May 24, 1878.
" We have been literally over run with
orders, and have worked almost day and
night. Our whole page advertisement in
the American Bee Journal is the cause
of

it.

made.

It is the best investment we ever
Look out for a " spread " next year."

Waverly. Mo.,

May

Hamilton, Ills., May 6, 1878.
"Please inform N. C. Mitchell, through
your paper, that his patent on division
boards is useless and void. We used division boards with cloth or rubber edges in
1869 and ever since, and can prove it. His
patent is too late for any purpose."
Ch. Dadant & Son.
[True; but are not the rubber strips on
these division boards worse than useless,
friends Dadant? Certainly, we have no use
for them! As before stated, let us repeatsimple division boards are neither patented
nor patentable.— Ed.]
Northville, Mich.,

10, 1878.

Editor American Bee Journal :— "

It

Novice don't altogether agree. I am more than pleased with
the stand you have so promptly taken.
His erroneous ideas and conclusions have
long been a source of annoyance to many
practical and well-informed bee-keepers."
Alsike.
'

A

O ATM AN.

J.

Scott Co., 111., May 25, 1878.
"Boxed 4 colonies April 15, 3 May 20;
none worked in the boxes till the 31st. inst.,
and now combs are built to the bottom in
many of them. The section boxes, put on
in trays or crates, seem most attractive to
the bees and are ahead. Perhaps they are
more accessible. White clover is abundant."
Wm. Cam.

seems that you and

to go, and got about 10 rods on tlieir way
before we got a shot into them. Ten rods
farther another shot was fired, and they
soon alighted on a tree and were hived and
taken back.
Oil up your old shot-guns,
friends, load with powder and ' wad,' only,
blaze away and report.
neighbor had a
swarm come off the 6th inst."
A. C. Owen.

'

May 11,

1878.

"The smoker came

duly to hand, and
charm. Thanks for promptness.
We have had bad weather during the last 3
weeks for the bees. It has rained nearly
every day, and ended with a good frost last
night. One of my neighbors lost 21 colonies

works

to a

of bees out of .50 since the 1st of April. He
says that they dwindled away to a handful
before the queens died, and some of them
had brood in the cells when the queen died,
but took no steps to raise another. Some of
them would swarm out of the hive and go
off.
The combs are clean and good; some
hives having 30 lbs. of honey in them after
the bees were all dead. He wintered on the
summer stands, without any protection."

Ransom Allen.

Los Angeles, Cal., April 30, 1878.
"I have received your pamphlet on
Honey,' and find it very interesting. My
bees are mostly Italians, some hybrids,
none blacks. I have, at present, about 90
colonies. They are doing first-rate. The
copioiis rains we have had this season have
produced a great abundance of wild flowers.
The white sage is coming out finely, and
will commence blooming in a week or two.
We expect a good honey harvest, though, of
course, not as large an aggregate as formerly, on account of the great loss of bees last
'

Peoria,

Wyoming Co., N.Y.,May 8,

1878.

"Your pamphlet on Honey as Food and
Medicine, was duly received. Thanks. It
seems to be just the thing to open the eyes
of both producer and consumer to the value
of honey as an article of food, not as a luxury only, but a staple, supplied by nature in
her most beautiful form the nectar of flowers.
It can but be received with favor by
all lovers of this delicious sweet."
C. R. ISHAM.

—

The newspapers say, that out of
colonies of bees there were only
between 5,000 and 6,000 left in the county at
the beginning of this season."
year.

25,000

Stevensville, Mich.,

May 8, 1878.

"I wish to tell my experience in stopping
bees from going to tlie woods. Twenty-five
years ago, more or less, my father kept bees
in Western New York, and having lost several swarms by their " lighting out," an old
man told us to shoot among tiiem. The
next swarm was hived, but didn't act like
staying, so I loaded my little shot gun and
didn't have long to wait before out they
came, and I kept ahead of them and fired
away. Four shots in perhaps as many minutes caused them to alight, 6 or 8 rods from
their starting place, and they were hived
and did well.
Another swarm undertook

Wm. Muth Rasmussen.

Worth, Texas, May 13, 1878.
"I am a reader of your valuable Journal, and have learned to love it. I found
one of my colonies without a queen this
spring— killed by moving in wagon about 70
miles. We put in brood from a strong colony and raised a queen she is doing but
I have
little good in an official capacity.
sent for an Italian and hope to succeed
Ft.

;

better with that. I use the Langstroth hive,
and the only trouble I find with it is, some-

times, a difficulty in getting out the frames
witliout injuring tlie comb and bees, and
the probability of killing bees in examination, &c., particularly in putting on the top
or upper story, and the cover.
Can you
point to any hive with all the advantages of
the Langstroth hive, with the additional
advantages alluded to ?"

Albert
[Yes
lating

;

the

side,

number

L. Rust.

new Langstroth with manipudescribed

of the

"fills the bill,"

;

Farmington, Minn., May 4, 1878.
.51 swarms,
wintered safely,
and the season being early they are unusubees,

ally strong for this "time of the year. I am
glad tlie reputation of the black bee is gradually taking its proper place. When I read
in the Journal friend Alley's and others'
glowing description of the merits of the
Italians, I think there must be one of two
things: either they have ditferent Italian
bees, or I have a better race of black bees.
In poor seasons for honey, the black bees
always do the best."
L. E. Day.

Jonesboro, Ills., May 3, 1878.
"I began the season with 12 colonies,
bought 6, transferred all but 3, and increased
to 24 by natural swarming. My first 2
swarms came off a little over 3 weeks ago;
they were very large. I put them in 2-story
Simplicity hives. One swarm has filled both
upper and lower story, in all 18 frames, 8 of
which are filled with honey, which is being
capped over. The honey is obtained from
the tulip trees, white clover and raspberry.
The two latter are just in their prime. The
other colonies are doing equally well, according to their size. Is that not an encouraging prospect for a beginner? This is
my first season of bee keeping for profit."

W.
[Yes,

J.

WiLLARD.

quite a flattering report. All
beginners cannot expect to do as well.—Ed.]
it is

May 21,

Louisville, Kansas,

1878.

"I commenced the season with 3 colonies,
(hybrids), have increased by natural swarming to 8 colonies. The first swarm came off
on the 25tli of March, and without cere-

mony

left for

the woods.

And

The season

here,

so far, has been very good bees are now
carrying in honey and pollen from the
raspberry, which is plentiful here
when
that fails, I suppose they will take a rest,
as forage is scarce during the month of
June, and presume they will dwindle considerable until the prairie flowers come into
bloom. I hived a second swarm 10 days
ago. This morning I found the queen outside the hive, dead, with no eggs or brood
in any of the cells, and very few bees,
although, when hived there was not less
than 3 quarts.
I see hundreds of dead
workers, and some drones around some of
my other hives, and cannot account for
;

;

how

again,

is

it

eggs in any of the

young queen that

that there were

cells,

no

presuming the

led off the

swarm was

What little knowledge I have of
bee-keeping, I owe to that most excellent
the American Bee Journal."
Jas. D. Chadwick.
fertile ?

publication,

elsewhere in this

Journal,

exactly. There is no necessity of killing a
bee and no good bee-keeper will consent
to use a hive whose general character may
be summed up by being called a " beekiller."— Ed.]

"My

it was these
bees trying to incorporate themselves with
other colonies, and have been destroyed.

their rapid dwindling, unless

Delaware

Co., Pa.,

May

16, 1878.

" I have 41 colonies of bees, and my
brother 8 thej' are all in very fine condition. I have 30 in Dr. Worrail's Centennial
hive. I have 4 different hives in my apiary,
but prefer his. I have the old and new
American, but think they do not winter as
well as in Centennial hives. I like my extractor very much, and thank friend Muth
for introducing such a valuable machine.
I think every bee-keeper should have one.
I had one colony commence to rob the other,
the 28th of April.
The colony that was
robbed did not try to resist the robbers.
Both colonies were very strong.
The
weather has been very unfavorable for this
last week, that is, from the 8th to the 16th
of May if I had not fed some strong colonies, they would have peinshed. But they
were carrying honey from white clover, for
the first, to-day. Will give you full report
of bees and honey crop this fall."
;

;

J.

Halbert Williamson.

Delhi, Jersey Co., 111., April 15, 1878.
"With the spring again returns active
interest in our bees. Those who keep their
bees principally for the money they make
out of them, are beginning to try "to peer
into the future, wanting to know what the
summer will bring fortli, what the prospect
is for a good honey crop, and the profit they
will propably realize on their bees. They,
like tlieir bees, are getting ready for the
gathering of the harvest.
Everything is
done that should be done at this season of
the year.
hives are made and well
painted. Honey boxes are stored in a convenient place, to be ready when needed,

New

and all the hives have been examined, to
ascertain if any were queenless. The busy
time is now just about beginning, both
with bees and bee-keepers.
Already we
have many young bees hatched and flying,
and drones hatched and many more capped.
Our queens are fast filling their combs with
brood, and if the remarkably early spring

continues we shall soon start nuclei. We
have wintered our bees on the summer
stands, and in opening them, this spring,
was very much surprised to see how little
honey they had consumed, owing partly,
we think, to the very mild winter, and
partly to the hive we use. And right here,
as you have the advertisement in your
Journal, I would say a word in favor of
Armstrong's Centennial, I
this
hive
believe, is the best hive in use. It is perfectly adapted for all purposes. In using
it, there is no need ot nucleus hives, as they
are very easily converted into nucleus
hives, and if necessary, two can dwell in
one of them, separated by means of a division board.
By means of side sections,
bees are almost forced to make box honey ;
:

and by raising the side sections on

top,
partly filled, they readily go to work
in them.
Being double-walled all over,
they are good for both winter and summer ;
and being so constructed that the sides and
back come off in one piece, leaving the

when

frames resting against the fi'ont, and exposing at once the whole brood chamber, without having to lift them out at the top. It
takes very little time to examine a hive and
find out its exact condition.
I do not
believe, at any time of the year, that the
time occupied in finding a queen will
exceed 5 minutes, and nearly always much
less.
As it is now time to form nuclei, and
as I was often vexed last summer by queen
cells not hatching when introduced into
them, I wish to call attention to a fact
which I observed then in regard to them :—

One

day, in introducing 5 or 6, I noticed
shaking them gently, I could pntthe
young queen loose in several of them.
None of those in Avhich the queen would
'shake' would hatch. I tried it several
times afterwards and not a single one of
This little disthis kind would hatch.
covery will save me a great deal of trouble
that in

this

summer,

as

shall

I

throw

all

<ki

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Single subscription, one year
Two subscriptions, sent
at the same time
"
"
"
"
Three
"
"
"
"
Six
All larger clubs at the same rate.

profit, and have never tried to ascerwhether the light or the dark ones give
the best results. Mine gave me about 50
lbs. of surplus last year, and it was not a
good year for honey gathering, in this local-

than
tain

I increased 100 per cent."

O.

Langdon, M. D.

South Haven, Mich., May 20, 1878.
" To answer lots of questions let me say,
the term dollar queens is used in contradistinction to 'tested queens.' They are not
tested, but shipped as soon as fertile. By ofpure Italian queens we simply
fering
meant queens that were reared from mothers
of undoubted purity, and possessing in some
degree the most desirable qualities of the
Italian race. While it was our aim to sell
queens at a low price, reared from the
choicest stock obtainable, we could not
may add,
guarantee pure fertilization.
however, that during the past 3 years, while
there has always been a few black bees in
our Immediate vicinity, fully 80 per cent, of
'

'

'

'

We

our young queens have been purely fertilized. We have always reared queens in full
colonies, believing such a plan insures more

and we
vigorous and long lived stock
deem it to be of equal importance that
be started from just
all queens should
hatched larvse, instead of larva? 3 days old.
Our favorite method of introducing queens
Remove the old
we give as follows
queen, spray both the queen to be introduced and the bees and combs, thoroughly,
with sweetened peppermint water, and put
in the queen at once. Our idea of successDon't let the bees
ful re-queening is
know they are queenless. This method
has given us the most unbounded satisfaction, and we use it even to introduce imported
queens. With us, it saves time, trouble and
Herbert A. Burch.
aisappointment."
;

:
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No

advertisement received for less than $1.00.
Cash in advance for all transient advertisements.
Bills of ragular advertisers payable quarterly. We
adhere strictly to our printed rates.
Address all communications and remittances to

NEWMAN &

THOMAS
974

G.
West Madison

St.

SO\,

CHICAGO, ILL.

such

not waste time on them. I would
ask some of your readers to try this and
report. I have the light colored Italians,
and am trying all the time to get them
lighter, as I keep bees more for recreation

W.

$2
3
5
9
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To Correspondents.
When changing a post-office address, mention the
old address as well as the new one.
send the Journal until an order for discontinuance is received at this office, and arrearages are
all paid.

We

We

work on "Chicken Cholera"
any one desiring it, as a premium

will give Hill's

(price 50 cents), to

for two subscribers.

We

do not send goods by

money

is

C. O. D., unless sufficient
sent with the order to pay express charges

both ways.

When ordering Extractors, give outside dimensions of frame or frames to be used, length of topbar, width and depth of frame just under top-bar.
In consequence of the dearth of small currency in
the country, we will receive either one, two or three
cent stamps, for anything desired from this office.
Strangers wishing to visit our office and Museum
of Implements for the Apiary, should take the Aladison street-cars (going west). They pass our door.
Additions can be made to clubs at any time at the

same rate. Specimen copies. Posters, and Illustrated
Price List sent free upon application, for canvassing.
Remit by post-office money-order, registered letter
or bank-draft, made payable to Thomas G. Newman

&

Son, so that
covered.

We will

if

the remittance be lost

it

can be re-

send a tested Italian Queen to any one
sending us four subscribers to The American Bee
Journal with $8.00. Premium Queens will In every
case be tested.
Write name and post-office address plainly. If
there is no express office at your post-office address,
be sure to give your nearest express office when ordering anything by express. Give plain directions
how goods are to be sent.
Seeds or samples of merchandise can be mailed for
one cent per ounce, Printed matter one cent for
every two ounces. These must be tied up; if pasted,
they are subject to letter postage. Don't send us any
small packaaes by express, that can just as well be sent
by mail.
For the convenience of bee-keepers, we have made
arragements to supplv, at the lowest market prices.
Imported or tested Italian Queens, Full Colonies,
Hives, Extractors and anything required about the
Apiary. Our Illustrated Catalogue and Price List
will be sent free, on application.
We have gotten up a "Constitution and By-Laws,"
suitable for local Associations, which we can supply,
with the name and location of any society printed,
at t;2 per hundred copies, postpaid. If less than 100
are ordered, they will have a blank left for writing in
the name of the Association, etc. Sample copy will
be sent for a three-cent postage stamp.
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storm

in

Perthshire,

Scotland, on June 11th, seems to indicate that the cool weather which prevailed in this locality was not excepIf a snow storm in June is
tional.
disgusting to the human family, it must
be doubly so to the tiny bees, who then
reasonably expect to revel in the bloom
of thousands of fruit trees and millions
of flowers

!

!

^^^ We have received a nice lithographic view of the residence and beeyard of the Hon. H. S. Van Anglen,
He
near Waverly, LaFayette Co.. Mo.
calls it "Orchard Place," and we should
think it rightly named, from the many
trees

:

New Work

i^° Comb Foundation is being used
very generally this season, if we may
judge by the quantities called for at
this office, amounting to between three
and four thousand pounds, already.

there exhibited.

It is a perfect

minature "'paradise," where the bees
as well as the honorable family ought
to be, and no doubt are, as happy as it
is averred our primogenitors were in the
It also
original " Garden of Eden."
adorns our museum.

including those I have taken up, 26

Surplus Boxes 40 Years ago.

hives.

So much has been written about the
invention and use of surplus boxes for
honey, as a very recent contrivance,
that a relic of 40 years ago, sent us by
friend W. W. Lynch, of Maysville, Ky.,
It
vs^ill be interesting to our readers.
is a copy of Fishers' Farmers'' Almanac
for 1839, by John Armstrong, A. M.,
professor of mathematics in Franklin
College, O. It is published by Robert
Fisher, in Wheeling, Va, On page 32,
we find the following on the

MANAGE3IENT OF BEES.
The Kennebec, Maine, agricultural
Society, at their meeting last autumn,
awarded their premium on bees to
John Gilmore, who furnished the

soci-

ety with the following statement
" Having entered my name for premium
on honey and a hive for bees, 1 will
:

inform you how
for

some years

—

I

have managed them
I keep them in

past.

boxes my boxes are 13 inches square
on the outside, and from 6 to 7 inches
high, with thin slats across the top
about an inch wide, with just room
to let the bees pass between them.
For a yomig swarm I fasten 2 boxes
together, with a board on tlie top, put
in the swarm, and when I set them on
the bench, put under as many more as
I think they will fill a large early
swarm will fill 4 or more. I had some
this season that filled 3 in about a fort-

—

and tlien swarmed, and the
young swarms have filled 4 boxes.

Where

is

Gillespie,

with his new

patent on two-story hives V He ought
to have collected a " Royalty " of John
Gilmore in 1838, (40 years ago), for
using a two-story hive. He put a 6 or
7 inch story over his breeding apartment, which was 13 inches square, and
obtained his surplus comb-honey in
these " boxes," which had slats or
bars across the top, an inch wide,
" with just space enough to let the
bees pass betw^een them I" there is a
bar-hive, with If inches between the
bars or slats.
These he also " tiered
up," too, as some now do. He was a
progressive bee-keeper, with advanced
ideas and obtained from 50 to 54 lbs.
of comb-honey from a hive, good

—

;

enough
fair in

to exhibit at an agricultural
Maine, in the year 1839
Good
!

enough
i^°
to

A subscriber

know how

in

Alabama wishes
when

to be able to tell

is adulterated.
Almost all extracted that will not granulate is adulterated. The latter is not as sweet
tastes more like starch, and lacks the
pungent aroma of the flowers for
which the genuine is noted.

honey

night,

my old hives have swarmed
once, I usually put under one or more
boxes. I prefer this course to letting
them swarm again, for second swarms
are generally worthless.
When the
weather becomes cool, if the hive is
well filled with honey, the bees will all
leave the upper box
it can then be
taken on without disturbing the bees
in the hive. I usually take from my
old hives and early swarms one box,
containing from 50 to 54 lbs., and leave
enough for the bees to live on diuing
the winter, or I can take a part and
return the box if I think the remainder is sufficient for them. If my bees
grow lazy after the swarming season
is over, and hang out on tlie hive,
which is in consequence of the hive
being full, I add more boxes. I had a
After

;

few swarms which

have taken up
otherwise. I have not destroyed any
bees.
I have taken up on my own
farm this season 289 lbs. of good honey
in the comb and I now own, including
;

I

We

have received the "DunCase to hold sectional
It is an ingenious contrivance
boxes.
for expanding the limits of a story for
hive having cases with close-fitting top
bars, thus admitting ease in manipulations.
It can be used under a 7 inch
cap; or by nailing strips on, can be tiered
up as high as wanted, or used with a 3
inch cap.
It can be closed with hooks,
but Mrs. Dunham says she prefers wires,
as they are the cheapest, and can also
be used as handles, and in lifting the
case they draw all firmly together.
111^°

ham Rack

How

" or

TO Winter.— Those who wish

to

post up on the subject of wintering, will do
well to read Prof. Cook's essay as read before the National Convention of 1876.
Price 15 cents.

—

Adulteration of Sweets.
Resohitions Passed at Burlington by the
Western Illinois and Eastern Iowa BeeKeepers' Society, May 8, 1878:
Resolved, Tliat under the name of committee against tlie adulteration of sweets, a
committee of three members be appointed,
viz., a President, a Secretary, and a Treas-

dicial to the welfare of the

community.

If

such laws were passed, making it a criminal offense to offer any sweets under any
but their real name, and a few of the adulterators were sued and punished, this would
at once stop the sale of any but the real articles, and would permit these wholesome
articles to be sold at a sufficiently remunerative price, and it would also be very beneficial to

the public health.

urer.

Resolved, That

this committee be instructed to prepare a petition to Congress,
and to send a copy of this petition to eacli of
the members of this Convention, with a request to have it signed by tiie bee-keepers
and people at large and returned.
Resolved, That the editors of the bee

journals of the United States be asked to insert this petition in their columns, with request to each of their subscribers to take the
trouble to have it copied, posted in their
postoffice for signature, and sent to the Secretary of said Committee on Adulteration.
Resolved, That said committee be instructed to have an understanding with the
Secretaries of all the other bee societies, or
bee conventions, through the United States,
in order to obtain of sucli Societies a move
in the same direction.
Resolved, That the first exi)enses incurred by said committee be paid out of the
treasury of our Society, and that all other
societies be asked to help in the same way.

Mr. Dadant stated that this motion was
put before our Society because of the enor-

mous amount

sweets, and especially
syrups, sold to the public that were nothing
but glucose. He had gone to the best drug
store in Keokuk to ask for a sample of glucose. As they did not have any, they told
him that they would inquire where it could
be found. At his next trip to town they
asked him if he had found any glucose any
of

where. He had not. They then told him
to go to a grocery anywhereand ask either
for
Orleans molasses or golden syrup,
or even for maple syrup, and that he woula
get glucose.
They informed him that he could easily
test it by putting a little of it in tea and that
it would turn the tea black.
He bought 3
samples in different groceries. All turned
the tea black. This is on account of the
amount of sulphate of iron contained in
glucose.

New

It was thus evident that the people were
being poisoned, or at least more or less injured, by wliolesale, through this adulteration of inoffensive sweets. This adulteration was also practiced on honey

He remarked

that it was just as much the
interests of the government to stop this
fraud as to stop the counterfeiting of greenbacks; for the one injured the health of the
people as much as the other injured their
wealth.
It is of course to the interest of bee-keepers to have such laws established, as the
large sale of this spurious article in syrups
and honey Injured the sale of the better and
healthier sweets throughout the country.
He stated that this would be only following the example of England, France and
other nations, who very justly decided that
the liberty of a man ends where it is preju-

—

If all were inclined to do just
and were honest, it would be safe to
deal or "dicker" in any convenient way.
To send by express, C. O. D., seems to be a
very simple and honest way to order goods—
but, alas, for human nature, some thoughtlessly order heavy goods in that way that
should go by freight, and when they find
the amount charged for expressage is so
large, they simply lefuse to take them
Then we have to pay the charges both ways
in order to get the goods back and save ourselves from further loss. All can see at
once the injustice of the thing— so in future

C. O. D.

right,

we shall be obliged to refuse to send goods
by express C. O. D. Let no one feel hard
with us on that account. We would like to
do otherwise— but dare not.

Premium Queen.— To

the person forto the Editor of Amekican Bee
Journal the largest number of new subscribers up to the 1st day of October next,
I will present one of
choice Gold-Miue
Queens. The Editor to be the judge.
Rome, Ga.
A. F. Moon.

warding

my

•

»

«

^

Honey Markets.
new YORK.
There is no change in the condition of the market
during the past month, and prices are still quotable
as follows:

Buckwheat Honey— comb

8 to 12c

Strained or extracted

8 to 10c
15 to 25c
8 to 12c

Clover— in comb
"

extra

H. K.

&

F. B.

Thdbber & Co.

CHICAGO.

HONEY. — The

current quotations for good to
choice comb, are ranging at 11 to 12c. ^ lb; common
and dark colored lots at 8 to 10c. and choice extracted honey at 8 to 10c.
BEESWAX.— In fair request at 24 to 26c. per lb. for
prime choice yellow. No new honey offering yet.

CINCINNATI.

COMB HONEY— In small boxes, 15®20c.
1 Iti. jars, in shipping
$28.00. 2 ft. jars, per

Extracted.

order, per doz., $2.50; per gross,

doz„

$4.50;

per gross,

CALIFORNIA.

$50.00.

C. F.

MUTH.

HONEY.— Our honey

crop will be large, and being
located far away from a market, we must find one
for our large surplus production. Welook to England
and B>ance for a market, and when our wheat
sliips move for European ports, so will our honey.
Prices will be establislied. The stock of extracted
honey is now pretty liber.al. There are small orders
in the market, and as prices are now more settled,
they probably will be filled this week. Comb honey
is less plentiful than extracted, but prices are settling.
We quote Comb honey, white, ^ tb., UislSc. dark
to medium. 8® 10c. Extracted, dark, W ft., e@7c.;
:

choice,

:

"'^fi*8c.

BEESWAX.— Supply and demand correspond, both

ight; at25@27J^c.

Stkabns & Smith, 423 Front St., San Francisco, Cal.

standard of Excellence.
In response to our plea for deciding

upon a standard

of excellence for Italpresent the following
Elizabethtown Indiana.
Friend Newman :— Your idea of
wanting bee-keepers to agree upon a
standard of excellence of the Italian
bees suits me. I hope you will keep
this thing before the bee-keepers, as I
think we should be able to settle this
matter during next winter.
The
trouble is, some prefer dark and some

ian bees,

we

:

,

light-colored bees. I have tlie lightcolored bees. I think they are just as
good for work as the dark ones. My
customers say that my bees are prolific
and very industrious. I will, at some
future time, give you my opinion as to
what pure Itedicm bees are or, at least,
what we should all breed for, as to
color, markings, &c.
I have been
offered $1 each, for queens that I pronounced hybrids, but I prefer to kill
them. Tliink there are too many of
this kind.
Jos. M. Brooks.
;

After examining our 2Jurc Italian bees,
he said he never saw such before. His
were not marked at all like them.
What kind of bees was he sellQuery
ing for pure Italians ? Will any one
say that there is no need of agreeing
upon a STANDARD by which all may
be tried, and thus save imposition ?
If there be such a one, let him now
speak out.
:

—

The Chicago Atomizer.

At the request of several who want a
perfect means of sprayiug combs, bees,
&c., for the cure of foul brood, as well
as for changing the scent of bees when
introducing queens, dividing, making
nuclei, &c., we have procured a nice

True, friend Brooks, there are too

many hybrids sold for Italians now.
But why didn't you give your opinion
what they should be, instead of
promising it sometime that is "too
thin." "Now is the time and this is
the place." Speak.
of

—

Polo, Mich., June

16, 1878.

Mr. Editor.— As you make

a call

for a standard of excellence in Italian
bees, I will tell you what I think it
ought to be
The queen should have
a bright yellow abdomen with a black
point. The workers should have three
bright yellow bands behind the waist,
with a very narrow dark edge. The
drones should have 3 very broad, bright
yellow bands on the back, below the
thorax, the sides of abdomen a bright
If I
yelloiv, and should be all uniform.
was on a committee to establish a
standard of excellence, I should define
them more minutely in some other
points.
S. K. Marsh.
:

Well done, friend Marsh, you started
well— but why say if you were on a
committee you would define them more
minutely in some particulars. You are
already on a committee so define
;

thoroughly
Next.

A man

—exhaust

who

the

subject.

has sold lots of bees to

thing, called the Chicago Atomizer, which we can sell at the low price
of $1. If sent by mail it will cost 30
cents extra for postage. The above engraving shows its shape and the manner
of using it. See page 241 for a description of its use in the cure of foul brood,
though we would suggest a trial of the
following formula, and its repetition
on the sixth day, to prevent a return of

little

the epidemic
Acid
Soda Borax
Salicyric

Bromo Ciiloralum
Pure Rain- Water

128 grains.
128
';
"
10 ounces.

W

Glass, with Care.— Friend Chas.
Simon, of Swan, Ind., has sent us a
surplus honey box, made entirely of
glass— 6 pieces in all, i. e., 2 pieces of
4x4f
each of the following sizes
It has four very small
11x4 and 2x4f
pieces of wood, simply to strengthen
the joints. It looks well— would show
off the honey to perfection, but we
should think the great draw back
would be the extreme care needed in
:

;

his neighbors for Italians, called on us

shipping.

a few days ago, and wanted to see ours.

est

.

It certainly

makes

the neat-

appearance of any box we ever saw.

1^ Among our many

Excelsior Bee Smoker.

callers

during

month were Mr. and Mrs. F. P.
Collins, of Dallas, Texas, who are spending a few days in the city. They report
the past

In last month's Journal, on page
we noticed a smoker made by Levi
Sutlift', Charles City, Iowa.
We now
give the following illustration showing
As
its shape and general appearance.
friend Sutliff thinks we did not give a
176,

correct idea of

it

in the

Journal

prospects for honey crop as very favorable in that State, and brought a sample
of their extracted honey. We had a
very pleasant visit with them.

for

June, this cut will certainly correct any

Bees in Southern Wisconsin.—

A

correspondent of the Milwaukee
Journal of Commerce^ writing from Milton, Wis., under date of May 31, says
:

The men who handle the

little

insects

that " improve each shining hour, and
gather honey all the day, from every
opening flower," together with the rest
of creation, have met with misfortune
this season, owing to the cold, damp
weather during April/ind May. There
are two men in this town who have
quite extensive apiaries, and although
their bees wintered well, they have lost
a large number since taking them out
of winter quarters. One of them, who
put one hundred colonies in the cellar
last fall

made. In saying it
times as large as ordinary
smokers, we meant, of course, in the
operations of the bellows. Its bellows
is 4|x8 inches, and has a three-inch motion.
The Bingham bellows is 5x6
inches, and has a motion of just onehalf, or 1^ inches. The tube of the
Bingham isless than 12 inches in length,
while this is 20 inches in length
These
points gave us the enlarged idea of this

false impression

was

3 or 4

the smolier is the
cartridge, which may be filled with rags
or any other material that will burn,
and then put it into the fire-tube, and it
is ready for operation.
It is advertised
in this Journal, and may be had either
of Mr. Sutliff or at this oflice.
left of

less

than

fifty.

But now, in all
probability, their faces are wearing a
smile of joy— the delightful weather
vieing with the merry hum of the bees
to make their cup of joy almost to run
over.

True it
"

new-comer.

tube at the

now

;

telling a sorry tale.

.

The tube is li inches in diameter.
The fire-part is 5 inches long. The little

has

but now the fine weather of the
past 10 days has put the bees to work
with a will. Our correspondents, nearly
all through this Journal, have been

Yes

is

of

dame Nature, that

Behind a frowning Providence
She hides a smiling face."

1^ Many have heretofore sent honey
commission men in this city to sell,
and often never receive any returns for
it.
We know of several such cases now.
They sell it, pocket the money, and you
can't collect anything of them. There
may be good men in that line of busito

— but the American
Bee Journal cannot recommend any

ness, perhaps many

gets into the hands of its
subscribers, and it will last about four
weeks. An acre will support about 10

Should any one desire us to
honey for them, we will cheerfully do so, or we will exchange supplies
or anything we have for sale, for good
honey in prize boxes. We want no
other, and we will pay tlie highest mar-

colonies.

ket prices for such honey.

of them.

sell their

1^ The teasel will
this

Journal

be in bloom

when

Smoker, Tin Corners, &c.
" I send you, by mail, a smoker and
specimen of tin corners, and methods
of fastening foundation and frames,
which is very easy and quickly done,
even by a novice. Care must be taken
not to drive the nails so tight as to cut

the foundation.

The smoker

is

made without any

solder to melt, and the lower stopper
cannot drop out, with fire and all. It
has the advantages over the bellows
smoker, as both hands can be used
while smoking. They can be mailed
at 35 cents.
welcome your, valuable paper,
which has visited us for 10 years, every

We

month.

The prospects for honey are extra
Hundreds of boxes are now
good.
r. H. Cyranus.
almost full."

The smoker is intended to be held in
the mouth. The tube is 2x5 inches,
with a cone-shaped end, 2i inches,
inches. It
making its total length
has perforated tin partition to prevent
the fire from issuing from the tube.—
For a mouth smoker, it is the best we
have ever seen, but we cannot imagine
that any one would prefer a mouth
smoker to one to operate with the hand.
We have no such preference others
may, and for such, friend Cyranus has
"just the thing."

H

—

overlap the frame
They are made of
pieces of tin 2xli inches long by
wide, which are bent to fit the top
bar of the frame running down f of an
inch on either side. These edges projecting t of an inch over each end of
the frame, form the rests to hold it in
position, making it very strong, and
not allowing them to be fastened down

The

tin corners

and are nailed

to

it.

H

by the bees.
Friend Cyranus' method of fastening
foundation into the frames is to rabbet
the top-bar out i of an inch from one
side to the centre, place the foundation against the piece left, and press a
strip of

wood, ixf of an inch, (being

that rabbeted out,)
close to the foundation, nailing through
both with small brads. Of course, it
cannot get away.

just the

size

Nearly all the trouble with comb
foundation may be accounted for
either by its not being fastened firmly
to the top-bars, or from its not being
put into the frame with the strong way
of the foundation in a perpendicular
position.
To ascertain this hold a
piece of foundation up, and look over
it; it will be easy to discover small
ridges running one way across it. In
placing it into the frames, these should
always run from top to bottom never
the other way.
In passing through the rollers, while
making it, they press together so
closely as to make very thin parts between every row of cells. It is impossible not to see this when holding a
piece horizontally between the eye and
light from a window. Every machine
now used makes it thus— but we have
a promise of a new machine before
next season that will avoid this weak-

—

—

Whether it will come up to the
promise or not, time will tell and the
Journal, will inform its readers. We
advise those intending to purchase
machines to await the developments of
the next few months.
Inventive
genius is at work, and something beneness.

—

ficial

may

i^We

be the result.

have received a

letter, conbe answered,
that would, if framed and glazed, be
interesting to beholders. It is written
on one side of a half sheet of paper, but
contains 91 words so inaccurately

sisting of questions to

spelled as to be almost unintelligible.
81^" That Prize we drew at the Burlington Convention came duly to hand a few
days ago. It was offered by Hardin Haines,
of Fulton Co., 111. It was to be a Cyprian
Queen. She came in good order and was at
once introduced into one of the colonies of
the Bee Journal apiary. She is a tine
looking; queeu and is laying profusely. We
shall report her progeny in our next month's

Journal.

of

Jt^~ The third annual Exhibition of the
Iowa Industrial Exposition will open at
Des Moines on Sept. 4,— keeping open for

one month.

thc
fcS^^S-

California Honey.

N. Levering writes
geles Star that parties

to the

Los An-

who

are reporting enormous yields of honey there,
this season, are doing so for the purpose of running down the price of

honey. He adds
" The honey crop this season in
Southern California will doubtless be a
little over the average.
The amount of
honey that will be thrown upon the
market will not exceed that of two
years ago, as the great mortality among
the bees last season has greatly diminished their nmnbers.
The harvest is
great and the laborers are few.' We
would advise bee-keepers to hold for
more remunerative prices, where cir'

notice that Mr. Scovell has omitted it
in those subsequently sent to this
ofHce the dotted lines on the bottom
indicates the relative size of the augur
hole inside, which comes to within i of
an inch of the bottom, and forms the
cage.
;

It is exceedingly neat and strong,
and makes a desirable Queen Shipping
Cage. They can be obtained at this
office in any quantities.

queen cage.

novice's

As several have

requested us^to give

we have pleas-

a cut of this queen cage,

cumstances will permit.
The shipments that will be made to Europe this
season, and the new uses that are
being made of honey must certainly
increase the demand! It is no longer
a doubt that a good quality of sugar
can be made from honey, and it will
not be long until the demand in this
direction will add much to the pecuniary interest of the apiary. Apiarists
have no reason to be discouraged, but
keep up a cheerful Inmi like their little
pets, and labor for a higher and broader development of this pleasing and
interesting science, when a dawning
future will amply reward their toils."
Scovell's Queen Cage.

We

we mentioned friend
queen shipping cage.
now present an engraving, and

will

more

In our last issue
Scovell's all-wood

fully describe

it.

ure in giving it, in this connection. It
is also a very neat and convenient
cage. It stands one inch high and is
about 2 inches square.
It is provisioned with candy before the wirecloth top is fastened on. This we also
keep for sale. See price list on third

page of

tliis

Journal.

Coating for Honey Barrels :—M.
McMaster has sent us a sample of
this compound for coating honey barE.

&c. He says he has used it in
putting up about 5,000 lbs. of honey
last season, with the best results, and
considers it far superior to beeswax,
and in every way equal to paraffine for
the purpose mentioned wliile it costs
9 cts. per lb. less than either of the
above. It being of an elastic nature,
it will not crack or peel off, and it imparts no taste or smell to the honey.
He has not been able to discover any
objectionable feature in it, and thinks
rels,

;

and stands
inches high.
D, represents the
sliding cover
C, the sugar provision
A, exhibits saw cuts, similar ones being
on the opposite side, serving for observation as well as ventilation B, shows
a saw cut across the bottom, but we
It is Ifxll inches, outside,

1|

;

;

it

as

afflne.

wholesome as beeswax or
See

Journal.

liis

i>ar-

advertisement in the

1^ Judge

Andrews,

of

McKinne5^

Texas, sent us word about the middle
of the month, to look out for a "redhot epistle'' from him on the '' purity
of the queens," «&c., as noted on page
151 of the Journal for May but so far
Texas
it has not put in an appearance.
is just the place for a red-hot shot to
emanate from, but we are far enough
North to allow of a little "cooling''' before it reaches us. " So mote it be."
;

" A Land Flowing with Milk and
Honey." — The Intelligencer, of Belle-

Ontario, goes into ecstacies over
the success of our friend, Mr. W. C.
By
Wells, of Thurlow, Ontario.
quoting the text at the head of this
article, he must really think that Canada is a modern paradise

ville.

"

A land of promise this

Long looked

for,

Well; we don't

:

by the good."

especially

object,

when

i^The Indiana State Fair takes
place at Indianapolis, Sept. 30, 1878.—
We have received a copy of the Catalogue, and notice in class 33, a premium of $5 for "the best display of
honey ;" $3 for " the best 5 pounds of
honey in comb;" and $2 for "the best
sample of cake, home made." Now
let our friends in Indiana make sure of
the latter premium for " Honey Cake."
Take enough to feed the judges with
For
it, and it will " take 'em," sure.
the comb-honey premium, some white
clover honey in prize boxes, nicely
glassed, will captivate the judges, if
''
they depend upon " their senses
rather than " rewarding favorites."

the Intelligencer can report anything so good as the following
:

"

On Friday last he extracted the
honey from a hive, and then put it on a
The hive gained in
platform scale.
weight, on Saturday, 25i lbs.; on Sunlbs.; on Monday, 12i lbs.; and
on Tuesday, 5i lbs. In all, in 4 days,
72i lb. of honey extracted from one
hive. This is actual gain by weight.—
Mr. Wells has other colonies which did
as well as this one, but this gain was
by actual weight. The large quantity

day, 30

We

of cheese we ship is well known.
are entitled to say this is a land flow"
ing with milk and honey.'
'

1^ In a

private letter, received just
are going to press, Prof Cook
" I wish you could see my
remarks
as

we

:

1^ A correspondent,

after weighing
many different sized boxes, has figured
out their relative contents, as follows
:

wiien filled with newly made
comb-honey, well sealed over, will contain 3 lbs. of honey to every 100 cubic
inches of space contained in the box.—
Thus a two-inch box, 5i inches wide,
and 6i deep—the prize box— outside
measure— will contain 66 cubic inches
of space, and will consequently hold 2
This rule^ holds
lbs., box included.
good with any size of boxes— with the
exception that the larger sizes of boxes
will contain a trifle in excess of this

"

A box

estimate."

1^ Henry Alley, of Wenham, Mass.,
has just sent us some very fine Italian
queens. They came by mail (letter
postage), and were received in excellent
order. They are of bright yellow, and
appear to be in every way first-class.

class of 30,

working with the bees.—

They do it like veterans." Of course
we would like to visit the College, and
hojie to, at some future day, but we are
so busy now as to have but little time
to devote to nourishment, recreation or
sleep. For several months, passers-by
have marked the office of the Jour-

nal, as they are returning from places
of amusement "along towards the
midnight hour," by the light on our
desk burning so brightly.
We did not intend to say this—but
that one class of " three " (not 30) also
" work like veterans" at the Journal
They, like all other stuoftice apiary.
dents, are enthusiastic on bees; their

devotion never tires, never ceases. We
invite the Professor to come and see
our class. Being in a city, we always
have quite a crowd to witness the manipulations with our bees. It is a new
thing, here.
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Bee-Keeping in Colorado.

Many inquiries liave come to hand about
bee-keeping in Colorado, and in order to answer tliem we quote the following from the
Pueblo Chieftain concerning bee-raising in
Colorado:
Will bees thrive in Colorado? is a question that has been asked by a great many
persons who were desirous of adding this
cheap and wholesome luxury to their places.
Neany everybody will say that bees cannot
live here there are no flowers to speak of,
no clover or anything else that produces
honey, they say. Now these comments are
wrong and not based on facts. There are
several very successful apiaries in Fremont
county, but as we are only acquainted with
two persons owning apiaries, Messrs. Frazier and Tongs, we can'not say how profitable the others, probably a dozen in nnmber,
liave heretofore been, but judging from the
successful workings of these, the net yearly
profits must be considerable.
It seems the editor visited both apiaries

—

and remarks as follows:
We found upon examining the hives that
the lower apartments were full, and the upper ones two-thirds full, of as nice clear
white honey as was ever gathered from
white clover. We were somewhat astonished to see such an abundance of honey
laid in at that time in the year, when the
surrounding country for miles was perfectly
void of vegetation, witii the exception of
butfalo grass and cactus, and as a matter of
course, our next question was where did
the honey come from? and was informed by

—

several bee raisers that the much abused
cactus (both flat and bush) fui-nish a large
quantity.
It is beyond the shadow of a
doubt that Colorado, especially the southern
portion of the State, possesses some very
decided advantages in regard to the winters
over tlie northern and western States for
bee-raising, and as honey keeps up (in Pueblo) to the old price of 2.5 cents per pound,
we do not see why it does not pay.

Notwithstanding we have so often referred to the matter— many (thoughtlessly,
no doubt,) still write correspondence on the
face of postal cards. This is not allowed by
the P. O. Department and every such offense against the Postal Laws costs us .5
cents. These amounts are small, but they
aggregate several dollars to us each month.
Will our friends please be careful not to do
'

—

so hereafter.

5I^"Preserving fruit with extracted honey
instead of sugar, is superior in every way.
It is not so apt to sour and require a second
boiling. Pick the fruit, wash it and drain
off the water; then place it in a large kettle
or pan and add one-third as much honey as
here is fruit, boiling it until the taste of the

honey has evaporated.

A

1^ correspondent recommends the
following for separating honey from
wax " Put honey-comb and all into a
:

upon a moderately warm stove,
adding a tablespoonful of water to
each pound of honey. Stir occasionally with a piece of wire until the contents of the pan are in a liquid condition. Do not allow boiling to begin.
Remove the pan from the tire and set
it aside to cool.
The cake of wax, to
which all impurities will adhere, may
then be carefully lifted off with a
tin pail

knife."

1^ Friend Doolittle's fancy crate of
honey, to which was awarded the Gold
Medal in jSTew York, last fall, has been
exhibited, as such, by Mr. W. M. Hoge,
in London, Liverpool, and other cities
of Great Britain, as well as the Paris
Exposition.
>

«

»

i^The

large
podded milk- weed
almost invariably causes the death of
every bee alighting upon it. The bee
either adheres to the plant, or else
bears away a small scale sticking to its
feet,

and cripples

itself fatally in at-

tempting to remove the annoyance.

—

Frog-eating Bees. ^ow "Froggy " stands at the bar on trial for various thefts and robberies. My friends,
the bees have a serious charge to make
against him. One evening in July last
he steatliily crept up a slanting board
placed against a beehive, and with his
trap-like jaws caught the bees leaving
and entering the hive. Why the bees
did not charge him at the point of the
bayonet I do not know, except it was
his slimy coat of mail, on wliich they
Anyhow, the
coiild get no foothold.
pet "Froggy " is not as innocent as he
looks. Land and Water.

Rats and Mice.— Several

corres-

pondents write to announce the complete extirpation of rats and mice from
tlieir

cow-stalls

and piggeries since the

adoption of this simple plan
ture

two

parts

:

A mix-

well-bruised
common squills and three parts of
finely-chopped bacon is made into a
stiff mass, with as much meal as may
be required, and then made into small
cakes and baked these are put down
for the rats to ent.— English iStandard.
of

;

of

GLEANED BY FRANK BENTON.

Herr Dennler, of the Btenen-Zueehter,
has observed that his bees prefer the blossoms of wild grape vines to those of the linden, and he recommends the former very
highly for cultivation in shady, out-of-the
way places, old walls, north side of buildings, etc.

not reappeared. I could mention a series of
such cases in which the severest rheumatic
pains have been successfully treated by the
use of bee-stings, but it would only be a
repetition, lience I will only add that'the effect of the bee-stings always appears in the
shortest space of time, and that this means
has never been used witliout producing the
most favorable results."

^0tcs and ^uevus.

UApicnlteur says of the

apicultural show
at the Exposition: "In visiting the pavilion
containing the French apicultural products,
we fear that more than one will say, when
he learns what this or that cost the contributor and exhibitor: One should be able
to produce a better article for that price;
there should be a place more appropriate to
the article, and to exhibit implementsotherwise than on tables— classed as far as
possible in accordance with their order and
use; they ought, as well, to be able to attach
a different card in order to properly present
some products.' "
'

Paoli, Ind.,

upon the Andes

in

South America, reaches
and is consequently one

a height of 150 feet,
of the finest trees of the tropics.

Its trunk,

which

at tlie base reaches a diameter of
about two feet, is covered its whole length
with wax, which can be scaled off. The
scales are then boiled in water and the wax
floats, witl)out melting; it only becomes
softer and the impurities settle. From this
mass, with which a quantity of soap is often
mixed to make it brittle again, they make
candles. The wax obtained in this manner
is yellow, light, transparent, nearly like
resin; it melts at a temperature somewhat
stronger than that of boiling water. When

rubbed

it

becomes

verj; electric,

and gives

out a very strong smell in burning."

Cure of Rheumatism.— De?- Deutsche
Blenenfreund contains the following article by Herrn Schneider, Principle of aKoyal

Academy

in Silesia:
"Some six years ago
wife suffered from rheumatism in the
right arm, no physician being able to help
her. During a half year, in consequence of
darting pains, the poor woman could not secure a night's sleep. The afflicted arm was
nearly crippled; she could not attend to the
household labors, and at last could no longer
dress herself alone. I happened to recollect
having read somewliere of the cure by means
of bee-stings, of a farmer who was troubled

my

severely with rheumatism. The pain which
my wife must constantly endure could not
be increased by a few bee stings, so I permitted the aftlicted arm to he stung by three
bees; and in order that the poison sacs
might be completely emptied, I held the
bees to the arm for some time. The result
of this application was surprising.
The
first night my wife could, for the first time
in six months, sleep well; the darting pain
was gone. The next day the arm was swollen very thick, yet this rapidly decreased;
the rheumatism had wholly left, and has

7, 1878.

;

American Bee Journal."

B. M.

[Unfavorable weather

The Wax Tree. — " The wax-tree grows

June

" A neighbor of mine had a swarm of
bees come out on Sunday, and on Tuesday,
the second came. My second swarms never
come under 8 days. 1 would like to know
what made the 2 swarms come so close together.
Bees have done well here in
Southern Indiana, this spring
but the
weather is so dry now that it is making
clover honey short. My best wishes for the

the

first

swarm from

Lingle.

may have

issuing

delayed

till tlie

oldest

queen was ready to emerge from the cell.—
In such a case she might, another queen
being nearly ready to leave the cell, accompanying an after-swarm in two or three
days.— Ed.]
Delhi, HI., June 1, 1878.
" Please give the name of the enclosed
It seems to be a species of clover."

plant.

H. D. Edwards.
[Prof. Beal, of the Michigan Agricultural
College, answers as follows: "Trifoluim

reflexum, (Buffalo clover). I should like a
package of seeds."— A. J. Cook.]
Hart, Mich., June 5, 1878.
3rd inst. I was engaged looking
up a queen in a last year's after swarmdid not find her the first time going through
the hive— was just going to renew my
search when I had to leave them and look
to a swarm which was just issuing. After
taking care of them, 1 returned to my
search for tlie queen. Went through the
hive again to the middle frame, when I
noticed on the lower front corner of it, a
knot of bees which I was certain contained
the queen. I took it up and released her on
the middle of the frame, thinking perhaps
she would be safe there, but they immediately imprisoned her. I went for a cage to
put her in, but when I had released her
again, she was a conise. The colony is a
medium sized one. How shall I account
1.

"The

for their conduct ?
2.
I also have 2 hives, with about a pint
of bees in each. One of them contains a
queen 2 years old, the other is 1 year old.—

have been nursing them, thinking perhaps
they would build up when honey began
flowing more freely, but on looking at them
to-day, I find none of the larv* fully developed, and many of the cells contain 2 and 3
1

eggs.

Are these probably drone laying

queens

?

admitted to other hives

3.
A.re drones
than their home ?
Bees in this locality are doing nicely on

and raspberries. Swarms are
issuing nearly every day."
E. S. HOUGHTALING.
wliite clover

The

[1.

bees, evidently,

were

dissatisfied

with the queen, and were determined to
supersede her.
3.
The queens are disabled, or drone
layers.
You should either give them a
prolific queen, a queen cell, or double them
up with some other colony.
3.
Drones, having no propensity for
robbing, have no desire to enter other hives
than their own.—Ed.]
Council Grove, Kansas, June

3,

1878.

" In the hive

recommended by Prof. Cook,
Mantml, there is no provision for

in his
ventilation, in case the entrance is entirely
closed.
would it do to have a hole, 4
to 6 inches square, tiirough the bottom

How

board, the hole to be covered with wire
screen and open at all times ? Will not
bees do better for such ventilation ? Please
answer through the Journal."
D. P. Norton.
[If the hives are shaded they need no
ventilation more than spoken of in my book.

When

cool, they ought to have only one
opening, and that small. As the weather
gets hot, push the hive clear forward, so as
to give entrance clear across.
That is
enough.
Of course, they must be given
plenty of room inside. I would never have
more than one entrance. 1 have experi-

more worse than
See new book on this subject.—

mented much, and
useless.

A.

J.

find

Cook.]

Otley, Iowa, April .30, 1878.
" Father and I put 81 colonies of bees into
the cellar, about Nov. 17. Took them out
about March 13. Wintered without loss.—
Seem to be in fine condition now, with the
exception of 2 or 3.
Apple and cherry
bloom very good.
Think prospects are
good for an excellent honey harvest.
Everything about a month earlier than last
year.
I like the Bingham smoker very
much. What is the best method of straining extracted honey ?"
W. C. Nutt.

This question is answered so concisely
in Prof. Cook's new work that we will
insert it here.
Before doing so, let us
remark that every beginner, or person of
[

limited experience in bee-keeping, would
find it greatly to their advantage to get a
copy of this work. They will there readily
find, by the aid of copious indexes, any
subject they may want information upon.
It will save them much perplexity, and
often many times the price of the book, by

having it at hand just the minute when the
information is desired. In the " Manual of
the Apiary," page 198, Prof. Cook remarks
" To render the honey free from small
pieces of comb, or other impurities, it should
either be passed through a cloth or wire
sieve— I purposely refrain from the use of
the word strainer, as we should neither use
the word strained, nor allow it to be used,
in connection with extracted honey or
else draw it off into a barrel, with a faucet
or molasses gate near the lower end, and
after all particles of solid matter have risen
:

—

draw

to the top,

off

the clear honey from

In case of very thick honey,
this method is not so satisfactory as the
first.
I hardly need say that honey, when
heated, is thinner, and will of course pass
more readily througli common toweling or
wire-cloth."— Ed.]
the bottom.

Indianapolis, Ind., May 32, 1878.
"
bees are doing finely. They wintered well. I liave a bee house that I think
good to winter as well as to summer in.
They are novif working in boxes. Is there
Comb Honey Racks to suit hives, 13x13
inches, with frames 13x13, and what will
such cost? Alsike is just coming into
It looks
bloom.
I have about 3 acres.
W. A. SCHOFIELD.
well."

My

[Yes, such is described and illustrated on
the third page of the cover of this Journal.
It would contain two rows of boxes, 13 in
sample, all complete with outside
all.
boxes glassed, and tin separators, costs a

A

dollar.

By

the quantity they would

come

cheaper than that.— Ed.]

Putnam

Co.,

111.,

June U,

1878.

" Dear Editor :— My bees made a little
My 300 colonies profortune last year.
duced 1,300 4 lb. boxes of honey. I sold 30
colonies, leaving 170 and 4 swarms, up to
June 13. I do not expect many swarms this
season. Tlie hives were very full of bees
and honey early in May. Since then they
now there is a little
have done poorly
white clover. The drone comb foundation
that J. Roberts and myself got of you is of
excellent quality. Bees are doing well with
Please answer tlie following questions
it.
1.
Why are drones sometimes produced
;

:

in

worker comb

Two

3.

of

?

my

queens produced worker

bees in March and April. In May they produced drones in worker comb then I killed
them.
3.
Is there three sizes of comb foundation manufactured, —worker, drone, and
;

for
4.

honey ?
I would

Cyprus queen, but
they should look to be
Can some one give a descrip-

do not know
genuine.
tion ?"

like a pure

how

When there

Otto Halbeib.

are no drone cells, queens
will sometimes lay in worker-cells, and if
[1.

compelled to do so,
worker eggs in drone

will, reluctantly, lay
cells.

2.
They were for some cause, no doubt,
unable to produce workers any longer, and
hence the drones in the worker comb.
3.

Two

sizes of cells only are

worker and drone. The
for surplus, by some.

produced—

latter is preferred

Tou will find such description
Journal.— Ed.]

on page 237

of this

bands (which we suppose you mean by the
spots by the yellow rings) are sometimes
more pronounced, but usually less distinct,
—they have nothing to do with purity in
queens.— Ed.]

Eminence, Ky., June 17, 1878.
practicable to feed extracted honey
to bees during the dry summer Weather
when there is little or no honey to be had
from flowers and have the bees make section comb honey of it with profit, and how
to do so? The theory looks plausible, but I
"Is

it

like to know if it lias been demonstrated, and to what extent it will pay. It
seems to me that it would stimulate broodraising and keep stocks strong and ready to
gather large stores from buckwheat and
other fall pasturage. If the extracted honey
can be changed to section comb honey it
would be more salable.
2. I want some arrangement in the way of
a comb-rack that can be worked two stories
or one, as circumstances may require. On

would

Montgomery

Co., Texas.

"I inclose a branch with flowers of the
wild peach. It is an evergreen; grows
abundantly on the margin of creeks and
river bottoms. Bees crowd it heavily; I
think it very valuable for bees.
"I also send you a specimen of a plant
abundant here. It comes up in the fall and
grows slowly through winter, not leaving
the ground (like white clover,) covering tlie
ground by the first of March; holds dew on
the under side all day. In the sunshine the
bees work on it all day. I have seen no
blossoms yet. I never noticed it before this
year. The winter having been very warm,
many of my bees ate up their winter supply,
and perished during January and February.
My summer and fall pastui-age is not good.
The spring, till June 20th, is very tine. It
closes with the linn. We have very many
fine localities for bees in this State.

Thi-ee-

fourths of south-eastern Texas is woodland,
and all creeks and small streams abound
with bee pasturage. There are a great many
wild bees in the timber and bee hunting is
frequent in tiie fall. Some bring in 2 or 3
Thos. D. Leonard.
barrels of honey.
fProf. Beal says that the tree with evergreen leaf is Prunus Caroltniana (cherry
laurel). The leaves are said to poison cattle
which eat them. The small herb he does
not know; he would like to see some in
flower.—Ed.]

Boundary

City, Ind.,

May 31,

hives the sections are nearly all
but the honey is not ripened sufficiently
and the bees want to swarm
because of not having room. If I had racks

full

to seal over,

that would suit to just slip one under the
almost completed sections, full of empty
ones, 1 think the bees would be happy, not
swarm, and more clover honey would be
secured. I intend to have some such another
E. Drane.
season.
[1. Will those who have had experience in
feeding honey to bees for the purpose of getting them to store it in surplus boxes please
report the result of their experiments?
2. A Rack to admit of " tiering up," is described on page 240 of this Journal.— Ed.]

Noblesville, Ind., May 8, 1878,
of one of my best colonies has
raised one lot of brood but wifll not lay any
more eggs, and the bees will not work; they

The queen

have some honey.

Why

is

it,

and what

is

the remedy?

With a fair season how many stands
I make from three good colonies and

ought
1878.

" I raised 7 queens from tlie imported
queen I got of you last fall. They are not
as bright a yellow as the mother. I raised
one fi'oni a liome-bred queen tliat is of a
brighter yellow than either of those from
the imported mother. Those from the imported mother have two black spots on
their backs by the yellow rings— the other
one has not. Which are the purest, tiiose
with or without the black spots ?"
D. K. Knoll.

[Imported queens are procured, usually,
new blood into the apiary, and not
on account of their personal beauty. Their
American progeny sometimes vary, being
either lighter or darker perhaps oftener
than of the same color as the mother.
Their progeny— the workers— forming the
test of purity. Of these you do not speak.
The black divisions between the yellow

to infuse

many of my

get 100 lbs. honey?

L. M.

Wainwright.

[Of course the queen is disabled and
should be superseded. As the colony has
no brood, the bees cannot raise a queen unless you give them a frame of brood or a
queen-cell. If you have no surplus queens
you should give them a queen-cell or brood
at once. One swarm from each colony is
sufficient if you want 100 lbs. of honey. So
much depends upon the season that no one

can give a definite rule.—Ed.]

Benton

Co., Miss.,

June

10, 1878.

troubled by the moth-worm; how
L. Z. D.
can I get rid of them?"
" I

am

[Strong Italian colonies are not troubled
with moths. Keep your colonies strong, and
they will never become mere nurseries for
worms.— Ed.]

Mr. Conklin had created a demand for
extracted honey, by leaving samples at the
grocery stores, and allowing every one to

^oniotniions.

taste

North-Western

Illinois

Convention.

The North-Western Illinois Bee-keepers'
Association met at Rocic City, May 7, 1878,
President H. W. Lee in the chair. The
minutes of last meeting were read and
approved, and 6 new names were added to
the roll. A letter from the Secretary of tlie
Western Illinois Bee-keepers' Society, asking us to change the name of our society,
was read, and laid on the table without disThe Secretary handed in his
cussion.
resignation, which was accepted, and Jas.
Fehr was elected his successor.
It was decided by a unanimous vote not
to change the name of our Association.
DISCUSSIONS—UNITING COLONIES.

it.

WHAT TIME

IS MOST APPROPRIATE TO PUT
BEES INTO WINTER QUARTERS ?
Mr. Hodgkins put his into winter quarters
6 weeks before cold weather.
He would
make sure of housing them before cold
weather. They always wintered well when

put in early.
Mr. Lee would put them in during the
first part of November, if he felt certain
they would stand the long confinement.
He always gave them upper ventilation.

WHAT WERE THE

RESULTS OF WINTERING
DURING THE PAST SEASON ?

E.

Ml'. Williams lost more bees
last winter than ever before.
They got too
in the cellar.

during the

He wintered
warm and

smothered
consequently, his bees are
weak.
Mr. Lee lost 1 colony, out of 201 colonies.
Mr. Hull lost 1. out of 59.
Mr. Holly wintered 63, lost one.
Mr. ("onklin had 39 and lost none.
Mr. Hodgkins wintered 40 colonies and 4
nuclei, and lost none.
Mr. Stewart wintered 83 without loss.
Mr. Adams had 11, and lost none.
Mr. Keister lost 9, out of 73.
Mr. Fehr had 45, and lost none.
Some
were verv weak, and he united them, leav;

Mr. Hodgkins scented with peppermint.
Mr. Molly united in cool weather, by lifting frames and bees out of one hive, and
putting them into the other hive and they
were always accepted.
Mr. Fehr unites the same way ; prepares
them in the middle of the day by taking
half of the comb out of both hives, moving
the combs in one hive to one side of the
hive, and in the other hive to the middle
then in the evening, lifts conibs with bees
in the latter and sets in the former. Sometimes takes one queen away and sometimes
not, and the bees never quarreled.
Mr. Lee thouuht tiiey might not kill tlie
one queen and keep both. He had several
cases of 2 queens in 1 hive.
Mr. Conklin has frequently united by
putting one hive above the other, when put;

;

ting them in the cellar, taking off the bottom board of the upper one.
WHY BEES DESERT THEIR HIVES IN SPRING.
Mr. Holly thinks it is for the want of
pollen. He said there must be one universal cause, or why did they swarm out one
spring, about 8 years ago, all over the
country, as reported in tiie journals ? He
had seen them so desert their hives in June,
in very dry weather, when there was no
He had not seen any
honey or pollen.
desert their hives when they had pollen.

Mr. Hodgkins thought it was dampness.
seen a neighbor's bees swarm out,
when, upon examining the hives, he found
the combs and hive wet and damp.
Mr. Lee had seen them desert the hives
with plenty of honey and pollen thought
starvation -would drive them out; thinks
the black bees desert their hives more than

ing but 39.
K. M. Milliken, Mr. Stewart and Mr.
Keister were appointed a committee to
revise the Constitution.

RESOLUTIONS.

The following
unanimously

motions

were

carried

:

That we appreciate and recommend the
Invention of H. W. Conklin, for fastenin;? coint)
foundation into brood frames, by 2 saw kerfs one
horizontal, the other diagonal, same as described in
the AMERICAN BEE JouuxAL for May, pa^e 142.
Resolved, That we extend our warmest thanks to
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan Stewart for their courtesy
and hospitality so generously tendered tons.
Resolved, That our next annual meeting be held at
Shirland, on the lid Tuesday in December, 1878.
Resolved. That we adjourn to meet on the Ist
Tuesday in September, at the residence of B. M.
Resolved,

;

Milliken, Dakota, Stephenson Co.,

111.

Jas. E. Fehr, Sec'y.

Had

;

the Italians.

CAN COMBS BE USED SUCCESSFULLY AFTER
BEING MOULDY ?
Mr. Holly had lost many bees in wintering, when he had box hives. Combs would
be mouldy. He would cut out all mouldy

Convention.

(Cal.)

meeting of the bee-keepers of Los
Angeles County was held on May 18, 1878.—
A. J. Davidson in the chair. The minutes
of last meeting were read and approved.
The Committee on Packages presented a
report, and exhibited sample barrels, made
at Anaheim. 15 and 20 gallons (holding from
200 to 250 tt)s.), substantially made with
iron hoops, and the ends of the barrels
painted, costing respectfully $1.50 and
cans, square with screw top, 10 lbs
$1.75
per 100, f 16 5 lbs. per 100, $13 and .1512..50;
;

comb.

WHICH

Los Angeles

A

IS

MOST PROFITABLE, EXTRACTED

OR COMB HONEY

?

Mr. Holly thought people were getting to
know the pure from the adulterated honey.
This will increase consumption.

;

per 100, $13 round, 5 fts. per
round, 2 lbs. per 100, $6. The
100,
latter cans are without screw top. and are

round, 10
.$10

lbs.

;

;

The additional cost of waxing
soldered.
the barrels will be from 20 to 25 cts.

After much discussion pro and con, Wm.
Mutli Kasmussen offered the following,

which was adopted
Resolved, That the bee-keepers be

re-

quested to adopt the barrels this season.
J. E. Pleasants stated that the bee-keepers of the Anaheim district had adopted

them

this season, and that freights were less
on lioney in barrels than in.cans.
A. J. Davidson stated that he had taken
5,000 lbs. of honey. It was also stated that

the firm of Lincoln & Kimble, and others,
had taken mucli more.
Wm. Muth Rasmussen said he had tried
the experiment of breaking the caps of the
honey cells in the brood chamber, to cause
the bees to build comb more rapidly in the

upper chamber, and found it worked well,
and that the bees would carry the honey
above.
E. W. Sinclair exhibited a specimen of
made from boll-sage, which was of
most exquisite flavor, and so transparent
that the honey was of little or no obstruction in reading a paper through the bottle.
Mr. Chapman spoke in the most commendable terms of comb foundation. He
had used $15 worth this season, and wanted

honey,

as

much

moi'e.

As the working season is now upon us,
another meeting will not likely be held
until late in the season. The subject of a
display at the coming Horticultural Society
was taken up and discussed. Some objecwere made in consequence of the
Society having packed the premiums at the
last fair, that too many di'ones in the hive
consumed the honey. It was agreed that a
fair deal on the part of the Horticultural
Society, at the next fair, would insure a
good display in the agricultural department.
No decisive action was taken, and, on
motion, the meeting adjourned, to meet on
the third Saturday in August, to convene
in the hall over the Grange Store, at 1 p. m.
tions

N. Leveking, Sec'y.

Ventilation.

Read

before the N.E. Bee-keepers^ Association at Rome, N. Y., Feb. 187(5, and
published by request of the Society.

Industry, skill, and economy, will secure
a competence in almost any legitimate
pursuit.
Without these three essentials,
business becomes a mere lottery, with

many

more

blanks

than

ally be obtained, it
credit of the obtainer.

prizes

;

and

may

occasionadds nothing to the

althougli the prize of success

Formerly, bee-keeping was supposed to
success
be a highly favored pursuit,

depending not ui)on the amount of labor
and skill employed, but upon.the possession
of a mysterious something, called luck.—
Happily, wiser counsels have prevailed
until, at the present time, our leading apiarists are united in the assertion " That the

greatest enemy of the bee is the ignorance
of man." Nowiiere do we see the truth of
this statement

more conspicuously shown

in that much discussed branch of our
business, wintering and were we, to-day,
to examine in detail the many theories

than

;

advanced, and the equally numerous pracfounded upon them, we should be
compelled to accept the conclusion that
luck more often than wit is still to have the

tices

credit of success.

As. a discussion of the whole subject of
wintering would require too much time and
space, I will confine my thoughts principally to ventilation
while in Tvinter
quarters (a subject upon which no two
authorities agree), and in order to be consistent, I shall have to disagree, to a very
large extent, with the many that have
preceded me. At the outset, we shall have
to satisfy all that bees require the accession
of fresh air to maintain life and health, a
proposition that common sense would
;

yes, but to which
bee-keepers give as equally an emphatic no, and bring forward many illustrations to prove the truthfulness of their

answer by an emphatic

many

theory.

Gen. Adair, in an elaborate paper on
ventilation, mentions having had a honey
box, the air-space of which was half filled
with living bees. After proving, to his own
satisfaction that it was air-tight, by blowing
into it, as a cooper does into a barrel, he
covered the entrance with waxed paper and
set it away for a couple of days. He then
examined it and found that the bees did not
seem in the least inconvenienced by their
confinement.
Prof. Cook, of the Michigan Agricultural
College, reports that one of his most prosperous colonies, in the spring, was one that
had the entrance to the hive completely
filled with ice for nearly the entire winter.
But more important than either of these
experiments is the well known fact that
bees have been buried for months under
ground, with no provision for ventilation,
and with the surrace of the ground frozen
solid during the whole time. Are any more
facts needed to prove that ventilation is
unnecessary ? We might subscribe to this,
did we not know that bees require food at
all times, and that from 1 to 3 fts. of honey
per month is consumed by each colony,
while in winter quarters. Chemistry tells
us that the consumption of this amount of
food requires the introduction of a larger
amount of atmospheric air. It also tells us
that the combustion of 3 lbs. of honey,
within the body of the bee, produces 2^
lbs. of watery vapor, and nearly 24 cubic
ft, of carbonic acid gas. The free atmosphere
contains but 3 or 4 parts of carbonic acid in
ten thousand, and the best European
authorities are united in asserting that for
the respiration of man, it should never
contain more than ten parts in ten thousand. Marker and Schultze, of Germany, in
their researches on the natural ventilation
of stables, have found that for domestic
animals the proportion may safely run three
times as high, or 30 parts in 10,000.
On the supposition that bees need an

atmosphere no more pure than

this,

we

find

the consumption of 3 lbs. of honey requires
the passage through the hive of not less
than 8,000 cubic ft. of air. As tlie brood
department of our hives usually contains
less than a cubic foot of free air this necessitates the complete removal of this air, at
least, 8,000 times.
:

figures, undoubtedly, seem large,
I should say that 200 colonies of bees
much air as their owner, you

These
but

if

require as

would not be surprised, but think the estimate quite small. Now, Gen. Morin. of
Paris, (see Smithsonian Reports,) has furnished us the best of proof, (experimental,
not theoretical), that in close apartments,
in order to keep the atmosphere around
him sufficiently pure, man requires over
2,100 cubic feet of air per hour, a result subscribed to by the best authorities in Europe.
This is largely in excess of the amount
required by 200 colonies of bees, supposing
each to consume l}i lbs. of honey per

month.
But where did the bees in close confinement get their supply of air ? There is no
proof given that the receptacles were airAdair's test only proves that the
outlet was immeasureably smaller than the
inlet; and it is not claimed that Prof.
Cook's hive had no crevices through which
a limited supply of air might not enter. I
have had the entrances of several hives
closed for weeks at a time, without serious
inconvenience to the inmates, but I know
the connections were not air tight. Even if
they had been, the bees would have received
a considerable quantity of air through the
walls of the hive.
It is a well established fact that atmospheric air freely penetrates the tissues of
Core winder found that a single
all plants.
colza plant, in 12 hours, decomposed 2 qts.
Bousingault found
of carbolic acid gas.
that 12 square feet of oleander leaves
decomposed about the same quantity.—
These results prove that a very large quantity of air must have coursed through the
plant. Some idea of the size of the " breathmg pores," or stomata may be formed,
when it is known that 100,000 of these openings may be counted upon an average sized
apple leaf. Although the leaves are much
more pervious than the stems, air in various
degrees of purity may be found in all parts
of the plant. If green wood allows the free
passage of air, certainly dry wood will be
tight.

We

all know how freely
more pervious.
wood imbibes water, and it is safe to say
that air will go wherever water can, for it
On the supposition
is 770 times lighter.
that one-half as much air passes through an
unpainted inch board as through a limestone wall, well laid in morter, (not an
extravagant supposition, I think you will
say), I find by computation, that with the
size of hive we use, so long as the hive
walls remain dry, quite a large per centage
of the air required by the bees in winter
will enter this way. In proportion as the
wood hive becomes saturated with water is
the passage of air impeded, a fact of much
importance in wintering.
How about the bees buried ? Facts are
on record, showing that men have been
buried for days at a time and were not suffocated.
Certainly, when men can live,
bees ought to, as they require so much less
air.
But the men were not buried under
frozen ground, you say. Von Rettenkoffer,
than whom there is no better authority living,
says that he believes frozen soil to be not
much less impervious to air than the same
soil unfrozen.
I have not space to give his

reasons, and will only say that he seems to
have the best of the argument. He says, in
regard to the free passage of air tlirough the
ground, " I know cases where persons were

poisoned and killed by gas, which had to
travel 20 feet under the street, and then
through the foundations, cellar, vaults and
flooring of the ground floor rooms."
In wintering bees underground, we need
not have so much fear that the quantity of
air will fall short, as that it will be deficient

in quality. A year ago, in reading Prof.
Johnson's admirable treatise on "How
Crops Feed," I learned of the impurity of

the soil air.
It usually contains all the
moisture it will hold, and from 10 to 390
times as much carbolic acid gas as the free
atmosphere. In sandy soil the air is the
purest.

To keep the soil air out of our bee cellars,
we carefully coated the sides and

last fall,

bottom with hydraulic cement, and I find
it makes them much dryer and better.
The material of which your bee house is

that

built will influence the amount of artificial
ventilation needed. In order to give you an
idea of the extent of natural ventilation
through the walls of buildings, I cannot
do better than again quote Rettenkott'er
" For every square yard of wall surface,
at Q}4° f ahr. difference of temperature, the
spontaneous ventilation, or passage of air
through the wall, amounts per hour to
:

4.7 cubit feet, with
"
"
6.5
7.9
"
"
14.4

walls of sandstone,
"
quarried llmeatone,
"

brick,

mud."

We

prefer to build our wintering houses
of earth. You would at first conclude that

sandstone walls would be more porous than
limestone, but sandstone is a smoother
stone and does not re(iuir(^ so much mortar.
It is the mortar that admits the larger part
of the air. There has always been a serious
disagreement between theoretical and pracventilation, until a consideration of
the extent of natural ventilation reconciled
Many interesting experithe difference.
ments are on record. With suitable apparatus, candles are extinguished by air blown
from the mouth through solid brick walls, a
foot in thickness.
Another mistake still current in some of
our text books on ventilation is the statement that impure air, being heavier than
pure, falls to the bottom of a room and
remains there, unless provision is made for
These authors are
its outlet at that point.
ignorant of the law of the diffusion of gases.
Gases intermingle perfectly, no matter
what the variation in density.
Usually
there is not much difference in the purity
of the atmosphere in the various parts of a
room, unless the changes are quite rapid.
consideration of the moisture of the air,
as well as of the practical appliances for
ventilation must be deferred for the pres-

tical

A

ent.

Starkville, N. Y., Feb.

S. H.
1876.

Elwood.

1,

Mr. Editor:— The publication of this
essay has been postponed with the expectation of reviewing and correcting it.
Further changes will be made in our ventilating apparatus, and I prefer to test thoroughly before recommending.
S. H. E.
June

1,

1878.
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Lancaster Co.

(Pa.) Association.

The Association met on May 13, at LanThe following members being

caster.

present

:

Peter

President

S. Reist, Litiz,

John Huber, Treasurer, Pepuea; Daniel
Krider, West Lampeter
I.
G. Martin,
;

Earl
ey.

;

Ellis

Hershey, Paradise

Mount Joy

;

J. B.

;

J. F. Ilersh-

Eshleman, Ephrata
John H. Mellinger,
;

Rush, Pequea
StrasburR E. H. Mellinger, Strasburg.
J. G.

;

;

On

motion, F. R. Diffenderffer was elected

temporary Secretary.
KEPORTS.
Mr. E. Hershey said, last

fall

he disposed

which came

winter

all

right.

Had no

swarms so far.
Mr. Rush reported

that out of 7 colonies
colony has swarmed twice,

he liad lost 1 1
and both are doing well.
a honey crop are good.
;

The prospects

for

Mr. Mellinger reported that all his colonies came through the winter very well
has had 5 new swarms. One colony has
sent out 3 swarms, and another will send
out 2.
Mr. Martin reported that he had wintered
16 colonies; he packed the hives in chaff,
and they came through well. He had no
;

swarms yet.
E. Hershey went

into winter quarters
with 63 colonies. He built a bee house, and
brought all his colonies through. So far, 9
have swarmed.
Some of his neighbors
have new colonies. The season has, up to
this time, been unfavorable to the production of'honey.
Mr. Eslileinan read a letter from W. J.
Davis, of Warren county, who was expected
to be present. He had wintered 153 colonies and lost 9. The letter further stated
that the bees were hard at work, and the
prospects for a large honey crop were very
good. The si)eaker stated, in reference to
liis own bees, that he had wintered 32 colonies,

and

had come out. There was no
keeping bees the past winter as

all

trouble in
it was so mild.
Mr. J. F. Hershey stated that W. B. Detweiler, a neighbor of his, had put up 73
colonies last fall, and lost none.
Mr.
Myers' bees also came out well, but none

have swarmed.
President Reist said tliat he started with
4 colonies, which gradually increased to .50
or 60. These he disposed of by selling or

by placing them with neighbors.

Of those
the colonies are doing
3 times.
He
Bees, everywhere, are going well, and gathering honey
rapidly. He uses the Langstroth hive.
put out

;

;

of all his bees but 15 colonies,

through the

they can be divided safely. About 3 weeks
from the present time they should be diThe young swarm should have 3
weeks to gather its winter stock of honey.
He preferred artificial to natural swarming.
Has lost a colony which he did not attribute
to artificial swarming but to cold weather.
After the 15th of June it is unsafe to divide
a colony
however, this season, the limit
should be placed about 2 weeks before that
time, as the season is so forward.
Mr. Rush would rather depend on a natural swarm than upon Mr. Hershy's plan
he saw no advantage in that method.
Mr. Martin used a good deal of artificial
comb foundation, and liked it very much.—
He has found as many bees to hatch out of
them as when they are not used, although it
is stated that the product is much less.
Mr. Eshleman's question was, " will a
natural swarn accept immediately a strange
queen without caging ?"
Mr. Hershey said if an artificial swarm
was divided it would not accept a strange
queen what a natural swarm would do he
did not know.
Mr. Martin had no experience in the matter, but had read that the strange queen
would be accepted.
Mr. Eshleman said his reason for putting
vided.

in shares, all

One colony swarmed
wintered on summer stands.
well.

QUESTIONS DISCUSSED.
Mr. Hershey asked in what condition a
colony should be to be divided, and at what
time it ehould be done.
On this question
he gave his own views. He thought the
hive ought to be strong in bees and honey.
If the colony is divided in the honey season, the old colony does not get strong
enough to gather a stock of honey large
enough to enable them to pass the winter
but if you wait until the hives are full,

;

the question was to ascertain whether a
colony could in that way be Italianized.
" Will it pay to feed between apple
bloom and white clover blossoms?" was
asked by J. F. Hershey.
Mr. Martin thought that if they were fed
until clover comes in bloom, they could

then go to work in earnest.
Mr. Hershey was of the same opinion.—
But if the colony had an abundance of old
honey he would let them consume that;
then there is no advantage in feeding them.
He fed them through a tin trough, about 1
inch wide, which is filled through a tube
from the outside. The best thing to feed to
them is honey the next best, sugar and
water, in equal proportion.
Best brown
sugar should be used. Honey stimulated
the bees to breed more than sugar did.
President Reist asked whether moths
can get into hives without their laying eggs
;

there.
J. F. Hershey said that moths do not lay
eggs in the hives. They lay them on the
outside, and the bees carry them in themselves. Moths will go into a weak colony,
but not into a strong one.
Mr. Reist said he had heard that moths
would not go into strong hives but it was
not true. They would go into any hive.
Mr. Eshleman had discovered that the
moth would, if it could, deposit its eggs
under the honey board, and the worm would
then work its way into the hive.
Mr. Mulligan said you could not keep
worms out of the comb. He had placed
some in an exposed place on one of the
coldest days in winter, but worms come out
;

nevertheless.
J. F. Hershey

proposed the question,
"How soon should the second swarm appear after the first ?" and it was briefly discussed.
He thought it should be 9 days
after, as did other members, but Mr. Mulli-

gan said that under certain conditions
could appear 7 days after.

it

Mr. Diffenderlfer, when the question of
the time of next meeting arose, said he
hoped that it would be just in the fruit season, so that they could discuss the question,
" Do bees destroy fruit ?"
Mr. Eshleman said he did not believe a
bee could cut the skin of a grape, though
they might cut through paper. Grape skin
is almost as tough as leather.
Mr. Rush asked if any one could propose a
plan by which it could be tested and it
was proposed to put molasses on a bunch of
grapes and cut the skin of one grape. If
the bee sucks the inside of the cut grape
out, and does not touch the others, it is a
reasonably sure sign that they cannot
pierce the skin.
Mr. Eshleman said he would put a bunch
of grapes at the opening of a hive, and then
the bees could not get out without cutting
the skin of the grape. If this did not test
the matter, he did not know what would.
The Society then adjourned to meet the
;

2nd Monday

in August.
J. F. Hershey,

Vice President.

Chips from Sweet Home.

Read

before the Western Til. and Eastern
loiva Convention.

MARKETING HONEY.
Uur worthy Secretary has given me this
question to write upon and read to you. I
presume it was his object to have me tell
what little I know of how to market honey
;

and that is much less now than 2 years ago,
and I knew less then than I did 5 years
previous. In marketing honey, we wish to
realize the most out of our summer's labor
with the least expense, or in other words.
How shall we put up our lioney to make the
most net profits, and to whom shall we
sell

it?

How we

should put up our honey would

whom we sold it to.—
The bee-keeper who has but a few hives
and a home market for all he can produce
will need to satisfy that demand with the
least expense.
If that demand be from
depend entirely upon

neighbor farmers, mechanics, or druggists

who buy it as an article of diet or medicine,
empty it out of the indigestible comb, and
sell them the cheapest honey in the best
shape for consumption, and to you the most

Among this class there will be
who prefer honey in tiie comb, perhaps for looks, or fearing you may adulterate it. For those, yon will need the 6 lb.
box with one glass this contains about the
amount they wish at a time, and is in a
neat, convenient shape to carry.
If your market should extend to the
village or smaller towns, then satisfy tho

profit.

those

;

demand there for the least expense. Some
will want the extracted honey; others,
perhaps the majority, will want honey in
the comb in packages, with no glass and as
little wood as possible.
To satisfy this demand, I know of nothing better than the
Prize or Doolittle section, which holds nearly
2 pounds, being as large an amount as the
consumer wants to buy, and as small as the
retailer wishes to handle or that will pay you
to put up.

Have your boxes or sections neatly made,
and. above all, new and clean. By using
guides, either comb or foundation, you can
have your combs separate and straight,
which not only adds system and neatness,
but the consumer is able to cut them out of
the frame or box in a nice cake instead of
irregular, leaky pieces.
Of your extracted honey, never sell an
article poor in flavor, or that which is dirty,
or has soured on your hands, for you will
lose more customers by so doing than you
will make dollars. Better keep it to feed
the bees.
In buying the different articles you need,
trade as much honey as you can. Supply
your blacksmith, shoemaker, or others you
deal with, for in so doing you are marketing
your honey and saving the cash (if you are
fortunate enough to have any.
If your market should be in the larger
towns or cities, then you will need to fill the
demand there created. That demand is fast
dividing into two classes, viz: those who
buy honey to eat as an article of diet or
medicine, and those who buy as an article of
taste and luxury to adorn the table. Those
who buy honey for the good there is in it do
not wish to buy any expensive vessels that
when the honey is gone will be useless, but
will furnish their own, as they have always
done when buying molasses or syrups. Now
we come to the class most difficult to please.
They buy honey to have sometiiing extra
and nice; they are able and will pay a good
price for that which pleases the eye and
palate, none other being wanted at any
price; they have their groceries delivered at
their door, consisting of a variety of packages,

done up

in all

the rest, a cake of

shapes and sizes; "among

comb honey

is to be delivered, free from leakage or dirt, not a cell
broken, but just as nice as when taken from
the hive. The retailer or groceryman is also
a fancy- man, dealing in fancy articles for
fancy people; his time is precious, his goods

the finest and best the market affords, some
which are called tor if not seen; but honey must be exposed to view in the window,
on the counter, or piled up at the door. He
has no time to divide Harbison sections, cut
combs out of boxes, neither will he have any
of

leaky packages to daub his customers and
his goods, to call In flies or fine-haired men
who delight to stick a finger, knife or pencil
in that tempting, beautiful comb just to
taste it. To fill this demand taxes our ingenuity, and many, very many, are the ways
tried to fill and cater to this class of customers, as may be seen by visiting the groceries
of our large cities. To meet this demand
with the least expense and the most prott't,
I know of nothing better than the Prize
crate and box, each comb to be built so as to
be glassed or not as the trade may determine.
In selling honey in our vicinity, I find it
necessary to have a price and not vary from
In order to have a fixed price, we must
it.
know as to the demand, the amount on the
market, quality and grade, and last, but not
least, we must have a wholesale price as
well as a retail one, so that we snail not
undersell those who buy of us for retailing.
Our labor and time to sell is worth as much
as that of our groceryman, which I usually
make at 5 cents a pound, i.e.,l charge 5 cents

per pound more when selling a few pounds
only than I would on a sale of 100 pounds.
If selling by the 1000 pounds, I should make
the price still less.
We must make a difference in the prices
of extracted and comb honey. We can sell
the extracted honey at a low price which
will be within the reach of all who wish to
ent it as regular as butter. We can afford it
at a low price, but the comb honey we cannot; and we do not need to, for it is not
bought as an article of diet but as a luxury
to have something a little extra— and,
brother bee-keepers, we must get this comb
honey in such shape as will appear extra
nice for an extra price.
To create a home market among our
neighbors, relations and friends, among
those who frequently eat at our table, or
call in while we are eating to live (not living to eat), we should always have honey on
our tables in such dishes as are suitable for
the show and convenience of handling. A
large syrup stand for liquid honey in summer is convenient and neat. An open dish
for candied honey in winter, and if we wish
to ornament our table with comb honey,
then put a nice cake in a fruit glass with lid.
Make it appear, as is really the case, that
we have plenty of honey and can afford to
eat all we want and at all times, thereby
setting a silent example to induce others to
do likewise. Eleven years ago I took dinner with a bee-keeper, who had honey on
the table in such a disii, and the conversation was such as to show me that it was not
expensive as a regular article of diet. How
opposite are the silent teachings of a small
glass with a teaspoon
If he cannot afford
to have plenty. 1 cannot.
Friends, if I have not written in the
usual way for such articles, just remember
that they are only a few dry Chips from
Sweet Home.
D. D. Palmer.

—

!

Eliza,

Mercer

Co.,

111.

bring together the intelligence of those who
apply themselves to this pursuit such an
organization, moreover, as would co-ordinate the experiences and subject to practical tests the various views, whicli from
time to time obtain currency among those
who, for pleasure or profit, study the habits
of the industrious little workers.
In response to the invitation and suggestion of the Secretary, I propose very
briefly to say a few words on the benefits of
co-operative effort, and the grounds on

—

which

when by common

:

meeting. President Patterson delivered the
following able and instructive address, on

THE ORIGIN AND VALUE OF GO-OPERATIVE
EFFORT
Following the example of others in the
United States, the bee-Keepers of Northern
and Central Kentucky felt that the interests
of bee culture and the economical and commercial results which may be legitimately
expected therefrom demanded an organization, which should unite the efforts and

effort

immunity was

secured against attacks of the savage beast,
when shelter from wind, storm, frost and
snow wei'e obtained, and the means of
temporary subsistence acquired, the founThe
dations of civil society were laid.
spontaneous impulse of a common sympathy, quickened by the apprehension of a
common danger, brought men together and
actuated them to united effort.

Out

The semi-annual meeting of the Blue
Grass Bee-keepers' Association took place
on Tuesday, May 7, 1878.
The meeting was all that could be desired,
except for the unavoidable absence of two
of its most prominent members, who were
Dr.
expected to deliver addresses, namely
S. E. Mitchell, of Bourbon Co., and John W.
Bean, of Clark county.
President Patterson called the Convention to order. On motion, the rules were
dispensed with, and opportunity allowed
those who were not already members to
become so, when 7 gentlemen enrolled.
After the reading of the minutes of the last

rests.

We

rights

Central Kentucky Convention.

it

Co-operative activity is a sjiecial phase of
modern culture and enterprise. But it is
by no means of recent or factitious growth.
It began with the dawn of human existence,
and found its earliest form of expression in
human society. The family, the tribe, the
municipality and the state are all various
forms under which it manifested, and still
manifests its existence. Isolation is incompatible with human instincts as well as
with human interests.
can not conceive of an existence for the race in which,
literally speaking, every man's hand is
against that of every other. In the infancy
of mankind the conditions and necessities
of existence brought them together for
mutual defense, and for the attainment of a
common subsistence. In subduing nature,
man would have been powerless without
the co-operation of his tellows. When the
first means of defense were provided for,

of

and

effort grew common
common obligations, which,
by a common moral sense, were

connnon

recognized
antecedent to

all

legislation,

and were the

roots from which legislation sprang. Thus
the sympathies, intei'ests and instincts of
men, shaped almost unconsciously for them
the beginning of society, and established
the unwritten law upon which rested the
From
foundations of civil government.
these germs grew the mighty fabrics of
ancient nationality. Upon this foundation
was built the colossal structures which
aspired to universal sovereigntj% and which,
in the splendid succession of ancient monarchies, beginning on the banks of the
Tigris and ending on the shores of the
Bosphorus, went far to realize the possibility of world-wide dominion. But the idea
01 co-operation and organization found
expression in other forms, and in other
Its
relations than in civil government.
beneficent results were not confined to the
family, the city, the canton and the State.—
When men looked into their own con-

sciences
feelings,
tions not

they discovered thoughts and
hopes and fears, rights and obliga-

bounded by the narrow limits of
material organization around them. While
genei'al
were drawn together by a
in
men
common sense of dependence upon something beyond and above nature, some in

particular were attracted to common effort
by the attempt to formulate and interpret
and moral
activities
intellectual
the
impulses interwoven with their beingactivities and impulses shared with the
many, but whose import and significance
the many failed to appreciate. Hence the
variety of culture and ceremonial, which
sometimes united people, and sometimes
placed them in antagonism, and hence the
philosophic schools and theosophic iftyster-

various kinds, with reference to
ancient literature abounds.
which
These, impressing a common thought and
kindling a common desire, fostered the
growth of human intelligence, deepened
and quickened the moral sense, and elevated mankind to conceptions more or less
adequate to their origin and destiny.
During the middle ages, when commerce
began to be a great factor in human progress, and the burgher class attained an
importance in the state unknown to
les

of

all

antiquity, commercial unions were formed,

and tradesmen allied themselves together
for mutual protection. These leagues and
guilds contributed not a little to the growth
of civil liberty, by tlie concessions which
they extorted from time to time from the
central power. Protected at lirst by the
central power, and supported as a counterpoise to the arrogance of a turbulent feudal
nobility, they in the end consumed the
vitals of the despotic power by whom they
were encouraged, and by whose sufferance
and countenance

tiiey

had existed.

During

these times of dissolution and reconstruction, of meek submissiveness and highhanded violence, when nations and races
were unconsciously working out their
destinies, the co-operative activity of the
guild, of the league, and of the cloister
agencies diverse, having little in common,
and often antagonistic, each on its own line
of action, and productive of diverse results,
t)ut afterwards co-ordinate to a common
end— played no unimportant part in the
transition from the civilization of antiquity
to that of the modern era.
But it is not to ancient or medifeval times
that we must look for the fullest development of co-operative activity. The revival
of letters gave, by the diffusion of knowledge, a vast impulse to united action.
Many who, under the conditions heretofore
existing, knew little and cared less about
how the world was governed or what the
thoughts of men were, found a new light

dawning upon them. The enfranchisement
of the minds and bodies of men raised all
humanity to a higher plane. The spread of
intelligence quickened all the dormant
energies of mankind, and an era of mental
and material progress was entered upon,
such as the world had never known. Associations

were formed for the promotion of

The value of united
scientific discovery.
effort was felt and recognized in departments of human
known.

activity

theretofore un-

early as 1273, the Academy of Belles
Lettres was established at Florence, followed at Naples by the Academy of Mathematics in 1540, and by that of sciences in
1560. Possibly a few years earlier than the
establishment of the Academy of Belles

As

was the founding of the
at Paris, followed by the schools
of painting in 1391, of music in 1543, and of

Lettres at Florence,

Sarbonne

the tine arts in 1648. The impulse given to
the cultivation of art, literature and science,
by these and kindred associations, was
immense.
The works of the greatest
geniuses of the day were brought together,
their merits acknowledged and their faults
noted canons of criticism were established
and perfected the friction of mind upon
mind quickened invention, encouraged discovery and perfected art
publicity and
reputation were for the most part no longer
delayed, and fame, if Jiot wealth, was the
reward of industry and talent. The noble,
the wealthy and the high-born vied with
each other in the patronage of genius and
the encouragement of art.
But not till the founding of the Royal
Society in 1660, and the Academies of
Inscriptions and Sciences by Colbert, a few
years later, did co-operative activity make
manifest what grand results it could accomplish.
Boyle and Brouncker, Wallis and
Ashmole, Sir Christopher Wren and Dr.
Oldenberg have made their names forever
famous by their efforts to realize the conception ot a learned society sketched by
the author of the " New Atlantis." To this
society Newton gave, in 1686, the first book
of his immortal " Principa."
In 1699, a
model of Savery's condensing steam engine
was presented. In 1761, the Royal Society
sent Halley to St. Helena to observe the
transit of V'enus, perhaps the greatest event
in its consequences to astronomy since the
discovery of gravitation by Newton.
In
1707, the medal of the Royal Society was
founded by Copley, given in after years to
famous men, as a recognition and reward of
scientific discovery.
Gray, the father of
electric science, was the first to whom the
gold medal was given. Since then, it has
been awarded, among other illustrious
names, to Franklin, Bradley, Rumford,
;

;

;

Hunter, Faraday, Herschel and Davy.
The Royal Society, in its aims and results, may be taken as the type of voluntary
association for the promotion of scientific
discovery.
The Institute of France, embracing the
five famous sections, each consisting of 40

members, has achieved no

less

renown.—

Many

of the greatest discoveries made by
the greatest of Frenchmen owe their origin
and their promulgation to the stimulus and
aid given by tins illustriovis body ; and, today, no distinction is more coveted than
membership in the " Institute de France."

Encouraged by the example of the Royal
Society, associations were formed, not only
in the metropolis, but throughout all the
large and many of the second rate cities of
Great Britain, for the cultivation and
advancement of special departments of
science. Of these, time allows me to mention only a few. Whole pages, nay, pamphlets might be filled with their mere names.
Take for example, the Linnfean Society, for
the cultivation of natural science in general
the Geological Society, Geographical
Society, Chemical Society, Archseological
Society, Anthropological Society, Society of
Antiquaries, Ray Society, and the Statistical
Socieiy. Under the auspices of these and
;

kindred bodies, and

throiigli tlieir aid

and

encoura<jement, the boundaries of l^nowledge liave been pushed forward, and depths
have been touclied and iieiglits reached, of
Tlie
wliicli our fathers jiever dreamed.
Britisli Association for the advancement of
Science maizes annual appropriations to
discovei-y

facilitate

and

test

results

in

almost every branch of physical science.
Similar associatious have sprung up in the
United States, and are doing excellent
service.
In all the great cities of the
Union, historical, philosophical, scientific
and fine art associations bring together
their respective votaries, and by concentration of forces and division of labor secure
results impossible under individual effort.
Another phase of co-operative effort,
peculiar to modern times, is found in trades
and trades unions. Tiiese, vphen perverted,
as they often have been, are productive of
disastrous consequences to labor and to
capital
but when confined to a legitimate
activity, are productive of great and permanent good. Almost every activity, in which
liuman brain and human muscle manifest
themselves in material production, have
;

associations formed for mutual benefit and
mutual protection. Sometimes their Ojierations are confined to sick benefits, aiding
members in distress, caring for tlieir families when deprived of their natural protectors, providing employment for the young,
and placing them beyond the reach of
poverty, furnisiiing them with an education

and employment, helping them,

in short, to

help themselves, by fitting them to become
honest, capable and industrious members of
society.

-

Sometimes, by adding capital to labor,
they become corporate bodies for producreapiuir, thereby, not only the fruits
tion
of individual labor, but sharing in the production as well. In England, this kind of
co-operative activity has sometimes taken a
wide range.
Under the auspices, and
through the capital of such an association,
stores are carried on, supplying all that
;

families require ; flouringinills are in opercotton and
ation to furnish breadstuffs
woolen mills have been set agoing, on a
sci-ile second only to those of Manchester
and Bradford. In these enterprises there
was employed last year, under the control
of a single association, capital equal to $3,300,000.
And why should not such enterprises be extended ?
There is an abundance of capital from the savings of the
working classes, if properly employed, to
extend such operations as these, and to
yield large results in annual dividends.—
One-half the amount deposited by the
working classes in the savings banks of
Great Britain, if employed in joint-stock
enterprises, in manufactures, and in commerce, would add immensely to the yearly
earnings of the working classes and largely
to the national wealth. Of the $350,000,000
on deposit in the savings banks, $175,000,000
might be thus employed, yielding to the
depositors annual average profits, amount;

ing to over $17,000,000.
What has been done in Great Britain
might be done in the United States. Our
population is larger, our artizans better
paid, and the aggregate amount of savings

thus employed could in a short time fairly
double the amount given above. There is
little doubt that this phase of co-operation
will continue to attract more and more
attention in this country and in Europe,
and that in the future it will form no unimportant factor in the adjustment of the
claims of capital and labor.
Still another phase of co-operation, and
bearing more directly upon the object for
which we are now convened, is found in
associations whose immediate object is not
production, but the best means to facilitate

Such associations exist all
own country, and in many foreign
Notable among these are agricountries.
cultural, horticultural, pomological, woolgrowing, cattle-breeding, and bee-keeping
associations.
Hei'e the end sought is to
determine the principles which render
production possible, leaving
successful
their applications to individual agency.
Here the end is. by observation and experiment, to generalize such a body of knowledge as shall enable those who devote
themselves to these pursuits to realize the
greatest possible expenditure of labor and
capital, if hundreds of intelligent workers
be engaged in the same pursuit, each collects
facts and places himself, with special
relation to the objects with which his
activity is conversant, to the body of facts
collected by each, and in the relation sustained to the end in view, there will be two
elements, a general and a special ; the
general being common to all observers, and
the special peculiar to the one. The special
will sometimes be the result of fortunate
or unfortunate accident, sometimes of the
Through
idiosyncracy of the individual.

production.

over our

the former, the more obtrusive elements
which enter into the body of knowledge
through the
will be rapidly generalized
latter, the less obtrusive— but not, on that
account, the least important elements.—
Moreover, these latter will continually tend
to multiply, as the powers of observation
are cultivated and strengthened. By the
co-operation of the two, all the elements
will be gathered, conjecture will rise to
hypothesis, hypothesis to theory, and theory in the end will rise to the dignity of
science, restini: on a broad basis of observed
;

facts

and tested by experiment.

Now,

what workers, associated together

this

for a
purpose, accomplish with the least
expenditure of mental and physioal force.
Tile observations, tests, and experiments of
hundreds of workers and thinkers are
brougiit together into a common stock, discussed, criticised, questioned, put in every
light, in every shade, viewed from this
standpoint, then from that, and the inferences which the seemingly established facts
warrant, if not conclusive, are provisionally
accepted till further light is thrown upon
them. Then the whole array of workers,
leaving the well enough established to take
care of itself, apply themselves energetically to collect further facts, in order to
establish or refute that which was only
provisionally accepted, to take it from the
limbo of uncertainty and the region of the
possible, and place it either among accepted
truths or relegate it forever to the domain of
is

common

exploded

fiction.

The certainty that by co-operative effort
error will, however plausible, be exposed
and elminated in the long run, tends to
make men less vehement in the defense of
views still open to question, and more tolerant of the opinions of others. Thougii like
results would undoubtedly be attained
through individual investigation working
apart and communicating its results to the
Eublic tlirough the ordinary channels, yet
y co-operative effort these results are
compassed more speedily, and sooner placed
upon an enduring

Men

basis.

opinions as they do
Mischevious notions, when

cherish their

their offspring.

once they obtain currency, often work
baneful results before tlieir fallacy is
exposed.
They are earnestly and vehemently defended, and as earnestly and
vehemently assailed. When a speedy confirmation or refutation is impossible, they
entrench themselves with an aixior, and
maintain their defenses with a tenacity,
which stimulates corresponding vehemence
in the assault. Many of the riots which
world are traceable
afflicted the
largely to this intemperate conflict of

have

Wars

of words have not unfrequently given place to wars waged with
more destructive weapons ; and the stake
and the battle-field have enforced, for a
time, a unanimity of opinion, which, while
it lasted,
proved the paralysis of intellectual activity. By voluntary association
and co-operative effort, evils such as these,
similar in kind but less in degree, have
either been avoided or reduced to a minopinion.

imum.

The results of associated effort have
already been conspicuous in bee culture.—
Within a quarter of a century the net
returns from the honey bee have increased
more than one hundred fold. The habits of
the industrious little worker have been
carefully studied, its natural history has
been investigated, the laws which govern
and development have
its reproduction
been learned, and the conditions of its
renumerative

activity

have

been

made

known.
All this knowledge would have become
the property of the scientist and the producer in time, but the old routine has been
set aside, and the slow course of development which satisfied investigators and
producers in the time of our fathers, has
given place to a united activity by which
the area of knowledge has been rapidly
widened, and the aggregate of production
increased many fold. Thousands of tons of
the most delicious food, whose sweetness
had been for ages literally wasted ui)on the
desert air, have been added annually to the
stock formerly known and available, and
thousands more will be added year by year
from the same source of supply.
I am persuaded that this industry is still
in its infancy, and that in the future, when
bee culture shall have been extended, as it
imdoubtedly will be, not only means of
livelihood but avenues to wealth will be
opened up to the industrious and the frugal
from this source of remunerative activity,
the value of which 1 should hesitate to
estimate.
It is, therefore, with pleasure that I see

the beginning of a movement in Northern
and Central Kentucky to develop an industry which our rich and broad pastures, and

our blossom-bearing fruit and ornamental
trees are eminently adapted to encourage
and render profitable.

H. C. Hersperger, of Jessamine county,
delivered the following interesting essay, on

BEE-KEEPING, A SOURCE OF WEAI^TH

:

In the present state of society, when
every one is living up to the full extent of
his ability, it is wise to make money from
all the honest sources within our reach.—
That we may learn to make money from
the management of bees is our business
hereto-day. If we can, by intelligence in
the application of science to tlieir habits,
make them a source of wealth to our people
and the nation, we will have done much for
the good of society.
We hear of bees from the earliest ages
down to the present time. They are spoken
of in the Bible, many centuries before the
Christirn era, and in the writings of Virgil
and Columella but they seem to have had
no management except that which was
dark, mysterious and uncertain. No good
results are reported of them. The correct
understanding of their natural history, and
the proper applicjition of art and science to
their habits^was left for Huber and Dzier;

zon,

and Langstroth and Quinby.

The laws which govern bee instinct were
unknown .to them. The science and art, so
applicable and essential in the successful
management of tlu-m in the present day,
were unthought of in the past, as they are
nnthought of now by nine-tenths of our
people. The light had not yet come out of
them. Fifty years ago, the light had not
come out of steam and electricity. Now
they are the motive powers of the world,

bearing telegrams to every part.
Of course, we do not claim for bee-keeping a place among these wonderful agencies, but we do claim for it a place among
the industries of our people, capable, by
intelligent management, of giving as good
results for the outlay as are obtained by
any work done upon the farm.
It appropriately belongs to farming.—

Farmers have the soil and the flowers, and
where forage is wanting, they can supply
And it is to
it by sowing and planting.
them I especially direct my thoughts today. The flowers upon your fields, meadows and waysides contain in their tiny
cells a sreasure

— a delicious sweet,

secreted

day by day, and unless some arrangements

made

gather it in, will be daily
wasted upon the air. It is this saving, this
gathering from every available sourse that
brings thrift and success to the farmer.—
Shall we let this treasure of the flowers be
wasted in our fields or shall we gather it in,
is a question worth consideration.
He is a poor economist indeed, who
suffers available treasure to go to waste
around him. What would you think of the
farmer who would not gather the golden
grain when it was ripe and waving in the
helds ? Or, what would you think of the
man who would harvest the new crop and
let the old crop go to waste ?
The man of
thrift gathers and saves from every possiare

to

ble source. He lets uothing go to waste.
gatliers in his corn and his wheat, his
liis barley, and he gathers also the
honey from the flowers of his fields. It is
his.
He pays nothing for it. Genial nature
plants the flowers and fills their cups with
honey, and he gets it simply for the taking

He

rye and

of

be

it,

and thus saves what would otherwise

lost.

Now,

are

we

liberty

at

to neglect the

development of an industry that can, by
proper management, be made to bear fruit
an hundred fold, and thus add to the happiness of our people and the wealth of our
Srtate?
are told by Prof. Shaler and others
that we have untold mineral wealth in our
mountains. But the great question of the

We

day is, how to reach it. Legislatures have
met and adjourned conventions have done
the same the wise heads of the State have
;

;

talked the matter up, but

still

the

work

remains undone.
There is no highway
opened up to these mines of wealth.
My own country has expended 30,000
dollars in the matter, without one cent of
return.
And, I fear, before these vast
riches are brought to our doors, we will
have gone to our long resting places.
But it is not so with the flowers.

all

We

want no highway

them.

to reach

They

all around out doors.
fields, and the honey is in

one of us

They are
are in our

them, and each

responsible for himself, if he
does not prepare the little, winged harvesters to gather it in.
As I said before, it belongs to farming,
and pays as well as any work done upon
he farm. The returns for the investment
and labor are as good as the returns from
any of the products of the farm.
I
is

Am

aying too

much

?

Have

I

made an

asser-

ion which I cannot sustain ? My aim is
not to be extravagant, or say one word
this matter which is not strictly in
accordance with my knowledge and belief.
My experience as a bee-keeper is the very
best evidence I can offer. I have taken 4
crops in succession, and they have paid me
more than 100 per cent, on the investment.
They have averaged me, for the 4 years,
more than $12 to the colony. For the last 2
years I have kept 30 colonies, and they have
given me $12 to the colony. What better
can you do with wheat, corn or hemp ?
Many of our people at this time are turning their attention to sheep husbandry, and
they think it pays well. But, take 30 sheep,
a fair average for an ordinary farm, and
make your calculations and see if they will
yield .$12 profit per head. They will require
hiore care than your bees, the year round.
They will cut down your grass, and they
will not yield you iiflii per head, notwithstanding you have a protective tariff for
your wool and I have none for my honey.
Thus it appears that bee-keeping is fully
equal to, if not better, than sheep raising.
Again, for the last 2 years I have taken
from 30 colonies 2,000 lbs. of honey each
year. Now, if I can raise 2.000 lbs, can not
niv brother farmers do lialf as well and
in

raise 1.000 lbs ?

Doolittle, of

New

York,

took last year over .500 lbs. from 1 colony.
But suppose every farmer in Jessamine
county would make 1,000 7bs. instead of

have done and as we have
just about 600 farms, of 200 acres each, it
would make the round sum of 600,000 lbs. of
honey for Jessamine county.
1 consider this not beyond the capacity of
our county when the seasons are at all
favorable, but I doubt whether our farmers
will make 1,000 lbs
therefore, I will divide
it again, and make it 500 lbs, U, the amount
I have taken, and about what Doolittle
took from 1 colony only, and then we have
for our county just 300,000 lbs., surely
within the reach of her people. And this,
at 25 cts. per lb., is $75,000 for Jessamine
county ; and, as our State has about 120
counties, I will multiply that sum by 100,
and we have for the State of Kentucky $7500,000 annually going to waste in her flora.
And as a source of wealth to the nation, let
us multiply this amount bv 30, leaving off 8
of the States, and we have .1?325,000.000 of
wealth lying in the tiny cells of her flora.
Thus intelligent bee-keeping seems destined to become a source of nntold wealth
to our nation.
In this calculation I believe I am far
under the true estimate. In a few years,
you will learn from the census of the States
and the nation, through experienced bee
men, that the resources from this direction
alone will be estimated at from $500,000,000
2,000 lbs. as I

;

;

to $1,000,000,000.

But, of course, we do not all e>xpect to
make fortunes in this business. 1 do not
discuss it for that purpose. The price of
honey may change. The law of supply and
demand governs the market price in all
commodities. If we overstock the market
with honey, as with any other product, the
price will fall.
Suppose it does.
Who
still
cares for that?
have a home
demand in our families, which, if supplied,
will be a blessing to us right here. This is
the special view I wish you to take of it.—
How many of our farmers are absolutely,
sorely taxed for the sweets that go upon
their tables ? How many are in debt, and
how many are barely able to come out even
at the end of the year ? To these I would
say, keep a few colonies of bees, manage

We

them

intelligently,

and supply your own

families with this best of sweets, free of
expense.
H. C. Herspekgeb.

On motion, the President appointed the
following committee on apicultural supplies and implements
H. C. Hersperger,
Thos. T. Hayes and O. N. Featherstone.—
After due deliberation, the committee
brought in the following report
:

" We, your committee on
recommend the Langstroth

apicultural

hive above

supplies,
all

other

hives, for convenience of raising box or extracted
honey we also recommend the Bingham smoker as
the most effective smoker.
approve of the half
frallon Klass jar with glass top, as the very best jar
for comb and extracted honey.
also approve of
the 1 and 2 lb. jars of C. F. Muth, of Cincinnati, for
extracted honey.
The extractors of Novice and
Muth were both recommended so highly that the
committee were unable to decide between them."
;

We

We

Mr. C. H. Dean, who had on exhibition a
Simplicity hive, gave his views and preferences for the same, and said, that in following out the suggestions of A. I. Boot, of
Medina, Ohio, the inventor, he had made a
half chaff hive, and approved of it, not only
as a winter, but a summer hive. Mr. Hers-

perger said he could attest all Mr. Dean
said about the Simplicity hive as in the
cold northern climates. They liad experienced great difficulty in bringing bees
through the winter but since they have
used the chaff hive it seems to have given
general satisfaction. In regard to wintering bees, Mr. Robt. Featherstone said the
best and most successful bee-lceeper he ever
knew was a German, who simply left his
bees on their summer stands, and filled the
upper story of his hives with corn-cobs,
which would naturally absorb all dampness
that ascends from the bees, and acts as a
ventilator and protection for winter at the

" knowing ones " is to make things look
attractive.
At the pi'esent time, in large cities particularly, there is more demand for comb
honey, in small frames and boxes, than for
extracted. This result is due, in a great
msasure, to the frauds that were practiced
in former years, by manufacturers of what

same time.

as

;

Mr. Williamson explained how he wintered his bees safely by simply making a
rough Ifex out of common plank or old dry
goods boxes, large enough to encase the
regular Langstroth hive. Leave a space of
from 3 to 6 inches all around, have the top
lid loose, to slide, as on a two-story hive,
make a small funnel, say>^x4of thin plank,
close up all the entrance in hive, except
just the sizes of the mouth of the funnel,
let the funnel extend even with the outside
of the rough box, and it is complete.
They wintered all their colonies safely.
The boxes will last for many years, and the

hives might be left in them all summer
with equally good results, particularly
where there is no shade he agreed with
Mr. Featherstone in regard to filling the
upper story with corn-cobs or straw, or a
thick chaff mat, instead of the honey board
of course, in this climate, the same protection is not necessary as it is in northern
climates. The main points of wintering in
this climate is to break the wind and give
ventilation without draught..
Thos. L. Bryan asked if an air space for
wintering would not answer as well as
chaff. The President said it would, as he
;

;

had proven by many practical results

for
instance, he said, a dwelling liouse built
with a double wall, and an air-space of only
two inches, was always the driest and
warmest house in winter, and the coolest

summer.
Williamson
address on
house
Mr.

;

in

gave

the

HONEY, AND MARKETING

The

following
IT.

subject of honey and* marketing
it, is
one whicli conerns nearly every
bee-keeper, and very properly too, because
in these, aside from pleasure, rests the just
reward of study and labor for it is fallacy
to think, without study and labor in beekeeping, as in all other pursuits, great
results can be accomplished. In marketing
honey, it should never be forgotten that a
good article in an attractive form will
always command the highest price, the
best reputation and a steady demand.
We see this illustrated every day. The
confectioner assorts and
classifies liis
candies and fruits
in fact, arranges everyin
thing in his store
the most tempting
style, to captivate human taste and appetite.
The druggist adorns his packages of powder with lithographs of beautiful women,
his toilet soaps are put up in delicately perfumed boxes and thus it is in every branch
of human industry— the great aim of the
;

;

;

called " strained " honey.
honey is the purest honey
and physicians have often denounced the idea of eating honey and comb
also; and when the useless and injurious
etfects of eating comb honey is generally

was

Extracted

possible,

we shall shrink from eating it
we would from eating glass.
Extracted honey may be eaten at all

understood,

times with perfect impunity. Our Jewish
friends use honey in many of their religious
rites, particularly in the Feart of the Passover, and so strict are they in regard to its
purity that the price to be paid is no object.
The rabbis instruct them to buy candied
honey as a precautionary measure against
impurity.
And when we consider that pure honey
is the very essence of flowers and plants, iii
which, we are told, there is a remedy for
every disease, surely we can not doubt the
happy combination of honey as medicine.
The Scriptures tells us in many passages of
the wonderful efficacy of honey as food and
medicine. And I believe as the treatment
of disease becomes more and more rational,
so will the value of honey as a medicine
become more and more apparent. Honey
has generally been looked upon as a luxury.
The price lias been considered high the
consequence is that fashionable golden
syrups have been filling the place that
;

honey ought to occupy, and which honey is
now fast superseding as the injurious
effects of these syrups become more generally known.
have often wondered
what discolored our teeth after eating cer-

We

tain syrups and drinking tea.
Can we
doubt but that it was the chemical action of
the acids used in the manufacture of these
often it has been proven by
syrups ?
analysis that these syrups are adulterated
with injurious chemicals, in order to give
them that bright golden color so inviting to
look at— while pure, extracted honey is as
free from all inipurity as the dew drops of
morning and I believe the time is not far
distant when the use of honey in every
home will become as common as " house-

How

;

Wm. Wimjamson.
hold words."
The Secretary read a communication
from the Executive Committee of the National Bee-keepers' Association, which was
received and filed, also a communication
from W. J. Davie, M. A., State Commissioner of Agriculture and Statistics, after
which was read Mr. Davie's interesting
" from his first
article on Bee Culture,
annual report of 1877."
Mr. Ollie Redd asked if it was proper to
try to prevent bees from swarming.
Mr. Hersperger said it certainly was. and
the aim of every bee-keeper should be to
have his bees make honey, and not bees.
He said all colonies should be kept strong
and to prevent swarming, take out all
the queen cells, put the bees into a new
hive, place it where the old one was, and
;

cliiuijie will cause them to imagine they
have swarmed, and they go right to work.
The difference between putting them back
into an old hive and removing the whole
colony into a new one is, that in the old
hive tliey have taken the swarming fever,
and Avill swarm again in 10 days or 2 weeks.
He would not offer this as an infallible rule,
but from one colony of his own. managed
in this manner, he had taken 230 lbs. of
lioney. Mr. H. said he did not approve of
clipping the queen's wings, to prevent
swarming, as he had lost quite a number of
fine queens by doing so. He believes the
bees regard her as becoming old and defective, and go to work and raise another.
T. L. Bryan asked what constitutes
honey-dew.

the

The President's explanation of the substance generally known as "honey-dew"
was, that the trees and plants are besieged
with innumerable little insects, who puncture the leaves, which causes the fluid to
flow, on the same principle as a splinter
puncturing the human system and causing
blood to flow.
The Secretary then read the statistics,
sent by General LeDuc, U. S. Commissioner of Agriculture, which showed that in
1870, when the last census was taken, that
Kentucky stood thiid in the list of honeyproducing States.
The returns for that
year being 1,171,.500 lbs. of honey, and .33,.557 lbs. of beeswax
and for the United
States, last year, the crop of honey, at a
low estimate, is put down at 35,000,000 lbs.
The Secretary read several communications from the Hon. T. J. Bush, in reference to the new law, passed by the last
General Assembly, as follows
Chapter 1026. An act to protect the beekeepers of Kentucky. Approved April 10,
;

:

^oxvtspomUnct.
For the American Bee Journal.

The Langstroth Hive.
Editors Journal :— Will some

of your
readers, who have had
long and extensive practical experience in
bee-keeping, as a specality, do me, and, no
doubt, many others of your subscribers, the
favor to state, through the columns of the
Journal, what, in their opinion, are the
advantages of using what is called the
" Standard Langstroth " frame that is 9%x17%, in preference to a frame of the same
kind, but smaller dimensions, say 10x12 ?—
I notice that in the last 2 or 3 years there
has been a general tendency, especially in
the Western States, to adopt the standard

many

intelligent

Langstrrth frame. Many bee-keeners incuring the great expense of transferring
large apiaries.
I can readily understand
the convenience and benefits (to dealers in
apiarian supplies, especially), of having
every bee-keeper use the same frame but
taking into consideration all the advantages
and disadvantages of the two frames mentioned, I cannot possibly comprehend why
the " Standard Langstroth " should be pre;

ferred as the frame for all to adopt.
" Being shallow, bees will winter better,
and go up into the sections sooner."
"Fewer frames are required consequently,
a larger number of colonies can be manipulated in the same length of time." These
are about all the advantages I have ever
heard claimed for the " Standard Langstroth." I have had no experience in wintering, as we have no winter here but it is
evident that the difference in depth of the 2
frames is so small (only %) that the difference in results, if any, either in wintering,
or producing comb honey, must be imper;

;

1878.

Said act reads as follows

:

Be it enacted ty the General Assembly of the
§ 1.
Coinmnnwealth of Kentucky, That any person or per-

who shall sell or cause to be sold any manufactured honey, unless such honey is so represented
and designated as manufactured honey, shall, for
the first offence, be fined in any sum not less than
$10 nor more than $100
and for each repeated
offence shall be fined not less than $60, nor more

sons,

;

than

^2.50.

That any person or persons, who shall sell or
cause to be sold any manufactured honey which
contains any substance Injurious to health, shall, for
the first offence, be fined in any sum not less than
and for each repeated
$10, nor more than $100
offence, shall be fined not less than $50, nor more
than $250 and such adulterated articles, by order
§ 2.

;

;

of the court, shall be destroyed.
This act shall take effect from
§ 3.

its

passage.

On

motion, a unanimous vote of thanks
was tendered General LeDuc, U. S. Commissioner of Agriculture, Washington, D.
C.
W. J. Davie, A. M. State Commissioner
of Agriculture, Frankfort, Ky., and the
Hon. T. J. Bush, for the valuable information furnished and kind olfices performed.
On motion, the next place of meeting will
this city, on tlie first Tuesday in
be
;

October next, at 10

a.

m.

W. Williamson,

1^" Bees

Sec'y.

that go, out of their hives in the
in search of food or honey, from
floating apiaries, find their home by comparative location, and their particular liive
by form and color.

morning

ceptible.

The stooping

position, necessarily taken
in manipulating combs,
very fatiguing and, as the combs must
frequently be held for several seconds, and
often minutes, as high as the head, in order
to examine them for queen, eggs, &c., a
very little too much weight tells fearfully
on his back and arms in the course of a
day's steady work.
A 10x12 comb, completely filled and capped, weighs from 6 to
8 lbs., and a 9)^x17^ from 8 to 11 lbs., and
the broken down bee-keepers, all over the
country, is sufficient evidence tliat the

by the bee-keeper
is

;

heavy for any body
large number of colonies to
especially pity the ladies who
undertake such an enormous task.
The
murderous sewing machine, or the detestable wash-tub would prove an easier place ;
10x12 frames are much less liable to warp
and hang crooked than 9)^x17%. Bees are
more apt to build straight combs in the
former than in the latter. Here the dealer
in apiarian supplies will say, ^^thnt is a
dead issue, use comb foundation and secure
straight combs."
But, comb foundation
will warp and sag more in a wide frame
than in a nrrrow one ; and then again, new
and. partly finished combs are mucli more
latter is entirely too

that has a
handle.

We

liable to be cracked or broken out entirely,
in wide tlian narrow frames, in handling,
and especially in extracting.
I have made bee-keeping a speciality and
constant study for several years.
Have
upwards of 300 colonies, and secure an
average of more tiian 100 lbs. extracted

honey per colony, each year, but have not
yet been able to discover any. advantage to
induce me to adopt tlie " Standard Langstroth" frame. Still, 1 am always willing
and ever eager to learn, and perhaps some
of our fellow bee-keepers may very readily
show important points that I have overlooked.
William H. Ware.
Bayou Goula, La., May 80, 1878.

Lest anything we might say on this
subject might be construed to be said from
[

some interest in selling hives, we invite
some one to answer friend Ware, who is in
no way interested in any hive. Tiie supeLangstroth hive may be easily
demonstrated to any unprejudiced person,
but we prefer to let others speak on the
subject.—Ed.]
riority of the

From the Los Angeles

Star.

Preparing barrels for shipping Honey.
Let the barrels stand in the sun 4 or 5
hours, with the buughole open, then go
carefully over every hoop and drive it tight,
for they can almost always be driven a
little, if the barrels are new ; then, if you
to paint them, do tiiat next, witii some
light colored paint, so as to reflect tiie heat
of tiie sun, instead of absorbing it, as any
dark color will do. Then take 10 or 15 lbs.
of clean beeswax, put in an iron pot without any water, and heat it until it boils,
taking care not to let it boil over and catch

wish

fire,

hot.

which it would do very readily when
pour it into the barrels with a large
;

as quick as possible, put in the
bung and roll and tumble it every way as
then take
fast as possible lor one minute
out the bung and pour out the wax into the
if quickly done, there will
again,
and,
Eot
e only about one ])ound remain in the
barrel." The hottest part of the day is the
best time to wax barrels, and also the best

funnel

;

;

time to fill them with honey and it is very
important to not fill too hill, as honey
expands and contracts a great deal with
heat and cold.
;

If a barrel is filled in the morning when
the honey is cold, to within 1}4 inches of
the head, and then set in the sun, by 12 or
1 o'clock it will run over; or if bunged up,
it would strain the barrel and leak afterwaifls, so it is not safe to fill closer than 3
or 2J^ inclies of the head ; and if the barrel
is filled on the side, not less than 3 or3>^
filled, take a wet cloth or
inches.

When

sponge and wipe off any honey that may be
on the edge of the buughole then take a
;

piece of thin cotton cloth and dip it into hot
wax, both sides, put it over the end of the
bung, and drive it tight, cut off what cloth
remains outside close with a knife, dress
off the bung smooth, and take a hot soldering iron and go over and all round the

bung with wax,

as

if

it

were

solder,

and

it in wherever it will go, then nail a
piece of tin over it and you need not fear
your barrel leaking honey.

soak

iE.

W. Sinclair.

For the American Bee Journal.

Chips from Sweet Home.

As

bee-keepers,

as well

as others, are

sometimes troubled with felons, and such
pets are not pleasant, I will give you a cure
which I have never known to fail
Take plug tobacco, pick in pieces and

make a poultice of the
leaves and bind on the felon. You will find
that it will quit paining immediately, and
will continue easy till the poultice is dry.—
When dry, and it commences to pain, put
on another poultice which you have boiled
in soft soap. Continue this until it quits
paining when the poultice is dry. This will
occupy from 6 to 10 hours. I have never
known this to fail, although 4 or 5 days
gone. Try it.
To hold Prize Boxes together on the
double portico, Langstroth hive, nail 3
pieces, %x%x26 in. on top of 3 pieces %x%xl.5%. One of the 3 pieces should be nailed
in the center, against which the 3 inside
boxes, of 7 sections each, is snugly placed
and the other 3 boxes is snugly placed
against the 3 end ones. The separators are
5x133^. These not only keep combs straight
but hold boxes firm and prevent them,
when wedged together, from sliijping by
each other. At each end is placed a glass.
boil in soft soap

;

:

statistics on

honey and wax.

The

executive Committee of the National
Bee-keepers' Convention lias appointed one
person in each State to gather information
as to the amount of honey and wax produced in 1877, also the number of hives, &c.
As I have been appointed, I would ask the
assistance of each bee-keeper in Illinois,
that we may make the best report of any
At our last convention, we were
State.
surprised to find the amount of honey and
hives kept by 70 persons. The Secretary
will give the report soon. I wish each beekeeper in Illinois would send me a postal
card, giving me the names of the bee-keepers in his neighborhood, with niniiber of
colonies each liad in the spring, and the

amount of honey and wax produced in 1877.
Those of you who read this, do so at once
;

don^t forget it, and be sure to give as near
the exact number of colonies and amount of
honey and wax produced in 1877 as convenient. Also give names of bee-keepers,
hives, honey and wax of your neighbors,
whom you think will not see this. Be
D. D. Palmer, 150 colobrief, as follows:
nies, 15,000 lbs. honey, 24 lbs. wax.
By
this means, I will collect the whole, if
possible, and make, a synopsis and send to
the National Convention.
Address, D. D.

Palmer, Eliza, Mercer Co.,

111.

R. C. OTIS.

When a prominent apiarist falls from the
ranks, we, as small bee-keepers, like to
know something of their whereabouts. R.
C. Otis, of Langstroth bee-hive law-suit

fame, througli over taxation of the braiu,
became an imbecile of Mount Pleasant,
Iowa, Insane Asylum
where, I am told,
by Mr. Thomas, of that institution, that he
died after suffering from softening of the
brain. Mr. Thomas says he paid but little
or no attention to anything.
Will Mr.
Thomas give, in the American Bee Journal, the particulars of his last days ?
;

OLD QUEEN GOING WITH SWARM.

Among

bees, like all other animated
Mature, tliere are exceptions to all general
rules, e. g. The old queen goes with the
I never knew but one exception to
In the summer of 1877, a colony
both times taking a young
virgin queen and leaving the old, laying

swarm.
this.

swarmed twice

He says he has written Novice a " half
dozen similar letters " himself.
We have
plead and reasoned with him to do to others
as he would have others do to him. Would
he wish Catholics, Jews, Turks, infidels,
heathen, &c.. to take an underhanded way
of forcing their ideas upon him ? I have
taught school for 5 years, and what would I
think of a pupil doing wrong every day
yes, perhaps every hour, but as constantly
asking my forgiveness and making new
promises that he would do better, but as
often breaking them, with the idea that he
could make another promise as good?
Such a pupil is Novice, but what does his
teacher think of him ?
D. D. Palmer.

;

For the American Bee Journal.

queen

in the hive.
June 3rd, and no surplus

has been cold and wet.

honey house,

We

honey.

boxes

We

yet.

May

are building a
for storage of 30,000 lbs. of
believe in setting our mark

high.

CYPRIAN BEES.
Mr. Editor. — I, like many others, wonder when I see Cyprian bees advertised

American Bee Journal

the

in

for the

low price of $5 and they are pure, for the
advertisement says " No impure bees in my
locality;" also imported Italian queens,
;

Kretchmer's Metal Frame-Bearings.
In

the

article,

illustration

accompanying

A represents the end of the hive

this
d,
;

a metal rabbet of folded tin
b, the end
piece of a frame and c, the top whilst tlie
tri-angular piece, F, is a piece of galvanized
sheet iron, resting edgewise across the
metal rabbet, and supports the frame. In
making the frame, the point g is. by the use
of a guage block, driven centrally through
the end piece of the fiame, and the point g
;

;

;

At these figures, we want some of
those queens, if we can be assured by
parties who have bought of him that they
are pure, but out of the many, I cannot get
one to answer favorably in fact, they are

33.75.

;

silent.

As you were lucky enough

at our

Bee-

keepers' Convention to draw a queen of
Hardin Haines, please send me a setting of
eggs.

PRIZE BOX HOLDER.

The one

I

have invented for

my

double-

portico Langstroth hive is made as follows
Take 3 strips
of an inch, and as long
as tiie honey board is wide, on these put a
strip at each end
of an inch edgewise.
This will hold 4 rows of 7 sections each.
:

%x%
%x%

"

A.

our homes

"

Root, in the
"Our Homes," gives
from Mass., in which
" Would it not be
I.

one very mild

letter

John D. White asks,
better to leave the
religious department out of Oleaningsf"
&c. A. I Root says in his religious comments on this, moved by the Spirit, ot
" I have had, perhaps, a half
course
dozen similar letters in the past 3 years."
Now, Novice repent, and have your God to
straighten you up, for in this neighborhood
I know of (no " perhaps ") a half dozen
" similar letters," only much more so, being
:

sent to you, and

if

your

3,515 subscribers

would average as many " similar letters,"
to you, as a few do here, your " perhaps a
half dozen " would number over 1,000. I am
a liberal minded bee-keeper. I do not want
MYSTERY written on my hives. We would
like Oleanings if not spoiled with so much
baby talk in " Our Homes."
I had a talk with a neighbor bee-keeper,
one of the best informed on bees we have
;

he

is

also a writer of Scraps for the Amerias well as Oleanings.

can Bee Journai-,

the top is next driven over the
point h, and the point clenched, so that the
piece
has a position in the centre of the
width of the frame
the dotted lines indicate where it passes through the wood.—
Althou<;h the clenching alone gives it the
strength of an ordinarily nailed frame, the
frame is, in addition, nailed in the usual

clenched

DEPARTMENT.
June number, under

;

F

;

way.
Before enumerating some of the advantages of this bearing, I desire to state that
this is not a new, untried idea. I have had
over 5,000 combs built in such frames, and
have used them over 8 years, testing their
merits by the side of nearly every device
known for the purpose, and hence claim to
know whereof 1 speak.
Some of the advantages are
The frames are never glued to the rabbets, as the ])oint of support is less than the
head of a pin, the bees passing under, over
and between, at pleasure.
In the metal rabbets are cut, with a single
file stroke, small V shaped notches, at such
distance apart as it may be desirable to
have the distance of the several frames
from centre to centre
in these small
:

;

notches the bearings, F. rests the frame is
simply set on the rabbet, and by a slight
movement of the finger, they glide into
and not only
their proper places and stop
aiding the beginner to set his frames at
proper distance, but also greatly aiding the
expert in the manipulation of the frames.
In carrying a hive, the frames cannot
slide together, and if, perchance, the hive
should not be level, the frames will always
assume a perfect perpendicular position,
and retain their position on the rabbets,
even should the hive be tipped 30°. The
assertion that the filling with honey, of one
side of the comb, would cause the same to
swing out of perpendicular, is not sustained
in practice, as the distance from the centre
(the point of support,) to the outside is too
small, compared with the depth of the
comb or frame, to make it perceptible in

wax to J. H. Nellis for
guide, and received a nice article in
return. I would not advise ordinary beekeepers to make their own comb guide,

practical operation.

honey disposed of

;

;

The notches

in the rabbets
fixed at always the

do not make

the frame
same place,
the notches being so small permits the
frame to be set at any place on the rabbets,
should an extra thick comb make such
change necessary.
The pieces, F, greatly strengthens the
frame, acting as a corner brace, and when
the points are properly clenched, the frame
may be used without any additional nailing but when nailed, they have strength
to support 30 lbs., without giving way.
Nails, staples, or wire driven into the end
of the frames add nothing to their strength
and frames thus arranged are more or less
glued down, as they present a larger surface, and if set in notches, requires the
notches to be considerable deeper to make
;

;

them

effective.
liability to crush bees on the rabbets
in this frame, reduced to its minimum,
there being but one very small point to be

The

is,

guarded.

The 'cost of bearings, F, is less than any
other attachment, as they can be furnished
ready cut, strengthened, trimmed, pointed
and packed for about 15c. per hundred and
added to a frame as easy as to drive a nail.
From the present demand for these bearings, I am inclined to believe that others
fully appreciate them as soon as they learn
of their use
hence, furnish the foregoing
description.
E. Kretchmeb,
;

;

Coburg, Iowa.

[We have a small model of these pivot
frames, sent by friend Kretchmer, for our
Museum. They are simple, strong and
cheap, and for those who desire metal-bearings, that the bees cannot fasten with propolis, are quite desirable.— Ed.]
For the American Bee Journal.

Comb Foundation, Marketing,

&o.

of 1877 was very good in this
vicinity for early honey, but the drouth of

The season

comb

when
when

it can be bought for much less than
it is manufactured on a small scale.—
used to think that artificial comb guide
would injure the market for comh honey,
but now I do not believe it will, if properly
used. I sold nearly all my honey in the
home market, and could have sold, at least,
2 barrels more. I am in favor of selling

1

more honey to wholesalers, that it may
become a staple article in all markets.
However, if wholesalers cannot find a
demand for the vast amount of honey now
produced, and

it

remains

of the retail dealers, then

dull,

on the hands

we must sell more

home.

at

Mr. Editor,

I fear there is too

much

hive

for the welfare of our
If bee-keepers will try and proa better article, they will find the

market.

duce

demand

stronger.
Thus, when conditions
are as they should be, let the brood chamber alone, and obtain surpkis honey from
proper surplus arrangements above. It is a
mistaken idea that dealers will invest in
anything that can be taken from a cluster of
Something more than a mere sembees.
blance of honey is required. Hence, it is
very important to obtain honey in a higher
degree of perfection than a large portion of

generally is.
Extracting surplus honey from the brood
chamber should be discouraged, for two
reasons
1.
Because it is an injury to the colony.
2.
Such honey is seldom a No. 1 article.
Obtaining comb honey from the brood
chamber is rather to be discouraged, as
slow comb building and filling early in the
season gives the general appearance a
yellow color. It being in close proximity
to the young bees, and where so much
pollin is constantly stored and consumed
it

:

makes

mode

this

objectionable.

Two or more kinds of honey should never
be put in the same cask, where each original
flavor cannot be retained.
All recepticles,
even new, should be well rinsed with
pure cold water, and well dried before
using; and either extracted or comb honey
should be stored in cool, airy rooms, free
from impure air.
I think colonies are generally allowed to
increase too much, for profit. "More honey
might be obtained, with less expense and
anxiety on the bee-keeper's mind, during
the critical part of the season.
It is a splendid country around here for
honey, but the winters are too cold and
changeable for successful wintering out of
doors.
White clover is plenty, and the basswood
abounds almost everywhere, but the heavy
rains have retarded the honey harvest
materially. Strong colonies had their boxes
full of bees, and up to June 5th had some
honey capped.
Edwik Pike.
Boscobel, Wis., June 15, 1878.

August cut

off nearly all the late
I extracted 3,556 lbs. from the
upper story, only, of 26 colonies ; 41 colonies produced 1,064 lbs. of choice comb
honey, in sections and glass boxes. I sent

last

12 lbs. of yellow

harvest.

Portland, Oregon, May 1878.
for your Honey pamphlet.
one of the best things out."

"Thanks
consider

it

T. Brasel.

I

For the American Bee Journal.

Things

in General.

Dear Editor You will recollect my being at yom- office this spring, as you was
about to depart tor tlie Burlington Convention. 1 must say 1 was well paid tor my
visit to the American Bee Journal office.
It is worthy of a visit from any one interested
in the science of bee culture. We need
and it is for the
just such an establisiiment
interest and well-being of apiarists to support and maintain such. We hope that
friends Newman will not cease in their efforts to advance the science of apiculture.
Tliere is much to l)e done yet, and one item
of special interest is marketing. We must
create a demand
establish a home market
at home, let our neighbors know what good
honey is and not let our home market be
monopolized by old fogies who deal in a conglomeration of wax, pollen and honey.
All progressive bee-keepei"s should take tlie
American Bee Journal, read it and grow
wise ; tliey will never regret it.
After leaving your office I went to my old
home in New York State 1 then departed
for Michigan in search of better pasture and
locality for keeping bees, and am well
pleasecl with this section of the State, for
It abounds in white clover and raspberries.
And I am informed that bees obtain honey
very plentifully in the autumn, but from
what source I am unable at present to say.
As an illustration, I will give you the product of friend Bidwell's apairy for 1877.
Beginning with 17 colonies, he increased to
34, and obtained a surplus of over 2,000 lbs.
of comb honey. Mr. Bidwell came to Michigan some four years since from New York
state, and started with one colony of bees,
buying another one also the second year.
He uses the vertical-bar hive, and strange
to say is not in favor of tlie movable comb.
Mr. B. uses sections of 2 lbs. each, made of
bich pine, about 6 inches
two pieces of
wide, 12 inches or more in length, divided
inches wide of
strips
with
sections
into
same stuff', a groove being sawed every two
inches in the 6 by 12 inch pieces. These
are easily split off as required, forming neat
sections of about two pounds each.
G. A. Walrath.
West Bay City, Mich., June 11, 1878.
:

;

;

;

;

H

%

For tne American Bee Journal,

Sad History Repeated.
Fkiend

Newman

;

their queens on their fertilizing tour,

and

it

tliat

swarm but

I started in the spring of 1877 with 78 colonies, and most of them very strong. They
commenced in the boxes earlier than usual,
but the drouth in May caused white clover
to be scarce, and when in June it commenced
to rain, it invariably cleared off cold ; and
this was kept up till after basswood bloomed.
In fact, tlie bees were killing their drones
when it was in full bloom, and soon after the

weather came off dry and very hot. Goldenrod came into bloom the last of August, and
on the 30th a hive on the scales gained 1
pound. On the 31st, it commenced to rain
and was cold, and they did nothing for 12
days, then they gained about 7 pounds in 6
days then it came on cold again, and that
was the last. I suppose about $200 laid out
in sugar for them at that time would have
kept about 100 colonies active but the $200
to spare was what was the matter. Some
have lost all, and some but about half. One
man told me he started in with 21 last fall,
and came out this spring with 3 only while
some men within 10 miles of us wintered
with small loss.
I have concluded that having the eggs all
in one nest don't pay, especially in a beehive in this locality, consequently, have sold
my house and lot for $2,000 (ami my neighbors all say at a sacrifice of $500), and intend
to lay out the money in a small farm, and
keep sheep or some other stock, as I am not
able to do much work, and may keep a few
of the pets, if where I settle should prove to
be a good locality.
Can any of our friends inform me about
East Maryland. I see farms are advertised
as cheap there, and as I think a milder climate will be better for me and two of my
children, I intend to go and see the country,
and may visit friend Porter, at CharlottesRetells me bees do well there.
ville, Va.
But I have never heard as to the prosperity
of bees in East Maryland. My first swarm
H. B. RoLFE.
came off yesterday.
Westtield, N. Y., June 8, 1878.
;

;

;

For the American Bee Journal.

Moore's Section Boxes.

Dear Editor:—I

have been expecting

some time past to send you one of my
section boxes as I use them, but I have been
so very busy with the bees, and for them on
account of being hindered in building a
honey house, that I have had no time for
for

anything

Perhaps you remem-

:

my

writing to you last fall, telling you
tlie past season had been the poorest I ever
saw, and expressing my fears about wintering, &c. You wrote me you hoped my fears
would not be realized but they were, and
fourfold, too. Out of 104 colonies, 1 now
have but 26, and some of them very weak.
One hive that swarmed 4 times last summer
is among the strongest, and it has been my
experience that liives that swarmed 4 to 5
times often come out among the strongest
the following spring. You see that 1 am not
a believer in the theory that bees swarm
themselves to death. Thay sometimes lose

ber

as often happens with those
once or twice as otherwise.

else.

As fast as the sections are removed from
the cases on the hive, glass is adjusted to
edges of uprights and the caps put on,
making a tight box very quick. If it should
be necessary to open the box at any time
before shippment, the caps are slipped off
and readjusted with very little trouble. Before shipping, the caps are removed and a
very little warm glue is put on with a brush
causing them to adhere to the sections making a perfectly tight box.
For shipping, 1 use crates holding 1 doz.
boxes, setting them in 2 rows glass to glass,
the rim of cap preventing any breakage,
making a perfectly safe package for shipping long distances, and a neat and most

package on tlie counter. I had
some caps made with narrower rims (some
% and some 3^ incii) than sample, but I think
attractive

sample

size sliows best.

am making

sections this season 2 inches
wide, and the uprights only 3-16 thick.
You inquired as to how I used separators.
I did not use them last year ; sold our honey
cased up in about an equal number of one
and two-comb boxes.
In referring to caps I should have said,
they are made to accommodate any number
of sections, making as large or small a box
as one may desire.
are using separators in all the cases
this season.
use both side and top cases.
Side cases are 15x12x4 inches, inside measure, holding 12 sections 5x6 inches, top cases
15x10^x6, holding 15 sections.
I

We

We

a year ago,

made

to

till

some

improvement was

remedy

this.
as I was

Last winter,
having ray " winter
dream," for all bee-keepers know what
" winter dreams " are we dream all winter
long, about what big things we intend to do
the next summer. Well, this is one thing I
dreamed, and have been practicing it this
summer with great success. Before nailing
up the frames, I punch about 4 or 5 holes in
the end bars. Tlien after they are nailed,
run No. 26 wire across the frames 4 or 5
times, then place the foundation in the sun
about one minute then lay it in the frame,
run a gum rubber over it, if you have one
if not, press it down on the wires with your
fingers.
This presses the wire into the
foundation, and it remains there like a
charm. Take a small brush and fasten to
the top bar, as has often been described.—
Place these combs in the centre of strong
hives
and use them in new swarms.
Shade or no shade, but " never a bit will
they sag."
And after they are built, if
" Mary Ann " should happen to drop one,
there would be no reason for '* getting up on
your ear," for they would not break.
;

;

;

;

D. S. Given.

Hoopeston,

111.,

For

Above

a sketch of separators, also side
case of sections with separator in place. I
use tin 12x12 inches, cutting those used on
side cases 12x4 inches, and those for top cases
5^x4.
represents separator for side case,
with end (g) turned over )4 inch at right angle with balance of strip at top. Slots are
cut in tops of cases (E), and separator (A)
slipped down between sections, strip (d)
holding in place at bottom, and resting on
on flange (g) at top. There is also a slot (c)
cut so as to allow a passage for bees at bottom of top, and top of bottom tier of sections. These side cases are set down on
bottom of hive between division board and
side wall of hive. In top case I use 15, one
to each section, they hanging by flange at
top, same as those in side cases.
I send you a box filled last season, charges
prepaid.
Yours, truly,
J. E. Moobe.
Byron, N. Y., June 18, 1878.

[Thanks, friend Moore, for the boxes.—
They are very nice, and the idea is excel-

Easy packing, safe transportation,
attractive packages are the points to
recommend any plan of marketing, and
lent.

and

yours have all these points of excellence.
The "caps," friend Moore speaks of, are
made just like paper-box covers, and pass
over the box and glass just in the same way,
both at top and bottom.
Any size of
sections may be treated in the same way.

-Ed.]
For

tlie

American Bee

.Tournal.

Wiring Comb Foundation.
" Sag,
I see the cry from all quarters is
sag, sag." I, like many others, discarded it
:

tlie

21. 1878.

American Bee Journal.

Cyprians.

is

A

June

Judging from correspondence received,
there is nuich interest awakening in regard
to the introduction of this new variety.
are often asked to state the difference between them and the Italians— how their hybrids behave and work; whether they are
superior to the Italians in gathering honey;
their ability to winter without spring dwin-

We

dling, docility, etc., etc.
portion of these inquiries

A

we

are able to

answer; concerning others we are in the
midst of experiments and do not care to
draw upon our imagination, or venture an
opinion until we can do so with some degree
of certainty.
The points claimed for the Cyprians are
that they equal the Italians in all desirable
qualities, and surpass them in prolificness

and

ability to winter with less loss.
In appearance the workers closely resemble the Italians, but are lighter and handsomer. The upper and posterior portion of
the thorax has a broad yellow margin,
which readily distinguishes them. The
queens we have thus far received or raised
do not have the upper side of the abdomen
as light as the average Italian queens.
These bees have been described as being
longer and slimmer than the Italians, we
however do not find this to be a noticeable
feature. The comparative length of the
tongue will be determined by Prof. Cook,
who has kindly offered to make a careful
microscopical examination.
In docility they equal or excel theltalians.
The comb having the queen thereon may be
taken from the hive, and tiie queen will
tranquilly continue her laying, the workers
adhering to the comb with great tenacity.
The queens are exceedingly prolific and
fill the comb very evenly with eggs, seldom
skipping cells. We found sealed and hatch-

238

ing brood the lirst of December, and when
examined the first of February, the combs
were well filled with eggs and brood. On
the first of April no stock in the yard was
more populous.
As we had little or no trouble with spring
dwindling this seassn no comparison on
this point can be made.

have superior advantages. But I know I
will not overstock the honey market in
America, and Mr. Perrine has no greater
show to supply " all Europe."

W.

The Journal.

to return to New Orleans
be repaired, leaving his "Floating
Apiary" 60 miles up the river. We understand that it is now floating proudly along,
(behind the steam tug), and will put in an
appearance in due time, if nothing unforeseen prevents. Dr. Rush is notv, June 20th,
at Pekin, Illinois, and reports his bees in
good order, gathering rapidly. So much for

boat,

We have experienced great difficuly thus
far in obtaining bees from the island alive.
We look for the arrival of an importation

with

early in July, and as they are to be sent ac-

cording to our directions, we expect to receive the greater part, if not all or them, in

good condition.

We

consider the Cyprian a higher grade
bee than the Italians, and think they are
•destined to be a popular variety.

Will not some one import the Carniolan
bee and test its merits?
C. W. & A. H. K. Blood.
Quincy, Mass., June 20, 1878.
For the American Bee Journal,

Rush.

1878.

[We understand that Mr. Perrine had an
accident; something gave out on the steam-

Any points of superiority or inferiority
we may discover we shall announce through

"Floating on the Stream of Time."

B.

Wittenburgh, Mo., (opposite Grand Tower)

May 28,

and he had

it

to

floating apiaries.]— £d.

For the American Bee Journal.

Bee Notes from Georgia.
j

specimen of a plant that I think
Melilot Clover. I discovered it accidenHad no idea there was such a plant
in this part of the country. I think with it
we can be certain of a honey crop, and a
large one too, if it continues to be as good
as it is this year. I have never seen bees as
fond of anything as they are of this, and it
has such a profusion of bloom, and I am told
it blooms for more than a month.
It stands
I inclose a

is

Friend Newman: —I

left

May

New

Orleans

18th, with 61 colonies of bees; all except two or three very strong with bees, and
two-story hives. I closed tlie hives on the
17tli, the weather being quite warm all the
time. I stopped at this point the 21th, at 6
p. m., deeming it unsafe to keep them conlined any longer. 1 found them very restless after the fourth day. My bees are on
the bank of the Mississippi River close to
the water. Bees have been doing well here
this season. I was too late, as the season
is three weeks aliead of the usual time.
I
stopped to rest my bees, and will remain
about ten days. The weather is quite wet
here; plenty of white clover now and some
persimmon. I have been inquiring about
the coiuitry between Cairo and St. Louis.
Some would say one place and some another,
and the truth is, no one not a practical beekeeper is to be relied on, for they don't
know. I passed a fine place and stopped
here, but I shall try the Illinois River next
week if health will permit. I wrote several
bee-keepers about localities, but only two
responded— friends Palmer and Mr. Riehl of
Alton. It is the first undertaking of the
kind, and what success there is to be will
depend upon the season, as it does at all

times.

The

floating apiary of Mr. Perrine started
Orleans the 14th inst., and I
passed her tied up sixty miles above
Orleans on the 19th. At that rate it will be

from

New

some time before Cairo

New

is

reached. ComI don't see any-

paring it to my own trip,
thing to encourage its owner. Every one
on the river has heard of " that 2,000 hives
coming up the river." When the boat,
(James Howard, which I was on aboard of),
came along with bees there was some excitement. All asked if it was that great
floating apiary. Captain O'Neal would tell
them it was the "Flying Apiary," and he had
it on board to amuse his passengers.
If Mr.
Perrine succeeds I am sure of success, for I

tally.

about 8 feet high and is covered with blossoms. I held it in front of a hive, and in
less than five minutes there were a half a
dozen of bees as busy as they could be. I
visited the field in which it is growing, and
I don't think I ever saw as many bees working on one thing; the whole air seemed to
be filled with them, and the plants alive
with them.
My bees have not done as well this year
as i anticipated, on account of the cold,
damp weather during May. We lost two
weeks of sour- wood bloom; the bees are

busy working on them now, at least what
are left of them, and will get a little honey.
we have a honey-dew we may come out

If

all

right yet.

I

am

afraid

it is

rather late.

Speaking of honey-dew reminds me of a
circumstance that happened a few years
ago in connection with honey-dew; and
while they are now discussing it through
the Journal, some one may be able to explain it. It was this: A few years ago our
Sabbath School determined to have a social
gathering of the ditt'erent Suudaj^ Schools
in the neighborhood; so on the day appointed, the 20th of May, as near as I can
recollect, there assembled with us about

and some horses of course. We
had a very pleasant time, notwithstanding the day "was rather warm. But it all
passed off pleasantly, and all went away
well satisfied, and it seemed that the little
busy bee was to be satisfied also, for strange
to say, next morning the trees under which
the crowd had spent the day were literally
dripping with honey dew; and the strangest
part of it all was that no where else in the
1,000 people,

all

large grove covering 20 or

i")

acres, could

any be found. 1 can't explain it, and would
be glad if some one who is better versed in
these things would do so.
I have one hive that has done well this
year, I have taken 50 lbs. of comb honey
'from

it

James

alone.

[The plant

Melilot clover.

is

F.

Hart.

It is excel-

any locality and grows on
any climate.]— Ed.

lent for bees in

any

soil

and

in

From

Bee Culture

in

the Detroit Tribune.

Northern Micliigan.

The lands in the above region are quite
various in their character, as is shown bj'
the timber, wliich in some places is scrubby
pine, the trees thinly scattered and interspersed with oak, while in others it is a tall,
straight,
very thrifty
really
beautiful
growth of beech, maple, elm, white ash,
basswood or linden, etc.; again thick for-

—

hemlock and cedar, dark and somber,
are to be seen, or the ground is very closely
set with massive white pines, arrow-like in
straightness, waving their tall tops in the
fresh breezes that blow across the great inland seas lying on either side. Large districts formerly covered by pine timber have
been burned over and then occupied by a
close growth of raspberry and blackberry
bushes and small poplars, furnishing large
supplies to the industrious bees, so that
from many a region that appears almost
worthless, and is now very desolate, an
abundant and delicious store of nectar
might be obtained.
To the question: "Where do your bees
\get so much honey?" An old bee-keeper
living in a sandy pine region lying adjacent
to Lake Michigan, jokingly replied:
"I
guess they get it out of the pine knots and
stubs." This apiary is located a tew rods
from the water's edge, hence the bees have
only a half range, yet they collect an abundant supply of honey for themselves, and,
on the average, a generous surplus for the
owner, the sources being the willows, poplars, early wild flowers, maples, fruit-bloom,
clover, wild raspberries and blackberries,
ests of

buckwheat and autumn wild flowers, such
as fire-weed, golden rod and asters. The
soil in sections where yjine timber grows, is
sandy, very light, and generally unproductive, though rye, buckwheat, and near the
lake shore, fruit can be raised successfully.
It is in regions where the growth of timber is composed of beech, maple, elm. white
ash, linden (basswood), with some ironwood
and oak interspersed, that all sorts of crops
raised in Michigan thrive astonishingly
well, and that the apiarist finds his labors
abundantly rewarded. Should the section
lie within twelve or fifteen miles of the
shore of liake Michigan, it is especially
adapted to the growing of all kinds of fruits.
Tender fruits do not succeed so well inland,
as the frosts are more severe.
The soil
where hard timber grows varies from a stiff
clay to a rich, warm loam. The latter with
a clay subsoil is most productive. The
stumps rot soon and the labor of breaking
up and tilling is not so great; it does not
leach, nor does it show the effects of drouth

as soon as the heavier soils.

Roots, grains,

succeed admirably. A yield
of .30 to 40 bushels of wheat to the acre is
often obtained. The snows are so deep that
the ground rarely freezes; and near the lake
shore the climate is much milder than that
of the southern portion of the State. The
vast amount of lumbering, fishing, shipping
and settling going on furnishes aready home

hay and

fruits

market for all sorts of supplies, stock, etc.,
while railway and sleamboat lines place the
greater portion' of this region in close communication with large cities.
For the apiarist these hard-timbered sections are particularly inviting, because the
immense forests of linden, with large quantities of raspberry and blackberry bushes,
and. in the fall, acres of fire-weed, goldenrod and asters furnish pasturage that cannot
be excelled. The most beautiful and finest
flavored honey the writer ever saw was produced in central Oceana county from the
blossoms of the wild raspberry. The honey
from this plant is very clear, sparkling,
thick, remains liquid a long time, and possesses a very delicate and agreeable flavor;
the yield is also extraordinary. The great
linden forests send forth a rich perfume
from their millions of tassel-like blossoms,
which appear during the early part of July,
and then the bees have a royal feast, the
yield in good seasons being enormous.
neighbor secured an average of nearly 200
pounds of honey to the hive for several seasons in succession, obtaining at the same
time a rapid increase in his stock. One of
his hives yielded him 526 pounds of liquid
honey in one season. The success of the
writer in Northern Michigan has tempted
him more than once to return to this portion
of our State from which other considerations
called him.
Frank Bentox.

A

For the American Bee Journal.

Honey Rack and Separators.

We who are putting up honey to ship must
use the separators. How to do it is doubtless a vital question witti many.
After
much experimenting I think I have made a
desirable Hack. I wished one that would
combine the following points, some of
which Dr. Southards's supply, and some Mr.
J. P. Moore's.
First—It is desirable to have the sections
lengthwise over the brood-combs; for if
across they are often built the other way.
iSeco7ifZ— To have sections that will or can
be used in wide Langstroth frames suspended and the size 43^x5% does meet this,
and then use separators to match, as many
of us are doing.
Third— Rack that will fill the Langstroth hive and admit a separator of wood
or tin, without fastening, except as all are
wedged up and yet be bee-tight and tier up
readily without vacant space between the

A

tiers.

Now
ity of

all

are not agreed as to the superiorseparators, claimed

wood over metal

by many. With me it is a question of economy, as I use my grape box veneer, such
as I make boxes from. No glass, and no
fitting of sepai'ators,

if

here give a description in

cut right.
full.

I
I first

will

used

sheet iron, but tin I find strong enough for
three tiers deep and more easily cut and
formed. Tliere is no projections above or
below and tliey tier up bee-tight. The object is attained 1st, of using sections lengtliwise; 2d, of the least possible surface for
propolizing; 3d, using only a few long separators, costing a trifle only; 4th, of tiering
up bee-tight; 5th, to use same size section
as in wide Langstroth frames.

^

Sides
thick and full width of 3 sections
and 17^ long. Ends J^ thick and full width
of sections and }-( less than width of hive
and nailed on to sides. Mine are 14J^. The
end supports are angle tin J^ in. bent at
right angles and tacked to ends strongly.
The two middle supports A, A, are made of
tin bent so as to be }^ in. apart, and to stiffen,
insert
strip of wood. I tried both sheet
iron and tin, but find the tin, if good, strong
enough to support three tiers. These are
fastened by a nail through the side; two
nails may be used. The wood greatly supports and stiffens the arch.

M

The rack

rests

on two

V

shaped strips

across the brood-combs. As the middle
rests are
deep the separators have to be
matched J^ inch and they rest directly on
the middle support and are in place.
Permit me to say good oiled cotton cloth
is a cheap material
for summer quilts.
Brush on boiled oil on one side of stout
brown sheeting, first well dampened, as sailors oil their clothing. I am trying it. Bees
will not gnaw it I think, and it will be tight.

^

Charlottesville, Va.,

May 30,

1878.

[This Rack, which friend Porter has so
kindly made drawings of for the Journal,
is intended for " tiering up," as well as to
be used in single story on the hive. It came
too late for the June number, or would have
found a place in it, so as to make it of more
value at this season. The cut will give a
good idea of the Rack. The middle and end
supports have been used by J. Oatman &
Sons for a year past, as well as some others.
As many are inquiring for a Rack to allow
of "tiering up," this will be interesting,
though we think that idea not so important
as getting our surplus honey in desirable

shape for marketing.]— Ed.

We keep Prize Boxes and Crates in
stock at this office, and can supply orders,
without delay, lower than the lumber for a
small quantity can be bought for, in the
country. See prices on last page of cover.

For the American Bee Journal.

Items from California.

On Feb. 1st I had 18 colonies, 3 of which
were Italians (1 imported, 2 home-bred.) I
have now 31 good colonies Italianized; brood
is hatching and hives filling up fast.
I had
no black drones; swarming so far, artificial,
I had several young queens to swarm several
times, but none to go away that 1 know of.
There has been some mixing of queens; one
to-day got out and mixed with another
swarm; the bees nearly deserted their hive,
even with eggs and young brood just started.
I saw the queen, but thinking her not mated,
or not sure, let her fly (the bees coming out
furiously), but the colony went into another
hive; I examined but did not find her, but
the other queen was all right. I found a
nucleus to-day without bees or queen, although they had a laying queen a few days
ago and plenty of room. Semehow I have

lost

a good

many young

queens; I think

mostly by bee-martins; though I have found
several outside of the wrong hive, dead. 1
had one hive to swarm out and return three
times. Previous to this they had a light
colored queen; since, they have a dark one.
1 have had to replace quite a number of
queens that were lost.
This has been a good season for honey,
though in re-queening I have lost part of its
benefit.
Shall liave to use the extractor
soon. I expect to be able to use foundation
for comb, but delay in its arrival, have had
to let bees

make

their

own comb.

1

have

introduced laying queens by smoking and
shaking queen in front, letting her run in;
also by smoking and shaking all bees from
the combs and then shaking queen with a
frame full of bees right among them; then
putting combs in place and closing hive, in
each case with success. I had a number of
dollar queens last season from the East, but
my imported queen is the cheapest; so far
she has beat them all. Most of my young
queens are from her. I think dollar queens
poor investments. I had 5 of one party; 2 of
two; 3 of one, and 2 of another. I have only
2 left and one of them has to be built up.
I shall try imported queens this year. My
last swarm transferred in January, filled
their hive first and went into sections before
others that seemed to be in better condition.
Ilivts are mostly Langstroth. I don't pretend to be an expert in transferring, but 1
can beat the sticks or Novice's clasps. I
use wire No. 16; first bent down one end }4
inch; then bend down to fit width of top bar
of frame; then to fit depth of frame* then to
fit under bottom bar the width of bottom
bar; then some pieces bent four square,
with the ends nearly meeting. These go on
ends of frame, the points or ends of the wire
fitting into the cells and spring together.
They do not take so much room as sticks;
bees do not mind them so much; there are
no strings to bother; they are removed by
pulling out bottom and slipping off the top.
If they are made to fit snugly, they make
neat work; the lower part keeps the bottom
bar from sagging. One set will last forever
I use up all
if the frames are all alike.
pieces; with these it makes no difference

whether

full of

honey or

not. or

how warm

the weather. I raise my queens in nuclei
3 frames, same size of hive; have three

•of

sucli of five apartments; shall make 2 more,
so as to winter about 25 extra queens.
J. D. Enos.
6, 1878.
Napa, Cal.,

May

From

the Michigan Farmer.

Spring Feeding of Bees.
In this locality the white clover harvest
commenced, but it is rather late
this year on account of the cold, stoi-my
weather, which has prevented bees from
profiting by the early spring flowers— fruit
bloom, &c. It is very seldom that a season
occurs when spring feeding proves as necReal
essary as it has been this year.
winter weather disappeared quite early and
there was every appearance of an early
opening of the working season under such
circumstances, strong colonies of bees,
especially those containing considerable
honey, always start large quantities of
brood. It only needs a few bright, warm,
spring days to enable the bees to take one
or two cleansing flights and get fresh water
and new pollen, as well as put their hives
in order, and they will go forward rapidly
with the brood-rearing, which is generally
commenced before winter is over.
'has fairly

;

It takes large quantities of honey to prepare the food for the young larva\ as well
as to sustain the rapidly increasing population of the hive
hence if cold, stormy
weather ensues, the bees may be obliged, as
a precaution against starvation, to discontinue brood rearing, or even to remove the
undeveloped larvfe from the cells, and, if
very short of provision, they will, in desperation, tear the pup<Te from the cells
then comes desertion of the hive, or starvation, unless the bee-keeper is on hand to
avoid such a catastrophe by liberal feeding.
;

There 'is great danger of this result if
feeding has been commenced and then discontinued, for the additional brood tiie
bees are induced to start must have food.—
Such a case should not occur, however, and
the bee-keeper will always find it to his
advantage to secure early and constant
brood-rearing, by feeding up to the time the
harvest commences, or until the bees are
able to find honey enough in the fields to
enable them to keep up a large supply of
brood.
Some have claimed that spring feeding,
by deceiving the bees into the belief that
honey could be found in the fields, induced
them to fly out when the weather was
unsuitable and thus to perish, materially
weakening the colony instead of increasing
its population.
Such may often be the
result if they have access during the daytime to honey or any liquid sweets placed
in feeders, but if combs containing sealed
honey are placed in the hive and a small
portion is uncapped just at nightfall, or if
the feeders are supplied only at dusk, and
no more food given than the bees can
remove during the night, no such result
need be feared. This plan avoids danger
^ of
robbing.
The writer recommended these methods
last spring, and a recent examination of a

large number of colonies of bees in various
apiaries adds more testimony in favor of
them.
These stocks that have been fed
regularly during the recent unfavorable
weather are now strong in numbers and are
profiting by the present harvest, while others that have received no attention and that

barely had honey enough

to carry

them

through are not as strong or no better off
than two months ago. Others that had considerable honey but that were not stimulated are not in good condition now.
The sole care of the apiarist up to the time
of the real harvest should be to rear as much
brood as possible in every hive. To this
end the combs should be so arranged as to
give regular worker cells near the center of
the hive, the hive should be tightly closed
above and the entrance made small so as to
retain the heat, and the bees should be stimulated by a frequent supply of food. This
idea that only strong colonies of bees are
profitable cannot be too thoroughly impressed upon the minds of novices.

Frank Bentox.
For the American Bee Journal.

Foul Brood.
Bees came out in the spring mostly weak;
they commenced gathering about March
10, and continued until April 22.
We had

some heavy

rains and

honey

failed;

thej'

again commenced gathering May 1. I have
increased about 50 per cent. I have some
strong colonies that have gathered from
March 10 to April 22, about 50 lbs. of honey
each.
I

have had 85 colonies with foul brood in

the last 12 months. I have lost but 6. I have
cured 60, and I am now working with the
balance. The way I do is to take out the
queen, spray the combs and bees with salicylic acid and borax without uncapping.
(This is Mr. C. F. Muth's remedy of Cincinnati, O.) Then in about 5 days after I give
them a queen cell or let them raise a queen.
I try to have a laying queen in the hive before 21 days. In 21 days from the time I
took out the queen, I go back to the hive

and uncap all of the foul brood cells, and
spray the combs and bees with the remedy.
It is best to extract the

honey, then spray

the combs and bees, for I had three cases to
return, but those were very bad cases. By
spraying the combs and bees when I take
out the queen, I have but very few cells of
foul brood that has not been cleaned out at
the end of 21 days.
The way I prepare the remedy is to take
128 grains of salicylic acid and 128 grains of
borax, and put it in a bottle and add 2
ounces of rain water and
ounce of alcohol
then shake it up well, let it stand about
one-quarter of an hour, then add 14 ounces
more of rain water, and shake well again.
Waterloo, La.
L. Lindsly, Jr.

X

[ The best way to apply this remedy is by
using an atomizer, which sends a very fine
spray over the comb and bees.
Such is
illustrated on page 212, and can be obtained
at this office.— Ed.]
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Eugene, Ind., June
"

The honey season

is

10, 1878.

backward here this

spring. We have had a cold rain for the
two days. Unless the colonies were
strong they have not done much more than
just gather the honey as fast as they eat it.
There have been but few swarms here, so
last

Borodino, N. Y., June 11, 1878.
"I have been obliged to feed 1,500 lbs. of
honey and sugar syrup, to keep my bees

from 'starving, and 1 fear the end is not yet.
Rain, with high winds and frost every few
niglits being the cause."
G. M. DOOLITTLE.

Augusta, Maine, June 12, 1878.
is cool, and prospects are
poor for honey crop. I fear white clover
will not yield much honey, though it may

"The weather

be too early to
the

God speed

how it will come out yet.
American Bee Journal."
Isaac F. Plummer.

tell

Hastings, Minn., June 7, 1878.
" Sickness last summer prevented me from
attending to my bees, and I sold off nearly
I have now built up the reall, last fall.
mainder to over 50 colonies, and hope, health
permitting, to have a good report of this
season if Sir. Perrine's 2000 colonies do not
come up the river and appropriate all our
bee pasturage. We wait patiently for his
report. It is a great undertaking."

Wm. Dyer.

H. H. Hartford.

far,"

Des Moines, Iowa, June

11, 1878.

" One good swarm April 25th, and 8 more
before the middle of May, all from 7 colonies, and fed from last year's stores, wintered over with the bees in the hives.
Have not fed over 10 lbs. of sugar since
Nov. 1st, and that wholly for experimenting. Shall feed for a few days now, as the
flowers seem to secrete no honey."
J.

M. Shuck.

Wethersfield, Conn., June 19, 1878.
"Clover is at its best— yet the weather for
the past 10 days has been bad— cold, cloudy
or stoi'iny almost all the time; still, as a
whole, my bees have done well up to this
date. As usual, some are doing little or
nothing; others extraordinarily well.
I
have had no swarms yet, and do not want
any.
My neighbors have, especially one
particularly smart one, who has had 3 from
one hive, and gives this to show that his
bees are managed better than others. Oh,
yes, he isvei'y smart, but if I can make mine
stay at home and attend to business I shall
F. J, Sage.
be satisfied."

Carson City, Mich, June 13, 1878.
"In this part of Michigan, fruit is all
destroyed, crops of all kinds are badly
damaged, and worse than all, it is freezing
about 2 nights in each week. We had 3 fine
days early in this month, during which
time our strongest colonies of bees stored
comb was
40 ft)S. of honey, in sections
furnished to nearly all of them. Since then
have
quartered
it has been so cold that they
down below. Honey was gathered from
Hiram Roop.
the red raspberries."

most of

Crystal Springs, Miss., June 6, 1878.
" I have about 50 colonies, probably about
Fully
one-half in tolerable condition.
They
three-fourths ape pretty Italians.
built up and gathered rapidly during fruit-

and am compelled to abandon bee-keeping
on a large scale. I have handled bees for
the past 10 years, buying my first colony of
bees at the age of 9 years, of Mr. Abe Arthur,
of Good Hope, HI, now near Scottsburg, in
the year 1868. During the last 2 years I
have given value received and made all

;

and with but few exceptions, they
ceased to raise brood immediately after

bloom

;

and dwindled considerably. But for
the past 10 days they have been gathering
that,

Vermont,
"

111.,

June

14, 1878.

On account

of failing health, I have sold
bees (Italians and Hybrids), and
will fill no more orders until further notice,
keeping only a few colonies of my Cyprian
bees to employ my leisure time. Having
been stung considerably during the past
year, I am advised by physicians that my
constitution will not endure so much poison,

my

losses satisfactory.

patronage, I wish
culture.

Some are averaging 10 to 20 lbs. per
of extracted honey, and some are
storing in boxes."

Thanking all for their
them success in beeHardin Haines.

well.

Mt. Gilead, O., June

week

Jesse R. Jones, M. D.

Oquawka,

111.,

June

14 1878.

" I noticed a slight mistake as to date of
our last meeting, it should read October
2nd and 3rd, instead of October 12, as
printed. Please correct in the next number
of the Journal.
Bees are doing finely in spite of the
almost continuous rainy weather: some
new swarms, and they are building new
comb. Could we but have fair weather,
things would go ahead with a r^ls}^. Bees are
working this morning with a tremendous
power.
I can nail together 1000 Prize Sections in
10 hours work, with niy spring section mold.
Who can beat it ?" Will M. Kellogg.

3, 1878.

for several

«

years, but last year I felt too poor to take it
but I believe I am poorer now than I
would have been if I had continued to take
it, so I renew again, and think I can get up
a club here. Since April, bees have done
poorly. May was a poor month for them.
I wintered 30 colonies on their summer
stands without loss. During April, while
the peach and cherry bloom lasted, they
gathered honey and pollen fast, and inIn May they destroyed
creased rapidly.
their drones and some of the worker brood.
They are not as strong now as they were on
May 1st. They are doing well now on
white clover. Many bees in this vicinity
starved. I am impatient to get the Journal to learn how they have done in other
Joseph I'buax.
localities."

1

" I took the

—

Bee Journal

"

Rome, Ga., May 15, 1878.
The Italian bees commenced to swarm on
15, and swarmed rapidly up to April
Black bees commenced to swarm in

March
25.

month's difSome swarms have cast 2 swarms,
and have already given over 40 lbs. of fine
honey. This spring has been an exceedthis section, April 12, almost a

ference.

ingly fine one.

The honey season opened finely, and
during March and April was good. Since
then we have had only a medium supply for
''

this enabled

them

to breed rapidly and swarm tolerably well. The prospect now for the South is rather poor for a
large crop. Those having good honey for
sale, may rest assured of obtaining a good

the bees

;

A. F. Moon.

price."

Embarrass, Wis., June 4, 1878.
" I packed 5 hives in a box, with chaff 1
ft. thick all around and over, with an entry
11x3x1

ft.

The

front.

in

rest in

my

extra-

packed in chaff, with upward ventilation,
and allowed them to fly at will. These are
very strong.
I had large swarms issue
June 2nd, and June 5th. Apple bloom wasdestroyed by frosts
white clover is just
coming in bloom. We had hard frosts on
the nights of the 5th and 6th inst. I hope
the weather will warm up now
if it does
not, the honey crop will be light in this
;

;

Upon May

section.

15th, I

saw about 30

bees waltzing about on the alighting board
upon examination, I found a young queen
dead. I suppose the cause of her death was
that a preparation to swarm had been made,
and the bad weather at that time preventing the swarming, caused her to be killed.
Success to the Journal."
Isaac E. Pelham.
;

Fayette, Miss.,

June

11, 1878,

Editor American Bee Journal

:

—" I

send you a bunch of flowers and leaf from a
tree in this place.

Would

like to

know

dry room in the cellar. The result was, my
bees all came out strong, and not a quart of
dead ones on the cellar bottom. Those out
of doors lost scarcely any, and were very
strong. I had swarms April 29, May 1, 7,

and its origin, whether trees
could be produced from the seed, or cuttings
of the tree.
Some call it the "Varnish
ti'ee ;" and the only one in this part of the

and 24. The earliest 1 ever had them
Chatf packing this
before was June 22.
time is far ahead. No swarms yet, from
those wintered in cellar. I think I should
have had, were it not for the killing frost of
May 13. Colonies wintered out of doors
have killed drones. Those wintered in the
cellar have not. They must swarm soon, I
think.
White clover has commenced
blooming a little."
J. E. Breed.

tall

13,

what

it

country

is,

is

now about

1>^ feet in diameter,

and bushy, limbs lengthy and drooping..
blooms twice a year, spring and fall
and is now one mass of flowers, in bunches,
(as per sample), at the end of each sprig or
limb. The body of the tree is dull green,
very smooth and glossy. The leaf sent is
not quite full grown, the tree holds bloom a
long time, and its odor is something like the
It

;

niglit-blooming jessamine. The bees are
swarming on the flowers from daylight till
dark not only honey bees, but every kind
of bee, wasp, yellow jacket, ants and
numerous insects that love sweets. Do you
think it produces abundant honey ?
It
must do so, from the fact that every bee and
insect seems so fond of it.
The tree is
perfectly beautiful." G. W. McMurchy.
;

Garrettsville, Ohio, June 10, 1878.
many others, I have to complain of
unfavorable weather for our pets the
Spring opened very fine and broodbees.
rearing was far in advance of tiie usual
season.
Then followed 20 consecutive

" Like

—

days, with more or less rainfall, followed
by frosts and cool weather. Swarms, that
were apparently about to issue, killed their
drones and did but little more than consume their stores. White clover appeared
May 24th, and since that date they have
been permitted to work about two-thirds of
the time. I have nearly 40 colonies, and
the best of them are now storing surplus,
the others nearly full, but not in the boxes
yet.
White clover is more than usually
abundant in this vicinity, but, so far, it has
not atforded much honey. Raspberries are
plenty, and have had their almost undivided
attention, but they were much injured by

Wakren Pierce.

frosts."

"Thanks

as

Food and

It is just what the people
It contains so much valuable
information that I shall distribute them
largely next season. I wintered 24 colonies
in the cellar chaff cushion on top, and hive
raised
inch from the bottom board. I
gave them a fly, Marcli 8th, and set them
back at night. April 15th, I put them on
summer stands, all in good order, except 2

Medicine.'^
should read.

;

M

weak

ones, which I lost in springing.

lows.—A.

J.

Cook.]

Woodville, Miss.,

May

18, 1878.

Dear Friend :— Many thanks for your
pamphlet on Honey. I'll warrant that no
one appreciates it more than I do. I know
it is too late for the book, but you can put
Journal
Cough Candy :— Boil a large

N. Y., June 10, 1878.
for the Emerson Binder and

"Honey

:

the following into the

Strait's Corners,

your pamphlet on

[ Prof. Beal kinkly gives me the following
" It is stercuUa plantanifoinformation
lia.
It comes from Japan.
Perhaps it
does not produce good seeds in the Southern
States. If it does, the seeds will grow."—
The plant is closely related to the mal-

I

wintered 4 out of doors, in a large box.

:

double
handful of green hoarhound in 2 qts. of
to
1
gt.
Strain,
water, down
and add to the
tea 1 cup of honey. 1 cup sugar and a tablespoonful each of lard and tar. Boil down
to a candy, but not of the brittle kind. It is
the very best cough mixture I know of.
Begin with a piece the size of a pea and
go up to as large as needful.

Honey Cough Candy.—It

is

made

en-

honey, but thick with walnut
The dose is considerably larger,,
being quite as large as a pecan. Neither
should be boiled to the point of brittleness,.
to better regulate the size of the dose
of
kernels.

tirely

'
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On March 25tli, I noticed,

wliile insipecting

a hive, some tioo or three bees evidently
hostile to the queen. I i)icked tlieni out
and killed them and hoped all the rest were
loyal, seeing nothing else to the contrary;
but the next morning, lo! there at the door
was the queen dead. I cannot tell you how
It was only about midday,
it distressed me.
and I could not think what either myself or
queen
had
done to anger the bees.
the poor
The colony that was trying to swarm the

middle of the month made it out, I think,
though 1 did not see them, but on the 35th I
saw a young queen in that hive which had
just emerged from lier cell. I suppose I
must have overlooked that cell when 1 cut
out the rest. I forgot to notice when I saw
the first drones, but there are lots now in
some of the hives. The honey coming in

now

is

delicious.

"Bees

LaPorte City, Iowa, May 16, 1878.
wintered well, consuming but

little honey.
They commenced breeding
very early. On Sunday, April '2S, 1 had a

large Italian swarm. The Sunday following, a second swarm, and I don't know how
issued if I had not
removed the queens and cells. This is a
good proof that the Italians are ahead of
the blacks. Bee-keepers of Iowa, now^ let
us hear who got the first swarm, and
whether it was a black or an Italian swarm.
I think that not more than 5 per cent, of all
that were wintered in cellars have died.
With splendid prospects, bee-keepers are
happy. May the Journal ever prosper,
and help the bee-keepers to solve the many
mysteries yet hidden."
L. L. Triem.

many more would have

Anna Saundeks.

Great Bend, Pa., June 24, 1878.
kind letter

"Dear Editor :—Your very

Clyde, Iowa, June 13, 1878.
" In answer to many questions—' What
Improper
killed the bees ?' I will say
stores. During the winters of 1877-8, I lost
large
75 per cent.— cause, poor honey.
proportion of those lost were blacks, while
a large ])er cent, of those left was Italians.
Does tliis not prove that the latter are more
hardy, and that they procure better stores ?
They are more gentle, and for this reason
alone I prefer them to the blacks."
R. ECKLESS.
:

A

Elizabethtown, Ind., June

Fbiend Newman:— "I
month's Journal that you

We

We
We
We

think we shall be more
the plates.
pleased with the machine as we become
accustomed to its use. Our bees are doing
nicely and drawing out the foundation in a
beautiful shape. We are extracting some
Squires Bros.
very nice honey."

15, 1878.

see by last
report 'universal cold and wet.' "With us, it has been so ;
even now, June 15, we are having very cool
nights, for this time of the year ; and to
make matters worse, it rains almost every
day. White clover has been in bloom for
several weeks, and lias furnished but little
honey. Bees are in nice condition, however, to work in boxes, if it only turns
warm and dry. As the queens have had
things all their own way, filling the combs
full of brood from top to bottom, and bees
are strong in numbers, they will have to
store in boxes if there is any honey to
Joseph M. Brooks.
gather."

Sherwood, Wis., June

We

are happy to report favorreceived.
ably of the foundation machine you sent us.
liave made a batch of very nice comb
made some wooden dipping
foundation.
plates, and like them much better than the
use nothing but water and
metal ones.
have no trouble about the wax sticking to
is

7,

"Editor Journal :—I send you

1878.

a small
twig from a willow covered with aphides,
or lice. I also enclose some of the leaves
with the 'honey dew' adhering thereto.—
From close observation made by Mr. W. K.
Bishop where these parasites were congregated in large numbers, we are satisfied
that Mr. Clias. Sonne is correct in his asserhoney dew,' in the June number
tions on
ol the American Bee Journal. When
disturbed, the liquid could be
were
they
plainly seen ejected by them, and with sufficient force to be distinctly felt upon the
The upper side of the leaves were
hand.
completely covered with honey dew,' and
the bees had been working quite vigorously
thought we would send
ilpon them.
you some of the genuine article for examination, if you should desire to do so and
L- Potter.
report."
for the samples.
r Thanks, friend Potter,
They prove, pretty conclusively, that you
are correct.— Ed.]

Boone
"I

nal.

'

N. Y., June

7, 1878,

It is the largest and best bee paper pubI never had any of
lished in the world.
tiiose remarkably large yields of honey,
bees are
&c., to report, that some do.
doing as well as I can expect. The weather

My

I
and summer backward.
is very
should be much pleased if we could have

cold

a correct likeness, in the Journal, of T.
G. Newman & Son. I think it would give

much satisfaction. It seems to be natural,
when we read the Journal to want to
know how the Editors look."
D. L. Franklin.
[Thanks, friend Franklin,
words and wishes. Our aim

for

your good

make the
impartial as well as impersonal,
and fear it would be considered by some
rather pretentious for us to parade our
physical appearance in it. It is the mind
is

to

Journal

that

makes the man, yen know.—Ed.]

"

Newman :—You

'

We

Co.,

am much pleased with the Bee JourMany thanks for its enlarged size.—

O'Fallon,

Friend

111.,

May 13,

1878.

abridged

my

No. so much that any
one would think I had only 23 Adair hives,
The brood
all told, when I really have 65.
I spoke of was in Langstroth frames. I
had a big swarm on April 30th, with 15
queen cells started in the old hive. I have
had none since it has been so cold, with
article in the

May

;

occasional frosts, ever since."
C. T. Smith.
are sorry if by abreviating we con[
veyed a wrong idea, friend Smith, and

We

cheerfully correct

it.

With

all

our enlarged

space in the Journal, nearly doubling its
we are often too crowded, and
have either to abreviate or omit entirely,
especially during the months from November to June. We spend a good deal of labor
to make the best of all matter sent in by
our many friends, and it is not often that
they have cause to complain, but we suppose it was an oversight in copying the
capacity,

article.

But we know friend Smith

excuse us.

\ye hope

all

our friends,

will

who

write for the Journal, will act on the
advice of friend Palmer in the April No.,
page 123, to boil down their ideas as much
as possible, and thus give all a chance to be
heard. It should be remembered that the
Journal has now nearly twice as many
readers as it had a year ago, and they all

Iiit$nic55 itlaitcrs*
TERmS OF

Advertisements

have their letters printed. So let all
condense as much as possible, or we shall
be obliged to enlarge again.— Ed.]
Waterloo, Ky., June 14, 1878.
"Bees are doing well here, making large
quantities of honey. The white clover is
the largest crop that I ever saw in this
county ; we have had plenty of rain to keep
it good for a month longer.
I am well
pleased with the Joitknal. I could not
well get along without it." R. L. Aylor.
([t;^"The issue for 1878 of the

Neivspaper

Directory and Advertisers' Hand-bonk,
published by the world-known advertising
agency of S. M. Pettengill & Co., 37 Park
Row, New York, has just come to hand.
For simplicity and convenience of arrangement, comprehensiveness of scope and general accuracy, we have long regarded this as
far the best and most reliable Newspaper
directory published in the United States or
elsewhere. It contains a complete list of
the pewspapers published in the United
States and the British Provinces, a second
list arranged, for the convenience of advertisers, in counties; lists of the daily, weekly,
monthly, religious, agricultural and special-

by

ist

newspapers and periodicals, with

full in-

formation as to character, circulation and
proprietorship, and a list of the leading
newspapers of Great Britain, Australasia
and Europe. The volume is illustrated with
portraits of Bayard Taylor, Geo. W. Childs
and Brete Harte among living, and Samuel
Bowles, James Gordon I3ennett, of the dead
journalists of the United States, while an excellent steel engraving of Mr. S. M. Petten-

appears as the frontispiece. An intesesting article on advertising, replete with hints
drawn from long practicol experience of the
subject, should make this volume specially
attractive to enterprising business men.
gill

Planed Prize Boxes.— We have just
made arrangements to cut out, ready to nail,
Prize Boxes that are planed on the outsides.
These we can box and deliver on board the
cars for $S per thousand. Those not planed
"We shall still sell for $7, as heretofore.

will

00
50
GO
50

be inserted at the rate of

SO cents per line of Agate type, each insertion, cash

One inch measures fourteen lines.
^Notice to Advertisers.— We intend only to advertise for reliable dealers, who expect to fulfill all
in advance.

Cases of real imposition
be exposed, and such advertisements disconNo advertisement received for less than $1.
Address all communications and remittances to

their advertised promises.
will

tinued.

THUMA!!i «.

—

like to

SVBSCRIPTIOI^f.

Single subscription, one year
$2
Two subscriptions, sent
3
at the same time
"
"
"
"
Tliree
5
"
"
"
Four or more,
..each, 1

9T4

NEWMAN &

West Madison

St.

.'iON,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Advertising Rates.— The Bee-KeepMagazine charges .50c. per line, and

ers'

Oleanings 30c. per line but the American
Bee Journal, acknowledged by all to be
;

the best advertis-ng medium in the world
for bee-keepers, charges only 20c. per line.
Having doubled the number of our readers
this year, we shall not continue our old rates
where the advertisement goes in more than
once but will hereafter charge 20 cents per
line for each insertion. All will please to
"take due notice and govern themselves accordingly."

—

To Correspondents.
When

changing a post-office address, mention the
old address as well as the new one.
We send the Jourxat^ until an order for discontinuance is received and all arrearages are paid.
We do not send goods by C. O. D., unless sufficient
money is sent with the order to pay express charges
both ways.

When

ordering Extractors, give outside dimenframe or frames t(j be used, length of topwidth and depth of frame just under top-bar.
In consequence of the dearth of small currency in
the country, we will receive either one, two or three
cent stamps, for anything desired from this office.
Strangers wishing to visit our office and Museum
of Implements for the Apiary, should take the Madison street-cars (going west). They pass our door.
Additions can be made to clubs at any time at the
sions of
bar,

same

rate.

Specimen copies. Posters, and Illustrated

Price List sent free upon application, for canvassing.

Remit by post-office money-order, registered letter
or bank-draft, payable to Thomas G. Newman & Son,
so that if the remittance be lost it can be recovered.
will send a tested Italian Queen to any one
sending us four subscribers to The American Bee

We

with $8.00. Premium Queens will in every
case be tested, but not sent till after July Ist.
Write name and post-office address plainly. If
there is no express office at your post-office address,
be sure to give your nearest express office when ordering anything by express. Give plain directions
how goods are to be sent.
Seeds or samples of merchandise can be mailed for
one cent per ounce. Printed matter one cent for
every two ounces. These must be tied up; if pasted,
they are subject to letter postage. Don't send small
packages by express, that can Just as well he sent by mail.
For the convenience of bee-keepers, we have made
arragements to supply, at the lowest market prices,
Imported or tested Italian Queens, Full ('olonies,
Hives, Extractors and anything required about the
Apiary. Our Illustrated Catalogue and Price List
will be sent free, on application.
have gotten up a "Constitution and By-Laws,"
suitable for local Associations, which we can supply,
with the name and location of any society printed,
at $2 per hundred copies, postpaid. If less than 100
are ordered, tliey will have a blank left for writing in
the name of the Association, etc. Sample copy will
be sent for a three-cent postage stamp.

Journal

We

Prof. Cook's

After some preliminary remarks of a gen-

New Work.

eral character, the first subject treated is the

Within 20 days after this work was issued
from the press, 600 copies were disposed of

— a sale

unprecedented in bee

We subjoin a
Press

lias

literature.

few of the many notices the

been pleased

to give

it

Manual of the Apiary,

by A. J Coolc,
Professor of Entomology in the Miehlsan
State Agricultural College. Second edition,
revised, enlarged, mostly i-e-written, and
copiously illustrated. Published by T. G.

Newman &

Son, Chicago,

III.

Among

the

numerous works on apiculture, we know of
none so valuable to every practical apiarist
as this handsome volume of 286 pages.—
Every point connected with the subject on
which it treats, is handled in a clear, exhaustive, yet pithy and entirely practical
manner. As we consider the work well
worthy of a more extended notice in a later
issue, we shall merely remark here that it
should be in the hands of every apiarist
who is seeking success by availing himself
of the latest and best information on his
business. Rural New Yorker.
It contains upward of 300 pages, has over
200 illustrations, and is the most thorough
work on the apiary ever published. It is
the only book which illustrates tiie various
bee plants.— X,a7ism(7 (Mich.) Republican.
are in possession of a copy of the
"Manual of the Apiary," by Prof. A. J.
Cook, of the Michigan Agricultural College,
and it is a work of such rare merit that we
want to tell our bee-keeping friends something about it. Prof. Cook is an entomologist, a botanist, a ready writer, a passionate
lover of the honey bee, and his new work
savors of all these qualities which are essential to the writing of such a treatise on
bee-culture as the public demands.
We
experienced great pleasure in reading the
invaluable works of Quinby, Langstroth,
and King of our own country, but since
these works were published, new discover-

We

ies

have come to

come

into

light,

practice,

new methods have

valuable

inventions

have been made, and they fail to meet the
present wants of the successful apiarist.—
This new manual, however, fills these
wants and will be prized by the friends of

bee— not only the practical bee-keeper,
its contents are sucli as to be read with
pleasure by every one in any way interested in the little honey-gatherer.
The
anatomy and physiology of the bee, its wonderful iiabits and peculiarities, are fully
described descriptions of new utensils and
modern methods of managing the apiary
are given, and a more complete statement
regarding honey plants is made than was
ever before given by any writer. The illustrations are numerous and well executed,
the type is clear, the paper is of good
texture, and the binding is well done, all of
which reflects much credit on the publishers, Thomas G. Newman & Son, Chicago,
111., who are the publishers of the Amkrican Bee Journal. No person can afford
to keen bees witliout a copy, which will be
mailed by the publishers oii receipt of SI. 2.5

the

but

;

.

for cloth, and ^l.OO for paper covers.— Daily

Standard,

New Bedford,

Mass.

natural history of the honey bee, including
its varieties, its anatomy and physiology,
and the origin and function of its products—
with 28 elegant engravings. Then follows
the care and management of the ap ary,
covering its location, structure of hives,
boxes and frames, the transference of
swarms, feeding and feeders, queen rearing,
increase of colonies, Italianizing, honey extracting, bee-handling, marketing honey,
honey plants, wintering bees, Ac, &c. with
82 engravings.
careful and minute index
affoi'ds easy reference to any point on which
information may be desired.
The whole constitutes the latest, as it is
also in many respects the fullest, most practical, and most satisfactory treatise on the
subject now before the public, and we do
not doubt it will meet with a large sale.

—

A

Coxiiitry

Oentieman.

G. Newan & Son, publishers of
American Bee Journal, in this city,

Thomas
the

have issued a new

aiul enlarged edition of
the " Manual of the Apiary," by A. J. Cook,
Professor of Entomology in the Michigan
State Agricultural College. The first edition
was given to the public less than two years

ago. and soon achieved an unexpected popularity. With this encouragement the author
was induced to largely re-write and revise
the work before issuing a second edition.
Taking up first, the natural history of the
honey bee, he discusses its entomological
characteristics, its anatomy and physiology,
its natural methods of increase, and its products. Part II. is devoted to the care and
management of domesticated b'^es. Individual experiences and apiarian writers have
been laid under contribution to furnish suggestions and intelligence, and eminent apiarists and scientific journalists have expressed their approval of the book. The
present edition contains the latest developments of science and the most recent im-

provements connected with bee-culture and
honey-production, and is copiously illusChicago Evening Jo urnal.

trated.

A second edition of at least 2,000 copies,
added to the first edition of 3,000 copies,
means that there is an active demand for
this manual by the apiarists of the country.
We cannot help thinking that this is the
most complete and practical treatise on the
culture in Europe or America. Its 110 beautiful illustrations could not have cost, in
engraving, less than $400, and its attractive
letter-press and general make-up will win
lots of friends for the art upon which it so
graphically treats. There are 20 chapters,
besides an introduction. The introduction
is lively and shows who may keep bees, the
inducement to bee-keeping, its recreation
and profit, its adaptation to women, its delicious food for both mind and body.
Part I., Chapter I., treats on the natural
history of the honey bfe, its place in the
animal kingdom, the class and order, entomological, the family genus and species of
the queen bee, the varieties such as the
German, the Italian, etc. Then, in Chapter
II., we have the anatomy and physiology,

—

the organs, the transformations, the three
kinds of bees in each colony, as the queen,
the drone and the neuters or workers.

Chapter III. treats of swarming, or increase,
and Chapter IV. of the product of bees, as
honey, wax and pollen or bee bread.

In Part II. we couie to tiie practical work
of the apiary, its care and management, the
hives and boxes, tiie position and arrangement, how to transfer bees, iiow to feed

them and how much to feed, queen rearing,
how to handle bees, how to market honey,
the best honey plants— as April plants. May
plants, June and July plants, wintering
bees, the enemies of bees, and work for
each calendar month. The arrangement is
successive, and every topic is lucidly treated
in the Professor's blithesome, light-hearted,
The complete,
pithy, suggestive style.
elaborate index is not the least important

and valuable part of the book. The author
will send this popular bee book in cloth to
any one who will remit him ,151.2.5; in paper
for $1, postpaid. This book, and we like it
all the better for it. is a Michigan product.
The author was a Sliiawassee county boy, a
graduate and now a professor of the Agricultural College; and this book, wherever it
goes, at home or abroad, will not disgrace
the State, the College, or the author.— Post
and Tribune, Detroit, Mich.

This handsome little volume of Professor
Cook has met with large favor from the
lovers of apiarian studies. The first edition
of 3,000 copies, published two years ago, has
been exhausted, and a general wisli and
want has induced a careful revision of the
book, with many additions and illustrations.
It is both a practical and scientific discussion, and nothing that could interest the
bee-raiser is left unsaid. It is a book of 286
pages, well illustrated, and very neatly
printed on clear white paper.— C/iicrtgo

Daily Inter-Ocenn.
Manual of the Apiary. — The large
class of apiarists in the United States will
find much valuable information in this
work, from the pen of Prof. A. J. Cook, Professor of Entomology in the Michigan State
Agricultural College, It is not necessary
here to go over the ground of the volume's
contents, for they are already well and fa-

vorably known by bee culturists. This is
the second edition. When it is stated that
more than 2,000 copies of the first edition of
3,000 were sold in one year, the popularity of
the book may be readily understood without
further comment. But at the same time it
is apropos to state that the present edition
is greatly enlarged, mostly re-written, even
more fully illustrated, and contains the
latest scientific discoveries of the

most

re-

cent improvements in methods of apiarian
management and bee-keeping apparatus.
The writer says he recommends nothing
that he has not proved valuable by actual
trial unless he gives some eminent person
for authority for advising it. The volume is
published by Thomas G. Newman & Son,
publishers of the American Bee Journal, No. 974 West Madison Street, Chicago.
Prairie Farmer, Chicago.

—

Manual of the Apiary, by Prof. A. J.
Cook, revised, enlarged, mostly re-written
and illustrated, has been issued from the
press of Thos. G. Newman & Son, of the
American Bee Journal,

Chicago.

It

needs no recommendation, for it recommends itself. Western Rural, Chicago.

Bingham's Smoker Corner
Will contain a short card from some one every
month. See Bellows Smoker card on another page.

Bingham.

T. P.

Lincoln, Mo., June

"Our bees commenced swarming

in

9, 1878.

May, and

still

We have divided some. We now have 92
colonies. Bingliam's Smoker came to hand last Saturday. We are all well pleased with
We can n(jw
continue.

it.

send the smoke where we want to, if the wind is blowing. Sometimes we found it very difficult to direct
the smoke in the entrance of a hive with a rag
smoker, but Bingham's Smoker cures that fault, and
we are happy. Our eyes are no longer red from
smoke. Thanks to you and the ingenious inventor."
Vours,
Mks. J. W. DICK.
Clockville, N. Y., June 11, 1878.
" Received smoker all right. I cannot praise it
enough it is all the inventor claims for it, and twice
as much. It works belter than the Quinby or any
other smoker that I have seen, and I would not trade
It isa flrst-class instruit for two common smokers.
j

W.

ment.

V.

BOSWORTH, Jr.
1878.
May

Logansport, Ind.,
"

The Bingham smoker came

to

.'«),

hand

in

due time,

but out of shape from rough handling in the mail
bags, but was easily righted up. It is all I expected,
and more. I do not see how 1 did without it so long.
1 have no hesitation in recommending it to all bee-

M. Mahin.

keepers."

Kenton, Tenn., June

The Bingham Smoker came

11, 1878.

hand

all right, and
have given it a fair trial. It is far better than the
Quinby, which I have been using. It will remain
trimmed and ready for use much longer than the
Quinby— the Quinby goes out quickly. It is more
durable, and I think I wUI send you some more orders

"

to

I

for

it

soon."

J.

W. Howell.

Elizabethtown, Ind., June 15, 1878.
have just purchased a smoker (one of Bingham's
extra large size), and to say that I am pleased with it
does not half tell it. There may be other makes and
"I

styles as good, but I can't see how they could be better. To start the thing, put a few coals of tire in the
tube, sprinkle on a little dry sawdust, then chips, and
Talk about
fill up with anything lying about loose.

It could almost smoke out a whole campmeeting. But the best thing about it is, that it does
not go out, like the old style Quinby Smoker. I have
often laid this one down on its side, while eating dinner (about an hour), and when ready to commence
work again, it is ready for business. My advice to
those about to buy a smoker is, to get the largest size;
it costs more, to be sure, but it will give you satisfaction every time. You can throw away your bee-veils,
or keep them for your visitors. You will not need
them, as you need have no fears of stings, even from
Jos. M. Brooks.
the Grossest hybrids."

smoke

!

Prof. Cook, in his new " Manual of the Apiary,"
speaking of the Bingham Smoker, says
" This smoker not only meets all the requirements,
which are wanting in the old Quinby smoker, but
shows by its whole construction, that it has not only
as a whole, but in every part, been subject to the
severest test, and the closest thought and study.
" At first sight this seems an improved copy of Mr.
Quinby's smoker, and so I first thought, though I onlysaw it in Mr. Bingham's hand at a Convention. 1
have since used it, examined it in every part, and
have to say that it is not a Quinby smoker. The bellows, the valve, the cut-off, and even the form are all
peculiar The special point to be commended, and I
suppose, the only one patentable, is the cut-off between the bellows and fire-tube, so that the fire seldom goes out, while even hard-wood, as suggested by
the inventor, forms an excellent and ever-ready fuel.
The valve for the entrance of air to the bellows, permits rapid work, the spring is of the best clock-spring
material, the leather perfect, not split sheepskin,
while the whole construction of the bellows, and the
plan of the fire-screen and cut-off draft, show much
thought and ingenuity. I am thus full in this description, that I may not only benefit my readers, all of
whom will want a smoker, but also out of gratitude
to Mr. Bingham, who has conferred such a benefit on
American apiarists. There are three sizes, which
may be bought for $1.25, $1.00 and $2.00, respectively,
including postage.
" Mr. Bingham, to protect himself, and preserve
the quality of his invention, has procured a patent.
This, providing he has only patented his own invention, is certainly his right, which I think honesty
requires us all to respect. Like Mr. Langstroth, he
has given us a valuable instrument; unlike Mr.
Langstroth, he should be granted a reward for his
;

gift."

248

New

Quinby Smoker Column.

but just to call the attention of bee-keepers
to the fact that those who compare the Quinby with
the BinKham Smoker, refer to the last year's Smoker,
and not the better one 1 am selling the present season.
It is

L. C.

RUOT.

BEE-FEEDER,

side with the Bingham, and see no essential difference
in their merits, which is great praise for either one.
I wish I could have tried yours before 1 sent out last
proof-sheets of book I should have said as much as
the above in your favor, and will in the revised edition. I congratulate you, and bee-keepers, too, on

Feeds at the front entrance, any time in the day,
without danger from robbers feeds much or little
as may be desired does not gum up, but always gives
down feed can be reached by the bees only from
the inside of the hive, and the feeder may be used to
diminish the entrance, or to close it entirely convenient and pleasant to use every hive should have

your advance,

one.

Lansing, Mich., June
I

have now

tried the

New Quinby

6,

1878.

Smoker, side by

;

Li.

A.J.Cook.
Cherry Valley, N. Y., May 5, 1878.
ROOT, Esq.— Dear Sir: Your improved Smo-

C.

ker received and tested. I consider it the most comglete one in the market. I bought eight of Mr.
lingham last winter, but had you then been manufacturing the perfect Smoker you now offer the
public, I should certainly have purchased of you.
J. E. Hethekington.

pronounce
*
made. *
I

it

Borodino, N. Y., May ti, 1878.
decidedly the best bellows Smoker
*
G. M. Doolittle.
Starkville, N. Y., May 1, 1878.

In excellence of workmanship and material, it far
surpasses any other Smoker 1 have ever examined.

;

;

;

;

;

Price 30 cents, by mail.
Manufactured only by
J".

sutjck:,

HAL.

DES MOINES, IOWA.

"Excelsior" Bee Smoker.

H. Elwood.
Canajoharie, N. Y., May, 1878.
We are glad to announce, however, that Mr. L. C.
Root has improved his Smoker so much that it is
decidedly better than any other Smoker.
J. H. NELLIS.
P.

White Plains, N. Y., June 3, 1878.
it better than the Bingham, which up to this
the best 1 had seen.
C. J. Quinby.
East Saginaw, Mich., June IS, 1878.
You have got up a f/ood Smofecr. It is a little heavy,
but I think that is an advantage, as it will stand up
better when you are not using it. I am pleased with
the way it is made, and it will last for years with
almost any kind of use.
O. J. Hethekington.
I

found

time

is

The Best Yet.— T. B. Peterson & Brothers, Philadelphia, Pa., are now publishing a new edition of
Charles Dickens' novels, which for beauty and cheapness far surpasses any ever before issued. It is called
" Petersons' American Edition," printed on fine
white paper, from large, clear type, leaded, with some
original illustrations as selected by Mr. Dickens and
designed by Phiz, Cruikshank, Browne, Maclise and
other artists, and bound very gorgeously in red vellum, gold and black, with the cover UUed with the
author's principal characters, which he has made so
world famtms. There in one corner is the immortal
Pickwick, in another the well known Micawber, the
learned Capt. Cuttle, poor little Oliver Twist, the misguided Grandfather, the mean, hypocritical Pecksniff, the mercenary Squeers, Boots, the Beadie, etc.,
and all of this for the small sum of $1.25. This edition will be found for sale at all book-stores, news
stands, and on all railroad trains, or any person sending the publishers $12.00, will receive the first twelve
volumes as fast as published, by mail, postage paid,
and at this low price every one that is fond of a
handsome book ought to

subscribe.

Address

all

or-

ders to T. B. Peterson & Brothers, No. 306 Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
"MAIJAME Pompadour's Garter," is the name
of a new, thrilling and historical romance of the
reign of Louis the Fifteenth, by Gabrielle De St.
Andre, now in press and to be published in a few days
by T. B. Peterson & Brothers. Philadelphia. It is a
romance of the days of Madame Pompadour, is a
story of love, intrigue and facts, and will no doubt
prove to be one of the most popular and successful
novels that have appeared in print for years, for its
pages will be courted and perused by all that are fond
of a thoroughly good novel, for its great and absorbing interest. It will be issued in uniform style and
price with " Theo," "Kathleen," •'Gabrielle," and
Crespignv," published by the same firm.

Henry

(iREvii.i.E's

New Book,

"Oabrielle

;

or the

House of Maureze" is in press and will be published
in a fevp days by T. B. Peterson & Brothers, Philadelphia. It is a story of the time of Louis XIV., full,
too, of all the splendor of its court, is well told, being
pure, fresh, startling and historically true, and is

most beautifully translated I'miii the French of
Henry Greville, ami will prove a treat to all lovers of
an exciting, absorbing and sensational novel. It will
be issued in uniform style and price with " Theo,"
" Kathleen," and " Miss Crespigny," published by the

same

tirm.

No one

wlio

lias

ever seen this desirable

Smoker would consent
It

to use any otlier.
works with slow stroke, and will keep

ignited for liours.
Price $1.75, or sent by mail or express,
prepaid, for $2.00. Address,

LEVI SUTLIFF,
Charles City. Iowa.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
Sections in the flat, any size, with or without dovetailing. Bee Hives, Brood and Section Frames, Shipping Cases, Queen Cages. Anything in Bee-Keepers'
line, made to order. Sample Boxes, 3 cts., by mail.

M. A. BUELL. Union

City, Mich.

McMaster's Composition,
For coating honey

barrels.

It is far

superion to bees-

to parafflne for that purpose, and has
been thoroughly tested. It costs but IH cents per lb.
to make it. Novice says " I am surprised that the
compound is so free from taste and smell." Sample
sent postpaid for '25 cents. After due deliberation
I have concluded not to obtain a patent, but make

wax and equal

:

the following liberal offer to bee-keepers I will furnish the Compound, delivered on cars, at 20c. per lb.,
on all orders of 25 lbs. or over, or will send postpaid
the formula for manufacturing it for $1, accompanied
with the following agreement, signed by the person
sending the money
" I hereby pledge my word and sacred honor, that
I will not divulge or make known, in any way, shape
or manner, the method of manufacturing or the ingredients composing McMaster's Coating Compound.
:

:

And

[Signed,]

"

after one year's trial, if any person is dissatwith results of the Compound, 1 agree to refund
M. E. McMASTER,
them their money.
Palmyra, Mo.
7-tf

isfied
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i^In one county in California, a
hunter is said to have found or located
30 bee trees in a short space of time.
i^With all its facilities, the bee
never takes a honeymoon. The Queen's
" bridal tour " lasts but a few minutes
Her spouse is made happy for the
!

instant— hilt the extatic joy is too
for him, for he instantly expires

much

!

1^ No

disease

is

more

fatal to bee-

keeping interests than that most
dreaded of all diseases, foul brood. It
does not seem to be confined to any
particular locality, but shows its destructive form wherever bees exist,
to a greater or less extent, both in
Europe and America. Science has
failed, as yet, to discover its origin, or

a certain and positive remedy. Some
experiments are now being made that

we hope

will tlirow

in a scientific way.

some

light

upon

it

The extreme

Melipones.—Few of our readers probably ever heard of an insect by the
above name, but the London Gardener^s
Chronicle tells us that the hymenopterous insects kno-\vn as Melipones, and
found in various parts of the world, resemble bees very closely, but are without any sting. Their honey-producing
qualities are very decided. Resembling
bees in their general character, they are
smaller, with a more densely clothed

hot weather during last
queens in the cells,
just before they were ready to hatch, for
friend H. Alley. Others, no doubt, suffered
like losses all over the country.

body and the hind feet proportionally
longer. As in the honey bees, there

keepers to attend for one cent per mile.
O. Baddeks, Sec. N. Cameron, Pres.

are three varieties of individuals—the
males, females, and neiaters. Some of
them make their nests in hollow trees,
while others suspend them from the
branches. Tlie honey of these insects
is

said to be of superior quality.

The National Convention of BeeKeepers will be held in ISTew York City
1^="

on the 2d Tuesday in October. Let all
who can make their arrangements to be

Bt^"

month

killed about 200

There will be a meeting of the
Kansas State Bee-Keepers' Association in
Lawrence, Sept. 4th, at 1 o'clock p. m. AH
bee-keepers are invited, and the editor of
Advantages of
the JouKNAi. especially.
reduced fare on railroads to the National
Temperance Convention tliat will be held
here at that time, will enable Kansas bee-

[Thanks for kind invitation. A previous
engagement will prevent our attendance at
that time.— Ed.]

IW'

D. D. Palmer advertises glass for

honey boxes

in this issue.

such will do well

to

Those wanting

correspond with him.

'Any one desiring to purchase a good
,
apiary, with all its appurtenances, in a firstclass location, can obtain valuable information concerning it at this office. The owner
desires to retire from the business for the
present.

nal

The editor of the Bee Jourintends to be present. Full arrangements will be published in next

Purity of Queens.— In demanding that
we now settle upon a " standard of purity "
for Italian Queens, we inadvertantly stirred

Journal.

up a hornet's

present.

nest. In a private
correspondent remarks as follows

—

Honey Knives. A little more than a
year ago Bingham offered to bee-keepers
the first [and original direct-draft smoker.
and,
That has revolutionized smokers
strange to say, no one has been able to improve upon it. He now comes to the front
brandishing a new and original honey
" Cast
knife, bearing this inscription
steel, Bingham & Hetherington. Patent applied for." Should these knives prove as
original and valuable as the smoker, beekeepers will recognize their benefactors.
These knives come to us under very propitious circumstances. The fact that they are
made by two of the most ingenius bee;

:

keepers of Michigan is of itself a guarantee.
Mr. 0. J. Hetherington is an extensive
bee-keeper, perhaps the largest in the State,
and a brother of Capt. E. J. Hetherington,
of Cherry Valley, N. Y. Mr. Bingham you
See adall know as the smoker inventor.
vertisement in another column.
Jtg^ In

many places basswood is a failure
we learn as we go to press. In

such places the season cannot be
it has not been general.

We hope

a

" The queens that are now imported are
pure queen has a mark that
hybrids.
establishes her purity beyond a doubt. She
has three plain and distinct crowns stamped
upon her abdomen. That was the kind that
Mr. Parsons and others imported in the
early day, but they now arrive without
crowns and are called by the knowing ones,

A

pure!"
There

is, then, all the more reason In
deciding upon a standard of purity,
" crowning " her Italian Majesty with the
Let
true emblems of her royal purity
the discussion be exhaustive

now

!

first-class.

!

!

__ The Wester7iAgricumirist, Qiuncy,
comes to us this month with a handsomely engraved new title page, which,
with the other improvements added this
year, makes it the Champion Journal for
uuprovements and progress, being the Oldest and Best Established Monthly in the
West, Avell edited and handsomely illustrated. It is a desirable Journal for every
Western Farmer. The price is still $L10.

111.,

1

1^1 —

Eggleston Truss, which will be
found advertised in our columns, presents
some features which is well worth the attention of all afflicted with Hernia. This
truss is meeting with great success and its
manufacturer reports large sales.

^^W The

this year,

letter,

:

The Sour-wood Tree.

use in the art^. As a honey tree, it is
very highly esteemed in fact, it is the
linden of the South.
A. J. Cook.
;

Dear Editor

:

Being acquainted

with ''sour-wood" honey, and, after
extensive observation, believing it to
be the finest honey 'plant in my knowledge both as to the quantity of yield, the
flavor, and also as to beauty of appearance, I would ask if you cannot furnish
a cut of the blossom in your Journal V

James W. Shearer.
Liberty Corner,

IST.

J.

The sorrel tree Oxydendrum arboreum),
(

so called because of the acidity of the
leaves, is a native of the South, but has

A Horse Stung by Bees. —We saw,
a few days since, a horse that had been

His
most fearfully stung by bees.
head was swollen to an enormous size,
large enough for 2 ok 3 heads. It was
caused by bringing the animal in contact with the current of bees that were
passing to and from their work. The
animal obstructed their passage, which

leaf and bloom of the sour-wood tree.
been grown even as far north as New
York. It often attains no mean dimensions in its native home along the
Alleghanies,

more than

often reaching upward
feet, and acquiring a

50

diameter of 12 or 15 inches.
flowers are arranged in racemes,
are white, and with the beautiful foliage
make an ornamental tree of high rank.
The bark is rough, and the wood so soft
as to be worthless, either as fuel or for

The

so enraged

the little creatures that
attacked him, and when one
stung, others smelt the virus and immediately a light-brigade-charge was
made. T®o much care cannot be exercised in keeping stock out of the current of workers otherwise bees seldom
attack stock, unless in some way disturbed or angered. Turpentine is a
good remedy for the sting. Los Arigeles

they

;

Star.

254

We had

Wax.

Ceresin

an amusing incident a

while ago, on this wise

—

Will you please
Editor Journal,
inform us through the Journal what
Ceresin wax is, and its uses V Should
it be used in making comb foundation V
J. L. Jones.
:

Ceresin wax is the name of the
purified product obtained from ozocerite, an impure fossil wax, found chiefly
near the large coal beds of Dwhobriz
and Boryslow, in Galicia, and Gresten,
The crude substance,
in Austria.

freed from the sand, clay and other
earthly impurities, is of a deep brown
color with greenish tint, and has a spec.
gr. of 0,9-10—0,970, exhales a benzinelike odor, and in hardness, fracture

and pliability entirely resembles beesIt is very combustible, with
wax.

little

:

A

man, living about -500 miles from
Chicago, ordered 20 lbs. of comb foundation of us, which we sent in due
time. In about 2 weeks, he WTote to
us that it was impure that his bees
would not accept it that they had torn
it down and were gnawing it up, &c.,
&c., and wanted us to send more, of
another make, at once.
We replied
that it was not impure but, to satisfy
him, we sent 20 lbs. more, of another
make, and had him return the first lot.
When it came back, we immediately
put it into our own hives, to see what
our bees would do with it. To subject
it to the best test, we gave it to queenless colonies, and in 24 hours they had
it built out to half-length cells inside
of a week it was completely built out
and filled with nice, white clover honey.

—

—

;

;

difficulty solvable in oil of turpentine.

It is purified and bleached by means of
Nordhausen's sulphuric acid, and in its
purest form is used principally as a
substitixte for beeswax by manufac-

turers of candles, wax flowers, polishing pomades, cloth finishers, laundry-

men,

etc.

Considerable quantities have already
been imported to this country, and
some of our friends have, no doubt,
made its acquaintance unknowingly,
for it has such a surprising resemblance
to beeswax that it is used even for
We are
pharmaceutical purposes.
told that it not only retards, but entirely prevents rancidity in ointments.—
The melting proof is higher than the
beeswax.
As to its use in the manufacture of
comb foundation, there can be no tolThe
eration even for the thought.
one who first used it soon abandoned it
in disgust, having paid dearly for his
folly.
Comb foundation should be
made of pure beeswax, and that only.
Bees usually refuse to accept of ceresin
wax, and only when compelled, for want
of room, will they use it in any case.

We do not

believe

now

that there

is

any one of our heavy manufacturers of

comb foundation
but the pure wax.

that uses anything

One piece of that returned, which
was doubled up, and out of shape, generally,

we

and placed

partially straightened out,
into one of our hives, in the

presence of 4 or 6 persons to whom we
explained the reason for so doing.
This was, like the rest, accepted at
once, and is now full of honey
Several
other pieces is now on our desk as it
came back from the purchaser, with
the cells partly built out proving conclusively that his bees also accepted it,
and had commenced work on it. Evidently they were well pleased with it,
and gathering so multitudinously upon
it, that being fastened insecurely, it
gave way, dropping down to the bottom of the hives. Then in order to get
rid of it, he found the bees busy gnawing it to pieces, and carrying it out of
their hives.
This, we think, is the
!

—

whole explanation— and though

it

cost

us several dollars to verify our suspicions of the cause, still, we think it
money well spent. The one who purchased it blamed both us and the bees
wrongfully, but fortunately we are
able to vindicate both.
It will not always do to conclude too
hastily that foundation is made of impure wax the trouble is sometimes

—

caused by poor workmanship on the
bee-keeper.
As before
stated, we do not believe any manufacturer of comb foundation is now using

part

of

the

anything in

it

but pure wax.

management of bees, we wondered why
it was so far behind in modern appliances and apicultural progress. By all
means let there be an association
formed— and let Dr. H. be the light
thereof.

1^ A correspondent says he has sent
money

to Tremontani, in Italy, last
April, for queens, and gets no answer,
and wants to know if that is his way of
doing business. So far as our experisent him money
ence goes, it is.
by draft on Paris, in March, and still

We

get no queens from him. We have had
to procure them elsewhere, after having paid him for them. We learn from
several dealers in imported queens
that he has served them in a similar
manner this season. He seems to have
no conception of how business should
be transacted. He will probably send
the queens when he gets nothing else
to think about. We intend to have
nothing more to do with him.
We
learn that A. J. King, P. L. Viallon,
and others, have come to the same
conclusion. We would not have had
the trouble he has caused us this season,
for all the queens he could send us in a
All shoidd be cautious about
year.
dealing with him.

A Model Bee-Keeper.— The editor
Des Arc (Arkansas) Citizen, has
given us his views of apiculture in that
State in the following language, which
appeared in his paper on the 9th ult
" We had the pleasure of looking
through Dr. Hipolite's apiary last week,
at DeVall's Bluff, and was forced to
come to the conclusion that he was the
model bee-keeper of Arkansas. Everything connected with his apiary is kept
in the neatest order possible, and no
man can be more perfectly at home
with his bees. We would like to see
bee-culture more general in Prairie
county, and to that end we suggest that
a bee-keepers' association be formed in
this county. Prairie is far ahead of the
rest of the State in bee-keeping, and
should be the first to organize such an
association. Let us hear from the beekeepers of Prairie on this subject."
In 1875 we took a trip down through
that State, and noticing the many advantages it presents for the successful
of the

i^-PriendE. C.Jordan, of Jordan's
Springs, Va., is a famous cultivator
of vegetables as well as a passionate
lover of the bee.
He also keeps an
excellent hotel at the celebrated White
Sulphur Springs, as we notice by the
papers in that locality. The " heated
season" of the past month makes us
wish we could accept friend Jordan's
generous invitation to us to go and stay
awhile at his " cool retreat;" but alas a
rush of business that keeps us "red
hot" all the time, forbids us from even
thinking of such " a heavenly rest."
Thanks, friend J., for the "cool intent."
must be contented witli being " present in spirit " with you, while
being " absent in body." Selah.

We

Dead Letter

Office Facts,

We have often

referred to the necesin
addressing letters to this office particularly in the matter of addressing
the letter, stamping it, and in giving
very plainly the name of the writer,
and the post office address in full. That
there is a necessity for this let the following facts demonstrate
sity for

more care being exercised

—

There are 4,000,000 dead letters received yearly at
the dead letter office.
Three hundred thousand without stamps.
Fifty thousand, partially addressed.
Six thousand, no address.
Forty thousand dollars in money, nine-tenths of
which is returned, the balance remaining in the
treasury, subject to application, for four years.
One and a half million of money orders and drafts
of money value.
Forty-flve thousand packages containing property.
Fifteen thousand photographs.
Quarter of a million of European letters are returned unopened.
One-tenth of all the

letters

received

contain

property.

i^An Iowa exchange says that a
farm hand in that State, actuated by
curiosity, tipped up a bee hive in order
to find out what the bees were doing.
He knows now. They were making
chain-lightning, and lots of it.

tapering nozzle, light a piece of decayed
wood, and put the burning end into the tube
first, or drop in a coal of fire, and place the
wood upon it. Replace the nozzle work
the bellows with one hand, directing the
smoke to the point desired.

The Bee and the Grasshopper.
A honey-bee,

yellow as gold,
Sat perched on a white clover top.

;

When a grasshopper, wiry and old.
Came

'

along with a skip and a hop.

Good-morrow !" cried he,
You seem to have come

" Mrs.

Honey-Bee,

to a stop."

For Excelsior Bee Smoker.— Light the
smallest end of the cartridge with a match,
a cigar, or at the stove, and put the fire end
in first blow a little to get the fire started
before you put on the nozzle. Then take it
in the left hand, in the middle where it will
balance
place the ball of the left thumb
in the thumb iiole, and hold it down a little
sidewise.
You can now use your right
hand for anything else. When you open a
hive, first pry up the board with your knife
and give them a little smoke before you let
the bees out this keeps tiiem from taking

We people that work,"

"

Said the bee, with a jerk,
'

Find a benefit sometimes in stopping
Only insects like you,
Who have nothing to do.
Can keep up a perpetual hopping."

;

;

The grasshopper paused on his way.
And thoughtfully hunched up his knees

'

Why trouble," this sunshiny day,"
Quoth

I

;

;

with reflections like these ?
follow the trade for which I was made
We can't all be wise honey-bees.

A

he,

;

" There's a time to be sad.
And a time to be glad
time both for working and stopping
;

;

For men to make money.
For you to store honey.
for me to do nothing but hopping."

And

;

wing when you open

Smokers— How

to Operate

Them.

Please give directions for operating Bee
Materials to be
successfully ?
used and how best to ignite them ?
Sraolfers

it.

Cotton rags, or cotton filling out of an
old, worn out comforter, is the best, cheapest and handiest fuel, as it burns so slow.—

Tear or cut the rags up before using.

X. Y. Z.
In order

do

to

this,

we must

The Season

give

in California.

directions for operating each kind of smo-

The San Diego News,

kers, viz

For Bingham Smoker.— Select

maple,

or hickory which is sound and dry, and saw
split these
it into blocks 4 inches long
inch square, and keep
blocks into pieces
them in a dry place for use. If it burns too
To start a
fast, mix some coarser with it.
fire with such wood, a few good coals drop;

K

bottom befoi-e filling with
answer but, as a rule, a few
shavings and chips of punk, or rotten wood,
started with a match and dropped into the
bottom before filling with wood will be
found best. Once started with such wood,
and refilled occasionally, a fire may be
kept continually burning and ready for use.
If smoke is wanted only for a few moments,
any dry rotten wood will answer, but such
as is found in the heart of an old hard
wood tree will be found best.

ped

into the

wood

will

;

in speaking of

" Along the
the honey season, says
coast the season for honey-making is
pretty much over, the flowers being
Higher up in the
nearly closed out.
country it is a little different, and in
the mountains in some places the seaIn the
son but now fairly opens.
towns the bees are hard at work on the
trees that yield tlowers, and on a small
yellow shrub that can be found almost
anywhere.
The honey is very tine,
wliite and pure, and ought to sell for a
:

fine price."

The Los Angeles Star remarks
saw in front of Bassett «& Go's, a
number of cans tilled with honey,
ready for shipment. They belonged to
E. E. Shattuck, who has 2 bee ranches
:

We

"
large

ciently decayed to

We understand that
Mr. Shattuck has 20,000 lbs. of honey
now ready for shipment. He expects
to be able to ship 40,000 lbs. during the
season. There are quite a number of
apiaries which will yield handsomely.
The honey is excellent, but the quantity will be much below the yield of two
years ago. This is because many of
the bees died during the drouth of last
year, and those that are left have not
The
had a good working season.
damp, foggy spring has been a consid-

fectly dry, solid hard

erable

split in pieces

disadvantage will be partially counteracted by a prolonged season."

To Burn Tobacco.— Start the fire as
above, and put in a layer of small, square,
or broken pieces of rotten wood, then a
layer of tobacco, then rotten wood, &c.
For New Quinby Smoker.—Make
smoke

long.

of any kind of

To

J-/

start

wood

that

the

is suffi-

burn readily, or if perwood may be used,
inch square, and 5 inches
the smoke, take off the

in this vicinity.

drawback to the

bees.

But

this

The "Excelsior" Honey Extractor.
candMate for

public
things to
commend it. It possesses all the advantages of neatness, durability, and ease of

Here

favor,

is

another

and one

tliat

lias

many

from dust, when not in use.
are strong, and attached near
the centre, for ease of carrying. It is provided with a small comb liolder for extracting pieces of comb or partly-filled boxes or
to

keep

it

free

The handles

sections.

The honey

receptacle has capac-

operation, as well as that of thoroughly and
It
quickly emptying the combs of honey
takes any size frame smaller than 12x20.

honey, where it may
be allowed to ripen before drawing off, if

and we think

Some of these advantages may he
but none, we
found in other extractors
think, will put in a claim to them all. The
one providing for the revolving of the comb
without lubricating in the honey is qiiite
important. For the advantages presented
it is exceedingly cheap, and it is thoroughly

!

It is

made

entirely of metal,

has advantages that make it the best
Honey Extracting Machine in the market.
It is light, but has attachments for fastening down to a box or platform, rendering it
steady and permanent in position, and is
exceedingly easy of operation. It can be
instantly taken to pieces for cleaning,
it

ity for 60 or 70 fts. of

desired.

;

practical.

It

may

be obtained at this

office.

Bees in Colorado.
In an exchange,

J. S.

Flory says

"

For years before we came to Colorado
we were more or less engaged in the
business of keeping bees, both for
pleasure and profit. On our arrival
here, owing to the long seasons of dry
weather to which Colorado is subject,
and the absence of honey producing
forests, \\Q made up our minds this one
pursuit, in

which we found so much to

admire, would have to be given up.
But of late our views upon the subject

having no screws to take out, nor cumbersome and heavy pieces to lift.

Some of its advantages are as follows
The lower end of the comb basket shaft
:

does not revolve in the honey below, even
when 60 or 70 lbs. may be there
It has a
" strainer," elevated some 3 inches above
tlie bottom of the Extractor, and entirely
covering the canal leading to the faucet or
honey gate therefore, when drawn off, the
!

;

honey

is

clear

and free from

bits of

comb

or

other undesirable particles. This " strainer" can be instantly removed, cleaned and
replaced.
strong gearing, with an over-motion, is
essential to both ease of operation and
effective work. By it, the motion can be
controlled, so as not to throw out the brood,
when extracting. The two covers close the
machine up tightly, and thus prevent the
bees from annoying the operator, as well as

A

have become much more modified. We
have seen very nice honey in our market for sale, which w^as gathered by the
busy bees here in our midst, and learn
from some of your correspondents that
others are making the keeping of bees
a success. I now look forward with interest and a longing desire to the time
when I hope to hear the pleasant hum
of swarming bees around my home. As
a business of liealthful, out-door exercise, and, we may say, recreation from
study, we know of no other pursuit so
well adapted to both men and women
as the keeping of bees. Apiarian science is by no means a dry study. It
opens up a field broad and pleasant,
and, when mingled in practically, is a
thing to be loved and enjoyed. If Colorado hath sweets that perish in the
desert air,' for the want of willing bees
to gather them, let us import and raise
an army (that will not be consumers of
government rations) that will add more
wealth to our resources workers that
will produce for our tables one of the
most healthy luxuries known in the
world. We have the milk now if we
can have the honey, let us have it that
indeed we may have a land like unto
'flowing with milk
ancient Canaan
and honey.'
'

;

;

—

Seasonable

careful to avoid jars, working quietly
and steadily, always keeping perfectly

Hints— August.

White clover having yielded abundantly in nearly every locality, and
basswood being now past its prime, the
summer season for storing surplus
honey will soon be over, till buckwheat
comes in. Between the yield of basswood and buckwheat, if the surplus has
been taken largely, it may be necessary
to feed some
all should know how
their bees are doing, keeping a close
watch. All impotent queens should be
superseded, so that the colonies may
be kept strong to gather the fall crop
of honey. Queenless colonies should
be given queens or frames of brood, if
they have none, in order to raise a
queen. If the brood chamber is full of
honey, it should be removed from a
few of the central frames with the extractor, in order to give the queen room
for brood. The opening of hives and
the removal of surplus honey should be
done at night, in the early morn, or on
a cool day.
Surplus honey should be kept in a
cool dry place. Examine the boxes and
;

and if any moth
remove and destroy
them. Extracted honey may be kept in
barrels, wooden vats or tins the barsections occasionally

worms

it,

Bee Stings, a cure for Rheumatism.

— Our friend Chandler,

to whose skill and
good taste so many fine engravings have
been produced in the Bee Journal and in
Cook's New Manual, had been for weeks
laid up with rheumatism.
Last year we

him a colony ot Italian bees, and
has six colonies from that one.
tew days ago we saw him get off the street
car, opposite our office, and we expressed
our supprise at seeing him out, as we knew
he had not been able to be at his office for
weeks. He informed us that, as the bees
were swarming, he managed to hobble out
Rheuof doors and tried to hive them.
matism preventing any scientific work,
he received several stings in his disabled
rheumatic arm. It then swelled up and
after caring for the bees he went again to
liad sold

A

now

he

;

his

bed and

slept.

On awaking, he was

surprised to find that the rheumatism had
disappeared, and he has not had it since
He is now a firm believer in bee stings
!

!

!

;

are found,

;

rels or vats

Should a sting be given, remove
squeeze out the poison, and apply
honey, soap, hartshorn, essence of peppermint or even a little mud.
cool.

should be coated with

wax

to prevent leakage.

Care should be taken not to expose
the honey, to start robbing. The entrance to weak colonies should be contracted, to enable them to defend themselves from robbers.
By the last of August buckwheat will
have come in boxes partly filled shoidd
be removed and extracted before that,
so as not to liave the honey mixed.
;

During August and September the
bees will be more irritable than usual,
and all who.are nervous or timid should
provide themselves with a good smoker
and veil, if they find such necessary.
These will steady the nerves and enable
even the most timid to control their
bees at all times, and make the necessary examinations with confidence.
In handling them let the novice be

The increase of the products of the
apiary, of late, have caused some to fear a
Instead of this, the deglutted market.
mand is still in advance of the supply. The
'

export of honey to Europe has made the
article scarcer at home than it has been for
years. It can now be shipped to any part
of the world as easily as any other article

The Shipment of comb
commerce.
honey sent to Bordeaux last season has
been satisfactorily disposed of. Thus, at
of

least,

we

bid fair to turn the tide of gold

Avhich flows to Bordeaux from this country
in return for the shipments of wine and
raisins

which they make

I^A

new kind

to us.

of feed for bees in

transit cages has been brought to notice
by friend Alley. It works well, the bees

living for

encaged.

some two weeks on
lie is testing

it

it

while

further,

and

has stood the utmost test it
will be brought before bee-keepers in a
public way. We had a sample cage on
our desk, with the bees as lively as one
could wisli, after being therein 14 days.

when

it

Scovell's Queen Cages.—Friend Sco-

A

Substantial Basis.

vell writes that his cages are just the thing

Queen

for Introducing

Cells

as well as

Shipping Queens. He gives the following
as the modus operandi:
" Trim the cell pretty close, take it by
the small end and dip it into melted wax,
into the bottom of the cage put
the cage, without its lid, bottom up, over an
opening between the frames ; cover with
cloth and the cell is introduced. It can be
examined at any time by raising the cloth
and picking up the cage."

and put

;

says

Friend Scovell

Queen

Cells in that

way

he introduced 25
one week, with-

in

out the loss of a single Cell.

Bee Feeder.—We have

Shugk's

re-

ceived one of these Feeders for our Museum.
It is designed to be used at the entrance of
the hive the entrance can be contracted or
wholly closed with it, unless the entrance
;

When the Feeder is in
is too large for it.
place at the hive entrance, tlie food, preor C sugar, by dissolving
pared from coffee
it in boiling water, may be poured in as
As the Feeder fits
often as necessary.
close to the hive, no bees can reach it from
the outside. It is an ingenious contrivance

A

and withal very cheap.
51^°" As we must report on the Cyprian
queen which was to be sent us from H.

Haines,

we

will say that he has sent us four

queens— three came dead, and the one that
came alive was an Italian. Mr. H. explained that his hired man sent it by mistake. One of those received dead was sent
by mail, and two by express. Experimen-

tum

crucis.

Je vous rernercie.

—

The Everett Extractor. Friend
Everett has sent one of his Extractors
for 4 frames to our Museum. It is nicely
painted and looks really beautiful. The
only criticism we should offer is that
the gearing hardly gives power enough
for a 4-frame extractor. Friend Everett
was the first to get up the small comb
holder for extracting honey from small
pieces and partly filled sections, and
well deserves the credit, for it is a very

convenient arrangement.

Honey and Wax.—We
Wax in exchange for

and

the Apiary,

to

will take

" In several of the past years the yield of

honey was so great that the production was
far in excess of the requirements of the
local markets, which were consequently
overstocked.
The quantity shipped from
the State was wholly inadequate to prevent
extremely low prices prevailing at home.
This was notably the case at the close of the
season before last, when the yield was not
short of 3,000,000 pounds. Many apiarists,
with a short-sighted eagerness for profit,
then drew so largely on the honey in their
hives as to leave an inadequate amount
remaining for the support of their colonies
during the next season, which unfortunately
proved a dry one. The loss of bees in consequence during the last season was immense; over 18,000 colonies being destroyed,
county
it
is estimated, in Los Angeles

The Bulletin adds: "The business has
now passed that experimental stage in
which our industries are too often followed
merely for temporary gains and quick
profits, and the present efforts to place it
upon a substantial basis bid fair to be attended with that permanent success which
always inures to perseverance and systematic management."
These "thoughts," first "breathed" by
the Bulletin, become to every scientific apiarist really "words that burn!" A "subbasis " — " permanent success!"
stantial
These are the watchwords — the things to
be earnestly sought after, and as the Bulletin sagely remarks, " always inures to per-

severance and systematic management!"

—

Entrance Eegulator. Friend
Albert D. Rust, of Fort Worth, Texas,
has sent us one of his Entrance Regulators. It is intended to place it at the
entrance of the hive, making it instantly any size desired. It is to be
hung just far enough above the entrance to let it swing up, and when
turned down j ust to fit, and must always
be adjusted wiien up. It consists of 2
pieces of zinc with square holes cut in
the lower side of each when by pushing in or drawdng out one of them, the
holes not being opposite each other are
;

closed or opened at pleasure.

Some time
Honey

Implements for
any amount, at the usual

market prices of both.

The San Francisco Bulletin remarks as
follows concerning the cause of last year's
failure of the honey crop in California:

since

friend Davis, of

Wolf Lake, Ind., sent us drawings of his
Queen Dial, and other apiarian appliances
used by him in iiis apiary. He has our
thanks.
article.

The

Dial, particularly, is a useful

arUjcthxg

^ont^.

This department will be devoted to items of
interest concerning Packing, Selling and
Shipping Honey and Beeswax.

Marketing Honey.
The best method of marketing honey,
both comb and extracted, is to sell direct to
the consnmer or retail dealer, and not to
send to honey dealers. One of our correspondents gives his experience in selling
honey as follows:
" Last year I put half a barrel of extracted

and about 50 pounds of comb honey into my
spring wagon, and went among the consumers and sold to them at 12^ to 15 cts. per
pound for extracted, and 25 cts. for comb
honey; and in a siiort time I sold all my extracted lioney, and could have sold as much
more. Those who got but a few pounds of
me last season now want more and in larger
1 do not think I can half supply
I have created in this locality.
Last season I sold 4,000 lbs. of lioney, but
that will not suffice for this season."

quantities.
tlie

demand

would take a little time
and trouble to furnisli the consumer with
genuine honey at a moderate price, and thus
get a market established, he would be surprised at the amount he could sell. Try it.
Last season we commenced to sell honey
from our office, and now the call for it Is
vastly increased. So far we have not been
able to get it fast enough to supply the call.
If the producer

1^ England, we learn, has had a very
wet season. Many of the crops have
been mjured thereby, particularly the
wheat. The call upon the United States
for breadstuffs will be quite large in
consequence. The season for bees and

honey has also been, thus far rather
Mr. Hoge, who has been
in Europe for several months looking
after the noney interests, is expected
home this month, and then we hope to
discouraging.

more particulars concerning the
honey crop, and the exporting pros-

learn

pects.

The bees Avill go up into the empty
box and cluster. They may then be
shaken down in front of the hives they

one.

belong

to.

Increasing.— The extensive use of
beeswax for comb foundation has made
that article very scarce. We have purchased some 1,500 pounds during the
month of July, and want more. It is
said that the annual product of wax in
the United States is 20,000,000 of
pounds, and it is increasing very fast.
The production of honey, too, has
doubled within the past few years. Let
us then ask a very serious question of
those who delight in looking at the dark
side. It is this: As last year's honey has
been out of the market for at least 3
months— has not the demand very sensibly increasedf True, prices are lower
but think of the " ready sale " and in-

—

creasing supply and demand. Every
article that achieves that much-coveted
POPULAR DEMAND reaches lower prices,
but with the " ready sale for cash,"
prodvTcers
sale

make more than with a slow
figures. Oh! "Let us

and higher

have peace

New

!"

use for Honey. — The

to extend its manufacture.

To GET Bees out of Honey Boxes.
bees out of honey boxes. Place the
boxes bottom upwards on the cap of the
hive from which the boxes were taken;
placing an empty box on the top of each

For

this

purpose a company has been organized

manufacture it as well as the Honey
Lozenge. The Los Angeles Herald remarks that " it will not be long until
to

new enterprise will contribute to
These new
the demand for honey.
uses of honey must be to the interest of
apicultural pursuits."

this

i^To prevent
after being taken

—E. W. Darling inquires how to get the

Cali-

fornia Honey Balsam, for coughs, colds,
sore throats, and lung diseases, is fast
rising in popularity among the afflicted;
so much so that it has become necessary

honey from candying
from the comb, put it

into a kettle and over the fire ; boil it
gently, and as the skum rises skim it
off until it becomes clear, when it can
be turned into the vessel you wish to
keep it in, where it will keep clear and

fresh without candying.

Chips from Sweet Home.
It is said " variety is tlie spice of life,"

"change is rest." In 1876, we purchased Zell's Encyclopedia, and among the
also,

We

we

referred to was the bee.
found in it so many things that were interesting that we concluded to correct and
give it to the readers of the American Bee
wrote the editors of Zell's
Journal.
first

things

We

Encyclopedia, and received the following

answer
D. D. PALMER
:

:— Your favor of the 8th inst. is at
will be very thanlif ul to accept your kind
cannot say
ofler to correct the article on bees.
where.the editor procured his information,, but pre-

We

hand.

We

worlcs that were considered standard on
the subject, which, as you know, are to practical bee
are yours.
men very unreliable.
T. Elwoou Zell, Davis & Co.
Very truly,

sume from

We

this pollen it wipes off with the brushes of
its legs, collects every particle together,
and kneads it into two little masses, which
it lodges on the broad surface of the tibia of
each hind leg, where a seriesof elastic hairs
over-arches a concavity, and acts as a sort

of lid or covering, {d, Fuj. 331.) Thus employed, the bee flies froiii flower to flower,
increasing its store of honey, and adding to
its stock of kneaded pollen, which is called
bee-bread.
The abdomen is divided into 6 annnlations or rings, which are capable of being
contracted or extended at pleasure and the
insect is internally furnished' with a honeybag, a venom-bag, and a sting. The honeybag, which is as transparent as crystal,
contains the honey which the bee has
lapped from the flowers, the greatest part of
which is carried to the hive, and poured
into the cells of the honeycomb, while the
remainder serves for the bee's own nourish;

ment.

Wax

I accordingly give the following article

from
with

Encyclopedia, and follow
corrections as foot notes

Zell's

my

it

:

n. [A. S. beo, probably from buan,
hyan, to inhabit, to dwell Du. bye Lat.
The generic
apis
Fr. abeille.^ (Zool.)
name of a family of Ilynienopterous insects,
for the classification of wliich, see Apid^e.
Of all the insect tribe, none have more
justly excited the attention and admiration
of mankind than the bee and yet, although
it has engaged the study of naturalists tor
two thousand years, we still occasionally
find, in the economy of this social and

Bee,

;

;

;

;

industrious little animal, some obscurely
known or unelucidated fact, which is
thought worthy ot tlie labors of those who
devote their time and abilities to the pursuit

and advancement of

this interesting

branch of natural science.
The most important species

is the honey
bee, or hive bee. Apis mellifica, so long
celebrated for its wonderful polity, the
neatness and precision with which it constructs its cells, and the diligence with
which it provides during the warmth of
summer a supply of food for the support of
the hive during the rigors of the succeeding
winter.
In its natural state, the honey
bee generally constructs its nests in hollow
trees but so universally is it now domesticated that we rarely find it otherwise than
hived in our country, where they have been
probably imported early from Europe.
Honey and wax are the two valuable
articles of commerce, for which we are
indebted to this useful insect.
Now, if we examine the structure of the
common bee, the first remarkable part
which presents itself is the proboscis, (Fig.
331,) an instrument serving to extract honey
from flowers it is not formed like that of
other flies, in the shape of a tube by which
the fluid is to be sucked up, but rather like
a tongue, to lap it up. When thus lapped
out of the nectary, it is conveyed to the
crop or honey-bag, where it undergoes but
little alteration, and is then transferred or
disgorged into cells destined to receive it.
While the bee is busy in extracting the
sweets of the flowers, it becomes covered
with the farina or pollen of the anthers ;
;

;

is

a peculiar secretion in

little cells

beneath the scales of the abdomen. It is
from honey that the wax, by some internal
process

is

elaborated.

between the abdominal
of little laminae

it is

;

The wax

oozes out

rings, in the

form

then worked with the

mouth, and kneaded with

may

saliva, that it
acquire the req^uisite degree of ductil-

ity for the construction of the comb, which
is finished with a substance called propolis, a glutinous
or gummy resinous
matter procured from the buds of certain
trees.

The sting is composed of 3 parts namely,
the sheath, and two extremely small and
penetrating darts, each of which is furnislifd with several points, or barbs, which,
rankling in the wound, render the sting
more painful. This instrument, however,
would prove but a feeble weapon, if the bee
did not poison the wound.
The sharppointed sheath first enters, and this being
r'ol lowed by the barbed darts, the veiiemous
Sometimes the
fluid is speedily injected.
sheath sticks fast in the flesii, and is left
behind but the death of the bee invariably
;

;

follows.

(1.)

Having examined

now proceed
a member of

the bee singly, we
an inquiry into its habits as
a social community. Viewed

to

in this light, we behold an animal active,
vigilant, laborious, and disinterested suband perfectly subject to regulations,
missive. All its provisions are laid up for
and all its arts are
the community
employed in building a cell, designed for
the benefit of posterity.
beehive contains 3 kinds of individuals,
;

;

A

—a queen, drones

and workers the queen
a female, and not only the ruler, but in
mother of the community.
The drones are males, and the workers
(2.)
are abortive females.
The sole office of the queen appears to be
and this occupies her
the laying of eggs
almost incessantly, as a single one only is
deposited in each cell, thus causing her to
be in continual motion
she is slow and
majestic in her movements, and differs
from the workers in being larger, having a
longer body, shorter wings, and a curved
;

is

gi'eat part the

;

;

The queen is accompanied by a
sting.
guard of 12 workers, an office which is taken

in turn, but never intermitted in wliatever
direction she wishes to travel, these guards
clear the way before her, always with the
utmost courtesy turning their faces towards
her and when she rests from her labors,
approaching her with humility, licking her
face, mouth, and eyes, and appearing to
fondle her witii their antennae. (3.)
The drones are all males they are
smaller than the queen, but larger than the
workers ; they live on the honey of flowers,
but bring none home, and are wholly useless, except as being the fathers of the
future progeny when this object is accomplished, they are destroyed by the workers.
;

;

;

;

<4.)

A buzzing commences in the hive, the
drones and the workers sally forth together,
grapiile each other in the air, hug and
scume for a minute, during which operation the stings of the workers are plunged
into the sides of the drones, who, overpowered by the poison, almost instantly
die.

(5.)

The workers

are the smallest bees in the
they
far the most numerous
have a longer lip for sucking honey than
either of the others ; their thighs are furnished with a brush for the reception of the
pollen of flowers, and their sting is straight.
The workers do the entire work of the

hive,

and by

;

they build the cells, guard the
hive and the queen, collect and store the
the wax, feed the young,
elaborate
honey,
The average number
kill the drones, &c.
of these 3 kinds of bees in a hive is, 1 queen,
The
and 20,000 workers.
2,0G0 drones,
eggs are long, slightly curved, and of a
when laid, they are covered
bluish color
with a glutinous matter, which instantly
dries, attaching them to the bottom of the

community

;

;

cell.

For 11 months the queen lays only workafterwards, those which produce
ers' eggs
drones as soon as tliis change has taken
place, the workers begin to construct royal
cells, in which, without discontinuing to
lay drones' eggs, the queen deposits here
and there, about once in 3 days, an egg
wliich is destined to produce a queen. (6.)
The workers' eggs hatch in a few days,
and produce little white maggots, which
immediately open their mouths to be fed
these the workers attend to with untiring
in 6 days each maggot fills up
assiduity
it is then roofed in by the workers,
its cell
;

;

;

;

;

spins a silken cocoon, and becomes a chrysand on the 21st day it comes forth a
perfect bee. The drones emerge on the 25th
day, and the queens on the 10th.
When the queen bee has an inclination tq
deposit her eggs, she goes forth, accompanied by 6 or 8 working bees as a guard,
wliose stomachs are filled with honey. She
is very deliberate in her motions, and seems
She first
to proceed with great caution.
looks into a cell, and if she finds it perfectly
empty, she draws up her body, inserts her
abcfomen into the cell and deposits an egg.
In this way she slowly proceeds till she has
dropped 10 or 12 eggs, when perhaps feeling
exhausted, she is fed by one of the attendant bees, who have surrounded her all the
time. This is done by the bee ejecting the
honey from its stomach into the mouth of
the queen. When this has been done, the
alis

;

bee goes away and another takes its place.
The operation of laying lier eggs again
goes on, and is succeeded by the same
mode of feeding, the attendant bees frequently touching the antenna; of the queen
with their own.
When the operation of laying the eggs is
completed— and it generally occupies some
time— the queen retires to that part of the
hive which is most filled with bees.
During her progress, the surface of the
comb is very little intruded upon, and the
space seems purposely to be left unoccuEied. Some few of the cells, liowever, in a
rood-comb, are passed over by the queen,
and afterwards filled either with honey or

These serve as deposits of food,
from which the neighboring brood may be
fed more readily, as such cells are never
covered with wax.
It has been already stated, that the queen,
for nearly a year, lays no eggs that are
destined to produce queens. (7.) It therefore follows, that, if any evil befall her, the
hive is left without a queen. It sometimes
happens that she dies, or is taken away by
farina.

owner

of the hive, to observe the result.
12 liours, little notice is taken of the
loss ; it appears not to be known, and the
workers labor as usual. After that period,

the

For

a hubbub commences work is abandoned
the whole hive is in an uproar every bee
traverses the hive at random, and with the
most evident want of purpose. This state
of anarchy sometimes continues for 2 days ;
then the bees gather in clusters of a dozen
;

;

;

or so, as though engaged in consultation,
the result of whieh seems to be a fixed resfew of the
olution to supply her loss.
workers repair to the cells in which are
depsited the eggs of the workers ; 3 of these
cells are quickly broken into one, the edges
polished, and the sides smoothed and
rounded, a single egg being allowed to
When this egg
remain at the bottom.
hatches, the maggot is fed with a peculiar
nutritive food,
called royal bee-bread,
which is never given to any maggots but
such as are to produce queens. Work is
now resumed over the whole hive, and goes
on as briskly as before. On the 16th day
the egg produces a queen, whose appearance is hailed with every demonstration of
delight, and who at once assumes the cares
of a mother over the hive. When, under

A

circumstances, a young queen
emerges from the chrysalis, the old one
frequently quits the hive, heading the first
swarm for the season, and flying to some

ordinary

neighboring resting-place, is observed by
the owner, captured, placed in a new hive,
and a new colony is immediately commenced. Before a swarm leaves the hive,
sure indications are given of the intended
movement the workers leave their various
;

occupations, and collect in groups, especially near the door of the hive, as though in
consultation on the important event about
to take place.
As the summer advances, many queens
are hatched, but the workers do not allow
them instant liberty, as severe battles
would take place between them and the
reigning queen, in which one would be
killed
the workers, therefore, make a
small hole in the ceiling of the royal cell.
;

through which the captive queen thrusts
her tongue, and receives food from the
workers. In this state of confinement tlie
young queen utters a low, querulous note,
wliicli lias been compared to singing.—
Wiien the reigning, or newly created queen,
finds one of these captives, she uses every
effort to tear open tlie ceil and destroy lier
rival. To prevent this, the workers often
interpose, pulling her away by the legs and
wings to tiiis she submits for a short time,
;

when, uttering a peculiar

cry, called her
voice of sovereignty, she commands instant
attention and obedience, and is at once
freed from her assailants.
The cocoons spun by the maggots of the
workers and drones completely envelop the
chrysalis ; but that spun by the maggot of
the queen appears imperfect, covering only
the upper end of the chrysalis. It has been
supposed that they are thus designedly
exposed to the attacks of other queens, and
their destruction, before emerging, facilitated. When the chrysalis of the queen is
about to change to a perfect insect, the
bees make the cover of the cell thinner by
gnawing away part of the wax and with
so much nicety do they perform this operation, that the cover at last becomes pellucid, owing to its extreme thinness.
The combs of a beehive comprise a congeries of hexagonal cells, built by the bees
as a receptacle for honey, and for the nurseries of their young
each comb in a hive
is composed of 2 ranges of cells, backed
against each other. The base or partition
between this double row of cells is so disEosed as to form a pyramidical cavity at the
ottom of each.
There is a continued
series of these double combs in every wellfilled hive— the spaces between them being
just sufficient to allow two bees, one on the
surface of each comb, to pass without
touching.
Each cell is hexagonal, the 6 sides being
perfectly equal.
This figure ensures the
greatest possible economy of material and
space
the outer edges of the cells are
Slightly
thickened,
in
order to gain
strength
the same part is also covered
with a beautiful varnish, which is supposed
to give additional strength. The construction of several combs is generally going on
at the same time
no sooner is the foundation of one laid, with a few rows of cells
attached to it, than a second and a third are
founded on each side, pai'allel to the first,
and so on till the hive is filled—the combs
;

;

;

;

;

which were commenced first being always
in the most advanced state, and tlierefore
the

completed.
of every

first

The design

comb is sketched out,
first rudiments laid by a single bee.
foundress-bee forms a block out of a

and the

The

rough mass of wax, drawn partly from its
resources, but principally trom those
of other bees, which lurnisn wax trom sacs,
in which it has been secreted, that are situated between the segments of the body of
tlie bee
taking out the plates of wax with
their hind feet, and carrying it with their
fore feet to their mouths, where it is moistened, masticated, and rendered soft and
ductile. The foundress-bee determines the
relative position of the combs, and their
distance from each other, the foundations

own

;

which she marks serving as guides to the
ulterior labors of the wax-working bees,
and of those who build the cells, giving
them the advantage of the margins and
angles already formed. The mass of wax
prepared by the assistants is applied by the
foundress-bee to the roof or bottom of the
hive, and thus a slightly double convex
mass is formed ; when ot sufficient size, a
cell is sculptured on one side of it by the
bees, who relieve one another in the labor.
At the back, and on each side of this first
two others are sketched out and excavated. By this proceeding, the foundations
of two cells are laid the line betwixt them
corresponding with the centre of the opposite cells. As the comb extends, the first
excavations
are rendered
deeper
and
broader ; and when a pyramidal base is
finished, the bees build up walls from its
edges, so as to complete what may be
called the prismatic part of the cell.
The cells intended for the drones are considerably larger and more substantial than
those for the workers, and being formed
cell,

;

subsequently, they usually appear nearer
the bottom of the combs.
Last of all are built the royal cells for the
queens. Of these there are usually 3 or 4,
sometimes 10 or 13 in a hive, attached completely to the central part, but not unfrequently to the edge of the comb. The form
of the royal cells is an oblong, spheroid,
tapering gradually downwards, and having
the exterior full of holes. The mouth of
the cell, which is always at the bottom,
remains open until the maggot is ready for
transportation, and it is then closed like the
rest.
When the queen has emerged, the
cell in which she was reared is destroyed,
and its place is supplied by a range of common cells. The site of this range may be
always traced by that part of the comb
being thicker than the rest, and forming a
kind of a knot.
The common breedmg
cells of drones and workers are occasionally made the depositories of honey
but
the cells are never sufficiently cleansed to
preserve the honey undeteriorated.
The finest honey is stored in new cells
constructed for the purpose of receiving it,
their form precisely resembling that of the
common breeding-cells. The honey-cells
vary in size, being larger or smaller according to the productiveness of the sources
from which the bees are collecting, and
according to the season.
;

It is remarkable that all animals that
have been long under the protection of man

seem

to lose a part of their natural sagac-

In those countries where the bees are
wild, and unprotected by man, they are
ity.

always sure

to build their waxen cells in
the hollows of trees
but with us they
appear improvident of their choice, and the
first green branch whicli stops their flight
;

is

deemed

sufficient

for their

abode

It

does not even appear that the queen chooses
the place where they are to alight- for
numbers of the swarms, when they conceive a predilection for any particular
branch, spontaneously settle on it others
follow their example, and at last the queen
herself, finding tlie majority of the swarm
convened together, condescends to place
herself among them.
The queen beino:

of the swarm soon flock
around her and in about an hour the whole
body seems to be perfectly at rest.
When a hive sends out several swarms in
a year, the first is always the best, as well
for, having the
as the most numerous
greatest part of the summer before them,
they have the more time for making wax
and gathering honey, and consequently
their labors are the most valuable to their
settled, the rest
;

;

proprietor.
pally made

Though
up

the

swarm

is

princi-

younger bees, those of
all ages generally compose the number of
emigrants and as a single hive sometimes
contains upward of 40,000 inhabitants, such
a vast body may well be supposed to work
with great expedition.
Much might be said before exhausting
the interesting and instructive study of the
bee. We have in this article endeavored to
of the

;

point out those features of their social life
that are generally accepted by authority,
setting aside other and even marvelous
facts, which do not appear to be based on
sufficient evidence.
" It is not only an old saying but a
one, at the present day, that when

(1.)

common

a bee loses its sting, it dies. Probably this
has arisen from a personal gratification, but
From our observation, we think
is it so?
bees are not always disabled or mortally

wounded by

losing

their stings.

Many

we have had

bees continue to try to
sting us, also pass back to the hives and
among the bees as though not conscious of

times

We

know queens
lost their sting.
are not disabled to perform their duties by
losing a part, or the whole of her wings. A.
F. Moon records a case of a queen which
had left her sting in his hand, but she conhaving

tinued as fruitful as ever.

,

conceded by

all observing beequeen, or more properly speaking, the mother-bee is not the ruler, but the
ruled. She does not lead out the swarm,
but the swarm leads her out she is averse
to the bees building queen cells, and will
tear down, destroy and kill the young
queens while in embryo, unless watched,
ruled and prevented by the workers.—
When swarms issue, she does not come
forth of her own free will, but is pulled,
crowded and dragged out and many times
she tries to return, and sometimes succeeds.
She is the mother of all the community
when a hive is in a normal condition, but
when there is no queen nor eggs to raise
one from, they frequently have workers
which lay eggs that always develop into
(2.)

It is

men that the

;

;

workers which caress and feed her, just in
proportion to the

number

of eggs laid.

Drones never gather any honey, but
fill themselves before leaving the hive, and
return empty. At any time when honey
becomes scarce in the fields, the drones are
killed, as there is then no probability of
swarming, and consequently no young
queens to become impregnated the only
exception to this is in an abnormal colony
where there is not a fertile queen.
When drones are no longer needed
(5.)
(4.)

;

in the hive,

they are pushed, or dragged out

of the hive, their wings

gnawed

so that

may

not return, or even stung to death.
Occasionally a queen will lay some
(6.)
if so,
eggs before mating with a drone
they will all produce drones. Of those laid
after mating, produce mostly workers depending upon whether laid in drone or
worker cells and thus she continues from
4 to 5 years. Sometimes from old age or
injury, she lays eggs which hatch to drones.
The egg which is destined to produce a
queen is determined by the workers, and
not the queen, for any egg which will produce a worker will produce a queen, by
being given an abundance of room and food.
If so, from where are the eggs pro(7.)
cured to produce queens '? The same egg
that will produce a worker will, under
proper conditions, produce a queen.
Eliza, Mercer Co., 111.
D. D. Palmer.

they

;

;

Kretchmer's Feeder.

— Some of the

points claimed for this feeder by friend
"It will
Kretchmer, are as follows
:

do

all

that other

feeders

and has

do,

some advantages beyond even

It

that.

can be set in a common auger hole it
has a firm stand on the hive, and exthe VanDeusen
cludes light and rain
will let rain in around the feeder when
feeding from the outside and requires a
large hole
mine does not ventilate
when feeding, but can be used to close
the feed hole, or ventilate at pleasure
when not used as a feeder, allowing the
escape of foul air from the centre of the
hive, without admitting rain or light,
and is hence never glued up."
;

;

;

It can be obtained at this office.

drones.
(3.)

The queen

is

never accompanied by

a guard of 12 workers, neither more nor less
but apart of the time she is accompanied by
;

"

Red hot"

what everybody

calls the
this year. It has been
hotter than for years. The bees have, seemingly, enjoyed it.
is

weather of July,

^otcs*

J^oxvtlxeni
Improvement

of the Italian Bee.

The Question has been asked

:

"

Has the

Italian lioney-bee any fixed cliaraeteristic
mark, by which their purity can be ascer-

tained ?"

A German writer

of considerable distinc-

Mr. Gravenhorst, says " Italians are
pure when they bear distinctly and tixedly
tion,

the marks which distinguish those bees in
Italy and Italian Switzerland, in which they
have been found existing for centuries past,
unaided by special arts of cultivation, and
as they exist there at the present day."
To this class of districts belongs upper
Italy and Bellinzona, in the canton of
Tessin and Roveredo, in the canton of
Orisons, in Switzerland, the marks which
we find distinguishing the Italian bees
there. They invariably show three yellow
bands, distinctly impressed. The color of
these bands, (of which 2 are broad and 1 is
narrow,) varies somewhat, according to the
locality. In upper Italy, the color of the

bands is somewhat light, while in Tessin
and the Grisons it approaches more that of
the chestnut, in color. Some are yellow to
the extreme tips of the abdomen, while
others have bands less yellow or brownish,
and from the third abdominal segment their
color passes gradually into a darker shade.
Many of these queens produce princesses
all uniforniily alike, of yellow or brownish
color, whereas the daughters of others are
more or less dark, not resembling their
mother; but all the queens derived from
the districts named, without exception,
produce workers having yellow or brownish
(orange-colored) bands.
Such is the archetype of the Italian bee.—
All deviations therefrom are no longer
pure, whether passing in one direction or
another.
Our friend, and others, have
admitted that it was formerly customary to
maintain in Germany that there was in this
bee, even as obtained from Italy and Italian Switzerland, a slight dash of black
blood.
But our friend does not concede
this to be so now, but that in Italy and
Italian Switzerland an archetypical race has
been gradually formed
and, by careful
selection of queens for breeding, Italian
queens have been produced, whicli, as
regards their color and that of their progeny, are considerably lighter and handsomer than the original stock.
But he is also of the opinion that these
brighter and handsomer bees are the product of artificial, or rather scientific breeding and of the peculiar circumstances amid
which they came into existence, he says
" It is stated, that the young queens, now
bred in America, from imported stock, are
brighter-colored than their mothers, but can
by no means admit that these bees are
genuine Italians, because they lack the
;

;

:

genuine characteristic marks of real Italians. They are, if we so please to call them,
impi-oved Italians
or, they may be more
;

accurately named American Italians."
Dzierzon says, that by careful selection of

queens for breeding stock, he secured a
variety in his apiaries, which are prettier
or brighter than those procured from Italy
or Italian Switzerland. But that Uzierzon's
Italians, exclusively,
or those brighter
American Italians, alone are to be regarded
as genuine, is certainly not the fact. He
further says that the bright Italian has less
economic value, &c.
It is an altogether different matter, when,
from a large number of colonies, a selection
is made from among the oest marked bees
and queens, and the best, in all respects,
are taken to breed from. In this he admits
that no one has been more eminently
successful than Dzierzon. His long experience, and peculiar genius as an apiarist,
had enabled him to produce in his apiary
the most beautiful workers, combining at
the same time all the other desirable qualities^ and very distinguished specimens of
these so called "Italian queens."

BRIGHT ITALIANS

VS.

DAKK.

Although our friend admits that the peculiar genius of Dzierzon, as an apiarist,
has enabled him to combine all the desirable qualities of these

so called " Italian

queens," yet, he cannot concede that they
are genuine Italians.
Is it possible that our noted bee-keeper,
Dzierzon, never purchased any queens
from the districts above named, and he
the most noted bee-keeper in the old
country ?
It is possible that Dzierzon's
light colored Italian bees, and those bred in
America, even, from imported mothers, and
from the districts as above named by our
friend, and as nothing coming therefrom
but the "Simon pure," yet, he cannot
concede them to be pure, or genuine Italian
and calls them "Improved," or
bees,
" American Italians," from the fact that
they are lighter and more beautiful in
color, although they bear the 3 distinct
and uniform bands that the darker colored
ones do yet, they must be called improved
or American Italians!
Now, Mr. Editor, if you or our friend can
inform us which horn of the "dilemma" to
take, we would be glad. It is not the first
time that this matter has been jumbled up.
To what conclusion can the novice in apiculture come by reading the description
given of the pure Italian bee ? First, he
says, they invariably show 3 yellow bands,
(correct.) the color of these bands varies
according to locality. Would not the same
rule hold good when shipped to this country ? Our friend, perhaps, don't know, and
;

consequently calls them American Italians,
and not genuine.
Again, in upper Italy, the color of the
bands is some lighter, while in Tessin and
the Grisons it aijproaches more that of the
chestnut; and as it regards coloring, some
are yellow to the extreme tip of the abdomen, while others have bands, legs lellow
or brownish, and passes gradually into a
darker shade. He further admits that many
of these queens produce princesses, all
uniformily alike, of yellow or brownish
color whereas, the daughters of others are
more or less blackish or dark, not resemBut all the queens
bling their mothers.
from the district named will produce, with;
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out exception, workers having yellow, or
brownish (orange colored) bands.
Here we have several shades of color
given, as described and set forth by our
friend, which our experience carroborates.
As to their varying in color, we often think
of the description the old lady gave of her
Burkshire pigs. She said, " they were ring
streaked, and speckled, but she knew they
were pure, as they were bred in Ohio." So
with the Italian bees they vary from light
to dark, and some so very dark that they
show impurity. They seem to vary as
much in color as did the old lady's pigs.
But our friend has given us a very elaborate description of the place where the
Italian bee is found without spot or blemish.
As nothing is found in the districts named
but the pure Italian bee, we would advise
our importers to obtain bees from the dis*,

named.

tricts

We have bred the Italian bee from both
liome-bred and imported mothers, ever since
into this country
its first introduction
while a large majority of the queens bred
workers of uniform markings, viz.
with
3 yellow bands, but of various shades, as
well as various grades of color, we have
also found that the queens often differ,
as to color, as do the workers. So far as
it regards the economic value of them, Ave
have only found that it lies in the scale of
the color of them not in the superior
qualities, such as prolificness, hardiness
and their ability to store honey, &c. But
the beautiful, bright-colored Italian bee
finds much quicker sale than the dark and
the brighter the bee, the greater the value.
These bright Italian bees, although bred
direct from imported mothers, our friend
Gravenhorst calls imported, or American
Italians, and concedes them genuine, yet
admits that some of the queens, as found in
Italy, are yellow to the tips of the abdomen and from the description given of the
various colors, as produced from the different localities, that they, too, differ much.
The question will be asked, no doubt,
why Mr. Gravenhorst calls these bright, or
light-colored Italians impure, although bred
from imported mothers ? If the bright, or
light-colored Italian bee breeds her workers
xmiform in their markings, then they are as
pure, and we have very good reason to
believe purer than those of a much darker
strain. However, we will not argue this
further, but will say, if the description of
the Italian bee is correct from its first history there has been two classes or colors
described, the light and the dark and the
preference was given to the light golden
color, but not until within a few years
since the darker class has been largely
imported did we hear that they were superior to the brighter color, and we cannot
but think our friend in error, when he calls
the bright yellow Italian bee, as now bred
in this country, impure.
Can it be possible that the American beekeeper cannot tell when his bees are
;

:

—

;

;

;

;

—

uniform

in tiieir characteristic

marks,

when

a well known fact that America leads
the world in apiculture ?
About those queens producing princesses
uniformily, wiiiie others not duplicating
themselves at all, is evidence of their not
it is

having any fixed characteristic mark of
their own, as to duplicating themselves in
points of color. Here we agree with Mr.
Gravenhorst, and will further say that we
believe that neither Mr. Gravenhorst or any
other man can produce Italian queens that
will duplicate themselves every time in
their color.
It cannot be done with the
Italian bee any more than it can with the
human family
Take any Italian queen
and raise 25 queens from her, under any
circumstances, and some of the queens will
vary in shades of color. Well might friend
Dadant say he could not see how a lightcolored queen could produce dark-colored
daughters, and vice versa and suggest that
perhaps it was the honey, pollen, or the
weather being too wet or cold, the wind
blowing so, and so, or electricity. Why not
say they were reared in the wrong time of
!

;

the moo?}.?

From careful experience and observation,
we have found, while breeding from the
best imported Italian bees, that they will
produce queens all the way from a golden
color to a jet black
yes, even to a shining
black.
We have tested some of these
shining black queens, bred from imported
queens, from the districts described by our
friend, and found that they bred as bright
and uniform workers as any bees that we
have ever seen.
We once received a queen from Rev. A.
Salisbury, of Illinois
although quite a
small one, she bred the largest bees, and
was on'e of the most prolific breeders that
we ever saw. Her bees were as uniformily
marked as any could be, but her queens
were of different shades of color— all good
and she often bred a dark queen, black
as black could be ; and these black queens
produced the handsomest and brightest
workers we ever saw.
We received an order the other day for an
Italian queen
the order for which said,
" Send me a queen that will duplicate herself every time as to color, viz.: bright
yellow." He wanted no other. Well, we
could not fill this bill, and we did not
;

;

—

;

believe

any other man

we knew

of

none,

in

America could
was those
it

unless

spoken of by our friend, that produce prinIf such
cesses "all uniformily alike."
queens can be found, they will command
any price asked for them but they will not
be found in this generation.
;

ABE BEES PBOFITABLE ?
The above question is frequently asked,
and we can only reply "no and yes." If
bee-keepers insist on managing bees as did
their ancestors, they will find it a rather
discouraging task on the other hand, if
they will manage them under the new
system of bee-keeping, with a little knowledge of their habits and requirements, tlie
result must be one of profit and pleasure.
Remember, the very first element in successful bee-culture is an intimate knowledge of the bee, and this can not be acquired
in a day, although very easily learned
when the novice is ready and willing to
apply himself to the study and nature of
their wants and habits.
It can not be
acquired in a day from books. Every step
that is taken through the labyrinthian
;

mysteries of the bee hive, only fits and
qualifies for success in the enterprise.
We would recommend to beginners, if
profit be their object, to commence with
only a few colonies, in a good, simple,
This will enable
movable, frame hive.
them to often inspect the interior of the
hive, and every inspection will prove a
valuable lesson, and will enable them to
more wisely enlarge upon their investment
bearing in mind tliat strong swarms are
the ones that pay, and he should ever labor
to keep all in tliat condition. The beginner,
of course, has in his mind in wiiat special
product he will receive his profit bees or
honey. He must consider that one is at the
expense of the other. If he wishes a large
yield of honey, lie can not expect to
increase his stock so fast as if their stores
are left with them, and given to them in
artificial swarming, as every comb, wiiether
containing brood or honey, adds great
The apiarist is
strength to the colony.
laberlng for dollars and cents, and the
greatest amount tiiat can be procured from
a single colony.
Then the question is, "bees or honey ?"
If bees exclusively, then at the expense of
the surplus honey and by artificial swarming, they can, in a good honey season,
increase their stocks very rapidly.
But

ity of the colony, and the profit of the beekeeper.
In the question of profitable bee culture,
there is involved a question of resources.
The floral treasures of the country musfbe
taken into consideration. There are portions of our country where bee-keeping
would not prove so successful.
very
little portion of it but a few colonies may
be kept for the benefit of the family.
have hardly made a commencement upon
the honey capital of the country, and the
large amount that is yearly gathered, is but
a drop saved from that yearly going to waste.
Where honey plants are not a natural
growth, we have many kinds of plants that
are soon brought to yield a large amount of
honey. All that is required is a little
trouble in sowing and setting out trees,
that will soon pay largely for the honey
alone. The linden tree will grow in almost
any soil, and yields largely in honey of the

always keep colonies strong.
"But," says one, "we want honey."
Then you must proceed in a different way.
If honey be the object, you will need all
the bees that your hive will produce, kept
at home, for surplus honey. Besides, your

Bee Pasturage in the South.

—

—

A

We

finest quality.

Commence on

a small scale
study the
of the bee, and with
interest and energy the beginner will be
likely to succeed eveiy time.
Rome, Ga.
A. F. Moon,
;

habits and nature

;

hive must possess

capacity to

sufficient

engage all the bees in labor. Room must
be given for a strong and constantly
increasing force of workers, or they will be
compelled to either leave for the woods or
to hang idly outside of their hive, simply
for the want of room. The beginner should
that the greatest number of bees
that they can keep at work in the boxes,
the larger amount of honey he will receive
colony of bees in the
for his trouble.
spring, with a plenty of honey, brood and
will
very
apt
to give their owner
bees,
be
100 tts. of honey in a good season.

remember

A

For a beginner to produce such results,
he will, of course, need to study the best
way of applying boxes, that his bees may
have the greatest facility for their work.—
We manage them in this way Put on the
boxes as soon as the bees begin to work in
the spring. As soon as they get fairly at
work in the boxes, building comb, raise up
the boxes and place an empty set underneath them. This will draw up nearly all
the surplus bees, uniting their work with
boxes and hive, thus giving the queen full
control of the brood-nest, which, if not
given, the workers would occupy too much
:

From Our Home Journal.

Apiculture in the South could be

much more profitable

if

made

more attention were

paid to the cultivation of the honey proThe principal source of
ducing plants.
honey in the States south of Tennessee are
the fruit blossoms in early spring—the
Black Gum {Myssa MuUiflora,) wliich
the tulip
yields large quantities of honey
tree, and a few other flowering trees and
;

We

have no
plants of minor consideration.
large fields of clover, no basswood groves,
have a few
no acres of buckwheat.
bees in old boxes, logs and kegs, stowed
away among the weeds, and often by piles
If, perchance,
of promiscuous rubbish.
they make their unworthy owners a few
pounds of surplus honey they are considered to have " done well ;" but if they fall
a prey to neglect and the worm, they are
set down as " unprofitable servants." No
one can expect to breed and rear fine stock
without tliorough attention. He must provide for all their wants. He should have
his fields of corn, oats and grass. The bee
It does not and
is no exception to the rule.

We

of it for honey, thereby lessening the
strength of the colony or causing them to

cannot gather honey from every opening
They
flower, as many persons suppose.
need proper pasturage. It is impossible for
bees to be any source of profit in a section
of country where there are few honeyyielding plants. It should be the duty of
every bee-keeper to cultivate as many of
such plants as possible.
White clover will grow and do well in

swarm

most

out.

We keep adding boxes as above described

we often have from 4 to 6 set on at a
Adding boxes in this way, the surplus honey is nearly all stored above, and
the queen, with a sufficient force, will
manage matters below. Following this
plan, a large force of workers is continually
being added, wliich is the life and prosper-

until
time.

all portions of the South, if the ground
well prepared, and not too sandy or poor.
Where shade trees are to be planted in our
yards, or along our lanes or highways, it
would be best to plant such as make good,
bee pasturage. The Linden is a tree to be
This is a tree
particularly recommended.
of quite rapid growth, fine foliage, beautiful appearance, and makes a good shade.
is

It grows and thrives well in Middle Georgia, and I liave no doubt would do well in

any portion of the South. Last season the
writer sowed a plat of ground to buckwheat
in the middle of July, which made a fair
show, but had it been sown in August or
the first of September, it would have done

My bees luxuriated on it as long as
blossomed. My experience is against the
opinion that has been advanced, that the
buckwheat is worthless in the South as
a houey plant. All honey-producing flowers, in every country, are liable to vary in
the amount of their saccharine secretion
with the peculiarities of the season. Hence,
because a flower fails to yield its sweets
one season, is no reason why it may not
abundantly do so the next. Catnip (Nepeta
Cataria) is also rich in honey, and should
be planted in every nook and corner, in all
of the out of the way places.
The writer would suggest to all beekeepers to take note of all plants that bees
frequent. Note the time of commencement
of bloom and the duration, also the approximate increase of honey stored during the
time such plants are visited by the bees.—
Observations of this kind, made as carefully as possible, would do much to advance
Jbee-culture in the South.
better.
it

J. P.

H. Brown.

For the American Bee Journal.

Standard of Purity.
The call for a standard of purity in the
Italian honey bee is a move in the right
direction, and should never be dropped
until the desired end is attained and the
rcsultpublished in the form of propositions,
by which dealers in Italian bees are to be

governed. We give the following
The queen's abdomen, a bright yellow
and tipped with black, with or without
black points on the back. In workers, the
first band next to the thorax very narrow
the second one broad, and separated from
the first by a very narsow black ring tlie
third and last, not so broad as the second,
but well defined
the yellow free from
mottles, and the bees in the same colony
uniformily marked, though the shade of
color in different colonies may vary from a
pale, light yellow to a heavy leather color.
jDrones more abruptly marked than workers
the bands not so uniform, and intersperced with black clouds with well defined
margins the under surface of the abdomen
:

;

;

;

;

;

yellow.

The above

is our standard of purity.
Before leaving the subject, we wish to call

attention more closely to some peculiar
markings of workers and drones
The
exterior of the abdomen of each is composed of segments. In the Italian worker,
the first ?} of these segments are a bright
yellow. The posterior margin of each is
marked by a black border, which separates
the yellow into 3 bands in the pure stock.
The' remaining segments are black, the
middle of each is marked by a copious
growth of yellow or light colored hair or
down, and when the down is verj' ligiit on
the bees, some call them albinos.
:

Diametrically opi)Osed to the above is the
markings of the drones. As with the workers, the first three segments are principally
yellow, but contrary to them the black
border is on the anterior margin of these
segments. Want of prominence in the first
segment makes it hardly diseernable. In the
second segment the black anterior border
stands out boldly, while the remaining pai't
of the segment is yellow. In the third segment the black border is overlapped by the
yellow of the second and does not appear so
bold as the preceding, while the remainder
of the segment is intermingled with yellow
and black and at the same time overlaps the
next. These give to Italian drones that
peculiar marking which tends to excite admiration. The remaining segments may
slightly share the yellow on their posterior

margins.
Culleoka, Tenn., July

S.

From

What

is

D.

McLean.

9, 1878.

the

Home Journal.

Honey-Dew ?

Honey-dew is a substance— not an element, but composed of elements. These
elements must be compounded somewhere.
The composition takes place in plants.
Every plant is a laboratory within itself.
All our sugars and sweets come from
plants, and are taken into the plants in an
elementary form through the leaves.
Plants, like animals, are so organized as
to throw off by excretion excessive matter.
They sometimes imbibe too much of the one
element, or too little of the other, and for
want of proportion of the elements, assimilation is retarded, and then the plant
relieves itself by excretion. An undue proportion of the azotized and the unazotized
substances causes our large forests of oak,
hickory, and many other trees to excrete
that sweet, gummy substance, known as
honey-dew. It is this that causes the grass
of the broad Western prairies to become so
gummy as to adhere to the feathers of the
wild turkeys and other birds that wade
through it, till they cannot fiy. It is this
chemical derangement of plants that causes

honey-dew.
Says Langlois
dry sunnner in
linden tree

:

"I observed, during the

1843, that the leaves of

the

became covered with a

thick,
sweet liquid, in such quantity that for several hours of the daj'^ it ran ofl: the leaves
Many kilogrannnes
like drops of rain.
might have been collected from a moderatesized linden tree.
In Grisen, Mr. Trapp possesses a clero-

deyidron frangrmis, ^rowinff in the house
it exudes on the surface of its leaves, in
September, large, colorless drops, which
form regular crystals of sugar candy upon
drying showing the change proportional
of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen as the
season changes and the organic activity of
The proportion is not
the leaf changes.
assimilable nor nutritious to the plant the
plant organs in their functions excrete it.
Thus we have honey-dew, a product of
plants by chemical derangement.
" In a hot sunnner, when
Says Liebig
the deficiency of moisture prevents the
;

;

;

:

absorption of alkalies, we observe the
leaves of the liine tree, and of other trees,
covered with a tiiick liquid, containing a
the carbon of this
large quantity of sugar
sugar must, without doubt, be obtained
from the carbonic acid of the air. The generation of the su«4ar takes place in tlie
and all the constituents of the
leaves
leaves, including the alkalies and alkaline

^OXCXQU ^oUs.

;

;

earths,

must

participate

in

effecting its

Sugar does not exude from
formation.
and this leads us
leaves in moist seasons
to conjecture that the carbon which appeared as sugar in the former case would have
been applied in the formation of other constituents of this tree, in the event of its
having had a free and unimpeded circula;

tion."— ylgrr. Chem,, page 1.S5.
" The assimilation of substances generated in the leaves will depend on the quantity of nitrogen contained in the food. When
a sufficient quantity of nitrogen is not
present to aid in the assimilation of the
substances destitute of it, these substances
will be separated as excrements from the
The
barks, roots, leaves and branches.
exudation of manile, gum and sugar in
plants,
cannot
and
healthy
trees
and
strong
be accredited to any other cause." Liebig.
Many other scientific and agricultural
chemists have written similarly touching
this subject and I think it is well substantiated that honey-dew is a production of
plants, and is exuded by plant force not
insects. That honey-dew falls, that it is
extracted by puncture of insects, and the
many other ways equally fallacious— is
argued by too many who are well capacitated to know better, if they were only more
thoughtful and investigative and less willing to be deceived.
K.
Smith's Grove, Ky., July 8, 1878.
;

—

Chattanooga, Tenn.
question has been often asked, 'Will
queens sting ?' I will give my experience
"

The

:

Last summer, while experimenting with
virgin queens, I noticed, on two or three
occasions, while holding them between my
thumb and finger, they would curve their
abdomen and thrust their stings out just as
a worker would under similar circumstances. I was always very careful that the
sting should not come in contact with my
fingers. Although I have never been stung
by one, yet, to judge from their actions, I
should say emphatically that a virgin queen
ivlll sting if provoked."
H. C. Dodge.

1^ About the first of

June, friend J.
was taken
sick, and has been bed-ridden ever
since. We learn with regret that he is
still very weak.
Had this sickness not
intervened, he would, we hope, ere this
liave fixed up that matter of which

W. Winder,

of Louisiana,

May last. The
Ameiucan Bee Journal neither ap-

Novice complained

in

proved the attack by Novice, nor the
defense by Mr. Winder.
moral obligation can never be liquidated by
malice, neither can it be paid by quietly
submitting to real or supposed abuse.

A

Italian Bees in Australia.
In a Californfa paper we notice a letter
from Queensland, Australia, from the Hon.
Angus Mackay, concerning the successful
introduction of Italian bees into that
section of Australia. The editor remarks
" For many years past, efforts have been
:

made

to introduce them, but they failed to
'cross the waters' alive, when Mr. Mackay
here, as Queensland's Commissioner, he desired us to prepare one of our
best stocked hives, that he might take them
on with him. We, therefore, selected one
of our largest and best colonies, having
ample brood comb and a full stock of
honey we prepared it with a fine wire
cage on top with holes for the bees to pass
up for air, and made all the needed fixtures
to have it go on safely ; but, however care-

was with us

;

ful our tvork may have been done, we
accord to our honored friend's continued
care of the bees on the voyage their final
grand success. Mr. Mackay took them into
his state-room and had them lashed to the
side safely, and on pleasant and calm sea
days rolled them out on deck to give them
air.
Mr, Mackay watched his 'pets 'with
great care and kindness he did his work
with the bees as he had performed all his
duties as the Commissioner, faithfully and
splendidly, and hence the success.

—

A

Cure of Foul Brood.

On June 21st, I discovered tliat a colony
received from Baron Kotscliultz, of Posendorf, Carniolia, had be(.H)nu^ foul broody.—
few days after its arrival, in spite of
feeding, the number of bees did not increase. But as foul brood is unknown here,
and I had never seen this malady, I thought

A

that the small quantity of the brood, the
lack of industry and desire to build combs,
were the result of weakness or old age of
the queen ; and I resolved to replace her,
on tiie first opportunity, by giving the
colony a queen cell. I gave the colony some
brood from other hives, but the sickness of
the colony increased, and seemed to come
from the' fermentation of a liquid substance. Then 1 resolved to further examine

the hive.
I saw that the bees were mainly on the
brood comb that I had given them, and that
the brood which came with the bees, from
that
Posendorf, was altogether isolated
the capping of a dozen cells were deeply
all
the
in
that
honey
the
pressed down
uncapped cells (there were no other in the
hive) was fermenting, and that the bad
smells came from the combs from Posendorf. I cut with a penknife some of the
cells whose cappings were pressed down,
and saw the brown matter they contained.
;

;

Then

I

discovered the cause— foul brood.

had on hand a little salicylic acid—
Then my
substance which is very dear.
I

270

eyes met a vessel full of soda. Soda stops
fermentation more readily than salicylic
acid. I resolved to try soda, before getting
salicylic acid.
I prepared a pailful of a
strong solution of soda and water, warmed
by the sun. The first frame was dipped in
the solution several times, together with its
few bees swam, the
bees and honey.
others clung firmly to the comb and were
put back with it in the hive. I gathered the
swimming bees with a skimmer, and put
them in the sun to dry. None of them
perished
and after a few moments all
returned to the hive.
Fermentation and
smell disappeared immediately from the
immersed combs.
After this, I dipped in the soda, all the
combs coming from Posendorf, with their
bees and all. The queen had fled to the
sound combs that I had given to the colony.
Mr. L. Krancher, publisher of the Bienenfreund, visited my bees and also noticed
the foul state of this hive.
A few days
after, I resolved to bathe the queen in
alkaline water, when I noticed her foul
smell. For the bath I used 250 grammes
(about 9 ounces) of carbonate of sodium, in
a pail of water, containing 8 or 10 litres,
(quarts), in which I mixed a little salicylic

A

;

acid"

bee-keeping with on a small scale, and as
skill

and knowledge

numbers

increase,

increase.
The fear of being stung deters
many from keeping bees who would other-

wise gladly engage in it
and really, to
some, the sting of a bee is no small matter.
To have one's eyes closed up for a day or
two, and perhaps suffer with a severe headache the while, is by no means pleasant.
This, however, can be avoided by providing
one's self with veil and gloves.
A cheap and easy way to make a bee veil,
Procure
and as good as any, is as follows
a piece of plain, coarse, black cotton bobinet, sew it up as a sack, run a draw string
in the end, which can be tied roun^ the
crown of the hat— any kind will answer
put a string in the lower end also, to tie
round the neck, or simply tuck it in around
;

:

the neck, which will answer quite as well.
Should a bee strike the veil with the intention of stinging, the brim of the hat will
hold it at sufficient distance from the face
to render it impossible for it to reach one.
Gloves can be rubber, or thick, coarse,
home-knit woolen gloves, wet in cold
water previous to using.
Theoest thing 1 ever tried for a bee sting,
to neutralize the poison and relieve the
pain, was lye soap or common soda either
;

The result
The smell of

complete, so far, July 15.
the hive is normal the brood
is fast spreading
there is now capped
honey in the hive
the bees now show
some readiness to sting they had none
when they were sick the pressed cells, that
I had opened before bathing, liave disappeared to such an extent that it is
impossible to detect one, even with the
most careful search and the bees begin to
is

;

;

;

;

;

;

their empty frames with comb.
This remedy seems more advantageous
than the solution of salicylic acid not only
on account of its cheapness— 10 centimes (2
cents), instead of 3 francs (75 cents)— but
also on account of its prompt effect. Instantly the queen, bees, honey, brood,
combs, frames, and everything was purified
fill

;

—

of the disease.

This remedy was not only administered
externally, but as the bees were compelled
to suck the lye mixed with the honey, the
disease was annihilated in their stomachs.
The bathed bees were also purified externally. The drying of the wet bees and of
the combs was soon completed by the warm

weather. That the bath kills the uncapped
brood, is of very little consequence, when
compared with the other advantages of this
remedy.-^. C. Kermann, of Thurm, in

Deutscher Bienenfreund.

a

Woman knows

Keeping

in

Gazette.

about Bee-

South Australia.

"Granger Kate" discusses this subject
Southern Farmer. She says a good

in the

many

things that apply here as well as
there but unfortunately the grub has come
in upon our hives and destroys our calculations unless
the utmost vigilance is
;

employed.
It requires

Gentleness and the judicious use of a
little smoke, are the most effectual bee
charms. No one should attempt to keep
bees in anything but movable frame hives.
The time to make bee-keeping successful
and profitable in the old logs and boxes is
gone. They afford too many hiding places
for the moth and its progeny of worms, and
make it too difficult, indeed next to an imA good,
possibility, to exti'icate them.
plain, moveble frame hive, well painted,
will last a long time. In reality, there is
no such thing as a moth-proof hive, and he
who sells one as such is either an ignoramus or something worse. Common sense
will teach anyone that where a bee can
The secret of
enter, a moth can enter.
success in keeping down moths is to keep
strong,
in close, wellfull
and
your colonies
made hives, and the bees will attend to the
other part of the business themselves. The
bee-keeper is rich in proportion to the
strength of his colonies, and not the number of his hives. If one wishes bees to do
well, by all means keep the colonies strong.
«

I

mm

1

1
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Foreign Items.

GLEANED BY FUANK BENTON.

From Dom. Poultry

What

will do.

but a small capital to start

Artificial Combs.— M. Junger, of Jaillien, writes to the editor of UApiculteur,
Paris, as follows: "I send you a little
box containing a sample of artificial comb.
As you can see the affair is still in its infancy, but it will grow. I have only made
the cells on one side. What I am trying to
determine is whether it is possible practically to make wax combs resembling very
closely natural combs. So far good; I have

proved that one can make combs somewhat

like those constructed by bees, so far as regards dimensions and construction. In another package I will send you a sample
having cells on both sides. Tliis indicates
the truth of what the abbot Webber has
asserted for two years, namely, that the production of artificial comb as it is now made,
that is with only the middle wall or septum
is still in its infancy."
L' Apiculteur says
the comb made by M. Juuger is excellent,
and gives hopes of a work similar to that of
the bees.

—

" Still another remedy for the
Stings.
certain cure of bee stings! Take a fresh
tomato leaf, crush it, and rub upon the part
stung. The pain will disappear immediately, and without the slightest trace of
swelling. We would like to be able to transmit to posterity the name of the discoverer
of this

method."—i'yljJtcuttcitr.

M. E. Fkancois, of Catillon, France, has
published a 16-page pamphlet entitled
"JVoMVcJ Aperc\h sur les Abeilles," for
some years. In the last number, which is
full of strange statements, M. Francois says
there are male bees of two kinds: "Female
males and male males." He " has seen
males lay."

Merited Honors.— Herr Gustav

Budie-

gizki. President of the " Society for the elevation of bee-culture in Bohemia," spoke as

follows at the Carlsbad Convention:

"Di-

rector of Chancelory Cori, of Breux, Bohemia, has, in union with the worthy Count

Kolowrat, Krakowsky, rendered very great
service by the importation, acclimation, culture and introduction of the valuable Cyprian bees, and therefore I cannot refrain
from expressing publicly ray thanks to the
noble Count, and, as President, in behalf of
the Association, to bestow upon Ilerrn Cori
the diploma betokeningthe highest honors."
This gentleman made the following reply:
"Highly esteemed officers of the Association: Words to give fitting expression to my
thanks and to the feelings of my heart for
this

unexpected lionor,

fail

me. The worthy

Association will, however, accept in return
my warmest assurance that I will further
work for and serve its interests so far as
time, opportunity and strength are granted
me." [Applause.]

One cannot help but wonder if the beekeepers of America will as readily give

proper credit to the worthy gentlemen in
Massachusetts who have been enterprizing
enough to bring the Cyprians to America.

For the American Bee Journal.

Hannemann's Bee

Sieve.

Mr. Hannemann, a German bee-keeper
residing in Southern Brazil, writes in substance the following to Herrn R. Mayerhoeffer, editor of ^^Der Bienenvater,
of

Prague, Bohemia:

"In districts where bees swarm so often
that the bee-keeper is compelled to kill a
number of his colonies every autumn, this
sieve is of great use. Swarming should be
hindered in colonies that are intended for
honey-producing. But weak colonies cannot be used for this purpose, and here comes
in the use of the sieve. It is better to have
a few colonies in an excellent condition than
many in poor condition. I can secure the
conditions for honey-storing if I separate
the queens from the bees designed for
honey-gathering, by inclosing the former in
cages placed in the center of the hive, so as
Mr. Hannemann
to hinder brood-rearing.
uses hives containing 11,000, 13,000, and
31,000 cubic inches respectively, containing
11, 13, and 143^ kilogrammes of bees. During
1876 he made a large hive containing a space
of 31,500 cubic inches and placed therein 36
kilogrammes of bees. This hive furnished
ai4 kilogrammes of comb honey and 9)4
kilogrammes of clear wax. Of course I divide my bees in stock hives. The giant
colonies in these honey-producing hives
have lost their bees by the end of the harvest, but I have no more need of them for it
was the harvest I wished to secure. The
queens, however, having been kept from
laying during the season, are at its end in
good condition and prolific."
I think Mr. Hannemann's system would
be very good for all countries where bees
swarm considerable and where a good pasturage without interruption exists. It must
be best adapted to the Southern States and
California. I request my bee-keeping brethlen to experiment in this direction and send

me their reports,
to the

Journal.

communicate them

or else

R.

Mayekhoeffer.

Manual, of the Apiary, by A. J. Cook,
Professor of Entomology in the Michigan
State Agricultural College. Second edition,
revised, enlarged, mostly re-written and
beautifully illustrated. Published by T. G.
Newman & Son, Chicago. This work is
exceedingly valuable, indeed, indispensable, to apiarists, as it contains the latest
discoveries and most recent improvements
in methods of apiarian management and
bee-keeping apparatus.— Foice of Masonry.
The honey bee has come to the front with
the purfume of summer flowers, and one of
its best friends, A. J. Cook, professor of
entomology, in the Michigan State Agricultural College, has written its history, its
habits and its home and how to tame it— in
a handsome bound volume, amply
ted.— C/iicago Daily Post.

illustra-

©orvespondciicc*

extracted all the honey in the beginning of
the buckwheat season, so they wintered ou
it.
I got in all, of extracted honey, 377 lbs.
7 oz
with comb honey I was not very successful but few would work in sections ;
from my best colony I got 72 Bbs. and 13 oz.
In all I got of comb honey was 138 lbs. and
14 oz. I think I could get 300 or 400 fts.
more of buckwheat honey, had 1 time to
extract it.
;

For the American Bee Journal.

A Young

Man's Experience.

My information in apiculture began with
the winter of 1876, when I began perusing
" Quinby's Mysteries of Bee-keeping ;" and
purchased 10 colonies of hybrids "in boxhives. I transferred them in the latter part
of April, 1877, to the Langstroth and Quinby
hives, but 3 of them had dwindled.
In
June, I received 3 more in place of them.
On May 26, 1 divided one of the strongest,
so as to obtain queen cells and queens for
other colonies wlien I divided them. In 10
days afterwards, I took out 10 queen cells,
leaving 1, out of the 16 started 9 days before.
Four of the cells were used in "dividing,
while 6 were put into nuclei hives. I also
made colonies by taking 2 frames with some
brood, and putting them into an empty hive
and introducing a queen cell or queen.—
Sometimes I had to strengthen them with a
frame of brood. Keeping reserved frames
in nuclei hives, during the season, I found
profitable.
Colonies were also made in
August, when buckwheat was yielding
bountifully, and did well.
As

I

was working

at

home, for father,

I

intended not to let a colony swarm naturally but on the 30th, of August, as I was
extracting, I found a double handful swarm
on the cross-bar that holds the boards
which covers the bee hives and, not expecting a swarm at that time of the season, I
brushed them off but they flew back to
their place again. I went on extracting,
but a few minutes after, they appeared like
a swarm in the air, and soon settled on the
board that shaded the hives then I tried to
catch the queen she flew up in the air and
back to the bees several times before I
could cage her. Only 1 drone accompanied
the swarm. I put the little swarm into an
empty hive with a couple of frames of
brood and bees, and gave them a good
smoking when uniting them, giving them
a frame of brood every few days, until their
hive was full.
They became one of my
;

;

;

;

;

strongest.
I got some comb foundation, which I
liked very much. I tacked a strip of pasteboard with the edge of the comb foundation
to the under side of the upper bar in the
frame. In putting surplus boxes and sections for surplus honey, I discarded the
honey board, believing they will work
faster, and go up into the boxes sooner
when it is removed. I also learned that
taking a section of comb and putting it
between empty sections will make bees go

;

commenced

this season with 8 colonies,
in Langstroth hives
next
all be transferred to the
Langstroth hive. There are but few beekeepers here, only one in this vicinity who
applies science to apiculture. To "Langstroth, on the Honey Bee," and the American Bee Journal I am indebted for many
valuable hints in apiculture. Long may the
I

most of them

;

season they will

Journal wave

T.

!

Dustrude.

Avon, Wis.
For the American Bee Journal.

Bright

Wax

Sheets.

Dear Editor.
this letter, I

In the same mail with
send you a sample of sheets of

wax. Some of it is pressed in a pair of
rude plaster dies, by myself. This wax is
quite different from the foundation on the
market, being harder, not so easily melted,
lighter in color and not having so mucli
odor. It is made exclusively from white
clover, being melted from caps that are
shaved off in extracting. It does not get
brittle by chewing
it does not stretch in
cool weather, and in moderately thick
sheets, the size of the sample, has stood the
hot weather with very little sagging. It
can be pressed in beautiful sheets for the
section boxes, almost as thin as paper and
such sheets my bees have thinned out, in a
;

;

number

of cases, until the difference between that and natural comb is imperceptible.
I would like some information as to the
qualities of wax from different parts of the
country. Is it well known that the fat of
animals varies in quality with the kinds of
food ? I suppose it is similar with the wax
secreted by the honey bee.
I have tried several methods of strengthening foundation, to prevent sagging in
warm weather. The most feasible appears
to be to insert waxed threads, or narrow
ribbons of strong, thin paper between thin
sheets of wax, and then run through the
machine. The sheets that I pressed in flat
dies adheres well, and the bees draw out
the cells without cutting out the paper.—
Possibly threads might be worked in by the
roller machines, by simply laying them
upon the sheet of wax before running

up immediately.

through.

got but very little honey from fruit
blossoms.
White clover commenced to
bloom June 10, but there is not much of it
in this vicinity.
Basswood bloomed the
2lst of July, lasting only about a week.—
The bees were busy on it while it lasted.—
Just as the basswood season ended, buckwheat began, and lasted 5 weeks, yielding
abundantly. It was from buckwheat that I
got most of the honey this season.
I

I have one beautiful straight sheet of
comb, in which are 4 thin strips of wood, to
which the foundation was fastened. The
strips of wood were put upright in a Langstrotli frame, about 4 inches apart, and the
foundation lapped on them and fastened
with a little melted wax. It came within
half an inch of the bottom bar, the strips
resting upon the bottom. There could be
no sagging in this case, and the comb was

We

built out over the sticks and finished up in
worlinianlllie order.
Wm. C. Pelham.
Mason Co., Ky., June 1878.

[The sheets

wax

of

are of very bright

and almost odorless.—

color, quite brittle,

Being pressed

in plaster moulds, of course
the corrugations are not as perfect as those
made by roller machines. Ed.]

trace of impurity out of them then we will
see one of the finest races of bees in the
world, that will breed queens, workers and
drones, constant in markings, color, size,
&c. The majority of my queens produce
beautiful workers and drones, but the
queens themselves are rather dark and the
drones are not as uniform as I would like
;

them

For the American Bee Journal.

The Standard
Friend

Newman

of Excellence.

:— The highest

standard of excellence to which Italian bees can
and should be bred, according to my ideas,
would be about as follows, commencing
with the
Queen. She should be a bright yellow
in color, good size, with large, strong wings
and legs. Her queen progeny, when reared
naturally, or under the swarming impulse,
should be exact duplicates of their mother.
The Woi!kei:8 should show 3 very distinct, bright golden bands. The wider the
third band, the purer I think them to be.—
If the dark edge on the bands can be bred
can be done, all the
off, which I think

—

better.

They

sliould

have

large,

long,

tapering bodies, wings coarse and strong,
and be very gentle to handle, and Industrious.

Drones

:

—Now

I

think

we come

of the severest and best tests of

all.

to

one

They

should have 3 wide, golden bands, and
every drone be alike, as uniform in color
and markings as are tlie workers. When I
say 3 bands, I mean that each of the 3 bands
be yellow its full width. Merely 3 narrow, brassy streaks won't do at all. The
larger we can breed the drones, the better.
Brother bee-keepers, how can we expect
improvement, as long as we allow these
poor, little, insignificant drones, with perhaps one and two, narrow, brassy, hair
streaks to mate our queens ? We stand in
our own liglit, just so long as we allow it.
This is no theory with me, but practice, as
my bees will show. I have made great
Improvement in my bees, during the last

and hope to see the day when
I have will come up to this
standard, as a few I now have does.

few

years,

every colony

To prevent useless correspondence, I will
say that I have no queens of this kind to
Must keep them for " seed," as
sell yet.
queen mothers, as well as mothers of those
fine drones.

Will some of the knowing ones please
explain through the Journal, why Italian
queens do fiot, and if they sliould not produce drones as even in color and markings
as are the workers, when it is claimed that
the drones are the true offspring of the
queen, and are not affected in the least by
tne drone that impregnates the queen ?
Gentlemen, speak out. Give us your ideas

upon

this matter.

My opinion

is that the Italian bee is not
a pure race at all but I am very sure that
by careful selection we can breed them up
to perfection, carrying along all the good
qualities, hardiness, prolificness, size, color,
gentleness, &c., until finally we breed every
;

yet.
will be the first one to offer queens
to this standard ? Time only will tell.—

Who
up

We hear

of drones wit'.i " red heads " and
" gray heads," and 1 often find them not
only with "red heads," but their whole
bodies red.
Being of one solid color
throughout, they look beautiful among the
yellow workers.
Hoping to see through
the Journal the ideas of others on this

subject, I will close.

Jos.

Elizabethtown, Ind., July

M. Brooks.

4, 1878.

[Friend Brooks sent a few of his "fancy"
drones to this office. They look nice, with
their "three golden bands," while living,
but after death they lose their charms like
all other " things terrestrial," and appear
just about like "the common herd." We
have some in one of our colonies that look
just like them. Perhaps it is just about
right to have the subject of "tlie improvement of the race" discussed now and, if
possibJe, let the most remote traces of impurity be rooted out, breeding this race of
bees up to perfection. We fully believe
that the time is not far distant when the
American strains of Italian bees will be
sought after the world over— for in no other
country are they devoting so much attention
to scientific bee culture, or the improvement
of the race. Let us give the subject a full
and free discussion. Ed.]
;

For

tlie

American Bee Journal.

Rust's Excelsior Bee Hive Entrance.
I claim for this entrance as follows
1.
Its wide and easy range of adjusta:

bility.

By simply

operating

the

wire

handle,

by drawing

as far as possible to you, you
then have it closed so that workers only

can pass

;

this

is

to shut the drones out

too numerous. Now push }4 of an
inch, and you close it entirely up, with but
very little ventilation ; this is for moving.—
Push 3^ of an inch more and you open 4
holes ; this is to be used when there is
Push }4 of an inch
danger of robbers.
more, and you open 16 holes for general use,
when not too hot nor too cold. Push 3^ of
an inch, and you have but one hole open,
with half as much ventilation as when the
16 holes are open ; this is used to prevent
robbing in the worst cases.
Push }4 of an
inch, as far now as you can, and but 2 holes
this is to prevent robbing
are left open
when they are not too mad.
When more ventilation than can pass
through the holes is wanted, the whole

when

;

entrance can be turned up enough to suit,
or entirely up, so that the whole entrance
in the hive is open.
2.
Tlie ease with which it is attached to
any hive witli open entrance like the
Langstroth.
All that is necessary to fit and attach it to
a hive is to measure the length it should be,
and tiien cut the fartlier end from the wire
off with a pair of shears. It should be }^ of
an inch sliort. Bore a gimlet hole thi'ough
where it wants to be, to admit the wire
handle pass the wire tln-ough the hole and
drop the entrance on the bottom of the
hive now with a brad-awl bore holes for
the staples, put the staples in as close as
you can and allow the entrance to turn
readily, and the job is done.
Fort Worth, Texas. Albekt D. Rust.
,

;

;

[ We have before us one of these Entrance
Regulators.
It is ingenious, and is well
The greatest
described by friend Rust.
objection to it, that we can see, is its liability to prove a Guillotine for many a hapless
It is easily operated, and without
bee.
such danger, it might be a convenient
Entrance Regulator.— Ed.]

well. If neither be at hand, they will raise
one from the brood supplied to them from

the old hive.
When the operation is commenced, place
the new hive close to the old one, giving
each one-half of the old location. Then

move them a little further apart, until
they are in a suitable position.
When several colonies are to be divided,
a better plan is to prepare several nuclei
colonies in advance, placing them into fullsized hives, and then take a frame of brood
with adhering bees from each of the old
colonies, giving these frames to the nucleus
colonies, and thus obtain increase without
swarming.
Every beginner should procure a good
Manual, and study it well, not only to master the subject theoretically, but to have
authority at hand at all times to consult,
whenever matters occur in the apiary with
which he or she may not be practically
familiar.—Ed.]
daily

For the American Bee Journal,
Artificial
"

My

Swarming.

A

Plea in Favor of the Italian Bee.

bees are doing nicely, only I can't

keep them from swarming. Please give us
more light on artificial swarming through
the JouKNAL. I have gathered a great deal
of information from it, but need more. If I
could have swarming under my control, I
would consider bee-keeping an independent
business. It is very annoying to get bees
down from trees 20 or 30 ft. high, and they
seem to swarm more on Sunday than any
other day. The Journal is always a wel-

come visitor here."
Logan Co., O., July
[Artificial

L. Z.
1,

swarming,

Lantz.

1878.
or,

more properly,

the dividing of colonies, can be accomplished with ease. When the colony is very
populous, about the middle of a warm day,
take another hive of the same pattern and
size of the one you wish to divide, and
remove five frames, containing brood and
honey, with the adhering bees, to the new
hive, being careful not to take the queen
Give each colony
from the old colony.
enough frames, either empty or filled with
comb or comb foundation to fill it. These
frames may be placed all at one side of the
hive or between others, if the brood be not
divided thereby. Comb foundation is very
serviceable in building up such colonies,
giving them room so quickly for the queen
to lay her eggs or to supply honey-storing
<!apacitJ^

you have extra queens, it will be best
new colony a queen or, if you
have a queen cell to give them, it will be
If

to give the

;

In the last number of Gleanings I noticed
an article entitled " Aiplea in favor of black
bees," from G. B. Peters, of Ark. It is ngt
my intention to dispute Mr. Peters, but try
put in a plea in favor of Italian bees.
This last spring having an opportunity of
buyiuf? several good strong colonies of black
liees in the old-fashioned box hive, and
thinking that I had better carry on the experiment of Italian vs. black bees further
than I had Jiitherto done, I bought them and
transferred as soon as the weather would
permit. There was honey enough to last
them until fruit blossom and no longer.
Several of my Italians were in the same
condition. Wiien fruit blossom came tliese
same Italians went to work with a will,
stored up plenty and some to spare, while
the black bees had to be fed almost as regularly as man. Now that white clover is giving way to basswood,the Italians have done
remarkably well, while the blacks have
collected hardly enough "to keep soul and
body together." If they do no better in the
future than tlley have in the past, I doubt
very much whether they will have enough
to winter on, saying nothing about leaving
to

me

out in the cold.
I also find that the Italians are at work
some two hours earlier in the morning, and
quiet about the hives of blacks
busy hum of industry about those of the Italians. The
tackle man or
ready
to
blacks are more
beast than the Italians. I can go on any
warm day among the Italians and work
until night without the aid of smoke, but
the blacks partake, to some extent, of the
"dog in the manger." Smoke takes a very
prominent part in their manipulation.
Early in the spring when there were no

while

all is

in the evening, tliere is a

flowers, I found the blacks lurking about

the weaker swarms, and in some instances
I had to stand about over tlie hive to keep
tliem off and save my colony. While extracting honey last week the bees became
so thick and troublesome as to drive me into
the house with my work. They had gathered around the place in which 1 kept the
cappings; so I took particular pains to
notice whether there were any Italians
among tliem. To my great surprise not a
solitary Italian was to be seen, every one of
them were blacks.
Disgusted
I went to every hive that contained black bees and decapitated every
queen, then inserted Italian queen cells, and
now live in hopes of better times in the
future. I have often heard of "being sick
of a bargain," now I know exactly what it
means, for I am sick of this one of black
!

FiSK Bangs.

bees.

North Lansing, Mich.,

Jivly

U,

1878.

Adulteration of Sweets.

Fkiend Newman:— Inclosed

please find

a copy of the petition to Congress which we
would like to have you publish. You cannot insist too much on the necessity for
every bee-keeper to procure a copy of the
petition by sending a 1 or 2 cent stamp to
cover postage, and to have it signed and returned. Such small expenses and work will
be repaid over a thousand times if we can
draw the adulterated sweets out of the market.
Chas. Dad ant & Son.
PETITION TO CONGKESS.
To the Honorable Senate and House of
RevTCsentatives of the United States:

\ our

petitioners respectfully represent to

—

your honorable body:
1.
That the sweets now in use in the
United States, including cane-sugar, maplesugar, syrups, candies, jellies, honey, etc.,
are often adulterated with glucose, and
sometimes are manufactured entirely of it.
2.
That this glucose is manufactured
from corn starch, by boiling the starch with
sulphuric acid, (oil of vitriol), then mixing
with lime. The glucose always retains
more or less of sulphuric acid and lime,
and sometimes it has copperas, sucrate of
lime, etc.
3.
That 17 specimens of common table
syrups were recently examined by R. C.
Kedzie, A. M., Professor of Chemistry in
the Michigan State Agricultural College at
Lansing. Fifteen of these proved to be
made of glucose; one of the 15 contained

141 grains of sulphuric acid, (oil of vitriol),
and 724 grains of lime to the gallon; and

and another, ivhich had caused serious
sickness in a whole family, contained 73
grains of sulphuric acid, 28 grains of sul-

phate of iron, (copperas), and 363 grains of
lime to the gallon.
4.
That the American people are preeminently a sugar-eating people. The consumption of sugar, by each individual in
our country, is shown by statistics to be

about 40

tt>s. a year.
It is seen at once that
the adulterators of sugars and other sweets,
not only cheat our people in the quality of
what they consume, since glucose contains
only from 30 to 40 per cent, of sugar, but
injure also the public health, by selling
under false names, an article injurious to

health.
5.
It is as much the right and duty of
Congress to enact laws against such frauds
in food as it is to enact laws against frauds

money, for if the counterfeiters of money
injure the public wealth, the counterfeiters
of food injure the public health.
In view of the above facts, your petitioners earnestly request your honorable body
to decree that the adulteration of sweets,
and the sale of such adulterated products,
are crimes against the people, ancf to enact
laws for the suppression of this illegal
business.
And your petitioners will ever pray.
in

It^" The Protective Association Against
the Adulteration of Sweets, will mail copies
of this Petition free to all applicants, upon
the receipt of stamp. The Petition should
be posted up in a conspicuous place in the

and when filled, should be
returned either to the President, Charles
Dadant, Hamilton, Hancock County, 111.,
or to the Secretary, O. Clute, Keokuk,
Iowa.
Post-Office,

For

me American

Bee Journal.

Dadant Against Himself.
" He that is first in his own cause seemetU just, but
his neighbor cometh and searcheth him."

When I wrote before, I had no idea I
should convince Mr. Dadant that there were
hybrid bees in Italy; neither did I expect
he would consent to arbitrate the matter.
In the May issue of the Journal he endeavors to reconcile his past with his present belief. Now let us see what influence
was brought to bear to induce him to change
mind upon the subject.
he went to Italy he believed there
were hybrid bees there. Sartori confirmed
him in this by informing him thatLombardy
was the home of the Italian bee, and no
where in Italy were the bees as pure as at
Milan. Mr. Dadant corroborates tliis in one
of his letters from Italy by saying, " Lombardy is so far the country where I saw the
nicest and mildest bees." Here he used his
own judgment and eyesight, as he did before he arrived at Milan, or had any converhis

When

sation with Sartori, for he says in a previous
letter:

"I could have bought some queens at Bellinzona, but neither the bees nor the queens
pleased me. One of the queens that was
shown to me was so dark that she seemed
to be exactly similar to a black queen."
This course he pursued all the time he
was in Italy, picking and purchasing only
those he thought were pure, for in another
" I saw the bees of Varese;
letter he says:
they are no better than those of Mona or
Bellinzona. The keeper of the royal palace

who was

born and raised in Turin, says
the bees of Piedmont are blacker and
crosser than those of Milan. Count Castralani, who is from the vicinity of Naples,
told me also tliat the bees of Milan were
more yellow than of the southern part of
the peninsula." This additional testimony,
with his own, is, 1 think, sufficient to prove
that Sartori was right.
The first reason he gives for changing his
mind was he found out that Sartori was
only a queen dealer and bought queens from
I cannot accept this as a
all over Italy.
reason why he broke friendship with a man
whom he esteemed "very conscientious."
What! did he not know that he was a queen
dealer and bought queens all over the
country? Let Mr. Dadant answer.
"1 stay at Sartori's and take care of his
bees while he is traveling to buy queens."
Again, " Sartori has been out in the country
during the beginning of this week hunting
tliat

for queens for me."
Tlie next reason he gives was because,
"Where Sartori had told me that there were

impure bees from these I received good
queens." Well, what of that? Suppose I
toldMr. Dadant that the bees in Ohio were
furer and nicer, as a whole, than those in
Uinois, would it be detrimental either to
my judgment or veracity if he found a few
good queens in Illinois? And would that
justify him to say that all the bees in Illinois were pure? And would it be reason
enough for him to cut my acquaintance and
publish me through the Journal? I am
credibly informed that the cause of estrangement was business difficulties for the
last lot of 50 queens that Mr. Dadant sent
for, Sartori would not supply.
Mr. Dadant endeavors to break down the
testimony I gave to prove that there were
hybrid bees in Italy by saying that Nice is
outside of Italy. Yes, it was ceded to
France in 1860, and it was in 1855 that F. A.
Deus and his thx-ee companions made a toiuthrough the country and found black bees
at Nice, then in Italy.
Again, he says, "My contradictor has
now to rely on Varro, Columella, Virgil
and Spinola, all writers of another era, to
prove nis assertion that the Italian bees are
a hybrid race."
Well, if a man does not believe in truths
and facts because they have been handed
down to us for thousands of years, I would
not give him much credit for intelligence.
I never made the assertion that the
I never
Italian bees are a hybrid race
thought so and had he paid any attention
to the subject, he never would have said so.
It is very unfortunate for Mr. Dadant that
he cannot quote correctly. Whether this is
!

;

intentional, or a careless habit, I know not.
I hope he will take in good part, this gentle
hint.

With regard

to the Italian

bee, to

my

mind, Mr. Dadant misapprehends the whole
subject.
What is an Italian bee ? Mr.
Yogel, who, the late Samuel Wagner says,
was an experienced and accomplished beekeeper and breeder, of the Province of
Brandenburg, in Prussia, who has probably
had more diversified, practical and experimental knowledge of it than any other
apiarist, came to the conclusion, from his

numerous experiments, that the Italian bee
is a cross
between the black and the
Egyption bee.

Now cross the
very soon

we

Italian with the black, and
find queens as dark as the

i have had queens blacker.
Crossing on the black line seems to intensify the
This is the reason why " the bees in
Tyrol are black, and as cross as hybrids."
I have elsewhere stated my belief that the
Italian bee was not a very well fixed
variety, having, as florists would say, a
great tendency "to sport."
Pure Italian
queens are very rare that duplicate themselves for any length of time
hence the
great diversity, not only in coloi', but in

black,

color.

;

characteristics.

This, in my way of thinking, is the whole
subject in a nutshell, solving the problem
pure Italians, at times, are seemingly
impure but once crossed with the black
and it will show itself for many generations. I will close this subject by saying
that Mr. Dadant, in my humble judgment,
has signally failed in his endeavors to break
down the testimony I have given in support
of my belief that there are hybrid bees in

why

;

Italy.
Mr. Dadant says, (vol. 8, p. 223,) " I intend
to preserve, for Mrs. E. S. Tupper and myself, all the dark queens
for we both very
well know that the light-colored queens are
less vrolific and less vigorous than the
dark.''
Again he says, (vol, 14, p. 200,) "
see
no difference as to prlijicness in dark or
;

We

light-colored queens."

Geneva,

Geo. Thompson.

111.

Swarming.
W. H. Lloyd, of Wilcox Co., Ala., gives
the following as his method
Early in Feb. he examines all his colonies, giving honey where necessary, and
uniting weak or queenless colonies, if any
such are found, that he may have all his
colonies strong and ready to take advantage of the first opening flowers.
By the middle of March, the bees are
growing quite numerous, and beginning to
store a little honey, so that he finds it necessary to open the entire entrances and as
:

;

honey

is

his object, he sees that they

have

plenty of surplus room for storing, in order
to keep down swarming as much as possible.
But despite all his etforts, he says
there will be some swarming so that by
the first of April, he is not surprised on any
pleasant day to receive a message to the
effect that " the bees are swarming."
;

In response to this message he at once
repairs to the apiary and gets ready for
the hiving. If theyiseem to be irritable, he
gives the cluster a thorough sprinkling
with water, sweetened with sugar or honey,
waits a few minutes until they have sucked
themselves full, and then finds all quiet
and docile. After seeing that the hive for
their reception is clean, cool and dry, he
next goes to the colony from which" they
issued (or another will do) and selects a
frame with a nice, straight comb, containing honey and uncapped brood. This he

takes out, brushing back the adhering bees,
and replaces it with an empty one. This
frame he puts in the centre of the empty
hive, covers over tlie tops of tlie frames
with clotli, to confine the bees to the brood
chamber, and proceeds to liive the swarm.
He never damages liis fruit trees by cutting off limbs, nor does he cut limbs elsewhere unless the cluster is so high as to be
out of reach; but with a tin dipper or pan
he dips the bees off and pours them down
at the entrance, when they go in with a
rush. After dipping off all he can, a little
jar to dislodge the balance finishes the job.
few minutes waiting for them to get
quiet and then lie carries the hive to the location selected for it. All this can be done
very quickly by a little experience. The
frame of honey and brood will prevent the
bees deserting their hive, and will secure
them against want in case of bad weather.
With this straight comb he also secures

A

combs built parallel, and straight combs are
of great importance in manipulating the
hive.
For the American Bee Journal.

California Items.

Editor Journal :— Bee men here must
use the American Bee Journal for an
interchange of their views. It is as much
for the interest of the apiarist to have a
special medium devoted to their wants as
any of the trades or professions.

THE HONEY CROP.
Southern California bee men

;

amount

of

honey that
will be

has been written as to the relative
merits of comb and extracted lioney. It is
my opinion that the lovers of comb honey
will adhere to their preference for comb
honey just so long as extracted honey is put
upon the market, slung out of uncapped
combs and not evaporated. I was a little
surprised, that so good authority as Prof.
Cook should recommend bee men to extract
their honey before it was capped, and giving no mode of ripening or bringing it to
the same state as capped honey and as an
inducement for them to do so, said that the
men at the College liked it about as well as
capped honey. All I can say is, there is no
•accounting for people's tastes
I will admit that it is for the interest of
honey-producers to extract their honey
before it is capped, for it takes my bees
longer to evaporate and cap their honey
than it does to store it and during this
time, they are comparatively idle. If I had
no means of reducing my honey to the consistency of capped honey, I would prefer to
let my bees do it, a;id take my chances in
the market with inferior honey, than to
flood it with slops, and then grumble because people would prefer comb honey to
;

!

;

extracted.
I have so arranged

my

Sun Evaporator,

(that some have pronounced a failure), that
1 can, without expense, evaporate all the
water from
honey, or as much of it as is

my

necessary.
My evaporator is 5x10 ft., and
10 inches deep, covered with sky-light windows, set on an angle of one foot in three
this will take the water off on the under
side of the glass, and by springing the glass
apart a little at the top, the water will run
out on top of the next glass below.
I have made a simple extractor for extracting the drone brood. I uncap it the
same as honey, and then throw it out. It
makes good cliicken feed— not foul brood,
;

are now in
the midst of their honey harvest or, perhaps, on the last half. And a pretty correct
opinion can be formed of the comparative

much honey

extracted honey.

Much

will be made. As
this year as in

made

any former year, in proportion to the
amount of bees started in with but, tlie

but brood for fowls.

;

great loss of bees last year will bring the
actual amount of honey put upon the market far below what it was 2 years ago.
The season has been a month later than
an average one, and will continue much
longer, especially along the cost. The bee
feed here is almost continuous from March
until October, and of the very best kind.—
Some of our honey-producing plants bloom
twice. The mahogany is now in bloom, to
some extent, for the second time, and also
the barberry. I think it makes very fine
honey, but not so white as the sage.

It is

QUEEN LAYING IN BOXES.
said by our bee men that there

I

comb

has

some experienced

bee men,

American Bee

Journal,

through

the

honey or
division-board between the two boxes, upon
the queens using the top box for a brood
chamber.

as to the effect of the

We purchased a machine,

after experimenting

chine,

BINGHAM'S smoker.
one of Bingham's Standard
Smokers, and I was so disappointed in its
real worth that I immediately ordered a
dozen for my neighbors. Every bee man
that sees it says get me one, so i have concluded to take the agency for them and keep
them on hand.
sent

;

like to hear the opinion of

foundation.

and making other
appliances that should accompany a mawe succeeded in making good foundation.
I think the makers of the machine
are not explicit enough in their instructions
for the use of it. Perhaps they think to detail fully what is required to manipulate it
might deter some from buying.

and

I

been an unusual tendency for the bees to
swarm this year, and that there has been
much trouble experienced with the queens
occupying the surplus boxes. I have heard
it suggested that it is in consequence of its
being unusually cool
the queen chosing
the top box because it is warmer. I would

comb foundation.
must add one more testimony in favor of

The
swarm

for

returning A swarm.
June we had a vere

1st of

large

of bees come out; put them in a box;
they immediately went to work making
comb and the queen to laying eggs. The
third day all came out and went on to a bush.
We put them back and they have done re-
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Katlier an un-

iiiarkably well ever since.

usual occurrence,

is it

not?

THE BEE JOURLAL.
The July number of the Jouktal has just
couie and is replete with many instructive
It of itself
year's subscription.

articles.

is

worth

to a bee

man

a

THE HONEY CROP.
our friend Levering thinks
that the idea that a very large honey crop
would be taken in Southern California was
started by those wishing to run the market
down for a speculative purpose. I think it
is not so much that, as that the thoughtless
bee men, some of whom are anxious to be
known as great honey producers, exaggerate the amount they have taken out.
There is no danger but that good honey will
I notice that

bring a fair price. That honey is falling
there can be no doubt, for one of our bee
here last night had the platform under
a 4,000 pound tank give way, bursting the
tank and making a very sweet mess. The
ants and other honey-loving insects will
think they have found a bonanza.

men

of talking to make his customers
believe that they were not the Eealy Eose
potatoes.
Now, the Cyprian bees may, and may not
be a distinct race of bees, but it will require
a great amount of talking to convince beekeepers that they are not Italian bees. I
have had the Italian not far from 18 years,
and when I saw the Cyprian bees, I could
not tell them from the Italians, and I would
like to see the man who could.
I have a friend who is now in Europe,
and I am looking for 2 Cyprian queens from
him by every steamer. Hope to get them
so that lean have queens before September.
The Cyprian queen that I saw did not
look like a pure Italian queen, as she was
not yellow by any means.
One little,
narrow strip, back of the wings, was all the
yellow color I saw about her. The worker
bees were very beautiful Italians.
I write the above in reply to about 50
correspondents. The above is all I know
about Cyprian bees, and I would like to
see the man who knows more.

amount

Wenham, Mass.

For the American Bee Journal.

HOW
I

TO STRAIN EXTRACTED HONEY.
notice an inquiry in the Journal, by W.

C. Nutt as to how to strain extracted honey.
I will describe my process: First, my honey
liouse is two stories high, the upper floor
being but a littj^ above the level of the
apiary ground. 1 do my extracting on the

upper

floor.
I made two square hoppers to
into a tin can that is about 10x10 and 14
inches deep. One I place upon brackets
soldered on half way down; tiie other on
top. These hoppers are 5 inches deep and
made of perforated tin. This can I place on
the floor to receive the honey from the extractor.
pipe leads from the can out
doors into my evaporator. Anotlier pipe
takes the honey from the evaporator into
the reservoir in the lower room.
These
hoppers you can call separators if it sounds
fit

A

any better than

large

strainers.
vs.

•

small, FRAMES.

I hope William 11. Ware's article on the
Langstroth hive will bring out the evidence
pro and con upon the relative nun-its of the
large and small frames. It is a question I
have been going to ask of the old experienced bee-keepers. Perhaps what would be
best for a cold climate would not be best for
a climate where there is no cold weather to
contend with.
M. S. Baker.
Santa Monica, Cal., July 10, 1878.

H. Alley.

Italians Re-producing Themselves.
It is a well-known fact that pure stock of
any kind reproduces itself if increased.
Black bees were pure black bees from the
beginning, the qneens reproducing themselves, males and all, alike. Tlie Italians
(as we have learned them) are a distinct variety, having three yellow bands.
The
queen, if pure, will duplicate herself, with
drones and bees all alike. All we have to
establish is the color, and my choice of
color would he, let Die yelloiv be the color
of gold. Some recommend Italianizing for
the purpose of infusing new blood, and I
thought maybe I had overlooked a verj^ important matter, so with my Abbott microscope and glasses on, caught a pretty Italian
neuter, and to my shame went to dissecting,
with head amputated and heart carved out,
" nary drop" of blood was to be found; but
I did find a tiny drop of that sweet nectar
that helps to gladden the heart of man. A
honey-eating people are a happy people.
I recommend Italians for their superior
beautj', their amiable disposition, their vigilance against moth, their industry in time
of drouth; and last, but not least, they mind

their

own

Oneida,

business.,
111.,

July

Alvah Reynolds.

15, 1878.

For the American Bee Journal.

For the American Bee Journal.

Cyprian Bees.
have a brother who raised some seedling potatoes sometime within 4 years. He
succeeded in getting several varieties. One
kind was early, prolific and of an excellent
I

quality.

He

"tried

to

sell

out the

lot to

a

well-known Essex county seedsman. The
only fault the seedsman found with them
was their close resemblance to the Early
Rose potatoes, aiui so uo sale was made.
He said that it would require a great

Valentine's Queen Stand.

Friend Newman:—I send you

a rough
piece of furniture I find
very useful in the bee-yard. It is what 1
The drawing will give
call a queen stand.
you an idea of what it is. Something of the
kind is almost indispensable. Other beekeepers may be using something like it, or
perhaps soiiiething better; but if not, they
should try one.
Almost any person can

drawing of a

make

little

it.

In examining a hive, unless there

is

some-

thing on which to haiis thf lirst frame removed, it must be set on tlie j,aoiind and
leaned against the liive, and you are almost
sure to mash more or less bees. In taking
out queens, iuserting queen cells, etc., it is

liybrid majesty, we removed her to a
less colony, some 40 rods distant.

just the thing.
The uprights are lKx%, 24 inches high; a
piece 1 inch square across the top for a
handle to lift it by and to hold the top together. Two inches below the top bar are
hooks on both sides, so as to hang on two
frames if desirable. Four inches below the
bottom of tiie frames (wiien suspended on
the hooks), is a shelf 12 inches wide, to
which the uprigiits are nailed. This makes
a nice place on which to lay cages, etc.
Under this slielf is a drawer (3x8, that draws
out on eitiier side, in which 1 keep a dozen
queen cages, a siiarp-pointed knife, and a
small crooked-point pair of scissors. The
stand is well painted, and a groove cut
around the under side of the shelf, so that

left slight evidence that the the place that
once knew her, knew her no more. We
then proceeded to examine tlie colony in
which we had placed the Italian, when we
were informed by the apiarist that he had
removed her from the cage, dead, the following morning after her introduction.
We
proceeded, however, with our examination,

queen-

Two

weeks from that day we examined the
colony in which she had been placed, but
she was nowhere to be found. She had

to ascertain the condition of things
to our surprise, we
found her

;

when,

hybrid
majesty making her wonted rounds, and
that the place that once knew her, now
knew her again.
A brother apiarist informs us of a similar
case in his apiary last spring. He had procured a good Italian queen, introducing her
into a black colony, from which he had
removed tlie black queen into another
colony, in a distant

part of the apiary,

having examined his Italian queen frequently after her liberation, and in the full
enjoyment of her rights. She remained in
her new dominion only for a brief period,
as the sequel will show, for in a few days
after, on trying? to find her Italian highness, he was not a little surprised to find
her supplanted by the former black majesty.
In order that he might not be mistaken, he
examined the colony to which he removed
the black queen, and found her missing.—

He was able to identify her, so that there
was no mistake about it.
These queens, no doubt, felt that they
had been "unjustly

counted out," and,
without waiting for an investigation, re-

sumed

the reins

of

government

in their

N. Leveeing.

former hives.

For the American Bee Journal.

County Bee

A.ssociation.

Every county, where

water cannot get into tlie drawex. I always
have it in the bee-yard, so that any time I
may wish to examine a hive, or anything of
the kind, it is near at liaiid.
Last year 1 used a couple of hooks held
together by an iron rod, and hung on the
edge of the hive, to hold frames, but it did
not wcn-k so well. 1 liad no place to keep
cages and tools; could not examine both
sides of the comb without lifting it off.
Carlinville,

J.

111.

any considerable

number

VALENTINE'S QUEEN STAND.

M. Valentine.

of bees are kept, should have an
organization of those engaged in this pursuit, whereby an exchange of ideas may be
effected, that new improvements may be
brought out and discussed, and failures, if
any, talked over, the cause ascertained and
its remedy suggested, if possible, that they
be not repeated.
So far as I am aware, nothing of the kind
has been attempted in this part of Ohio;
but, that there is need enough of it, I think
is fully shown in the following description
of the apiary of a prominent and wealthy
farmer which I liave recently visited.
friend who is just becoming initiated
into the mysteries of bee-keeping, and, perhaps, growing somewhat enthusiastic on
the subject, being desirous of increasing his
stock, by purchase, invited the writer to
accompany him in visiting a farmer, who
had signified his willingness to sell a few
colonies.
pleasant ride of 3 or 4 miles, after a
busy day in the apiary, brought us to a well-

A

From Los Angeles

Star.

Returning Queens.
As

a general rule, wlien a queen is introduced into a new colony and accepted by
her new subjects, slie moves on the even
tenor of her way.
new departure from
this general rule recently came under our
observation,
when we removed a fine
hybrid queen, introducing in her stead an
Italian.
Not wishing to decapitate her

A

A

kept farm and pleasant farm house, with
All the surroundings

fine out-buildings.

indicated the careful and thrifty farmer.
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My friend liad informed nie before setting out on the visit that there were 11
colonies, 5 of which were in one hive,—
sometliing, you may be certain, I was
anxious to see. On reacliing our destination, we found tlie owner busy, for the time
being, but liaving been directed where to
find the bees, we soon found wliat we took
at first to be a pile of dry goods boxes, but
which proved, on close inspection, to be the
"apiary." I wish I could describe it. I
can't,

and do

it

justice.

hive inspected, we were told,
had contained bees for 15 years. I do not
doubt it. It was, probably, some patent

The

first

arrangement, witli glass back and door.
The door was now held in place by a piece
of rail or fence stake, and the whole affair
was so worm-eaten that it would hardly
hold together.
We next examined an old box hive, which
was being run for honey, having 2 old sixpound boxes on top, for surplus.
The
But, our curiosity was increasing.
next hive, said to contain 2 colonies, was a
large, pine box, more than 3 feet square.
An examination of its interior arrangements showed that it contained one of the
aforesaid box hives. It was explained that
one colony was in the hiVe, and the other
occupied the space outside the hive in the
box but, as there appeared to be not over a
handful of bees outside the hive, the man
said they must have all gone in together.
We thought so too. Another box, nearly as
large as the first, said to contain 2 colonies,
was passed, and we reached the one having
5.
We first made an extended tour of the
exterior, in search of the 5 entrances. We
found them. On one side, 2 holes, an inch
on the
long and one-half an inch apart
opposite side, 3 holes, an inch apart, made
one
all
5
into
and
with a small bit
opening
the same compartment, viz : that great box.
Inside, in one corner, was a small box,
which served as a brood nest while outside
and above it, the colony was storing its
sunjlus honey.
What kind of bee-keeping is that ? How
many such bee-keepers there are all over
Perhaps they have not all
the country.
made as much advance as this one who
considered the large boxes with several
colonies a great improvement. They look
upon bee papers and magazines as many do
uj)on honey a luxury which they can do

Pennsylvania, in July and August, 1875,
and have been steadily increasing our
apiary until at present we number 117 colo-

number of nuclei. From
the amount of time and labor required to
glass up our honey in section boxes, I soon
found tliat with many colonies 1 nnist have
some more expeditious way of glassing, and
better adapted to make a complete section
honey box, hence my Perfection Honey
Box, of which the above illustration gives a
perspective view.
The box consists, in the combination
with the comb frame or section and separ-

nies, besides a

;

;

;

;

—

without.
I returned home well repaid for my journey, in the increased satisfaction felt as I
looked upon the results of my own feeble
eiforts, but with a determination to do wliat
I couki to awaken an interest, which would
forever do away with such bee-keeping as
Warren Peirce.
that I had seen.
Garrettsville, Ohio, July 19, 1878.

For the American Bee Journal.

ate glasses, applied loosely upon the opposite faces of said frame or section, of caps
at each end, which embrace the frame or
section and glasses, and hold the whole in
compact form. The caps are made of box
pasteboard, the rim of which can be made
of any desired color, although I confine
myself to colors not easily fly specked.
They are made of a size to enclose one or
more sections, according to size of box
required, also to accommodate any size
of section in use.
Some of the advantages of this box are
:

The

rapidity with which the honey can be
Easy
glassed and prepared for market.
crating and safe transportation is secured.
of
honey
attractive
style
It is the most
box in the market.
sold our honey last season, put up in
these boxes, to Thurber & Co., New York,
who spoke highly of the package.

We

DIRECTIONS FOR USING.
Place cap without label on bench, into

which

set the section or sections, as case
slip a glass down in place on side
next operator, then grasp lower corners
with both hands, pressing thumbs against
rim of cap on side glass has been placed,
and forefingers on opposite side of section,
pressing well together; this gives room to
slip glass down on otlier side, after which
adjust cap having label on top of box.

maybe;

J. E.

The Perfection Honey Box.
I have handled bees more or less for 15
years, and made my first section boxes in
1871 ; but not having many bees, did not
give the matter of boxes much attention. I

shipped

my

bees

here from Rochester,

MOORE.

Byron, Genesee Co., N. Y.

^

In 1870 there were 70^000 bee-keepers in the United States. This year the
number is estimated at 150,000, averaging 15 colonies each.

The Home

of the Cyprian Bee.

In answer to many questions about the
Island of Cyprus, we subjoin a condensed
description of it, together with the outline
of its history. As tlie Cyprians are now
supposed by many to be " tlie Coming Bee,"
the following will be interesting to them:

Cyprus is the third largest island in the
Mediterranean sea, and considerably exceeds in area both Corsica and Crete. It
lies in the north-eastern basin of the Mediterranean, and is about equally distant from
the Syrian and Asia Minor coasts. Its
greatest length is 145 miles and greatest
width 60. The width suddenly narrows in
longitude 3-1:°, from whence extends northeasterly a long narrow tongue of land for
over 45 miles. A large part of the island is
occupied by two mountain ranges, extending in a general direction from east to west.
Between the two ranges is a broad plain,
known as the Messaria, watered by two
streams, but open and uncultivated. Corn
is grown in some portions of the plain, and
it is believed that the whole of it might be
cultivated.

The renown

of Cyprus extends through
ancient and modern history, the earliest
things known of it dating from the Phojnicians, who inhabited the neighboring mainland and colonized the island. In historical
times Greek colonies were found existing
side by side with the Phoenicians, but
whether they were there before or after
them is unknown. Popular legend ascribe
the Greek colonies to the heroic period of
history, the town of Salamis having been, it
was said, founded by Teucer, the brother of
Ajax. The Phoenicians introduced the worship of the goddess Ashtaroth, known to
the Greeks as Astarte, and identified by
them with their own Aphrodite, or the Roman Venus. It is ])robaole that the Greeks
gradually obtained political supremacy,
though their companions exercised an important influence on the manners, arts, and
religious rites of the inhabitants. The first
recorded fact in the history of this island is
in Herodotus, who relates that it was conquered in the sixth century B. C. by King
Amasis, of Egypt. During the invasion of
Egypt by Cambyses (525 B. C.) it revolted
and declared in favor of the Persians, becoming thereafter a tributary province of
that empire. In the wars of Xerxes with
Greece it furnished no less than 150 ships to
the Persian fleet and was frequently the
scene of hostilities. Its cities enjoyed a
local self-government, being ruled over by
petty kings, of whom there were nine on
the island.
After the death of Alexander the Great
the possession of Cyprus was sought for by
several of his successors, and it finally
passed into the hands of Ptolemy, king of
Egypt. In 306 B. C. Demetrius, son of Antigonus, made an effort to recover it. He had
reduced the whole of it, when Ptolemy arrived with a fleet and laid siege to the capital city of Salamis. This led to one of the
most memorable naval fights in ancient hisall

tory, Ptolemy being utterly defeated. This
battle the reader will not, of course, confound with that great fight of Themistocles'
at the island of Salamis, on the coast of

Greece, near Athens, which took place
nearly two hundred years earlier. Until it
fell into the possession of the Romans, in 58
B. C, Cyprus had varied fortunes; but for
the most part of that time it remained in
the possession of the Greek rulers of Egypt.
Christianity was introduced by St. Paul,
and flourished until thirteen bishoprics had
been established on the island. In 117 A. D.
the Jews had settled there in large numbers
and rose in revolt against the Roman rule,
destroying, it is said, 240,000 of the inhabitants. With the division of the Roman empire, Cyprus passed into the possessron of
the eastern emperors, whose subject it was
for more than seven centuries. During that
period it was twice conquered by the Arabs,
once under the reign of Ilaroun al Raschid,
but it was recovered again each time by the
Byzantine emperors.
In 1184 a nephew of the reigning sovereign
at Constantinople obtained it as an independent territory, but eleven years afterward it was taken from him by Richard the
Lionhearted, who gave it to Guy de Lusignan, the titular king of Jerusalem, to compensate him in a measure for the less of the
holy city. This dynasty governed Cyprus
for nearly three centuries, and introduced
the feudal system and other institutions of
the west. Near the close of this period the
Genoese became masters along the seaport
towns, retaining it for a considerable period,
but they were finally driven out, and the
whole territory was luiited again under King
James II. The king contracted a marriage
with the famous Venetian lady, Catherine
Cornaro, in order to secure the support of
the republic of Venice, then in the plentitude of its power. But in a few years the
king died, leaving Catherine as regent.
Harrassed with jealousies, and feeling unable alone to contend with the growing
power of the Turks, she abdicated in favor
of Venice, and the island passed at once into
the full possession of the rei)ublic. This

was

in 1487.

The

Venetians

thereafter

maintained

supremacy eighty years, in spite of the
neighboring and warlike Turks. The story
of " Othello, the Moor," dates from this
period. In 1570 an army of 68,000 Turks
landed on the island, but it was not until
after a year's seige that the last town was
captured. Of the inhabitants of the capital,
20,000 were massacred, and the governor,
Bragadino, was tortured to death. Since
that date the Island has continued in the
possession of the Turks, paying heavy
tribute to the sultan, and making a history
of which little can be said. Two insurrections have broken out, but both were suppressed, one of them being followed by a
general massacre of the participants. During
the Turkish rule the prosperity of Cyprus
steadily declined. Of late years an increasing commerce between western Europe and
the Levant has revived her trade in a measure, but it is a long distance yet from being
what it is believed Cyprus might become—
one of the richest islands in the Mediterranean,

this country.
One fellow (a granger), near
here, wanted a start so badly, that he stole

®itr %ttUv ^ox.
JSToblesville, Ind.,

July

3, 1878.

"
as

an old log gum, full of bees and honey,
from the Hon. Jas. Anderson, and carried
a mile
but, poor fellow, he had large
tacks in his boot heels, and this betrayed
him and he paid rather dear for his cupidity.
The Prize Boxes for surplus honey is
the trick, (two sides glass ;) and such
beautiful white honey as I have in over 200
of them would make the Thurber Bros,
it

The queen which I spoke of last month,
not laying, was barren. She was super-

seded by a fertile worker, which 1 have
got rid of, by the help of the Jouknal.—
I find it an excellent companion and ndiJiser."
L. M. Wainwkight.

;

smile to see

Cedar Vale, Kan., June 24, 1878.
saw bees do better in any locality.
I brought 8
colonies last fall from
Henry Co., Ohio, on a freight car, with the
rest of my goods and with all the banging
in making up trains at the various stations,
they came all safely to Independence, Kansas from there, 1 moved them 60 miles by
wagon over a very rough road, with the loss
of only 4 combs broken down and about
one pint of bees. I now have 16 very strong
colonies, with combs very full of honey."
D. Bartgis.
" I never

;

;

Koseville, 111., July 1st, 1878.
never had such a swarming time
we have had the past
week some colonies would swarm, time
after time, and we could see no reason for
it.
We are getting a good deal of nice,
white clover honey in small sections. We
like tin separators ever so much
they
cause the bees to finish each comb more
quickly, and can be taken out of the hive
sooner than if built without separators
consequently, the honey is very white, and

"We

"With bees before, as
;

;

;

straightly built

We

the frames.
are
using a rack to hold the frames so that all
can be lifted out of the hive at once, which
is very handy in swarming time."
Mrs. L. C. Axtell.
in

Camden Point, Mo. July 1st, 1878.
Dear Editor.—" In bee-culture and
honey-producing business I am a novice,
but have learned enough to assure me that
three-fourths of the learned essays and long
winded paper theories are but to catch such
bugs as I. One year of experience, with a
sprinkle of your common sense advice is
worth half the science extant on the subject
to-day. As for patent hives, I have 9 different kinds.
If I were starting anew, I
would only use two kinds, the Langstroth
and A. G. Hill's winter hive. Hill, in my
opinion, has made a hit. I like the arrangement for wintering so well. Langstroth is
a very cold hive, and great care is necessary to winter safely in this cold, 6 month's
winter climate.
1 have 5.5 colonies of
mixed bees. Some almost pure Italians. 1
have extracted as nuich as 90 lbs. from one
hive, already. Honey dew has been very
heavy this spring indeed, it never was
known to be so great in this part. 1 have
scraped large drops from the leaves of the
trees, at 3 o'clock, p. m.
And as an evidence of the abundance of honey in the
;

fields, I

deliberately placed a large

comb

of

honey on a fence post, in the middle of my
apiary, and not a bee touched it for 5 hours.
Such a gathering of honey, increase of
bees, and a longing after a colony or two,
by your neighbors, has never been seen in

Tom M. Moore.

it."

Berkshire, N. Y., June 14, 1878.
Nearly all advertisers of Italian bees
claim that they are larger than the blacks,
and, of course, can smell deeper and stinff
louder than any other bee. If the Italians,
are larger, it follows that the cells in the
brood comb must be correspondingly larger,
in order to get the advantages claimed for
them. Now, what I want to know is
1.
Does "Italianizing" by simply introducing an Italian queen into a hive of black
bees, get those large bees with the long
proboscis ? For my part, I don't see how
Italians, reared in this way, can be any
better than the blacks, since they are
reared in the very same cells as the blacks
were.
I don't believe you can .raise a
Brahma chicken in the shell of a Bantam
In my way of thinking, the only way to get
pure Italians, with all their advantages
over the blacks, is to import whole colonies,
and breed from them alone.
3.
What is the proper distance between
frames, and width of frame ?
3.
Will plain sheets of wax answer for
guides in section boxes ?
:

!

Wm.

C.

Leonard.

large bees are wanted,
they must be produced in large cells. Those
produced in neiv comb are usually nmch
[1.

Certainly,

if

larger than those from old comb. Give a
colony a pure Italian queen and some comb
foundation, and you will get nice large bees.
2.
The proper distance between frames
is a little less than l}4 inches— from centre
to centre— about 1 7-16 of an inch
about 1
inch being sufficient for the frame.
3.
Plain sheets of wax will answer for
comb guides very well, but comb foundation
is better.— Ed.]
;

Napoleon, Ohio, July
"

6,

1878.

The imported queen reached me

safely,
is devel-

on the evening of the 3d inst., and
oping into a fine looking queen, and apparently a young one. She is laying, to-day,
and I am very much pleased with her, so
far.
Bees are laying up large stores of the
best quality of honey from white clover,
and swarming but moderately. Basswood
is not yet doing much."
D. Kepler.
Hamilton,

Editor

111.,

July

Journal :—" Please

3,

1878.

inform
your readers that the Carniolan bees have
been tried by us. We have received 3 Carniolan queens alive, on an order of 5. We
found them in no way superior to the
Ch. Dadant & Son.
blacks."

Council Grove, Kansas, July 7, 1878.
send you tlie stalk (in

Dear Editor:— I

leaves and tlowers of a weed or
plant growing thickly on a neglected field,
of which the bees are very fond. They almost entirely neglect the buckwheat in
bloom near by and go one-half a mile for
sections),

weed. 1 was wondering what tliey
found to suit them better than the buckwheat, when I chanced to pass through this
1 saw
field, and the mystery was solved.
bees by the thousand extracting honey from
the flowers of this weed. Can you tell what
D. P. Norton.
it is?

Davis, Mich., July 8, 1878.
imported queen was duly received
good order. I placed a wire cloth over
the shipping box and put her into a hive
about .5 hours
then I liberated her. She
was accepted, and is now doing a good business. I am well pleased with her."

"The

in

;

Wm.

this

[The plant is Teucrium Canadensis,
American germander, or wood sage. Prof.
Beal

tells

me

that

it is

common even

It is a mint, and thus a
motherwort and catnip. These

latitude.

Geneva,

latter, es-

pecially motherwort, hold out great promise
to the bee-keeper. Ours have been in blosfor many days, and even after
heavy rains, of which we have had many, it
would be found swarming with bees, while
the mignonette, white, sweet, and alsike
clover would be deserted.— A. J. Cook.]

som now

Lancaster Co., Pa., July 6, 1878.
Association, of Lancaster Co.,
Pa., will hold its next regular meeting in
Lancaster City, on the second Monday in
August. We shall meet at Centre Square,
at 1 o'clock, p. m., where our friends who
Litiz,

"The Bee

are interested;in'bee-culture will be cordially

Many matters of interest will
welcomed.
be discussed, and tiie meeting will, no doubt,
be profitable as well as interesting.
The wet season has been somewhat
unfavorable, but bees generally are doing
well. Among my own bees, I have at one
place 18 natural swarms from 15 colonies
Others are not doing so well, but
taking all things into consideration, we
P. S. Reist, Pres't.
can not complain."
of bees.

Wesley, Ind., July 5, 1878.
well. I never saw such
a crop of white clover as there is this summer, and bees are very rich in stores of
honey. I had 8 colonies in the spring now
I have 34, 2 having gone to the woods.—

"Bees are doing

;

want

;

Geo. Thompson.
Strawtown, Ind., July 15, 1878.
"Our imported queen stock have outstripped everything, far or near, in gathering honey. One colonj' has gathered USof comb honey ; another gave 75 lbs.
and one colony.
Quite a number have
gathered from 75 to 80 lbs. of comb honey.
It has been a splendid season for honey.
The crate is a grand success."
lbs.

'

;

apparently ready to swarm. May was wet
they
and cold, which put them back
destroying most of their drones. But June
and July has been warm, with white clover
in abundance
and now basswood is opening and they are all the time at work when
;

;

light

enough

for

them
;

to see. I had 30
have had over 40

swarms from them."
Edavin

S.

Edwards

'

John Booker.
" It is said, if we take a queen away from
a colony of bees they will rear another
queen. Last Friday, i took a queen from a
good half colony she had been there and
laying for three weeks. There were lots of
young bees crawling on the comb, eggs and
larvfe in all stages, when I took the queen
away. I thought I would let them raise a
queen from her brood, for the bees looked
so nice. The next Friday I looked to see
;

how many

cells I

had.

Imagine

my

sur-

prise when I
signs of any.

looked but could find no
The brood was nearly all
hatched out.
I thought it could not be
possible that they had no queen. I put in a
ripe cell, and the next day it had a queen.
The cell was uncapped as naturally as
could be. Did you ever hear of the like ?""

A Novice.

known

of a queenless
colony to refuse to start queen-cells, if given
the opportunity. The only way we can exliave

never

plain the above would be to suggest that the
observation was not thorough, and that a
queen-cell had been overlooked.— Ed.]

to

from the
Quick.

Spafford, N. Y., July 14, 1878.
" I wintered my bees successfully last
winter a part on their summer stands, and
the remainder in the cellar. All came out
strong, with the exception of 2 that lost
their queens. April was warm, with bees

colonies in the spring

15, 1878.

" When I had to feed my bees up to the
middle of June. I felt a little discouraged
but, I tell you, they are now making up for
lost time.
I never saw them working as
well as they do now. Success to the bees
and the American Bee Journal."

[We

it is

p. Evritt.

July

in this

relative of

They are all black bees, but I
Italianize them all next summer
S.
queen you are to send me."

111.,

Grandville, O., July 18, 1878.
are doing splendidly this season. Will get over two tons of honey in the
'Union Apiary." The 'French Pavilion'
gives us up to this time 1.500 lbs. of extracted honey; 'Carpenter's Hall,' over
1,000 lbs. of extracted honey, and 'Sugarloaf
Apiary' has been run mostly to small sec-

"Our bees

tions; about 800 lbs. thus far. I think we
will find a local market for all our honey at
W. H. Sedgwick.
10 to 15 cts."

Light Street, Pa., June 20, 1878.
"Cook's Manual came to hand, and I am
well pleased with it. It fills a want in bee
literature that was imperative. Bees have
had a very poor spring up to about a week
ago, when it got warm, and now they havea plenty of white clover to work on. Thejr

got nothing from apple and cherry blossoms, on account of wet and cold, and only
enough from the raspberries to live on.
Hope from now on it will prove a good
H. H. Brown.
season."
Wethersfield, Conn., July 12, 1878.
sent me has arrived. I introduced her and she commenced
laying immediately. I am much pleased
with her, she being large, active and hand"

The imported queen you

some. Apparently slie is A No. 1. Bees
have been doing first rate for the past 14
days, working early and late. Since warm
weather commenced (June 27th), it warmed
them up and they have been working with
full force. The indications are now very
encouraging for a good yield of honey this
F.

season."

I.

Sage.

Smith's Grove, Ky., July 8, 1878.
"We depend mostly on natural pasturage
for our bees, but have growing now about
one acre of melilot clover and a small patch
of borage, and the bees are reveling in
clover by thousands. It grows from 4 to 7
feet high, and has millions of small, white
blossoms, rich with honey. It is biennial,
not blooming the first season, and dies after
It has no
it blooms the second season.
value except for honey. It blooms from the
middle of June to the middle of July.—
Borage blooms from July till frost. We
raise turnips for early bloom for our bees,
from which they gather honey and pollen,

buckwheat for late
pasturage but our crop of honey is gathered
principally from the poplar ami linn trees
and from white clover."
and sometimes sow
;

N. P.

Allex & Son.

Columbus, Kansas, July 3, 1878.
name enclosed plant. Bees work
morning until nignt. It appears
from
on it
to grow wild on the prairie, and affords a
good deal of honey, but of poor quality."
H. SCOVELL.
" Please

[This is the mountain mint, or Pycjiantheraum. lanceolatuni. Another name for
plants of this genus is basil. As will be
seen, this is a mint, which leads me to say
that our beds of motherwort and catnip are
now in full bloom, and the fiowers, especially
of the former, seem to lose none of their
attraction for the bees, even though the rains
are frequent. The same is also true of the
mustards, which are now crowded with bees.
Brotlier Fisk Bangs has sown several acres
of mustard, which will come into bloom
about July 20th, so that he may test the
quality of the honey, as also the policy of
sowing this as a special plant. Our sweet
clover and mignonette are now fragrant and

noisy with bees.

A.

J.

Waterloo, Pa., July

The imported queen you

sent

Cook.]
15, 1878.

me came

to
well.

hand on the 8tli inst., and is doing
Bees in this locality are doing well— have
storetl moi"e honey within the past 3 weeks

than I ever knew them to do in the same
time before. White clover never was better,
and perhaps never continued so long. I am
rearing queens more extensively, and with
greater care than ever before. I have the
choicest of drones and superfine breeding
mothers. I would not and could not do
without the Bee Journal for three times
its price.

J.

E.

Kearns.

Arkansaw, Wis., July

Dear Editor:—We
colonies of

bees

frame hives,

all

14, 1878.

have at present 103

in 4 different

doing well.

styles of

Bees wintered

well in this locality, coming out sti'ong, but
are not swarming any yet. Two apiaries
close by us, of 23 colonies each, have not
had a single swarm yet. What is the cause?
Have made but little honey as yet, but seem
to be doing well. We purchased 26 colonies
of bees this spring in different styles of
hives; had a swarm from each which are
doing well; have just finished transferring.
I had them in six different styles of hives
but prefer the Langstroth. I intend to use
such altogether next year. I found the
comb foundation a pi'esent help in time of
need; I used 25 lbs. with good success.
This is my experience with the foundation.
I have doubled my stock by its use, while
my neighbors in the bee business have just
as many colonies as they had when working
season commenced, and no more, and in no
better shape than ours are now.
are
young and have a good deal to learn yet in
bee culture, but thanks to your valuable
Bee Journal, we are none behind our
bee-keeping friends here in this section. I
think by the aid of your Journal, I shall
understand the little busy workers pretty
well by the time this season is over."

We

Jones

& Stillman.

Callaway

Co., Mo., July 18, 1878.
" Our bees are in most excellent condition—strong in numbers and rich in stores.
The early spring, and the abundant fruit

bloom stimulated the rearing of an unusually large amount of brood, but the chilly
weather in April and May caused them to
draw on their old stores till many had to be
fed, to prevent starvation.
June brought
the white clover with its abundance, and
about June 20 the aphides made tiieir appearance on the hickory leaves, since which
we have had a copious honey-dew.' The
insect is yet abundant, and doubtless the
'dew' will remain some time yet."
Geo. Hamilton, M. D.
'

Holyoke, Mass., July

Friend

Newman

18, 1878.

:— " My bees dwindled
have rallied their
doing well.
Others

in the spring, but they

forces and are now
report favorable.
The

Journal comes

regularly, and I hail it with joy. It is the
best and greatest light we have on bee culture, bringing ideas, not only from the
editor, but from all the other experienced
bee men of the land. I send you herewith
a small specimen from a tree that grows in
this valley
it is tiie only one that I know
of in this region. It was brought here and
set out by a rich gentleman, some 25 or 30
years ago, and is now a foot through at the
butt, over 30 fee* high, and of beautiful form.
;

It is now covered with little balls or seed
like the sample. I would like to know its

name, and where they are procured. When
in bloom, it is very fragrant and very
attractive to bees, and was consequently
covered with them. It remains in bloom 2
Luther A. Taber.
or 3 weeks."

basswGod or linden, Tilia Ameria honey producer it has no superior.—Ed.
[It is

cana.

As

J

Ragersville, Ohio, July 32. 1878.
As I have just started an
apiary, I concluded, after looking at the various bee hives, to use the one recommended
in Cook's Manual of the Apiary, which in
reality is the Simplicity Bee-Hive. What I
want to know is this— Has N. C. Mitchell, of
Sandusky, Ohio, a patent thereon, or is his
patent upon the division boards? Can I
make the hive recommended in Cook's
Manual, and use the division board without
being prosecuted by said Mitchell?— as his
advertisement is sufficient to scare a novice
into fits if he makes use of said hive and division boards. By replying in the Ameri-

Mr. Editor

—

:

can Bee Journal, you

will oblige,

Dr. H.
[There

is

J.

Peters.

no patent on Prof. Cook's hive,
Manual nor on the

—

as represented in his

division boards.

N. C. Mitchell has a patent on the adjustable hive and a division board combined
with rubber or cloth strips at the sides, and
" lugs " at the bottom.
plain division
board is neither patented nor patentable.
You need not fear trouble from any
quarter for making the hive and using the

A

division board

recommended by Professor

Cook.—Ed.1

5^~ Everybody now report comb

founda-

tion a success in every sense of the word.
That with wire incorporated into it for the

breeding apartment

is also reported to be a
advertised in this Journal.
shall also till orders for it.

success, and

We

How

is

to Winter.— Those who wish

to

post up on the subject of wintering, will do
well to read Prof. Cook's essay as read before the National Convention of 1876.
Price 15 cents.

—

Gone.— Another of our
ing up the

hill,

little

squad— slowly trudg-

has fallen by the wayside.

Charles Hastings,

of Carlisle. Iowa, died on the
morning of July 5th, 1878, in the 64th year of his age.
For many years he followed our favorite pursuit
in this country and in him we lose not only a most
skillful operator, but one of the fearless thinkers of
the age. A man without si(.perstition, in the broadest
sense of the term,— has left us. Years ago, he had
the reason and courage to exchange popular religion for liberty, charity, and justice. Freed from
the frightful chains of superstition, he departed as
serenely as the coming of dawn. Among his last
" I have no fears of the future."
words were
In the broad arms of our Mother Nature, that he
loved so well, we leave him to rest.
James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., July 12, 1878.
;

:
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTIOIV.
Single subscription, one year
$2 00
Two subscriptions, sent
3 60
at the same time. .,
"
"
"
"
Three
5 00
"
"
"
Four or more,
..each, 150

Advertisements

will

be inserted at the rate of

30 ceuts per line of Agate space, for each insertion,

cash in advance. One inch measures fourteen lines.
Special Notices 50 cents per line.
B^'A line will contain about eight words; fourteen
lines will occupy an inch of space.
Advertisements
must be received by the 20th, to Insure insertion.
Sfotlce to Advertisers.— We intend t)nly to advertise for reliable dealers, who expect to fulfill all
their advertised promises. Cases of real imposition
will be exposed, and such advertisements discontinued. No advertisement received for less than $1.
Address all communications and remittances to

THOMA!^
974

WEWMAN &

G.
West Madison

St.

SOBf,

CHICAGO, ILL.

To Correspondents.
When changing a post-office address, mention the
old address as well as the new one.
send the Journal until an order for discontinuance is received and all arrearages are paid.
do not send goods by C. O. D., unless sufficient
money is sent with the order to pay express charges

We
We

both ways.

When

ordering Extractors, give outside dimen-

sions of frame of frames to be used, length of topbar, width and depth of frame just under top-bar.
In consequence of the dearth of small currency in

the country, we will receive either one, two or three
cent stamps, for anything desired from this office.
Strangers wishing to visit our office and Museum
of Implements for the Apiary, should take the Madison street-cars (going west). They pass our door.
Additions can be made to clubs at any time at the

same rate. Specimen copies, Posters, and Illustrated
Price List sent free upon application, for canvassing.
Remit by post-office money-order, registered letter

or bank-draft, payable to Thomas G. Newman & Son,
so that if the remittance be lost it can be recovered.
will send a tested Italian Queen to any one
sending us three subscribers to The American Bee
Journal with $0.U0. Premium Queens will in every
case be tested, but not sent till alter July Ist.

We

Write name and post-office address plainly. If
there is no express ofBce at your post-office address,
be sure to give your nearest express office when ordering anything by express. Give plain directions
liow goods are to be sent.
Seeds or samples of merchandise can be mailed for
one cent per ounce. Printed matter one cent for
every two ounces. These must be tied up; if pasted,
they are subject to letter postage. Don't send small
packages by express, that can just as wellbe sent by tnail.
For the convenience of bee-keepers, we have made
arragements to supply, at the lowest market prices.
Imported or tested Italian Queens, Full Colonies,
Hives, Extractors and anything required about the
Apiary. Our Illustrated Catalogue and Price List
will be sent free, on application.
We have gotten up a "Constitution and By-Laws,"
suitable for local Associations, which we can supply,
with the name and location of any society printed,
at $2 per hundred copies, postpaid. If less than lOO
are ordered, they will have a blank left for writing in
the name of the Association, etc. Sample copy will
be sent for a three-cent postage stamp.
Our answer to all who ask credit is this We sell on
small margins, and cannot afford to take the risks of
doing a credit business. If we did such a business,
we should be obliged to add at least 10 to 20 per cent,
more to our prices, to make up for those who would
never pay, and to pay the expenses of keeping bookaccounts with our customers— this we know our Cash
customers would not think to their advantage.—
This rule we must make general in order not to do
injustice to any one. The cash system gives all the
advantage to cash customers, while the credit system works to their injury. In justice to all we must
therefore require Cash with the order, for all
Apiarian Supplies.
:
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Bingham's Smoker Corner
Will contain a short card from some one every
month. See Bellows Smoker card on another page.
just to say that no letters have ever been
which have been of are now put in this Corner, and that we have many more, from the most
B:;^^ It is

solicited

conspicuous parties, also unsolicited.
Thanking the public for their liberal patronage,
I have tried to merit,
I remain, very truly,
T. F. Bingham.
P. S.— Parties wishing a very superior knife for

which

uncapping,

will see

advertisement elsewhere.

Los Angeles, Cal., July 12, 1878.
Bingham smoker received, and been in use nearly
every day since, I endorse all said in its favor. It
effectually prevents the danger of fire in the apiary.
Respectfully,
W.m. Muth-Rasmussen.

Mohawk, N. Y., 20th December, 1877.
Mr. T. F. Bingham— Dear Sir: Inasmuch as others
who have so voluntarily considered the smoker mathave so thoroughly ventilated the same without
any marked interference from you or myself, I
decide to come to you with tlie matter, and mention
some points tliat are of marked interest to me. As
you are well aware, the smoker cost our family much
money and labor before it came to the public in anyter,

thing like practical form. As is ever the case, the
placing the first imperfect article upon the market,
injured the sale of the better ones that followed.

Father Quinby was urged more than you can know
to patent the Invention, but with his views of the

Galesburg,

111.,

July

13, 1878.

I received the smoker you sent. I am well pleased
with it, and could not very well get along without it
I use corn-cobs for fuel, and find them superior to
anything else tried. I was called on yesterday by

two parties to transfer 5 colonies that were in old box
hives, and the consequence was the above orders for
the Bingham smokers. As soon as men use them
they see their usefulness, and, as a matter of course,
H. Brown.

must have them.
Santa Monica,

Cal.,

July

1,

form I do not desire to copy your smoker. I am told
you have applied for a patent. Is this the case?

1878.

J. F. Bingham— Dear Sir: On receipt of your
letter and the smoker, I wrote yesterday, but had
not tried the smoker when I wrote. To-day I have
been trying it, and I am so disappointed in it that 1

thought
little

I

matter, he could not be induced to do so. You are,
of course, aware that if the connecting the upright
tube to the liand-bellows had been patented by him,
he would have liad the control of the smoker. In
the cut-ofl' between the bellows and tube, you have
given the smoker a marked improvement.
Through father Q.'s interest in the cause he loved,
you have had the main features of the smoker
handed to you. In the manufacture of smokers for
anotlier season, I desire to use the direct draft. In

would write you again. Well it is a perfect
and fills the bill to perfection. My part-

so or not, I am controlled by a different
motive than man-made law. 1 am not inclined to
play " King" in the matter.
Please let me hear from you at once, giving me
Yours, resp'y,
L. C. Root.
your views freely.

Whether

giant,

ner had not used it one hour before he said (in his
enthusiasm over it), he would not do without it for
five dollars a month, and three or four bee men have
already seen it, and all want one as soon as I can get
them. So you may send me one dozen— half standard and half large size. They are in so much of a
hurry that I did think of telegraphing for them, but
thought that would take off the profit. I think I can
sell one to every bee man I show it to, but they must
see it work before they will be satisfied, for there are
so many humbugs, and it is so easy to get recommendations for anything.
Yours truly,

M.
Chips

from

Sweet

S.

Home.— Mrs.

" Palmer, here's your smoker."

There is no change in the condition of the market
during the past month, and prices are still quotable
as follows:

Buckwheat Honey— comb
e.xtra

H. K.

says
"All right," says I.
P.

;

;

hive, prize

box sections, separators,

Wethersfleld, Conn., July 12,

them

:

retain

them

1878.

improvement

Still, I have
on
a great
I should
it exactly like yours, or at least
all its important features, and would paint

make

and blue, and, notwithstanding the
paint might be a disadvantage, I would call it an improvement, and would then like to see the man who
would dare say I was not a public benefactor.
Respectfully yours,
F. I. SAGE.
red, white

In justice to A. J. King, 1 would say that since the
issue of my patent, he has not made or sold Bingham
to my knowledge.
T . F. Bingham.

smokers

Thurber & CO.

HONEY. — The current quotations for good to
choice comb, are ranging at 12 to 15c. t^ lb; common
and dark colored lots at 8 to 10c. and choice extracted honev at 7 to
'.tc.

BEESWAX.— In

fair

request at 24 to

2t;c.

perlb. for

prime choice yellow.

CINCINNATI.

COMB HONEY— In small boxes, 12@15c.

Extracted,

in shipping order, per doz., $2.50; per gross,
2 ft. jars, per doz„ $4.50; per gross, $50.00.
C. F. Muth.

1 ft. jars,

$28.00.

CALIFORNIA.

HONEY.— With

the loading of wheat ships for
honey moves. Buyers for those
ports pay t5d« Ci^ic. for the best extracted, which seems
limit. Our market to-day we
their
at present to be
we quote as follows Comb, white, ll@13c.; comb,
dark to medium, 8@'llc.; extracted, 6C'7c.

European

ports,

:

BEESWAX.—26& 28c.

Stearns & Smith, 423 Front St., San Francisco, Cal.

!

T. F. Bingham, Bsy.— Dear Sir: A little over one
year ago I bought of es " Square" Newman one of
your small smokers. I have used it in transferring
over 100 colonies of bees, and for immths have had it
in use daily in my bee yard, sonio days using its to 12
hours. I have used other smcikers. Init much prefer

made

F. B.

glass, extractor,

foundation and a Bingham smoker, makes beesness
Send me 4 more.
D. D. Palmek.

yours.

&

12c
10c
25c
12c

CHICAGO.

;

:

8 to
8 to
15 to
8 to

Strained or extracted

Clover— in comb

Baker.

Fifteen years ago I used rags, thought they were
eight years ago I found rotten or dozy wood
excellent, and to it we hung, thinking that we wanted
nothing better, although 1 did nearly burn up 2 colonies it was dangerous, for buildings as well as hives
might be burned up it smoked my eyes, making the
water run at times freely. I used to make myself
dizzy, till I learned how to blow. But rotten wood
was good, I had used it for years. Last season I did
think that I would get a smoker this spring, but seeing Lock using one, and it was used to such a poor
advantage, that 1 concluded rotten wood was best.
Two of my neighbors having bought lately, I concluded to try one, for they said they would not be
without one if it cost $5. Their's was Bingham's
smoker. As soon as I got a bunch of bees barreled—
not hived, for I put them in 2 barrels, for there were
9 swarms in that pile— I set the smoker going, and
soon Mrs. Sweet Home says " How do you like your
smoker?" 1 answer: "Ten times as well as I
expected. I can work much faster, easier and pleasanter.
Italian bees, double-entrance Langstroth

good

Honey Markets.
NEW YORK.

New

Quinby Smoker Column.

but just to call the attention of bee-keepers
to the fact that those who compare tlie Quinby witli
the Bingham Smoker, refer to the last year's Smoker,
and not the better one I am selling the present season.
See advertisement in another column.
It is

L. C.

ROOT.

Canajoharie, N. Y., July 17, 1878.
After selling a large number of your smokers, we
are gratified to know that they give general satisfaction. We keep all the prominent styles in stock, and
whenever a visitor buys one, he always selects tbe
New Quinby in preference to any other.
J. H. Nei.lis.
Wenham, Mass., July 10, 1878.
It works like
the
smoker.
thoroughly
tested
have
I
a charm. Everything about it is perfect. They are
made in a thorough and workman-like manner. I
H. Alley.
consider ii the best smoker in use.
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Beauty Spots.—From the Rev. A. Salisbury we have received a beautiful Italian
queen, witli tliree spots on her baclv tiie
one on the tip of the body ratlier obscure in
the dark rings, so common on queens. Her
progeny are really beautiful to look upon,
and she is exceedingly strong and prolific.
Friend Salisbury has some of the very
choicest stock, and this is one of his best.
;

Through the kindness of Messrs.
Thurber & Co., of New York, we have a
copy of a " Manual of the Apiary," in
Italian, by Luigi Sartori, of Milano. It contains 530 pages, and has many useful items
which we shall translate and publish in the
.TouRNAL from time to time. It contains,

among other things, many receipts for manufacturing articles with honey, such as
confectionery, &c.
Also from M. Hamit, editor of L'Apimilteur, of Paris, a

wire and cloth

;

Bee Dress, made of steel
added to our museum.

30Vt
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the night of Monday, Aug.

19,

wretches wantonly mutilated and
destroyed 51 colonies of bees, belonging to
Mr. George Grimm, son of the late Adam
Grimm, of Jefferson, Wis. The hives were
discovered next morning tipped over, and

some

vile

many

of

them smashed up, and the colonies

ruined. Mr. Grimm was absent from home
his uncle, Christopher Grimm, took care of
the bees, doing the best he could to
repair the damage, and offers a reward of
$100 for the conviction of the miscreants.—
It would have been well had they been
caught in " man traps," and left to the
;

mercy of the bees themselves. We fancy
they would have seen chain-lightning— lots
of it and would never have wanted to
disturb bees again.

—

Queens Duplicating Themselves.
This subject should now be thoroughly
discussed, tested, and settled.
Friend
Moon has sent us the following proposition,
which should be accepted by those who
claim that pure queens will invariably duplicate themselves in their

Friend Moon says

in

Journal
cating

Ga.,

the

and

5th, 6th,

7th.

We

acknowledge an

invitation to be present, but shall not be
able to attend.
hope honey-producers

We

will

have a good Honey Show there.

queen progeny.

:

Rome,

Our remarks

I^^The Minnesota State Agricultural
Society will hold their Twentieth Annual
Fair at Saint Paul, on September 2d, 3d, 4,

Aug.

14, 1878.

American Bee

tor August, about queens duplithemselves as to color, in their

queen progeny, has caused quite a sensation with some queen-breeders. They liave
written us that tliey have queens tliat will
duplicate tliemselves every time in their
queen progeny.
Mr. Editor, its barely
possible that ttiey have some of friend Gravenhorst's " Princesses."
We certainly
hope so. Wliile we claim to breed the
Italian bee in all its purity, and as tine as
are raised in tliis country, we must confess,
that if any of our friends have got such
qiieens, they are certainly ahead of us.
were once taught that '• it is not all
gold that glitters ;" so we think of queen
rearing.
will now make the following
proposition
To the person who will send to the Editor
of the American Bee Journal, a pure
Italian queen, that will duplicate herself
every time, as to color in her queen progeny
we will send two good colonies of pure

We

SI^" Friend W. H. Ware, of Bayou Goula,
La., suggests that the time for Reports to
be sent in for the South, should be extended
to Dec.

1st, so as to include the year's
business in that region. Accordingly, we
extend the time for the Southern States to

Nov.

15th,

be sent

when we hope

full reports will

in.

JI^" Bingham and Hetherington have
made an addition to their Honey Knives.
It consists of a tin back, fastened to the

Knife by a wire clasp hitching into the
holes, as seen in the cut. This movable-

We
:

—

Italian bees.

THE

TEST.

The Editor, to whom the queens are to be
sent, shall raise twelve queens from the
queen sent, and in case the twelve are all of
a uniform color, a fac simile of their
mother,— the person sending such queen
shall receive, from us, two pure colonies of
Italian bees.
In case they are not all alike and of uniform

color, the one accepting the challenge
send to the Editor, for. his trouble, five
pure, tested queens.
Let those who have

shall

these princesses now come to the front, or
haul in their flags.
A. F. Moon.

Burlington Convention we
were awarded a " Cyprian " queen, to be
sent us by Mr. Haines. He sent four— three
were received dead and returned, and the
-one that was received alive is a vile
^'hybrid," which we also returned her
presence in our apiary was offensive— all
«lse being pure. She was of tine appearance, and in last month's Journal we
called her "Italian," assuming her "innocent till proved guilty" by her progeny.—
If Mr. Haines has any pure stock, we have
yet to learn the fact.
We have received
many complaints of the vile trash he is
sending out. A mistake may sometimes be
made by the best of us, but we fear the
greatest mistake yet made, was to give
credence to any of his statements.
21^" At the

back is intended to hold all the cappings
on the knife, and is to be used by those
who lay the comb flat on a table when uncapping.
Others can take it off in an
instant and use it without. We have just
been using it, and find that it works like a

The beveled edges facilitate the
use of the Knife, and are quite an advantage, saving both time and labor.
cliarm.

E^"By the Bee-Keepers' Magazine for
August, we learn that friend A. J. King's
health is still very poor. So much so that
he is unable to attend to business. He remarks that the business of the office he has
placed into good hands. We hope he will
soon recover.

;

Itg^ Friend Martin's small honey packon another page, is a nice

age, advertised

will sell lots of honey to chila novelty— and a blessing at the
same time, as it gives the children healthy
sweets in place of the poisonous candy sold

thing— and
dren.

It

is

by confectioners.

1^

The Sorrento Saw for attachi;ig to any
sewing machine, advertised in another
column, is a nice thing, and may be seen in
our Museum.

develop

Our National Convention.

One fact that stands out conspicuously upon the threshold of our honey
interests, and confronts us with its
importance, if we wish to open the
eyes of the world to the superiority of
our product, is the marketable shape of
our packages, and the general advantages of an American market. We
should patronize our National Convention more, and encourage the Honey
Show established in connection with it,
in every possible way.
We should never permit another opportunity like the present Paris Exposition to escape us, without exhibiting
to the world the wonderful perfection
of our system of management, the excellence of our honey, and the great
resources of our country.
We call particular attention to the
folluwing notice by the Executive Committee calling the Convention
Executive Coiiiiiiittee of the National BeeKeepers' CuiiveiitioM, P. O. Box 3895, N. Y.
Tit the Bee-Keepers of the United Stutes:
We respectfiiliy invite your aid and coenlar«inj4 this oryanization,
include in its nienibersliip tiie
of every lioney-producer and otiier

operation
until

name

in

it sliall

jierson interested in tlie

development of

this

great industry. Every trade, occupation,
profession, or industry in the literary,
moral, or material pursuits of life has its
Huild, union, or association, whose purpose
It is to foster the interests of the class they
represent, and these orj^anizations have
been found powerful and efficient aj^eiits.
The honey interests of this country are coextensive with our land and employ thousands of laborers, requiring for its develop-

ment

a larjie

amount

its

usefulness

exceedingly.

We

hope

of capital, and forms

the basis of i)rosperity for a larj^e cin;le of
people, and by effective organization its improvement can be tireatly fostered and
maintained. A larue class of bee-keepers
in the United States have been standing
still in bee-matters while others have moved
on and pioduced a jiieater abundance and
at a less cost. By organization we are better able to disseminate accurate information coiiceininfi the crops, the best methods
of cultivation, the latest improvements in
hives and implements, and their effectiveness, and can ailvertise our products, and
impress up(»n the world the manuitude and
importance of the pursuit we follow. The
printed reports of tiiese gatherinjis, published as they are in the leading periodicals
of the land, are jyowerful public instructors,
and in no other way can we secure this
great assistance so well as by organization.
The rei)resentative system would place our
National Association on a firm basis and

to secure a larye attendance of delegates from local organizations. These delegates can easily be sent if the societies will
bear a portion of their expenses. Please
give this matter prompt and hearty attention.

The annual convention of the National
Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in the
Cooper Union, New York City, commencing
12 m. on Tuesday, the 8th of October, 1878.
The exhibition of bees and their products
will be held at the American Institute. All
exhibits intended for this show should be
directed to the National Bee-Keepers' Association, care H. K. & and F. B. Tburber &
Co., N. Y., who will receive and place them
in position. Although we have been granted
liberal space, we have reason to think every
inch will be occupied; therefore applications for room should be forwarded at once
to the Executive Connnittee of the National
Bee-Keepers' Association, P. O. Box 389.5,
New York City. No applications for space
will be received after September 20, 1878,
Bee-keepers who cannot attend in person
will please forward us all the interesting
information they can at once. Working
bees can he exhibited, and arrangements
made for their flijjht. Answers will be
cheerfully jjiven to specific inqiuries.
Respectfully,

Executive Committee,
Bee-Keepers^ Ndtional Convention.

We would suggest that, this fall,
everything calculated to interest, not
only bee-keepers, but the great outside
world, in our branch of industry, be
contributed to the National Convention. To bring up prices, every outlet
for our honey must be cultivated, and
every method of advertisement taken
advantage of. Petty prejudices should
be sunk and the hearty co-operation of
all honey-producers given to this enterBees and their products, in

prise.

every conceivable shape and style
should be shown photographs of apiaries and leading bee-men, as well as
various kinds of models, observation
;

add largely to the interand appearance.
We understand that ample provision

hives, &c., will
est

will be

made

for exhibiting all such

and we have no doubt that the
exliibition of honey and attending the
Convention and honey show will attract
a great many apiarists to New York,

things

;

We understand that there
no medal offered, but a very

this season.
will be

beautiful recognition in the shape of
a diploma will be awarded to meritori-

ous exhibits.

Bee-Keeping

in

England.

We are exceedingly pleased to notice
the rapid strides that are being made
in England towards a degree of perfection heretofore undreamed of, for
stately Old England, in the scientific
management of bees. That excellent
periodical,
The British Bee-Journal
fairly bristles with the subject of advancement in bee-culture, and rational
and

scientific

management.

Bee and

Honey Shows

are abounding in almost
every county, while the National Society, called the " British Bee-Keepers^
Association,^''

of prosperity.

shows a wonderful state
Its lady President, the

liberal and
very popular Baroness
Burdett Coutts, has subscribed $125.00,
and its energetic honorary Secretary,
the Kev. Herbert R. Peel, has subscribed $100.00 towards defraying the
expenses of the Honey Show, which
took place last month, in the Royal
Horticultural Gardens, at South Kensington, London.
All England seems
to be alive on the subject of " How to
produce the best honey in the most
marketable shape." The present number of members of its National Society
is about 160, and the plan adopted as to

membership

is quite interesting.
It
presents a key to financial " success,"
as well as how to get up an interest in
bee-culture that cannot fail of being
abiding. It is this
Those members whose annual subscription is $5 and over, are eligible for
election on the Board of Directors or
Managing Committee, while all others
are entitled to one vote in such election, for every dollar subscribed.
They have a tent erected, and in it
the various manipulations of the
apiary are performed competitively.
:

A circle

of

twenty feet in diameter in

the centre being devoted to the manipulations, while a promenade of six
feet wide, encircling it, is reserved for
visitors. This presents an idea for our
National Society to think about
something that will give it an impetus,
heretofore unheard of.

These manipulations are just the
thing to create an interest, to bring
together not only the experts, but
those who need instruction in scientific

management.

We

feel assured of this, by the experience of the past year, in the apiary of
the American Bee Journal, in this

How often do we find one of the
greatest attractions for our visitors to
be allowed to witness manipulations
with our bees
Some have had but a
limited experience with Italians ; others as limited an experience with the
manipulations of the apiary, especially
city.

I

upon scientific principles. And often, as
they retire, do they say—" It has been
the greatest treat of my life. I am
delighted with what I have witnessed
in the apiary, as well as in the Museum
of modern appliances."
We do hope our National Society
will, at the next meeting, take advance
ground and either foster, encourage or
inaugurate an Exhibition, not only of
apiarian implements and honey, but
also of manipulations with bees. Oflicers with energy and ability to manage

can easily be secured, who will make
Honey and Bee Show a success,
fi'om its very inception.
It can be
done, and, we think all will say, it ought
to be done.
the

Would it not be well for the National
Society to offer medals as prizes, to be
awarded at the Honey and Bee Shows
of the different State and District Associations within its limits V

What do bee-keepers say about these
crude thoughts ? We shall esteem it a
favor if those interested will, within
the next 10 days, send us their opinion.
Being Secretary of the National Society,

we

will collect, classify

and pre-

sent them to the Society at their meeting next month, and endeavor to have
the Society inaugurate some good,

We

practical work, in this direction.
hope to obtain hundreds of responses

to this request within the next ten or
fifteen days.
What is done must now

be done quickly.

If our ideas are of

any value, back them

up— if not, kindly

show us the " more excellent way."
This we ask, especially as we desire
the welfare of the Association and the

advancement

of bee-cultm'e.

been attacked, had rushed out with a
full and fell purpose of wreaking vengeance on their disturbers. The punishment inflicted was indeed sliort,
sharp, and decisive
but, as is too
often the case with higher-reasoned
beings, the innocent suffered for the
guilty."
;

Honey.—The BaUlmorean, of Baltimore, Md., reviews our pamphlet on
Honey, and after enumerating the contents, adds:
"We learn from this
pamphlet much about honey which it
would be well for mankind generally
to know. Pure honey should be always
freely used in every family, and honey
eaten upon wheat bread is very beneficial to health."
The Baltimorean is
riglit
it WOULD be well for mankind
in general to know it and thus save

—

;

much of the sickness and
now prevalent in the world.

suffering

Angeeed Bees.— C4. Henderson, of
Ealing, England, gives the following
instance of bees wreaking vengeance
on an innocent hen and seven chickens,
for supposed injury to their hive. In
the British Bee Journal for July, he
says
" On returning home about mid-day,
a short time ago, I was informed that
my bees had, during the morning, been
guilty of a sad misdemeanor.
hen
with seven, fine, healthy chickens,
imder a coop, had been placed within
two yards of one of my hives. Suddenly the bees had rushed out and
attacked their unoffending neighbors,
stinging them most mercilessly. The
hen and chicks were at once taken into
the house, but althougli every care was
taken to remove the stings, &c., six of
the chickens succumbed in a very short
time the seventh, being at the time,
I j)resume, under the sheltering wing
of its mother, had not been touched.
The hen-mother was a sad sight, her
:

A

;

head and neck were literally bristling
with stings, and her eyes closed up.
She seemed to suffer much pain, and
for two days was unable to eat on the
third day one eye opened, and on tlie
;

After that, she
fourth the other.
gradually threw off the effects of the
virus, and at the end of the week she
was herself again. I had no difficulty,
on opening the hive that was next the
coop, in discovering the cause of this
bar, which barely
fierce onslaught.
reached the sides of a super, had fallen
into the midst of the astonished bees,
and they, fancying their domicile had

A

Artificial.—I^ewton, seeing a falling apple, asked, why ? Franklin, upon
witnessing the lightning's flash, asked, lohy? Fulton, perceiving the force
contained in steam, asked, why?
Thousands of scientific discoveries
have resulted from some one asking
vjhyf When we hear persons call Comb
Foimdation "artificial," we naturally
ask, whyf
Artificial is " tmnatural,"
" fraudulent," an " imitation !" What
is there wimatural about Comb ro;iindation V Is the wax unnatural ? Does
melting, and dipping a board in it,
make it a fraud ? Does peeling bff the
cooling sheet of wax from the board
make it an " imitation V" Or running
it between rollers, pressing configurations into it, make it unnatural ? If
so, why do the bees take to it so naturally, instantly siezing it, building it
out into beautiful cells, in which to
raise their brood or store their honey ?
Is not everything genuine, natural and
real ? Then ivhy, in the name of common sense, should it be called " artificial V" We much prefer the real, the
natural, the genuine, be it ever so plain,
to the gilded fraud, or the elegant imi-

—

tation

!

Don't you

V

Let

An honest doubt often
truth

all ask, why f
leads to greater

!

1^ That " floating apiary " of Mr. C.
O. Perrine's has passed St. Louis and
The season
is making its way north.
was much earlier than usual in the
North this year, and Mr. P. did not
start till May 13th, six weeks after he
intended, so that it has not really had
a "fair show," though Mr. P. says he
is well satisfied with the result, and
intends to prosecute it with increasing
vigor, next season. It is pluck that
wins, usually.
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Shipping Goods by Express.

bees covered his head, shoulders, back and
breast as a swarm of bees only could cover

Dear Editor:— Is it not strange, in tliis
enlightened age, witli tlie facilities for getting information in regard to the rates
charged for shipping by freight or express,
that there are so many that order goods and
direct how to ship tliem, and then, because
they think the charges too higii, will not
take them? I lately received an order from
Kansas for 15 bee-hives, complete. The
money was sent with order, with instructions to send by express immediately. I did
so by the next express, but I had to guarantee the charges, and on receipt of the hives
the charges were so high that the party ordering them refused to take them, and I
have had to pay charges and hold the hives,
and he loses the money sent for them. The
charges were $30.90
K. K. Murphy.

a man. He stood like a statue, and when
the swarm was well settled, he extended his
arms, the bystanders pulled oif his coat,
shook the bees into the hive, scooped them
gently off his head, face and neck, an(| the
entire swarm was captured and cared for.

!

!

It is very often that those who live in the
country have no idea of how exorbitant
the express charges become for long dis-

We lately received two hives by
express on which the charges were .'53..50
about as much as they were worth. Those
ordering goods should order early enough
for them to be sent by freight, and that
Freight
would save all the trouble.
extremely so
charges are usually light
when compared with express charges.
bee-keeper who was visiting our Museum a
few days since, made this wise remark
"I never wait till I want anything before
ordering. I always send in advance, and
then have it ready for use when desired."
tances.

—

A
:

t^ Quite a number of very interesting Honey Shows have been held by
the British Bee-Keepers this year. We
notice a list of eighteen Honey Shows
in one number of the British Bee Journal^ held at different places in England.
Prizes were offered for the best Bees,
Hives, Honey, Boxes, &c., ranging
"•
guinea " to
from '' one
half-acrown!" Here is a lesson we must
learn. We must take more interest in
Honey Shows, and encourage them.
It will be vastly to our advantage to
do

so.

Bee-Hiving Extraordinary.— The Cedar Rapids (Iowa) Times notices the fact
that a swarm of bees were in the air over
one of the streets of that city, and a man
provided himself with a bush for tlie accommodation of the swarm when they came
down. And come down they did, but [(referred lighting on the man who held the
bush rather than on the bush itself. The

The men and boys were almost as numerous as the swarm of bees, and no doubt
they were as much astonished as were the
bystanders when Paul handled the viper in
days of yore.

Bees and the Mails. — The

late

" instructions " from the Postmaster
General have put a quietus on sending
queens by mail nearly ruining the
''
dollar queen " business. If this were
the only
inconvenience," we should
not regret it for such stock ought not
to be sent over the country either by
mail, or in fact by any other means of
conveyance. The exact wording of the
" instructions " in question will be interesting to some, and so we give it in

—

*•'

—

full

Your attention is called to the following instrucfrom the General Superintendent, viz
Post Office Department, Office 1st Ass't P. M. GeiVl,
Washington, D. C, .July lUth. '78.

tions

:

Sir Referring to the correspondence submitted
by you to this office, under date of the 10th inst., I
have to say that bees are held by this department to
be unmailable matter, and employees of the railway
mail service, as well as postmasters, should refuse to
receive them for mailing but when packages containing bees are found in the mail car, the employee
in charge thereof should deposit the same at the terminal ofiBce of his run, and the postmaster thereat
should notify the party addressed, by letter, that
such package is held subject to his order, and that
the same will be forwarded at the expense of such
party, by such means as he may indicate other than
:

;

the mails.

Very respectfully,
(Signed.)

Act'g

James H. Mark,
1st Ass't P.

Hon. Theo. N. Vail, Gen'l Supt. R. M.

i^J.

M. Gen'l.

S.,

Present.

Harbison, Esq., the great
C. J. Fox,
Esq., the President of the San Diego
Bee-Keepers^ Association, will send a
joint communication to the National
Convention on the subject of " BeeS.

Bee-King of California, and

Keeping in California." Tt will no
doubt be a very interesting paper.

i^A

private letter from California
honey crop of this year
will be about two-thirds as much as in
1876.
In July the white sage yielded
abundantly, and the flavor of the new
states that the

hcftiey is said to

be excellent.

California

Honey

dealers there in what a neat and attractive shape our producers can put
up their honey.
They have before
acknowledged that our honey could not
be beaten for quality and now they
will find we are not going to be behind
the times in putting it up for sale.
Mr. Fox, who seems to be quite an
enthusiast in the business, has corresponded a good deal all over the world,
and made several suggestions and improvements of considerable value to

Crop.

Knowing that our
West but also

readers not only
in the East, will
be interested to get facts, relative to the
California honey crop, we give place to
the following extract from a letter from
Mr. J. S. Harbison, the bee-king of
California, who
has ah'eady sent
several car-loads of honey to New
in the

York
"

;

our bee-keepers."

:

am now

satisfied that the product
of this county (San Diego) will be in
the vicinity of 15,000 cases of comb,
and extracted enough to run the aggregate up to 1,000,000 lbs. If reports

It^" Our brethren of the press are constantly placing us under renewed obligations, for the very kind but unsolicited
notices they are giving tlie American Bee

from the four counties outside are to
be relied on, the yield will fall materially below that of 1876, say one-third.
The above is the nearest approach to

Though they are fully apprecould not copy them all. The
following, from the American Grocer, of
New York, is but a sample of the many.—
As heretofore, we shall endeavor to further
all the interests of the honey-producers of
America, and make the Bee Journal so
interesting and valuable to them, that no
one who is interested in Bees or Honey will
willingly do without it.
If this course
shall bring us the approbation of good men,
as well as the praises of the Press of this
Continent, we shall be amply paid. Here
is the notice of the Orocer :
"American Bee Journal.
recognize the fact that this journal is preeminently above all its competitors, that it
is full of fire, enterprise and vim
that it
discusses the various questions pertaining
to bee-culture with spirit and energetic
thought
that it is an honor to its Editor
and to the interest which sustains it. It
no
individual
axe to grind, but it is the
has

I

quantity this year that can be arrived
until the crop is forwarded for
market. I cannot give any estimate
of the amount required for this coast.
There will be heavy shipments of extracted honey by grain ships to Europe.
The volume of the white sage honey
has not yet begun to arrive from
at

apiaries.

The extracted honey is nearly all
being put up in pine barrels, weighing
about 300 lbs. gross weight; 6 cents
for good to prime, in bbls. as above, is
now the price with merchants here I
look for lower rates soon."
Relative to improvements in packing
honey, the San Diego Union remarks as
;

Journal.

ciated,

we

—We
;

;

follows
" Letters received here last winter
from Thomas G. Newman, editor of the

American Bee Journal, and from

Thurber & Co., of New York, advised
our Bee-keepers' Association to pack
their honey in " small, neat, attractive
eases," in order to compete with those
used in the East, and recommend the
use of the " Prize Box." The President of the Association was requested
to correspond further on the subject,
and in doing so, had sent to him by
mail a sample " Prize Box." This was
found to be unsuited to our requirements, as it needed glass, and the cost
and risk of breakage would be too
great. Setting his wits to work, the
President, Mr. Chas. J. Fox, invented
a sliding lid, placed in each side of the
box, the use of which enabled the
dealer to exhibit the honey without
taking off the lids of the boxes, even
when they are piled i;p several tiers
high. We saw a sample box to be
sent by mail to Chicago, to show the

fearless

champion of

all

that

is

useful

and

good
steadfast,
unwavering,
honest ;
never vacillating or swerving, but true as
;

the needle to the pole to the interest of beekeepers. It should be taken and supported
by every one interested in bees or iioney.

As an

advertisintr

medium,

for reaching

an

enterprising, thrifty class of farmers, such
as bee-keepers always are, it certainly has

no equal."
Cook's

Manual

of the Apiary.

The following is what the Press has said
about the above book this month:
" Treating the art in all its different branches in a
clear, concise and interesting manner, showing the
author's thomngh knowledge of the subject on which
he writes."— T7ie Cdnddlan Entomnlnqist.
" This volnme must rank with Henderson's manuals, and share with thera the praise of being an
indispensalile adjunct to every specialist's library,
and to every beginner and person interested in bees.
It Is a scientific book, a practical book, a book of
how to do and why to do,' tersely written, yet
a book for the people a book to
fully expressed
the credit of American literature. The printing is
well done, the illustrations are of fine order, the
binding is attractive."— Scieuti^c Farmer, Boston.
'

'

'

;

;

mnrlicthig

^oixcxj;

This department will be devoted to items of
interest concerning Packing, Selling and
Shipping Honey and Beeswax.

^° Stair & Kendal,

of Cleveland, O.,

reports that the finest, whitest
is selling there at 16c.

comb

honey

i^Nice, white comb honey, in
single-comb sections, is selling in Boston, at 16c. per pound. Extracted at
8c. and 9c. per pound.

i^Voigt, Mahood & Co., of Pittsburg, have received a car-load of California comb honey, and sold it out at
16c. per pound.

t^ From \V. D. Parker & Co., we
have a sample of very nice and smooth
dovetailed sections.

They

whitewood, smooth on

are

all

made

sides,

of

and

are handsome in appearance. The section to hold one pound of lioney weighs
less than one ounce.

1^ The

United States pays annually

to other countries $100,000,000 for sugar

i^We

learn that friend G. M.
Doolittle has 5830 pounds of extra white
honey this season, and friend Betsinger
about 3000 pounds of the same kind.

and molasses.
If the true value of
honey were generally understood, much
of this enormous sum could be kept at
home, greatly augmenting the wealth of
the country, as well as giving health

i^°Thurber & Co., of New York,
have received one car load each of extracted and comb honey from Cuba, and
sold most of the comb honey at 17c. to
18c. The extracted is thin and unripe,
causing the cans to pulf and burst
this was sold at 8 and 9c. per pound.

and happiness

to thousands

who now
and

suffer with diseases of the chest

lungs, and adding years to the lives of
the weak and suffering everywhere.

1^ A bee-keeper who had his surplus
boxes made at home, wrote us to send
lot of crates for them— stating
that they were the " Prize Boxes." In
a few days back they came, saying they
Avould not fit his boxes and were useless.
On receipt of one of his boxes
we were not surprised to find that they
would not fit. The prize box is 2 inches
deep— his was 2i inches the prize box
is 6i inches high, his was 5i inches the
prize box is 5i inches wide, his was Gi.
The moral is— if you don't know just
what the prize box is, send and get one
before you get boxes made— for it will
be the standard hereafter. It will save
time, trouble, annoyance and expense.

him a

i^In England, extracted honey is
worth, at least, 25 cents per pound, and
the British Bee Journal for July, assures us that "if it is. very choice, it
will realize more." Therefore, to export our excellent honey to that beautiful " Isle of the Sea " is a happy
thought and one which will pay well
to practice.

—

1^ A

progressive Californian writes
that he is putting up his honey in crates
similar to the "Prize Crate," but having " a sliding lid to cover the opening
on each side, thus saving glass, and at
the same time protecting the honey,
giving equally good facility for inspection without opening the crate." We
are glad to see that this crate is adopted
as a standard. It will help to bring
about the much-needed reform in the
boxes heretofore used. The substituting of a slide of wood for glass is a
good idea for such a long journey.

;

;

1^ This month promises to be a busy
one for bees. The bucl^iwheat yield will
be large, and golden rods and fall flowers promise a good yield. Get all the
box honey possible, for it sells much
more readily than extracted. "Keep
all colonies strong," is the best of advice uniting or strengthening with a
frame of brood when necessary to do so.
;

Foreign Items,

GLEANED BY FRANK BENTON.

Honey Vinegar.— Stir

together a half

honey and a quart of water, permitting tiie wiiole to boil while mixing it;

pound

of

then expose it to tiie rays of the sun, covering witii liglit muslin to prevent insects
in, and in 6 weeks it will beexcellent vinegar, quite as good fla-

from getting

come

vored as that made from wine.

Do Queens Lay Drone or Worker
Eggs at Will? — In reference to this
point,

Herr Thorniann

gives, in

Deutscher

Bieneiifreund, the following information:
"During the past two years 1 have been
making experiments with the view of
breeding larger workers; and to this end I
have obliged queens to lay worker-eggs in
drone cells. At the present time there can
be seen in my apiary a colony that was
wintered on 7 drone combs, 4 of which now
have brood in them; no drone-brood, but
worker-brood in drone-cells."

A

Rotary Bee-Hive.— German agricultural journal has a long description, with 7
illustrations of O. Freiwirth's Rotary BeeHive., To a Yankee bee-keeper the affair
would look very much like a cheese-box

standing on one of its flat sides, having a
post through the center, attached to which,
at a little distance fi'om the bottom, is a
disk; through an opening in tiie circular
side the frames are slipped in until they
touch the center-post, the latter, witii the
disk, being revolvable. The inventor claims
that " with closed eyes the apiarist can put
the frames in place without crushing a
single bee." Germans are certainly very
patient, and, one would think, never in a

published in this number. The author will
furnish a series of letters on this important
topic. In the present letter he gives the
history of comb foundation and a statement
of its unmistakable value in the rational
management of bees. We may add that Dr.
Reisser manufactures his comb foundation
himself, and has worked out and tried practically everything which he will communicate in his letters.

"A not less eloquent defender of comb
foundation is HerrHubei, teacher in Niederschopfheim, the possessor of one of the
largest and finest apiaries in Southern Germany, and founder of the apiarian society
of the Grand Duchy of Baden.
I was for'

merly a disbeliever in comb foundation,'
says Herr Huber, in the last number of the
but I acEichsUiedter Bienenzeitung,
knowledge now that 1 was wrong. It is
true that one can follow bee-culture without
movable-comb hives, also without comb
foundation. I have been able to get along
40 years without them, and since they are
very de-ar, have, perhaps, through not using
them, spared many hundred marks. But it
'

in the year 1877 that I came to
understand the truth in regard to this matter—that avoiding expenditures where they
should be made, was not saving. Every
apiarist knows how disagreeable and harmful to the bees drone-combs in the broodnest are; yet, though I had employed always every known means to prevent the
construction of drone-comb in the broodnest, I was contending with this con-

was only

tinually.' In the summer of 1877, Her Huber
placed 300 frames of comb foundation in his
hives, and with the exception of 2, they
were all built out with beautiful workercells.
Every practical bee-culturist knows
the value of such a result. Comb foundation costs considerable, it is true; but the
saving resulting from its use is much greater
than the outlay required. So much in regard
to the question of artificial combs."

hurry.

Introducing Queens. — Herr Benedict
number of Ver

Broglio states in the July

Blenen-Zuechter, (Strassburg), that since
the spring of 1876, he has practiced, with
uniform success, the following method in
The bees of the hive
introducing queens:
to which the queen is to be introduced are
brushed from the combs into a box, then
dampened with fresh water, and poured
down before their hive, the queen being
Eermitted to crawl into the hive with the

—

uzzing bees. Of course before this operais commenced it is necessary to remove
the queen that is with the colony at tiie
time, or in case queen-cells are present, to
destroy them when the bees have been
shaken from the combs.
Comb Foundation.— Der ElsaessischLothrlngtsche Bienen-Zuechter published
in ytrassburg, contains, in the July number,
the following editorial notice, and the article on comb-foundation, which is printed in
"Conio foundathis month's Journal:
tion finds in our worthy co-laborer, Herrn
Dr. Reisser, President of the Leberau secThose of our
tion, a zealous defender.
readers who are familiar with the French
language have a clear exposition of the subject in Dr. Reisser's first letter, which is
tion

Translated from h'ApiculUur Alsacien-Lorrain, by

Frank Benton.

Comb Foundation.
To M. H. Apicnlturist at Riquewihr.

My Dear Friend:— In

writing to

me

that you will only decide in reference to the
employment of artificial combs, after an
to Z, with all the adacquaintance from
vantages which they present, and wifh the
faults from which, certainly, they are not
exempt, you show yourself to be a prudent
man— one who does not wish " to buy a cat
in a sack;" but in asking of me all this information, you deceive yourself concerning
the importance of my experience and the
value of mv judgment. I am not infallible;
far from that; therefore I would not wish

A

my

opinion upon you; nevertheyour desire, I will endeavor to
serve to you (though in somewhat broken
sentences), what I have, by hook or crook,
learned concerning tlie subject which engages ywur attention.
Very early in the use of movable combs,
to

impose

less, as it is

apiarists

finding that

empty frames, or

frames simply furnished with comb-starters,
when placed "in a hive during the mouths of
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April, May, or June, were filled in greater
part with "drone-comb, souglit for the means
of restraining, if not of suppressing wholly,
tliis work so prejudicial to their interests.
These efforts remained unavailing for a
long time, and hardly 15 years have passed
since the first practical result was obtained.
Mehring, a cabinet-maker of the Palatinate, was the Archimedes, and stated the
question which, of itself, ought to have
been a ray of light for all the seekers: " By
making sheets of wax having upon their
surfaces impressions resembling the base of
the cells, and fixing them in the habitations
of the bees, is it not possible that the latter
would follow the indication given and
would continue to build niwn these bases in
the manner desired?" The reply was not
waited for. Two little boards of hard wood,
upon which had been engraved the hexagonal bases of the worker-cells, served as a
mould. The sheets, imperfect as they were,
were accepted by our industrious insects,
and, to the great joy of the inventor, were
filled out with cells formed and finished
upon the ridges or edges left by the mould.
The problem was then solved; but, as
often happens with useful inventions, the
fruitful idea once expressed and thrown before the public, all the improvements that

would briiig about its application, came
from without. Dummler, of Hamburg;
Kuntz, of .Taegerdorf; Sand, of Gundan;
Jacob, of Frauenbrunnen, &c., advanced
rapidly in this direction. But no one acquired the

skill of

OttoSchulz. of Bucknow,

who, from 18B9, to this date, has shrunk
from no sacrifice of time and money in
order to reach the highest limit possible.
Lightness of the sheet, figuring of mathematical exactitude, perceptible depth of impression (I millimeter— .0394 of an inch),
purity of the wax; nothing is lacking that
would cause the article he manufactures to
hold the fiist rank among productions of
this kind. But have we arrived at the limit
of progress? I do not believe we have. In
fact has not M. Junger sent, within a month,
to many native and foreign apiculturists,
samples of artificial comb, one surface of
•which had cells wholly finished, promising
to send them shortly a trial piece having
the same sort of cells on both sides.
But wait a little. Let us consider the
value of what we already possess, that is to
It is now
say, of sheets simply figured.
admitted that every pound of comb made
proprietor
a miniby the bees costs their
mun of 10 lbs. of honey. Let us put the wax
at the highest price, say 2 fr. 75c. (51.15 cts.),
and the honey at the lowest, say 1 fr. (18.6
cts.), then the actual loss of the apiculturist

This figure is exis 7 fr. 25c. (.'51.8485).
pressive enough to convince us of the absolute necessity, if we wish to be rational
in our management of saving the bees, at
least partially, this expensive work. However, if we have at hand combs full of
The exhoney, nothing will be easier.
tractor will empty them without injury, and
and
hive
will
back
into
the
put them
we
But these
the bees will fill them asain.

blessed combs do not fall from heaven. In
order to construct one of them, the bees
consume enough honey to fill the half of
another one ; tlien comes the loss of time.

Quite a portion of the colony remain in the
hive to perform this work, and even more
must be present to keep uj) the high temperature necessary in waxmaking. And
the great honey yield is passing outside
while the workers are occupied within.
I know very well that more than one
author, even some of the great ma.sters,
claim "that colonies provided with combs
exhibit less activity than those that have to
build them, and that thus there is a compensation." This statement seems to me, at
That bees, turnished
least, too absolute.
with organs for the elaboration of wax, may
be required by nature to put them in use,
everybody will admit; but between the
wax-producing organs and the organs for
the production of hohey, is there a parity of
functional power ? Who can say that there
does not exist a sort of correlation between
the two, of such nature that when one
operates more the other operates less and
this for the express purpose of preserving
tlie equilibrium of the animal system ?
;

Then how

are

our insects

?

we

to explain the idleness of
well, the explanation is

Very

deduced quite easily from the remedy that
is employed to stimulate the sluguards.
the sunshine, and
If, notwithstanding
honey-yield, your
notwithstanding the
stock flies languidly, add to its combs, by
placing between them one or two empty
combs that is to say, give it more air. and
;

Either I
deceived, or this momentary insniallnessof
from
the
activity only comes
hence, from the too great
the apartment
heat which exhists there, and which enervates the insects as it would man.

everything will return to order.

am much

;

Dr. Reisser.

How

to get rid of A.nts.

During a recent visit to Mr. Humann, in
Ostheim, I had an opportunity of becoming
acquainted with a very successful method
of speedily getting rid of ants which are so
troublesome in the apiary.
One takes small bottles, fills them half
full of sirup or sweetened water, and puts
them in the places where the ants have their
passage-ways, in such a manner as the necks
of the bottles lean against a wall or board,
in order that the ants may easily fall into
the trap and drown.
By means of camphor, ants can be driven

from rooms where honey

is

stored.

In gardens, lime-dust operates very deupon them. Their hills, after
being scratched open, are sprinkled with
lime-dust, and then hot water is poured on
them.
To render jars of honey or preserved
fruit inaccessible to the.se insects, place the
jars in chests whose bottoms have been previously covered with ashes or pulverized
chalk.—Elsnessivihe Bienenzuevhter.
structively

Comb

foundation

is

a great success.

This morning (Monday) I found the queen
had been laying in a hive into which the
swarm was only put on Friday niiilit, with
the foundation.—^ London Bee-Keeper in
British Bee Jouriial.

The Paris Exposition.

From our special correspondent at the
Paris Exposition we have received the
following very interesting communication

:

which

t-o exliibit special industries.
of these, the "Chateau de I'lnsect," quite an attractive specimen of
rustic
architecture,
with a straw-

One

thatched roof, was erected by the
French government, through the persuasion of the various French apicultural societies.

EXPOSITION UNIVERSELLE.
Friend Newman:— The " Champ de
Mars," a place on the left bank of the
river Seine, heretofore used for military
exercises, is devoted to the great purposes of the Exposition. The main
"building, which covers the largest part
of it, is a vast parallelogram, in the
center of which is an ornamental gar-

"

^,

in

{Messrs. H. K.

&

This exhibition is open to all interested in bee-culture throughout the
world, for the purpose of encouraging
inventions, ventilating the most ap-

proved method of managing bees, ce-

menting a kindly feeling l>etween producers and dealers, bringing the products prominently before the public,
a free exchange of opinions, and other-

CHATEAU DE LINSECT '-PARIS EXPOSITION.

Thurber & Co. very generously supplied us with two large photographs of the
from which we have had the above engraving prepared. The originals we shall

F. B.

Chateau de I'Insect,"
have framed and placed

in

our mu«eum.— Ed.]

den. The allotment of space to each
nation consists of a section of greater
or less width, extending from the exterior of the building to tliB central
garden, making a depth of about 225
feet. The approach to the building is
through grounds elegantly laid out and

ornamented with large trees, which
have been transplanted. There are
artificial lakes and grottoes, also rare
•exotics from the gr&en-houses of the

On

city.
the opposite side of the river
is the. trocadero, an elevated plateau of

about 75 feet in height, sloping gradually to it, and which is reached Dy the
Jena bridge. Through the grounds,
covering the slope from the palace to
the river, have been erected buildings

wise promoting the general interest of
apiarists.

The various hives entered the

lists

for competition, display a proof of the
great interest now taken by Europe in
this industry; at the same time they
are a sad commentary upon the incorrect ideas of European bee-keepers,

when compared with progressive Americans.

However, when we consider that
hives came from
of their
countries where they still cling stubbornly to the idea that a wooden shoe

many

better than a leather one, it is gratifying to note a tendency toward imis

provement.
I cannot help regarding as an unfor-

300

tunate circumstance the fact that all
exhibitors of bees and their products
were not accommodated under one
roof, as the display would have certainly been much more impressive
and many interested— friend Abbott
among others would not have gone
home without seeing all. As it was,
every inch of room in the " Chateau de
I'Insect " was assigned long before the
Exposition opened, and a large number
of apiarists had to content themselves
with space in their different governmental departments. Their exhibits
were none the less interesting for this,
but bee-keeping, as an industry, lost
much of the force it would otherwise
have had in a grand and united display.
I presume the multiplicity of other

—

sights monopolized so much of Mr. Abbott's time and attention that he failed
to notice, while here, the elaborate display in the American department made
by Messrs. H. K. &F. B. Thurber Co.,
for in the July number of the British
Bee Journal, he says the American exhibits were conspicuous by their absence. The Thurbers' always try to be
abreast, and to this lirm's enterprise
the bee-keepers of the United States
owe a tine exhibition of their honey.
This firm called particular attention
to the superior quality of American
honey; straight, well-filled combs,
stored in convenient boxes, which are
in turn packed into neat crates, well
adapted for general sale and transportation. Many people, probably in our
country, are unaware of the wide range
of this firm's trade, and but comparatively few are really aware how much
labor, capital and pluck-, is needed to
sell even a box of honey or a cake of

&

It would appear bat simple
matters, and yet under careful manipulation of good business men, really imply vast commerce, wide as the earth

beeswax.

itself.

It

was very gratifying

me, as an
boxes and
as well as the very fine honey

American,
crates,

to

to liear the prize

they contained, so universally praised
by Europeans. Every box was an indisputable witness that although we
are called young Americans, in the
present of bee-culture we are really the
elders of all the world
I cannot refrain from recording my
regret that some of our enterprising
bee-keepers did not utilize photography,
and in this manner illustrate a flourishing American ai)iary and our methods
of raising bees for profit. You know
how badly Richard wanted a horse and
how anxiously Blucher or daylight was
looked for, but you will never know
with what earnestness I wished for a
!

patent bee-hive man.

Strange and almost incredible as the statement may
appear, not one of tliese indefatigable
ones were to be seen, and not one American hive or implement was on exhibiIt was refreshing, however, to
find the American Bee Journal, and

tion

!

the Bee-Keemrs'' Magazine displayed
conspicuously
They were nailed to
the counter of Messrs. Thurber's exhibit in such a manner as enabled those
interested to read them, and they have
been thumbed imtil they are ragged.
Your own very beautiful poster occupied a prominent position and tliese
were the only specimens of bee-literature I saw at the Exhibition.
All the way from Skaneateles to Paris,
via Syracuse, New York City, American
Institute Fair, through the critical observation of a hundred bee-keepers,
across 3,000 miles of the deep sea, on
the counter of the Liverpool Exchange,
to the largest establishment in London,
Hull, Leith, Glasgow and Belfast, back
to London, across the rough channel to
finally rest, like a brass kettle in the
sunshine at the Paris Exposition, came
Doolittle's cherry-crate of Honey
What a history this little crate has
had
I can, in my mind's eye, see
friend Doolittle, working over his
bench at the crate, and the look of satisfaction which pervaded his countenance when he first unveiled it, (I mean
the crate), to his New York friends
Why, he looked like the gambler who
held four aces in his hand and the fifth
up his sleeve He knew he could sweep
the deck! Then, again, I see three
gentlemen bathed in perspiration, discussing the merits and demerits of this
same little crate of honey they were
so long in deciding that the gas was
turned off and they were left alone in
the dark in the middle of the night to
determine its beauty. I remember what
a disturber of the peace it became, and
how the little dictator, after all, has
obliged the world to acknowledge that
these boxes are the " most marketable
shape," and win from yoti the title of
"prize box!"
In the monotony of a sea voyage,
after all the books and papers had been
read, and every nook and corner of the
steamer had been seen, the purser ci'eated quite a sensation by announcing
that as all hands were anxious to be entertained, he had on board the ship an
exhibit intended for the Paris Exhibition, that he would show them. He
!

—

!

!

!

!

!

;

upon his '* word of honor," and
without the least desire to exaggerate
the matter at the expense of truth, that
that which he was about to show them
had required 20,000 individuals a long
said

time to construct, tlie entire work liad
been supervised by a lady, and from the
commencement to the completion not
a single word had been spoken, either
in directing its construction or executing the orders. Neither had they ever
before, nor will they ever again make
He proposed, therefore, to
its like.
clear the saloon, and in consideration
of two shillings each to be dropped into
the contribution box of the Seamen's
Orphanage of Liverpool, (one of which

almost

all

steamers carry), to admit

all

that might desire to see this Avonderful
exhibit. It is hardly necessary for me
to tell you that the little " cherry
crate " was again the admiration of all
beholders. The joke was enjoyed, and
that crate of honey thus became a silent
contributor to a great charity.
There are several other incidents
quite as interesting, in her career, but
1 forbear mentioning them, fearing I
have already taxed your valuable space
too much.

ENGLAND.

Tlie display made by Messrs. Abbott,
in this department, is very creditable their
various contrivances are practical and
plainly show these gentlemen to be among
1 noticed their
the leading bee-masters.
celebrated standard hive and three others,
an extractor, a wax smelter, supers, »fec.
Geo. Neighbour & Sons, whose fame as
bee-men is world-wide, made an excellent
exhibit, that was in keeping with their
All their hives
characteristic enterprise.
except the " Philadelphia" are straw ones.
;

Althoiigh the display is large, exhausting, I
think, their entire catalogue, it was in many
respects a duplicate of their Centennial exliibit, and contained little, if anything, that
American
would interest
bee-keepers
enough to adopt. Their observation hive,
in the CJiateau de V Insect, is the best for
tliat purpose that I ever saw.
They exhibit
a Bingliam smoker with a slight alteration.

FRANCE.
Barat,

of Aiguillon, has a working
colony of bees, in a hive constructed according to his ideas of perfection, also honey

and wax.

Be AL, Canonere, of Camnrai, has quite a
variety of most delicious mead and hydromel, bottled like wine and handsomely
Such a display as this always
labeled.
monopolizes considerable of my time, because they opened my eyes to new outlets
for American honey. I had to employ the
services of an interpreter, in order to ascertain the particulars of its manufacture.
M. Beau, of Mallly-la-ville, had a work
on bee-culture, also several straw hives,
the same style as those
filled with honey
in use before the days of Huber. Bememberijig that a tree is judged by its fruit,
after looking at this man's product, I could
only conjecture the caliber of his book.
Widow Bufre, of Villers-sur-Condun,
makes a grand exhibition of honey and
beeswax, also numerous hives.
;

E. Beuve, of Creney, makes that sort of
a display whicli never fails to attract the
masses, viz, live bees.
These they had
working in one of their modern hives, so
arranged as to demonstrate practically
every good feature in their construction.—
They also introduced many little convenient contrivances used by them in their
apiaries.

M. Deproze, from Reims.— The champaigne made from honey, and bottled by
this gentleman, vies, in style and (juality,
with the best manufactured from the grape.
P. Abadie Ferran, of Captiux, shows
some very pretty beeswax, cast into various
sizes of cakes, and done up conspicuously,
so as to attract attention. Their specimens
of honey have the appearance of old exhibition pieces. Their hives are straw, with
movable frames.
Alberic & BoR, of Montigney-en-Morvand, are represented by straw supers,
filled with honey, a drone trap, and quite a
neatly printed treatise on bee-keeping.
Argans & Son, of Angerville, display one
barrel of candied honey, about the color of

our buckwheat.
J. P. Arvilet, of Selogney, furnishes a
description of their method of cultivating
bees, and exhibits a collection of apiarian
tools, a few frames filled with honey, about
the shade of our basswood, besides other
samples of comb and extracted honey.
C. A. Aube, of Carbreuse.— The contribution made by this gentleman interested me
very much. It consisted not only of honey
and beeswax, but a very superior article of

alcohol, made from honey.
There were
others who showed this kind of
alchohol, but tiiis struck me as the best that

many
I

examined.

E. Anmignons, of Berzieux, exhibits
apiarian implements, lioney and a swarming apparatus, consisting of a pole with a
bag on the end of it also some f umigators.
Balet Bros., of Paris, make a brilliant
display of honey-producing plants in full
;

bloom.

&

MONTUNCAMP, of Mont
exhibits specimens preserved in
of
larv:e,
queens, drones and
alcohol,
eggs,
workers, artistically arranged, so as to show
every successive stage of a bee's growth.
M. BuRGHARD, of Paris, exhibits an allmetal honey extractor.
BOURDIER

Boyer,

J. N. Cayatte, of Billy-lez-Mongiennes,
manufactures vinegar, made from honey.
He had on exhibition a very superior
and wonderfully fine flavored vinegar; an
.article we might make in America. They
also have some very nice honey and wax.

Charton Troissard, of Dampierre-deI'anbi.— Here we see another and feasible
way of employing honey. They have a
great variety of fruits preserved in honey,
also mead, hydromel and other kinds of
Hquors. All these were taking in looks and
lucious in taste.
I might encumber considerable more of
your space by the enumeration, in detail, of
a hundred other minor displays in the

" Chateau de I'Insect," but will pass the
models, drawings and confections, to note
in a flying manner a few that had to find
shelter in other departments.

Bkiscoffski, of Moscow, Prussia, created somewhat of a flutter among bee-men
with his " Perfection Hive," which is a
near approach to an "American."

JAPAN.
The Japanese government make an impressive exhibit of

beeswax and strained

honey.

BOLIVIA
contributed only a box of nice beeswax.

HUNGARY.
Wm.

Rosenthal of Budapest, Hungary,
has an attraction in honey and wax.

ITALY.

NETHERLANDS,

Prof. Louis Sartori, of Milano, a great
amount of praise and credit is due for the
very impressive arrangement of Italy's display, in the general arrangement of which no
small amount of architectural skill was required. The photographic art has been employed in a most liberal manner by the
Italian government, and a series of 50
splendid views of various apiaries and their
surroundings add much to this certainly
very excellent display; nor is this all in the
picture line. There are 10 large brilliantlycolored plates 9x13, the anatomy, &c., of the
honey-bee, while there are others showing
the interior of work-shops belonging to
various bee-keepers, illustrating their manner of working and arrangement of machinery. Photography is a novel and instructive feature of'this section.
The individual contribution of M. SarTORi, consists of about one dozen ditterently
designed hives, all movable frames and some
of them made of wood; a bellows smoker,
with long projecting handles; sample phials
of honey from every province of Italy. Very
fine vinegar; a feeder with a float in it; various styles of wooden urns and glass jars for
packing honey in; a very elaborate design
of his establishment in Italy; queen cages,
boxes for transporting queens in; veils, and
miscellaneous shaped knives, and a very
large assortment of candied honey; frames
holding one pound of comb honey and a variety of ginger-bread, into the composition of
which honey enters very largely. Also a
tin extractor, rigged upon a wooden frame,
and a specimen copy of his celebrated work
" L' Apicoltura in Italia."
M. Giovanni, of Antignati, had on show
several hives.
Count Gartano, of Milano, had an extensive display of hives and honey.
B. BoTTAMiNi, of Bormio, wins the eye

have on exhibition two pyramids of white
and yellow wax, and several jars of honey
and bottles of hydromel.

To

with a Tery ingeniously-constructed model
of his apiary; photographs of beautiful
Bortni* and Its surroundings; 3 bee hives, a
large collection of honey and beeswax, and
a variety of very finely-flavored liquors made
from honey.
GuisEPPi's Apiary is represented by

handsome views, as many as 8 varieties of
delightful liquors, 5x6 frames for honey,
extractors and presses for pressing out or
strainlug honey, and an additional attraction in a section of cork tree 5 feet long, 12
inohes in diameter, hollow, and filled with
honej by the bees.
Italy, not content with the magnificent
display in her agricultural department, continues to interest bee-keepers by her show
in the department of manufactured goods of
crude beeswax and tfhe brilliant candles and
tapers made therefrom.

PORTUGAL,
has ten samples of honey and beeswax.

VENEZUELA
display a straw super filled with honey;
also an assortment of white and yellow
wax. Surplus boxes, filled with comb, and
weighings pounds each, a limb of a tree
with honey comb built on to it, and a strawthatched wooden-framed hive, as well as a
variety of extracted honey in nice jars.
In the horticultural annex, Louis Corset,
beekeeper at Cher, France; G. Dumas,
Saint Remy, France: M. Polizard, whose
establishment is at St. Denis de Palm; M.

MalessetBuzancais, Rameau, of Toulon— all
have very nice and creditable shows of
honey, wax and hives.

The Messrs. Field, the great candle
manufacturers, and the largest consumers
of beeswax in the world (who by the way
have lately made H. K. & F. B. Thurber &
Co., their sole agents in America), come to
the front, as usual, with their magnificent
array of candles. Surely the little bee herself might verily become inflated with selfimportance could she be aware of the vast
traffic her products create.
The religious
pageantry of Roman Catholic countries of
Europe and America owe much of its splendor, and more than half perhaps of its influence on the mind, to the altar-candles,
each the tribute of a thousand flowers, collected by a thousand bees, of all substances
for the illumination of holy altars,

is

cer-

most appropriate— so pure, se
sweet in its origin, leading back the
thoughts to beautiful blossoms and gardens.
This firm consume ten tons of American
beeswax per month, besides large quantities
from other countries.
tainly the

I purposely avoided giving a detailed description of the various hives &c., for so do-

ing I would simply occupy your space without furnishing your readers with any new
Argus.
or useful ideas.

How

TO Winter.— Those who wish

to

post up on the subject of wintering, will do
well to read Prof. Cook's essay as read before the National Convention of 1876.
Pilce 15 cents.

—

I

Honey Used

for

Cooking Purposes.

Council Grove, Kansas, July 8, 1878.
" Will you please give Keceipts for Honey
M. F. Clute.
in the Journal ?"

Cake

Instead of dealing disease and
death promiscuously to those who indulge
Certainly.

in its use, as do syrups, honey gives mankind, in the most agreeable manner, both
food and medicine.
It is a common expression that honey is a
luxury, having nothing to do with the life-

an error— honey
is food in one of its most concentrated
forms. True, it does not add so much to
the growth of muscle as does beefsteak, but
it does impart other properties, no less necessary to health and vigorous physical and
This

giving principle.

is

It gives warmth to the
system, arouses nervous energy, and gives
vigor to all the vital flmctions. To the
laborer, it gives strength— to the business
man, mental force. Its effects are not like
ordinary stimulants, such as spirits, &c.,
but it produces a healthy action, the results
of which are pleasing and permanent—
sweet disposition and a bright intellect.
The use of honey instead of sugar for
almost every kind of cooking, is as pleasant
for the palate as it is healthy for the stomach.
In preparing blackberry, raspberry
or strawberry short cake, it is infinitely

intellectual action

!

honey has the quality of

"Well-purified

preserving, for a long time in a fresh state,
anything that maj' be laid in it or mixed
with it, and to prevent its corrupting in a
far superior

manner

species of fruit

thus many
preserved by being

to sugar

may be

;

honey, and by this means will

obtain a pleasant taste and give to the
stomach a healthy tone. One who has once
tried it, will not use sugar for preserving
fruit

;

besides,

honey sweetens

than sugar.
In fact, honey
ingi'edient in
article

of

far

more

Hamburg Honey Cake.— The

replace sugar as an

the cooking of almost any
at the
same time

its relish.

Digestion (all-potent in its effects on the
mind as well as the body) depends largely
Poor food received into a
on the food.
poor stomach is the cause of many unhappy
homes— while good, healthy food, received
into a healthy stomach becomes "an Angel
of Peace " to many a household.
The following are a few of the many desirable things that may be made, with honey
as an ingredient

flour

intended for this cake should be well dried
sifted, before being weighed
then
take 12 pounds of flour and 12 pounds of
honey bring the honey to a boiling heat,
pour it in the flour, and mix thoroughly.—
Dissolve 2)4 ounces of pearlash in 2 gills of
take 1
rose-water, the evening before

and

;

;

;

pound of butter
of

or lard, 2 table-spoonsful of
the grated rind of 2

West India rum,

lemons, the candied or sugar-coated rind
of 2 oranges, and a very small quantity of
cloves. The solution of pearlash
IS to be added when the dough has become
cool, and the mass must be thoroughly
kneaded.
The dough may be prepared
several days in advance of the baking.

pounded

Honey Brown

Cake.— To 4 pounds of
flour take 4 pounds of honey, }4 pound of
pulverized loaf or lump sugar, }4 ounce of
Canella, 3 ounces of lard, a small quantity
of cloves, 1 ounce of pearlash, 1 gill of rosewater, and 2 spoonsful of rum or French
brandy. The honey and lard are to be incorporated by boiling, and when again
cooled off, add the pearlash previously dissolved in the rose-water. Knead the mass
well, let it stand several days, and then
work it over again very thoroughly. Some
persons prefer to omit the cloves, and substitute for

them pounded cardamon

seeds,

grated lemon peel, or sugar-coated orange
peel.

Honey Apple Cakes.— Soak 3 cups of
dried apples over night chop slightly, and
simmer in 2 cofl:ee cups of honey for 2 hours,
then add 13^ coffee cups of honey, }4 coffee
cup of sugar, 1 cotfee cup of melted butter,
3 eggs, 2 teaspoonsful saleratus
cloves,
cinnamon, powdered lemon or orange peel,
and ginger syrup, if you have it. Mix all
together, add the apples, and then flour
enough for a stiff batter. Bake in a slow
oven. This will make 2 good sized cakes.
Honey Fruit Cake.— Four eggs, 5 cups
of flour, 2 cups of honey, 1 teacupful of
butter, 1 cup of sweet milk, 2 teaspoonful
cream of tartar, 1 teaspoonful soda, 1 pound
of raisins, 1 pound currants, J^ pound citron,
1 teaspoonful each cloves, cinnamon and
nutmeg bake in a large loaf in a slow oven.
This will be nice months after baking as
well as when fresh.
Honey Sponge Cake :— One large coffee
cup full of honey, 1 cup of flour, 5 eggs.—
Beat yelks and honey together, beat the
whites to a froth mix all together, stirring
flavor with lemon
as little as possible
juice or extract.
Railroad Honey Cake.— One cup of
honey, 1 heaping cup of flour, 1 teaspoonful
cream tartar, J^ teaspoonful soda, 3 eggs
and a little lemon juice stir all together 10
minutes. Bake 20 minutes in a quick oven.
Honey can be used in cooking anything,
just as sugar is used, merely using less milk
or water than called for when sugar is used,
on account of honey being a liquid.
;

:

may

food— and

greatly add to
'

quick oven.

;

superior.

laid in

Honey Lemon Cake.— One cup butter,
2 cups honey, 4 eggs well beaten, teaspoonful essence of lemon, half cup sour milk,
teaspoonful soda, flour enough to make it as
stiff as can be stirred, bake at once in a

;

;

;
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Milk and Honey.— Take a bowl of inilk
and break some light wheat bread and also
some white comb honey into it. This is delicious—the proverbial "milk and honey"
of the ancients.

Honey Cake.— One quart of extracted
honey, 3^ pint sugar,
pint melted butter,
1 teaspoonful soda, dissolved in }4 teacup of
warm water, 14 of a nutmeg and 1 teaspoon-

H

ful of ginger. Mix these ingredients and
then work in flour and roll. Cut in thin
cakes and bake on buttered tins in a quick

oven.

German Honey Cake.— Three

and one-

half pounds of flour, \}4 pounds of honey,
3^ pound of sugar, }i pound of butter, }i of
grated nutmeg, one-sixth of an ounce of
ginger, Ji of an ounce of soda; roll thin, cut
in small cakes and bake in a hot oven.

Cheap Honey Tea Cake.— One teacup
of extracted honey, }4 teacup of tliick sour
cream, 3 eggs, }4 teacup of butter, 2 cups
flour, scant J^ teaspoon of soda, 1 teaspoon
cream of tartar; flavor to taste.
Honey* Ginger Cake.— Three cups of

of

flour,

\}4

then add

cups butter; rub well together,
cup brown sugar, 3 large table-

1

spoonful of ginger, and, ifiyou like, the same
amount of caraway seeds; 5 eggs, 2 cups of
extracted honey and o teaspoonstui of baking powder.— Beat it well, and bake in a
square, iron pan 1 hour or more.
Four cups of extracted
Honey* Cakes.
honey, 1 cup batter, 2 teaspoonsful of baking powder, and flour added by degrees, to
make a stiff paste; work well together, roll
ai> inch thick, cut into cakes and bake
out
in a quick oven. See that they do not burn.

—

K

Honey Tea Cakes.— Three

pounds and

K

pound
a half of flour; 1>2 pounds honey;
of sugar; J^ a pound of butter; }4 a nutmeg
grated; 1 tablespoonful of saleratus, or carMix the sugar with the
bonate of soda.
flour and grated ginger, and work the whole
into a smooth dough with the butter beaten
to cream, the honey and saleratus, or soda,
dissolved in a little hot water; lloll it a
quarter of an inch thick, cut it into small
cakes, and bake them 2.5 minutes in a moderate oven.
Honey Cookies. Mix a quart of extracted honey with
a pound of powdered
white sugar, li a pound of fresh butter and
the juice of 2 oranges or lemons. Warm
these ingredients slightly, just enough to
soften the butter, and then stir the mixture
very hard, adding a grated nutmeg. Mix in
gradually 2 pounds or less of sifted flour,
make it into a dough just stiff enough to
roll out easy, and beat it well all over with
a rolling pin; then roll it out into a large
sheet half an inch thick, cut it into round
cakes with the top of a tumbler dipped frequently in flour, lay them in shallow tin
pans slightly buttered, and bake them.

—

%

Honey* Cakes.— Three cups of honey,
H cup butter, soda to
mix rather stiff.

4 cups sour milk,
sweeten the milk;

Honey

Gincjeu Snaps.- Onepinthoney,

% pound of butter, 2 teaspoonfuls of ginger,

boil together a few minutes, and when
nearly cold put in flour until it is stiff, roll
out thinly and bake quickly.

Honey' Pudding. — Three pints thinly
1 pint honey, 1 pint flour, 1
pint corn-meal, small piece butter, 1 teaspoonful soda, the juice of 2 lemons and
their grated rinds; stir the dry soda into the
honey, then add the apples, melted butter
and a little salt; now add the lemon rind
and juice and at once stir in the flour. Bake
one hour. Serve hot or cold with sauce.

sliced apples.

Grapes Preserved with Honey\ —

Take 7 pounds

of sound grapes on the stem,
the branches as perfect as possible, pack
them snugly without breaking, in a stone
jar.
Make a syrup of 4 pounds of honey, 1
pint good vinegar, with cloves and cinnamon to suit, (about 3 ounces of each), boil
well together for 20 minutes, skim well,
then turn boiling hot over the grapes and
seal immediately. They will keep for years,
if you wish, and are exceedingly nice.

Apples, peaches and plums
this way.

may

be done in

Preserving Fruits.— Put honey and
fruit in a vessel, then put the vessel in a
kettle of water and boil, the same as with
sugar.

Honey Liquorice.—Honey and a strong
infusion of liquorice boiled to a proper consistency.

Honey-Foam

(sputum).

— Prepared

by

beating, with the addition of a small quantity of white of eggs. It is used to brush

over cakes and confectionery before baking.
Honey Preserves. All kinds of fruit
made into jam, with honey instead of sugar,
are nice. " Butter," made with extracted
honey, is much nicer than when made with
sugar. For grapes, pick from the stem and
pack into a jar until it is full, then turn
cold honey over them until they are covered
well. Seal up without any heat, and keep
in a cool place. After a few months they
will be found to be delicious.

—

Extracted

vs. Strained

Honey.

For some time we have been calling
to
the misnomer " Strained
Honey" when applied to the pure "Virgin
Honey" obtained by the use of the "ExFriend Wm. Muth Rasmussen,
tractor."
attention

of California, in a recent letter to the £re?iing Express, on this subject, says
" Before the introduction of the honeyextractor, all liquid honey was strained,
the process of which, in this part of the
The
countryi was commonly as follows
surplus honey stored in the top of the beereserhive, was cut out and dumped into a
voir (now generally known as a sun
strainer) provided with a glass cover, when
the heat of the sun would melt the honey
comb, and the liquid honey ran through a
pipe into a tank of the main reservoir, while
tiie beeswax would collect into a cake in
tlie bottom of the sun-strainer, to be cut out
and re-melted for the market. In this way
the honey was unavoidably mixed with bee
bread (the pollen of tiie flowers), an article
of not very pleasant taste to man, even if it
is to the bee, besides dead bees and brood.
:

:

The honey "naturally assumed some

of the
flavor of those ingredients, while it lost
some of its own flavor and changed to a
darker shade of color by being exposed to
the heat.
Ill the beginning of 1871
attention was
drawn to the honey extractor, a machine
advertised in the Eastern papers, and just
then coming into use. I obtained one, and
was probably the first one in Southern California to take the honey in this way.

my

Since then, all the principal bee-keepers
here have adopted the honey extractor.
The honey comb, being built in frames
like those in the main hive, after having

been removed from the upper ])art of the
hive, is carried to the honey house, where it
is uncapped, or the covering removed with
a knife from the mouth of the cells. The
comb is tiien placed in the extractor, a very
simple machine, which, by centrifugal
force, throws the honey out of the cells.
Tlie honey is then removed to the tank,
which generally is supplied with a strainer
to exclude bees and flies, and after standing
a short time, the scum and such diminutive
particles of the comb as are broken ott' in
extracting, rise to the surface to be skimmed
off, while the pure, clean honey is drawn ott'
from the bottom of the tank. This honey
is virtually pure virgin honey, so much
prized in ancient times, being removed
from the comb in a cold state, but by a
quicker method than of old, and being
unpointed by the bee bread, dead bees and
brood.

between strained and
extracted honey, to which I desire to draw
the attention of the public, and I now mark
all my extracted honey as such.
The honey
comb, after being emptied in the extractor,
is returned to the hive, to be refilled by the
bees. The sun strainer is now only used
for converting the cappings of the honey
comb into beeswax, and what little honey

There is a prevailing idea that candied
or granulated honey is inferior to liquid
honey. This is a serious mistake, the facts
of which ought to be more generally

known.

pure honey will granutime,— that from cei-tain
flowers having a tendency to granulate
quicker than that from others. Exposure
Nearly

all

late in course of

to a cold temperature is another cause of
this change, it is one test that the honey
is
pure.
Manufactured or adulterated
honey cannot be brought to granulate. In
France, honey cannot be sold except in this

the public are coversant with the
know that as such they are buying
pure honey and not an adulterated article.
If honey granulates, it is very simple to
return to its liquid state. Place the vessel
containing the honey in a kettle or boiler of
water bring this to a boiling point, and
before long the honey will become liquid as
when first taken from the hive, without
losing any of its original flavor or taste.—
The honey vessel should have a small
opening, sutflcient to let the air out, to prevent the expansion of the air and honey
from bursting it. By liquifying a little at a
time, the different members of a family may
take their honey in which ever way they
please, many persons preferring the candied
to the liquid honey."
state, as
fact, and

;

Soutltjent

%oUs.

It is this dift'erence

adliering to the cappings, is obtained in this
way, should either be retained at the apiary,
to be fed to weak colonies in the spring, or
if sold at all, should be so with the clear
understanding that it is really strained
honey, and an inferior article after all.
I would earnestly advise bee-keepers not
to extract their honey until it is fully or
nearly all capped over, as it is only proper
at this stage. It is much easier to throw
the honey out of the comb before it is

capped over than

after, not only because it
saves the laborious work of uncapping, but
also because the honey is thin and watery,
and not until it has been evaporated by the
bees to the proper consistency, the sign of
which is that it is capped over, it is good,
ripe honey, pleasant and safe to eat under
all circumstances.
It is a fact well known
among bee-keepers in the Eastern States
that uncapped honey will produce disease
among the bees that are confined to such
food during the long winter, just as unripe
fruit or half-baked bread would among
human beings and also, that honey which
is extracted before being ripe is very apt to
sour, thus bringing its own penalty for
;

tlie market an inferior article,
easily obtained, instead of a good article,
for which the producer can vouch and which
will give satisfaction to the consumer.

throwing on
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Improvement
The
asked:

question, with propriety, may be
"Is the honey-bee susceptible of

improvement?"
cally,

of Bees.

it is.

We answer,

most emphatiof the honey

The improvement

bee has been greatly neglected. Importations have been made year after year, and
still we see no marked dift'erence in quality
from the first importations made years ago;
in fact the Italian bees imported of late
years, as a general thing, are not of as large
and fine color as those imported by Parsons
and others at an earlier date. Why is this?
Have they retrograded? or, have our later
importations been obtained from different
portions of the country, thus making the
difference in size, color and quality? This
difference has not been brought about by
breeding in this country, although no special
care lias been given them to obtain their
higliest perfection. Not one breeder in five
liundred or one thousand has ever made
a specialty of breeding for improvement in
any other way than to introduce, now and
then, fresh blood from imported stock.
When this is done they seem to think no

Here is
is necessary.
where they fail to accomplish the highest
standard of' purity and excellence combined.
The breeders of our imported stock of cattle,
further improvement

sheep, hogs, &c., make great improvements
upon their stock by selecting every time
from the very best until they have arrived
at the perfection of all the characteristics of
a fine, noble animal. They, in their wisdom
of improvement, have in many instances by

far excelled those imported from the old
country. So much so, that many a noble
animal has been shipped to Euro]3e, having
excelled in many points the European
breeds.
This shows wisdom and progress in
the American breeder. It is a fact, we believe, tliat the Italians have never made tlie
breeding of the Italian bee a specialty; or,
at least given it that attention so necessary to make and bring out those points of
excellence that are found in the Italian
honey bee. The queens are gathered up
promiscuously from different portions of

that country and shipped to this, without,
perhaps, that distinction regarding quality
that should be made or given to them.

found as high as

15 cells, with from 6 to 14
eggs in a cell. I destroyed all the cells, and
3
in
days found the same thing existing
again. I took from them their queen, and
destroyed all their cells, and gave them a
frame of nice new comb with plenty of eggs
and brood in all stages. In 3 days I found
the same thing repeated. I destroyed all tiie
cells, and gave them a young fei'tile queen,
but they still persisted in making cells and
feeding them as though they contained but
one egg. I then exchanged its place with
another heavy colony, which stopped the
singular phenomena.
A. F. Moon.
Rome, Ga.

We

have seen some imported queens

point of quality were worthless. From
their manner of breeding, or otherwise, they
had about run out. In many cases these
queens are distributed over our country and
have not proved to be what they should.
While we find some very fine from the imported stock, we hope to see a change in
this department. Let us try and see what
improvement we can make in breeding our
bees. By carefully selecting from our very
best, we can combine all the points of excellence that can be asked for in our bees.
But, says one, how am I to accomplish this?
First, by selecting from the best those possessing great vigor, large and well marked,
you can combine, if you wish; 1st, size; 2d,
vigor; 3d. prolificness; 4th, color; 5th, temper. All these points can soon be achieved
by careful breeding. We first test the quality of queens and drones in mating them;

and when we have tested fairly tiie qualities
of either queens or drones, and found them
to duplicate themselves pretty well, we
choose them to breed from to cross with
others. One of the best and easiest plans
is to commence very early in the spring to
feed such stock as are to be used for breedlug purposes. By feeding a little regularly
for a siiort time, you will produce young
drones one month in advance of those not
fed. At the same time raise up- what queens
you wish, and you will secure pure fertilization from such as you desire. Again, in the
fall, we wish to test the breeding qualities
of some of the young queens we raised in
the spring. As soon as the drones are destroyed, which is, here in the South, about
the first of August, we place upon our hive
a slide to prevent any drones entering, we
place good drone comb in the center of our
hive and commence feeding regularly every
day. We will soon have plenty of drones
from such stock as we desire, while allothers are destroyed. We raise up what queens
we want, and from the drones we have
reared we get another cross; and if we find
improvement has been made, we keep on
breeding from tliis strain for several generations, and then cross to another. By exercising care and judgment, we will soon
see

If

we

are

we seldom

making any

fail to

progress, which
see In the first or second

generation.

EGGS

10
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that, in

QUEEN CELLS.

I had a colony of Italian bees that would
start large numbers of queen cells, to all appearance preparatory to swarming. I have

Matters and Things in Alabama.
Feiend

Newman —I fear you will

have
whole number for " blasted
:

to give us a

bi-otlier Heddon says,
I fear
this is to be "the summer of our disconAlready the wail comes up, from
tent."
Maine to Louisiana, that bees are making na
surplus. I landed here, from Oxford, Ohio,
the 30th of last January, with 4 colonies of
Italian bees 3 of them in good order. One
being a late swarm and the frames not
finite filled witli comb, broke dawn, destroybut the queen was all
ing half of the bees
right.
I fixed them up after their ride of
500 or 600 miles, and on the first of February
they began to bring in pollen.
I also bought 30 colonies of black bees, in
all kinds of gums, for a 31.50 each, and
transferred them to movable-frame hives.
The season opened very early. In March,
we had plum, peach and cherry blossoms in
abundance, whicii they stored in the brood
chamber, sufficient to carry on brood-

hopes;" as

;

;

but I noticed
rearing and comb-building
the honey from this source was quite thin,
and somewhat bitter, but seemed to answer
their purpose. About this time, I had visions of tons of nice, white comb, and
barrels of extracted honey but alas, " there
is many a slip between the cup and the
lip," and " when it rains soup, my bowl is
generally upside down." This time I had
the bowl set right, but the shower didn't
come.
White clover promised well for
awhile the bees filled the brood-chamber
and commenced building comb in the upper
frames, but a severe drouth set In and dried
up the clover with almost everything from
which they could get anything sweet.
Then there was no honejMlevv,— sometiiing
very unusual for this country. Neighbors
tell me tiiat last year the honey-dew was so
plenty that it dripped from the leaves of the
poplar and other trees of the forest, but
this is destined to be the poorest for many
;

;

;

years.

The bees commenced drawing on their
and at tiiis date have nearly exhausted them. When I open a hive in the
heat of the day, robbers pitch In and would
soon clean out the strongest, but I close up
the entrance promptly against friend or foe ;
let them remain closed one hour, then give
them room for one bee at a time to pass out
stores,

or In.

A

very good plan is to throw a sheet over
the hive and tuck close around It, so that

none can get out or in. When the robbers
stop buzzing around it, remove the clotii
and contract the entrance, and they will
generally defend themselves.
In transferring, I had a lot of black comb
1 noticed in
which 1 made into wax.
moulding it that it was sure to crack. On
looking about for the cause, I discovered
that the edges cooled first, sticking fast to
I took a thinthe vessel when cooling
bladed knife and kept one cake loose around
the vessel while cooling. The consequence
was a nice cake of wax, without a crack.
The best remedy I have ever found for
the sting of a bee is lobelia. I chew the
leaves and stock, and apply it wet with
spittle.
I think the tincture of lobelia
;

would be

still

better.

I think D. D. Palmer gave Novice a good
one in reference to " Our Homes." He is
apt to jump at conclusions. Probably he
has a dozen letters, out of 3,000 subscribers,
in favor of "Our Homes ;" butshouldhecall
us all up and take a vote, he would see how

stands. I think everything not pertaining to bee-culture out of place in a bee
publication
Long may the American Bee
John R. Lee.
Journal live.
Huntsville, Ala., Aug. 3, 1878.
it

.

(£jOxvzspon&tnu.

regions of Brazil. According to Mr. Swainson many of these little membracidfe live
in families of 20 or 30, all clustered together
on the panicles of grasses and on the tops of
other plants like the European plant lice.
These are regularly visited by parties of a
little black ant which may be seen going
and coming to their heads and attending
them with the same care which the
European ants bestow on the aphides. To
render the similarity with cattle more complete, the membracid?e possesses horns
growing out of their heads, or are otherwise
armed, while their large, abrupt heads remind the entomologist of the bull or cow.
The Mexican honey ants [Mynnecocystu^

Mexlcamis), are, if possible, still more remarkable, for here we see an animal rearing
others of the same species for the purpose
of food. Some of these ants are mainly distinguished by an enormous swelling of the
abdomen, which is converted into a mass
like honey, and being unable in their unwieldy condition to seek food themselves,
are fed by the laborers until they are
beneflt of the commuvast extension is the
result of an intestinal rupture caused by an
excessive indulgence or the appetite, or
whether they are purposely selected, confined and overfed, or wounded for the purpose, has not yet been determined.".

doomed to "die for the
nity. Whether this

For

The Aphides,

tlie

American Bee Journal.

Basewood—the
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" off year."

or Plant Lice.

Editor of Journal:— In the Journal.

I submit the following extract from Dr.
Hartwig's " Wonders of the Polar and Tropical World," who is also author of "The
Sea and its Living Wonders," and other
John Murray.
works.
Woodman, Wis., Aug. 5, 1878.
" The aphides, or plant lice, eject a sweet,
honey-like fluid, which may be correctly
termed their milk, and which is so grateful
to the ants that they attend on the honey
flies for the sole purpose of gathering it and
literally milk them as we do our cows, forcing them to yield the fluid by alternately
patting them with their antennje. But the
most extraordinary part of these proceedings is that the ants not only consider the
apnides as their property, but actually appropriate to themselves a certain number
which they inclose in a tube of earth or
other materials near their nest, so that they
may be always at hand to supply the noui'ishment which they may desire. The yellow ant, the most remarkable cow-keeper
among our indigenous species, pays great

attention to its herds, plentifully supplying
them with their proper food, and tending
their young with the same tenderness which
With the same
it exhibits towards its own.
provident care a large black ant of India
constructs its nest at the root of the plant
upon which its favorite species of aphis
resides.
The ants of tropical America,
where no aphides are found, derive their
honey from another family of insects the

—

numerous and grotesquely-formed membracidfe, which are most abundant in the

for August you say that "basswood Is a
failure in some localities this year." For 25

our basswood has blossomed only
every other year. This, 1 think, you will
find the case all over the East, North and
West. 1 have often wondered that old beekeepers from basswood localities never
mentioned this fact. Some very young
trees will blossom a little the off year, and
in large forests you will see one tree out of
100 in bloom that year, and the next year
Next year (1879), is the bassall are full.
wood year, and if the season is without extremes, it is one of the most wonderful in
yielding blossoms for honey we have in the
North. Basswood conies in bloom about the12th of July here in Wisconsin.
Our clover blossom was the finest this
year I ever saw, and all bee-keepers that
had their bees in good condition, and gave
them plenty of room, received a fine yield
for a little over two weeks. Since then, for
1.5 days, it has been one continual Sunday
with them. I never saw them cut down so,
and become so perfectly idle, at this time of
years

year.
I have

been a bee-keeper for 25 years, and
have never been able to overcome, to my
satisfaction, three different parts of the
business— cliangeableness of the summer
seasons, wintering, and fully to prevent increase and swarming in the honey harvest.

The two first named difficulties, I think nobee-keeper will contend that he can master.
The swarming trouble 1 have given close
attention for the past two seasons, and am
quite sure I have made a discovery in that

branch of bee-keeping that will be of valne
box iioney bee-keepers.
I commenced the honey liarvest this summer with 61 strong colonies. From them

to

came 27 new swarms; at the close of tlie
swarming season I had only increased 7,

giving me in all (58. 1 wish to test my plan
fully another season, to be sure I am on the
right track, then I will give my plan freely
to all that wish it.
K. Dakt.
Ripon, Wis., Aug. 2, 1878.
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Lecanium

tulipiferae.

Culleoka, Tenn., July 9, 1878.
send you a sijeciinen of those honey-dew produKiven on page 15 May number, and request that
vou give their name in the Joubxai..
I

cei's,

,

S.

D.

MCLEAN.

On page 218 of the " Revised Manual," in
speaking of other sources than flowers from
which bees collect sweets, I remark that I
have seen the bees tliick about a large barklouse, which attacks and often destroys one
of our best honey-trees. This is an uiidescribed species of the genus Lecanium.
In the summer of 1870, this louse, which,

so far as 1 know, has never yet been described, and for which I propose the above
very appropriate name, tulipifer?e— the lecanium of the tulip tree was very common
on the tulip trees about the College lawns.
So destructive were they that some of the
trees were killed outright, others were much
injured, and had not the lice for some un-

—

reason ceased to thrive, we should
soon have missed from our grounds one of
our most attractive trees.
Since the date above given, I have received these insects, through the several
editors of our excellent bee papers, from
many of the States, especially those bordering tiie Ohio River. In Tennessee they
seem very common, as they are often noticed
in abundance on the fine stately tulip trees
of that goodly State. In the South this tulip
tree is called the poplar, which is very incorrect, as it is in no way related to the
latter.
The poplar belongs to the willow
family; the tulip to the magnolia, which

known

families are wide apart.

Wherever the tulip-tree lice have been
observed, sucking the sap and vitality from
the trees— there the bees have also been
seen, lapping up a sweet juicy exudation,
which is secreted by the lice. In 1870 I observed that our tulip trees were alive witli
bees and wasps, even as late as August,
though the trees are in blossom only in
June.. Examination showed that the exuding
sweets from these lice were what attracted
the bees.
This was observed with some
anxiety, as the secretion gives off a very
nauseating odor.
The oozing secretions from this and other
lice, not only of the bark-louse
family
(Coccidfe), but of the plant-louse family
(Aphidae), are often referred to as honeydew. Would it, not be better to speak of
these as insect secretions, and reserve the

name honey-dew

for sweet secretions
plants, other than those which come

from
from

the flowers?

The

fact that this insect is yet undethat it attacks one of our best
and is the source of a so-called

scribed;

honey

trees,

honey-dew, leads me to append the following
description, with illustrations; especially
as this is desired by the enterprising editor
of the old Bee Journal, who spares neither
labor nor expense in serving up the intellee-

tual viands which he spreads
fore American apiarists.

monthly be-

NATURAL HISTORY OF THE LECANIUM
TULIPIFER.E.

The

fully developed insect, like all bark
lice, is in the form of a scale (Fig. 1), closely
applied to the limb or twig on which it
works. This insect, like most of its genus,
is brown, very convex above, (Fig. 1), and
concave beneath, (Fig. 2). On the under
side is a cotton-like secretion, common to
all of the genus Lecanium, which serves to
enfold the eggs. Underneath the species
in question are two transverse parallel
lines of this white down, (Fig. 2). One of
them, probably the anterior, is nearlj^ marginal, and is interrupted in the middle;
while the other is nearly central, and in
place of the interruiation at the middle, it
has a V-shaped projection .back or away
from the other line. The form of the scale
is Quadrangular, and not unlike tliat of a
When fully developed it is
turtle, (Fig. 1).

little more than 3-16
as
little more than

of an Inch long, and a
wide.
Lansing,
the small, yellow, oval
Here at
eggs appear late in A Mgust. In Tennessee
they wonld be found under the scales in
their cotton wrappings many days earlier.
The eggs are 1- 40 of an inch long, and 1-05
of an inch wide. These eggs, which are very
numerous, hatch in the locality of their development, and the young or larval lice,
<iuite in contrast with their dried, inert, motionless parents, are spry and active. They
are oval, (Figs. 5 and 0), yellow, and 1-3.3 of
an inch long, and 1-40 of an inch wide. The

a

%

eyes, antenna (Fig. .5), and legs, (Fig C), are
plainly visible when magnified 30 or 40 diameters. The9-jointed abdomen is deeply
emarginate, or cut into posteriorly, (Fig. 3),
and on each side of this slit is a projecting
stylet or hair, (Figs. 3 and 4), while from between the eyes, on the under side of the
head, extends the long recurved beak, (Fig.
The larvie soon leave the scales, crawl
4).
about the tree, and finally fasten by inserting their long slender beaks, when they so
pump up the sap that they grow with surIn a few weeks their legs
l^rising rapidity.
and antenufe disappear and the scale-like
form is assumed. In the following summer
the scale is full-formed and the eggs are developed. Soon the scale, which is but the
carcass of the once active louse, drops from
the tree, and the work of destruction is left
to the young lice, a responsibility which
they seem quite ready to assume.
In my observations I have detected no
males. Judging from others of the barklice, these must possess wings, and will
never assume the scale form.

REMEDIES.
If valued shade or honey trees are attacked by these insatiate destroyers, they
could probably be saved by discrete pruning—cutting off the infected branches
before serious injury was done, or by
syringing the trees with a solution of whale
oil, soap— or even common soft soap would
do—just as the young lice are leaving the
scales. It would be still better to have the
solution hot.
Whitman's Fountain Pump
is admirable for making such applications.
Fig. 1 is slightly magnified; the others
are largely magnified. The drawings were
the objects by W. S. Holdsworth,
a senior of the Michigan Agricultural Col-

made from

A.

lege.

J.

Cook.
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An

old, old

Hive.

unprotected, winter and summer, except
being partially shaded by an apple tree for
the last few years.
The hive consists of 5 boxes, 34 inches
long by 15 wide. The lower one is plain,
and 8 inches deep the other 4 are 6 inches
deep, plain on one side and panneled on the
other, with 2 glasses, 23^ by 10 inches in
each box, darkened by sliding boards. Each
box had a few slats nailed across the upper
edge. The lumber is
of an. inch thick.
The top is one flat board, 1 inch thick. The
boxes are held together l)y an iron rod on
either side, fastened to the side of the lower
box with a bracket, and passing up through
the cover, with a bur on the top to screw
;

%

down, making

all

tight

and

solid.

These

burs can be taken off and top boxes removed
to secure surplus honey.
He has never
removed but one box, but has cut and taken
some honey out of the next box. The 4
lower boxes have never been taken apart.
For several seasons he has used a .50 Bb. cap
on top.
The alighting boards (there is an entrance
on each side) are set at an angle of 60
degrees, and run together in the center, and
running well down at the lower edge, giving
the bees about 8 inches of surface to alight
upon. It stands on 4 legs, 15 inches long,
bracing out like the legs of a saw-buck.
The bees have never been fed, never
sliowed signs of disease and have always
They are the combeen very numerous.
mon black Ijees, but not inclined to be cross
or troublesome.
Some of the combs in the lower boxes
look as black as tar.

WILD BEES.
There has been a vast number of
stray

swarms passing

to anfl fro

.y'-4t/>*'

w;ild, di*
i-n

Many "bee trees " have
Bees were never known tO''^
I know one
increase so much before.
farmer who had a few colonies last spring
vicinity, this year.

been found.

that increased so-, he got tired of making
hives and put some into nail kegs, salt
barrels, old boxes, etc., but most all have-

prospered nicely. Besides all this, he let
several swarms go away for want of care

and hiving.

CATCHING BEES IX A BABBIT TRAP.

Two

little boys had a rabbit trap (an inverted box) set last winter, half a mile from
where my bees were kept. When the trapping season was over, they carelessly left
the box setting on the ground, bottom up.—
The first «if July a nice colony of bees, with
plenty of honey to winter on, -was found in
It.

to the resi-

Several swarms have been caught by
One man
fastening hives up in trees.
caught a swarm of nice Italians in this way.

Winn, an old settler of
this county. I found him at home, and very
willing to show his old hive. lie said he
bought it with bees in, 30 years ago, and it

After the other birds had deserted my
martin box, a pair of wrens took possession

Being told there was a hive, near here, 35
years old, I determined to see it. Accordingly a drive of 6 miles took

dence of Rev.

me

THE WREN AS A BEE PROTECTOR.

W".

was 5 years old then. Says the bees have
never swarmed but one season from it, aiul
that was 5 or 6 years ago. During that
summer, 4 swarms were cast off. The hive
was made of black walnut, by a master
mechanic, and thoroughly painted. Since
Mr. Winn has had it, it has stood entirely

-

this

They are now raising their brood. I
it.
have often seen one of them skipping about
the bee-hives, getting upon the alighting
boards, going under the hives, passing from
one to another,— apparently having no fear
of the bees, nor attracting their attention in
the least. I think its object is to obtain
of

.

bee-uiotlis. Think it would be well to encourage these little birds to build their
nests in the apiary. This may be easily
done by fastening little boxes under the
eaves, of out buildings, to fence-posts, or in
trees, as the wren will readily select such a
place for her nest, and a little box suits her
taste exactly.
The early part of this season was very
favorable for obtaining honey but lately,
;

bees have been doing very

little.

C.

Gilson,

Knox

Co.,

111.,

W. McKoWN.

Aug.

5, 1S7S.

For the American Bee Journal.

conditions, I would cross with the black
bee, then breed out tiie black blood so far
as to secure a brilliant color in the daughter.
The point is then gained, but the original

purity

lost.

secured the Dr. Parsons' stock (as I
it), through the Rev. L. L. Langstroth, of Ohio, and they were indeed beautiful bees, but not so active, to all appearances, as importations since made from
Italy. I herewith send you for examination
a queen, daughter of an imported mother,
bearing the spots or crowns of so-called
genuineness, but claim nothing superior for
her on that ground.
A. Salisbury.
I first

understand

Camargo,

111.,

Aug.

12, 1878.

The Wild Onion as a Honey Producer.
For the American Bee Journal.
I write this to call the attention of our
brother apiarists to a valuable plant for
honey the wild onion. If farmers can tolerate it in their pasture it would be very valuable. It begins blossoming here about July
20th, and continues for two to three weeks.
I am located G}4 miles south of the court
house, in Chicago, at Englewood, and at
present the prairies around, as well as railroad tracks, are covered with its delicate

—

pink-wliite blossom, and my bees are gathering it fast. I can smell the onion flavor
coming out of the entrances blown by the
busy wings of the bees ventilating the hives
and thereby ripening the honey. The onion
flavor thus passes otf, and when the honey
is ready to be sealed you could not tell it
from white clover; though I extracted some
of it three years ago, and my better-half alAvays insisted that she could taste the onion
flavor; probably in consequence of taking
out before it was well sealed over. The
blossom is borne on a single delicate stalk,
size of a knitting-needle or a trifle larger,
from 9 to 15 inches high, from which it
drops over in a bunch of 8 to 12 small single
flowers branching from the upright stalk. I
do not think Prof. Cook enumerates this in
his "Manual," and yet I think it very valuable, as it comes in a season when there is
little else but buckwheat, and as its honey
is white as clover, it is worth cultivating
j)0ssibly. I should not plant it in pastures,
as I presume it will give its flavor to the
milk and butter, but in waste places, &c., it
would help out the August supply very ma-

R.

terially.

168 State St., Chicago,

J.

Aug.

(Leonurus cardiaca L.)

Perhaps none of our common herbs
promises better, as a honey plant, than the
one in question. It is a very hardy perand once introduced in waste
ennial,
places, it is sure to hold its own, until it

becomes desirable to extirpate it, when, at
man's bidding, it quickly lets go its hold,
so that it is not a dangerous plant to introduce. The blossoms appear at this place,

about June 2oth, and persist for a full
month, and during the entire time, are
crowded with bees, whatever may be the

COLBUEN.

2, 1878.

For the American Bee Journal.

The Purity

Motherwort as a Honey Plant.

of the Queen.

/7^ /
character of the weather, whether wet or
dry, warm or cool, whether the plant is in
the midst of honey plants or isolated.
are thus assured that the plant is constantly
secreting nectar, and is also a favorite with
Rape, mustards, and borage seem
bees.
inditferent to the weather, but are not
favorites with the bees. Motherwort, then,
It is long
has three admirable qualities
in bloom, the flowers afEord fine honey at all
times, and it is a favorite with the bees. If
it could be made to bloom about three weeks

We

Whether or not spots and crowns upon
the body of the Italian queen bees are a
necessary test of purity I am unprepared to
say, and have strong doubts. 1 have bred
queens from mothers with and without
spots and crowns, with equal results, to all
appearance, of genuine purity. We are
forced to judge of the purity of the queen
more from her progeny than from the appearance of the queen; they vary so much
in color.
If I wanted

a queen that would duplicate
herself in queen progeny, under the same

:

later, coming in just after basswood, it
would have nearly all the desired qualities.
I think that we might bring this about, by
mowing the plants in May. I am led to this

opiniou, from the

fact that some plants
which we set back by transplanting in
bloom
still
in
this August 10th, and
May, are

ceeding seeds are successively nearer together, and finally become very crowded at
the apex (Fig. 3). The leaves are long and

are now alive with bees, dividing their attention with the beautiful cleome, which is now
in full bloom, and fairly noisy with bees.

palmately lobed (Fig.
blossom is purple.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANT.

The

stalk

and when

The
by W.

figures

3).

The

small

were drawn from the plants

S. Holdsworth.
A. J. Cook.
Mich. Agricultural College, Aug. 10, 18TS.

is square, (Fig. 1) branching,
cultivated, attains a height of

For

me Amer'cau

Bee Journal.

Standard of Purity.

some four

feet

;

though as

it

grows in waste

it is seldom more than three feet.
branches, and also the leaves are opposite, (Fig. 1 and 2) and in the axiles of the
latter, are whorls of blossoms, (Fig. 2 and 3)
which succeed each other from below to the
top of the branching stems. The corolla
is like that of all the mints, while the calix

places,

The

ftve teeth, which are sharp and spinelike in the nutlets as they appear at the
base of the leaves (Fig. 2), As they near
the top, the whorls of blossoms and suc-

has

Editor Bee Journal:— I am greatly
interested in the question of the standard of
purity in Italian bees. Of course every bee
imported from Italy is an Italian bee, and
it seems plain that there are dai'Ti as well
as light queens imported. JSTor is it fully
established that all Italian bees are equaly
good, i. e. prolific, industrious and gentle
or rather tliat these qualities do not, in any
degree depend upon color. That is the primary point to be settled. If decided affirmatively, so far as color goes, we can have
no standard for utility, and only one for
fancy and uniformity. It seems clear to
me that if it can be done without sacrificing
better qualities, a standard of color is exceedingly desirable. For instance, I have
purchased several so-called Italians from
persons in different parts of the United
own bees are not of the blackStates.
est, as several years ago some Italian blood
was introduced into the apiary, from which
they came; still they are probably called
black bees; and yet I can scarcely distinguish the progeny of an Italian queen sent
me from Georgia and that of my own queens.
One of a leather color from Oatman, last
year, was plainly different from my own,
but was lost in introducing in September
last.
I have now one from Alley, of a fine
light leather color, larger and finer than I
have before seen. She is laying and I hope
to see in her a mother of bees quite different
from my own. I also expect another from
friend Oatman soon, and have faith that in
the end I shall get my colonies Italianized,
but will they be dark, lightish, or yellow?
Who can tell? It seems to me that before
we adopt a standard of color, we should
adopt one of value. Are we prepared for
the question? Let us hate light on the priMrs. N. P. Coltrin.
mary question.
Centralia, 111., July 24, 1878.

My

[It certainly is not fully established that
the prolificness, industry and gentleness of
Italian queens "do not in any degree depend upon color!" On the contrary, we do
know that the darker queens are more proindustrious bees!
lific and produce more
Therefore the production of "the golden
beauties " is usually at the expense of other
esteemed qualities. The point raised by
Mrs. Coltrin is " well taken" —the standard
of value must determine the standard of
purity. Let us have light, even if it turns

the "brightness" of queens into comparjH
tive " darkness." Let there be light.— Ed.]

For the American Bee Journal.

Wax

Extractor.

Mb. Editor :—" Please explain in the
next number of the Journal how to get
and trash out of wax ? I have a great
deal of trouble with my wax, and would
like to know how to prepare it without dirt
dirt

A

or trash."

Sumter

Co., Ala.,

Aug.

Subscriber.

9, 1878.

[First get a Wax Extractor. With it the
pieces of comb can readily be made into
nice cakes of wax. The boiler should contain boiling water, and the pieces of comb
be placed into the comb holder and put
over the boiler where the steam, coming up
through the holes made for that purpose,
converts the contents of the comb holder
vessel
into the brightest of yellow wax.
should be placed under the spout, to catch

A

every thing being kept neat and tidy about
the hives, and 1 think 1 never saw any bees
that equaled theirs for good nature. Although the day was so cold that 1 wore an
overcoat all day, the bees showed no ill
nature even when frames were lifted out
and the queen shown without the use of
smoke. Although they sell bees and queens,
they seem to attach more importance to the
honey crop. Their hive, the "Modest," I
do not think I should like so well as the
regular Langstroth, the frames being deeper,
but they have a few colonies in hives that
ought to satisfy the most ultra on the shallow hive question, the frames being only 5
inches deep. They say they work nicely
for box honey, only that the bees persist in

swarming

too

much.

I

was quite interested

in seeing their plan for using comb starters
in boxes, the essential part of which, al-

though very simple, was quite new to me.
Mr. Oatman showed me the operation by
placing the honey box upside-down, then
cutting the piece of comb about an eighth of
an inch longer than the depth of the box,
then running one edge of the comb through
the lower part of the blaze of a lighted candle until partly melted. He put this melted
edge on the place where he wanted it to
stay on the bottom of the box (which, when
righted would be the top), and crowded the
other edge into place. It is very quickly
and easily done.
B. Lunderer.
For the American Bee Journal.

Visit to T. S. Bull's Apiary.

WAX

extractor.

the wax as it runs out. This should have a
piece of fine wire-cloth over it to strain out

remaining impurities. When it is desired to pour the wax off into pans to cool
the top of it should only be poured off, letall

"dregs" remain; Cover the pan
where it is poured off to cool, so as to keep
it from cooling too rapidly on the top, and

ting the

thus prevent its cracking. Should the wax
be burned, in the least, it is ruined. If any
impurities have settled at the bottom of the
pan, it should be cut off from the the cakes
of wax before shipping, as such would
detract from its value much more than the
weight of the impurities cut off would
amount to. The Wax Extractor will cost,
with copper-bottomed boiler, only $5.—Ed.]

For

Itie

American Bee Journal.

Visit to Oatman's.
of a very cool day in
June, I drove across the country to Dundee.
I had had considerable dealings with the

Taking advantage

Oatmans, and always found

them very

pleasant men to deal with, so I was not surprised to find them pleasant and intelligent
bee-keepers. They had nearly 200 colonies
of bees which they keep right in the village,

The location is pleasant, being one of the
highest and most productive in northern
Indiana, some 12 miles from Lake Michigan.
The country abounds in honey-producing
plants, among the most important of which
are white clover, basswood, buckwheat,
golden rod, and the usual variety of fruit
blossoms.
This apiary is situated on a gentle incline
towards the south, protected on the north

by a high,

tight fence.

The

hives are arranged in rows, about 10
and 3 feet apart in the rows.
Mr. Bull manufacturers his own hives on
liis own plan.
They are furnished with
movable frames and also with boxes for
feet apart,

comb honey.
In connection with his apiary, Mr. Bull
has a work-shop put up especially for the
manufacture of hives, and for other work
connected with the apiary.
Under this
shop he has a cellar for storing his bees in
winter. The cellar is neatly-finished with
dressed lumber, and furnished with a thermometer, and also with a stove for heating
when necessary. This apartment is well
ventilated above the hives. Mr. B. thinks
thorough ventilation and the absence of
moisture are the most important requisites
to successful wintering.
He appears to be a natural bee-keeper,

having taken great delight when but a boy
at home in watching the operations of bees,
and working among them in a fearless manner since which time he has given more or
;

less attention to the apiary, until 1871,

when

he gave it his whole time and study, thus
bringing his apiary to a state of perfection

in scientific inanasenient. He increases liis
stoclc of bees to the desired extent by allowing tiiem to swarm naturally, letting each

colony swarm but once, which he thinks is
enough when strong colonies (and consequently plenty of honey) is the object in
view, as one strong colony will yield more
honey than 2 or 3 weak ones, the number is
of not as much importance as their strength.

Those desiring to visit this apijiry are
welcome at ^11 times, and shown through
the premises with pleasure.
The apparatus for making hives, pressing
foundation comb, extracting honey, and the
swarm catcher are novelties to the inexperienced.
Mr. Bull is a constant reader of the best
The American Bee
books on bees
Journal, the Magazine and Gleanings
are regularly perused.
The honey harvest in this locality has
not been abundant, on account of wet
weather in the early part of the season and
a dearth of basswood honey. During the
last 3 weeks, since white clover withered,
bees have stored very little honey. The
prospect now for fall honey seems to be
:

good— much buckwheat having been sown

;

this is just coming into bloom and bees are
D. W. Keeler.
lively at work again.
Valparaiso, Ind., Aug. 10, 1878.

For the American Bee Journal.

Bee

Tea— a

Valuable Medicine.

You have

heard of the homeopathic medicine. Apis (made from the poison or sting of
bees), which is a valuable remedy for bee

Taken internally it neutralizes the
poison and removes the sometimes dangerous effects of the sting. But you will no
doubt be surprised when I tell you that the
poison or essence of bees, or rather bee tea,
has proven a valuable remedy for a dangerous and painful disease, as it has lately
done with old Dr. Hampton of this city.
The doctor had suffered, and no doubt
tried every remedy known to the profession,
when one night several weeks ago a colored
woman aroused us and said, "Dr. Hampton
wants you to put about a dozen live bees in
this tin cup, and to pour hot water on them
until the cup is about half full." The night
was very dark, but with the aid of a light,
and after being stung severely for disturbing the little fellows at such an unseasonable hour, secured the bees, and prepared
stings.

them as directed.
A few days afterward

I met the doctor on
the street, apparently well and healthy, and
asked him how the tjee tea acted and what
He answered very emphatically,
it was for.
" It acted like a charm. I have suffered
with involuntary retention of urine; have
tried many remedies, but this bee tea beats
them all." And with a thankful look of
gratitude to Heaven, he continued: " When
the great Creator completed this great world
of ours, he pronounced it all good, and it is
all good, if we poor mortals only know how
to use and employ the blessings we enjoy."
The doctor tendered me a thousand thanks
for furnishing the bees; the pleasure and
satisfaction of knowing a suiferer had been
relieved, and that thousands more may yet

be relieved with this simple and harmless
remedy, will always be remembered with
pleasant satisfaction.
W. Williamson.
Lexington, Ky., July 29, 1878.
•

* •

»«

For the American Bee Journul.

Surplus Boxes.
" I have taken honey from 26 hives— over
1,000 S)S. of comb and 100 extracted. The
niost from one hive of black bees is 80 lbs.,
the least 22 lbs. The most from Italians 70
lbs., the least 35 lbs.
In the brood chamber
are 9 frames, size 141-4XIO in the clear.
supers are of all kinds, nearly. I think 1
shall buy the ' prize boxes for next year.
1 have had over 200 combs built by colonies,
all straight.
I u.sed comb guides of foundation 2 cells deep, run on with a straightedge ; the same for sections, which are
2 inches from center to center; no separators; all straight, except an occasional
one, when starting upwards, will make an

My

'

ugly comb. Why not have the slot in the
center of bottom piece of frame? Why not
have paper boxes for surplus honey? properly prepared, say top piece corrugated or

plain, for 1 took nice honey from a box
with a brown muslin top; the sagging was
a regular curve. Let us go to work at something light and cheap. Wire might do betOr have plain
ter; has any one tried it?
wood box, cut out honey, sell at 10-cts. a

pound."
Waveland, Ind., July

[The

Peter James.

24, 1878.

slot in the center of a

"Prize

Box"

would come just where the comb should be
fastened, and in the center of it, too.

langstroth case.
The bottom-bar needs

to be J^ inch naradmit the bees and give room for
glassing. Would not paper boxes cost even
more than the "Prize Boxes?" We think
Then wherein are they to be desired?
so.
Comb-foundation in surplus boxes, used
two or three cells deep, will do very well,
but when more is used it is a positive injury
to the market for comb honey. We have
had some honey in prize boxes that contains

rower

to

Comb foundation
a regular "fish-bone."
was used from one-half to two-thirds of the
way down. Our customers frankly tell us
they do not want any more of it. We used
some of it, and found, to our disgust, that
Therethe complaint was well founded.
fore let us insist that comb foundation be
not used for surplus honey, except for
starters of about one-half an inch],in depth.

Another

lot

of

For the American Bee Journal.

honey had natural-comb
and so dark that it

Standard of Purity.

starters of liberal size,

could be distinctly seen through the honey.
This is worse than the use of comb foundation, for the flavor of the white clover honey
was almost destroyed by the old and blackened comb used for starters. If natural
•comb be used in surplus boxes, it must be
new and nice. Any other is but a damage
to

as well as to its flavor.
separators "—an "occasional ugly
!"
The one is consequent upon the

its sale

"No
comb

Separators are a necessity, if all
And they
straight combs are desired
should be one inch narrower than the boxes
are in height— and that will give one-half of
an inch at both top and bottom for means of
communication between boxes. Some, this
season, used them the right width, but had
them close up to the top— giving the bees no
other.

!

COMB-HONEY RACK.
comb to another
bottom— but the
worst feature of it was the fact that as soon
of passing from one
without going down to the

means

as the bees got below the separator they
lengthened out the cells, and packing was
thereby made deficient, while glassing was
impossible.

separator

is

The right position for the
shown on page 311, in the cut of a

When the
case for a Langstroth hive.
Comb-Honey Rack is used, the same relative position must be maintained. If it is
desired to make the "Boxes," "Oases" or
" Racks " at home, it will save much annoyance if all will take pains to procure one as
a pattern, to be sure they are right, before
they " go ahead." Large packages and odd
sizes of boxes bring a much less price than
That is the
the regular " Prize Box."
standard package for wholesale and retail,
and it will pay all apiarists to adopt it.
Wire for top-bar, with starters fastened,
has been tried and it is not a success.
It is best, in shipping comb-honey, to turn
the boxes on their top bar, for strength.
With a "muslin top" this cannot be done.
To use a large wood box and cut out the
honey would be to retrograde .50 or 100 years
—and adopt a plan '.long since proved very
undesirable.— Ed.1

Friend

Newman

:— I was

interested in

reading those articles under the above heading. Queens that will produce such wonderful results are remarkable queens indeed.
My experience with the Italians covers a
period of 17 years, and I have probably
reared 15,000 queens, but I hever had a
queen to come up to the standard of purity,
as pictured by several correspondents, and
they only give it as a matter of opinion, I
believe.

My

experience has been, that while a

queen would produce beautiful royal and
worker progeny, she would not produce
in fact, drones from
three banded drones
such queens are seldom handsome. The
color seems to run all one way, either to the
drones or to the workers and queens.
Some 13 years ago I purchased a beautiful
queen of a well-known breeder the worker
and queen progeny were beautiful, but the
drones were as black as any common drones
Was such a queen imthat I ever saw.
pure ? By no means, for all lier young
queens that were fertilized by handsome
drones were as pure as their mother.
In rearing queens, those mothers that
produce the handsomest workers should be
used, and only handsome drones to fertilize
them. Then can the standard of purity be
maintained. Queens and drones from the
same mother should not be permitted to
mate. Like does not produce like, in breeding bees, any more than in the breeding of
Friend Moon says
any other animals.
he has no queens that will duplicate themselves every time. I have had many such
queens, and hundreds of my customers can
I have such queens
testify to the fact.
now, and would not attempt to rear from
any others. Imported queens will not do it.
Their royal progeny will be almost all colon*,
from black to very light-colored— although
I have had some that would produce a ma;

;

jority of yellow queens.
That all queens will not duplicate themselves every time is an established fact.

The thing is impossible. Time, and friend
Newman's space will not permit us to say
more now, and we will drop the subject
here.

SENDING bees BY MAIL.
Queen breeders and their customers will
be put to some inconvenience on account of
fresh orders by the Post Master General,
forbidding bees to be sent in the mails.
The story that some one put a lot of bees in
a paper- box and mailed them at some
office seems to me to be a very improbable
one, and appears much like a put up job.—
No bee-keeper can be found in. the country
who would attempt to do such a silly thing.
Nevertheless, reports have been sent to
headquarters, by some officious postal agent,
that such was the fact hence the order to
shut the bees out.
I called at the post office in Boston the
other day to see the postmaster there, and
to get a lot of my bees tnat some of his underlings had detained. The postmaster being
absent, I did not see him, but I learned that
he knew nothkig about the bees being de;

tained there as unmailable, and reminded
their clerks tiiat there tlie postmaster had
decided witiiin a montii to let bees pass, as
Jie had received no orders not to receive

them. I liad paid letter postage on those
Eackages, and they had no more right to
reak the wrapper than tliey liave to open
my letters. Government officers go on the
principle that " might makes right," and so
we have to put up with it. 1 told them that
I had been sending bees through the mails
for 15 years, and they had just found out
that bees were not mailable.
This new
order won't injure the trade much, as I can
find a way to get queens to my customers at
very little expense. A dozen queens can be
sent by expresss about as cheap as by
mail, and rather more safely.
Let the bee-keepers of the country pile in
the petitions to Congress until we get relief.
Don't let up, until we get what we want.
Bring the subject before the Corwention, in
October.
By the way, friend Newman,
while we think of it, can't those who intend
to visit the Convention to do the talking, go
prepared to commence business as soon as
the Convention opens ? We don't want to
attend another Quaker meeting, like the one
last year. No one knew where to begin,
and we were kept awaiting for the officers
to put in an appearance. Be on hand Mr.
Secretary and Mr. President, and let us
have a large attendance.
H. Alley.

"Wenham, Mass., Aug.
[We hope all who can
tional Convention, as

13, 1878.

will attend the

many

Na-

points of vital
for discussion.

importance will come up
The next Convention will be in the West,
as agreed at the last Convention— and thus
early we Inform all concerned, that we propose to try to get it appointed at Chicago,
or at least in some Western city.— Ed.]

Chips from Sweet Home.
Dr. N. FI. Derr, has just given me a fraternal call, also an idea which I must give
you, viz.: To ship comb honey in a car
safely, make a strong platform 6 inches narrower and 2 ft. shorter than the car inside;
have this hang 2 in. or more from hettom of
car by a number of 3^ in. rods attached at
the top of the sides of the car and platform
by cock-eyes, these would allow the platform which contains the honey to swing
back and forth whenever bumped. Has
such ever been tried? What are the objections to it? Would the railroad company
ship our irons and platform back to us free?
Would you put springs at each end; if so
what kind would be best, and the cost?
The platform can be made strong and cheap
and given away at the end of the route; the
irons can be packed in a box and returned
as freight. The cock-ej'es can be made with
a coarse thread and screwed in the timber.

"OUK HOMES,"

IN GLEANINGS.

Just as you all might expect, and from
past experience, I knew Novice would try
10 make right any wrong that he had done,
so he made a correction from " Perhaps a

half dozen similar letters," to " Perhaps, I
should have said letters from a half dozen
different persons." Now, Novice, we would
still follow up and have you correct this,
but fear it would take too much valuable
space in the American Bee Journal ;
not that we fear of using valuable space in
" Our Homes."
There is much of " Our Homes " that we
like, and like R. Wilkin, only object to the
" superstitious " part.
In "Our Homes" of July, 1877, Novice
did fill it with good sense, and for once left
out the superstitious part. It pleased me so
well that I at once wrote him how well I
was pleased, and to show my pleasure in a
more substantial and lasting way, I offered
him a half dozen Sweet-Home raspberry
plants. In answer to which he says, on
" Thanks for offer of
card of Aug. 1, 1877
berry plants. Would be very glad of them."
1 sent them, and March 22d, 1878, he wrote
me: "Accept thanks for the plants sent
us.
will plant and care tor them, and
report in Gleaninqs, if we can remember
it."
O. K. Now, Novice, if you will give
us an article in " Our Homes
upon being
honest, truthful, or hiiving government in
our fdmUies, without any superstition, I
will send you a grape vine of Early August,
which ripen-i from the 12th to the 15th ot
:

We

'"'

August witli us. Yesterday, August 12, we
took some to Muscatine, and they were pronounced good by all who tasted and judged
them. They ripen two weeks sooner than
any variety we have. The vine is perfectly
hardy, and never has
winter-killed.
Growth of the vine is similar to the ConLeaf large and round. Berries
cord.
larger than Concord, but not quite as good
flavor, slightly foxy, bunch compact, from
6 to 12 berries in a bunch. We have none
for sale, but

we

send one

will

We

to

Novice

have writupon the above conditions.
ten Novice three letters in reference to
"Our Homes." If he will print them in
"Our Homes" verbdtirn, I will send him
one Early August. Novice, when you go to
fill up "Our Homes," think of what three
Jesus.
wise and good men have said, viz
—"And as ye would that others should do
to you, do ye even so to them." Zoroaster
flourished in Persia about .500 years before
" Hold it not meet to do
Christ, and said
unto others what thou wouldst not have
done to thyself. Do that unto the people
which, when done to thyself proves not
disagreeable to thyself." Confucius, who
was born on the 19th day of June, B. C. 551,
gave, among other good and wise maxims :
" Do unto another what you would he
and do not unto
should (io unto you
another what you would not should be done
Thou needest only this law
unto you.
alone it is the foundation and principle of
all the rest."
Novice, if you had read the above wise
and good sayings, you certainly would not
have been so hypocritical as to say in " Our
Homes" of Aug.. " At the time, I was not a
believer in the Bible, or at least T claimed I
ivns not, and he seemed to rejoice when he
In the fourth
had discovered the /act."
column, of " Our Homes " of August, Novice
"
you
crossing
If
were
a stream, and
says
should see the water coming down all roiled
:

:

;

;

:

and muddy, you would infer that somebody
or soniethinjj; was above stirring it up."
Wliile reading " Our Homes " of August,
we concluded that if there were such a
being as Satan, that he certainly had been
stirring you up, for in "Our Homes" you
were very roily and muddy, but with so
much roil and mud as you there wanted to
expell, you now certainly must be clear and
D. D.

spotless.

New Boston,

Palmek.

111.

[Dr. Derr's plan strikes us as very feasible.
Will those having had experience in shipping comb-Mbney give their opinion of it
through the Bee Jouknal, ? To give away
the platform and ship the irons back by
freight would pay, even if the railroad companies would not ship them back free.—Ed.]
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Bee-Killer.
After a most promising, early summer, I
found again, this year, tiiat my bees,
altliough in the best of order and colonies
strong, although they had plenty of pasture,
all of a sudden almost stopped working, and
1 at
evidently became less in numbers.
once became suspicious of the bee-killers
:

asilus sericeus,
asilus Missouriensls,
erax bdsUirdi, wiiich I also found in innumerable numbers among the flowers, buckwheat, &c. It was, I think, 3 years ago
when last they were here. My statements
were then somewhat doubted. This year I
have settled the point. This pest is now
nearly gone again. After they have slaughtered the bees, and almost the day they
began to disappear, my bees commenced to
fly again, and my trial hive, on the scale,
began to increase in weight while, as long
as the bee-killers lasted, it decreased.
This year they came about a month later
than they did three years ago, probably
bred by the beat of July. 1 am afraid that
my h<mey crop will fall short, one-half.
They w^ere so numerous this year that killing was useless. You might as well kill
the butterflies on a clover field.
;

Chas. Sonne.
Sigel,

111.,

Aug.

16, 1878.
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How

shall

we know when

Italian-

bees are pure?
REV. M. MAUIN,
I

D. D.

have been an amateur bee-culturist for

the lasts years, and during

all that time, 1
have had Italian bees. I have given them a
great deal of attention and study. I have
carefully observed bees of that race whereever 1 have seen them, and my own colonies have been studied so closely that I
could, in some cases, tell, when I would see
a bee away from the hives, to which hive it
belonged. It has been my desire to have
pure bees, and I have sacrificed a great

many
to

my
But

pure

?

queens, and some pretty good ones
ideas of purity.
iiow can we tell
I

am pursuaded

when our
that this

is

bees are
a much

matter than most persons
imagine. 1 am very sure that in some cases
the ottspring of pure Italian queens, mated
with black drones, are so nearly like pure
Italian bees, that even the most practiced
eyes are liable to be deceived. And if a
half-blood queen mates with an Italian
drone, her offspring will be. in most cases,
as light-colored and beautiful as any fullblood Italians, and I am not sure but more
so.
Those who have observed the progeny
of a black queen, impregnated by an Italian
drone, have noticed that while a majority
of the bees were entirely black, a few of
them had 3 golden bands of lighter color
and my
than the average pure Italians
observation leads me to think that the
lightest colored bees have a dash of black
blood in them, but I think that impure bees
are only light colored when the impurity is
in the mother, and not in the father.
Some of those who have written on this
sui)ject have recommended selecting those
stocks, to breed from, that have wellmarked drones. I do not think it safe to
The most beautiful
follow this advice.
drones I ever saw were the progeny of a

more

difficult

;

queen whose mother was black, and whose
father was an Italian. She, herself, judging
by the appearance of her offspring, had
mated with a half-bred drone. The drones
were more uniform, and far more distinctly
marked than the workers. There was not
one to be seen among them that had not 3
They were such
broad, golden bands.
beauties as would have captivated our
fancy bee-raisers, who seek to improve the
color of their bees by special attention to
the drone side of the house. And yet, they
were not more than half Italian so it will
not do to rely upon the color of drones as a
;

mark

of purity.
If we can raise bees that are in all
respects like the bees in Italy, we may rely
upon their being approximately pure. But,
what kind of bees inhabit that sunny clime ?
Are they all of one race, and of one type ?

have never had an imported queen until
summer, though I have long desired to
have one. I procured one, if she did not
get changed by some accident for a homebred one, imported by C. W. & A. H. K.
Blood. I expected the bees to be darker
than my home-bred ones, but I expected
them to be uniform in color. In tlie latter
They range from a
I was disappointed.
color as light as the average home-bred
not
much lighter than
Italians, to a shade
our brown bees of this country. Many of
them do not show the third band when not
moderately fall of honey, but when filled
Are they pure
they all show 3 bands.
Italians? If the queen came from Italy,
If a mistake has been made, and she
yes.
The bees, as to
is a home-bred queen, no.
their appearance, are not like any mixed
ones I have ever seen. They are easily
controlled, but not as quiet when handled
The queen is
as Italians generally are.
very prolific, and as honey gatherers and
latter, they
the
especially
comb builders,
very noticeably excel my old stock. And
I

this

we want bees for the honey they gather,
these dark bees are as good as if they were
beautiful.
I have been raising some queens from my
Three of them have
imported Italian.
been tested. One mated, I think, witii a
black drone but wliile her bees are darker
than those of her motlier, there are no
black bees among them, as sometimes
happens wiien my liome-bred queens, coming from lighter stocks, mate with black
The bees of another are larger
drones.
and more uniform tlian those of the imported queen, the bands being more red than
yellow. The bees of the third are beauties
a,s

;

— large, uniform

and bright.
I take it for granted that the Messrs.
Blood are honest and careful, and that they
sent me an imported, and consequently a
pure queen but I have had to change Huy
;

mind somewhat

in regard to tlie

marks of

purity. I have no doubt but that I have
killed pure queens, thinking they were
impure, and have retained some as pure
tlifit

were

not.

Logansport, Ind., Aug.

16, 1878.
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The Adulteration

of Sweets.

I sent, at the same time, the petitions on
the adulteration of sweets to the editors of
three bee-publications. Messrs. King and
Newman inserted it cheerfully, but Mr.
Root did not honor it with a place in Oleaninus. On the 3d of August, I sent him a
postal card, asking why he had not pub-

lished it. This was his answer :
"I beg pardon, but the petition against adultera-

tion of sweets did not seem to meof sufficient importance to entitle it to a place in the journal."

This petition was unanimously recomvote of more than 70 bee-

mended by a

keepers at Burlington.

and

against fraud,
bee-keepers.
It is

in the interest of all
The adulteration of honey being now
practiced on a large scale by unprincipled
aealers. the Legislature of Kentucky has
passed laws against it. It is under all these
circumstances that Mr. Root refuses the
petitioners the right of being heard in his
paper.
prominent bee-keeper and honeydealer, Mr. C. F. Miith, of Cincinnati, after
reading a copy of the petition wrote thus

A

:

"

the greatest stumbling block to the
to the bee-keeper.—
If it is once known to the public that glucose is fed
to the bees by the bee-keeper, it will work a greater
damage to the honey trade than we may imagine. I
was otfered, last week, a sample of extracted honey,
of which the party had a few barrels. I would
almost swear to the fact that It was adulterated
with glucose. Of whom will it be safe to buy pure
honey after awhile ?
Mr. Root's course in recommending glucose to beekeepers, is very reprehensible
I certainly think
His course in regard to gluit very wrong in him.
cose is very damaging to bee-keepers."

Glucose

honey

trade,

is

and consequently

!

In answer to my request for permission to
publish extracts from his letter, Mr. Muth
says
r "If Oleanings was started to represent the interests
:

of the bee-keeping public, it has certainly now
turned into another channel !"

The
I.

Root

last
;

sentence

but, in

my

is

hard upon Mr. A.

opinion, he richly de-

it
By looking on the cover of
Oleanings, every one will find the reason
for the refusal of its editor to publish the
Petition.
Mr. Root, by advertising and
extolling glusose, has created a large defor
it.
mand
He sells it by tons, (see
Oleanings for May, page 161), at a large
profit, and does not wish to stop his trade,
by publishing our Petition
An Honest editor, an editor devoted to the
interests of bee-keeping would have given
But in
both sides— for or against glucose
Oleanings you will find praises, but not a

serves

!

!

!

According to Mr.
word against its use
Root, what was said against glucose in bee
sensational
reports.
papers, were mere
(Oleanings for April, page 110). Yet Mr.
Muth wrote to him on the subject. I, too,
!

wrote to Mr. Root,
that glucose contained but 30 to 40 per
cent, of sugar ; that 2^4 lbs. of glucose at 5
cents per pound, worth 13>^ cents, given as
food to bees, was not more nutritious than
one pound of sugar, worth less than 11 cts.;
that 3 pounds of solid glucose, that he improperly calls " grape sugar," at 3X cents,
worth 10>^ cents, were equivalent to one
pound of sugar, worth about the same price.
at three different times,

Glucose is about 3 times less sugarecfthau
Sugar is a better food for
cane sugar.
bees than glucose, on account of the quantity of refuse matter among the constituent
parts of glucose not even taking in account
theunwholesonieuess of the sulphuric acid,
sucrate of lime, &c., always present in
;

glucose
The following will give an idea of the
quantity of waste matter contained in gluSome American wine producers, to
cose
increase the quantity of tiieir wine crop,
mix in some glucose, dissolved in water.
The sugared particles of glucose are transformed in alcohol by fermentation. Every-

"

:

body knows

that

alcoholic

liquids

are

but wine that is
than water
made with the addition of glucose, although
containing alcohol, is heavier than water,
on account of the mineral water that it contains. For this reason, it is impossible to
determine with the areometer, an instrument to find the specific weight of liquids,
the quantity of alcohol contained in glucosed wine, and a small still has to be used
lighter

;

for that proof.
1 wrote also to Mr. Root that glucose was
tried in the hospitals of Paris to sweeten
the beverages of the patients, but that it
was .soon abandoned on account of the increase of deaths ; that the use of glucose
the
to make beer is forbidden in Germany
;

beer thus

made having proved unwhole-

some; that the manufacture of dry glucose
is forbidden in France, on account of the
facility of mixing it with brown sugar, »&c.
Did Mr. Root publish my letters ? Did he
Tliey were not
ever mention them ? No
of sufficient importance! ! ! Yes, Mr. A.
1. Root, they, and the Petition were of suf!

importance to threaten to stop your
by sales of glucose, and that is the
reason— the true, the only reason— why you
ficient
profits

not publish them
let bee-kee pel's understand that we
have not only to fight the adultei'ators, but
the selfishly-interested editor of OleanWe shall obtain
ings ! But, no matter
di(l

!

!

Now

!

the ]a\v tliat is necessary to the wellfare of
our business for every honest bee-keeper
will lend a helpinji; hand, l)y sendinji for a
copy of the Petition, then having it signed
and returned.
Every day. I receive orders for copies of
the Petition. I have already received some
returned and simied. Dr. D. G. Campbell,
of Kejtsbur;:, 111., has just returned one,
signed by seventy, headed by the names of
Who will beat tliat ?
four physicians
;

!

Chas. Dadant.

Hamilton,

111.,

Aug.

designated by a majority vote at the preceeding regular annual meeting.

ARTICLE 10— SPECIAL MEETINGS.

A special

meeting may be called by the
Executive Committee at any time on requisition of five of the Vice Presidents.

ARTICLE 11— AMENDMENTS.
This constitution may be amended at any
annual meeting, by a two-thirds vote of all

members in attendance.
Adopted at meeting at Cleveland, Ohio,
Dec, 1871.

the

14, 1878.

Constitution of National Society.

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS.

Any perArticle .5, amended as follows
son may become a member by givintr his or
paying
an
and
her name to the Secretary,
annual fee of one dollar, except ladies, who
shall be admitted free of charge. Adopted
:

As we

need

shall

this,

as

refer to at our next meeting,

duce

that

it,

requires

all

may

amended,

we

to

will repro-

be posted as to what

it

Dec,

:

1873.

CONSTITUTION.
ARTICLE 1— NAME.
This organization shall be known as the
North American Bee-Keepers' Society, and
shall

meet annually.

ARTICLE 2— OBJECT.
Its object shall

be to promote the interests

of bee-culture.

ARTICLE 3—OFFICERS.

The

Society shall be a
President, one Vice President from each
State. District, Territory or Province repreSecretary, Recording Secretarv.
sented
Corresponding Secretary, and Tieasurer,
whose duties shall be those usually perofficers of this

SOCIETIES.

Resolved, That the President of this Society be authorized in its name and behalf,
to address a circular to all the bee-keepers
of this Continent, urging the formation or
neighborhoos, county, state, territorial and
provincial associations, auxiliary to this So-

Adopted Dec, 1873.
VICE PRESIDENTS AND SECRETARIES.
Articles 3 and 10 amended, so that only
one Vice President and one Secretary are
Adopted Oct. 16,
required to be elected.
ciety.

1877.

;

They shall be
formed by such officers.
elected by ballot, and hold their offices for
one year, or till their successors shall be
elected.

ARTICLE 4— EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
The President, Secretaries' and Treasurer
shall constitute an

ARTICLE

Executive Committee.
.5— MEMBERSHIP.

Any person may become a member by
giving his or her name to the Secretary and
paying one dollar, excepting ladies, who
shall be admitted free of charge.
ARTICLE 6—HONORARY MEMBERS.
This Society

may from

time to time elect

suitable persons as honorary

The honey season

shall be entitled to the floor

more than five minutes in the discussion of
any motion, resolution or petition, without
consent of the Society.

is

over in this section.

Last season was one of the best we have
had for years, but I believe the present one
would have been far better but for the cold,
wet weather that continued till about the
10th of June.
I had become completely
discouraged by t!ie 1st of June, and thought
glad if my bees made
would
very
1
be
enough to winter on and give me enough for
After the tenth of June, we
the table.
had a few pretty warm days, at intervals
which bees took advantage of, and gave me
about 2,000 pounds, besides laying up full
winter supplies. Very little swarming,—
not more than one colony in ten swarmed.

QUEEN RAISING

members.

ARTICLE 7— SPEAKING.

No member
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Various Items.

such a season was of the greatest difficulty and expense. But few of the brood
would hatch many of the queens were lost
in their " bridal tours," and when the hot
in

;

weatlier
ruined.

set

in,

many

colonies

were

ARTICLE 8— COMMITTEES.

EXCEPTIONS TO GENERAL RULES

All committees shall be elected by ballot,
by a plurality vote, except by special reso-

are of frequent occurrence, and I will relate
one that occurred with me this season : I
received an imported queen early in June,
and gave her to a queenless colony that I

lution.

ARTICLE 9— MEETINGS.
Each annual meeting of this Socety shall
be held at such time and place as shall be

knew would

accept her, although she was

bad condition and hardly able to crawl.
They did accept her, but she died on the
in a

third day. I then gave them 3 frames of
fresh eggs from anotlier colony with an
imported queen, and in 8 days after, I
received anotlier imported one and as this
was late in the evening, I thought the best
way to do would be to take away the
frames of brood and introduce her to the
same colony. I had forgotten that I put in
3 frames, and had the impression that it
was only two, so I took but two away, and
then besmeared the queen witii honey and

I also read Mitchell's instructions to beekeepers, given to me by the agent.
He
gives instructions in it how to make the
division-board, but not a word about the
lugs or iron legs. He only names the strijis
of cloth, (not rubber), the same as I have
used since 1866; and I venture the assertion
that hundreds of others have dcme the sHUie,
long before Mitchell got his })atent. But if
he will confine himself to his patent, in
connection with the nietalic legs, all is

dropped her in. The next day being Sunday, I only looked about tlie 'entrance, to
see if they had accepted her. I concluded
they had, and was right.
On Monday
evening I opened the hive, and the first
frame 1 lifted was the third one that I had
forgotten, with 3 perfect cells on it. Just
10 days old. I saw at once that my own
bungling carelessness had destroyed such a
valuable queen ;— (but wait for the exception).
1 removed 2 cells, and then was
about to close up, leaving one cell to hatch,
when the thought struck me that the queen
might be there yet.
So I commenced
searching for her, and the third frame I

right.

;

lifted out, lo,

Was

and
man

behold, she was ail right

more glad ? This queen
prolific, but for some cause was
last week, by the bees, after being

ever a

proved very

removed

in the hive only 7 or 8 weeks.

TWO QUEENS

IN

A

HIVE.

I sent off a fine queen some 3 weeks ago,
and not wishing to get out of stock, left the
hive to start cells
in just 3 days after, I
examined to know what number of cells
they had started. Ccmid not find one. I
;

thought perhaps they had forgotten

it,

but

would remember when too late. So 1 gave
them a frame of fresh eggs from another
hive, and in 4 days after, lifting out tliat
to count the cells, I saw a large and
bright queen on it, already laying. Now, if
this was not two queens in the hive, what
was it ? It was just 7 days from the day I
shipped off one, and if the other was not in
the hive, then how could she be laying so
soon.

frame

MITCHELL'S PATENTS.

COMB FOUNDATION.
have given

it a fair trial, this year.
It
is a great advantage, thouiih I find many
objections to be remedied yet, I find it far
better to only put in the comb foundation to
come iiali or two-thirds the depth of the
frame, for when it conies to within an inch
of the bottom piece, they sag so as to become rumpled and fastened to each other
at the bottom, and they cannot be got out
without tearing away a good deal of brood
at the bottom. The only remedy 1 find, is
to put them only half or two-lhiids, till we
can invent a foundation that will not sag.—
And to get them straight, there should be
half an inch space from the end of the
frame. I find them more apt to bend and
fall out tlie frame than natural combs.
I
also find the bees lengthen out the comb at
the middle and bottom before they do at the
top when full sheets are given. 1 had a
swarm the last of July to which I gave full
sheets of foundation, and in a few days
alter, another very large swaim.
This
latter swarm I hived without a sheet of
foundation. Now the first one is full of
honey and comb, very strong the latter has
built 3 combs and has about a pound of
honey. Had I given the latter swarm comb
foundation, I believe they would be ready
for winter by this time. I tried this for au
experiment.
R. M. Akgo.
Lowell, Ky., Aug. 10, 1878.

I

;
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A

Wax

Cheap

Extractor.

An

agent of N. C. Mitchell came to my
apiary with 2 Adjustable hives for me to
put bees in. After examining the hive, I
told him 1 had been using that divisionboard since 1866, and a hive similar to that
since 1872, and took him out in the bee-yard
and showed him. There was not a particle
of iron or lugs on his division-board, except
the tacks to hold the strips of cloth to the
edges or sides— no rubber strips. Just so
of my division-boards. I used the strips
torn

off of cassimere, by tailors, so there
pai'ticle of difference between his

was not a

division-boards and those I have used since
1866.
His frame, if I recollect, was 12
inches square. Mine is 11x13, inside measure. My hives are 12 inches deep, 14 inches
wide, and as long as suits my convenience
some 20 inches, some 24 and 36 inches.
Mitchell's honey-boards are cloth. I use
both cloth and wood at certain seasons.—
Cloth in winter, and wood in summer.
Now, I would ask this question
Does a
man have a right to patent a hive that
another has been using for years ?
;

:

Necessity is said to be the mother of invention, and finding the necessity of having
some means of extracting the wax from a
quantity of comb on hand, I devised a plan
which 1 find so satisfactory to myself that I
desire to place it before the readers of the

Bee Jouknal.
Take an

milk pan, too far gone for
in the dairy, and if the
considerably rounded down or
old,

any further use
bottom

is

concave, so much the better. Punch a hole
in the centre of the bottom, about one-half
inch in diameter and after |)lacing a fragment of china, or small piece of bent tin
over the bole, to prevent its b<ing clogged
by the comb falling into it, fill it with comb
and set on the urate in the oven of the
kitchen stove. Under the pan, on the bottom of the oven, set another pan, to receive
the wax. Be careful to have only a moderate fire, or the wax will lie scorched.
Wlien the wax ceases to run, remove the
;

pan and

refill it.

Garrettsville, O.,

Warhkn

Aug.

19, 1878.

Pikkce.

For the American Bee Journal.

you, beyond the possibility of a doubt,

Sigel,

If the article in the August number, on
•'What is Honey Dew?" did not contain
some antiquated ideas, it would not be
worth while to shed light on it. The general point sought to be made is, that all
honey dew is excreted by the plants, and
that the cause is a "chemical derangement," which causes them to relieve themselves, by excretion, through organs similar
to those of animals. It also maintains that
taken in
all the elements of sugar are
through the leaves.
The investigations of the last 20 years
have, beyond all doubt, shown that the
body of plants consists of nothing but living, or living and dead cells, according to
what the plants are. These cells are very
small, from 1-200 part of an inch to 1-1000 in
diameter. Some few may attain a size of
These cells are entirely
1-10 of an inch.
closed, and join each other. They are the
plants can take in
which
only organs by
watery substances, and they do it by inhaling and exhaling, or "endosmose and
exosmose ;" on the same principle, as two

different fluids related to each otlies, if separated by a bladder, will penetrate the
bladder until they are equalized. Hang a
bladder with salt or sugar water into clean
water, and you will soon tind the outside as
salty or sweet as the inside.
Tiie flow of sap is nothing more than the
mechanical effort of the evaporation of
water from tlie leaves and younger stems.—
The contents of the water cells becoming
thereby more concentrated, the power of
" endosmose " becomes so much stronger.—
It is also settled that plants cannot take in
any matter which is not soluble in water,

and that very near all the water a plant
uses is drawn up by the roots. This water
contains in solution, salts, acids, minerals
and more or less carbonic acid, hydrogin
and oxygin. The upper side of leaves have
not vet shown any opening through which
any "fluid could exude, and I defy any one

show it. The under side of leaves is
generallv provided with small crated openings, which lead into the spiral vessels,
whose functions are the inhalation and exhalation of gases, which is far more active
in day than in night time. At night, plants,
so to say, sleep, and yet, at night, should
they be so pressed by sugar as to burst
the hard, upper surface of the leaves, to
On the other hand, the
gain an outlet ?
plant lice work principally at night.
The writer of the article in the Home
Journal really supposes that our large
forests of oak, hickory and other trees, are
chemically deranged, when honey dew disappears. It would, in such a night, when
the trees are in their best, be dangerous to
the ears, to enter such a forest one might
Honey dew
No Mr. K.
come out deaf
it is, all of it.
is not excreted by leaves
simply sucked by plant lice, who use of it
what they need, which is not the sugar, and
ejectthe surplus not by the anus, but by two
to

;

!

:

;

;

fine openings above
1 can show you,

it.

almost any time, how
and can show

these little tiny insects work,

how

they eject the honey dew. I can believe
what my eyes see.
Chas. Sonnk.

Honey Dew.

111.,

Aug.

16, 1878.

Central Ky. Blue Grass Convention.

The annual meeting of this Association
will take place in this city, Tuesday, the
1st of October next, at 10 o'clock, a. m.,
when

it is

expected that important business

will be transacted. There will be an election of ofiicers for the ensuing year.
hope the Editor of the Journat> will
be with us in body as well as inspirit. If the
former should fail, we shall be content with
one of his interesting articles on "Beekeeping, a Science."
cordially invite
all lovers of bee-culture to be with us, and
especially all the members of the Association, as we hope some prominent member
will volunteer to represent us in the

We

We

National Convention, which meets in New
York City (I think) one week after ours.

W. Williamson,
Lexington, Ky., Aug.

[Would be pleased

Sec'y.

7, 1878.

to attend,

were

it

pos-

be absent long enough to
attend both conventions— but it is not. Ed]
sible for us to

North-Eastern Wisconsin Convention.
The Northeastern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet at Depere, Brown Co.,
on Tuesday and Wednesday, September 3a
and 4th.
Interesting articles from prominent beebeepers will be read, among which may be
mentioned, "The management of the home
market for honey, both comb and extracted," by H. P. Sayles, of Hartford;
" Wintering bees, and carrying them safely
through the Spring in this Northern climate," by James Heddon, of Dowagiac,
Mich. " Best method and time of increase,"
by Crowfoot Bros., Hartford; "Best management of bees for the production of comb
honey," by Fred. Claussen, of Mlshicott.
Legare Potter, of Sherwood, and Edwin
;

Pike, of Boscobel, will also read articles,
and we hope for one from A. H. Hart, or

Appleton.

Blanks will be on hand for filling out,
whereby we may get an accurate statement
of the number and amount of bees, honey,
etc., in the state, and prices settled accordingly.
cordial invitation

A

is

given to

all to

and bring anything new of interest
fraternity.

Frances Dunham.

come

to the

Sec.

Ointment.— "I will give you a receipt
that I have been in the habit of using for
years, viz : Good yellow beeswax or nice,
white comb, one part ; fresh butter, well
washed, 4 paits. Melt, skim and pour in
moulds, which makes

it

handy

for toilet

purposes, or in boxes. It is excellent for
any dressing where ordinary ointment is
usiid.
Have had some bad ulcers healed by
but, tor the hands and lips, it is not
its use
Dr. J. R. Pratt.
surpassed."
;

mix %6nn Mox.

warm enough

I raise both slides.
It
to give the little fellows much comfort for the air to circulate tiirough.

gets

seems

We

when it is very warm, and when they
crowded with bees. I made 10 swarms,
all of which did well; nearly all filled their
boxes and have plenty to last them through
hive

July 30, 1878.
bee-keepers
manage tiieir work wiio have several apiaries to care for. We have 85 colonies 53^
miles from home and send a hand over daily
to care for them during swarming time.
Wish we could hear from several who make
$1 queen-rearing a success; just how often
they give comb, brood, &c., &c., as it seems
to me honey pays me better than queen-rearing, unless I can find a labor-saving way of
L. C. Axtell.
doing the work."
Koseville,

"

We would

Collins,

"When

111.,

like to hear

how

111.,

Aug.

1,

1878.

the best time to transfer bees
from box hives to obtain the most honey
and give the bees time to procure sufficient
supplies for wintering?"
is

M. A. Newman.
[The best time is early in the season when
there is but little honey in the hives. It
may be done on any warm day when the
bees are actively engaged in storing, before
the fall honey harvest.—Ed.]
Hastings, Minn., Aug.

8, 1878.

"Bees have done very poorly

for the last
3 weeks, but we are looking for a big yield
fall.
season
I had
honey
this
Last
of
yet
colonies that made 75 pounds of surplus
honey after July 20. The flowers on our
bottom lanes are just beginning to bloom.
Last year they were 2 weeks earlier; they
usually produce a large amount of honey.
Should tney fail this year, the honey crop
in this part of the State will be short.

Wm. Dyer.
Knoxville, Iowa, Aug. 3, 1878.
" Enclosed I send you stem and flower of
a plant that abounds here. Bees work on it
from morning till night, not only on the
flowers, but on the leaves and stem. What
Bees have done very well, so far,
is it ?
this season.

They

are quiet now.

The

fall

harvest promises to be good."

A. M. Crosby.

Cassia Chamceerista, or partThis is a leguminous plant, and
a near relative of the Judas tree, or redbud but it is an annual. It is certainly a
beautiful plant.— A. J. Cook.]

[This

is

are

the winter.

"Bees have swarmed but very
summer. A great many about here
have tlieir bees in log gums, and very tew
frame hives are used. I have 35 colonies in
frame hives, made large with 4 honey boxes
on each, holding 16 fts. They have all been
well filled, making 64 lbs. of box honey to
the colony. I take only box honey from my
bees. Wintered out doors last winter without the loss of one colony. My hives have
an entrance at each end with slides to shut
out the cold, and making it warm enough
for them in the spring. I raise one of my
slides for the bees to go to work; when it

idle for the first

C.

Williamson.

[The cellar is best for a northern climate;
but some winter with success on their summer stands. If the latter, they should be
prepared by being packed in straw, and
provided witji a plenty of honey to winter
through in safety.— Ed.]
Nashua, Iowa, Aug.

14, 1878.

" This has been the poorest honey season
I have ever yet known, and I have been
in the business 10 years. There is the
greatest demand for honey in fancy shape
this season I ever knew. I cannot begin to
fill the orders for honey at 20 cts. per lb. in
my new 1% lb. sections. Will send you one
of my crates with 12 of my boxes filled with
honey after the fairs are over. Melilot
clover is a No. 1 honey plant. I have had
some experience with it this season; will'
sow about 10 acres more."

E. J.

SCHOFIELD.

Glen Rock, Pa.. Aug.
to

2. 1878.

"The Journal and honey pamphlet came
hand in due time; 1 am much pleased

Please give the following
both.
strange freak of a virgin Italian queen to
the readers of your good Journal. On the
2.5th of July the queen left to meet the
drone, no eggs or larva being in the hive,
the workers followed her. After flying for
some time they clustered. 1 put them back
in the hive, thinking they would stay, but
they immediately went straight to the
woods, and I gave myself no further trouble.
On the 29th my queen with their little band
of workers came home. They came the
same course that they took when they left,
four days before. It nuist have been my
queen for there are none raised except one
place 6 miles in the opposite direction my

with

this

now

Julius

;

28, 1878.
little here

are

Reynoldsburg, O., Aug. 6, 1878.
"I am well pleased with the Bee Journal. I don't see how any one can do without it that intends to handle bees; it is the
best I ever read, and I have read several. I
have 2.5 colonies of bees in the N. C. Mitchell
hive, all doing well. I am using the Bingham smoker; have sold several of them; all
give good satisfaction.
Bees swarmed here late on account of the
cold weather in May, but did well through
June and July. I have swarms that came
the 15th to 20th of June that has made 20
to 25 pounds of surplus honey. Is it best to
put bees in the cellar or leave them on the
summer stands?
S. M. Oldham.

ridge pea.

Pike Co., Ky., July

They

time this season. The poplar bloom this
year has been good. Honey dew has been
plenty. We have had no linn bloom this
year, but every other bloora has been good.
My bees are all blacks. I have them scattered about over my oi chard, so 1 have no
trouble making my swarms.

queen took going and coming. On tlieir return tiiey clustered again, and 1 put tliem
back, giving tiieni some brood. They have
given me no trouble since. I have now introduced tlie queen into a full colony, and
await further developments. Has any one
J. H. Bupp.
seen the like before?
[It is not strange that the bees should go
with the queen on her bridal excursion,
when they liave no brood left in the hive.—
They often do it. The only thing strange is
her return after so many days. Still, this
Mr. L. Chandler resometimes occurs.
ported such a case only a few weeks ago.
Others have reported tlie same thing.— Ed.]

Palestine, Ind., Aug.

5,

1878.

"Friend Newman:— While reading the
August number of the Journal 1 saw an
article headed 'A Young Man's Experience,'
and I began to think he commenced in a way
In 1873 I purchased
'Quinby's Mysteries of Bee-Keeping,' and
tliis I read and re-read until I had almost
committed it to memory. 1 now had a good
book but had no bees to practice what 1 had
learned. 1 finally purchased a colony in an
old box hive, and being late in the spring I
did not transfer them that season. The next
year in June I divided them, and I then had
two colonies— one in aQuinby and the other
in a box hive. In the fall 1 found a beeWhile this
tree,' which I cut and saved.
-was going on, I was looking in every paper
I saw, for an advertisement of some beepaper. At last I found one; it read like this:
^National Aqricidturist and Bee Journal,
3 months for io cts.' I immediately sent the
amount, and received three numbers of the
paper. In this I saw the 'Bee-Keepers
similar to that 1 did.

'

advertised, and immediately
sent for it one year. In the Magazltie I saw
the American Bee Journal advertised,
and sent for it one year, and can truly say
it is the best bee-naper I have taken.
I now have 34 colonies of bees, all in movable frame hives— some in the Langstroth,
and some in the Improved American. I intend to use all Langstroth hives next season.
Exposition at ChiI intend to go to the

Magazine'

'

'

cago this fall, and will visit your Museum.'
This has been an average season here for
bees; linn lasted but a few days. We never
get much honey from linn on account of wet
weather. Success to the Journal.
M. E. Loehr.
'

Lincoln Apiary, Mich., Aug. 11, 1878.
"I have been a bee-keeper for 25 years.
Bees have done well here until this season;
spring opened a month earlier than usual;
bees wintered well; March and April was
fine; bees were raising brood fast until the
first of May, when it set in cold and rainy.
About the middle of the month we had
several hard frosts which injured the red
raspberry very mucli and killed the basswood blossoms entirely. The first swarm I
had was Jan. 28, and they are swarming
yet; 1 had a large swarm yesterday; they
are making honey now faster than they
have before this season. 1 hardly know
what to do with the swarms that come out
now. I would cut out the queen cells but

they are crowded from top to bottom with
bees. I never saw so many bees and brood
in the comb; they are full, outside cards and
all.
I have not taken any surplus honey
yet, although I could from some of them.
I think I shall give it to the late swarms.
Bees generally do well here all through this
month and until fhe middle of September.
Weil, I have just been out looking at the
bees. It is about 9 o'clock in the morning,
and I never saw bees working stronger than
they are this morning, and have been for
the last 2 weeks. They are at work on
buckwheat and fire-weed, and another weed
that I do not know the name of. It grows
about 4 feet high and has a pink blossom.
It blossoms up and down the stalk for 2
feet; when ripe it has a pod which is full
of cotton. I would like to know the name
of it. Bees make honey fast from it. I
send you a sample of it that I may leara

what

it is.

We have a great many honey plants

here.

The

red raspberry is abundant; blackberry,
basswood, &c. The great trouble is in wintering. Last winter was an open winter,
but generally we have steady cold weather
and deep snow. I wintered successfully
last year, and a year ago last spring I had
They
25 colonies, some of them weak.
swarmed too much in the fall; I had 75
colonies. I got 700 pounds of extracted
honey and 400 pounds of comb or box honey.
1 had no extractor of my own; 1 l)orrowed
one and took this amount from tliem at <me
time. One man in the next town from me
extracted 1,200 pounds from 35 colonies.
He started in the spring with 12 colonies.
That is what bees will do here if well manL. Reed.
aged.

[The plant sent us was Epilobium angiistifolium, or the willow herb. To receive
700 pounds of extracted honey, and use a
borrowed extractor seems to us rather peculiar, unless you divided the proceeds with
your neighbor.—Ed.]
Chicago, Aug.
" Last spring Messrs. Thomas G.

5, 1878.

Newman

very generously made me a present
of a nucleus colony of Italian bees, and very
thoughtfully ordered them from the Rev. A.
Salisbury. In due time they came to hand,
were transferred to a North Star Hive, and
upon the arrival of fair weather and floral
facilities, entered upon their career as a
colonized community; and although I had
charge of the apiary connected with the

& Son,

American Bee Journal, I removed these
to my residence for experiments, to determine possibilities as well as settle probabilities.
They were placed in my back
door-yard, close to the walk traversed perhaps a hundred times a day. The queen
was so handsome and prolific, the bees so
large and beautiful, and their dispositions
so amiable and industrious, that our bees in
the back yard soon became to be recognized
as much (mr pets as those which were in the
From the one small frame and its
liouse.
few bees, and the large queen, we have
already 2 North Star Hives, with their 10
frames each, full of large, bright, triplebanded bees, and 1 frame of eggs, larvae and

a nucleus, from which to raise a
from Michigan,
besides having strengthened said colony
with 2 large fully-packed frames of capped
brood. Almost 2)^ colonies of bees from 1
small frame and 1 monstrous queen! Is it
any subject of wonder that the young folks
of the neighbors have engendered tlie superstition that we have a new kind of bees
that cannot sting;— from seeing us bareheaded, sleeves rolled up, females and all,
grouped around our hives, lifting out frame
after frame, while the bees in clouds sported
around us on the wing? Never but one of
my family stung by them, and that my
youngest, who, inadvertantly, placed his
hand upon one alighted on the plank walk,
and who, instead of blaming the bee, commiserated having hurt it. Mr. Chandler, an
old bee-man, said, were the queen his, $50
would not buy her. I have handled many
imported queens this season, and many fine
ones held at fancy figures, but none for
Tjroocl in

queen

which

for a colony received

I

would exchange her."
Detroit, Mich.,

Newman :— My

Fkiend

C. C. C.

Aug. 15, 1878.
nephew, Chas.

Benton, Hubbardston, Mich., writes that
the comb foundation you sent him arrived
all right, and is very satisfactory.
He says,
" It would pay to buy a car-load."
The
smoker and comb foundation sent here
arrived very promptly." Frank Benton.

[Comb foundation is a grand success,
and will soon be universally used.— Ed.]
Valley Mills, Texas, Aug.

8, 1878.

"I have been taking the American Bee

Journal

Can't well do
without it.
I have handled bees for 40
years in the old fashioned way, but I am
now going to turn a new leaf in that line.
Bees in this vicinity wintered well, but
have no surplus, as yet, and I fear will not
have this season. This has been, so far, the
poorest honey season I ever saw in any
country. It makes me wish that I was able
to get and tiy the Italians, and seeiftliey
could find honey to spare in extreme wet
for several years.

and dry weather."

Boundary

A. M. Barnett.

City, Ind.,

Aug.

17, 1878.

" I do not see how any one can do without
the Bee Journal and be successful with
17 colonies now ; commenced in the spring with 8 ; all Italians.—
In June and July they did well. I had one
colony on the scales in June ; the most
honey gathered in one day was 5 lbs.— the
least, 3 tt)S.
During June they gathered 105
t)S."
D. K. Knoll.

bee-culture.

I

have

Charles City, Iowa, Aug.

21, 1878.

"I have some things to suggest to accompany that queen stand, illustrated in the

Journal one is, a leather sheath on
to carry honey knife in
another
a place to slip some turkey quills in, and
another, a little tin box or pocket on one
end, to carry some cotton filling or rags in,
to use for smoking the bees
still another,
a little post put on one end a little higher,
with a hook or pin to hang a smoker on.
Bees have done very little making surplus
honey here, this season. Not more than
last

;

one end,

;

is,

;

half of the basswood trees budded this year,
and these buds were blighted and dropped
off the first thing, which was about July
12th. I have made 22 new colonies from 40
in the spring. Those that did not swarm in
June, got some honey. My best hive for
box honey gave only 40 tts." L. Sutliff.

Sumner,

111.,

Aug.

21, 1878.

" Is there a strain of pure Italian bees
without the yellow bands ?
Some here
assert that there is."
W. Emerick.

[The three golden bands form the badge
of purity of Italian bees. German or black
bees are found in Italy, but to call them
would be about like calling a cat
that happened to be born and reared in a
stable, a horse
The German or black bee
is a distinct variety, and is found in almost
every civilized country. While the Ligurian or Italian bee is a native of a province of
northern Italy, south of the Alps. These
mountains kept them for ages a distinct
variety from the German bee. They were
afterwards developed ^in "sunny Italy"
to the variety now known as Italians.— Ed.]
Italians

!

Paoli, Ind., July 24, 1878.
of the American
Bee Journal who has tried the Alsike
clover as food for stock would state if it is
as good as the red clover. I have a lot that
I wish to sow in clover, and if the Alsike is
good for food I will sow it, as it will help

"I wish some reader

my bees

along too.

" The honey crop in May and June was
splendid, but I don't think the bees have
made a living since June." B. M.Lingle.

had experience
[ Will some one who has
with alsike and red clovers please give
their relative merits for fodder ?— Ed.]
Connersville, Ind., July 29, 1878.
" I began this spring with 7 colonies in
Langstroth hives, and am delighted. I have
increased to 11 by natural swarming. I have
colonies that

made

each during June.

75 fts. of comb honey
I like the Langstroth

hive.
I think the Journal
It is the first paper I read." J.
Foirit
1.

ease

'the uoss;'
H. Riley.

Coupee, La.

What is the best remedy for the disknown as foul brood? 2. How do you

the inside of barrels to contain honey?
the season is it safe to extract
" Creole."
honey in this latitude?

wax

8.

How late in

July
See July, page 333.
3.
You can extract with safety at any
time, if the hive is too full of honey to allow
"
the queen room to lay her eggs. " Time
cuts no figure in the calculation— the condition of the colony is the only safe guide.—
Late in the fall, if the colony has more than
30 tt>s. of honey, it will be safe to extract it,
as that it sufficient for wintering.— Ed.]
[ I.

For answer

No., pages 212

to this question, see

& 241.

2.

^xisiu^ss flatters*
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Single subscription, one year
$2 OO
3 50
Two subscriptions, sent
at the same time
"
"
"
"
Three
5 00
"
"
"
..each, 150
Four or more,

Advertisements

will

be inserted at the rate of
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12;^"A line will contain about eight words; fourteen
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must be received by the 20th, to insure insertion. <«
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(U^" Instead of Queens from Tremontani,
can only get promises. We sent him
money by draft on Paris more than 4

we

the

months ago.
•

»i
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NEWMAN &

when it is thrown down, and is
always closed when being used. jFriend
Sutliif says some have an idea that it
requires both hands to operate it, and wants
us to correct it. It is intended to be operated with the left hand, but it will take some
practice to be able to use it.with ease.

G.
West Madison

St.

SON,

CHICAGO, ILL.

To Correspondents.
When changing a post-office address, mention the
old address as well as the new one.
send the Journal until an order for discontinuance is received and all arrearages are paid.
do not send goods by C. O. D., unless sufficient
money is sent with the order to pay express charges

We
We

both ways.

When

ordering Extractors, give outside dimenframe or frames to be used, length of topwidth and depth of frame Just under top-bar.
In consequence of the dearth of small currency in
the country, we will receive either one, two or three
cent stanjps, for anything desired from this office.
Strangers wishing to visit our office and Museum
of Implements for the Apiary, should take the Madison street-cars (going west). They pass our door.
Additions can be made to clubs at any time at the
sions of
bar,

same rate. Specimen copies. Posters, and Illustrated
Price List sent free upon application, for canvassing.
Remit by post-office money-order, registered letter

or bank-draft, payable to Thomas G. Newman & Son,
so that if the remittance be lost it can be recovered.
will send a tested Italian Queen to any one
sending us three subscribers to The American Bee
Journal with $(i.00. Premium Queens will in every
case be tested, but not sent till after July 1st.
Write name and post-office address plainly. If
there is no express office at your post-office address,
be sure to give your nearest express office when ordering anything by express. Give plain directions
how goods are to be sent.
Seeds or samples qf merchandise can be mailed for
one cent per ounce, Printed matter one cent for
every two ounces. These must be tied up; if pasted,
they are subject to letter postage. Don't send small
packages by express, that tan just as wellbe sent by mail.
For the convenience of bee-keepers, we have made
arragements to supplv, at the lowest market prices.
Imported or tested Italian Queens, Full Colonies,
Hives, Extractors and anything required about the
Apiary. Our Illustrated Catalogue and Price List
will be sent free, on application.
have gotten up a "Constitution and By-Laws,"
suitable for local Associations, which we can supply,
with the name and location of any society printed,
at $2 per hundred copies, postpaid. If less than 100
are ordered, they will have a blank left for writing in
the name of the Association, etc. Sample copy will
be sent for a three-cent postage stamp.
Our answer to all who ask credit is this
sell on
smsill margins, and cannot afford to take the risks of
doing a credit business. If we did such a business,
we should be obliged to add at least 10 to 20 per cent,
more to our prices, to make up for those who would
never pay, and to pay the expenses of keeping bookaccounts with our customers— this we know our Cash
customers would not think to their advantage.—
This rule we must make general in order not to do
injustice to any one. The cash system gives all the
advantage to cash customers, while the credit system works to their injury. In justice to all we must
therefore require Cush ^vlth the order, for all

We

We

:

Apiarian Supplies.

We

Choice Italian Bees.—
have a few
colonies of choice Italians for sale at $10.00
each. To be delivered in October.

B^^Sutliff's Smoker has been improved
by the addition of a valve, which o, ens of

Notice to Advertisers.—
intend only to advertise for reliable dealers, who expect to fulfill all
their advertised promises. Cases of real imposition
will be exposed, and such advertisements discontinued. No advertisement received for less than $1.
Address all communications and remittances to

THOMAS

m^^For nice Comb Honey, in Prize
we pay tlie iiighest marltet prices.

Boxes,

We

itself

Bee-Culture or Successful Management of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman,
editor of the American Bee Journal.
;

This is the title of a new pamphlet of 80
pages, which has been carefully prepared
for beginners who desire a cheap work, but
one up with the times, to familiarize themselves with the fascinating avocation of the
management and care of bees.
It is published both in the English and
German languages, and is beautifully illustrated. It is cheap, the price being only 40
it, in either English or German.
embraces every subject that will interCommencing with a
est the beginner.
short chapter on the Natural History of the

cents for
It

Honey Bee,
of the

ment

it

passes to the consideration

Stocking and Arrange-

Situation,

of the Apiary, giving

minute details

management and manipulations necessary to make Bee-Keeping a success. It

of the

describes
art,

the newest discoveries in the

all

by which the production

of delicious
obtained, as
for the market in

and health-giving Honey
well as how to prepare it
the most attractive shape.

Convention at
The Western

Illinois

ers' Society, will

meet

New

is

Boston,

111.

and Eastern Iowa Bee-KeepNew Boston, Mercer Co., 111.,

at

Wednesday and Thursday, October 2d and

3d, 1878.

All are cordially invited to attend our Convention,
and bring anything that will be of interest to beekeepers, such as hives, extractors, smokers, boxes,

honey-knives, bee-veils, honey, tools, etc. What
may seem old to you may be new and of interest to
others. Reduced rates will be given at hotels. The
meeting will commence at 10 o'clock a. m. Several
valuable prizes will be given away to members presMembership fee, 50 cents Ladies free.
ent.
D. D. PALMER, Fres't.
New Boston, Mercer Co., 111.

iW

WILL

M.

;

KELLOGG,

Oneida,

Sec'y,

Knox Co., 111., and Oquawka,

111.

-*-
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i^Friend Ira Wilson, of Lodi, N. Y„
says that Mr. Miller, in that vicinity,
has patented the Quinby hive, and asks
if he can collect a royalty of those who
have been using it for years. The
Quinby has been before the public too
long to be patented at this date.
Friend Wilson need not hesitate to
make and use them, if he desires.
i^° In shipping honey, be sure to
turn the top bar downwards this will
often save it from being broken down
and leaky. Many boxes or sections are
not built quite down to the bottom bar.
In transit these will be almost sure to
;

break down if sliipped the same way
up as when standing on the hive.
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Lessons from the Statistical Table.

Two hundred persons reported having 8,200 colonies last fall, sustaining a
loss in wintering of one-fourteenth, or
649 in all. The increase on these have
been 66 per cent., making a total this
fall of 12,474 colonies— an average of 63
to each person.
Five-elevenths were wintered on the
summer stands (3446), but only onethird of these were packed in chaff
The winter was an open one
(1273).
and wintering on the summer stands
was

preferable.

Now

as to the results: there were
pounds of comb honey produced,
to 238,000 pounds of extracted— f of
comb to I of extracted— by the 12,000
colonies reported. This gives an average of only 32 pounds per colony, showing it to have been on the whole an
150,000

exceedingly poor year. The cold, damp
spring, with other detrimental periods,
cutting off much of the honey gathering.

The wax secured being only a quarter
pound to each colony. It seems to

of a

us that Thurber

show

& Co.

will

have a poor

to get the ten tons per

month

to

supply that Candle house in Europe.

the side of the box. After the stinger
is sprung it can be reset by pushing in
with the thumb nail, and used again.
Those who want to create a market for

honey should send to Mr.
Martin for his circular and get some
boxes, and see what can be done in
their candied

that direction.

What

Harvest be?

shall the

Saugatuck, Midi., Sept.

Friend Newman:— Now

that

18, 1878.

the

tall

crop of lioiiey has been gatliered, and beekeepers are contemplating liow best to dispose ot their honey, wonld it aiot be well
for you to give us in your October issue, in
as concise form as possible, the outlook for
the honey market, especially in Chicago ?
What may we expect from California ? How
will their crop affect us ? And as nearly as
data will allow, let us know how the crop is
iu each of the principal honey-producing
States, and how prices will range. In this
Immediate vicinity white honey is very light,
but during the first week of this mouth bees
did " innnense" on golden rod.

Walter
The honey market

B.

House.

Chicago is good.
Prices are ruling lower than formerly, but
the demand is increasing steadily. Light
honey, in neat single-comb packages, will
The producer finds ready sale
sell readily.
for all that is put up attractively. As the
cold weather approaches, extracted honey
will be more in demand.
All the good honey produced this year can
that of poor quality only
be sold readily
in

;

1^

Last month we suggested that
the National Society should be requested to offer medals as prizes to be awarded in its name, at the honey and bee
shows of the different State and district Associations within its limits.
We requested bee-keepers to send us

California will help us out a litbut her crop is mostly "extracted."
tle
Manufacturers are using the extracted more
than ever, and we think the " show" for it

their opinion of the suggestion. The
reponses have been universally in favor
of it, and we have no doubt but that
the National Society will give the subject their best attention.

ket in another column.

Penny Packages. — We

have

re-

ceived a case of six of J. H. Martin's
new boxes for putting up pure candied
honey for the children. They hold 4
ounces of honey and sell for 10 cents
each. The box is made of hard wood,
coated inside with parafflne a label
with cut of a queen bee is on the cover,
and a stinger which is suddenly thrust
against the finger if you persist in fooling with the tail which projects from
;

will drag.

As to prices, the curious can
is excellent.
compare them by the aid of the Honey Mar-

SL^" Friend

W. H. Ware, Bayou

Goula,

La., sugjiests, that the next meeting of the
National Society, shall be in the West, and
the following one in the South, either in
July or Dec. and adds:
" 1 am sure that such a plan would meet
with substantial approval and support from
our bee-keepers in the south, and would do
more than anything else, to encourage and
develop the bee-keeping interests throughout the whole country. I think well of
your suggestions, that the National Society
inaugurate an exhibition of manipulations
with bees, as well as of apiarian supplies,

Now, in case this plan should
be adopted, and a meeting held in New Orleans, I will donate say, 6 colonies of pure
Italian bees to be used on the occasion, and
then to be sold to the highest bidder, for the
and honey.

benefit of the society."

Sundry Questions and Answers.

nal, page 308, or Lecanium

tulipiferse.

It is not strange that they

Sedan, Kansas, Aug. 24, 1878.
Will a nucleus colony grow into a full
one the first season, under favorable
circumstances ?
What course should I pursue to secure the greatest number of good, strong
colonies from one, in a single season V

Richard

S.

Turner.

[Yes a nucleus colony will grow into
a good strong colony, under even ordi;

nary circumstances.

To

secure the greatest increase, pracdivision of the colony, according
to directions given in a good manual.
have too often described the man-

tice

We

ner of doing it to warrant our taking
up space of the Journal for a repetition.— Ed.]

should also
infest the cucumber tree (magnolia
acuminata), as it belongs to the same
family (magnolia) as does the tulip tree,
Liriodendron tulipifera.— A. J. Cook.]
St.

weed that grows very extensively

here.
It is considered one of the greatest
pests as a weed. It is a perennial, and
takes possesion of ground very rapidly.
I find the bees working very extensively
on it to day, for the first time in
life.
Please give "the name and its uses, if

my

any.

Long live the American Bee Jour-

nal and

its

of health

and prosperity.

[This is a species of Eupatorium^ or
Boneset. It is illustrated in the Manual, page 241. A. J. Cook.]

—

Mineral Point, Mo., Sept. 7, 1678.
Please find a flower that bees work on
and is very abundant here in uncultivated fields. Please give the name in
the next issue of the Journal, and
say if it is a good honey plant.
E. B. Day.
[This

is

a Eupartorium or boneset.
Manual page 241. All

It is figured in

of the

Eupatoriums are excellent honey
A. J. Cook. J

plants.

—

Please

name

this flower.,

M. H. MiLSTER.
[Eupatorium or boneset, figured in
Manual, page 241. A. J. Cook.]

—

Ligonier, Pa., Aug. 16, 1878.
Enclosed please find an insect, found
on a cucumber txee that stands in a
field.
The bees are on the tree from
morning till dark, and you can see a
mist falling from it. The leaves are
covered with a sweet substance like

honey-dew.

I send

it

to

you to name.

Wm. Ashcom.
in

[The insects are the same as described
September American Bee Jour-

Editors, with the addition

Thomas

J.

Ward,

J.

P.

a Solidago or golden rod. I
cannot give the species without more
of the stem, but I presume it is the very
one figured on page 243 of Manual.
[This

Council Grove, Kan., Sept. 16., 1878.
I enclose a flower for name. It equally shares ttie attention of the bees with
golden rod, and blooms profusely.
D. P. ISTORTON.

Mary's, Ind., Sept. 7, 1878.
branch or tAvo of a

I enclose a small

A.

J.

is

Cook.]

i^Much of the Honey this season is
very thin and watery, and needs a good
deal of ripening to make it tit for market. If not ripened, much of it may
spoil in the fall.

To Strangers Visiting the City.

—The Madison

street Cars pass our office
every minute of the day.
We will
always be glad to see you, and if you
are interested in bees or honey, you will
neither regret the journey nor time occupied in looking over our Museum.

Our little "Chip"
you put in A. B. J.

Friend IsTewman

—whose advent

passed to the other

:

life last

night.

D. D. Palinier.

New Boston, 111., Sept. 16, 1878.
" We deeply sympathize with friend
Palmer— surely

all "chips" do fly away.
one "rest in peace" on "the
evergreen shore." Ed.]

May

this

1^ So far, no

one has dared to take

up the gauntlet thrown down by friend
Moon, in the last Journal, about
queens duplicating themselves.

others fainted by the way it has
fresh efforts and branched out

The "Old Relable" abroad.
The following

letter speaks for itself:

New

York, Aug.

!).

1878.

•'An order for Honey from Algriers, in
Africa, Is just received, and the letter says that our
addres.s was obtained from The American Bee
Journal.
H. K. & F. B. Thukber & Co.

French

with much satisfaction that we
point to our extensive and wide-spread
circulation, as an evidence of the fact
It is

that the old

American Bee Journal

has lost none of the prestige or influence
created for it by its late lamented editor

and publisher, Mr. Samuel Wagner.

ISTot

come

only

is

the

visitor at

Bee Journal

a wel-

thousands of homes,

embracing every State and Territory
of the United States, but also in the
Canadas and States of the South American Continent! It leaps the bounds
of the Oceans, making regular visits to
England, Scotland, Wales, Germany,

France, Austria, Italy, Belguim and
other European comi tries. It meets a
hearty welcome in Africa, as may be
seen by the above letter. Flying past
the great African desert, and the glories of Ancient Egypt with its interesting Pyramids, and Palestine with its
many sacred places beyond the Indian
Ocean it plants a " Star of Progress "
in that vast continent of Australia—
and then, pohiting to the refulgent
light of science enveloping with a halo
of glory, that insect whose fame reaches
back to the natal-day of our planet, as
well as pointing forward to the glory of
"
the enlightened " world of the future

—

—
"

bounds back

it

The land

to

of the free, and the

—rejoicing

home of

the brave."

in the fact that its patrons

encircle a world,—while
" the Sini never sets " on the lands embraced in its sway

and friends

" Visiting the shores, one by one
Nearly all beneath the Sun."

It is exceedingly gratifying to

its

steady,

year to year

improved

new

its

onward

course.

From

it has enlarged its size,
matter and gained many

All this is the result of
energy and determination. For when
friends.

that

one grand object

its

furthering

of

the

interests

of

honey-producers by losing no opportunity offered to create a demand for this
God-given sweetness, opening up new
avenues for its use, and thus benefiting
its patrons.

Another departure may now be announced. On and after the beginning
of next year the price of the Journal
will be $1.50 per year, instead of $2.00
as heretofore.
Clubs of five will be
sent for $5.00, cash in advance. Subscriptions will be received at once at
the new price for next year.

Cans

Lake

for

Honey.

Village, Ark.,

Aug.

26, 1878.

Mr. Editor: — Please inform myself
and others through the A. B. J. what
would be the cost, in Chicago, of packages for honey, holding respectively

6
10 lbs., 26 lbs. and 50 lbs; such
packages as were exhibited at the Los
:

lbs.,

Angeles convention. May,
J.

Such packages,

B.

1878.

Tallman.

in this city,

would

cost about as follows: to hold 5 lbs.,
round, 15c.; 10 lbs,, round, 20c.; 25 lbs.,

square, with screw top, 40c.; 50
60c.;

and

lbs.,

100 lbs., $1.00.

A

1^ few days ago, one of our callers
assured us that he had a neighbor who
invariably closed up all the entrances
of his hives every Saturday night, and
kept them closed till Sunday night, to
prevent his bees from " working" on
Sunday
To be consistent, he should
remain in the house all day Sunday,
!

!

some one will have to
and keep him warm
Surely, " superstition" and
in winter
" cruelty" go hand in hand
and

else

fast,

ivork to get his food
!

remark

that the depression, which has been so
wide-spread, has not materially hinder-

ed

keeping in view

made

—ever

!

1^

The drawings of the Bee Enemy,
Erosa— on page 343, were
made by Mr. Sherman Upton, of the

— Phymata

at the Michigan AgriThe engraving by
cultural College.
Baker
Co., of this city.

Sophomore Class

&

Shuck's Bee Feeder.
This is a convenient arrangement for
feeding bees at the entrance of the hive,
and is shown accurately by the accompanying engraving. The feeder is placed
on the alighting-board, vs'ith the side (d)
nearly covering the entrance.
In the
engraving, the top is cut away to show

all who can, attend the Convention at Kew Boston, Oct. 2 and 3.
See full notice in Bee Journal for

Sept.
Mr. O. Clute, of Keokuk, an
accomplished scholar and fluent speaker
will be present and favor the Convention
and citizens of New Boston with a very
interesting Lecture on " Honey." This
will be a treat, and should call out a
large attandance. We regret not being
able to be present.

i^H.

the .wood divisions (A a) in the feedcup the food is poured into it; without
removing, through the hole (c), which
is covered with wire-cloth below, to keep
the bees from annoying the person
When this is done,
pouring in the feed.
the small cap (b) is closed over it, maIt can be
king all tight and secure.
used on any hive, and for outside feedThe
ing we think it has no superior.
food can be reached only by the bees
from within, and, consequently, there is
no danger of robbing from its use. It
can be obtained at this office.
;

11^°

Stings.

—Russell

Bliss, of Earlville,

The best
or curing bee-stings.
means of preventing bee-stings, is to
keep out of the way of the bees. The
best means of curing them, is to immeing

diately take a fresh tomato leaf, crush
The
it, and rub upon the part stung.

pain will disappear immediately and
without the slightest trace of swelling.
This is an infallible cure insuring per-

—

fect " Bliss !"

1^ The busy season will soon be over,
and friend G. M. Doolittle informs us
that he will, in October, resume his
valued correspondenee to the Ameri-

can Bee Journal. An article from
him may be expected in every issue
during the winter, for he intends to
give the Journal his exclusive attention hereafter.

Columbus, Kansas,

We

have received two samples
comb foundation, one
from Mr. 0. J. Hethei'ington, and one
from Mr. J. H. Nellis. It is in appearance, simply "immense,"
the most
of the

m., inquires the best means of prevent-

Scovell,

has sent us a drawing of a new Smoker
that he is experimenting with. He has
made a model, which he says works like
a charm. The Are box is enclosed in a
larger tube with air space between to
keep it cool enough to handle. This is
held in place by springs. As the heat
will soon destroy these, some other
device will be necessary.
It is fed
entirely at the large end of the tube.
If he finds it a success, our readers will
no doubt be treated to a " picture " of
it, though its form will be similar to
other Smokers.

new

style

—

thing we ever saw.
Have
placed some of it in our hives, and have
no doubt it will completely revolutionize comb foundation ideas.
It has a
perfectly plain base, with side-walls
That intended for the broodformed.
nest has wires in it to prevent sagging,
and that for use in surplus honey is

beautiful

perfectly thin and transparent.
" a thing of beauty" we hope it
" a joy forever."

Being

may

be

i^Some still presist in writing letters,
leaving them unsealed and putting a
one-cent stamp on them, thinking they
have done a "smart thing." On all
such, we have to pay .5 cents at this end
of the route.
All should remember,
that anything written, other than on a
postal card, must have a three-cent
stamp on it, whether sealed or not.

agement of bees for profit, Mr. A.
shows wisdom in adapting them to his

Armstrong's Centennial Hive.
This hive lias been duly installed into
onr museum since our last issue.
general idea of it may be gathered from
the engraving herewith presented.—
We much prefer the Langstroth hive,
but as Mr. Armstrong has arranged his
hive to use the newest improvements
in the plan of getting comb honey, by
means of Prize Boxes, tin separators,
&c., bee-keepers can decide to suit
themselves the question of the form,
shape and name of the hive they prefer.

hive.

A

It is the

management and

the

manner
akmstrong's comb honey rack.

Mr. Armstrong has issued a very neat
little descriptive circular which is sent

Wllllllllilllilillllilnillliillllillililiiiillllllllllillil.lliillliillllllllllUllillllllllillliiiiluliliililliilllllllilillil

ClSfENN^I

free to all

il-livJ

PAT? M AY'lT, .75 S:APR.i:. 1876

who

desire

it.

1^ During the season Fred. McCollunn of Council Grove, Kansas, had a
colony which threw off four swarms.
It was then given a thorough examination by Prof. Read who found seven
young living queens. Five were caught
and removed, and a few days later
there was another swarm, all doing

^^viK,":

*SEYVILI.C

Avell.

of putting up the honey far more tlian
the hive they nse, that must demand
attention. Almost any one of the numerous hives may be used to profit, if
the management be upon scientific

2^^ Dr. W. B. Rush was married to
Miss Fannie A. Asher, on the 24th ult.,
at Granville, 0., where he intends to
reside in future.
its

The Journal extends

congratulations.

principles.

The Comb -Honey Rack Mr. Armstrong uses
tlie

is

correctly illustrated by

accompanying engraving.

The

middle honey- boxes are removed, in
order to show the independent separators (p p) which, it will be observed,
are so formed as to rest upon the base
of the frame of the Rack (r) leaving an
opening at the top and bottom for the
bees to pass from one box to another.
He also uses eight honey-boxes at the
sides of the brood chamber for storing
surplus four on each side. This plan
is adopted by many with good results
coaxing the bees to commence working
in the boxes early.
These things being now admitted to
be a part of scientific and rational man-

—

Postal Absurdities. — There are
some very queer things about our postTake the postal
office regulations.
card, for instance, as pointed out by
our contemporaries. If a man has a
steady hand and writes closely, he may
put several hundred words on a card
and send it fpr a, cent. If he pastes the
least strip of printed matter on it, the
postage is increased to 6 cents, though
he may print on it the same matter,
and by putting it in fine type get
several thousand words on the card,
and it will go for 1 cent and he may
paste the card all over with printed
matter, then put it in an open envelope,
and it will go for Icent. The card and
envelope will go for less money than
the card alone. When will these absurdities and inconsistencies be abolished,
and everything go by w^eight at a uni;

form price?

Hill's

Wax

The Langstroth Hive.

Extractor.

This consists of a boiler to hold the
hot water, which may be placed on the
stove, and from it a piece of gas-pipe
runs up to the wax holder through this
the steam is communicated to the wax,
melting it and discharging it through a
small tin pipe from the lower side, into
a pan which may be placed on the boiler
;

A

correspondent inquires if there is
a patent on the Langstroth hive, and
whether any royalty can be collected of
those using such ?
Certainly, not I That patent expired
in 1873, and now there is no patent
either on the hive or frame. All being
free to make and use it at pleasure.
Sperry & Chandler have a patent on
the " J^orth Star Hive," including a

below, and thus be kept from congealing till enough for a good-sized cake is
extracted.
This extractor turns upon
its axis, and having a smaller vessel
inside made of perforated tin, the wax
runs through it to the discharge pipe,
not only at the bottom but on all sides.
have not seen it work, but should
think it capable of performing the object
of its manufacture, i. e. melting the wax
and thus preparing it for market.

We

1^

"•

Can anyone select the best queen

to breed from, by simply seeing V" is a
very pertinent question. If he is wholly

unacquainted with the relative merits
of the colonies, we think it next to an
If he is familiar with
impossibility.
them and their characteristics, it would
be quite easy to do so. "O. M. A''
says, in reference to this: " I have 80
colonies of Italians so near alike, that
if any one will select the best queen to
breed from, upon examing them, I will
give

him

2 of the colonies. If he fails,
2 Italian colonies to

he shall present

Bee Jouknal. Here

is a chance
for the confident ones to test their skill.
We shall see who will dare to take up
the challenge.

the

manipulating side arrangement. This
may be attached to any hive, and it is
very applicable to the Langstroth hive.
When so attached, the patent covers
the " manipulating side," and not the
hive in any sense.
In order to distinguish the Langstroth
hive when so combined, from the ordinary Langstroth, it has been named the
"New Langstroth Hive."- Sperry &
Chandler's claim being only on the
" manipulating side," all are perfectly
free to

make,

sell,

use or vend

tlie

Lang-

stroth hive or frame, in any shape, form
or size to suit their notions. Though
we hope all will study uniformity in

size—the size of the standard Langstroth frame is 9ixl7f outside measure,
with top-bar l!H inches in length. The
hive

is

14xl8i inside,

and

10 inches deep.

1^ At the Illinois State Fair, held at
Freeport, Sept. 16-21, there was some
honey exhibited, but nothing like the
" Honey Show " that should have been
made. Mr. Armstrong had his hive
there on exhibition, and the "Excelsior"
Extractor was represented. The Bingham smoker, Bingham & Hetherington
uncapping-knife, and a few other small
apiarian tools, completed the catalogue.

1^

Part

II. of

Novice's

"A B C

of

Bee Culture" is on our desk. It covers
the letters from D to H. A more appropriate name, we opine, would have
been " Bee-Keepers' Encyclopedia," as
It will be
is really what it is.
handy as a reference book, when comthat

plete.
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Lady Bee-Keepers.

On this shore of the Atlantic as
well as in Europe, their "name is
The
legion, for they are many."
best specimen of Honey in our Mu-

side of their mistress is a plate of
the daintiest Sevres pate te?idre, from
which these lucky dogs eat their
cutlets or minced chicken."
in

Of course her Ladyship has jewels
abundance; so much so, that

seum, is in an Isham box ( very similar to the "prize box") and, is from

special repositories have been constructed to receive and preserve

the apiary of Miss Lucy Wilkins, of
Farwell, Mich. This will no doubt
be news to the excelleut lady producer, for she is not aware of the fact
that we have any of her crop of

them, but the World says that none

honey. 'Tis true, nevertheless, and
it has been admired by hundreds
(yea, thousands) of our visitors, both
from the city and country. As this
honey was purchased from a grocery
store where Miss W. sold it, we have,
at least this once, stolen a march on
our excellent lady friend.

By the report
in

Honey Show
London, England, which may be
of the

found on another page, it wi!l be
seen that the Baroness BurdettCoutts, the most distinguished and
philanthropic lady in the world, is
also a producer and exhibitor of
excellent honey! Her Ladyship is
interesting herself to ameliorate the
condition not only of humanity, but
The
also of animals and insects.
London Wo7'ld remarks that "from
some cause, possibly from ignorance,
children are hideously cruel to animals, taking a great delight in
torturing them, especially if they

happen to be insects. The Baroness
Burdett-Coiitts hopes that by disseminating instruction concerning animals in infant schools, this tendency
may be checked and interest take
Of
the place of cruel tyranny.
course, she is fond of them individually
Her favori te brooch is a cameo
of Fan, a dog of infinite good qualities, called some years since to her
final rest; and her perpetual companions are Ben, a delightful bullterrier with a beauty-spot on his
back, and a perky little black-andtan of perfect race. At luncheon
time these interesting little beasts
are naturally to the fore. On either
.

of the

many

"treasures of the past,

however, is dearer to their owner
than the most recent addition to her
jewels the grand whatever it is it
cannotbe the cross of the Medjidjie,
conferred on her by the Sultan of
Turkey, for her substantial help in
establishing the compassionate fund."

—

—

—

The Best

is

Always Demanded.

Not only do rich consumers demand
the best article, but all who have the
means to buy and the sense to discrimiThey
nate, demand the same thing.
will turn up their noses at the inferior
article, and take the superior one every
time.

Honey

as well as flour, beef, cheese,

apples or grain, will bring the highest
price and readiest sale, when it is of the
Jirst

qualUy, and put up in attractive
Poor honey, as well as poor butAnd
is a drug in every market

style.
ter,

yet

!

many

still

cling to their old notions

and put up their honey in clumsy and
unattractive packages, and then grumble
because they cannot sell it at the highest
price paid for a first-class and attractive
article

!

Forgetting that

it is

the

gilt-

that brings remunerative
prices and a brisk demand.

edged

article

light honey
and another yeai",
no other will find sale without the aid of
a steam engine or some such power to
push it off. The enterprising, the wideawake bee-keeper will use prize boxes
leaving the 6, 12 and 24 lb. boxes for
old fossils to use, and then to whine
over them because they can't sell them
It makes no difference
at any price.
where it comes from the best and
most attractive goods are always in demand.

The market now demands

in single-comb boxes,

—

Wonderful Exhibition.

One

of

the

That Floating Apiary.

most interesting and

wonderful exhibitions that can be made
is working Bees.
It attracts attention
where all else fails. Visitors will brave
Let
the dangers to see the wonders
lis have at least one colony of working
bees at all our conventions. All visit!

ors at the Crystal Palace, in London,
have a small hand-bill like the following put into their hands

A

Perfect

Kingdom

in

a

Peck Measure.

''NEVEB KILL A BEE!''
South "*Ving Corridor, opposite end from
Aquarium, leading to London and Brighton Railway Station,

Low

Level.

FIKST OF THE

Thousand and One Attractions
OF THE
IS

Karriott's

Exhibition

of

Working

Bees!

This wonderful, extraordinary and interesting sight has been visited by thousands,
and by all pronounced to be the cheapest
and most intellectual Exhihition of the
Age.

Mother of the Whole Hive,

Ligurian, or Italian Alps Bees!

PURE HONEY FOR SALE,
DON'T FORGET MARRIOTT!
CRYSTAL PALACE BEE MASTER.

The

first

Exhibition in the Crystal Palace,

opened

Many

in 18.54.

try to Etiual, ;None can Excel.

The result has been magical. Improved appliances are the result all over
Increased demand and
the Kingdom
consumption are the rule
The Bee
stands in the foreground, with admiring multitudes following
Of course
they are happy, for "industry and cheerfulness are sworn friends."
!

!

!

Many

inquiries have been received as
Mr. Perrine's experi-

to the result of

ment with a "floating apiary." The St.
Louis Globe- Democrat has a long report
from which we condense the following
:

In the spring Mr. Perrine purcliased
two barges of ordinary length and a
little stern-wheel steamer.
Whatever
of failure has attended the enterprise is
due the inferior speed of ^he boat and
a series of exasperating accidents to
her machinery. The two barges were
provided with shelving, and 400 hives
of bees placed upon each. The hives
were painted in "contrasting colors in
order that the little workers could
return to the proper hive, the colors
aiding each in distinguishing his home
by comparative location.
The steamer made such slow progress,
owing to breakage of machinery, that
the barges were abandoned and the
hives were put on the tug. Every few
days the boat would stop, the hives
were taken ashore and the bees released
and when the vicinity was exhausted
they would be reloaded and tlie run
made for another garden spot.
TJie bees are all doing well, and are
making honey with a facility gratifying
to their owner. The trip will be made
tlu'ough to St. Paul, and tlien the bees
will be taken soutli for the winter.
Satisded tluithe h;is struck a successful
solution of the problem of how to insure
the honey supply Mr. Perrine will
complete his arrangements during the
winter for an apiary on a still larger
scale, and will leave New Orleans on
April 1, 1S79, with 2,000 colonies, towed
by a boat of assured speed and power.

2^^

Notices

of

local

Conventions

are often left too late before being sent
Hereafter we proon for publication.
pose to keep a standing table of all

such in the Journal, and will now
request the Secretaries of such to send
on for the next Journal the time and
This will be
place of next meeting.
very desirable for those wishing to
attend, and to prevent clashing in time
We have been invited,
of meetings.
pressingly, to attend four or five Conall of them comventions this month
This should be
ing at the same time.
avoided, and can be, by having a reference table, as intimated.

—

[b, b), which shall
bend around and press against the

piece of hoop-steel

Block for Frame Making.
Wilmington, N. C, Sept.

10, 1878.

Please give a cut of something

make frames on — something

to
to assist

making and holding them together
while nailing, &c. with instructions

in

—

for use.

What

does Prof. Cook use over his
Would it pay me to buy a foot
power saw to luake 100 to 150 hives V
R. C. Taylor.

'

framesV

Prof. Cook uses a quilt over his
frames, made of i;nbleaclied factory,
enclosing a thick layer of cotton- batting, hemmed about the edges and
quilted.

We hardly believe
saw

for

making

it

will

pay to buy a
it would

150 hives, but

be a convenience.

Your pine will make

good hives.
Prof. Cook uses a block, like the one
shown by the accompanying engraving,

square strips. The ends of this should
not reach quite to the bottom of the
board. Near the ends of this spring,
fasten, by rivets, an inch strap (a),
which shall be straight when riveted.
These dimensions are for frames eleven
inches square, inside measvu-e, and must
be varied for other sizes. To use this
block, we crowd the end-bars of our
frames between the steel springs [b, b)
and the square strips (e, e); then lay on
our top-bar and nail, after which we
invert the block and nail the bottom-bar
as we did tlie top-bar. Now press down
on the strap (a), which will loosen the
frame, when it may be removed all
complete and true. Such a guage, not
frames,
but
only insures perfect
demands that every piece shall be cut
Some
such
accuracy.
with great
arrangement should always be used in
making the frames.
California

When
no

bees

it is

in

Honey Product.

considered there were
California

till

after

American occupation, the progress since made in honey raising
may be set down as something marThere are few valley
vellous.
countries in which the business is
not prosecuted to some extent, but
San Diego takes the lead, and has
tlie

acquired a reputation for her annual
honey product which reaches this side
of the Rock}^ Mountains. The Sau

Diego Union says:
Notwithstanding the

Prof. Cook's Block for Frame-Making.

for frame making, and
thus, in his new Manual

describes

it

Take a rectangular board eleven and
a quarter by tliirteenand a half inches.
On both ends of one face of this, nail
hard-wood pieces (e, e) one inch square
and eleven inches long, so that one end
shall lack one-fourth inch of
( c/, (/
reaching the edge of the board. On
the other face of the board, nail a strip
(c) four inches wide and eleven and a
quarter inches long, at right-angles to
it, and in such position that the ends
shall just reach to the edges of the
board. Midway between the one inch
square pieces, screw on another hardwood strii) (cZ) one inch square and four
inches long, parallel with and threefourths of an inch from the edge. To
the .bottom of this, screw a semi-oval
)

fears

which

have been expressed of a short honey
crop, caused by the backwardness of
the season and unusual cloudiness
prevailing in May and June, Mr.
Harbison informed us that he now
expected to produce altogether from
his various apiaries quite as large a

crop as the largest he ever produced
heretofore, which was over one
hundred tons the largest amount
produced by any one man in the
world in a single year.

—

1^ Friend O. Clute has removed
from Keokuk to Iowa City, Iowa, and
correspondents should hereafter
address him there.
all his

^oxtiQU ^oUs.
Britains' Bee

Show and

Convention.

The British Bee-Keepers' Association held its fourth Bee and Honey
Show, at the Eoyal Horticultural
Gardens, South Kensington, London,
August, as spoken of in last
month's Bee Journal.
It was a
grand success and will do much
good, by assisting to drive the old
in

methods out of use, and in their
place to introduce the latest phases
of scientific bee-culture.

The

first

President of this Association was
Sir John Lubbock.
Its present
President being a Lady Bee-keeper,
whose name is recognized the wide
world over as a synonym for benevolence and philanthropy, the Baroness Burdett-Coutts.
Honey from
residence,
her beautiful
"Holly
Lodge," was on exhibition and
received the highest commendation.
The London Times remarks that
the honorary secretary, Mr. Peel,
announced in his address preceding
the distribution of prizes, that the
show had been successful and well
attended, and that it was expected
to be repeated next year in the same
Mr. John Hunter, a member
place.
of the committee, delivered a lecture
to the visitors, in which he explained
the improved methods of bee keeping by the use of bar and frame
hives, and the process of driving the
bees and transferring them from one
hive to another while the honey was
"slung" out of the combs of the first.

The combs

can, after this operation,

be restored to be

filled again by the
industrious insects, who under older
methods of culture would have been
stifiled with sulphur, while their successors would have had to waste
precious days of summer in building
up fresh honey-combs from the beginning.
Several experienced bee-masters
gave examples of manipulation,
guiding the bees like a flock of sheep

into

new

hives,

ing the queen,

and rapidly

whom

select-

the rest always

followed, from the drones and workers.
Examples of combining the
inmates of several hives into one,
were shown, and it was stated that

strange beeswould always be received
into a new hive if they brought
hone}^ with them.
If, however, they
could no<- thus pay their footing,
they would be driven away like the
drones which, after being fed for a
brief season with the richest syrups
by the workers, are expelled to
perish of hunger and cold at the
mouth of the hive.
The following were the principal
prizes distributed;
For the best
hive for observation purposes, all
combs visible on both sides, exhibited stocked with bees and their
queen.
For the best movable comb hive,
including covering and stand.
For the most economical, be stand
cheapest, complete hive, on the

movable
tagers'

comb
use,

principle,

for

cot-

including cover

and

floor board.

For a hive for general use, on an
entirelynew and approved principle.
For the best and cheapest supers
for general use in an apiary.

For the cheapest, neatest, and best
supers for producing honey-comb in
a saleable form.
For the best stock of Ligurian or
other foreign bees.
For the best stock of pure English
bees.

For the largest and best harvest
of honey in the comb and from one
stock of bees, under any system or
combination of systems.
For the best super of honey, the
super to be of wood, straw, or of
wood in combination with glass or
straw.
For the best glass super of honey.
For the best exhibition of honey
in supers, or sections
of supers,
separable, and each not more than
3 lbs. in weight, the total weight not
less than 12 lbs.
•

.

For the best single section

in the

comb, weighing not more than 3 lbs.
For the best exhibition of run or
extracted honey, in glasses of 5 lbs.
to 10 lbs. each.
For the largest and best exhibition
of superhoney in comb, the propert}^
of one cottager and gathered by his
own bees.

spectator having to fear the
of the enraged insects.
The bees are first made drunk %vith
sugar, or have their senses dulled a
little, with
smoke, and are then
drummed out of the hive into a straw
skep, from which they arc shaken
into the new hive.

the

stilettes

Many improved

bar and frame

For the best super of honey shown
by a cottager.
For the best exhibition of run
honey in glass jars, containing 5 lbs.
to 10 lbs. each, shown by a cottager.
For the best mead or beer made

hives were exhibited which makes
the skill of the driver unnecessary,
since the bees can be easily shaken
out of them. In these a thin plate
of wax is inserted to guide the bees

from honey, with recipe attached.
For the best and largest collection

advantage of the wall thus provided,
and build against it. Their time is
saved, and the combs are regularly
built.
A machine to produce these
guiding walls, by rapidly passing
wax under a roller, is exhibited this
year.
"Supers" are also shown.
These are placed above the hives,
and are removed as soon as they are
filled with honey.
Mr. John Hunter, the well-known apiarist shows

of

bee-furniture, bee-gear,
necessaries, no two

hives,

and bee-keeper's
articles alike.

For the best honey extractor.
For the finest sample of pure
beeswax,
weight.

not

less

than 3

lbs.

in

For any new invention calculated
in

the

opinion

of the judges

to

advance the culture of bees.
For the best microscopic-slides
illustrating the natux'al history of
the honey bee.
For the best and largest display of
British bee flora.
For the best and cheapest honey
jars with covers and fastenings complete, to contain If lbs. of extracted

making

their cells.

They take

American

supers, to hold 1 lb. of
Extractors, in which the
comb is placed and turned rapidly
round till the honey is expelled by
centrifugal force, are also shown
Among the curiosities is a Portuguese hive of bark, exhibited by the
Kev. F. T. Scott, and a quantity of

honey.

honey produced on an upper floor
the strand, by Mr. Thurston,
which were partly fed on syrup and
in

honey.

For the competitor who in the
and most complete
manner drove out the bees trom the
straw skep and captured the queen.
neatest, quickest,

In addition to the principal distinctions, second, third, fourth, fifth,
sixth and even seventh prizes, as
well as high commendations, were

awarded

in

to exhibiters.

The most important part of the
bee show was the exhibition of those
methods of

'^

driving" and manipu-

lation b}' wliich the bees are induced
competition
to leave their hives.
for prizes in driving was on Tuesday
held in a tent which had an inner
inclosure of netting, so that the

A

process could be observed without

partly foraged on the flowers of the
embankment, or flew across the
Thames to the learned shades of
Lambeth. An interesting collection
is that of the flowers from which
bees chiefly gather their food the
spiked teasle, the meadow-sweet, the
thyme which gave its flavor to the
honey of Hymettus, the white netthe fragrant mignonette and
tle,
lavender, with borage.
The exhibition was enlivened on
the first day by a discussion, opened
by the Eev. J. D. Glennie, on
questions in treating to bee-masters.
One of these was, "How far is the
process which leads to swarming,

—

initiated b}^, and carried out with the
will of the old queen?"
The

good

prevalent opinion was, that the
queen did not leave the hive willingly; one apiarist, indeed, had seen her
forcibly led out between two resolute
advisers.

The London TeW/raph says that
the silver medal for "driving bees"
was awarded to Mr. Martin, of
West Wycombe, who succeeded in
emptying his hive and caging the
queen in five and three-quarter minutes, the bronze medal being taken
by a cottager named Thorn, of Beldock, Herts, who drove his bees in
less time, but did not so readily
capture the queen.
The Baroness Burdett-Coutts, graced
the competition with her presence, and
expressed her admiration of the skill
displayed.

The judges gave the silver medal for
the best hive in the show to Mr. C. N.
Abbott, of Southall, whose hive was so
ingeniously arranged that it could be
contracted or expanded as the need of
the bees might require. The first prize
for a hive for observation purposes, was
secured by Mr. Brice AVilson, of Newbury, whose exhibit was a well made
though somewhat expensive hive, both
folding and revolving, following in some
degree the principal devised by Huber.

Among

the hives manufactured excottagers, were several,
which were both serviceable and cheap.
Of the dozen competitors, the palm was
yielded to Mr. James Lee, of Bagshot.
The collection of bee-keepers' necessaries included a honey extractor, which,

pressly

for

however,

much more

largely used in
America than in England. The medal in
this class was adjudged to Mr. Stephen
is

Knight, of IsTewbury. An assortment
of microscopic slides, illustrating the
natural history of the hive bee, was
displayed by Mr. John Hunter, the well
known apiculturist, to whom a silver

medal was awarded.
Live bees formed not the least interesting part of the show, and the first
prize for foreigners was carried off by

owned by Mr. Baldwin,
Alexandra palace; Messrs.
Neighbour & Sons, securing the second
with their Hungarians. Next to these
some

Italians,

the

of

was a

nicely arranged stand of the
flowers from which the bees draw the
largest harvest. Cottagers came well
to the front in the honey classes, two of
the highest awards being secured by

men

in this sphere of life in the competition with their richer neighbors.
Noticeable as a curiosity was a quantity
of "chimney-pot" honey, the designation being applied on account of the

honey having been taken from a hive
room sixty feet from the ground in

in a

the Strand, the bees being assisted during the breeding season by artificial

means.
Battle between Bees and Geese.

The

"

Bohemian

" relates

the fol-

M

lowing: In the village of
within a small rear garden, a number
,

of weeks since, there lived quietly
and peaceablj'' together the inhabitants of a bee-hive and a family of
the latter consisting of a
geese
gander, 6 geese, and 28 young but
full-grown ones of both sexes. The
bees permitted this flock to cackle
ad libitum^ and they in return placed
no obstacles in the way of the industrious tribe of bees.
But on a certain afternoon it
seems that a pert young goose, with
its bill, came too close to the hive,
and perhaps had, in its wantonness,
picked at it, which obtrusiveness,
however, had been objected to by
;

returning worker, who in
return gave \i a sting. The flapping
of the wings of the wounded goose
gave the signal for a general fight
In great swarms the bees came upon
the defenseless flock, to whom the
way of escape was shut off by the
fastened gate.
The uproar at last attracted the
attention of the people within doors,
and not until after having received
numerousstings was the man servant
enabled to open the gate. Already

some

6 geeRC lay dead upon the ground,
2 died immediately after, a few were
blind and remained so, and the rest
were more or less wounded and did
not recuperate until days after. The
bees were so exasperated that hours
after, neither human
beings nor
animals could venture into this garden or any of theneighboringyards.

were duly

installed, and a grand reception ensued.
Visitors were provided with quarters
free, and transi^ortation free to their
homes by the railroads.
z!:|
It

—

has been enacted that bee-keeping

to be taught in the public schools of

is

Alsace-Loraine.

There was an excellent display of
and an exhibition of hives^
honey and beeswax, as w^ell as many
flowers,

apiarian implements.
public sale of bees occurred at the
close of the Convention. After the
drawing of the prizes, a magnificent
banquet was provided, and all went
home having spent 5 days very profitably in real German enthusiastic style.

A

Translated for the American Bee Journal.

Grerman Bee-Keepers' Convention.

The Eighth General Convention of
Alsace-Loraiue Bee-Keepers' Society,
in connection with an exhibition and
draioing of bees, flowers, auxiliaries of

®0UmtXtX0tXS*

bee-keeping, and products of the apiary,
took place at Hagenau, August 18-22,
1878.

The following was the programme
At 10 a. m. the exhibition opened at 4

Kansas State Convention.

p.m. there was a concert by the Pompier
music band, in the court of the " Hop-

This association assembled in Lawrence,
Kansas, on Wednesday, the 4th uit. The
meeting was called to order by the president,
N. Cameron. On motion, O. W. Carpenter

:

;

In the evening, illumination
and pyrotechnical displays.
Aug. 19th. Exhibition continued
general convention of the Alsace-Loraine Forest Administration. At 8 p.
m., concert by the Jseger music-band,
at the Europaeischen Hof
Aug. 20th. Reception of foreign
bee-keepers. At 8 p. m., meeting and
entertainment at the Brasserie du Commerce.
Aug. 21st. Main day of the society
members. At 9 a. m., within the outer
hall of the theatre
Opening of the
Eighth General Convention by Herr
Bastian, President of the Society. The
Society matters were then considered
in the following order domination of
judges
annual statement by Herr
General Secretary Zwilling financial
report by the Second Treasurer, Herr
Balzer
reinstalment of the Central
Committee nomination of treasury
fenhalle."

—

;

—

—

:

:

;

;

;

;

revisers
society statutes. Then followed a lecture on "
to organize a
bee exhibition ;" reports from the Parisian Apicultural Exhibition, by M. A.
de Dietrich ; the Bee-Keepers' Exhibition at the World's Fair in Paris, by J.
Dennler, and a discussion of interesting
topics. At 1 p. m., a banquet at the
Kauf haus. Afterwards, drawing and
proclamation of winners of prizes.
Evening, iireworks and torchlight procession.
Aug. 22d. 7 a. m., excursion to
Philii)psburg-ralkenstein, two hours'
sojourn at Niederbronn, and a return
to Hagenau, where the officers elect
;

How

—

was elected

secretary.

The minutes of the
and approved.

last

meeting were read

The
for

president then delivered an address,^
which a vote of thanks was tendered.

tliis address was not received until
the 31st ult. we are compelled to give a
synopsis or omit it entirely.— Ed.]
President Cameron explained that the
association had not been called together
for 4 years, because the excursion railroad
fare made it next to impossible to get more
than a local meeting. He deprecated the
publication of honey yields as detrimental
to bee-keepers, because, it induced many to
embarli in it only to be sadly ilisappointed.
He did not believe queens should be sent
by mail with honey in the cage, for it was
very likely to daub the mail matter.
He
favored candy-feed only for shipping. He
also condenuied in strong terms the nefarious practice of the adulteration of svs^eets:.
said that it was now almost univer^l and
demanded the action of Congress to stop it.
The health of the nation demanded some
legislation to stop the flooding of the country
with vile compounds called "syrups," as^
well as adulterated honey.
He remarked that these subjects were all
important to bee-keepers, and demanded
their attention rather than discussions about
abstract questions, upon which no decision
could be obtained.
The secretary then read communications
From 1. P.
to the association as follows
Watt, Duck Creek, 111., asking what part of
Kansas is best adapted to bee-keeping, and
There
what honey plants succeed best.
were none that could give much encouragement to go into bee-keeping as an exclusivebusiness. The communication was turned
over to the president to answer.

[As

:

A

communication from G. F. Merriam.

Bernardino, .San Diego connty, Cal., giving
a report of iiis apiaries for tiiis season.
comnumication from Cliarles Dadant,
Hamilton, Illinois, on honey as a medicine,

A

and adnlteration.
One from Jas. Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.,
'*
iStray Thonghts," touching vari-

entitled,

ous important topics

in bee-keeping.

The subject of adulteration was discussed,
and a committee appointed to prepare a bill
to prevent and punish adulterators of food
and to urge it upon the attention of the
legislature next winter.
Committee —N.
Cameron, M. A. O'Neill and S. M. Allen.
There was on exhibition comb-foundation
machines and white clover honey by F. J.
Farr, Independence, Mo.; hives, honey,
comb-foundation and section-boxes by P.
Underwood, North Lawrence; section-box
by J. Heddon; honey extractor, sample of

honey-dew honey and bellows smoker by
N. Cameron; and Cook's Manual by T. G.

Newman &

Son, Chicago, 111.
After a vote of thanks to Judge Smith for
the use of his room, the meeting adjourned.
O.

Lancaster

W. Carpenter,

Sec.

Co. (Pa.) Convention.

This Association metatLancaster,'Pa., on

Monday, Aug.

13, 1878.

Tlie following members and visitors were
present: Peter S. Reist, Litz(Pres't); J. G.
Martin, Earl; Amos G. Wenger, Mastersonviile; Tobias Seachrist, Manor; Samuel Erb,
Warwick; G. S. Lintner, Citv; John Metzler,
West Earl; Isaac Shirk, West Earl; J. F.
Hershey, Mount Joy; J. M" Johnston, City;
F. K. Diffenderfer, City; Elias Hershey,

Paradise; John Huber, Pequea; Daniel
Krider, West Lampeter; J. F. Schaffer, U.
P.; B. F. Seldomridge.
The meeting was called to order by the
President, who read the following address
GentIjEMen Itaifords me great pleasure
to meet the members of the Lancaster
county, Pa., Bee-Keeper's Association again
after a lapse of three months. Allow me,
therefore, to gi'eet all brother bee- keepers
present, and bid all interested in bee-culture
welcome to our city and to a participation
in our discussions to-day.
As the time of our meeting is precious, I
shall
not trespass with any extended
remarks. Suffice it to say that we meet here
to discuss the habits and the management
of bees, a subject that is becoming of great
interest, and an industry which is the most
remunerative, considering the amount of
capital invested and cost of management, of
any pursued in tlie country.
:

:

The number
produced

pounds of beeswax now
United States is about one

of

in the

million anda-half; this at 25 cents per

would make

The number
is

now

pound

$3T5,U00.

of pounds of honey produced
1.5 cents per

about 24,000,000; this at

would make the sum of $3,600,000, of
which Pennsylvania alone produces about
lb.

1,.500,000 lbs.

There are about 3,000 hives of bees in
Lancaster county, 50,000 in the State and
about 900,000 in the United States, from all
of

which

is

collected a surplus

natural

growth and substance which would be a loss
to the human family were it not tor the little
bees. A gentleman in conversation with a
triend on this subject once remarked, when
asked if he was keeping many bees, "I own
a lot, but the bees are keeping me," and such
is

the case in

many

instances.

Since so many volumes have been written
and so many journals are published on beeculture, I will ask to be excused from saying more than that there are a number of
certain facts, well established, which we
must understand and follow if we would be
successful in bee-culture.
There are three kinds of bees, in every
prosperous hive— the drones, the queen and
the workers.
The workers constitute the
main body of the colony. These do all the
labor, but live only about

two months, and

are tiie smallest. The drones are the male
bees, fewer of which are raised in a liive,
and are always destroyed after the honey
season. They fecundate the queen, do no
other work, and are clumsy and nearly as
large as the queen herself, but ai'e drones in
every sense of the word.
The queen bee is the only perfect female
in the liive. She is the mother of all the
others. No colony can exist and prosper
without the queen. There can never be two
queen bees in one hive. She leaves the hive
when about seven days old to meet the
drones for the purpose of becoming fertilized, and never leaves the hive again,

except with a swarm.

The queen sometimes

lives three years.
She is capable of laying
100,000 eggs in one season.

There are four substances secreted in
gathering by the bees, viz: pollen, or beebread, propolis, wax and honey.

A

great deal depends on the management
of bees and the handling thereof. There is
a spring, summer and winter management,
natural and artificial swarming, feeding, the
kinds of hives or boxes, and the destruction
of fruit. The subjects, together with the

management necessary for every montli in
the year, will make good questions for our
consideration to-day.
The study of bee
life and how to treat them so as to receive
the most good from their labors, is a most interesting one and well deserves the attention
of both farmer and scientists.
In the absence of the regular Secretary,
F. R. Diffenderfer acted in that capacity.
G. S. Lintner reported his bees as not having
done as well as last year. He started with 8
colonies and they have increased nearly 100
per cent. The weather was not favorable
and they have not made as much honey as
they should have done.
J. F. Hershey said the spring was not
favorable, some of his colonies were in a

starving condition. He started with 62 colonies and has now 40 more. He has already
taken away some 500 or 600 lbs. of honey
and will get more. He gave his attention
more to raising queens, and that prevented
natural increase to a large extent.
John Huber said in the early summer
some of his colonies did well, but since haymaking they have not done much. There
has not been the increase that there should
have been.

Elias Hershey started in the spring witii
and now lias 27. His are Italian

15 colonies

bees and have made about 25 lbs. of liouey
to the colony.
J. G. Martin said he had 5 colonies in the
spring, sold 6, and now has 24 colonies. He
has so far taken off 500 lbs. of honey, and
He used a good
still has a good deal more.
quantity of foundation comb. The bees are
doing well in his neighborhood, now, but
did not do so well in tlie spring.
J. B. Eshleman, of Ephrata, reported that
the increase of his colonies was small, he
having made only 8 natural and 1 artificial

swarm.

His object

is

more

to get

honey

than bees. He gave as a reason for the
small increase that his colonies were very
strong and in good condition in the early
spring, and had made preparations for

swarming, when theinclementweathercame
on, which prevented them from making

much honeyfrom

the trees then blossoming;
the great change in the atmosphere seemed
to stop all further progress in the way of

swarming. Had not this occurred he thinks
he would have had more swarms in April
alone than all his subsequent increase has
amounted to. The yield of honey so far has
been over 500 lbs., including what is still in
the hives. The prospects for an additional
suryjlus is good about Ephrata, the rains
having improved the pasture.
Daniel Kreider began with 8 colonies and
has 14. He has taken away about 150
honey, and his bees are still hard at
work, with a fair promise of increasing

now

lbs. of

the main swarming body and seek a place to
stop in.
Many swarms are lost by bees
oflf.
If the wings of the queen are
clipped prior to swarming the bees do not
escape.
J. G. Martin clips a wing of the queen and
has lost no swarms; once he lost the queen
by this operation, but saved the swarm. The
clipped wing never grows out again.
G. S. Lintner divides his colonies and thus
saves all trouble and loses no swarms. If
a looking-glass is used when the bees are in
the air and the reflected light is thrown upon
them, they lose their course and come down
at once. They are unable to withstand this

going

test.

J. F. Shaeffer has tried all ways, and finds
dust, stones, clubs and such articles about as
good as anything. The looking-glass can't

be used in cloudy weather and will hardly
stop a swarm with a young queen. He does
not know what to say about the selection of
a place for a hive prior to swarming.
The President thought it unnatural for
the bees not to select a place prior to issuing
hive. He saw a
direct to a hollow tree.

from the
days

season.

Amos

G. Wensrer started with 14 colonies

in the sprine.

He

has

made about

350 lbs.

of honey. His bees have done very well.
In April they were doing well, but in May
they nearly starved. From 3 Italian colonies he has now 8. In July they did very
well.

The President remarked

that bees seemed

to require moisture as much as grass or corn.
When the season is too dry they do not store
up largely, but if the season is too wet it
is also detrimental to the storage of large
honey products. He had about 30 colonies.
He has given them out on the shares. One
man who got 15 hives, now lias 32. They
are gatliering honey fast, and all seem to be
doing well.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION.
"do beks

a place for their
hive prior to swarming ?"
ski,ect

J. F. Hershey has seen a swam leave the
hive andgodirect toadistanttreetoremain.
Often small working bodies of bees leave

Bees have been

to clean out a hollow tree several
prior to swarming as if making ready

for that event.
Bees have been known
to be busy in and about a tree, then to leave
it for a few days, and a swarm finally to take
up its quarters there.
IS

their stores.
J. T. Sheaffer started with 9 colonies, and
has now 20. He tries to raise bees more than
honey. His bees have never done better.
They are busily at work. The spring was
unfavorable.
He has Italian bees. His
boxes are now full and they are storing away
in the surplus boxes. He would have none
but Italians. Some swarmed three times.
B. F. Seldomridge had 5 colonies to begin
with and they swarmed well; all are now at
work in the honey boxes, having filled the
hives. Some are storing in the second extra
box. All but one are Italians. His bees
have never worked so well in July as at this

swarm recently go

known

HONEY FOUND AS A NATURAL PRODUCT
BY THE BEES, OR DO THEY MANUFACTURE IT?

J. F. Hershey.— Bees gather honey, they
do not manufacture it. If bees gather from
buckwheat it is buckwheat honey; if white
clover it is white clover honey, etc. All the
change that occurs in the honey is caused by
the evaporation of the water; if sugar syrup
is

fed and stored in the comlj,

it is still

the

same.
G. Martin two years fed sugar syrup,
and it did not seem to be any thing else when
the combs.
into
put
J. F. Shaetfer agrees with Mr. Hershey.
The honey will be just as the bees gather it,
but evaporation will change it. The scent
however remains the same, whether it be
white clover or any other substance.
J

.

CAN A LOCALITY BE OVERSTOCKED BY
BEES?
J.

F. Hershey said he never had enough

to test the question. Eighteen years ago,
there were 10 colonies within a mile of his

house; to-day there are 250, and they all
gather as much honey as the early ones did.
How it would be if a great many were congregated at one place he does not know, and
was not prepared to say.

THE BEST REMEDY FOR BEE

STINGS.

J. F. Shaeffer said spirits of ammonia are
It prevents nearly all
th« best remedy.

swelling and
pain.
Elias

is

a sure remedy to prevent

Hershey said an application of honey
was intensely

will prevent swelling; at tirst
pained by the stings; now

he no longer
minds them.
J. F. Hershey corroborated the above;

stints have no longer nnich effect on him;
they are no longer painful and cause little
onion will prevent swelling.
swelling.

©orvcspoiidcuce*

An

THE BEST

WAY

TO GET BEES OUT OF

A

B. r. Seldomridge said, bore a gimlet
hole in the box and blow smoke into it; all
the bees will then go below.
J. F.

nsed

it

Hershey

may

He

said,

tobacco smoke

if

is

honey with its odor.
the box and puts another on the
infect the

takes off
top of it, when the bees generally ascent if
the box is rapped on; when they have all
gone into the new box he places it where the
box filled with honey stood,
j

IS BEST, NATURAL, SWARMING OB
ARTIFICIAL DIVISION OF THE COLONY.

WHICH

G. S. Lintner divided some colonies this
spring and they did not do so well; but the
weather was unfavorable. More honey is
made by natural swarming, and more bees
by the artificial method. He explained the
process of making 3 colonies out of 2, that
has proved successful with him.
J. F. Hershey said for such as look after

swarming is best. By artiswarming we get colonies when we
want them— that is, in the honey season. By
natural swarming we must wait until they
swarm and sometimesthey swarm too often,
bees, artificial
ficial

and too late.
Mr. Shaeffer said, to drive colonies one
should understand the business thoroughly.

About the

8th of

June

is

the best time. He
In natu-

artificial swarming.
ral swarming all tlie young bees

approved of

come out,
some of which are immature and wanting in
strength and are frequently lost. A pint of
bees now and then amounts to a good deal.

PREPARING COLONIES FOR WINTER.
J.

For the American Bee Journal.

HONEY BOX ?

F. Shaeffer advised

all

persons

Another Bee Enemy.
About one year ago I received a small bug
from a gentleman in Maryland, together
with the information that it was a serious
enemy of the honey bee. It was stated that
this bug would lie concealed auiong the
flowers, and upon occasion would grasp a
bee,

and, holding

would suck out

off at arm's length,
blood and life. More

it

its

recently, 1 liave heard of the same insect
with the same habits, in Iowa, Missouri,
Illinois, and more recently, through the
editor of Olefmivqs, from Minnesota, and
later

still,

from V. W. Keeney,

Sliirland,

III.

In one case it was stated that the bug had
the power, which it was not slow to us, ofe
stinging quite severely. This same insect
has been observed by both Prof. W. J. Beal
and myself, at this place, resting on flowers,
in which it is often almostconcealed, awaiting an opportunity to capture and defluidize
its prospective victims.
WHAT IS IT ?

This is a Hemipteron, or true bug, and belongs to the family Phyvfiatidce Uhr. It is
the Phymatn jBrosfi, Fabr., the specific
name erosa referring to its jagged appearance. It is also called the "stinging bug,"
in reference to its habit of repelling intrusion by a painful thrust with its sharp,
strong beak.

BIBLIOGRAPHY.
This insect is mentioned by the lamented
Dr. B. D. Walsh (Am. Entomol., vol. 1, t).
141), who facetiously compares its intelligence with that of the highest bipeds, who

who

were not thoroughly posted, to leave their
bees on their summer stands. Ouce he lost
8 out of 11 colonies by trying to shelter
them artificially, You must shelter them
from behind by boards or straw, but leave
There are
tlie fronts exposed to the sun.
alwavs fine days when they can get the sun.
J. F. Hershey lost 50 colonies out of 102,
by keeping them on the summer stands.
Two years ago he built a sheltering house
for his bees, which he can ventilate; it is
dug 4 feet into and built 4 feet above the
ground, or 8 feet high, witli earth banked
around tlie surface above ground. In this he
wintered 70 colonies, some of them very
weak, and got them all through safely. Tiiey
are placed in 3 tiers, the strongest below and
the weakest on top; he keeps the temperature at as nearly 4.5° as he can; he ventilates
his house by tubes. When it gets too warm
he sometimes opens the door over night, and

He gives
thus reduces the temperature.
for a fly sometimes in early

them a chance
spring.

On motion, it was resolved to hold the next
meeting on the second Monday of November.
There being no further business, the
society adjourned.

Petp:r
F. R.

S.

Reist, Pres't.

DiFFENDERFER, Sc&y pro

tern.

FIG. l.—Stde View, natural

size.

are often ignorant of the difference between
a bee and a beetle, nor could they safely
grasp the former. Yet this humble bug does
know the distinction, and holds the bee well
off, so as safely to suck out its substance.
On p. 25. vol. 2^ of the same work, this insect
is briefly described and its habits given.
Dr. A. S. Packard speaks of this stintjing
bug, in the American Naturalist, vol. 1, p,
329, and also in his Guide to the Study of
Insects, p. .5.52, where the insect is figured.
Mr. Townend Glover, late of the Agricultural Department, in bis beautiful work on

the Hemiptera, p. .57, has described the
habits of this bug, and has given three fig-

344

ures of

forms of this group.

IJliler,

is

Prof. P. R.
it, Plate III., Fig. 13.
our greatest American autliority in
this sul)-order. In " Heiniptera West of tiie
Mississippi," p. 58, spealts of tlie liabits of

In tiie current volume
tlie Pliyniata Erosa.
of tiie Country Oentleimm, p. 5.51, the able

entomological editor. Prof. J. A. Liutner, in
response to a correspondent, gives a brief
account of the habits, etc., of this same

four-jointed.

The

The antenna
first

joint (Fig.

(Fig. 4)
4, a) is

the second and third (Fig. 4, b and c)
are long and slim, while the terminal one
(Fig. 4, d) id much enlarged. This enlai'ged
joint is one of the cliaracteristics of the
genus Pliymata, as described by Latreille.
But the most curious structural peculiarity
of this insect, and the chief character of the
sliort,

insect.

DESCKIPTION.
bug" (Fig. 1) is somewhat
jagged in appearance, about % of an inch
long, and generally of a yellow color
Tlie "stinging

Fig. &.— Anterior Leg, magnified -exterior view.

Fig, 2.—Magnified twice.

though this latter seems quite variable.
Frequently there is a distinct greenish hue.
Beneath the abdomen, and on the back of
the head, thorax and abdomen, it is more or
less specked with brown
while across the
dorsal aspect of the broadened abdomen is

genus Pliymata, is the enlarged anterior
legs (Figs. 5, 6 and 7). These, were they
only to aid in locomotion, would seem like
awkward, clumsy organs, but when we learn
that they are used to grasp and hold their
prey, then we can but appreciate and admire
their modified form. The femur (Fig. 5, b)

;

a marked stripe of brown (Fig. 2, d, d).
Sometimes this stripe is almost wanting,
sometimes a mere patch, while rarely the
whole abdomen, is very slightly marked,
and as often we find it aiinost wholly brown
above and below. The legs (Fig. 2, b), beak

FIG. 6.—Interior view.

(Fig. 5, a) are toothed, while
greatly enlarged. From the
interior lower aspect of the femur (Fig. 6) is
the small tibia, while on the lower edge of
the tarsus (Fig. 6, d) is acavity in which rests
the single claw. The other four legs (Fig.
8) are much as usual.

and the tarsus
the latter

is

This insect, as already intimated, is very
predaceous, lying in wait, often almost coa-

Fig. 3.— Beafc, m,v,ch magnified.

and antennpe

(Fig. 2, a) are greenish yellow.
(Fig. 3) has three ioints (Fig. 3, a,
b, c)and a sharp point (Fig. 3, d). This beak
is not only the great weapon of offense, but

The beak

also the

organ tliiough which

the

food

FlG. l.—Claw extended.

among flowers, ready to capture and
plant-lice, caterpillars,
destroy unwary
cealed,

beetles, butterflies, moths,

Fig. i.— Antenna,

much

and even bees

magnified.

sucked.
By the use of this, the
insect has gained the soubriquet of stinging
bug. This compact jointed beak is peculiar
to all true bugs, and by observing it alone,
we are able to distinguish all the very varied
is

Leg—much magnified.
have already noticed h ow
is for this work by its jaw-

Fig. 8.— AfiddJe

and wasps.

We

well prepared

it

and its sharp, strong,
sword-like beak.
Mr. Keeney says he caught the one he sent
on golden rod. This plant, from its very
color, tends to conceal the bug, and from tlie
very character of the plant—being attractive as a honey-plant to bees— the slow bug
is enabled to catch the spry and active
honey-bee.
like anterior legs,

VERDICT.

As

Prof. Uhler well says of the "stinging
bug :" " It is very useful in destroying caterEillarsand other vegetable-feeding insects,
ut is not very discriminating in its tastes,
and would as soon seize the useful honeybee as the pernicious saw-fly." And lie
might have added that it is equally inditferent to the virtues of our friendly insects like
the parasitic and predaceous species.
note, then, that this bug is not wholly
evil, and as its destruction would be wellnigh impossible, for it is as widely scattered
as are the flowers in wiiich it lurks, we may
well rest its case, at least until its destructiveness becomes more serious tiian at
present.
A. J. Cook.
Agr'l College, Lansing, Sept. 14, '78.

We

For the American Bee Journal.

The Standard
The

of Purity.

question of a standard of purity for

the Italians

is

one which interests

my own

me much,

ideas on that subject differ from
those of most apiarists. I fear it will be
very hard to decide conclusively what is the
original type of tiie Italian in its state of
perfect purity. But. let us see what is the
evidence as we now find it
In all peculiar
and distinct varieties, whether of animal,
fowl or insect, tliere is some set typical
mark of form, color or character ; in quadrupeds it is generally seen in the form
in
fowls, in color and form, giving preference
wiiile in our bees (insects), there
to color
is scarcely difference enough in the form to
make it a distinguishing mark so we must
fall back entirely on color and character for
the typical mark. I wish Darwin, with his
facilities for research, had given us his
opinion on the subject, but I can find nowhere in his " Origin of Species," anything
throwing light upon this matter. Going
back to the ancient writers, Pliny, Virgil,
Columella an;! others, we still find nothing
sufticiently clear to l)e of much service.
There are two opinions at present among
apiarists as to their origin— one, that they
are a climatic variety, which has assumed
this type by being reproduced for many centuries in certain districts. The other, that
it is a cross upon the Egyptian bee.
can
for

:

;

;

;

We

glean nothing on this point, either, from
ancient writers. So let us look up the
modern evidence as we find it.
Granting them to be a climatic variety, we
notice that the bees of Milan and Lombardy,
where no black bees are found, are a much
lighter yellow than those of Piedmont, the
Grisons and Lower Italy, where there are
blacks. Also, that the bees from the former
districts are more gentle and peaceable than
those from the latter, where they seem to
partake more of the disposition of the

blacks. These things, we should think,
would go to prove that the type of the pure
Italian was yellow— and the yellower the
purer as to color— and a mild, peaceable disposition in point of character, and where
they are not found of this uniform pure
yellow (without dark annulations, spots or
tips), it shows a slight admixture ot black
blood, for surely, what is to prevent this ?
And the two races in Italy in immediately
adjoining districts, without natural barriers
of any kind to prevent their union.
Any variety of animal or fowl, when perfectly pure, should reproduce in its offspring
the typical marks by which it is distinguished, almost exactly
and, as a
general rule, we will find that the yellower
the c[ueen, the more apt is she to do this,

We

;

provided she be purely mated. Her daughters should be exact copies of lierself. In
regard to the workers, she should produce
every one marked exactly alike— do not call
them pure when so'me of them will show
the third band plainly only when distended
with honey, while others show at all times
the three plain, broad, golden bands. No,
there is something wrong even if none can
be found which cannot be made to show the
third bands.
They must all be marked
exactly alike. But some will say we have
many dark queens that produce every
worker alike, and perhaps duplicate themselves in their daughters. Very well, this
is very easily explained, and very reasonably, too
for when there has been a cross
of any two varieties, if this cross is then
bred in upon itself, it will in time become a
fixed type of its own.
This accounts for
;

our having light and dark-colored Italians,
both queens and bees.
There is one tiling, though, which puzzles
me no little, that is, the statement of some
ot our most reliable men, that they liave
queens of a shining black which produce
very light pretty workers. I have never
seen or raised such. Will those who have,
please let us know whether they were raised
from tlie very light, or dark queens ? The
blackness of these queens I can only account
for, by thinking that there must at some
anterior time have been an admixture
of black blood in the colony from which she
came, and all naturalists recognize the law,
that the progney of a cross will often show
the pure markings of either side in certain
individuals as well as the varying degree of
resemblance to both found in others. And
these peculiarities will often crop out many
generations afterwards. How many of us
have noticed the striped markings of the
wild ass of the eastern deserts cropping out
in the mule, his remote descendent, and a
cross at that, showing for how long the
traces of the blood will show itself in the
descendents of any variety.
On this
account all crosses are liable to many variations of color.
If we take a queen of the light yellow
variety and cross her with a hybrid drone
very few, if any, of the bees will be entirely
without the third band, only more irregularly marked and darker than if she had
mated purely. But, if the queen be of the
dark variety, many of the woikers will show
only two and some one band at least, such
has been my experience. This shows how
;

may originate ; and also,
inclination of the dark queen towards
the black blood. Some apiarists gave this
as a reason why most people wanted the very
light-colored dollar queens; for if they had
mated with a hybrid drone they would still
show, what many take to be the mark of
I never call a
purity i.e., three bands.
queen pure Italian unless she produces bees,
which sliow the third band plainly at all
times, and queens that are regularly marked
light yellow with no black on tliem; there
are not many such 1 know, yet a few are
found among the imported queens, and some
where very careful breeding on light stock
has been practiced. But I believe we have
very few really pure Italians, with no black
a dai'ker variety

tlie

—

blood in them.

know

that these ideas will clash directly
against those of some of our best apiarists,
breeders and importers; for most of them
hold that the dark queens are the best and
their workers the best honey gatherers.
Hence they say that they are just as pure
Italians. When I say Italians I do not mean
anything that comes from Italy, for there
are black bees there, too, but I speak of the
light yellow variety fcmnd there and no
where else. I agree with them in the first
point, but not in the latter. And now comes
the main point; which do bee-keepers want,
absolutly pure Italians or the most industrious honey gatherers? For those who want
the former I would say, get the light yellow
queens, without any black on them if possible; but to those who want the latter, and I
do for one, I would say get the darker grades
I

by

And now

my

reasons for
this advice, not that I have any interest in the
matter, or have come with an "ax to grind,"
for I have no queens for sale I do not
believe the pure Italians are as good as those
which have a slight admixture of black
blood, say about one-eighth. When it is as
much as one-haif, there is too much of the
black, and they partake too much of their

—

all

means.

for

—

character.
In the summer of 1877 I bought some
?ueens of H. Alley, which were the lighest
had ever seen at that time. I selected tiie
largest, most active and prolific, and from
her raised a good many queens. I had in the
apiary about 80 hives, and only 10 of them
pure Italians, the rest were from hybrid
mothers; so the chances were about eight to
one on these queens mating with hybrid
drones. In the early spring the pure Italians
were, with the exception of one colony,
weak ; the hybrids were still worse off ;
while the light queens which I had raised, for
they were exact copies of the mothers, were
strong and doing well ; one swarmed March
1.5, with 16 frames well filled with brood and
honey, whilethe others were all doing nearly

equally well, and they have continued ahead
1 took 110 lbs. from
all the way through.
one and nearly as much from the others, but
noneof the other classes of bees have yielded
more than 40 to .50 lbs. These bees all show
three bands, but none of them are regularly
marked bright yellow, as the bees of the
mother are, and the rings are more of a copper than golden color. The third band can
be seen in all, bat is narrow and dark in some
and in others unusually broad and full.
I have now some of the dark varieties of

me very much, but I do
not call them Italians. The pure queens all
did very well for a while, but ere the summer came they showed signs of failing and
now none of them are first-class layers. I
have one of the dark queens which reproduces herself almost exactly, but 1 do not
think this an evidence that siie is pure
Italian; but pure of the type or grade of
admixture to which she belongs. This is the
very class of queens I want, and which 1
think will prove most profitable to the
queens which please

who

apiarist

is

after

honey and

dollarsj

—
regardless of pretty looks.
And now for the second view of the case;
supposing them to be a cross of the black
and Eygptian bee, (which I have never seen
or even a good description of it), there
will be no difficulty on this stand-point, for
the rules applying to the cross of Italians,
and blacks, will of course fit here exactly.
There are none pure, only some (the light
ones I suppose) have taken after the Egyptian side of the house, and the darker ones
vice versa. Cannot some of our scientific
European apiarists who have the facilities,
try the experiment of crossing the black
and Egyptian bee, then breedins from the
cross and see what they will obtain? There
is room for a great deal of both thought and
experiment in this matter— we want the
latter especially.
I believe the Cyprian bee to have originated in one of these dark grades of Italians,
and being shut up in its island home, by con-

stant reproduction and certain climatic
influences, to have assumed the present
type.
These now are my ideas gained from my
observation, reading and experience. I only
advance them as ideas. If I am wrong I
hope some of our older and more experienced
apiarists will take up the subject and show
me where, for I am eager to learn as much
more on the subject as possible. I shall

continue to experiment and hope all will da
the same and give us the result.
J. D. Slack.

Plaquemine, La., Aug.

12, 1878.

For the American Bee JonrnaU
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City Besieged by Bees.

weeks past our bees have not colhoney enough to supply their daily

six

A

over a month ago, I
little
wants.
extracted about all the honey I could get

my

strongest colonies, and
scarcely a cell of capped
honey in any of those hives.
month of dry, scorching weather left
our hillsides destitute of flowers, so that
pilfering from our grocerymen and housewives seems to be their only means of support. The groceryman who leaves sweets
exposed, or the housewife who attempts
preserving fruit, is visited with "twenty
thousand strong " in less time than it will
take me to tell you about it, for no sooner do
our busy little workers catch the scent upon
the breezes, than away they go to the place
of attraction.
The Bee Convention held here last spring
has aroused such an interest in bee-keeping,
that the business Is entirely overdone.

from several of
to-day there

A

is

There must be nearly

five

hundred colonies

in the city of Burlington.
Well, the result is this, our citizens are
justly complaining:, our grocerymen and
fruit dealers are terribly annoyed, our ladies

are provoked and say some hard things
about the bee-keepers, and the reporter of
our evening paper has been admonished to
do his duty, and now we are catching it
tiirough the columns of one of our dailies
and your humble servant has been alluded
to in a manner that comes very nearly being

personal.
Tiie great scarcity of flowers for the last
few weeks is the cause of all this difficulty.
If l)ees can get an "honest living" they
will do it, but if they cannot, you know,
they are given to tiiievlng.

"What shall be done with my bees ?" has
been the question with me for the last few
weeks. Kealizing, as I do, that no one has a
right to do anything that interferes with the
rights of others, I have determined on shipping my bees out of the city as soon as
possible. I have already made arrangements
with a gentleman in the country to take
them, and so in a few days I shall be
deprived of the real pleasure I have hitherto
enjoyed of spending my mornings and evenings in the apiary. I shall, however, continue an interest in forty or fifty colonies,
but cannot give them the personal attention
Tuuch desire.
The heavy rains we liave had recently,
liave revived vegetation, and we are expecting our fall flowers to yield unusually large
supplies.
I. P. Wilson.
I so

Burlington, Iowa, Aug.

2.5,

1878.

be composed of the ablest and most thorough
men we have, and the committee should
have time given them in which to report
through the bee papers. And when this is
done, let that be accepted as the Standard,
by wliich to judge all disputed cases of
purity.— Ed.]
For the Atnorican Bee Journul.

Chaff from Sweet Home.
Such, in a great measure must bee-keepers
regard the long article which was published
in the August No. of the American Bee
Journal, from the so-called Zell's Encycloppedia and the corrections (?) by D. D.
Palmer.
The note Mr. Palmer received from the
publishers, confessing their ignorance of
the source of their information on the bee,
and also their statement, that it was probably procured fi-om standard works on the
subject, which to practical bee men, are
known to be unreliable, &c., shows very
clearly of what unreliable material Zell's
Encyclopaedia is composed.
Because of this confession it logically
follows, that the balance of the book is
equally worthless, which I believe has long

been well known by scholars.
We supposed, however, that D. D. Palmer
was a practical bee man, and would write
practical facts. Instead, however, in his socalled corrections, he has given to the world
through the American Bee Journal and
the

For the American Bee .Tournal.

Establishing the Purity of Italians.

Mr. Editok I believe you are correct.
have some established standard
of purity for the Italian Bee. But, query
shall fix the standard ? Not one, but
all; not in person, but by voice in delegation.
All will agree that the worker-bees must
show three distinct bands, but all, probably,
will not agree as to their color
One wants
them 07'a?i(/e ; another, ieat/ier; and a third,
chestnut; while others have little or no
choice in the shades, on condition that the
bees are long and tapering below the thorax,
and quiet in disposition, not leaving their
combs for a given time after being removed
from their hive, though carried in the open
:

We should

:

Who

!

air.

Some, no doulit, will have strong prejudices in favor of the shades of queens, and
the number of the crowns and spots on their
bodies. But long experience shows that
shades and spots are largely dependent upon

manner and season of breeding queens.
Beauty of color should never be made a

the

test of purity in blood, yet it should be coveted when not at the expense of good
qualities.
A. Salisbury.

Camargo,

111.,

August

24. 1878.

[Friend Salisbury is right. Let the National Society appoint a committee to take
all the testimony, weigh well the points, and
then render a decision. In other words, give
us a Standard. Such a committee should

aforesaid

Encyclopaedia, some of the

worst "Chafl:" ever written on the "bee."
Take his No. 1. It is generally believed by
practical bee men and asserted as a fact by
anatomists, that when a bee loses its entire
sting by its being dragged out of the abdomen, it must and invariably does die in a
short time. If friend Palmer will examine
the anatomical parts of a bee for himself, I
think he will change his mind.
No. 2 is undoubtedly composed of both
truth and error. The queen is the motherbee of course, and she is also queen quite as
much so as Victoria Is the Queen of England.
Both are rulers to a certain extent, aiul both
" When swarms issue,
are ruled. He says
she does not come forth of her own free
will, but is pulled, crowded and dragged
out." This may be so sometimes, but not
always, as I have witnessed the exit of the
queen, and I have never yet seen the least
evidence of any crowding or pulling out.
I also know that sometimes she comes out
out among the first, and sometimes at
the very last. I have seen her once this
season walk out of the hive very deliberately
after the swarm was high up in the air.
The entrance was large and free, the alighting board long, and I had a free, unobstructed view of her. She was picked up
and placed on a brush which was hoisted up
into the air among the bees. They at once
found her and commenced settling on and
:

around her.
In No. 3 our Encyclopaedist says " The
queen is never accompanied by a guard of
12 workers, neither more nor less, but apart
of the time she is accompanied by workers.
:

which caress and feed her just in proportion
to the

number of

How did

eggs Uiid.

you obtain the fact of this proportion Bro. D. D.?
But the climax of absurdities is readied
" Of tiiose (eggs) laid,
in No. 6. He says
after mating,
produce mostly workers
depending upon whether laid in drone or
worker cells." So then Bro. P., you liave
concluded hereafter, to have the queen lay
one kind of eggs only and the character of
the bee determined by the nest or place of

Am

perior quality.
selling in Philadelphia
quite rapidly at 25 cents perJIb.
J.

Delaware

T ALBERT Williamson.

Co., Pa.

:

deposit
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Swarm

Improved
To make

^

;

—

;

?

Some fellow—genius would be

the better

Catcher.

take a bar of iron 1 inch wide
inch thick drill a hole through each
and
end take a basket of the size desired IJ^
bushel is the best size fasten on each side
it,

;

word — has already jiroposed caging queen

and hatching the queens under a setting
hen. Now D. D., if you and this Texas
genius would unite your forces, and you
could induce your queens to lay eggs in a

cells

brahma hen's nest, you would at least solve
the chicken problem. 1 have not said anything about our author's grammar, which is
on a par with his statement of scientific
facts in relation to bee culture.
But enough for the present. When Encyclopjedias are made up of such stuff, is it
surprising that they sliould be in disrepute ?
A. W. Foreman, M. D.
White

Hall,

111.,

Aug.

19, 1878.

For the American Bee Journal.

Italian vs. Black Bees.

Mr. Newman :— In Mr. F. Bangs' plea
for Italian bees, he said too much against
the blacks or natives. In 1877 I purchased
5 Italian queens, 4 of which I introduced
successfully in my choicest colonies in the
Centennial hive, to test tiieir superiority
before venturing to Italianize.
1st. Mr. Bangs states Italians are at work
2 hours earlier than blacks. He might as
well say they work 4 hours later. It sounds
about as reasonable.
2d. He says that blacks are always ready
to attack man or beast, when the Italians do
not pay any attention to them. 1 find no
difference when passing through the apiary.
somewhat more

docile when
handled with smoke, and find it very
necessary to use smoke with both, unless
you are fond of beina stung.
V 3d. I would ask Mr. B., from which race
he would prefer to extract honey ? I have
extracted from 5 colonies of blacks and got
no stinys, but while extracting from a colony of Italians, I have been stung 20 times.
The Italian adhere to the combs more
closely than the blacks.
Italians are

4th. As to robbintr, in my experience, the
Italian will rob and not be robbed.
.5tli.
For honey gathering I consider the
blacks, under accurate test, superior. My
Italians and blacks are of equal condition,
but some native colonies stored 3 lbs. more

per day than some Italians.
I agree with Jos. M. Brooks, in Aug. No.
page 273; the drones should be uniformly
marked like the queen and workers.
I have some colonies of hybrids which I
think hard to excel. If I ever purchase any
more queens, I want prolific hybrids or
natives.
I

have taken

which

2,41.5 lbs.

from 25 colonies, of
honey of su-

1,400 lbs. are extracted

a lug, so that the basket will hang level, then
hang it in the crane. If hung right, it will

always hang with bottom down, no matter
in what position the ci'ane is.
For the
handle, take a strip of pine 1}4 inches thick,
and 3 inches wide make the handle any
length. I have taken swarms over 30 feet
high. If made and hung right, it works
;

well.

S.

M. Oldham.

Reynoldsburg, Ohio.
For the American Bee Journal.

Will Queens Duplicate Themselves?

ALLEY TO THE FRONT.
had concluded not to say any more
upon this subject until it was fully settled,
but as friend Alley has come to the front we

We

may expect

to get this matter fully settled, as
our friend breeds from no others but from
those that will duplicate themselves every
time. Hence he keeps the very kind to foot
the bill. This being a tact, you may be sure
of receiving the queen in due season, and
she will, be under the test ere this.

STANDARD OF PURITY.
Friend Alley said he was interested in
reading the articles under the above heading.
That queens that will produce such wonderful results are remarkable queens " indeed,"
that h s experience covers a period of 17
years, but he never had a queen come, up to
the standard of purily as pictured by several
correspondents, &c.
At present, we can
form no idea what our friend Alley alludes
to, we have no recollections of seeing or
hearing of anything that seemed mysterious

except tliose described by our friend Alley,
that duplicate themselves always in tlieir
queen progeny (?). He further remarks:
"Friend Moon says be has no queens that
True, friend
will duplicate themselves."
Alley. That statement was based upon our
Ifi
During that
of
years.
experience
own
time we have received queens from nearly
every breeder in this country, even from
friend Alley, and they were no more uniform
in color than was the old lady's figure.

Hence we

inferred that noqueens will duplicate themselves in their queen progeny every
should be sorry indeed to say that
time.
we had such queens, and upon a trial to have
it found out they did not bear tiie recomcertainly think
mendation given them
they would be justified in saying, that we
eitlier were ignorent of what a queen was, or
While we do
that we intended to deceive
claim to breed as fine, and as pure queens as
any one, we iiave none of those unvarying
"princesses," neither do we think there is
one in this country, judging from experience.

We

!

We

thing

is impossible that he claims to be perfect in, viz: That his " queens will duplicate themselves every time." If this is a
fact, all will then breed from such stock, but
before saying nuich more upon this point,
we will wait and see the result of the test.

POOR SEASON.

The

present one has been one of the
poorest ever known in this country for
honey. The spr ng opened remarkably fine;
bees swarnied early and often, but have
made little surplus honey, and raised large

amounts of brood.

Keports from almost
every portion of the state shows it to have
been a poor season for honey.
Rome, Ga.
A. F. Moox.

For the American Bee Journal.

!

The most uniform queen mother we ever
knew, was one received from Dr. Larch, of
One-half of her queens very strongly
represented their mother queen. Her queens
were a tan or light chestnut in color, and
every good reliable and practical breeder,
knows that these colors in queens are excellent; at least they are the colors that suit
lis.
We have generally found their workers

Mo.

excellent.

TEST OF PURITY.
upon the color of a queen
Our only and safe
for a test of purity.
dependence is upon the uniform markings

We cannot rely

By this only can we judge
If they bear the 3 distinct
yellow bands they are considered pure; they
must be industrious, of good size, peaceable,
hardy, prolific, &c. As to the color of the
workers, we prefer a golden color. There
are about three different shades of color in

of the workers.
of their purity.

the worker bee— quite dark,
light yellow.

medium and

COLOR OF QUEENS.

When we penned

that article as to queens

duplicating themselves we were aware that
we should get ourselves into hot water, and
thought of a remark we once heard a nonsistent minister make. Said he, "I am going
down to Flowerfield and will preach in the
Methodist church, and it Avill be like taking
a dog by the tail, and throwing him into a
room with 40 cats— oh my, what a noise."
So it has been with that article. Letters have
reached me stating, they had queens that
will duplicate themselves in tlieir queen
progeny everytime, and friend Alley loomed
up from old Massachusetts, and ga.ve us to
understand that he bred such queens by the
hundreds, and that he breeds from no others.

IMPOSSIBLE.

Friend Alley says, like does not produce
like in breeding bees, any more than in the
That all
breeding of any other animals.
queens will not duplicate themselves every
time is an established fact— the thing is " impossible." Now, if our friend is raising so
many of these fine queens that he says "will"
duplicate themselves everytime, shall we,
or shall we not understand him that the

Report from Doolittle's Apiary.
Spring opened very early, and onr bees
enjoyed the fine weather bringing in pollen
quite freely as early as the 10th" of March,
which was a mouth earlier than usual.
Brood-rearing went on rapidly, and by the
10th of May our hives were as well filled
with brood and bees as they generally are
the middle of June.
At this time, apple
trees opened with a profusion of blossoms,
and our strongest colonies started queencells and made preparations for swarming.
Our expections of a good honey yield from
apple trees were great, for we were in need
of lioney just then, as our bees had consumed
nearly all of their old stores, rearing such a
large quantity of bees and brood. But, alas,
human expectations are always liable to
disappointment, and this proved no exception to the case. With the 13th of May came
a cold storm, which lasted till the 1.5th, after
which we had frost (3 nights in succession.
The cold and frost spoiled all the flowers,
and we were obliged to feed 1,500 lbs. to
keep our bees from starving. White clover
commenced to yield honey, sparingly, June
10th, and our bees were once more in the
fields, so we could open hives, &c., without
a million of robbers to beset us on every
side. By this time, our bees were so reduced
in numbers, that we were obliged to unite
them down from 140 to 103, to get them
strong enough to gather honey to the best
advantage during the season. They made
but little more than a living till bas'swood.
which commenced to yield honey the 13th of
July, and lasted till the night of the 33d.
when our honey season came to an end for
1878.
Our bees were in the best possible
conditi(m to take advantage of the harvest,
and we think we never saw honey come in
faster in our lives.
Every available cell
was full of honey, and the combs grew in
the boxes as if by masic. The result of our
season's work is as follows :

Box Honey

6,943
.1,070

Extracted

This gives us an average of

71 lbs. to each
Our best colony of bees gave
Best extracted, 378 lbs.
We
have at present 194 colonies, but as some

old colony.

us 161
of

them are rather

double
in

lbs.

down

making

light in stores, we shall
to 150, as we always believe

our

bees

self-supporting.

,

Although the honey season was poor, compared with last year, and the prospect is that
prices for honey will rule low, still we have
no reason to be discouraged. Our average
yield percolony forthepast 6 years has been
94 lbs. per year.

As

a person can attend to

100 colonies, this would give 9.400 lbs. a
year, and even at the low price of 16 cents
per lb., we would get $1,500 for a year's
labor. Lest this statement should lead some
to think that all they have to do is lo buy 25
or 50 colonies to make a fortune, we will say
that we work from early morn till late at
night, averaging 15 hours work every day,

We
the year round, Sundays excepted.
know of no business that a man can make
profitable while simply folding his hands
and sitting idly by. But a thorough knowledge of any business, and an untiring
energy in the prosecution of it. will always
G. M. Doolittle.
result in success.
Borodino, N. Y., Sept. 16, 1878.

band was there. "Too thin for me."
Why not commence further back with
the queen's own progeny, the drones, and
see if they are all alike, and as uniform in
their markings as is claimed the workers
must be ? Impregnation of the queen is
claimed not to affect the drone progeny,
which, if a fact,rvould not prevent her producing uniform drones, even sliould she
mate with a black drone and produce hybrid
workers. I do not believe the Dzierzou
Theory, and never allow a luis-inated queen
to rear drones in my apiary if I know it.
To my disbelief I attribute my success in
breeding and keeping my bees up to their
present state of purity, by killing all such
queens at once. I know, then, to a cerUiinty,
that I will have no further trouble by their
rearing queens from their hybrid brood, as
is sure to happen if the apiary is large, and
worked for box lioney and natural swarms.
How often do we hear words like this from
bee-keepers " Yes, that queen mis-mated;
she is such a fine-looking one, and her bees
such good workers, that I hate to kill her;
besides, you know, her drones will be pure
anyway, so I have concluded to keep her ?"
Now, such queens are just as apt to be
superseded by their bees, or swarm unobserved by their keeper, and rear other queens
from their own hybrid brood, as are his best
queens. In case this should happen, and
tliese hybrid queens mate with your best
Italian drones, would it not be, sure enough,
as friend Mahin says, "Even the most practiced eyes are liable to be deceived, judging
by her workers."
My advice is, if you think the Italians are
the best, and you want to keep them strictly
pure, kill every mis-mated queen whenever
you find one. You will then be on the safe
side and have no risks to run. The above
has been my practice from the first, and I
find it the best, giving the least trouble in
breeding, and keeping Italian bees in their
third

:

For the American Bee Journal.

Standard of Purity.
Our friend Mahin asks, in the September
shall we know when
Italian bees are pure?" I will ask our
friend. If you have a queen that will duplicate herself in her queen progeny, and produces worlcer-bees that show distinctly
(without being tilled with honey) the three
colored bands, and whose drones are as
even and uniformly marked as are the workers, with 3 broad, colored bands', all other
good qualities being present— industry, size,
gentleness, etc.— 1 fvsk, Are such queens
pure Italian? If yes, why? If they are
impure, why ? You will greatly oblige me

Joubnal: "How

in the November Journal.
"Some of those who have written on this subject have recommended

by answering

You

say

:

selecting those stocks to breed from that

have well-marked drones," and say you
don't think it safe to follow that advice,
because the most beautiful drones you ever
saw "were the progeny of aqueen whose
mother was black, and whose father was an
Italian," etc. I am one of the some that
gave such advice, and again repeat it, that
to improve our bees as to purity, we must
pay more attention to the drones but not
to breed to such drones as you describe,
whose mother was a hybrid, being reared
I had
from a black queen. No, indeed
reference to drones whose mother was reared
mother.
from a pure Italian
I asked the question in the August Jour;

;

nal, Why Italian queens do not, and why
they should not, produce all uniform threebanded drones, instead of the mixed progeny
they generally produce ? They being the
progeny of one queen, it seems to me they
should all be alike and uniform in their
markings. I ask the question again, and
hope to hear something about it in the next

Journal.
The only acknowledged

test for purity is
a queen produces 3-banded workers
even advise tillbreeders
she is pure. Some
ing the bees with honey to make them show
the 3 bands. This is almost as bad as the
man that would catch his bees, and almost
pull the poor things in-two, to show you the

that

if

purity.

J.

Elizabethtown, Ind., Sept.

M. Brooks.
6, 1878.
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Apiaries in Henry

Friend

Co.,

Ohio.

Newman :— While attending the

Soldiers Reunion, at Napoleon, Henry Co.,
Ohio, on the 3rd inst., I had the pleasure of
meeting several bee-keeping friends who
reside in the viciiiitv, among whom was
Col. Mann and D. Kepler, of Napoleon, and
Capt. W. F. Williams, of Liberty Center.
Presuming a short accouutof my trip would
not come amiss to your readers, I will
endeavor to be as brief as possible.
Under the guidance of Mr. Kepler, we
stopped at Col. Mann's residence, situated
on the banks of the Maumee river. Although
near the center of town, it is one of the
most pleasant places that could be selected
The apiary has a southern
for an apiary.
exposure, with a gentle slope towards the
river, and consists of probably 50 colonies.
Owingtotheabsenceof theColonel, Iliad no
opportunity of learning of his success during the sea-on.
Friend Kepler's apiary, numbering about
60 colonies, is located in the north-west part
of town. Being anxious to see her majesty

—the

queen— imported from Italy through
Friends Newman, of tlie Journal, we
hastened to the apiary. Of course queens
are nearly all alike; butitwas not until then
my good fortune to see a queen deposit
eggs ill an open frame, exposed to the bright
sunlight, while being carried away from the
hive at least 50 yards. The workers in the
meantime were as quiet as could be wished
After examining several other hives
for.
which were in fiue condition, we adjourned
to tlie house.

Next morning friend Kepler and myself
started for Capt. Williams', whose farm is
43^ miles east of Napoleon and 2)4 miles
west of Liberty Center.
The bee-yard contained about 150 colonies
only, 30 having been removed to a location 6
miles north-west, making in

all

180.

trouble, friend Williams has, during
the last 5 years, succeeded in Italianizing
all the bees within a radius of 3 miles.
In several instances he furnished queens to
persons indisposed to Italianize. He claims
to have as pure a strain of Italian bees as
can be found any where in the state; and
from what I have seen during a 5 liours' stay
I think he has. His imported queen is from
Charles Dadant, of Hamilton, III., and her
progeny does her credit—possessing the 3
spots on the backs spoken of in relation to
the queen received from Rev. Salisbury in
Sept. No. of Journal. Friend Williams, in
queen-rearing, endeavors to improve with

and

following
ProSecond. Industry; Third. Temper; Fourth. Color.
And judging from the heavy colonies in
the yard, the constant stream of bees passing
in and out, and the entire absence of "Bingham's addition to the apiary," so much in
use among bee-keepers, I for one would be
willing to sacrifice the clear buff color in a
queen, could I have as evenly tempered.bees
as I saw at Capt. Williams'.
And now, Mr. Editor, as the mission
of bee Journals is, as I understand, to improve our knowledge in bee-culture by an
interchange of ideas, and as I have been a
reader of some of the leading bee papers for
a couple of years and saw nothing from the
above source, would it not be a good idea to
call friend W. out. as he is a subscriber to
your Journal. I don't anticipate he will
refuse; and as he is a close observer and
sound reasoner, as well as a successful beekeeper, we may profit by his remarks on
queen-rearing.
At dinner I had the pleasure of sampling
various preserves, jellies and cake sweetened entirely with honey. The jelly, which
generation

f»oints in
ificness;

view

has

the

in breeding, viz.'

A

train.

First.

was of crab-apple, was just as clear as if
made of the best granulated sugar, proving
the fact that honey will in a great measure
take the place of sugar for the various hwusehold uses. After dinner an hour or two was
spent in comparing notes and relating beekeeping experiences, when the time of
departure drew near and after a cordial hand
shaking all round, and a brisk walk of 2X
miles I took the afternoon train for Toledo,
enjoying a pleasant ride, and ob.serving
acres upon acres of boneset now in full
bloom, and yellow patches of golden rod
just budding out, which with the white

A few minutes

more and our

desti-

nation is reached, and our double holiday is
one of the things that were, only to be
remembered with pleasure.
J NO. Y. Detwiler.
Toledo, Ohio, Sept. 5, 1878.
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Chips from Sweet Home.

After

much

each

clover and basswood in season makes northwestern Ohio, second to none in point of
honey production.
few miles outside the
city the apiaries of B. O. Everett and L. P.
Christiancy come in plain view, the newly
painted hives, to the number of nearly 200,
showing off to good advantage from the

As each one of
apiaries we might

us cannot visit all the
wish, I will give you a
description of a few.
I had the pleasure of calling on J. H.
Nellis, of Canajoharie, N. YV
He has
certainly one of the most picturesque locations in the United States. He is about 2
miles from Canajoharie, on a high bluff of
the Mohawk Valley. In sight of his apiary
is the Mohawk river, a canal with a small
village nestled in the side of the bluff, and
over on the far side of the valley may be
seen more than one train of cars per hour.
He has a house apiary which holds about 50
hives. He told me that for queen rearing he
would prefer the house to out-doors; but for
surplus honey, he would take out-doors.
They were putting their bees in the cellar
while I was there. J. H. is very finely fixed
for queen-rearing of which he makes a
specialty. They have a shop, horse-power,
saws, etc., for making bee hives, honey
boxes, etc. Also, a printing press— in fact,
he is well fixed for the business. Long and
pleasantly we shall remember our short
call with J. H. Nellis.
Sweet Home Apiary is located 12 miles
south of Muscatine, and 8 miles north of
New Boston, on a steppe of the bluff, being
4 miles from the Mississippi. These 4 miles
being the Mississippi bottom, gives us wil-

low bloom

in spring,

and from Aug.

20, till

frost a supply of golden rod honey. Sweet
Home Apiary (Sept. 5.) consists of 300 hives,

which you may think

is overstocking, but as
long as we can make the average more per
hive than smal ler apiaries in as good location,
we will not think we are overstocking. \Ve
use the double-portico Langstroth hive, and
are using the prize box. Sweet Home consists of only 10 acres, being run for fruit of
various kinds. The hives of the apiary ruu
in rows north and south, east and west,
being 6 feet from center to center, giving me
room to run a wheel-barrow between
the rows each way. Each hive has its slate
hung on the front right hand corner, so that
whenever I am operating a hive, I always

open on

my

left

this side,

and here's

my

register at

hand.

North of Sweet Home, within IJ^ miles,
are 3 apiaries of 200 hives. South of me 1
mile, is another apiary of 50 hives, and 4
miles further south is the apiary of L. H.
Scudder consisting of between 200 and 300
Langstroth hives, situated in an apple
orchard, Sandburrs, peppers and bee-stings

warm place. About 9 miles
we halt at Wirt's apiary, in
here we find about 100 hives,

In a letter Mr. Root had promised to help
in fighting adulteration. Why did he
refuse his co-operation, after receiving the

Langstroth, surrounding his honey-house.

petition ? Because I stated in this petition
just what glucose was
I dare Mr. Root to
point out another motive.
Mr. Root does not believe in "writing up"
or "down" anything, and j'et he was the one
to decide what was fit to be published. To
my mind, an editor should be like a judge,
having the strict duty of putting before the
people both sides of a disputed question,
especially when it is an important one.
judge or an editor who acts differently, is
not an impartial one ; I will say more, is not
an honest man, whatever be his claims to
bigotry or Christianity.
Mr. Root has never sold a pound of liquid
glucose. But he has prepared the way to
sell it by tons, by intimating that basswood
honey is better when mixed with glucose,
and that no chemist would be able to detect
the adulteration. It is true that he adds that

make

that a
south of this

Keithsburg
all

;

His swarming was conducted in this wise
there being no trees near his apiary, he
took some old gooseberry bushes and placed
them on poles about 6 to 10 feet high: on
these his bees always settled fully one-half
These poles were
settling on one pole.
dropped in a hole in the ground and when
the swarm liad settled, he carried pole and
bush to his hive.
;

Six miles east of this we find an apiary of
250 Langstroth hives, belonging to Dr. N. H.
Derr.

About 8 miles from Keithsburg, and 4
miles north of Oquawka, we find the bee
ranch of N. L. Jarvis, 150 hives, Banta &
Kellogg.
The order and arrangement of Kellogg's
apiary, shop and tools are fully

commenda-

ble, everything in its place; tools bright and
in condition for use. In fact, everything is

stamped with neatness and precision.

In

this apiary there are about 100 hives.
To the north of this are 2 more apiaries
belonging to Dickie & Hollingsworth, numbering perhaps 200 hives.
To sum up, we have near us 10 apiaries,
numbering in all about 1,500 colonies. In
tlie year of 1877, 79 members of Western
Illinois and Eastern Iowa owned 3,980 colonies of bees, from which they got 144,000 fts.
of honey. Can any other convention beat
D. D. Palmer.
that?

For the American Bee Journal.

Adulteration of Sweets.
" Behold, I give unto you power to tread on serpents and scorpions, and over all the power of the
enemy and nothing shall by any means hurt you."
;

-Luke 10 19.
Such is the answer that Mr. A. I. Root,
under the date of Sept. 1st, made to the
:

articles criticising his course in the American Bee Journal for September.
Still he deigned to descend from his
article on
pedestal to briefly answer
Adulteration of Sweets, in this language
" Because I have declined an article on the adulteration of honey, it has been intimated that I did it
from selfish motives. I do not believe in writing
up' or down' a thing, nor have 1 much faith in
petitions to Congress, or legislation but I do believe
in letting people exercise their own good, common
sense, and letting demand and supply regulate disputed questions. I have never bought or sold a
pound of glucose in my life but I have sold a great
many tons of grape sugar for feeding bees, to incite
brood-rearing. Grape sugar cannot be mixed with
honey, either in the hive or out of it, by any way that
I know of, on account of Its propensity to solidify
and separate. My profits are a quarter of a cent a
pound.
" In regard to what shall or shall not be published
In Oleanings, it seems to me you have chosen me to
be the one to decide; 1 am always glad of suggestions,
but inasmuch as we have, all the time, a great deal
more gond matter than can possibly be used, I do not
see how I can always accommodate all of you."

my

:

'

'

;

;

In this answer, Mr. Root mistakes the
It is not because he declined an article on adulteration of honey, but because he
declined at least three letters and the petition, and especially because he continues to
extol glucose, knowing, as well as I do, that
sugar is cheaper and more wholesome to
feed bees.
facts.

me

!

A

such mixture would be dislionest. Imagine
a father telling his sons that there are riper
watermelons in the garden of our neighbor
you could help yourself easily without being
detected
but don't go. for it would be dishonest ? What would be the result ? The
boys would steal the watermelons
Mr.
Root acts like that father, and anticipates a
good sale of glucose to mix with the crop of
honey
He cannot be responsible. Oh
no
Did he not tell his readers that this
adulteration would be dishonest ?
Mr. Root, who believes in miracles, does
not believe in science, since he imagines
that scientists cannot detect adulteration.
He does not believe in legislation; but he
believes in letting people exercise their common sense, leaving demand and supply to
regulate disputed questions.
Every adulterator would endorse these
views, and become rich before the question
of adulterated honey could be fixed. In
nearly all the civilized nations of the world
in England, France.Germany, etc.— there are
;

!

!

!

!

public officers to examine ail the articles of
rood offered to the people. Why ? Because
nobody would be able to detect all the
frauds. For years, glucosed honey flooded
our market, hindering the sale of the pure
article. What good did, in this case, the
system of letting the demand regulate the
supply ? None for the adulterated article
is every year more and more freely offered.
Some of this adulterated article was exported
to England. Immediately it was detected
the grocer of Glasgow, who had sold it, was
fined, and the American dealers hastened to
remove their spurious article, not only from
England, but from France, and this unlawful business was nipped in the bud on the
European continent. As legislation only
could do that, let us have legislation.
" Olenn'inns has too many good things to
u.se all."
les; we find in Qleanmgs a
great many letters praising the goods sent
by the editor, together with some accounts
of a boy who i-eturned drunk, of another
who swears, etc. But of what importance
is the adulteration of honey to us beekeepers, when compared with such interesting facts ? Was it not enough for the
readers of Oleanings to know that what
was said against glucose, was but sensational
;

;

reports ? Mr. Root proclaimed tlie qualities
of glucose, aud that was enough
Is not selling solid glucose under the name
of grape suj^ar, and refusing to publish the
truth about it, a kind of swindle ? The socalled grape-sugar, such as isoifered here,
is a far poorer article than liquid glucose.
In France, solid glucose is obtained by
evaporating liquid glucose. Here it is obtained by putting in it a greater quantity of
chalk, and the vendors of that compound,
under the name of " grape sugar" (Mr. Root
included), should be published as swindlers
!

and humbugs in Oleaiiings !
I was one of the six who remonstrated
against introducing religion in a newspaper.

Like Mr. D. D. Palmer, I would be glad to
have my letters published in Oleanings.

As

the editor of that paper insulted all the
free-thinkers, by saying that there can be no
honesty where there is no faith in the Bible,
I will examine the motives of his conversion.
I find them related in Gleanings for August,
page 273
" Several years ago, a very intelligent bee-keeper
paid me a yisit of several days. At the time 1 was
not a believer in the Bible, or at least I claimed that
1 was not, and he seemed to rejoice when he had discovered the fact. If I recollect aright, he made the
remark that the greater part of our number were
skeptics; that Mr. A did not believe in religion, and
worked his bees on Sundays, also Mr. B, and C, and
D, and E that Mr, F. was spiritualist, Mr.
something else, and so on. I remember a little feeling of
pain at this, for lightly as I was in the habitof speaking of the Bible, I could not help feeling a slight
shudder. Would he, while visiting other bee-keepers,

H

;

say of me Yes and Novice, too, does not beheve
in Bibles, and churches, and Sunday-schools
but
says it is an old piece of superstition, and it is high
time that it was all done away with, and reckoned
amongst the things of the past. It is true, my
"
friends, I was fond of saying just those words
:

;

;

Mr. Root has always one eye to business.
shuddered at the idea of being known by
bee-keepers as a free-thinker
What would
become of the metal corners, the Simplicity
hive and Olednlngs f It was just to avoid
so great a danger. To make a parade of a
miraculous conversion was notenough was
it not necessary to accuse of dishonesty all
the unbelievers in the Bible ? This new departure having proved a good investment,
our new saint boasts, every month, more and
more of his religion and of his good deeds,
and pockets the money beside
I began my article with a quotation from
the Bible I will terminate it with another
" Therefore, when thou doest thine alms,
do not sound a trumpet before thee, as do
the hypocrites in the synagogues and in the
streets, that they may have glory of men
When thou prayest, thou shalt not be as the
for they love to pray standhypocrites are
ing in the synagogues and in the corners of
the streets, that they may be seen of men."
Cha,s. Dadant.
—Matt. 6 2, .5.

He

!

;

!

;

!

;

:

Hamilton,

For the American Bee Journal.

!

Whyjs_It?

We have just

returned from a trip to the
Louis Exposition, one of the best, if not
the best Exposition held in the West.
While there we looked around carefully
for a display in the apiarian line, but not a
thing to be seen in that way, nor a bee or
beehive, nor a single ounce of honey. We
could but inquire of ourselves, why is it?
We speak of lioney markets but what effort
is or lias been made to work up a Western
market. None that we know of, save friend
St.

Muth, of Cincinnati.
Sorry that we cannot attend the National
Convention this season, but otlb?r engagements prevent.
W. J. Andrews.
Columbia, Tenn., Sept. 17, 1878.

For the American Bee .Tournal.

A

Curious Incident.

In Italianizing, I placed a small colony,
with queen cell, on a strong colony that I
wanted to change queens with, with wire
cloth between, expecting after the young
queen was fertilized to remove the old
queen and let them all go together, but she
was lost in going out to meet the drone, and
so made a strong colony of the upper one,
letting them raise a (pieen, and took them
off.
After the time had passed by for the

young queen

to hatch,

I

found that the young

queen, on returning from her wedding trip,
had gone into the lower hive, and being of
the same scent, had passed unnoticed, met
and killed tiie old one (which was clipped)
and remained in that hive. May we not get
a hint from this incident so as
changing of queens more easy
set

me down

make the
You may

to
?

a strong disbeliever in

San Jose,

Cal., Sept. 4, 1878.

•%<

For the American Bee Journal.

Wire

for Foundation, Extractor, &c.

When I wrote the article for the July number on " Wire for Foundation," I described
bedding the wire in the foundation by placing
in the sun and pressing the wire in with a
guui rolli'r. I have now got something better and cheaper. Make a wheel of wood 13^
inches in diameter. J^ inch thick place in
this oval tin cogs, }4 inch apart and
deep;
set this wheel in a .socket, and you are ready
for work. Fasten the wires to foundation
wet a
as described in the July number
board to fit the frame place the foundation
on this with wires on the upper side then
run the wheel over the wire, just hard
enough to bed the wire into the foundation.
The wire should be fine, so that it will cut
into the foundation, and if it should be a
little loose in the frames this wheel will kink
it, so that it will
work all right. Coarse
wire will not bed well, and is a detriment to
brood-rearing, as the queen will skip the
cells it passes through
but the fine wire
;

%
;

111.

;

P. S.— I have yet on hand a few hundred
copies of the petition that I would be glad
to send to send to parties, to have them
signed.
Ch. D.

^M° The Sorrento Saw for attaching to any
sewing machine, advertised in another
column, is a nice thing, and may be seen in
our Museum.

tlie

Dzierzon theory, in regard to drones being
pure from a queen that has met an impure
drone.
S. S. Butler, M. D.

;

;

bottom of tlie
queen appears not to notice
rests on the

cells,
it.

and the

Where the
wirinj? comb

extractor is used, I think this
is a great invoition.
I have tested the
by the side of comb lioney, for
and I can make one-half more
money with the extractor, even it I should
sell for half the price
Tiiis year I ran 33
colonies with the extractor, that made me
6,000 lbs. I divided the 1st of August, and
made 6.5 from .33
The rest 1 ran to comb ;
they averaged 78 lbs. of surplns, and were
not increased ; are not as strong now as my
others. I can sell more extracted at 10c.
than sections at 15c. The colonies I can sell
at $8
this gives me, after paying for foundation, hives and sections, S24.3.5 per colony
for the extracted, and $10 tor the comb.
extractor,
five years,

!

!

It is to be regretted that the managers of
the fair did not offer premiums outside of
fruits, vegetables and the races, or I should
no doubt have had the pleasure of reporting a
larger exhibit. As it was. the honey exhibit
seems to have been overlooked. For not
until Friday evening, and then only upon
personal application to the superintendent
by the writer, was a committee appointed
to examine the display, and enter it in the
report of the association.
I. O. U.
Toledo, O., Sept, 23, 1878.

For the American Bee Journal.

Bees Kill

;

D. S. Given.

Hooperston,

111.,

Sept. 20, 1878,

For the American Bee Journal.

Does Pure Honey always Candy

?

I have some beautiful extracted honey,
taken from the combs the 10th of July, that
at this date, Sept. 24th, shows no signs of
graining. As regards color, quality and consistency, my patrons think it gilt-edged—
at any rate, tliey pay me a gilt-edged price
for it. Now, would it be safe to sell this
honey, or simply expose it for sale, in case
Dadant's national adulteration law was in
operation ? For does not Dadant claim that
all pure honey candies, "sooner or later ?"
It may be, however, that this honey does not
belong to the " sooner" classification. How

friend
St. Charles,

is this,

Dadant

?

111.

M. M. Baldkidge.

For the American Bee Journal.

Honey, &c. at the Tri-State Pair.
The following is a complete list of apiarian
products and supplies, exhibited at the TriState Fair, held at Toledo, O., during the
week ending

Sept. 21st, 1878.

Messrs. Riegle & Boldosier, of Adelphia,
Ross Co. O., exhibited samples of box honey,
which took first premium at the state fair at
Columbus, the week previous also, the
;

combination liive, bee feeder, smoker,
single frame nuclei, &c.
Geo. Wilson & S«n of Toledo, O., had on
exhibition 10 different styles of Langstroth
Hives, ranging in price from $1.00 to $2.00
each; also, sections, shipping crates, &c.
B. O. Everett exhibited fine samples of
extracted clover and buckwheat honey.
Also, honey extractors, Bingham's smoker,
Muth's,Scofield's and Novica's honey knives.
H. J. Winters exhibited an observation
hive, which attracted much attention from
its

superior workmanship; also,

comb honey

in sections.

J no. Y. Detwiler of Toledo, O., exhibited
1 doz. each, of 1 and 2 lb. honey jars, which
attracted much attention; also, a half barrel
extracted clover honey, all of which was
harvested in the heart of the city of Toledo.

A

Horse.

A

rather singular freak among the bees
took place here last Tuesday, resulting in
the death of a fine horse.
It appears the
horse in drawing a load of lime, for use in
a new building adjoining the yard where 11
colonies of bees stood, became much heated
and was left standing outside the fence,
about 12 feet from the bees, suddenly several
were noticed about his head, and in less than
half a minute, such a scene was never
before witnessed; every colony seemed
infuriated all rushed at the horse until his
head, neck and body could scarcely be seen.
The poor animal could not be moved from
the spot; some heroic men covered their
faces, a woman led the party, by tying a
veil over her hat, and with a broom and a
bucket of water pitched at them, then the
men followed. The head of the hoi'se was
covered several inches thick with them
they continued to throw on buckets of
water and scrape off the bees by the quart.
Finally they got the harness off, and dragged
him away,'but the poor animal died that
night, in great agony.
W. B. Baker, M, D.
Bristol, Pa., Sept. 2, 1878.
;

;

What

shall the Decision be

?

" Bees have not done well here this season;

The season opened
they wintered well.
about a month earlier than usual. They did
well through March and April, but May set
in wet and cold, just as white clover was
coming into bloom and continued so through
white clover bloom; and the consequence is
our honey crop is short, not over one-third
of a crop. I have been reading with considerable interest the discussion now going
on in the Journal, in regard to the purity
of Italian bees. It seems to me that those
that have expressed themselves through the
Journal, differ widely as to what constitutes pure Italian bees. From my observation and experience I have arrived at the
conclusion, that a queen that will uniformly produce three-baiided workers and
produce young queens that when fertilized
by Italian drones, will produce three-banded
workers without any exceptions, I think
pure Itialian, and after they get through this
discussion, I think that will be about the
points that will be settled upon, as fixing the
standard of purity of Italian bees.
H. D. Edwards.
Delhi, Jersey Co. 111., Sept. 10, 1878.
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133

..

No

.
.

.

.

.

32

.

.

23
..

15
.

.

39
..
.

.

82
.

101

.

3

104

.

.

..

20
185

15
....

3

'i.5

5
10

kept

.

39
42
13
82

700
700
300
700
10.500

.,

8

4.50

1

5

acc't

.

24
70

40 ....
....
....

No

..

73

acc't kept
1350
20

1.5000 ....

70

18

73

85
100
900

24

24
9

3
28
23
26
15

No

..

130
14

200 ....
6
800

600
200 ....
2000 ....
13
6.50
135
10
514
773
19
100
2000
400 ....
2600 11400 100
500
425
75
84 ....
350 ....
15
300
.50
2

..

18

10

§175
7

....

700
70

.

26
10
67
220

5
59
63

.59

4.50

..

.

19

12
125
103
§260
25
25

§.55

.,

10

11

2:^

10
146
26
130
33

35
41
11
62
4
11
5

.

10

..

..

6

8

53
10
25
7
40

acc't kept
2223
10
1080 ....
5000 100
3999
25
545
22
15
....
1202
25

800
599
2000
1200
350

21

33

44

7
24
70
100
28
§13
26
§19

I

44
107

51

t7

t4

".52

21

22
33

30

7

".50

.50

18

27

1.52

152

35
78
35
40
24
110
250
38
20
28
20
90
50

97
18
130
14
24
9
25
171
84
64

No
1999

15

15
10
60
13

16

1

65

135
1000
7000
7499
1.50

10

317

61

.3411

1.50

975
'480

....

20
'.'.'.'.

1700 ....
15
30
....
34
114
5
acc't kept
193 ....
10
3000
50
....
499 150
5
i6.56

"3.5

Name

D

Palmer, D.
Peck, D.J

Pelliam, J. E
Pelon, Martin
Perry, Fayette

E

Pickup,

—

H

Pierson, N.
Pierce, Warren
Pike, Edwin
Poppleton. O. O.
Pratt, B. F

Mercer, 111
Susquehanna,|Pa..
Tioga, N.Y
Ottawa, Mich

Kane, 111
Bureau, 111

..

40

Chickasaw, Iowa..
Lee.

Ill

Montgomery, Ind..
Benton, Iowa

Ralston, James
Rofkar, JI
Rogers. Clark

Ottawa,
Allegany, N. Y.
Franklin, Mass

Roop, H. F
Sawyer, O. L

Kennebeck,

H

Mercer,

Scufider, L.
Sclieerer. J no
Scovell,

Piatt,

H
T
N.M

Me

III

Cherokee, Kan
Henderson, 111

Shaffer,

Dubuque, Iowa

H

..

&

Snider,

G.W.D...

Stanley,

Son

Sntcliff.

Wm

Jas

A

Tabor. L.
Tarr, C.
Taylor, R. C
Taylor, M. F

10
40
74
120
40
122
.58

Nelson, Ky
Mercer, Pa

P

M

N.Y
Ky
N.Y
Steuben, N. Y
Spencer,
Ontario,

Stevenson. J. B
Stephens. B. R
Stun)p,

Crockett, Tenn ...
Schoharie. N. Y...

Albany,

H

O

Sterritt, J.

7

St. Clair. Ill

Snyder

77
57
6
8
13
18
112
13
61
125
9
113
103

175

138
80
82

*200

Hampden. Mass...

8

Monroe, Wis
New Hanover, N.C
Hennepin, Minn. ..
Monroe, N. Y

3
.39

Wade. Walter

Ti])pecanoe, Ind.

1^

Wainwriuht. L. M.

Hamilton, Ind
Richland. Wis
Albany, N.Y

II.

T

E

.

3
6
.50

Wayne, Mich
Outagamie. Wis
Meeker, Minn

13
28
9
61

Whitker. F. M....
Wilcox, F
Wiliard, W. J
Wilson. E. T

Tremont, Iowa
Warren, Pa
Putnam, III
Juneau, Wis
Union, 111
Dodge, Neb

Wiutield, J
Worrall, J.

Crockett. Tenn....

Wellington.

Wei man,
1

L

E.

Ionia.

R

Wovthin^ton,

X

W. S

10
40
14
20
40
122
7

San B('rnardino,Cal
DeKalb, 111
Hamilton.
Madison, N. Y

88

N.Y

References.—* Estimated
Raised and sold queens.

to the

31
17
6
2
37
37
§11
14

3
6
49
11
26
6
61

16
75
15
50
9
99

.50

45
18

12
8
29

end of the season

97

.

100
12-2

7

.5i
.

.

....

1.500

300 ....
1200
13

.50

105
20
5

2.54

.

400 ....
49280 325
999 7999
80
800
400
10
1.500
7.50
26
200 ....
150 ....
300 ....
400 ....
2000 ....
40
20 1400
12
1.501
77
300 ....
335
.500
5
2.566
30
987
24
125
300

57

1600
...

42

11

12
8
60
60
61
27

22
4
60
77
20
28

30
42
43

21

tl02
126
60

.55

30
43
45
12

O

Queens,

42
8
3
2
39

1

"6

4

Gr. Traverse. Mich.
Black hawk. Iowa..
Hillsdale, Mich....
Lucas, O

Ward. W. S
Warren. H. H
Washburn. F. H...
Weatherby, A

113
6

.57

42

18

60
124

3400

2399
1175

....
10
1480
6
3400
20
100
828
10
335
250
a50
200
600
3100
200
No acc't kept
500
20
2.500
100
15
....
2200
1000
925
1200
60
175
1.50
00
7
499
499
10
2000
5
10
16
2000
30
1650
22
.50
7350
62
640
500
20

9

70

Dunn, Wis

Walser.

1.50

63
128
80

1

'"9

.5300

65
840
200
1999
80
200

12

18
3
13

11

Tracey, S. P
Triem, S. S
.

10

39
65
110
40
120
56

123
20
24
20
33
162
18
89
200
27
175
127
3
16
20
50
75

"19

18
5
37

4

Tibbetts, A. J

A.

6

42
48
26
46
92

.52

Wellington, Can...
Livingston, N. Y..

G.

9
113
98

71
56
45

4

57
31
19
6
2
38
40
8

Van Horn,

.57

10
8
13
17
98
12
53
117

205
54
24

2.50

.57

Tenny, Nelson
Thorn, J. C
Thompson, J. A...

Truman, L

196
53
26
35
18
18
8
38
76

1

Noble, Ind

Smith, Jiio.
Sim pk ins, A. B.
Smith. C. T
Soden, G. C
Sprague, G.

...

Mo

Sharp, M.

Simon, Chas

54
28
38
19
18
8

Stark, 111
Portage, O
Grant, Wis

Quick, S

20.5

46
42
6
3

20
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2

'39

57

.

.

17

'i7

4
2

6

38
40
11
15

11

11

.54

69
50
27
22
46
52
50

;

+

50
2840
113
2000
132
120

6
'i3

.

.

.

.

.

.

28
.

.

61
30

61
30

.500

500
800
250

42
7

23

12

No
1072
50

.500

21

Purchased some

....

;

§

160
300

2000
1000

30

....
....

7
156
4
acc't kept
.500

....

2000
30
100 ....

Sold some

;

received some fine Italians from the east;
and killed off a good many laying hybrid
queens, but the season being late, and drones
scarce, we failed in replacing a good many
of them, hence the reason of such a discrep-

®xxx %ttUx ^ox.
Mauston, Wis., Sept. 10, 1878.
" 1 lost 13 colouies early in the spring from
robbers and mice. I lose a few every year
from bad boys in the neighborhood. 1 use
box hives and 10 lb. boxes. 1 intend to
make the study of hives and boxes an important consideration this winter, and start
F. Wilcox.
anew next spring."
[As you are using 10 lb. boxes, we strongly
advise you to adopt the prize box. No other
package sells well in this market.— Ed. 1
Boscobel, Wis., Sept. 16, 1878.
a failure here.
It has been impossible for honey to secrete
on
account of
quantities
in good flowing
excessive rains. Our bees have enough good
honey, well capped for ordinary winter and
spring use. Colonies are very strong, and
thrifty, and we look forward for a better
Edwin Pike.
season in 1879."
"

The past sununer has been

Clark's Fork,Mo., Sept.

15, 1878.

"This season has been a rather poor one
for honey. For a short time in June our
but

when

Franklin, N. Y., Sept., 19, 1878.
"It has been the poorest season for honey
in this section, I have ever known for 10
years. All my hives have plenty of honey
for winter. 1 placed my boxes inside of
hives, they seem to like to store there better
in top boxes.

frames IGXxllK-

My hive contains 8
After they get nicely

started, 1 place the boxes on top and put
empty comb in center of brood-chamber or
foundation. 1 have tried a few frames of
fomdation and like it very much for brood,
but don't want any more tor startes in boxes;
nice white comb is better."

Benj. Franklin.

"

The

been the

Kiverton. Iowa, Sept. 13, 1878.
best part oi my honey season has
last 3

weeks.

1

have about

(JOu

1

bs.

in the iiive yet to extract and about 200 lbs.

comb honey to take off. We have had
frosts for the last 2 nights and 1 am afraid
that it ends the honey season. 1 was trying
to get 600 sections tilled. 1 have 125 filled
and the rest about ready to cap, but if the
season is over, the capping I suppose is over
crop of honey last season, was
also.
about 4,000 lbs. I have had over 100 frames
of honey meltdown this summer. Onehive
of a capacity inside of 7,.500 inches, with ?A
frames, all melted in a heap, the tirst I ever

My

had."

E.

in

numbers between

fall

and spring.

prevent swarming all we can, but last
spring several did come.out, 12 of which we
hived; which made up our number to 150 iu

and that is the number we worked this
summer. This valley of ours is seldom
noticed as a honey producing one, the neighboring counties San Diego and Los Angeles
generally get all the credit. Now I wish to
state, that this valley is equal to any of
them, and in a year, such as last, far superior, for while those counties were losing
colonies by the hundreds, none of our beekeepers lost any by'starvation, but instead,
most of them were aole to ship considerable
all,

surplus honey.

From our

102 colonies

we

received 11,000 lbs. This year all have done
remarkably well, few averaging less than
200 lbs. to the colony. As to quality it can't
be beat. These are facts, wliich ought to

give San Bernardino honey a reputation
Those
equal to any made in California.
who have used foundation most have done
the best, and all agree that it is essentially

necessary for large honey yields."

James

B.

Stevenson.

the

bees did remarliable Avell,
drouth set in tliey quit work and liave done
but little work since, with no prospect for
fall pasture, although I think tlie majority
will have enough honey to winter on."
S. L. Jewett.

tlian

ancy

We

Wellington.

San Bernardino, Cal., Sept. 8, 1878.
" After last year's honey season we divided
and got fertile queens, all doing well, but
instead of letting well enough alone, we
thought we would improve the stock-, having

Fish Creek, Wis., Sept. 13, 1878.
" I wintered my one colony of bees in my
dwelling house, in a room up stairs. They
came out in the spring all right, but they had
no honey in the spring to keep them
through tlie wet, cold, weather we had here,
and i feared they would not do much, so I
sent to you in June, for a nuclei colony,
but before they arrived, I saw that my bees
were queenless, and I put them together in
the Langstroth hive, and they have increased
to 2 good colonies. I have kept them from
swarming by giving them plenty of room, to
work in, over the breeding apartment, and
they have done well, and are the nicest and
largest bees that I ever saw. I am going to
try wintering out doors this winter, and shall
report in the spring how they did."

Wm. Darling.

Canandaigua, N. Y., Aug. 31, 1878.
"My 122 colonies 1 obtained from 52 colonies, in box hives, bought in the fall of 1877,
although they were wintered with cut straw
on top and straw on all sides except back
and front. I transferred them in the spring
of 1878; taking out the drone comb, was the
cause of my getting so much wax. 1 used
20 lbs. worker foundation to replace tlie drone
comb. Also, used about 15 lbs foundation
as starters in sections. Have fed my bees
nothing this year and will not be obliged to
feed any. I had 40 lbs. or thereabouts of
honey that I took from them, when
transferring, 1 fed that back. 1 have made
no estimate of that. Instead of chaff 1 used
cut oat straw. 1 did not get honey from 20
of my colonies. The season here has been

anything but

tirst class.

Bees

lost 5

days in

the best of white clover bloom, on account
of its being cold and rainy. Also one day
in basswood season. Have taken no honey
from blacks since July 25th, nor do 1 think I
Italians have made about
will get any.

My

i

25 lbs. each, since July 35. It has been 3
weeks since they stopped work. Think I
have all the surplus honey I will get this
season. Have no sections on at present."
G. C. SODEN.

Mt. Auburn, Ind., Sept. 7, 1878.
bees conmienced to swarm in April,
and kept it up until the middle of August.
Would have had a very good season for
honey, if we had been prepared for it.
Nearly all are now in good condition; plenty
of bees and raising more, and gathering
their winter stores. A sorghum mill is going
to start within half a mile; I do not yet
know what plan I shall adopt, to keep my
bees away."
H. B. Lisk.
"

and honey forsome, and had someon shares.
Bees in this locality go into winter quarters
strong in young bees and plenty of honey.
1 am
chaff,

preparing my bees for winter in
with carpet over bees and no honey
board. My hive holds 8 frames 11x17^."

W. Stump.

My

Genoa, DeKalb Co. 111., Sept., 16, 1878.
" The honey season has been a very good
one in this section, especially for those that
have managed their bees with a proper

knowledge of the science of bee-keeping.

The

notice in the

Journal

now

Neosho Rapids, Kan. Sept.

"My bees have

Glen Rock, Pa., Sept.

last winter, that

would sell 80 colonies of bees, was noticed
by Mr. Stephens, of Toronto, Canada. A
short correspondence and a bargain was
made. In consequence of the long continued
cold weather before June, one-half of the
colonies were reduced to very few bees.
But as the white clover began to blossom,
they were soon in a condition for gathering
honey. And with his knowledge of the
science of bee-keeping and a perseverence
in the business. Mr. Stephens has finished
the season with the following result: 103
colonies, 8,000 lbs. of extracted honey, a
comb-honey, not yet
large amount of
removed from the hives, 80 lbs. of wax, and
plenty of honey now in hives for winter
stores. The bees were moved 3 miles from
their old stand, with the exception of 3, the
product from those 3, were 9 new colonies,
and 380 lbs. of extracted honey, and with
not a particle of feed but what they gathered
from the fields; have now enough for
winter."
A. Stiles.

Warsaw, Canada, Sept. 10, 1878.
"The season iiere has been poor for honey.
Continued frost in May and to 10th of June,
left my hives without honey at that time,
and several swarmed out to avoid starvation,
but from that time up to date the season has
been very good. Colonies all in good order
for winter, having a large amount of brood
in them now. I shall extract about 300 lbs.
more yet from them and still leave plenty for
winter stores."
G. Gaklick.
South Pendleton, Ohio, Sept.
of the

7, 1878.

"There was no difference last spring in
those colonies wintered in chaff or without,
owing probably to our mild winter. 1 have
good prospects for 300 or 400 lbs. of comb
honey more this season; buckwheat harvest
is good thus far."
J. H. Bupp.

I

"The weather

9, 1878.

increased well, this season,

by natural swarming. They made no surplus honey until about two weeks ago, I took
40 lbs. from 3 hives last Saturday. I have
1 coloney which increased to 7 since last
spring, by natural swarming."
Nathan Davis.

15, 1878.

month of June

ruined our prospect for this year, which up
to that time was never better. I calculated
on 4,000 lbs. of surplus honey, but got only
1,300 lbs. I had only 5 natural swarms. The
hive I use is a non-swarmer; its capacity at
one time is 133 lbs., but I never allow a box
or frame to remain on after it is capped over.
After honey season is over I get my
increase by taking one frame from each
hive, putting 6 together and giving them a
young queen of my own raising; having 15
nuclei. My increase has not been all from
my own; having bought 3 and traded hives

Hudson, Mich., Sept.

"My loss was heavy last spring.
under a shed facing the

east.

All

16, 1878.
1

wintered

went

into

winter quarters strong and full of honey,
but they dwindled all winter. They were
in American hives and had a fair amount of
ventilation and mats on top. I have a repository but I deemed it too warm last season to
winter in. I think I will winter in chaff
next season, as only 1 colony died that was
treated that

way

last winter."
J.

W. Allen.

Central City, Iowa. Sept. 16, 1878.
" Can Italian bees gather honey from red
?"
clover
Mrs. M. C. Jordan.

[Only a little.— Ed.]

Washington Co., Wis., Sept. 8, 1878.
"This is my first j^ear's experience with
I have increased from 1 to 7
have
taken 100 lbs. of surplus and have on the
hives 50 lbs. more of surplus honey about
one half each of comb and extracted, leaving at least 30 lbs. for each colony to winter
on. 'Foundation' and 'dividing colonies'
did it !"
Geo. W. Jones.

bees.

;

—

[Seven colonies from 1 is " good enough!"
but with 150 lbs. of surplus honey, it is
astonishing. True, the use of " comb foundation" and judiciously "dividing colonies"
will do wonders. If you have young bees
enough, and give them 30 lbs. of good capped
honey to winter on, they should winter
well
and if so, you have nothing to be
ashamed of from your first year's experience
with bee-keeping.—Ed.]
;

Garden Plain, III., Sept. 3, 1878.
are at work again, but the season
will be a short one, being curtailed both at
the beginning and end. They worked on
clover about 4 weeks. On account of the
drouth, the fall crop did not begin till about
Aug. 30, and it will be a very light yield."

"Bees

R. R.

Murphy.

Cedar Vale, Kan., Sept. 15, 1878.
" Our tall honey rush is just commencing.
Aster and golden rod is in abundance, we
have two liinds of astor here, both excellent
honey yielders. My bees have at this time
an average of 45 or 50 lbs. of capped lioney,
and my reason for leaving that amount is
that 1 am as yet unacquainted with the
country, and know not what the fall resoures for late honey will be, but indications at this time are good. I think there
will be considerable surplus yet.
1 find
ready sale for extracted noney at 20 cents
per lb. Could sell all my bees at $10. per
colony, but intend keeping them, as they
pay me well. My honey is a No. 1 article,
very clear and Avhite, and weighs 12 or 123^
lbs. per gallon. "j
D. Baktgis.

New Eichmond,
"I wintered about

was clean, as though they had just
finished house cleaning.
did they cut
Mrs. L. Harrison.
hive

Why

out brood-nest ?"

[We

cannot explain this freak without
Was the comb old ? This
sometimes causes them to tear it down.
Has any of our readers had similar experience ? If so, we would like to hear from.

more

particulars.

-Ed.]
Greene, Iowa, Sept. 9. 1878.
" My bees have done well since the first of
August. I got all my surplus, 2,500 lbs.,
in four Aveeks, from buckwheat and fireweed. I have one hive on the scales ; the
most gathered in one day was &)^ lbs., and
the least 214 lbs."

Ind., Sept, 16, 1878.
100 colonies without

loss, on summer stands packed with chaff.
10 snowed under 4 feet deep for a
month, 2 years ago, and all was well. 1

Had

we should breed for the characteristics
we desire in a working colony, rather than
tiiink

"fancy " or appearance. I want good boxworkers, no matter what the size or appearance of the queen. I have 1 colony that has
not swarmed for 3 or 4 years, and is always
in good condition and gives good surplus.
J. O.

Shearman.

Hamilton, O., Sept. 21, 1878.
will send you a
condensed report of the meeting of the
South-western Ohio Bee Keepers' Association, held in Lebanon, O., Sept. 14, 1878.
Drones can be kept for late queen-rearing,
by taking a queen from a colony that has
plenty of them, and keeping her in a nucleus
till late in the season, then she can be returned. Queens will shake about in thecell
when they are dead, but] if they are alive
they wil not. Nine lbs. of honey will last
a moderate sized colony from Nov. 1st until
April 1st, but a good colony requires 25 lbs.
to last through winter and spring. "Root"
and "King" smokers were on exhibition,
besides a "Savage" queen cage, and "Mitchell" bee hive.
As Mitchell is trying to
get a liold in our neighborhood, 1 would take
it as a favor, if any one that has had dealings with him that were not satisfactory,
would send me a short account of it, on a
postal card, to be used at our next meeting.
Has he raised any queens at Sandusky this
last summer, as* per his pamphlet ? Next
meeting to be held in the same ])lace on the
second Friday in Februarv, 1879.

Friend Newman.— I

W.

S.

Boyd,

Sec.

Peoria, 111., Sept. 22, 1878.
"Noticing that a colony of bees were not
as populous as they ought to be, I examined them. Lo! and behold, the brood-nest
wasn't there. It was entirely cut out in
some frames, leaving openings as large as
my hand; in others it was cut down to the
base of the cells, and looked as it it had
been newly varnished. There was not a cell
of brood in the hive; and not one for the
queen to lay in, for the rest of the frames
were all capped honey. It had a fair amount
of bees, a queen and a large amount of capped honey. There was no moths, and the

E.

Eikenberky.

Byron, N. Y., Sept. 9, 1378.
Hive No. 79 has so far given me one hundred and three boxes of white honey, weighing two hundred and eight pounds."
J. E.

Moore.

[Good enough. That must be your "banner colony," is it not, friend Moore ?—Ed.]

Hope, O., Sept. 7, 1878.
" Instead of an extraordinary honey yield
almost a failure. Comb foundation
has helped me out of many difficulties already. I never saw bees stronger or working more vigorously than now."
E. McNiTT.

we had

Yinton, Iowa, Sept. 9, 1878.
" 1 began the season with twelve colonies,
and had nine swarms. One of the swarms
left the hive after the queen began to lay,
and united with another swarm. White
clover yielded abundantly. From then till
the end of August they did nothing. Now
they are at work on fall flowers, which are

abundant here. I have ready sale for all my
honey at fifteen and twenty cts. per pound."
Jas. Kalston.
Lincolnville, Ind., Sept. 14th,

'78.

I have done pretty well this searobbed my bees a little too much last
half of them would have starved if
season
I had not fed them. I examined them early
aiid found one colony starved to death. I
immediately bought $o worth of sugar and
fed it all to them. This lasted till white
clover began to blossom, but just before the
clover began to bloom they pitched in and
robbed out one colony, leaving but eighteen
colonies. I have sold all my honey at twenty
cents per lb. It was pronounced the nicest
comb honey in the market."

"I think

son.

I

;

Joel Brewer.

Nodaway Mills, Ta., Sept. 9, 1878.
"Bees in this part of the country are
storing from buckwheat, smart-weed, Spanish needle and golden rod; but the past few
days has been so cold, that they could not do
much. The Spanish needle honey I like
very much; it is clearer, but a little thiner
than buckwheat, but very pleasant to the
Gathering^
taste, after standing for awhile.
has been good all summer until the last of
August, except about 2 weeks before and

during basswood bloom. The honey stored
then, principally mustard, was clear but very
thin. The first part of the season was very
R. C. AiKiN.
wet."
Grant, Ky., Sept. 23, 1878.
" Bees are doing well now on smart- weed
and other wild bloom; the golden rod is not
quite in bloom, but will be in about a week

from now."

R. L.

Hubbard,

Aylok.

O., Sept. 17, '78.

"

The season here has been good. 1 sell
comb iioney at 25 cents per lb; extracted, 6

they will leave the black bees in the shade.
I have no queens for sale. All having Italians in movable frame hives should use an
extractor.
Comb-foundation and the extractor combined with the Langstroth hive,
and well developed intellect, will make the
Italian mothers smile, while her sons and
daughters will not fail, under ordinary circumstances, to well satisfy their master.
Bees are doing but little now, about surplus
honey, though, they are feeding an unusual

amount

of

brood.

Buckwheat,

lbs. for $1."00.
Wholesale, 15@20 cents. I
could not get so much were it not in small

sections."

J.

Winfield.

Macon, Mo., Sept. 8, '78.
colonies; 2 starved; sold 8 in
each, leaving 8.
Have
Italianized and built up to 51 strong colonies
of 8 to 12 frames each. Have taken 1200 lbs.
of honey, and expect several hundred pounds
more."
C. Eggleston.

"Wintered 18

the spring, at

$<i.

Walton, Ky., Sept. 9 '78.
did well, and all in good condition for winter. I use the Langstroth and
Mitchell hives— the former 1 like best for
comb honey production, the latter for wintering."
John. H. Fullilove.

boneset,

golden rod and smart-wead, are abundant
and make them a good fall pasturage."
J. B.

Murray

Berne, N. Y., Sept. 6, '78.
Springopened very fine, and brood-rearing
was far in advance of the usual season, but
from May 9th, to the middle of June, we had
more or less rain, followed by frosts and
cold weather. Swarms that were apparently about issue, killed their drones and did
but little.
The latter part of June and
July has been warm and more favorable.
Buckwheat bloomed in August, and bees
are doing finely."
M. Snyder & Son.

"My bees

Adams Center, N. Y., Sept. 9, 1878.
"Early frosts and wet weather following,
ruined the spring honey crop. Then they
swarmed too much, and the extreme hot
weather, caused many of the combs to melt
down. Another year I shall try to prevent
swarming and work for box honey. My
bees are in good shape for winter. May have
to feed a little."
C. E. Glaziek.

"My

Elliston, O., Sept.

9, 1878.

bees are storing honey now from
boneset and golden rod. L will get two or
three barrels more of honey. 1 lost two
colonies in the spring by being queeidess;
and two by moving them into the country.
Box-honey is almost a failure this season,
on account of too much rain."

John

P.

Dipman.

Haskinsville, N. Y., Sept. 9, '78.
"This has been a very poor season for
honey. With more bees and better advantages for taking honey than last year, I have
taken only about one-third the amount of
honey 1 then had. It has been a fruitful
season and plenty of bloom, but it was too
wet for honey."
Geo. H. Sprague.

Ada,

O.,

Aug.

28, 1878.

"I have gradually increased from

Jonesboro, HI., Sept.

9, '78.

"The spring yield was poor, on account
much wet weather. The last two

of so

weeks have been splendid, but I have not
had the bees to gather in the honey. They
were thinned out by the "bee Killer" during
the buckwheat bloom. My hives were full
of bees when the buckwheat began to bloom,
and in less than ten days they looked as if
they had been swarming. The "bee killers"
infested the buckwheat fields by thousands.
I saw them nearly as thick as the bees. It

has been a great disappointment. I fed my
bees all through July, and had the hives
crowded with young bees, to take advantage
of the fall flowers."
W. J. Willard.

Duncan,

III.,

Sept. 10, 1878.

"I am trying the Langstroth hive. The
bees have built between the end of the
frames and the hive. I think there is too
much space. As to bees freezing, I think
there is more smothered than frozen.
I
always give my bees more ventilation in
adouble-wall
winter than in summer. I use
hive.
The bees are protected against both
heat and cold. I have had bees for 40 years.
I take the American Bee Journal and
think it the " boss." It interests me much.
Success to its Editors." W. H. Pierson.
[Evidently there was too

much space

be-

tween the ends of the frames and body of
the hive. It should be % of an inch. If
more,

it is

too

much.— Ed.]

ten log

gums, bought in the spring of 1875, to one
hundred and twenty-five colonies at this
date. Duringthelatterpartof July and first
of August, the Italians worked on my large
English clover by the ten thousands, from
morn till dusk. The family house and section boxes tell bad stories on the black bees.
It has been said, that blacks are best for
storing box honey, my experience is this:
give the Italians a Langstroth hive and at a
proper time the right kind of sectiiiis, and

Swanton, O., Sept. 3, '78.
" I had a heavy swarm come out early in
May, from a hive that lost its queen gave
I extracted
it empty combs on July 2;5<.i.
one hundred and fifty-eight pounds of honey
2t\.
from one colony, Aug.
I liave taken
nineteen queens from my yard, and had
twenty colonies, from which I got nine
hundred and eighty-seven pounds of honey,
and twenty-four pounds of wax. I left four
;

solid

frames to each hive.

I

only had eleven

colonies last Api-il.

I

would

to get a

like

queen that will produce as many and just as
good honey gatherers, and brighter queens,
than the one that I have taken one hundred
and fifty-eight pounds of honey from.

the parent-colony.
The nine remaining
ones gave most of the comb honey which I
secured this year, and the extracted winter-

Dr. Carl Brumme.

killed colonies."

Novice.

Bricksville, O., Aug., 20,

"

The only reason why my

'78.

is not
from the

report

Garland, Pa., Sept. .5, 1878.
Deab Editor:— Your suggestions in
regard to our National Society awarding
prizes at apiarian exhibitions, we think welltimed and appropiate. It is not only necessary that bee-keepers should attend our
conventions, but they should be made so
attractive, that it would bring both, consumers and producers together for mutual
protection against our common enemy— the
sharks of our profession, and long may you

entire destruction by fire of all my stock of
hives, frames, cases, sections, foundation,
etc., at the beginning of the season.
I lost
four or five buildings and all my stock of
bee fixtures.
Consequently when the
swarming season came on I was obliged to
place the bees in supers and tops, which of
course was not available for comb honey.
The season here has been a splendid one

live to deal sledge-hammer blows right
left, for the right against imposition

greatest difficulty was to get
enough sections to keep them going."

fraud, in whatever form

it

and
and

from one-third

more,

to one-half

and everybody's bees seem

My

well.

appears-"

to

Chas.

is

have done
S.

Jno. F. Eggleston.
Strait's Corners, Sept. 9, '78.

"The honey

season has been poor; white
clover about half a crop, buckwheat a twothirds crop. With a good season I should
have doubled the amount of surplus. Bees
are all strong with plenty of stores for winter.
Shall winier twenty colonies in the
cellar and thirty-six out of doors, packed in
chatf.
Is it necessary, in out-door wintering, to cut passages through the combs
when they are provided with a passage way
over the top-bar of frames, with quilt and

one

foot

deep of chaff in front, and six

inches on each side and rear end ?"
J. E. Pelham.
[Certainly not.

frames will do.

The passage-way over the
Do not leave too much

space; two or three sticks placed across the
frames, sufficiently large to keep the quilt
up liigh enough for the bees to pass is sufficient.

Ed.
Detroit, Mich.. Sept.

9, '78.

"I commenced bee-keeping eighteen years
ago, when I found (mt that the cruel process
of killing bees to get at the honey was abandoned. Not knowing anything about bees,
I was cheated by a soldier of whom I bought
twenty colonies, which I had to reduce to
twelve in the fail. For safe keeping 1 put
them in a barn. The next winter, a very
mild one, killed half of them. 1 Italianized
the six remaining ones, and lost them all in
the next two years. After two years I
bought one colony in a common box-hive,
transferred it to one of my simple box-hives
with eight movable frames of the same size
as in the New Langstroth hive, and increased
them slowly. Now, I always keep them out
doors, have sometimes lost none, sometimes
one-quarter or one-third, but in the winter of

1874—5,

when

I

went

to

Germany,

I lost all

Eight colonies of the twenty-eight
had last spring, I lost by robbers in
my own apiary and from others. They
might have been weak, but they were not
queen less, because I found brood in every
one of them. Of the twenty colonies, I
obtained eleven first, and live second
swarms.
Some four or five colonies
brought three swarms, which I put back to
but

six.
which I

Burt.

Platteville, Wis., Sept. 9, '78.
"We had a poor season for bees. White
clover yielded well, but basswood was a
failure.
They are at work now on fall

flowers. I
colonies.

had to double up some

fifteen

My bees in the 'Home Apiary'
are in the south-east corner of my land, near
the road, and they sometimes sting passersby. My neighbor on the east, bought the
farm knowing the bees were there, and is
bothered some by them.
I liable for
damages if they sting those who pass in the
road, or sting iiorses and cause them to
run and do damage ?"
E. France.

Am

'

'

[We cannot say how

to decide the law
the case were ours, we should
move the bees to a more retired place before
another sun-set. We have no right to annoy
our neighbors, or cause them damage simply

point, but

if

We think comcourtesy would dictate
their immediate removal.— Ed.]
for our

own

gratification.

mon humanity and

San Jose, Cal., Sept. 4, '78.
" My yield of honey would have been fully
one-third more, but have been Italianizing
with a very fine strain of Italians. Received
bees from' several different ones, but do not
find any Eastern strain as fine in color or
looks, or as industrious, as our best California raised Italians. My best ones come
nearly up to friend Brooks' standard, except
the drones are not quite all perfectly threebanded. I think that this State will in time,
on account of its climate, produce the very
best strains of Italians. Will some one give
an essay on the best way to get the Italians
off from the combs ? They decidedly object
to being brushed
hard."

off,

and shake

S. S.

off

very

Butler, M. D.

Vermont, 111., Sept. 10. 1878.
"Enclosed find photograph of straw hive,
with which I have been experimenting.
Straw is l}4 inches thick, very compact and
thoroughly" painted on outside. The corners are of galvanized iron, and straw is
laced with copper wire, and they can be

made

rapidly.

[After a trial,
result.—Ed.]

W.
we would

J.

Atkinson.

like to hear the

Rollersville, O., Sept.

4, 1878.

"I have been I'eading the Journal on the
Of
purity of queens.
It is sickening.
course such will be the result of those who
know
man
Dzierzon
a
take ill the
theorJ^ I

^usxttjess l^attjers.
TERiWS OF .*^UBSCRII»TION.

who

believes that the earth is flat and foursquare, and, like Joshua, that the sun rises
and sets. Ever man that has pure bees
knows timt hybrids are better workers, and

Single subscription, one year
$2
Two subscriptions, sent
3
at the same time
"
"
"
"
Three
5
"
"
"
..each, 1
Four or more,

fight with tlie same enerj^ytiiat they work.
Is it sufficient evidence that a mule is pure

SO cents per line of A^jate space, tor each insertion,

because it can do more work than a horse ?
Two and three years ayo I reared queens
from one that never failed to duplicate herself— no black tip nor leather-colored queens,
but the color of new gold. Last season I
reared from a queen that never failed to duplicate herself, and never produced one with
a black tip. I reared fifteen this spring from
a queen, and couldn't tell one from another.
The balance of tlie season I bred from any
one.

Have

Manchester, Iowa, Sept.

able for the production of honey. Tliere
three weeks that bees did
well on white clover. After July 10th there
seemed to be no swoetness in the clover,
owing, 1 suppose, to the heavy rains that
prevailed; and from that time till buckwheat came in bidssom. bees did not gather
enough honey to keep them. Since the advent of buckwheat, they have done very
well. And now, since the basswood is gone,
there is plenty of forage in motherwort,
golden rod, smart-weed, &c., so that our
bees are getting in good shape for wintering.
have not used the extractor since July
15th. but could do so now with some of our
heaviest colonies. This much I have learned
within the past year,: that where I sold a
man honey last year, I have sold him five
times the amount this. And I think that is
the way to solve the problem of disposing of
our surplus honey, by creating a home marA. E. BOTSFOKD,
ket.

We

New Buffalo, Mich.,

Sept. 11, 1878.

"This has been a poor season. My bees
ate 3 times as much honey last March and
April as common, and had to be fed in May.
I did not extract any honey until the 16tli of
July.
When I saw the basswood was a
failure, I extracted 800 lbs. and had to stop
on account of robbing. I thought I could
extract about 800 lbs. more, but the honey
did not come and the bees ate up a part of
their early stores. They have been gaining
some for the past week, from golden rod,
which is nearly in full bloom now. My bees
are at work in boxes, enough at present, to
lbs.

but as they are only just

now

beginning

to cap part of it over, 1 call it 800
report. It is too early to give a
lbs. in
report of the fall honey. It is possible to get
as much surplus lioney after the 10th of this

my

month

now

as before, as the brood-chambers are

with the golden rod
honey, which is the very best for wintering
bees on; and even for my eating it is better
than any clover honey I ever ate. Basswood
Is

prettj^ well

filled

best and lighten

^^^y.

i

R.

S.

Becktell.

be inserted at the rate of

One
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15, 1878.

was only about

will

60
00
50

inch measures fourteen lines.
Special Notices 50 ce;its per line.
tiS^A line will contain about eight words; fourteen
Advertisements
lines will occupy an inch of space.
must be received by the2Uth, to insure insertion.
intend only to adNotice to Advertiners.—
vertise for reliable dealers, who expect to fulfill all
their advertised promises. Cases of reai imposition
will be exposed, and such advertisements discontinued. No advertisement received for less than $1.
Address all communications and remittances to

cash in advance.

Add Baik.

80 colonies.

"The season here has not been very favor-

hold 1,200

Advertf sementfi

00

When changing a post-office address, mention the
old address as well as the new one.
send the Jouhnal until an order for discontinuance is received and all arrearages are paid.
do not send goods by C. O. D., unless sufficient
money is sent with the order to pay express charges

We
We

both ways.

When

ordering Extractors, give outside dimenframe or frames to be used, length of topwidth and depth of frame just under top-bar.
In consequence of the dearth of small currency in

sions of
bar,

the country, we will receive either one, two or three
cent stamps, for anything desired from this office.
Strangers wishing to visit our office and Museum
of Implements for the Apiary, should take the Madison street-cars (going west). They pass our door.
Additions can be made to clubs at any time at the

same

rate.

Specimen copies, Posters, and Illustrated

Price List sent free upon application, for canvassing.
Remit by post-office money-order, registered letter
or bank-draft, payable to Thomas G. Newman & Son,
so that if the remittance be lost it can be recovered.
will send a tested Italian Queen to any one
sending us three subscribers to The American Bee
Journal with $6.00. Premium Queens will in every
case be tested, but not sent till after July 1st.
Write name and post-office address plainly. If
there is no express office at your post-office address,
be sure to give your nearest express office when ordering anything by express. Give plain directions
how goods" are to be sent.
Seeds or samples of merchandise can be mailed for
one cent per ounce, Printed matter one cent for
every two ounces. These must be tied up; if pasted,
they are subject to letter postage. Dmi't send sinali
packages by express, that can j ast as well be sent by mail.
For the convenience of bee-keepers, we have made
arragements to supply, at the lowest market prices,
Imported or tested Italian Queens, Full Colonies,
Hives, Extractors and anything required about the
Apiary. Our Illustrated Catalogue and Price List
will be sent free, on application.
We have gotten up a "Constitution and By-Laws,"
suitable f<ir local Associations, which we can supply,
with the name and location of any society printed,
at *2 per hundred copies, postpaid. If less than 100
are ordered, they will have a blank left for writing in
the name of the Association, etc. Sample copy will
be sent for a three-cent postage stamp.
Our answer to all who ask credit is this We sell on
small margins, and cannot atiord to take the risks of
doing a credit business. If we did such a business,
we should be obliged to add at least 10 to 20 per cent,

We

:

to our prices, to make up for tliose who would
never pay, and to pay the e.xpenses of keeping bookaccounts with our customers— this we know our Cstsh
customers would not think to their advantage.—
This rule we must make general in order not to do
injustice to any one. The cash system gives all the
advantage to cash customers, while the credit system works to their injury. In justice to all we must
therefore require Cash with the order, for all
Apiarian Supplies.

more

364

art,

The

Ohio

North-western

Bee-keepers'

Society, will meet at Toledo, O.. Thursday
Oct. 3, 1878, ill Druid Hall, at 10 A.M. All
bee-keepers and others interested in apiarian
matters, are cordially invited to attend our
convention, and bring anything of interest
to bee-keepers, such as extractors, honeyknives, section boxes, bee hives, frames, «&c.
Membership fee .50 cents. Ladies free.
W. F. Williams, Pres.
Daniel Keplek, Sec. Napoleon, 0.

[By

special request,

we

all the newest discoveries in the
by which the production of delicious

describes

North-western Ohio Convention.

shall attend this

Convention, at least, for a few hours, on
Thursday.—Ed.]

and health-giving Honey is obtained, as
well as how to prepare it for the market in
the most attractive shape.

We

have gotten a nice Isabel for
__
Crates, with blanks for addressing, as well
write
the
name of the shipper. Price,
as to
15 cents per dozen, postpaid; or 75 cents per
100.

Bees for Sale.— See advertisement
In last
lot, I

months Journal.

will deduct 10 per cent

there named.

If sold in

in

one

from the prices
D. Clifton.

Albany County Association.
West Bay

The Second Semi-Annual Convention

of

the Albany County, N. Y., Bee-keepers'
Association, will be held on Tuesday Oct.
14, 1878, at the Latham House, Cliesterville.
Town of Westerlo, at 10 A.M. We trust
Albany Co. bee-keepers will attend in full
force, and do all in their power to make the
time spent, both instructive and agreeable.
Wliile they are free to bring any hire or
apparatus pertaining to bee-culture, we
trust tliat tile time of the Association will
not be spent in exhibiting them. Bee-keepers in general are respectfully invited to
attend.
H.
Gakkett, Pres.
T. F. C. Van Allen, Sec.

W

.

City, Mich., Sept. 9, 1878.
Excelsior Extractor came duly to
hand. I took it home and extracted .325 lbs.
with it immediately. I am well pleased
G. A. Walrath.
with its work."

"The

C^"For nice Comb Honey,
we pay the highest market

Boxes,

Honey Markets.
CHICAGO.

HONEY.— The demand

E;^" The Southern Ky. Bee-keepers' Assowill hold its semi-annual Convention at Caverna, Hart Co. Ky., on the 1st
and 2d day of Nov. next. A large attendence is expected. And contributions of
apiarian supplies for exhibition, will be
highly appreciated.
N. P. Allen, Pres.

H.

W. Sanders,

Sec.

.

for choice lots of comb
is good, and bring from

honey, in single comb boxes
readily;
drug at lOot lie.

llfeilte

comb boxes being a
Choice extracted honey is quoted at
not much demand for it.
23(s25c; darker

honey

but there

7(aSc:

ciation,

in Prize
prices.

in 2

and

'.i

is

BEESWAX.— Prime choice yellow,

grades, 18(s20c,

CINCINNATI.

COMB HONE Y-In small boxes, 12S15c.

Extracted,

in shipping order, per doz., $2.50; per gross,
2 ft. jars, per doz„ $4.50; per gross. $5(1.00.
C. F. MUTH.

1 lb. jars,

$28.00.

CALIFORNIA.

HONEY.— Market

dull

;

anything reasonable ac-

We quote as follows Comb, white, ll@12c.
comb, dark to medium, Sw 10c. extracted, 5)^<«6)^c.
BEESWAX.— Duller and lower; 2a«24c.

cepted.

:

;

Bee-Culture or Successful Management of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman,
editor of the American Bee Journal.
This is the title of a new pamphlet of 80

Stearns & Smith, 423 Front St., San Francisco, Cal.

;

pages, which has been carefully prepared
for beginners who desire a cheap work, but
one up with the times, to familiarize themselves with the fascinating avocation of the
management and care of bees.
It is published both in the English and
German languages, and is beautifully illustrated. It is cheap, the price being only 40
cents for it, in either English or German.
It embraces every subject that will interest the beginner.
Commencing with a
short chapter on the Natural History of the
Honey Bee, it passes to the consideration
of the Situation Stocking and Arrangement of the Apiary, giving minute details
of the management and manipulations necessary to make Bee-Keeping a success. It

NEW

YORK.

Quotations.— Best fancy white comb honey, new,
extracted, new, felOc; buckwheat comb

17te20c;

honey,

13(aj 15c;

beeswax, prime, 27Kc.
H. K. & F. B. THURBEB

& Co.

Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place of Meeting.
Oct. 1.— Central Kentucky, at Ijexington, Ky.
1.— Union Association, at Shelbyville, Ky.
2.— West. Ill, and East. Iowa, at New Boston, 111.
.S.— North-Western Qhio, at Toledo, O.
8.— National Convention, at New York City.
15.— Albany County, N. Y., at Chester, N. Y.
Nov. 1.— Southern Ky., at Cavernii, Hart Co., Ky.
11.— Lancaster County, Pa., at Lancaster, Pa.
Dec. 4.— Michigan State, at Grand Rapids, Pa.
1878.

1879.

Feb. 14.— South-Western Ohio, at Lebanon, O.
to have this Table complete. Secretarequested to forward full particulars of time

I^~ In order
ries are

and place of future meetings.— Ed.
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name printed
allforaSc.

on,

and
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i^The

North-Eastern Wis. Associa-

tion have printed their proceedings in

a 12 page pamphlet.
Those wanting
copies should send to the secretary,
Mrs. F. A. Dunham, De Pere, Wis.,
for them.

i^The island of Cyprus at one time
contained nine different kingdoms, and
more than a million inhabitants. Owing to the alleged peculiar temperament
it was called "the home
and beauty."

of its people,
of love

i^The Louisburg, Kansas, Herald.
has over two columns devoted to a description of Mr. Paul Dunkin's apiary.
is a successful and scientitic

Mr. D.,

and well deserves the compliments given by the Herald.
apiarist,

National Convention Report
Bise and Progress of Bee Culture
Fertilization in

i^H. G. Heckman, Constantine,
Mich., has placed an excellent sample
of his white clover honey on our table.
It is beautifully clear and white.

:

Golden Rods

FOREIGN NOTES

^aWc.

:

Editorial Items

Petrified

No. 11.

402 to 403

403
404

i^Mr.

J. E.

Moore has sent us a

sample of his new crop of honey

in his

Also
box. It is very fine.
samples of liis manner of marketing.
He makes those caps for 1, 2. 6 and 12
boxes, and furnishes a wood bottom
for them, so that they can be marketed
without crating though they must be
crated or boxed when shipped. Friend
Moore is a genius, and makes marketing a study, and we are glad of it. Such
persons are always a benefit to society.
style of

—

Seasonable Hints.— In this northern climate, if your bees are not already
in winter quarters, lose no time in putting them in at once. See that all have
30 pounds of good, capped honey for
winter food if they have not enough,
feed them.
Any colonies that are
weak should be united, so that they
may be strong in numbers.
division
board to contract the chamber will be
convenient. Cover the frames with a
sheet of duck, coarse factory cloth with
cotton batting between, or some woollen quilt, to keep them warm and
absorb the moisture, and place in the
cellar or winter repository. Keep the

queen, uniting or dividing colonies,
&c., &c. And for the best exhibit of
honey in the most marketable shape,
they agreed to "award a suitable

temperature from 35° to

been made for many years.

;

A

that

45°,

and see

properly ventilated.
If you wisn to winter out of doors,
protect either by packing in chaff, hay
or straw, 3 or more inches thick, with
a slanting-board roof to keep it dry, or
use a box for packing as described by
Prof. Cook in his new Manual.
Having placed your bees into winter
quarters, store your mind with bee
literature, for it will make you wise
and successful, and then make hives
and boxes for next season's operations,
or procure them of some reliable dealer.
This is very often the most economical
way— but don't wait till next spring
before you send your order for them
and then get them by express. Order
them early and get them by freight,
thereby saving expense and worry.
it is

—

medal."
This is a move in the right direction
and must tell for good educating the
bee-keepers up to the right standard
and getting them to adopt scientific
;

management, and the most

ence to "• increasing its usefullness," as
reported on pages 378-9 of this issue.
We mean particularly its advice to
local societies to hold " Bee and Honey
Shows" once in each year, at which
time manipulations with bees should
take place, and competitive exhibits of
honey should be made. The National
Society decided to offer a " diploma for
the most expert handling of bees,"
leaving the local society to determine
the kind of manipulation— whether of
transferring, finding and caging the

— that

banding bee-keepers together for
purposes of mutual interest, securing
a uniform price for honey in each apiof

cultural district.
is

We really think

the most important

move

this

that has

Now, w^e ask
Will bee-keepers all
over the country endorse this policy,
by becoming members of the National
Society. It will take money to carry
out a plan of operations, which is thoroughly agressive, but the dues of each
:

member, (one

dollar,) will do it, and
forward to success. The name
and dollar may be sent either to the
Secretary, Dr. E. Parmly, 19 West 38th

carry

St.,

it

New York;

the Treasurer, J. H.
N. Y., or to the

Nellis, Canajoharie,

President, the editor of tliis Journal.
Providence permitting, we'll show

you

all,

by next summer, something in

of success heretofore unthought of.
Now, how many will
endorse this policy? Reader, will you?

the

line

Many

Progressive Ideas.— One important action taken by the National Bee
Keepers' Convention, was that in refer-

i-ational

It has a farther intention

ideas.

interesting

conununications

and letters are flefened on account of tlie
Report of the Proceedings ot tlie National
Convention. Tiiey will appear in our next
issue.

New

» «

>
Post Office Ruling.— The Post

Master General lias issued a circular to Post
Masters instructing them to receive "all
articles of tiie third class (excepting in all
cases liquids, poison, glass, and explosive
materials, prohibited by section 133 of the
postal laws), when enclosed in a special tin
envelope," a sanqile of wliicli was sent to
the Post Masters with the instructions.
This order now admits honey knives, and
shall see our Post
perhaps queens.
Master and ascertain before our next issue,
in plenty of time for the queen business of
next season.

We

Mr. C. O. Perrine, proprietor of the

float-

apiary, returned to Cliicago last month
also
his
nianajiins bee-keeper, Mr. F.
Grabbe. The St. Charles Review, of Oct.
19tli, says
"The apiary (of 600 colonies)
in{?

:

Calhoun county. 111.,
and will remain
there till the last of November, or until the
yellow fever subsides. The bees will then
be loaded on barjies and moved down the
river to the vicinity of New Orleans, where
they can bej^in work upon the soft niaple and
the willow blossoms, the latter part of January. Early in the spring the barges will
be started up the river again. The design is
to travel nights and lay by during the day
for the bees to gather honey — the object being to keep the apiary among perpetual
flowers throughout the season."
is

at present located in

near the bank of the

river,

The Southern Kentucky Bee-Keepers'
Convention will meet at Horse Cave, Hart
Co., Ky.,on the first Friday and Saturday in
November, at 10 o'clock a. m., to which all
those interested in bee-culture are invited.
The following subjects will be discussed
:

Who should keep bees,

and how should they keep
them y— Oyjened bya fifteen-minutes speech by W.
Cook Dr. Whitloek, alternate.
Artificial Swarming— .lames Ervin and N. P. Allen.
TransferrinK Bees— \V. T. Sears and N. Holman.
Over-stockins- N. P. Allen and J. G. Allen.
Best Location for Bees— I. N. Greer and J. M. Holman.
;

Wliieh will Pay Best, Comb or Extracted Honey ?
Wrti-'htand R. A. Alexander.
How to Winter in this Climate- J. D. Davis and Jo

W. W.

Adams.

How

to Carry

H. W. Sanders.

Through the Spring— A Simmons and

History of Bee-Culture— Wm. L. Dulaney and J.
G. Allen.
Artificial Comb Foundation— N. P. Allen and J. D.
Davis.
All questions will be opened with fifteen-minutes'
speeches.

1^ We

have received a nice photo-

grapli of C. E. Sweetzer's apiary. It is
located in Plain City, Madison Co., O.
The array of hives and general business look of things being quite creditable to friend Sweetzer's energy and
progressive ideas.
congratulate
and thank him for sending it to us. It
now graces our Museum wall.

We

^^ In writing to this

office,

please do not

mix business matters up on the same sheet
with articles for publication. It is very inconvenient. Write it on separate sheets, so
thatthe business matter can go directly into
the hands of the business manager, and that
for publication to the editor— two ditferent
persons.

An Apology— I promised to lecture at the
recent meeting of the Western Illinois and
Eastern Iowa Bee-Keepers' Association, and
thoroughly ex|)ected to fulfill my promise.
But work which I could neither liasten nor
defer came upon me to be done, and enforced
my absence. 1 was compelled to telegraph
at the last moment that 1 could not be there.
The meeting at Burlington in the spring
gave me so much pleasure and profit, that I
had looked t'orwaid with much interest to
the New Boston meeting with its genial associations and its contagious enthusiasm.
My unwilling absence was a real regret to
me. I hope all the goo<l friends will take
this statement as a siifficient apology for
what may have seemed an unfaithful neglect.
O. Clute.
Iowa

City, Iowa, Oct. 21, 1878.

Local Convention Directory.

All those who are on questions for debate
are earnestly requested to be present and
prepared to discuss the questions assigned

Tivie and Place nf Meeting.
L— Southern Ky., at Caverna, Hart Co., Ky.
11.— T-ancaster County. Pa., at Lancaster, Pa.
Dec. 4.— Michigan State, at Grand Rapids, Pa.
17,— Nortliwestern Illinois, at Shirland, 111.

tiiem.

1879.

New

subscribers for next year will

receive the November and December numbers free, as long as they last. So make up
clubs at once. Our clubbing rates with other
papers for next year will be as follows

1878.

Nov.

Feb. 14.— South-VVestern Ohio, at Lebanon, O.
May 6.— Albany County, N. Y., at Clarksville, N. Y.
H.— Central Kentucky, at Lexington, Ky.
28.— North-EasternVVisconsin, at Hartf(ird,Wi8.
Oct. 21.— National Convention, at Chicago, 111.

have this Table complete. Secretarequested to forward full particulars of time
and place of future meetings.— Ed.
I^F" In order to

ries are

:

CLUBBING

LIST.

We supply the Ameuican' Bee JouHNALand any
of the following periodicals at the prices quoted in
the last column of figures. The first column gives
the regular price of both.
Gleanings in Bee Culture
$a 50
$2 25
Bee-Keepers' Magazine
The three Bee papers of U. S
British Bee .Tnurnal
All four -British and American
American Poultry Journal
American Agriculturist
Moore's Rural New Yorker

H 00
4 00
4

00

fi

.50

2 75
3 10
4 15

Nati(inal Live Stock Journal
Prairie Farmer
Scientific American

3

Western Rural
Voice of Masonry

3 50
4 50

3 65
.50

4 90

2 .50
3 00
3 00
5 00
2.50
2 65
3 (tt
3 15
3 15
4 35
3 15
3 75

Married.— Sept. 24th, 1878, at the residence of the
bride's parents, in Gr.anville, Licking county, Ohio,
by the Rev. W. B. <\ Rhoads, Dr. W. B.Rush, formerly of New Orleans, recently of Pekin, 111., to Miss
Fannie Asher, of Granville, O.
Friend Newman Dr. W. B. Rush, well known to
the readers of the Journal, has invaded our peaceable little town, and carried away with him one of
our fairest daughters, Miss Fannie is the youngest
daughter of one of our pioneer bee-keepers. She Is
well posted in the business, and the Doctor will find
:

an efficient assistant in his accomplished wife. They
have the good wishes of all their friends for their
prosperity and safe journey through this vale of
tears.

W.

U. S,

Selling and Shipping Honey.

For a lady

of good practical sense
us to Mrs. L. Harrison, of
Peoria, 111. In a late Prairie Farmer
she remarks as follows on the subject

commend

of marketing

liave some of that."
If I had extracted honey to sell, I would
vicinity and
visit all the drua stores in

my

ascertain if they were supplied. Tliese
they i)ut
establisliments use considerable
something into it to make it taste badly, and
sell it as a sovereign remedy for couglis and
colds
Extracted honey, put up in gallon
packages, ought to sell well to families,
boarding-liouses, and hotels. Grocerymen
do not seem to understand the selling of it;
it gets to be an old setiler.
Farmers do more to keep down the price
of honey than any other class of people.
They do not make a business of keeping
bees, and when they " take up their honey,"
they load it into a wagon, drive to the near;

!

est town, aiui sell it for whatever they can
get. They know little and care less about
the price of honey.
The demand for lioney is yearly on the increase formerly it used to be considered
as an article of luxury or medicine, hut the
mass of the people are fast being educated
to consider it an indispensable article of
food.
;

1^ Milo Spalding has

sent us a sam-'

and asks vflmt we think

of them.
They are very large, well
marked and bright in color. A friend
sent to him to get some of the stock,
and he informed him that he had none

to sell. On inquiring where he jirocured
the queen, he said he got her at the
Bee Journat. otlice in Chicago, and
wanted to get more of the same stock.
Good enougli. He can be accommodated next season. We have refused
$50.00 for the mother of that queen.

By

special

invitation of

President

Cheney, we expect to attend the Michigan
Bee-Keepers' Convention at Grand liapids,
Dec. 4th and .5th.

Any one having
ican Bee .Iouknai.
'

se

nd postal card

sides,

be

and just where the joints sliould
gouged out perfectly true, so

it is

it to be bent into sliape.
outside ends being dovetailed,

as to allow

honey

White comb lioiiey in tlie " prize box" has
only to be shown to be sold. Tlieteinptation
I once asked
is too strong to be resisted.
a vierson if lie wislied to buy some lioney.
He quicl<ly answered. "No." 1 said, "Will
you please look at it ?" As he politely complied, he uttered a prolonged " O, 1 must

pie of drones

—

New Honey Sections. Mr. G. B.
Lewis, of Watertown, Wis., has just
brought out something new. They are
all in one piece, nicely planed on all

Vol.

I.

of the

Amer-

for sale, will please

to this office, stating price.

The two
it

goes togetlier easily, and forms a
When glued at the joints it
very solid and strong.

nice box.
is

i^A

friend in Penn., w^-ites us concerning an expression in the Sept. No.,

about the decision of the P. M. General excluding bees from the mails. We
said that

it

w^ould nearly ruin the dol-

We added that
queen business.
" such ought not to be sent out either
by mail or otherwise." Our friend
wants to know, Whyf We cheerfully
answer Dollar queens aveuntested, and
often prove impure purchasers unacquainted with Italians suppose them to
be pure, and then raise and sell to their
neighbors their progeny tor jnire stock,
and thus, vmwittingly, give Italians a
bad name. Such a man called at our
office some time since to see Italians;
he said he never saw any like ours
before, though he had purchased one
of some breeder and raised queens from
her and sold them to his neighbors for
Italians. This is one of the evil results.
Hence we said no untested
queen should be sent out. Are we not

lar

:

;

right

V

1^

J. AVintield,Hubbardston, O., has
sent us a photograph of the Pillar of
Honey, on which he obtained the Prize
at the Ohio State Pair. It is handsome
and caused much admiration while on
exhibition.
We cannot too strongly

urge upon bee-keepers to exliibit their
honey at all the neighboring fairs. It
will speedily give their

and demand

at

home

honey cliaracter

!

1^ Winter has come in good earnest,
apparently and much earlier than it
has done for many years. " Frost and
snow" now prevail, as we go to press.
;

language quoted from Mr. Langstroth's
work, would seem to indicate a liberal

Glucose for Feeding Bees.

We

regret that the retiring Presi-

dent of the N. A. B. K. Association so
strongly endorsed the use of glucose
for feeding bees. It was doubtless a
mistake and when contrasted with the
experience of the Rev. J. W. Shearer,
as stated, on page 392, of this Journal,
it
appears exceedingly unfortunate.
Mr. Shearer killed nearly all his bees,
by feeding them glucose, and remarks
on page 393 that "there is sufficient
acid in the best glucose to kill bees."
Mr. King has tried both the native
and foreign article, and says that he
" could not eat a piece the size of his
;

thumb

nail without vomiting !"

Hasbrouck remarked that the
sulphate of iron, which is not fully
removed in its manufacture, caused the
Prof.

He also stated that " if
pure, glucose is not deleterious." This
is the very point we propose to test.
tasted some of that, which was said
to be pure, a few days ago, and should
as soon think of feeding our bees
arsenic as any of that vile trash
expect to give in the next issue the result of a carefully conducted analysis
which is now being made in the Michigan State Agricultural College labora-

share

Rest

of
!

insanity

!

Rest,

Brother,

Review and Recant

i^°At the Iowa State Fair T. B.
Quinlan, of Cedar Rapids, had the
largest display of nice honey, and took
a prize of $10.00 therefor. It is spoken
of by the papers in that locality in
terms of strong praise. Of course he
used the prize box and crate. D. W.
Thayer and J. R. Rogers, also obtained
prizes for honey. Iowa is a progressive
State, and its citizens fully appreciate
honey when made

attractive.

i^F. B. Thurber, Esq., is in Europe
on business. In his absence a cable
despatch was sent him ottering him the
nomination for Mayor of New York
but he promptly declined the honor.

difficulty.

We

!

tory.

Till

then

we

will

We

bottle of

honey sent by mail,

National

Convention, in our

Came to hand with the bottle
broken and honey all gone— spilled
care,

about the mails. There is no doubt
about the wisdom of the Postmaster
General in excluding such from the
mails.
Its being forwarded was in
disobedience of his orders, and no
doubt was visited by a rebuke.

suspend

judgment.

A letter

from Mr. L. P. Best, Superintendent of the Davenport Glucose
Manufacturing Co., says that it is not
true that dry glucose is obtained by
using a great quantity of chalk, as
stated by Mr. Dadant
He adds "We
are offering $.50 reward to any one that
will find one per cent, of chalk in our
grape sugar." Mr. Dadant has answered this matter on page 375.
!

^'A
to the

:

It must be a strange infatuation that
could allow Novice to say (as he does on
page 348, Oct. Gleanings), that glucose
" for brood-rearing, is even better tliayx
honey P'' Is he not over- worked and
worried with his new building on the
fair grounds— making him " light in the

upper story V" We fear that it may be
so, but hope not.
His perversion of the

i^The Paris Exposition Judges
have awarded to Thurber & Co., of
New York, the "gold medal" for
honey and beeswax, while the French
Apicultural Society have bestowed
this firm a " Medal of Honor " for
the " best honey in the most marketable shape."

upon

A Curiosity. — Postmaster Boughton
of Ridgebury, Conn., has discovered in
his yard a comb of honey attached to

was made by a small
and the comb is as large
as a peck measure, hanging from one

an apple

swarm

tree.

It

of bees,

of the limbs of the tree. At night the
bees cover the outside of the comb
instead of resting in a bunch in some
one part of it. They do this to protect
it from the dew, and so closely do their
bodies join as to completely cover the
surface. So says an exchange.

Items Caught on the Wing.

We were absent from home, from
October 2d till the 24th, and while
much might be said of our trip one
sentence will describe the whole of it
Pleasurable and thoroughly enjoyed
everywhere. At Toledo, O., as guest
of Mr. J. Y. Detwiler, and as visitor to
the North-western Ohio Association
then in session, we found old friends as
well as new ones, and enjoyed our visit

—

—

exceedingly.

At Cleveland and Kent in Ohio, Elmira, Penn Yan, Seneca Falls, Syracuse
and Suspension Bridge

in

New

York,

we

visited with old friends and relatives, and, of course, had an enjoyable

time.

At New York City as guest of Mr.
Hoge and in attendance at the National
Convention, we received unexpected
honors, as well as a hearty welcome.
With our old friends, it was a pleasant
re-union and with our newly-formed
acquaintances, it was "pleasurable
hours," gliding into " days of delight."
;

At Syracuse we enjoyed a few hours'
chat and visit with our fellow-laborer,
This was an
Mr. G. M. Doolittle.
interview we had long desired, and we
made the most of the minutes as they
glided into "the things. that were."
Friend Doolittle will, hereafter, furnish
our readers with one of his thoroughlypractical articles in every issue of the

Bee Journal.
At Hamilton, Canada, as guest of
W. G. Walton, we spent a few
"happy hours"— delighting the eye
with many enchanting landscapes, as
Mr.

well as cheering the heart with interesting conversation upon bees, and things
thereunto belonging.
At Lansing, we spent a few hours at
the Agricultural College, as guest of
our friend and co-laborer. Prof. A. J.
looked over the magnificent
Cook.
grounds, and handsome buildings, and
were delighted. Such an Institution is
a credit to any State, as well as of
incalculable benefit to the rising gener-

We

tion.

We have heretofore made many trips
through fourteen of the States and
Canada, but never was one more full of
interest

than

and

pleasant

reminiscences-

this.

Tons of Honey.— One of
sale

establishments

the whole-

New York

in

& Co.) sold in one week of
month 56,000 lbs. of honey (28
tons), and the next week 27 tons. They
(Thurber

last

expect to handle a million pounds this
season. How many millions of bees
have spent their loliole lives in gathering this honey?
How wonderful is
nature V How persistent the untiring
labors of " the little busy bee ?"

i^Some men " know

it all;" that is,
that is worth knowing. They never
learn it of any one it was evolved from
their own massive brain
Such sneer
at everything that is progressive, and
rail at men of advanced ideas
These
men may be sincere, but they are unhealthy and should be pitied rather
than reproved.
Their " dog in the
manger " style of disposition, is a
source of misery not only to themselves
but all around them. If they live unrespected, and die unregretted, who is
'to blame V
We have a few of such
among bee-men but only a few, we are

all

;

!

!

—

thankful to say.

Care of Extracted Honey.— The
" Los
San Francisco Chronicle says
Angeles and San Diego counties can
:

vie with the world in the quality of their
honey, and the only drawback to extensive foreign demand has been the careless and diversified method of marketare glad to see that there is toing.
be a change in this regard in the
southern counties. The process of packing to be pursued in future is described
Upon receiving the exas follows
tracted honey they place it in large
settling tanks of 3,000 pounds capacity,
and this, securely covered, is left
exposed to the rays of the sun for a day
or so. By this process all impurities
are eliminated, rising to the surface,
and the pure honey is drawn off at the
bottom. It is then put up in neat tin
cans containing two pounds each, and
packed in cases of two dozen each, handsomely labeled. The design is to ship
direct to Liverpool, where, with proper

We

:

management, an extensive market can
be worked up."

Honey

for

Manufacturing Purposes.

The following from the N. Y. Journal
of Commerce will be read with interest

by honey producers:
New York, Sept. 13, 1878.
Editor of the Journal of Commerce:
The bee-keepers in the United .States
are now securing so much honey that it
is becoming an important question how
we are to find a consuming outlet for it.
Heretofore it has been used simply as a
delicacy for occasional table use. You
do a good turn to a good class of
by answering the following questions
Can honey be converted into
sugar V To what use can honey be put
in manufacturing!* What is its relative
value as a substitute for malt in the
brewing of beer and ale? At what
prices could brewers use it ? By answering the above you will oblige the owner
of 2,000 colonies of bees.
J. S.
will

men

good thing. Put up a pure article in a
neat style and advertise it very freely.
There is money in that every day in the
year.
Future customers are all over
the world, only waiting to be reached
by proper advertising enterprise, and
ready to buy honey for that use (the
table) to which it is best adapted.

Honey producers can soon test the
value of advertising by getting a few
honey pamphlets with their names as
producers printed on them and scattering them over their neighborhood.
That we believe is the very best way to
create a home demand.

—

:

Kefly. — Here, now, is a
American chemists.

fine

A

chance

fortune
may reward tiie man who discovers
some entirely new use for honey. We
summon American chemistry to answer
the question " To what use can honey
be put in manufacturing V " If our
correspondent means by "sugar'' the
.crystallized article, we would say that,
by no known process, can honey be converted into that. Most of its saccharine
matter has the properties of grape sugar
and cannot be changed into the cane
variety by any means yet discovered.
And, if this could be done, the operation
would not pay, owing to the cheaper
materials of the cane fields. Only a
series of careful experiments could
ascertain the value (if any) of honey as
a substitute for malt in brewing ale and
beer. In both articles there is a constituent of grape sugar, but they differ
in other respects, and the best honey
miglit make the poorest ale. Repeated
trials on a large scale alone could decide
the question whether honey at a price
far lower than the present could be substituted, with a profit, for malt. The
latter is now far the cheaper, pound for
pound, and the experience of ages seems
to have settled on it as indispensable
for good brews. Honey, we would add,
long ago found its way into a drink
called " rnetheglin." Tliisis a mixture
of honey and water, boiled, allowed to
ferment and sometimes highly spiced.
Mankind has not liked it well enough
to accept it in lieu of ale— even the
poorest home-brewed.
But what shall be done with all the
honeyV We will tell inquirers how to
make a market for honey or any other
for

—

1^

Novice intimates that honey in
one-pound sections sells readily in
Chicago for 4 cents per pound more
than in prize boxes
That is too thin !
We have them in our office, offering
them for sale side by side with the prize
boxes, at the same price— giving purchasers their full choice of packages
and it is a positive fact that they take
ten of the prize boxes to one of the
" Facts are stubborn
Novice sections
his

!

;

!

!

"
" Figures will not lie
These are trite sayings, but sometimes
are very forcible! " Beg pardon, Chicago is a great city," says Novice. In

things

!

"

!

!

—

he speaketh truly, but
not yet satisfied with
honey put up in " penny packages."
this, at least,
its

a

greatness

is

"Life AND Health" is the title of
new eight-page quarto paper, devoted

to "physical, mental

The

velopment.
desk, and

first

and moral" de-

number is on our

good things. It
monthly at 30 cents
for 6 months. It is published by Dr.
Hicks, Wernersville, Berks Co., Pa.
is

full of

will be published

1^

The Alabama State Fair takes
place in Montgomery, Nov 5 to 9, 1878.
have received a catalogue and invitation to be present, but cannot attend.

We

Let some
on hand.

specimens of honey be
opportunity should be
lost to exhibit the products of the
Apiary. Judicious advertising will always pay— and that could not be injudicious. It is high time bee-keepers
were awake to their own interests.
fine

No

And of the rest of the words of this Conventionare they not contained in the Book of King's, vol. vL,

Austro-German C ngress.
Kedaktion des Bienenvater aus Bohmen, Prague,

Hern Thomas

Austria, Sept.

Newman,

G.

Journal, Chicago
Dear Friend :— The

aS.

1878.

Editor American Bee

:

German and Austrian Congress

of Bee-Keepers, will be held in Prague in August
(day not yet fixed), 18T9. There will be in connection
•with it an international exhibition of bee-keepers'
furniture. Please employ all of your influence to
have as many as possible attend, as our guests. Be
well assured that you will receive our kindest and
most enthusiastic reception. Accept our most cordial salutations, inviting you and the members of
the National Association of America to attend, and
you shall receive our thrice-fold welcome.
Our newest invention is made by a clergyman, M.
Knoblauch it is a device hitherto thought impossible— artificial cells and covering for them. This he
has already done at the Congress at Griefswald, in
the presence of 700 bee-keepers there assembled.
Expecting your favorable answer, I remain truly
your friend and servant,
R. Mayekhoffer.
;

The above letter came to hand since
the close of the session of the National
Convention. As that body has voted
to have us represent it at the AustroGerman Congress, as well as at other
European Conventions of Bee-Keepers,
provided we can go when the time arrives, we have pleasure in accepting
friend Mayerhoffer's invitation to attend, and unless something unforeseen
shall hinder us, we expect to be present
and take part in the deliberations of
that honorable body.

—

Kind Words. During our brief stay
in Hamilton, Canada, in company with
that sterling apiarist, Mr. W. G. Walton, of that city, we called upon our
quondam friend and co-laborer in the
art prservative, Mr. Geo. M. Bagwell,
Superintendent of the Times Printing
Establishment. The next issue of that
excellent and valuable paper contained
the following

We received a pleasant call to-day from Mr. T.
Newman, editor of the American Bee Joitknal,
Chicago, 111., the best publication of its class in
America. He is the guest of Mr. \V. G. Walton,
during his stay here. Mr. Newman was unanimously
elected President of the North American BeeKeepers' Association in New York City, at the
annual Convention on the 8th inst., and was also
appointed a representative to attend the Congi-ess of
European Bee-Keepers, to be held at Prague, Austria, next August, as well as to attend the several
Conventions of the Bee Associations in England,
France, Ualy, Germany and elsewhere, providing his
other duties will admit of his absence. He will, no
doubt, exhibit the progress of American scientific
bee-keeping at each of the Conventions, If he can
<J.

be present.

H?
In language of similar import did the

writer of the ancient Chronicles take
comfort
May we not draw consolation, also, from the fact that the essays
not contained in this Journal, though
read at the National Convention, are
inserted in the Magazine for this month,
and will duly appear in the Journal
!

for

December

V

A

large portion of the space of this
issue of the Bee Journal has been
given up to the " Proceedings of the

National Convention," knowing full
well that thousands are anxiously waiting to ponder them. In order to do
this, we have had to omit some depart-

ments altogether, and
This, however,
will approve.

Petrified

we

curtail others.

feel sure

our readers

Honey Comb.— While

in

Seneca Falls, N. Y., our friend and Bro.
Wentworth, presented us with a piece
of petrified honey comb, which he had
found on the stamping-ground of old
Chief Seneca, in that county. The cells
are perfect (but small) and the capping
still more so.
What stories could it
tell, had it the power to communicate ?
Bees of some kind (but perhaps smaller)
must have exisited on this continent
ages and ages ago long previous to the
present race of hvimanity now inhabiting it. Perhaps even before the ancient
" mound builders," whose "coming and

—

going" may have been witnessed by the
tiny little bees of a continent, not only
unnamed but wholly unknown to the
rest of the world in the ages of the
"•
long ago" We have added it to our
Museum for the amusement of our
visitors.

i^Tliere are 6,000 colonies of bees in
Jefferson Co., Wis. That is what we
should denominate " over-stocking"
if such a thing be possible
!

^^" We

regret to learn that our friend

W.

M. Kellogg, was taken sick at the Convention
at

New

Boston,

and has not recovered

make out a report yet.
be expected in our next.

sufficiently to

may

ill.,

It

i^Mr.

II.

K. Thurber gave

his indi-

vidual check for $1,000, to be applied to
the relief of the yellow fever sufferers
in the South.

^oks and

Queries*

Wilmington, N. C, Oct. 7, 1878.
FiuENDS Newman I enclose samples of two
weeds, with labels attaclied. No. 1 grows taller than
No. 2, averagrinfT about 3 to 4 feet hiKh. No. 2 grows
:

to o feet high, and its bloom seems all at top
of plant, and more compact, round and shapely
head.s of bloom than No. 1. Both have yellow blooms,
and the bees work on each with avidity. While No. 2
grows all about the old fields. No. 1 seems to seek
moist, rich locations, on the margins of swamps,
marshes, &c. They have been in bloom 12 days.
Please eive name of each in Jouunal for Novem-

from 1^

8R.

ber.

C Tayi.ok.

These are both solidagos or golden
rods. They are ilhistrated in Manual
of Apiary, p. 243. Species of this genus
grow on all kinds of soil, light, heavy,
dry or damp. The honey is of a rich
yellowish-brown color, of beautiful tlavor, and the plants are covered with
bees from early August till frost.
A. J. c.

—

Wyandotte County, Kansas,

Sept.

25, 1878.

Please give me its scientific and
popular name, and tell us something of its habits if
it has any. as far as known. The people here tell
me it is known as the sweat-bee that it burrows in
the ground like a bumble-bee that it is more ag1 enclose insect.

;

;

gressive in its attacks, and that its stings are more
painful than either the bumble or honey-bee. They
say there is another bee still more aggressive than
tliis <me, and more painful in its sting, though of
smaller size. Should 1 be able to get a specimen will
W. P. Hogarty.
send it to you if desired.

The insect was badly crushed, yet I
was able to identify it as a megachile or
tailor-bee, the same as described on p.
36 of Manual. It feeds its young or
larva on pollen, which it not only carries
on its legs but often dusted all" over its
body, especially beneath. Its leaf-cutting habits, as also its strange cells, are
fully described in the Manual, a. j. c.
Columbus, Kan., Oct. 7, 1878.
Please name enclosed plants. Nos. 1 and 2 are
covered with bees every day. There appears to be 6
or varieties of No. 3, but the bees work on this one
most. No. 4 is nearly out of bloom the bees work
on it most from the middle of August to the middle
of September. No. 5 is the best honey plant that we
have the bees work on it from the first of September until hard frost. 1 had a single colony gather 150
lbs. in 15 days from this plant. My bees are all in
good condition for winter. Will winter on summer
H. Scovell.
stands as usual.
ti

;

\

i

family as the asters, and it would seem
that all through our country, from Lake
to Gulf, and from Ocean to Ocean, there
might be a strife between the asters
and golden rods as to which should
yield the greatest measure of nectar
during the autumn harvest. The species
of solidagos are about as numerous in
the United States as are the asters.
No. 5 is also of the same family. It
belongs to the genus bidens, and is so
like the flowers of the genus coreopsis
that only the botanist can readily
determine them apart. I speak of these
in Manual, p. 244. These plants are
also very valuable for bees.
No. 4 is cassia chamoecrista or partridge pea, the same that was received
from A. M. Crosby of Knoxville, Iowa,
in American
for September, p. 321.

and named

nal

Bee JourA. J. c.

Washington County, Va., Oct. 22, 1878.
I enclose in an accompanying box, a specimen of a
plant growing abundantly in south-western Virginia,
and from which bees are storing honey. They
gathered more from this plant in the six days of
October, than in the previous sixty from all other
sources together. A dniuth cmiimencing about the
middle (if July and lasting six nr eight weeks, cut off
the supply of lumey, and eolonies Were so much
reduced in numbers as well as stores, that they were
likely to go into winter quarters in a starving condition, but when this plant came into blossom, they
went to work with desperate energy, and in a fewdays had all available combs full of honey, or, to use
an old Virginian's expression "are •mighty rich this
fall." Please give the common and botanical name
G.
through AiMEKiCAN Bee JouK>fAL.

The plants which are the subjects of
such high praise are asters, which, from
our observations here as well as statements made by correspondents (see

American Bee Journal for October),
we are led to believe rank very high as
They seem also to be
indifferent to latitute and climate, nor
are they to be ignored on the score of
beauty." The flowers before me, as also
the onesreceivedlast month, are worthy
to grace the costliest vase, or decorate
a. j. c.
the ttnest parlor.
honey plants.

;

No. 1 and Xo. 2 are asters. These
are referred to and hgured on p. 243 «f
Manual. As there stated they are very
admirable as honey plants, while many
of them— including the ones sent by
Mr. Scovell, are very beautiful. There
are about two score of species of this
genus in our country, and it is not easy
to identify the particular species from
dried specimens, especially when but a
part of the plant is sent nor is it necessary, as all asters are favorites with the
bees.
No. 3 is a solidago or golden rod. For
figure and description see Manvial, pp.
242 and 243. Tliis belongs to the same
;

Alsike Clover.— In regard to enquiry
made by a correspondent in tlie Sept. No. of
American Bee Journal, allow nie to say

is far better tor feeding
purposes tlian red clover. Stock eat it more
readily and in preference to otiier kinds of
bay. "The only objection to it is, tliat it has
nosecond growtli as with the red. It should
be sown with '* timothy." as it grows very
rank on rich grouiul. The flavor of aisike
honey cannot be surpassed.
O. H. Townsend.
Hubbardston, Mich.

Tliat aisike clover

_

'Mrs. Isabella U. Lee, of Lonoke, Ark.,
in an excellent district tor
frnit and bee-culture and wants an experithere, and start an
settle
to
enced man
apiary. If any such are thinking of anew
location, a correspondence miyht be of

has land situated

mutual advantage.
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associations; only in

|TLotc5.

1^ We notice in an English paper of
a sale in Lisbon, Portugal, of sixty tons
of beeswax. " Prodigious."
L''Apiculteur, the French Bee paper,
for October, has an article descriptive
of the New Langtroth hive, with the

manipulating side, illustrated by cuts.
Also cuts of the cases for 3 prize boxes
as used in that hive. The French apiarists are taking advanced ground and
will find the New Langstroth an excellent hive for their purposes.

and

Kiew

there

is

a

Novgorod a bee-association is about to be established. Our
bee-culture shows no especial progress
—is rather less flourishing than it was
society,

in

in olden times;

liowever, theoretical

knowledge and rational management
are really spreading themselves more
and more in Russia, and we may well
hope that a true period of development
in the bee-culture of the country is at
The free imperial agricultural

hand.

society aids, so far as it can, in popularizing bee-culture in Russia in its
journals, there is always a department
;

devoted to apiarian topics, so that this
may now be looked upon as the
organ of Russian bee-culture.
The
association has published, from time to

journal

Foreign Items,
GliEANED BY FRANK BENTON.

The
leben "

tenth volume of " Brehm''s Theirhas recently appeared.

time, descriptions of various apiarian
implements, in order to bring them
before the Russian bee-keepers as models.
The works of Dzierzon, and of

Von
Otto Schulz, of Bukow, near Frankfort-on-the-Oder, offered 1,000 marks to
the manufactiu-er of comb foundation,
(the same to be exhibited at the beekeepers' association in Greifswald),

whose product should equal his in
beauty, quality, and practical use.

At

the

bee-keepers"

exhibition

Hagenau, Alsace, a colony

my

its

in

of Italian

bees having wasp-like bodies was
exhibited. They were bred in Bellinzona, Canton of Tessin, Italian Switzerland.

A

NOTICEABLE and very practical
feature of European bee-conventions
is the exhibition that is usually held in
connection with each one of them.
This is particularly the case in Germany, Italy, and France. At these
exhibitions specimens of honey, wax,
bees, hives, implements, bee-books,etc.,
are shown.
Prizes are given to the
meritorious.

Prof. Dr. Buterow, of St. Peters" Except in the
burg, Eussia, writes
provinces of the Baltic sea, we have,
unfortunately, very few bee-keepers'
:

Berlepsch (the latter under

editorship and published by the imperial
agricultural society), have appeared in
Russian translations, and are certainly
very influential in the spreading of
rational bee-culture in Russia."

Th. von Heldenreich, Director of
the botanical garden and museum of
the University of Athens, Greece,
makes the following statements in
answer to questions
1st.
Bee-culture in Greece is not an
unimportant branch, particularly in
Attica, (the honey of Hymettus still
keeps up its reputation), in Candia, then
in the vicinity of
in South Euboea
Karysto, is found a peculiar and delicious honey smelling of roses, called
rhodomeli, that is, rose lioney.
2d. Movable-combs have not been
introduced anywhere, and in general
arrangements are very primitive nothing can be said of scientific knowledge
among bee-keepers, who are mostly
simple country people.
3d. Bee literature does not exist at
;

;

all.

4th.

xlpicultural

wanting.

societies are also

(£jOxvtspon(iaxu.
For the Ainerican Bee Journal.

Grlucose/or Grape Sugar, for Bees.

combination disliked by bees, since they
take glucose reluctantly"?
Wine made with the addition of honey
becomes clear, and ceases fermenting in the
fall.
Wine made with the addition of solid
glucose never ceases to ferment, on account
of the sulphuric acid that it contains
it is
never well clarified its color is impaired.
Wine made with honey shows its alcohol
with the aerometer, while wine made with
§lucose is heavier than water, and cannot
e weighed, as to its alcohol, but with a still,
on account of its mineral matters.
How can Mr. Best explain these differences, as he says that the sugar contained
in both honey and glucose is the same grape
sugar, mixed only with 5 or 6 per cent, of
dextrine and water ? How is it that liquid
glucose, which contains but 40 per cent, of
sugar, is worth commercially .5 cents per
pound, while solid glucose, containing 70
per cent, of sugar, is sold for .3>^ cents ?
Then the best product is the cheapest. In
France it is the reverse 2,000 lbs. of starch
give 2,800 lbs. of liquid glucose. The same
quantity of starch gives only 1,867 lbs. of
.solid gluco.se.
When liquid glucose is worth
5 cents in France, solid glucose is worth 7J^
cents. See Chimle industrielle de Pnyen.
The present price of glucose in France is
;

In answer to my affirmations that solid
glucose is as dear as sugar, and less wholesome to feed bees, Mr. Root, in the October
number of Oleaniiufs, published a long
letter, not from a learned chemist, disinterested in the question, but from an interested
party— the superintendent of the Dav> nport
glucose factory.
My letters against the use of glucose were
not of sufficient importance to entitle them
to notice, but the praises of this article are
entitled to a place in Olenn'mgs. Such is
the way that editor practices in'ipartiality
In that letter (on page 316 of Gleanings),
Mr. Louis Best, superintendent of the Davenport glucose factory, writes
gjgg
!

:

Glucose is a heavy Kiiramy syrup of about 40 per
cent, glucose, or grape sugar, 46 or 48 per cent, dextrine (liquid glue), and 12 to 40 per cent, of water."
IF"

Of course Mr. Best omits to say that glucose contains lime, sulphuric acid, sucrate
of lime, etc. He continues
" Grape sugar Is a concrete mass, without crystal:

to 70 per cent, grape and glucose sugar,
6 to f! per cent, dextrine, and the balance water
Our grape sugar, for feeding bees, is guaranteed to
be free from sulphuric acid, and never contains more
than 1-50 part of 1 per cent, of sulphate of lime."
lization, of

6(5

At the Bee-Keepers' Convention at Burlington, in May, a bee-keeper exhibited a
lump of solid glucose, which he had received
from the Davenport factory, through Mr.
Root.
chemist, who was there, look a
small part of this glucose, and in the afternoon produced a small vial containing about
an ounce of a liquid at the bottom of the
vial was a whitish deposit about 14, ot' an
inch thick. He told us that this white deposit was terra alba (white earth) or chalk,
contained in the solid glucose that he had
taken in the morning.

A

;

affirmations. One from Mr.
Best, who says that his solid glucose contains at most 1 part of sulphate of lime in
5,000 parts. The other from a disinterested
chemist who, after analysis, shows an immense amount of chalk.
I wonder why bees are so slow in taking
a .substance containing 66 to 70 per cent, of
sugar, while, when they visit the flowers,
they bring into the hive a nectar which often
contains less than 10 to 20 percent, of sugar;
and especially when we see them eagerly
suck milk, wine, beer, cider, etc., if these
beverages are mi.xed with 2.5 per cent, of
sugar, or even less.
Mr. Best acknoAvledges that his solid glucose has only a sweetening power of 33 per
cent., when compared with pure sugar.
Then what becomes of the other 3.5 per cent,
of sugar that this solid glucose is said to
possess ? Honey contains 86 to 88 per cent,
of grape sugar. Its sweetening power is
equal to 86 or 88 per cent.
Bees live on sugar, and pure sugar is the
best food to give them. In solid glucose
there is 83 per cent, at most of sugar, which

Here

are

two

apparent. In what combination is the
other 35 per cent., which are concealed, supposing that they exist ? Is not this supposed
is

;

:

:

Crystal, 60 to 62
liquid, 40 to 42.— iaCwlteur, Sept. 29, 1878.
Mr. Best is right when he says that the
manufacture of solid glucose is not forbidden in France. It is the mainifacture of
granulated glucose, which is charged with
such a heavy duty that it cannot be manu;

factured with profit.
I read, several months ago. that there were
riots in Franktort-on-the-Main, and in several other cities of Germany, on account of
the rise in the price of beer, this increase of

price being caused by the brewers being
prohibited from using glucose in its manufacture.
In addition to the letter of Mr. Best, Mr.

Root quotes from Mr. Langstroth's book,
page 273. According to the editor of Olennings, Mr. Langstroth says, in reference to
grape sugar
" It can be obtained at a much lower price than
cane sugar, and is better adapted to the constitution
of the bee, as it constitutes the saccharine matter of
honey, and hence is frequently termed honey suear.
"It may be fed either diluted with boiling water, or
in its raw state, moist, as it comes from the factory.
In the latter condition, bees consume it slowly, and
as there is not the waste that occurs when candy la
fed, 1 think It is better winter food."

After reading the above quotation, I
opened Mr. Langstroth's book and read
" Mr. Wagner has furnished me with the following
:

him from the Bienen-

interesting facts, translated by

Zeihinq
" The Rev. Mr. Kleine says
Grape sugar, for correcting sour wines, is now extensively made from
potato starch, in various parts on the Rhine, and has
been highly recommended for bee food. It can be
obtained at a much lower price—' " etc. Then follows
that quoted by Mr. Root.
'

:

Mr. Root, to help his bad cause, has falsified the quotation, by giving it as the
opinion of Mr. Langstroth, while it was
only a quotation from a German bee paper
This falsification will not increase our
confidence in the veracity of the editor of
!

Oleaninqs.
I have received from the father of beeculture in this country, a letter from which
I copy the following lines
:
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"

My Dear

and

I

will Ket

vention, at

" Oxford, O., October 2, 1878.
Sir :— Please send me your petition,
you some signatures. In the Bee Con-

Cincinnati,

in

1870,

I

expressed

the

hope that the time might soon come when extracted honey could be sold at a price which would
make it no longer profitable to adulterate it with
sugar. Tliat time has about come. I do not believe
that either sugar, syrups or honey can be produced
profitably at a price whicli will deter unprincipled
men from adulterating them with glucose. Very
li. L,. IjANGSTHOTH.
truly your friend,

I tliink this letter, considering

its

date, a

kind of involuntary protest against the
coarse of the editor of Oledimujs, and the
use of

My

liis

name

in favor of

glucose

!

friends, I fear this season will prove

comb-honey can no longer be produced
remunerative prices, and that you have to

tliat

at

turn your attention to the production of extracted honey. Then is it not to your interest to follow the example of the greatest bee
master of our age, by sending a postal card
to me for a copy of the petition, to have it
signed by your neighbors and returned ?

Hamilton,

Chas. Dadant.

111.

For the American Bee Journal.

Purity VS. Good Working Qualities.

Newman :— Much has been said
on the standard of purity, and we
have been led to ask ourselves tiie question,
can we adopt a standard of purity, that
will always secure to us the best working
bees ? VVe can see, that it would be easy,
for friends Alley and Gary, to adopt a
standard of purity, as queen breeders, but
for us, as honey producers, to adopt the
same standard would be quite another thing.
The workers, from different queens, of the
same color, and general appearance, show a
Fkiend

lately,

vast difference as to working qualities; at
least such is our experience.
In the spring of 1877, while changing a
swarm from one hive to another, we noticed
a fine looking orange-colored queen, with
the workers all well marked.
neighbor
who keeps several colonies of bees was
present and remarked, that he would prefer
a darker colored queen for business, and we
agreed with his decision. No further notice
was taken of the colony than of others, till
about June 2.5, when our bees was nearly

A

through

swarming.

This

one had not

swarmed but had 00 lbs. of box honey nearly
ready to come off. July 3, they gave a fine
swarm which was hived. Although the
parent colony had none of its queen-cells
cut, it never offered to swarm again, and
the result, at the end of the season, was 19.5
lbs. of box honey from the parent and 114
lbs. from the swarm or 309 lbs. from the old
colony, in spring.
The queen reared in the old hive was
nearly a duplicate of her. mother and both
colon ies wintered without the loss of scarcely
a bee, and consumed but little honey in proportion to some of the others. The past
season they showed the same disposition,
not to swarm, till late and from the colony
with the old queen, we obtained 161 lbs. of
box honey, while there were but few other
colonies that gave us over 100 lbs.
have
reared nearly all our queens from that old
queen this season, and find them all to be
very prolific layers, as is their mother.
;

We

We

should be entirely satisfied with them, were
it not that a part of the young queens are
quite <lark, and one or two produce some
black bees. We have always claimed that
a queen rearetl from a pure mother would
never produce a black worker, no matter
what drone they met, and have ample proof
that our position is correct. Consequently
this queen cannot be pure, and if we were
to rear queens for sale, as do friends Alley
and Gary, we should notdare use this queen
to breed from, but for our purpose she is
worth more than adozenof any other queens
we have that come fully up to a standard of
purity.

G. M. Uoolittle.

Light-Colored Drones.
REV. M. MAHIN,

T>.

T>.

In the October number of the Journal
Mr. J. M. Brooks asks me some questions
which I will endeavor to answer. He says
" I will ask our friend. If you have a queen
that will duplicate herself in her queen
X^rogeny, and produces worker bees that
show distinctly (without being filled with
honey) the three colored bands, and whose
drones are as even and uniformly marked as
are the workers, with 3 broad colored bands,
all other good qualities being present— industry, size, gentleness, etc., I ask, are such
queens pure Italian ? If yes. why
If they
are impure, why ?"
I have never seen a queen or colony such
as friend Brooks describes. I have never
seen one that would uniformly duplicate
herself in iier queen progeny. I have never
seen a colony of Italians havingdrones uniformly marked with 3 broad colored bands.
The colony coming nearest it was not more
than half Italian, I do not say that queens
producing very light-colored drones aae
necessarily impure, but that light-colored
drones are no evidence of the purity of the
queen or of her worker and queen progeny.
I have had many queens that had mated
witli black drones, whose drone progeny
were as well marked as any purely-mated
queen I ever had, or ever saw.
I believe it to be a fact that queens that
have some black blood in them .sometimes
produce workers and drones that are lighter
in color, than any pure Italian bees ever are
in Italy or anywhere el.se. A pure black
queen tliat has been mated with an Italian
drone, will produce a few bees lighter than
pure Italians, though the majority may
show no trace of Italian blood. I cannot
account for it, but I have observed it in
most colonies, mixed in that way that I
have seen. And, if I wanted to breed very
light colored drones, I would select a queen
whose mother had one-seventh or more of
black blood, and had mated with a pure
Italian drone. I would not care what kind
of a drone the queen liei.self had mated with^
as I believe the Dzierzon theory.
If we
could breed a strain of bees, which slumld
be uniformly and d stiiictly marked, drones
as well as workers, it would be desirable ;
but if there are any such, I have not .seen
them. I am satisfied with having the workers uniformly three-banded, the bands being free from spots of darker color.
:

!

The use of comb foundation is becoming
universal, and the article has been so much
improved that the two greatest objections to

^onvizutions.

it,

National Convention.

The North American Bee-Keepers' Association

New

met

in

Cooper's Institnte huiiding,

York, on October 8, 1878, President
Nell is in the chair, Thos. G. Newman, Secretary.

The minutes of the
and approved.

A number of

last

meeting were read

persons gave

in their

names

and paid their membership fees.
The following delegates from local societies announced their presence to co-operate
in behalf of their Associations
B. O. Everett, N. W. Ohio Convention.
A. E. Manura, Addison Co., Vt., Association.
J. W. Porter, Albemarle Co., Va., Association.
G. W. Batty, E. D. Clark and L. C. Root, NorthEastern Bee- Keepers' Association.
A. Reynolds, W^estern Illinois and Eastern Iowa
Convention.
Theo. F. C. Van AUen and H. W. Garrett, Albany
Co., N. Y., Association.
T. O. Peet and E. Parmly, N. Y. City Association.
:

President Nellis then addressed theiConvention, as follows
:

Ladies and Oentlemen of the National
Bee-Keepers' A ssociation:
1 cannot but feel thankful to you for the
confidence you manifested in choosing me
as your presiding officer, and yet 1 have a
sense ot regret that 1 have so poorly performed my duties and advanced tlie interests
of the Association.
Another year of care and labor has passed
since last we met, and I hope not without
its lessons of knowledge and profit.
We
have great reasons to thank the Father of
Mercies for a continuation of our being, and
for the temporal blessings that we, as a
nation, and especially as a class, enjoy.
I trust we have assembled to compare our
experiences in a spirit of generosity, and
tiiat we will carefully guard against quoting
as fact, what with us may be only theory.
Above all, let our deliberations be characterized by harmony, and by a sense of delicacy that shrinks from saying or doing
things in a deliberative body that may

wound

the feelings of any present.
Although the honey-bee has been domesticated since the earliest period of man's history, yet, not till within a recent date, say
half a century, has its culture been made an
exclusive or remunerative business.

The apparatus used and management
adopted have been so greatly improved, and
the business has lately assumed such wonderful proportions, that a retrospective
glance astonishes, and the inquiring mind,
peering into the future, exclaims, " What

next?"
Altliough the inventions and improvements of the past year may not have been
equal to some of its predecessors, yet we see
marked advancement. Bee-keepers are fast
adopting standard hives, of which we now
have less than half a dozen. Then, too,
surplus honey is being stored more uniformly in neat,
marketable packages.

(Thanks

to

Mes.srs.

Thurber, for assist-

ing to this desirable end by offering a gold
medal.)

namely, sagging and breaking down, and

a thick, hard centre in box honey that is
unpalatable and easily detected, these objections, 1 say, are now removed, the first by
incorporating fine wire in the sheets the
latter by making the bottoms of cells thinner than in the natural comb. I will explain
no further. Samples are here on exhibition
that will convince the most skeptical.
Kecent experiments convince me that
at no distant day grape sugar is destined to
play an important part in the economy of
honey production. It is valuable for stimulating brood-rearing, and seems equally useful as winter food for bees in conjunction
with honey. Its low price and adaptability
to the purpose named, will soon bring it into
general use among bee-keepers.
Intelligent men, whether engaged in a
business or contemplating it, desire to know
something regarding its future prosperity
and advantages. To my mind, the future
prospect of bee-culture was never better.
So long as the inhabitants of the globe consume over 2,.500,000 tons of cane sugar per
annum, so long will bee-keeping not be overdone.
must study to economize the labor
of production, till we can make a profit and
sell honey at the price of cane sugar.
Then
;

We

will we find ready sale for our products in
our own neighborhoods, and save the expense and anxiety of marketing, now so

manifest.

To accomplish this, we must be energetic,
and have a thorough knowledge of the busi-

In my opinion, too little attention is
paid to the fact that localities can be overstocked, with bees— the result no profits, and
the owner does not know why. I am convinced that in Central New York, to afford
the best results, not more than 60 colonies
should be kept on a section (640 acres) of
good, fertile, honey-producing land.
grant, there are localities that will sustain
three times this number; but I speak in
general terms.
From a considerable correspondence, and
from, to me, ascertained facts, 1 believe this
average would ai>ply to most other parts of
our country. Small apiaries, in the hands
of experienced men, produce marvelous
results, the public statements of which are
not generally accredited.
Investigation
shows that with these men all things are
done properly and in season.
man residing not many miles from me, has for 6 or 8
yearskept just 60 colonies, and during that
period he has averaged a yearly production
of 6,000 lbs. of box honey. He does not indulge in wild aspirations. He has mastered
his trade, and has learned the capacity of
himself and of his locality. He is accomplishing far more than many with five times
ills number of colonies, who bluster about,
and perhaps ultimately give up bee-keeping
We must not draw exaggerated
in disgust.
pictures of the profits to be secured in beeculture, but we can say to the man seeking
a fair recompense for his labor, that in no
other business do we see better prospects for
success with so small a capital stock. I
know many will accuse nieof having an axe
to grind, as I sell supplies for the apiary
ness.

We

A

I assure you I am expressing a candid
opinion.
I often envy tlie independence of tlie man
who, wlien liis bees are iioused for tlie winter, has a considerable period in vvliicii to
visit his friends, and in whicii to improve
his Itnowled^e and intellect. The social advantage of these periods cannot be overestimated.
Of course. I would advise all apiarists to
make ample and intelligent preparaticms before the busy season comes, for, be it remembered, in summer, the man with leisure in
winter lias his abilities taxed to their full
capacity.
1 apprehend not so much the over-stocking
of the markets with honey as of localities
with bees. Note this carefully, and locate
your apiary so as not to injure each other.
The great honey product of California
will very soon be transported to Europe directly by water, thus leaving us a clear field.
Our duty, then, is to thoroughly master our
occupati(ni, and use our influence to bring
honey into general use— first, by making it
compete in price witli other sweets and
secondly, by educating the public to its general use. Mr. Newman, of the American
Bee Journal, has issued a very useful
little work that all bee-keepers should circulate in their neighborhoods. I refer to the
pamphlet, "Honey as Food and Medicine."
OurEnglish brethren, although not as well
advanced as we in bee-culture, liave put us
to shame in the matter of conventions and
displays of bees and their products. I think
their manner of exhibiting the manipulations of l>ees to the general public worth j' of
our consideration and emulation.

but

;

At our

last meeting a committee was apto consider the best plans for plac-

pointed
ing the Nntional Association on a permanent
I hope the committee can at this
time report some feasible method.
System and concerted action are what we
need to permanently establish our occupation, and make it take rank among the important industries of the nation. No stronger
argument can be presented for encouraging
the representative plan of holding convenfooting.

tions than this

:

That system

in

manage-

mtMit, system in the style of surplus
receptacles, and system in marketing of
honey, can be developed, while at the same
time we come in contact with each other, and
with the buyers and consumers of our products, and thus learn their wants and our
deficiencies. " Order is heaven's first law."

and order and concerted action are necessary
to the proper development of any business.
In one of our papers I notice an article
regarding tlie purity of Italian bees, and the
writer ursres the necessity for an established,
recognized standard by whicli to determine
the purity of those bees. 1 fully endorse
that snsrgestion, and recommend that the
matter be c(msidered in this Convention. I
throw out as a suggestion, that possibly we
can improve the hardy qualities of our bees.
You are aware that flies, wasps, bumblebees, and many other insects, do not chill or
get benumbed as quickly as honey-bees.
By long and careful breeding, may we not
improve our bees in this particular, making
them hardier and able to work in weather

too cool for them now ?
your consideration.

I leave this

matter

to

In closing, let ine draw your attention to
a bad precedent established at the last Convention, viz. The giving of a present to the
retiring President. I suggest that this be
not repeated, lest it become an established
and pernicious custom.
Eequesting that with unselfish purpose,
we adjourn from here to some prominent
city of the West, I shall not burden you
:

longer.

The Secretary read the following as his
report for the past year
:

To paid for tables, &c.. In Am. Instistitute Fair. $15
To paid for printing addresses and postage
25

50
00

$40 50

Received from late Treasurer
Received membership fees

$5 00
S4 00

$39 00

Deficit

$1 50

In accordance with the resolution passed at our
1,5(10 copies of

last meeting, your Secretary has had
" The Facts for the People" printed

and mailed to
the most influential papers of the nation, and has
had marked copies returned containing the Statement of Facts.
Postage. 1,500- Ic
$15 00
10 00
Envelopes and printing 1,500 copies
$25 00

Report of committee on " the best means
of promoting and advancing the interests of
the National Bee-Keepers's Society, and to
increase

its

usefulness :"

"Strike while the iron is hot," is a common saying, and a very good one. It indicates thedangerof delay and the importance
of prompt action
but Cromwell said,
" Make the iron hot by striking."— thus enforcing another thought, that " Where there
is a will there is a way ;" that to good sense,
industry and perseverance, no rhiht thing
As by continual striking,
is impossible!
the cold iron can be heated, so, by constant
and well directed work, the most difficult
undertakings may be conducted to success
;

!

Two years ago, when
phia, the question was

we met

at Philadel" Shdll the Society
continue to exist?"— now it is " How to
:

:

incredse its usefiilnes-s ?" We have had to
take Cromwell's advice, and "Make the iron
hot by striking !" Now let us "not be weary
in well-doing" and continue the vigorous
use of our sledge-hammers let us demonstrate that we both can and loHl bring our
undertaking— though it be difficult— to a
complete success.
I will not weary your patience, but come
at once to our recommendations. Three
thiuL'S are essential to the usefulness of the
Society, and these three things will "pro-

—

;

mote" and "advance"

its

interests

:

1. It should fosterLocnf Societies, seeking
a delegation from such at its annual sittings
making this Society, as nearly as possible,
a representative body.
2. It should encourage a Local State Exhi-

—

bition once a year, having manipulations
with bees in each State and Territory.

hearty support to these
a
suitable person or persons to attend them,
3.

It

should give

i(s

"Bee and Honey Shows," by appointing

and in its name and by its authority, to
award a suitable medal for the best exhibit
of honey in the most marketable sliape, and

a diploma for the most expert handling of
bees.

In order to do this, let the amendments to
our Constitution of last year be reconsidered,
and sections 3 and 10 be reinstated— electing
a Vice President in eacli State and Territory,
who shall co-operate with the Society's Representative, in awarding the bee and honey-

show

prizes in his locality.

To do this, tinancial aid will be absolutely
but if it be done, a thousand
necessary
members can be obtained, and the funds thus
raised will carry out the provisions of these
recommendations, as the Representative
should be entitled to call upon the Treasurer
for a milage fee of say 3 cents per mile, to
cover traveling expenses to and from these
honey and bee shows, whenever a medal is
to be awarded.
We recommend that a committee be appointed to procure medals and diplomas.
;

G. Newman.
Mr. King, another member of the committee, remarked that the report, as a whole,
met with liis approval, though some details
should be discussed to ascertain the best
means of obtaining the desired results.
The report was adopted, and Articles 3 and
10 of the Constitution were reinstated in
their former position, having been suspended at the last session.
The following were appointed acommitlee
T. G. Newman, L. C.
of arrangements
Root and E. J. Oatman.
Dr. Parmly was appointed Secretary pro
tern., in the absence of the Secretary, who
was engaged on the committee of arrange-

Thomas

:

ments.
A. J. King then read the following essay
OD the

RISE

AND PKOGRESS OF BEE-CULTUKE.

All the great inventions and discoveries
which have developed the resources of the
world to a greater extent within the past
century, than in all previous time since the
creation, have had their oriuin, more or less
remote, in the ages past. The various applications of steam, electricity, the mechanical
powers, and the wondrous developments of
natural science which have so changed tiie
face of all nature, and the currents of
thought within the past few years, are but
the accumulations and scientific combinations of ideas and inventions, scattered all
along the line of the ages, by the past
generations in tiieir onward march from
superstition and
bigotry to
Ignorance,
Intel ligenc(*,

knowledge and true science.

Of all the fields of research in the development of National industries, none are more
inviting, and instructive to the
Antiquarian than the history of the culture
of the honey bee, for in all his researches,
he will find himself in the company of the
Poets,
wisest and best minds of all ages.
Naturalists,: Philosophers, and Doctors of
fruitful,

Divinity are

all

largely represented in its

Honey

was

regarded by the
history.
Ancients as a present from the Gods, and
with it their lil)ations were made around the
tombs of those dear to them. With honey
they preserved their corpses. Witti honey
their Gods were appeased by pouring it on
their altars and tiie heads of the victims.
Honey was the only sweet known until

within comparatively modern times. T'>e
Holy Scriptures abound in figures of the
highest joys and the most exquisite sweetness, drawn from the bee and its delicious
product.
Aristotle pronounced the honey
bee a magazine of the virtues. Virgil, the
most elegant of the Latin poets, calls it a ray
of the divinity, and chose it as the subject
for the best of his Georgics. Shakspeare,
Milton, and, in

fact,

all

the

prominent

writers, have bestowed on the bee, at least
a passing notice. DeMonfort, who, in 1B46
wrote a work on bees, estimates the number
of authors who had written on this subject
previous to his time, at between five and
six hundred, the larger part of which are
lost, but traces of most of them have come

down

to us through works published in the
These works, one of which
was written by DeMontfort, seems to unite

17th century.

the ideas of the Ancients with those of his
own time. And the nu)st romantic and
foolish reveries stand side by si<le with
sensible views, and in many instances the
two are so badly mixed, that to give in full
the various views which have prevailed, at
different times in the past history of beeculture, would bring a result similar to what
Milton says of the writings of the Fathers—
a huge drag net, brought down the stream
of time, filled mostly with sticks and straws,

pebbles and shells, sea-weed and mud, with
a pearl in the oyster here and there. We
shall confine ourself to the merest outline
of this history and endeavor to select as

many

of the pearls as

we

can, in passing.

bee, we cannot
speak positively, but the geological evidences of flowering plants, demanding
insects for their fertilization, together with
the remains of insect-feeding reptiles, as
well as herbivorous animals, places the bee,
at least presumably, aaes anterior to the

Of the antiquity of the

creation of man. The positive proofs of its
are
ample.
early domestication
The
Ancient Egyptian sculpture and tablets
abound with hieroglyphics, wherein the
bee is the symbol of royalty, their economy

being represented with a monarch at its
head. In most instances these representations are rude, and betray a lack of close
observation, as the bee is pictured with two
wings and four legs; however, on one tabthe twelfth-dynasty, the bee is
let of
figured correctly, having four wings and six
Shuckfird, in his " British Bees."
legs.
gives us indications of a still higher
antiquity from the Sdnskrit, wherin Ma
signifies hmiey; Mndhiipd, honey- drliiker,
and rtiad-hurnkara, honey maker.
He
also traces the same in the Chinese dialects.
The earliest Shemitic and Aryan records,
the Book of Job, the Vedas, as well as the
Poems of Homer, are conclusive proof of
the early domestication of the honey bee,
all of which are interesting to the student

Of the origin of bees, the
of Apiculture.
ancients indulged the most extravagant
fancies, some contending that they originated from the putrid carcasses of animals,
probably from witnessing the transformation of insects as millers from moth worms,
butterflies from caterpillars, etc. They give
receipts to produce swarms of bees, the
details of which are too disgusting to relate
Others, of finer and more poetical coucep

—

tions, imagined tliat bees were bred from
purest juices of the summer flowers. Virgil
expresses sometliing of this opinion in tlie
following from the fourtli boolc of liis
Georgics: ''Ciiiefly you will marvel at this
custom, peculiar to the bees, that they
neither indulge in conjugal embrace nor
softly dissolve their bodies in the joys of
love, nor bring fortli young with a mother's
throes; but they themselves, cull their progeny with their mouths, from leaves and
fragrant herbs. They themselves raise up
a new king, and little sul)jeets, and build
new palaces of waxen realms." With all
these false notions of bees, the ancients
still possessed much valuable knowledge.
To Aristotle and Virgil we are indebted for
the first description of tlie Italian bees,
which, until recently had been regarded as
a myth. Virgil remarks as follows regarding "tlie two varieties: "For the one looks
hideously ugly, as when a parched traveler
comes from a very dusty road and spits the
dirtoutof hisdry mouth. Theotherssbine
and sparkle with briglitness, glittering with
gold. This is the better breed. From these
at stated seasons of the sky, you may press
the luscious honey, yet not so luscious, as
pure and tit to correct tlie hard i-elish of the
grape." Again he says: '* There are two
sorts, the glorious with refulgent spots of
gold, and is distinguished both by his make
and conspicuous with glittering scales. The
other is horribly deformed with sloth, and
ingloriously drags a large belly."
Aristotle lived three hundred years prior
to the Christian era. He wrote largely on
His
every department of natural history.
pupil, Alexander the Great, placed at his

disposal large sums of money, and employed,
during bis campaign in Asia, more than a
thousand persons in collecting specimens
for his use from all parts of the animal
tingdom. From his pen and those of his
pupils we are indebted for much informaColumella
tion of value in bee-culture.
about the commencement of the Christian
era, wrote a large work on "Husbandry,"
in which he gives directions for the artificial
swarming of bees. Supplying queens to
Transferring hatching
destitute colonies.
brood to weak colonies, and many other
useful operaticms of which the great multitude of bee-keepers are ignorant to this day.
Varo and Pliny also wrote in a manner
•which pre-supposes quite a knowledge of
the brood-nest, all or which leads to the
belief that in those early classic days a very
advanced knowledge of bee-culture prevailed. What is known in history as the
"dark ages" now came on, and for the
space of nearly fourteen hundred years no
progress was made in any department of
natural history, but on the contrary much

was lost.
At the

These writers discovered many of the
facts connected with the secret workings of
the hive, which contributed largely in raising the vail of ignorance which still enshrouded this industry and paved the way
for the prince of apiarians— the great Uuber,
who appeared about the close of the 18th
and with whose history every
worthy the name, is more or less
acquainted. He it was who combining in
one the unicomb observation frames of his
day, removed their glass sides and gave to
the world the first movable frame bee-hive
in existence, and by the aid of which he
made those beautiful experiments which
placed the science of bee-keeijing on the
enduring basis of truth.
Experiments
which established one by one nearly all the
wondrous facts connected with the natural
history of the honey bee, by the adoption of
which bee-keeping has gradually assumed
national importancein all civilized countries.
It is a fact thatthe blind Huber. through the
eyes of his faithful servant, Francis Burnens, saw more and did more for rational
bee-culture than anyone man before or since
his time. The correct theory once estabcentury,
apiarist,

prominent naturalists adopted it.
Authors and inventors sprang up on every
hand, and movable frame hives of different
patterns were soon in use in various parts of
Europe. Munn, of England; Berlepsch, of
Germany, and De Bovois, of France, being
the most prominent, and all of whom have
written extensively on the subject of bees
and hives. It is estimated that from
Shirach up to about 1847, one-hundred and
tvifenty-four books were written on beekeeping.
Apiaries sprang up of larger
dimensions than ever before; some nobleman owning as high as eight thousand cololished,

sugar,

middle of the

t

mology. Ray was succeeded by Linneus, the
inventor of "the binomial system of classification which is still used by all investigators
of natural science.

At the

close of the 17th

century Swammerdain, Maraldi and Reaumur wrote extensively on bees and hives,
and Shirach, Reims and others still later.

l"6th

hive, which was almost identical with
King's American bee-hive, is fully described
in

the author's large book on apiculture^

published in France, in
lepsch hive invented in

1847.
1840,

The
was

Ber-

greatly

improved in 1845, making it almost identical
with the Langstroth. lie further improved
it and puhli-ihed an illustrated description in
the Bienen Zeitimg, for May, 18.53. But
bee-cultuie in Europe was by no means
carried on principally by those using movaframes.
On the contrary the great
majority used either the straw hive, wooden
gum or s<inare box, with bars crossing the
top, to which the combs were attached, and
then either the storifying. nadir and collaterial system were resorted to for surplus
honey.
At one time in France bee-keeping was
deemed of so much iniporfance that in some
places laws were enacted rendering it
imperHtive on every cottager to keep at
least three hives of bees, or iu lieu thereof
ble

close of this dark era of mental
darkness he celelirated John Ray appeared.
He collected and arranged all which survived of the previous productions on ento-

The discovery of the refining
made by the Venetians about

of
the
century, was at this time
in full blast in Germany and served to distract attention from the production of lioney»
and sufficiently accounts for its decline
about this time.
The engraving and description of the
Munn movable frame hive may be found in
"Cottage Gardener's Chronicle," London,
1843, page 317, also in the author's pamphlet
in 1844.
The De Bovois' movable frame
nies.

to pay a certain fine into tlie treasury. In
England larye rewards were given for the
finest display of honey and beeswax of one's
own raising;, and obtained witiiout sacrificing the lives of tlie bees. Prominent men

wrote booltson tlie sulijectdesigned entirely
for the benefit of the cottagers, and the same
unselfish course is still pursued in Europe.
brief mention of some of the most useful inventions and discoveries must close
our notice of the progress of bee-culture in
Europe. Dzierzon discovered the partlu nogenesis of the queen bee, and Siebold,

A

Leukart, Berlepsch and other eminent German naturalists demonstrated it. Dzierzon
also discovered flour to be a sul)stitute for

Mehring made the

pollen.

first

artificial

Major Von
foundation.
Hrusclil^a invented the honey extractor.
smokers
The bellows
so well adapted
to the apiary have been used in all parts of
Europe for the past one hundred yenrs or

comb

honey

more.

Some

nozzles,

and

liad

straight and some bent
of the nozzles were

some

hinged to the bellows and were turned at
right angles for draft when not in use, and
also to receive the materials for the smoke.
Tiiese might have been appropriately called
breech-loaders.

Keaumur

first

described

artificial fertili-

zation of queens in confinement. His experiment called the "Amours of the Queen
Bee," made under a glass vessel with the

drones is exceedingly funny and sounds
very modern, but is too lengtliy for notice
here.

Bees came with the Pilgrim Fathers to
America, and were carried by the early
pioneers to

now

they are to
be found in every portion of the Western
Continent, but owing to the many toils and
cares incident to the development of a new
country, together with their lack of knowledge of the subject, little attention was
paid to bees until within the past thirty
or forty years.
The first record of a movable frame hive
in America may be found in the Cultivator,
for June, 1840, by Solon Robinson, now of
Jacksonville, Florida. The second invention may be found in the Scientific American for March (Uh, 1847. The inventor, Mr.
Shaw, of Hinckly, 0., I believe is still living.
Movable frames were also used by Marcus
all parts, until

Robinson, at Jamaica Plains, Mass., in 1848,
and varied in no respect from the Langstroth
frame and hive. This on the affidavit of
Solon Robinson, The same style of frame
was used about the same time at Dan vers,
Mass., as per the afiidavit of Mr. Putnam,
These affidavits are on
of Galesburg, III.
record in the office of the Hon. A. F. Perry,
corner of Main and Third streets, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Harbison, Townley, Flander, Metcalf and
some others claim to have known of movable frame liives between 1845 and 1850.
few books were written on bees about this
time, but possessed little merit either in
theory or practice.
About 1853 the Rev. L. L. Langstroth
patented the hive which still bears his
name and which many prominent bee-keepers still use with but slight modifications.
This gentleman took hold of the matter in
earnest.
He sold large portions of the

A

by his patent to influential
and wealthy men who, in connection with
liimself, introduced the hive far and wide
and thus demonstrated that a patent is not
necessarily an evil, as many seem to suppose,
for it proved in his hands a powerful means
of advancing the true scienceof bee-culture.
This he soon followed up with his book
"The Hive and the Honey Bee," which is
perhaps the most complete and scholarly
production of its kind ev»'r written in any
age or country, and shows its author to have
been perfectly familiar with the best literature on this subject in the Old World, and a
perfect master of both the science and
territory covered

practice of bee-keeping.

To Mr.

Langstrotlr

—although not the first— more than to any
other nnm, are we indebted for the introduction of new races of bees to mix with
our own, and thus prevent the evil of inand-in breeding.

The "Mysteries of Bee-keeping Explained" appeared simultaneously with Mr.
L's book. The author, the late lamented
M. Quinby. showed in this work a familiarity with the economy of the bee truly
astonishing to one writing at that time. It
was eminently practical, and did much valuable work for the advancement of rational
bee-culture. He also invented the best form
of a bellows smoker then in use and this
has been further improved by the addition
of the directdraft principle invented by Mr.
T. F. Bingham, which leaves nothing more
to be desired in this line.

Mr. Quinby wrote largely for the Agricultural

press of the country.

He

freely

all his ideas and inventions to the public for the promotion of the cause he loved,

gave

and labored faithfully to raise bee-keeping
to the dignity of a distinct profession. The
quiet, noble self-sacrificing spirit manifested
l5y this truly givat man, will be talked of
aiid cherished and felt so long as the keeping of bees shall engage the attention of

The writings of Mrs. Tupper. the
Harbisons, Metcalf, N. H. & H. A. King,
Prof. Cook, and others, have done a vast
work in bringing aboutthe present advanced
men.

stage of l)ee-keeningin this country. While
1. Root, T. G. Newman and your humble servant, realizing that "constant dropping wears out a stone," are constantly
pelting away at the superstitions and prejudices of the people, and hope, ere Ioul'. to
end the battle in complete triumph. The
most convincing arguments, however, are
those whicli appeal to thepdlitte, and pnrhct,
and these are being effectually used by Harbison, Hetiierinsjfton. Doolittle, Betsinger,
Clark, C. J. Quinby. and many others, iu
the shape of tons of honey as beautiful and
pure as the nectar which Jupiter sips. And
this is being distributed all over the world
by Thurl)er. Quinbv. E. & O. Ward. Thorn
& Co., of this city, Muth, of Ciini., Vincent,
of N. O.. and by the lartre dealers in other
cities.
We learn from statistics that there
are now in the United States about 1.000
ditferent bee hives covered by patent, and a
Nearly all
still larger number unpatented.
the inventions of European origin have been
greatly improved l)y our Yankee ingenuity,
and nien everywhere are waking up to the
importance of this industry as never before.
Tlie aggregate yield of honey is largely on

A.

tlie quality and quanmethods used in America are
any otlier country, and tliese

the increase, besides
tity,

and

tlie

far superior to

facts, tal\en to^etiier, are creating a fear in
the minds of some of our most thoufilitful
apiarists that the prices received lor lioney

cost of production, so we
will present a few facts wliich we think
allay
these apprehensions.
may tend to
Great Britain consumes annually about
9.000,000 lbs. of sufiar for brewinj; purposes.
Other foreign countries, as well as our own
country, a proporti<mally large amount. It
is a fact that extracted honey contains a
much larger percentage of the elements
needed as a substitute for malt than sugar
does, and is cheaper at 90 cents a gallon,
than sugar is at the lowest prices it has yet
reached. A desirable change by substitution
is now going on and may be greatly hastened
by well directed efforts on the part of honey
dealers. Second. Not more than 2-.5ths of
our people have yet learned to eat honey,
not because it is not generally acceptable,
but it has never been brought to their notice
as a staple article which may be had at the
same price as the best quality of syrup, and
that it is far more healthful.
Third.
large percentage of the syrups
in general use in our families are badly adulterated, aiul positively untit for the human
stomacli, and ])articularly the stomachs of
children. This fact is fast being recognized
by the most intelligent of our population,

may

fall

below

tlie

A

and only needs a little judicious pressing
through the papers to displace it, and in its
room put extracted honey.
Fourth. Laws against the adulteration of
honey, affixing such penalties of tine and
iniprisoimient as shall afford complete protection to the producer, the honey dealer and
Steps should be at once
the consumer.
taken to etfect this desirable result, before
some other unprincipled honey dealer shall
cause Great Britain to give us the second
slap in the face through their leading papers, by branding us as a set of swindlers,
and warning the English people against the
use of American honey.
petition setting forth this matter in its
true light should be presented to Congress
at its next session. All the members of
including all
this National Convention,
dealers in honey, should be asked to sign
this petition, and a refusal from any cause
whatever, should be regarded as favorable
to honey adulteration, and producers should
be warned against selling such persons their
lioney.
Such a petition, praying for so
laudable an object, and backed by so many
honorable names, could hardly fail in obtaining the desired law, when extracted honey
would at once advance to its true position in
all our markets.
Bee-keepers everywhere
should be united in bringing about these
needed reforms, and imitating the politicians, should "keep it before the people" till
the end is attained. The journals devoted
tobee-keepiiigshould belK)ld and out-spoken
on this subject, regardless of all present
emoluments for a contrary course, and for
one, I here and now pledge the BeeKeeper^s MiKjnzine to this policy without the
least equivocation or mental reservation,
and [ expect to see friend Newman, of the
American Bee Journal, to join hands.

A

and then, by a rising vote, test the sense of
this Association, and thus make a significant stride in the true progress of bee-keeping in this country.
A. J. King.

A vote

of thanks was presented to Mr.
tor his able address.
An election was then held for officers for
the ensuing year. T. G. Newman having

King

been placed

in

nomination, and the Conven-

tion expressing their approval so enthusiastically, it was moved that Mr. A. J. King be
instructed to cast the vote of the Convention,
by ballot, for him, which was accordingly
done, electing hiui President.
The following were elected Vice Presi-

dents

:

HuntsviUe, Ala.
Hipolite, Duvall's Bluff, Ark.
Fox, San Diego, Cal.
J. 1j. Peabody, Denver, Col.
F. I. Sage. Wetliersfleld. Conn.
Jesse B. Watson, Vermillion, Dakota.
Dr. J. W. Keyes, lohi, Fla.
Dr. J. P. H. Brown, Augusta, Ga.

J. R. Jjee,

Dr.

W.

C. J.

E.

J.

Oatman, Dundee,

111.

Rev. M. Mahin, IjOgansport,lnd.

Iowa City, Iowa.
N. Cameron, Lawrence, Kan.
R. M. Argo, Lowell, Ky.
W. H. Ware, Bayou Goula, La.
Prof. C. H. Fernald, Orono, Me.
D. A. Pike, Smitlisburg, Md.
O. Clute,

Alley, Wenbam, Mass.
Prof. A. J. Cook, Ivansing, Mich.

Henry

Grand Meadow, Minn.
W. McNeill, Crystal Spring, Miss.
W. Greene, Chillicothe. Mo.

C. P. Greening,

Rev.
Dr.

J.
J.

George M. Hawley, Lincoln, Neb.
K. C. Taylor, Wilmington, N. 0.
Hubbard, Walpole, N. H.
Rev. J. W. Shearer, Liberty Corners, N. J.
P. H. Elwood, Starkville. N. Y.
B. O. Everett, Toledo, Ohio.
Rev. W. F. Clark, Guelph, Ontario.
W. J. Davis, Youngsville, Pa.

J. L.

S. C. Dodge, Chattanooga. Tenn.
Judge W. H. Andrews, McKinney, Texas.
John Chatterlev, Cedar City, Utah.

W. Porter, Cliarlottesville, Va.
E. W. Hale. Wirt, W. Va.
A. E. Manum, Bristol, Vt.
Christopher Grimm, Jefferson, Wis.
Thomas Valiquet, St. Hilaire, Quebec, Canada.

J.

Some not being members, it was moved
they be made honorary members, without
the payment of initiation fee, and that they
be requested to advance the interests of the
As.sociation by correspondence, reporting the
condition of bee-keeping in their respective
States. &c., and it they cannot act, to name
sucli as can fill these duties.
The following were unanimously elected:
Recording Secretary -Dr. Parmly.
Corresponding Secretary— Prof. Hasbrouck.
Treasurer— J. H. Nellis.

WEDNESDAY MORNING.
After calling the Convention to order, the
President delivered the following address
To meet you on this auspicious occasion is
indeed agreeable. To unite with you in the
:

discussion of themes that are all-absorbing
to every apiarist, will l)e to me a plea.sure
the more so, because this Association is not
only National in name, but also in its influ-

ence and might; many of its members being
among the foremost in scientific explorations
in the apiary, and even their luimes are
" household words" around many a distant
hearthstone. And when, by means of that
mighty lever— the Printing Press— is transmitted to a world your "thoughts tliat
breathe and words that burn"— they echo
and re-echo to " earth's remotest bound."
it is exceedingly agreeable to witness the

harmoTiy that has prevailed so far, and now,
as tlie time will be mainly jiiven up to discussions of themes of vast importance

themes upon which we

liave not arrived

at a union of sentiment, let tlie arguments
be strong and well matured, but let uohitrsh
word mar the beauty or strength of even
one ar>,'ument or speech. Let us all renieuiber that we speak not only to the
hundreds tiiat are present, but also to the
thdusands that are absent, who in almost
breathless silence anxiously await the pubstenolislied report of our proceedings.
graphic reporter is present who will take
down every word we utter "Let us, therefore.»take heed t(i our lips, that we offend not

A

—

with our tongue."
What we need is co-operation

!

Concert

of action
Oh how the weary and burdened soldier on the battle-field, likes to feel
that he is not alone that his elbows touch
those of his comrade
Ilow refreshing!; it is
to him to know that a brother is fif^htinfj by
soul-inspiring
liis side for the same
cause,
in defense of the same hallowed principles
it adds to his assurance, strenf>thens
his nerves, and cheers his spirits
As a band of brothers we should stand
side by side with our fellows, and cheer by
our presence, our counsel, and our inspirati<m, while tijjhting for the same result.
By a bold and united dash, we may storm
the citadel of public opinion and having
"the best honey in the most marketable
shape," inscribed upon our banners, we may
scale the walls of a "weak market," placing
upon the topmost round of public (iemand
an unceasing call for " Delicious and Pure
Honey" while the people from the rising
even unto the settintr of the sun, may cry,
!

!

—
!

!

How

!

—

—

"MORE MOKE GIVE US MORE!"
!

It

!

was nmved that the President be

re-

quested to correspond with the bee-keepers
of the country, to induce them to take more
interest in Conventions, and to use every
means within their power to create a home
demand for honey and as honey shows,
once a year, in every State or District, would
greatly assist in placing honey in its timeonored position as nuvn's natural sweet, it
is earnestly desired that such may be instituted, and our President is requested to give
the Vice Presidents all the assistance he can
to make such honey shows a success.
Mr. Newman thought that all corrfesnondence should be conducted by the Corresponding Secretary.
Mr. Ilasbrouck thought that the President
would have more influence with the bee;

keeiiers of the country.
L. C. Root was of the same opinion.
Mr. Newman said he had the interests of
the apiary deeply at heart, and would not
shrink from any duty assigned him. Carried.

READING OF CORRESPONDENCE.

A

letter from the Rev. L. L. Langstroth,
regretting his inability to be present. He
would have met with a very hearty welcome.
Letters were also read from Mrs. Dunham,
A. H. Hart, Wni. M. Kello-g, D. D. Palmer,
R. M. Argo, J. M. Siiuck, John H. Keippart,
J. Whitman, Jr., and Gen. W. G. LeDuc,
Conunissioner of Agriculture, giving much
valuable statistical information.

The following letter from Louisiana was
then read
Brother Bee-Keepers of the National
Associdtion:
i
As the Southern States will probably
have little or no representation at your
annual meeting, I beg to address you a few
:

words

in their behalf.

The

great distance,

consequent heavy traveling expense, scant
purses, and busy work of securing our fall
iioney crop, which comes to us in bountiful
quantity just at this time, almost precludes
the possibility of our bee-keepers taking an
active part in your labors for the general
good, but we feel a pride and a deep interest
in your work, and hope that at some future
day we will have the pleasure of assisting
in your discussions of bee-keeping and
honey marketing mysteries. We could not
offer yon any valuable advice or soothing
consolation on the subject of wintering,
nor could we reasonably hope to win the
Srize medal for section honej' against your
oolittle, Betsinger. Hetheringtou, Martin
and others, but coming to acres of nice yellow bees and tons of liquid nectar, we
would ask your kind consideration. That
all sections of our country may take a deeper
interest in your efforts and proceedings
and feel that it is really a national society, I
would suggest that your membership might
be largely increased, your treasury receipts

brought up to a working basis, and your
powers and influence for the general good
greatly augmented, by appointing the meeting for a different place each year— say next
year in Chicago. Cincinnati or St. Louis, the
year following in New Orleans or Atlanta,
the next in Baltimore, and so on. If such a
plan should be adopted I feel sure our people in the South would lend a helping hand.
We have as yet very few well organized
and efficient bee-keepers' societies in the
South, but they are increasing gradually.
The introduction of the Italian bee, the
wonderful improvements in hives and apiarian implements, and the innnense success
of all who have engaged in the business,
has attracted the attention of the whole
country, and many are now buying bees and
locating large apiaries as specialists. Many
experienced apiarists are coming to us from
the North and West, and with honey-yielding flowers in endless variety and profusion,
blooming almost the year round; no expense
of cellars, double hives and chaff packing,
and no losses of bees from "wintering" and
foul brood, who will say that we may not
soon astonish the world with our honey productions ?
Yet, with all these advantages, we have
some drawbacks that cannot be speedily
overcome without organized co-operation.
The principal of these is the lack of a home
market. Cane sugars and syrups are proin such abundance, and at such cheap
prices, and the people so nuich accustomea
to their use, that there is no demand for
honey in our villages, and very little in the
large cities. Hence, we are comnelled to
ship our entire productions to the Northern
or Western markets, or to Europe. For this

duced

we have cheap transportation by the
Mississippi river and the cotton-ships at
New Orleans. We have made no shipment
direct to Europe yet, but it is probable that

we

will look in that direction in the future,

we meet no encourajjement in the markets North or West. The cause of this we
as

believe is mainlyattributahleto the inability
of the leading honey dealers, or at least a
majority of them, to distinguish between
pure natural honey and the adulterated
article. As p;-oof of this, I have in the past
three years sent several samples of choice
machine extracted, pure white clover honey,
taken from the hive by myself, to reliable
parties in some of the Northern and Western markets to know what prices could be
obtained, and the answer in nearly every
instance was, that honey dealers and experts pronounced it a manufactured or
adulterated article, entirely unfit for table
use, almost impossible to sell and only
wortl) the price of glucose for manufacturing purposes. This has been the experience
of nearly all our bee-keepers and shippers
of honey, and we cannot possibly account
for it in any other way than that above
stated. It may be possible that our flowers
give us a very inferior honey compared to
that usually sold in those markets, we might
be reconciled to such an idea (possibly), but
we cannot have much f^ith in the judgment
of men who say it is adulterated.
In order that you may judge the matter
for yourselves, 1 send, in the care of Mr.
Thomas G. Newman, a sample of the same
(juality of lioney referred to above, for the
inspection of the Convention. No doubt you
will tind a marked difference between this
and the white clover honey of the North and
West, and if 1 may be allowed, I would
suggest that for the benefit of bee-keepers
and honey dealers generally, theConvention
would call especial notice to this dissimilarity, which is attributable, as 1 suppose, to
a diiference in soil and climate. Honey
from white clover blossoms in the South is
not so light in color more of a straw or light
amber, more transparent, heavier in body,
more delicate and smooth in flavor— than the
white clover lioney of the Northern and
Western States, and a still more singular
difference is, that while the latter will be-

—

come

and opaque by crystallization in
a moderately cool temperature, the former
retains a perfectly liquid and transparent
state, even when subjected to cold several
degrees below the freezing point. 1 have
samples of this honey that I have kept exposed to light and the changes of climate
solid

several years, still it retains its original form.
Mr. Chas. F. Muth, of Cincinnati, the leading honey dealer in the West, furnishes me
with an instance where several barrels of
this honey was left in the open air, on the
sidewalk by his store, for many days and
nigiits when the weather was extremely
cold, the mercury reaching several degrees
below zero, but on examination the honey

was found

to be

still

liquid.

Prof. Cook, in his late excellent work
("Maiuial of the Apiary") says; "Some
honey, as that from the South, and some
from California, seems to remain liquid
indefinitely." As far as my experience extends, this is only true of honey taken from
white clover blossoms, all other kinds
crystallizing perfectly solid on the approacli
of freezing weather. Prof. Cook also says
*'Some kinds of our own honey crystallize
:

much more readily than others. But that
granulation is a test that honey is pure is
untrue."
In conclusion, gentlemen, permit me to
express the hope that the Society may experience a pleasant and profitable meeting,
and that you will endorse and actively assist
the efforts now being made by some of our
most intelligent bee-keepers, to get Congress
to pass a law prohibiting the adulteration of
honey and other sweets.
Very respectfully yonrs,

William H. Wake.
Bayou Gonla
.

October

P. 0., Iberville Parish, Jja.,

1st, 1878.

Note.— The accompanying honey was
perfectly capped to bottom of frame before
being extracted, which makes it several
shades darker than if taken before capped,
as is usually done for exhibition puri)oses.
It is not a selected sample, but was drawn
from a tank of 160 galhms, so that it may
faithfully represent an average of what we
usually put up for market.
W. H. W.

The samples of honey did not arrive, and
it was subsequently learned that they were
sent by mail and broken en route.
Pc>!sident Newman regretted this lack
of regard for the rules of the post office.
Carelessness in mailing queens hadbi'ought
upon us the present stringent rules which
were against the interests of bee-keepers.
Fertilization in Conflnenient.
If I could have my choice, I would postpone the discussion of this subject for

another year at least, for the fact is, that
owing, as I prefer to think, largely to the
past unfavorable season in this locality, and
to the unavoidable delays in experiments of
this kind, i have not yet been able to put to
the test some plans I have for so modifying

my

to make them generally useefforts have been directed mainly

methods as

ful.

My

towards devising means for re-queeniiig an
apiary cheaply, and with stock wliose
character

we

could control.

And what

I

have accomplished is adapted only, and
perhaps not well, to this purpose. 1 have
received so many inquiries on the subject,
which I have put off with a promise to unbosom myself fully at this time, that I am
constrained to tell what I have found out
far, although I realize that the matter
incompleteandmight, perhaps, rather
not be told.
In the first place, I have found out the
main fact, that queens can be fertilized in
confinement, and have satisfied myself that
those who have stated for a number of years
past that this was possible, did not probably
observe incorrectly, and were stating the
simple truth, although they have received a
good deal of ridicule, and have even quite
frequently been called hard names. It is a
strange fact, that bee-men generally consider
the thing so preposterous that they will not
try to see whether it can be done or not. or if
they try. do so in such a careless, indifferent
way, that nothing comes of the experiment
but the conclusion that they were fools for
trying it. Men seem to think that there are
some a priori reasons why the thing cannot
be done, and finally, the distinguished
author of the " New Manual of the Apiary"

thus

is still

has attempted to formulate the reasons, thus:
1st.
Because the matins must take place ou
the wing, as it is probably necessary that
the air-sacs of the drones should be distended; and, 3d. Because the drones are
cowards.
To the first it is only necessary to say,
that nobody, as far as I know, has proposed
to confine the sexes closely, that they could
not fly; and to the 2.1 I answer, that 1 could
never see muclisljins of cowardice in drones,
except when the workers are chasing them
witli murderous intent, and then, having no
weapons of defense, what could they do but
run. At ordinary times, they seem to me to
be a fearless, self-assured race, not hesitating even to venture into a strange hive, and
investigating everything— even the lords of
ci'eation, without an appearanceof timidity.
There was once a man who went to B »ston,
and, as he leaned against a lamp-post, he
expressed his views of the place thus: "I
never before saw another such place as this.
Everything appears to be reeling around and
trying to stand on its head." Now, we know
tiiat these antics of the Iiub of the universe
were " all in his eye," and so this question
of the courage of drones may depend
altogether upon the eyes of those who watch
them. To me, at least, they appear to know
no fear. If they are shut up, they quite
naturally want to get out, but they don't
seem to be much scared about it, and are
not so intent on regaining tiieir liberty as
not to avail tlieinselves of the great opportunity for which alone they live, and which
they seem to be constantly seeking, if it is
thrown into their way so that they cannot
help but notice it. Now, beside these two
reasons, which appear to me to amount to
nothing, can anyone think of another that

would seem to make it more unlikely, that
two bees would mate when put alone into a
box, than that a pair of rabbits would under
similar circumstances. There are several
conditions to be observed, some of which
are absolutely necessary to success, and
others which hasten it.
Fist. The queen must have been immediately before in contact with the bees of a
hive, not necessarily loose on a comb, and
must have left them of her own choice to
seek a mate. She must be left entirely to
follow her own inclinations and instinct,
and I suppose the principal reason why
parties who have tried to mate bees have
failed, is, that they have opened a hive,
picked out the queen, and tried to force her
to serve their convenience.
2d. She must meet the drone in a small
Slace the nearer to a 3 in. cubical box the
etter, with glass on top only standing in
the bright sunlight. It is not impossible for
them to mate in a green house, but if a
gueen and several drones should be released
in such a place, they would be likely to
strike the glass at considerable distances
from each other, and each would stay near
the place first struck, trying to get out, and
so it would be quite improbable that they
would come anywhere within notice of each
otiier.
The more contracted the place, yet
leaving them room to fly a little, the more
certainly and splendidly will they meet. I
have used boxes with glass sides with success, but you are more apt to fail than if

—

—

there

is

glassonlyon the

top.

They scarcely

touch the top glass even with their heads,
but fly just below it, in theseeming attitude
of inspection of their surrondings, and do
not become so excited and intent on getting
out as when they fly against a vertical glass.
3d. She must not be exposed to the least
daubing of honey. Daubing hinders her
flight, and takes much of her attention in
efforts to clean herself, and thus her time
will be gone before she lias attended to the
business upon which she started.
4th. Preferably, but one drone and no
bees must be put with her into the fertilizing box. The presence of more seems to
irritate her, and she tries to get away from

them.
I have found out. moreover, that there is
not just one particular way in which queens
may be fertilized in confinement, and no
other. If the above conditions are observed
is, how not to secure their feryou shut them up in the same
box, and give them a little time. I have
seen various methods described, most of
which I am sure would answer; but the
objection to which generally is, that they
are more troublesome than necessary.
About a year after I had devised the method
I employ, I read of a plan similar to it. in
all essentials, published, in 1871, in
The

the question
tilization if

Bee-Keepers^ Jourmil and Nationnl Aqrir
my way is rather more simple

C}ilturlst. but
in details.
I

would remark

here, that I

think any plan in which the queen and
drones are to be detained in a box, attached
to the hive, through a 5-32 inch passage, is
not to be trusted; for 1 have proved to my
satisfaction, that a virgin queen will pass
through as narrow an opening as a worker
can.

The method

my

I have
I use is as follows:
queens hatched in queen nursery cages,

not put down into the hive as they usually
are, but set into a rack on top of the frames.
The cages have coarse wire cloth bottoms,
and glass tops. I can set about 36 on the 8
frames of a hive. As I use side surplus
boxes, this does not interfere with honey
gathering. Into these I put the eel Is as near
matured as I can get them with safety. I
supply them, ou a small wirecloth shelf with
a little honey in the comb, nicely cleaned
by bees. I cover all with a woolen blanket
and watch them quite closely throu.ili the
glass covers to see when the queens hatch.
When a queen is 4 days old, about 1 p.m.,
on a fine day, I take a fertilizing box with a
glass top large enough to cover one-sixth of
the cages on the hivg, and 3 inches deep,
and opening a slide in the bottom, I place
it before the entrance of a hive containing
my fine drones. I slide the glass top a little
to let the workers out, and wait till I have
caught a drone that suits me. I now shut
the top, remove the box, and place it over
the cages on the queen-rearing hive, taking
off the blanket and removing the glass cover
from the cage whose queen I wish to fertilize, so she can walk up into tlie fertilizing
box when she chooses. I can set 6 such
boxes over the cages, each charged with a
drone. I now take my hoe and go to hoeing
corn somewhere near, occasionally going to
look how things go on. If I find a drone
dead in any of the boxes and the queen

bearing evidences of the success of the
operation, I remove her, put in anotlier
drone, and open another cajje. If a queen
does not come up in a lialf liour or so, 1 conclude siie is not anxious, and sliut lier up to
try another time. If 1 liavegood lucl^ I can
get throuf^ii witli a dozen in an afternoon,
and with all in three days. But I have

neverdone quite so well as that. Ordinarily,
it takes 5 or 6 days to^et themostoi a batch
fertilized, and there will be some that seem
to get started wrong, and they have to be
put back several times, and finally starve to
death before theylare fertilized, or get too old
to care about it longer, and have to be thrown

away

at last.

Two

or three times,

when

1

have felt real lazy and had not much to do,
I have sat down and watched the process,
but one requires a good deal of patience to
do it. It is as bad as fishing. First, the
queen sits down on the side of tlie box and
rubs herself indefinitely. She has a little
honey on her likely. Finally, she begins
to get clean and she takes a fiy up toward
the glass. Just then the drone is exploring
the bottom of the box, or has gone down
into the cage and stays provokiugly. By
and by the queen gets tired of flying, and
settles on the bottom and rubs herself
again. Now the drone comes up, he crawls
around the bottom of the box, not deigning
to notice the queen. Then he stands still,
and she begins to tramp in a very excited
manner; but she seems to ignore the presence
of the drone, and he hers. But stop there,
she has found him.
She caresses him,
walks over him back and forth, pushes him
around and pushes herself under him, and
you are all awake, thinking the critical
moment lias come; but there the unfeeling
brute stands, perfectly stupid and impassive,
and you feel like taking him out and pinching his head. By-and-by, he gets up and
!

the glass for a little exercise, for varNow the queen is at the bottom, still
further smoothing her exterior. You are
disgusted, and conclude you will go and
take a drink— of water, of course. After a
while you walk leisurely back- and there, as
sure as fate, lies the drone on the bottom
dead, and the queen is running about
wriggling and rubbing herself with the wellknown appendage attached, and the affair
You probably call yourself a fool,
is over.
and resolve that the next time " you'll be in
at the death."
You fix things again and watch, with a
repetition of former experiences, till, all at
once, you notice in one of the boxes a
queen and a drone flying at the same time,
now, again, you are all eagerness; but the
drone persists in flying toward one corner,
till he IS tired and settles.
The queen continues flying a while longer and she settles,
just as the dioue is ready to rise again. So
the thing goes on till you begin to think
that it was all a matter of chance before,
and you don't believe it would happen
again in a month, when all at once they are
both up near the glass again. They turn
toward each other an instant— there is a
great commotion. They go dashing against
the top and the sides and the bottom of the
box, around and around— you can't see
them you can only hear' till suddenly the
drone lies dead, and the queen is running

flies to

iety.

—

—

uneasily around, and the thing is accomplished. It all took place before your eyes^
but you saw nothing. You cannot tell whobegan it, nor anything of the position, nor
how the queen tore herself loose. I've seen
the operation twice in a box, and once on a
window, but can answer none of these
questions.

You

will

undoubtedly ask

me

if

I con-

sider the plan perfectly practicable and
Well, sonietiiiies 1 do, and
satisfactory.
sometimes I don't. Last fall I had such
excellent success with it, that I thought it
left nothing to be desired; but during t/iis
execrable season I have had so nmch

trouble and annoyance and loss with

it,

that

at one time I had concluded to abandon it
entirely, and go back to nuclei for raising
queens, and to try and perfect some method
of fertilization, if possible, in connectiou

But aftersufferiiigmoretrouble
and annoyance and loss with the 7iuclei. I
concluded to try my cages once more, and
lately have had good success with them
with Cyprian queens.
with them.

You ask. What is the trouble ? It begins
You have a lot of cells 9 days old.
You wish to let them get as old as possible

here.

before putting them into the cages, and you
conclude you will risk them a couple of days
yet, keeping a strict watch over them in the
hieaiitime. Have you not noticed that such
a state of things was sure to bring on a cold
rain storm this summer, a week long, so
that you could not get into a hive even with
And, of course, when the
an umbrella ?
rain clears off one queen has hatched and
all the other cells have a neat little hole in
the side, and your great expectations have
vanished. You start a lot more from larva,
all hatched the same day, so the queens will
come out all about the same time, and you
double and quadruple the number, and
start them in succession so that if you lose
most, some, at least, will come out between
storms— it can't rain all the time, even this
summer— and at last you have a supply of
cells for your cages. Now the young queens
are all hatched and just old enough for you
This is
to begin to get them fertilized.
another condition of affairs which this year
has brought rain as certainly as 4th of July
used to do, when we were boys. It rains
and rains for 3 or 4 days, then it stops, and
is overcast for a couple' of days more, then
another storm cominences. and before you
get sun-light to bring your queens out, they
are all starved in the cages, or the few
remnants are too old to operate upon sucessfully. This thing has happened with me
over and over again the past season.
Then, again, the queens are difficult to be
introduced. Within half an hour after they

are fertilized they may be taken out and
suffered to run into the entrance of any
queenless hive with perfect safety; but if
you cage them again, and keep them beyond
this time, it is almost impossible to introduce them in any way that I know of. They
I have
seem to be worse than virgins.
introduced virgin queens from the Jewell
Davis nursery cages, by the Mitchell plan,,
to nuclei, without a loss of more than 3 out
of 12; but by the same plan of introducing,
1 have, every time this summer that 1 have
tried, lost more than half, and out of one

batch every one. I would not suspect this
but it is a fact. Consequently, it
will not pay to raise dollar queens by tliis
frocess, as far as I understand it at present.
f you must introduce the queens, at a «reat
risk of loss, to nuclei to get them laying
before they are salable, better raise them in
the nucleus from the first. If it had not
been for this unfortunate ditficulty, 1 say,
frankly, I should not have told what I have
about it, and 1 should have made a sensation
in cheap queens.
As mucli as I know about queens fertilized
in confinement, 1 have torn. 1, of course,
expect that there will still be those who
will say it can'tbe done, and never has been,
but if 1 shall have succeeded in stimulating
ditticulty,

any to work with me in this field, until we
can solve to the satisfaction of ourselves
and others this most neglected and most
important of all problems to the bee-fancier
now doubly important since the arrival

—

Cyprians— I shall feel repaid for my
and the opprobious epithets which
have silenced others, and which I suppose 1
have reason to expect from some of our not
of the

efforts,

very enterprising contemporaries, will not
hurt my feeings.
J. Uasbkouck.
Flat iBrook, N.J.
Mr. Oatman asked what Mr. Hasbrouck
expected to gain from this, and he replied
tliat it enabled him to keep different races
in tlie

same apiary

distinct, or cross-breed,

may desire, and he had hoped thereby
cheapen the rearing of queens. He is satisfied that by other means practiced one cannot afford to rear queens for a dollar. The
great difficulty in introducing queens so fei'tilized, except within half an hour after the
as he

to

drawback to its general use.
Mr. Nellis had notiiing to state except the
failure of his experiments.
Mr. Oatman. This is a serious and important question, if cross-breeding can increase
the production of our bees. He moved a
vote of thanks to Prof. Hasbrouck for his
act, is a

able address, with the request that he continue the investigation of the subject.
L. C. Root. This is a matter of more importance than generally considered. We aim
to rear our queens from our best colonies,
and therefore we should be most particular
in selecting the mother as well as the drone.
have no control of this in the natural
way. I have experimented largely, but
never met with success, and am looking
anxiously to have this a success, as it is of
great importance.
Mr. Alley will try the method as soon as
he reaches home.
Nr. Newman thinks it important, and next
to the production and marketing of honey.
Mr. Root has noticed some colonies having
very superior drones, and has earnestly
wished that Ins queens might be fertilized
by such drones.
Mr. Hasbrouck does not know that he is
giving too much importance to the subject,
but is surprised that more have not succeeded.
Mr. Oatman. Will a queen hatched in a
hive have any disadvantage over a queen
batched in a cage ?
Mr. Hasbrouck. None I only hatch in a
cage for convenience to save time in looking

We

;

for them.

Mr. Root further stated his
wliile with the late Mr. Quinhy.
$10.00 for her method

experience

Gave Mrs.
and failed.
First he made a box, then a house eight feet
square. Placed a nucleus in the house containi ig only yoinig worker bees. Once saw
the drones a|>pearing to notice the queen. I
should expect if I caught a virgin queen
leaving tlie hive that would be the most
opportune moment for the experiment and
IJiope our members will experiment,

Tupper

j

Bee(^.Pastiira??e.

There are many important questions
related to the topic with which your committee honored me, in making their assignments for essays to be read at this annual
gathering. The fact that all our honey is
gathered in a few brief weeks of a long
season, is a suggestive one. The fact that
the quality of iioney, both as to appearance
and flavor, is as varied as the jjlants from
which it is gathered, must interest the practical bee-keeper.
That many honey-plants
are vei-y susceptible to external circumstances, ever varying in the amount of their
secretions with climatic and other conditi(His, as also that there is great variation
among different plants, in the degree of this
sensitiveness, are questions of great interest
to the thinking apiarist. The fact that bees
are also wonderfully susceptible. to exterior
circumstances, and only do their l)est at
times of general prosperity, is also of interest in tliis coiniection.
Much of interest and value connected with
these questions, is now the common property
of all intelligent patrons of our art. Much
more is yet hidden from our view, waiting
to be drawn forth from its seclusion by the
keen instruments of the scientist, or to be
discovered to the world by the sharp vision
of the observing bee-keeper.
I deeply regret that I am not able to throw
more light upon this important suliject
yet I shall not be wholly dissatisfied if I can
even let fall a single faint gleam, either by
way of actual information, or of suggestion
that perchance may lead to wider knowledge.
LONGEli

AND MORE CONTIMUOUS IIONEY
SEASON.

It is well

known

to all

present, that even

in the most favored localities, the aggregate
time of active storing, during the best seasons, is hardly twelve weeks— one in May,
fruit blossoms; four in June, white clover

and raspberries; two in July, basswood
and five in August and September, golden
rod, boneset, etc. For most seasons and
Now
localities, the above is twice too great.
this

time— wei'e there but flowers

to attract

bees from the time of the early willow
and maple till the autumn frosts — might be
more than doubled. The question, then, of
replacing these periods of dearth and idleness I might say of robbing and irritableness — with those of bloom and industry,
becomes one of no small moment. You all
know, by the fruitful observation of the
past, that could you replace idleness with
activity, it would be more than a net gain,
in fact, our
as it is no injury to the bees
bees never come through the season in such
good condition as wlien the time of secretion
is longest and most continuous.
Can we
tlie

—

;
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then, by any means, secure a continuous
pastura;ie for our bees? This would seem
the most difficult in April and May. Yet,
who has failed to notice the K'ay, coquettish
dandelions, and their success in winning
bee-suitors, even at this dawn of the season ?
Might we not, tiien, secure a golden, if not
a " gold basis," by plantiug an acre of these
sprightly gen)S of the early year? From
the attention which the bees pay these
flowers, as also from the family to whicli
they belong— Compositse— we should bo led
to rank them higiias honey plants, till actual
experience proves the reverse. It was suggested in a recent number of one of our
bee-journals that the roots of these plants
might be utilized, as, when properly prepared, they furnished a not unpalatable substitute for coffee, though 1 must confess to a
personal prejudice in favor of No. 1 Java.
The time of dearth l)etween white clover
and bassvvood can he canceled by constantly
cutting back the white clover. Our College
lawns were mown, the past season, once in
every three days. This kept the white
clover in bloom, and made the harvest from
this source lap on to that of basswood. Or
we may secure bloom from any of the following plants Rape, mustard, mignonette
:

or motherwort. Rape and white mustard,
on light soil, with good cultivation, will
bloom in about four weeks from sowing
black mustard, about eight weeks. Mignonette, if sown early, will be in bloom before
the white clover is gone, and continue
through the season. Motherwort, in this
latitude, will fairly hum with bees from
June 2.5th to July 26th. Which of the above
plants can be grown with the greatest profit?
IS a question which experience alone will
answer.
To bridge the chasm between basswood
and fall bloom, or to supply the absence of
native fall flowers, we have rape and mustards—which can be made to bloom at will
after the middle «f June mignonette, motherwort whose bloom I think could be
deferred by cutting in May catnip, which
;

;

—

;

commences

to

bloom early

in July,

and

is

covered with bees for about two months
cieome, which blooms from July to September, and in favorable weather is alive with
bees and borage. From reports in the bee
;

;

I presume I might add tigwort to
the above list. Surely the above is, by no
means, a discouraging array. I wish I could
state tlie acreage of each of the above, which

journals,

would suffice to keep fifty or one hundred
but
colonies busy, as tiie season's average
I know of no accurate data from which
to form an opinion. My friend, Mr. Fisk
Bangs, from an experiment with three acres
of black mustard the past season, feels sure
that this amount will keep eighty colonies
fully active. May I not suggest that each of
you who has or can command a few acres of
land, make one definite experiment each
year, and report the results at these annual
gatherings. Who can tell what practical
results mitrht flow from such a course? From
our experiments here, I am assured that we
may augment our profits by securing a consuggested above.
tinuous pasturage as
Which plants are most desirable for honey,
and for added profits in market value of
seed, I am not able to state.
;

QUALITY OF HONEY.
Every person here has admired the
immaculate honey secured from the white
clover and basswood. Most of you have
tested its excellence with even more pleasure. All have observed the less inviting
appearance of buckwheat honey most have
;

regarded the flavor of this with less tavor.
Many of us Iiave noted the rich brown color
of honey gathered from the bonesets and
golden rods, and have spoken its praise as
we tested its incomparable excellence. We

know from its European reputation, that
rape honey is l)pautiful and oi^ exquisite flavor. Mr. Fisk Bangs, the past season, has
proved the same to be true of that from
mustard. The color is a rich golden yellow,
the taste delicious. The honey from mignonette, cleouH'. teasel and the mints, has been
commended

and beautiful
Yet, notwithstanding all this,
we still have mucli to learn of the real character, physical and chemical, of the various
kinds of "nectar. Nor will any one question
the practical character of this knowledge,
for its fine quality

ap()earance.

who lias carried his light and dark honey to
market, exhibiting the same to the buyer,
side hy side.
Prof. R. F. Kedzie, of the chemical department of

this College,

is

now making

analyses of all the kinds of honey that he
can obtain, that are purely from the flowers
ot a single species of plants. May I not ask
each of yon, whenever you have any honey
that you loiow to be from the flowers of a
certain plant, that you note the color, the
flavor, and ask others to test the same with
yon, that error from tiie personal equation
so to speak may be removed, and then send
a generous sample to Prof. Kedzie for analyThe honey may be sent by mail, safely
sis.
and cheaply, if prepared as follows Bore
an inch hole into the edge of a thoroughly
seasoned two-inch plank, to a depth of four
inches. Then trim off with a saw till the
piece is about two inches square and five
inches long. Now fill with honey, tightly
plug, and write on the wood. "Prof. R. F.
Kedzie, Lansing, Mich.." adding five or six
cents postage, as the postmaster shall direct,
when it is ready to mail. At the same time
send a postal which shall inform Prof.
Kedzie who you are, your address, the kind
of honey, also whether the flowers grew on
sand or clay, on high land or low, whether
the season was wet or dry when the honey
was gathered, and whether the yield was
abundant or light. Are not some of you
ready to do this at once? Such a course,
generally adopted, will give us very valuable
knowledge in a direction new, yet very

—

:

practical.

HONEY PLANTS CAPRICIOUS.
That plants have moods, no observing
apiarist can doubt. Let the weatlier be very
wet, and secretion of nectar stops. It is the
have
same if the weather is very dry.
all observed that, some seasons, the nectar
of whita clover, basswood and buckwheat
would fairly flood the hives. Yet, the next
season, tliough the flowers were no less

We

abundant, the nectar was almost wanting.
Flowers, also, like people, seem to vary in
tlieir

We

power

to

fortify

against adversity.

have noticed that the mustards, borage.
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and especially motherwort, seem
ever ready to. yield their precious sweets,
while most plants are alike sisceptible to
moisture or drouth, and at times of these
extremes, utterly refuse to yield their
usual gifts of the coveted nectar. Some
plants, too, like borate, seem not to be favorites, and only attract the bees, in numbers,
when other plants refuse to secrete. The
past season we have tried a number of plants
from Bohemia, and other parts of Austria
and Southeastern Europe, some of which
came recommended very highly as honey
plants. But, to our surprise, none nave
proved successful. Can it be possible that
Elants become home-sick, or rather, that in
eing acclimated their constitutions become
so disturbed that they are unable to distill
the precious sweets. At least I do not think
a single season's results a crucial test, and
shall certainly give them a second trial.
catnip,

How

desirable that careful experiment
law which governs
nectar secretion, as also the flowers or
plants which are most indifferent to varied
conditions of atmosphere, and thus most
desirable for bee forage^,
shall discover to us the

THE INDUSTRY AND THRIFT OF THE BEES
COMMENSURABLE WITH PERSISTENCY OF
HONEY SECRETION OK BEE FORAGE.
I have been led by my experience for the
past three years, to attach no little importance to this last division of our subject. I
have noticed that even our small beds, occupying but a few square rods, served the purpose of stimulative feeding, thus keeping the
bees breeding during the usual interims, not
only of storing, but of rapid brood-rearing
as well. This continuous breeding keeps
the hives crowded with bees, and ready to
take the fullest advantage of the brief harvest, when the honey seems to come in
floods.
Our experiments here, for three successive seasons, some years since, as given
in the American Bee Journat,, showed
conclusively that stimulative feeding, during
the periods of summer when the bees were
inactive, was very remunerative and desirable. 1 now believe that the cheapest and
best method to practice this, is to plant a
few square rods with well selected lioneyplants. Each bee-keeper, by studying his
locality, may soon learn the periods when
no nectar is to be expected, and so arrange
that a plat of rape, mustard, catnip, motherwort, mignonette or cleonie, shall open their
f'

showy
nectar.

petals,
In this

means

i)rogress.

and

offer

their

tempting

way even

small beds of our
most choice honey plants will not only add
to the beauty and interest of the apiary
grounds, but will also swell the profits of the
apiary. This is a cheap and agreeable way
to practice stimulative feeding.
Kegretting that I cannot join in yoursocial
greetings, and profit by the ab'e discussions
and valuable exchange of opinions, which I
am sure will characterize your gathering, I
sincerely hope and trust that the harmony
and entire freedom from aspersions which
shall attend your proceedings, and the great
value of your deliberations, will convince
even the most skeptical, that association
among apiarists, as among all other classes,

A.

J.

Cook.

Agricultural College, Lansing, Mich.

A vote of thanks was unanimously passed
to Prof.

Cook

for his very able paper

on Bee

Pasturage.

Rational System of Wintering Bees.
Fellow Bee-Keepers of the National Convention :
How to successfully and profitably winter
bees, seems still to be the puzzing problem
with many of our apiarists, and as the season is now rapidly approaching when our
little, busy pets are housed for a number of
months, it becomes us to adopt the best system possible so as to secure their health aud
comfort.
This subject engaged my attention for a
number of years, as year after year a number of colonies were lost, and some apiaries
entirely depopulated.
Other domesticated stock can be wintered
without loss, and why cannot bees be wintered in an economical way with the same
degree of safety and certainty ?

have wintered in many different ways,
when brought to the severe test of a long
all have proven unsatisfactory except one, which 1 first connnenced
experimenting with in the winter of 1870-71,
and perfected in the fall of 1873, and I am
now persuaded this is the only correct and
I

but

and cold winter,

rational system, as

it secures protecticm
against cold, and imperceptibly passes off
the moisture exhaled by the bees, and also
guards against the sudden changes of temperature. Unless these three things are
provided for, the bees must suffer.
Upward ventilation, whilst it passes off
moisture, if direct, will also permit all the
warmth that is generated by the clustered
bees to escape.
Warmth being absolutely necessary for
their existence as well as comfort, hence, if
this passes away too rapidly, a much larger
consumption of honey ensues to generate an
extra supply of warmth. It also causes an
unnatural degree of activity of the colony,
which is very objectionable in cold weatlier.
As the warm air escapes, the bees suffer
cold, and from the excessive amount of food
consumed, undue activity and exposure to a
continually changing temperature, disease
and death follow. (By referring to my journal, I find that in the winter of 1872-731 lost
all my colonies having direct upward ventilation, while those properly cared for had no
trace of sickness.)
If no upward ventilation is provided, the
moisture exhaled by the bees condenses and
forms ice on the walls and top of the hive,
making their home very uncomfortabh? in
cold weather, and as soon as the weatlier
moderates sufficiently, the ice above and at
the sides melts, causing wet and dampcombs
to say tl;e least. In many cases the water
comes in direct contact with the combs occupied by the cluster. When this occurs,
and the temperature lowers suddenly— as it
often does in mid-winter— the colony is lost.
It is true, bees can be wintered in a good
dark cellar specially prepared to receive
them, but not every bee-keeper is thus
situated. But look at those bees when taken
out in the spring, and how many mouldy
combs aud debilitated bees do you find ?
After such colonies are placed on the sum-

mer stands
nijjlit,

in the apiary, perhaps for a fortthey do not contain over one-lialf

numbers wlien taken from tiie cellar,
and why ? Because the bees beinjj unnaturally confined, living in an impure atmotheir

spiiere, iinder-sround. have not suflicient
vitality, and when they fly away from their

hives they cannot return. This is what
generally termed " spring dwindiiiiy."

is

in plain box hives, whether movable
comb or not. sometimes winter on tlie summer stand if left alone without any care ;

Bees

but this

is

only an exception, and not the

for if those same colonies had the
proper protection, they would have C(msumed much less nutriment, and contain
more bees and brood at the openinji of
rule,

spring; and during winter, when cold and
piercing storms are raging, the apiarist who
properly winters his pets, can sit in bis
comfortable room and feel happy and contented, knowing that his bees are also comfortable and enjoying their long winter rest.
The condition of the colony in the fall has
a great deal to do with successful wintering.
A colony, to winter well and be ready for
early spring work must contain First, a
second, a
goodly number of workers

—

;

third, abundance of
healthy, prolific queen
honey and pollen stored in clean comb.
Thirty to forty pounds of honey is not detrimental, although twenty-five will do— more
;

an advantage in this latitude. I never
found a single colony suffer from too much
honey, if properly handled— many good and
much-respected authorities to the contrary
is

do not alter the fact. 1 am satisfied that
where one colony suffers from too mucli
honey, ten tiiousand suffer from not having
enough. I never saw a colony on the first of
October that had not some empty comb or
comb with brood. If honey is plenty, then
empty or brood cells are in the lower front
corners of the combs, just where they should
he. and until extreme cold weather sets in,
which in this locality— south-western Pennsylvania—usually occurs the latter part of

November, enough honey is consumed to
five plenty room for the swarm to cluster,

am now speaking of colonies having good
laying queens, my experience since 1863 having been with Italians.
Bees can also cluster on sealed honeycombs and not suffer. Here I am again on
forbidden ground. But I array facts against
theory, for I have often found in my observations, when the mercury was visiting in
the vicinity of zero, bees nicely clustered
against their warm woolen quilts, although
all seven trames were filled and sealed for
at least 4 to 6 inches from the top-bar of
frame downward, the rear ends of the frames
generally being full of honey. This can
only be done when the warmth is retained
so that the combs can be kept warm by the
bees. This, however, cannot be done by a
single wall hive, or in any hive having a
honey-lioard, although it may have a dozen
inch-holes, as nmisture will condense, and
warmth escape too rapidly.
An')tber point that must not be overlooked
To try
is the number and shape of combs.
to winter with ten or eleven frames is an
error. More than seven frames are positively
injurious— for medium colonies, five frames
are enough. Bees cannot move from one

side of the brood-chamber to the other, on
combs, in cold weather, without
and this is why many colonies are
reduced or altogether lost in hives having a
large number of frames. By using a comb
to new
chilling,

about 10 inches deep and 18 inches from
front to rear, the Inniey is always above and
rearward of the bees, and as the honey nearest the swarm is consumed, the bees can
easily follow for fresh supplies, without
changing combs.
To fully secure the bees against cold and
the sudden changes of temperature, and to
insensibly pass off the moisture exhaled by
the bees, I have made the Combination
Movable-Comb Bee-House, which in winter
consists of the brood-chamber and the outer
case or house. A dead-air space of 4 inches
being all around between the brood-chamber
and inside walls of the house, and a space
7 inches from top-bar of frames to upper edge
of outer case or house. The frames have
open tops and closed ends, being 13 inches
deep and 19 inches from front to rear, outside. Seven frames form the brood-cham-

About 3 inches below the top bar,
several passage holes are made about one
half inch in diameter, for the bees to pass
back and forth, and to equalize the warmth
Across the top-bars of the
of the colony.
frames, several strips of wood, one half inch
laid,
and over the whole as a
square, are
coverof hive or brood-nest— a woolen quilt
is spread, being 6 to 8 inches larger each
way than the top of brood-chamber.
The space of 4 inches between the sides
of brood-chamber and house is well packed
with wheat chaff, or cut straw, if chaff cannot be had, and on top of quilt the sjiace of
7 inches is also filled with same material,
when the roof is put on, which has a ventilator at each end to give free circulation of
air.
This keeps the bees perfectly warm
and dry.
The brood-chamber entrance is so adjusted
as to come near the right hand corner, while
the portico entrance is moved to the left
hand, thus no direct blast of air can strike
the hive entrance, neither is there any danger of the entrance closing with ice as it is
always protected, and comparatively dark.
For in-doors, I simply place the broodchamber several feet above the floor of the
cellar, covering the frames with a warm
woolen quilt, and contract the entrance to
This keeyis the
one-half inch in width.
bees dry and warm, the moisture passing off
through the quilt, whilst the warmth is reSeveral times during winter, on
tained.
warm days, they are set out for a fly.
ber.

—

With this system I have now wintered my
bees for 5 seasons and not lost a single colony, which fact assures me that my system
is

correct.

Hoping that

my fellow bee-keepers may
my experience and obser-

be benefiteil by

is the desire of your obedient serH. H. Flick.
Mayfield Apiary, Lavansville, Pa.
Mr. Oatnian had known bees put into
winter quarters, with a honey board fastened
down with propolis, come out equally as
well as others covered with quilts.
Mr. Betsingerwas glad that others were
accepting his theory, that bees would win
ter well on combs of solid honey.

vations,
vant.

Mr. Porter had good success with bees
packed on summer stands, but wlien left
packed in summer tliey did not do well.
Mr. Wenzel intended to put a movable
jacket about liis liives and pack them full of
buchwiieat chatf.
Mr. Nellis thouj^ht that not enough attention was paid to protecting bees early.
Mr. Watson suggested rice hulls as a good
materiel for packing.
Mr. King said if chatf is used for packing,
it ought to be confined in some way so that
it cainiot be littered around.
Prof. Hasbrouck recommended contracting the brood-nest and covering with woolen
blankets as the simplest and best method of

wintering.
Mr. Porter preferred chaff on account of
cheapness.
Mr. Oatman had experience with wrapping with woolen and different materials,
and found old carpets the poorest thing used.
Mr. Everett described a method of wintering by constructing a frame around several
liives together and filling it with straw.
f L. C. Root gave his ideas about wintering.
He was opposed to much packing, and preferred buckwheat chaff when it was done.
Warmth was desirable, because it produces
a dry atmosphere inside the hive and this
was necessary for the health of bees. He
atlvocated unpainted hives, as they allow
moisture to escape. He had noticed when
bees were dry they deposited dry fgeees on
the bottom board. In-door wintering under
imperfect conditions was not so good as outdoor with proper conditions. He said that
Capt. Hetherington spends much money in
wintering, and not always with best results,
while a clodhopper near iiim would winter
without ever losing a colony in old gums
with cracks in sides and top, on summer
stands and without care.

Our Honey Markets.

By

the inventions of the movable-comb
bee-hive, the honey extractor, comb foundation, and the consequent better knowledge
of the nature of bees, the annual productions
of honey have increased to almost incredulous proportions. Ten or twelve years back,
an average crop of 15 lbs. of honey per hive
would be considered a good yield per season,
while to-day an average crop of 150 lbs. per
hive is thought nothing extraordinary in a
well-regulated apiary. Besides this great
difference in quantity, those 15 lbs. of old
would be marketed in promiscuous shapes.
Boxes of any kind would answer for honey
neither producer nor consumer was par-

—

ticular.

Ot late, however, matters have changed.
Not only is the best and neatest style
required for marketing honey, but it is also
essential that each kind of honey be Kept
separate, otherwise the lowest rates will
have to be accepted for all.
Taste is cultivated for different kinds of
honey throughout the country. While some
will pay the highest price for clover, others
will prefer the linn or basswood, poplar,
buckwheat, sage, sourwood, or any other
kind of honey. For manufacturing purposes,
also, different kinds are preferred; bakers
preferring buckwheat and poplar honey.

Compounders of liquors and manufacturers
of wine, linn or basswood ; tobacconists,
clover honey, etc.
Every sensible beekeeper, therefore, will find it to his advantage to comply with the requirements of
the market.
Producer and dealer should unite in offering hoiuey to the consumer in the most
attractive style.
Extracted honey is, perhaps, most acceptable to the retail trade in neat glass jars,
neatly labeled, holding 3^ lb., 1 lb., 2 lbs.
and 3 lbs. of honey.
dozen or two of these
jars, put up in a neat case, facilitates the
jobbing trade. For druggists, confectioners,
etc., desiring larger lots, tin buckets holding
5 lbs., 10 lbs. and 25 lbs., are more suitable.
One requisite to a healthy honey busine'ss
is the neat outside appearance of packages,
and the other, and perhaps the most important, is that our customers are convinced of
the purity of our honey.
There is hardly a business in which adulteration is not practiced.
cannot, therefore, well expect that the honey business
alone should make an exception. And we
find, indeed, an abundance of adulterated
honey in the market. It is the stumblingblock to a rapid growth of honey con-

A

We

sumption.
In former years, when honey was higher
priced, sugar syrup furnished the principal
means of adulteration. At present, however, glucose, or so-called grape sugar, has
been substituted. Glucose, the su^ar of
starch, is manulactured in our countrv of
corn, in Germany and France of potatoes
principally. This liquid is a dull sweet, of
the same thickness and color as honey ; unwholesome, but cheap, and not, by far, as
sweet as cane sugar. Being without a flavor,
it partakes very readily of any flavor brought
in contact with it. For instance, five or six
parts of glucose and one part of clover honey,
mixed up, gives the whole the flavor of clover
honey, or of linn honey, if linn be mixed
with the glucose. The worst of the matter
is, that it takes an expert to detect the fraud.

This mixture appears to be complete in regard to flavor, but is minus the acid imparted
to all sweets passing through the honey-sack
of the bee, and which gives that tickling
sensation to our throat.
number of stores
in our city are provided with that spurious
article.
1 have seen glass jars containing a
piece of comb-honey each, and glucose only
filling the remainder of the jars. Theglucose
had taken the flavor of thecomb-lionev, and
the jars sold largely as "Choice Clover
Honey," which their neat labels indicated.
The only discovery made by consumers generally was, that they could not tell why tliey
did not like honey any more, when they
remembered well they had been fond of it

A

in

former years.

The

price of glucose is 3J^ to .5Xc. per lb.,
to the unscrupulous. Dealers, principally, were guilty of
adulteration, but of late, producers also have
tried their hand at it, perhaps stimulated to
cheat although indirectly, by some of
our bee publications recommending the use
of glucose for feeding purposes. 1 was
offered
two barrels of honey, within
the last month, by one of our beekeepers, which I am certain was glucose.

and affords quite a temptation

Tliis sweet is found in
it.
our market under different sliapes and
names. Corn syrup, for instance, is one of
Beinjj very susceptible of flavor, the
tlieni.

corrected, as a large and growing interest

most pleasant

twenty pounds makes the best package for
handling.
Frames without glass I think
lessen the sale. Grocers who have dealt in
them are opposed to them as being troublesome to handle and not a practical form for

the larger part of

flavor is jiiven it. It sells
well, but not often to one party, as one soon
of
Other parties, however,
it.
tired
gets
take his place. So much for living in a large
country. Another kind of glucose is maple

syrup

;

seven-eighths or more of

glucose.
As bee-keepers,

we

don't care

Jtll

sold

is

Sixty pound crates I consider too large

the general puclic.
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how much

honey-syrup is sold, but glucose honey is
very detrimental to our welfare, especially
the glucose part of the name is left off,
article f()rced on the market under
of " Pure Honey."
I have been thus particular in describing
adulteration, because I wish to put on their
guard honest producers and fair dealers.
That the public be assured of the purity of
our produce is of vital interest to the beeso

ought not to be allowed to sutfer from the
dishonesty of a few unprincipled men.

if

and the

the name

keeper and honey dealer.
In regard to comb-honey,

it is of importance to the bee-keeper, first and above all,
to produce a choice article in good shape.
Choice comb-honey iswhiteand well capped.
Small frames of liglit, clear lumber, 5 to
6 inches square, and \}4 to 2 inches wide,
filled with nice, white comlvhoney, well
finished, and weighing IK to 2)^ lbs. each,
shape with
is perhaps the most suitable
Neat
which to meet the retail demand.
lbs. of tiie
50
60
holding
or
cases,
shipping
above frames of honey, will accommodate
the jobbing business. Shipping-cases should
be cheap, neat, but strong enough to stand
transportation, and the contents should be
shown through glass on two sides to as
much advantage as possible. When placing
them in our stores, the honey should be
shown without exposing it to the dust, dirt
and flies.
Neat glass-boxes, filled with nice, white
comb-honey, looks well; but the most popular shape is, undoubtetly, a frame, as described above, without any glass. Purchases

honey look so much at their own interest
In close times like the present, that they are
loth to pay for any more tare than necessary.
The price of honey, like that of other produce, will be regulated by the laws of supply
of

and demand, just as soon as consumers comto be better judges of the quality;
will also, cease to be merely an
article of luxury.

mence

when honey

Granulated honey, which

is apparently so
objected to by the uninitiated, and is
a source of trouble to dealers, will then be
the preferred article, which it has been for
years in the Old World. Perhaps nothing
honey than
is a better proof ot the purity of
Chas. F. Muth.
a solid granulation.
1878.
August
10,
Cincinnati, O.,
L. C. Root. I think this one of the most
important subjects before the meeting.
must not on ly watch the dealers, but see that
the producer is free from any practice that
might injure the business. On this score I
olnect to the use of foundation in the boxes.
The adulteration of honey by the use of
glucose is a very serious one to the honest
producer and the prosperity of the business.
Some think that honey in the comb, as well
as the extracted, is tampered with, and sales
This should be
are very much affected.

much

We

Shearer. Two years ago 1 killed
nearly all my bees by experimenting with
feeding glucose. I fed them as much as
they wanted to eat about the middle of
April, and I continued to feed them, but
they did not develop satisfactorily: they
continued to dwindle until I had but eight
colonies by doubling. I determined to follow up this, and later put the eight into two,
and lost them. This had a bitter taste and
may not have been as good as some made
now. Certain poisons in small doses have a
stimulating effect, and in large quantities
are poisonous. 1 have never experimented
since, but I am satiified that all who have
tested can detect these poisons. The question is, are we not ruining our trade if we
admit any use at all of glucose.
may
not be able to stop its use, but we can make
it a penal offense to sell it for honey.
Let
each article be sold under its own name.
Mr. Porter. There is a difference in the
quality of grape sugar. If we can have a
wholesome food for wintering bees it will be
used. An article free from sulphuric acid,
which seems to be the chief ol)jection, I
would so experiment with that it will not
be stored, and mark the result.

Mr.

We

Mr. Bacon has lately examined specimens
Grape sugar is

of grape sugar and glucose.

hard
lias

glucose soft, peculiar in taste, and
not the same body as honey, and by
;

it to honey it may deceive.
It varies
in price, according to quality, from five to
two and one-half cents. This material will
throw us out of the market. It is an inferior

adding

material, not honey, and should not be so
called. Druggists need the purest honey for
their prescriptions, and the use of another
substance vitiates the prescription and it is
a gross imposition upon the public.
Mr. A. E. Manum, of Vermont, sold his
extracted honey to a druggist in Troy, who
used it in the manufacture of a patent medicine, paying him much higher than the
market price because he knew of the adulteration after leaving the producer, and
feared its use in his goods.
Other members gave similar testimony.
Dr. Trimble said we must be careful of
reputation, otherwise sales could not bo
kept up, and gave a statement of adulterations ill butter and how shamelessly some
rich men had lent themselves to frauds in
articles of food.
Mr. Newman. It is essential to know
what we are eating, whether honey, butter

or anything else, and the Ameuican Bee
Journal, as well as the Bee Keepers^ MtigoziTie, will uphold honest dealing and denounce adulteration.
Mr. Shearer stated that in this country
97,000,000 bushels of grain are used yearly to
make spirits. By the use of stryclmine,

and belladonna,
produced was very
great, viz.: from o to Hi jiallons. This is
done for pmfit men know it, yet they will
drink it. We cannot pkevknt the sale of
glucose, but we must protect the people
from the adulteration of honey. There is
stramoniiini, ])oppy-juice

the Kill" '" qnantity
;

in the best glucose to kill
bees. The adulteration of syrups is very
extensive.
Mr. Porter. Our laws againstadulteration
should be as strict, and as strictly enforced,
as those of England.
Mr. King. 1 have bought both the imported
and the home-made grape sugar, and could
never eat a piece the size of my thumb-nail

sutlicient acid

without vomiting. Mr. Bergh's law is broad
enough to prevent the needless taking of

and I intend to make this a test case,
and see if our pets cannot be protected. In
is a law to prevent adulterations.
On this question we all stand on
life,

Kentucky there

same ground.
Mr. Bacon had killed bees in days of ignobut will do so no longer. He produced specimens of glucose and grape sugar,
which were passed around and tasted. If
what is fed m the fall is not wholly conthe

rajice,

sumed

in the winter, it will become mixed
with the honey the following year. One
factory in Buffalo converts .'>,000 bushels of
corn a day into glucose. Its manufacture
was described. The adulteration of honey
is very small as compared with the amount
of the crop, and need not excite any fear
whatever on the part of the consumer, but
we desire earnestly to nip this in its infancy,
before it reaches the alarming extent of the
various syrups.
Mr. Hasbrouck. If pure glucose is not
deleterious, some of the chemicals may
sometimes remain. The trouble does not
come from sulphuric acid, but from sulphate
of iron, which is not fully removed, and Mr.
Shearer's bees probably got some of this.
Glucose, fine and better than what has been
passed around, is agreat temptation. Honey
will not act as glucose does when treated
with proof alcohol. With glucose a precipi-

tate is thrown down
none with honey,
which simply appears of less consistency.
;

Comb Foundation.
N. N. Betsinger. Many, no doubt, think
enough has been said upon this subject to
prove that comb foundation has become a
success. But I say unto you of a truth,
like the

Queen of Slieba, " the half has not
Without any selfish motive or

been told."

prejudice upon this subject, I give you my
experi(-nce lor the past two years with comb
foundation. The tirst was purchased from
a party whom I have every reason to believe
made it from pure wax. It was placed in
different forms in several hives,

was accepted and worked out

all of which
into perfect

combs, except where used in the broodchamber, and there it stretched half an inch
in 9 inches. The sagging was nearly all in
the upper half of the comb, and where more
than this is noticed, you may put it down a
fact, that it is an adulterated article.
A few
days later in the season, I learned tiiat our
worthy friend, Capt. J. E. Hetherintjton,

was using wire

in

combs, to prevent

it

foundation in the brood
from sagging. The idea

me

favorably, and I cried, " Victory
ytilUan important point was to be
solved, viz.: How can the wire be run in the
foundation without injuring the soft metal
rollers? After a few weeks' deliberation,
I concluded to let the matter rest until the
meeting of the North American Bee-Keepers' Association, that 1 might there avail
myself of the knowledge sought for; but
as you all know who were here a little less
than one year ago, notwithstanding my persevering efforts, I was oDiiged to submit to
defeat. Being determined not to be outdone,
I prayed to G(»d that the secret might be revealed unto me, and in a few moments, like
a flash of lightning, the whole was pictured
out before me. Tlie first point was the necessity of ordering a pair of copper rollers,
wliicli were in a few weeks completed by
Mr. Washburn, of Medina, Ohio the most
perfect mill now on the face of the earth,
and it is the only machine that has been
able to make 900 square feet of foundation
out of 100 lbs. of wax. The septum of such
foundation will be 7-100 of an inch thinner
than that of natural comb.
Moreover,
where wire is desired in foundation, this
machine completely fills the bill, for just as
many feet can be made with wire in as that
without. The wire was found to be no hindrance to the bees, and 48 hours seemed
sufficient time to perfect the foundation
into natural comb. The queen also made
no choice in depositing her eggs ; even the
cells occupied with wire at the base seemed
to be unobjectionable to her. I put on the
boxes two-thirds filled with foundation, the
next day after the swarms were made, expecting the bees to occupy them immediately. Th(! prospect now was very flattering for foundation becoming a perfect
success
but seeing the bees did not take to
the boxes, 1 concluded to examine the broodnest, when alas
to my disappointment, the
bees refused to nurse more than one-half
of the brood where it was placed upon the
wires. The corroding of the wires seemed
to so impair the health of the larvfe that the
bees were obliged to remove it. The season
now being half advanced, with the broodchamber three-quarters tilled with solid
stores of white honey, and not a drop of
honey in the boxes, in nearly all of the
liives.
I therefore perceived at once that
the bees were not to be humbugged in the
boxes, if they were in the brood-chamber,
and concluded to withdraw a portion of the
boxes occupied with foundation, and gave
them boxes partly hlled with natural comb.

struck

at last !"

;

;

!

They immediately entered them, ami

in a
all were filled, while those with
foundation remained unaccepted. I have
now on hand over ;^,000 boxes, nearly full of
foundation, which have been on the hives a
large portion of the summer. I now leave
the subject for your decision. The experiments of the past season with foundation
comb, have cost me over $1,000. Does itstill
remain a success with you ?

few days

A. J. King replied to Mr. Betsinger, controverting his views, and stating that to him
foundation was a great blessing.
Mr. Porter gave his experience, to the effect that while white foundation was a failure with him, the yellow was a great success.

He

observes

little

sagging in cool weather.

Re;v. J.

W.

Sliearer

recommended

To Hniiey Producer's

to liave

foundation drawn out in tlie spring, and put
aside for use in the swarming season.
Mr. Mannni believed tliat foundation correctly made, and riglitly put into tlie hive,
would not sat?.
Mr. Oatman. There is no trouble with
If any comb sags it is
saiiijing in Illinois.
improperly fastened.
Mr. Wriglit found that foundation from 5
to 7 square feet

answered

and consumption, respectfully submit the following
which are no less important to the consumer
than to the producer of honey
It is now only a few years since the invention of
movable-comb hives opened up a new era in bee-keeping, making it a successful pursuit. Such hives,
adapted to climate, furnish every facility for intelligent management and manipulation of both bees
and comb.
The invention of the honey extractor (a machine
which empties the honey from the combs by centrifugal force, without injury to the bees), marks
another advance step in apiculture. Thus virgin
honey, free from foreign admixture, is obtained,
having the flavor of the flower from which it is

facts,

:

best.

Mr. Oatman thinks that made from 53^ to
63^ feet to "be preferable.
L. C. Root is very much in favor of foundation in the brood-nest, but is greatly
op|)Osed to its use in surplus boxes. Had
put foundation in sections, and in the same

drawn.
Tlie further invention of comb foundation, made
of pure wax, completes the requisites for successful
bee-keeping.
The introduction of Italian bees and improved
methods of rearing queens and introducing them to
colonies, has greatly improved the value of the honey
gatherers, both because of their superiority and the
introduction of new blood, preventing danger from
"in-and-in breeding."
The great drawback is the sHng of the bee. Danger
from this source is now largely overcome by the aimpie appliances used for the protection of the person
and for subduing the bees. The most vicious colony
may be subdued in a few minutes.

clamp other sections with comb-guides simply, and the bees filled those without the
foundation first. I tliink foundation without wire not practical, as a swarm cainiot be
hived upon it. I do not want combs built
out in the fall for spring. The plan is not
practical. Capt. Hetherington has used 2.000
or 3,000 lbs. with wire, and thinks it a grand
success.

Mr. Betsinger offered to give any one $50

TO CONSUMERS OF HONEY.

who would present him, within a year, a
piece of comb of 144 square inches, with
perfectly developed brood over all the wires.
Mr. Nell is accepted tlie offer.
Mr. Porter thought that Mr. Betsinger
must have used defective foundation.
Mr. Nellis considered the flat-bottomed
cells the best. He has used it in his apiary,
and it is not possible to distinguish honey
stored on this from the natural comb.

Mr. King asked if by using foundation in
boxes he could not do away with separators?
Mr. Nellis answered that he could not.
Mr. Batty said his experience was favorable to its use in the brood-chamber, but not
in the supers.

Mr. Bacon used boxes in one hive without
separators, and his sections could not be
crated.
Mr. Everett considered foundation a success in the brood-chamber,- but deleterious
in boxes.

Mr. King offered the following resolution:
Resolved, That foundation, where used in
the brood-chamber, lias in the past proved
a success, and is worthy of adoption. This,
after discussion, was carried.
L. C. lioot offered the following resoluResolved, That the use of foundation
tion
in surplus boxes is not approved by this
:

Convention.
Mr. King tliouglit such a resolution would
stop

all

investigation.

Mr. Nellis thought, after going home from
the Syracuse Convention, where his views
of using foundation in boxes met with great
opposition, that lie was netting to be a liumbuii, but after tlie very parties who conthe foundation there, ordered 300 or
400 lbs., he thought he would go aliead.

demned

Mr. Oatman had visited bee-keepers who
had used foundation in boxes very extensively, and they could not be induced to

abandon

it.

After further discussion, the question was
put and lost by a vote of 13 to 20.

A letter from tlie Rev. M. Mahin was read,
as well as an essay by Mr. H. A. Burch.

anil C'nnMiiiiiers.
of North America,

The Bee-Keepers' Association

In session in New Yorlc city, Octobers to 11, 1878, realizing the increasing importance of honey production

A few facts are necessary to preserve them from
imposition. Nice white comb speaks for itself and is
generally admired, but the price many lovers of
honey will not afford. It makes a beautiful dish for
the table, but is no better tlian extracted honey. All
comb is wax. and in the stomach it is perfectly indiExtracted honey is the pure liquid honey,
taken from the combs by ttie honey extractor. It is
entirely different f om what is known in the market
as strained honey. Consumers help to impose upon
themselves by the false idea that pure honey will not
granulate. They desire ungranulated honey, and
dealers have attempted to supply the demand. Almost all pure honey will granulate when exposed for
some time to light and cold. The granulated state is
an evidence of purity. Much of the jar honey heretofore sold and recommended not to granulate, is a
very inferior article, composed largely of glucose.
Granulated honey can be reduced to its liquid state
in a few moments by placing the jar in warm water.
When thus liquified, it so remains for some time before again crystallizing. Consumers may be sure of
a wholesome article by purchasing granulated honey
and reducing it.
We would respectfully call upon producers and
consumers to unite their efforts to procure, by petition or otherwise, such legislation in their respective
States, as will prevent the placing of any adulterations on the market under the name of honey. This
becomes the more important, since, during the past
year, some American honey has been condemned in
Great Britain, as adulterated. Wecertainly (mghtto
prevent tlie sale at home of such adulterations as are
forbidden in European countries. We suggest the
following tests to prove the purity of honey
1. Honey adulterated with a poor article of glucose
will, when poured into a cupof strong Japan tea, turn
black, by the action of the tannic acid upon the copperas left in the glucose.
2. A purer article of glucose is detected by pouring
strong alcohol on it in a tumbler. The alcohol will
dilute pure honey, but it will cause a deposit of glucose as agummysubstance at the bottom of the glass.

gestible.
i

I

I

:

TO PRODUCERS.
By full use of improvements in bee-keeping, the
honey crop of America may be almost indefinitely
increased, and become a great source of national
revenue. The home demand and consumption is
largely increased whenever people learn to know the

A large export trade is
already commenced, and we are told that the only
diflicufty is in procuring honey in proper shape and
quantity to supply the growing demand. This should
be put up in attractive packages or small jars, so as to
be readily handled by grocers and consumers.
Honev was for centuries the principal sweet known,
and is still one of the most healthful. Improvements
in refining sugars have within the last two or three
centuries led to its general adoption. Why may not
also new improvements in apiculture restore it to its
true place as a general favorite, which was lost by
bad management and the consequent corresponding
limited supply ?
superiority of such honey.

,

Improvements in bee-keeping, as compared with
old methods, are not less than those in railroads and
steamboats as compared with former methods of
travel.

For mutual information we would advise the
orsanization of local societies and conventions to
further this business among all interested in apiculThomas G. Newman, Pres.
ture.
E. Parmly, Sec'y.

Eev. J. W. Shearer moved that 1000 copies
of the above address (o tlie public, giving
consumers metliods of detecting adulteration, be printed and sent out to bee-lceepers
to be inserted in local papers. Carried.

standard of Purity.
Mr. Oatman. Some have a standard of
excellence based upon beauty, and they lo.se
sight of honey-gathering qualities, docility,
•«&c.
One of the best tests is their action
on the combs. If they run about wildly

instead of keeping quiet, no matter how
beautiful, they are not pure.
Mr. King says it is impossible to rai.se the
best queens for SI. 00.
Mr. Betsinger thinks that bee-keepers will
never settle upon a standard of purity.
Hybrids are frequently not distinguishable
from the pure, and lie considers the Italian

a hybrid bee.
Mr. Oatman had kept

both, and he found
Italians gave a surplus in a poor season,
while the blacks gave none.
They are
easier to handle and the queens easier to
find.

Rev. J. W. Shearer. There are two sonative bees in this country— the
black and the brown.
Mr. Newman. The Italian bee bred in
this country improves after several generations, if bred upon scientific principles for
improving the race.
Mr. Rogers and others agree that sometimes a queen will duplicate herself early in
the season, and latter her queen progeny
will be darker.
Mr. Newman. We may excel in bees as
well as in other stock, by the use of the
choicest drones and queens.
called

Honey-prodiiringr Bloom.
Dr. Heath described the culture and
merits of alsike clover, and asked for further
information as to its merits as a honey plant.
Mr. King. It yields honey largely, and
is better for stock feeding than the red
clover. It dies out except on low rich s(5ils,
and requires replanting. The tulip tree
blooms just after white clover.
Mr. Betsinger. It blooms in central New
York the latter part of June, and yields
more pollen than honey.
Mr. King.
Sour-wood pi-oduces large
quantities of honey in the South, equal in

appearence to white clover, and I have made
arrangements to furnish the trees to beekeepers. I think they will grow North.
It is said that in the Rocky Mountains one
acre of Lucerne clover will give pasturage
for 100 colonies.
J. E. Moore tried

The Rev. J. W. Shearer thinks it

the finest

in the world.

Mr. King had this season kept on the top
of his office building 43 colonies, and had
had better success with them than when he
kept bees on Jersey Heights. The quality
of the lioney gathered was good, and he
thinks them free from the aspersion of gathering from sugar refineries and groceries.
Mr. Newman had samples gathered in the
heart of Chicago, Cincinnati, Toledo, &c.,
of good quality, clear and bright.
A. C. Watson, of Brooklyn, was frequently
astonished to see bees working in great
numbers on the clover on the battery. It is
cut often, whicli inakes it bloom more profu,sely and increases its duration.
Dr. Burgess, Mr. Newman, Prof. Hasbrouck and others, were confident that the
amount of white clover bloom and its duration were increased by frequent cutting.
Mr. Hasbrouck stated that the American
linden yielded far more honey than the European linden, on Long Island.
Mr. Van Winkle rose to corroborate what
Mr. King said about the honey stored on his
roof. He found it very superior.

Mr. King.

Honey-dew honey

is

good and

Alsike clover
preferable to buckwheat.
blooms at the same time as white, but lasts
longer.

Mr. Root would,

if

he had a farm, plant

alsike clover for bee pastuage every year.
Dr. Trimble asks if it is practical to put
bees on boats to keep pace with the advance-

ing flora

?

Mr. King thinks there is no reason to
doubt the feasibility of the plan, as it has
been tried in other countries with success
for many centuries. Any want of success
in Mr. Perrine's effmt on the Mississippi
may be overcome by furtlier experience.
Mr. Newman. Mr. Bingham has practiced
migratory bee-keeping with success.
Mr. King. Mr. Hoagland's success in
California, is due to migratory bee-keeping.
Mr. L. C. Root stated that during the past
season he had found eight different parasites
on bees, and he thinks bees are benefited,
and their activity increased, by long transportation, as in the movement many of these
pests are left behind. He then exposed a
swindling advertisinent cut from the
Country Oentleman, stating that every
hive of bees kept on that plan, »&c., would
Such
produce a profit of $50.00 yearly.
advertisements are a fraud and a swindle.

A paper by Mr.

C. J. Fox, on bee-keeping
was then read.
Mr. King says the various orders of the
eucalyptus or blue-gum tree are good yielders
of honey.
Mr. Rogers does not believe California to
be the paradise of bee-keepers. The climate
some years is such that but for the intervention of man, bees would be exterminated
in California,

there.
it

thoroughly and reports

Mr. King. The .5 years I resided in Calimy bees did well.

fornia,

adversely.

Mr. Newman. Sour-wood honey is fine in
appearence, but not in flavor, we have a
specimen of it in our office many have
tasted it. but none like it.
Mr. King finds its griping qualities un-

member seems to have a settled preference
for the hive that use has made him familiar

deniable.

with.

;

A

paper describing Mr. Ira Parke's hive

was read and commented upon.

Each
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Foreign Races of Bees.

A

paper on Italian bees, by Mr. James
Heddoii, was then read. Mr. Koot moved a
vote ot thanks for this valuable paper. Mr.
Heddon was a practical apiarist and his
chanj^e of views in favor of Italians was a
powerful argument in their favor.
Dr. S. P. Parsons, of Flushing, L. I., by
invitation of the President, addressed the
Convention. He said he was surprised to
bear men speaking of importing queens still
from Italy. If he wanted a good queen, he
would prefer a 40tb or 50tli cousin of some
of those he had imported at first. He had
two regrets about his connection with Italian
bees— one was, that he lost about $1,000 by
his enterprise, aiid tlie other was, that he
did not have an opportunity once of letting
his bees loose on a New York mob. During
the draft riots in New York, one of the leaders of the mob sent him word, that, as he
was one of the original abolitionists, they
were going to pay bim a visit. He gave his
men orders to carry bis bees and set them
upon the edge of a verandah about 1.5 feet
from the ground, and when the mob came
near to kick them over, when he expected a
rare enjoyment in seeing them scatter the
crowd. But the ferry stopped running, and
the fun was spoiled. He was requested by
the Government, during a tour in Italy, to
investigate the bees of that country. He did
so. and purchased 24 colonies for himself,
from which but one queen and a handful of
bees in one hive survived the voyage. Just
then he had a visit from Mr. Langstroth,
who took the remnants in band, and nursed
them up into a prosperous colony. His last
sales were of 800 queens.
It was moved and seconded, that a vote of
thanks be tendered Dr. Parsons for his interesting address. Carried unanimously.

The President regretted that Mr. Langstroth was not present to meet his friends,
and re-read the cominunication from him.
Dr. Parsons paid a very graceful tribute to
the character of Mr. Langstroth, and his
devotion to the science and culture of bees.
Mr. Betsinger moved that Mr. Langstroth
be cordially invited to attend the next meeting of the Association, and that his expenses
be borne by the Society. Carried.
Dr. Smith,

who had

traveled extensively
in Asia and Africa, spoke about bees of
those countries, and his interest in the subject from his youth. He many years ago
wrote a little book on bees. He knew more
about the bees, than of the different races of
bees. He had kept them in the heart of
Boston, where they niade a great deal of
honey, which he once exhibited at Horticultural Hall, but most persons were skeptical
about it, and he lost n-putation for veracity.
ANo kept them at the Quarantine grounds,
and found them peaceable generally. They
were sometimes made angry by the too near
approach of uncleanly persons. The perspiration of some persons is offensive to
them. There is a small, stingless bee in
Brazil, that builds its cells in little cups like
an egg cut transversely. When the ants are
rearing brood, the ant bear leaves them and
climbs the trees and feeds upon these stingless bees, which gives the ants a chance to

increase in numbers.

was once brought

One of

these colonies

to Boston,

but

it

was

upon by various enemies that it
dwindled away. In the Holy Land, about
so preyed

Bethlehem, there are many bees. They are
kept in earthen pots made of clay unbaked,
placed horizontally in rows, sometimes 206
in range.
It is, in truth, a land of milk and
honey. The honey is of great excellence.
At every step you tread ui)on flowers. The
honey is obtained by taking it out of the
end of the cylinder. Bee-culture is very
rude in Turkey. In Africa they are not cultivated, but are found in trees. In rocky
portions ot Greece the bees build in rocks^
and the honey is often secured by raking it
out of the crevices. The honey is sometimes poisonous, and the poisoning of Xenophon's soldiers has been banded down.
Mr. Shearer gave in full the origin of tanging bees, as connected with the birth of Jupiter.

Untested Queens.
Mr. Alley said that he sent out as good
queens for $1.00 as he had done lor $2.00 or
$2.50.

Mr. King thought it was an injury to thebusiness to send out untested queens.
Mr. Porter thought if Mr. Alley and others
could furnish good queens for $1.00, the
matter ought to be left to the laws of trade.
Rev. Shearer wislied the teims" dollar
queens " " warranted queens " and "tested

queens"
Mr.

defined.

Alley replied

that

a

"warranted'

queen" was one reared from amotber whicb
produced three-banded workers and which
he warranted to be good. A " tested queen"
was one he knew to be good.

The President defined a dollar queen to
be an untested queen, and be thought no
Italian queens ought to be sold before l)eing
tested.

Mr. Oatman said he had bought many
queens from whose colonies he had obtained
no surplus, and that he did not secure any
till he had bought queens that had beea
tested and known to be good.
L. C. Koot offered the following: Resolved
that we as an Association advise beginners
to buy only tested queens of reliable breeders.

Mr. Nellis thought that the dollar queen
biTsiness was so well established, that it
would be hard to break it up. People
wanted cheap queens under various circumstances, and as long as there was a demand
He had
for them it would be supplied.
spoiled his stock by the introduction of imported queens. Many queens brought from
Europe were unfit to be put into a hive. He
will not import any longer, but will breed
up a strain that suits bim.
The Kesolution was then put to a vote
and carried unanimously.

Mr. L. C. Root then read a paper entitled
" Hints to Beginners."
Dr. Trimble. Will any one take apprentices ? it is stated that even one day spent
with a practical man in the working season
would advance one very much, and might
be all he would need as a stepping-stone to
success, while others might with advantage

spend a whole season with a good bee-

act with him, and neither should

keeper.
Dr. Burgess began by trying foundation
and all other things, and had good success.

producer.

i

Petition to Congrress on Adulteration.
Mr. King presented the following report
from the coniniittee on adulteration
:

To

the

Honorable

the Senate

Reprexentatines of

tlte

Congress assembled

and House of

United States, in

know

the

An invitation of the European Congress
of Bee-Keepers to send delegates to their
next meeting at Prague, was re erred to the
Convention.
On motion of Mr. King it was Resolved,
that if President Newman could attend that
Congress and other European Associations
of Bee-Keepers, that he represent this
Association.

:

Your

petitioneis, being delegates duly
chosen by the different local organizations
of bee-keepers of the United States, assembled in National Convention in the city of
York, this 8th day of October, 1878,
respectfully represent to your Honorable
Bofiy, that
Whereas, The production of honey in our
country now amounts in value to near about
twenty-five million dollars, and the industry
is fast assuming national importance
and
Whereas, Tiie honey is being adulterated
by unprincipled dealers to an alarming extent, poisoning the health of our people, de-

New

It was moved and seconded, that the bill
for rent for the room for the present meeting
be allowed and paid. Carried.
The Convention then adjourned to meet
at Chicago, Oct. 21, 1879.

Thomas
E.

Parmly,

G.

Newman,

Pres.

Sec.

Stray Thoughts.

;

stroying the prospects of producers by
bringing the article into disrepute at home
and destroying our export trade, with other

numerous

evils too

to

mention

;

Therefore, your petitioners pray for a law
against adulteration of honey, affixing such

and penalties to its violation as shall
prove an effectual protection alike to producers, honest dealers and consumers of
honey, and your petitioners will ever pray.
On motion the report was received and
fines

the recommendations adopted.

Miscellaneous Business.

The

prize of $25 offered for the best
Essay on Fertilization in Confinement, was
awarded to Mr. Hasiirouck, which he, in a
graceful speech, handed to the President,
stating he wished it held by the Association
to be awarded at the next October meeting
to the person who made the greatest improvement in the means to effect fertilization iu confinement. The applause that
greeted this action showed that it was fully

appreciated.

Balloting for place of next meeting was
next declared in order, which resulted
Chicago. 18; Cincinnati, 14.
Tlie Executive Committee for next year

were elected as follows Thomas G. Newman, J. Hasbrouck, Ewrich Parnily, E. J.
Oatman.
It was Resolved, That our next meeting
be held in Chicago the 3d Tuesday in Octo:

ber, 1879.

The President called attention to the report of the Committee on granting medals,
diplomas, prizes, which was passed, and
asked the pleasure of the Convention.
Mr. Porter. As to details, this should be
left with the Executive Committee, with
Eovver to act. The value of a medal should
e in its source, and not its intrinsic value.
It was, on motion, Resolved, that the
whole subject be referred to the Executive
Committee, with power to act.
Mr. King suggests that instead of one
person acting as judge, a local judge siiould

READ BEFORE THE KANSAS CONVENTION.
Your favor of Aug. 8th, asking me to
attend your State Convention or send you a
few penned thoughts, is received. Thanks
for your kind invitation to attend, and while
1 assure you it would afford me much
pleasure to meet with the bee-keepers of
your Prairie State, many reasons make it
impracticable. 1 will pen you a few, very
few, stray thoughts upon some of the
breakers in the way of the future welfare of
the honey producer, that if 1 am correct and
you conceive it so, you may be the better
able to avoid them. I think you all will
agree that if we can raise large crops of
honey, and get good prices for it, our future
is clear and bright.
First, in regard to
prices, I must confess that much has been
done of late, to at least retard that rapid
tendency downward, that our product has
taken. I claim that no product should be
so high that its lovers cannot enjoy it.
Again, great care should be taken that an
overstocked market does not put its price so
low that the producer must suffer. 1 believe
that most oi you are aware that our late
styles of packages, which are safely transportable, have attracted the attention of
dealers and consumers in nearly every part
of the old world. This avenue may, I think,
be reasonably expected to act as a safetyvalve to our honey markets. Those who
store their honey in old-fashioned packages,
must expect to suffer for their folly.
honey package, to bring a ren)unerative
price, must be independent; by that I mean
put up in such shape as to lie open to the
bids of the world. To conclude this part
of my subject, I will say tliat, positively,
everything looks like we were going to
protect ourselves in that important part of
our present marketing and prices.
Now to the other part of our troubles:
How to raise large crops of honey, of good
quality. In regard to comb honey, which
seems to be taking the particular attention
of both producers and consumers of late, its
quality is always as good as the flora will
admit of. Of extracted honey, there is but
one way yet known to keep up its reputation,
and give your customers "value received,"
and that is not to extract it till all capped

A

over and "ripened" by the bees. This plan
involves more labor, of both master and
bees, and has consequently turned the
attention of our most practical producers to
the "royal seal of the bees," on raising of
comb honey. To aid us in producing large
yields we have learned how to prune our
combs, or get them straight to start with,
how to stimulate our colonies in needed
seasons, how to properly construct our hives
in size and shape, how to choose the best
race of bees, how to svipplant poor colonies
with good ones, by controlling breeding, and
many more ways too numerous to be mentioned here. But now I come to our worst
enemy to the success of bee-keepers at
large, and that is

OVER-STOCKING.
While it is true that thousands of pounds
of honey yearly come and go, with no little
gatherers near to gather it up for our hungry
cousins across the waters, still there are very
localities greatly overstocked. I can
hardly conceive how one could be favored
with a better opportunity to judge of overstocking than I have been. 1 have had the
entire field a part of the time for 10 years,
with an apiary of from 300 to 375 colonies.
Now, with 2 apiaries, 1 in an over-stocked
locality, and 1 in a field nearly all to themselves, I have a line chance to watch the
results. 1 have made a careful estimate of
the amount of honey probably consumed
yearly outside of the surplus receptacles by
bees, brood, brood-chambers and combbuilding, within an areaof 3 miles from my
home apiary. In round numbers, it figures
up to 12.5,000 lbs. With this number of bees
kept, we shall never get any surplus except
at two or three short periods in the best of
seasons. I have watched this matter closely
for the past 3 years, and now I say, all honor
to our old friend Jasper Hazen, while he
may have been somewhat at the other extreme, he is much nearer right than most
writers upon this part of apiculture. There

many

are too many accommodation theories written under the golden guise of scientific facts.
It may be pleasant to see things in a shining
way, "but to succeed we must see them as
they "am", as Billings says.
learn
faster by experience, and only of late have
had so good a chance to experience overstocking. It seems as though bee-keeping

We

ought not to be overdone in any locality,
while so many rich fields lay totally unused.
I have no doubt that honey-producing is

The more
from any other

destined to become a specialty.
so,

because

it

is

different

It requires different study, different tools, different tact, and many appliances
to make it a success, too costly to be afforded

business.

by the owner of a few colonies, particularly
in a well-stocked field. When
field becomes so over-stocked that the
business pays no one, the small bee owner
will drop out, because he can. The specialist
will not, because he cannot.
When beekeeping is run by specialists alone, there
will be but little trouble from infringing
interests, as no one will care to prosecute
the business in a divided field, while whole
ones lay open to the sun, and extend a standing invitation to the capital of the honey
producers.
To beginners who have been

when he lives
any

deceivad by those fellows who scout about
the out-skirts of bee literature, writing agricultural papers for personal advertising, I
wish to say, that I beg of you not to believe
for one moment that our pursuit requires
little labor, little capital, little sense, as a
return for great incomes. There is no sure
royal road to wealth, without industry,
thought, and self-denial. Our business is
too old to contain a bonanza. It is one of
great chance and fiuctuation, particularly to
the one who makes it a side-issue. For a
year or two it will run along quite smoothly,
seeming to be almost automatic; but to put
and keep it upon a solid basis, and make a
permanent success of it, requires thought,
labor and capital. It is from bee-keepers of
this stamp, that the honey-loving public
may expect to be regularly supplied.

James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich.,

Prevention of

A.ug. 27, 1878.

Swarms and

Increase

of Colonies.

Read before the North Missouri BeeKeepers'

Association,

Calloway Co. Mo., Aug.

held at Auxvasse,
7-8, 1878.

Ladies and Gentlemen :— It has been
the custom of nearly all writers on apiculture, to describe the process of swarming
and increase of colonies; but the time has
come when it is more important to many of
us to learn to prevent increase, and to work
the whole force for honey. Now, I do not
claim that anyone can be entirely successful in preventing swarms or increase; but
by strict attention to their bees they may
prevent increase, if they work for extractea
honey, and have but slight increase if working for box honey. It is best to begin the
season with strong colonies, so that the increase of
young bees will be gradual.
Should you force them to breed faster than
giving
them empty combs inserted
natural by
into the brood-nest the result will be an
undue proportion of young bees hatching
nearly at the same time, and crowding the
hive too much. Now, as these young bees
remain in the hive about 17 days before they
go forth in quest of pollen and honey, we
must relieve the overcrowded condition of
the hive, and give these young bees something to do orthey will become demoralized.
Like children they will get into mischief,
unless they have something to do. The first
thing these idle bees undertake, unless employment be given, provided forage is
abundant, will be the building of queen
cells.
Since we find that swarming is the
natural way of multiplying and increasing
the species, the honey-bee being governed
by the same instinct of all other animated
beings, to perpetuate its race, it becomes
necessary to see what the usual conditions
are necessary to excite swarming. Go to a
hive that is preparing to swarm, and you
will find that the hive is crowded with honey
or bees— usually both— and perhaps not
sufficiently ventilated. Now, if you desire
to prevent swarming, you must use a hive
large enough to accommodate all the bees
You
that one queen can ever produce.
must keep your bees employed, either by

taking their honey, or giving tlieni room to
build comb. Tlie young bees liaving their
worlt alh)tted to them in the hive, as nurses
and comb-builders; tiiose young bees not
needed as nurses ought to liave room to
cluster and build comb until they are old
enough to go forth in quest of honey. If
you are working for extracted honey, you
will as sooh as your hive becomes well tilled
with bees, but not too much crowded, place
an upper story on your hive the same size
as the lower, take one or two of the outside
combs, without brood if possible, and put
them in the upper story with division boards,
then place empty frames between the brood
and continue the process as often as the
frames are hlled until they get strong enough
to build combs above, after which give an
empty frame as often as needed. Should
you use combs instead of empty frames,
and get your hive filled with honey before
it is thick enough to extract, remove one of
the combs and give an empty frame instead,
and put a third story on some of your hives
to ripen the honey in your surplus combs.
If you wish box honey, place your boxes
as soon as your hives are well filled with
bees and they are storing honey. Have one
or two boxes filled with comb, if it contains
honey so much the better, place starters of
comb or foiuidation in the other boxes the
more comb the better. The boxes should be
placed as near the brood as possible, and
directly over it. See that your bees have
free access to all the boxes, and when you
tier up with empty boxes under your full
ones, see that your bees have access to the
upper as well as the lower boxes. Sliould
you desire to have combs started in boxes
at the side of the hive, place your boxes
between the brood and entrance, never
behind or to one side. Always give your
bees upward ventilation in hot weather, and
if you have no shade use a loose cover for
your hives, raised at one end or side to allow
the air to circulate freely below.
The next thing is to tell you how to manage the few swarms which will unavoidably
issue. In the fii'st place see that all your
queens have their wings clipped. The "best
time is while the fruit trees are in bloom.
Your hives should all be placed on the ground
so that your queens can get back, should
you be absent at the time of swarming. To
prevent further trouble and subdue the

on

—

swarming fever, extract all their honey and
remove all the queen cells, and they will
usually give no further trouble the renia'inder
of the season, provided you keep the honey
out of their way, and keep them with one
frame not quite filled with comb. If you
want box honey, the treatment is not so
simple.
The best plan is, as soon as the
swarm is out, move the old hive a few feet
from the old stand an place an empty hive
on the old stand to receive the swarm; then
take and remove your combs, boxes and all,
brush the bees off and remove queen cells
and give the combs to your swarm, place
your boxes on and set the swarm where
you want it to remain. Then give your bees
Bome brood and a queen cell in the old hive,
place it on its stand, and your work is done.

In conclusion I will give you a report of
preventing swarming:

my success in

In

1875 I

" 1876

commenced
"

with

"
"

" 1877
" 1878

"
"
"

l;iO

130

swarms

had

H

"

"

"

11
12

"

"

6

"

77 colonies,
"
118

"

Report of honey during the same time
extracted

1875
1876
1877
1878

ia,lXJO

"

14,000
11,000

"

Total for

:

6,600 lbs

"

i

years ending Aug.

7

E. C. L.

44,500

"

"
"

"

Larch.

Ashland, Boone Co., Mo.

North-western Ohio Convention.
This Association met at Toledo, Oct. 3,
W. F. Williams in the chair A.
Fahnestock, Sec'y. protein.
i^^^
After the reading of the minutes of the
last meeting, and their approval. Mr. Newman, Editor of the Awekican Bee Journal, Chicago, addressed the meeting in a
very intelligent manner, and advanced the
solid truth, that every beekeeper should
use but one kind or description of hive, on
account of the facility of manipulating; the
prize box (size 5>^x6J^ inches wide) has
become the standard section box and should
be put up in neat shipping crates; extracted
honey must be put up in neat jars so as to
be attractive. He also spoke of the use of
honey in doing up fruit, and for sweetening
cakes, pies, etc. Honey is no longer a luxtliousands of pounds are now used
ury
where but a few pounds were heretofore
used. It has now found its way into manufactories, and is largely used for making
candy, ales, flavoring tobacco, &c., as well
as in every place where sugar or syrups
were formerly used.
On the subject of queens he said that we
did not want queens merely for their light
Capt.

;

;

color or beauty, but for usefulness, industry,
that instead of our importing
etc., and

queens from Italy, we should produce such
an improved race that Italy and other nations should, and would, import from us.
He has no doubt, that we can raise better
queens in every respect than any nov/ imported into this country.

Mr. Newman alluded to each convention
having a show of honey, bees, etc., once a
year, as it tended to create more enquiry,
and bring the matter of honey producers

more

directly before the public.

Mr. Fahnestock offered the following resoResolved. That the Naticmal Convention at New York should establish a
standard of purity for Italian queens, and
that no queens should be sent out by any
queen breeder, unless previously tested, and
lution

up

:

to the standard.

The following

resolutions were passed
Resolved, That Messrs. Everett and Newman represent us at National Convention.
Resolved, That the members of this
Convention report to the Secretary by letter,
the increase, amountof honey, &c., and any
other matter of interest.
Resolved, That the next Convention
of this Society be held at Wauseon. on the
first Thursday in January, 1879.
The committee appointed at a previous
meeting on the purity of queens, reported

as follows

:

400

An

queen to be pure sliould
leatlier color, inediuin size,

Italian

agoldeu or

May

when we organized

"

The Al-

be of

of

larji;e

bany County Bee-Keepers' Association,"
and adopted a constitution and by-laws, and
at this time we hope to increase our mem-

but fine wings, and active ; sliould be noted
for ber gentility, industry and prolificness.

last,

Her working progeny sliould be distinctly
marked by three yellow bands across the

bers, as all bee-keepers are, or should be,
interested in an oiganization of this kind.

body they should be mild in temper, but
quick on defence, when suddenly alarmed,
and gentle in manipulations of the hive,
adhering closely to the comb. The purity of
the queen can only be tested by her progeny.

Every occupation, profession or trade has
its association, whose purpose is to better

;

THE EXHIBITS.
There were over 40

exiiibits comprising
the various kinds of this delicious food.

all

Among the most prominent of the beefurniture were a standard Langstroth hive,
several sections, and a machine for inserting
foundation in sections, by W. D. Parker,
Defiance. Ohio.
k Geo. Wilson & Son of Toledo, had several
styles of Langstroth hives, together with

frame sections, bees,

cfec.

Capt. W. F. Williams, of Liberty Center,
exhibited a single frame neuclus colony,
with pure Italian queen also a caged queen
;

with

l)ees.

P T. G. Newman, Editor of
Bee Jouknai., on his way

American

the

to tlie

National

Convention to be held at Cooper Institute
in New York, had on exhibition some Italian
bees, and drones in alcohol, beautifully
marked, from his apiary in Chicago. Mr.
Newman also showed several fine samples
of honey in chrystal phials from three city

From
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apiary, Chicago C. F. Muth. Cincinnati J. Y. Detwiler. Toledo, and B. O. Everett, who is,
located a few miles from Toledo.
B. O. Everett, exhibited some fine samples of honey, a Bingham & Hetherington
honey knife and various other apiarian
supplies. J. Y. Detwiler, exhibited a homeapiaries

:

the

;

;

made comb foundation machine, made by
electrotyping a siieet of foundation and
fastening the copper deposit to a pair of
Also, a pair of plates made
steel rollers.
microscope with
by the same v>r<>-ess.
several mounted objects, relating to the

A

anatomy

of bees.

The

six jars of

wliicli were exhibited by J. Y.
this city, was donated to the

Detwiler, of
yellow fever

fund by that gentleman.
A. Fahnestock, Se&y. pro

Albany

Co., N.

honey

tern.

Y., Association.

the class they represent.
I venture to say, that according to the
number of colonies of Oees, that there is not
another county in the State that produces
less surplus iioney, and in as poor-shaped
packages for market, as Albany county.
Now, shall we adopt the improvements of
leading apiarists of the United States, or
still continue to use the old box hive, and
have our surplus honey stored in 8 and 12 lb.
boxes, that we are obliged to sell at a low
price, and to the detriment of those who
liave theirs stored in single-comb boxes of
1

and 2

lbs.

each

?

Honey put up attractively commands ready
and at good prices. The grocer has no

sale

the 8 and 12 lb. package, hence it is
a drug in the market. The old box hive has
the capacity but for 4 boxes at a time, so the
yield must be small per hive.
This question was settled by the Western
bee-keepers long ago. All practical apiarists use some kind of a movable-frame hive,
the advantages of which are that with a
Bingham smoker, you have full control of
your bees to make a swarm or to prevent
it; to keep all strong by interchanging
frames or uniting colonies and to introduce new blood, to prevent "in-and-in
breeding."
Stock-growers and farmers understand
that if they breed from the same stock,
without change, the young progeny will be
dwarfed or crippled, and without increase
Who has not noticed
just so wltii our bees
call for

;

;

;

!

May and June

the large number of young
bees tiirust out wingless, and with other deformities from tliis cause ?
To have our bees prolific and industrious,
we must introduce new blood give them a
in

;

good movable- frame hive, witli ample room
for surplus boxes, and the result will be
astonisliing
Some say, "I have no time to look after
my bees." Now, as all avocations are followed for the profits, why not make our l)ees
pay ? With proper care and attention they
will pay, and we shall find a large increase
in our "receipts, for all labor and expense
!

bestowed on them.

The bee-keepers

of

Albany county met at

many

The President then called upon Mr. Newman, editor of the American Bee Journal, Chicago, (who was present by
invitation), for a speech. He spoke at some
length upon the improved methods of procuring honey and marketing it, &c.
Reports of members, for the statistical
table, were tlien called for and received.
New members were also reccorded.

meeting of the bee-keepers of Albany
county was called at Clarksville, the 11th

then delivered a very intertouching various points,
among which were standard honey package;
extracted honey and its uses for food and
me<licine
in-and-in breeding, and the im))rovement of our race of bees. Il(^ exhibited phials of honey, gathered in the heart;
of the cities of Chicago, Cincinnati and To-

Chesterville,

Albany county, and held

the

second semi-annual meeting of the above
named Association. After the calling of
the roll, and the reports of the Treasurer and
Secretary, the President read the following address
:

Ladies (ind Gentlemen
It affords me great pleasure to greet so
of the bee-keepers of Albany county,
after the anxieties, cares, toils and slings
of tlie honey harvest, to discuss the best
methods in the management of bees, and I
trust that the interchange of sentiments and
experiences on different topics may not
only be pleasant but profitable. The first

Mr.

esting

Newman

address

;

also Italian drones and workers preill
alcohol, which were far more
liandsoniely marked than any of our bees
in Albany county.
Mr. Newman received a vote of thanks for
his instructive address.
Upon motion, it was resolved that the old
con>titutioM be dropped, and a new one,
better adapted to the wants of the Associa-

ledo

;

served

drawn up by a committee appointed
by the President, to be presented for aption, be

proval at the next Convention.
to meet
at Clarksville, on the first Tuesday of May,
11. W. Garkett, Prcs.
1879, at 10 a. m.
Allen, Scc'y.
T. 11.

The ConveutioM then adjourned

Van

[The Secretary requested us
our speeclies and publish with

to write out

this report

but our readers know our views so well on
the subjects on which we addressed the
Convention, that we prefer to give newer
thoughts in the Journal.—Ed.]

Central Kentucky Association.

The annual convention of the Blue-grass
Bee-keepers' Association took place in
Lexington, Tuesday. October 1. 1378.
Tlie meeting was called to order by Vicepresident H. C. llersperger, after which
several signed the Constitution and became
members.

The Constitution was amended as fol lows

:

In Art. X. '"counties" changed to "'States";
in Art. 1. the name is changed to "Central
Ky. Bee-Keei)ers' Association."
The following were elected officers for
the ensuing year:

H. C. llersperger, president W. Williamson, secretary; J. M. Ilolman, treasurer;
Vice-presidents— J. W. Rose, John W. Bean,
W. B. Herring, J. W. Egbert, Thos. A.
Uutchcraft, Thos. S Williams, Dr. Jasper.
;

The

secretary offered the following resolu-

which were adopted
§3^
Resolved, That a connnittee of three be
apponited to confer with the president and
directors of the Agricultural and Mechanitions,

:

Association of Fayette county, as to
their willingness to encourage apiarists,
and the advancement of bee-culture, by
offering such premiums at theirannual fairs
as they may tliiidt proper ; be it further
Resolved, That each vice-president of this
association act as special committee to confer with the president and directors of the
agricultural or fair associations in the
counties they represent, with the same obi'ect in view as the general connnittee of
i'ayette county, and each and all report to
tills association on the lirst Tuesday in May
next.
cal

The

president

appointed the following

committee for Fayette county
W. Williamson, Thos. T. Jl. Hayes, J. M. Holman.
Moved and carried that this association
:

offer as a special premium to apicuiturists a
silver medal, the article or object to be
deciiled upon by the committee and presi-

dent and directors of the Agricultural and
providing, howMechanical Association
tlie committee is
;

ever, that the report of

and endorsed by a majority
present at the next meeting of this association on the first Tuesday in May, 1879.
The president then read the following
questions for general discussion
Question.— W\\\ it pay to raise pasture for
bees alone ?
satisfactory

:

J. F. Bean said it certainly would if it
would pay to raise crops at all he recommended buckwheat, whicii lie had sown
extensively, and although the crop has
;

many

times been a complete failure, he felt
he had been amply repaid in the beiu'tit it
had been to his bees alone. The president
and other gentlemen agreed with Mr. Bean.
General Gano said that all crops for bees

would pay, as all that the bees gathered was
clear profit, and he believes there is nothing
more profitable than bees.
v

The president said he favored every plant
that produced honey, and nearly every
plant would; but white clover is the best
from which honey can be produced.

He

commenced keeping

bees five years ago, and
he believed they had been the means of
making him a better farmer every year he
has kept them, and induced him to cultivate a taste for all that is beautiful in nature
that he might never have acquired.
J. F. Bean said that willows was one of the
best honey producers. It blooms in February, and the bees gather both honey and
pollen from it, and every bee-keeper ought
to plant them, not only for their honey producing qualities, but they are a beautiful

shade and ornamental tree as well.
Question.— How to prevent bees
raising brood in the upper story ?

from

said that young colonies should
be confined to the lower story, until firmly
J. F.

Bean

esfablislied.

The secretary said, in the case of old colonies, often the brood-chamber becomes so
literally full of honey and brood that the
queen has nowhere to lay her eggs, and
would naturally go to the upper story, either
in boxes or frames, to perform her maternal
when, if the frames were emptied of
the honey in them by the honey extractor,
it would give ample room for the queen,
and insure an active and industrious colony;
when otherwise, the whole harmony of the
colony is in danger. The free use of the
extractor is the best preventative for bees
raising brood in the lop story.
J. W. Rose agreed with the secretary.
Question.— WUi^u to Italianize an apiary,
and liow to introduce queens ?
John K. Williamson. In the working
the most successful plan he has
season
ever tried was to cage the young queen, put
it in the hive, leave the old queen in the hive
also, and. in three or four days, take the
old queen out, smoke the colony well, and
By this plan
let the young queen loose.
there is no time lost, as the young queen
commences as the old one drops off.
Question. Are there any moth-proof
hives if so, which is the best?
J. li. Williamson saiil the only mothproof hives known are strong colonies, and
no others are worth keeidng. If you have
weak colonies, put two weak ones together
and make one strong one otherwise, tiiey
are worthless.
J. W. Egbert said he thought a moth-proof
duty

;

all

;

—

;

;
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hive would be a bee-proot hive ; as to l\eep
motli out, you would also l^eep tlie bees out
too, aud the only suiv remedy is strong oolouies, and the bees will protect themselves.

These statements were generally aureed

to.

Elder Gano claimed that his Vanhorn
hive was molh-iiroof.
Qaestiaii. Wiiat is tiie best remedy for
beesstings ?
The ecretary said a bruised fresh tomato

—

was an infallible preventive from swelling and pain from bee
leaf, quiclcly applied,

stings.
When that could not be readily
obtained, squeeze out all the poison possible

after removingthesting,

and applyammoiiia

which is a sure remedy if promptly applied
before the swelling has commenced.
Question. What is required from a beekeeper to make beelceeping successful and

—

profitable ?

The secretary

could be answered in
a few W(U'ds. Like all well-known successful business principles, it requires study,
amplication, perseverance, energy and labor;
without this nothing can succeed.
Qde.stion.— What are the advantages of
cond)-foundation ?
The secretary said straight combs were
insured by its use more than half the labor
for the bees is saved, and all worker comb
there are other advantages, but any one of
these would insure the endorsement of the
most progressive bee-keepers in the country.
The president said to use itin small strips,
as starters in boxes, it is invaluable it was
generally agreed that comb-foundation is a
valuable and successful invention.
Lexington was selected as the next place
of meeting.
W. Williamson, Sec.
said

it

;

;

from fall flowers, yielding abundantly. Extracted from fifty to seventy-five lbs. each
from several hives, and a few gave al)out
sixty lbs. in sections. The hives are filled
with brood in all stages. The honey is of
rather poor quality, and the question now iswhether the bees will winter well on it."
O. E. COOLEY.
Farragut, Iowa, Oct.

16, 1878.

For two years I tried black bees. 1 purchased two colonies in box hives; I transferred and worked with them two summers,
and then had three. I Italianized and commenced this spring with them all weak. I
built up 22, and with tiie exception of one,
all in good shape.
I extracted 300 lbs. of
gold(.'n-rod honey, and took 200 lbs. of combhoney. 1 left about 35 to 40 lbs. in each
hive for wintering. One-fourtli of this not

capped; will it <lo as well as capped, or will
they cap it yet ? I used comb foundation
and the Kretchmer hive. I tliiidv thera
good, the best I have ever seen. I had a
few cond)s melt down. Have sold 2 queens
and bought an imported one, the yellowestI ever saw.
I would not do without the
Journal. I wish it success and expect to
get up a club for it. E. J. Kockefellow.
[If you have 35 to 40 Bs. in each hive and
three-fourths of it was cai)ped when you.
wrote, it will be well. It is likely that all

of

it is

capped by

this

time.— Ed.]

;

®nv %tncv ^03f
Hohnesburg, Pa., Oct.

A

10, 1878.

few days ago the undersigned opened
the stomacii of a toad and f^)und 16 Italian
bees, 2 black bugs and a caterpillar.
D. C. MiLLETT.

Wenham,
As

the

Mass., Oct.

4, 1878.

November number of the Jouknal

likely to have

Cincinnati, O., Oct. 2, 1878.
In the last Journal I see a table giving
statistics ot a number of bee-keepers as to
their successes and failures, in which is
recorded many losses of colonies in winter,

by improper manner of wintering or had
This morning I met a friend of mine
has kept bees for some seven years,
and whom I knew to have been successful.
He has iu)w about 40 colonies. I asked him
about his manner of wintering which he
described to me. I then asked him if he
lost any last winter.
He said, no, he had
never lost one, at any time. This I call
SUCCESS. He is known here as keeping the
purest Italian stock, and as, generally, a
most successful bee-keeper in every way^
although he does not extend much.
luck.

who

Henry W. Stephenson.

the matter it can accommodate, I will not reply to Mr. Moon, and to
the remarks of tlie editor, on page 329 of the
is

October number.

all

H. Alley.

Carlinville. Ill.,Oct. 21. 1878.

Friend

Dubuque, Iowa. Oct.

4, 1878.

Will the writer on Honey Dew, page 320,
please explain where his insects get their
material or nourishment to eject so much
sweets from. Cows west of the "father of
waters" iiave to be fed to yield milk. To
me it is like the production of milk from
chalk. I am not yet convinced.

Geo. W. Horner.
Bluff ton, Iowa, Sept. 9, 1878.
"This lias been a poor season. White
clover was abundant, but yielded honey
sparingly. It was so wet that in twenty
days we iiad twelve inches of water-fall.
Not a basswood tree blossomed this season'
About the last of August storing commenced

Newman

:— Mr. C. F. Muth inthat he has obtained a jiatent on
his extractor. Caii he patent an article that
has been in general use for years ? I don't
believe he is the inventor of the comb-basket as he uses it. I cannot find that he
made an extractor with stationary can and
revolving comb-liasket. as far back as 1874..
I find that in 1874, J. W. Winder & Co., advertised a stationary can with gearing on
the underside. In 1873, Mr. J. B. Keeler,
neighbor, and myself made and used stationary can extractors. Mr. Keeler's geared the
same as Muth's. In the spring of 1874, I
made another with comb basket exactly like
the one Muth claims to have invented, except the frame of mine was made of wood.
forms

me

my

Now, I would like you to fell me what you
think about the validity of his claim.
I
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have had made, and sold several extractors;

know that 1 will ever liave another
1 don't believe in any one patenting things that they liave no right to.

don't

^usiuc55

I^Xattcrs*

made, but

J.

TERitl*!*

M. Valentine.

[As we understand it, Mr. Mnth's patent
only covers the inclined sides of the comb
basket, and its manner of fastening to the
sliat't.
We are surprised that a patent
sliould be issued on an extractor, after all
the essential features have been so long in
use.— Ed.]
Dallas, Texas. Oet.7, 1878.
send you by this
mail the Catalogue of our Fair, and also,
of
the
premiums.
Judge VV. II.
the awards
Andrews, of McKiiuiey, contested for best
queen, and took 1st premium ; he also contested for preuiium for handling and subjugating. I got 1st premium over him. G.
A. Linn, of Corsicana, contested for best

Friend

queen and

Newman :— L

Mr. Kuper and myself con-

lost.

tested for 1st, best display of honey, ex2d. i)est package
tracted, in comb and wax
3rd, bee hive
of comb honey, 1 lb. or more
for all purposes, Mr. Kuper had some very
fine 1 lb. sections, also a Simplicity hive.
I
got 1st premium with the regular Langstrotli
hive and the 2 lb. prize box.
F. F. Collins.
;

;

Johnson Grove, Tenn.. Sept. 21, 1878.
I Iiave 20 colonies in Langstrotli hives in

We

can winter on summer
stands here witliout trouble. Our honey is
mostly gathered from poplar in May, as we
bees gather honey
have no white clover
here from the pea and cotton bloom, honey
from the latter is sour and unpalatable.

good condition.

;

John H. Smith.
Camargo. III., Oct. 18, 1878.
have received one of Shuck's Boss Bee
Feeders, and find it a very convenient and
I

easy feeder for bees at the entrance of the
hive, with

little

or no danger of robbers.

A. Salisbituy.

Sumner. 111., Oct. 5, 1878.
Friend Neavman I had a queeiiless
colony, and gave it two capped cells from
another hive. In three days 1 found a young
queen in the hive, but she had no wings.
She looked all right otherwise. I caught a
Jot of drones from the hive I took the cell
from, as I had no otlier that had drones in,
aiul gave them to the colony that had the
wingless queen the bees received them
the queen is now laying all right; has no
:

;

;

wings, and never had any
I have watched
her closely. Our honey crop is very light in
this region, owing to such dry weather
;

W. Emekick
[This looks like fertilization in confine-

ment, and will nodoubtaid Prof, Hasbrouck
in solving that problem.— Ed.]
—
»
» » #

The Annual Convention of the Northwestern Illinois Bee-kenners' Association will
be held at Shirland, Winnebago County, on
Jas. E. Fehr, Sec.
Dec. 17, 1878.

OF

8lIUSCKII*TIO!V'.

Single subscription, one year
$2 00
Two subscriptions, sent
at the same time
3 50
"
"
"
"
Tliree
5 00
"
"
"
..each, 150
Four or more,

Advertisements wiU be

inserted at the rate of

30 cents per line of Agate space, for each insertion,
One

inch measures fourteen lines.
Special Notices 50 cents per line.

cash in advance.

tWA

line wiM cr)ntain about ei^iht words; fourteen
lines will occupy an inch of space.
Advertisements-

must be received by the'-iUth, to insure insertion.
Notice to Advertisers.— We intend only to ad-

vertise for reliable dealers, who expect to fulfill all
their advertised promises. Cases of reni imposition

exposed, and such advertisements disconNo advertisement received for less than $1.
Address all communications and remittances to
TM«S.>I.\S ii. IVKW.tlAN Jfe Si«>X,
974 West Madison St. CHICAGO, ILL.

will be

tinued.

To Correspondents.
When changing a post-office address, mention the
old address as well as the new one.
send the Journal until an order for discontinuance is received and all arrearages are paid.

We

We do not send goods by C. O. D., unless sufficient
is sent with the order to pay express charges
both ways.
When ordering Extractors, give outside dimensions of frame or frames to be used, length of topbar, width and depth of frame just under top-bar.
In consequence of the dearth of small currency in
the country, we will receive either one, two or three
cent stamps, tor anything desired from this office.
Strangers wishing to visit our office and Museum
of Implements for the Apiary, should talcethe Madison street-cars (going west). They pass our door.
Additions can be made to clubs at any time at the
money

same

rate.

Specimen copies. Posters, and Illustrated

Price List sent free upon application, for canvassing.
Remit by post-office money-order, registered letter
or bank-draft, payable to Thomas G. Newman & Son^
so that if the remittance be lost it can be recovered.
will send a tested Italian Queen to any one
sending us three subscribers to The Amekican Bee
Journal with *t>.UO. Premium Queens will in every
case be tested, but not sent till after July 1st.
Write name and post-office address plainly. If
there is no express office at your post-office address,
be sure to give your nearest express office when ordering anything by express. Give plain directions
how goods are to be sent.
Seeds or samples of merchandise can be mailed for
one cent per ounce. Printed matter one cent for
every two ounces. These must be tied up; if pasted,
they are subject to letter postage. Dnn't send small
P(ick(i(ies hy express, that can just (is wellbe sent by mail.
For the convenience of bee-keepers, we have made
arragements to supply, at the lowest market prices,
Imported or tested Italian Queens, Full Colonies,
Hives, Extractors and anything required about the
Apiary. Our Illustrated Ciitalogue and Price List
will be sent free, on application.
We have gotten up a "Constitution and By-Laws,"
suitable for local Associations, which we can supply,
with the name and location of any society printed,
at $2 per hundred copies, postpaid. If less than 100
are ordered, they will have a blank left for writing in
the name of the Association, etc. Sample copy will
be sent for a three-cent postage stamp.
Our answer to all who ask credit is this We sell on
smuli margins, and cannot afford to take the risks of
doing a credit business. If we did such a business,
we should be obliged to add at least 10 to 20 per cent,
more to our prices, to make up for those who would
never pay, and to pay tlie e.xpenses of keeping bookaccounts with ourcustoraers-this we know our Cash
Customers would not think to their advantage.—
This rule we must make general in order not to da
injustice to any one. The cash system gives all the
advantage to cash customers, while the credit system works to their injury. In justice to all we must
therefore require Cash witti the order, for all

We

:

Apiarian Supplies.
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CHICAGO.

HONEY.— The demand
honey,

llwiSc readily

drug at
7(!'8c:

for choice lots of comb
comb boxes is good, and bring from
honey inland iicomb boxes being a

in single
;

lu.' lie.

but there

Choice extracted lioney
not much demand for

is

BEESWAX.— Prime choice

yellow,

is

quoted at

It.

darker

23(«.25c;

grades, IS^^Uc,

We wish thus early, to inform our friends
and patrons tliat we are in the field and

CINCINNATI.

COMB HONEY— In small boxes, 12@15c.

READY FOR BUSINESS

Extracted,

jars, in shipping order, per doz., $2.50; per gross,
$28.00. 2 n.. jars, per doz,, ^i.M; per gross, $o(:.00.
1

!

fti.

C. F.

MUTH.

CALIFORNIA.

HONEY.— Receipts not large. There is some anxiety to realize, in most cases, which makes an easy
market with frequent concessions. Some fair comb
will only bring 8c, and some good extracted is sold at
4^c. Exports for the week were Ijiverpool, ti8,7H4
lbs.; China, 52 cases
Australia,445 cases. Quotations
areas follows: Comb, white, il&lOc comb, dark to
medium, TeSc; extracted, 4;4(abc.
:

;

;

BEESWAX.-25i<.27!^c.
SXJSAUNS & SMITH, 428 Front

NEW

St.,

San Francisco,

&

we

be the
Langstrotli and
Modest Hives, Prize Boxes, Separators, and
all the necessaries in tJie bee-I^eepiiig line.
As we are jn.st a LITTLE
of

HEADQUARTERS

sliall

for

AHEAD

COMPETITORS in ])io(lucinj,' a
of COMB FOUNDATION, we
tlie

trade

Make

beeswax, prime, 27!^c.
H. K. & F. B. Thurbkr

13(a 15c;

Season of 1879

tlie

have gotten a nice Label

Co.

our

a note of tliese points, and write for

NEW
J.

PRICE LIST.

0AT)1AN & SONS,
111.

Worrall's Centennial Hive.

a

100.

K^^For nice Comb Honey,
we pay tiie higiiest market

Co.,

for

Crates, with bianivs for addressing;, as well
as to write the name of tliii shipper. Price,
15 cents per dozen, postpaid; or 7.5 cents per

Boxes,

shall lead

!

Dundee, Kane

|^"We

ALL

fine article

Cal.

YORK.

Quotations.- Best fancy white comb honey, new,
17(a20c; extracted, new, HwlOc; buckwheat comb
honey,

For

in Prize
prices.

Bingham & Hetherington's Knife

AND SMOKEB COBNEB,
Will contain a short card from some one every
month. See Bellows Smoker card on another page.

Oxford, O., Sept. 30, 1878.
Mr. T. F. Bingham— Dear Sir Excuse the long delay in the acknowledgment of your courtesy in sending me one of your smokers. It is only within a very
short time that I have been able, for nearly two
years, to take any interest in bee matters. Your
smoker hius been in daily use for some months in a
friend's apiary. He is enthusiastic in its praise, and
after seeing how greatly it facilitates the handling of
bees, I can most heartily endorse all that he says of it.
Yours, very truly,
L. L. Langstkoth.
:

We

have many reports from the new uncapping
knives, all of which state that they are a great improvement, doing much more and better work than
any other knife.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON.
Abronia, Mich., Sept.

28, 1878.

THE BEST

G-ET

Always -wl-'ters sncoessfnlly In the coldest
climes, wlicn i)roperly prepared. As important in
summer as winter, the bees ni-ver cluster outside on
account of heat, as the gltiss plates and dead-air space
equalizes the temperature. You can ascertain their
condition in a moment, and swarm them at your
leisure, when it ouLiht to be done. This hive has a
cast-iron frame, with glass sides, making it an Observatory Hive. Doors fasten on over the glass.
Sample Hive complete with

THOMAS
974

A

splou-Ied

;i2

page

lllii^irritcd

Rrrpiiiiic

Mnd

M;in>t(rcmi'nt ot

POULTRY, PIGEONS AND PET STOCK.
THE FINEST P0ULTE7 JOURNAL IN THE WOELD.
$l.:io per year, strictly In

for Sp.;cimeo Copy.

-

c

$5.00
4.75
4.60
4.00
1.50
3.50
6.00

NEWMAN

& SON,
West Madison St.. CHICAGO.
G.

Ainnth'y Mu^iiziDC devoted to the

ll hus tlif l.i'iiesicorpHor [njictical lir^tders as fditors uud correspondents of any jourtiiilol iu class iD America, and in

SUBSORIPTION.

glass

each,
Hives, in lots of o
"
"
do.
10
"
"
ih
do.
"
Extra sets of Castings, with sample hive,
noil,
without
mnterial
ready
to
Castings and
glass, in lousof 6 or more, each
Lawn Observatory Hives made of black walnut, oiled, complete

advance. Send I3cls
J. WAK1>, Editor and Proprietor,

i82 CXiA-HIC ST.,

CHIGjVa-O.

Pure ItalianBees^ Poultry
I will continue to rear Pure Italian Bees and
eight varieties of Pitrk Bhed Poultuv, at prices to
suit the times. Drop a postal for what you want.
R. M. ARGO,
Iiowell, Garrard Co., Ky.
febtf
•

mERmm^
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%i\x\ofs

^aWe»

1^

For the contents of this
see the General Indexes.

number

1^ We

find that the recent ruling of
the Post Master General does not admit
bees to the mails.

1^ We

expect to attend the Conventions at Carson City, and Grand Rapids,
Mich., on the 3d and 4th of December,
and hope to see a large attendance at

each one.
i^° Syrups are carried by railroads at
fourth class rates, but extracted honey

charged first class rates—
manifest injustice to honey producers
and consumers.
in barrels is

A

1^ swarm of bees at Cold Spring,
Conn., hived in a chimney flue,whicli
they stopped up with comb five and
half feet wide. Sixty-seven pounds of
honey were there found stored away.
i^To create a demand for your
honey— scatter the small pamphlet on
" Honey as Food and Medicine " among
the consumers in your vicinity.
See new prices on tlie third page of the
cover of this Journal.
all

No. 12.

s^'The wise weather prophets say
that the coming winter will in all
probability be one of the most severe
we have experienced for some time.
Let the bees be well prepared for such,
so that they may not suffer, if it comes.
Ik Whately, Mass., Asa J. Crafts has
bees that have decended and been kept
by his father, grandfather, great grandfather and g]'eat, great grandfather,
John Crafts, who died in Hatfield,
May 23, 1730. His son Benoni Crafts,
one of tlie earliest settlers in Whately,
brought them thither about 1758.

i^°The Rev. L. L. Langstroth has,
during the past month, made a very
pleasant visit to Prof. Cook, and the
Michigan State Agricultural College.
We are glad that his health is so far
recovered as to allow of this visit. It
will no doubt be as invigorating to his
physical system, as it has been replete
with intelligent associations.

i^We

can hardly consent to close
the present Volume without entering
our most earnest protest against the
use of glucose for feeding bees.
report has just come in where an apiary
of several hundred colonies has been
entirely destroyed by feeding them
glucose, or grape sugar as it is called.
but the
It was i honey and f glucose
bees are all dead and their foolish
owner is a wiser but a poorer man
clergyman had 8 colonies, and fed them
glucose, but they all died, leaving him
to mourn the loss. Let us say Beware I
It is poison, rank and deadly

A

;

i^'The Hastings (Minn.)

Gazette. hi\s

an excellent description of the apiary
Mr.
of Mr. Wm. Dyer, of tliat city.
D. is a progressive and successful apirist, and fully entitled to the honorable
mention of the Gazette.

!

^

I

A
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1^

1^" On the night of November 5, our
apiary was robbed by boys in search of
sweets, and fond of adventure. The
weather was cold and the bees not active, and hence they succeeded in the
robbery. They took 8 frames (mostly
honey) from one colony, leaving only 2.
The bees they brushed off in a wooden
building adjoining. They succeeded in
carrying off quite a load of frames with
honey and brood, and destroyed many

The Louisburg (Kansas) Herald,
gives the ''American Apiary" of Mr.
Paul Dunken a two-and-a-half column
The Herald says
illustrated notice.
that Mr. D. was offered $1,500 for his
bees and a situation with a salary of
$70.00 per month to take charge of an
apiary near St. Louis. Mr. D. in his
wisdom refused the offer.

bees.

Falls,

In September we had 14 colonies of
bees destroyed by the Railroad Company, in transit, by rough handling.
Every comb was broken down, all the
bees and queens were killed, and the
honey had all leaked out in the car.
The way that railroad employes handle
goods, it is wonderful that anything
goes safely.

1^ The Courier and Eeveille of

have during the
unsolicated kind
notices of the Editor of the Bee Journal,. Having spent nearly a quarter
of a Century in the Newspaper business
in these places, and having a host of
friends in each, we appreciate the spontaneous action of these brethern of the

of

Marion,

Iowa,

month contained

Thanks; gentlemen; Thanks.

Press.

1^ When binding the Journal,,

Seneca

Y., the Standard of Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, and the Pilot and Eegister
JS".

cut

title and
Index to Correspondents from the centre of this number, and place it in front
of the January number. Leave the
Indexes at the end where they are.
These Indexes are full and complete,
and will be found very convenient, enabling any one to find the article desired
in a moment. These Indexes have cost
us much time, patience and labor.

the threads and remove the

—

Clubs. Those who feel disposed to
get up clubs for next year are requested
to send to us for extra copies to use for
that purpose. Quite a number of clubs
have already been sent in, and many
more have signified their intention to
get up clubs. It is indisputable that
the American Bee Journal stands at
the head of all bee-papers, and with its
enlarged size, and decreased price it is
an easy matter to get up clubs in every
County. It is not only the best, but the
cheapest Bee Publication in the World,
considering its size and matter, $1.50
per annum. See our new clubbing rates
on page 440 of this number.

—

([t^"Mr. Jno. R. Clark, Roselle, N". Y. has
sent us Mrs. Lizzie E. Cotton's latest circular, and wants to know if it is safe to send
money to her for her hive, bees, &c. At the
National Convention, Mr. L. C. Root, pro-

duced one of her advertisements, as published in the Country Qentleman, stating
that every hive of bees kept on her plan
would produce a profit of $50. yearly. It
seems to us that such a claim should at once
show that no credance should be given to
any statements from one whose claims are
so preposteous. Letters have been published
within a year stating that the writers had
sent money to her, but could get no returns.
A little thought and the exercise of a small
share of couuuon-seuse would prevent any
one from sending money in answer to such
extravagant advertisements. Such results
and money sent to
cannot be obtained
obtain instructions to do it, is only thrown
away. We know nothing of Mrs. Cotton,
personally, further than that she wrote us a
year ago asking if we would publish an article
from her, and we replied that if she sent it
to us, it would receive the same attention as
other correspondence, and be criticised it
published, just as other articles are. But
she never even dared to send it, on those
Our advice to all is, therefore, give
terms
no credance to any of her statements
She dares not come to the light of the Bee
Journal— even though she talks so boast;

!

!

1^ Samples of

new comb

foundation, with and without wire, will be
sent from this office for 10 cents.
the

ingly in her circular.

Petrified

to be seen in our museum, one showing the banks or rows of cells.

mens

Honey Comb.

A.

The engravings

Mr. E. R. Douglass, of Martinsburg,
Mo., has sent us another piece of this
peculiar stone formation, which he says
he picked up in a neighbor's yard, and

J.

Cook.

will give our readers

asks " What is itV" Our friend Prof.
Cook very kindly answers this question

by the following interesting

article

:

In your November number,
p. 372, you speak of petrified honey comb,
Falls,
trom Seneca
N. Y. We have many
such specimens in our museum. In some
cases the cells are hardly larger than a pinhead, in others a quarter of an inch in

Mr. Editor

:

diameter-.

These are not fossil honey comb as you
vpere led to believe, though the resemblance
is so striking that no wonder you and the
public general ly are deceived. These specimens are fossil coral, which the paleontologist places in the genus Favosites
favosus
being a common species in our State. They
are very abundant in the lime rock in north;

ern Michigan, and are very properly denominated honey-stone coral. The animals of
which these were once the skeletons, so to
speak, are not insects at all, though often
called so by men of considerable information.
It would be no greater blunder to call
an oyster or a clam an insect.
The species of the genus Favosites first
appeared in the Upper Silurian rocks, culminated in the Devonian, and disappeared

a very accurate idea of

how these

speci

mens appear.

1^ The Rev. L. L. Langstroth writes
concerning the National Convention
lately held in Kew York
:

" That was a grand Convention. Those of the old
style were of very little woi'th. Too much scheming
for mere personal interests. Our National re-unions

should be the grand arena for the best thoughts and
words of our ablest men."

We

hope the next National Conveneven more of a
grand success than any that have preceded it. The West has long desired to
have such a Convention, and now^ it has
been located in Chicago, let the attendance be the largest, as well as the proceedings more interesting than ever.
Our New York apiarists will be on hand
in strong numbers, and those from the
Middle and Western States will be fully
represented. The Rev. L. L. Langstroth
tion, in this city, will be

^^

in the early Carboniferous.

No

insects ap-

till the Devonian age, and no Hymenoptera— bees, wasps, etc.— till after the
Carboniferous. So the old-time Favosites,
reared its limestone columns and helped to
build islands and continents untold agesmillions upon millions of years— before any
flower bloomed, or any bee sipped the precious nectar. In some specimens of this
hon^-stone coral, there are to be seen banks

peared

of cells, much resembling the paper cells of
some of our wasps. This might be called
wasp-stone coral, except that both styles
were wrought by the self-same animals. -ii*
I enclose drawings illustrating two speci-

is

expected, as well as the ablest living
on the Continent.

apiarists

i^°Mr. John M. Putnam,

of

New

Orleans, La., has sent us a flower stem
and leaves of the Japan Pear, which
was in profuse bloom there all through
October, furnishing excellent pasturage
for bees.
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^"One
vance

Dollar and

will procure the

Clubs of

for 1879.

fifty

cents in ad-

Bee Journal

five for five dollars,

cash with the order. Two dollars per
year in all cases, as heretofore, when
not paid for in advance.
Jt^^D. D. Pahner passed through the
city last week with a car-load of honey,
going east.

^^W Those wishing a Premium Queen for
getting up Clubs will now please send^-ue
subscriptions and $7.50, and we will send
them a choice queen

in July.

Our new Illustrated Catalogue of
"Implements for the apiary" will be ready
in a few days and will be sent to any address
on application.

1^" A.

Stiles,

Genoa, Iowa,

offers to sell

American Bee Jouknal for
" 1 owe my success to the
says
but my infirmaties compelled me to

14 Vols, of
$20.00.

A. B.
sell

He

J.,

my

:

iW The

buy postage stamps, when sending to this
One, two or three cent stamps are
always useful to us.

to

oflice.

'The Michigan Homestead is the title
agricultural paper in Detroit,
Mich., the first number of which is on our
desk. It is a large and handsome sheet, and
is well-filled with good matter.
It is pub-

We

have been obliged to defer pubProceedings of the North-East
Wisconsin Association till our next No.
The report is quite long, and we could not
do justice to it in the space available in this
nund)er of the Journal.
lisliing the

m^" The Maryland Farmer is an old
and reliable paper for the farm and fireside,
and can be obtained clubbed with the Bee

Journal

for $2.50 per year, for both.
It is
with spirit and is reliable
authority on ail matters pertaining to the
farm.

conducted

When packing comb honey in boxes,
straw is a detriment to it, and of no advantage whatever. It so persistently becomes
scattered over the honey, and packing down
so easily, its presence is not only no protection, but objectionable.

Printed Envelopes.— We have

gotten

up some neatly printed envelopes containing
the card of the American Bee Journal.
On these we will print a card of honey producers, and furnish them by mail postpaid
for 50 cents per 100

free

Linden

Honey.—For

certain

reasons I am particularly desirous of having
an analysis of unqiiestloiuihly pure linden
or basswood honey, made by the able Prof.
of Chemistry, Mr. K. C. "Kedzie, of the
State Agricultural College, Lansing, MichiAny bee-keeping friend advising
gan.
Prof. Kedzie that he can send a quart of
such honey, can learn how to send it, and
will confer a personal boon upon.
L. L. Langstroth,

new

lished at $1.50 per year.

;

in

spoke of both in that connection.

Pure
now

flooding the country and
the old "postal currency " is getting scarce.
Therefore for fractions of a dollar it is best

500

for

was from an apiary

bees and give up the business."

'Silver is

of a

queen spoken of on page 368 of

Bee Journal

November we learn
Crown Point, Ind.
From the letter of Mr.SpauUling we inferred
that it was the one we sold him, as he
the

;

$1.00 for 250

or $3.00 for 1,000.

;

$1.75 for

Samples furnished

upon application.

Canada.—All interested in calling a
Convention, are requested to communicate
witii Mr. W. G. Walton, Hamilton, Out.,
who will if desired make proper arrangements for holding such the coming winter.
__ 'The petition against adulteration will
be presented to Congress in January. Let
all who favor it, send for a copy at once,
and get it signed and returned to Mr.
Dadant, in time to go with others.
Mr.
Charles Oliver, of Spring, Pa., has just
returned

names.
"

three

There

petitions
is

no time

Carmen."— By

containing
to lose

360

now.

Prosper Merimee.

The

work, from which the opera of
"Carmen," now being presented by Miss
MimueHank and Miss Kellogg, was drama-

original

IW'P-

F. Collins, of Dallas, Texas, has
been in Chicago and vicinity for a week
past, and has chartered two cars for Texas,
taking comb and extracted honey, and lumber for hives, crates, boxes, &c. He uses
the Langstroth hive and prize boxes, and
took all the premiums at the Texas State
Fair last fall, on bees and liouey.

has been translated into English from
the French, and will be published in a few
days by T. B. Peterson & Brothers, Philadei|)lHa, in their popular square duodecimo
foini. price lifty cents, vuiitorm with "Theo,"
" Kathleen," "Savell's Expiation," "Dosia,"
"Marrying off a Daughter," and " Souia,"
published by the same Urm.
tizeil,

Welcome

to

ums a diploma be given for each

an Old Friend.

The honey
The Rev. L. L. Langstroth has so far
recovered from his prostration of
several year's standing that he is able
again to attend to his correspondence,

a

difficult

is

best."

and offered

sent to our

to fnrnish

an interesting

our last Journal. Why it
did not appear is explained by the following, which came to hand just as we
were going to press
article for

:

Osf ord,

Friend Nkwmax:

O. Oct. 25, 1878.
,

After promising you an article for Nov. I found
myself so overwhelmed with business after my long
sickness, that I could not get it ready— will send it
for Dec. No. I desire through the Amekican Bee
Journal to assure all your readers of my hearty
sympathy and co-operation, to the extent of my
ability, in all efforts, to advance the best interests of
apiculture.
Very truly your friend,
L.

Li.

Langstroth.

In a recent letter Mr. L. promises us
some interesting articles on " The personal reminiscences of an old beekeeper;" in which he will tell how he

became interested in bees, and relate
the steps by which he reached the invention of movable frames. He will
also give the history of the importation

of Italian bees, &c. These recollections
will be exceedingly interesting to many
of our readers, and we feel sure that
they will be read with more than ordi-

nary attention by all. We hereby renewedly tender to Mr. Langstroth,
the veteran scientific bee-keeper of
America, a hearty welcome to the Bee

Journal.

We

his interest is

are glad to

know

that

unabated in the subject

of bee-culture.

Another Smoker.— Mr. Scovell has
museum a smoker which he

has made, and asks our opinion of it.
It is in all essential features a copy of
the Bingham smoker the few changes
but weaken it, and makes it less desirable. It has the esseniia? "cut off," but
located differently, and a small wire
hook to hang it up by. Should it be
hung up while hot, close to any thing
inflammable, a damaging fire may be
the result.
Mr. A. J. King, in his address before
the National Convention, on the " History of bee-keeping," remarked
;

" Mr. Quinby, invented the best form of bellows
use, which has been further improved
by the addition of the direct draft principle. Invented
by Mr. T F. Bingham, which leaves notning more to
be desired in this line."

smoker then in
.

We fully agree with Mr. King. The
smoker of Mr. Scovell and also the one
made by Mr. King, are efforts to utilize
the direct-draft principle, which has
made the Bingham smoker so popular.
In form both are like Bingham's, but
more complicated, requiring machinery
to do imperfectly what Bingham's accomplishes perfectly without.
Had Mr. Bingham made no effort to
patent his smoker, it is quite probable
that no practical effort would have been

made

to

make any

different

up something
from the Bingham
accomplish the same

Until they can

i^At

the Michigan State Fair, we
notice that Frank Benton carried off 9
prizes, being for box honey, hive, Italian
bees, nucleus, extractor, smoker, veil,
comb foundation, introducing cage, &c.
Cuttilig, W. Spedding andjHenry
Bidwell took the other prizes in this
department. The committee of award
embodied the following in their report
" Your committee desire to make par-

H. D.

mention of exhibits by Frank
Benton, of Detroit, all of which must
be of great practical use to all engaged
in the bee business. We have recom-

ticular

mended a small discretionary premium,
but suggest that instead of the premi-

article.

good, and it has been
matter for us to decide which
is all

get

essentially different

smoker that

we

will

advise

all to be satisfied
therewith. Bingham's inventive genius
is entitled to the full credit of his excellent invention of the direct-draft as
applied to smokers.

result,

i^The papers almost without exception are now proclaiming the advent
of better times— the " panic" and "hard
times " seem to have spent there fury
upon us, and the heavens look brighter.
The general " thanksgivings " of the
past week have therefore been hearty
and appropiate.

Seasonable Hints for December.

The bees being now

in winter quar-

every wide-awake bee-keeper will
be looking around, and preparing for
Making hives,
next seasons' wants.
honey boxes, &c., should be foremost in
the catalogue of preparations; and for
these, well-seasoned lumber should be
The hives must be subselected.
stantially and accurately put together,
and should be well painted. Hives thus
made cost a little more than the "heapby-cheap " ones, but are much the
cheapest in the end.
ters,

Some will find it to their advantage
to purchase hives cut, ready to nail
together, and for boxes and sections,
economy for almost all.
Care should be taken to have good
materials— quality being of more importance than price. It will be well, of
this plan will be

course to buy as clieaply as is consistent
with obtaining first-class articles.

you order hives, or material for
them, boxes, crates, &c., do so early
enough to avoid delays caused by the
If

rush of those who neglect it till just as
they need them.
The producer should bear in mind
that uniformity of packages for comb
honey is very important. To this end
let all use the prize box. It can be used
on any hive and may be glassed or not
as

may

between

desired.
all

combs

Use

tin separators

of surplus, so that

they will pack well together, whether
glassed or not. Let tlie tin separators
come to within one-half inch of the
top and bottom of the boxes, thus
leaving a passage way for the bees
above and below, and preventing their
building out wider, as they will be likely
to do, if the separator leaves more
space than one-half inch at either top
or bottom.

Use the prize crate for shipping ; it
will contain one dozen prize boxes or
sections and may be glassed, if the
boxes are not. Ship all honey with the
top bar downwards, as that often saves
weak combs from being broken down,
and all in the crate being " mussed up
'

by

it.

it

is

If

comb honey be

sent by freight,
it is properly

important that

all

'

labelled

'

up

this side

care;" and have crates

;

handle with

properly addressed. When possible, see to packing it into the car, and always have the
all

combs

ride lengthwise of the car, so
that the " bumping " will not be likely
to break them down.
Labels are just
as essential when sent by express.

Exporting Honey to Germany.
The San Diego

(Cal.)

this subject as follows

Union remarks on

:

"Mr. C.J. Fox expects to ship one hundred barrels more of our first-class San Diego
honey to Germany by the next steamer. We
have a notion tliat when the German f»nlate
gets a good taste of our lioney tliere will be
a steady demand for it over there. It is tiie
cheapest sweet that the people can use,
while tlie quality cannot be equaled."

The Los Angeles Star adds

:

" Tliose desiring to ship to Europe through

Mr. Fox, can consign their honey to his
agent. Robert Difan, 204 Sansome street, San
Francisco. The packages should be marked
P. Liefniannsohne, Jlanibiirg, Germany.
"The Los Angeles Bee-Keepers' Association has pledged the patronage of its members to the proposed new line of steamers to
ply between Santa Monica and San Fran-

The proposition set forth by tiie prois to the effect that they will carry
freights to 'Frisco at $2 per ton and passengers at $8 for the term of ten years, provided
the business men of Lns Angeles will sign
an agreement to patronize said line for the
specified time. The annual shipment of
lioney from this county is no small item, and
we are satisfied that the bee-keepers of Los
Angeles will pledge themselves to a man to
cisco.

posed line

such a measure."

i^In

the notes concerning our visit

to the East in the

Journal

for last

month, we inadvertantly omitted to
mention a very pleasant visit with Mr.
Theo. C. Van Allen, and his i)arents,
as well as the Albany County Convention, presided over by Mr. H. W. Garrett, and held at Chesterville. In the
hurry succeeeding our absence from
home for over three weeks, it was
omitted.

i^In

the winter

of the little

the summer.

we enjoy

the fruits

honey bee's labor dm-ing

Review
Volume

Journal

of a Year's

" I have learned

Work.

nal, of how

XIV

of The American Bee
now complete
Our work for
1878 on tlie Journal is done
is

!

the year
How well it is done our readers must judge.
It is a source of much pleasure to us to find
such a unanimous approval. As samples of
encomiums expressed in letters published
during the year, we give the following To
these and the hundreds of others, whose
"kind words" were not published, let us
:

Many thanks We will add
our determination to make the
for 1879 better than ever

Thanks

say,

that

it

is

Journal

!

!

:

"God-speed the American Bee Jour-

nal."— Isaac
"I

F. Plumnier, Augusta, Maine.
learn something from every copy of

Bee Journal."— C.

the

H. Dibbern, Milan,

111.

" You have worked up the Bee Journal
almost to perfection."— Orion Siggins, West
Hickory, Pa.
"I think the Bee Journal the 'Boss'!
It is the first paper 1 read." J. H. Kiley,

—

Connersville, Ind.
"I would not do without the Bee Journal for three times its price."— J. E.
Kearns, Waterloo, Pa.
"I find the Bee Journal an excellent
companion and adviser."
L. M. Wainwrigiit, Noblesville, Ind.
"I consider the Bee Journal the besi

—

bee publication— iiaving read them all."
J. E. Hunter, Jones Co., Iowa.
" I do not see how anyone can be successful in

bee-cnltiire witliout the

Bee Jour-

nal."— D. K.

Knoll, Boundary City, Ind.
"I prize it highly. Should it fail to come
at the proper time. I feel as though a dear
friend was absent."— G. W. Jenkins, Owen,

Ky.
" I would not do without the Bee Journal. 1 shall get up a club for it, and wish
it success."— E. J. Rockefellow, Farragat,

—

the

read it and
they will never regret it."— G.
A. Walrath, West Bay City, Mich.
" I don't see how any one who handles
bees can do without the Bee Journal. It
is the best paper I ever read, and I have read
many."— S. M. Oldham, Keynoldsburg, O.
"My bees came through the winter in
splendid order— no loss whatever— than Us to
the "old reliable" Bee
I. Beecher, White Co., Ark.
" If you keep on improving the Bee Journal as you have within tiie past year, it
must become the?ie plusiiltraot bee literature, the World over."— 0. W. Spear, Easton. Pa.
" The Bee Journal comes loaded Avith
instructions

good things.
to
is

Ward,

"I could not consent
long for

its

to do without the
It is so valuable to me that
arrival."—R. D. Utiger, Al-

hambra. 111.
"I do not see

how any one can do without

the Bee Journal. I have been handling
bees for 40 years."— A. M. Barnett, Valley
Mills, Texas.
" I like the Bee Journal much, and the
better 1 become acquainted with its management, the more 1 prize it."— 0. Courtney,

Marathon, N. Y.
" The Journal smpasses itself ; each
issue is an improvement upon the last, in
the bright, cheerful appearance and instructive influence of its whole composition."

W.

Williamson, Lexington, Ky.

1 can't see

how

it is

possible
It
J.

Mary's, Ind.
" I hail the coming of the Bee Journal
with joy. It is the greatest light we have on
bee culture, bringing ideas, not only from
the editor but from all the other experienced
bee UH'u of the land."— L. A. Taber, Holyoke, Mass.
St.

"The American Bee Journal has
me in clean money $5(5.25 in the mat-

saved

ter of hives alone in

two

years, to say notli-

ingof the other informaticm I have gained
from it. Tiiose who do not take it, stand iu
their own light."— K. Matthews, Pontiac,
the

I

in

make it so much better every month.
always a welcome visitor."— Thomas

III.

Bee Journal.

;

;

Journal."— D.

" The Bee Journal grows better and
better every month. No l>ee-man can afford
to be without it."— John Barfoot, New Can111.

American Bee Journal

grow wise

Iowa.

ton,

more from the Bee Jour-

handle bees, than from all
other sources, and wish it every success."
E. Corbett, Maiden, 111.
" I have read many papers, but place the
Bee Journal ahead. I wish it could reach
every energetic bee-keeper in the land."—
W. L. Boyer, Ashmore, 111.
" I am much pleased with the American
Bee Journal. It is the largest and best
bee paper published in the World."— D. L.
Franklin, Boone, Co.; N. Y.
"The July No. of the Bee Journal is
replete with instructive articles; of itself it
is worth to a bee-man a year's subscription."
M. S. Baker, Santa Monica, Cal.
"All progressive bee-keepers should take
to

"I am among the many who are glad that

American Bee Journal

fell

into the

hands of those who have no hobbies to ride
or axes to grind— to make money by— well,
stealing others' inventions, without giving

credit to whom it is due. I only express the
views of its many readers."—F. A. Suell.
Milledgeville, III.

"The Bee Journal
above

is

pre-eminently

competitors. It is full of lire,
it discusses the various
questions pertaining to bee-cullure with
spirit and energetic
thought
it
is an
honor to its Editor and to the interest which
sustains it.
It has no individual axe to
grind, but it is the fearless champion of all
that is useful and good steadfast, unwavernever vacillating or swerving,
ing, honest
but true as the needle to the pole to the
interest of bee-keepers. It should be taken
and supported by every one interested in
bees or honey."—American Orocer,
all its

enterprise and vim

;

;

;

;

some strong points

Book Review.

in its favor

when

it

comes

work, are not able to see the
probability that the Langstroth frame "will
to practical

Bee-Culture or Successfut. Management OF THE Apiary, by Thomas G.
Newman, editor of the American Bee
;

Journal.

In this

Newman

hand-book of 80 pages. Mr.
has given us a short, clear state-

little

ment of the science of bee-lceeping by
modern methods. The first 24 pages are
devoted to " The Natural History of the
Honey Bee," and give, in language as free
as possible from technical, scientific terms,
a popular statement of what is known about

the bee. As successful bee-keeping depends
so largely upon a knowledge of the nature
and habits of the bee, this chapter will be
found one of the most valuable in the book.
I have seen an objection urged against Prof.
Cook's "Manual," because it devotes so
large a space to a presentation of the natu-

Surely such
history of the bee.
objection was not well considered. A man
who is ignorant of the natural history of
the bee may, for a time, succeed in beekeeping by slavishly following the directions
of another, or by a run of what is called
"good luck," but emergencies will arise to
which his rules do not apply, and in which
his boasted " luck" will fail. He loses his
ral

from bee-keeping in disa fair knowledge
of the nature of the bee can meet such
emergencies by methods of work rationally
based upon such knowledge, and he will in
the long run succeed. All wise friends of
bees,
gust.

and

retires

The man who has

bee-keeping will strive to diffuse correct

knowledge of the bee.
Next, in a chapter of 10 pages, Mr. Newconsiders the "Establishment of an
Apiary," treating briefiy all the topics from
" Situation and Stocking " through to
" Honey Bloom." His statements here are
based upon the experience of our most successful bee-keepers. The beginner will find
every paragraph full of sound advice.

man

A chapter on " Hives and Surplus Honey
Receptacles " follows. Mr. Newman is an
ardent disciple of the Langstroth hive, and
of the "prize" honey section and the "prize"
shipping crate. Certainly the prize section
and prize crate are most

comb honey they

leave

excellent.

little

As

to

to be desired,

if Mr. Moore's paste-board caps
prove practical and economical. There

especially
sliall

is no doubt, either, tiiat the "Langstroth"
frame is a good one, but some of us who
acheive with the "Gallup" frame just as
good results, to say the least, and who claim

ere long supplant all others " quite so clearly
as Mr. Newman sees it. Hence we make a
gentle protest against the positiveness of
his statement. Probably those who use the
" Quinby " and " American " frames would

word to say. After all, it is
however, that the larger number of
beginners in bee-keeping need positive
They are bewildered and disdirections.
heartened by distracting statements as to the
merits and demerits of different frames.
It is best, perhaps, to tell them to adopt a
particular frame, for, as Mr. Newman says
in this chapter, " proper management of the
bees has much more to do with good results
than any form of hive or size of frame."
What is said in this chapter about the importance of securing surplus comb honey
in attractive shape, assorting it, grading it,
and putting it in market in beautiful condition, cannot be too strongly commended.
have, also, a
true,

A

large part of the

comb honey comes

market now, especially

in the villages

to

and

in very slovenly condition.
a positive damage to every
producer in the vicinity.
The next chapter is given to the " Honey
Extractor and its Use." The author does
not advocate the exclusive production either
of comb or extracted honey. In this he is
undoubtedly wise. Honey is good in both
forms, and will be iu demand in both forms.
The beauty and excellence of comb honey
make it so desirable that it can never be
supplanted. On the other hand the cheapness and excellence of extracted honey will
constantly increase the demand for it.
Thoughtful producers will labor to increase
the demand for both, and will produce

smaller
Sucli

cities,

honey

whichever

is

in their locations is

most

profita-

ble.

In the chapter on " Comb Foundation and
Use," there is a good statement about
this new help in bee-keeping which has so
its

come into wide popularity. Then,
there is a chapter on "Italianizing," " Dividing "and "Swarming," and finally one
on "Managing and Quieting Bees," both of

rapidly

which are full of practical directions. The
Its table of
little book is amply illustrated.
contents and index enables one to find
The paper is
readily any topic desired.
good, and the print is clear-.
Unfortunately, the proof-reader did not

always have his eyes about him. That he
should have allowed "ceiled" cell to stand

for

"sealed"

cell

is

unaccountable.

Mr.

Newman says in his preface, that his pamphdesigned to " supply a cheap work for
As such, therefore, it should
be judged and as such, it seems to me to
O. Clute.
be very good indeed.
Iowa City, Iowa, Oct. 21, 1878.
let is

the beffinner."
;

[A few errors in the first edition, now
nearly exhausted, will be corrected in the
next edition of the work.—Ed.]

even happens often that the cells are built
out half way before the white wax— the real
work of the bees, becomes apparent. Thus,
the less wax to secrete the less honey consumed. And howuiuch time does this work
of building out consume? You will agree
with me that the brick maker who finds the
clay at hand, will make, in less time, a given
quantity of brick, than one who must first
search for his material two or three
kilomtres from his kiln.
Thus with our
bees. Either the same number of workers
is engaged in the labor— then the work advances more rapidly or there are fewer
which is always the case, and then the
excess of workers fly to the fields and
return laden with stores. The latter to the
apiarist, since wax is not to be procured.
As to the finishing out of the cells the
latter half, (or sometimes a little more,
according to the fineness of the sheet), the
usual method is employed by the bees. But
since half is gained, are we not better off
than if all must be built? Our account is
even better than this, for the full weight of
our comb foundation is used in the construction of the comb.
We only have to
;

^0reigix ^otes*

—

Translated from L'Apiculteur Alsacien-Lorrain,

BY FRANK BENTON.

Comb Foundation— No.

2.

Not rejecting wholly the view taken by
" That colonies provided
some, namely
with combs exhibit less activity than those
that have to build them, and that thus there
of tlie
is a compensation for tlie work
latter," we would ask
Do we not with
comb foundation leave something for the
bees to build ?
Suspend your sheet of wax in a vigorous
colony between two finished combs, and, if
:

:

the flowers are yielding, and the young
queen is laying rapidly, four days will
suffice to have the cells nearly completed
and to enable you to see a little honey, and,
even more, many eggs. I have often noticed
tiiat the queen will take possession of cells
the walls of which are scarcely built out.
But with comb foundation the work goes on
over a large surface at once, hence tlie laying can be conducted with a degree of
rapidity that is impossible under ordinary
From this comes, 1st, an
circumstances.
increase in the population of the hive, and,
2d, as a result, an increase of the products,
because the quantity produced depends
more or less on the strength of the colony.
" This is all very well,",you say to me, "I
admit the acceleration of the growth of a
colony with a young queen, by means of
your foundation but you have said considerable about the loss which you sustain when the bees are kept secreting wax.
Now I do not see that comb foundation is
such a great saving, for, in order to complete the work it is necessary to have
material for the walls of the cells."
Do not be deceived, the material is in
part before you. When the work of building out comb foundation commences, our
intelligent insects hollow out the base of
the cells, that is, they gnaw the wax from
the bottoms of the impressions. Observe
that they follow closely the angles marked
out, and which are for them real guides.
The gnawings of the wax are not thrown
away our insects are too economical to
What they
waste even the least particle.
;

;

remove with their jaws is at once worked
over and fastened upon the edges of the

As the cells lengthen out they
It
preserve the yellow tint of the comb.
cellular base.

change one

sum— the

price of wax.

A kilo-

gram (about 2^ lbs.) of foundation made
by Schulz, comes to 8 francs 50 centimes
(^1.53); the honey saved by the use of this
kilogram being valued at 20 francs

($3.72),

we still make a profit of 11 francs 50 centimes (^2.14). Let us, in order that we may
not be accused of inaccuracy, make this 1
kilogram less, the quantity of honey which
might be collected by the bees detained in
the hive to pare down the foundation and
build out the first half of the cells there
remains the sum of 9 francs .50 centimes
You are not a millionaire, my
($1.77).
friend, any hiore than 1 am do not scorn
;

;

this

sum.

Still a stronger word in reference to this
discussion of the subject of compensation.
If those who invented comb foundation

imagine themselves right in supplying it to
colonies not having to produce more wax,
you see that with it they are pursuing a
faulty course, for these same persons claim
that it is too thick and that it requires much
labor on the part of the bees to get it pared
down. Therefore be consistent, gentlemen,
and admit, as every one else does, 1st, that
comb foundation "is not a complete comb,
and, consequently, that, if it is necessary to
have new wax to complete it, there is no
resason for the bees becoming sluggish on
2d, that the
account of the indulgence.
completion of these foundations occupies
fewer workers than would be required in
the complete production of as many combs,
since half of the material is given to the
bees by the bee-keeper. I repeat that the
use of comb foundation is the only way of
succeeding rapidly in only having strong
colonies, and what is certain should not be
ignored.
In a future letter we will examine more
thoroughly this important point— more important even than that which we have just
discussed, for they have been trying to find
how to substitute workers for drones, and
finally have invented this comb foundation
which I recommend to you. I have begun,
my friend, with secondary considerations,
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as you began, hi your excellent cellars, by
offering us wine of the second quality, so as
to pass afterward to the better sorts,— a way
permit me to say, which connoisseurs in
wines have, but of which no one ever complains. From this, fac ut bene vnleas,

Liepore, May, 1878.

Dr. Reisser.

Foreign Items,

GLEANED BY FRANK BENTON.
"

Nile, the hives are returned to the proprietor, and after deducting a small sum due to

the boatman for having conducted his hives
from one end of Egypt to the otlier, he finds
himself suddenly enriched with a quantity
of honey and wax, which is immediately
sent to the market. This species of industry procures for the Egyptians an abundance
of wax and honey, and enables them to

export a considerable quantity to foreign
countries."

Ein Vorspiel Im November nur
Uaa Volk bleibt meistens frei von Ruhr."
:

This proverb among German bee-keepers
would read in English as follows " A
flight in November only, and the colony
remains quite free from dysentery."
:

From

Luneburg, Hanover, news comes

that the fall weather has been very pleasant
and favorable for the securing of the crops,
this year are excellent. The beekeepers, especially, have been favored with
a good harvest, the first " honey year," it is
said, since 1859.

which

In the Blenen-Zuechter for November,
under the heading " Postscript," the following appears in large type
" The Latest Discovery.— Artificial
capping of honey-combs. Hot, liquid wax
is blown upon the open honey-combs by
means of the refraicheur. The discoverer
is Pastor Knoblauch, of Roloiishogeu, Pomerania."
Perhaps hereafter one can seal up any
honey left in open cells by the bees or fed
late in the season
:

!

Mating

The

luxuriance and beauty of the vegetation on the Island of Java, particularly of
the flower-producing plants, are said to be
wonderful. The island is described as being "the most fruitful island in tlie world,
an Eldorado, a paradise." To Herrn. Rudolf Mayerhoeifer, the active and worthy
editor of ''Der Dienenvater," Prague, belongs the whole credit of having suggested
and even urged upon the Dutcli government
the importation of European bees. Several
colonies were safely landed on the island
last year, and a new source of wealih to the
government has been opened. It seems that
in the manufacture of tlieir clothing the inhabitants use much wax, and, thus far, have
been obliged to import all of it now, however, Java has the prospect of being able to
export wax ere long. Herr Mayerhoeffer's
service in this matter certainly deserves a
high reward.
;

The

Egyptians exhibit great

skill in their
cultivating the bee. The flowers
and the harvest are much earlier in Upper

manner of

Egypt than
profit

bees.

iu

Lower, and the inhabitants

by this circumstance in regard to their

They

collect the hives of different

villages on large barges,

and every proprie-

tor attaches a particular

mark

when

to his hives

;

the boat is loaded, the conductors descend the river slowly, stopping at all places
where they can find pasturage for the bees.
After having thus spent three months on the

in Confinement.

By F. J. Grohman, Schoolmaster at
Wolfsberg, near Rumburg, Bohemia; Translated by R. Mayerhoett'er

When the bee-keeper has queens just
in a queen-nursery, (the latter is
indispensable in securing tiie mating with
selected drones, i.e., in confinement), two
things in reference to the rearing-hive must
First. The queen-nursery is
be arranged
to be fixed in the interior of the hive under
the aperture.
(The author means here a
hole in the top covered with wire-cloth or
perforated tin.) Second. We must^ prepai'e
a roomy frame-work or case, the sides and
top of which are glass, and the bottom wood.
Through the latter a hole is made, to correspond witli the aperture in the top of the
hive, and the frame-work or case is then
The passage connecting
fitted on the hive.
the two must be provideo with a slide so it
can be opened or closed from the exterior.
When this case is closely fitted to the hive
on ail sides we can pi'oceed with the operahatched

:

tion.

One of the first hatched queens is removed
from the queen-nursery and placed between
the wire-ciotii or perforated tin wiiich closes
the aperature in the top of the hive, and the
slide of the glass case which has been placed
above.
The bees below will feed her
through the wire-cloth or perforated tin, so
she can remain there till time for her to
mate. When the weather is favorable one
or two active drones of the desired stock
are placed iu the glass case
the slide is
opened, and the queen, never having known
a larger space than her prison, is quickly
attracted by the fluttering of the drones
and the streaming in of the light, to fly up
and mate, whereupon she is removed and
lier place supplied by another.
No more
certain method exist.
;

^0tc5 nml

^xxtxxzs.

Huntsville, Ala., Oct. 9, 1878,
Enclosed lind a few blossoms and piece of
the stem of a weed that grows in great
abundance in the fields and waste places
here. It grows from one to four feet high
commences to bloom Oct. 1st, and is giving
our bees quite a lift stands the drouth well
is called by some wire-weed, and for aught
I know is a valuable honey plant. Please
give proper name.
John R. Lee.
;

;

[These are asters. See description in
Nov. No. of Bee JouRNAL,!page 373.— a. j.cl
Grantville, Ga., Oct. 31, 1878.
I send a specimen of a plant tiiat bees

work well on and gather considerable honey
from. It gi'ows from 6 to 12 feet high,
branches from the ground up, and blooms
on every branch. Bees are now at work on
it.
Wliat is the name, and its value as a
honey plant

W.

Prof.
cultural

L. B.

?

Watkins.

the Michigan Agrianswers as follows

J. Beal, of

College,

Leonotis nepetcefoiia (Lion's-ears). This
is an annual which belongs to the mint
family, and like most or all of the familj', is
good for bees. Famous bee-plants of this
family are basil, lavender, germander, lycopus,
hyssops,
majoram,
horse-balm,
thyme, sage, catnip, dragon-head, blue-curls,
scull-cap, &c. These are all general names
and are most of them applied to numerous
species, and often several genera of this
large family.

Orange County,

Fla., Oct. 22, 1878.

Can you tell me why bees will not build
comb ill this climate in summer? In May
I was speaking of getting some bees, and
some one present said if I wanted to transfer them I had no time to lose, as it was
about time for tiiem to stop making wax
that they could not make wax after the mid;

dle of

Jiiiie, until late in tlie fall.

But as he

could not give any reason, I thought he did
not know anything aliout it, so went ahead
and got my bees, put them in Laiigstroth
hives on May 21st, and gave them foundation
to work on. For about three weeks they
went at it with a rusii, and then they
stojjped. On some of the foundation they
had just begun work. From that time until
about the tirst of September, not one cell
was built. Since then they have been doing
a little, but not working as tliey did at first.
The comb which they had built was all the
time full of brood in all stages; and they
carried in pollen freely, but very little
honey.
There are only two others near
here who use the movable frames, and they
tell me their bees have done the same way.
1 saw a large colony put into an einptj' box
hive about the lOtli of June. One day in
September I was passing the place and was
asked to stop and look at the bees. I turned

the box down, and found they had not built
a piece of comb as large as your hand, and
the colony had dwindled to a mere handful.
I fed one of my colonies for some time,
thinking I could get them started building
comb, when they found they were getting
more than they needed for food, or could
store in the comb already built. They
would use all I gave them, but no new comb
could I get. Where they put it I can't say.
There are very few days here in winter,
when the sun shines, that it is not warm
enough for bees to fly. I have some cane
to grind and syrup do make. How can I
manage not to kill my bees ? I have neither
much cane nor many bees this winter, but
by next winter I want a good lot of both.
gentleman living some distance from
here, who has no bees on his place, told me
he did not think lie would exaggerate in
saying he killed a i)eck of bees each day last
winter while he was making syrup. If that
is so, I will soon grind up all of mine, and
my neighbors', too. If you can suggest some
plan whereby I can prevent such a catastrophe, I will be much obliged.
]Sr. J. Bayard, Jr.

A

[I think the case of Mr. Bayard is only to
be explained by some abnormal condition
of the colony. To be sure, bees, if kept for
a series of years in a country where tliere
are no need of winter stores, might cease
to make provision for an interval of idleness and rest but change of Iiabit like this
would require long years. Again, in Florida,
as elsewhere, there is not a continuous flow
of nectar, and there, as elsewhere, bees must
provide stores. In California and other of
our Southern States, there is an equally
high temperature, and yet, we have not
heard of such a refusal to build comb. I
can but think that some evil had befallen
the bees in question. In one case mentioned
it was very likely the loss of queen, and the
bees were too discouraged to continue their
;

activity.

We have taken

all

combs away from our

bees, at various seasons, even when it was
too cold for the bees to fly, and yet they
would build comb in every instance, though
shut up in their hives, and fed wholly on

melted sugar.
In regard to the cane grinding, I see no
to remedy the evil, except to shut up
the bees, or else to do the grinding in a
building closed against the admission of
bees. If the bees were shut up, they might
be buried or put into a dark cellar, to keep
them quiet. In well ventilated hives, 1
should suppose they would bear confinement on their stores for two or three weeks,
without injury. Perhaps the ground cane
and syrup could be covered with gauze, so
as to exclude the bees.— a. j. c.l

way

Carroll Co., Miss., Oct. 4, 1878.
" Can you tell me of a good plan to catch
millers ?"
A. C. Willers.

[A strong colony of Italians is the best
A good plan to catch

remedy against them.

is to place a candle or lamp in a
vessel of vinegar and water, after dark.
Drawn by the light, they will perish by

the millers

vated chrysanthemums.
Our beautiful
cultivated species have become so double,
that 1 presume they yield but little, if any,
honey or pollen. I have never noticed bees
on either of these. The plants are near
congeners of the asters, etc., which are

among our best autumn honey plants. So
we might well believe that the single flowers

scores.—Ed.]

would yield

LeC.lair, Iowa, Oct. 21, 1878.
Enclosed find drawing of comb honey
rack to hold prize honey boxes, which 1
have been trying to improve. It is the same
as that advertised, with this addition
Instead of metal rabbets, use thin woodabout )^ inch thick. Cut slots, as per drawing, to correspond with the sections used.
Its only advantage is in keeping the boxes
clean and prevent their sticking to the brood
frames. The drawing is calculated for the

fears that

nectar. I think I have seen
bees on ox-eye daisy. Because the dried
pulverized flower heads of the C. roseum
form an insecticede, is no proof, that the
honey or pollen from the plants would be
unwholesome to the bees. I should have no
it

would

be.

The

introduced from Persia.— a.

roseum
c]

C.

j.

is

Laceyville, O., Sept. 21, 1878.
I have been a little puzzled
bees marked their location so
Will yon please inform the
accurately.
readers of the Bee Journal ?

Mk. Editor

to

:

know how

JohnW. Waterhouse.
[This

is

done through the sense of

sight.

A large percentage of

the bees that fly out
in the early spring are those that have come
into being during the winter and early
spring consequently they do not leave the
hive in a straight line, but only go a few
inches, then turn their heads towards the
;

Gallup hive. It rests on the outer walls of
the hive. In putting this light stuff on, I
use tin strips, clout nails, which makes it
substantial. Please give us your objection if
any.
T. J. Dodds.

[The idea of Mr. Dodds is well enough
but there was no wedge to keep the boxes
together— this we have added to the cut, and
with that addition and the use of boxes with
tight top bars, to keep the bees' in, the rack
will work well.
The only difference
between it and the one used on the Langstroth hive, being the wood bottom to keep
the bottoms of the boxes clean.—Ed.]
;

Toledo, O., Oct. 30, 1878.
I wish to inquire if the flowers of the
plants " pyrethrum roseum " and " pyrethrum carneum," secrete honey and pollen
in sufficient quantity to attract the lioney
bee? If so, would it not be injurious to
them, especially the pollen ? as I understand the article on the market known as
"Persian Insect Powder" is composed of
the dried and pulverized flowers of the
above plants. Also if the plant is indegenous
to our section of the country. If you find
the above suggestions worthy of investigation, should be pleased to hear the result
tlirough the Bee Journal.

John

Y. Detwiler.

[Pyrethrum is another name for our
chrysanthemum, which includes the noxious
ox-eye daisy, the feverfews and the culti-

hive and oscillate back and forth in front of
then moving further back, still hovering
it
in front of the hive, with their heads towards the entrance, occasionally advancing
towards it, as if to note more particularly
the place of entrance and its immediate surroundings, they then increase the distance,
taking a survey of buildings, trees, fences,
or other noticeable objects near by, after
which they return to the hive, and start in a
direct line from it. On returning they come
directly to the hive and enter the surrounding objects and the color of the hive are all
noted by the bees.—Ed.]
;

;

1.

How

Nelson, Ky., Oct. 10, 1878.
I manage to secure in my

can

frames, straight combs ?
2.
What hive will give
yield of

honey

?

me

the largest
E. Jones.

Straight combs may be secured by the
[1.
use of comb foundation. That with wire
incorporated into it, we think will be the
most serviceable as it will not sag in warm
weather.
2.
Large yields of honey are obtained,
not by the use of any particular form of
hive, but by scientific management of the
apiary.—Ed.]

And

^oxxtsjpioniitnu.

so he goes

all

over the city to find a uni-

form price of butter, and possibly gets an
offer of 133^ cents for his

For the American Bee Journal,

How

Honey Market.

to Establish a

Much

has been written and said in regard
to the marlieting of iioney ; how it should
l)Ow we were to
be put up for marltet
create a demand at lioiiie tor it, &c. But it
;

me that what tliose wiio produce
honey by the ton most need, is an establisiied
market for their honey, at an establisiied
price.
At present tliere is no particular
price for honey. We pick up a New York
paper and eagerly glance over the market
loolts to

reports for honey, but often lay it down in
disgust as we find honey is not quoted at
try again, and this time we find
honey quoted at from 15 to 17 cents, for best
white.
take up another, the New York
Atlas for instance, and find honey there
quoted at 20 to 22 cents, showing to us conclusively that honey of the same grade is
selling at random, so to speak. Nor need
we go to the outside press to find that honey
has no established price, for in our bee

We
We

all.

fieriodicais we find one quoting honey at
rom 17 to 20 cents and anotlier at 15 to 17
cents.
This is not so with farm produce,
and other articles of merchandise. If we
have a load of wheat to sell, or a few tubs
of butter, we can find just what it is wortii
in
York, and can take it to any place
near home, where they deal in these commodities, and get what it is worth in
York, less the freight and alightconnnission
for handling. If we go to these same places
" What do you
with our honey they say
expect to do with that stuff ?"
say, sell
it.
are asked what we want for it ?
the market price, of course.
The
answer is,
know no establisiied price
for honev.
buy pork, eggs, butter, oats,
corn, (fee, that have a fixed value in them,
;

New

New

:

We

We
Why

"We
We

but honey

we

You had

don't want.

better

ship it to some house in New York, Boston,
or Philadelphia, to be sold on commissicm,
or sell it at home and take what you can
get for it." And this is about what most of
us do.
few, however, will say, "1 have
got but a few hundred pounds I will go to
our city (which has from 15,000 to .50,000 inhabitants, as the case may be), and see what
1 can get for it." They go, stop at a place
where they deal in country produce, and ask
the price of honey, with the answer, "We
have plenty we do not wish any." "But
what is nice honey, in 2 lb. boxes, worth ?"
'•Oh, from 11 to 14 cents anywhere along
there."
sample is shown, which perhaps
is looked at, with the remark, " Yes
that
is nice
but we do not wish any." Perhaps
our friend has some butter to sell,.so he asks,
"What is butter worth ?" The dealer says
"If you have butter to sell we want it we
are paying 18 cents for butter, and if it is
the real gilt-edge, perhaps we could give

;

season.

Now, what we want is a fixed price for our
honey, as there is for other produce. A correspondent writes thus: "1 shipped my
honey to
New York, but have no returns from it as yet. I think the honey
market is the vital question for bee-keepers
at present. We could get the honey if we
were sure of a ready sale for cash. What
we want is an established market like the
butter market, so we can sell our honeyany
day for cash, at some price according to
quality. Can this be accomplished in our
day ?"
1 confess that I do not feel competent to
point out a way whereby we can secure an
established market for our honey, thereby
making it a staple article, but bring the
,

subject before the readers of the Amerthat perliaps
by united action it may be accomplished.
Could it not be brought about through our
National Convention, by appointing a member in or near each city to get all dealers in
said city to keep honey at a uniform price,
and have that price uniform throughout the
United States ?
G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., Nov. 13, 1878.

ican Bee Journal, thinking

We

[This is a vital point.
started the
season's prices— buying at 18 cents, selling
to retailers at 30, and they retailing at 25

Soon we found some producer had
and within a block of our
ofQce had left his honey for sale at retail for
15 cents. This was followed by others, and
cents.

come

is that it has been a loss of
thousands of dollars to honey producers.
United effort only can grapple with this
very disagreeable business.— Ed.]

For the American Bee Journal.

;

A

;

;

;

:

;

you

18>i."

He

passes to the next place, shows his
sample, and asks what they are paying for
honey. "If it is all as nice as that, we
will pay you 103^ cents for it." " What is
butter worth ?" " Eighteen cents, sharp."

to the city,

the result

A

;

honey, or a part of

it, comes home, and concludes to ship it
on commission to some house in New York,
and run the risk of getting honest returns,
or having it smashed on the cars for even
Thurber & Co. will not buy honey this

Apis Dorsata.
For many years I have taken a deep interest in plans for the introduction of this
variety of bees into America. The late
Mr. Woodbury, of Exeter, England, and
myself, were in correspondence upon this
subject. Learning from me the steps I proposed to take for securing it, he requested
as a favor that I should wait until the results
offering in the
of his efforts could be seen
;

most generous manner to give me the benefit of all his knowledge and facilities, if I
thought best not to postpone

As

he was the

first to

plan for

my

its

efforts.

importa-

from its native habitation, and as my
knowledge of it came mainly from his wriit wad due to him that I
should comply with his request.
His death, so sudden and unexpected, was
tion

tings, I felt that

a great loss to the bee-keeping world
a'ld
I have never been able to carry ou! .uy
;

plans for introducing Apis Dorsata to this
country. Just when apiarians were hoping
to see the work accomplished by such men
as Dr. E. Parmly and otiiers, the whole thing
seems to have been abandoned, and the
stamp of worthlessness to have been put

upon Apis Dorsata
Writing this article

itself.

away from my

library,

am

not as sure as I could wish to be of
some of my statements but am almost certain that Mr. Woodbury, either in a private
letterto me, or in some communication, says
that he has seen the comb of this bee, and
that while the cells are deeper than those of
the black or Italian varieties, they have
about the &ame diameter! If this is so, it
is evident that our bees could utilize their
combs, by piecing out the cells, so that the
possession of a single queen might give us
the means of propagating the race.
That this bee does not confine itself to
building upon trees, is certain from this
At
fact given to me by Mr. Woodbury
Galle, on the Island of Ceylon, from which
the English steamers start on their voyage
to the Isthmus of Suez, a colony of Dorsata
(as he was informed) had established itself
in one of the sheds of the steamship comI

;

:

pany

!

My

and securing it
Send to Ceylon
a thoroughly reliable and energetic beeplan

for

testing

would be substantially

this

:

keeper. He should learn at what season the
propagation of these bees might be most
should have all needed
safely undertaken
hives and other appliances made here, and
as
packed
so
to occupy the smallcarefully
est space, and be put together when he
reaches his place of destination. He should
take with him some colonies of Italian bees,
well prepared for a long journey— obtaining
them as near to the Isthmus as possible, in
order to make their transport the safer.
On his arrival at the port on the Red Sea
(Aden) where the steamers sail for Galle, he
should lay over, one steamer, to give them a
purifying flight, thus {preparing them for the
long sea voyage. Arriving at Galle, he should
carry them to some place where Dorsata was
in full work, honey gathering, swarming, &c.
Here he could easily learn whether this
variety could be domesticated, and if so, he
could breed his queens on the spot. If he
found it incapable of domestication, or for
any reason not a desirable bee, he could ascertain if a cross between it and the Italian
race, might not prove to be the long-desired
coming bee. I need not enlarge. In 1859,
Mr. A. J. Bigelow, at my suggestion,
stopped over, one steamer, at Panama, and
thus made the most successful importation
that was ever made, of black bees into California. Adopting the same plan, he carried
113 small colonies of Italian bees, the next
season, to San Francisco, his bees arriving
in admirable condition, only two or three
queens having died on the passage, and the
colonies having as many bees as when they
With such an expert as
left New York.
Bigelow, Dorsata, if capable of domestication, or any other variety of bee, might be
brought here from almost any part of the
;

globe.

Gerstaker seems first to have suggested
the value of Dorsata, thinking that from
tlae size of its proboscis and power of flight,

might prove to be a better bee than any
in Europe. The manner in wh ch the
natives secure its comb, as described by Mr.
Wallace, demonstrates that it can be controlled by man, by the use of smoke.
Will our American bee-keepers raise a
fund and obtain the services of some beekeeper, not too old, strong, wise and of init

now

domitable energy, to test this matter ?
If our different missionary societies would,
through their missionaries in India, China
and other parts of the world, as they soeasily might, send specimens of workerbees, preserved in alcohol, to A. J. Cook,
Professor of Entomology in the Agricultural
College at Lansing, Michigan, much might
be done to advance the cause of practical
apiculture. His full and accurate knowledge of bees, and his great skill as an
entomologist, would enable him to examine
thoroughly the length of proboscis, wing
Eower, capacity of honey-sac, &c., of those
ees, and thus to direct us where to get the
variety which by proper crosses would improve our present bees. Instead of so much
theory and talk, let us get to practical work.
With a mere pittance of the suma
which have been spent in improving our
domestic animals, we can do more in
months for settling these questions, than the
breeders of short horns, merinos, Alderneys,
&c., have been able to effect in as many
years. We want the best race of bees, or
the best cross in the world.
L. L. Langstroth.
Oxford, Butler Co., O., Nov., 1878.

For the American Bee JournaL.

Chips from Sweet Home.

In the Oct. No., page

347, of

American-

Bee Journal, surely "chaff" was given
by A. W. Foreman. Tlie thousands of readers
of the Amekican Bee Journal did not
get one valuable idea by which they could
get one ounce more of honey or handle bees
in less time, by reading that article.
A. W. F. says *' The note Mr. Palmer
received from the publishers, confessed
their ignorance." Is it wrong to confess
itrnorance by asking for information?
Many times neighbor Scudder and I, as we
have done to-day and hundreds of times
before, learn of each other.
" Because of this
Again, A. W. F. says
confession, it logically follows, that the balance of the book is equally worthless, which
I believe has long been well known by
scholars."
Which you believe ? Then you have only
hearsay or some unreliable source, and confess your ignorance in regard to the book,
instead of being published, as you intimate,
by saying " has long been well known," it
is a recent work, and in fact is yet being
published in parts in order to keep up to
the times.
When a bee loses its sting it is sure to
" die in a short time."
How long is a
say of the worker bee,
short time?
but does
time;
short
lives
but
a
it
that
a bee die in consequence of losing its
:

:

We

sting?

How

long does

it

live after los-

419

ing its weapon of defense ? When persons
are visiting our apiary and one of them is
stung, or a bee loses its sting by any means,
" That bee will
then you will hear it said
soon die." But how soon? We don't know,
neither does A. W. F., unless he gets his

watching at all hours of the day and night,
and all seasons
we obtained the above
fact and many others. " Go thou and do

foot on

In the Journal for Oct. is a table of the
product of 200 apiaries, in answer to a call
" How many pounds of comb honey,
viz
extracted, also wax have you produced thus
far this season ?" I was at a loss as were

:

it.

Many

times we have bees about us while
in the shop, apparently wishing to
sting and some even do try it but upon examination we tind they are minus a sting
we have also caught them in the house, etc.
It has long been a mistaken idea that the
queen rules that she leads out a swarm
that she causes them to swarm
that there
would be no swarming unless slie wislied
her
directions
by
queen cells are built, etc.
On the contrary, we find it is the bees that
rule the queen; true they love and respect
her, but only as a mother, and only when
she acts as mothers do, they respect her as
such by feeding and giving her room,
allowing her to pass where she wishes
when she ceases to lay eggs, or but few, she
gets her food outot tlie cells and crowds her
way among the bees the same as a worker.
Will A. W. F. help me to examine a few
hives? See those queen cells with holes in
their sides ? The queen did that and killed
the young queens. Why? Because she did
not wish to leave the hive, and there she is
at

work

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

to-day.

We open another. Hear that piping of
queens ? Hold that comb there is the old
queen. Do you see that pile of bees in the
center of it? We brush them away and see
what is in there; they stick and hang. There,
now you can see. See what ? Only one bee
and she has her head in a queen cell. Pull
her out and see that young queen. She came
out of that queen cell.
The bees were
determined to swarm, and the old queen did
not wish so to do. See the bees pushing the
old queen back
now she goes on another
;

;

part of the comb where bees are not so
plenty and tries to pass. What for? Because she wishes to kill that rival knowing
that unless she does kill her, she will have
to leave the hive. The bees rule, though the
queen does not wish to swarm.
Since reading the A. W. F.'s article 1 have
found several who have seen the bees pull,
drag and crowd the queen out of the hive,
and many times she is liberated only to
return to the hive to be again forced out by
the bees. In some cases they kill her, then
in a day or two, take a young queen with
them sometimes the queen appears (from
outside viewing) to come out of her own
freewill. But to find how mucli forcing was
used, it is necessary to examine the interior,
as we did in those two hives.
;

;

And now for No. 3. " The queen is never
acconipained by a guard of 12 workers,
neither more nor less (i. e. by any certain
number.) but a part of the time she is accomEained by workers, which caress and feed
er just in proportion to the number of eggs
laid."

That which I enclose in the above explains itself.
"How did
A. W. F. asks
you obtain the fact of this proportion, Bro.
:

D. D.?"
We answer

:

For many years we kept an

observintj nive (orie comb with glass on each
side) and by careful experimenting and

;

likewise."

STATISTICAL TABLE.

:

many

others to

know what was desired from
Some thought, the

above question.

the

amount already taken off the hives, others
the amount off and on the hives and others
the amount that we expected or had for the
whole season. The question being indefinite,
the answers were likewise indefinite. One
;

of my neighbors reported 2,600 lbs. now off,
his amount is over 7,000 lbs. Friend Newman, have you not done us an injustice in
reporting thusly. "This gives an average
of only 32 lbs. per colony, showing it to have

been

on

the whole an exceedingly poor
This has been a poor season with
us. We had a month of fine weather in
spring which set a large amount of brood
rearing. During this month all looked prosperous, a large amount ot brood and plenty
year."

of honey ; following this was a month of
cold weather, during which this brood had
to be fed and consumed in many instances
every drop of honey and nary a hive
any to spare ; white clover was abundant
but nights were cool, basswood failed and
then extremely hot and dry until about Sept.
18, and during fall cool nights, (warm nights
for fiowers to secrete honey). Last year we
had from 150 colonies 15,000 lbs. this season
from 200 we will have about 11,000 lbs.

OUR CONVENTION AT NEW BOSTON,
2, was a success, we had the best dis-

Oct.

play of honey and apiarian supplies ever
at any of our conventions.
About
600 lbs. of honey being exhibited, 400 lbs.

shown

being from Sweet

Home

Apiary.

The dif-

ferent articles of exhibit are too numerous
for me to mention, and it is hoped our Secretary, who was sick during most of the
season, will give a minute detail of each.
Prominent among other exhibits were the
articles of T. G. Newman
Son. The wax
and honey extractors showed for themselves,
but the fine amount of books, papers, honey

&

knives, smokers, etc., was shown by our
Secretary in a manner becoming any news
depot. And what surprises me most is to
know of men who keep bees from 200 colonies down, within a few miles of our convention, to either not attend, or if there, to
not buy a bee book or paper, nor take no
interest, not even to join. I will have to
make one exception, being a man who 10
years ago was well posted on bees but since
then has not taken bee publications nor
attended conventions till this. He was not
aware how much he had fallen behind, and
bored the first speakers with questions till
they were tired, and he had to be called to
order by the chair, this too without becoming a member or subscribing for a bee
paper. One of this class of men who a few
years ago told me it was useless for him to
take a bee paper, or buy bee hooks, because
he knew as much as they, sells his hoD*'v

each year for much less per pound, because
he is not posted. Such are the men wlio
glut our market with honey, put up in
inferior order, selling for what they are
offered or can get, keeping the price of

honey down.
We have just made

9 gallons crab apple
jelly with honey, as directed in your work
as Food and Medicine," and
find it equally as good as tliat made with
sugar, and ligiiter in color. The honey
flavor would be desired by those who like

on " Honey

We

exhibited a sample of each
that flavor.
at our Convention, and all thought the honey
jelly best.

and not let any in. This we have long
wished for a window or door that will ven:

the room, allow ligiit to enter, allow
to come in, but without our assistance will pass all out that may follow us in,
or that may be on the honey which we bring
Take out your sash of glass, and put
in.
wire screen on "the casing outside, nail fast
at bottom and sides, at top leave an opening
01"
i'lch, by placing in strips of that
of
thickness every 6 inches, through which to
tillate

no bees

M

I

Tamed

%

have your wire cloth extend above
the window about 12 inches, and secured
;

against the building the same as top of winBees from inside will light against
the screen of wire cloth, and immediately
climb up, up and up (as it is the same light
to them from without), and they are free.
But those bees which wish to gain admittance will not try to find an opening against
the building, where they can neither see
through nor even get a smell, but will try to
gain admittance at the window. The door
may be made by making a frame of 3 inches
wide, bottom and sides, top piece 12 inches
•wide, on this tack wire cloth within 1 inch
of top of door. Try it and improve upon it,
and let us know through the American
Bee Journal, the result.
D. D. Palmer.
New Boston, 111.

dow.

On Oct. 1st, I straightened up the combs
in one of my bee hives preparatory to
Italianizing the colony. Over half of the
bees left for parts unknown, but the queen
remained. Oct. .5th, I united the bees tiiat
remained with another colony. Caught and
caged both black queens, and afterwards
killed them. On the evening of Oct. 10th, I
hung a cage containing an Italian queen in
the hive.

On

the marning of the 12tli, I
hive to release her Italian

opened the

No queen cells had been built
after I killed the two black queens; but I
laid eggs— also larvae, so I
searched for another queen and 1 found her
and soon had iier beheaded. I then removed
the cork from one end of the cage and tied a
piece of paper over that end. supposing it
would all work right. I closed the hive and
did not examine it again for some days.
When I did, I found everything just as I had
left it.
bhe had not been liberated, but the
bees had started a number of queen cells.
I tore them down and daubed the queen cage
with them, then opened the cage, without
removing it from the hive, thinking she
would walk out. Some of the bees went in
and seemed not to molest her ; so 1 left
them to tliemsel ves for an hour or so. When
I went back I was not at all supprised to
find queen still in her cage. I tried to smoke
her out gently, but when she did come she
came in a hurry and ran rapidily down the
combs, out of the hive, and tried to fly ; but
I was too quick for her, I caught her and
clipped her wing, ran her in at the bottom of
hive; she remained about a quarter of a
minute, and then came out again. I caught
and put her in the top of hive and adminis-

seems to us the questions were exceed" Number of pounds of
ingly plain— thus
comb honey produced thus far this season."
Some few estimated to the end of the season,
and those amounts were marked with a * and
The average
it was so stated in a foot note.

found freshly

tered smoke.

my

entire satisfaction, and the queen is now
laying nicely. W. E. McBride.

all right,

Belleville,

it been a promiscuous table, it would
have been an exceedingly good showing.
Friend Palmer seems to agree pretty well
" This has been a poor
with us for he says
season with us"— wherein then did we do an

Had

:

?— Ed.]

»

>

^m

»

Secrets of Bee-Keepers.
I have been much interested in the reports
in the Oct. .Journal. Some of them to say
the least, have a mysterious look but 1 presume they can be satisfactorily explained.
At this time I will direct attention to only
two
B. R. Stephens, of DeKalb Co., 111.,
bought 80 colonies of bees in the spring.
:

By

purchase and otherwise they increased
to 102. Mr. S. claims to have secured from

this apiary 1,000 lbs. comb honey 8,000 lbs.
The wax was
extracted, and 80 lbs. wax.
;

probably secured from the cappinusof the
extracted honey being one pound of wax
This indicates that
to 100 lbs. of honey.
much of the honey was thrown out of the
combs before they were sealed.
The next report I have selected is from

—

the Messrs.
of the Northwestern Illinois Bee-keepers' Association will
be held at Shirland, Winnebago County, on
Jas. E. Fehr, Sec.
Dec. 17, 1878.

The Annual Convention

111.

For the American Bee JournaL

:

of 32 lbs. for " thus far, this season " is
small when it is taken into account that the
reports are those of scientific bee-keepers.

Next morning I found her on
I gave them smoke to

the bottom board.

[It

Injustice

a Stubbo.n Colony.

majesty.

HOW TO GET BEES OVf OF A HONEY HOUSE

nail

For the American Bee Journal.

How

They claim

Oatman

of

Kane

Co., Illinois.

to
have gone into winter
quarters with 185 colonies and to have bet;un
This shows
the present season with 175.
a loss by sales and otheiwise, ot only 10
Their
result.
flattering
colonies, a very

report shows that they have closed the sea-

son with 260 colonies, 7,500 lbs. of comb
honey, 500 lbs. of extracted lioney, and 150
lbs. of wax.

Now, if the reader will examine the Oct.
No. of Journal, for 1877, it will be seen
that H. A. Burcli reports this apiary as fol"From 150 colonies of bees on Jnne
lows
:

1877, Mr. Oatman has increased his
stock to 300." As the Messrs Oatman now
report having only 185 colonies in the fall,
of 1877, I presume they can satisfactorily
explain what became of the balance.*
To complete the box honey report I hope
the Messrs Oatman, will tell us how much
of that is honey and how much is wood and
glass. As the most of this honey is stored
in small boxes having glass on two sides it
would not supprise me at all if one-third of
1st,

its

weight

is

wood and

now come

glass.

wax

report which is
more mysterious than ail the rest. For one
I should like to know, if not a secret, how
to secure 150 lbs. of wax from the cappings
of .500 lbs. of extracted honey. That is one
pound of wax to a trifle more than three
pounds of honey. In Mexico there is a
I

to the

stingless variety of bees that produces a
large amount of wax, but 1 was not aware
that we had such a variety in the United
States. Gentlemen please explain.

M. M. Baldbidge.
St. Charles, 111., Oct. 15, 1878.

* [In the absence of explanation, we
should say that Mr. Burch counted the increase of Messrs Oatman, even though they
had over 100 colonies. For they sold many
colonies, to our knowledge. Ed.]

For the American Bee Journul.

Bee Pastuage

in the South.

In a late Jouknal some one inquires
about the merits of alsike or Swedish white
clover as pasturage for stock. I tried it in
the same enclosure with red clover, and
none of the animals would touch the latter
until the last root even of the alsike was
devoured.
I was much pleased with Dr. Brown's
article on Bee Pasturage in the South
but
he should have mentioned sourwood in it.
The variableness in the yield of honey from
;

any

specified

source

is

well

known, but

not always remembered. Until last year I
never saw bees work on white clover, and
so I concluded that in this latitude it would
not yield honey. This is the first year since
I commenced keeping bees that I have been
without buckwheat. I had a half bushel or
so of seed but could not get

it

planted.

To

make up

for its absence from the fields, the
bees are gathering honey from several varieties of plants 1 never saw them visit before.
The writer on " The Sourwood Tree " did
not mention its early blooming.
I have
seen little bushes of it in bloom when only
afootor sohigh. It is indescribably brilliant
in the fal of the year. It has not commenced
yet to put on its brightness.
I

Anna Saunders.

Woodville, Miss., Oct.

31, 1878.

For the American Bee Journal.

Wintering Bees.
Having been requested to give to the many
Bee Journal, my mode of

readers of the

wintering bees, as practiced In this locality,
without loss or moldy combs, I will try to
make it so plain " that wayfaring men,
though fools, shall not err therein."
Choose any soil that is a little descending,
and not under water in the spring. Plow,
with a corn-plow, furrows the width of
hives, as long rows as you need. Throw out
the earth on both sides, making the ditch or
trench 4 or 5 inches deep, except the lower
end, which will be nearly on the surface.
Put any kind of boards in bottom of the
trench, then fill the trench with long rye
straw. Place it as you would to thatch,
commencing at the deep end of the trench.
Place 3x4 or 3x3 inch joist on the straw,

against the outside of trench. Now place
the hives on the joist close together, with
caps removed, also the honey-board or canvas, and place cotton quilts or mats over
frames.
Place long straw on the top, commencing
at the lower end, 4 or 5 inches thick, letting
the straw project over the end hives 2 feet.
Stand straw on the butt-end against the
hives, on each side and ends, 4 or 5 inches
thick. Now place boards 10 or .13 inches
wide slanting against the straw and hives
on both sides. To form roof, nail together
boards 10 or 12 feet long the width of hives,
thus, TV- Bend the straw standing upright
over the top of the hives, and this root holds
it down and leaves a space over the frames
on top tilled with straw, as well as at the
bottom of the hives. If row of hives requires more than one length of roof, where
they come together pull out some of the
straw that lies on top of frames, right and
left, about 4 inches in diameter.
Bind this,
then crowd the roofs together as close as the
straw will admit. Bind the straw to a cone
or to resemble the nozzle of a Bingham
smoker. Place short pieces of boards slanting at the ends of the hives under the ends
of the roof and straw that lies on top of the
frames.
Cover the whole with earth from 3 inches
at ridge to 4 or 6 Indies at base.
Now we have a mound, say 40 feet long,
with the straw and boards of the bottom
projecting some two feet beyond to carry off
any water that may collect, and at top of
ridge three perpendicular straw ventilators,
and a horizontal one at each end. By the
earth being removed from each side to cover
the bees, the trench under the bees will be
the highest, and to keep it dry plow a furrow to drain off any water that may collect.
Thus they remain quiet, not being disturbed or affected by the heat or cold until
the maples look red, or they can find pollen;
then remove them at night to their summer
stands.
This mode of wintering is no new thing.
It has been tried successfully in this locality
for a number of years.
The most of our hives have loose bottoms,
so the bees come in contact with the straw

under them.
I formerly wintered in the cellar. If I
have choice colonies and want to kill them

them there, and
oifers carry them out for
and return them, eacli time many bees
less. Being confined, and more or less disturbed, they become uneasy, and when put
on their summer stands tliey are weak, exhausted, and soon perish, and by tlie 1st of
June they are all gone. I have been tugging
in and out all winter, and gained my object.
But by way of excuse term it "spring
dwindling."
H. W. Garrett.
Coeyman's Hollow, Albany Co., N. Y.

had come up several rods from where

•without brimstone, I put

it

when opportunity

was

a

done was

fly,

A
The

Valuable Receipe.

I have used for the
last 13 years, for hog ciiolera, saving at least
75 to 90 per cent, of all treated. In consid-

following recipe

eration of the present wide destruction of
hog property, 1 have concluded to make it
public, so that an end may be put to the
plague.
You will confer a favor on all
owners of hogs by its publication.
Tincture aconite root, nux vomica, each,
rus tox, belladonna, secale,
33^ ounces;
buptina, each, )i ounces
wiiite arsenic, 10
grains. Mix.
I have kept the cholera down in my immediate neighborhood for the last 13 years,
and as the medicine can be had at almost
any country drug store, the publication of
the recipe will do a great deal of good. It
is a sure preventative.
Directions as a preventative. Five drops once a day to each
hog in his swill. When the hog is down
with the cholera, 10 to 20 drops down either
mouth or nostrils.
Some claiming each
method tlie best to administer the medicine.
Always label the bottle deadly poison, and
keep in a safe place away from children.
Buffalo Grove, Iowa.
J. M. Price.

it

sown. And the first thing that was
to have all the roots dug up with a
determination tliat it should not go to seed
first

again

if

we could

help

it.

The second fall we seeded down what
ground we could, but that grass had to be
weeded as you would a flower garden, till
and to-day the little
it formed a good sod
plants are coming up from seed, and I do
not think there has been any seed scattered
;

since five years ago this fall.
Anything that produces so much seed,
and if the seed will be so long in the ground
and germinate, is a bad weed in our prairie
soil, especially if its perrenial.
I think
corn could be successfully cultivated where
But as clover ground is
it has grown.
sometimes planted to corn, for three or four
years, then sowed to small grain, and in the
I think you
fall it is seeded to clover again.
would invariably find it so with motherwort.
I

would

afraid of

like a

good bee plant, but
C. P.

it.

Cambridge,

111.,

1

am

Allen.

Sept. 23. 1878.

;

"

The Blessed Bees."

I have just received from my friend the
author " The Blessed Bees, by John Allen,"
and I scarcely looked up from the volume,
before I had scanned all its fascinating

pages.

The book is simple
and

will
reader.

charm no

in style, yet very terse,
less than instruct the

This work graphically portrays what
be done in apiculture, even the first
year, if proper preparation is made. Once
to think of spending 334.65 for reading
matter, before even commencing the practiYet a thorough mastery
cal part of the art
of the works procured, by this seemingly

may

!

For the American Bee Journal.

Motherwort.

extravagent outlay, was the necessary prelude to the author's unparalleled success.

I have watched with a great deal of interest to see if anyone considered motherwort
a bad weed. I believe it to be a good bee
plant, and think in many soils it may not be

troublesome.

When I lived in the State of New York I
saw it growing in out-of-the-way places, by
the side of the road, and neighbors garden
Twenty-one
and classed it with catnip.
years ago my mother sowed a little seed
here. It did not come up at first but afterwards, wlien we found a few plants, we
After a
greeted them as an old friend.
while we thought it was increasing faster
than we wanted it, but had no fears of it,
till a friend visiting us says, you have quite a
patch of motherwort. I asked if she would
not like a few plants.
The reply was.
"Don't you put any of that on to our farm."
And then she said, "I have it in my flower
garden. I suppose it was sown with some
seed, but I cannot get rid of it. It will keep
coming up." We found it an easy matter to
dispose of the roots, but there was the seed
in the ground. We were not as thorougli
about it as we ought to have been plants
did go to seed. Still we kept it from spreading. The place was rented for three years.
When I came back four years ago this spring.
;

;

His previous study and discipline made
mastery possible.
book with the more
I have read the
pleasure, as it exemplifies what I have long
felt to be true, and often stated, that apiculture offers rare inducements to him who
will adopt its pursuits intelligently and
energetically, not only for its pecuniary

this

but also for the wholesome
pleasure which it yields. Nor is it a light
joy to think that 1 induced one to undertake
a work which, in the retrospect, makes him
to exclaim "The Blessed Bees."
In concluding this brief notice, I would
enforce the caution urged by the author:
"Every person who begins bee-keeping
must not exi)ect as great success as I had
the first year. There are few who will study
there are few who
the business as I did
can secure locations as favorable as mine, it
the
season
is as good as
always
that
is not
was my first y^^ar. That when the conditions are as favorable, a success as great
as mine can always be achieved, I am
thoroughly convinced." I would add that
success like that detailed in these pages
but a result
will be very rarely i-epeated
much less might well make the young
apiarist radiant with delight.
possibilities,

;

;

Lansing, Mich.

A.

J.

Cook.

For the American Bee Journal.
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Theory and Experience.

Standard Langstroth Hive.
Within the past two years I have seen
inquiries and replies in regard to the
size and shape of the hive and frame prebut have seen no
ferred by Mr. Langstrotli
correct figures upon tlie subject. By examining tl)e directions for making hives in the

some

;

revised edition of Mr. Langstroth's book, it
will be seen that the inside of the hive is 18
inches in length, 14}^ inches in width, and
10 inches in depth. The outside length of
the frame is 17^^ inches, instead of 17%
inches as given by Messrs. Newman and
Root. This is an important mistake, as it
destroys the interchangeableness of the
frames. The hive being 18 inches long, and
the frames 17^^ inches, the space between
the end of the hive and the frames is precisely 5-16 of an inch. This is ample space,

and was decided upon by Mr. Langstroth
after much experimenting. At the time Mr.
L.'s book was revised, he preferred to have
the top-bars of the frames 1)4 inches wide,
but it I am not mistaken, he afterwards
to the conclusion that it was better to
of an inch wide, which is
have them only
now generally the preferred width. Mr. L.
makes the top bars lOJ-g" inches long, but I
think if he had used them only 18% inches
long he would have liked them better. The
width of the hive, whether 14, 14)^ or 14J^
inches is not so essential, as any of these
widths will answer for 10 combs. But the
main thing is the depth and length of both
the frame and the box. These should always
be the same, if the object is to make the
standard Langstroth hive.
M. M. Baldbidge.
St. Charles, 111.

came

%

we desire, above all, to be exactly
Preferring to have Mr. Langstroth
decide the point, we sent him an advanced
proof for his decision. His answer is as
follows :—Ed.]
[True

;

correct.

[Mr. Baldridge is in error in supposing
that such slight variations as he notices
destroy the interchangeableness of the
Considering the accuracy which
frames.
may be obtained in making the frames stiff
and perfectly square, I prefer the measurements of Messrs. Newman and Root. While
beginners may get along better with
width for the top bars, I still prefer, all
things considered, l)i. For more than ten
years I have made the triangular guide very
imall (not much over J^ of an inch), and a
part of the top bar, so as to need no nailing.
This causes the bees to lengthen the pentagonal foundation cells so as to get a little
better attachment than when they are built
on a plane surface. With the old triangular
guides, they usually closed the pentagons

%

%

very near the shank edge, and heavy combs
•often fell

out,

when

not very

handled.— L. L. Langstroth.]

carefully

We

are told that a pure queen of the
Italian blood will produce pure queens. If
her daughters mate with black drones, their
progeny as queen and workers will be
hybrids ; but their drones will be pure
Italians. Now, if these pure drones mate

with hybrid queens, would it not purify the
queens and workers, and tend to restore the
Italian blood ? Then, suppose one should
re-queen an entire apiary in one summer
with the daughters of a pure queen, so that
all the drones shall be pure next year, why
should not the queens and workers become
purer and purer by the force of the law of
nature as propounded in the theory ? Still
more, should they now and then mate with
a black drone, why should not the great
dominance of Italian blood rule outall black
blood in course of time. But is it not true,
in fact, that the apiarist to get pure Italian
blood and keep it pure, must be ever infusing the pure blood of a foreign queen, or
of one of undoubted purity— a daughter
Still more, how many beepurely mated
keepers receive imported queens which
produce three-banded drones and their
My experience is
daughters do the same.
not very exteusive, but I begin to suspect
that the notion that the drones of pure
queens which mate with black drones are
!

more or less tainted as well as the queens
and vv^orkers. If I had time, I should try
one drone-laying queen from an imported
mother, and supply every hive with all the
drones I wanted tolerated in my yard. And
then I would see what effect this would have
on the next queens and their brood. To my
mind, the common sense way would be to
secure a pure queen for raising queens and
a prue drone-laying queen, for drones. Has
any one tried it thoroughly ? If so, your
readers would I think be glad to read an
account of the process pursued and the

Novitiate.

results.

For the American Bee Journal.

Comb Foundation.
November No. of Amerihere and there
of comb-foundation
complaints
finds the
sagging when used in the brood-chamber,
and a remedy is sought after in various
ways. Friend N. N. Betsinger, even experiIn reading the

can Bee Journat^, one

mented

to

the

amount

of $1,000,

and

still

without the desired result.
I have now used comb-foundation forthree
seasons, the last two seasons quiteextensive,
in fact every comb in my apiary built this

was built on foundation. When I
used the foundation, I used them 9
inches deep, they stretched in the upper
half, so that about 3 inches of its width was
not used by the queen for breeding purposes
the first year; but the following spring I
found to my dismay that every comb had a
piece of drone-brood about the size of my
open hand, which had to be cut out and
replaced with a piece of worker comb, in
order to fully control my drone supply for
season,
first

queen rearing.
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I next used foundation 8 inches in widtli,
witli mucli the same result, after which I
tried 7 inches and 6 inches in widtli, which
gave more satisfactory results. The 7 inch
strips would sag enough to find a row or

of drone-brood occasionally; but when
used only 6 inches or less in width, and
made of pure beeswax, the slight sagging

more

did not prevent the queen from lilling them
in every instance with worker eggs. But
now a new difliculty presented itself
below this narrow strip of foundation, the
bees would frequently build drone-comb,
and the much desired sheet of " every cell
of worker size" seemed yet in the future.
remedy came at last. My frames hold a
comb 12 inches square, and, finding I could
not use foundation over 6 inches in depth
successfully, I divided the comb space in
the frame, in 2 equal parts, by placing a
temporary center bar into it; I next fastened
a piece of foundation 5% inches in width
to the top and a similar piece below the center bar, and I had it. But what about that
center bar?
Doesn't it occupy space that
ought to be filled with brood, &c ? Easy,
friends I had my lesson in center bars 15
years ago. These center bars of which I
write, are placed in the frame and fastened
inch finishing nail in each end,
with one
the head of which sligiitly projects on the
outside of the frame ends and as soon as
the comb is built, and sufficiently strong to
support itself by the side fastenings, the
nails are drawn out, a knife passed under
the center bar, and the bar withdrawn. In
one or two daj^s the space occupied by the
center bar is filled with worker comb. In
this manner I have obtained over 300 combs,
each a foot square, built solid without a
single drone-cell and have several hundred
combs in the hives, that still have the center-bar left in, being filled witli honey and
deemed insufticiently strong, being built
but otherwise are all
late in the season
From these the center-bar
worker-comb.
will be removed when I make the usual
spring examination.
Friend Godfrey, of Red Oak, to whom I
communicated my success with temporary
ceiiter-bars,prepared several hundred frames
in that way, and as far as heard from, with
the best result.
Nearly two years ago I wrote to " Novice"
on the subject of comb-foundation sagging,
and suggested linen or some kind of thin
cloth for a base, and submitted to him a
piece of tracing linen, a remnant from a
piece used by my father in 1842 for the same
purpose he soon thereafter sent me two
specimens of foundation one apparently on
the same tracing linen, which I had sent
him, and the other on very thin muslin, or
On page 64, Vol. V. of
cheese cloth.
Oleanitms, Novice informs us that the bees
would giiaw out the threads of the cloth,
&c. Desiring, however, to test the stretching quality, I placed them in a frame and
4'oined an 8 inch strip of common foundation
telow it. The common foundation sagged
very much, but the foundation on the tracing linen, nor on the muslin sagged a particle, although the machine had broken part
of the threads one way, but by turning it so
that the broken threads run liorizontaly it
made no difference. Now Novice's bees

A

;

%

;

;

;

;

would " get hold of a thread, and then they
would tear the cloth all out," but mine
behaved more respectfully, and built it out

What made the difference ?
it because I covered the ends of the
threads by joining another piece of foundainto full combs.

Was

tion ?

While on the subject of comb-foundation,
I will take the liberty of

mentioning a case

of misplaced credit: Root claims being the
mention rolls for foundation
first
to

machines, and foundation miles long and
even Prof. Cook commits an error when, on
page 203 of his "Manual" he says: "It
was first made by Herr Mehring, in 1847,"
" They " (the Germans)
and on page 204
" used plates, not rollers, to stamp the wax,"'
"In 1868, the King
and again he says;
Brothers, of New York, made and secured a
;

:

patent on the first rollers." Even Novice
used soap suds and slippery-elm bark to
prevent the wax from adhering to the rolls ;
until a friend called his attention to starch.
Now .the fact in the case is this, combfoundation was made in Germany in 1842, by
my father they were made by a pair of
engraved rollers, and starch was used toprevent the wax from adhering to the rollers.
This I mention simply as a historic fact
and to corroborate my statement I refer the
readers to page 35 of " The Bee-Keepers'
Guide Book," which was issued in February
1868, and 10,000 copies circulated in little
over a year in it I give the following description, "among the earliest of which,
;

;

probably Kretchmer's comb-foundation can
be counted,— who invented and used them
in Germany, I think as early as 1843. The
device consisting of a strip of tracing linen,
coated with a composition of white wax and
starch, and upon which the comb-foundation
or base of the cells were impressed, by passing it through a pair of engraved rollers."
Here we have a description of engraved
before Novice ever
rollers, and starch
mentioned rollers, and before King Brothers
applied for their patent, as a copy of the
book was presented to them as soon as
And at the time the description
issued.
was printed, the device was nearly a quarter
century old. More anon by your servent
;

E.

Coburg, Iowa, Nov.

Kketchmeb.

9, 1878.

For the American Bee Journal.

Adulteration of Sweets again.
Mr. Root has successively given three
motives for refusing to publish the petition

against the adulteration of sweets. The
first motive was that the petition was not of
sufficient importance. The second, that we
ought to let demand and supply regulate
these questions, and lastly, the third (probably suggested by the manufacturer of glucose), is that the petition says that glucose
contains sulphuric acid and lime. Mr. Root
asserts that sulphuric acid and lime cannot
exist in an active state in the same substance. The petition does not assert that
both of these substances would be found in
an active state yet Prof. Kedzie has found
both of them in several samples of glucose
that he has analysed.
;

Mr. Payess, a well-known chemist of
Paris, in

Chimie Industrielle, says that
unwholesome on account of the

liis

glucose is
siilj)liate of lime that it contains.
Sulphate
of lime, or plaster of Paris, is a compound
of sulphuric acid and lime.
Charles Loudon Bloxan, professor of
chemistry in Kinj^'s College, London, in his
^'Chemistry Inorganic and Organic," says
that it is easy to detect gl ucose in syrups and
honey, on account of the sulphate of lime
of the glucose.
? Mr. Root admits that to manufacture glu-cose an acid is used. Bat he does not give
the name of the acid, as if intending to give
his readers the impression that some other
acid, less unhealthy than sulphuric acid,
could be used. He continues, speaking of
the petition
:

" I presume the Davenport factory uses car loads
of both the chalk and t)te acid in this chemical process, and this may have given rise to the thoughtless
statement made above. If grape sugar (glucose) is
made in so slovenly a manner as to contain articles
prejudicial to health, the matter should, by all
means, be taken in hand."'

I admire that " if" and the "thoughtless
statement^'! of my opponent. My statement is based upon proofs given by the best
chemists of France, England and the United
States
they all say that glucose always
contains more or less of sulphate of lime.
;

But Mr. Root simply

exipresses his doubts
wonderful how foolish self esteem will
make a man appear
He continues
!

It is

:

!

"

The

refiners of

cane sugar use tons of blood and

the slaughter houses, as well as burnt bones;
but our sugar of commerce contains none of these
offal of

articles."

I am very far from being a chemist, yet 1
can see the difference between a mixture
and a combination. In the manufacture of
glucose there is aconibination between corn
starch, water and sulphuric acid. The result of every combination is a new compound: here it is glucose
In the refining
of sugar there is but a mechanical process,
!

a mixture, not aconibination. The blood is
mixed with the syrup it coagulates, forming a kind of net-work through all the syrup.
This net-work seizes and draws to the surface all the impurities of the liquid, while
the burnt bones become a filter
But the
comparison of Mr. Root is valueless, since
one of the processes is a chemical combination, the other a mechanical mixture.
One of the main arguments of Mr. Root,
and reiterated by him, is that he can eat
glucose without bad results
Some years ago, while traveling in Switzerland, I noticed that the inhabitants of a
great many villages of Valais, were rtc/cetish and goitered. The scientists assert that
such a deterioration in men comes from the
use of the water that runs down the valleys,
from the melting of the eternal snows which
cover the tops of the mountains. Some
medical authorities think that snow is not
the culprit
but that these rivulets, in their
rapid course, run over ores of mercury. I
freely drank of the same water, and I would
" The
have been laughed at had I said
scientists are mistaken this water is wholesome. I drank it for several days without
being rickety." Such is the reasoning of
Mr. Root J As glucose did not poison him,
;

!

!

;

:

the quantity of sulphate of lime being too
small to act sensibly on his stomach, he concludes that glucose is harmless
Drops of
water, falling for years, will wear away
stones, and a poison, like sulphate of lime,
has a power of deterioration certain, although at first in,sensible, on the human
organs, and on the organs of bees, too.
My opponent not only takes sides with the
adulterators of honey, but he denies that
cane sugar can be adulterated. Of course
his reasonings are of the same kind and
strength as those on glucose (see Gleanings
for October). He puts a lump of sugar in" a
glass of water
the water remains clear,
therefore the sugar is pure. Such is the test
!

;

This test is cheap and easy,
but it proves nothing
Will Mr. Root take
a moment's rest, and read from the Chicago
Tribune of October 7th, a statement made
under oath by Mr. William T. Booth, of the
firm of Booth & Edgar, sugar refiners of New
York. The firm of Booth & Edgar enjoys,
morally and financially, the highest commercial credit. Mr. Booth testified before
Fernando Wood, chairman of the ways and
means committee of Congress, Sept. 18.
The inquest had for its object to ascertain if
frauds existed in the refinery business.
The sugars imported are taxed at the custom houses according to their qualities, the
most inferior qualities, such as the milado,
paying only one and a half cents, while the
refined pays five cents. It seems that some
unprincipled refiners have found a cheap
way to turn the inferior article into a goodlooking article, and thus defraud the government of the greatest part of its duties. Mr.
of this editor

!

!

Booth says
" I tell you, sir, that adulteration of sugar does concern the committee of ways and means it concerns
the board of health.' it concerns everybody. Think
of it by-and-by, when the people of this country
have eaten enough of this sugar to become tin-lined,
so that the stomach and bowels shall be coated with
tin. What a pleasant thing it will be for us, fathers
of families
Our children won't cry any more
there will be no more stomach-ache, for the stomach
will be tin-lined
"What has been the history of this race in adulteration in every business ? Why always tlie worst
man wins. It is the man who will go farthest, who
will sell himself body and soul to the d— 1 most
completely, who wins in that race
" A man came to me some time ago and said
'Doctor, you are a fool !' I said
It may be
but I am an
honest one." Said he, You know about that glucose
business, don't you ?' Said I, Do you think I am ignorant and don't know my business ? Do you think I
don't know what is going on in all these refineries ?'
'Well,' said he, you are a fool'! Why don't you go
into the glucose business ? Your firm has had the
reputation of making good, straight, honest sugars,
and you can put glucose into them, and nobody will
know about it !' But,' said I, when I die, I will die
;

;

.'

;

:

:

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

honest.' I have had men come to me, week after
week, offering me this and that adulteration, and saying 'others use it. I sell car-load after car-load of it
to this and that concern they are all using it in large
quantities.' My position as a refiner has been such
that I have been enabled to know just about what
was going on in regard to this glucose business and
;

;

1 think we shall all hear more about it by-and-by ?
No, sir this talk about the adulteration of sugars is
not bosh."
;

Will

my opponent be

convinced by all the
I dare not
deaf, than those

proofs that I have gathered ?

hope

who

for none is
refuse to hear
it

;

more

!

;

Mr. Root says that we have State laws.
But they are dead letters they caaYes
not be enforced.
!

;
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Suppose that a dealer of New York sells
?ure glucose honey to a grocer of Hamilton,
'he law gives me the right of prosecuting
the grocer for selling an adulterated article
andthe grocer will be fined, but the rascal
who wholesaled or manufactured the
adulterated article, will be free, on account
of the ditiiculty and cost of prosecuting him
The innocent sustains
in another State
!

the loss while.the guilty goes free.
It would be altogether diiferent with a
law made made by Congress, and the watching of food inspectors. Every transgressor
would fear to be prosecuted andthe adulteration would be stopped.
But to obtain such a law we need the help
so get the petition signed.
of every one
Not one of us should be without a copy
obtain signatures of all our neighbors, and
return it filled with names. Send a postal
card at once to get one.
;

Again, Mr. Root says

:

a singular fact that although glucose is a
liquid and grape sugar a solid, the latter contains a
much larger per cent, of water, held by a curious law
in chemistry, in a solid state. If we produce the
grape sugar by adding more chalk, as friend Badant
suggests, I am afraid we should soon come to grief,
for chalk is an insoluble compound, and the first lump
of sugar our purchaser puts into his mouth would
reveal the cheat. I know, by the letters received,
that there are those so thoughtless as to suppose that
Will those people please
it is possible to add chalk.
dissolve a lump of grape sugar in a little warm water
and see if it does not all dissolve perfectly ?"
"It

is

After giving such proof of his knowledge
chemistry and common sense, the editor
continues
in

:

might have published the article, it is true, and
mav be my duty to give everybody a hearing, even
should they send in a paper claiming that the moon
but would it be profitable to
•was made of-chalk
occupy space thus ?"
"I

it

;

I answer, chalk is carbonate of lime. In
the tank, where glucose is manufactured the
lime of the chalk combines with sugar and
forms other compounds. My answer is
Sugar will form with lime several compounds very soluble in water.
Liquid lime is also found naturally in the
water of some springs, which, as soon as
it comes in contact with air, deposits its
in
Jime on the objects on which it runs
the sap of trees and plants, in whose ashes
lime is found, etc.
Mr. Eoot believes too much in his own
infallibility in bee-keeping, chemistry and
other matters. What is not in accordance
with his imagination is wrong is nonsense
And we, his readers,
and moonshine
know that his imaginative power is very
;

;

!

large

!

I am not alone in thinking that Mr. Root's
paper would be greatly enhaisced in value if
he desisted from his steady habit of expurgating frnm the bulk of the articles received
everything he does not endorse and thus to
pronounce judgment on every article published.
Such as are now coiitained in
02envlvgs, to use the expression of one of
his friends, have proved to be a simple
medium for the advertising of wares of
the editor, with an intermixing of mere
bov-talk.
Ch. Dadant.

Ilamilton,

111.

For the American Bee Journal.

The Variableness

of

Queen Progeny.

Friend Newman :— Of

late I

have been

reading with more interest than usual, on
the variableness of the queen progeny and
the color of the Italian bees, the fixing of a
standard of purity for the Italians, and light
On page 262, A. F.
vs. dark Italians.
Moon says " locality makes a difference in
That is very true, but he saya
color."
nothing about the season of the year. On
page 2ti8, S. D. McLean says " the queen'&
abdomen should be bright yellow, tipped
with black with or without the black points
on the back." Jos. M. Brooks on page 27S
calls for "Princesses, exact duplicates of
their mother." Alva Reyonlds on page 278
A. B. J., " it is a well known, &c., black
bees were pure blacks from the beginning,
and reproduced themselves all alike, regardBut they are not partiless of sex."
colored, and the Italians are, and that is
mostly lies. Now, I cantrouble
where the
not see why a standard of purity for the
Italian bees cannot be made, as well as the
American standard of excellence for the
poultry breeders to be governed by but
a scale of points would not be quite as easily
determined as it is on fowls. Why should
not bees be bred to a particular description
as much as fowls or cattle ? There is a
variableness in all kines of stock I care not
how pure or how carefully they are mated
and bred. I should like to see a queen that
will duplicate herself every time in her
:

:

;

A

queen progeny for two generations.
queen that is of a clear light color, and can
do it, would be worth .$100.00 to any breeder.
I think it can be done, and yet I doubt that
it will be done because no bee-keeper will
take the trouble to do it. If a queen duplicates herself in one-half her queen progeny
I should be well satisfied, and one of the
great secrets I feel sure, lies in the mating
or drone influence, and to explain I will relate some experience in fowl breeding and
the results of different mating.
My faverites have been light brahmas and
the two first
buff and patridge cochins
I kept for seven years, the latter for five
years. My first brahmas and buff bred true
to color and markings, but to put in new
blood i purchased thorough-bred males of
both kinds, but the chickens raised were anything but uniform. I had to breed back
again, before I obtained any uniformity of
feather or color.
queen is as liable to vary in either her
drone or queen progeny as a hen is in her
pullets or cockerels.
I have kept the Italians for five years, and
from the dark queens obtained when I made
a cross, I have in the second and third generation raised as even-colored young queens
as I did from the light-colored ones, but
just as soon as I put in new blood I have
had this experience over again it can be
controlled to a certain extent.
If you want the light colored, select the
strongest and most productive light colored
colony from that raise drones, this is No. 1:
then get a one or two-year-old light colored
queen to raise queens from, this is No. 2.
Mate the young queens with the best light
test them for
colored drones from No. 1
;

A

;

;

;

color and strength of both drone and worker
firogeny. Select two more colonies from the
ight colored young queens, regardless of
the color of drones ; we will call this No. 3 ;
and the one with light colored drones No. 4.
Start cells from No. 3, and mate the queens
with drones from No. 1. Start cells from
1, and mate with drones from No. 4.
Start cells from No. 4 and mate with dx'ones
from same hive. Tiiis is not in-and-in breeding the queens from No. 4, are only half
sisters to No. 4 drones, the drone sire having
no influence over the drone progeny and by
breeding in-and-in and selecting carefully,
you will not only know what you have, but
will positively establish any particular type
that you wish. By selecting the strongest
working colonies for breeding, and dispatching those that are weak and poor noney
gatherers you will establish a type, and Avill
lose no strength.
A standard, close and strict, will not make
bees breed to a particular color or size any
more than the standard of excellence will
prevent black necks on the light brahmas or
Any thoroughyellow on white leghorns

No.

;

!

bred bird or animal

may

be bred regardless
of selection, and vary, without being impure
bees not excepted.
H. L. Jeffrey.

—

Woodbury, Conn.

®nv l^iettjer "^ox.

Society in our County (Franklin) yet, but
think one may be organized this winter.
The season has been very good since June
15th, but the month of May was very poor,
so much so, that I had to feed to keep some
of my bees from starving
fruit blossoms
were of no account. Have averaged about
70 lbs. of comb honey per colony and doubled
;

my number of

colonies.

F.

W. Comings.

[Some of the managers of Fairs have
already given a year's subscriptions to The
American Bee Journal as a premium,
and if bee-keepers in eag^i locality would
write to the Managers of the Agricultural
Societies in their locality, suggesting such a
plan of proceedure, they would in nearly all
cases be glad to offer such a premium. Ed.]
Claypool, Ky., Oct. 7, 1878,
past season has

Dear Editor:— The

been a poor honey season with us. The
spring was favorable up to the last of
May when it set in cold and wet, continuing so for about a month. On this account
our white clover crop was a total failure.
Bees gathered no surplus from June 1st up
to about the middle of August. From the
20th of Aug. till Oct. 1st, we had a moderate
flow of honey, enabling our bees to go into
winter quarters in good condition.
Below is a statement of our seasonsoperations

:

Apiary
Hlllsboro, O., Oct. 11, 1878.
had 57 colonies in the fall of 1877;
lost none during winter ; lost 1 in the summer have now 71 ; sold 1, and had 3 new
Wintered out doors, 13
swarms go oft'.
packed in leaves, all wintered well. I liave
taken 3,100 lbs. of comb honey. I never
used the extractor. We sell our honey at
16 and 17 cents wholesale.
use mostly
have no Italians.
4 lb. boxes.

We

j

To

Dr.

43 Colonies in spring

@ $10. each. $430.00

" Apiarian supplies on hand
" Apiarian supplies for season

50.00
46.00

;

We

We

& Bro.

Thos. H. Dick
Henry,

Nov. 9, 1878.
of white clover

III.,

have obtained 2,000 lbs.
and basswood honey, besides 1,500 lbs. of
mixed honey this season, from 170 colonies
In the spring (now 200). Does oak bloom,
timothy, hemp and aspen produce honey ?
I

All in this section like the

Journal and wish

it

success.

Otto Halbleib.
named

some

;

give pollen, but

of

little, if

any honey.—Ed.]
East Berkshire, Vt., Sept.

18, 1878.

Dear Editor:—Being interested

in bees

and honey, 1 desire to inquire if something
cannot be done by County and State Agricultural Societies to advance bee-keeping
interests by way of offering a subscription
to the American Bee Journal for the
best display of honey Italian queens and
implements might also be offered. Two
years ago, there were only two exhibitors,
of honey. At our State Fair this year, there
were six. So you see scientific bee-keeping
is on the rise.
We have no Bee-Keepers'
;

$526.00

@

By

65 Colonies in fall
$8. each
" Apiarian supplies on hand
" 50 empty hives on hand @$l
" Bees and hives sold
" 1,200 lbs honev
lOc. per lb
" 30 lbs. wax
20c. per lb

@

@

Total

Cr,
$520.00
50.00
50.00
70.75
120.00
6.00

$816.75
526.00

Balance in favor of Cr

$290.75

James Erwin.

American Bee

[The aspen yields some honey
the others

Total

Apiary

Mt. Joy, Pa., Oct. 17, 1878.
In answer to a question in the Bee Jourfor Oct. I would say, that bees can get
honey from red clover, if the weather is of
the right kind. If there be no rain for a
month before its blooming, the clover heads
will not get so long, and the bees can reach
the nectar. The past season has been a poor
one May and June was wet but about July
18th, when the second crop of red clover
bloomed after being mowed, the bees worked
on it with a will. I got from 40 to 50 lbs. of
red clover honey from some of my colonies.
There was nothing else, and had it not been
for it my colonies would not have had
enough to winter on.
The black bees
gathered but little from red clover, and are
now short of honey for winter. Alsike
clover is as good as red clover, for feeding
purposes— perhaps better. J. F. Hershey.

nal

;

Brandywine Summit, Pa., Nov. 14, '78.
"I received seven first-premiums and diplomas at tiie Delaware County Fair, for
liaving the finest display of lioney, bees,
bee-hives and apiarian implements."
J. T. Williamson.

Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 11, 1878.
iioney is selling iiere at 25
It is sad to see tiie
cents per pound.
amount of bottled honey (so called), wliich
I suppose contains only 40 per cent of honey,
and one 1 sampled contained no honey at
Should I find time I shall put a few of
all.
tthe samples found iu commerce to a test.
W. B. Rush.

comb

Nice

A woman

Limerick, 111., Sept. 9, 1873.
living across the corner from
bees put into a com-

•here, liad a swarm of
box 11 years ago.

They swarmed every
year since, and gave some surplus. In 1877
and one 10 lb. box of
swarms,
4
gave
thev
In 1876 3 swarms and two 10 lb.
-hon'ey.
boxes of honey. One other year it gave 3
swarms, and tlien she sold it to me for:$(i.35.
It gave nie 3 swarms this year and is good
The first swarms
for 30 lbs. of honey.
generally sold for $5.00, without a box, the
uyer taking them home at night. She has
been for years successful in wintering; she
leaves and empty honey box on top; when
said hive
frost gathers in it, she drys it
stood on a bench one foot high, winter and
summer, in a three sided shed opened to the
the front board of the hive being
South

mon

;

;

2ik inches shorter tlian the rest, making the
3i^
entrance the full width of the hive and
inches deep. This swarm has paid for itself
E- Pickup.
several times.

meetings of the Association, and do not see
any prospect ahead for doing so, but I will
take great pleasure in co-operating with
the fateniity for tlie general good of the art
and trade. Please accept of my hearty congratulations upon the manner of the Association's selection of you for President.
You are undoubtedly the man that can
serve tliem best.

S. C.

Dodge.

[Thanks, friend Dodge, for congratulations,
but more for the expressions of determination to co-operate for the good of producers.
The Association will come nearer to you
soon, we expect, and then we shall be glad
with your presence, if you cannot come to
the next meeting at Chicago. We hope you
will try to do so.— Ed.]

Wilmington, N. C, Nov. 18, 1878.
Newman :— I see by your valuable paper that I have the honor to be
elected one of the Vice Presidents. I assure
you no one feels more deeply interested in
the subject of bees than myself, and whatever I can do to further the interests of apiculture, you may rest assured I will gladly

Friend

undertake.

R. C.

Taylor.

[Yes, friend Taylor, your interest in bees,
and busines-Iike habits procured your ap-

pointment. North Carolina is a good State,
and contains many bees, but exceedingly
few apiarists
The work of procuring the
adoption of scientific principles in your
Neighborhood beeState lies before you.
and County and State Conventions
talks
loom up as the result of your labors
Lo
your State is ripe for the harvest. Buckle
on the armor and victory is yours.—Ed.]
!

;

!

Dundee, 111., Oct. 7, 1878.
The spring of 1878 opened early with us.
'We put our bees out on March 4th. They
soon began to carry in pollen, and rapidly
increased in brood, and by the time fruit
trees bloomed they were ready for work.
Then cold rains came, and frost, and as a
result thev barely got enough to live on. A
part of May was quite warm, and on May

11th in the afternoon, the first swarm issued
and on the following morning tiie second.
These I was obliged to feed. White clover
came on about the middle of June, and the
bees were again ready for business.took 1,300 lbs. of extracted honey and 65 lbs.

Medford, Minn., Nov.

The

!

16, 1878.

results of the year have been poor;

the fall crop was fair, and helped to fill up
the hives so they are in good condition for
wintering. My crop was a few pounds less
than one ton. Nearly 1,600 lbs. of extracted
and 385 lbs. of box honey. I coinenced the
season with 41 colonies and increased to 56.
J. E. Cady.

We

The average from each colony
of comb.
was 70 lbs. I increased mostly by natural
swarming. We liave43colonies, one-half of
wliich belong to me. As I have all the care
it will take all my time next sumof them
mer. I owe nearly all my knowledge to the
American Bee Jouknal. We wish it
;

prosperity.

Fayette Pkkuy.

Chattanooga, Tenn., Nov.

Friend Newman.— 1

6, 1878.

I have
been appointe.l a Vice President of the
This is
Association.
Bee-Keepers'
National
a compliment entirely unsought by me,

see that

take
1
nevertheless it is appreciated.
pleasure in forwarding to you .$1.00 which I
PU'ase enbelieve is the initiation fee?
If the fee is not right I'll make it
roll me.
the
so. I have never been able to attend

Harrisonville, Mo., Nov. 16, 1878.
spring of 1878 opened early, and my
colonies of bees came through all right.
But during May and June they stored
but little honey, on account of excessive
rains. July was rather dry but there was
niucli honey-dew on the hickory, and bees
stored it fast, soon making their hives heavy.
August with occassional showers, maturing
vegetation, gave promise of a bountiful
yield of honey in Sept.— usually the great
honey storing month with us. But September was dry, and this with early biting frosts
about the middle of the month, ruined the
lioiiey prospects
so that I extracted only
20 lbs. on an average from my 90 colonies ;
but my bees are all in good condition for
winter. Buckwheat yielded no honey this
season.
Honey-dew and Spanish needle
Lee Emrick.
were our main source.

The

.50

;

standard of Purity.

^oumntions.

:

The National Convention.
The following

is tiie gist

of the correspon-

dence omitted, in the report of this Convention as given last mouth

:

Statistics.

Kev. A.

PI.

:

to the best information 1 have
been able to obtain, the product of this
State is 850,000 lbs. of honey, and 8,250 lbs.

of wax."

W. M.
The No.

Kellogg,

Ocjuawka,

111.,

says

:

members in the 'Western 111.,
and Eastern Iowa Association,' is 79. No.
of colonies of bees kept by its members
May 1st, 1878, was 3,989. No. of pounds of
lioney gathered in 1877, was 144,000."
of

D. "D. Palmer, New Boston, III., says he
estimates that " in the ytate of Illinois there
they have
are 500 persons keeping bees
about 14,000 colonies, from which they
receive about 500,000 lbs. of honey and 70,;

000 lbs. of

wax."

John H. Keippart, Columbus, O., promises
information soon.
Gen. LeDuc gives, as the "probable

amount

of honey produced in .the United
millions of pounds.
In
Kansas in 1873 the assessors reported 14,845
colonies of bees, with a yield of 133,384 lbs.
of honey, or only 9 1-10 lbs to the colony."
.States, forty-five

Rev. M. Mahin, D.D., Logansport, Ind.,
" I estimate the number of colowrites
nies in the State of Indiana to be about
less than 25 lbs. per colony,
yielding
570,000—
the honey production of the State being 14,250,000 lbs.
At 15c. per lb. this would
:

amount to ;$2,137,500."
J. M. Shuck, Des Moines, Iowa, says
"The honey interest in our State is a large
:

one, and sliould be properly organized, and
if we had been blessed with county oi-ganizations or societies for the propagation of
our interests, I believe a line honey report

from Iowa would have been promptly

fur-

nished."

New Comb

Founilatinn and Maciiine.

Mrs. Frances Dunham, DePere, Wis., sent
samples of her foundation, made upon a
machine of her own invention and said " I
do not claim anythingfor it, only hope it will
be an improvement. I beg you to judge the
product, not the machine, which I do not
consider perfect in working but expect my
new machine to be so, and also am going to
have the cells a little deeper, though of the
same round form. I have not experimented
with it at all in the hive, with the exceptions of the imperfect frame sent you,
which 1 placed for my own gratification in
the center of one of my strongest colonies,
it was tilled
in the hot weather ot July
from top to bottom bar, pressed into place
applied
for
at the bottom. I have
a patent,
not to make the price of foundation or
machines higher, but because I hope to be
allowed to benefit by what has cost me much
thought, although I am only a woman.'
:

;

;

'

who have imported queens direct from
Italy know very well that they are several
shades darker and th.at the bright color is
bred in this country and does not come till
the second or third generation. If the convention should establish a standard it will
be properly called the American standard of
purity of the Italian queen bees, and then
when queens are imported by those who had
never imported before, and tiieir color is
far below the standard of purity, what will
they say ? Will they not say our standard
is defective or their queens are hybrids ?
Had we not better first settle the question
whether there are hybrids in Italy, as I
all

Hart, Appleton, Wis., says

"According

"

" I exR. M. Argo, Lowell, Ky., writes
pect our National Convention, shortly to
meet in New York, will be called upon to
establish a standard of purity for Italian
queens. I am in favorof some such standard
if it can be made, but if they should undertake it at the next convention I fear they
will find it rather a herculean task, as hardly
any five or six prominent bee-men of long
experience agree on the same test. Also,

believe there are, and if it is a fact that
there are hybrids in Italy, we will then be
far better able to establish a standard of
purity."
Bees in Italy.

Mr. C. J. Quinby, who had just returned
from Europe being called upon by the President for a speech, said:
"That he had
visited nearly ail the principal bee-gardens
and queen-breeders or Northern Italy and
was surprised to find their bees so black
they were generally three-banded, but one
had to look closely to see the bands. He
had also thoroughly inspected all the
;

apiarian displays at the great exhibition

and pronounced them very inferior when
compared with our own appliances for manipulating the bees and their products.
He
pronounced our American Italian bees
decidedly superior in all respects to anything he saw in Europe."
'

Bee-Keeping in California.

The

settlement of California by white
people has been so recent, and the peculiarities of its flora so different from most other
parts of the world, that the introduction of
many plants and animals common elsewhere
but not indigenous here, has occurred within
the memory of men of this generation, or
the one preceding. While in other countries
the knowledge and use of certain plants and
animals extends back of civilized history,
and in the United States, east of the Mississippi river, no exact date can be assigned to
in California most of
their introduction
the cereals, the fruits, the domestic animals,
and
diseases that attack
enemies
and the
them, can be traced to the exact date of
their introduction, and in most instances
the importor can be named.
The first settlers, in 1760, were the catholic missionaries who did most remarkable
work in civilizing the Indians and introducing tlie products and appliances of civliza;

tion.

But among the many things brought by
them, there is no record of the honey-bee,
nor did any of the Spanish native residents

434

know anything of bees or
honey until after the discovery of gold and
the influx of " Americans," as people coming
from our Eastern States were generally
of California

called.

The following letter gives the most reliable information I can obtain in regard to
the lirst importation of bees. It is quoted
from Harbison's "Bee-keepers' Directory;
or, the Tiieory and Practice of Bee-culture,"
published in 1861. Mr. Harbison has been
and is the most extensive apiarist on the
Pacific coast
the inventor of a hive and
section box for comb honey very generally
has been constantly in the
in use here
business for over thii'ty years and is generally known among bee-men throughout the
United States.
A large part of this article is from his
book or his personal experience since its
;

;

publication.

The

letter is as follows

San Jose, Jan.

:

lltli, 1860.

"The first bees introduced into California
was in March, 1853. Mr. Slielton purchased
a lot, consisting of 12 colonies ot some
person, to me unknown, at Aspinwall. The
party who left New York became disgusted
with the experiment and returned. All of
the hives contained bees when landed in
San Francisco, but finally dwindled down
to one. They were brought to San Jose and
threw off 3 swarms the first season. Mr.
Sheltop. was killed soon after his arrival, by
the explosion of the ill-fated steamer Jenny
Lind.
" In December 2 of the colonies were sold
at auction to settle up lii>^ estate, and were
bonuht by Major James W. Patrick, at $105
and SI 10 respectfully.
" Mr.
in

36

Wm. Buck

imported the second

lot

November, 1855. He left New York with
colonies and saved 18.
I purchnsed

interest in them. I aHo, in the fall of
boufrht 1 colony of Major Patrick,
1 had an increase of 2.
Mr.
Buck returm^d to the East, immediately and
returned in Febrnary, 18.56, with 42 colonies
of which he saved but 7. Our increase in
18.56 from the 28 colonies was 73
we also
had about 400 lbs. of honey in boxes, which
.'51.
.'$2.00
sold
at from
.50 to
we
per pound.
"Mr. Wm. Briggs of San Jose brought
out ill the spring of 18.56. 1 colony from
which he had an increase of 7 or 8 colonies

a

lialf

1854,

from which

;

the following summer.
" The aliove wei'e the only importations I
know of prior to the spring of 18.57. There
are in this county about 1,000 colonies."
F. G. Appi-eton.

In November, 1857, J. S. Harbison started
from Lawrence Co..Penn., for California,
with 67 colonies of black bees. After a
journey of 5.900 miles in 27 days, during
which time the bees were allowed to fly out
once, at Aspinwall, they arrived at Sacramento, California, reduced in number to 62
but as some of these were weak, they were
united witii others, reducing the nurnber to
50.
Some of these were sold, and the
remainder, 34 in number, increased the following spring to 120 and were all sold but 6.

The

price realized

was

pcv colony.
In Decemlier, 18.58. Mr. Harbison started
again from New York with 114 colonies, 68
from Centralia, HI., and 46 from Lawrence
Co., Peun., and arrived iu California Jan. 1,
.15100

with 103 colonies living, but owing to
the season and unfavorable weather these
became reduced to 62. From these and the
fi previously remaining, during the spring of
1859, the number was increased to 422 by
"dividing.!'
1859,

Of these, Mr. Edwin Sherman took to
Los Angeles county, in December, 18.59, 24
colonies, which were sold and distributed in
that and the adjoining counties, and their
progeny furnished most of the wild bees
ot Southern California, as well as the basis
of the recent increase in some localities.
In the fall of 1859 also, Mr. J. Gridley
brought 4 colonies across the plains iu a

spring wagon, allowing them to fly out
occasionally in the aifteriioon, and they
arrived at Sacremento in good condition.
The success of these ventures induced
other parties to import bees in large numbers, as many as 6,000 or 7,000 colonies being
brought from New York to California in
18.59 and
1860,
but unfortunately "foul
brood" was introduced with some of them
and rapidly spread till the total destruction
of bee-keeping was threatened and many
persons lostheavily, the price rapidly declining from $100 per colony, till there was no
sale.

Most of the apiarists had been located in
the Sacramento and other large valleys, and
the great floods of 1831-2, which destroyed
so much property, swept away many apiaries only a few, located in the mountains,
escaped.
For several years bee-keeping was in very
little favor, but little honey was put on the
market and but few cared to keep bees for
a business. In the southern counties that
have since proved to be the best locality for
bee-keeping in California, and taking into
consideration all conditions of climate and
flora productions, perhaps tlie best in the
wo'rid. it had not then become a business
the few colonies that were kept on the
ranches receiving very little atfention. I
have in my possession 2 of the original colo;

;

nies brought down by Sherman, and sold to
Col. C. J. Couts of San IJiego county, and
knpt on his place until I ac(iuired them in
187.5.
They still contained bees, hut no
attention had been paid to them, the swarms
sometimes l)eing hived, but allowed to run
away and fill the trees of the mountains a
few miles distant.

In 1860. Mr. A. J. Bigelowof Sacramento,
New York with 113 colonies with Italian
queens raised by Mr. S. B. Parsons, of
Flushing, L. I., and reached California with
HI in good condition. These were the first
Italians brought to the State. In 1875 Mr.
J. S. Harbison imported 20 carefully selected
Italian queens, and from these two importations have been bred most of the hybrid
bees now generally kept here.
After several years depression in the bee
business, Mr. Harbison who had bred up a
stock from the few that escaped foul brood
and the inundation, heard that 3 colonies
left

brought into San D'ego county from Los
Angeles, had done remarkably well, and
determined to try establishing an apiary
there. He and his partner, Mr. R. G. Clark,
arrived in San Die,2o in

November,

1869,

The success of these
with 110 colonies.
both in increasing and iu gathering honey

was so encouraging that they brought 154
more in 1871. and during several succeeding
years Mr. Harbison brouglit

down

all his

colonies, amounting to 1,000.
In 1870 these gentlemen commenced selling to other parties, and as it seemed a very
profitable business, a great many persons
engaged in it, until in the spring of 1876 the
number of colonies of bees in improved
hives in San Diego county alone, as returned
to the assessor, was over 33,000.
The other counties of southern California
also went largely into the business, Los

Angeles county having

24,000,

and San Ber-

nardino, 6,000.

In 1869 one case of comb honey was
shipped from Sacramento to Chicago, in the
first car of fruit ever sent overland. In 1873
Messrs. Clark & Harbison shipped a full
car load of 10 tons to Chicago. Previous to
that, the local markets of California had
consumed all produced at a good price, but
the amount had then increased so much as
to require a market elsewhere. Since, California honey has been sliipped to all the
markets of the Eastern States, and is known
and generally liked for its color and flavor.
During the season of 1876, about 3.000,000
lbs. of honey were produced in California,
of which San Diego county furnished onethird.
Los Angeles and San Bernardino
counties combined another third, and the
rest of the State the remainder. This was
the largest amount liitherto produced. It is
too early yet to estimate the amount for 1878,
but there will probably be less comb-honey,

and more liquid honey than

In 1877

in 1876.

several causes combined to produce a disastrous result for the bee interest.
The winter or.rainy season, was extremely
dry the spring was very colil and backward
and the early summer exceedingly hot. The
supply of honey was cut otf. very few colonies gathered enough for their own use.
The result was a very great mortality fiom
starvation, amounting to one-half in San
;

Diego, fourth-fit'ths in Los Angeles. Some
owners saved their bees by feeding others
a part by distributing equally the stores
among as many colonies as it would carry
through, but no surplus honey was made.
The present season has so far been a good
one, the spring was backward and cold, but
the summer has been very favorable and
bees l)av(^ generally gathered more honey
during July tlian in any previous year, but
the great reduction in their numbers during
the past year, will restrict the aggregate
crop, though tlie average per hive will be
;

large.

The number of colonies of bees in the
southern counties of California, which embraces the greater portion of those in the
State was estimated a'xmt 30,000 in March,
1878. and the increase this year will probably
be fifty per cent. San Diego county has
principally engaged in producing comblioney while the others gee liquid honey by
extracting.

Southern California is peculiarly adapted
and honey producing for sevThe equable nature of the
eral reasons.
climate is a great advantage. The temperature seldoui falls as low as the freezing
point, and even frosts are uncommon. During the winter or rainy season, bees require
to bee raising

no shelter, and can

out more than one-

fly

half the time, indeed most of the time can
tind food. The sununer is entirely dry, no
rain, hail, or thunder storms interfere with
the labors or breeding of the bees, or cause
disease among them.
Feed is obtained during nine or ten
months in the year and surplus honey
gathered for four or five. There is a very
large area of rough mountainous country,
with small valleys, furnialiing sites for
small farms and apiaries while the mountains
are covered with honey producing plants
peculiar to this region, and never likely to be
disturbed in their luxuriant growth. Among
these are the following
Man/.anita, blossoming in February ; alfilerea, in March
black sage, in April wild
alfalfa, in May ; white sage, in June
California sumac, in July ; greasewood, golden
rod and blue curls, in the fall.
During a great part of the honey season
the nights are foggy and damp and the days
bright, warm and still, the most favorable
conditions for bees to work and store honey.
In the work published by Mr. Harbison
quoted from above, he says:
"In California the quantity of iioney gathered by a
single hive in a year is greater, and the
quality better than is usually found in any
other country. Owing to the peculiarly dry
climate the honey is more der.se, weighing
nearly one pound more per gallon than that
usually made in the Atlantic States, in consequence of which it will !.-eep good for
years, and can be transported to the Atlantic
:

;

;

;

cities

and

to

Europe

in

prime order and

at a

profit to the producer. And the time is not
distant when, if the business receives the
attention it deserves, the export of Iioney
and beeswax will he no inconsiderable item
of re venue to the apiarist of tliePaci tic coast."
This was written nearly 20 years ago. and
the writer has seen his prophecy abundantly
fulfilled by the shipment of large quantities
of honey from California to all parts of the
world.
We labor under the disadvantages of distance from the great markets, the exhorbitantly oppressive freight charges of a railroad monopoly and some old fashioned
customs ; but we are making improvements
in the spirit of the age, we are doing our
part in opening up the markets of the world,
and we hope to be able to get more reasonable rates of transportation.
While we do not wish to crowd out any
one, we claim the right to place our product
on the market in fair competition, trusting
to its own merits to secure for us a reasonable compensation for our labors and invest-

ments.
Several of the counties of California have
their bee-keepers' associations incorporated
under the general law of the State, and they
are doing much good in exchanging ideas and
experiences and in combining for mutual
Through their
interest in shipping. &c.
united action some salutary laws have been
passed and somt; trade regulations established, and it is to be hoped that they and
such associations local, state, and national
—will be warmly sustained and enabled to
go on with their good work.

—

Pres.

Chas. J. Fox,
San Diego Bee-keepers' Association.

Italian Bees.
tio7i

assembled

know

of no

my

my

writings upon the subject.
I began bee-ko'eping as a specialty in the
spring of 18(59. I began by purchasing 48
colonies ot black bees, and one Italian
queen, for which I paid $8. From this one
1 reared others, though only a few, and consequently my experience was mostly with
the blacks. I rapidly learned their ways,
and at tiie same time some of the disagreeable ways of hybrids.
I next purchased
one moi'e queen at $2.50, and was quite
pleased witli her and lier's, for a time, but
more cross:liybrids was the result. About
these winters, bees in this part were dying
to a great extent, in cellars, special houses,
and on their summer stands allKe. 1 noticed
that the Italians withstood the disease much,
yes, very much better than the blacks.
I

at once made up my mind to Italianize my
apiary, and "done with it." I had about 40
colonies and I purchased a queen for every
one of the 40 colonies, at $2.00 each.
1 had Italian bees, and an Italian apiary,
and from that time I iiave wintered most of
my colonies, while the blacks mostly died
around me. But then came new trouble. I

Now

was producing mostly extracted honey, and
these yellow jackets would not shake oft the
combs, but hang like " stick-tights." They
would not work in sections till they had
in too much honey below.
Comb
honey began to be the most profitable to
produce, and I arranged for that, and horror
of horrors they could not build comb any
where near equal to the black bees. Then 1
thought that the loud praises I had heard of
them, was all " put on " for the gain in this
traffic.
Really indignant, I took up arms of
ink against the fraud. No doubt many were
caught by their beauty, and others carried on
the deception for gain, but a few good,
reliable bee-keeping friends still swore by
the Italians, and I was induced to try them
once more, i next bought 25 full colonies
and some more queens, and at once I began
to discover that 1 had a very different and
superior race of bees to any I had ever
owned or seen before, and also that they
would go right up stairs and build more
comb in the same length of time than the
blacks would. That they were very much
superior to the blacks, or my former Italians,
as honey gathers (especially in the fall). I
began disseminating their blood into my
apiaries.
In all my surplus honey of last
year 1 found but one moth larva. Tiiis year
in all the surplus from nearly 400 colonies,
andraostall comb honey, not one. The bees
do not look like the former Italians I had
had, or any I had ever seen, and now comes
the best and most exceptional circumstance
of all. The hybrids of these and black bees
are just as good workers and amiable bees
as the pure Italians. In one of my apiaries
I still have a few of the old stock ot Italians
and the past summer their average yield was
not to exceed one-third of that of the best
filled

!

of apiculture.

present stock, though " onward "
shall ever be
motto, and I shall do
little might to still improve
bees by des-

with

way

to get at the above subject in a manner tliat will be more instructive to the inexperienced, than to simply
give
experience with this race of bees.
former
This experience will also explain
I

Producing honey— most of you
know — has always been my favorite branch
I must say that I am satisfied

colony.

Bro. Bee-Keepers in the National Assoeia-

my

my

my

my

troying the poorest and breeding from the

James Heddon.

best.

Dowagiac, Mich., Sept.

25. 1878.

Extracted Honey.
Mr. President and Members of the National Bee-keepers^ Convention :
The theme allotted me by your Executive
Committee, is one of no small importance
to American apiculturists.
Especially is
this true at the pi'esent time, when the general shrinkage of values, incident to a return
to specie payments, is constantly lessening

the margin between the actual cost of our
production and the price they will command
in our fluctuating markets
yet it is one that
has, hitherto, received too little attention.
In composing this subject we have availed
ourselves of facts and figures. Everything
in fact that had either a direct or indirect
bearing upon, result, and we herewith submit our deductions in the premises. While
they do not leave as large a marg n for profit
as we could desire, we feel that they are in
accord with the facts in the case and in
submitting them for your consideration we
court the fullest investigation of the positions herein assumed.
Our only aim has
been to correctly solve the problem, i-egai'dless of all other considerations.
One hundred colonies of bees are about all
that can be profitably kept in one location,
and will give one person full employment
where the extractor is exclusively used for
at least 150 days out of each year."
In the days of box-hives and black bees,
before our late civil war, when gold was the
basis of our currency, these iOO colonies
were worth .'$500. At the present time, with
Italian bees and movable frames, they will
represent twice that amount, or $1,000.
While in some isolated cases, bees may be
purchased for less money.
One liundred
colonies arranged for the extractor with an
extra set of combs are worth, or will command fully that sum. Suitable appliances
for carrying on business will cost $500 more.
This includes ground for a bee-yard, a bee
or honey-house for storing honey in summer
and protection of bees in winter, and all
other necessary appurtenances. These two
sums then will represent the investment.
The interest, taxes, and insurance thereon,
will amount to about 10 per cent., or $150
the labor required at $2.00 per day, will
amount to $300 more, $450 in all. This much
for the outlay. Now such an apiary will
give an annual yield of 5,000 lbs. of extracted
honey. But little increase of stock will be
secured where the extractor is exclusively
used enough perhaps to cover losses in
wintering. According to the above figuring
the actual cost of producing extracted honey
is 9 cents per pound.
In the foregoing calculation we have endeavored to avoid extremes, and thus obtain
;

;

;

—

an averaged result.
There are localities where our apiary will
produce a larger yield ot honey, while in a
great majority of cases a less

amount

will

be secured. There are seasons when honey
is very plentiful, and an averaged location
vpill exceed 5.000 lbs.; yet in 3 years out of 4
the yield will bring

it

down

Labor can be procured

to this average.
for less than $2.00

man who possesses the
and energy to successfully manage 100
colonies of bees would connnand more had
his attention been directed to other fields of

per day, but the
skill

Money is worth but 7 per cent, in
States, while here in the West it
readily conunands 10, and taxes and insurance will nialce the latter figure an average.
labor.

many

Herbert A. Burch.
South Haven, Mich.

Hints to Beginners.
In offering a few remarks upon bee-culture, I wish to state in the outset, that 1
shall not present anything especially new
or instructive to very many of those present.
But I have endeavored very briefly to indicate for the benefit of beginners, some of
the principles, a knowledge of which 1 consider indispensable to success in this calling.
I shall not give any particular details of
the practice, but simply offer a few hints,
such as seem to me most important.
question which naturally arises when
we observe the large proportion of failures
among those who undertake bee-keeping, is
as to ttie cause or causes. These failures
may, I think, be accounted for very easily,
by any thoughtful bee-keeper of much experience. The old opinion, which ought, by
this time, to be entirely exploded, that bees
will generally take care of themselves and
bring us fabulous returns for little or no
Investment of capital or labor, is still a

A

stumbling-block to prosperous bee-keeping.
to this are the deliberate misrepresentations of imscrupulous dealers, whose
advertisements are sure to mislead the uninformed.
None of us like to parade our failures, our

Added

" bad years," before the public, ami consequently the reports in the papers generally
show only the bright side, and remarkable
yields. Ignorance of the business, then, is
responsible for a large proportion of ill success.

What, then, is essential ? A thorough
knowledge of the business plenty of application and hard work. Do not begin where
;

the individual did who once wrote us that
he had decided to pursue bee-keeping, and
wanted to know the price of a pair of bees
to begin witii. I maintain that it is as important to serve an apprenticeship attliis as
at any trade or profession. Much general
and useful information may be obtained by
reading the best works and papers on the
subject, but actual practice in an apiary is
indispensible. Many persons are naturally
unfit for the business, from carelessness and
*

inaccuracy about their work.

I

know of no

out-door pursuit where so much depends on
the right thing being done at the right time
willingness to work
and in the right way.
hard and a determination to succeed are
characteristics of th.e prosperous bee-keeper.

A

WHEN AND HOW TO START AN

APIARY.

Avoid the common blunder of rusiiing
into Ijee-keeping just after there have been
one or two particularly good seasons. The

results of a favorable year are generally
very alluring to beginners. The fact is that
an extra good yield is usually followed by a
very moderate or poor one, and the reverse.
So, if one wishes to increase the chances of
success in his first venture, he had better
begin directly after a poor season. Beginners should purchase but a small number of
colonies at first, and increase as experience
and success will warrant. Obtain the best
that can be found even at a greater expense.
It will often prove a gain before the season
closes.
Spring is the preferable time to
purchase bees, and if they are transported a
long distance, they will be benefitted by the
shipment.
Use some practical form of
movable comb hive, as otherwise the best
results can not be realized.

FEAR OF

STINGS.

A very great hindrance to the practical
handling of bees is the fear of stings.
Every beginner should supply himself or
herself with a bee-veil, which will protect
the face. A prime necessity, also, is a belThis mode of applying
lows smoker.
smoke for quieting bees is being adopted by
nearly all bee-keepers, and is proving invaluThe extractor for removing honey
from the combs without injuring them is a
very important implement. Comb-foundation for the brood-chamber is underestimated
by many. I anticipate for it a place by the
able.

side of the leading inventions of the day.
1
have barely mentioned some of the
most necessary fixtures of a first-class
apiary, without which success can be but
But do not make the common
limited.

mistake of thinking that securing these appliances will ensure success. They are only
aids, profitable when intelligently used.

ITALIAN BEES.

The

merits of the Italian bee are thoroughly established among enlightened beekeepers. I can not, at this time, enumerate
their special points of superiority, but earnestly advise a careful trial of both Italians
and natives, that each nmy determine for
himself which are best adapted to a particuThe truth that should stand
lar locality.
out most prominently is, that a large force
will do a large amount of work, and every
effort should be made to secure a large stock

of

working bees.

A

piece of drone

comb two

in the center of the

inches square
brood-chamber, is a

a space in which every
21 days 200 worker bees might be raised.
This is not all. If it is located at the center
of the cluster there will often be a useless
number of drones reared for this season,
which are not only useless, but being consumers, are an absolute disadvantage. The
management necessary to secure a large
working force, is at the very foundation of
success and is borne in mind by every intelligent bee-keeper during the entire year.
The difference between a poor and good
queen may be sufficient to make the difference between the failure and prosperity of
a colony. Many practical bee-keepers fail
to attach importance enough to the selection
of proper stock from v/hich to rear queens.
The problem of successful wintering has

small thing, yet

it is
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probably been more

than

difficult to solve

any other question of bee management. It
by no means yet reduced to a formula,
and is made a subject of careful study and
experiment by our best bee-keepers.

is

SOUKCES OF INFORMATION.
need say where the most modern
works and journals giving instruction upon
these topics may be found. Every agricultural paper of to-day gives more or less
I hardly

space to this growing branch of industry,
besides those exclusively devoted to it and
afford not to keep pace
with the best ideas, to be found therein.
1 urge the organization and attendance of
conventions, where the ripest experiences of
each may be presented, and all be profited
by their discussion.
L. C. Root.
;

no bee-keeper can

and bees from others. This can be repeated
a.3 often as any colony is strong enough to
get the swarming fever. If the bees are
not strong enough to swarm, a few queens
can be raised by placing one or two frames
of brood with the bees adhering, to one
side of the hive, separating them from the
rest by a division board.
Care should be taken to make this division perfect, so that bees cannot pass from
one side to the other, also to see that the
queen is not on either of the combs, as well
as to know that there are eggs and young
brood in the combs. A separate opening for
each apartment must be had. In ten days
queen-cells will be found and can be placed
in

nuclei, for hatching.

A

careful bee-

keeper will keep on hand a few young vigorous queens to replace any old or unprolitic
ones.

Which

Scientific Bee-Keeping.

BEAD BEFOKK THE SAGINAW FABMEKS'
CLUB BY DR.

L. C.

AVHITING.

In no department of rural affairs has
greater progress been made of late years
than in bee-keeping, though but few comparatively have kept pace with the onward
march.

Some kind of a movable comb hive is indispensable for the modern bee-keeper.
This hive must combine cheapness of construction witli facility in the management

A

large number of the most
of the bees.
practical apiarists have adopted some form
of tlie Langstroth or Quinhy hive. With
either of these hives, a full knowledge of
the condition of the bees can be obtained at
any time. The best hives in use can be
made by any one, as they are free from patents.

The kind of bees you setisof much

less imbe changed at any

portance, as tiiese can
time by changing the queens. One thing is
important, that they be strong colonies, and
"no others should be tolerated." All the
profit of the apiary comes' from the strong
If luniey is the object sought,
colonies.
very little or no increase should be allowed.
multiplication
of colonies is desired, the
If
most economical way isto laise your queens,
and as soon as they commence to lay, make
the increase by division, rather than by
natural swarming. Provide each of the new
colonies with a laying queen. Keep those
you expect to gather honey, strong in numbers and build up the new ones with brood
and bees as they can be spared. Increase as
early in tlie season as possible. You can
raise queens as soon as the drones make
their appearence, and the colonies are strong
There are various ways of
in numbers.
raising queens, but perhaps as good a way
as any for a beginner, is to stimulate the
most desirable colony. The bee is as nuich
subject to improvement as any of the animal creation. Care should be taken to breed
only from the most desirable colonies, by
feeding them regularly every day, a little
honey or sweetened water, until thej' swarm
naturally, then divide the old colony into as
many nuclei as there are queen-cells. When
the queen is hatched and commences to lay,
build up, by giving them combs of brood

are best, the Italian are black
prefer the Italians for the following reasons: They are less likely to sting
while being handled. The (pieens are more
easily found, seldom or never hiding ; they
are moth proof ; they protect their stores
more successfully from lobber bees, and
gather more honey in a poor season.
The black bees will store as nuich honey
in a good season and are more easily induced
to work in the boxes. The greatest danger
of loss is in wintering bees. Seek security
from this by having al! colonies strong and
well provided with good sealed honey.
Sufiieient air to carry off the moisture must
be atlmitted to the hive, care being taken to
have no draught through the cluster of bees.
If wintered out of doors they should be examined often to see that the entrance is not
closed.
If all air is excluded tliey will
quickly smother: 30 to 35 lbs. of honey will
be required for out of doors and 10 lbs. less
good quilt or
if wintered in the cellar.
chaff coveiing is considered desirable over
the frames, to let the moisture escape without maUing a draught of air through the
cluster. Cover with the cap of the hive so
as to keei) perfeclly dry. In the fall unite
all weak colonies, and thereby save bees and
honey.
A small colony will require as
much honey as a large one, and is very

bees?

I

A

likely to be lost.

The market demands comb honey

in

small frames or sections, so that it can be
sold without breaking bulk; extracted honey
by the pound or gallon. The demand for
the extracted honey, is increasing, as the
people are fast becoming aware of its cheapness and purity.
The best tinie to handle bees is in the middle of the day when the old bees are out
There are then fewer
gathering honey.
bees in the way and the young bees are not
If possible avoid
inclined to be cross.
opening hives when robber bees are troublesome. The most desirable location for an
apiary is where blossoms are found in the
greatest variety and abundance. In this
part of the State white clover and basswood
furnish tlie main crop, buckwheat and fall
flowers furnishing au abundance for their

winter stores.

With frame hives and comb foundation
amount of drone comb can be regulated.
The foundation with small wire worked into
Use
it, is preferable as it will not sag.
the
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comb foundation only

colonies in the spring

hive.

August,

in the body of the
Tiie starters in the boxes, siiould be

of clean white comb, fastened with white
glue.
Tlie most profitable time to feed is in the
spring and summer when blossoms fail.
Feeding induces the queen to lay, and the
bees will raise the brood for the coming
harvest. Tiie more bees, the more honey.
Care should be taken during the season that the queen has room in which to
For this purpose the
deposit her eggs.
extractor should be used freely. It will be
found a gain, even if you have to feed the
honey back again to keep the queen layii:g.
As it is desirable that there sliould be but
little unoccupied room, the liive should be
supplied witii a movable division board.
As the colony increases in size, the board
can be easily moved. The tools required
for a beginner are first a good manual. A.
J. Cook's, of the agricultural college of
Lansing, is the latest and best; a honey exa Bingham &
tractor
a Bingham smoker
Hetheiington honey knife; a bee-veil, and
tools enough to put hives and boxes together.
The old secret of handling bees with
safety, was to alarm them in some way so
that they would fill themselves with honey,
when they are peaceable, like a natural
swarm in swarming time. Bee-keepers use
smoke for this purpose. If you have but a
few colonii'S, a small stick of half-rotted
wood lighted so that the smoke can be
;

;

blown amongst them will do, but a good
Bingham smoker will save much time don't
;

get the largest size. One of our best
bee-keepers says that the great secret in
successful bee-keeping consists in knowing
fail to

;

they did nothing

12 miles into
the country. In Oct. tliey had stored 2,000
readily in
in
which
sold
lbs.
1-lb. sections,
St. Louis at 20 cents per lb.
Annual meeting will beheld atHillsboro,
Wm. J. Jacksou, Sec.
111., April 1st.

Honey Show.— Mr. M. W.

Carrott
a very tine honey exhibit at the
Quincy, 111., Fair. Tlie Western Agriculturist remarks thac Mr. C. is "a
great admirer of bees, and as successful
as the most enthusiastic amateur could
wish.
His hives are of modern construction. Commencing with common
bees, he Italianized them by giving
them tested Italian queens his colonies
ai"e now strong, and iiave been active
workers, having filled the prize boxes
with the finest honey ; he has also taken
large quantities from the frames with
the honey extractor."

made

;

Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place

1878.

Dec.

.3.— Montcalm

of Meeting.

County, at Carson City, Mich.

4.— Mlclildan State, at Grand Kapkls, Mich.
17,— Northwestern Illinois, at Shirland, Ul.

1879.

Feb. 14.— South-Western Ohio, at Lebanon, O.
April 1, -Central Illinois, at Hillsboro, III.
May 6.— Albany County, N. Y., at Clarksville, N. T.
ti.- Central Kentucky, at Ijexington. Ky.
28.— North-EasternWisconsin, at Hartford, Wis.
Oct. 21.— National Convention, at Chicago, Ul.
this Table complete. Secretarequested to forward full particulars of time
and place of future meetings.— Ed.

Z^" In order to have

how to keep all colonies strong. To this
Doing the right thing at
might be added

ries are

the right time. Don't cherish the idea that
you can keep bees without work. Don't be
alarmed if you get stung pull out the sting
as quickly as possible, blow a Utile smoke
over the place and go ahead, you will soon
get used to it.
One very important item is to take the

receive the

December number

as

So make up clubs

:

New subscribers

;

American Bek Jouknal.

It

is

worthy

of the ))atronage of every t)ee-keeper in tiie
land. With these few hints permit me to
close, hoping
in apiculture.

they

may

assist the beginner

|^° The Central Illinois Bee-Keepers'
Association held its semi-annual meeting
Oct. 31st. 1878, at Hillsboro, III.
Dr. Hobson, of Irving, being called upon,
addressed the Convention, showing the necessity of feeding bees during the wet and
cold vveather in spring, and severe drouths
of summer. They require it as much as any
other stock, it strong colonies are desired.
He thought many hives too large ; 1,800 cubic inches are sufticient for brood chamber.
The best place lor the surplus honey was

over the frames. This season was not favorable from 22 colonies he got but 1,200 lbs.
Mr. Welcher had 65 colonies in spring, and
increased to 14.5. From these he obtained
7200 lbs. extracted, and ISOO lbs. comb honey.
Dr. Allen, of Greenville, said bees had
been almost a failure this year with him.
He was successful in wintering bees by covering completely with hay or straw.
Mr. J. H. Shimer, the President, had 40
;

till

when he moved them

it lasts.

for next year will
free, as

at once.

long

Our

clubbing rates with other papers for next
year will be as follows
:

CLUBBING

LIST.

We supply the Amkiiioan Bee .Iournal and any
of the following periodicals at the prices quoted in
the hist column of tlgures. The first column gives
the regular price of both.
$2 50
$2 25
Gleanings in Bee Culture
Bee-Keepers' Magazine

The

H CO
4 00
4 CO
6 50
2 75
3 00

three Bee papers of U. S

British Bee Journal
All four— British and

American
American Poultry Journal
American Agriculturist
Ohio Farmer
Moore's Rural New Yorker
National Live Stock Journal

Free to Any Lady for
TheBuckeyePublisliing

Two

2 50

350

285

4 15

3 65
3 15
3 15

3 65
3 50
4 90
3 50
4 50

Prairie Farmer
Scientific American
Western Rural
Voice of Masonry

2 50
3 25
3 50
5 00
2.50

4 35

3 15
3 75

Months.

Co., Minneapolis,

make the following extraordiiwiry
They will send that new and superb
The Housekeeper, for two
months free to any lady who sends them
the names of ten prominent ladies at five
different post offices, two at each post office.
An easy way to get a valuable magazine.
Send on the names.
Minn.,
offer

:

magazine.

^^ We shall give more

of the statis-

next month.
Those who
have not reported yet should do so at
once, and include the proceeds of the
whole season.
tical table

TERMS OF SITBSCRIPTION,
PAYABLE STRICTLY

IN ADVANCE.

Single subscription, one year
$1 50
at the same time
2 50
Two subscriptions, sent
"
"
"
''
B 50
Three
"
"
"
"
4 50
Four
"
"
"
..each, 100
Five or more,
strictly
in
not
paid
advance,
TWO
dollars
S^~lf
per annum will charged In all cases.

Advertisements

will

be inserted at the rate of

SO cents per line of Agate space, for each insertion,
cash in advance.

One inch measures fourteen

lines.

Special Notices 50 cents per line.
contain about eight words; fourteen
Advertisements
lines will occupy an inch of space.
must be received by the 20th, to insure insertion.
intend only to adNotice to Advertisers.—
vertise for reliable dealers, who expect to fulfill all
their advertised promises. Cases of real imposition
will be exposed, and such advertisements discontinued. No advertisement received for less than $1.
Address all communications and remittances to

|^~A line will

We

THOMAS
974

KEWMAN

G.
West Madison

St.

1^ The National Convention ordered
to be printed 1000 copies of the address
to "Honey Producers and Consumers,"

found on page 394. Bee-keepers were
expected to get them, and personally ask
the editors of the local papers to publish them.
They are now ready and
will be sent to those desiring them,
either from this office, or the Secretary,
Dr. Parmly, of Ncav York.

SON,

&;

CHICAGO, ILL.

To Correspondents.
When changing a post-office address, mention the
old address as well as the new one.
send the Journal until an order for discontinuance is received and all arrearages are paid.

We

We do not send goods by C. O. D., unless sufficient
is sent with the order to pay express charges
both ways, in case not taken from express office.
In consequence of the dearth of small currency in
money

we will receive either 1. 8 or 3 cent
for anything desired from this office.
Strangers wishing to visit our ofBce and Museum
of Implements for the Apiary, should talie the Madison street-cars (going west). They pass our door.
Additions can be made to clubs at any time at the
same rate. Specimen copies, Posters, and Illustrated
Price List sent free upon application, for canvassing.
Remit by post-office money-order, registered letter
or bank-draft, payable to Thomas G. Newman & Son,
80 that if the remittance be lost it can be recovered.
will send a tested Italian Queen to any one
subscribers to The American Beb
sending us
Journal with !S9. Premium Queens will in every
case be tested, but not sent till after July 1st.
Write name and post-office address plainly. If
there is no express office at your post-office address,
be sure to give your nearest express office when ordering anything by express. Give plain directions
how goods are to be sent.
Seeds or samples of merchandise can be mailed for
one cent per ounce, Printed matter one cent for
every two ounces. These must be tied up; if pasted,
they are subject to letter postage. Don't send small
packages by express, that can fust as well be sent by mail.
For the convenience of bee-keepers, we have made
arragements to supply, at the lowest market prices.
Imported or tested Italian Queens, Full Colonies,

i^We have received a copy of " The
Amateur's Hand-book of Practical Information for the Work-shop and the
Laboratory. " It is a ten cent book containing information on almost every
subject, and is published by the Industrial Publication Co., New York.

the country,

stamps,

We

SIX

Hives, Extractors and anything required about the
Apiary. Our Illustrated Catalogue and Price List
will be sent free, on application.
We have gotten up a "Constitution and By-Laws,"
suitable for local Associations, which we can supply,
with the name and location of any society printed,
at $2 per hundred copies, postpaid. If less than lOO
are ordered, they will have a blank left for writing in
the name of the Association, etc. Sample copy will
be sent for a three-cent postage stamp.
Our answer to all who ask credit is this We sell on
small margins, and cannot afford to take the risks of
doing a credit business. If we did such a business,
we should be obliged to add at least 10 to 20 per cent,
more to our prices, to make up for those who would
never pay, and to pay the expenses of keeping bookaccounts with our customers— this we know our Cash
customers would not think to their advantage.—
This rule we must make general in order not to do
Injustice to any one. The cash system gives all the
advantage to cash customers, while the credit system works to their injury. In justice to all we must
therefore require Cash tvlth the order.
:

Insects ok Flowers and HousePlants, AND How TO DiSTP.OY TheM

—Is the

a valuable little book.
to fertilize and stimulate
plants, the experiences of cultivators
keeping their plants healthy.
in
Among the topics are these " Bed
It tells

title of

how

:

Aphis,
Green Fly " Worms
in Pots,'' " Base Slugs,^'' " ttose Bugs,''''
" Snails.'''' " Caterpillars,^^ " How to Destroy Insects on Garden Fruit Trees and
It is exceedingly
Vegetables,'''' etc., etc.
valuable also to Housekeepers, as it
Spider ,^^

^'"'''

''

,''''

about "vlwfs" and all House
be sent to any address
for 30 cents, by mail, postpaid, by the
publisher, Henry T. Williams, N. Y.
tells all

Bugs.

It will

^^ In writing to this

office,

mix business matters np on

please do not
same sheet

tlie

with articles for publication. It is very inconvenient. Write it on separate sheets, so
that the business matter can go directly into
the hands of the business manager, and that

— two

for publication to the editor

different

persons.
«

« *

<

A Farmer's Paper.— We

ask attention

to tiie card of The Ohio Farmer, of Cleveland, O., in this issue of our paper. It is
one of the oldest and most valuable agriculclub it
tural papers in the country.
with the Bee Journal for 3?2.85.

We

BINDERS FOR OUR JOURNAL.

Honey Markets.
CHICAGO.

HONEY.— White clover, put up in single-comb
boxes, in fair demand. Prices paid for such, 11 'ilHc.
When more than 1 comb in a box. 10a He. Dark, in
Extracted Honey,

the comb, slow sale at 8®lUc.
white,

7(<'

dark. ti^Tc.

8c.:

BEESWAX.— Prime choice

yellow, 23(325c; darker

grades, lGi20c,

CINCINNATI.

COMB HONEY-In small bo,\es, U(313c.

Extracted,

jars, in shipping order, per doz., $2.50; per gross,
$28.00. 2 lb. jars, per doz„ .$4.50; per gross, $50.00.
I Vi.

C. F.

CALIFORNIA.

MUTH.

HONEY.— Our low ttgures for honey are opening
up new markets, and in addition to European markets, we are selling extracted honey and wax for the
Chinese and Australian markets. Receipts arosinuil
but market steady. San Diego county is estimated to
produce one million pounds this year. Quotations
areas follows: Comb, white, 9(aillc comb, dark to

We can furnish Emerson's Binders for The
at the following prices,
postage paid
50
Cloth (to hold 1 vol.), each
75
Leather and Cloth
ff^" We can also furnish the Binder for any Paper
AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

Magazine desired.

or

THOMAS
974

e.xtraeted, 4^'iafio.

T.'tSc;

I

BEES\VAX.-2.5(a2rc.

Steauns & S.MlTH, 428 Front St., San Francisco, Cal.
NEW YORK.
Quotations.— Best fancy white comb honey, new.
buckwheat comb
I2csl5c; extracted, new, TSiSc;
honey,

10(<4

beeswax, prime, 27^ac.
H. K. & F. B. Thurbeu

12c;

&

Co.

Michigan State Convention.
The annual meeting of the Michigan State BeeKeepers' Assoclatifm will be held at the Supervisors'
Hall, on corner of I>yon and Ottowa streets, in tlie
city of Grand Rapids, Mich., commencing Dec. 4th,
1878, at 2 o'clock p. m., and continuing two days. M(jre
than a score of the prominent bee-keepers of Michigan will take part in the programme, and nearly
every branch of bee-culture will be considered by
those specially proficient in the sevei'al branches.
Valuable articles from several of the most extensive
bee-keepers in the United States are also promiised,
and the session promises to be more interesting and
valuable than any yet held. A cordial invitaiuin is
extended to all in any way interested in bee culture
to be present. The following are the names of some
of those who will take part in the exercises
R. M. Argo, Ky. Fisk Bangs, Lansing H. A. Burch.
South Haven M. S. Baker, Santa Monica, Cal.; Mrs,
L. W. Bilker, Lansing; J. Butler, .Jackson; Frank
Benton, Detroit T. F. Bingham, Otsego Prof. A. J.
Cook, Lansing Miss Davis, Delhi James Heddon,
Dowagiac O. J. Hetherington, Saginaw Capt. ,1. B.
Hetherington, N. Y.; R. F. Kedzie, Agrtcultural College C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O.; T. G. Newman, Editor of A.MEHICAX Bee Jot'KX.-vL, Chicago: J. H.
Nellis, N. Y. J. L. Peabody, Denver, Col. D. Palmer,
Hart Hiram Roop, Carson City B. W. Southard,
Kalaniazot); J. H. Townley, Tompkins Paul L. VialMiss L. A. Wilkins,
Ion, La.; Dr. Whiting, Saginaw

NEWMAN

& SON,

M ad ison St„ CHICAGO.

LANGSTROTH HIVES.

;

medium.

G.

West

Hives, without movable sides,
inches inside, with % inch slotted honeyThree bottomless boxes or cases are used, to

make Langstroth

18!^,xl4J<txlO

board.

hold six prize sections each, glass in outside sections.
The hive and cap is halved together, and well
nailed. A metal rabbet and tin separators will be
used. Hive complete, $2.50.
12-lt
R. S. BliClvTELL, New Buffalo, Mich.

FLORIDA MOSS.
Beautiful for decorating,
by mail.

4 oz. lOc. 12 oz. 2Jc., 16 oz.

HARRY

oOc. Sent free
12-lt

W. PETERS,
Lake George, Fla.

Langstroth Bee-Hives,
Prize "Honey Boxes and Section Boxes, or Boxes of
all kinds, cut, ready to nail, as cheap as the cheapest,
material and work taken into consideration.
R. R MURPHY,
Address,

Garden

12-2

Plain, Whiteside Co.,

Cheapest and Best Dictionary

in tlie

111.

World.

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

:

Farwell.

A tine

bition.
T. F.

THE NATIONALAGRICULTURIST,
And

;

;

;

display of apiarian supplies will be on exhiA. B. Chesey, President.

BINGHAM,

Secretary.

Workiiit^ Farmer.

establisiif:d 1847, united 187,5.
A large, double qiiarto, IG-patie illustrated
Family pajter, (Ndbionai Auricultarist
and i3ce Jourtinl unci Working Fartiicr
consolidated). It Ireat.s of Stock Raising,
Sheep Husbandry, Dairy Business. Swine,
Poultry, Gardening and Fruit Growing,
besides tiie elaborate departments of BeeCulture, Ladies' or Home and Fireside, and
a tirst-class FamilyYouth's Departments
malving
instructive,
paper, interesting,
and
old
liearts glad.
young eyes sparkle
;

Everett's Extractor Corner.
Sparta Center, Mich.. Sept. 18, 1878.
Esq., Toledo, O. My Dear Sir:—
is now over.and after having given

Everett,
Our honey season
B. O.

:

your Extractor a thorough trial, lam fully satisfied
Mine being 4-framed, I susIt is excelled by none.
pected the gear might be too light but find it heavy
;

enough— luoiUd liaise it nn heavier. Every ounce added
Would dislike to have
weight makes it run heavier.
the canal leading to faucet covered. Yours truly,
A. B. CUENEV, Pres. Mich, Bee-Keepers' Ass'n.
Gibsonbufg. O., May 17. 1878.
B. O. Everett :—Extractor came all riglit, and is according to order. We feel well pleased with it, and
there have been three bee-keepers to see it to-day.
Two of them have Root's extractor, and they say
yours is ahead of his in several respects. Hoping

you may have good success, we

renniin, vours,

BAIK& HoECO.MB.

have many like testimonials from practical apiarists from all parts of the country, whom we all know
to be sound in their judgment— not unripe testinumy
from novices.
B. O. EVEUETT.
Toledo, O., Nov. 32, 1878.
I

Large Cash

coniniissiou

to

agents,

or

valuable premiums given.

Splendid Premium for 1879.
To every subscriber who sends us i^l.SO by
P. O. Money Order, registered letter or
check during .January, 1879. we will send
National Aoiiicultuhist and
the
WoRKi.VG Farmer one

year, postage precoi)y of Pictorial Pronouncing
Dictionary, containing o20 pp. and 250 enliaid,

and one

gravings; clolli, stamped 18ino. This is the
iiandsomest illustrated school or pocket
is
ureatly
dictionary ever issued, and
superior to many Common School Dictionaries which are sold at 05 cents, retail.

Trv it
premium

six

months

for 55 cents, without

or -5130 a year, with Dictionary,

postpaid. Send to
WM. L. ALLISON, 128

Nassau St., N. Y.
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Report of Michigan College
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Bee Culture, for ladies
new work on
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216
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Bee Enemies
pits in
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peach
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red clover
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teasel
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willows
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2S4, 295, 321, 323, 361, 372, 402,
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Bee Stings- how prevented. 21,
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new work on
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260
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bee items from
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frames, description of
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a test of purity
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151,

swarming

review of a year's work

bright or dark
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14o, 290,
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COMB Foundation for starters

Bees— by

Bee Journal— abroad

experiences of.
botany for

10'2, 179,
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169,
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motherwort
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Norway maple
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417
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307
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description of asters
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229,
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Bee Pasturage.. 83, 205, 267, 387,
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T.S. Bull's
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workers
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W. W. HipoUte's
Oatman & Son's

Dr.

.
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151, 316,
427.
150, 310, 427,

Texas

keeping record of
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Italians— activity of
purity of queen... 10,

California

200, 211, 394, 397, 408,

„alianizing

400,

Louisiana
Russia and Greece
ladies engaged in
superstitions of the past
secrets of success
a national industry
as an avocation

APBICA—the Bee Journal in
Ants—how to get rid of
Apiary- how to start

.

.153, 265, 305

working on buckwheat
queens reproducing

Alabama
2S,

275, 317, 852,

petition to Congress against,

I

do they injure fruit ?
battle with geese
grasshoppers, dialogue with.
Hannemann's sieve for
improvingthe race.

England and Wales
Tennessee

Kentucky law

Cook's Manual for the.

Bees— conf fnited.

Australia

29,

crystal honey fraud
of table syrups

of sweets

217,

Western Michigan
Northern Michigan

(?)

sent to England
California law
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.22,

23,

116,

169,
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honey.. 14, 87, 92. 93, 94,
'79, 298, 319,
a success
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—

made on
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how to
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how much to use

dipping board for making
paper and thread incorporated
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flat

in

bottomed

Germany

cells to

._.

374,

introduced by Mr. Hoge
Betsinger's experience with.
Dunham machine for making.

bright wax sheets for
Kj-etchmer"s experience with.

3;«')

256
240
is;:{
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Capping Cells, new plan. .270,
Chaff from Sweet Home, .347,
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414
418

CHIPS from Sweet Home. .40,

81,
123, 155, 193, 225, 233, 2G1, 315,
351, 418

CERESIN

Wax— description of..

not to be used in foundation.

.

254
254

and separators
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American hive
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239
17
.

.157, 314

219
210
239
416
26
201, 296
44
14,

Dunham's
tiering

as

up

made by

must be made

T. J. D(jdds
attractive

increasing demand
management of

for

should be ripened before mar-

how put up in

keting.

.

California

COBIBS -wax for fastening
production of vfnx for

45
296
38

23. 103

cost of, in honey consumed.
to keep moths out of
attached to an apple tree
bees refusing to build
how to secure straight
22,
.

.

150
l.il

369
415
416
182
221
54
10,

preservation of empty

moldy combs
natural for starters
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.

.

.226,

benefits of
92, 199, 362, .377,
county associations advisable
notices in tabular form
by-laws of local
British, and bee show

382
407
279
335
7

.142, 2.52, 291,
318, 373, 377, 407, 432, 433, 440
North-Bastern
13, 89, 113
111. and E. Iowa.. 19, 45, 171, 198

W.

Northern Missouri
Michigan
25, 49,168.
North-Western Ohio. .4S, 167,
San Diego Co., California
.114,
North-Western Illinois
Bremer County, Iowa
Los Angele.s Co., Cal
192,
New York City
Albany Co., N. Y
197,
North-Eastern Wisconsin. 198,
Southern Kentucky
203,
.

.

.

Central Illinois

Penn
Central Kentucky
Co.,

.

Kansas
South-Western Ohio
Northern Missouri
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290
365
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410

77,

110,224, 274

boards

.

99, 125, 161, 208, 285
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how

70
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217
331
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179
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cells 220
264
264
376
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179, 258, 260, 394, 410
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.

219,
221,
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demand

EXTRACTOR—when
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to use.

.

106
410

creating a

receipts for cooking
ferment^'.tion preventei'
2u-j,
season's results

.154,

.139,

140. 177,

forwax
212,319,
Feeding Bees- in transit
how to do'it in the spring
for storing in surplus

258
341
220

153, 200, 282

.13,

in

118, 189,
384, 414

41,

witnessed by Dzierzon

40

Floating APIARY. .101,

136 232,
238, 293, 3;«, 367
30, 181

ancient migi'atory trips

Fore tON Notes

13 to 18, 39, 40,
95,96,108, 181. 182, 269 to 271,
297, 298, 337 to 340, 374, 413, 414
.
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Foul Brood
102, 114,
how to cleanse hives
remedies for

Frames— large

190, 251, 323
. ..

146

212, 241, 269

or small

278
175
282
336
234
362
278

?

which way to run
distance between
block for making
Kretchmer's bearings for
passage-ways over
Valentine's stand for

Glucose— how manufactured..

12
unwholesome
35, 391, 392
honey adulterated with
394
200
unfit for feeding bees
.90,
317, 369, 375, 392, 405
.

Goods—the

.

178

ventilation of
219,
discussion upon in Germany..
are large or small ones best ?.
measurement of Langstroth's.

shading necessary?
bottom boards

106,

—

knives— Bingham &

5,

Hether"252,

tin pails and jars
cans, sizes and prices of

future for producers
Detroit dealers
an unmailable article
knives unmailable
store in a dry place
supply and demand
selling and shipping
sale of tons of

52,

wonderful cave of

Honey Boxes
what kind

to use

24, 81, 29B,
22,
20, 260,
24, 72, 91, 149,
26, 107,

how to get bees out
glassed or not
single combs best

in

made

of forty years ago

210

Honey Market- -how to establish

Honey and Bee Shows.

.

.

.328,

354, 369, 374, 378, 409,

292,294,

medals for prizes
wonderfully attractive

—

_.

366,

Honey— as food and medicine.
105, 129, 170, 176, 207, 308,

for dyspepsia, colds, etc

use

in

cooking

2:^5,

—

293, 378
209, 260
243, 303

Wm. Thomson

152, 130, 145,

Novice

176

Hog Cholera— cure for
INCREASE— prevention

259,

apparatus for hiving. .6, 64, 139.
Langstroth
139, 232, 333,
double Langstroth
177,
new Langstroth
as made by John Roberts
80,
A. H. Russell

.368

200
343
169

111
87
149
176, 368
212
all of glass
277
queen laving in
236,280, 365
Moore's with cap
400
I arge boxes und esirabl e
25, 371
1 lb. sections too small

not use foundation
spaces between
all in one piece

lecture by the editor on

Germany..

are any moth-proof?
entrance regulator

10.

7, .35,

transportation cans
jars, corks and labels for

its

sliding

why bees desert them

best

42

of

method of

—

97, 398

168

Italy— are black bees there?.124,
C. J.
S. B.

Quinby's visitto
Parsons' visit to

Langstroth, Rev.

39(i

L. L..

stored to health
visit to Prof.

162
43:^

re.... 409

Cook

405

jMauketing Honey— 8,26,

Wm. Cam

E. France
Oatmans' Modest
141,146,
North Star
170,
Concord
Armstrong's Centennial... 209,
332,

Hill's

carrier

general
progressive ideas about
Winfield's prize " pillaT-"

which to adopt

N. C. Mitchell

—

why not more

Hives—which way to face
their name is " legion"

is

from one hive
the best always demanded
gold medal award
should always be graded
vinegar recipe

British

cheapest not often

best

rotary, as made in
an old, old one

243,

ington's

.19, 45, 116,

Fertilization— attempted

.52,

328.

280 lbs.

different kinds described.

confinement.

for. .28,

129,

Muth's patent on

.

demand

used in preserving fruit

use in brood-nest

.

106,
106,

freight charges on
yield per hive

how to sepavate from wax

essential features of
invention and use of

Fertile Workers

Cuban and Southern

from white clover
sold on commission

unripe if not capped
not same as strained honey..
cans for shipping

winter bee-hive

suspended on scales

Honey— Is it made or gathered?

Exportation- of honey.. 36, 37,
from California to Germany.

to strain

20, 45,
67,
it

used at Jewish feasts
in Switzerland hotels

25, 111,

in California

increasing

large yields
California yield
" hot," how to cure
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9,

San Domingo
management of
in

337
67, 372, 341

Austro-German
North American.

Lancaster

63 to 68, 101 to 107, 137 to 145,
173 to ISO, 209 to 217, 251 to
259, 289 to 305, S27 to 337, 365
to 372, 405 to 411
notes of travel by editor .370, 372
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EXTRACTED Honey

443

342
used in manufacturing 137, 371, 399
436
cost of production
71, 73
sold at hard times prices

34 to
37, 39, 79, 106, 107, 116, 117, 143

to 145, 203, 260, 296

needs personal attention
co-operation desirable
should be assorted and labeled
.

small crates

must be

sell best
attractive

.

.

14
92

.145, 231
162, 392

194

sales ruined by inexperienced
....14,37,41,109, 117

veneering should be discountenanced
in Boston, Mass
37, 145,

144

296
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encouruge and work up local
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.

.

.o7, 170, 22t), 236, 2tiU,

296

overstocking improbable
straw packing injurious

408

Melipones — an

2!)6

November— seasonable
the war-path
BureU'jreply to
Winder's reply to
(in

3;^,

252

436

how to keep surplus
l.il
mothers, not rulers
264
sometimes lav before mating. 264
when cells are started
19
when cells may he transferred 45
when cells will not hatch
210
returning them to colonies
279
impregnation while swarming. 114
untested condemned .48, 368, 39

333

142, 180, 32.i
180, 269

10, 13, 54 to
58, 97 to 99, 132 to 134, 145 to
152. 206 t(j 210, 242 to 245, 282
to 285, 321 to 323, 358 to 362,

.

402, 403, 431, 432

inside of hives

PARIS Exposition
honey show

... .6, 96, 218,

directions to e.vliibitors
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369

PATENTS— something about
why obtained on smokers
The Journal not interested
in any
Quinby hive not patented

Pollen— flour
Postal

inventors of
should it be glassed ?
how to use it
adopted in Oregon
case to hold it on hive.
how not made

Sartori's

179
71

rearing

105, 179

148

Manual in

origin of bell-ringing

.

.

.17, 149,

Swarms— which way they

I.i6

91

Tin Corners
Uniting Colonies.

Statistics.
lessons

.49, 115,

from

22
76
342
50
143
218
234
277

255
221

to

323

cleansing flights during
preparation for. .9, 97, 110,

49
76
150,
191, 343

221

72
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WINTERING.

.5, 17, 21, 27, 42, 48,

109, 1.58, 159
51. 77, 97, 98, 207

Betsinger's plan criticised
cellars vs.

summer stands

e.xperience with chaff.
use of quilts in

43
44

..61, 132, 133

a cave
54,77, 151,
on summer stands
75,
how to keep quiet in cellar
in

52
168
321
102

Ill
in California in 1876-7
position of honey in brood nest 114
133
pure honey tor food

256
186

in

'nS, 39,
154, o05, 306

159, 185, 280,
:>41, 355, 433
328, 419, 420

. .

in cellar

I
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.

Winter— moving bees in

327
294

early invention of

'

.

.19, 45, 154,

202

36

how to operate them

119,143, 314

87, 200, 206, 210, 318
218, 220

supersede non-layers

. .

tact.

Useful Implements

of inventors.

69, 109, 110, 152

"282

214

Tremontani's business

Southern Notes. .11 to 13,
394

. .

brought down by mirror

142, 146, 176, 193, 213, 214, 277,
301, 409

296

.

to do with surplus

two issue within two days
does(jld queen always go with?
returning second swarms

Novice's Inferior
different kinds described... 6H,

.157, 234, 313

fly

amusing incident
select a place in advance

what

71, 188
31, 61, 148

313
34
24

.

time of preparation for
64, 69,

goods by express

Smokers— rights

,

.

honey to England
two tiers of boxes
with top-bar downwards

255, 332, 366

182

often uncontrollable

division of colony preferable. 343
preparation of nuclei
329

Italian. 289

Shipping— crates. .6,35,45,

Producers and ConsumersQueens, unmailable. .68,

circular rip

Separators— theiruse

95

16

to prevent.

219

foot-power circular

372, 407

address to

31, 170

116, 121, 158, 163, 202, 209

Saw— hand

172

Prize Box— description of .6, 28.

how

by the

20, 45, 116, 154, 276
.22, 90, 133, 166,
185, 192, 200, 398

i

411

drones not robbers

327

of peas

peculiarities

ROBBING
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gold medal award

.

of a year's work

RIGHTS of Inventors

299
37

Elwood's honey e.vhibited

Petrified honey comb

Ke VIEW

203

.

queen
methods of

.

\&\ 193

OurLetter-Box..9,

Paint— on

Swarming— not induced

:iH2

333
introduction of. .19, 4a, 114, 119, 206
Scovell's cages for
179, 215 259
how to clip their wings
10
how to produce good
86, 399
stung but not killed
197
how to know when absent.. 283, 318
two in one hive
39, 319

hints.. 366

Novice— Encyclopaedia

prolific

297
310, 400
321
323

selection of best at sight

Milt.ers..
24, 200, 220,

handsome,

of Purity., 177, 212.
216, 220, 252, 268,273, 311,314,
323, 345, 347, 348, 350, 354, 378,
395, 399, 430, 433

290, 349

seven in one hive

hymenopter-

Moth WoEiMS and
t

large,
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ous insect..

Standard

duplicating themselves
laying eggs at will
purity of
strange freak of virgin

363

In Cleveland, Ohio
in Great Britain

France and Germany

182

use of oat straw in

3,58

H. H.

M)

Flick's

system of

Garrett's plan of
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421
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Atomizer for spraying bees
Armstrong's Centennial hive
Bingham's smoker
Betsinger's prize bo.v

212 Frame for 'cutting foundation
332
dation starters
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3i G. T. Wheeler's sectional boxes. 35
34 Harbison's California sections.
55
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65 Hand circular rip-saw
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333
336 Hill's wax extractor
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Bee showing wax formations
Bee parasite -the oil beetle
Block for frame making
Bingham & Hetherington honey
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.

knife

Case of prize boxes for LangCarlin's foundation cutter
Case of prize boxes for American hive
156,
Comb hcmev Rack for Lang-

New Langstroth

hive
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Oldham's swarm catcher
Perfecticm honey box
(

Prize shipping crate
Porter's shinping cases
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ings
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141
tors
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290

Jjecanium tulipifera
Btroth hive
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Chaff division boards
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Cotton as a honey plant
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Moore's sectional bo.xes and sep"299
Chateau de I'lnseft at Paris
arators
Comb lioney rack for Centennial
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hive
stroth hive
28,
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Everett's honey extractor
257 New Quinby smoker
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140
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IS

313
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